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HELPING FARMERS GROW
CropLife International and its global network are the voice
and leading advocates for the plant science industry.

Plant science provides modern agricultural tools
and technologies which help farmers:

Look after

OUR PLANET

Feed a growing

POPULATION

Progress rural

COMMUNITIES

The world needs farmers, and farmers need plant science.
CropLife International is proud to be at the heart of #HelpingFarmersGrow.

www.croplife.org
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Welcoŵe Eote ,osƟng OrganisaƟons ͻ DW'͕ :</ anĚ /s

Dear colleagƵes͕
/t is a great ƉleasƵre for Ƶs to ǁelcoŵe ǇoƵ to the ϭ8th /nternaƟonal Wlant WrotecƟon
Congress ;/WWCͿ helĚ in erlin͕ 'erŵanǇ͕ froŵ ƵgƵst Ϯ4 to Ϯϳ͕ ϮϬϭϱ.
The congress is being helĚ ƵnĚer the Ɖatronage of the /nternaƟonal ssociaƟon for
the Wlant WrotecƟon ^ciences ;/WW^Ϳ͕ the 'erŵan ^cienƟĮc ^ocietǇ of Wlant WrotecͲ
Ɵon anĚ Wlant ,ealth r.^. ;DW'Ϳ͕ the :ƵliƵs <ƺhn /nsƟtƵte͕ &eĚeral Zesearch Centre
for CƵlƟǀateĚ Wlants ;:</Ϳ anĚ the /s͕ the 'erŵan CroƉ WrotecƟon͕ West Control anĚ
&erƟliǌer ssociaƟon.
TǁentǇͲĮǀe Ǉears aŌer the reƵniĮcaƟon of 'erŵanǇ erlin͕ the caƉital of 'erŵanǇ
is an eǆciƟng citǇ͕ ĚƵe to its sǇŵbolic historǇ of breaŬing Ěoǁn the ǁall anĚ coŵbinͲ
ing eīorts to create one of the ŵost sƵccessfƵl͕ interesƟng͕ anĚ ŵoĚern ciƟes in the
ǁorlĚ toĚaǇ. s a ƵroƉean center of ƉoliƟcs͕ cƵltƵre͕ anĚ art͕ erlin͛s ƵniƋƵe cƵltƵral
ǀibrancǇ͕ siǌǌling creaƟǀitǇ anĚ raǁ charŵ ƉroǀiĚe the Ɖerfect locaƟon to insƉire a
ĚǇnaŵic anĚ ǀalƵable scienƟĮc congress.
W'ʹ'ĞƌŵĂŶ^ŽĐŝĞƚǇŽĨWůĂŶƚWƌŽƚĞĐƟŽŶĂŶĚWůĂŶƚ,ĞĂůƚŚ ʹ is the largest associaͲ
Ɵon in agricƵltƵre ƉroĚƵcƟon in 'erŵanǇ. Their ŵeŵbers coŵe froŵ the inĚƵstrǇ͕
ƵniǀersiƟes͕ goǀernŵental research͕ bƵt also froŵ eǆtension serǀices. DW' sƵƉƉorts
not onlǇ teaching͕ research anĚ technologǇ transfer͕ bƵt also consƵlƟng͕ so that all
the eǆƉerƟse is integrateĚ. Their ŵission is to bring together all Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon
ĚisciƉlines so that ĚiscƵssions can leaĚ to an integrateĚ anĚ sƵstainable aƉƉroach
to the ŵanageŵent of Ɖests anĚ Ěiseases.
dŚĞ:ƵůŝƵƐ<ƺŚŶͲ/ŶƐƟƚƵƚis the &eĚeral Zesearch Centre for cƵlƟǀateĚ Ɖlants in 'erŵanǇ
anĚ is an aƵtonoŵoƵs sƵƉerior feĚeral aƵthoritǇ ĚirectlǇ sƵborĚinateĚ to the &eĚeral
MinistrǇ of &ooĚ anĚ gricƵltƵre. :</ is sƉecialiseĚ in issƵes regarĚing geneƟcs anĚ
breeĚing research anĚ the cƵlƟǀaƟon͕ nƵtriƟon͕ ƉrotecƟon anĚ health of cƵlƟǀateĚ
Ɖlants. The focƵs of :</͛s acƟǀiƟes is healthǇ anĚ highlǇ ƉroĚƵcƟǀe robƵst cƵlƟǀateĚ
Ɖlants ǁhether theǇ ŵaǇ be foƵnĚ in agricƵltƵre anĚ horƟcƵltƵre͕ in ǁooĚlanĚ anĚ
forests͕ in Ƶrban areas anĚ in cƵltƵral lanĚscaƉes as a ǁhole. :</ closelǇ cooƉerates ǁith
ƵniǀersiƟes anĚ other basic research organiǌaƟons. &Ƶrtherŵore͕ :</ is inǀolǀeĚ in the
registraƟon Ɖrocess of acƟǀe sƵbstances anĚ Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon ƉroĚƵcts. WithoƵt the
:ƵliƵs <ƺhn /nsƟtƵte a ǀerǇ iŵƉortant linŬ ǁoƵlĚ be ŵissing betǁeen basic research
resƵlts anĚ the iŵƉleŵentaƟon of the basic research ƵnĚer ƉracƟcal conĚiƟons in
the ĮelĚs anĚ the cooƉeraƟon ǁith the eǆtension serǀice.
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/s is a 'erŵan inĚƵstrǇ associaƟon ǁith a ŵeŵbershiƉ of ϱϬ coŵƉanies acƟǀe in the
croƉ ƉrotecƟon͕ Ɖest control anĚ ferƟliǌer bƵsiness. ŵong the ŵeŵber coŵƉanies
are naƟonal chaŵƉions͕ sƵbsiĚiaries of ŵƵlƟnaƟonal corƉoraƟons bƵt also a nƵŵber
of 'erŵan sŵall anĚ ŵiĚsiǌe bƵsinesses. /s focƵses on regƵlatorǇ aīairs͕ aĚǀocacǇ
anĚ coŵŵƵnicaƟons in the areas naŵeĚ anĚ reƉresents the 'erŵan croƉ ƉrotecͲ
Ɵon inĚƵstrǇ ǀisͲăͲǀis ƉolicǇ ŵaŬers͕ aƵthoriƟes͕ regƵlatorǇ boĚies anĚ the ŵeĚia.
/t is oƵr goal anĚ Ɖassion to ƉreƉare a high leǀel conference anĚ ƉroǀiĚe an oƉen anĚ
frienĚlǇ atŵosƉhere for coŵŵƵnicaƟon aŵongst eǆƉerts coŵing froŵ all aroƵnĚ of
the ǁorlĚ. /t is a great oƉƉortƵnitǇ to get together͕ talŬ aboƵt Ɖrobleŵs ǁe haǀe on
a ǁorlĚǁiĚe scale anĚ to ĮnĚ solƵƟons to Ɖrobleŵs on feeĚing the ǁorlĚ anĚ groǁͲ
ing ŵore froŵ less.
zoƵrs sincerelǇ͕

Wrof. Dr. ,olger . Deising
WresiĚent 'erŵan ^ocietǇ
for Wlant WathologǇ ;DW'Ϳ

Dr. 'eorg &. acŬhaƵs
WresiĚent :ƵliƵs <ƺhnͲ
/nsƟtƵt ;:</Ϳ

Dr. ,elŵƵt ^chraŵŵ
WresiĚent of /s ʹ the
'erŵan CroƉ WrotecƟon͕
West Control anĚ &erƟliǌer
ssociaƟon
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Dear colleagƵes͕
On behalf of the 'oǀerning oarĚ anĚ Meŵbers of the /nternaƟonal ssociaƟon for
the Wlant WrotecƟon ^ciences ;/WW^Ϳ it giǀes ŵe great ƉleasƵre to ǁelcoŵe ǇoƵ to
the ϭ8th /nternaƟonal Wlant WrotecƟon Congress. /WW^ ƉlaǇs a ƵniƋƵe role in Ɖlant
ƉrotecƟon͗ oƵr 'oǀerning oarĚ͕ reƉresenƟng ϭϱ ŵaũor regions of the ǁorlĚ͕ seeŬs
to sƵƉƉort the ŵaũor ĚisciƉlines inǀolǀeĚ in Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon. This global anĚ ŵƵlƟͲ
ĚisciƉlinarǇ theŵe is reŇecteĚ in the Congress Wrograŵŵe ǁhich Ěeals ǁith issƵes
associateĚ ǁith sƉeciĮc Ɖest organisŵs as ǁell as the iŵƉlicaƟons for Ɖlant ƉrotecͲ
Ɵon of sƵch generic issƵes as increasing hƵŵan ƉoƉƵlaƟon groǁth͕ cliŵate change͕
inǀasiǀe Ɖests anĚ noǀel technologies.
While /WW^ conǀenes each /WWC͕ the sƵccess of each Congress ĚeƉenĚs on the inͲ
ǀolǀeŵent of regional Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon organisaƟons anĚ the conference ŵanageŵent
teaŵ. /n this case͕ ǁe gratefƵllǇ acŬnoǁleĚge the ŵaũor contribƵƟon the folloǁing
agencies haǀe ŵaĚe to this Congress͗ 'erŵan ^ocietǇ of Wlant WrotecƟon anĚ Wlant
,ealth ;DW'Ϳ͖ :ƵliƵs <ƺhnͲ/nsƟtƵt ;:</Ϳ͖ the 'erŵan CroƉ WrotecƟon͕ West Control anĚ
&erƟliǌer ssociaƟon ;/sͿ anĚ ConǀentƵs Congress Manageŵent Θ MarŬeƟng 'ŵb,.
The onlǇ Ɵŵe the /WWC ǁas ƉreǀioƵslǇ helĚ in 'erŵanǇ ǁas the 4th Congress helĚ in
,aŵbƵrg in ϭϵϱϳ͕ ǁith Wrofessor ,. Zichter as WresiĚent. t that Congress a signiĮcant
ŬeǇͲnote aĚĚress ǁas ĚeliǀereĚ bǇ Dr. 'eorge ,arrar͕ then WresiĚent of the ZocŬefeller
&oƵnĚaƟon anĚ leaĚer of the groƵƉ that ǁoƵlĚ trigger the 'reen ZeǀolƵƟon onlǇ a
ĚecaĚe later. Eoǁ͕ 68 Ǉears later͕ ǁe are ĚelighteĚ that the ϭ8th Congress is being helĚ
in the ĚǇnaŵic citǇ of erlin͕ the caƉital of a reƵniĮeĚ 'erŵanǇ. hnĚer the Congress
theŵe ͞Mission Ɖossible͗ fooĚ for all throƵgh aƉƉroƉriate Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon͟ the ǀariͲ
oƵs ŬeǇͲnote aĚĚresses͕ ƉresentaƟons anĚ Ɖoster sessions ǁill inforŵ anĚ challenge
ǇoƵ anĚ contribƵte to a beƩer ƵnĚerstanĚing of soŵe of the ŵaũor scienƟĮc anĚ
ƉracƟcal Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon issƵes ǁe face in ĚeǀeloƉing a seconĚ anĚ ŵore resilient
'reen ZeǀolƵƟon. / hoƉe ǇoƵ haǀe a ǀalƵable anĚ enũoǇable Congress eǆƉerience.

Wrofessor 'eoī Eorton
WresiĚent of the /nternaƟonal ssociaƟon
for the Wlant WrotecƟon ^ciences ;/WW^Ϳ
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>aĚies anĚ 'entleŵen͕ Ěear ƉarƟciƉants
/t is ŵǇ ƉleasƵre to ǁelcoŵe ǇoƵ to the ϭ8th /nternaƟonal Wlant WrotecƟon Congress
;/WWCͿ in the 'erŵan CaƉital erlin.
͞DŝƐƐŝŽŶƉŽƐƐŝďůĞ͗ĨŽŽĚĨŽƌĂůůƚŚƌŽƵŐŚĂƉƉƌŽƉƌŝĂƚĞƉůĂŶƚƉƌŽƚĞĐƟŽŶ͟ʹis the heaĚline
of the /WWC Congress ϮϬϭϱ. The hniteĚ EaƟons eǆƉect that bǇ the Ǉear ϮϬϱϬ͕ the
global ƉoƉƵlaƟon ǁill reach ϵ billion ƉeoƉle. nsƵring fooĚ secƵritǇ for the groǁing
ƉoƉƵlaƟon is one of the biggest global challenges of the Ϯϭst centƵrǇ. The hE &ooĚ
anĚ gricƵltƵre OrganisaƟon ;&OͿ esƟŵates that fooĚ ƉroĚƵcƟon ŵƵst increase
bǇ 6Ϭ Ɖercent to feeĚ the ǁorlĚ ʹ ǁith liŵiteĚ or eǀen feǁer resoƵrces͕ Ƶsing less
ǁater͕ ferƟliǌers anĚ energǇ. &O͛s aƉƉroach of sƵstainable intensiĮcaƟon of croƉ
ƉroĚƵcƟon Ɖoints in the right ĚirecƟon. gricƵltƵre of the fƵtƵre ŵƵst Ƶse lanĚ͕ ǁater͕
ferƟliǌers anĚ energǇ ŵore eĸcientlǇ ʹ anĚ healthǇ Ɖlants are a ƉrereƋƵisite. This
reƋƵires gooĚ ƉracƟce in agricƵltƵre͕ in ƉarƟcƵlar in Ɖlant breeĚing͕ Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon
anĚ croƉ ŵanageŵent.
earing in ŵinĚ the ǁhole fooĚ chain͕ there is also a neeĚ to ŵiniŵiǌe fooĚ losses anĚ
fooĚ ǁaste. /n resƉect of the laƩer͕ ŵǇ goǀernŵent has iniƟateĚ a naƟonal caŵƉaign
ĚirecteĚ at consƵŵers. We also sƵƉƉort &O Ɖroũects on fooĚ losses in ĚeǀeloƉing
coƵntries͕ ǁhere oŌen ŵore than one thirĚ of the ǇielĚ is lost ĚƵe to Ɖlant Ěiseases͕
Ɖests͕ ǁeeĚs anĚ ƉostͲharǀest losses. Wests anĚ Ěiseases ǁill gain eǀen ŵore in iŵͲ
Ɖortance ĚƵe to global ǁarŵing. /nǀasiǀe sƉecies ǁill conƟnƵe to groǁ in iŵƉortance.
/ntegrateĚ Ɖest ŵanageŵent ƉlaǇs a ŬeǇ role in this regarĚ. n integrateĚ aƉƉroach
to Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon ƉroǀiĚes the best ŵeans of achieǀing eīecƟǀe anĚ resilient Ɖlant
ƉrotecƟon strategies. /t is ŬnoǁleĚgeͲbaseĚ anĚ Ƶses scienƟĮc ƵnĚerstanĚing of Ɖest
ƉoƉƵlaƟon ĚǇnaŵics anĚ the role of natƵral control ŵechanisŵs in orĚer to coŵͲ
bine ŵanageŵent ƉracƟces in a sƵstainable ŵanner. ZobƵst ǀarieƟes͕ croƉ rotaƟon͕
balanceĚ ferƟliǌaƟon anĚ gooĚ soil ŵanageŵent are iŵƉortant eleŵents. /t also
inclƵĚes ʹ as a last resort ʹ the Ƶse of Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon ƉroĚƵcts. One iŵƉortant aiŵ
of integrateĚ Ɖest ŵanageŵent is to liŵit the risŬs for oƉerators͕ bǇstanĚers anĚ the
enǀironŵent. The obũecƟǀe of the 'erŵan EaƟonal cƟon Wlan on the ^Ƶstainable
hse of Wlant WrotecƟon WroĚƵcts ;EWͿ͕ ǁhich is baseĚ on h legislaƟon͕ is to fƵrther
reĚƵce the risŬs associateĚ ǁith the Ƶse of ƉesƟciĚes.
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>aĚies anĚ 'entleŵen͕ it is oƵr coŵŵon goal to ĮnĚ ǁaǇs anĚ ŵeans for eǀerǇone
to beneĮt froŵ the frƵits of the earth͊ OƵr Įght against hƵnger is baseĚ on gooĚ
farŵing ƉracƟce anĚ integrateĚ Ɖest ŵanageŵent͊
DƵring the neǆt foƵr ĚaǇs eǆƉerts froŵ ŵore than ϵϬ coƵntries ǁill ĚiscƵss in ŵore
than ϭ.ϱϬϬ talŬs anĚ ƉresentaƟons the iŵƉleŵentaƟon of internaƟonal stanĚarĚs
for integrateĚ Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon. This ǁorlĚ congress oīers the oƉƉortƵnitǇ to share
ŬnoǁleĚge anĚ eǆƉerƟse͕ to aĚǀance science͕ anĚ to netǁorŬ ǁith colleagƵes. /͛Ě
liŬe to encoƵrage ǇoƵ to Ƶse this oƉƉortƵnitǇ for internaƟonal anĚ interĚisciƉlinarǇ
netǁorŬing͊
/ ǁish ǇoƵ an insƉiring conference anĚ a Ɖleasant staǇ in the 'erŵan caƉital erlin͊
ChrisƟan ^chŵiĚt
&eĚeral Minister of &ooĚ anĚ gricƵltƵre
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Catering
&ooĚ on ǁheels͕ the so calleĚ ͞fooĚ trƵcŬs͟ are the neǁ trenĚ on the streets
of big 'erŵan ciƟes. ll fooĚs are being ƉreƉareĚ fresh anĚ onlǇ highͲƋƵaliͲ
tǇ ƉroĚƵce are being ƵseĚ. ^ƵstainabilitǇ is iŵƉortant to oƵr local fooĚ trƵcŬs.
The aīecƟonatelǇ restoreĚ anĚ ĚesigneĚ sŵall trƵcŬs oīer a big ǀarietǇ of sƉecialtǇ
ƉroĚƵcts at an aīorĚable Ɖrice ;ƐĞůĨͲƉĂǇďŝƐƚƌŽƐͿ͘Wlease ŵeet oƵr fooĚ trƵcŬs ǁho
are eǆclƵsiǀelǇ there to cater ĚƵring oƵr /WWC lƵnch breaŬs.
OƉening ,oƵrs &ooĚ TrƵcŬs
MonĚaǇ͕ froŵ ϭϭ͗3Ϭʹϭϱ͗ϬϬ
TƵesĚaǇ͕ froŵ ϭϭ͗3Ϭʹϭϱ͗3Ϭ

WeĚnesĚaǇ͕ froŵ ϭϭ͗3Ϭʹϭϱ͗ϬϬ
ThƵrsĚaǇ͕ froŵ ϭϭ͗3Ϭʹϭϱ͗3Ϭ

Ƶnsŵobile ʹ zelloǁ fooĚ trƵcŬ oīering ĚelicioƵs bƵrgers
MathilĚe anĚ Wablo hail froŵ &rance anĚ CanaĚa͕ anĚ their tastes are entǁineĚ in
the Ƶnsŵobile trƵcŬ. TheǇ tooŬ oǀer a forŵer h^ ŵilitarǇ catering ǀan anĚ͕ ǁith
the helƉ of a canarǇ Ǉelloǁ Ɖaint ũob anĚ a frienĚlǇ :acŬ ZƵssell calleĚ sictor͕ gaǀe
it a neǁ lease of life. TheǇ ŵaŬe heroes of the hƵŵble sanĚǁich͕ stƵĸng bƵns ǁith
ĚriƉƉing grilleĚ cheese͖ ƉlƵŵƉ shriŵƉ͖ ƉƵlleĚ ƉorŬ anĚ a MoŵofƵŬƵ insƉireĚ saƵce
or ũƵicǇ bƵrger Ɖaƫes.

Ξ Ƶnsŵobile

Die Ěollen <nollen ʹ ,ash broǁns that taste liŬe the ones froŵ granĚŵa
zoƵ can coŵbine ǇoƵr 'erŵan hash broǁns calleĚ ͞<artoīelƉƵīer͞ ǁith all ŬinĚs of
tastǇ toƉƉings͕ sƵch as organic aƉƉle saƵce͕ fresh herbal ĚiƉ͕ sŵoŬeĚ salŵon ǁith Ěill
ĚiƉ͕ sƉicǇ liŵe ĚiƉ͕ beetroot ĚiƉ͕ frƵits of the season anĚ ŵanǇ ŵore. The Ɖotatoes
ƵseĚ for the hash broǁns are ϭϬϬ й being ƉroǀiĚeĚ bǇ regional farŵers.

Ξ Die Ěollen <nollen
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,eisser ,obel ʹ ,anĚŵaĚe llgćƵ cheese nooĚles
The ͞,eisser ,obel͞ is a ǀintage fooĚ trƵcŬ serǀing the ŵost faŵoƵs cƵlinarǇ ĚelicacǇ
froŵ the ǀerǇ soƵthern Ɖart of 'erŵanǇ. The ǀerǇ ƉoƉƵlar ͞<ćssƉatǌen͟ are traĚiͲ
Ɵonal cheese nooĚles ʹ all ŵaĚe bǇ hanĚ ʹ anĚ are being serǀeĚ ǁith roasteĚ Ɖieces
of onions. CoŵƉletelǇ ǀegetarian anĚ eǆtreŵelǇ aĚĚicitǀe͊

Ξ ,eisser ,obel

>eŬŬa erlin ʹ TraĚiƟonal erlin ĚelicacǇ
The ͞>eŬŬa erlin͟ fooĚ trƵcŬ oīers the original erlin classic cƵrrieĚ saƵsage ͞CƵrͲ
rǇǁƵrst͟ for ǁhich the caƉital of 'erŵanǇ is ŵost faŵoƵs for ǁhen it coŵes to
traĚiƟonal 'erŵan Ěishes.
OƵr &ooĚ TrƵcŬ oīers tǁo oƉƟons͗ one ŵaĚe froŵ ƉorŬ anĚ one ǀegetarian alternaͲ
Ɵǀe͕ bƵt both ǁill be coŵƉleteĚ bǇ the ŵost iŵƉortant ingreĚient͗ the faŵoƵs cƵrrǇ
saƵce ŵaĚe froŵ a secret reciƉe.

Ξ >eŬŬa erlin
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Maria Maria reƉas ʹ DelicioƵs glƵten free street fooĚ
n areƉa is a roƵnĚ ŇatbreaĚ ŵaĚe froŵ corn͕ so it is ϭϬϬ й glƵten free. This ƉocŬet
of ƉleasƵre Įts ƉerfectlǇ in ǇoƵr hanĚs. ach one is hanĚŵaĚe anĚ griĚĚleĚ͕ resƵlƟng
in a crisƉǇ oƵtsiĚe anĚ a sƉongeǇ centre ĮlleĚ ǁith a ŵƵlƟtƵĚe of fresh Ňaǀors͕ liŬe
natƵrallǇ raiseĚ ŵeats anĚ fresh ǀeggies. ǀerǇ areƉa is then toƉƉeĚ ǁith oƵr ǀerǇ
oǁn hoŵeŵaĚe salsas.

Ξ Maria Maria reƉas

Mr. WhiƉƉǇ ʹ /ceͲcolĚ &roǌen zoghƵrt
Once the nostalgic ƉinŬ olĚƟŵer ƵseĚ to be on the roaĚ in Ƶstralia anĚ nglanĚ anĚ
can noǁ be foƵnĚ in erlin anĚ all oǀer 'erŵanǇ. The loǀinglǇ restoreĚ trƵcŬ oīers
ĚailǇ fresh͕ hoŵeͲŵaĚe froǌen ǇoghƵrt froŵ loǁͲfat ŵilŬ anĚ natƵral ǇoghƵrt ǁithoƵt
anǇ arƟĮcial aĚĚiƟǀes.
To ŵaŬe the froǌen ǇoghƵrt Ɖerfect ǇoƵ can choose froŵ a selecƟon of toƉics liŬe
fresh frƵits͕ cooŬies͕ crisƉs anĚ ŵore.

Ξ Mr. WhiƉƉǇ
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'eneral /nforŵaƟon
CerƟĮcate of ƩenĚance
CerƟĮcates of aƩenĚance are aǀailable on ǇoƵr last ĚaǇ of the congress at the ChecŬͲ
/n ĚesŬ.
CloaŬrooŵ
zoƵr ǁarĚrobe anĚ lƵggage can be storeĚ in the cloaŬrooŵ free of charge.
'eneral Terŵs anĚ ConĚiƟons
Wlease ĮnĚ oƵr 'eneral Terŵs anĚ ConĚiƟons at ǁǁǁ.iƉƉcϮϬϭϱ.Ěe.
CoƵntrǇ ZegƵlaƟons͕ ccoŵŵoĚaƟon anĚ Traǀel to erlin
&or ŵore inforŵaƟon Ɖlease ǀisit ǁǁǁ.iƉƉcϮϬϭϱ.Ěe.
/nternet >oƵnge anĚ W/&/ ccess͕ sƵƉƉorteĚ bǇ
The internet loƵnge is locateĚ on the interŵeĚiate Ňoor͕ aboǀe the ChecŬͲ/n. We
ǁoƵlĚ liŬe to thanŬ CroƉ>ife /nternaƟonal for sƉonsoring the internet loƵnge as ǁell
as the MeĚia ChecŬͲ/n.
Eaŵe of netǁorŬ͗ conference
WassǁorĚ͗ 8ƋǁŵƉ3ϱŵ
OƉening ,oƵrs
ChecŬͲ/n
MeĚia ChecŬͲ/n
/nĚƵstrial ǆhibiƟon
Woster ǆhibiƟon
/nternet >oƵnge
CloaŬrooŵ

MonĚaǇ
Ϭϳ͗3Ϭʹϭϵ͗ϬϬ
Ϭϳ͗3Ϭʹϭϳ͗3Ϭ
ϭϬ͗ϬϬʹϮϮ͗ϬϬ
ϭϮ͗ϬϬʹϮϭ͗ϬϬ
Ϭϳ͗3ϬʹϮϬ͗ϬϬ
Ϭ8͗ϬϬʹϮϮ͗ϬϬ

TƵesĚaǇ
Ϭϳ͗3Ϭʹϭϵ͗3Ϭ
Ϭϳ͗3Ϭʹϭϵ͗3Ϭ
Ϭϵ͗3Ϭʹϭϵ͗ϬϬ
ϭϮ͗ϬϬʹϭϵ͗3Ϭ
Ϭϳ͗3Ϭʹϭϵ͗3Ϭ
Ϭ8͗ϬϬʹϮϮ͗ϬϬ

WeĚnesĚaǇ
Ϭϳ͗3Ϭʹϭϳ͗ϬϬ
Ϭϳ͗3Ϭʹϭ6͗ϬϬ
Ϭϵ͗3Ϭʹϭϳ͗ϬϬ
ʹ
Ϭϳ͗3Ϭʹϭϳ͗3Ϭ
Ϭ8͗ϬϬʹϭϳ͗ϬϬ

ThƵrsĚaǇ
Ϭϳ͗3Ϭʹϭϵ͗ϬϬ
Ϭϳ͗3Ϭʹϭϵ͗ϬϬ
Ϭϵ͗3Ϭʹϭ8͗3Ϭ
Ϭϵ͗ϬϬʹϭϱ͗ϬϬ
Ϭϳ͗3Ϭʹϭϵ͗ϬϬ
Ϭ8͗ϬϬʹϮϮ͗ϬϬ

WƵblicaƟon of bstracts
ll abstracts ǁill be ƉƵblisheĚ online at ǁǁǁ.iƉƉcϮϬϭϱ.Ěe ;ƵnĚer ͞bstracts͟Ϳ. To
ĚoǁnloaĚ the abstract booŬ͕ ǇoƵ haǀe to login ǁith the folloǁing Ěata͗
>ogin͗ iƉƉcϮϬϭϱ
WassǁorĚ͗ ƉlantƉrotecƟon

Ϯϱ

'eneral /nforŵaƟon
WƵblic TransƉortaƟon
The ŵetro staƟon anĚ bƵs stoƉ ͞ThielƉlatǌ͟ is ǁithin ǁalŬing Ěistance ;onlǇ seǀen
ŵinƵtes aǁaǇͿ froŵ the conference ǀenƵe ,enrǇ &orĚ ƵilĚing. The staƟon ͞ThielͲ
Ɖlatǌ͟ is locateĚ in secƟon .
Wlease either Ƶse ŵetro h3͕ bƵs line ϭϭϬ or bƵs line E3.
&ĂƌĞƐ
^ŝŶŐůĞƟĐŬĞƚ



^hort triƉ ;ƵƉ to 3 stoƉsͿ͗ ϭ.6Ϭ hZ
^ingle ƟcŬet secƟon ͗ Ϯ.ϳϬ hZ
^ingle ƟcŬet secƟon C͗ 3.3Ϭ hZ
tĞĞŬƟĐŬĞƚ
WeeŬ ƟcŬet secƟon ͗ Ϯϵ.ϱϬ hZ

ĂǇƟĐŬĞƚ
DaǇ ƟcŬet secƟon ͗ 6.ϵϬ hZ
DaǇ ƟcŬet secƟon C͗ ϳ.4Ϭ hZ

WeeŬ ƟcŬet secƟon C͗ 36.ϱϬ hZ

&or fƵrther inforŵaƟon on fares͕ oīers for toƵrists anĚ Ɵŵetables Ɖlease ǀisit the
hoŵeƉage of the erliner serŬehrsbetriebe ;s'Ϳ at ǁǁǁ.bǀg.Ěeͬen.

Ξ WhiliƉƉ :arŬƵsch
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Exit Thielplatz

MaƉ of >ocal TransƉort ;erlinͿ

Airport Berlin Tegel, Airport Berlin Schönefeld
DĂin StĂƟon ͣ,ĂƵptďĂhnhof Berlin͞
Detro StĂƟon ͣThielplĂtǌ͞ ;cloƐeƐt ŵetro ƐtĂƟon to ,enrǇ &ord BƵildingͿ

Ξ erliner serŬehrsbetriebe ;s'Ϳ
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'eneral /nforŵaƟon

seŶƵe
,eŶrǇ &orĚ ƵŝůĚŝŶŐ

seŶƵe WoƐter ^eƐƐŝoŶƐ
,ĂrŶĂĐŬŚĂƵƐ

p. 74

Metro
ƐtĂƟoŶ

,oǁ to ĮnĚ ǇoƵr ǁaǇ to the ǀenƵe ;erlinͲDahleŵͿ

Ξ ϮϬϭϱ castaŵaƉ.Ěe ʹ <artenĚaten͗ OƉen^treetMaƉ ;>iǌenǌ͗ ODb>Ϳ͟

Ϯϵ

'eneral ,ints for Ƶthors anĚ Wresenters
^Ƶbŵission of WresentaƟonͬTechnical /nforŵaƟon
The ƉresentaƟons shoƵlĚ be ƉreƉareĚ as WD&͕ M^ Oĸce WoǁerWoint ϮϬϬϳ͕ ϮϬϭϬ for
WinĚoǁs or ŬeǇ for Macintosh DsD in forŵat 4͗3.
 ƉresentaƟon notebooŬ ǁith a WD& reaĚer anĚ M^ Oĸce WoǁerWoint ϮϬϭϬͬϮϬϬϳ ǁill
be ƉroǀiĚeĚ. The Ƶse of Ɖersonal notebooŬs is Ɖossible ƵƉon agreeŵent. ,oǁeǀer͕
it ŵaǇ interrƵƉt the Ňoǁ of the Ɖrograŵŵe in the lectƵre hall. Tiŵe losses resƵlt in
less sƉeaŬing Ɵŵe. Wlease ƉroǀiĚe an aĚaƉter for s' if necessarǇ.
WresentaƟon hƉloaĚ
To gƵarantee a sŵooth rƵnning Ɖrograŵŵe Ɖlease ƵƉloaĚ ǇoƵr ƉresentaƟon at the
MeĚia ChecŬͲ/n on Ɵŵe ʹ at least Ϯ hoƵrs before ǇoƵr ƉresentaƟon starts.
&or sƵbŵission͕ Ɖlease Ƶse a h^ Ňash Ěriǀe͕ CD or DsD Ěisc that is not ƉrotecteĚ bǇ
anǇ soŌǁare. Wrofessional staī anĚ eƋƵiƉŵent ǁill be aǀailable for ǇoƵ to arrange
anĚ Ɖreǀieǁ ǇoƵr ƉresentaƟon.
Tiŵe llotŵent
Wlease ƉreƉare ǇoƵr ƉresentaƟon for the alloƩeĚ aŵoƵnt of Ɵŵe. Chairs anĚ ŵoĚeraͲ
tors are asŬeĚ to interrƵƉt ǇoƵ if ǇoƵ shoƵlĚ oǀerrƵn ǇoƵr Ɵŵe liŵit.
ZeƋƵireŵents for Ɖosters
The siǌe of ǇoƵr Ɖoster has to be in accorĚance to D/E Ɖortrait forŵat Ϭ ;84.ϭ cŵ
ǁiĚth ǆ ϭϭ8.ϵ cŵ heightͿ anĚ shoƵlĚ not be laŵinateĚ.
MoƵnƟng ŵaterials ǁill be ƉroǀiĚeĚ at the Ɖoster boarĚ on site.
Woster ^essions
The Ɖoster sessions ǁill taŬe Ɖlace in a seƉarate bƵilĚing͕ the ͞,arnacŬhaƵs͕͟ ǁhich
is locateĚ onlǇ Ϯ ŵinƵtes ǁalŬing Ěistance froŵ the ,enrǇ &orĚ ƵilĚing ;see ŵaƉ
on Ɖage ϮϵͿ.
The Ɖoster sessions ǁill not be chaireĚ. ,oǁeǀer͕ the ƉresenƟng aƵthor gets the
chance to Ɖresent his or her Ɖoster to an interesteĚ aƵĚience.

3Ϭ

'eneral ,ints for Ƶthors anĚ Wresenters
The Ɖoster sessions are scheĚƵleĚ as folloǁs͗
WŽƐƚĞƌ^ĞƐƐŝŽŶů;see Ɖage ϭϬ6ʹϭ3ϭͿ
MonĚaǇ͕ Ϯ4 ƵgƵst͕ froŵ ϭ8͗4ϱʹϮϬ͗4ϱ
Wosters of Woster ^ession l ŵaǇ be ŵoƵnteĚ on MonĚaǇ͕ Ϯ4 ƵgƵst betǁeen
ϭϮ͗ϬϬʹϭ8͗4ϱ anĚ reŵoǀeĚ ĚirectlǇ aŌer the enĚ of the Ɖoster session͕ bƵt at the
latest bǇ Ϯϭ͗ϬϬ the saŵe ĚaǇ.
WŽƐƚĞƌ^ĞƐƐŝŽŶůů
TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst͕ froŵ ϭϳ͗ϬϬʹϭϵ͗ϬϬ ;see Ɖage ϭ3ϮʹϭϱϵͿ
Wosters of the Woster ^ession ll ŵaǇ be ŵoƵnteĚ on TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst betǁeen
ϭϮ͗ϬϬʹϭϳ͗ϬϬ anĚ reŵoǀeĚ ĚirectlǇ aŌer the enĚ of the Ɖoster session͕ bƵt at the
latest bǇ ϭϵ͗3Ϭ the saŵe ĚaǇ.
WŽƐƚĞƌ^ĞƐƐŝŽŶůůů
ThƵrsĚaǇ͕ Ϯϳ ƵgƵst͕ froŵ ϭ3͗ϬϬʹϭ4͗3Ϭ ;see Ɖage ϭ6Ϭʹϭ8ϱͿ
Wosters of the Woster ^ession lll ŵaǇ be ŵoƵnteĚ on ThƵrsĚaǇ͕ Ϯϳ ƵgƵst betǁeen
Ϭϵ͗ϬϬʹϭ3͗ϬϬ anĚ reŵoǀeĚ ĚirectlǇ aŌer the enĚ of the Ɖoster session͕ bƵt at the
latest bǇ ϭϱ͗ϬϬ.
DisasseŵblǇ of Ɖosters
Wosters that are sƟll aƩacheĚ aŌer the enĚ of ǇoƵr sƉeciĮc Ɖoster session ǁill be
reŵoǀeĚ bǇ the organiser anĚ storeĚ at the ChecŬͲ/n ƵnƟl ThƵrsĚaǇ͕ ϮϬ͗ϬϬ.
ll Ɖosters that haǀe not been ƉicŬeĚ ƵƉ bǇ then ǁill be consiĚereĚ as ǁaste. Eo
Ɖosters ǁill be forǁarĚeĚ.
ͲWoster
The /WWC ϮϬϭϱ ǁill introĚƵce an aĚĚiƟonal ǁaǇ of ƉresenƟng anĚ ĚiscƵssing scienƟĮc
Ɖosters. ll Ɖoster aƵthors ǁere asŬeĚ to also sƵbŵit their Ɖosters electronicallǇ
anĚ can therefore noǁ be retrieǀeĚ on ƉresentaƟon screens ǁhich ǁill be Ɖresent
in the rooŵ ͞>aƵe ^aal͟ at the ͞,arnacŬhaƵs͟. ͲƉosters are aǀailable throƵghoƵt
the ǁhole congress.
ll Ɖosters that haǀe been sƵbŵiƩeĚ as ͲWosters are aǀailable at the ͲWoster terŵinals.

3ϭ

^Ɖonsors anĚ ǆhibitors
^Ɖonsors
'olĚ ^Ɖonsor anĚ ^Ɖonsor ^ocial ǀening
aǇer CroƉ^cience DeƵtschlanĚ 'ŵb, ;>angenfelĚͬDͿ
ronǌe ^Ɖonsor anĚ ^Ɖonsor /nternet >oƵnge Θ MeĚia ChecŬͲ/n
CroƉ>ife /nternaƟonal ;rƵsselsͬͿ
^Ɖonsor Welcoŵe ZeceƉƟon
Monsanto grar DeƵtschlanĚ 'ŵb, ;DƵesselĚorfͬDͿ
&Ƶrther ^Ɖonsors
,oriǌon ^cienƟĮc Wress ;,etherseƩͬEorǁich͕ h<Ϳ
ǆhibitors
The folloǁing coŵƉanies are glaĚ to ǁelcoŵe ǇoƵ at their booth͗
ŽŵƉĂŶǇ
aǇer CroƉ^cience DeƵtschlanĚ 'ŵb, ;>angenfelĚͬDͿ
ioChaŵbers /nc. ;WinniƉegͬCͿ
ClearDetecƟons .s. ;WageningenͬE>Ϳ
Conǀiron 'erŵanǇ 'ŵb, ;erlinͬDͿ
DeƟa Degesch 'ŵb, ;>aƵĚenbachͬDͿ
DW'͕ /WW^͕ /s͕ :</ ;shareĚ boothͿ
lseǀier s ;ŵsterĚaŵͬE>Ϳ
'Ǉlling Data Manageŵent͕ /nc. ;rooŬings͕ ^Dͬh^Ϳ
>eŵnaTec 'ŵb, ;achenͬDͿ
MW ioŵeĚicals ;/llŬirchͬ&ZͿ
TaǇlor anĚ &rancis ;bingĚonͬh<Ϳ
Weiss TechniŬ h< >tĚ. ;>oƵghboroƵghͬh<Ϳ

ŽŽƚŚEƵŵďĞƌ
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^tate at ƉrinƟng
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XIV Meeting of the Working Group
Biological control of fungal and
bacterial plant pathogens
Biocontrol and Microbial Ecology

12 – 15 SEPTEMBER 21  BERLIN

Conference Chairs
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Welcoŵe ZeceƉƟon
The Welcoŵe ZeceƉƟon of the /WWC ϮϬϭϱ ǁill be hosteĚ ǁithin the aŵeniƟes of the
,enrǇ &orĚ ƵilĚing. ll ƉarƟciƉants are ǁelcoŵe to ũoin their frienĚs anĚ colleagƵes
for the Welcoŵe gathering in the fraŵe of the yslll. /nternaƟonal Wlant WrotecƟon
Congress.
^oŵe snacŬs anĚ ĚrinŬs ǁill be ƉroǀiĚeĚ.
Date
Time
seŶƵe
Price

MonĚaǇ͕ Ϯ4 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϮϬ͗4ϱʹϮϮ͗ϬϬ
&oǇer of ,enrǇ &orĚ ƵilĚing
/nclƵĚeĚ for conference ƉarƟciƉants
ϮϬ hZ for accoŵƉanǇing Ɖersons

Conference Dinner ;ooŬeĚ oƵt͊Ϳ
The ͞EeƵes 'lashaƵs͟ of the otanical 'arĚens is a
greenhoƵse ǁhich is being ƵseĚ for eǀents of this
ŬinĚ. /t consists of three Ňoors ŵerging into one anͲ
other. The 'lashaƵs creates a ǀerǇ natƵral atŵosƉhere
ǁith its Ɖlants anĚ birĚs liǀing in there.
 great ǀarietǇ of internaƟonal fooĚs anĚ ĚrinŬs ǁill
be ƉroǀiĚeĚ.
&or the seconĚ Ɖart of the eǀening ;froŵ aƉƉroǆ. Ξ otanischer 'arten erlin
ϮϮ͗ϬϬͿ eǀerǇone that ǁoƵlĚ liŬe to Ěance͕ Ɖlease ũoin in at the Ěoǁnstairs rooŵ
͞ZoƵsseaƵsaal͟ to enũoǇ soŵe great ŵƵsic anĚ Ěancing.
/DPKZTET͗ ^ince the Ěinner ǁill taŬe Ɖlace in a greenhoƵse Ɖlease be ƉreƉareĚ
that the teŵƉeratƵre ǁill be higher than oƵtsiĚe. Wlease ǁear aƉƉroƉriate clothes
;no sƵit anĚ Ɵe͕ no eǀening goǁn͊Ϳ
^ince the otanical 'arĚens close at ϮϬ͗ϬϬ͕ Ɖlease ŵaŬe sƵre to arriǀe before that Ɵŵe͊
Date
Time
Price
seŶƵe
PƵďůicTraŶƐƉŽrtaƟŽŶ

WeĚnesĚaǇ͕ Ϯ6 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϵ͗ϬϬʹϮ4͗ϬϬ
ϳϬ hZ ;Ƶīet anĚ ĚrinŬs inclƵĚeĚ ƵnƟl ϭϮ͗ϬϬ ŵiĚnightͿ
͞EeƵes 'lashaƵs͟ of otanical 'arĚens
TaŬe the ŵetro h3 anĚ eǆit at ͞DahleŵͲDorf͟. &roŵ there
it is onlǇ a ϭϬ ŵinƵtes ǁalŬ ;ϭ ŬŵͿ to the entrance of the
otanical 'arĚens. lternaƟǀelǇ taŬe the bƵs line y83 anĚ
eǆit at ͞<ƂniginͲ>ƵiseͲWlatǌͬotanischer 'arten͕͟ ǁhich is
right in front of the entrance of the otanical 'arĚens.
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&ielĚ TriƉs͗ ll ĮelĚ triƉs taŬe Ɖlace on &rieĚaǇ͕ Ϯ8 ƵgƵst.
WarŬ anĚ Walace of ^anssoƵcci in WotsĚaŵ
The ƉarŬ lanĚscaƉe of WotsĚaŵ ^anssoƵci is an eǆaŵƉle of the sƵccessfƵl ǁorŬ of the
garĚeners of the Ɖast anĚ is Ŭnoǁn ǁorlĚͲǁiĚe. On the other siĚe there are ŵanǇ
ĚocƵŵents of Ɖlant Ěaŵages caƵseĚ bǇ falling groƵnĚͲǁater leǀels͕ ĚroƵght͕ storŵ or
inaĚeƋƵatelǇ treeͲcare. The longͲƟŵe eīects of these are ŵirroreĚ in the ƋƵalitǇ of
the lanĚscaƉe Ěesign͖ ŵeans there are too ŵanǇ Ɖrobleŵs ǁith the ǀitalitǇ anĚ stabilͲ
itǇ of the trees in the ƉarŬ groƵnĚs. Ƶt at this ŵoŵent global ǁarŵing is the ŵain
Ɖrobleŵ of the ƉarŬ. There are also Ɖrobleŵs ǁith organisŵs liǀing in olĚ trees froŵ
the ǀieǁ of conserǀaƟon. s a resƵlt the historic reconstrƵcƟon is being ĚiscƵsseĚ.
/n this ĮelĚ eǆcƵrsion these asƉects ǁill be introĚƵceĚ anĚ ĚiscƵsseĚ ǁith the helƉ
of local eǆƉerts.  Ɖart of this triƉ ǁill be a ƉresentaƟon of the historic lanĚscaƉe
anĚ its aƩracƟǀeness to the toƵrists. t the enĚ of the eǆcƵrsion there ǁill be Ɵŵe
for inĚiǀiĚƵal triƉs to the castles or garĚen areas.
DeeƟŶŐPŽiŶt͗ ,enrǇ &orĚ ƵilĚing
^cŚeĚƵůe͗
Ϭϵ͗ϬϬ DeƉartƵre froŵ ,enrǇ &orĚ ƵilĚing
Ϭϵ͗4ϱ 'ƵiĚeĚ ToƵr of the ^anssoƵcci WarŬ
ϭϮ͗4ϱ &ree Ɵŵe
ϭ6͗ϬϬ ZetƵrn to erlin
Price͗ Ϯ8 hZ ͻ >Ƶnch ƉacŬages are inclƵĚeĚ.
DiŶimƵmŶƵmďerŽĨƉarƟciƉaŶtƐ͗ 3Ϭ
DaǆimƵmŶƵmďerŽĨƉarƟciƉaŶtƐ͗ ϱϬ
est Manageŵent WracƟce
CancelleĚ ĚƵe to insƵĸcient nƵŵber of ƉarƟciƉants͊
DiǆeĚĨarmiŶŐeŶterƉriƐe͗Őrar'mď,&ůaemiŶŐůaŶĚůŽeŶƐĚŽrĨ
Oǀerall͕ the sƵccessfƵl coŵƉanǇ ŵanages an area of aboƵt 4͕3ϬϬ hectares. The area is
locateĚ in the ŵƵniciƉalitǇ EieĚergoersĚorf anĚ is relateĚ to 8 ǀillages. The farŵlanĚ
as ǁell as ϱ4Ϭ ŵilŬ coǁs anĚ a stocŬ of ϭ͕3ϬϬ soǁs to ƉroĚƵce Ɖiglets͕ are oƉerateĚ
bǇ ϳϬ eŵƉloǇees.
The grar 'ŵb, &laeŵinglanĚ is ǁell ƉosiƟoneĚ ĚƵe to a ǁiĚe range of ƉroĚƵcts
anĚ coƉes as a ŵoĚern agricƵltƵral enterƉrise toĚaǇ͛s reƋƵireŵents. The rƵral lanĚ
Ƶse is as folloǁs͗ ǁinter ǁheat ;ϭ͕ϮϬϬ haͿ͕ ǁinter rǇe ;6ϬϬ haͿ͕ ǁinter barleǇ ;4ϱϬ haͿ͕
ǁinter raƉe ;ϳϬϬ haͿ͕ silage ŵaiǌe ;ϮϮϬ haͿ͕ Ɖotato ;ϳ6Ϭ haͿ͕ lƵƉine ;ϳϬ haͿ͕ Ɖea ;6Ϭ
haͿ͕ Ňaǆ ;6Ϭ haͿ anĚ an ecological coŵƉensaƟng area ;6Ϭ haͿ.
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/n aĚĚiƟon to starch anĚ chiƉs Ɖotatoes aƉƉroǆiŵatelǇ 6͕ϬϬϬ tons of Ɖotatoes are
ƉroĚƵceĚ for the local ŵarŬet inclƵĚing Ɖriǀate hoƵseholĚs͕ innŬeeƉers anĚ ŵarŬetͲ
ers. The coŵƉanǇ ŵaintains storage caƉacitǇ of ƵƉ to ϳ͕ϬϬϬ tons͕ eƋƵiƉƉeĚ ǁith the
latest air conĚiƟoning technologǇ to ensƵre ŇeǆibilitǇ͕ ĚeliǀerabilitǇ anĚ the high
ƋƵalitǇ of the Ɖotatoes.
,iŐŚůiŐŚtƐ͗ FarŵlanĚ toƵr inclƵĚing ĮelĚs as ǁell as ŵaintenance anĚ storage faciliƟes
;Ňeet͕ oǀerheaĚ irrigaƟon͕ Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon͕ Ɖotato harǀest anĚ storage͕ Ɵllage͕ soǁingͿ
,ŽrƟcƵůtƵraůeŶterƉriƐe͗ ^Ɖargelhof <laistoǁ
͞^Ɖargelhof <laistoǁ͟ ;asƉaragƵs farŵͿ ǁas foƵnĚeĚ in ϭϵϵϬ anĚ coŵƉrises the ƉroͲ
ĚƵcƟon of asƉaragƵs ;6ϬϬ haͿ͕ straǁberries ;4Ϭ haͿ blƵeberries ;ϳϬ haͿ ƉƵŵƉŬins
;3ϱ haͿ anĚ is accoŵƉanieĚ bǇ a theŵe ƉarŬ. The coŵƉanǇ is oƉerateĚ bǇ ϳϱ to ϵϬ
eŵƉloǇees ǁho are sƵƉƉorteĚ bǇ ϮϱϬ seasonal ǁorŬers anĚ 8ϬϬ harǀest laboƵrers.
lƵeberries neeĚ hƵŵic͕ airͲƉerŵeable͕ aciĚic soil ;Ɖ, 3.ϱ to 4.ϱͿ anĚ groǁ oƉƟŵallǇ
in sǇŵbiosis ǁith ŵǇcorrhiǌa. oth can be foƵnĚ in the soils of ranĚenbƵrg Ɖine
forests. The ϭϮth erlin ʹranĚenbƵrg sƋƵash eǆhibiƟon ǁill taŬe Ɖlace froŵ Ϯϵth
ƵgƵst to ϭst Eoǀeŵber ϮϬϭϱ. boƵt ϱϬϬ Ěiīerent cƵlƟǀars froŵ aroƵnĚ the ǁorlĚ
ǁill be on ĚisƉlaǇ. Oǀer 3Ϭ ǀarieƟes of sƋƵash anĚ goƵrĚ are cƵlƟǀateĚ at <laistoǁ.
FƵrtherŵore aboƵt ϭϬϬ͕ϬϬϬ ĚecoraƟǀe ƉƵŵƉŬins are arrangeĚ as hƵge ĮgƵres.
DeeƟŶŐPŽiŶt͗ ,enrǇ ForĚ ƵilĚing
^cŚeĚƵůe͗
Ϭ8͗ϭϱ DeƉartƵre froŵ ,enrǇ ForĚ ƵilĚing
Ϭϵ͗3Ϭ FarŵlanĚ toƵr in loensĚorf
ϭϭ͗3Ϭ DeƉartƵre froŵ grar 'ŵb, FlaeŵinglanĚ loensĚorf
ϭϮ͗ϬϬ Welcoŵe at the ͞^Ɖargelhof <laistoǁ͟ inclƵĚing ǁelcoŵe ĚrinŬ
ϭϮ͗3Ϭ >Ƶnch breaŬ inclƵĚing ŵeal of choice
ϭ3͗3Ϭ Farŵ toƵr focƵsing on the cƵlƟǀaƟon of ƉƵŵƉŬins anĚ blƵeberries
ϭϱ͗ϬϬ Coīee anĚ caŬe at the farŵ cafĠ
ϭϱ͗3Ϭ Free Ɵŵe
ϭϳ͗ϬϬ ZetƵrn to erlin
Price͗ ϱϮ hZ ͻ FƵll catering is inclƵĚeĚ.
DiŶimƵmŶƵmďerŽĨƉarƟciƉaŶtƐ͗ ϮϬ
DaǆimƵmŶƵmďerŽĨƉarƟciƉaŶtƐ͗ ϱϬ
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͞^Ɖćthsche aƵŵschƵle͟ ;nƵrserǇͿ anĚ rboretƵŵ
CancelleĚ ĚƵe to insƵĸcient nƵŵber of ƉarƟciƉants͊
The nƵrserǇ ^Ɖaeth is a erlin tree nƵrserǇ ǁhich ǁas foƵnĚeĚ in ϭϳϮϬ bǇ ChristoƉh
^Ɖćth as a frƵit anĚ ǀegetable ŵarŬet garĚen in erlin <reƵǌberg. ChristoƉh ^Ɖćth
acƋƵireĚ the lanĚ for 3ϬϬ Ěollars ;TalerͿ.
Ōer ŵoǀing the coŵƉanǇ to aƵŵschƵlenǁeg in erlin TreƉtoǁ the nƵrserǇ ǁas
eǆƉanĚeĚ anĚ cƵlƟǀateĚ aboƵt ϮϮϱ ha in ϭϵϬϬ. ToĚaǇ the nƵrserǇ is rƵn bǇ a conͲ
sorƟƵŵ ǁith the shareholĚers 'eorg 'raf ǌƵ CastellͲCastell͕ Feliǆ 'ćĚicŬe͕ ChrisƟan
ǀon ^techoǁ ƵnĚ ChristoƉh Zechberg. The area of holĚing coŵƉrises ϭϱ ha oƉen
lanĚscaƉe anĚ aboƵt 3.ϱ ha ƉrotecteĚ ƉroĚƵcƟon in greenhoƵses anĚ ƉlasƟc tƵnnels.
,ƵŵbolĚt hniǀersitǇ͛s arboretƵŵ is naŵeĚ aŌer >ƵĚǁig ^Ɖćth͕ oǁner of ǁhat ǁas
once the ǁorlĚ͛s largest tree nƵrserǇ. /t ǁas foƵnĚeĚ bǇ Franǌ ^Ɖćth in ϭ8ϳϵ anĚ
lanĚscaƉeĚ in the nglish stǇle bǇ erlin͛s 'arĚen Ěirector 'Ƶstaǀ MeǇer.
^ince ϭϵ6ϭ the ^ƉćthͲrboretƵŵ is Ɖart of erlin͛s ,ƵŵbolĚtͲhniǀersitǇ anĚ ƉroǀiĚes
Ɖlant ŵaterial for research͕ acaĚeŵic teaching anĚ ƉƵblic enǀironŵental eĚƵcaƟon.
/ts roƵghlǇ 4͕ϬϬϬ Ɖlant accessions inclƵĚe ϭ͕ϮϬϬ ǁooĚǇ Ɖlants͕ aŵong those are ŵanǇ
rare cƵlƟǀars anĚ hǇbriĚs. ZeŇecƟng its iniƟal fƵncƟon as a ƉresentaƟon garĚen of
^Ɖćth͛s tree nƵrserǇ͕ the trees anĚ shrƵbs are not arrangeĚ accorĚing to sǇsteŵaƟc
or geograƉhical relaƟonshiƉ͕ bƵt rather accorĚing to aestheƟc ƉrinciƉles. The arboͲ
retƵŵ is cƵrrentlǇ focƵsing on͗
iͿ WreserǀaƟon of the historical collecƟon of trees as ǁell as ŵore ǀarieƟes of breeĚ
introĚƵceĚ bǇ ^Ɖćth
iiͿ stablishŵent of a coŵƉrehensiǀe research collecƟon of harĚǇ ferns of the teŵͲ
Ɖerate ǌones anĚ
iiiͿ Wlants of erlin anĚ ranĚenbƵrg.
DeeƟŶŐPŽiŶt͗ ,enrǇ ForĚ ƵilĚing
^cŚeĚƵůe͗
Ϭϵ͗ϬϬ DeƉartƵre froŵ ,enrǇ ForĚ ƵilĚing
Ϭϵ͗3Ϭ 'ƵiĚeĚ ToƵr at the ^ƉćthͲrboretƵŵ of the ,ƵŵbolĚtͲhniǀersitǇ erlin
ϭϭ͗ϬϬ >Ƶnch breaŬ ;self ƉaǇ bistroͿ
ϭϮ͗3Ϭ 'ƵiĚeĚ toƵr throƵgh ^Ɖćth͛s tree nƵrserǇ
ϭ4͗ϭϱ ZetƵrn
Price͗ Ϯϱ hZ ͻ >Ƶnch is not inclƵĚeĚ.
DiŶimƵmŶƵmďerŽĨƉarƟciƉaŶtƐ͗ ϭϬ
DaǆimƵmŶƵmďerŽĨƉarƟciƉaŶtƐ͗ ϮϬ
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'ƵiĚeĚ ToƵr of otanical 'arĚens erlinͲDahleŵ
'eneral inforŵaƟon on the otanical 'arĚens in erlin Dahleŵ͗
The garĚen ǁas createĚ betǁeen ϭ8ϵϳ anĚ ϭϵϭϬ accorĚing to the Ɖlans of the archiͲ
tect lfreĚ <oerner. 43 hectares ǁith oǀer ϮϮ͕ϬϬϬ tǇƉes of Ɖlants͕ erlin͛s otanical
'arĚens ranŬ aŵong the three ŵost iŵƉortant botanical garĚens in the enƟre ǁorlĚ.
͞Die Welt in eineŵ 'arten͟ The ǁorlĚ in a single garĚen ʹ this ǁas the Ɖlan of Ěolf
ngler͕ the Įrst Ěirector of the 'arĚens of Dahleŵ in ϭ88ϵ. ConƟnƵing on the ǁaŬe
of ngler͛s asƉiraƟon half a ŵillion ǀisitors are being ǁelcoŵeĚ eǀerǇ Ǉear.
The otanical 'arĚens consist of three areas͗ the ƉarŬͲliŬe arboretƵŵ͕ the eǆhibiƟon
area shoǁcasing Ɖlants froŵ aroƵnĚ the ǁorlĚ in their geograƉhical conteǆt anĚ the
collecƟon of ϭ͕ϱϬϬ tǇƉes of Ɖlants͕ ǁhich haǀe been sǇsteŵaƟcallǇ categoriǌeĚ. FiŌeen
greenhoƵses are locateĚ in a geoŵetrical arrangeŵent on the eastern eĚge of the
ƉarŬ͕ inclƵĚing a troƉical greenhoƵse bƵilt in ϭϵϬϳ ǁhich is Ϯ3 ŵeters high anĚ ϭ͕ϳϬϬ
sƋƵare ŵeters large ʹ one of the largest in the ǁorlĚ anĚ a sƵƉerb eǆaŵƉle of ϭϵth
centƵrǇ glass anĚ steel architectƵre. FeatƵring tall trees ǁith eƉiƉhǇtes groǁing on
theŵ͕ anĚ ŵarǀelloƵslǇ coloƵreĚ Ɖlants beloǁ͕ as ǁell as lianas anĚ other cliŵbers͕
giǀes an iĚea of the hƵge ǀarietǇ of troƉical ǀegetaƟon.
ĚĚreƐƐ͗
otanical 'arĚens erlin
<oeniginͲ>ƵiseͲ^trasse 6ʹ8
ϭ4ϭϵϱ erlin
;aƉƉroǆiŵatelǇ ϭϬ ŵinƵtes ǁalŬing Ěistance froŵ ,enrǇ ForĚ ƵilĚingͿ
KƉeŶiŶŐ,ŽƵrƐ͗
'arĚens͗ DailǇ͕ Ϭϵ͗ϬϬʹϮϬ͗ϬϬ
MƵseƵŵ͗ DailǇ͕ ϭϬ͗ϬϬʹϭ8͗ϬϬ
'ƵiĚeĚTŽƵr
The 'ƵiĚeĚ ToƵr ǁill taŬe ǇoƵ throƵgh the fascinaƟng ǁorlĚ of Ɖlant life. zoƵ ǁill
ŵaŬe a ũoƵrneǇ throƵgh all conƟnents starƟng in ƵroƉe͕ ǀia the alƉs͕ the ,iŵalaǇas
throƵgh to the Ɖrairie of Eorth ŵerica͕ the troƉical rain forest anĚ the Ƶstralian
oƵtbacŬ. ,aǀe a looŬ at the 'arĚen͛s oƵtĚoors͕ the nƵŵeroƵs greenhoƵses anĚ enĚ
ǇoƵr toƵr ǁith the otanical ŵƵseƵŵ.

4ϭ

^ocial anĚ CƵltƵral Wrograŵŵe
DeeƟŶŐ ƉŽiŶt͗ Main entrance͗ <oeniginͲ>ƵiseͲWlatǌ
^tart ŽĨ 'ƵiĚeĚ TŽƵr͗ ϭϬ͗ϬϬ
Price͗ ϭϬ hZ ͻ >Ƶnch is not inclƵĚeĚ.
DiŶimƵm ŶƵmďer ŽĨ ƉarƟciƉaŶtƐ͗ ϭϱ
DaǆimƵm ŶƵmďer ŽĨ ƉarƟciƉaŶtƐ͗ Ϯϱ
DiƐcŽƵŶteĚ ŐarĚeŶ aĚmiƐƐiŽŶ ĨŽr aůů ƉarƟciƉaŶtƐ ŽĨ tŚe /PP
;ŝŶĚĞƉĞŶĚĞŶƚĨƌŽŵŽƚĂŶŝĐĂů'ĂƌĚĞŶƚŽƵƌͿ
ll ƉarƟciƉants of the /WWC ǁill be accoŵŵoĚateĚ ǁith the ĚiscoƵnteĚ entrance fee
for the otanical 'arĚens erlin throƵghoƵt the ĚƵraƟon of the congress.
/MWOZTET͊ /t is essenƟal to shoǁ ǇoƵr conference naŵe tag in orĚer to receiǀe
the ĚiscoƵnt.
The aĚŵission fee ŵƵst be ƉaiĚ at the garĚen entrǇ gate.
DiƐcŽƵŶteĚ aĚmiƐƐiŽŶ Ĩee͗ 3 hZ

hrban 'arĚening ʹ CoŵŵƵnitǇ bƵilĚing͕ ŬnoǁleĚge transfer anĚ ƋƵalitǇ asƉects
Tǁo Ěiīerent Ƶrban garĚens in erlin ǁill be ǀisiteĚ. The triƉ is thoƵght ƉreferenƟallǇ
for ƉarƟciƉants of the ǁorŬshoƉ ͞hrban 'arĚening͕͟ on Ϯϳ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ͕ ϭϵ͗3Ϭ.
The focƵs is on
ϭ. CoŵŵƵnitǇ bƵilĚing in neighborhooĚ anĚ coŵŵƵnitǇ garĚens Ƶsing the Ɖlant as
ŵeĚiƵŵ to coŵŵƵnicate anĚ
Ϯ. WroĚƵcƟon of ǀegetable anĚ frƵits in Ƶrban areas focƵsing on Ɖathogen͕ Ɖest͕ ƉolͲ
lƵtants anĚ Ěiǀerse resiĚƵes.
The Įrst stoƉ ǁill be the coŵŵƵnitǇ garĚen ͞WrachƩoŵate͟ erlin.  toƵr gƵiĚe
ǁill introĚƵce the ŵenƟoneĚ toƉics anĚ blaǌe the trail for the ĚiscƵssion. The toƵr
conƟnƵes ǁith the garĚen ͞Wrinǌessinnengarten erlin͟.
The historǇ of the Ɖlot͕ a forŵer falloǁ͕ ǁill be ƉresenteĚ. boƵt ϱϬϬ ǀegetable ǀaͲ
rieƟes are cƵlƟǀateĚ throƵghoƵt the season Ƶsing coŵƉost anĚ recǇcleĚ containers.
FinallǇ ǁe ǁill ƉreƉare anĚ haǀe lƵnch together in the garĚen.
DeeƟŶŐ ƉŽiŶt͗ ,enrǇ ForĚ ƵilĚing erlin

4Ϯ

^ocial anĚ CƵltƵral Wrograŵŵe
^cŚeĚƵůe͗
Ϭ8͗4ϱ DeƉartƵre at the ,enrǇ ForĚ ƵilĚing͕ ũoint triƉ to coŵŵƵnitǇ garĚen
͞WrachƩoŵate͟ bǇ erlin sƵbǁaǇ
Ϭϵ͗3Ϭ 'ƵiĚeĚ toƵr of the coŵŵƵnitǇ garĚen ͞WrachƩoŵate͟
ϭϬ͗3Ϭ :oint triƉ to ͞Wrinǌessinnengćrten͟ bǇ erlin sƵbǁaǇ
ϭϭ͗ϬϬ 'ƵiĚeĚ toƵr of ͞Wrinǌessinnengćrten͞
ϭϮ͗3Ϭ >Ƶnch breaŬ ;cooŬing together͗ Ɖasta anĚ Ɖesto ŵaĚe of ǁilĚ herbsͿ
ϭ3͗3Ϭ ZetƵrn to ,enrǇ ForĚ ƵilĚing
Price͗ 3Ϯ hZ ͻ >Ƶnch anĚ ƉƵblic transƉortaƟon ͞s' TicŬet͟ are inclƵĚeĚ.
DiŶimƵm ŶƵmďer ŽĨ ƉarƟciƉaŶtƐ͗ ϭϬ
DaǆimƵm ŶƵmďer ŽĨ ƉarƟciƉaŶtƐ͗ ϮϬ

ǆcƵrsion to the :ƵliƵs <ƺhnͲ/nsƟtƵt DahnsĚorf ;>ongͲterŵ trials anĚ /WMͿ anĚ triƉ
to WotsĚaŵ
The eǆƉeriŵental staƟon DahnsĚorf is locateĚ in a beaƵƟfƵl lanĚscaƉe calleĚ ͞,igh
Flćŵing EatƵre WarŬ͟ in the feĚeral state ranĚenbƵrg͕ aboƵt 6Ϭ Ŭŵ soƵthǁest of erlin.
The :ƵliƵs <ƺhnͲ/nsƟtƵt starteĚ in ϭϵϵϱ ǁith the long terŵ trials regarĚing ŵainlǇ
ƋƵesƟon of Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon anĚ esƉeciallǇ /WM. The eǆƉeriŵental ĮelĚ has 38 hecͲ
tares in total. The soil is a highlǇ sanĚǇ loaŵǇ soil. ǀerage soil ƋƵalitǇ is 48 ;'erŵan
soil classiĮcaƟonͿ͕ this stanĚs for a ŵiĚĚle ƋƵalitǇ in 'erŵanǇ bƵt for a beƩer one in
the feĚeral state ranĚenbƵrg. The aǀerage annƵal ƉreciƉitaƟon is ϱϵϵ ŵŵ anĚ the
aǀerage annƵal teŵƉeratƵre is ϵ.4 ΣC ;aǀerage taŬen froŵ ϭϵϵϳ to ϮϬϭ4Ϳ.
These longͲterŵ trials are iŵƉortant for Ěeterŵining the ƉesƟciĚe Ěosage reĚƵceĚ
to the necessarǇ eǆtent anĚ are Ɖart of the EaƟonal cƟon Wlan on ^Ƶstainable hse
of Wlant WrotecƟon WroĚƵcts.
lso organic farŵing ǁas establisheĚ in ϭϵϵϱ as a longͲterŵ ĮelĚ trial. Coŵe anĚ see
Ěiīerent eīects of Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon ;cheŵical anĚ ŵechanicalͿ anĚ also soil cƵlƟǀaͲ
Ɵon ;ƉloƵghingͿ.
Close to the eǆƉeriŵental ĮelĚs a coŵŵercial farŵ is locateĚ. The farŵ is tǇƉicallǇ
for astern 'erŵanǇ͕ ǁith bigger ĮelĚs anĚ no aniŵal hƵsbanĚrǇ.
Farŵers strƵggle ǁith Ɖoor soils anĚ liƩle rain in sƉring anĚ earlǇ sƵŵŵer.
Main croƉs are ǁinter rǇe͕ ǁinter ǁheat͕ oilseeĚ raƉe anĚ ŵaiǌe ;cornͿ.
The eǆcƵrsion ǁill also haǀe a looŬ at the ĮelĚs of this farŵ ǁhich are close to the
eǆƉeriŵental ĮelĚs.
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^ocial anĚ CƵltƵral Wrograŵŵe
DeeƟŶŐ ƉŽiŶt͗ ,enrǇ ForĚ ƵilĚing erlin
^cŚeĚƵůe͗
Ϭϵ͗ϬϬ DeƉartƵre at ,enrǇ ForĚ ƵilĚing
ϭϬ͗ϬϬ 'ƵiĚeĚ toƵr at the tesƟng staƟon of the :ƵliƵs <ƺhnͲ/nsƟtƵt in
DahnsĚorf anĚ the ͞etrieb ^ternberg ;DahnsĚorfer >anĚǁirtschaŌs 'bZͿ͞
ϭϭ͗ϬϬ FarŵlanĚ toƵr
ϭ3͗ϬϬ >Ƶnch breaŬ
ϭ4͗ϬϬ ^hƵƩle to WotsĚaŵ
ϭ4͗4ϱ Free Ɵŵe in WotsĚaŵ
ϭϱ͗ϬϬ ZetƵrn to erlin
Price͗ 46 hZ ͻ >Ƶnch ƉacŬages are inclƵĚeĚ.
DiŶimƵm ŶƵmďer ŽĨ ƉarƟciƉaŶtƐ͗ ϮϬ
DaǆimƵm ŶƵmďer ŽĨ ƉarƟciƉaŶtƐ͗ 4ϱ

erlin Ƶs ToƵr
Discoǀer the ŵost faŵoƵs sights of the citǇ in oƵr eǆciƟng bƵs toƵr. DƵring the 4 hoƵrs
sightseeing toƵr ǇoƵ ǁill haǀe the oƉƉortƵnitǇ to see e. g. the sictorǇ ColƵŵn ͞^iegesͲ
sćƵle͕͞ ranĚenbƵrg 'ate͕ the ͞Zeichstag͞ anĚ 'oǀernŵent YƵarter͕ the Teleǀision
Toǁer͕ the ͞leǆanĚerƉlatǌ͕͞ the erlin Wall anĚ ͞ChecŬƉoint Charlie͕͞ ͞hnter Ěen
>inĚen͕͞ the MƵseƵŵ /slanĚ͕ the faŵoƵs ͞<ƵrfƺrstenĚaŵŵ͞ anĚ ŵore.
zoƵr gƵiĚe ǁill ƉroǀiĚe ǇoƵ ǁith bacŬgroƵnĚ inforŵaƟon on all sights anĚ ĚƵring the
stoƉs ǇoƵ ǁill haǀe ƉlentǇ of Ɵŵe to eǆƉlore anĚ taŬe Ɖhotos.
DeeƟŶŐ ƉŽiŶt͗ ,enrǇ ForĚ ƵilĚing erlin
^cŚeĚƵůe͗
Ϭϵ͗ϬϬ DeƉartƵre at ,enrǇ ForĚ ƵilĚing
ϭ3͗ϬϬ ZetƵrn to ,enrǇ ForĚ ƵilĚing
Price͗ Ϯϱ hZ ͻ >Ƶnch is not inclƵĚeĚ.
DiŶimƵm ŶƵmďer ŽĨ ƉarƟciƉaŶtƐ͗ ϮϬ
DaǆimƵm ŶƵmďer ŽĨ ƉarƟciƉaŶtƐ͗ ϱϬ
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<eǇnote ^ƉeaŬers
Wer WinstrƵƉͲnĚersen͕ Cornell hniǀersitǇ ;/thaca͕ Ezͬh^Ϳ
MonĚaǇ͕ Ϯ4 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ ͻ FooĚ Crisis in a stresseĚ ǁorlĚ ʹ reasons
anĚ challenges
WlenarǇ lectƵre͗ chieǀing fooĚ secƵritǇ for all in the foreseeable
fƵtƵre ʹ What ǁill it taŬe͍
Wer WinstrƵƉͲnĚersen is Wrofessor ŵeritƵs anĚ 'raĚƵate ^chool Wrofessor at Cornell
hniǀersitǇ anĚ ĚũƵnct Wrofessor at CoƉenhagen hniǀersitǇ. ,e is Ɖast Chairŵan of
the ^cience CoƵncil of the ConsƵltaƟǀe 'roƵƉ on /nternaƟonal gricƵltƵral Zesearch
;C'/ZͿ anĚ Wast WresiĚent of the ŵerican gricƵltƵral conoŵics ssociaƟon ;Ϳ.
,e has a .^. froŵ CoƉenhagen hniǀersitǇ͕ a M.^. anĚ Wh.D. froŵ OŬlahoŵa ^tate
hniǀersitǇ anĚ honorarǇ Ěoctoral Ěegrees froŵ ƵniǀersiƟes in the hniteĚ ^tates͕ the
hniteĚ <ingĚoŵ͕ EetherlanĚs͕ ^ǁitǌerlanĚ͕ anĚ /nĚia.
,e is a felloǁ of the ŵerican ssociaƟon for the Ěǀanceŵent of ^cience ;^Ϳ
anĚ the ŵerican gricƵltƵral conoŵics ssociaƟon. /n aĚĚiƟon to his ϭϱ Ǉears as
Ɖrofessor at Cornell hniǀersitǇ͕ he serǀeĚ ϭϬ Ǉears as the /nternaƟonal FooĚ WolicǇ
Zesearch /nsƟtƵte͛s Director 'eneral anĚ seǀen Ǉears as ĚeƉartŵent heaĚ͖ seǀen
Ǉears as an econoŵist at the /nternaƟonal Center for TroƉical gricƵltƵre͕ Coloŵbia͖
anĚ siǆ Ǉears as a ĚisƟngƵisheĚ Ɖrofessor at Wageningen hniǀersitǇ. ,e is the ϮϬϬϭ
WorlĚ FooĚ Wriǌe >aƵreate anĚ the reciƉient of seǀeral aǁarĚs for his research anĚ
coŵŵƵnicaƟon of research resƵlts.
WatricŬ ^chǁeiǌer͕ >eibniǌ /nsƟtƵte 'atersleben ;'aterslebenͬDͿ
TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ ͻ WlanƟng fƵtƵre ʹ Ɖlants resistant to
bioƟc anĚ abioƟc stresses
WlenarǇ >ectƵre͗ 'eneͲ anĚ biotechnologǇͲĚriǀen aƉƉroaches
to ĚƵrable Ɖathogen resistance in cereals
WatricŬ ^chǁeiǌer obtaineĚ his WhD Ěegree in ϭϵ88 at the /nsƟtƵte of Wlant WhǇsiologǇ͕
hniǀersitǇ of erne͕ ^ǁitǌerlanĚ͕ in the ĮelĚ of ŵolecƵlar ƉlantͲƉathogen interacƟons.
Ōer a feǁ ƉostĚoctoral staǇs ǁith Wrof. <laƵs ,ahlbrocŬ at the Maǆ WlancŬ /nsƟtƵt
fƺr ƺchtƵngsforschƵng in Cologne͕ 'erŵanǇ͕ ǁith ^anĚoǌ gro Co. in asel͕ ^ǁitǌerͲ
lanĚ͕ anĚ ǁith Wrof. :ean Wierre MĠtraƵǆ͕ hniǀersitǇ of FriboƵrg͕ ^ǁitǌerlanĚ͕ he ǁas
aƉƉointeĚ as senior scienƟst bǇ Wrof. Zobert DƵĚler at the /nsƟtƵte of Wlant iologǇ͕
hniǀersitǇ of Ƶrich͕ ^ǁitǌerlanĚ. ^ince ϮϬϬϬ he is research groƵƉ leaĚer at the /nsƟtƵte
of Wlant 'eneƟcs anĚ CroƉ Wlant Zesearch ;/W<Ϳ in 'atersleben͕ 'erŵanǇ. /n ϮϬϬϭ WatricŬ
^chǁeiǌer obtaineĚ his habilitaƟon at the FacƵltǇ of MatheŵaƟcs anĚ ^cience of the
hniǀersitǇ of Ƶrich͕ anĚ since ϮϬϬ6 he is also leaĚing the 'enoŵe nalǇsis Ɖrograŵ
in the reeĚing Zesearch ĚeƉartŵent at /W<. Zesearch of the lab focƵses ƉriŵarilǇ on
fƵncƟonal genoŵics aƉƉroaches for ĚƵrable Ɖathogen resistance in barleǇ anĚ ǁheat.
For a beƩer ƵnĚerstanĚing of genes inǀolǀeĚ in basal as ǁell as nonhost resistance͕
the groƵƉ has ĚeǀeloƉeĚ noǀel tools of fƵncƟonal genoŵics baseĚ on ŵeĚiƵŵ ʹ to
highͲthroƵghƉƵt ZEi anĚ aƵtoŵateĚ ŵicroscoƉǇ. Together ǁith transcriƉt ƉroĮling
aƉƉroaches͕ transgenic barleǇ͕ anĚ allele ŵining gene ĚiscoǀerǇ is achieǀeĚ.

4ϱ

<eǇnote ^ƉeaŬers
MǇron alƵcŬi͕ hniǀersitǇ of YƵeenslanĚ ;risbaneͬhͿ
WeĚnesĚaǇ͕ Ϯ6 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ ͻ Zaising anĚ sƵstaining ƉroĚƵcƟǀitǇ of
Ɖlant ƉroĚƵcƟon sǇsteŵs
WlenarǇ lectƵre͗ >anĚscaƉes͕ geneƟcallǇ ŵoĚiĮeĚ croƉs anĚ cliŵate
change͗ Whither /WM͍
MǇron alƵcŬi is cƵrrentlǇ Wrofessor of ntoŵologǇ in the ^chool of iological ^ciences
at The hniǀersitǇ of YƵeenslanĚ. MǇron obtaineĚ his Įrst Ěegree froŵ the Ƶstralian
EaƟonal hniǀersitǇ ;CanberraͿ anĚ a WhD froŵ 'riĸth hniǀersitǇ ;risbaneͿ. ,e ǁas
instrƵŵental in seƫng ƵƉ one of the Įrst CooƉeraƟǀe Zesearch Centers in Ƶstralia͕
the CZC for TroƉical West Manageŵent͕ anĚ is Ƶstralia͛s reƉresentaƟǀe on the /nterͲ
naƟonal Congress of ntoŵologǇ CoƵncil. ,e ǁas aǁarĚeĚ the /an MacŬerras MeĚal
for eǆcellence in ntoŵologǇ bǇ the Ƶstralian ntoŵological ^ocietǇ in ϭϵϵ6 anĚ
becaŵe a Felloǁ of The ntoŵological ^ocietǇ of ŵerica in ϮϬϭ4.
,e is an insect ecologist ǁith a long historǇ of ǁorŬing on both ƉƵre anĚ aƉƉlieĚ isͲ
sƵes ʹ ƉarƟcƵlarlǇ on the ecologǇ͕ biologǇ anĚ ŵanageŵent of ,ĞůŝĐŽǀĞƌƉĂsƉƉ.͕ the
ŵaũor Ɖest of ĮelĚ croƉs in Ƶstralia anĚ a recent inǀasiǀe in ^oƵth ŵerica. ,e has
leĚ large Ƶstralian 'oǀernŵent fƵnĚeĚ Ɖroũects on DiaŵonĚbacŬ ŵoth ;DMͿ͕ a
ŬeǇ Ɖest of horƟcƵltƵre͕ in China͕ Eorth <orea anĚ the ^oƵth WaciĮc. With stƵĚents
anĚ colleagƵes MǇron has ƉƵblisheĚ oǀer 3ϬϬ refereeĚ ƉaƉers anĚ chaƉters in booŬs
anĚ WroceeĚings͕ ǁith seǀeral ƉaƉers aĚĚressing the ƋƵesƟon of ǁhǇ integrateĚ Ɖest
ŵanageŵent ;/WMͿ has oŌen not achieǀeĚ ǁhat ǁas ƉroŵiseĚ ʹ ciƟng biological͕
technical anĚ socioͲeconoŵic reasons.
Christel WellerͲMolongƵa͕ DeƵtsche 'esellschaŌ fƺr internaƟonale
Ƶsaŵŵenarbeit ;schbornͬDͿ
ThƵrsĚaǇ͕ Ϯϳ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱͻ ^ocial ƉarƟciƉaƟon ʹ ŬeǇ factor for fooĚ
secƵritǇ anĚ rƵral ĚeǀeloƉŵent
WlenarǇ lectƵre͗ ^ocial ƉarƟciƉaƟon ʹ ŬeǇ factor for fooĚ secƵritǇ
anĚ rƵral ĚeǀeloƉŵent
Christel WellerͲMolongƵa is ,eaĚ of the Diǀision ZƵral DeǀeloƉŵent anĚ gricƵltƵre
in the sectoral ĚeƉartŵent of the DeƵtsche 'esellschaŌ fƵer /nternaƟonale ƵsaŵͲ
ŵenarbeit ;'/Ϳ 'ŵb,. orn in ϭϵϱ8͕ she obtaineĚ higher eĚƵcaƟon Ěegrees in troƉical
agricƵltƵral geograƉhǇ ;hniǀersitǇ of TrierͿ anĚ rƵral ĚeǀeloƉŵent ;,ƵŵbolĚtͲhniǀersitǇ
erlinͿ. ^he ũoineĚ '/ ;forŵerlǇ 'TͿ in ϭϵ8ϵ anĚ ǁorŬeĚ for the insƟtƵƟon as aĚǀisor
anĚ helĚ Ěirector ƉosiƟons both in the 'erŵan heaĚƋƵarters anĚ aŵong others͕ in
Eiger͕ Mali͕ enin anĚ ,onĚƵras.
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/nternaƟonal Wlant WrotecƟon ǁarĚ of DisƟncƟon ;/WWDͿ
/nĚiǀiĚƵal ǁarĚs
DaǀiĚ ergǀinson ;,ǇĚerabaĚͬ/EͿ
Director 'eneral͕ /nternaƟonal CroƉs Zesearch /nsƟtƵte for the ^eŵiͲ
riĚ TroƉics ;/CZ/^TͿ
ǁarĚeĚ͗ For his contribƵƟons to global fooĚ secƵritǇ throƵgh the ĚeͲ
ǀeloƉŵent of insect resistant ŵaiǌe ǀarieƟes at C/MMzT anĚ for his role
in iŵƉroǀing the liǀes of siǆ ŵilllion sŵallholĚer farŵers in frica anĚ
^oƵth sia.
:Ƶerg ,Ƶber ;DarŵstaĚtͬDͿ
Forŵer heaĚ of the /nsƟtƵte of iological Control͕ :ƵliƵs <ƺhnͲ/nsƟtƵt͕
FeĚeral Zesearch Center for CƵlƟǀateĚ Wlants
ǁarĚeĚ͗ For lifeƟŵe achieǀeŵents in the ĚeǀeloƉŵent of biological
control as a ŬeǇ coŵƉonent in /ntegrateĚ West Manageŵent Ɖrograŵs͕
leaĚershiƉ in internaƟonal biocontrol organisaƟons anĚ for a ĚisƟngƵisheĚ
recorĚ of stƵĚent ŵentorshiƉ.
<ong >Ƶen ,eong ;<Ƶala >ƵŵƉƵrͬMzͿ
Forŵer /nsect cologist͕ /nternaƟonal Zice Zesearch /nsƟtƵte͕ >os aŹos͕
WhiliƉƉines anĚ cƵrrentlǇ consƵltant to C internaƟonal ;MalaǇsiaͿ anĚ
aĚũƵnct Ɖrofessor͕ heũiang gricƵltƵral hniǀersitǇ͕ ,angǌhoƵ͕ China
ǁarĚeĚ͗ For his contribƵƟons to the stƵĚǇ of troƉical rice insect ecologǇ
ǁhich has leĚ to an ƵnĚerstanĚing of the reasons for rice Ɖest oƵtbreaŬs͕
anĚ for ĚeǀeloƉing anĚ iŵƉleŵenƟng iŵƉroǀeĚ Ɖolicies anĚ strategies
for the sƵstainable ŵanageŵent of rice Ɖests.
ZicharĚ . ^iŬora ;onnͬDͿ
^enior Felloǁ͕ Centre for DeǀeloƉŵent Zesearch at the hniǀersitǇ of onn
ǁarĚeĚ͗ For his iŵƉressiǀe recorĚ of research͕ teaching anĚ ŵentorͲ
ing stƵĚents in the ĮelĚ of Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon in the troƉics anĚ soil health
anĚ for his contribƵƟons to the ƉroŵoƟon anĚ sƵƉƉort of 'lobal /WM.

4ϳ

/nternaƟonal Wlant WrotecƟon ǁarĚ of DisƟncƟon ;/WWDͿ
nĚreas ǀon TieĚeŵann ;'oeƫngenͬDͿ
DeƉartŵent of CroƉ ^ciences ʹ Diǀision of Wlant WathologǇ anĚ CroƉ
WrotecƟon͕ 'eorgͲƵgƵstͲhniǀersitǇ 'oeƫngen
ǁarĚeĚ͗ For oƵtstanĚing contribƵƟons to a beƩer ƵnĚerstanĚing of
the ŵechanisŵ of Ɖlant Ěisease infecƟon Ɖrocesses͕ iŵƉroǀeŵent of
/WM strategies͕ anĚ ĚeǀeloƉŵent of an internaƟonallǇ recogniǌeĚ M^c
Ɖrograŵŵe in Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon.
nthonǇ zoƵĚeoǁei ;biĚũanͬC/Ϳ
/nternaƟonal ConsƵltant͕ frican gricƵltƵral Zesearch anĚ ZƵral DeǀelͲ
oƉŵent͕ gricƵltƵral ĚƵcaƟon anĚ ^cienƟĮc CoŵŵƵnicaƟon.
Forŵer Director of Training͕ West frica Zice DeǀeloƉŵent ssociaƟon
anĚ consƵltant to FO anĚ the WorlĚ anŬ
ǁarĚeĚ͗ For signiĮcant contribƵƟons to global Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon anĚ fooĚ
secƵritǇ throƵgh his Ɖrofessional acƟǀiƟes at fricaZice ;forŵer WZDͿ͕
FO͕ ǁorlĚ banŬ͕ iciƉe anĚ ƵniǀersiƟes in Eigeria͕ 'hana anĚ <enǇa.

Teaŵ ǁarĚ
FeeĚ the FƵtƵre /WM /nnoǀaƟon >ab Teaŵ
sirginia WolǇtechnic /nsƟtƵte anĚ ^tate hniǀersitǇ
lacŬsbƵrg͕ sirginia͕ h^ ǁith all staŬeholĚers
ǁarĚeĚ͗ For the ĚeǀeloƉŵent anĚ ƉroŵoƟon of sƵstainable
/WM ƉacŬages of ƉracƟces for ǀegetable croƉs anĚ hƵŵan anĚ
insƟtƵƟonal caƉacitǇ bƵilĚing in frica͕ Central ŵerica anĚ
sia throƵgh a collaboraƟǀe͕ global netǁorŬ.
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^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ MonĚaǇ͕ Ϯ4 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
Ϭϵ͗ϬϬʹϭϬ͗ϬϬ
Zooŵ
Chair

OƉening CereŵonǇ
ƵĚiŵaǆ
,olger . Deising ;,alle a. Ě. ^.ͬDͿ

Welcoŵe Eotes bǇ the WresiĚents
Ϭϵ͗ϬϬʹϬϵ͗Ϭϱ

'erŵan ^cienƟĮc ^ocietǇ of Wlant WrotecƟon anĚ Wlant ,ealth ;DW'Ϳ
,olger . Deising ;,alle a. Ě. ^.ͬDͿ

Ϭϵ͗ϬϱʹϬϵ͗ϭϬ

:ƵliƵs <ƺhnͲ/nsƟtƵt ;:</Ϳ
'erharĚ 'ƺnĚerŵann ;YƵeĚlinbƵrgͬDͿ

Ϭϵ͗ϭϬʹϬϵ͗ϭϱ

/nĚƵstrieǀerbanĚ grar ;/sͿ
,elŵƵt ^chraŵŵ ;>angenfelĚͬDͿ

Ϭϵ͗ϭϱʹϬϵ͗ϮϬ

FeĚeral MinistrǇ of FooĚ anĚ gricƵltƵre ;M>Ϳ
Werner <loos ;onnͬDͿ

Ϭϵ͗ϮϬʹϬϵ͗Ϯϱ

/nternaƟonal ssociaƟon fort he Wlant WrotecƟon ^ciences ;/WW^Ϳ
'eoī Eorton ;risbaneͬhͿ

Ϭϵ͗ϮϱʹϭϬ͗ϬϬ

WresentaƟon of /WWDs
lǀis ,einrichs ;>incoln͕ Eͬh^Ϳ͕ 'eoī Eorton ;risbaneͬhͿ

ϭϬ͗3Ϭʹϭϭ͗3Ϭ
Zooŵ
Chair

WlenarǇ <eǇnote ʹ Challenges
ƵĚiŵaǆ
FalŬo FelĚŵann ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ

ϭϬ͗3Ϭʹϭϭ͗3Ϭ
<E ϭ

chieǀing fooĚ secƵritǇ for all in the foreseeable fƵtƵre ʹ What ǁill it taŬe͍
Wer WinstrƵƉͲnĚersen ;/thaca͕ Ezͬh^Ϳ

ϭϭ͗3Ϭʹϭϱ͗ϬϬ
>ocaƟon

Catering >Ƶnch reaŬs
ForecoƵrt

ϭϮ͗3Ϭʹϭ4͗ϬϬ
Zooŵ
Chairs

Challenges in Wlant WrotecƟon /
ƵĚiŵaǆ
ernĚ ,oltschƵlte ;inbecŬͬDͿ͕ nĚreas Willeŵs ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ

ϭϮ͗3ϬʹϭϮ͗4ϱ
O CWW /Ͳϱ

The ŵƵlƟƉle Ěiŵensions of fooĚ secƵritǇ anĚ their challenges ʹ ,oǁ
iŵƉortant are Ɖlant Ěiseases as ŵaũor caƵses of fooĚ insecƵritǇ͍
ClaǇton ,ollier ;aton ZoƵge͕ >ͬh^Ϳ

4ϵ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ MonĚaǇ͕ Ϯ4 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϮ͗4ϱʹϭ3͗ϬϬ
O CWW /Ͳ4

The zielĚ 'aƉ ʹ ǁhǇ farŵers Ěon͛t achieǀe ƉotenƟal ǇielĚs anĚ ǁhat ǁe
can Ěo aboƵt it
DaǀiĚ /. 'Ƶest ;^ǇĚneǇͬhͿ

ϭ3͗ϬϬʹϭ3͗ϭϱ
O CWW /Ͳ3

Filling the gaƉ ʹ acaĚeŵic eĚƵcaƟon in croƉ ƉrotecƟon betǁeen basic anĚ
aƉƉlieĚ sciences
^Ƶsanne WeiganĚ ;'oeƫngenͬDͿ

ϭ3͗ϭϱʹϭ3͗3Ϭ
O CWW /ͲϮ

OrganiǌaƟon for conoŵic CoͲoƉeraƟon anĚ DeǀeloƉŵent ;OCDͿ in
sƵƉƉort of global /WM ʹ a goal to ŵeet ƉesƟciĚe risŬ reĚƵcƟon challenges
^ilŬe DachbroĚtͲ^aaǇĚeh ;<leinŵachnoǁͬDͿ

ϭ3͗3Ϭʹϭ3͗4ϱ
O CWW /Ͳϭ

The /ŵƉortance of ZegƵlatorǇ Data WrotecƟon anĚ other forŵs of
/ntellectƵal WroƉertǇ Zights in the CroƉ WrotecƟon /nĚƵstrǇ
Michael Carroll ;bingĚonͬh<Ϳ

ϭ3͗4ϱʹϭ4͗ϬϬ
O CWW /Ͳ6

>egal obligaƟons re ccess anĚ eneĮt ^haring ʹ an inĚƵstrǇ ƉersƉecƟǀe
Doŵinic MƵǇlĚerŵans ;rƵsselsͬͿ

ϭϮ͗4ϱʹϭ4͗ϭϱ
Zooŵ
Chairs

EeŵatoĚes /
>ectƵre ,all 
,enĚriŬa FoƵrie ;WotchefstrooŵͬͿ
ĚǁarĚ Mc'aǁleǇ ;aton ZoƵge͕ >ͬh^Ϳ

ϭϮ͗4ϱʹϭ3͗ϬϬ
O EM /Ͳϭ

/ĚenƟĮcaƟon anĚ ƉathogenicitǇ of ^oƵth frican DĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞ sƉecies
Melissa genbag ;WotchefstrooŵͬͿ

ϭ3͗ϬϬʹϭ3͗ϭϱ
O EM /ͲϮ

īects of aŵino aciĚ treatŵents on neŵatoĚes
Zoŵan lƺŵel ;onnͬDͿ

ϭ3͗ϭϱʹϭ3͗3Ϭ
O EM /Ͳ3

EeƵroƉeƉƟĚe biologǇ anĚ socialitǇ behaǀioƵrs in Ɖlant ƉarasiƟc neŵatoĚes
ŵilǇ Zobb ;elfastͬh<Ϳ

ϭ3͗3Ϭʹϭ3͗4ϱ
O EM /Ͳ4

The gerŵinͲliŬe Ɖrotein ǀ'>WͲϮ froŵ sƵgar beet ;ĞƚĂǀƵůŐĂƌŝƐ >.Ϳ is
a sƵƉeroǆiĚe ĚisŵƵtase anĚ ƉarƟciƉates in ,sϭƉroͲϭͲŵeĚiateĚ
neŵatoĚe ;,ĞƚĞƌŽĚĞƌĂƐĐŚĂĐŚƟŝ ^chŵ.Ϳ resistance
:an MenŬhaƵs ;<ielͬDͿ

ϭ3͗4ϱʹϭ4͗ϬϬ
O EM /Ͳϱ

/nŇƵence of ƌĂƐƐŝĐĂ coǀer croƉs on root Ŭnot neŵatoĚes͕ soil abioƟc
factors anĚ Ɖlant Ěata in toŵato ƉroĚƵcƟon
MieŬe Daneel ;EesƉrƵitͬͿ

ϱϬ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ MonĚaǇ͕ Ϯ4 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭ4͗ϬϬʹϭ4͗ϭϱ
O EM /Ͳ6

,ost sƵitabilitǇ anĚ resƉonse of Ěiīerent ǀegetable genotǇƉes to
DĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞŝŶĐŽŐŶŝƚĂ race Ϯ anĚ DĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞũĂǀĂŶŝĐĂ in ^oƵth frica
Willeŵ ^teǇn ;EelsƉrƵitͬͿ

ϭϮ͗4ϱʹϭ4͗ϭϱ
Zooŵ
Chairs

sirƵses
>ectƵre ,all 
MarŬƵs ZoƩ ;erlinͬDͿ͕ <ensaŬƵ Maeũiŵa ;ToŬǇoͬ:WͿ

ϭϮ͗4ϱʹϭ3͗ϬϬ
O s/Z ϭ

Froŵ local lesions͕ ǀia an inhibitor of ǀirƵs reƉlicaƟon ;/sZͿ͕ isolaƟon
of a gene inǀolǀeĚ in resistance to TMs͕ that inĚƵces resistance to seǀeral
Ɖlant Ɖathogenic fƵngi in toŵato ʹ 4ϱ Ǉears of research
'aĚ >oebenstein ;et Daganͬ/>Ϳ

ϭ3͗ϬϬʹϭ3͗ϭϱ
O s/Z Ϯ

nthroƉocene ʹ ǀiral sƉreaĚ͕ eǀolƵƟon anĚ ĚiǀersitǇ in ornaŵentals
<atũa ZichertͲWoeggeler ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ

ϭ3͗ϭϱʹϭ3͗3Ϭ
O s/Z 3

ŵergence of ƉlƵŵ Ɖoǆ ǀirƵs͕ the ŵost Ěaŵaging ǀiral Ɖathogen of
stone frƵits͕ in :aƉan
<ensaŬƵ Maeũiŵa ;ToŬǇoͬ:WͿ

ϭ3͗3Ϭʹϭ3͗4ϱ
O s/Z 4

/nfecƟon of grasses anĚ cereals bǇ ǁheat Ěǁarf ǀirƵs anĚ a Ěiǀerse
set of lƵteoǀirƵses
nĚers <ǀarnheĚen ;hƉƉsalaͬ^Ϳ

ϭ3͗4ϱʹϭ4͗ϬϬ
O s/Z ϱ

stablishŵent of an inͲǀitro assaǇ for fƵncƟonal characteriǌaƟon of
the ǀiral Ɖroteinase anĚ Ɖrocessing of ZEϮͲencoĚeĚ ƉolǇƉrotein WϮ
of CherrǇ leaf roll ǀirƵs ;C>ZsͿ
MarŬƵs ZoƩ ;erlinͬDͿ

ϭ4͗ϬϬʹϭ4͗ϭϱ
O s/Z 6

MicroZEͲliŬe fragŵents froŵ TƵrniƉ ŵosaic ǀirƵs targets host gene
,sϮϮD ʹ a neǁ oƉƉortƵnitǇ to ĚeǀeloƉ resistant croƉs
>ara WretoriƵs ;risbaneͬhͿ

ϭ3͗ϬϬʹϭ4͗3Ϭ
Zooŵ
Chairs

^oilͲborne Wests anĚ Wathogens
>ectƵre ,all C
Treǀor :acŬson ;>incolnͬEͿ͕ :aŵes WooĚhall ;^anĚ ,ƵƩonͬh<Ϳ

ϭ3͗ϬϬʹϭ3͗ϭϱ
O ^O/> ϭ

^olǀing the challenges ƉresenteĚ bǇ soil borne Ɖlant Ɖathogens
throƵgh the aƉƉlicaƟon of nƵcleic aciĚ ĚetecƟon ŵethoĚs
:aŵes WooĚhall ;zorŬͬh<Ϳ

ϱϭ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ MonĚaǇ͕ Ϯ4 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭ3͗ϭϱʹϭ3͗3Ϭ
O ^O/> Ϯ

^ƵƉƉressiǀe caƉacitǇ of Ěiīerent ĚecoŵƉosiƟon leǀels of coŵƉost
anĚ its role on seǀeritǇ of WǇƚŚŝƵŵ anĚ ZŚŝǌŽĐƚŽŶŝĂ ĚaŵƉingͲoī in
toŵato anĚ on sƵbstrate ŵicrobial acƟǀitǇ
Waǌ Millas ;ChillanͬC>Ϳ

ϭ3͗3Ϭʹϭ3͗4ϱ
O ^O/> 3

sĞƌƟĐŝůůŝƵŵůŽŶŐŝƐƉŽƌƵŵ on oilseeĚ raƉe ʹ reǀieǁing the
stateͲofͲtheͲart of a hiĚĚen Ɖathogen ǁith Ƶncoŵŵon ƉroƉerƟes
nĚreas ǀon TieĚeŵann ;'oeƫngenͬDͿ

ϭ3͗4ϱʹϭ4͗ϬϬ
O ^O/> 4

DeǀeloƉing͕ iŵƉleŵenƟng anĚ eǀalƵaƟng ŵanageŵent strategies for
ƌŚŝǌŽĐƚŽŶŝĂƐŽůĂŶŝ on sƵgar beet
MohaŵeĚ <han ;Fargo͕ EDͬh^Ϳ

ϭ4͗ϬϬʹϭ4͗ϭϱ
O ^O/> ϱ

The role of Ɖathogens in scarab Ɖest oƵtbreaŬs anĚ ŵanageŵent
Treǀor :acŬson ;>incolnͬEͿ

ϭ4͗ϭϱʹϭ4͗3Ϭ
O ^O/> 6

ToǁarĚs a technical aƩractͲanĚͲŬill forŵƵlaƟon ǁithin the Ɖroũect
TTZCT
Wascal ,Ƶŵbert ;ielefelĚͬDͿ

ϭ3͗ϬϬʹϭ4͗3Ϭ
Zooŵ
Chairs

dƵƚĂĂďƐŽůƵƚĂ
>ectƵre ,all D
ZangasǁaŵǇ MƵniaƉƉan ;lacŬsbƵrg͕ sͬh^Ϳ
lǀis ,einrichs ;>incoln͕ Eͬh^Ϳ

ϭ3͗ϬϬʹϭ3͗ϭϱ
O ThT ϭ

dƵƚĂĂďƐŽůƵƚĂ ŵanageŵent Ɖrograŵs of the /WM innoǀaƟon lab
ZangasǁaŵǇ MƵniaƉƉan ;lacŬsbƵrg͕ sͬh^Ϳ

ϭ3͗ϭϱʹϭ3͗3Ϭ
O ThT Ϯ

The toŵato leaf ŵiner͕ dƵƚĂĂďƐŽůƵƚĂ ;MeǇricŬͿ͕ Ɖest statƵs anĚ its
integrateĚ Ɖest control Ɖrograŵs in the rab region
/brahiŵ lͲ:boorǇ ;ŵŵanͬ:OͿ

ϭ3͗3Ϭʹϭ3͗4ϱ
O ThT 3

dƵƚĂĂďƐŽůƵƚĂ ;>eƉiĚoƉtera͗ 'elechiiĚaeͿ ĚeǀeloƉŵent on ǁilĚ anĚ
cƵlƟǀateĚ Ɖlant sƉecies
Thoŵas aǁin ;'eŵbloƵǆͬͿ

ϭ3͗4ϱʹϭ4͗ϬϬ
O ThT 4

/nteracƟon betǁeen ĞĂƵǀĞƌŝĂďĂƐƐŝĂŶĂ anĚ certain insecƟciĚes
ƵseĚ for ŵanageŵent of dƵƚĂĂďƐŽůƵƚĂ
Mir :alil ,eũaǌi͕ ;Tabriǌͬ/ZͿ

ϱϮ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ MonĚaǇ͕ Ϯ4 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭ4͗ϬϬʹϭ4͗ϭϱ
O ThT ϱ

^eŵiocheŵicals ŵeĚiate the tritroƉhic interacƟons betǁeen toŵato
Ɖlant͕ the leafŵiner dƵƚĂĂďƐŽůƵƚĂ anĚ the generalist ƉreĚator
DĂĐƌŽůŽƉŚƵƐƉǇŐŵĂĞƵƐ
>ara De acŬer ;'eŵbloƵǆͬͿ

ϭ4͗ϭϱʹϭ4͗3Ϭ

^ƵŵŵarǇ anĚ recoŵŵenĚaƟons
ZangasǁaŵǇ MƵniaƉƉan ;lacŬsbƵrg͕ sͬh^Ϳ

ϭ4͗3Ϭʹϭ6͗ϬϬ
Zooŵ
Chairs

Challenges in Wlant WrotecƟon //
ƵĚiŵaǆ
^teƉhan Winter ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ
^ilŬe DachbroĚtͲ^aaǇĚeh ;<leinŵachnoǁͬDͿ

ϭ4͗3Ϭʹϭ4͗4ϱ
O CWW //Ͳϭ

CitrƵs lacŬ ^Ɖot ʹ historǇ͕ eƉiĚeŵiologǇ anĚ ƉathǁaǇs
WaƵl FoƵrie ;EelsƉrƵit͕ ^tellenboschͬͿ

ϭ4͗4ϱʹϭϱ͗ϬϬ
O CWW //ͲϮ

Challenges anĚ sƵccesses in biological control of neŵatoĚes
ecŬǇ WesterĚahl ;Daǀis͕ Cͬh^Ϳ

ϭϱ͗ϬϬʹϭϱ͗ϭϱ
O CWW //Ͳ3

Challenges in insecƟciĚe ĚiscoǀerǇ anĚ ĚeǀeloƉŵent ʹ a case stƵĚǇ
Zalf EaƵen ;Monheiŵ a. Z.ͬDͿ

ϭϱ͗ϭϱʹϭϱ͗3Ϭ
O CWW //Ͳ4

ĚǀanceĚ /WM in greenhoƵses ʹ a sŵart balance betǁeen ecological
serǀices anĚ innoǀaƟng high tech
ChrisƟne Woncet ;^oƉhia nƟƉolisͬFZͿ

ϭϱ͗3Ϭʹϭϱ͗4ϱ
O CWW //Ͳϱ

Moǀing toǁarĚs a EonͲTransgenic ZEi aƉƉroach to control a cheǁing
insect
ĚƵarĚo nĚraĚe ;CrƵǌ Ěas lŵasͬZͿ

ϭϱ͗4ϱʹϭ6͗ϬϬ
O CWW //Ͳ6

ZoĚent Ěaŵage͕ ŵanageŵent anĚ roĚenƟciĚe Ƶse in ƵroƉe
:ens :acob ;MƵensterͬDͿ

ϭ4͗4ϱʹϭ6͗ϭϱ
Zooŵ
Chairs

EeŵatoĚes //
>ectƵre ,all 
MieŬe Daneel ;WotchefstrooŵͬͿ͕ ũƂrn Eiere ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ

ϭ4͗4ϱʹϭϱ͗ϬϬ
O EM //Ͳϭ

MiƟgaƟon of root Ŭnot neŵatoĚe Ěaŵage in carrot ƉroĚƵcƟon bǇ a
seeĚͲĚeliǀereĚ neŵaƟciĚe
:. Ole ecŬer ;ZiǀersiĚe͕ Cͬh^Ϳ

ϱ3

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ MonĚaǇ͕ Ϯ4 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϱ͗ϬϬʹϭϱ͗ϭϱ
O EM //ͲϮ

ioctΡ DC >iƋƵiĚ ʹ neǁ liƋƵiĚ solƵƟon for biological control of
neŵatoĚes
Weter >ƺth ;Malchoǁ͕ WoelͬDͿ

ϭϱ͗ϭϱʹϭϱ͗3Ϭ
O EM //Ͳ3

hsing bacterial antagonists of fƵngal Ɖathogens for control of rootͲŬnot
neŵatoĚes on toŵato
:ohannes ,allŵann ;MƵensterͬDͿ

ϭϱ͗3Ϭʹϭϱ͗4ϱ
O EM //Ͳ4

nĚeŵic Pasteuria penetrans /solates for ZootͲŬnot neŵatoĚe
Control in ThailanĚ
TriĚate <haithong ;angŬoŬͬT,Ϳ

ϭϱ͗4ϱʹϭ6͗ϬϬ
O EM //Ͳϱ

iofƵŵigaƟon Ƶsing ŵƵstarĚ for neŵatoĚe Ěisease control ʹ CanaĚian .
contribƵƟons
Ying zƵ ;OƩaǁaͬCͿ

ϭ6͗ϬϬʹϭ6͗ϭϱ
O EM //Ͳ6

ǆƉeriŵents on ƉathogenicitǇ of Pasteuria sƉƉ. toǁarĚs the eet
CǇst EeŵatoĚe ,ĞƚĞƌŽĚĞƌĂƐĐŚĂĐŚƟŝ as a noǀel biological control
ZicharĚ . ^iŬora ;onnͬDͿ

ϭ4͗4ϱʹϭ6͗ϭϱ
Zooŵ
Chairs

^toreĚ WroĚƵct WrotecƟon
>ectƵre ,all 
Cornel Ěler ;erlinͬDͿ͕ :ens :acob ;MƵensterͬDͿ

ϭ4͗4ϱʹϭϱ͗ϬϬ
O ^TO ϭ

Eeǁ ŵethoĚological aƉƉroaches in storeĚ ƉroĚƵct ƉrotecƟon
Tina 'asch ;erlinͬDͿ

ϭϱ͗ϬϬʹϭϱ͗ϭϱ
O ^TO Ϯ

^ƵccesfƵl storeĚ ƉroĚƵct ƉrotecƟon ǁith ƉhosƉhine as an eīecƟǀe
fƵŵigant
'erharĚ :aŬob ;>aƵĚenbachͬDͿ

ϭϱ͗ϭϱʹϭϱ͗3Ϭ
O ^TO 3

/nŇƵence of fƵŵigants on sƵnŇoǁer seeĚs ʹ characterisƟcs of
fƵŵigant ĚesorƉƟon anĚ alteraƟons of ǀolaƟle ƉroĮles
EaĚine Ƶstel ;erlinͬDͿ

ϭϱ͗3Ϭʹϭϱ͗4ϱ
O ^TO 4

CoŵƉarison of toǆicitǇ betǁeen thaneĚinitrile ;DEͿ anĚ MethǇl
broŵiĚe ;MͿ to Įǀe storeĚ ƉroĚƵct insects
^ǁaŵinathan ThalaǀaisƵnĚaraŵ ;^ǇĚneǇͬhͿ

ϱ4

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ MonĚaǇ͕ Ϯ4 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϱ͗4ϱʹϭ6͗ϬϬ
O ^TO ϱ

ToǆicitǇ of EĞǁďŽƵůĚŝĂůĂĞǀŝƐ against the ngoƵŵois grain ŵoth͕
^ŝƚŽƚƌŽŐĂĐĞƌĞĂůĞůůĂ ;OliǀierͿ in ƉaĚĚǇ rice
Michael shaŵo ;ŬƵreͬE'Ϳ

ϭ6͗ϬϬʹϭ6͗ϭϱ
O ^TO 6

īects of herŵeƟc storage on insect Ɖests͕ ŵicrobials͕ oǆǇgen leǀels͕
ŵoistƵre content͕ anĚ storeĚ ƉroĚƵct ƋƵalitǇ
Cornel Ěler ;erlinͬDͿ

ϭϱ͗ϬϬʹϭ6͗3Ϭ
Zooŵ
Chairs

FƵsariƵŵ
>ectƵre ,all C
,olger . Deising ;,alle a. Ě. ^.ͬDͿ͕ ltƵs silũoen ;^tellenboschͬͿ

ϭϱ͗ϬϬʹϭϱ͗ϭϱ
O Fh^ ϭ

/ĚenƟĮcaƟon of Ěiīerent &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵsƉƉ. on ůůŝƵŵ sƉƉ. in 'erŵanǇ
ianca oehnŬe ;onnͬDͿ

ϭϱ͗ϭϱʹϭϱ͗3Ϭ
O Fh^ Ϯ

CƵlƟǀar selecƟon anĚ soil treatŵents to sƵƉƉress &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ ǁilt in
bƵnching sƉinach in Ontario͕ CanaĚa
MarǇ ZƵth McDonalĚ ;'ƵelƉhͬCͿ

ϭϱ͗3Ϭʹϭϱ͗4ϱ
O Fh^ 3

/nŇƵence of nitrogen ferƟliǌaƟon in barleǇ on the eƉiĚeŵiologǇ of
selecteĚ &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ sƉecies
<atharina ,ofer ;FreisingͬDͿ

ϭϱ͗4ϱʹϭ6͗ϬϬ
O Fh^ 4

MƵlƟtroƉhic interacƟons for the biocontrol of &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ ,eaĚ light
^abrina ^arrocco ;Wisaͬ/TͿ

ϭ6͗ϬϬʹϭ6͗ϭϱ
O Fh^ ϱ

CoŵƉost anĚ biochar alter root eǆƵĚaƟon anĚ root ŵorƉhologǇ in
&ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵŽǆǇƐƉŽƌƵŵ infecteĚ toŵato Ɖlants
^iegriĚ ^teinŬellner ;TƵllnͬTͿ

ϭ6͗ϭϱʹϭ6͗3Ϭ
O Fh^ 6

MiǆeĚ acƟnoŵǇcetes as biocontrol agent against &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵŽǆǇƐƉŽƌƵŵ
TZ4 in ͚CaǀenĚish͛ banana
:esrǇl WaƵlite ;Daǀao Ěel EorteͬW,Ϳ͕ /rene WaƉa ;TagƵŵ CitǇͬW,Ϳ

ϭϱ͗ϬϬʹϭ6͗3Ϭ
Zooŵ
Chairs

ssessŵent of /nǀasiǀe ^Ɖecies
>ectƵre ,all D
Francis ZeaǇͲ:ones ;Florence͕ ^Cͬh^Ϳ͕ 'ianni 'ilioli ;resciaͬ/TͿ

ϭϱ͗ϬϬʹϭϱ͗ϭϱ
O /^ ϭ

 neǁ ŵethoĚ to assess the iŵƉact of inǀasiǀe alien sƉecies on
ecosǇsteŵ serǀices anĚ bioĚiǀersitǇ
'ianni 'ilioli ;resciaͬ/TͿ

ϱϱ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ MonĚaǇ͕ Ϯ4 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϱ͗ϭϱʹϭϱ͗3Ϭ
O /^ Ϯ

Chances anĚ constraints of risŬ assessŵent in Ɖlant health
'riƩa ^chraĚer ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ

ϭϱ͗3Ϭʹϭϱ͗4ϱ
O /^ 3

/nǀasiǀe alien Ɖlants ʹ iŵƉact͕ risŬ assessŵent anĚ ŵanageŵent oƉƟons
hǁe ^tarĮnger ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ

ϭϱ͗4ϱʹϭ6͗ϬϬ
O /^ 4

When an insect incƵrsion coŵes ǁith a ƉacŬage ʹ ŵanageŵent of
the recentlǇ arriǀeĚ toŵato Ɖotato ƉsǇlliĚ anĚ the Ɖathogen it ǀectors
:essica sereiũssen ;ChristchƵrch͕ rƵceͬEͿ

ϭ6͗ϬϬʹϭ6͗ϭϱ
O /^ ϱ

Candidatus WŚǇƚŽƉůĂƐŵĂ ŵĂůŝ ʹ a ŵolecƵlar characteriǌaƟon of an
eŵerging ƉhǇtoƉlasŵa sƉecies in CroaƟa
MarƟna ^erƵga MƵsic ;agrebͬ,ZͿ

ϭ6͗ϭϱʹϭ6͗3Ϭ
O /^ 6

Monitoring of ƵroƉean corn borer ;KƐƚƌŝŶŝĂŶƵďŝůĂůŝƐ ,mEZͿ ǁith
TraƉǀieǁ hZ
MagĚa ZaŬ Ciǌeũ ;alecͬ^/Ϳ͕ Mateũ ^tefancic ;,rƵseǀũeͬ^/Ϳ

ϭ6͗3Ϭʹϭ8͗ϬϬ
Zooŵ
Chairs

Wlant WrotecƟon in a Changing Cliŵate
ƵĚiŵaǆ
,ari ^harŵa ;,ǇĚerabaĚͬ/EͿ
nĚreas ǀon TieĚeŵann ;'oeƫngenͬDͿ

ϭ6͗3Ϭʹϭ6͗4ϱ
O C,C ϭ

Cliŵate change eīects on eǆƉression of resistance to insect Ɖests͗
iŵƉlicaƟons for Ɖest ŵanageŵent anĚ sƵstainable croƉ ƉroĚƵcƟon
,ari ^harŵa ;,ǇĚerabaĚͬ/EͿ

ϭ6͗4ϱʹϭϳ͗ϬϬ
O C,C Ϯ

Classical biological control in a changing cliŵate
Tiŵ ,aǇe ;DelĠŵontͬC,Ϳ

ϭϳ͗ϬϬʹϭϳ͗ϭϱ
O C,C 3

DiǀersiĮcaƟon of cƵrrent Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon strategies to ŵiƟgate cliŵate
change eīects
:aǇ Zaŵ >aŵichhane ;'rignonͬFZͿ

ϭϳ͗ϭϱʹϭϳ͗3Ϭ
O C,C 4

īect of cliŵate change on bioeĸcacǇ of /WM technologies
DaǀiĚ ergǀinson ;,ǇĚerabaĚͬ/EͿ

ϭϳ͗3Ϭʹϭϳ͗4ϱ
O C,C ϱ

ĚaƉtaƟon of croƉ ƉrotecƟon to cliŵaƟc changes ʹ risŬ esƟŵaƟon
for Ɖests anĚ Ěiseases in foƵr iŵƉortant arable croƉs in
>oǁer ^aǆonǇ͕ 'erŵanǇ
nĚreas ǀon TieĚeŵann ;'oeƫngenͬDͿ

ϱ6

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ MonĚaǇ͕ Ϯ4 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϳ͗4ϱʹϭ8͗ϬϬ
O C,C 6

Cliŵate changeͲcaƵseĚ changes in the ĚistribƵƟon anĚ abƵnĚance of
Ɖotato Ɖests anĚ aĚaƉtaƟon of /WM to coƉe ǁith fƵtƵre Ɖest risŬs
:ƺrgen <roschel ;>iŵaͬWͿ

ϭ6͗4ϱʹϭ8͗ϭϱ
Zooŵ
Chairs

EeŵatoĚes ///
>ectƵre ,all 
:ohannes ,allŵann ;MƵensterͬDͿ͕ WhatƵ Mashela ;WoloŬǁaneͬͿ

ϭ6͗4ϱʹϭϳ͗ϬϬ
O EM ///Ͳϭ

s>hMΠ ʹ a noǀel neŵaƟciĚe for eĸcient croƉ ƉroĚƵcƟon
,elŵƵt Fƺrsch ;Monheiŵ a. Z.ͬDͿ

ϭϳ͗ϬϬʹϭϳ͗ϭϱ
O EM ///ͲϮ

ǆƉloiƟng the integritǇ anĚ eīects of a soilͲĚeriǀeĚ biological cƵltƵre
against neŵatoĚe Ɖests
,enĚriŬa FoƵrie ;WotchefstrooŵͬͿ

ϭϳ͗ϭϱʹϭϳ͗3Ϭ
O EM ///Ͳ3

CoŵƉaraƟǀe analǇsis of neŵatoĚeͲtolerant sƵgar beet ǀarieƟes
Marie ZeƵther ;WorŵsͬDͿ

ϭϳ͗3Ϭʹϭϳ͗4ϱ
O EM ///Ͳ4

DeǀeloƉŵent of nonͲƉhǇtotoǆic concentraƟon in crƵĚe eǆtracts ƵseĚ
for ŵanageŵent of ƉlantͲƉarasiƟc neŵatoĚes
WhatƵ Williaŵ Mashela ;WoloŬǁaneͬͿ

ϭϳ͗4ϱʹϭ8͗ϬϬ
O EM ///Ͳϱ

n onͲline anĚ ƵƉĚateĚ list of Ɖlants associateĚ ǁith Ɖlant ƉarasiƟc
Aphelenchoides sƉƉ.͕ ǁith iŵƉlicaƟons for hostͲƉarasite relaƟons
ǁithin the genƵs
'eraĚo ^ancheǌͲMonge ;'hentͬͿ

ϭ8͗ϬϬʹϭ8͗ϭϱ
O EM ///Ͳ6

EeŵatoĚe Ɖests of Ǉaŵ in ŬƉoŵa͕ Ěo ^tate͕ Eigeria͕ anĚ their
resƉonse to CarbofƵran anĚ Ǉaŵ ǀarietǇ
Eathaniel Oigiangbe ;ŬƉoŵaͬE'Ϳ

ϭ6͗4ϱʹϭ8͗ϭϱ
Zooŵ
Chairs

West anĚ Diseases in Trees
>ectƵre ,all 
:Ƶliane >anger ;erlinͬDͿ͕ Francisca Zeis ;ragaͬWTͿ

ϭ6͗4ϱʹϭϳ͗ϬϬ
O TZ ϭ

hƉcoŵing Ěiseases anĚ Ɖests threaten the Ƶrban green in 'erŵanǇ
MarƟn ,oŵŵes ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ

ϭϳ͗ϬϬʹϭϳ͗ϭϱ
O TZ Ϯ

arŬ Ěaŵages on Ɖlane trees caƵseĚ bǇ ĚroƵght anĚ frost in Ƶrban
stanĚs
,artŵƵt alĚer ;erlinͬDͿ

ϱϳ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ MonĚaǇ͕ Ϯ4 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϳ͗ϭϱʹϭϳ͗3Ϭ
O TZ 3

FƵngal coŵŵƵnitǇ of corŬ oaŬ ;YƵĞƌĐƵƐƐƵďĞƌ >.Ϳ forest ƵnĚer
ĚroƵght scenario
Francisca Zeis ;ragaͬWTͿ

ϭϳ͗3Ϭʹϭϳ͗4ϱ
O TZ 4

The ͚birchͲleafroll Ěisease͛ eŵerging in forests anĚ Ƶrban ƉarŬs in
FennoscanĚia ʹ ǀiral agents associateĚ ǁith the Ěisease
rteŵis ZƵŵboƵ ;erlinͬDͿ

ϭϳ͗4ϱʹϭ8͗ϬϬ
O TZ ϱ

ŵaraǀirƵses infecƟng forest anĚ Ƶrban ĚeciĚioƵs tree sƉecies
^Ƶsanne ǀon argen ;erlinͬDͿ

ϭ8͗ϬϬʹϭ8͗ϭϱ
O TZ 6

arlier bƵĚ bƵrst in EorǁaǇ sƉrƵce caƵses shiŌs in the ƉoƉƵlaƟon
ĚǇnaŵics of tǁo errƵƉƟǀe saǁŇǇ sƉecies
Christa ^chafellner ;siennaͬTͿ

ϭϳ͗ϬϬʹϭ8͗3Ϭ
Zooŵ
Chairs

WeeĚs
>ectƵre ,all C
arƵch ZƵbin ;Zehoǀotͬ/>Ϳ͕ ^hƵnũi <ƵroŬaǁa ;TsƵŬƵbaͬ:WͿ

ϭϳ͗ϬϬʹϭϳ͗ϭϱ
O W ϭ

/ŵƉlicaƟons of cliŵate change for inǀasiǀe ǁeeĚs
<haǁar :abran ;ǇĚinͬTZͿ

ϭϳ͗ϭϱʹϭϳ͗3Ϭ
O W Ϯ

iological control of ǁeeĚs in ŵaiǌe Ƶsing seeĚ ƉreĚators
,eiŬe WannǁiƩ ;ZostocŬͬDͿ

ϭϳ͗3Ϭʹϭϳ͗4ϱ
O W 3

CƵrrent statƵs of ƉarasiƟc ǁeeĚs in ^ƵĚan
lĚƵr ahran ;<hartoƵŵ ahariͬ^DͿ

ϭϳ͗4ϱʹϭ8͗ϬϬ
O W 4

WracƟcalitǇ of sƵiciĚal gerŵinaƟon for coŵbaƟng the inǀasiǀe root
ƉarasiƟc ǁeeĚ ^ƚƌŝŐĂŚĞƌŵŽŶƚŚŝĐĂ
zƵŬihiro ^Ƶgiŵoto ;<obeͬ:WͿ

ϭ8͗ϬϬʹϭ8͗ϭϱ
O W ϱ

nǀironŵental ǁeeĚ Acacia longifoliae anĚ their biological
ŵanageŵent bǇdƌŝĐŚŝůŽŐĂƐƚĞƌĂĐĂĐŝĂĞůŽŶŐŝĨŽůŝĂĞ in Ƶstralia
MĚ ZasheĚƵl /slaŵ ;allaratͬhͿ

ϭ8͗ϭϱʹϭ8͗3Ϭ
O W 6

MƵlƟƉle introĚƵcƟon eǀents of the inǀasiǀe alien ǁeeĚ ^ŝĐǇŽƐ
angulatus in :aƉan anĚ its sƉreaĚ bǇ ǁater sǇsteŵs
^hƵnũi <ƵroŬaǁa ;TsƵŬƵbaͬ:WͿ

ϱ8

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ MonĚaǇ͕ Ϯ4 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϳ͗ϬϬʹϭ8͗3Ϭ
Zooŵ
Chairs

Manageŵent of /nǀasiǀe ^Ɖecies
>ectƵre ,all D
<en hŵetsƵ ;ToŬǇoͬ:WͿ͕ 'riƩa ^chraĚer ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ

ϭϳ͗ϬϬʹϭϳ͗ϭϱ
O M/^ ϭ

^creening Ěate Walŵ CƵlƟǀars for resistance to ZeĚ Walŵ Weeǀil͕
ZŚǇŶĐŚŽƉŚŽƌƵƐĨĞƌƌƵŐŝŶĞƵƐ ;ColeoƉtera͗ CƵrcƵlioniĚaeͿ
,aŵaĚƩƵ lshaĮe ;,ofƵfͬ^Ϳ

ϭϳ͗ϭϱʹϭϳ͗3Ϭ
O M/^ Ϯ

cological iŵƉacts on naƟǀe ant anĚ groƵnĚͲĚǁelling aniŵal
coŵŵƵniƟes throƵgh the inǀasiǀe rgenƟne ant ŵanageŵent in :aƉan
MaŬi /noƵe ;ToŬǇoͬ:WͿ

ϭϳ͗3Ϭʹϭϳ͗4ϱ
O M/^ 3

Monitoring of eǆoƟc FrƵit FlǇ sƉecies in Ƶlgaria
ZƵŵen Toŵoǀ ;^oĮaͬ'Ϳ

ϭϳ͗4ϱʹϭ8͗ϬϬ
O M/^ 4

DeǀeloƉŵent of raƟonal ŵanageŵent oƉƟons for inǀasiǀe Ɖest͕ broǁn
ŵarŵorateĚ sƟnŬ bƵg͕ ,ĂůǇŽŵŽƌƉŚĂŚĂůǇƐ ʹ lƵres͕ traƉs͕ barriers͕ anĚ ͙
'reg <raǁcǌǇŬ ;iglerǀille͕ Wͬh^Ϳ

ϭ8͗ϬϬʹϭ8͗ϭϱ
O M/^ ϱ

DeǀeloƉing ŵanageŵent strategies for the inǀasiǀe Megacopta
cribraria in soǇbeans in the soƵtheastern hniteĚ ^tates
Francis ZeaǇͲ:ones ;Florence͕ ^Cͬh^Ϳ

ϭ8͗ϭϱʹϭ8͗3Ϭ
O M/^ 6

CƵltƵral control in ^ǁitǌerlanĚ conƟnƵes to be a sƵstainable strategǇ
for ŝĂďƌŽƟĐĂǀ͘ǀŝƌŐŝĨĞƌĂ containŵent
,ans . ,Ƶŵŵel ;'iessenͬD͕ ChaŵƉaign͕ />ͬh^Ϳ

ϭ8͗4ϱʹϮϬ͗4ϱ
>ocaƟon

Woster ^ession /
,arnacŬhaƵs
TŽƉicƐ
ƉaŐe
MǇcotoǆins ..................................................................................... ϭϬ6
EeŵatoĚes ..................................................................................... ϭϬ8
Wlant WrotecƟon in a Changing Cliŵate .......................................... ϭϭ3
Wost ,arǀest Treatŵents ................................................................ ϭϭ6
^oil orne Wests anĚ Diseases ........................................................ ϭϭ8
^toreĚ WroĚƵct WrotecƟon .............................................................. ϭϮϮ
sirƵses ............................................................................................ ϭϮϱ
WeeĚs ............................................................................................ ϭϮϵ

ϮϬ͗4ϱʹϮϮ͗ϬϬ
>ocaƟon

Welcoŵe ZeceƉƟon͕ sƵƉƉorteĚ bǇ
FoǇer ;see Ɖage 3ϳͿ

ϱϵ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
Ϭ8͗3ϬʹϬϵ͗3Ϭ
Zooŵ
Chair

WlenarǇ <eǇnote ʹ TraĚiƟon anĚ /nnoǀaƟon
ƵĚiŵaǆ
,olger . Deising ;,alle a. Ě. ^.ͬDͿ

Ϭ8͗3ϬʹϬϵ͗3Ϭ
<E Ϯ

'eneͲ anĚ biotechnologǇͲĚriǀen aƉƉroaches to ĚƵrable Ɖathogen
resistance in cereals
WatricŬ ^chǁeiǌer ;'aterslebenͬDͿ

ϭϬ͗ϬϬʹϭϭ͗3Ϭ
Zooŵ
Chairs

'eneƟc ZessoƵrces /
ƵĚiŵaǆ
FranŬ OrĚon ;YƵeĚlinbƵrgͬDͿ͕ >one ƵchǁalĚt ;^asŬatoonͬCͿ

ϭϬ͗ϬϬʹϭϬ͗ϭϱ
O 'Z /Ͳϭ

Zesistance reacƟon of elite blacŬ soǇbean lines to Phakopsora
ƉĂĐŚǇƌŚŝǌŝ
ǇĚa <risnaǁaƟ ;Malangͬ/DͿ

ϭϬ͗ϭϱʹϭϬ͗3Ϭ
O 'Z /ͲϮ

/ĚenƟĮcaƟon anĚ safegƵarĚing noǀel soƵrces of resistance to bioƟc
stresses in croƉ ĚiǀersitǇ froŵ astern 'hats
aliũeƉalli ^arath abƵ ;,ǇĚerabaĚͬ/EͿ

ϭϬ͗3ϬʹϭϬ͗4ϱ
O 'Z /Ͳ3

sirƵlence statƵs of the broǁn ƉlanthoƉƉer to resistant rice ǀarieƟes
in sia
MasaǇa MatsƵŵƵra ;<Ƶŵaŵoto͕ :aƉanͬ:WͿ

ϭϬ͗4ϱʹϭϭ͗ϬϬ
O 'Z /Ͳ4

ǆƉloiƟng ǁilĚ relaƟǀes of grain legƵŵes for ĚeǀeloƉing insectͲsŵart
croƉs
^hiǀali ^harŵa ;,ǇĚerabaĚͬ/EͿ

ϭϭ͗ϬϬʹϭϭ͗ϭϱ
O 'Z /Ͳϱ

'eneƟc resoƵrces of barleǇ resistance to leaf blights anĚ their
raƟonal Ƶsing in ZƵssia
Olga fanasenŬo ;^aint WetersbƵrgͬZhͿ

ϭϭ͗ϭϱʹϭϭ͗3Ϭ
O 'Z /Ͳ6

Disease control anĚ ǇielĚs in traĚiƟonal ĚƵrƵŵ ǁheat ;dƌŝƟĐƵŵ
ƚƵƌŐŝĚƵŵ >. sƵbsƉ. ĚƵrƵŵͿ ǀarietǇ ŵiǆtƵres in Morocco
MƵstaƉha rbaoƵi ;ZabatͬMͿ͕ Deǀra /. :arǀis ;Maccarese͕ WƵllŵanͬ/TͿ

6Ϭ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϬ͗ϭϱʹϭϭ͗4ϱ
Zooŵ
Chairs

FrƵit Flies
>ectƵre ,all 
Dona DaŬoƵo ;oboͲDioƵlassoͬFͿ
salerio Maǌǌoni ;^. Michele all͛Ěigeͬ/TͿ

ϭϬ͗ϭϱʹϭϬ͗3Ϭ
O FF ϭ

ZisŬ ranŬing of iŵƉortaƟon ƉathǁaǇs Ƶsing frƵit Ňies hierarchǇ͗
ZeƵnion /slanĚ case stƵĚǇ
Wierre MarƟn ;MontƉellierͬFZͿ

ϭϬ͗3ϬʹϭϬ͗4ϱ
O FF Ϯ

The oƉƉortƵniƟes anĚ challenges ʹ reǀieǁ of the inǀasion͕
ƉreǀenƟon anĚ control of TeƉhriƟĚ FrƵit Flies in China
hihong >i ;eiũingͬCEͿ

ϭϬ͗4ϱʹϭϭ͗ϬϬ
O FF 3

ZeƉort on the occƵrrence of the Ɖeach frƵit ŇǇ͕ ĂĐƚƌŽĐĞƌĂ
ǌŽŶĂƚĂ ;^aƵnĚersͿ ;TeƉhriƟĚaeͿ in ^ƵĚan
,aǇĚer bĚelgaĚer ;WaĚ MaĚaniͬ^DͿ

ϭϭ͗ϬϬʹϭϭ͗ϭϱ
O FF 4

/ntegrateĚ Ɖest ŵanageŵent of inǀasiǀe ĂĐƚƌŽĐĞƌĂ FrƵit Flies ǁith
noǀel bioƉesƟciĚe aƉƉroaches
Zoger sargas ;,ilo͕ ,/ͬh^Ϳ

ϭϭ͗ϭϱʹϭϭ͗3Ϭ
O FF ϱ

WrosƉects for the Ƶse of the breǁerǇ Ǉeast ǁaste as an alternaƟǀe
aƩractant anĚ bait for ŵonitoring anĚ controlling frƵits Ňies in ƵrŬina
Faso
Dona DaŬoƵo ;oboͲDioƵlassoͬFͿ

ϭϭ͗3Ϭʹϭϭ͗4ϱ
O FF 6

Decis TraƉ ʹ Wlaƞorŵ TechnologǇ for the sƵstainable ŵanageŵent of
frƵit ŇǇ anĚ other ĚiƉtera.
hǁe Zabe ;Monheiŵ a. Z.ͬDͿ

ϭϬ͗ϭϱʹϭϭ͗4ϱ
Zooŵ
Chairs

MǇcotoǆins
>ectƵre ,all 
rƵno ^chƵler ;FelĚaĮngͬDͿ͕ hlriŬe ^teinerͲ^tenǌel ;onnͬDͿ

ϭϬ͗ϭϱʹϭϬ͗3Ϭ
O MzC ϭ

OƉƟŵiǌeĚ infestaƟon control anĚ ŵǇcotoǆin reĚƵcƟon strategies
against &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ Ěiseases of corn anĚ ǁheat
:oseƉhͲleǆanĚer serreet ;<ielͬDͿ

ϭϬ͗3ϬʹϭϬ͗4ϱ
O MzC Ϯ

The eīect of ŵaiǌe Ɖlant ĚensitǇ on fƵŵonisin ƉroĚƵcing &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ
sƉƉ. infecƟon anĚ fƵŵonisin sǇnthesis.
elinĚa :anse ǀan ZensbƵrg ;WotchefstrooŵͬͿ

6ϭ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϬ͗4ϱʹϭϭ͗ϬϬ
O MzC 3

FƵsarioses coŵƉleǆ on ŵaiǌe ears ʹ Ěisease seǀeritǇ anĚ ŵǇcotoǆin
accƵŵƵlaƟon in infecteĚ Ŭernels
MohaŵŵeĚ ^herif ;'oeƫngen͕ FranŬfƵrt a. M.ͬDͿ

ϭϭ͗ϬϬʹϭϭ͗ϭϱ
O MzC 4

,ealthǇ anĚ ^afe ʹ croƉƉing factors inŇƵencing the occƵrrence of
Ěoŵinant &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ sƉecies anĚ MǇcotoǆins in barleǇ anĚ oats froŵ
^ǁiss harǀest saŵƉles
Torsten ^chirĚeǁahn ;ƵrichͬC,Ϳ

ϭϭ͗ϭϱʹϭϭ͗3Ϭ
O MzC ϱ

/ntegraƟon of biological control͕ 'MO Traits for insect control anĚ
aĚaƉteĚ ǀarieƟes for ŵanageŵent of Ňatoǆin in ŵaiǌe
Thoŵas /saŬeit ;College ^taƟon͕ Tyͬh^Ϳ

ϭϭ͗3Ϭʹϭϭ͗4ϱ
O MzC 6

DeǀeloƉing ǀalƵe chain teaŵs to aĚĚress aŇatoǆin ŵanageŵent
strategies in ƉeanƵt ƉroĚƵcƟon anĚ Ɖrocessing in frica
ZicŬ ranĚenbƵrg ;Zaleigh͕ ECͬh^Ϳ

ϭϬ͗3ϬʹϭϮ͗ϬϬ
Zooŵ
Chairs

Wlant Wathogen /nteracƟons /
>ectƵre ,all C
DagƵang Cai ;<ielͬDͿ͕ nũa ZaschŬe ;,alle a. Ě. ^.ͬDͿ

ϭϬ͗3ϬʹϭϬ͗4ϱ
O WW/ /Ͳϭ

 biocheŵical engineering aƉƉroach to iĚenƟfǇ Ɖriŵing coŵƉoƵnĚs
:ana ^chilling ;achenͬDͿ

ϭϬ͗4ϱʹϭϭ͗ϬϬ
O WW/ /ͲϮ

CoŵƉaraƟǀe analǇsis of ĐŚŽůĞƉůĂƐŵĂƚĂĐĞĂĞ genoŵes highlights the
ƉarƟcƵlar geneƟc reƉertoire of ͚dƌŝĐŚŝůŽŐĂƐƚĞƌĂĐĂĐŝĂĞůŽŶŐŝĨŽůŝĂĞstrains
Michael <Ƶbe ;erlinͬDͿ

ϭϭ͗ϬϬʹϭϭ͗ϭϱ
O WW/ /Ͳ3

WathogenicitǇ of ƌǁŝŶŝĂĂŵǇůŽǀŽƌĂ on ,ost anĚ EonͲ,ost Wlants
<ƵbilaǇ <ƵrtƵlƵs astas ;<onǇaͬTZͿ

ϭϭ͗ϭϱʹϭϭ͗3Ϭ
O WW/ /Ͳ4

MolecƵlar characteriǌaƟon of the ƉrehaƵstorial resistance against
ǁheat leaf rƵst in inŬorn
lbrecht ^erŇing ;YƵeĚlinbƵrgͬDͿ

ϭϭ͗3Ϭʹϭϭ͗4ϱ
O WW/ /Ͳϱ

ToǁarĚs reǀealing the allelic ĚiǀersitǇ of the ,ǀ'Z4 gene clƵster
anĚ its role in host Ěefence against the barleǇ ƉoǁĚerǇ ŵilĚeǁ
,assan ZaǌǌaŬ ;^eelanĚ OT 'aterslebenͬDͿ

ϭϭ͗4ϱʹϭϮ͗ϬϬ
O WW/ /Ͳ6

Eoǀel ǀirƵlence factors in the ǀascƵlar ǁilt Ɖathogen serƟcilliƵŵ Ěahliae
Diŵitris Tsitsigiannis ;thensͬ'ZͿ

6Ϯ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϬ͗3ϬʹϭϮ͗ϬϬ
Zooŵ
Chairs

EonͲCheŵical Control OƉƟons /
>ectƵre ,all D
ClaƵĚia Daniel ;FricŬͬC,Ϳ͕ DaiǌǇ Zani aƟsh ;ChanĚigarhͬ/EͿ

ϭϬ͗3ϬʹϭϬ͗4ϱ
O EOC /Ͳϭ

The iŵƉact of barleǇ ǀarietǇ rotaƟon͕ ŵiǆtƵres͕ anĚ intercroƉƉing on
leaf Ěisease anĚ silage ƉroĚƵcƟon
Thoŵas TƵrŬington ;>acoŵbeͬCͿ

ϭϬ͗4ϱʹϭϭ͗ϬϬ
O EOC /ͲϮ

ǀalƵaƟon of the ƉotenƟal of ŚĂĞƚŽŵŝƵŵ sƉecies as biocontrol agents
cŬharĚ <och ;DarŵstaĚtͬDͿ

ϭϭ͗ϬϬʹϭϭ͗ϭϱ
O EOC /Ͳ3

re essenƟal oils enoƵgh for storeĚ ŵaiǌe Ɖest control͍
ntſnio Meǆia ;>isbonͬWTͿ

ϭϭ͗ϭϱʹϭϭ͗3Ϭ
O EOC /Ͳ4

/ŵƉleŵentaƟon of ƵƌĞŽďĂƐŝĚŝƵŵƉƵůůƵůĂŶƐƉreͲharǀest aƉƉlicaƟon
to control ŽƚƌǇƟƐĐŝŶĞƌĞĂ ĚecaǇ in soŌ frƵit
arbara Ěler ;TƵllnͬTͿ

ϭϭ͗3Ϭʹϭϭ͗4ϱ
O EOC /Ͳϱ

Oliǀe ŵill ǁaste coŵƉosts ʹ a soƵrce of resistance for Ɖlants against
ǀascƵlar ǁilts
^oƟris Tũaŵos ;thensͬ'ZͿ

ϭϭ͗4ϱʹϭϮ͗ϬϬ
O EOC /Ͳ6

/ncorƉoraƟng Jatropha curcas seeĚ ǁaste into soil for controlling
root Ŭnot EeŵatoĚe DĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞ sƉƉ.
zƵsƵƉ ,iĚaǇat ;^ƵŵeĚangͬ/DͿ

ϭϭ͗3Ϭʹϭ3͗ϬϬ
>ocaƟon

:Ƶnior ^cienƟsts WorlĚ CafĠ
FoǇer ;First FloorͿ͕ alternaƟǀelǇ coƵrtǇarĚ ,arnacŬstrasse

ϭϭ͗3Ϭʹϭϱ͗3Ϭ
>ocaƟon

Catering >Ƶnch reaŬs
ForecoƵrt

ϭ3͗ϬϬʹϭ4͗ϭϱ
Zooŵ
Chairs

'eneƟc ZessoƵrces //
ƵĚiŵaǆ
Olga fanasenŬo ;^aint WetersbƵrgͬZhͿ͕ Michael <Ƶbe ;erlinͬDͿ

ϭ3͗ϬϬʹϭ3͗ϭϱ
O 'Z //Ͳϭ

ZesƉonse of ƉƵre ǀersƵs ŵiǆeĚ banana ǀarietal stanĚs to banana ǁeeǀil
ŽƐŵŽƉŽůŝƚĞƐƐŽƌĚŝĚƵƐ ;'erŵarͿ ;ColeoƉtera͗ CƵrcƵlioniĚaeͿ infestaƟon
:ohn Wassǁa MƵlƵŵba ;ntebberͬh'Ϳ
Deǀra /. :arǀis ;Maccarese͕ WƵllŵanͬ/TͿ
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^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭ3͗ϭϱʹϭ3͗3Ϭ
O 'Z //Ͳ3

Oliǀe breeĚing for resistance to sĞƌƟĐŝůůŝƵŵǁilt.
>orenǌo >eſn ;CſrĚobaͬ^Ϳ

ϭ3͗3Ϭʹϭ3͗4ϱ
O 'Z //Ͳ4

ǆƉloring crosstalŬ betǁeen bioƟc anĚ abioƟc stress resƉonses to
iĚenƟfǇ targets for resistance breeĚing
DirŬ ^chenŬe ;<ielͬDͿ

ϭ3͗4ϱʹϭ4͗ϬϬ
O 'Z //Ͳϱ

MarŬer satƵraƟon of the ^bŵϭ locƵs in heǆaƉloiĚ ǁheat conferring
resistance to ^CMs anĚ ^WMs Ƶsing the ϵϬ < i^elect arraǇ anĚ
<^W technologǇ
Dragan Weroǀic ;YƵeĚlinbƵrgͬDͿ

ϭ4͗ϬϬʹϭ4͗ϭϱ
O 'Z //Ͳ6

hƟliǌaƟon of ƋƵanƟtaƟǀe resistance to the fƵngal Ɖathogen
^ĐůĞƌŽƟŶŝĂƐĐůĞƌŽƟŽƌƵŵ in canola ;ƌĂƐƐŝĐĂŶĂƉƵƐͿ
>one ƵchǁalĚt ;^asŬatoonͬCͿ

ϭ3͗ϬϬʹϭ4͗3Ϭ
Zooŵ
Chairs

DrosoƉhila ^ƵǌƵŬii /
>ectƵre ,all 
ZƵfƵs /saacs ;ast >ansing͕ M/ͬh^Ϳ͕ :ana Collatǌ ;ƵrichͬC,Ϳ

ϭ3͗ϬϬʹϭ3͗ϭϱ
O D^h /Ͳϭ

CƵrrent statƵs of the ƌŽƐŽƉŚŝůĂƐƵǌƵŬŝŝ ŵanageŵent in TrenƟno͕
/talǇ͕ anĚ research ƉersƉecƟǀes for sƵstainable control
Oŵar Zota ^tabelli ;^an Michele all͛Ěigeͬ/TͿ

ϭ3͗ϭϱʹϭ3͗3Ϭ
O D^h /ͲϮ

ƌŽƐŽƉŚŝůĂƐƵǌƵŬŝŝ ʹ foraging͕ ŵaƟng anĚ hostͲĮnĚing in resƉonse to
cheŵical signals
WaƵl '. echer ;lnarƉͬ^Ϳ

ϭ3͗3Ϭʹϭ3͗4ϱ
O D^h /Ͳ3

MaƟng behaǀioƵr in sƉoƩeĚ ǁing ƌŽƐŽƉŚŝůĂ sƉecies ʹ eǆaŵƉle of
coorĚinaƟon betǁeen ǀisƵal anĚ acoƵsƟc sƟŵƵli
salerio Maǌǌoni ;^an Michele all͛Ěigeͬ/TͿ

ϭ3͗4ϱʹϭ4͗ϬϬ
O D^h /Ͳ4

ZaƉiĚ sƉreaĚ of the inǀasiǀe ^ƉoƩeĚ Wing ƌŽƐŽƉŚŝůĂ throƵgh
'erŵanǇ͕ its seasonal ƉhenologǇ anĚ research aƉƉroaches for
ŵanaging the Ɖest
Feliǆ rieŵ ;DossenheiŵͬDͿ

ϭ4͗ϬϬʹϭ4͗ϭϱ
O D^h /Ͳϱ

ZeŇecƟons aboƵt the Ɖest statƵs of ƌŽƐŽƉŚŝůĂƐƵǌƵŬŝŝ ;^WDͿ in
'erŵan siƟcƵltƵre
ChristoƉh ,oīŵann ;^iebelĚingenͬDͿ
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^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭ4͗ϭϱʹϭ4͗3Ϭ
O D^h /Ͳ6

^easonal DǇnaŵics of ƌŽƐŽƉŚŝůĂƐƵǌƵŬŝŝ on cƵlƟǀateĚ anĚ
nonͲcƵlƟǀateĚ areas of lacŬberrǇ ;Rubus sƉͿ anĚ Wreference of WilĚ
frƵits͕ in Michoacan͕ Meǆico
ngel ZebollarͲlǀiter ;MichoacanͬMyͿ

ϭ3͗ϬϬʹϭ4͗3Ϭ
Zooŵ
Chairs

Eeǁ anĚ ŵerging Wests anĚ Diseases /
>ectƵre ,all 
nneŵarie reƵŬers ;WageningenͬE>Ϳ͕ rteŵis ZƵŵboƵ ;erlinͬDͿ

ϭ3͗ϬϬʹϭ3͗ϭϱ
O EW /Ͳϭ

The neeĚ for coorĚinateĚ ƵroƉean eīorts to Įght inǀasiǀe croƉ
Ɖathogens
Mogens ^tƆǀring ,oǀŵƆller ;^lagelseͬD<Ϳ

ϭ3͗ϭϱʹϭ3͗3Ϭ
O EW /ͲϮ

/ĚenƟĮcaƟon of a Eeǁ WhiteŇǇͲtransŵiƩeĚ /ƉoŵoǀirƵs of CƵcƵrbits
in the /ŵƉerial salleǇ of California
ric EatǁicŬ ;,oltǀille͕ Cͬh^Ϳ

ϭ3͗3Ϭʹϭ3͗4ϱ
O EW /Ͳ3

hŵbel broǁning anĚ steŵ necrosis on carrot in France ʹ isolaƟon
anĚ characteriǌaƟon of the fƵngal Ɖathogen
salĠrie 'riŵaƵlt ;eaƵcoƵǌĠͬFZͿ

ϭ3͗4ϱʹϭ4͗ϬϬ
O EW /Ͳ4

DetecƟon anĚ eƉiĚeŵiologǇ of Toŵato leaf cƵrl Eeǁ Delhi ǀirƵs in ^Ɖain
DirŬ :anssen ;>a Moũoneraͬ^Ϳ

ϭ4͗ϬϬʹϭ4͗ϭϱ
O EW /Ͳϱ

/nǀesƟgaƟng the geneƟc strƵctƵre anĚ ĚiǀersitǇ of the barleǇ
Ɖathogen ZĂŵƵůĂƌŝĂĐŽůůŽͲĐǇŐŶŝ
,inĚ ^ghǇer ;FreisingͬDͿ

ϭ4͗ϭϱʹϭ4͗3Ϭ
O EW /Ͳ6

/nǀentorǇ anĚ ǀaliĚaƟon of Ɖathogenic fƵngi occƵrring on ŵaiǌe
leaǀes in Central ƵroƉe
>Ƶcia Zaŵos Zoŵero ;'oeƫngenͬDͿ

ϭ3͗ϭϱʹϭ4͗4ϱ
Zooŵ
Chairs

Wlant Wathogen /nteracƟons //
>ectƵre ,all C
Zalf sƂgele ;^tƵƩgartͬDͿ͕ WhiliƉƉe ^iŵoneaƵ ;ngersͬFZͿ

ϭ3͗ϭϱʹϭ3͗3Ϭ
O WW/ //Ͳϭ

ǀiĚence for sƵƉƉression of Ɖlant iŵŵƵnitǇ bǇ ŵicroZE targeƟng in
the ƉlantͲsĞƌƟĐŝůůŝƵŵ interacƟon
DagƵang Cai ;<ielͬDͿ

6ϱ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭ3͗3Ϭʹϭ3͗4ϱ
O WW/ //ͲϮ

The Ɖlant Ɖathogenic fƵngƵs sĞƌƟĐŝůůŝƵŵůŽŶŐŝƐƉŽƌƵŵ sƵƉƉresses
Ɖlant iŵŵƵnitǇ bǇ ŵiZEϭ88ϱͲŵeĚiateĚ regƵlaƟon of T/ZͲE^Ͳ>ZZ
resistance gene eǆƉression in oilseeĚ raƉe ;ƌĂƐƐŝĐĂŶĂƉƵƐͿ
FalŬ ehrens ;<ielͬDͿ

ϭ3͗4ϱʹϭ4͗ϬϬ
O WW/ //Ͳ3

TranscriƉtoŵe analǇsis reǀealeĚ ƉathǁaǇs controlling resistance
against sǇsteŵic coloniǌaƟon bǇ sĞƌƟĐŝůůŝƵŵůŽŶŐŝƐƉŽƌƵŵ in
Arabidopsis thaliana
ǀa ,ćīner ;erlinͬDͿ

ϭ4͗ϬϬʹϭ4͗ϭϱ
O WW/ //Ͳ4

iotroƉhǇͲsƉeciĮc ĚoǁnͲregƵlaƟon of gene eǆƉression in the ŵaiǌe
Ɖathogen ŽůůĞƚŽƚƌŝĐŚƵŵŐƌĂŵŝŶŝĐŽůĂ is reƋƵireĚ for escaƉing
WMWͲtriggereĚ iŵŵƵnitǇ anĚ for the establishŵent of coŵƉaƟbilitǇ
,olger . Deising ;,alle a. Ě. ^.ͬDͿ

ϭ4͗ϭϱʹϭ4͗3Ϭ
O WW/ //Ͳϱ

Wroof of conceƉt ʹ stacŬing of Ěefense relateĚ genes in a
ŵarŬerͲassisteĚ bacŬcrossing ǀs. a transgenic aƉƉroach to iŵƉroǀe
Ěisease resistance of barleǇ elite cƵlƟǀars
Denise WeiĚenbach ;achenͬDͿ

ϭ4͗3Ϭʹϭ4͗4ϱ
O WW/ //Ͳ6

/nǀesƟgaƟon of ƉlantͲƉathogen interacƟons in the ƉathosǇsteŵ
^ŽůĂŶƵŵƚƵďĞƌŽƐƵŵ >.ͬZŚŝǌŽĐƚŽŶŝĂƐŽůĂŶŝ <ƺhn
FranǌisŬa 'enǌel ;'rossbeerenͬDͿ

ϭ3͗ϭϱʹϭ4͗4ϱ
Zooŵ
Chair

EonͲCheŵical Control OƉƟons //
>ectƵre ,all D
^tefan <ƺhne ;<leinŵachnoǁͬDͿ

ϭ3͗ϭϱʹϭ3͗3Ϭ
O EOC //Ͳϭ

Does coŵbining a ǁheat anĚ Ɖea ŵiǆtƵre ǁith ŵethǇl salicǇlate
reĚƵces aƉhiĚ ƉoƉƵlaƟons in both croƉs͍
Thoŵas >oƉes ;'eŵbloƵǆͬͿ

ϭ3͗3Ϭʹϭ3͗4ϱ
O EOC //ͲϮ

īect of ƉoǁĚer ƉreƉraƟon of cloǀe͕ ginger͕ garaĚ anĚ galangal on
the infestaƟon of ^orghƵŵ 'rains caƵseĚ bǇ <haƉra eetle >arǀae
dƌŽŐŽĚĞƌŵĂŐƌĂŶĂƌŝƵŵ
Faiǌa ^alah ;WaĚ MaĚaniͬ^DͿ

ϭ3͗4ϱʹϭ4͗ϬϬ
O EOC //Ͳ3

Foliar aƉƉlicaƟon of ŵicrobialͲenricheĚ ferŵenteĚ fooĚ
͚CheonggƵŬũang͛ to control ƉoǁĚerǇ ŵilĚeǁ in organic farŵing
Min :eong <iŵ ;WanũƵͲgƵnͬ<ZͿ
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^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭ4͗ϬϬʹϭ4͗ϭϱ
O EOC //Ͳ4

iological strategies for ƉrotecƟng ŵaiǌe froŵ WƌĂƚǇůĞŶĐŚƵƐǌĞĂĞ anĚ
DĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞ/ŶĐŽŐŶŝƚĂ
ĚǁarĚ OǇeŬanŵi ;/baĚanͬE'Ϳ

ϭ4͗ϭϱʹϭ4͗3Ϭ
O EOC //Ͳϱ

WreĚator insects in organic anĚ conǀenƟonal ƉroĚƵcƟon Ɖotato ĮelĚs
in TƵrŬeǇ
OǌĚeŵir laoglƵ ;<onǇaͬTZͿ

ϭ4͗3Ϭʹϭ4͗4ϱ
O EOC //Ͳ6

Olfactoŵeter screening of reƉellent essenƟal oils against the Ɖollen
beetle ;Meligethes sƉƉ.Ϳ
ClaƵĚia Daniel ;FricŬͬC,Ϳ

ϭ4͗4ϱʹϭ6͗ϭϱ
Zooŵ
Chairs

iotechnologǇ
ƵĚiŵaǆ
<arlͲ,einǌ <ogel ;'iessenͬDͿ͕ zƵlin :ia ;^tƵƩgart͕ Zͬh^Ϳ

ϭ4͗4ϱʹϭϱ͗ϬϬ
O T ϭ

ZEiͲŵeĚiateĚ gene silencing anĚ /ts iŵƉlicaƟons for agricƵltƵre
line <och ;'iessenͬDͿ

ϭϱ͗ϬϬʹϭϱ͗ϭϱ
O T Ϯ

/ntersƉecies gene transfer ƉroǀiĚes soǇbean resistance to sian
soǇbean rƵst͕ a ŵaũor fƵngal Ɖathogen
CasƉar >angenbach ;achenͬDͿ

ϭϱ͗ϭϱʹϭϱ͗3Ϭ
O T 3

DeǀeloƉŵent of ŵolecƵlar ŵarŬers for breeĚing for Ěisease resistant
croƉs
zƵlin :ia ;^tƵƩgart͕ Zͬh^Ϳ

ϭϱ͗3Ϭʹϭϱ͗4ϱ
O T 4

^oŵe liŬe it hot ʹ transgene eǆƉression anĚ t toǆin concentraƟon in
t ŵaiǌe ƵnĚer stressfƵl enǀironŵental conĚiƟons
MilƵse TrƟŬoǀa ;ƵrichͬC,Ϳ

ϭϱ͗4ϱʹϭ6͗ϬϬ
O T ϱ

MiƟgaƟon of Ɖreharǀest aŇatoǆin contaŵinaƟon in coƩonseeĚ anĚ
corn Ŭernels bǇ transgenic eǆƉression of a sǇntheƟc ƉeƉƟĚe or a
heterologoƵs ɲͲaŵǇlase inhibitor
<anniah ZaũaseŬaran ;Eeǁ Orleans͕ >ͬh^Ϳ

ϭ6͗ϬϬʹϭ6͗ϭϱ
O T 6

DeoǆǇniǀalenol eƉiŵeriǌaƟonͲ noǀel biotransforŵaƟon ǁith
ƉotenƟal aƉƉlicaƟons in iŵƉroǀing croƉ resistance against &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ
Ěiseases
Ting hoƵ ;'ƵelƉh OntarioͬCͿ

6ϳ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϱ͗ϬϬʹϭ6͗3Ϭ
Zooŵ
Chairs

DrosoƉhila ^ƵǌƵŬii //
>ectƵre ,all 
,eiĚrƵn sogt ;DossenheiŵͬDͿ͕ Wierre MarƟn ;MontƉellierͬFZͿ

ϭϱ͗ϬϬʹϭϱ͗ϭϱ
O D^h //Ͳϭ

/nteracƟons of ƌŽƐŽƉŚŝůĂƐƵǌƵŬŝŝǁith naƟǀe ƉarasitoiĚs anĚ
ƌŽƐŽƉŚŝůĂ sƉecies
:ana Collatǌ ;ƵrichͬC,Ϳ

ϭϱ͗ϭϱʹϭϱ͗3Ϭ
O D^h //ͲϮ

iological control of the sƉoƩeĚ ǁing ĚrosoƉhila ʹ cƵrrent statƵs of
research anĚ ƉersƉecƟǀes for the fƵtƵre
nneƩe ,erǌ ;DarŵstaĚtͬDͿ

ϭϱ͗3Ϭʹϭϱ͗4ϱ
O D^h //Ͳ3

/WM tƵrneĚ ƵƉsiĚe Ěoǁn ʹ resƉonse to ƌŽƐŽƉŚŝůĂƐƵǌƵŬŝŝ in eastern
hniteĚ ^tates berrǇ croƉs
ZƵfƵs /saacs ;ast >ansing͕ M/ͬh^Ϳ

ϭϱ͗4ϱʹϭ6͗ϬϬ
O D^h //Ͳ4

Controlling ƌŽƐŽƉŚŝůĂƐƵǌƵŬŝŝ in Western Eorth ŵerica sǁeet
cherries
Weter ^hearer ;,ooĚ Ziǀer͕ OZͬh^Ϳ

ϭ6͗ϬϬʹϭ6͗ϭϱ
O D^h //Ͳϱ

iŵing to control ƌŽƐŽƉŚŝůĂƐƵǌƵŬŝŝ in the h<
nĚreǁ CƵthbertson ;zorŬͬh<Ϳ

ϭ6͗ϭϱʹϭ6͗3Ϭ
O D^h //Ͳ6

ĸcacǇ of insecƟciĚes against ƌŽƐŽƉŚŝůĂƐƵǌƵŬŝŝ on cherries
ZaĚǇ ^haǁer ;WaĚoǀaͬ/TͿ

ϭϱ͗ϬϬʹϭ6͗3Ϭ
Zooŵ
Chairs

Eeǁ anĚ ŵerging Wests anĚ Diseases //
>ectƵre ,all 
Carŵen ƺƩner ;erlinͬDͿ͕ DirŬ :anssen ;>a Moũoneraͬ^Ϳ

ϭϱ͗ϬϬʹϭϱ͗ϭϱ
O EW //Ͳϭ

WathogenicitǇ anĚ ƉoƉƵlaƟon strƵctƵre of DĂŐŶĂƉŽƌƚŚĞŽƌǇǌĂĞ
caƵsing barleǇ blast in raǌil
lfreĚo hrashiŵa ;rarasͬZͿ

ϭϱ͗ϭϱʹϭϱ͗3Ϭ
O EW //ͲϮ

anana &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ ǁilt ʹ resƵrgence of a catastroƉhic Ɖlant Ěisease
ltƵs silũoen ;^tellenboschͬͿ

ϭϱ͗3Ϭʹϭϱ͗4ϱ
O EW //Ͳ3

Manageŵent of blacŬleg anĚ sloǁ ǁilt in seeĚ Ɖotatoes ʹ a sƵƉƉlǇ
chain ƉersƉecƟǀe
nneŵarie reƵŬers ;WageningenͬE>Ϳ
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^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϱ͗4ϱʹϭ6͗ϬϬ
O EW //Ͳ4

^lƵgs anĚ snails ʹ Ɖest statƵs͕ control anĚ fƵtƵre ƉrosƉects
Michael Wilson ;,aŵiltonͬEͿ

ϭ6͗ϬϬʹϭ6͗ϭϱ
O EW //Ͳϱ

ŵerging Ěiseases associateĚ ǁith coͲinfecƟon of ƉhǇtoƉlasŵas anĚ
other Ɖhloeŵ liŵiteĚ Ɖathogens in the state of aũa California ^Ƶr͕
Meǆico
reǀiŬ WoghosǇan ;>a WaǌͬMyͿ

ϭ6͗ϭϱʹϭ6͗3Ϭ
O EW //Ͳ6

Controlling Ɖotato cǇst neŵatoĚes͗ neǁ challenges aheaĚ
ũƂrn Eiere ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ

ϭϱ͗ϭϱʹϭ6͗4ϱ
Zooŵ
Chairs

Wlant Wathogen /nteracƟons ///
>ectƵre ,all C
Michael <Ƶbe ;erlinͬDͿ͕ line <och ;'iessenͬDͿ

ϭϱ͗ϭϱʹϭϱ͗3Ϭ
O WW/ ///Ͳϭ

CharacteriǌaƟon of the infecƟon stageͲsƉeciĮc eīector reƉertoire of
the sian soǇbean rƵst fƵngƵs WŚĂŬŽƉƐŽƌĂƉĂĐŚǇƌŚŝǌŝ
Marco >oehrer ;achenͬDͿ

ϭϱ͗3Ϭʹϭϱ͗4ϱ
O WW/ ///ͲϮ

CharacterisaƟon of sensor Ɖroteins iŵƉortant for infecƟon strƵctƵre
ĚiīerenƟaƟon anĚ Ɖathogenic groǁth in ŽƚƌǇƟƐĐŝŶĞƌĞĂ
Eathalie Mƺller ;<aiserslaƵternͬDͿ

ϭϱ͗4ϱʹϭ6͗ϬϬ
O WW/ ///Ͳ3

'eneƟc anĚ ƉhenotǇƉic ĚiǀersitǇ of ŽƚƌǇƟƐĐŝŶĞƌĞĂ anĚ relateĚ sƉecies
MaƩhias ,ahn ;<aiserslaƵternͬDͿ

ϭ6͗ϬϬʹϭ6͗ϭϱ
O WW/ ///Ͳ4

ǆƉression changes in ,ĞǀĞĂďƌĂƐŝůŝĞŶƐŝƐ roots in resƉonse to
ZŝŐŝĚŽƉŽƌƵƐŵŝĐƌŽƉŽƌƵƐ infecƟon
ChristoƉher MiĚĚleton ;,erƞorĚͬh<Ϳ

ϭ6͗ϭϱʹϭ6͗3Ϭ
O WW/ ///Ͳϱ

^ignaling ƉathǁaǇs acƟǀateĚ aŌer eǆƉosƵre to ƉhǇtoaleǆins ʹ n chilles͛
heel for necrotroƉhic fƵngi͍
WhiliƉƉe ^iŵoneaƵ ;ngersͬFZͿ

ϭ6͗3Ϭʹϭ6͗4ϱ
O WW/ ///Ͳ6

reaŬing the sƉell ʹ re host horŵone resƉonses the ŬeǇ to ƉarasiƟsŵ
of ǁitchǁeeĚs anĚ relateĚ ƉarasiƟc Ɖlants͍
Thoŵas ^ƉalleŬ ;zoŬohaŵaͬ:WͿ

6ϵ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϱ͗ϭϱʹϭ6͗4ϱ
Zooŵ
Chairs

otanicals
>ectƵre ,all D
nnegret ^chŵiƩ ;DarŵstaĚtͬDͿ͕ ^iŵona Marianna ^anǌani ;ariͬ/TͿ

ϭϱ͗ϭϱʹϭϱ͗3Ϭ
O OT ϭ

iocontrol anĚ botanical sƵbstances ʹ innoǀaƟǀe ŵethoĚs for eǀalƵaƟon
of essenƟal oils on a Triaǌoles resistant strain of sĞŶƚƵƌŝĂŝŶĂĞƋƵĂůŝƐ
Caroline Deǁeer ;>illeͬFZͿ

ϭϱ͗3Ϭʹϭϱ͗4ϱ
O OT Ϯ

Eeǁ natƵral bioacƟǀe ƉroĚƵcts against &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ sƉ. on fooĚ legƵŵes
FaƟha entata ;ZabatͬMͿ

ϭϱ͗4ϱʹϭ6͗ϬϬ
O OT 3

ZelaƟonshiƉ WĂƌůĂƚŽƌŝĂǌŝǌŝƉŚŝͲssenƟal oil of ŝƚƌƵƐĂƵƌĂŶƟƵŵ leaǀes͕ its
insecƟciĚal acƟǀitǇ anĚ cheŵical characteriǌaƟon
ZachiĚa elgƵenĚoƵǌ ;liĚaͬDͿ

ϭ6͗ϬϬʹϭ6͗ϭϱ
O OT 4

Wrotein ,ǇĚrolǇsates as resistance inĚƵcers to ĚoǁnǇ ŵilĚeǁ in graƉeǀine
^iŵona Marianna ^anǌani ;ariͬ/TͿ

ϭ6͗ϭϱʹϭ6͗3Ϭ
O OT ϱ

OǀiciĚal anĚ larǀiciĚal acƟǀitǇ of Mentha longifolia free anĚ
nanoencaƉsƵlateĚ essenƟal oils on dƵƚĂĂďƐŽůƵƚĂ ;MeǇricŬͿ ;>eƉiĚoƉtera͗
'elechiiĚaeͿ
MarǇaŵ MaleŬŵohaŵŵaĚi ;,aŵeĚanͬ/ZͿ

ϭ6͗3Ϭʹϭ6͗4ϱ
O OT 6

EatƵral sƵbstances as nonͲtoǆic baits for traƉƉing coŵŵon ǀoles
;DŝĐƌŽƚƵƐĂƌǀĂůŝƐͿ
nniŬa ^chloetelbƵrg ;MƵensterͬDͿ

ϭϳ͗ϬϬʹϭϵ͗ϬϬ
>ocaƟon

Woster ^ession //
,arnacŬhaƵs
TŽƉicƐ
ƉaŐe
cologicalͬ'eneƟcal /ssƵes ............................................................. ϭ3Ϯ
nĚoƉhǇtes ..................................................................................... ϭ36
EonͲcheŵical control oƉƟons......................................................... ϭ36
Wlant Ɖathogen interacƟons............................................................ ϭϱϭ

ϳϬ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϵ͗ϬϬʹϮϬ͗ϬϬ
Zooŵ
Chair

WorŬshoƉͬFilŵ WresentaƟon
,ighlights of ,iĚĚen /nsect WorlĚs
ƵĚiŵaǆ
hrs ZolanĚ WǇss ;<ielͬDͿ

ϭϵ͗ϬϬʹϮϬ͗ϬϬ Filŵ ƉresentaƟon ͚,ighlights of hiĚĚen insect ǁorlĚs͛
O W^ F/>M ϭ hrs ZolanĚ WǇss ;<ielͬDͿ
Contents
The Įlŵ ;ĚƵraƟon 6Ϯ ŵinƵtesͿ ĚocƵŵents the behaǀioƵr of ǀarioƵs sŵall insects at high
ŵagniĮcaƟon͕ thƵs ƉroǀiĚing a fascinaƟng insight into a hiĚĚen ǁorlĚ barelǇ ǀisible to
the hƵŵan eǇe.
hnĚer the Ɵtle͢froŵ ŵonsters to Ěiǀas͛ the Įlŵ Įrst shoǁs͕ hoǁ hoǀerŇǇ anĚ laceǁing
larǀae tƵrn into beaƵƟfƵl laĚies aŌer a ferocioƵs anĚ greeĚǇ aƉhiĚͲĚeǀoƵring ǇoƵth. nͲ
other eǆaŵƉle is ƉresenteĚ bǇ the antlion DǇƌŵĞůĞŽŶĨŽƌŵŝĐĂƌŝƵƐ͘ ^ƵbseƋƵent seƋƵences
shoǁ hoǁ the glaĚiator or heelͲǁalŬer DĂŶƚŽƉŚĂƐŵĂǌĞƉŚǇƌƵŵ͕ enĚeŵic in ^oƵth frica
anĚ Eaŵibia͕ catches ƉreǇ ǁith aŵaǌing sŬill. This ŬinĚ of behaǀioƵr is then coŵƉareĚ
ǁith that of a ǇoƵng ƉraǇing ŵanƟĚ.
sƉeciallǇ iŵƉressiǀe are the strategies eǀolǀeĚ bǇ ƉarasiƟc ǁasƉs ;ƉarasitoiĚsͿ. /t is shoǁn
hoǁ aƉheliniĚ anĚ aƉhiĚiiĚ ǁasƉs aƩacŬ their aƉhiĚ hosts anĚ hoǁ the hǇƉerƉarasitoiĚ
ůůŽǆǇƐƚĂǀŝĐƌŝǆŚĂƐ calŵs Ěoǁn aƉhiĚs in orĚer to cliŵb onto their bacŬ for oǀiƉosiƟon.
The ƟnǇ eggͲ ƉarasiƟc ǁasƉ dƌŝĐŚŽŐƌĂŵŵĂďƌĂƐƐŝĐĂĞ recognises ŵateĚ Pieris brassicae
feŵales anĚ then cliŵbs ƵƉon theŵ to be carrieĚ to the oǀiƉosiƟon site. ŵaǌing host
feeĚing strategies are ƵseĚ bǇ the ectoƉarasiƟc ǁasƉ >ĂƌŝŽƉŚĂŐƵƐĚŝƐƟŶŐƵĞŶĚƵƐ ǁhen it
aƩacŬs larǀae of the granarǇ ǁeeǀil ^ŝƚŽƉŚŝůƵƐŐƌĂŶĂƌŝĞƐ insiĚe ǁheat grains.
The caterƉillars of the ŵoths WůƵƚĞůůĂǆǇůŽƐƚĞůůĂ anĚ >ǇŽŶĞƟĂĐůĞƌŬĞůůĂ behaǀe liŬe ingenioƵs
architects ǁhen theǇ constrƵct their ƉƵƉaƟon cocoons on the leaǀes of their host Ɖlants.
The hole in haǌelnƵts is ǁell Ŭnoǁn bƵt liƩle is Ŭnoǁn aboƵt hoǁ it is forŵeĚ. The Įlŵ
shoǁs hoǁ the haǌelnƵt ǁeeǀil ƵƌĐƵůŝŽŶƵĐƵŵ ĚeƉosits an egg into a ǇoƵng nƵt anĚ hoǁ
ƉrogenǇ ĚeǀeloƉ ƵnƟl the ŵassiǀe͕ fƵllǇ groǁn larǀa sƋƵeeǌes its ǁaǇ oƵt of the nƵt bǇ
biƟng an eǆit hole throƵgh the harĚ shell.
The Įlŵ closes ǁith an aŵƵsing storǇ͕ shoǁing the behaǀioƵr of tǁo brothers of a ƉaraͲ
siƟc ǁasƉ ;EĂƐŽŶŝĂǀŝƌƟƉĞŶŶŝƐͿ that coŵƉete for the faǀoƵr of a sister. FinallǇ the loser
becoŵes the ǁinner.

ϳϭ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϵ͗ϬϬʹϮϭ͗3Ϭ

Zooŵ
Chairs

WorŬshoƉ
Ňatoǆin WreǀenƟon in ^Ƶb ^aharan frica ʹ Challenges anĚ WracƟcal
ǆƉerience
>ectƵre ,all D
:Ƃrg >ohŵann ;'oeƫngenͬDͿ͕ Tanũa TheŬla WicŬarĚt ;onnͬDͿ

ϭϵ͗ϬϬʹϭϵ͗ϭϬ

/ntroĚƵctorǇ ǁorĚs
^teƉhan <rall ;schbornͬDͿ

ϭϵ͗ϭϬʹϭϵ͗Ϯϱ

Oǀerǀieǁ oǀer challenges relateĚ to aŇatoǆin in frica the role of WC
ŵare Ǉaleǁ ;ĚĚis babaͬTͿ

ϭϵ͗Ϯϱʹϭϵ͗4Ϭ

Ňatoǆin as an iŵƉortant loss factor ǁithin ǀalƵe chains
Tanũa TheŬla WicŬarĚt ;onnͬDͿ

ϭϵ͗4Ϭʹϭϵ͗ϱϱ

^tatƵs of research anĚ the falsafe aƉƉroach
Zanaũit anĚǇoƉaĚhǇaǇ ;/baĚanͬE'Ϳ

ϭϵ͗ϱϱʹϮϬ͗ϭϬ

,erŵeƟc storage for controlling Ɖostharǀest losses anĚ aŇatoǆin Ɖoisoning
,iƉƉolǇte īognon ;Eairobiͬ<Ϳ

ϮϬ͗ϭϬʹϮϬ͗3Ϭ

Wanel DiscƵssion

ϮϬ͗3ϬʹϮϭ͗3Ϭ

'et together ǁith ĚrinŬs anĚ Įnger fooĚ

ϭϵ͗ϬϬʹϮϮ͗ϬϬ
Zooŵ
Chairs

WorŬshoƉ on ^ƉoƩeĚ Wing DrosoƉhila Manageŵent in errǇ anĚ
CherrǇ CroƉs
>ectƵre ,all 
ZƵfƵs /saacs ;ast >ansing͕ M/ͬh^Ϳ͕ ,eiĚrƵn sogt ;DossenheiŵͬDͿ

ϭϵ͗ϬϬʹϭϵ͗Ϭϱ

Zeǀieǁ of ǁorŬshoƉ goals

ϭϵ͗Ϭϱʹϭϵ͗ϭϬ

/ntroĚƵcƟon

ϭϵ͗ϭϬʹϭϵ͗ϱϬ

ToƉic ϭ ĚiscƵssion ʹ ,oǁ can forecasƟng of ^WD be iŵƉroǀeĚ͕ locallǇ
anĚ regionallǇ͍
,eiĚrƵn sogt ;DossenheiŵͬDͿ

ϭϵ͗ϱϬʹϮϬ͗ϬϬ

ToƉic ϭ sƵŵŵarǇ

ϳϮ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϮϬ͗ϬϬʹϮϬ͗4Ϭ

ToƉic Ϯ What other research gaƉs are ŵost iŵƉortant for iŵƉroǀing
^WD ŵanageŵent͍
:ana Collatǌ ;ƵrichͬC,Ϳ

ϮϬ͗4ϬʹϮϬ͗ϱϬ

ToƉic Ϯ sƵŵŵarǇ

ϮϬ͗ϱϬʹϮϭ͗3Ϭ

ToƉic 3 What are the oƉƉortƵniƟes for internaƟonal collaboraƟon on
^WD ŵanageŵent͍
ZƵfƵs /saacs ;ast >ansing͕ M/ͬh^Ϳ

Ϯϭ͗3ϬʹϮϭ͗4Ϭ

ToƉic 3 sƵŵŵarǇ

Ϯϭ͗4ϬʹϮϮ͗ϬϬ

WorŬshoƉ conclƵsion anĚ ĚiscƵssion of neǆt steƉs

ϭϵ͗ϬϬʹϮϭ͗ϬϬ

WorŬshoƉ
eƩer Data YƵalitǇ froŵ FielĚ ǆƉeriŵents Ƶsing lectronic Data CaƉtƵre
in the FielĚ
MeeƟng Zooŵ <lll
^teǀen 'Ǉlling ;rooŬings͕ ^Dͬh^Ϳ
ernĚ ^tratŵann ;rƵchhaƵsenͲsilsenͬDͿ

Zooŵ
Chairs

ϭϵ͗ϬϬʹϭϵ͗Ϯϱ

Data ƋƵalitǇ asƉects froŵ general WWO gƵiĚeline reƋƵireŵents
ernĚ ^tratŵann ;rƵchhaƵsenͲsilsenͬDͿ

ϭϵ͗Ϯϱʹϭϵ͗ϱϬ

Oǀerǀieǁ of Ěata collecƟon oƉƟons ;harĚǁare anĚ soŌǁareͿ
^teǀen 'Ǉlling ;rooŬings͕ ^Dͬh^Ϳ

ϭϵ͗ϱϬʹϮϬ͗ϭϱ

Data ƋƵalitǇ tools oīereĚ in ZM Tablet Data Collector ;TDCͿ
^teǀen 'Ǉlling ;rooŬings͕ ^Dͬh^Ϳ

ϮϬ͗ϭϱʹϮϭ͗ϬϬ

OƉen ĚiscƵssion

ϳ3

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϵ͗ϬϬʹϮϭ͗3Ϭ

Zooŵ
Chair

WorŬshoƉ
/ŵƉlicaƟons of /nsect West Moǀeŵent anĚ ehaǀior on Designing
/nsect Zesistance Manageŵent ^trategies for Transgenic CroƉs
MeeƟng Zooŵ <l
Thoŵas ,Ƶnt ;ConcorĚ͕ Mͬh^Ϳ

ϭϵ͗ϬϬʹϭϵ͗ϭϬ
O W^ CO ϭ

/ntroĚƵcƟon to ǁorŬshoƉ ʹ iŵƉlicaƟons of insect Ɖest ŵoǀeŵent
anĚ behaǀior on Ěesigning insect resistance ŵanageŵent strategies
for transgenic croƉs
Thoŵas ,Ƶnt ;ConcorĚ͕ Mͬh^Ϳ

ϭϵ͗ϭϬʹϭϵ͗3Ϭ
O W^ CO Ϯ

 tale of tǁo insects ʹ challenges ŵanaging insect resistance to
geneƟcallǇͲengineereĚ croƉs
ZicharĚ ,ellŵich ;ŵes͕ /ͬh^Ϳ

ϭϵ͗3Ϭʹϭϵ͗ϱϬ
O W^ CO 3

Moǀeŵent anĚ behaǀior of ƵroƉean Corn orer >arǀae on EonͲt
anĚ t Corn
Charles Mason ;EeǁarŬ͕ E:ͬh^Ϳ

ϭϵ͗ϱϬʹϮϬ͗ϭϬ
O W^ CO 4

Moǀeŵent of >arǀal Western Corn Zootǁorŵ anĚ iŵƉlicaƟons for
ŵanageŵent of resistance to t Corn
aron 'assŵann ;ŵes͕ /ͬh^Ϳ

ϮϬ͗ϭϬʹϮϬ͗ϮϬ

reaŬ

ϮϬ͗ϮϬʹϮϬ͗4Ϭ
O W^ CO ϱ

īect of CrǇϭF corn on the behaǀior of sƵsceƉƟble anĚ resistant fall
arŵǇǁorŵ anĚ ƵroƉean corn borer
na Maria seleǌ ;>incoln͕ Eͬh^Ϳ

ϮϬ͗4ϬʹϮϭ͗ϬϬ
O W^ CO 6

The role of Ɖest ŵoǀeŵent anĚ behaǀioƵr in resistance ĚeǀeloƉŵent
of the frican ŵaiǌe steŵ borer ;ƵƐƐĞŽůĂĨƵƐĐĂͿ to t ŵaiǌe
:ohnnie san Ěen erg ;WotchefstrooŵͬͿ

Ϯϭ͗ϬϬʹϮϭ͗3Ϭ

Wanel ĚiscƵssion
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^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϵ͗ϬϬʹϮϮ͗ϬϬ
Zooŵ
Chair

WorŬshoƉ
FooĚ ^ecƵritǇ ʹ The Zole of Wlant WrotecƟon
>ectƵre ,all 
lǀis ,einrichs ;>incoln͕ Eͬh^Ϳ

ϭϵ͗ϬϬʹϭϵ͗ϭϱ

h^/D FeeĚ the fƵtƵre iniƟaƟǀe
:ohn oǁŵan ;Washington͕ Wͬh^Ϳ

ϭϵ͗ϭϱʹϭϵ͗3Ϭ

Wlant WrotecƟon in 'erŵan DeǀeloƉŵent CooƉeraƟon ʹ research anĚ
iŵƉleŵentaƟon
Marlene DieŬŵann ;onn anĚ schbornͬDͿ

ϭϵ͗3Ϭʹϭϵ͗4ϱ

Zole of Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon in realiǌing sƵstainable ĚeǀeloƉŵent goals
,ari ^harŵa ;,ǇĚerabaĚͬ/EͿ

ϭϵ͗4ϱʹϮϬ͗ϬϬ

FooĚ secƵritǇ ʹ the role of the fricaZice Center
,arolĚ ZoǇͲMacaƵleǇ ;CotonoƵͬ:Ϳ

ϮϬ͗ϬϬʹϮϬ͗ϭϱ

China ʹ achieǀing fooĚ secƵritǇ
hoƵ yƵeƉing͕ Chen WanͲYƵan ;eiũingͬCEͿ

ϮϬ͗ϭϱʹϮϬ͗3Ϭ

CroƉ>ife /nternaƟonal ʹ 'lobal ^teǁarĚshiƉ cƟǀiƟes
<eith :ones ;^ingaƉoreͬ^'Ϳ

ϮϬ͗3ϬʹϮϬ͗4ϱ

FO͛s ^aǀe anĚ 'roǁ aƉƉroach for ^Ƶstainable /ntensiĮcaƟon of CroƉ
WroĚƵcƟon ʹ WolicǇ 'ƵiĚance͕ est WracƟces anĚ ĚoƉƟon bǇ ^ŵallͲholĚer
Farŵers
:an Willeŵ <etelaar ;angŬoŬͬT,Ϳ

ϮϬ͗4ϱʹϮϭ͗ϬϬ DescriƉƟon of a neǁ ƉreĚatorǇ ŵite sƉecies of the genƵs ŐŝƐƚĞŵƵƐ
O W^ FOOD ϭ ;ŐŝƐƚĞŵƵƐďƵƌĞǁĂůĂĞŶƐŝƐͿ Acari͕ ^ƟŐŵĂĞŝĚĂĞ͗ WƌŽƐƟŐŵĂƚĂ as biocontrol
agent froŵ WaŬistan
ilal <han ;FaisalabaĚͬW<Ϳ
Ϯϭ͗ϬϬʹϮϭ͗ϭϱ

h.^. hniǀersiƟes ʹ WroŵoƟng 'lobal FooĚ ^ecƵritǇ throƵgh ĚƵcaƟon͕
Zesearch anĚ ǆtension
<ariŵ MareĚia ;ast >ansing͕ M/ͬh^Ϳ

Ϯϭ͗ϭϱʹϮϭ͗3Ϭ

Digital Technologies for West /ĚenƟĮcaƟon
'eoī Eorton ;YƵeenslanĚͬhͿ͕ Terence Walters ;Fort Collins͕ COͬh^Ϳ

Ϯϭ͗3ϬʹϮϮ͗ϬϬ

DiscƵssion
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^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϵ͗ϬϬʹϮϮ͗ϬϬ
Zooŵ
Chairs

WorŬshoƉ
FƵngal nĚoƉhǇtes anĚ Wlant ,ealth
>ectƵre ,all C
nant Watel ;ielefelĚͬDͿ͕ rian MƵrƉhǇ ;DƵblinͬ/Ϳ

Contents
nĚoƉhǇƟc fƵngi can haǀe ǀarioƵs beneĮcial eīects on Ɖlant health for eǆaŵƉle control
of herbiǀoƵroƵs insects anĚ Ɖlant Ěiseases bƵt also ƉroŵoƟon of Ɖlant groǁth anĚ ĚeͲ
fense. The ĚǇnaŵics of this raƉiĚlǇ eǆƉanĚing research ĮelĚ is reŇecteĚ aĚeƋƵatelǇ in
tǁo sessions on enĚoƉhǇtes at /WWC. ,oǁeǀer͕ it oŌen seeŵs that ǁe haǀe ŵƵch ŵore
ƋƵesƟons than ansǁers. ManǇ of these ƋƵesƟons circle aroƵnĚ ŵass ƉroĚƵcƟon anĚ
ecological asƉects sƵch as ferŵentaƟon͕ forŵƵlaƟon͕ ĚeliǀerǇ͕ ĚetecƟon ŵethoĚs͕ ŵƵlƟͲ
troƉhic interacƟons anĚ biocontrol enĚoƉhǇtes ǁith bioferƟliǌer ŵoĚe of acƟons bƵt also
eīects of enĚoƉhǇte consorƟa͕ ĚiǀersitǇ of enĚoƉhǇtes͕ the ƉlantͬenĚoƉhǇte holobiont͕
iŵƉortant enǀironŵental signals inŇƵencing beneĮcial interacƟons͕ agricƵltƵral asƉects
anĚ hoǁ to gain groǁer bƵǇͲin.
This short ǁorŬshoƉ ǁill eǆƉlore into these anĚ other ƋƵesƟons bringing together Ɖlant
Ɖathologists͕ technologists anĚ reƉresentaƟǀes froŵ coŵƉanies in Ěiīerent Ɖarts of the
inĚƵstrǇ. ll ƉarƟciƉants are encoƵrageĚ to senĚ their ƋƵesƟons before the ǁorŬshoƉ so
that theǇ can be ĚiscƵsseĚ in an oƉen forƵŵ or in sƵbͲgroƵƉs.
ϭϵ͗ϬϬʹϭϵ͗ϮϬ

ƉƉlicaƟon technologǇ of enĚoƉhǇtes ʹ oƵtcoŵe of the FϭϭϬ3 ǁorŬshoƉ
nant Watel ;ielefelĚͬDͿ

ϭϵ͗ϮϬʹϮϬ͗ϭϱ

DiscƵssion of cƵlƟǀaƟon͕ forŵƵlaƟon͕ aƉƉlicaƟon͕ ĚetecƟon͕ ƉroĚƵcts͕ ͙

ϮϬ͗ϭϱʹϮϬ͗3ϱ

,oǁ far are ǁe froŵ consistentlǇ reliable agricƵltƵral aƉƉlicaƟons Ƶsing
fƵngal enĚoƉhǇtes͍
rian MƵrƉhǇ ;DƵblinͬ/Ϳ

ϮϬ͗3ϱʹϮϭ͗3Ϭ

DiscƵssion of ĚiǀersitǇ͕ enǀironŵental asƉects͕ interacƟons ǁith other
ŵicroorganisŵs͕ ŵƵlƟtroƉhic interacƟons͕͙

ϳ6

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϵ͗ϬϬʹϮϮ͗ϬϬ
>ocaƟon
Chairs

^cienƟĮc MeeƟng on sirƵs anĚ WhǇtoƉlasŵa Diseases of Forest anĚ
Urban Trees
,ƵŵbolĚt UniǀersitǇ erlin͕ >entǌeallee ϱϱͬϱϳ͕ ϭ4ϭϵϱ erlinͲDahleŵ͕
>ectƵre hall Įrst Ňoor
Carŵen ƺƩner ;erlinͬDͿ͕ Zisto :alŬanen ;ZoǀanieŵiͬF/Ϳ
^cienƟĮc ŵeeƟng /UFZO Ƶnit ϳ.ϬϮ.Ϭ4

On TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ ǁe inǀite ǇoƵ to taŬe Ɖart in the ^cienƟĮc MeeƟng on sirƵs
anĚ ƉhǇtoƉlasŵa Ěiseases of forest anĚ Ƶrban trees as ǁell in the fraŵe of the thirĚ
ǁorŬshoƉ of /UFZO Unit ϳ.ϬϮ.Ϭ4.
The focƵs ǁill laǇ on all Ěiīerent issƵes on ǀirƵs anĚ ƉhǇtoƉlasŵa Ěiseases of forest anĚ
Ƶrban trees. The toƉic of the ŵeeƟng ǁill bring innoǀaƟǀe ĚeǀeloƉŵents͕ ŵethoĚs anĚ
iĚeas͕ neǁ ǀirƵses anĚ risŬ assessŵent anĚ ŵanageŵent together.
^ŚŽrt ƉreƐeŶtaƟŽŶƐ Žr ƐtatemeŶtƐ ;ϱ–ϭϱ miŶͿ are ŐiǀeŶ ďǇ͗
о Carŵen ƺƩner͕ erlinͬD͗  short oǀerǀieǁ on ǀirƵses in forest anĚ Ƶrban trees
state of the art
о ,ansͲWeter Mƺhlbach͕ ,aŵbƵrgͬD͗ The neǁ MZa ǀirƵses
о Zisto :alŬanen͕ ZoǀanieŵiͬF/͗ CƵrrent statƵs in FinlanĚ
о MarƟna anĚte͕ erlinͬD͗ Wlant ǀirƵses in an oaŬ seeĚͲorcharĚ
о ^Ƶsanne ǀon argen͕ erlinͬD͗ MolecƵlar stƵĚies on CherrǇ leaf roll ǀirƵs ǁiĚe
sƉreaĚ in ǁooĚǇ Ɖlants
о ntonio Olŵos͕ salenciaͬ^͗ Eeǆt 'eneraƟon ^eƋƵencing for ĚetecƟon anĚ
characteriǌaƟon of Ŭnoǁn anĚ ƵnŬnoǁn Ɖlant ǀirƵses in forest anĚ Ƶrban trees
о rteŵis ZoƵŵboƵ͕ erlinͬD͗ First eǆƉerience ǁith Eeǆt 'eneraƟon ^eƋƵencing
ǁith Ɖlant ŵaterial of forest anĚ Ƶrban trees
о Michael <Ƶbe͕ erlinͬD͗ WhǇtoƉlasŵen in 'ehƂlǌen
PŽƐter PreƐeŶtaƟŽŶ͗
о :Ƶliane >anger͕ erlinͬD͗ CherrǇ leaf roll ǀirƵs ;C>ZsͿ ʹ a generalist aŵong Ɖlant
ǀirƵses infecƟng ǁooĚǇ hosts
Other ƉresenaƟons of Ɖosters are ǁelcoŵe.
ŶǇ ƐŚŽrt cŽmmeŶtƐ ŽŶ tŚe ĨŽůůŽǁiŶŐ ŬeǇǁŽrĚƐ are ǁeůcŽme͗
ŵonitoring ͻ ǀisƵal sƵrǀeǇ ͻ ĚetecƟon tools͕ ĚetecƟon steƉs ͻ Ŭnoǁn Ɖathogens͕ ƵnͲ
Ŭnoǁn agents ͻ risŬ assessŵent anĚ control ͻ eƉiĚeŵiological anĚ ecological eǀiĚence
ͻ Ɖathogen transŵission ͻ econoŵic iŵƉortance͕ seeĚ ƋƵalitǇ͕ seeĚling ƋƵalitǇ͕ ǁooĚ
ƋƵalitǇ ͻ cerƟĮcaƟon of seeĚs anĚ Ɖlants

ϳϳ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
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WorŬshoƉ
Manageŵent of UsefƵl Microorganisŵs in TroƉical ^oils
MeeƟng Zooŵ < //
:ose Wereira Ěa ^ilǀa :r ;Wasso FƵnĚoͬZͿ
FalŬo FelĚŵann ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ

Contents
Manageŵent ƉracƟces that iŵƉroǀe soil health anĚ increase ƉroĚƵcƟǀitǇ anĚ ƉroĮtabilitǇ
are iŵƉortant ŵeasƵres of /ntegrateĚ Wlant WrotecƟon ^trategies.
Managing for soil health ;iŵƉroǀeĚ soil fƵncƟonͿ is ŵostlǇ a ŵaƩer of ŵaintaining sƵitͲ
able habitat for great nƵŵber of ŵesoͲ anĚ ŵicroͲorganisŵs that coŵƉrise the soil fooĚ
ǁeb. This can be accoŵƉlisheĚ bǇ ĚistƵrbing the soil as liƩle as Ɖossible͕ groǁing as ŵanǇ
Ěiīerent sƉecies of Ɖlants as ƉracƟcal͕ ŬeeƉing liǀing Ɖlants in the soil as oŌen as Ɖossible͕
anĚ ŬeeƉing the soil coǀereĚ all the Ɵŵe.
/n orĚer to achieǀe a high leǀel of ĚiǀersitǇ͕ Ěiīerent Ɖlants ŵƵst be groǁn. The ŬeǇ to
iŵƉroǀing soil health is ensƵring that fooĚ anĚ energǇ chains anĚ ǁebs consist of seǀeral
tǇƉes of Ɖlants or aniŵals͕ not ũƵst one or tǁo.
ioĚiǀersitǇ is ƵlƟŵatelǇ the ŬeǇ to the sƵccess of anǇ agricƵltƵral sǇsteŵ. >acŬ of bioͲ
ĚiǀersitǇ seǀerelǇ liŵits the ƉotenƟal of anǇ croƉƉing sǇsteŵ anĚ increases Ěisease anĚ
Ɖest Ɖrobleŵs.  Ěiǀerse anĚ fƵllǇ fƵncƟoning soil fooĚ ǁeb ƉroǀiĚes for nƵtrient͕ energǇ͕
anĚ ǁater cǇcling that alloǁs a soil to eǆƉress its fƵll ƉotenƟal. /ncreasing the ĚiǀersitǇ
of a croƉ rotaƟon anĚ coǀer croƉs increases soil health anĚ soil fƵncƟon͕ reĚƵces inƉƵt
costs͕ anĚ increases ƉroĮtabilitǇ.
On that bacŬgroƵnĚ the ǁorŬshoƉ ǁill highlight the eǆƉeriences ŵaĚe esƉeciallǇ in troƉical
soils in oƉen ĚiscƵssion introĚƵceĚ bǇ ŬeǇnote talŬ ;:ose Wereira Ěa ^ilǀa :rͿ. The eĸcacǇ
of Ěiīerent ŵanageŵent ƉroceĚƵres ʹ inclƵĚing ŵethoĚ selecƟon͕ inocƵlƵŵ ƉroĚƵcͲ
Ɵon anĚ inocƵlaƟon techniƋƵes as ǁell ʹ ǁill be ĚiscƵsseĚ anĚ the fƵtƵre ĚeŵanĚs for
ƉracƟce oƵtlineĚ.

ϳ8

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ WeĚnesĚaǇ͕ Ϯ6 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
Ϭ8͗3ϬʹϬϵ͗3Ϭ
Zooŵ
Chair

WlenarǇ <eǇnote ʹ /ntegraƟon anĚ Wrecision
ƵĚiŵaǆ
'eoī Eorton ;risbaneͬUͿ

Ϭ8͗3ϬʹϬϵ͗3Ϭ
<E 3

>anĚscaƉes͕ geneƟcallǇ ŵoĚiĮeĚ croƉs anĚ cliŵate change͗ Whither /WM͍
MǇron alƵcŬi ;risbaneͬUͿ

ϭϬ͗ϬϬʹϭϭ͗3Ϭ
Zooŵ
Chairs

/ntegrateĚ West Manageŵent /
ƵĚiŵaǆ
ZicharĚ . ^iŬora ;onnͬDͿ͕ Megha WaraũƵlee ;College ^taƟon͕ TyͬU^Ϳ

ϭϬ͗ϬϬʹϭϬ͗ϭϱ
O /WM /Ͳϭ

/WM coŵƉonents anĚ ƉacŬages for troƉical ǀegetable croƉs
ZangasǁaŵǇ MƵniaƉƉan ;lacŬsbƵrg͕ sͬU^Ϳ

ϭϬ͗ϭϱʹϭϬ͗3Ϭ
O /WM /ͲϮ

 shiŌ froŵ /ntegrateĚ West Manageŵent to /ntegrateĚ CroƉ Manageŵent͗
a ŵƵlƟlocaƟon eǀalƵaƟon throƵgh farŵers͛ ƉarƟciƉatorǇ aƉƉroach
WaĚŵaǀathi ChintalaƉaƟ ;,ǇĚerabaĚͬ/EͿ

ϭϬ͗3ϬʹϭϬ͗4ϱ
O /WM /Ͳ3

DeǀeloƉing a sƵstainable Ɖest ŵanageŵent strategǇ for loǁlanĚ brassica
ƉroĚƵcƟon sǇsteŵs in sia
^riniǀasan ZaŵasaŵǇ ;^hanhƵaͬTWͿ

ϭϬ͗4ϱʹϭϭ͗ϬϬ
O /WM /Ͳ4

FielĚ tesƟng of /WMͲbaseĚ croƉƉing sǇsteŵs ʹ a ĚiǀersitǇ of eǆƉeriŵental
aƉƉroaches in ƵroƉe
MƵnierͲ:olain Eicolas ;DiũonͬFZͿ

ϭϭ͗ϬϬʹϭϭ͗ϭϱ
O /WM /Ͳϱ

/ŵƉleŵentaƟon of Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon in ǀineǇarĚs of the ^arŦgƂl District͕
Manisa͕ TƵrŬeǇ
hŵet UlƵĚag ;Dƺǌce͕ anaŬŬaleͬTZͿ

ϭϭ͗ϭϱʹϭϭ͗3Ϭ
O /WM /Ͳ6

The ĚeǀeloƉŵent of a Ɖrotocol for nonͲtarget risŬ assessŵent stƵĚies ǁith
^ƉŽĚŽƉƚĞƌĂĞǆĞŵƉƚĂ anĚ t ŵaiǌe
ZeǇnarĚt rasŵƵs ;WotchefstrooŵͬͿ

ϭϬ͗ϭϱʹϭϭ͗4ϱ
Zooŵ
Chairs

Microbioŵes
>ectƵre ,all 
<ornelia ^ŵalla ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ͕ FrieĚeriŬe Trognitǌ ;TƵllnͬTͿ

ϭϬ͗ϭϱʹϭϬ͗3Ϭ
O M/C ϭ

EeeĚle ŵicrofƵngi froŵ Picea glauca froŵ a boreal treeline ecotone
ĚisƉlaǇ Ěiīerent bioĚiǀersitǇ ƉaƩerns betǁeen a Ěense forest stanĚ anĚ
nearbǇ scaƩereĚ trees aboǀe the Ɵŵberline ǁith ƉotenƟal resƉonses to
longͲterŵ groǁth ĚǇnaŵics of the trees
MarƟn Unterseher ;'reifsǁalĚͬDͿ

ϳϵ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ WeĚnesĚaǇ͕ Ϯ6 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϬ͗3ϬʹϭϬ͗4ϱ
O M/C Ϯ

The Ɖossible Ƶse of ,>ͲƉriŵing in croƉ ƉrotecƟon
Ěaŵ ^chiŬora ;'iessenͬDͿ

ϭϬ͗4ϱʹϭϭ͗ϬϬ
O M/C 3

The enĚoƉhǇƟc coŵŵƵnitǇ froŵ seǀeral ǁheat accessions characteriǌeĚ
bǇ Ěiīerent longeǀitǇ of their seeĚs
FrieĚeriŬe Trognitǌ ;TƵllnͬTͿ

ϭϭ͗ϬϬʹϭϭ͗ϭϱ
O M/C 4

Taǆonoŵic analǇses of ŵicrobial coŵŵƵniƟes in storeĚ sƵgar beets
Ƶsing highͲthroƵghƉƵt aŵƉlicon seƋƵencing of Ěiīerent ŵarŬer genes
^ebasƟan >iebe ;'oeƫngenͬDͿ

ϭϭ͗ϭϱʹϭϭ͗3Ϭ
O M/C ϱ

DiǀersitǇ of oliǀe tree fƵngal ƉhǇllosƉhere anĚ their inŇƵence in tolerance
to Oliǀe leaf sƉot ;O>^Ϳ
Teresa 'oŵes ;raganĕaͬWTͿ

ϭϭ͗3Ϭʹϭϭ͗4ϱ
O M/C 6

Zhiǌobacterial coŵŵƵnitǇ strƵctƵre in MahiŬeng rhiǌosƉheric soil anĚ
associateĚ Ɖlant groǁth ƉroŵoƟng ƉotenƟal
OlƵbƵŬola OlƵranƟ abalola ;MŵabathoͬͿ

ϭϬ͗ϭϱʹϭϭ͗4ϱ
Zooŵ
Chairs

Wlant Diseases anĚ /rrigaƟon
>ectƵre ,all 
ChƵan ,ong ;sirginia each͕ sͬU^Ϳ͕ Walter WohanŬa ;'eisenheiŵͬDͿ

ϭϬ͗ϭϱʹϭϬ͗3Ϭ
O /ZZ ϭ

ƵilĚing croƉ health into ǁater recǇcling sǇsteŵs
ChƵan ,ong ;sirginia each͕ sͬU^Ϳ

ϭϬ͗3ϬʹϭϬ͗4ϱ
O /ZZ Ϯ

Werŵanence in arƟĮcial soils anĚ transŵission throƵgh irrigaƟon of
CƵcƵŵber green ŵoƩle ŵosaic ǀirƵs in cƵcƵŵber croƉs
DirŬ :anssen ;>a Moũoneraͬ^Ϳ

ϭϬ͗4ϱʹϭϭ͗ϬϬ
O /ZZ 3

WotenƟal of electrolǇƟc ĚisinfecƟon of nƵtrient solƵƟon to haŵƉer
ĚisƉersal of Ɖlant Ɖathogens
MarƟna anĚte ;erlinͬDͿ

ϭϭ͗ϬϬʹϭϭ͗ϭϱ
O /ZZ 4

Water Ěisinfestants interacƟng ǁith nƵtrient solƵƟons anĚ sƵbstrates
Zosa ZaƵĚales ;^torrs͕ CTͬU^Ϳ

ϭϭ͗ϭϱʹϭϭ͗3Ϭ
O /ZZ ϱ

WracƟcal iŵƉroǀeŵents to sloǁ sanĚ ĮltraƟon for cleaning recǇcleĚ
irrigaƟon ǁater
TiŵothǇ WeƫƩ ;WorcesterͬU<Ϳ

8Ϭ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ WeĚnesĚaǇ͕ Ϯ6 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϭ͗3Ϭʹϭϭ͗4ϱ
O /ZZ 6

/nteracƟons betǁeen organic anĚ inorganic ǁater ƋƵalitǇ Ɖaraŵeters
anĚ WǇƚŚŝƵŵƵůƟŵƵŵ in greenhoƵse irrigaƟon sǇsteŵs
eatriǆ lsaniƵs ;lnarƉͬ^Ϳ

ϭϬ͗3ϬʹϭϮ͗ϬϬ
Zooŵ
Chairs

Wrecision Farŵing
>ectƵre ,all C
ZeinharĚ FrieƘleben ;Monheiŵ a. Z.ͬDͿ͕ ManfreĚ ZƂƩele ;<anĚernͬDͿ

ϭϬ͗3ϬʹϭϬ͗4ϱ
O FZM ϭ

/ntelligent sƉraǇ sǇsteŵ ĚeǀeloƉŵent anĚ eǀalƵaƟon in Oregon ƉroĚƵcƟon
Zobin ZoseƩa ;Ƶrora͕ />ͬU^Ϳ

ϭϬ͗4ϱʹϭϭ͗ϬϬ
O FZM Ϯ

/nŇƵence of Ěiīerent sƉraǇing Ɖaraŵeters on the sƉraǇ liƋƵiĚ nƵrserǇ
ĚistribƵƟon of sƉraǇers in ǀerƟcal croƉs
:ens <arl Wegener ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ

ϭϭ͗ϬϬʹϭϭ͗ϭϱ
O FZM 3

n oƉƟŵiǌeĚ gaƉ ĚetecƟon anĚ sǁitching sǇsteŵ ;'D^Ϳ to reĚƵce
the aŵoƵnt of Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon ƉroĚƵcts ;WWWͿ in orcharĚs
Tanũa Welǌer ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ

ϭϭ͗ϭϱʹϭϭ͗3Ϭ
O FZM 4

WesƟciĚe aƉƉlicaƟon anĚ Ěeǁfall ʹ froŵ basic research toǁarĚs a
ƉracƟcal aƉƉroach
,eiŬe FrƂschle͕ ^tefan <iefer ;,asbergenͲ'asteͬDͿ

ϭϭ͗3Ϭʹϭϭ͗4ϱ
O FZM ϱ

DeǀeloƉŵent anĚ ĮelĚ test of a Ěirect inũecƟon sǇsteŵ ǁithoƵt ĚelaǇ
Ɵŵes for siteͲsƉeciĮc ƉesƟciĚe aƉƉlicaƟon
Mathias <rebs ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ

ϭϭ͗4ϱʹϭϮ͗ϬϬ
O FZM 6

Zesearch anĚ ĚeǀeloƉŵent of Ɖrecision Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon in China
Ming >i ;eiũingͬCEͿ

ϭϬ͗3ϬʹϭϮ͗ϬϬ
Zooŵ
Chairs

,erbiciĚe Zesistance
>ectƵre ,all D
>ena Ulber ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ͕ ǀgenia Dor ;Zaŵat zishaǇͬ/>Ϳ

ϭϬ͗3ϬʹϭϬ͗4ϱ
O ,Z ϭ

,erbiciĚeͲresistant ǁeeĚs ʹ a global threat to sƵstainable farŵing
arƵch ZƵbin ;Zehoǀotͬ/>Ϳ

ϭϬ͗4ϱʹϭϭ͗ϬϬ
O ,Z Ϯ

/nŇƵence of Ɵllage sǇsteŵs anĚ herbiciĚe regiŵes on ƉoƉƵlaƟon ĚǇnaŵics
anĚ resistance eǀolƵƟon of blacŬgrass ;ůŽƉĞĐƵƌƵƐŵǇŽƐƵƌŽŝĚĞƐͿ͗
ƉresentaƟon of a long terŵ ĮelĚ trial //
DirŬ <erlen ;>angenfelĚͬDͿ

8ϭ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ WeĚnesĚaǇ͕ Ϯ6 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϭ͗ϬϬʹϭϭ͗ϭϱ
O ,Z 3

Zesistance of ŵŵĂŶŶŝĂĂƌĞŶĂƌŝĂ to bensƵlfƵronͲŵethǇl anĚ its
coŵƉeƟƟon ǁith ƉaĚĚǇ rice
:inǁen hƵ ;,angǌhoƵͬCEͿ

ϭϭ͗ϭϱʹϭϭ͗3Ϭ
O ,Z 4

Eeǆt generaƟon seƋƵencing baseĚ aƉƉroach to reǀeal nonͲTargetͲsite
herbiciĚe resistance ŵechanisŵs
ZolanĚ eīa ;FranŬfƵrt a. M.ͬDͿ

ϭϭ͗3Ϭʹϭϭ͗4ϱ
O ,Z ϱ

 genoŵe aƉƉroach for ƵnĚerstanĚing herbiciĚe resistance anĚ ĚeǀeloƉing
neǁ herbiciĚes
>ongũiang Fan ;,angǌhoƵͬCEͿ

ϭϭ͗4ϱʹϭϮ͗ϬϬ
O ,Z 6

/ntegrateĚ ǁeeĚ ŵanageŵent in the northern grain region of Ƶstralia
hagirath ChaƵhan ;TooǁooŵbaͬUͿ

ϭϭ͗3Ϭʹϭϱ͗ϬϬ
>ocaƟon

Catering >Ƶnch reaŬs
ForecoƵrt

ϭϮ͗ϬϬͲϭ3͗ϭϱ
Zooŵ
Chairs

Ƶthor WorŬshoƉ for ǇoƵng scienƟsts Ͳ ,oǁ to ƉƵblish Θ reǀieǁ
>ectƵre ,all D
,elen ,abernicŬel ;erlinͬDͿ͕ Daniel ^taeŵŵler ;erlinͬDͿ

ϭ3͗ϬϬʹϭ4͗3Ϭ
Zooŵ
Chairs

/ntegrateĚ West Manageŵent //
ƵĚiŵaǆ
^riniǀasan ZaŵasaŵǇ ;^hanhƵaͬTWͿ͕ leŌherios C. Tũaŵos ;thensͬ'ZͿ

ϭ3͗ϬϬʹϭ3͗ϭϱ
O /WM //Ͳϭ

Managing ǁilĚ ƵngƵlates in forest ecosǇsteŵs ʹ goals anĚ ŵethoĚs
:ensͲUlrich Wolster ;TharanĚtͬDͿ

ϭ3͗ϭϱʹϭ3͗3Ϭ
O /WM //ͲϮ

WroĚƵcƟon of ǀegetables on Zice ^traǁ ales in gǇƉt saǀing in soil
ƉesƟcises͕ ǁater anĚ ferƟliǌers
Monir M. l ,Ƶsseini ;Cairoͬ'Ϳ

ϭ3͗3Ϭʹϭ3͗4ϱ
O /WM //Ͳ3

/ntegrateĚ croƉƉing sǇsteŵs aƉƉroach to arthroƉoĚ Ɖest ŵanageŵent
in Teǆas coƩon
Megha WaraũƵlee ;>ƵbbocŬ͕ TyͬU^Ϳ

ϭ3͗4ϱʹϭ4͗ϬϬ
O /WM //Ͳ4

The inciĚence of ǁheat croǁn rot ĚeƉenĚing on soil Ɵllage anĚ croƉ
rotaƟon
irƵta anŬina ;:elgaǀaͬ>sͿ

ϭ4͗ϬϬʹϭ4͗ϭϱ
O /WM //Ͳϱ

CƵlƟǀar resistance anĚ fƵngiciĚe aƉƉlicaƟon in 'erŵan ǁinter ǁheat
in the netǁorŬ ͞Zeference farŵs Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon͟ ;ϮϬϬϳʹϮϬϭ3Ϳ
eƫna <locŬe ;<leinŵachnoǁͬDͿ

8Ϯ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ WeĚnesĚaǇ͕ Ϯ6 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭ4͗ϭϱʹϭ4͗3Ϭ
O /WM //Ͳ6

West ŵanageŵent anĚ Ɖrecision agricƵltƵre in irrigateĚ croƉs in the U^
^ilǀia ZonĚon ;,erŵiston͕ OZͬU^Ϳ

ϭ3͗ϭϱʹϭ4͗4ϱ
Zooŵ
Chairs

nĚoƉhǇtes /
>ectƵre ,all 
nant Watel ;ielefelĚͬDͿ͕ ^tefan siĚal ;'oeƫngenͬDͿ

ϭ3͗ϭϱʹϭ3͗3Ϭ
O ED /Ͳϭ

ssessŵent of enĚoƉhǇƟc bacteria ĚiǀersitǇ in oliǀe tree ʹ a search for
biocontrol agents against serƟcilliƵŵ ǁilt
Diogo Mina ;raganĕaͬWTͿ

ϭ3͗3Ϭʹϭ3͗4ϱ
O ED /ͲϮ

Wersistent fƵngal root enĚoƉhǇtes isolateĚ froŵ a ǁilĚ barleǇ sƉecies
sƵƉƉress seeĚͲborne infecƟons in a barleǇ cƵlƟǀar
rian MƵrƉhǇ ;DƵblinͬ/Ϳ

ϭ3͗4ϱʹϭ4͗ϬϬ
O ED /Ͳ3

eloǁ anĚ aboǀe groƵnĚ beneĮcial eīects of a root associateĚ
&ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵŽǆǇƐƉŽƌƵŵ enĚoƉhǇte
ZicharĚ . ^iŬora ;onnͬDͿ

ϭ4͗ϬϬʹϭ4͗ϭϱ
O ED /Ͳ4

^creening of ǁheat enĚoƉhǇtes against FƵsariƵŵ heaĚ blight
Morgane CoŵbǇ ;Waris͕ Eogent sƵr ^eine͕ ZeiŵsͬFZͿ

ϭ4͗ϭϱʹϭ4͗3Ϭ
O ED /Ͳϱ

ǀalƵaƟon of biological control strategies against soilborne
Ɖathogens ʹ froŵ lab eǆƉeriŵentaƟon to farŵing inĚƵstrǇ aƉƉlicaƟon
ƉaŵeinonĚas WaƉloŵatas ;thensͬ'ZͿ

ϭ4͗3Ϭʹϭ4͗4ϱ
O ED /Ͳ6

ƩeŵƉts to biologicallǇ control &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ,eaĚ light of ǁheat anĚ
the associateĚ trichothecenes
bbas lͲ,asan ;^tƵƩgartͬDͿ

ϭ3͗ϭϱʹϭ4͗4ϱ
Zooŵ
Chairs

/nsecƟciĚes /
>ectƵre ,all 
Zalf EaƵen ;Monheiŵ a. Z.ͬDͿ͕ nastasia TsagŬaraŬoƵ ;,eraŬlionͬ'ZͿ

ϭ3͗ϭϱʹϭ3͗3Ϭ
O /E^ /Ͳϭ

ToǁarĚs ƉroĚƵcƟon of acƟǀe bioinsecƟciĚes ǁith Ɖlant cell cƵltƵres
anĚ enĚoƉhǇtes froŵ ǌĂĚŝƌĂĐŚƚĂŝŶĚŝĐĂ
Weter ^Ɖieth ;ielefelĚͬDͿ

ϭ3͗3Ϭʹϭ3͗4ϱ
O /E^ /ͲϮ

ǀalƵaƟon of a botanical insecƟciĚe for the control of the ŵaũor cocoa
insect Ɖest͕ ^ĂŚůďĞƌŐĞůůĂƐŝŶŐƵůĂƌŝƐ ,agl ;ϭ8ϵϱͿ ,eŵiƉtera ʹ MiriĚae aroƵnĚ
OnĚo Toǁn͕ Eigeria
Oŵolara ǁe ;OnĚoͬE'Ϳ

83

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ WeĚnesĚaǇ͕ Ϯ6 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭ3͗4ϱʹϭ4͗ϬϬ
O /E^ /Ͳ3

UƟliǌaƟon of salicǇlic aciĚ for the control of WoĚ ^ƵcŬing Ƶg͕ ůĂǀŝŐƌĂůůĂ
ƚŽŵĞŶƚŽƐŝĐŽůůŝƐ ^tal. ;,eŵiƉtera͗ CoreiĚaeͿ on foƵr ƉreͲharĚeneĚ
CoǁƉea cƵlƟǀars
ƵǁalƵ ƵĚi ;<anoͬE'Ϳ

ϭ4͗ϬϬʹϭ4͗ϭϱ
O /E^ /Ͳ4

ToǆicitǇ of ƵĐĂůǇƉƚƵƐŐůŽďƵůƵƐ anĚ ĐŚŝůůĞĂŵŝůůĞĨŽůŝƵŵ essenƟal oils anĚ
their nanoͲforŵƵlaƟons on toŵato leaf ŵiner͕ dƵƚĂĂďƐŽůƵƚĂ ;MeǇricŬͿ
Moosa ^aber ;Tabriǌͬ/ZͿ

ϭ4͗ϭϱʹϭ4͗3Ϭ
O /E^ /Ͳϱ

/nsecƟciĚal ũoint acƟon of ŵiǆtƵres of PŝƉĞƌĂĚƵŶĐƵŵ frƵit anĚ
dĞƉŚƌŽƐŝĂǀŽŐĞůŝŝ leaf eǆtracts against the Cabbage ,eaĚ CaterƉillar͕
ƌŽĐŝĚŽůŽŵŝĂƉĂǀŽŶĂŶĂ
DũoŬo Wriũono ;ogorͬ/DͿ

ϭ4͗3Ϭʹϭ4͗4ϱ
O /E^ /Ͳ6

īorts to Ƶse soŌ ƉesƟciĚes for the control of coƩon insect Ɖests in ^ƵĚan
,aǇĚer bĚelgaĚer ;WaĚ MaĚaniͬ^DͿ

ϭ3͗3Ϭʹϭϱ͗ϬϬ
Zooŵ
Chairs

Disease Monitoring
>ectƵre ,all C
:ens <arl Wegener ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ͕ richͲChrisƟan OerŬe ;onnͬDͿ

ϭ3͗3Ϭʹϭ3͗4ϱ
O D/^ ϭ

^ensing of Ɖlant Ěiseases ʹ ƉotenƟal anĚ liŵitaƟons
richͲChrisƟan OerŬe ;onnͬDͿ

ϭ3͗4ϱʹϭ4͗ϬϬ
O D/^ Ϯ

,ǇƉersƉectral iŵaging for the ĚetecƟon of Ɖlant Ěiseases in Ɖrecision
croƉ ƉrotecƟon anĚ Ɖlant ƉhenotǇƉing
nneͲ<atrin Mahlein ;onnͬDͿ

ϭ4͗ϬϬʹϭ4͗ϭϱ
O D/^ 3

Metabolite ƉroĮling anĚ hǇƉersƉectral iŵaging of sƵgar beet
genotǇƉes resƉonĚing to fƵngal Ɖathogen ĞƌĐŽƐƉŽƌĂďĞƟĐŽůĂ
EaĚũa rens ;'aterslebenͬDͿ

ϭ4͗ϭϱʹϭ4͗3Ϭ
O D/^ 4

The iŵƉact of infecteĚ sƉiŬelet ƉosiƟon on the eƉiĚeŵiologǇ of
&ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ heaĚ blight ;F,Ϳ eǀalƵateĚ bǇ /ZͲtherŵograƉhǇ
li l Masri ;onnͬDͿ

ϭ4͗3Ϭʹϭ4͗4ϱ
O D/^ ϱ

Eeǁ aƉƉroaches for reŵote reaĚing the inforŵaƟon on the
heterogeneitǇ of the ĚistribƵƟon of ǁeeĚs in the areas of the ĮelĚ for
a Ěiscrete aƉƉlicaƟon of Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon ƉroĚƵcts
natolǇ >Ǉsoǀ ;^aint WetersbƵrgͬZUͿ
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^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ WeĚnesĚaǇ͕ Ϯ6 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭ4͗4ϱʹϭϱ͗ϬϬ
O D/^ 6

Monitoring of chestnƵt health conĚiƟon Ƶsing an UnŵanneĚ erial sehicle
>Ƶis MarƟns ;sila ZealͬWTͿ

ϭ3͗3Ϭʹϭϱ͗ϬϬ
Zooŵ
Chairs

,erbiciĚes
>ectƵre ,all D
^hƵnũi <ƵroŬaǁa ;TsƵŬƵbaͬ:WͿ͕ ZolanĚ eīa ;FranŬfƵrt a. M.ͬDͿ

ϭ3͗3Ϭʹϭ3͗4ϱ
O ,Z ϭ

'lǇƉhosateͲƵse in Eorth 'erŵan arable farŵing Ěiīers regionallǇ
^abine nĚert ;ZostocŬͬDͿ

ϭ3͗4ϱʹϭ4͗ϬϬ
O ,Z Ϯ

gronoŵic conseƋƵences of 'lǇƉhosate Ƶse ʹ ĮelĚ anĚ farŵ stƵĚies
froŵ 'erŵanǇ
,orst ^teinŵann ;'oeƫngenͬDͿ

ϭ4͗ϬϬʹϭ4͗ϭϱ
O ,Z 3

DetoǆiĮcaƟon of chloroacetaŵiĚe herbiciĚe ŵetaǌachlor anĚ its relaƟon
ǁith shortͲ anĚ longͲterŵ traĚeͲoī in ǇielĚ anĚ ƋƵalitǇ of rassica
,anne sercaŵƉt ;DieƉenbeeŬͬͿ

ϭ4͗ϭϱʹϭ4͗3Ϭ
O ,Z 4

DeǀeloƉŵent of an herbiciĚe resistant toŵato bǇ ŵƵtagenesis
techniƋƵes
ǀgenia Dor ;Zaŵat zishaiͬ/>Ϳ

ϭ4͗3Ϭʹϭ4͗4ϱ
O ,Z ϱ

Eoǀel herbiciĚes froŵ soŵe Ɖlant essenƟal oils͗ cƟǀitǇ͕ cheŵical
consƟtƵents anĚ ŵoĚe of acƟon
DaiǌǇ Zani aƟsh ;ChanĚigarhͬ/EͿ

ϭ4͗4ϱʹϭϱ͗ϬϬ
O ,Z 6

C4 Ɖlant selecƟǀe herbiciĚes ʹ a neǁ aƉƉroach to coŵbat C4 ǁeeĚs
of arable croƉs
OrtrƵĚ :ćcŬ ;:ƵelichͬDͿ

ϭϱ͗ϬϬʹϭ6͗3Ϭ
Zooŵ
Chairs

/ntegrateĚ West Manageŵent ///
ƵĚiŵaǆ
hŵet UlƵĚag ;DƺǌceͬTZͿ͕ irƵta anŬina ;:elgaǀaͬ>sͿ

ϭϱ͗ϬϬʹϭϱ͗ϭϱ
O /WM ///Ͳϭ

nǀironŵentallǇ frienĚlǇ aƉƉle frƵits ŵanageŵent sǇsteŵ
lŵa saliƵƓŬaitĦ ;abtaiͬ>TͿ

ϭϱ͗ϭϱʹϭϱ͗3Ϭ
O /WM ///ͲϮ

The Ƶse of the natƵral ǀolaƟle coŵƉoƵnĚ to ŵanage the Ɖear ƉsǇlla
ĂĐŽƉƐǇůůĂ bidens ;aƵlcͿ in coŵŵercial Ɖear trees
MǁafaƋ /bĚah ;Zaŵat zishaǇͬ/>Ϳ

8ϱ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ WeĚnesĚaǇ͕ Ϯ6 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϱ͗3Ϭʹϭϱ͗4ϱ
O /WM ///Ͳ3

The eīecƟǀeness of an integrateĚ aƉƉroach in controlling leaf anĚ
ear Ěiseases in ǁinter ǁheat
Marian Wiǁart ;OlsǌtǇnͬW>Ϳ

ϭϱ͗4ϱʹϭ6͗ϬϬ
O /WM ///Ͳ4

īecƟǀeness of ŵanageŵent ƉracƟces on &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ ǁilt intensitǇ in
sŵallholĚer 'ros Michel banana in Costa Zica
MigƵel Dita ;:agƵariƵnaͬZͿ

ϭ6͗ϬϬʹϭ6͗ϭϱ
O /WM lllͲϱ

cologicallǇͲbaseĚ /ntegrateĚ West Manageŵent ;/WMͿ Wrograŵ for
FooĚ ^ecƵritǇ CroƉs in Central
<ariŵ MareĚia ;ast >ansing͕ M/ͬU^Ϳ

ϭ6͗ϭϱʹϭ6͗3Ϭ
O /WM ///Ͳ6

The ŵoĚel Ɖroũect ͞DeŵonstraƟon Farŵs for /ntegrateĚ West
Manageŵent͟ ʹ a sƵitable instrƵŵent for /WM iŵƉleŵentaƟon in 'erŵanǇ
nneƩ 'Ƶŵŵert ;<leinŵachnoǁͬDͿ

ϭϱ͗ϭϱʹϭ6͗4ϱ
Zooŵ
Chairs

nĚoƉhǇtes //
>ectƵre ,all 
rian MƵrƉhǇ ;DƵblinͬ/Ϳ͕ zong ChƵll :eƵn ;:eũƵͬ<WͿ

ϭϱ͗ϭϱʹϭϱ͗3Ϭ
O ED //Ͳϭ

<ill or cƵre͍ /nsights into the controǀersial interacƟon betǁeen
Paenibacillus anĚ^ĞƌƌĂƟĂ strains ǁith their host Ɖlants anĚ ǁith the
Ɖlant Ɖathogen sĞƌƟĐŝůůŝƵŵ sƉƉ.
Daria ZǇbaŬoǀa ;'raǌͬTͿ

ϭϱ͗3Ϭʹϭϱ͗4ϱ
O ED //ͲϮ

WlantͲŵeĚiateĚ eīects of soil aŵenĚŵent Ƶsing rbƵscƵlar
MǇcorrhiǌal FƵngi on ColoraĚo Ɖotato beetle
Zeŵǌi tlihan ;sanͬTZͿ

ϭϱ͗4ϱʹϭ6͗ϬϬ
O ED //Ͳ3

 root enĚoƉhǇte inĚƵces tolerance to root herbiǀorǇ in rice
Marco Cosŵe ;erlin͕ 'rossbeerenͬDͿ

ϭ6͗ϬϬʹϭ6͗ϭϱ
O ED //Ͳ4

The enĚofƵngal bacteriƵŵ ZŚŝǌŽďŝƵŵ raĚiobacter ZrF4 coloniǌes
Ɖlant roots anĚ inĚƵces groǁth anĚ health inĚeƉenĚentlǇ of its
fƵngal host WŝƌŝĨŽƌŵŽƐƉŽƌĂŝŶĚŝĐĂ
<arlͲ,einǌ <ogel ;'iessenͬDͿ

ϭ6͗ϭϱʹϭ6͗3Ϭ
O ED //Ͳϱ

īect of ChitooligosacchariĚes ǁith Ěiīerent Ěegrees of cetǇlaƟon
on ǁheat seeĚlings ƵnĚer salt stress
Yin zƵŬƵn ;YingĚaoͬCEͿ
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^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ WeĚnesĚaǇ͕ Ϯ6 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭ6͗3Ϭʹϭ6͗4ϱ
O ED //Ͳ6

ǀalƵaƟon of noǀel fƵngal forŵƵlaƟons ;DĞƚĂƌŚŝǌŝƵŵďƌƵŶŶĞƵŵͿ anĚ
botanicals ;EeeŵͿ in an ͞ƩractͲanĚͲ<ill strategǇ͟ ƵnĚer ĮelĚ anĚ
laboratorǇ conĚiƟons targeƟng ǁireǁorŵs
FraƵŬe Maeǀers ;'oeƫngenͬDͿ

ϭϱ͗ϭϱʹϭ6͗4ϱ
Zooŵ
Chairs

/nsecƟciĚes //
>ectƵre ,all 
Desiree :aŬobsͲ^chƂnǁanĚt ;ielefelĚͬDͿ͕ DũoŬo Wriũono ;ogorͬ/DͿ

ϭϱ͗ϭϱʹϭϱ͗3Ϭ
O /E^ //Ͳϭ

/ntegrateĚ West Manageŵent ;/WMͿ in 'rain >egƵŵes ʹ an ƵƉĚate in sia
Zanga Zao ' s ;,ǇĚerabaĚͬ/EͿ

ϭϱ͗3Ϭʹϭϱ͗4ϱ
O /E^ //ͲϮ

 lanĚscaƉe leǀel ŵonitoring stƵĚǇ eǀalƵaƟng the risŬs ƉoseĚ bǇ
neonicoƟnoiĚ ĚresseĚ oilseeĚ raƉe to three hǇŵenoƉteran Ɖollinator
sƉecies
:ƺrgen <eƉƉler ; a. Z.ͬDͿ

ϭϱ͗4ϱʹϭ6͗ϬϬ
O /E^ //Ͳ3

/nsecƟciĚe resistance ŵechanisŵs anĚ ŵanageŵent in ŵaũor Ɖests
of ǀegetable croƉs
nastasia TsagŬaraŬoƵ ;,eraŬlionͬ'ZͿ

ϭ6͗ϬϬʹϭ6͗ϭϱ
O /E^ //Ͳ4

^iĚeͲeīects of ƉesƟciĚes on nonͲtarget organisŵs ʹ ϭͲ /n gǇƉƟan
coƩon ĮelĚs
hŵeĚ lͲ,eneiĚǇ ;'iǌaͬ'Ϳ

ϭ6͗ϭϱʹϭ6͗3Ϭ
O /E^ //Ͳϱ

īect of eŵaŵecƟn benǌoate anĚ sƉinosaĚ on soŵe biological
Ɖaraŵeters of the ŚƌǇƐŽƉĞƌůĂĐĂƌŶĞĂ ;^teƉhensͿ ;ChrǇsoƉiĚaeͿ
Moosa ^aber ;Tabriǌͬ/ZͿ

ϭ6͗3Ϭʹϭ6͗4ϱ
O /E^ //Ͳ6

Monitoring of acariciĚe resistance baseĚ on ZCs anĚ Y^ ŵethoĚs for
aĚaƉƟǀe ŵanageŵent in dĞƚƌĂŶǇĐŚƵƐƵƌƟĐĂĞ <och
DeoŬ ,o <ǁon ;^eoƵlͬ<ZͿ

ϭϱ͗3Ϭʹϭϳ͗ϬϬ
Zooŵ
Chairs

Diagnosis
>ectƵre ,all C
MarƟn Unterseher ;'reifǁalĚͬDͿ͕ ^Ƶsanne ǀon argen ;erlinͬDͿ

ϭϱ͗3Ϭʹϭϱ͗4ϱ
O D/ ϭ

ͲFast >/^ ʹ a neǁlǇ ĚeǀeloƉeĚ >/^ techniƋƵe alloǁing large
scale tesƟng in tǁo hoƵrs
WƵlf Menǌel ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ

8ϳ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ WeĚnesĚaǇ͕ Ϯ6 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϱ͗4ϱʹϭ6͗ϬϬ
O D/ Ϯ

 case stƵĚǇ of FD anĚ E ƉhǇtoƉlasŵa ǀariabilitǇ in CroaƟa͗
ŵƵlƟgene seƋƵence analǇsis aƉƉroach
MarƟna ^erƵga MƵsic ;agrebͬ,ZͿ

ϭ6͗ϬϬʹϭ6͗ϭϱ
O D/ 3

DeǀeloƉŵent of ŵƵlƟƉleǆ WCZ anĚ ƋWCZ assaǇs for raƉiĚ͕ accƵrate
anĚ reliable ĚetecƟon anĚ ĚiīerenƟaƟon of select agent strains of
ZĂůƐƚŽŶŝĂƐŽůĂŶĂĐĞĂƌƵŵ
Yi ,Ƶang ;eltsǀille͕ MDͬU^Ϳ

ϭ6͗ϭϱʹϭ6͗3Ϭ
O D/ 4

Use of ĚroƉlet Ěigital WCZ anĚ TaƋMan assaǇs for the ĚetecƟon anĚ
absolƵte ƋƵanƟĮcaƟon of WĞŶŝĐŝůůŝƵŵǀĞƌƌƵĐŽƐƵŵ in cereal grain
Toŵ 'rćfenhan ;WinniƉegͬCͿ

ϭ6͗3Ϭʹϭ6͗4ϱ
O D/ ϱ

ZhabĚocline neeĚle cast ʹ ŵost recent inǀesƟgaƟons on fƵngal
ĚistribƵƟon anĚ geneƟc ǀariaƟon of Rhabdocline pseudotsugae ^ǇĚoǁ
<risƟn Morgenstern ;TharanĚtͬDͿ

ϭ6͗4ϱʹϭϳ͗ϬϬ
O D/ 6

The earlǇ ĚetecƟon of ZeĚ Walŵ Weeǀil ;ZWWͿ in infesteĚ Date Walŵ
Trees ʹ a neǁ ŵolecƵlar anĚ Ɖroteoŵic baseĚ aƉƉroach for its
ĚetecƟon anĚ control
:aŵ Eaǌeer hŵaĚ ;FaisalabaĚͬW<Ϳ

ϭϱ͗3Ϭʹϭϳ͗ϬϬ
Zooŵ
Chairs

/WM CoŵƉonents
>ectƵre ,all D
Wer <ƵĚsŬ ;^lagelseͬD<Ϳ͕ MarƟn ,oŵŵes ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ

ϭϱ͗3Ϭʹϭϱ͗4ϱ
O /CO ϭ

cological engineering aƉƉroach for rice insect Ɖest ŵanageŵent
in China
engͲZong ,U ;,angǌhoƵͬCEͿ

ϭϱ͗4ϱʹϭ6͗ϬϬ
O /CO Ϯ

͞>Ƶre anĚ <ill͕͟ ͞^tress anĚ <ill͟ ʹ innoǀaƟǀe control strategies for
herbiǀoroƵs Ɖests
^tefan siĚal ;'oeƫngenͬDͿ

ϭ6͗ϬϬʹϭ6͗ϭϱ
O /CO 3

Wheroŵone blenĚ analǇsis anĚ crossͲaƩracƟon aŵong
geograƉhicallǇͲĚiīerent DĂƌƵĐĂǀŝƚƌĂƚĂ ƉoƉƵlaƟons
^tefanie ^chlćger ;erlinͬDͿ
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^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ WeĚnesĚaǇ͕ Ϯ6 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭ6͗ϭϱʹϭ6͗3Ϭ
O /CO 4

ZeƉellencǇ eīects of ŵethǇl eƵgenol on rice Ɖests anĚ their ƉreĚators
ƵǇƵng ,aĚi ;>os anosͬW,Ϳ

ϭ6͗3Ϭʹϭ6͗4ϱ
O /CO ϱ

ƵtoŵateĚ insect ŵonitoring ʹ ǁhat ǁe learneĚ so far
Mateũ ^tefancic ;,rƵseǀũeͬ^/Ϳ

ϭ6͗4ϱʹϭϳ͗ϬϬ
O /CO 6

Digital Ɖests ŵonitoring in cole croƉs ;ƌĂƐƐŝĐĂŽůĞƌĂĐĞĂͿ
Eelli ZeŵƉeͲsesƉerŵann ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ

ϭϵ͗ϬϬʹϬϬ͗ϬϬ
>ocaƟon

Conference Dinner
otanical 'arĚens ;see Ɖage 3ϳͿ

8ϵ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ ThƵrsĚaǇ͕ Ϯϳ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
Ϭ8͗3ϬʹϬϵ͗3Ϭ
Zooŵ
Chair

WlenarǇ <eǇnote ʹ ^ocial sƉects anĚ CoͲoƉeraƟons
ƵĚiŵaǆ
Marlene DieŬŵann ;onnͬDͿ

Ϭ8͗3ϬʹϬϵ͗3Ϭ
<E 4

^ocial ƉarƟciƉaƟon ʹ ŬeǇ factor for fooĚ secƵritǇ anĚ rƵral ĚeǀeloƉŵent
Christel WellerͲMolongƵa ;schbornͬDͿ

ϭϬ͗ϬϬʹϭϭ͗3Ϭ
Zooŵ
Chairs

TechnologǇ Transfer
ƵĚiŵaǆ
MahenĚra WrataƉ ^riǀastaǀa ;,arǇanaͬ/EͿ
Eoah nthonǇ Whiri ;Eairobiͬ<Ϳ

ϭϬ͗ϬϬʹϭϬ͗ϭϱ
O TTZ ϭ

TǁentǇ Ǉears of eǆƉerience of the /WM Wheat MoĚel in Eorthern
'erŵanǇ ;^chlesǁigͲ,olsteinͿ
Tiŵ irr ;<ielͬDͿ

ϭϬ͗ϭϱʹϭϬ͗3Ϭ
O TTZ 3

The changing role of science in soil anĚ Ɖlant health eǆtension Ɖrograŵs
Catherine oƩa ;enallaͬUͿ

ϭϬ͗3ϬʹϭϬ͗4ϱ
O TTZ 4

ŵƉoǁering farŵers to reĚƵce ƉesƟciĚe risŬs in sia
:an Willeŵ <etelaar ;angŬoŬͬT,Ϳ

ϭϬ͗4ϱʹϭϭ͗ϬϬ
O TTZ ϱ

/ncreasing groǁer aǁareness anĚ ŵonitoring sƉreaĚ of ,ĞƚĞƌŽĚĞƌĂ
ŐůǇĐŝŶĞƐin Eorth DaŬota͕ U^
^aŵƵel MarŬell ;Fargo͕ EDͬU^Ϳ

ϭϭ͗ϬϬʹϭϭ͗ϭϱ
O TTZ 6

Toŵato groǁers͛ ƉerceƉƟon of biocontrol as a Ěriǀer for aĚoƉƟon anĚ
iŵƉroǀeĚ eǆtension serǀices
,ilĚe WƵstenberghs ;MerelbeŬeͬͿ

ϭϭ͗ϭϱʹϭϭ͗3Ϭ
O TTZ Ϯ

Wlant MeĚicine ;WhǇƟatrǇͿ͕ a UniǀersitǇ science anĚ Wlant Doctor͕
a necessarǇ Ɖrofession for the beneĮt of global agricƵltƵre͗
argƵŵents anĚ acƟons for its establishŵent
leŌherios C. Tũaŵos ;thensͬ'ZͿ

ϭϬ͗ϭϱʹϭϭ͗4ϱ
Zooŵ
Chairs

>egal /ssƵes /
>ectƵre ,all 
'erharĚ 'ƺnĚerŵann ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ͕ solŬer <aƵs ;FranŬfƵrt a. M.ͬDͿ

ϭϬ͗ϭϱʹϭϬ͗3Ϭ
O >' /Ͳϭ

UƉĚate on the iŵƉleŵentaƟon of the U legal fraŵeǁorŬ for Ɖlant
ƉrotecƟon ƉroĚƵcts
>aƵrence CorĚier ;rƵsselsͬͿ

ϵϬ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ ThƵrsĚaǇ͕ Ϯϳ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϬ͗3ϬʹϭϬ͗4ϱ
O >' /ͲϮ

ContesƟng the Ƶse of the ƉrecaƵƟonarǇ ƉrinciƉle ʹ ,oƉe oǀer eǆƉerience͍
Darren brahaŵs ;rƵsselsͬͿ

ϭϬ͗4ϱʹϭϭ͗ϬϬ
O >' /Ͳ3

ZegistraƟon of Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon ƉroĚƵcts in the U ʹ eǀalƵaƟon ǁithin
the ǌonal ƉroceĚƵre anĚ naƟonal aƵthorisaƟons
striĚ 'all ;>iŵbƵrgerhofͬDͿ

ϭϭ͗ϬϬʹϭϭ͗ϭϱ
O >' /Ͳ4

ZefƵsal of ǌonal registraƟons or ŵƵtƵal recogniƟon bǇ a naƟonal
regƵlatorǇ aƵthoritǇ ʹ legal asƉects
OrtrƵĚ <racht ;CologneͬDͿ

ϭϭ͗ϭϱʹϭϭ͗3Ϭ
O >' /Ͳϱ

^ƵitabilitǇ criteria for aƵthorisaƟon of ƉroĚƵcts for nonͲƉrofessional
Ƶsers in 'erŵanǇ ʹ inĚƵstrǇ ǀieǁ
Zegina Fischer ;FranŬfƵrt a. M.ͬDͿ

ϭϭ͗3Ϭʹϭϭ͗4ϱ
O >' /Ͳ6

WesƟciĚes for nonͲƉrofessional Ƶse ʹ inĚƵstrǇ ƉersƉecƟǀe on the
regƵlatorǇ fraŵeǁorŬ
>aƵrent Oger ;rƵsselsͬͿ

ϭϬ͗ϭϱʹϭϭ͗4ϱ
Zooŵ
Chairs

iocontrol of /nsects /
>ectƵre ,all 
ManƵele Taŵo ;CotonoƵͬ:Ϳ͕ nneƩe ,erǌ ;DarŵstaĚtͬDͿ

ϭϬ͗ϭϱʹϭϬ͗3Ϭ
O / /Ͳϭ

Wrogress anĚ Ƶses of Microbial Control in Chilean erries
nĚrĠs France ;ChillĄnͬC>Ϳ

ϭϬ͗3ϬʹϭϬ͗4ϱ
O / /ͲϮ

ĸcacǇ of Ƶsing ,ĂƌŵŽŶŝĂĂǆǇƌŝĚŝƐ ;ColeoƉtera͗ CoccinelliĚaeͿ on
DǇǌƵƐƉĞƌƐŝĐĂĞ ;,eŵiƉtera͗ ƉhiĚiĚaeͿ on ǀegetables ƵnĚer
greenhoƵse conĚiƟons
^hƵ >i͕ ;eiũingͬCEͿ

ϭϬ͗4ϱʹϭϭ͗ϬϬ
O / /Ͳ3

ǀalƵaƟons of entoŵoƉathogenic nanoͲĞĂƵǀĞƌŝĂďĂƐƐŝĂŶĂ anĚ Eano
ĞĂƵǀĞƌŝĐŝŶ against rice insect Ɖest ƵnĚer laboratorǇ anĚ ĮelĚ conĚiƟons
MagĚa ^abboƵr ;Cairoͬ'Ϳ

ϭϭ͗ϬϬʹϭϭ͗ϭϱ
O / /Ͳ4

/ŵƉroǀeĚ bioƉesƟciĚe aƉƉlicaƟon strategies for insect Ɖest ŵanageŵent
in frica
^alioƵ EiassǇ͕ ^ƵnĚaǇ Ŭesi ;Eairobiͬ<Ϳ

ϭϭ͗ϭϱʹϭϭ͗3Ϭ
O / /Ͳϱ

ncaƉsƵlaƟon of DĞƚĂƌŚŝǌŝƵŵďƌƵŶŶĞƵŵ as basis for an aƩract anĚ Ŭill
strategǇ
Michael WrǌǇŬlenŬ ;ielefelĚͬDͿ

ϵϭ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ ThƵrsĚaǇ͕ Ϯϳ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϭ͗3Ϭʹϭϭ͗4ϱ
O / /Ͳ6

nĚoƉhǇƟc entoŵoƉathogenic fƵngi for biological croƉ ƉrotecƟon͗
noǀel integrateĚ ferŵentaƟon anĚ forŵƵlaƟon strategies
siǀien <rell ;ielefelĚͬDͿ

ϭϬ͗3ϬʹϭϮ͗ϬϬ
Zooŵ
Chairs

Digital Technologies
>ectƵre ,all C
'eoī Eorton ;risbaneͬUͿ͕ nneͲ<atrin Mahlein ;onnͬDͿ

ϭϬ͗3ϬʹϭϬ͗4ϱ
O D/' ϭ

Digital technologies for Ěiagnosing insect Ɖest͕ Ěisease anĚ ǁeeĚ Ɖrobleŵs
'eoī Eorton ;risbaneͬUͿ

ϭϬ͗4ϱʹϭϭ͗ϬϬ
O D/' Ϯ

TeŵƉeratƵreͲĚeƉenĚent ageͲ sƉeciĮc ĚeŵograƉhǇ of graƉeǀine ŵoth
;Lobesia botranaͿ ;>eƉiĚoƉtera͗ TortriciĚaeͿ ʹ ũacŬŬnife ǀs. bootstraƉ
techniƋƵes
^hahǌaĚ /raniƉoƵr ;Urŵiaͬ/ZͿ

ϭϭ͗ϬϬʹϭϭ͗ϭϱ
O D/' 3

Using eŵƉirical ŬnoǁleĚge to create ĚecisionͲŵaŬing tools for ƉeanƵt
Ɖest ŵanageŵent
ZicŬ ranĚenbƵrg ;Zaleigh͕ ECͬU^Ϳ

ϭϭ͗ϭϱʹϭϭ͗3Ϭ
O D/' 4

nhancing the Ɖest iĚenƟĮcaƟon eǆƉerience throƵgh cƵstoŵͲĚesigneĚ
Ěigital ƉroĚƵcts
Terrence Walters ;Fort Collins͕ COͬU^Ϳ

ϭϭ͗3Ϭʹϭϭ͗4ϱ
O D/' ϱ

Diagnosis͕ ŵonitoring anĚ aĚǀice ʹ sŵartƉhones resƉonĚ to these
challenges of Ɖlant health
:onathan 'aƵĚin ;sillenaǀe Ě͚OrnonͬFZͿ

ϭϭ͗4ϱʹϭϮ͗ϬϬ
O D/' 6

/ŵƉroǀing inforŵaƟon Ňoǁ ǁithin the Wlantǁise Ɖrograŵŵe Ƶsing
/nforŵaƟon anĚ CoŵŵƵnicaƟon TechnologǇ
^haƵn ,obbs ;WallingforĚͬU<Ϳ

ϭϬ͗3ϬʹϭϮ͗ϬϬ
Zooŵ
Chairs

FƵngiciĚes /
>ectƵre ,all D
<laƵs ^tenǌel ;Monheiŵ a. Z.ͬDͿ͕ <eith :ones ;rƵsselsͬͿ

ϭϬ͗3ϬʹϭϬ͗4ϱ
O FUE /Ͳϭ

The forŵƵla for fƵngiciĚe sƵstainabilitǇ
ZicharĚ Oliǀer ;WerthͬUͿ

ϭϬ͗4ϱʹϭϭ͗ϬϬ
O FUE /ͲϮ

MiǆtƵres or alternaƟon͍ ssessing fƵngiciĚe anƟͲresistance strategies
:aŵes lĚerĮelĚ ;CaŵbriĚgeͬU<Ϳ

ϵϮ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ ThƵrsĚaǇ͕ Ϯϳ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϭ͗ϬϬʹϭϭ͗ϭϱ
O FUE /Ͳ3

Zesistance ŵechanisŵs to anilinoƉǇriŵiĚines fƵngiciĚes in ŽƚƌǇƟƐĐŝŶĞƌĞĂ
'abriel ^calliet ;^teinͬC,Ϳ

ϭϭ͗ϭϱʹϭϭ͗3Ϭ
O FUE /Ͳ4

DǇnaŵics of fƵngiciĚe resistant ŽƚƌǇƟƐƉoƉƵlaƟons in straǁberrǇ ĮelĚs
^abrina ZƵƉƉ ;<aiserslaƵternͬDͿ

ϭϭ͗3Ϭʹϭϭ͗4ϱ
O FUE /Ͳϱ

FƵngiciĚe resistance in cereal Ɖathogens
'erĚ ^taŵŵler ;>iŵbƵrgerhofͬDͿ

ϭϭ͗4ϱʹϭϮ͗ϬϬ
O FUE /Ͳ6

MƵlƟͲĚrƵgͲresistance ;MDZͿ in seƉtoria leaf blotch
^abine Fillinger ;ThiǀerǀalͲ'rignonͬFZͿ

ϭϭ͗3Ϭʹϭϱ͗3Ϭ
Zooŵ

^cienƟĮc ^ocieƟes EetǁorŬing MeeƟng
MeeƟng Zooŵ < /
The Ɖriŵe aiŵ of naƟonal anĚ internaƟonal Wlant WrotecƟon ^ocieƟes is to
Ɖroŵote the aƉƉlicaƟon of an integrateĚ aƉƉroach to research͕ consƵltaͲ
Ɵon anĚ ƉracƟce. The /WWC as a ƵniƋƵe internaƟonal anĚ ŵƵlƟ ĚisciƉlinarǇ
congress on all asƉects of Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon ƉroǀiĚes an iĚeal bacŬgroƵnĚ
for the ŵeeƟng of scienƟĮc socieƟes.
ZeƉresentaƟǀes of a scienƟĮc associaƟon are ǁelcoŵe to ũoin the
^cienƟĮc ^ocieƟes EetǁorŬing MeeƟng.

ϭϭ͗3Ϭʹϭϱ͗3Ϭ
>ocaƟon

Catering >Ƶnch reaŬs
ForecoƵrt

ϭ3͗ϬϬʹϭ4͗3Ϭ
>ocaƟon

Woster ^ession ///
,arnacŬhaƵs
TŽƉicƐ
ƉaŐe
Digital Technologies anĚ MoĚellingͬForecasƟng ............................ ϭ6Ϭ
Disease Monitoring anĚ Diagnosis.................................................. ϭ6Ϭ
FƵngiciĚes ....................................................................................... ϭ63
,erbiciĚes ....................................................................................... ϭ66
/nsecƟciĚes ..................................................................................... ϭ6ϳ
/ntegrateĚ West Manageŵent ......................................................... ϭϳϬ
>egal /ssƵes͕ ǆtension͕ ĚƵcaƟon ................................................. ϭϳ6
Eeǁ anĚ eŵerging Ɖests anĚ Ěiseases ........................................... ϭϳ8

ϵ3

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ ThƵrsĚaǇ͕ Ϯϳ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭ4͗3Ϭʹϭ6͗ϬϬ
Zooŵ
Chairs

C/ͬWlantǁise
ƵĚiŵaǆ
Ulrich <Ƶhlŵann ;DeleŵontͬC,Ϳ
:osĠ lberto Caraŵ Ěe ^oƵǌa Dias ;CaŵƉinasͬZͿ

ϭ4͗3Ϭʹϭ4͗4ϱ
O C/ ϭ

Wlantǁise ʹ a global alliance for Ɖlant health sƵƉƉort
Ulrich <Ƶhlŵann ;DeleŵontͬC,Ϳ

ϭ4͗4ϱʹϭϱ͗ϬϬ
O C/ Ϯ

Wlantǁise ŬnoǁleĚge banŬ ʹ a ŬeǇ croƉ Ɖest inforŵaƟon resoƵrce for
ĚeǀeloƉing coƵntries
MarǇ >ƵcǇ Oronũe ;Eairobiͬ<Ϳ

ϭϱ͗ϬϬʹϭϱ͗ϭϱ
O C/ 3

/ŵƉroǀing the naƟonal Ɖlant health sǇsteŵs of coƵntries throƵgh Ɖlant
clinics ʹ the cases of ZǁanĚa anĚ Malaǁi
Eoah nthonǇ Whiri ;Eairobiͬ<Ϳ

ϭϱ͗ϭϱʹϭϱ͗3Ϭ
O C/ 4

>essons learnt on inforŵaƟon neeĚs for Ɖlant health aĚǀisorǇ
serǀices throƵgh ŵonitoring anĚ eǀalƵaƟon anĚ Ƶse of genĚer
ĚisaggregaƟon of Ɖlant clinic Ěata
Frances Williaŵs ;Eairobiͬ<Ϳ

ϭϱ͗3Ϭʹϭϱ͗4ϱ
O C/ ϱ

/nsƟtƵƟonaliǌaƟon of Ɖlant clinics ǁithin naƟonal Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon serǀices͗
eǆƉeriences of UganĚa
<oŵaǇoŵbi ƵlegeǇa ;ntebbeͬU'Ϳ

ϭϱ͗4ϱʹϭ6͗ϬϬ
O C/ 6

Transfer of technologǇ toǁarĚs fooĚ secƵritǇ
MahenĚra W. ^riǀastaǀa ;'Ƶrgaonͬ/EͿ

ϭ4͗4ϱʹϭ6͗ϭϱ
Zooŵ
Chairs

>egal /ssƵes //
>ectƵre ,all 
ernĚ ^tein ;erlinͬDͿ͕ 'erarĚine 'arcon ;>ƵĚǁigshafen aŵ ZheinͬDͿ

ϭ4͗4ϱʹϭϱ͗ϬϬ
O >' //Ͳϭ

,aǌarĚ ǀ. ZisŬ in U Cheŵicals ZegƵlaƟon
<risƟna EorĚlanĚer ;rƵsselsͬͿ

ϭϱ͗ϬϬʹϭϱ͗ϭϱ
O >' //ͲϮ

Challenges͕ recent ĚeǀeloƉŵents anĚ neeĚ of ŵore harŵoniǌaƟon in
hƵŵan health risŬ assessŵent
:ens ^chƵbert ;erlinͬDͿ

ϭϱ͗ϭϱʹϭϱ͗3Ϭ
O >' //Ͳ3

Eeǁ aƉƉroaches anĚ beƩer harŵonisaƟon of oƉerator͕ ǁorŬer͕ bǇstanĚer
anĚ resiĚenƟal risŬ assessŵent
ClaƵĚia 'rossŬoƉf ;erlinͬDͿ

ϵ4

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ ThƵrsĚaǇ͕ Ϯϳ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϱ͗3Ϭʹϭϱ͗4ϱ
O >' //Ͳ4

Challenges anĚ conceƉts for cƵŵƵlaƟǀe risŬ assessŵent of ƉesƟciĚes
ernĚ ^tein ;erlinͬDͿ

ϭϱ͗4ϱʹϭ6͗ϬϬ
O >' //Ͳϱ

aǇer ^ǁeeƉir ʹ a conceƉt stƵĚǇ of a technologǇ for ŵiƟgaƟon of ĚƵst
eŵission ĚƵring ƉlanƟng of treateĚ seeĚs
>Ƶbos srbŬa ;Monheiŵ a. Z.ͬDͿ

ϭ6͗ϬϬʹϭ6͗ϭϱ
O >' //Ͳ6

MiƟgaƟng nǀironŵental ZisŬ for Wlant WrotecƟon WroĚƵcts ʹ resƵlts of
the ^TC MgW/ ǁorŬshoƉ
'erharĚ 'oerlitǌ ;Monheiŵ a. Z.ͬDͿ

ϭ4͗4ϱʹϭ6͗ϭϱ
Zooŵ
Chairs

iocontrol of /nsects //
>ectƵre ,all 
^alioƵ EiassǇ ;Eairobiͬ<Ϳ͕ Weter >ƺth ;MalchoǁͬDͿ

ϭ4͗4ϱʹϭϱ͗ϬϬ
O / //Ͳϭ

/ntroĚƵcƟon anĚ accliŵaƟǌaƟon of entoŵoƉhagoƵs ʹ Ɖro et contra
Eatalia eliaŬoǀa ;^aint WetersbƵrgͬZUͿ

ϭϱ͗ϬϬʹϭϱ͗ϭϱ
O / //ͲϮ

^teƉs in introĚƵcing Lathrolestes ensator͕ a Ɖarasite of the aƉƉle saǁŇǇ͕
,ŽƉůŽĐĂŵƉĂƚĞƐƚƵĚŝŶĞĂ͕ in Eorth ŵerica
Charles sincent ;^aintͲ:eanͲsƵrͲZichelieƵ͕ YƵĠbecͬCͿ

ϭϱ͗ϭϱʹϭϱ͗3Ϭ
O / //Ͳ3

nhanceŵent of natƵral eneŵies throƵgh the Ƶse of Ňoǁering
ŵeĚicinal Ɖlants in ^Ǉria
MƵstaƉha l oƵhssini ;ZabatͬMͿ

ϭϱ͗3Ϭʹϭϱ͗4ϱ
O / //Ͳ4

The stabilitǇ of classical biological control in Eeǁ ealanĚ siŵƉliĮeĚ
Ɖastoral ecosǇsteŵs
FeĚerico ToŵaseƩo ;>incolnͬEͿ

ϭϱ͗4ϱʹϭ6͗ϬϬ
O / //Ͳϱ

The role of green sƉaces in biological control of ^Ƶnn West
;ƵƌǇŐĂƐƚĞƌsƉƉ. ;^cƵtellariĚae͗ ,eteroƉteraͿͿ <onǇa Wroǀince͛ TƵrŬeǇ saŵƉle
MerǇeŵ UǇsal ;<onǇaͬTZͿ

ϭ6͗ϬϬʹϭ6͗ϭϱ
O / //Ͳ6

iological control ʹ challenges anĚ oƉƉortƵniƟes for controlling coǁƉea
insect Ɖests in West frica
ManƵele Taŵo ;CotonoƵͬ:Ϳ

ϵϱ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ ThƵrsĚaǇ͕ Ϯϳ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϱ͗ϬϬʹϭ6͗3Ϭ
Zooŵ
Chairs

MoĚellingͬForecasƟng /
>ectƵre ,all C
'ianni 'ilioli ;resciaͬ/TͿ͕ ClaǇton ,ollier ;aton ZoƵge͕ >ͬU^Ϳ

ϭϱ͗ϬϬʹϭϱ͗ϭϱ
O MF /Ͳϭ

/ŵƉleŵentaƟon the Ěecision sƵƉƉort sǇsteŵ for earlǇ ǁarning of
cƵcƵŵber Ěiseases in solar greenhoƵses
Ming >i ;eiũingͬCEͿ

ϭϱ͗ϭϱʹϭϱ͗3Ϭ
O MF /ͲϮ

Using eǆƉert ŬnoǁleĚge to esƟŵate risŬ ƉrioriƟes ʹ an organisŵ ranŬing
tool
Claire M. McDonalĚ ;WellingtonͬEͿ

ϭϱ͗3Ϭʹϭϱ͗4ϱ
O MF /Ͳ3

 coŵƉarison of tǁo ecological niche ŵoĚeling soŌǁare in ƉreĚicƟng
ƉotenƟal ĚistribƵƟon of ĐƚŽŵǇĞůŽŝƐĐĞƌĂƚŽŶŝĂ ;>eƉiĚoƉtera͗ WǇraliĚaeͿ
:aǀaneh 'harabaghi ;^hiraǌ͕ /ranͬ/ZͿ

ϭϱ͗4ϱʹϭ6͗ϬϬ
O MF /Ͳ4

rƟĮcial neƵral netǁorŬs for forecasƟng ĚeǀeloƉŵent of ǁheat Ěisease
Tagir /bragiŵoǀ ;olshie sǇaǌeŵǇͬZUͿ

ϭ6͗ϬϬʹϭ6͗ϭϱ
O MF /Ͳϱ

/ŵƉroǀing the DegreeͲĚaǇ ŵoĚel for forecasƟng >ŽĐƵƐƚĂŵŝŐƌĂƚŽƌŝĂ
ŵĂŶŝůĞŶƐŝƐ ;MeǇenͿ ;OrthoƉtera͗ criĚoiĚeaͿ
ehƵa hang͕ yiongbing TƵ ;eiũingͬCEͿ

ϭ6͗ϭϱʹϭ6͗3Ϭ
O MF /Ͳ6

MoĚeling acaĚeŵic ŬnoǁleĚge Ƶsing seŵanƟc netǁorŬs in
/ntegrateĚ West Manageŵent of cereal steŵ borers
Wierre MarƟn ;MontƉellierͬFZͿ

ϭϱ͗ϬϬʹϭ6͗3Ϭ
Zooŵ
Chairs

FƵngiciĚes //
>ectƵre ,all D
nĚǇ >eaĚbeater ;aselͬC,Ϳ͕ ZicharĚ Oliǀer ;WerthͬUͿ

ϭϱ͗ϬϬʹϭϱ͗ϭϱ
O FUE //Ͳϭ

FƵngiciĚe sensiƟǀitǇ statƵs anĚ Zesistance Manageŵent of Phakopsora
ƉĂĐŚǇƌŚŝǌŝ aŌer Įrst ĚetecƟon of Yo/ target site ŵƵtants in raǌil
nĚreas Mehl ;Monheiŵ a. Z.ͬDͿ

ϭϱ͗ϭϱʹϭϱ͗3Ϭ
O FUE //ͲϮ

DecreaseĚ sensiƟǀitǇ of Z͘ƐŽůĂŶŝ to YƵinone oƵtsiĚe inhibitor ;Yo/Ϳ
fƵngiciĚes ĚiĚ not aĚǀerselǇ iŵƉact control bǇ Yo/ anĚ other classes
of fƵngiciĚes
MohaŵeĚ <han ;Fargo͕ EDͬU^Ϳ

ϭϱ͗3Ϭʹϭϱ͗4ϱ
O FUE //Ͳ3

^olatenolΡ͕ an ^D,/ fƵngiciĚe seƫng neǁ stanĚarĚs in Ěisease control
OĚile Zaŵbach ;aselͬC,Ϳ

ϵ6

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ ThƵrsĚaǇ͕ Ϯϳ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϱ͗4ϱʹϭ6͗ϬϬ
O FUE //Ͳ4

The threat of ^ƵccinateͲDehǇĚrogenase /nhibitors ;^D,/sͿ resistance
eǀolƵƟon in cereal Ɖathogens
^tefano Torriani ;^teinͬC,Ϳ

ϭ6͗ϬϬʹϭ6͗ϭϱ
O FUE //Ͳϱ

Zeleǀance of Ɖoint ŵƵtaƟons in the target gene of ^D,/ fƵngiciĚes for
groǁing cereals
,elena ^chŵitǌ ;Monheiŵ a. Z.ͬDͿ

ϭ6͗ϭϱʹϭ6͗3Ϭ
O FUE //Ͳ6

/ŵƉact of carboǆaŵiĚe intensitǇ on Ěisease control in ǁheat anĚ ^D,/
anĚ DM/ sensiƟǀitǇ of ^. triƟci
'Ƶnter MeǇer ;>angenfelĚͬDͿ

ϭ6͗3Ϭʹϭ8͗ϬϬ
Zooŵ
Chairs

ĚƵcaƟon anĚ ^cience EetǁorŬs
ƵĚiŵaǆ
'arǇ ,ein ;>incoln͕ EͬU^Ϳ͕ leŌherios C. Tũaŵos ;thensͬ'ZͿ

ϭ6͗3Ϭʹϭ6͗4ϱ
O DU ϭ

ĚƵcaƟonal neeĚs for integrateĚ ŵanagŵent of sƵstainable
ƉroĚƵcƟon sǇsteŵs
'arǇ ,ein ;>incoln͕ EͬU^Ϳ

ϭ6͗4ϱʹϭϳ͗ϬϬ
O DU Ϯ

Froŵ the establishŵent of EDUZ to CͲ/WM ʹ the iŵƉortance of
netǁorŬing in /WM iŵƉleŵentaƟon in ƵroƉe
ntoine Messean ;ThiǀerǀalͲ'rignonͬFZͿ

ϭϳ͗ϬϬʹϭϳ͗ϭϱ
O DU 3

gronoŵic eǀalƵaƟon of /WM strategies in ƵroƉean ǁinterͲǁheat
anĚ ŵaiǌe ƉroĚƵcƟon
Wer <ƵĚsŬ ;^lagelseͬD<Ϳ

ϭϳ͗ϭϱʹϭϳ͗3Ϭ
O DU 4

conoŵic anĚ enǀironŵental eǀalƵaƟon of /WM strategies in ǁinter
ǁheat anĚ ŵaiǌe croƉƉing sǇsteŵs ;WUZ ϮϬϭϭʹϭϱͿ
^ilŬe DachbroĚtͲ^aaǇĚeh ;<leinŵachnoǁͬDͿ

ϭϳ͗3Ϭʹϭϳ͗4ϱ
O DU ϱ

MƵlƟŵeĚia instrƵcƟonal aiĚs for teaching neŵatologǇ
ĚǁarĚ Mc'aǁleǇ ;aton ZoƵge͕ >ͬU^Ϳ

ϭϳ͗4ϱʹϭ8͗ϬϬ
O DU 6

/nternaƟonal ssociaƟon for the Wlant WrotecƟon ^ciences
lǀis ,einrichs ;lacŬsbƵrg͕ sͬU^Ϳ

ϵϳ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ ThƵrsĚaǇ͕ Ϯϳ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭ6͗4ϱʹϭ8͗ϭϱ
Zooŵ
Chairs

>egal /ssƵes ///
>ectƵre ,all 
Zita >aƵterbachͲ,eŵŵann ;onnͬDͿ͕ >aƵrent Oger ;rƵsselsͬͿ

ϭ6͗4ϱʹϭϳ͗ϬϬ
O >' ///Ͳϭ

Minor Ƶses
>ƵŬasǌ WoǌniacŬi ;rƵsselsͬͿ

ϭϳ͗ϬϬʹϭϳ͗ϭϱ
O >' ///ͲϮ

Oǀerǀieǁ ũƵrisĚicƟon on WWWͲiŵƉorts in 'erŵanǇ
Weter . OƵart ;FreibƵrgͬDͿ

ϭϳ͗ϭϱʹϭϳ͗3Ϭ
O >' ///Ͳ3

ccess to regƵlatorǇ Ěata ;arhƵs transƉarencǇ rƵles for enǀironŵental
inforŵaƟonͿ
'erarĚine 'arcon ;>ƵĚǁigshafen aŵ ZheinͬDͿ

ϭϳ͗3Ϭʹϭϳ͗4ϱ
O >' ///Ͳ4

Content of anĚ eǆƉeriences ǁith the Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon ƉroĚƵcts
aĚǀerƟseŵent Ɖroǀision of rƟcle 66 of the U ZegƵlaƟon ϭϭϬϳͬϮϬϬϵ
Tiŵ 'reǀe ;,aŵbƵrgͬDͿ

ϭϳ͗4ϱʹϭ8͗ϬϬ
O >' ///Ͳϱ

DeŵarcaƟon ƉesƟciĚes of biociĚal ƉroĚƵcts
:ƵĚith ,aƵsner ;erlinͬDͿ

ϭ8͗ϬϬʹϭ8͗ϭϱ
O >' ///Ͳ6

^tate of scienƟĮc anĚ technical ŬnoǁleĚge
solŬer <aƵs ;FranfƵrt aŵ MainͬDͿ

ϭ6͗4ϱʹϭ8͗ϭϱ
Zooŵ
Chairs

iocontrol of /nsects ///
>ectƵre ,all 
MƵstaƉha l oƵhssini ;ManhaƩan͕ <^ͬU^Ϳ͕ Eora lƟer ;CanelonesͬUzͿ

ϭ6͗4ϱʹϭϳ͗ϬϬ
O / ///Ͳϭ

/nǀesƟgaƟng of ĚiǀersitǇ anĚ sƉecies richness of the ǁheat aƉhiĚs
anĚ introĚƵce of their coccinelliĚ ƉreĚators in Urŵia͕ WestͲǌerbaiũan
EoƵraĚĚin ^haǇesteh ;Urŵiaͬ/ZͿ

ϭϳ͗ϬϬʹϭϳ͗ϭϱ
O / ///ͲϮ

Can enĚoƉhǇtes be ƵseĚ ŵore eǆtensiǀelǇ for biocontrol͍
Traǀis 'lare ;>incolnͬEͿ

ϭϳ͗ϭϱʹϭϳ͗3Ϭ
O / ///Ͳ3

dƌŝĐŚŽƉƌŝĂĚƌŽƐŽƉŚŝůĂĞ ʹ a ƉotenƟallǇ sƵccessfƵl control agent of
ƌŽƐŽƉŚŝůĂƐƵǌƵŬŝŝ
Eassiŵ ŵiresŵaeili ;Milan͕ serteŵate MinoƉrio͕ /talǇͬ/TͿ

ϭϳ͗3Ϭʹϭϳ͗4ϱ
O / ///Ͳ4

,igh teŵƉeratƵre͕ Ɖlant ǁater stress anĚ Ɖerforŵance of an aƉhiĚ
ƉarasitoiĚ
<ersƟn <rƺger ;WretoriaͬͿ

ϵ8

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ ThƵrsĚaǇ͕ Ϯϳ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϳ͗4ϱʹϭ8͗ϬϬ
O / ///Ͳϱ

īect of host ƵnaǀailabilitǇ ĚƵraƟons on ƉarasiƟsŵ behaǀior of
KŽĞŶĐǇƌƚƵƐĨĞĐƵŶĚƵƐFerriere Θsoegele ;,Ǉŵ.͗ ncǇrƟĚaeͿ egg ƉarsitoiĚ
of sƵnn Ɖest
^hahǌaĚ /raniƉoƵr ;Urŵiaͬ/ZͿ

ϭ8͗ϬϬʹϭ8͗ϭϱ
O / ///Ͳ6


^ignals of signiĮcant eǀolƵƟon reǀealeĚ bǇ seƋƵence
analǇsis of intragenoŵic rDEͲ/T^Ϯ seƋƵences of ŝĂĚĞŐŵĂ
ƐĞŵŝĐůĂƵƐƵŵ ;,ǇŵenoƉtera͗ /chneƵŵoniĚaeͿ
zoƵssef bƵͲhŵaĚ ;DaŵascƵsͬ^zͿ

ϭϳ͗ϬϬʹϭ8͗3Ϭ
Zooŵ
Chairs

MoĚellingͬForecasƟng //
>ectƵre ,all C
enno <leinhenǌ ;aĚ <reƵǌnachͬDͿ͕ :ƺrgen <roschel ;>iŵaͬWͿ

ϭϳ͗ϬϬʹϭϳ͗ϭϱ
O MF //Ͳϭ

DeǀeloƉŵent anĚ ǀaliĚaƟon of enǀironŵental Ěisease ƉreĚicƟǀe
ŵoĚel for chicŬƉea blight ;ƐĐŽĐŚǇƚĂƌĂďŝĞŝͿ ƵnĚer seŵiͲariĚ
conĚiƟons
^alŵan hŵaĚ ;^argoĚha͕ WaŬistanͬW<Ϳ

ϭϳ͗ϭϱʹϭϳ͗3Ϭ
O MF //ͲϮ

ǀalƵaƟon of straǁberrǇ greǇ ŵoƵlĚ ŵanageŵent Ƶsing iMTO^Πsŵ
forecasƟng ŵoĚel
lŵa saliƵƓŬaitĦ ;abtaiͬ>TͿ

ϭϳ͗3Ϭʹϭϳ͗4ϱ
O MF //Ͳ3

iMTO^Πsŵ ŽƚƌǇƟƐĐŝŶĞƌĞĂ forecasƟng ŵoĚel harŵonisaƟon for onion
/WM
Eeringa ZasiƵŬeǀiēiƻtĦ ;abtaiͬ>TͿ

ϭϳ͗4ϱʹϭ8͗ϬϬ
O MF //Ͳ4

TaŬeͲoī Ɵŵe of the sŵall broǁn ƉlanthoƉƉer͕ >ĂŽĚĞůƉŚĂǆƐƚƌŝĂƚĞůůƵƐ
;,eŵiƉtera͗ DelƉhaciĚaeͿ in ast China
^achiǇo ^anaĚaͲMoriŵƵra ;<Ƶŵaŵotoͬ:WͿ

ϭ8͗ϬϬʹϭ8͗ϭϱ
O MF //Ͳϱ

nnƵal ǇielĚ losses associateĚ ǁith soƵthern rƵst of ŵaiǌe anĚ their
Ƶse for Ěisease ŵanageŵent Ěecisions
ClaǇton ,ollier ;aton ZoƵge͕ >ͬU^Ϳ

ϭ8͗ϭϱʹϭ8͗3Ϭ
O MF //Ͳ6

MigraƟon ƉreĚicƟon sǇsteŵs for three rice ƉlanthoƉƉers anĚ a
ǁinĚͲborne iŵŵigraƟon analǇsis sǇsteŵ for the oriental frƵit ŇǇ
Ŭira OtƵŬa ;<oshiͬ:WͿ

ϵϵ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ ThƵrsĚaǇ͕ Ϯϳ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϳ͗ϬϬʹϭ8͗3Ϭ
Zooŵ
Chairs

FƵngiciĚes ///
>ectƵre ,all D
'erĚ ^taŵŵler ;>iŵbƵrgerhof ͬDͿ͕ MohaŵeĚ <han ;Fargo͕ EDͬU^Ϳ

ϭϳ͗ϬϬʹϭϳ͗ϭϱ
O FUE ///Ͳϭ

^tƵĚǇ on fƵngiciĚeͲinĚƵceĚͬƉriŵeĚ ŵolecƵlar anĚ ƉhǇsiological
eīects on barleǇ ;,ŽƌĚĞƵŵǀƵůŐĂƌĞ >.Ϳ
DagƵang Cai ;<ielͬDͿ

ϭϳ͗ϭϱʹϭϳ͗3Ϭ
O FUE ///ͲϮ

nhance enĚogenoƵs Ɖlant Ěefenses bǇ /soƟanil͕ a neǁ resistance inĚƵcer
ChristoƉh nĚreas raƵn ;Monheiŵ a. Z.ͬDͿ

ϭϳ͗3Ϭʹϭϳ͗4ϱ
O FUE ///Ͳ3

licitor screening to Ɖrotect ǁheat against ǇŵŽƐĞƉƚŽƌŝĂƚƌŝƟĐŝ
'eralĚine >e Mire ;'eŵbloƵǆͬͿ

ϭϳ͗4ϱʹϭ8͗ϬϬ
O FUE ///Ͳ4

Cheŵical control of the late root anĚ croǁn rot in sƵgar beet caƵseĚ
bǇ ZŚŝǌŽĐƚŽŶŝĂƐŽůĂŶŝ
niŬa artholoŵćƵs ;'oeƫngenͬDͿ

ϭ8͗ϬϬʹϭ8͗ϭϱ
O FUE ///Ͳϱ

ǀalƵaƟon of a noǀel fƵngiciĚe for ŵanageŵent of WůĂƐŵŽƉĂƌĂ
halstedii on sƵnŇoǁer ;,ĞůŝĂŶƚŚƵƐĂŶŶƵƵƐͿ
ZǇan ,Ƶŵann ;Fargo͕ EDͬU^Ϳ

ϭ8͗ϭϱʹϭ8͗3Ϭ
O FUE ///Ͳ6

Controlling ^ĐůĞƌŽƟŶŝĂƐĐůĞƌŽƟŽƌƵŵ in oilseeĚ raƉe bǇ Ƶse of a
ĚroƉleg Ěeǀice
DoŵiniŬ DicŬe ;WetǌlarͬDͿ

ϭ8͗3Ϭʹϭϵ͗ϮϬ
Zooŵ
Chair

Fareǁell to erlin anĚ Welcoŵe to /nĚia ϮϬϭϵ
ƵĚiŵaǆ
ManƵele Taŵo ;CotonoƵͬ:Ϳ

ϭ8͗3Ϭʹϭ8͗4ϱ

Coŵŵents froŵ DW' WresiĚent
,olger . Deising ;,alle a. Ě. ^.ͬDͿ

ϭ8͗4ϱʹϭ8͗ϱϬ

Welcoŵe to the /nternaƟonal Congress of ntoŵologǇ /C ϮϬϭ6
lǀin ^iŵŵons ;Charleston͕ ^CͬU^Ϳ

ϭ8͗ϱϬʹϭϵ͗ϬϬ

FeeĚing the FƵtƵre͗ <eǇ challenges anĚ oƉƉortƵniƟes for Ɖlant
ƉrotecƟon scienƟsts
'eoī Eorton ;risbaneͬUͿ

ϭϵ͗ϬϬʹϭϵ͗Ϭϱ

Wassing the Congress gaǀel to the /WWC y/y organiǌers
,olger . Deising ;,alle a.Ě.^.ͬDͿ anĚ 'eoī Eorton ;risbaneͬUͿ

ϭϬϬ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ ThƵrsĚaǇ͕ Ϯϳ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϵ͗Ϭϱʹϭϵ͗ϮϬ

Welcoŵe to ,ǇĚerabaĚ͕ /nĚia͗ y/y /WWC ϮϬϭϵ
DaǀiĚ ergǀinson ;,ǇĚerabaĚͬ/EͿ

ϭϵ͗3ϬʹϮϮ͗ϬϬ

WorŬshoƉ
FƵngiciĚe Zesistance Manageŵent
ƵĚiŵaǆ
ZicharĚ Oliǀer ;WerthͬUͿ͕ nĚǇ >eaĚbeater ;aselͬC,Ϳ
^abine Fillinger ;WarisͬFZͿ

Zooŵ
Chairs

Contents
OƉen ĚiscƵssion on the folloǁing ƋƵesƟons͗
What are the best ǁaǇs to ŵaǆiŵise the ƵsefƵl life of fƵngiciĚe acƟǀes͍ ;Z. OliǀerͿ
,oǁ can inĚƵstrial anĚ acaĚeŵic scienƟsts ǁorŬ together to iŵƉroǀe ƉesƟciĚe Ƶse anĚ
sƵstainabilitǇ͍ ;^. FillingerͿ
'eƫng the ŵessage oƵt to the Ƶsers͕ consƵŵers anĚ regƵlators of fƵngiciĚes ;. >eaĚbeaterͿ
ϭϵ͗3ϬʹϮϮ͗ϬϬ
Zooŵ
Chairs

WorŬshoƉ
Manageŵent of the ^oƵth ŵerican >eafŵiner͕ dƵƚĂĂďƐŽůƵƚĂ
MeeƟng Zooŵ <ll
ZangasǁaŵǇ MƵniaƉƉan ;lacŬsbƵrg͕ sͬU^Ϳ
hŵeĚ lͲ,eneiĚǇ ;'iǌaͬ'Ϳ

ϭϵ͗3Ϭʹϭϵ͗4Ϭ

/ntroĚƵctorǇ coŵŵents

ϭϵ͗4ϬʹϮϬ͗ϬϬ

dƵƚĂĂďƐŽůƵƚĂ ʹ the last ten Ǉears of stƵĚies in rgenƟna
Watricia C. WereǇra ;>aWlataͬZͿ

ϮϬ͗ϬϬʹϮϬ͗ϮϬ

,ost Ɖlants͕ seasonal abƵnĚance anĚ natƵral eneŵies of dƵƚĂĂďƐŽůƵƚĂin
^ƵĚan
nsaf ^heiŬh /Ěris MohaŵeĚ ;<hartoƵŵ Eorthͬ^DͿ

ϮϬ͗ϮϬʹϮϬ͗4Ϭ

dƵƚĂĂďƐŽůƵƚĂ inǀasion anĚ its locallǇ recrƵiteĚ natƵral eneŵies in ^enegal
^erigne ^Ǉlla ;WarisͬFZͿ

ϮϬ͗4ϬʹϮϭ͗ϬϬ
O W^ T ϭ

/WM ƉracƟces for dƵƚĂĂďƐŽůƵƚĂ accorĚing to croƉƉing sǇsteŵs in lgeria
zaŵina 'ƵenaoƵi ;MostaganeŵͬDͿ

Ϯϭ͗ϬϬʹϮϭ͗3Ϭ

Zecent ĚeǀeloƉŵents in ŵanageŵent of dƵƚĂĂďƐŽůƵƚĂ
^haŬir lͲaiĚi ;DeesiĚeͬFlintshireͬU<Ϳ

Ϯϭ͗3ϬʹϮϮ͗ϬϬ

DiscƵssion anĚ recoŵŵenĚaƟons
ZangasǁaŵǇ MƵniaƉƉan ;lacŬsbƵrg͕ sͬU^Ϳ

ϭϬϭ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ ThƵrsĚaǇ͕ Ϯϳ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϵ͗3ϬʹϮϮ͗ϬϬ
Zooŵ
Chairs

WorŬshoƉ
ehaǀioral anĚ iological Control of ^ƟnŬ Ƶgs
>ectƵre ,all 
Un TaeŬ >iŵ͕ <en TabƵchi ;MorioŬa͕ /ǁateͬ:WͿ

ϭϵ͗3Ϭʹϭϵ͗ϱϬ
O W^ U' ϭ

WoƉƵlaƟon ĚǇnaŵics anĚ /WM of ŵiriĚ bƵgs in ŵƵlƟƉle croƉs in northern
China
,ongƋiang Feng ;hengǌhoƵͬCEͿ

ϭϵ͗ϱϬʹϮϬ͗ϭϬ
O W^ U' Ϯ

^ƟnŬ bƵg ŵanageŵent in ŵacaĚaŵia orcharĚs ʹ ƵƉĚates anĚ latest
recoŵŵenĚaƟons
^chalŬ ^choeŵan ;EelsƉrƵitͬͿ

ϮϬ͗ϭϬʹϮϬ͗3Ϭ
O W^ U' 3

^Ɖectral Ɖreference anĚ Ƶse of light traƉs for the ƉoƉƵlaƟon ŵonitoring
of the soƵthern green sƟnŬ bƵg͕ EĞǌĂƌĂǀŝƌŝĚƵůĂ
EobƵǇƵŬi nĚo ;<oshiͬ:WͿ

ϮϬ͗3ϬʹϮϬ͗ϱϬ
O W^ U' ϱ

^easonal abƵnĚances of a bean bƵg anĚ its natƵral eneŵǇ in seŵinatƵral
anĚ arable habitats in agricƵltƵral lanĚscaƉes
<en TabƵchi ;/ǁateͬ:WͿ

ϮϬ͗ϱϬʹϮϭ͗ϬϬ

reaŬ

Ϯϭ͗ϬϬʹϮϭ͗ϮϬ
O W^ U' 4

Zole of ŵale seŵinal ƉroĚƵcts in regƵlaƟng feŵale reƉroĚƵcƟon in
>ǇŐƵƐŚĞƐƉĞƌƵƐ
Colin rent ;MaricoƉa͕ ͬU^Ϳ

Ϯϭ͗ϮϬʹϮϭ͗4Ϭ
O W^ U' ϳ

OccƵrrence anĚ geneƟc ĚiǀersitǇ of the broǁn ŵarŵorateĚ sƟnŬ bƵg
;,ĂůǇŽŵŽƌƉŚĂŚĂůǇƐͿ in ƵroƉe
Tara 'arieƉǇ ;>onĚon͕ OntarioͬCͿ

Ϯϭ͗4ϬʹϮϮ͗ϬϬ
O W^ U' 6

ǀalƵaƟon of aggregaƟon Ɖheroŵone traƉ for the ŵonitoring anĚ
controlling bean bƵg
Un TaeŬ >iŵ ;nĚongͬ<ZͿ

ϭϬϮ

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ ThƵrsĚaǇ͕ Ϯϳ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϵ͗3ϬʹϮϭ͗ϬϬ
Zooŵ
Chair

WorŬshoƉ
Wotato CǇst EeŵatoĚes ;WCEͿ ;Globodera pallida anĚ '͘ƌŽƐƚŽĐŚŝĞŶƐŝƐͿ
MeeƟng Zooŵ <lll
ũƂrn Eiere ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ

Contents
Wotato cǇst neŵatoĚes ;Globodera pallida anĚ '͘ƌŽƐƚŽĐŚŝĞŶƐŝƐͿ are aŵong the ŵost ĚeͲ
strƵcƟǀe Ɖests of Ɖotato. lthoƵgh ƉhǇtosanitarǇ ŵeasƵres to Ɖreǀent the introĚƵcƟon
anĚ sƉreaĚ of these neŵatoĚes are in Ɖlace in ŵore than ϭϬϬ coƵntries͕ fƵrther sƉreaĚ
coƵlĚ not be fƵllǇ ƉreǀenteĚ. This is ĚocƵŵenteĚ bǇ oƵtbreaŬs of Ɖotato cǇst neŵatoĚes
in Eorth ŵerica anĚ ŵore recentlǇ in ast frica. /n ƵroƉe͕ a highlǇ ǀirƵlent ƉoƉƵlaͲ
Ɵon of Ɖotato cǇst neŵatoĚes ǁhich is able to ŵƵlƟƉlǇ on '͘ƉĂůůŝĚĂ Wa3Ͳresistant Ɖotato
cƵlƟǀars has recentlǇ been reƉorteĚ.
The ǁorŬshoƉ is oƉen for all interesteĚ staŬeholĚers Ěealing ǁith ĚetecƟon͕ iĚenƟĮcaͲ
Ɵon͕ control ;inclƵĚing host Ɖlant resistanceͿ anĚ ƉhǇtosanitarǇ regƵlaƟons concerning
Ɖotato cǇst neŵatoĚes.
 short introĚƵctorǇ ƉresentaƟon ǁill be giǀen folloǁeĚ bǇ a general ĚiscƵssion on recent
ĚeǀeloƉŵents in the ĮelĚ of WCE research. The ĚiscƵssion shoƵlĚ also highlight the neeĚ
for research or ƉhǇtosanitarǇ ŵeasƵres.
ToƉics to be ĚiscƵsseĚ ĚƵring the ǁorŬshoƉ shoƵlĚ inclƵĚe bƵt are not liŵiteĚ to͗
Ͳ /ĚenƟĮcaƟon of ǀirƵlent WCE ƉoƉƵlaƟons
Ͳ WathotǇƉe or ǀirƵlence groƵƉ ĚeterŵinaƟon
Ͳ Zesistance soƵrces
Ͳ ZeĚƵcing the sƉreaĚ͗ hoǁ to close ƉathǁaǇs
The oǀerall aiŵ of the ǁorŬshoƉ is to share iĚeas on hoǁ to ŵiniŵiǌe the iŵƉact of WCE
on Ɖotato ƉroĚƵcƟon anĚ Ɖrocessing. WorŬshoƉ ƉarƟciƉants are inǀiteĚ to contribƵte
to the ĚiscƵssion ƉarƟcƵlarlǇ in light of neǁ Ěata on the ĚistribƵƟon anĚ on ǀirƵlence of
WCE ƉoƉƵlaƟons.
ϭϵ͗3ϬʹϮϮ͗Ϭϱ
Zooŵ
Chair

WorŬshoƉ
Wlant ,ealth in Wrecise TreeͲbaseĚ gricƵltƵre anĚ Urban ForestrǇ
>ectƵre ,all 
^rĚũan ciŵoǀic ;WobƵrn͕ MͬU^Ϳ

ϭϵ͗3Ϭʹϭϵ͗3ϱ

Welcoŵe

ϭϵ͗3ϱʹϭϵ͗4ϱ

/ntroĚƵcƟons

ϭϬ3

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ ThƵrsĚaǇ͕ Ϯϳ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭϵ͗4ϱʹϮϬ͗Ϭϱ

Main Ěiseases of Ƶrban trees anĚ their Ɖossible control throƵgh trƵnŬ inũecƟon
>Ƶcio Montecchio ;WaĚoǀaͬ/TͿ

ϮϬ͗ϬϱʹϮϬ͗ϮϬ

DiscƵssions anĚ ƋƵesƟons

ϮϬ͗ϮϬʹϮϬ͗4Ϭ

/nforŵaƟon technologǇ facilitaƟng Ɖrecise orcharĚ ŵanageŵent
ŵots ,etǌroni ;etͲDaganͬ/>Ϳ

ϮϬ͗4ϬʹϮϬ͗ϱϱ

DiscƵssions anĚ ƋƵesƟons

ϮϬ͗ϱϱʹϮϭ͗ϭϱ

>atest control strategies for Įre blight Ěisease ;ƌǁŝŶŝĂĂŵǇůŽǀŽƌĂ;Ƶrr.Ϳ
Winsloǁ et al.Ϳ on Ɖoŵe frƵit trees
<ƵbilaǇ <ƵrtƵlƵs astas ;<onǇaͬTZͿ

Ϯϭ͗ϭϱʹϮϭ͗3Ϭ

DiscƵssions anĚ ƋƵesƟons

Ϯϭ͗3ϬʹϮϭ͗ϱϬ


Control of Įre blight ;ƌǁŝŶŝĂĂŵǇůŽǀŽƌĂͿ anĚ aƉƉle scab ;sĞŶƚƵƌŝĂ
ŝŶĂĞƋƵĂůŝƐͿ ǁith trƵnŬͲinũecteĚ coŵƉoƵnĚs anĚ ƉotenƟal for Ɖrecise
aƉƉle tree ƉrotecƟon
^rĚũan ciŵoǀic ;WobƵrnͬU^Ϳ

Ϯϭ͗ϱϬʹϮϮ͗Ϭϱ

DiscƵssions͕ ƋƵesƟons anĚ conclƵsion

ϭϵ͗3ϬʹϮϮ͗ϬϬ

WorŬshoƉ
<noǁleĚge Transfer throƵgh ^chool Wroũects͕ EeighboƵrhooĚ 'arĚening
anĚ Wlant ,ealth Clinics
>ectƵre ,all D
FalŬo FelĚŵann ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ
:osĠ lberto Caraŵ Ěe ^oƵǌa Dias ;CaŵƉinasͬZͿ
MahenĚra WrataƉ ^riǀastaǀa ;,arǇanaͬ/EͿ͕ sanessa ,Ƃrŵann ;erlinͬDͿ

Zooŵ
Chairs

ϭϵ͗3ϬʹϮϬ͗ϬϬ
O W^ <T ϭ

The ƉlanƟng Ɖotato ǁith science Ɖroũect ʹ Ɖotato ǀirƵs science for
chilĚren Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon conscience
:osĠ lberto Caraŵ Ěe ^oƵǌa Dias ;CaŵƉinasͬZͿ

ϮϬ͗ϬϬʹϮϬ͗3Ϭ

<noǁleĚge transfer throƵgh Ɖlant health clinic toǁarĚs Ɖlant healthcare
MahenĚra WrataƉ ^riǀastaǀa ;,arǇanaͬ/EͿ

ϮϬ͗3ϬʹϮϭ͗ϬϬ

<noǁlegĚe eǆchange in coŵŵƵnitǇ garĚens
sanessa ,Ƃrŵann ;erlinͬDͿ͕ FalŬo FelĚŵann ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ

Ϯϭ͗ϬϬʹϮϮ͗ϬϬ

OƉen ĚiscƵssion

ϭϬ4

^cienƟĮc Wrograŵŵe ͻ FriĚaǇ͕ Ϯ8 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
Ϭ8͗ϬϬʹϭ8͗ϬϬ
DeƉartƵre

FielĚ TriƉs ;see Ɖages 38ʹ44Ϳ
,enrǇ ForĚ ƵilĚing

Ϭϵ͗ϬϬʹϭϮ͗ϬϬ

WorŬshoƉ
/nternaƟonal ZaŵƵlaria ^atellite MeeƟng
:ƵliƵs <ƺhnͲ/nsƟtƵt͕ <ƂniginͲ>ƵiseͲ^trasse ϭϵ͕ ϭ4ϭϵϱ erlin͕ Zooŵ 3ϬϬ
Michael ,ess ;FreisingͬDͿ͕ ernĚ ZoĚeŵann ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ
Eeil ,aǀis ;ĚinbƵrghͬU<Ϳ

>ocaƟon
Chairs

Ϭϵ͗ϬϱʹϬϵ͗ϮϬ

/ntroĚƵcƟon͗ The ĚirtǇ Ěoǌen͕ ϭϮ Ǉears of stƵĚǇing ZaŵƵlaria colloͲcǇgni
Michael ,ess ;FreisingͬDͿ

Ϭϵ͗ϮϬʹϬϵ͗3ϱ

DistribƵƟon of ZaŵƵlaria colloͲcǇgni sƉores across WolanĚ
'osia :eĚrǇcǌŬa͕ sia <acǌŵareŬ ;WoǌnanͬW>Ϳ

Ϭϵ͗3ϱʹϬϵ͗ϱϬ

ǀalƵaƟon of resistance to ZaŵƵlaria leaf sƉot in Ěiīerent 'erŵan barleǇ
cƵlƟǀars ƵnĚer ĮelĚ conĚiƟons
ernĚ ZoĚeŵann͕ Eaǌanin aŵaniͲEoor ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ

Ϭϵ͗ϱϬʹϭϬ͗Ϭϱ

Control of ZaŵƵlaria leaf sƉot
Eeil ,aǀis ;ĚinbƵrghͬU<Ϳ

ϭϬ͗ϬϱʹϭϬ͗ϮϬ

Coīee breaŬ

ϭϬ͗ϮϬʹϭϬ͗3ϱ

/nǀesƟgaƟng the geneƟc strƵctƵre anĚ ĚiǀersitǇ of the barleǇ Ɖathogen
ZaŵƵlaria colloͲcǇgni
,inĚ ^ghǇer ;MƵnichͬDͿ

ϭϬ͗3ϱʹϭϬ͗ϱϬ

'enoŵe staƟsƟcs͕ fƵncƟonal annotaƟon anĚ ƉhǇlogenoŵic inclƵsion of
a Danish isolate
lisabet ^ũoŬǀist ;ĚinbƵrghͬU<Ϳ

ϭϬ͗ϱϬʹϭϭ͗Ϭϱ

^econĚarǇ ŵetabolite ƉroĚƵcƟon in ZaŵƵlaria colloͲcǇgni
Francois DƵssart ;ĚinbƵrgh U<Ϳ

ϭϭ͗Ϭϱʹϭϭ͗ϮϬ

ZaŵƵlaria colloͲcǇgni eīectorsͲ ƉreĚicƟon anĚ in Ɖlanta fƵncƟonal analǇsis
^iŵona ZaĚƵtoiƵ anĚ :eanͲaƉƟste >oƉeǌ ;arhƵsͬD<Ϳ

ϭϭ.ϮϬʹϭϭ.3Ϭ

Wroteoŵics anĚ ZaŵƵlaria colloͲcǇgni
^ǀenĚ Daŵ ;arhƵsͬD<Ϳ

ϭϭ͗3ϬʹϭϮ͗ϬϬ

ZoƵnĚ table ĚiscƵssion

ϭϬϱ

Woster WresentaƟons ͻ MonĚaǇ͕ Ϯ4 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
ϭ8͗4ϱʹϮϬ͗4ϱ Woster ^ession /
>ocaƟon
,arnacŬhaƵs
TŽƉicƐ
ƉaŐe
MǇcotoǆins ...................................................................................... ϭϬ6
EeŵatoĚes ...................................................................................... ϭϬ8
Wlant WrotecƟon in a Changing Cliŵate ........................................... ϭϭ3
Wost ,arǀest Treatŵents .................................................................. ϭϭ6
^oil orn Wests anĚ Diseases ............................................................ ϭϭ8
^toreĚ WroĚƵct WrotecƟon ............................................................... ϭϮϮ
sirƵses ............................................................................................. ϭϮϱ
WeeĚs .............................................................................................. ϭϮϵ
MǇcotoǆins
W MzC ϭ
The sƉeciĮc coŵƉosiƟon of ŵicroŵǇcetesͲcontaŵinants of chilĚren
fooĚs in ^Ǉria anĚ their toǆigenic acƟǀitǇ
Oŵran zoƵssef ;lͲYaŵishlǇͬ^zͿ
W MzC Ϯ
ssessŵent of Ɖlant Ěiseases anĚ ŵǇcotoǆins in organic anĚ conǀenƟonal
farŵing
>eif ^ƵnĚheiŵ ;Oslo͕ sͬEOͿ
W MzC 3
īects of ǁater sƵƉƉlǇ anĚ atŵosƉheric COϮ enrichŵent on the
&ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵtoǆin contaŵinaƟon of ŵaiǌe
lisabeth OlĚenbƵrg ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ
W MzC 4
ZE interferenceͲŵeĚiateĚ control of ƐƉĞƌŐŝůůƵƐŇĂǀƵƐ in ŵaiǌe
:eīreǇ CarǇ ;Eeǁ Orleans͕ >ͬU^Ϳ
W MzC ϱ
'eneraƟon of recoŵbinant anƟboĚies against fƵŵonisins anĚ
fƵŵonisinͲƉroĚƵcing Ɖathogens
zƵͲCai >iao ;WƵhanͬCEͿ
W MzC 6
/solaƟon anĚ ƉreliŵinarǇ stƵĚǇ of aŇatoǆin ϭͲĚestroǇing
ŵetabolites secreteĚ bǇ WŚŽŵĂŐůŽŵĞƌĂƚĂ anĚ 'ůŝŽĐůĂĚŝƵŵƌŽƐĞƵŵ
>arisa ^hcherbaŬoǀa ;olshie sǇaǌeŵǇͬZUͿ
W MzC ϳ
ZegƵlaƟon of the DeoǆǇniǀalenolͲinĚƵceĚ toǆicitǇ resƉonse in
. thaliana
zan Wang ;eiũingͬCEͿ
P MYC 8
&ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ anĚ Gibberella ear rot of ŵaiǌe ʹ sƵsceƉƟbiliǇ of ǀarieƟes
cƵlƟǀateĚ in ^ǁitǌerlanĚ anĚ iŵƉact of coinfecƟons on ŵǇcotoǆin
contaŵinaƟon
^tĠƉhanie ^chƵerch ;EǇonͬC,Ϳ
P MYC ϵ
Trichothecene ŵǇcotoǆin leǀels in ǁinter ǁheat in Ontario͕ CanaĚa
>ũilũana TaŵbƵricͲ/lincic ;ZiĚgetoǁnͬCͿ

ϭϬ6

Poster PresentaƟons ͻ MonĚaǇ͕ Ϯ4 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
P MYC ϭϬ

P MYC ϭϭ

P MYC ϭϮ

P MYC ϭ3

P MYC ϭ4

P MYC ϭϱ

P MYC ϭ6

P MYC ϭϳ
P MYC ϭ8

P MYC ϭϵ

P MYC ϮϬ

P MYC Ϯϭ

ConnecƟon aŵong host of origin͕ PatƵlin ƉroĚƵcƟon anĚ aggressiǀeness
in a WĞŶŝĐŝůůŝƵŵĞǆƉĂŶƐƵŵ ƉoƉƵlaƟon
^iŵona Marianna ^anǌani ;ariͬ/TͿ
cologǇ͕ eƉiĚeŵiologǇ anĚ control of the ŵǇcotoǆigenic fƵngi
Aspergillus sƉƉ. in Ɖistachio orcharĚs in 'reece
Michail D. <aŵiniaris ;thensͬ'ZͿ
The role of the global regƵlator of seconĚarǇ ŵetabolisŵ c>aea in
Aspergillus carbonarius ƉhǇsiologǇ͕ ǀirƵlence anĚ ochratoǆin 
ƉroĚƵcƟon
Maria /liaĚi ;thensͬ'ZͿ
lƵciĚaƟon of the interacƟons betǁeen the ŵǇcotoǆigenic fƵngi
&ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵƉƌŽůŝĨĞƌĂƚƵŵ ʹ &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵǀĞƌƟĐŝůůŝŽŝĚĞƐ anĚ ŵaiǌe
gerŵƉlasŵ
Maria /liaĚi ;thensͬ'ZͿ
/solaƟon of ŵǇcotoǆigenic fƵngi of Aspergillus sƉƉ. anĚ &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ sƉƉ.
anĚ ĚetecƟon of aŇatoǆins anĚ fƵŵonisins froŵ ŵaiǌe ĮelĚs in
Greece
nna GŬatǌoƵni ;thensͬGZͿ
iological anĚ cheŵical control of the aŇatoǆigenic fƵngƵs Aspergillus
ŇĂǀƵƐ in ŵaiǌe
ChrisƟna >agogianni ;thensͬGZͿ
īect of fƵngiciĚes on Įtness anĚ ochratoǆin a ƉroĚƵcƟon in
Aspergillus tubingensis ǁilĚ ƉoƉƵlaƟon
Diŵitris Tsaltas ;>iŵasso/ͬCYͿ
&ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ sƉecies coŵƉleǆ anĚ fƵŵonisin on ŵaiǌe grains in thioƉia
,aĚƵsh TsehaǇe ; s͕ MeŬelleͬEOͿ
CƵltƵral͕ ŵorƉhological ǀariabilitǇ anĚ biological control of Ňatoǆins
ƉroĚƵceĚ bǇ ƐƉĞƌŐŝůůƵƐ&ůĂǀƵƐ isolates in ŵaiǌe
ZeĚĚi <Ƶŵar M ;TirƵƉaƟͬ/EͿ
^tƵĚǇ of the contaŵinant MǇcoŇore of the bioĮlŵs of the ĚocŬs of
storage of cereals anĚ research of Ňatoǆines anĚ the Ochratoǆine 
bĚessaŵeĚ elhaĚũ ;echarͬDͿ
The relaƟon ƵnĚer the ƉroĚƵcƟons of blastosƉores anĚ ĚestrƵǆins in
DĞƚĂƌŚŝǌŝƵŵĂŶŝƐŽƉůŝĂĞ ǁith ǀirƵlence against WůƵƚĞůůĂǆǇůŽƐƚĞůůĂ
Yionbo ,Ƶ ;GƵangǌhoƵͬCEͿ
/ĚenƟĮcaƟon of noǀel soƵrces of ŵǇcotoǆin contaŵinaƟon of ^hea
bƵƩer along the Ɖrocessing chain
Francisca OŬƵngboǁa ;OtƵoŬeͬEGͿ

ϭϬϳ

Poster PresentaƟons ͻ MonĚaǇ͕ Ϯ4 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
P MYC ϮϮ

P MYC Ϯ3

P MYC Ϯ4

iocontrol strategies to reĚƵce &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ ,eaĚ light anĚ ĚeoǆǇniǀalenol
accƵŵƵlaƟon in ǁheat
Ěriana Torres ;Zio CƵartoͬZͿ
PotenƟal insecƟciĚe chiƟnases anĚ Ɖroteases isolateĚ froŵ
dƌŝĐŚŽĚĞƌŵĂ ĂƐƉĞƌĞůůƵŵ on Cerataphis brasiliensis
Telŵa aƟsta ;elĠŵͬZͿ
DeoǆǇniǀalenol glƵcosǇlaƟon in coŵŵercial ĚƵrƵŵ ǁheat cƵlƟǀars
ƵnĚer ĮelĚ conĚiƟons
Ěriana Torres ;Zio CƵartoͬZͿ

EeŵatoĚes
P EM ϭ
/n ǀitro anĚ screenhoƵse toǆicitǇ of ĚeriǀaƟǌeĚ CitrƵlline froŵ ǁater
ŵelon ;Citrullus LanatusͿ on DĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞ/ŶĐŽŐŶŝƚĂ
OlƵǁatoǇin FabiǇi ;/lorinͬEGͿ
P EM Ϯ
segetable ƉroĚƵcƟon sƵstainabilitǇ ʹ controlling neŵatoĚe infecƟon
in Corchorus olitorius Ƶsing ƵĐĂůǇƉƚƵƐŽĸ
ĐŝŶĂůŝƐ
OlƵǁatoǇin FabiǇi ;/lorinͬEGͿ
P EM 3
ǀalƵaƟon of tǁo sƉecies of ǁater ferns͕ ǌŽůůĂĐĂƌŽůŝŶŝĂŶĂ anĚ
͘ƉŝŶŶĂƚĂ as soil aŵenĚŵents against DĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞũĂǀĂŶŝĐĂ
infecƟng toŵato in gǇƉt
hŵeĚ /sŵail ;GiǌaͬGͿ
P EM 4
^Ƶstainable PhǇtoneŵatoĚe Manageŵent throƵgh MeliaceoƵs Ɖlants
Mansoor hŵaĚ ^iĚĚiƋƵi ;ligarhͬ/EͿ
P EM ϱ
/nĚƵcing the sǇsteŵic resistance of toŵato Ɖlants bǇ rootͲŬnot
neŵatoĚe feŵales eǆtract against DĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞũĂǀĂŶŝĐĂ infecƟon
hŵeĚ /sŵail ;GiǌaͬGͿ
P EM 6
ssociaƟon anĚ iŵƉact of neŵatoĚe Ɖests on inĚigenoƵs leafǇ
ǀegetable ŵĂƌĂŶƚŚƵƐ sƉecies
EancǇ EƟĚi ;PotchefstrooŵͬͿ
P EM ϳ
EeŵaƟciĚal ƉotenƟal of eǆtracts froŵ soŵe selecteĚ Ɖlants against
the rootͲŬnot neŵatoĚe͕ DĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞŝŶĐŽŐŶŝƚĂ
ƵŬola ŵinƵͲTaiǁo ;/baĚanͬEGͿ
P EM 8
The ĚeǀeloƉŵent anĚ life cǇcle of ZootͲDĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞŝŶĐŽŐŶŝƚĂ in
CƵcƵŵber ;ƵĐƵŵŝƐ ƐĂƟǀƵƐ >.Ϳ roots
ƵŬola ŵinƵͲTaiǁo ;/baĚanͬEGͿ
P EM ϵ
OccƵrrence of Ěagger neŵatoĚes ;yŝƉŚŝŶĞŵĂ sƉƉ.Ϳ in the ZeƉƵblic of
rŵenia anĚ region of Eagorno <arabaŬh
sarǀara MigƵnoǀa ;MoscoǁͬZUͿ
P EM ϭϬ
What role Ěo coŵŵon ǁeeĚs ƉlaǇ in sƵgar beet rotaƟons in the
Ɖresence of ,ĞƚĞƌŽĚĞƌĂƐĐŚĂĐŚƟŝ͍
nĚreas WestƉhal ;Parlier͕ CͬU^Ϳ

ϭϬ8

Poster PresentaƟons ͻ MonĚaǇ͕ Ϯ4 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
P EM ϭϭ

P EM ϭϮ
P EM ϭ3

P EM ϭ4

P EM ϭϱ

P EM ϭ6
P EM ϭϳ

P EM ϭ8

P EM ϮϬ

P EM Ϯϭ

P EM ϮϮ

P EM Ϯ3

P EM Ϯ4

P EM Ϯϱ

Use of organoƉhosƉhate neŵaƟciĚes to increase the eǆtracƟon
eĸciencǇ of aerŵann fƵnnel ŵethoĚ for yiƉhineŵa inĚeǆ
YƵũi OŬa ;M.P. Eegeǀͬ/>Ϳ
Zesistance in sƵnŇoǁer to ^oƵth frican rootͲŬnot neŵatoĚe sƉecies
^onia ^teenŬaŵƉ ;PotchefstrooŵͬͿ
ĸcacǇ of three sƉecies of entoŵoƉathogenic neŵatoĚes against the
corn steŵ borer͕ ^ĞƐĂŵŝĂĐƌĞƟĐĂ >eĚ. ;>eƉ.͗ EoctƵiĚaeͿ
,abib bbasiƉoƵr ;Tehranͬ/ZͿ
ĸcacǇ of entoŵoƉathogenic neŵatoĚe͕ ,ĞƚĞƌŽƌŚĂďĚŝƟƐ
bacteriophora against the ĚiaŵonĚbacŬ ŵoth͕ WůƵƚĞůůĂǆǇůŽƐƚĞůůĂ ;>.Ϳ
in laboratorǇ conĚiƟon
,abib bbasiƉoƵr ;Tehranͬ/ZͿ
PotencǇ of entoŵoƉathogenic neŵatoĚes on the toŵato leaf ŵiner
dƵƚĂĂďƐŽůƵƚĂ ;ŵeǇricŬͿ ;>eƉiĚoƉtera ʹ GelechiiĚaeͿ
,Ƶssein ^aŵir ^alaŵa ;CairoͬGͿ
īects of aŵino aciĚ treatŵents on neŵatoĚes
Zoŵan lƵeŵel͕ Daniel Fischer͕ M. W. GrƵnĚler ;onnͬDͿ
PotenƟal of ƌŽƚĂůĂƌŝĂũƵŶĐĞĂ as coǀer croƉ for neŵatoĚe
sƵƉƉression ƵnĚer Central ƵroƉe conĚiƟons
nĚreas WestƉhal ;Parlier͕ CͬU^Ϳ
/nŇƵence of aƋƵeoƵs oǌone treatŵents on toŵatoͲDĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞ
incognita interacƟon
Eicola ^asanelli ;ariͬ/TͿ
The fƵngiciĚe ŇƵoƉǇraŵ eǆhibits neŵaƟciĚe acƟǀitǇ toǁarĚ
ZŽƚǇůĞŶĐŚƵůƵƐƌĞŶŝĨŽƌŵŝƐ.
<athǇ >aǁrence ;ƵbƵrn͕ M^ͬU^Ϳ
 best ǁaǇ of cheŵical eƉigeneƟcs to enrich seconĚarǇ ŵetabolites
of Aspergillus niger ǇͲ6ϭ ǁith neŵaƟciĚal acƟǀitǇ
:iǇan YiƵ ;eiũingͬCEͿ
EeŵaƟciĚal eīect of coŵƉosteĚ organic ǁastes anĚ ferƟliǌer
aƉƉlicaƟons on ƉotatoͲcǇst neŵatoĚes
Eicola ^asanelli ;ariͬ/TͿ
,ostͲstatƵs anĚ hostͲsensiƟǀitǇ of frican ginger anĚ frican
geraniƵŵ to DĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞŝŶĐŽŐŶŝƚĂ
<gabo Martha PofƵ ;PretoriaͬͿ
Degree of neŵatoĚe resistance in Moringa oleifera anĚ ƌƚĞŵŝƐŝĂ
annua to DĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞŝŶĐŽŐŶŝƚĂ
<gabo Martha PofƵ ;PretoriaͬͿ
CharacteriǌaƟon of neŵatoĚe Ɖests of nset ;ŶƐĞƚĞǀĞŶƚƌŝĐŽƐƵŵ
Welǁ. CheesŵanͿ anĚ their ŵanageŵent
^elaŵaǁit <iĚane ; sͬEOͿ

ϭϬϵ
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OccƵrrence anĚ geograƉhical ĚistribƵƟon of root lesion neŵatoĚes͕
WƌĂƚǇůĞŶĐŚƵƐƚŚŽƌŶĞŝ anĚ WƌĂƚǇůĞŶĐŚƵƐŶĞŐůĞĐƚƵƐ͕ associateĚ ǁith
ǁheat in TƵrŬeǇ
ce Ƃrteĕine <asaƉoŒlƵ ;ĚanaͬTZͿ
ZootͲŬnot neŵatoĚes͕ DĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞ sƉƉ. froŵ >ͲYassiŵ FielĚs͕
^aƵĚi rabia
^Ƶloiŵan lͲZehiaǇani ;ƵriĚahͬ^Ϳ
Zeǀealing the resistance resƉonse of coŵŵon bean genotǇƉes to the
root Ŭnot neŵatoĚe
ce Ƃrteĕine <asaƉoŒlƵ ;ĚanaͬTZͿ
>ongͲintroĚƵceĚ ǁooĚǇ Ɖlants in insƵlar botanical garĚen ʹ the eīect
on the coŵƉleǆ of ƉlantͲƉarasiƟc neŵatoĚes
sictoria >aǀroǀa ;PetroǌaǀoĚsŬͬZUͿ
DiŵethǇl DisƵlĮĚe ;DMD^Ϳ in the control of the cǇst neŵatoĚe
,ĞƚĞƌŽĚĞƌĂĐĂƌŽƚĂĞon carrot in /talǇ
Eicola ^asanelli ;ariͬ/TͿ
DiŵethǇl DisƵlĮĚe ;DMD^Ϳ in the control of the cǇst neŵatoĚe
Globodera pallida on Ɖotato in /talǇ anĚ in The EetherlanĚs
Eicola ^asanelli ;ariͬ/TͿ
^tatƵs of the rootͲŬnot neŵatoĚes͕ DĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞ sƉƉ. ;GoelĚiͿ in
TƵrŬeǇ
/brahiŵ ,alil leŬcioglƵ ;ĚanaͬTZͿ
/nŇƵence of neŵariocͲal ƉhǇtoneŵaƟciĚe soil resiĚƵes on rhiǌobiƵŵ
noĚƵlaƟon͕ groǁth of sŝŐŶĂƵŶŐƵŝĐƵůĂƚĂ anĚ ƉoƉƵlaƟon of rootͲŬnot
neŵatoĚe
PhatƵ Williaŵ Mashela ;PoloŬǁaneͬͿ
iological eĸciencǇ of FlƵoƉǇraŵ on Ɖotato tƵber against Coloŵbia
root Ŭnot neŵatoĚe ;DĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞĐŚŝƚǁŽŽĚŝͿ in TƵrŬeǇ
,alil ToŬtaǇ ;EiŒĚeͬTZͿ
PoƉƵlaƟon ĚǇnaŵics anĚ Ěaŵage thresholĚ leǀels of DĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞ
hapla to rose rootstocŬs
:ohannes ,allŵann ;MƵensterͬDͿ
/ĚenƟĮcaƟon anĚ inciĚence of Ɖlant ƉarasiƟc neŵatoĚes at
ǀegetable ƉroĚƵcƟon areas in laŬes region of TƵrŬeǇ
Gƺlsƺŵ UǇsal ;/sƉartaͬTZͿ
MorƉhological anĚ ŵolecƵlar characterisaƟon of DĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞŚĂƉůĂ
ƉoƉƵlaƟons froŵ roses in thioƉia
:ohannes ,allŵann ;MƵensterͬDͿ
Eoǀel galling ƉaƩerns of DĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞŝŶĐŽŐŶŝƚĂ on selecteĚ ŵaiǌe
genotǇƉes
ĚǁarĚ OǇeŬanŵi ;/baĚanͬEGͿ

Poster PresentaƟons ͻ MonĚaǇ͕ Ϯ4 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
P EM 4Ϭ

P EM 4ϭ

P EM 4Ϯ

P EM 43

P EM 44

P EM 4ϱ

P EM 46

P EM 4ϳ

P EM 48

P EM 4ϵ

P EM ϱϬ

P EM ϱϭ

P EM ϱϮ

CoŵƉaraƟǀe ǀirƵlence of ĂĐƚǇůĞůůĂŽǀŝƉĂƌĂƐŝƟĐĂ strains for the
control of ,ĞƚĞƌŽĚĞƌĂƐĐŚĂĐŚƟŝ
:ennifer ^ŵith ecŬer ;ZiǀersiĚe͕ CͬU^Ϳ
EeŵatoĚe asseŵblages associateĚ ǁith soǇbeanͲbaseĚ croƉƉing
sǇsteŵs in ^oƵth frica
,enĚriŬa FoƵrie ;PotchefstrooŵͬͿ
ǀalƵaƟon of ŵanageŵent ŵethoĚs for root Ŭnot neŵatoĚe on
carrot anĚ toŵato
MarǇ ZƵth McDonalĚ ;GƵelƉhͬCͿ
MorƉhological͕ MolecƵlar anĚ PathotǇƉe iĚenƟĮcaƟon of the cereal
cǇst neŵatoĚes ;,ĞƚĞƌŽĚĞƌĂ sƉƉͿ in TƵrŬeǇ
,alil ToŬtaǇ ;EiŒĚeͬTZͿ
ĸcacies of soŵe Ɖlant essenƟal oils on rootͲŬnot neŵatoĚe
DĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞŝŶĐŽŐŶŝƚĂ
sengƵl OǌĚeŵir ;^irnaŬͬTZͿ
Deterŵining the eĸcacies of soŵe Ɖlant essenƟal oils on root Ŭnot
neŵatoĚe DĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞŝŶĐŽŐŶŝƚĂ ;<ofoiĚ Θ White͕ ϭϵϭϵͿ
;Eeŵata͗ MeloiĚogǇniĚaeͿ
sengƵl OǌĚeŵir ;^irnaŬͬTZͿ
īects of soŵe inĚigenoƵs Ɖlant eǆtracts on ŵortalitǇ of root lesion
neŵatoĚe ;WƌĂƚǇůĞŶĐŚƵƐƚŚŽƌŶĞŝ ^her Θ llenͿ in ǀitro
DiĚeŵ ^aglaŵ ;<ŦrƔehirͬTZͿ
īects of soŵe inĚigenoƵs Ɖlant eǆtracts of rootͲŬnot
neŵatoĚe ;DĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞŝŶĐŽŐŶŝƚĂͿ in toŵato natƵral groǁn
greenhoƵse conĚiƟons
DiĚeŵ ^aglaŵ ;<ŦrƔehirͬTZͿ
īects of soŵe inĚigenoƵs Ɖlant eǆtracts on the inhibiƟon of egg
hatching anĚ on the sƵrǀiǀal of the sƵrǀiǀal of DĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞũĂǀĂŶŝĐĂ
ũƵǀeniles on toŵatoes in greenhoƵse Ɖot eǆƉeriŵents
DiĚeŵ ^aglaŵ ;<ŦrƔehirͬTZͿ
EeŵatoĚe asseŵblages as bioͲinĚicators of soil ƋƵalitǇ in
conserǀaƟon anĚ conǀenƟonal agricƵltƵral regiŵes in ^oƵth frica
,enĚriŬa FoƵrie ;PotchefstrooŵͬͿ
The inŇƵence of ŵiniŵƵŵ Ɵllage͕ sƵbsiĚiarǇ croƉs͕ anĚ coŵƉost
aŵenĚŵents on ƉlantͲƉarasiƟc neŵatoĚes in organic agricƵltƵre
:ohannes ,allŵann ;MƵensterͬDͿ
iofƵŵigaƟon Ƶsing ŵƵstarĚ for neŵatoĚe Ěisease control͗
CanaĚian contribƵƟons
Ying YƵ ;OƩaǁaͬCͿ
 sƵrǀeǇ of neŵatoĚeͲƉarasiƟc fƵngi for biocontrol of the cereal cǇst
neŵatoĚe ,ĞƚĞƌŽĚĞƌĂĮůŝƉũĞǀŝ
^aŵaĚ shraĮ ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ

ϭϭϭ
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P EM 63

P EM 64

ϭϭϮ

OccƵrrence anĚ ĚistribƵƟon of rootͲŬnot neŵatoĚes
;DĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞ sƉƉ.Ϳ in ŬiǁifrƵit ;ĐƟŶŝĚŝĂĚĞůŝĐŝŽƐĂ . CheǀͿ orcharĚs in
lacŬ ^ea Zegion of TƵrŬeǇ
FarƵŬ ŬǇaǌi ;OrĚƵͬTZͿ
ParasiƟsŵ of ŽŶŽĐĞƌƵƐǀĂƌŝĞŐĂƚƵƐ ;>innaeƵs͕ ϭϳϱ8Ϳ ;OrthoƉtera͗
PǇrgoŵorƉhiĚaeͿ bǇ DĞƌŵŝƐ sƉ. ;EeŵatoĚa͗ MerŵithiĚaeͿ in the
agroͲsǇsteŵs of MbanŬoŵo anĚ aŵaŬoĠ ;CaŵeroonͿ
^Ġǀilor <eŬeƵnoƵ ;YaoƵnĚeͬCMͿ
ǁithĚraǁn ʹ PathogenicitǇ of the rootͲŬnot neŵatoĚe
DĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞĐŚŝƚǁŽŽĚŝ on Ɖotato
ŵre ǀlice ;nŬaraͬTZͿ
iological ŵanageŵent of DĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞŝŶĐŽŐŶŝƚĂ Ƶsing
entoŵoƉathogenic bacterial cell sƵsƉensions ǁith other bioͲƉroĚƵcts in
eggƉlant
MƵhaŵŵaĚ aƟf ;^argoĚhaͬP<Ϳ
Zoot Ŭnot neŵatoĚe DĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞ sƉƉ. on ƉeƉƉer in /nĚonesia anĚ
its control
bĚƵl MƵnif ;ogorͬ/DͿ
īects of the biological control agents ;dƌŝĐŚŽĚĞƌŵĂ ĂůďƵŵ anĚ
ĂĐŝůůƵƐŵĞŐĂƚƌŝƵŵͿ against citrƵs neŵatoĚe ;dǇůĞŶĐŚƵůƵƐ
ƐĞŵŝƉĞŶĞƚƌĂŶƐͿ on alaĚi Orange anĚ >iŵe cƵlƟǀars
iĚa lͲaǁahrǇ ;ssiƵtͬGͿ
Diīerent citrƵs ũƵices anĚ oils as soil aŵenĚŵents ƵseĚ in control of
DĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞŝŶĐŽŐŶŝƚĂ on toŵato
Grace TefƵ ;EelsƉrƵitͬͿ
n anneǆinͲliŬe Ɖrotein froŵ the cereal cǇst neŵatoĚe ,ĞƚĞƌŽĚĞƌĂ
ĂǀĞŶĂĞsƵƉƉresses Ɖlant Ěefense
,eng :ian ;eiũingͬCEͿ
The neǁ ͚<it͛ in toǁn for neŵatoĚe ĚiagnosƟcs
ZensŬe >anĚeǁeert ;WageningenͬE>Ϳ
ĸciencǇ of the entoŵoƉarasiƟc neŵatoĚes on the Ɖeach frƵit ŇǇ͕
ĂĐƚƌŽĐĞƌĂǌŽŶĂƚĂ ;^aƵnĚersͿ anĚ the cƵcƵrbit frƵit ŇǇ͕ ĂĐƵƐ
ciliatus ;>oeǁͿ ;DiƉtera͗ TeƉhriƟĚaeͿ
aĚr lͲ^abah Fetoh ;DoŬŬiͬGͿ
Pathogenic neŵatoĚe iĚenƟĮcaƟon on angelica Ěisease anĚ its
rDEͲ/T^ ^eƋƵence
Ming Chen͕ Yonghong Yi͕ Eana yi ;>anǌhoƵͬCEͿ
EeŵatociĚal ƉroƉerƟes of dŚǇŵƵƐ sƉ. Ɖlants ʹ resƵlts of the ŵoĚel
stƵĚǇ on ŝƚǇůĞŶĐŚƵƐĚŝƉƐĂĐŝ
OnĚƎeũ DoƵĚa ;PrahaͬCͿ

Poster PresentaƟons ͻ MonĚaǇ͕ Ϯ4 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
P EM 6ϱ

P EM 66

P EM 6ϳ

P EM 68

P EM 6ϵ

MorƉhological characteriǌaƟon anĚ coŵƉarison of the tǁo
ƉoƉƵlaƟons of ^Ƶgar eet EeŵatoĚe ;,ĞƚĞƌŽĚĞƌĂƐĐŚĂĐŚƟŝͿ froŵ the
Cǌech ZeƉƵblic
OnĚƎeũ DoƵĚa ;PrahaͬCͿ
OccƵrrence anĚ ƉathogenicitǇ of DĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞĞŶƚĞƌŽůŽďŝŝ on
ǀegetables in Eigeria
bioĚƵn ClaƵĚiƵsͲCole ;/baĚanͬEGͿ
ZeƉroĚƵcƟon anĚ biologǇ of ^ĐƵƚĞůůŽŶĞŵĂďƌĂĚǇƐ in roots of troƉical
coǀer croƉs
bioĚƵn ClaƵĚiƵsͲCole ;/baĚanͬEGͿ
MorƉhological anĚ ŵolecƵlar iĚenƟĮcaƟon of Ɖotato cǇst neŵatoĚes
ƉoƉƵlaƟons froŵ in DeŇa region of lgeria
EaĚia Tirchi ;<heŵis MilianaͬDͿ
/nciĚence of ƉlantͲƉarasiƟc neŵatoĚe infecƟons anĚ aŇatoǆin
ƉroĚƵcƟon in groƵnĚnƵt Ŭernels
^Ǉlǀia PhoŬane ;PotchefstrooŵͬͿ

Plant ƉrotecƟon in a changing cliŵate
P P>ET ϭ īect of teŵƉeratƵre on bionoŵics of inǀasiǀe Ɖest anĚ its naƟǀe
ƉarasitoiĚ
MƵhaŵŵaĚ MaŵoonͲƵr ZashiĚ ;Dera /sŵail <hanͬP<Ϳ
P P>ET Ϯ Zice Ɖollen characterisƟcs as inŇƵenceĚ bǇ high teŵƉeratƵre anĚ
eǆogenoƵslǇ aƉƉlieĚ Ɖlant groǁth regƵlators
^hah FahaĚ ;WƵhanͬCEͿ
P P>ET 3 PoƉƵlaƟon ĚǇnaŵics of ǁhite ŇǇ ;ĞŵŝƐŝĂ tabaci Genn.Ϳ on
laĚǇsĮnger ;ďĞůŵŽƐĐŚƵƐ esculentus >.Ϳ in the sƵbͲ,iŵalaǇan region
of northͲeast /nĚia anĚ their sƵstainable ŵanageŵent bǇ Ƶsing
bioƉesƟciĚes
^Ƶnil Ghosh ;<alǇaniͬ/EͿ
P P>ET 4 DroƵght alters the eǆƉression of a canĚiĚate Zea ŵĂǇƐ ƉͲcoƵŵarate
3ͲhǇĚroǆǇlase gene anĚ caīeic aciĚ biosǇnthesis
EĚiŬo >ƵĚiĚi ;ellǀilleͬͿ
P P>ET ϱ ƉƉlicaƟon of biological anĚ cheŵical agents as alternaƟǀe
fƵngiciĚes for ŵanageŵent of broǁn sƉot Ěisease on rice ;KƌǇǌĂ
ƐĂƟǀĂ >.Ϳ
lͲ^aǇeĚ ,. . ieĚan ;DoŬŬi͕ CairoͬGͿ
P P>ET 6 ThriƉs Ɖest of ǀegetables in isŬra an ariĚ Ɖroǀince of lgeria
Zaǌi ^abah ;isŬraͬDͿ
P P>ET ϳ YƵanƟĮcaƟon of cliŵate change iŵƉacts on agricƵltƵral Ɖests
^ibǇlle ^tƂcŬli ;FricŬͬC,Ϳ

ϭϭ3
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P P>ET ϮϬ

ϭϭ4

nalǇsis of geneƟc ĚiǀersitǇ of 'ůǇĐŝŶĞ soũa gerŵƉlasŵ resoƵrces in
^haanǆi Ɖroǀince of China
Weiŵin >i ;yi͛anͬCEͿ
Changes in the transcriƉtoŵe of rice infecteĚ ǁith Magnaporthe
ŽƌǇǌĂĞ in resƉonse to eleǀateĚ teŵƉeratƵre
GeoīreǇ Onaga ;ƵũƵŵbƵraͬ/Ϳ
ContribƵƟon of cheŵical croƉ ƉrotecƟon to carbon footƉrints of
croƉs
Til FeiŬe ;<leinŵachnoǁͬDͿ
WilĚ Ɖlants as soƵrces of the ƉerŵanencǇ of ǀirƵses infecƟng
cƵlƟǀateĚ Ɖlants ʹ case of Cassaǀa egoŵoǀirƵses in Togo
DũoĚũi <ossiŬoƵŵa Ěũata ;>oŵĠͬTGͿ
DroƵght stress anĚ its eīect on Ɖaraŵeters associateĚ ǁith soŌ rot
resistance of Ɖotatoes
ChrisƟna Wegener ;^anitǌͬDͿ
Cliŵate changes leaĚ to changes in ƉreciƉitaƟon ʹ ,oǁ Ěoes this
inŇƵence the blacŬ Ěot Ěisease of Ɖotatoes͍
<arina ǀa ,aƵer ;GraǌͬTͿ
ssociaƟon aŵong ǀirƵlence͕ teŵƉeratƵre tolerance anĚ TriaĚiŵefon
resistance of ůƵŵĞƌŝĂ ŐƌĂŵŝŶŝƐ f. ^Ɖ. ƚƌŝƟĐŝ
:ierƵ Fan ;eiũingͬCEͿ
The interacƟon of teŵƉeratƵre anĚ light on the ǀegetaƟǀe anĚ
reƉroĚƵcƟǀe groǁth of sŝƟƐǀŝŶŝĨĞƌĂ cǀ. ^hiraǌ in the ĮelĚ conĚiƟon
^Ƶbhashini beǇsinghe ;Wagga WaggaͬUͿ
^tƵĚies of the ƵƉrising Ěisease ZĂŵƵůĂƌŝĂ leaf sƉot for the
iŵƉroǀeŵent of an establisheĚ /ntegrateĚ Pest Manageŵent sǇsteŵ
to ŵatch challenges of a changing cliŵate
Michael ,ess ;FreisingͬDͿ
īects of cliŵaƟc changes on Įre blight Ěisease
<ƵbilaǇ <ƵrtƵlƵs astas ;<onǇaͬTZͿ
ǀalƵaƟon of Ěiīerent cƵlƟǀars of KůĞĂ europeae >.to aƩacŬ of
ĂĐƚƌŽĐĞƌĂŽůĞĂ in MeĚiterranean cliŵate.
Teresa Carǀalho ;lǀasͬPTͿ͕ Maria ^ilǀa ;>isboaͬPTͿ
Possible iŵƉact of cliŵate change on the eƉiĚeŵic ĚeǀeloƉŵent
anĚ the fƵngiciĚal ƉrotecƟon treatŵent of CercosƉora leaf sƉot
Ěisease ;ĞƌĐŽƐƉŽƌĂďĞƟĐŽůĂ^ĂĐĐ͘Ϳ in sƵgar beets for
ZhinelanĚͲPalaƟnate anĚ the soƵthern Ɖart of ,esse
Pascal <reŵer ;MainǌͬDͿ
Malacological ĚiǀersitǇ on foƵr >aŵiaceae in the region of
Tleŵcen ;Eorthǁest lgeriaͿ
ŵina DaŵerĚũi ;TleŵcenͬDͿ

Poster PresentaƟons ͻ MonĚaǇ͕ Ϯ4 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
P P>ET Ϯϭ CroƉ ƉrotecƟon ƉrioriƟǌaƟon to Ěiseases of chicŬƉea anĚ ƉigeonƉea
in Ɖresent cliŵaƟc ǀariaƟons
Maŵta ^harŵa ;,ǇĚerabaĚͬ/EͿ
P P>ET ϮϮ ǁithĚraǁnʹThe Frankliniella occidentalis Ěaŵage to croƉs in
greenhoƵses in the region of eũaia ;lgeriaͿ
OƵĚũiane lĚũia ;liĚaͬDͿ
P P>ET Ϯ3 Manageŵent of sĞƌƟĐŝůůŝƵŵǁŝůƚ ǁith selecƟǀe bacterial biological
control agents in coƩon
MƵhaŵŵaĚ /brahiŵ <hasŬheli ;TanĚoũaŵͬP<͕ nǇangͬCEͿ
P P>ET Ϯ4 Wheat anĚ barleǇ ƉroĚƵcƟon anĚ ƉrotecƟon in Morocco ĚƵring
ϮϬϭ3ʹϭ4 groǁing season
ZaŵĚani bĚelhaŵiĚ ;MeŬnğsͬMͿ
P P>ET Ϯϱ MǇcorrhiǌaƟon in Ƶrban tree sƉecies testeĚ for fƵtƵre cliŵate
conĚiƟons ʹ ŵicroanalǇses͕ enǌǇŵe ƉroĮling͕ anĚ seƋƵencing
:osef salenƟn ,errŵann ;seitshoechheiŵͬDͿ
P P>ET Ϯ6 PreĚicƟng the eīects of cliŵate change on the ƉlantͬƉest interacƟon
of straǁberrǇ anĚ the Tǁo ^ƉoƩeĚ ^ƉiĚer Mite
ĚǁarĚ Dobbs ;ast MallingͬU<Ϳ
P P>ET Ϯϳ nǀironŵental factors anĚ ŵanageŵent ƉracƟces relateĚ to the
eƉiĚeŵics of lacŬ PoĚ Disease of Cacao in ^Ƶlaǁesi͕ /nĚonesia
Į ToĚing TonĚoŬ ;ogorͬ/DͿ
P P>ET Ϯ8 MorƉhological anĚ ŵolecƵlar characteriǌaƟon of ĞŵŝƐŝĂƚĂďĂĐŝ
Genn. in ^Ǉrian coast
,Ƶŵaŵ arhoƵŵ ;DaŵascƵsͬ^YͿ
P P>ET Ϯϵ ǀalƵaƟon of fƵngiciĚes against anthracnose of chilli caƵseĚ bǇ
ŽůůĞƚŽƚƌŝĐŚƵŵĐĂƉƐŝĐŝ ƵnĚer ĮelĚ conĚiƟons
<Ƶshal Zaũ ;,isarͬ/EͿ
P P>ET 3Ϭ OǆiĚaƟǀe Ěaŵage anĚ ƉhotoƉrotecƟǀes roles of Ɖhenolic coŵƉoƵnĚs
in leaǀes of cacia arabica ;>aŵͿ WillĚ sƵbŵiƩeĚ to ĚroƵght stress
Eassiŵa >assoƵane ;lgerͬDͿ
P P>ET 3ϭ ĸcacǇ of bacterial isolates froŵ Įǀe soils against ƐƉĞƌŐŝůůƵƐŇĂǀƵƐ anĚ
FƵsariƵŵ ǀerƟcillioiĚes
TiŵothǇ O. ĚeũƵŵo ;ŬƵngbaͲŬoŬoͬEGͿ
P P>ET 3Ϯ MicrotƵbƵles serǀes as ͟Therŵoŵeter͞ ƵnĚer colĚ stress in
graƉeǀine
>iǆin Wang ;<arlsrƵheͬDͿ
P P>ET 33 PoƉƵlaƟon geneƟc analǇses of ^oƵth frican sĞŶƚƵƌŝĂŝŶĂĞƋƵĂůŝƐ
isolates froŵ foƵr aƉƉle groǁing regions
Treǀor <ooƉŵan ;^tellenboschͬͿ
P P>ET 34 ǀalƵaƟon of bioagents for ŵanageŵent of ĚoǁnǇ ŵilĚeǁ of Ɖearl
ŵillet caƵseĚ bǇ ^ĐůĞƌŽƐƉŽƌĂŐƌĂŵŝŶŝĐŽůĂ ;^acc.Ϳ ^chroet
Pooũa ^angǁan ;,isarͬ/EͿ
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P P>ET 3ϱ ,ost feeĚing resistance of ^ŝƚŽďŝŽŶĂǀĞŶĂĞ ;F.Ϳ harboƵring bacterial
seconĚarǇ sǇŵbionts ;^^Ϳ against ƉŚĞůŝŶƵƐĂďĚŽŵŝŶĂůŝƐ ;DalŵanͿ at
Ěiīerent teŵƉeratƵres
^aũũaĚ li ;GoeƫngenͬDͿ
P P>ET 36 īorts to reĚƵce ĚegraĚaƟon of lanĚ bǇ cƵlƟǀaƟon of sĞƟǀĞƌŝĂ in
lahan Panũang ^oloŬ regencǇ͕ West ^Ƶŵatra /nĚonesia
:ƵniarƟ YƵni ;PaĚangͬ/DͿ
P P>ET 3ϳ /nŇƵence of the cliŵate changes froŵ sƉring ƉerioĚ concerning ŵaiǌe
leaf ǁeeǀil ;dĂŶǇŵĞĐƵƐĚŝůĂƟĐŽůůŝƐ GǇllͿ aƩacŬ at ŵaiǌe croƉs in
soƵthͲeast of the Zoŵania
ŵil GeorgescƵ ;FƵnĚƵleaͬZOͿ
P P>ET 38 CoŵƉaraƟǀe eĸcacǇ of certain Ɖlant eǆtracts alone anĚ coŵbinaƟon
ǁith Ɖrofenofos against ^ƉŽĚŽƉƚĞƌĂůŝƩŽƌĂůŝƐ ;oisĚ.Ϳ ;>eƉiĚoƉtera͗
EoctƵiĚaeͿ
MohaŵeĚ FathǇ ;GiǌaͬGͿ
P P>ET 3ϵ DestrƵcƟon of anƟoǆiĚant ƉroƉertǇ in ,ŝďŝƐĐƵƐƐĂďĚĂƌŝīĂ leaǀes bǇ
signals froŵ G^M antennae
Ǉoola OlƵsegƵn OlƵǁaũobi ;/lorinͬEGͿ
P P>ET 4Ϭ OccƵƉaƟonal ƉesƟciĚe eǆƉosƵre in ^oƵthǁestern Eigeria
OlƵbƵnŵi Ǉobaŵi DƵĚƵǇeŵi ;/le /feͬEGͿ
P P>ET 4ϭ ntoŵological sitƵaƟon on naƟǀe graƉeǀine cƵlƟǀars in lbania
Florie Zeǆha ;DƵrresͬ>Ϳ
P P>ET 4Ϯ ǀalƵaƟon of the toǆicitǇ anĚ ĚeǀeloƉŵental eīects of neǁ Ɖlant
essenƟal oil forŵƵlaƟons against the eggs of eŵisia tabaci  iotǇƉe
Yasir ObaiĚoon ;Y>DͬOMͿ
Post harǀest treatŵents
P PO^T ϭ
Post harǀest treatŵent of Ɖotato tƵbers for ƉrotecƟon against
WŚƚŚŽƌŝŵĂĞĂŽƉĞƌĐƵůĞůůĂ ;ellerͿ infestaƟon Ƶsing eǆtract of ŐƌŽƟƐ
ipsilon ;,Ƶfn.Ϳ >arǀal Frass
^hiŵaa <halil ;GiǌaͬGͿ
P PO^T Ϯ
Postharǀest ĚecaǇ of Ɖersiŵŵon frƵit in ^Ɖain
>lƵşs PaloƵ ;MontcaĚa͕ salenciaͬ^Ϳ
P PO^T 3
YƵanƟĮcaƟon of ƉesƟciĚe resiĚƵes in grains froŵ foƵr ŵaũor ŵarŬets
in ŬƵre͕ OnĚo ^tate͕ Eigeria.
:oseƉh ŬinneǇe ;ŬƵreͬEGͿ
P PO^T 4
/nocƵlƵŵ soƵrces of the ƉostͲharǀest Ɖathogens Neofabraea sƉƉ. anĚ
Cadophora sƉƉ. in DƵtch aƉƉle anĚ Ɖear orcharĚs
:ƺrgen <Ƃhl ;WageningenͬE>Ϳ
P PO^T ϱ
Postharǀest biocontrol of broǁn rot of Ɖeach ǁith a chiƟnase
ƉroĚƵceĚ bǇ DĞƚƐĐŚŶŝŬŽǁŝĂĨƌƵĐƟĐŽůĂ
Maria >oĚoǀica GƵllino ;GrƵgliascoͬ/TͿ
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P PO^T 6

P PO^T ϳ

P PO^T 8

P PO^T ϵ

P PO^T ϭϬ

P PO^T ϭϭ

P PO^T ϭϮ

P PO^T ϭ3

P PO^T ϭ4

P PO^T ϭϱ

P PO^T ϭ6

P PO^T ϭϳ

P PO^T ϭ8

Use of gaŵŵa raĚiaƟon to ĚisinfestaƟon of ŚĂŵŽŵŝůůĂƌĞĐƵƟƚĂ froŵ
^ƉŚĂĞƌŝĐƵƐŐŝďďŽŝĚĞƐ ;ColeoƉtera͗ PƟniĚaeͿ
Marcos Zoberto Potenǌa ;^Ćo PaƵloͬZͿ
Eeǁ nonͲtherŵal Ɖostharǀest technologies reĚƵcing straǁberrǇ frƵit
contaŵinaƟon
Eeringa ZasiƵŬeǀiēiƻtĦ ;abtaiͬ>TͿ
īect of inorganic salts on ŽůůĞƚŽƚƌŝĐŚƵŵŵƵƐĂĞ anĚ &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ
solani ʹ caƵsal organisŵs of croǁn rot Ěisease of banana
shoŬ haƩacharǇǇa ;:orhatͬ/EͿ
ǀalƵaƟon of harĚening anĚ ĚarŬening of coŵŵon beans ĚƵring
storage bǇ ,ZͲM^ EMZ
nĚressa <Ƶhnen ^ilǀa ;GoiąniaͬZͿ
Taǆonoŵic iĚenƟĮcaƟon of anƟfƵngal strain >Ϯ6ϭ anĚ its acƟǀitǇ
assaǇ on the control against DŽŶŝůŝŶŝĂĨƌƵĐƟĐŽůĂ
:iǇan YiƵ ;eiũingͬCEͿ
Postharǀest ŵanageŵent of Monilinia rot of Ɖeach bǇ DͲŵeter͕ a
nonͲĚestrƵcƟǀe techniƋƵe
Marta Mari ;olognaͬ/TͿ
FreeǌeͲĚrieĚ >ens CƵlinaris ʹ analǇsis of teǆtƵre aƉƉlǇing
nonͲĚestrƵcƟǀe techniƋƵes
saleria Messina ;Ƶenos iresͬZͿ
ZaƉiĚ assessŵent on ƋƵalitǇ of fresh ĂƵĐƵƐĐĂƌŽƚĂ >. groǁn ƵnĚer
organic anĚ conǀenƟonal farŵing sǇsteŵs
saleria Messina ;Ƶenos iresͬZͿ
First stƵĚǇ on caƵsal agents of ƉostͲharǀest soŌ anĚ ĚrǇ rots in
ǀegetables store anĚ colĚͲrooŵ of rbil Ɖroǀince͕ /raƋ
Pari roŬanloƵi MaĚloo ;rbilͬ/ZͿ
Eoǀel bioĚegraĚable coaƟng to control Ɖostharǀest nthracnose anĚ
ŵaintain ƋƵalitǇ of fresh frƵits anĚ ǀegetables
sgar li ;<Ƶla >ƵŵƉƵrͬMYͿ
īect of Ɖostharǀest nitric oǆiĚe anĚ Chitosan treatŵents on ƋƵalitǇ
aƩribƵtes anĚ control of fƵngal ĚecaǇs of Ɖeach ;Prunus persica cǀ.
ZaaferaniͿ
fsaneh sfanĚi ;<hoǇͬ/ZͿ
The Ƶse of essenƟal oils in coŵbinaƟon ǁith controlleĚ atŵosƉhere
to control Ɖostharǀest ĚecaǇ caƵseĚ bǇ ŽƚƌǇƟƐĐŝŶĞƌĞĂ anĚ
WĞŶŝĐŝůůŝƵŵĞǆƉĂŶƐƵŵ on aƉƉles
EoŬǁaǌi Mbili ;^tellenboschͬͿ
ZesiĚƵes anĚ eīects on the aroŵa ƉroĮle of aƉƉles aŌer ƉhosƉhine
fƵŵigaƟon
Dagŵar <leŵentǌ ;erlinͬDͿ
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P PO^T ϭϵ

P PO^T ϮϬ

P PO^T Ϯϭ

P PO^T ϮϮ

The ŵoĚe of anƟfƵngal acƟon of leŵongrass ;ǇŵďŽƉŽŐŽŶ
citratus ;DC.Ϳ ^traƉfͿ essenƟal oil on ŽƚƌǇƟƐĐŝŶĞƌĞĂ
EoŬǁaǌi Mbili ;^tellenboschͬͿ
Deterŵining the eĸcacǇ of oǌone technologǇ against reĚ ŇoƵr
beetle͕ dƌŝďŽůŝƵŵ ĐĂƐƚĂŶĞƵŵ ;,erbstͿ͕ ƵnĚer high teŵƉeratƵres
Mansoor ,asan ;FaisalabaĚͬP<Ϳ
^tƵĚǇ of the ƉotenƟal Ƶse of essenƟal oil froŵ ^ǇǌǇŐŝƵŵĂƌŽŵĂƟĐƵŵ
in ŝŽƐĐŽƌĞĂ rotundata rot control
>ile Christğre EgƵeŵnang MaboƵ ;YaoƵnĚĠͬCMͿ
CoŵbinaƟon of FlƵĚioǆonil anĚ >/ͲF tǇƉe anƟbioƟcs ƉroĚƵceĚ bǇ
WĂĞŶŝďĂĐŝůůƵƐƉŽůǇŵǇǆĂ for controlling against citrƵs green ŵolĚ
Ying yiao ;GƵangǌhoƵͬCEͿ

^oil borne Ɖests anĚ Ěiseases
P ^O/> ϭ
Mass ƉroĚƵcƟon͕ forŵƵlaƟon anĚ aƉƉlicaƟon of dƌŝĐŚŽĚĞƌŵĂ for soil
borne Ěisease ŵanageŵent of ǀegetable croƉs
Mossaŵŵat ^haŵsƵnnahar ;GaǌiƉƵrͬDͿ
P ^O/> Ϯ
ǁithĚraǁnʹīect of ŵƵstarĚ as green ŵanƵre anĚ ĚrieĚ Ɖlant resiĚƵe on
chicŬƉea ǁilt ;&ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵŽǆǇƐƉŽƌƵŵ f. sƉ. cicerisͿ͕ in Eorthǁestern
thioƉia
MerŬƵǌ bera ;ahir DarͬTͿ
P ^O/> 3
EƵrserǇ eǀalƵaƟon of inĚigenoƵs anĚ eǆoƟc aƉƉle cƵlƟǀars against
alternaria blight in ŬƵŵaƵn region of UƩaraŬhanĚ
MƵŬesh Mer ;MƵŬteshǁarͬ/EͿ
P ^O/> 4
UƟliǌaƟon of rice straǁ͕ ƵncoŵƉosteĚ anĚ coŵƉosteĚ sǁine ŵanƵre
to sƵƉƉress soilͲborne Ɖathogens in selecteĚ crƵciferoƵs ǀegetable in
the PhiliƉƉines
ZonalĚo lberto ;MƵnoǌͬP,Ϳ
P ^O/> ϱ
^tƵĚǇ of agressiǀitǇ of &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵĐƵůŵŽƌƵŵ isolates associateĚ ǁith
root rot anĚ heaĚ blight of ǁheat in lgeria
oƵreghĚa ,oƵĚa ;lgiersͬDͿ
P ^O/> 6
Cloning͕ characteriǌaƟon anĚ eǆƉression of a noǀel laccase gene
Pclac6froŵ WŚǇƚŽƉŚƚŚŽƌĂĐĂƉƐŝĐŝ
PeiƋian >i ;YƵn ChengͬCEͿ
P ^O/> ϳ
MiniŵƵŵ Tillage to Ɖreǀent soil erosion control of Western Corn
borer anĚ FƵsariƵŵ Ěesease bǇ insecƟciĚe anĚ fƵngiciĚe sƉraǇing
:osef Zosner ;TƵllnͬTͿ
P ^O/> 8
ssessŵent of /nocƵlƵŵ Ěecline in ǆ asal ^teŵ Zot ;'ĂŶŽĚĞƌŵĂ
boninenseͿ hole in reƉlanƟng area
^isŬo ƵĚianto ;MeĚanͬ/DͿ
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P ^O/> ϵ

P ^O/> ϭϬ

P ^O/> ϭϭ
P ^O/> ϭϮ

P ^O/> ϭ3

P ^O/> ϭ4

P ^O/> ϭϱ

P ^O/> ϭ6

P ^O/> ϭϳ

P ^O/> ϭ8

P ^O/> ϭϵ

P ^O/> ϮϬ

P ^O/> Ϯϭ

The cereal neŵatoĚes͖ ,ĞƚĞƌŽĚĞƌĂĂǀĞŶĂĞ anĚ WƌĂƚǇůĞŶĐŚƵƐ thornei
associateĚ ǁith ǁheat ǇielĚ reĚƵcƟon in astern MeĚiterranean
Zegion of TƵrŬeǇ
MƵstafa /ŵren ;olƵͬTZͿ͕ /brahiŵ ,alil leŬcioglƵ ;ĚanaͬTZͿ
OccƵrrence anĚ ĚistribƵƟon of entoŵoƉathogenic
neŵatoĚes ;^teinerneŵaƟĚae anĚ ,eterorhabĚiƟĚaeͿ in <aǇseri
Proǀince͕ TƵrŬeǇ
Zaŵaǌan Canhilal ;<aǇseriͬTZͿ͕ 7brahiŵ ,alil leŬcioŒlƵ ;ĚanaͬTZͿ
ggressiǀeness of &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵŽǆǇƐƉŽƌƵŵ f. sƉ. ŵĞĚŝĐĂŐŝŶŝƐ on lfalfa
Cafer Ŭen ;/sƉartaͬTZͿ
DeǀeloƉŵent of a CoͲencaƉsƵlaƟon of baŬer͛s Ǉeast͕ ŵaiǌe starch
anĚ ĞĂƵǀĞƌŝĂďĂƐƐŝĂŶĂ aƩracƟǀe toǁarĚs ǁestern corn rootǁorŵ
nant Patel ;ielefelĚͬDͿ
^elecƟon of ŵicroorganisŵs froŵ sƵƉƉressiǀe coŵƉost to control
soilͲborne Ɖathogens on ƉoƩeĚ ǀegetables
Maria >oĚoǀica GƵllino ;GrƵgliascoͬ/TͿ
ǀalƵaƟng sǇsteŵic seŵiͲselecƟǀe cheŵicals for the ŵanageŵent of
aƉƉle reƉlant Ěisease in fƵŵigateĚ anĚ nonͲfƵŵigateĚ orcharĚs
sǇsteŵs
MaŬoŵborero EǇoni͕ Ěele Mc>eoĚ ;^tellenboschͬͿ
ClƵbroot of oilseeĚ raƉe eƉiĚeŵics͕ ǀirƵlence of WůĂƐŵŽĚŝŽƉŚŽƌĂ
brassicae anĚ Ɖossible ŵanageŵent strategies
Eaǌanin aŵaniͲEoor ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ
Using conĚiƟonal ƉrobabilitǇ to ƉreĚict inocƵlƵŵ leǀel of sĞƌƟĐŝůůŝƵŵ
dahliae froŵ coŵŵercial Ɖotato ĮelĚs in Michigan͕ U^
>ƵŬe ^teere ;ast >ansing͕ M/ͬU^Ϳ
The eƉiĚeŵiologǇ of bacterial FrƵit lotch Disease of ǁaterŵelon in
astern MeĚiterranean Zegion
ZaǌiǇe CeƟnŬaǇa YilĚiǌ ;ĚanaͬTZͿ
ƉŚĂŶŽŵǇĐĞƐƚƌŝĨŽůŝŝ͕ an eǀolǀing͕ caƵsal agent of ^eǀere Zoot
Disease in nnƵal Cloǀers in Ƶstralia
MingƉei YoƵ ;CraǁleǇͬUͿ
ĸcacǇ of ĚiŵethǇl ĚisƵlĮĚe against FƵsariƵŵ ǁilt anĚ ǁeeĚs on
leƩƵce
Maria >oĚoǀica GƵllino ;GrƵgliascoͬ/TͿ
Eo eǀiĚence of steŵ bleeĚing transŵission bǇ aŵbrosia beetles to
coconƵt Ɖalŵs in raǌil
lio Cesar GƵǌǌo ;MaceiſͬZͿ
PreĚatorǇ ŵites of the sƵƉerfaŵilǇ ĚelloiĚea ;cari͗ TroŵbiĚiforŵes͗
ProsƟgŵataͿ froŵ /ran
MohaŵŵaĚ agheri ;Maraghehͬ/ZͿ
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P ^O/> ϮϮ

P ^O/> Ϯ3

P ^O/> Ϯ4

P ^O/> Ϯϱ

P ^O/> Ϯ6

P ^O/> Ϯϳ

P ^O/> Ϯ8
P ^O/> Ϯϵ

P ^O/> 3Ϭ

P ^O/> 3ϭ

P ^O/> 3Ϯ
P ^O/> 33

P ^O/> 34

ϭϮϬ

DeǀeloƉŵent of a sƵbstrate for the ƉroĚƵcƟon of seeĚlings
oƉƟŵiǌeĚ ǁith regarĚ to Ɖlant nƵtriƟon anĚ sƵƉƉressiǀeness to soil
borne Ěiseases
seroniŬa ,ofer ;FricŬͬC,Ϳ
ǀalƵaƟon of biological control ƉroƉerƟes anĚ characteriǌaƟon of
three raǌilian Plant Groǁth ProŵoƟng acteria
ǀelise ach ;Porto legreͬZͿ
DistribƵƟon of ƉhǇsiological races of &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵŽǆǇƐƉŽƌƵŵ f. sƉ. Ɖisi in
ǁestern lgeria
MerǌoƵg oƵŵria ;MascaraͬDͿ
CoŵƉaraƟǀe stƵĚies of strƵctƵral anĚ fƵncƟonal ĚiǀersitǇ of soil
ŵicrobioŵes in the rhiǌosƉhere anĚ bƵlŬ soil in an energǇ croƉ
rotaƟon Ƶsing ĚenatƵring graĚient gel electroƉhoresis ;DGGͿ
EǲĚitsi Messan ioǀa ;GoeƫngenͬDͿ
CharacteriǌaƟon of DĂĐƌŽƉŚŽŵŝŶĂƉŚĂƐĞŽůŝŶĂ froŵ sƵgar beet Ƶsing
^^Z ŵarŬers
Eeǀena Eagl ;Eoǀi ^aĚͬZ^Ϳ
ioĚiscoǀerǇ of coŵƉoƵnĚs froŵ Ɖlant groǁthͲƉroŵoƟng
Zhiǌobacteria ;PGPZͿ anĚ their role in sƟŵƵlaƟng ƉseƵĚoͲcheŵical
resƉonses in WŚǇƚŽƉŚƚŚŽƌĂ ĐŝŶŶĂŵŽŵŝ
hŵaĚ ZaĚhǌlan Zosli ;risbaneͬUͿ
&ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ solani caƵsing leŵon ǀerbena root rot in /ran
bbas ^harǌei ;Tehranͬ/ZͿ
Possible ƵƟliǌaƟon of organic anĚ bioͲorganics ǁith inorganic
ferƟliǌers on groǁth anĚ ǇielĚ aƩribƵtes of oŬra in relaƟon to the
ŵanageŵent of Ɖlant Ɖathogens
^artaũ TiǇagi ;ligarhͬ/EͿ
iological control of FƵsariƵŵ root rot of beans bǇ dƌŝĐŚŽĚĞƌŵĂ
ŚĂŵĂƚƵŵ anĚ silicon treatŵents
bbas ^harǌei ;Tehranͬ/ZͿ
The iŵƉortance of the loǁ teŵƉeratƵre thresholĚ for clƵbroot
ĚeǀeloƉŵent on canola
MarǇ ZƵth McDonalĚ ;GƵelƉhͬCͿ
^ƉaƟal behaǀior of fƵsariosis in blacŬ ƉeƉƉer
Marcelo ^ilǀa ;^Ćo MateƵsͬZͿ
iological control of charcoal rot of ŵƵngbean bǇ dƌŝĐŚŽĚĞƌŵĂ
ŚĂƌǌŝĂŶƵŵ anĚ shoot ĚrǇ bioŵass of ^ŝƐǇŵďƌŝƵŵŝƌŝŽ
rshaĚ :aǀaiĚ ;>ahoreͬP<Ϳ
/ntegrateĚ solƵƟon ƉroƉosals for neŵatoĚe control baseĚ on the
cƵrrent anĚ ƵƉcoŵing aǇer CroƉ^cience Ɖorƞolio
,artǁig DaƵcŬ ;Monheiŵ a. Z.ͬDͿ

Poster PresentaƟons ͻ MonĚaǇ͕ Ϯ4 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
P ^O/> 3ϱ
P ^O/> 36

P ^O/> 38
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P ^O/> 46

P ^O/> 4ϳ

P ^O/> 48
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Zaces of WŚǇƚŽƉŚƚŚŽƌĂ ƐŽũĂĞ in Ontario ĚƵring ϮϬϭϬʹϮϬϭϮ
llen yƵe Cober ;OƩaǁaͬCͿ
/ĚenƟĮcaƟon of coŵƉaƟbilitǇ factor genes inǀolǀeĚ in the
ƉlantʹfƵngƵs interacƟon anĚ their ƉotenƟal Ƶse in breeĚing for
sĞƌƟĐŝůůŝƵŵ ůŽŶŐŝƐƉŽƌƵŵ resistance in oilseeĚ raƉe ;ƌĂƐƐŝĐĂ napusͿ
Zoǆana ,ossain ;<ielͬDͿ
īect of rassica Ɖellet on the sƵrǀiǀal anĚ ƉathogenicitǇ of
WŚǇƚŽƉŚƚŚŽƌĂ ŶŝĐŽƟĂŶĂĞ͕ the caƵsal agent of root anĚ croǁn rot of
reĚ ƉeƉƉer in ǁestern ^Ɖain
PaƵla ^erranoͲPĠreǌ ;GƵaĚaũiraͬ^Ϳ
Control of WŚǇƚŽƉŚƚŚŽƌĂ ŶŝĐŽƟĂŶĂĞ Ƶsing ƌĂƐƐŝĐĂ Ɖellet anĚ ChicŬen
PoƵltrǇ Ɖellet incorƉorateĚ into the soil ƵnĚer controlleĚ conĚiƟons
PaƵla ^erranoͲPĠreǌ ;GƵaĚaũiraͬ^Ϳ
ǀalƵaƟon of ƉhǇtotoǆicitǇ of ƌĂƐƐŝĐĂ Ɖellet anĚ ChicŬen ƉoƵltrǇ Ɖellet
PaƵla ^erranoͲPĠreǌ ;GƵaĚaũiraͬ^Ϳ
ǀalƵaƟon of ǀerƟcal anĚ horiǌontal resistance to WŚǇƚŽƉŚƚŚŽƌĂ root
anĚ steŵ rot in CanaĚian shortͲseason soǇbean cƵlƟǀars
llen G. yƵe ;OƩaǁaͬCͿ
/ŵƉact of ƉollinaƟon on sŵƵt infecƟon in ŵaiǌe cobs
EƵh oǇraǌ ;<onǇaͬTZͿ
MolecƵlar characteriǌaƟon of &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ sƉƉ. caƵsing ƉeanƵt broǁn
root rot anĚ strategies for their biocontrol
Ěriana Torres ;Zio CƵartoͬZͿ
^oƵrces of resistance to shǇ ^teŵ light caƵseĚ bǇ DĂĐƌŽƉŚŽŵŝŶĂ
phaseolina in the coǁƉea ŵaũor gene Ɖool tǁo
rsenio EĚeǀe ;ZiǀersiĚe͕ CͬU^Ϳ
sirƵlence anĚ ŵolecƵlar ƉolǇŵorƉhisŵ in W͘ brassicae isolates froŵ
GerŵanǇ
ecŬe ^trehloǁ ;ZostocŬͬDͿ
ǁithĚraǁn ʹ the iŵƉact of Wilt Disease caƵseĚ bǇ &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵŽǆǇƐƉŽƌƵŵ
f. sƉ. ůǇĐŽƉĞƌƐŝĐŝͲƌĂĚŝĐŝƐ on the toŵato ;^olanƵŵ lǇcoƉersicƵŵ Mill.Ϳ
Ǉĕin ŬsƵ ltƵn ;^anliƵrfaͬTZͿ
The Zesearch of the CoŵƉrehensiǀe Control TechnologǇ to FƵsariƵŵ Wilt
Disease
FƵrƵ Chen ;FƵǌhoƵͬCEͿ
^oilͲborne fƵngi of the ,arran Plain in ^anlŦƵrfaͲTƵrŬeǇ anĚ salinitǇ
relaƟons
ǇƔin ilgili ;^anliƵrfaͬTZͿ
/nhibitorǇ inŇƵence of organic anĚ inorganic soĚiƵŵ salts anĚ
sǇntheƟc fƵngiciĚes against bean root rot Ɖathogens
MƵharreŵ TƺrŬŬan ;OrĚƵͬTZͿ

ϭϮϭ

Poster PresentaƟons ͻ MonĚaǇ͕ Ϯ4 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
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sarieĚ root eǆƵĚates anĚ enricheĚ rhiǌosƉheric bioĚiǀersitǇ bǇ
graŌing can contribƵte to resist the ǁaterŵelon fƵsariƵŵ Ěisease
Eing >ing ;EanũingͬCEͿ
TeŵƉeratƵre resƉonses͕ ƉathogenicitǇ anĚ geneƟc ĚiǀersitǇ of
DĂĐƌŽƉŚŽŵŝŶĂƉŚĂƐĞŽůŝŶĂ isolates froŵ ŵelon in TƵrŬeǇ
FaƟh Mehŵet ToŬ ;,ataǇͬTZͿ
^tƵĚies on integrateĚ anĚ ecofrienĚlǇ ŵanageŵent of FƵsariƵŵ ǁilt
in toŵato ;>ǇĐŽƉĞƌƐŝĐĂŶĞƐĐƵůĞŶƚƵŵͿ
Zaũesh <Ƶŵar PanĚeǇ ;:hansiͬ/EͿ
 neǁ aƉƉroach to fƵngal anĚ OoŵǇcete soilborne Ɖathogen
iĚenƟĮcaƟon in coŵŵon bean groǁn in eastern anĚ soƵthern frica
:aŵes ^teaĚŵan ;>incoln͕ EͬU^Ϳ
FƵngi associateĚ ǁith steŵ borer frass in ŵaiǌe steŵs
Ěson EcƵbe ;PotchefstrooŵͬͿ
CharacteriǌaƟon anĚ PathogenicitǇ of three sƵbgroƵƉs of ZŚŝǌŽĐƚŽŶŝĂ
solani G 4 isolateĚ froŵ ǁinter sƋƵash in the lacŬ ^ea region of
TƵrŬeǇ
7sŵail rƉer ;^aŵsƵnͬTZͿ
Diīerent forŵs of green ŵanƵres to control sĞƌƟĐŝůůŝƵŵĚĂŚůŝĂĞ
DalbarĚ ^ǁann ;ToƵloƵseͬFZͿ
^oil borne Ɖathogens associateĚ to dƌŝĨŽůŝƵŵƐƵďƚĞƌƌĂŶĞƵŵ anĚ
d͘ ĂůĞǆĂŶĚƌŝŶƵŵ ƵseĚ as sƵbsiĚiarǇ croƉs in Ěiīerent croƉƉing
sǇsteŵs in tǁo cliŵaƟc regions in Morocco
^anae <riŵi encheƋroƵn ;^eƩatͬMͿ
segetaƟǀe coŵƉaƟbilitǇ groƵƉs in sĞƌƟĐŝůůŝƵŵĚĂŚůŝĂĞ isolates froŵ
oliǀe in >ebanon
Farah aroƵĚǇ ;Fanarͬ>͕ ariͬ/TͿ
ǁithĚraǁn ʹ Ƶse of oilseeĚ resiĚƵes for the control of WǇƚŚŝƵŵƵůƟŵƵŵ in
rƵgƵla
>eila Ěe Castro >oƵbacŬ Ferraǌ ;^ete >agoasͬZͿ

^toreĚ ProĚƵct ProtecƟon
P ^PP ϭ
Weeǀil feeĚing site Ɖreference on ŵaiǌe grain ʹ iŵƉlicaƟons anĚ
clƵes for sƵccessfƵl breeĚing Ɖrograŵŵes against ^ŝƚŽƉŚŝůƵƐǌĞĂŵĂŝƐ
MotschƵlsŬǇ
>ƵŬe EǁosƵ ;MaŬƵrĚiͬEGͿ
P ^PP Ϯ
CoŵƉaraƟǀe lethalitǇ of three Ɖlant ƉoǁĚers͕ a ĚiatoŵaceoƵs earth
anĚ their ŵiǆes to aĚƵlts of foƵr storage beetles
Thoŵas OfƵǇa ;enin CitǇͬEGͿ
P ^PP 3
ĸcacǇ of ǌĂĚŝƌĂĐŚƚĂŝŶĚŝĐĂ anĚ ǇŵďŽƉŽŐŽŶ citratur as storage
grain Ɖrotectants against Callosobruchus ŵĂĐƵůĂƚƵƐ anĚ ^ŝƚŽƉŚŝůƵƐ
ǌĞĂŵĂŝƐ
Moũisola OũeboĚ ;/baĚanͬEGͿ

ϭϮϮ

Poster PresentaƟons ͻ MonĚaǇ͕ Ϯ4 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
P ^PP 4

P ^PP ϱ

P ^PP 6

P ^PP ϳ

P ^PP 8

P ^PP ϵ

P ^PP ϭϬ

P ^PP ϭϭ

P ^PP ϭϮ

P ^PP ϭ3

P ^PP ϭ4

P ^PP ϭϱ

Monitoring the acƟǀitǇ of the egg ƉarasitoiĚ dƌŝĐŚŽŐƌĂŵŵĂ
ĞǀĂŶĞƐĐĞŶƐ ;,ǇŵenoƉtera͕ TrichograŵŵaƟĚaeͿ on an inĚƵstrial ig
ag aŌer release
Charles ĚarŬǁah ;TaŵaleͬG,Ϳ
ǀalƵaƟon of the eĸcacǇ of soŵe insecƟciĚal Ɖlant ŵaterials against
ĚrǇ ǁooĚ terŵite infestaƟon
^iŵon /ĚoŬo OŬǁeche ;CalabarͬEGͿ
^tƵĚǇ on oliǀe oil characterisƟcs in infecteĚ anĚ ƵninfecteĚ frƵits bǇ
oliǀe frƵit ŇǇ
^aiĚeh <halighi ;Tehranͬ/ZͿ
CharacteriǌaƟon of inorganic anĚ organicͲclaǇs ŵoĚiĮeĚ ŵaterials͗
an aƉƉroach for aĚsorƉƟon of an insecƟciĚal terƉenic coŵƉoƵnĚ
EgƵeŵchoƵin MboƵga Marie Goleƫ ;MontƉellierͬCMͿ
sƟŵaƟon of losses in soŵe aĚǀanceĚ sorghƵŵ genotǇƉes caƵseĚ bǇ
reĚ ŇoƵr beetle͕ dƌŝďŽůŝƵŵĐĂƐƚĂŶĞƵŵ ;,erbstͿ ;TenebrioniĚae͗
ColeoƉteraͿ
^aba Tahseen ;^argoĚhaͬP<Ϳ
/nsecƟciĚal acƟǀitǇ of Cleistopholis patens ;enthͿ against Plodia
interpunctella ;,ƺbnerͿ anĚ its toǆicological eīect on albino rat
:oseƉh ŬinneǇe ;ŬƵreͬEGͿ
ZesiĚƵal toǆicitǇ of ƉiriŵiƉhosͲŵethǇl on concrete sƵrface to the
rƵstǇ grain beetle͕ ƌǇƉƚŽůĞƐƚĞƐĨĞƌƌƵŐŝŶĞƵƐ ;^teƉhensͿ ;ColeoƉtera͗
>aeŵoƉhloeiĚaeͿ
Marcos Zoberto Potenǌa ;^Ćo PaƵloͬZͿ
OǀiciĚal ĸcacǇ of yǇůŽƉŝĂĂĞƚŚŝŽƉŝĐĂ anĚ WĂƌŝŶĂƌŝŵĂĐƌŽƉŚǇůůĂ
eǆtracts against ^ŝƚŽƚƌŽŐĂĐĞƌĞĂůĞůůĂ ;OliǀierͿ /nfesƟng ^toreĚ PaĚĚǇ
Zice
ĚeniŬe ĚeǇeŵo ;ŬƵreͬEGͿ
Green botanical ƉoǁĚers as aīorĚable insect Ɖest Ɖrotectant against
ƉostͲharǀest losses associateĚ ǁith grains
ĚeniŬe ĚeǇeŵo ;ŬƵreͬEGͿ
Cheŵical coŵƉosiƟon anĚ in ǀitro biological acƟǀiƟes of essenƟal
anĚ ǀegetable oils froŵ foƵr Caŵeroonian sƉices as ƉotenƟal
Ɖrotectants of storeĚ grain against insects anĚ ŵicroorganisŵs
infestaƟons
TaƉonĚũoƵ ǌefacŬ >Ġon ;DschangͬCMͿ
ǀalƵaƟon of the resistance of t anĚ non t ŵaiǌe ǀarieƟes against
^ŝƚŽƉŚŝůƵƐǌĞĂŵĂŝƐ ;ColeoƉtera͗ CƵrcƵlioniĚaeͿ
lio Cesar GƵǌǌo ;MaceiſͬZͿ
GCͲM^ analǇsis of ůĞƌŽĚĞŶĚƌƵŵĐĂƉŝƚĂƚƵŵ as fƵŵigant against
storeĚ grain insect Ɖest
:acobs MobolaĚe Ěesina ;OǁoͬEG͕ /ŵƉhalͬ/EͿ
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ϭϮ4

^tƵĚǇ of the biological acƟǀitǇ of the entoŵoƉathogenoƵs ĞĂƵǀĞƌŝĂ
bassiana ;sƵil.͕ ϭϵϭϮͿ on the biocheŵistrǇ anĚ strƵctƵre of the cƵƟcle
of ^ĐŚŝƐƚŽĐĞƌĐĂŐƌĞŐĂƌŝĂ ;ForsŬĊl͕ ϭϳϳϱͿ
,aloƵane Fatŵa ;oƵŵerĚesͬDͿ
ZelaƟǀe sƵsceƉƟbilitǇ of foƵr coleoƉteran storeĚ ƉroĚƵct insect
sƉecies to ĚiatoŵaceoƵs earth ^ilico^ecΠ
MƵhaŵŵaĚ >aǁan ;MaiĚƵgƵriͬEGͿ
ioacƟǀitǇ of binarǇ ŵiǆtƵre of Eeeŵǌal͕ ǌĂĚŝƌĂĐŚƚĂ indica seeĚ
ƉoǁĚer anĚ Plectranthus glandulosus leaf ƉoǁĚer against ^ŝƚŽƉŚŝůƵƐ
ǌĞĂŵĂŝƐ
<ataŵssaĚan Tofel ,aŵan ;aŵenĚaͬCMͿ
Post harǀest Ɖrobleŵs in Eorth Caŵeroon
<ataŵssaĚan Tofel ,aŵan ;aŵenĚaͬCMͿ
ĸcacǇ of essenƟal oils to control Maiǌe Grain Weeǀil ;^ŝƚŽƉŚŝůƵƐ
ǌĞĂŵĂŝƐ MotschƵlsŬǇͿ
WaniĚa Ƶaŵcharoen ;angŬoŬͬT,Ϳ
ǆƉloitaƟon of KƌŝŐĂŶƵŵ ĚŝĐƚĂŵŶƵƐ oil ǀaƉoƵr to control ŽƚƌǇƟƐ
cinerea Ɖostharǀest ĚeǀeloƉŵent in ŬeǇ horƟcƵltƵral ƉroĚƵcts of
Crete
<onstanƟnos >oƵlaŬaŬis ;,eraŬlionͬGZͿ
ǀalƵaƟon of anƟͲfƵngal acƟǀiƟes of the leaf eǆtract of tǁo
enĚeŵic aloe sƉecies against Aspergillus sƉecies that aīect
GroƵnĚnƵt ;Arachis ŚǇƉŽŐĂĞĂ >.Ϳ.
DinŬaǇehƵ laŵnie ;Dire DaǁaͬTͿ
ToǆicitǇ stƵĚǇ of Ěiīerent aŵoƵnts of oǌone on ^ŝƚŽƉŚŝůƵƐ
granarius ;>.Ϳ͕ dƌŝďŽůŝƵŵ ĐĂƐƚĂŶĞƵŵ ;,erbstͿ anĚ ZŚǇǌŽƉĞƌƚŚĂ
ĚŽŵŝŶŝĐĂ ;F.Ϳ ƵnĚer storehoƵse conĚiƟons
Zeǌa ^aĚeghi ;PaŬĚashtͬ/ZͿ
ToǆicitǇ anĚ Ɖersistence of sƉinosaĚ on ǁheat anĚ rice grains against
ZŚǇǌŽƉĞƌƚŚĂ ĚŽŵŝŶŝĐĂ anĚ dƌŝďŽůŝƵŵ ĐĂƐƚĂŶĞƵŵ
,aĮǌ ǌhar li <han ;>ahoreͬP<Ϳ
solaƟle organic coŵƉoƵnĚs ŵeĚiaƟng orientaƟon of Callosobrucus
ŵĂĐƵůĂƚƵƐ ;FabriciƵs͕ ϭϳϳϱͿ ;ColeoƉtera͗ ChrǇsoŵeloiĚae͗ rƵchinaeͿ
toǁarĚs ĚrieĚ green Ɖeas
gnğs Flore EĚoŵoͲMoƵaleƵ ;erlinͬDͿ
īects of ZoseŵarǇ ssenƟal Oil on Ěible ChicŬƉea anĚ
ĂůůŽƐŽďƌƵĐŚƵƐŵĂĐƵůĂƚƵƐ ;F.Ϳ
,ƵseǇin CeƟn ;<onǇaͬTZͿ
DeǀeloƉŵent of ĂůůŽƐŽďƌƵĐŚƵƐŵĂĐƵůĂƚƵƐ ;Fab.Ϳ on ƉreǀioƵslǇ
infesteĚ coǁƉea seeĚs
aba Gana <abir ;MaiĚƵgƵriͬEGͿ
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^tƵĚies on the eīect of ǌĂĚŝƌĂĐŚƚĂ indica seeĚ oil on the oǀiƉosiƟon
anĚ aĚƵlt eŵergence of coǁƉea brƵchiĚ ;Callosobruchus ŵĂĐƵůĂƚƵƐͿ
;ColeoƉtera͗ rƵchiĚaeͿ on CoǁƉea seeĚ ;sŝŐŶĂ unguiculataͿ
conĚƵcteĚ at aǇero UniǀersitǇ͕ <ano ^tate of Eigeria
EƵraĚeen bĚƵllahi ;<anoͬEGͿ
īect of ceton;C3,6OͿ ^teaŵs on Plodia interpunctella ,b. in
storeĚ rice ecosǇsteŵs.
EoƵraĚĚin ^haǇesteh ;MahabaĚͬ/ZͿ
/nsecƟciĚal eīects of dŚƵũĂ occidentalis ;CƵƉressaceaeͿ essenƟal oil
on ^ƚĞŐŽďŝƵŵ ƉĂŶŝĐĞƵŵ >. ;Col.͗ nobiiĚaeͿ
EoƵraĚĚin ^haǇesteh ;MahabaĚͬ/ZͿ
DetecƟon of resistance leǀel in dƌŝďŽůŝƵŵ ĐĂƐƚĂŶĞƵŵ ;,.Ϳ against
coŵŵonlǇ ƵseĚ insecƟciĚes
FarŬhanĚa Manǌoor ;>ahoreͬP<Ϳ
īects of ŵicroǁaǀe energǇ on storeĚ raisins Ɖest
Zeǌa ^aĚeghi ;Tehranͬ/ZͿ
PhototacƟc resƉonse of the ŵain grain storage Ɖests of China to
lightͲeŵiƫng ĚioĚes
hongŵing ǁang ;eiũingͬCEͿ
/nsecƟciĚal ƉotenƟal of natƵral ǌeolite forŵƵlaƟons against storeĚͲgrain
beetle Ɖests ʹ the eīect of ƉarƟcle siǌe
Christos ZƵŵbos ;solosͬGZͿ

Zole of /OE anĚ lloƉƵrinol in inĚƵcing sǇsteŵic acƋƵireĚ resistance
against WŽƚĂƚŽsŝƌƵƐz in Ɖotato Ɖlants
FaǁǌǇ bo lͲbbas ;CairoͬGͿ
Proteoŵic analǇsis to iĚenƟfǇ resistant stretegies aĚoƉteĚ bǇ host
Ɖlants ƵƉon begoŵoǀirƵs infecƟon
haǀin ^ƵĚhirŬƵŵar haƩ ;GanĚhinagarͬ/EͿ
Proǀision of ǀirƵs inĚeǆing serǀices anĚ Ěisease ʹ free farŵer
ƉreferreĚ ƟssƵe cƵltƵre anana GerŵƉlasŵ for regional fooĚ secƵritǇ
>ƵcǇ Miŵano ;Eairobiͬ<Ϳ
CoŵƉlete genoŵe seƋƵence of a carrot ǀirƵs ^ isolate froŵ rocŬ
saŵƉhire froŵ ^Ɖain
WƵlf Menǌel ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ
CharacteriǌaƟon of a neǁ tobaŵoǀirƵs infecƟng ƉeƉƉer in Morocco
WƵlf Menǌel ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ
ǁithĚraǁn ʹ Eeǁ ǀectors anĚ eĸciencǇ of transŵission of Potato
ǀŝƌƵƐanĚ strains of WŽƚĂƚŽǀŝƌƵƐz
>arissa Collins ;YorŬͬU<Ϳ

ϭϮϱ
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P s/ZU^ ϭϵ

ϭϮ6

/nŇƵence of ǀector genĚer of ǁestern Ňoǁer thriƉs ;Frankliniella
occidentalisͿ in the transŵission of Toŵato ^ƉoƩeĚ Wilt
sirƵs ;TosƉoǀirƵsͿ
Paŵella OgaĚa ;,annoǀerͬDͿ
^ǁeet Ɖotato ǀirƵs ĚetecƟon͕ characteriǌaƟon͕ eliŵinaƟon anĚ
ŵanageŵent in thioƉia
Dereũe ,aile ƵŬo ; sͬEO͕ ,aǁassaͬT,Ϳ
ǀolƵƟon of ^Ƶgarcane Ǉelloǁ leaf ǀirƵs isolates baseĚ on seƋƵence
analǇses of Coat anĚ Moǀeŵent Ɖroteins
YoƵssef bƵ hŵaĚ ;DaŵascƵsͬ^YͿ
ToǁarĚs the isolaƟon of resistance genes against soilͲborne barleǇ
Ǉelloǁ ŵosaic ǀirƵs Ěisease ;aYMs͕ aYMsͲϮ͕ aMMsͿ
<atũa Perner ;YƵeĚlinbƵrg͕ ^eelanĚͲGaterslebenͬDͿ
^tƵĚǇ of criƟcal Ɖoints that leaĚ of sƉoƩeĚ ǁilt ;TosƉoǀirƵsͿ
oƵtbreaŬs in sǁeet ƉeƉƉer in UrƵgƵaǇ
:orge PaƵllier ;MonteǀiĚeoͬUYͿ
OccƵrence of MZas anĚ C>Zs in ^ŽƌďƵƐ aucuparia anĚ ĞƚƵůĂ sƉƉ.
in ^canĚinaǀia
ũƂrn ,arhaƵsen ;erlinͬDͿ
MolecƵlar characteriǌaƟon of resistanceͲbreaŬing isolate of toŵato
sƉoƩeĚ ǁilt ǀirƵs anĚ searching for resistance on ƉeƉƉer
/stǀĄn TſbiĄs ;ƵĚaƉestͬ,UͿ
PoƉƵlaƟon of PlƵŵ Ɖoǆ ǀirƵs in ƵroƉean ZƵssia seeŵs to be the
ŵost Ěiǀerse in the ǁorlĚ
^ergei ChirŬoǀ ;MoscoǁͬZUͿ
Transŵission stƵĚies of ƵroƉean ŵoƵntain ash ringsƉotͲassociateĚ
ǀirƵs ;MZasͿ to ƉƵtaƟǀe neǁ host Ɖlants
,eiŬe >Ƶisa DiecŬŵann ;erlinͬDͿ
TranslaƟon iniƟaƟon stƵĚies of the ƉolǇƉroteins encoĚeĚ bǇ ZEϭ
anĚ ZEϮ of CherrǇ leaf roll ǀirƵs
Mathias reƵhahn ;erlinͬDͿ
iTZYͲbaseĚ ƋƵanƟtaƟǀe Ɖroteoŵics analǇsis of rice leaǀes infecteĚ
bǇ Zice striƉe ǀirƵs reǀeals seǀeral Ɖroteins inǀolǀeĚ in sǇŵƉtoŵ
ĚeǀeloƉŵent
yifeng Wang ;eiũingͬCEͿ
The ĚeterŵinaƟon of ǀirƵs Ěiseases for ƉeƉƉer groǁn into oƉen
ĮelĚs in ast MeĚiterranean region of TƵrŬeǇ
Pelin <eles OǌtƵrŬ ;ĚanaͬTZͿ
DetecƟon anĚ ŵolecƵlar characteriǌaƟon of coƩon infecƟng
begoŵoǀirƵses froŵ PaŬistan
MaliŬ Eaǁaǌ ^hũƵa ;/slaŵabaĚͬP<Ϳ

Poster PresentaƟons ͻ MonĚaǇ͕ Ϯ4 ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
P s/ZU^ ϮϬ

P s/ZU^ Ϯϭ

P s/ZU^ ϮϮ

P s/ZU^ Ϯ3

P s/ZU^ Ϯ4

P s/ZU^ Ϯϱ

P s/ZU^ Ϯ6

P s/ZU^ Ϯϳ

P s/ZU^ Ϯ8

P s/ZU^ Ϯϵ

P s/ZU^ 3Ϭ

P s/ZU^ 3ϭ

P s/ZU^ 3Ϯ

ƉiĚeŵiologǇ of ǌƵcchini ǀirƵses anĚ geneƟc ǀariabilitǇ of WMs in
FlanĚers betǁeen ϮϬϬϳ anĚ ϮϬϭ3 ʹ a seǀen Ǉear sƵrǀeǇ
Mathias De acŬer ;MerelbeŬeͬͿ
First reƉort of ŵiǆeĚ infecƟon of Ƶcchini Ǉelloǁ ŵosaic ǀirƵs ;YMsͿ
anĚ Toŵato leaf cƵrl Eeǁ Delhi ǀirƵs ;To>CEDsͿ infecƟng biƩergoƵrĚ
in PƵnũab͕ /nĚia
^hiŬha ^harŵa ;>ƵĚhianaͬ/EͿ
sirƵs coŵƉleǆ caƵsing ĚegeneraƟon of cƵlƟǀateĚ lliƵŵ sƉecies in
EorthͲWestern /nĚia
/rfan <han ;>ƵĚhianaͬ/EͿ
nlightening the associaƟon of a Ɖlant Ɖathogenic begoŵoǀirƵs ǁith
the Yelloǁ ŵosaic Ěisease of an ornaŵental Ɖlant Catharanthus
roseus
Chitra Eehra ;^iŬarͬ/EͿ
^erological iĚenƟĮcaƟon of ǀegetable ǀirƵses ĚeriǀeĚ froŵ GƵiǌhoƵ
Proǀince of China
Yang yƵehƵi ;GƵiǇangͬCEͿ
>ocaliǌaƟon of MZas Ɖroteins bǇ in Ɖlanta
agrobacteriƵŵͲŵeĚiateĚ transforŵaƟon
:ennǇ ZoƘbach ;erlinͬDͿ
DetecƟon of Toŵato Chlorosis sirƵs infecƟng Toŵato anĚ arable
ǁeeĚs Ƶsing MƵlƟƉleǆ PCZ anĚ Dot lot ,ǇbriĚiǌaƟon TechniƋƵes
MƵhaŵŵaĚ ^haŬeel ;ZiǇaĚhͬ^Ϳ
GeneƟc Ěiagnosis of >ϭ anĚ Mϳ GroƵƉ acterioƉhages isolateĚ froŵ
rǁinia aŵǇloǀora
nĚreas >eclerƋƵe ;GeisenheiŵͬDͿ
The aƉƉlicaƟon of high resolƵƟon ŵelƟng realͲƟŵe PCZ for
iĚenƟĮcaƟon of geneƟc ĚiǀersitǇ ǁithin Toŵato torraĚo ǀirƵs ;ToTsͿ
genoŵe
Marta ƵĚǌisǌeǁsŬa ;PoǌnaŷͬP>Ϳ
Toŵato torraĚo ǀirƵs reƋƵires CP for sǇsteŵic ŵoǀeŵent in
EicoƟana benthaŵiana
PrǌeŵǇsųaǁ WiecǌoreŬ ;PoǌnaŷͬP>Ϳ
Transŵission of the Fig Mosaic Disease agents bǇ Ceroplastes rusci
anĚ ceria ĮcƵs
^eǀĚiǇe Yorganci ;ǇĚŦnͬTZͿ
 Ɖair of Ƶniǀersal Ɖriŵers facilitates the ĚetecƟon of ƉotǇǀirƵses
occƵrring in ǁeeĚs anĚ ǁilĚ Ɖlants in /ran
,aũar saloƵǌi ;Tehranͬ/ZͿ
EatƵral occƵrrence of a neǁ egoŵoǀirƵs in cƵcƵrbit croƉs in /ran
lireǌa Golnaraghi ;Tehranͬ/ZͿ

ϭϮϳ
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ϭϮ8

 sƵrǀeǇ on ĚistribƵƟon of iŵƉortant toŵato ǀirƵses in Ƶshehr
Ɖroǀince of /ran
ahra MohanĚesǇ ;Tehranͬ/ZͿ
OleanĚer as a reserǀoir Ɖlant for CƵcƵŵber ŵosaic ǀirƵs
^hahin EoƵrineũhaĚͲarghani ;Tabriǌͬ/ZͿ
Zice striƉe TenƵiǀirƵs nonstrƵctƵral Ɖrotein 3 hiũacŬs the Ϯ6^
Ɖroteasoŵe of the sŵall broǁn ƉlanthoƉƉer͕ ǀia Ěirect interacƟon
ǁith regƵlatorǇͲƉarƟcle nonͲTPase sƵbƵnit 3
yƵeƉing hoƵ ;eiũingͬCEͿ
The /ranian ǁheat lanĚraces coŵƉrise tolerant anĚ resistant soƵrces
against ǀiral Ěiseases
Mohsen Yassaie ;arghanͬ/ZͿ
,ealth ŵicro ƉroƉagaƟon of Ɖotato ;^ŽůĂŶƵŵ ƚƵďĞƌŽƐƵŵ >.Ϳ
Faǌia >arbi ;lgiersͬDͿ
Chilli ǀeinal ŵoƩle ǀirƵs ǁas Įrst iĚenƟĮeĚ to infect chilli in ,Ƶnan
anĚ FƵũian Ɖroǀinces͕ China
^ongbai hang ;ChangshaͬCEͿ
The iŵƉact of regional ĚiǀersitǇ of CherrǇ siral Pathogens on
eīecƟǀitǇ of their ĚetecƟon
>ƵŬas PreĚaũna ;raƟslaǀaͬ^<Ϳ
The Ěaŵage anĚ ǁhiteŇǇ transŵission of Toŵato chlorosis ǀirƵs in
China
:ing hao ;eiũingͬCEͿ
EƵŵeroƵs noǀel fƵngal ǀirƵses are associateĚ ǁith the MƵshrooŵ
sirƵs y Ěisease
ĚǁarĚ Dobbs ;ast MallingͬU<Ϳ
CitrƵs ǀiroiĚs in TƵnisia ʹ Ɖreǀalence anĚ ŵolecƵlar characteriǌaƟon
sŵa Eaũar ;TƵnisͬTEͿ
DetecƟon anĚ ŵolecƵlar characteriǌaƟon of coƩon infecƟng
begoŵoǀirƵses froŵ PaŬistan
MaliŬ Eaǁaǌ ^hũƵa ;/slaŵabaĚͬP<Ϳ
DetecƟon of PrƵnƵs necroƟc ringsƉot ǀirƵs in ǁilĚ ƉlƵŵs ;Prunus
ĚŽŵĞƐƟĐĂ sƵbsƉ. ŝŶƐŝƟƟĂͿ in /ran
Zeǌa PoƵrrahiŵ ;Tehranͬ/ZͿ
Coat Ɖrotein gene seƋƵence analǇsis of an /ranian WƌƵŶƵƐŶĞĐƌŽƟĐ
ringsƉot ǀirƵs isolate froŵ sǁeet cherrǇ
^hirin FarǌaĚfar ;Tehranͬ/ZͿ
DistribƵƟon of sirƵses /nfecƟng CƵcƵrbits CroƉs Ŧn northern CǇƉrƵs
,aŬan FiĚan ;ĚanaͬTZͿ
sirƵs sƵƉƉression ǁith the PoleroǀirƵs ϱ͛ seƋƵenceͲsƉeciĮc
ZEͲbinĚing Ɖrotein encoĚeĚ bǇ the 3͛ sƵbgenoŵic ZE
>aǁrence <aǁchƵŬ ;>ethbriĚgeͬCͿ
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WeeĚs
P WD^ ϭ

P WD^ Ϯ

P WD^ 3

P WD^ 4
P WD^ ϱ

CharacteriǌaƟon of a noǀel PotǇǀirƵs of sƋƵash ;Cucurbita pepoͿ froŵ
FloriĚa
li Ŭhtar ;TƵlsa͕ O<ͬU^Ϳ
Wheat streaŬ ŵosaic ǀirƵs sƉreaĚs ʹ Įrst reƉort on the occƵrrence in
GerŵanǇ anĚ Ƶstria
FranŬ Zabenstein ;YƵeĚlinbƵrgͬDͿ
/nǀesƟgaƟon ofWŽƚĂƚŽzƉŽƚǇǀŝƌƵƐ ;PsYͿ /nfecƟons anĚ ^train
PoƉƵlaƟon in Potatoes ;^ŽůĂŶƵŵ ƚƵďĞƌŽƐƵŵ >.Ϳ in Central natolia
Zegion͕ TƵrŬeǇ
mŌaĚe Gƺner ;/ǌŵirͬTZͿ
lectrical ƉenetraƟon graƉh characterisaƟon of Planococcus
citri ;,eŵiƉtera͗ PseƵĚococciĚaeͿ feeĚing behaǀioƵr on cacao
Ŭeŵini OboŬ ;ZeaĚingͬU<Ϳ
ZeliabilitǇ anĚ interͲannƵal stabilitǇ in ǀisƵal sƵrǀeǇs of birch leafͲroll
Ěisease sǇŵƉtoŵs caƵseĚ bǇ C>Zs
Zisto :alŬanen ;ZoǀanieŵiͬF/Ϳ
CherrǇ leaf roll ǀirƵs ;C>ZsͿ ʹ a generalist aŵong Ɖlant ǀirƵses
infecƟng ǁooĚǇ hosts
:Ƶliane >anger ;erlinͬDͿ
OccƵrrence of a neǁ recoŵbinant begoŵoǀirƵs sƉecies infecƟng
toŵato croƉs in l aƟnah region of Oŵan
Ěel l ^hihi ;MƵscatͬOMͿ
ssessing the abilitǇ of oƉƟcal ŵethoĚs to Ěetect earlǇ CitrƵs tristeǌa
ǀirƵs infecƟon
EatĄlia MarƋƵes ;FaroͬPTͿ

,erbiciĚal acƟǀitǇ of Asphodelus ŵŝĐƌŽĐĂƌƉƵƐ against selecteĚ ǁeeĚ
sƉecies ;ŚĞŶŽƉŽĚŝƵŵ ĂůďƵŵͿ of ǁheat ;dƌŝƟĐƵŵ ĂĞƐƟǀƵŵͿ
Masarrat MigahiĚ ;leǆanĚriaͬGͿ
īect of Eitrogen Zates on Canola ;ƌĂƐƐŝĐĂŶĂƉƵƐ >.Ϳ anĚ WilĚ
ŵƵstarĚ ;^ŝŶĂƉŝƐĂƌǀĞŶƐŝƐ >.Ϳ CoŵƉeƟƟon
Ěel MoĚheũ ;^hoƵshtarͬ/ZͿ
Does salinitǇ enhance alleloƉathic eīects of dƌŝďƵůƵƐ terrestris >. in
ǁaterŵelon agroecosǇsteŵs at Eobaria͕ gǇƉt͍
^alaŵa lͲDarier ;leǆanĚriaͬGͿ
^elecƟǀe Groǁth inhibitors in ^ĂůǀŝĂ ƐǇƌŝĂĐĂ >.
araŬat bƵ /rŵaileh ;ŵŵanͬ:OͿ
FielĚ Ɖerforŵance coŵƉarisons betǁeen Ěiīerent Ɵllage iŵƉleŵent
eƋƵiƉƉeĚ ǁith herbiciĚes aƉƉlicator
bĚƵlraǌǌaŬ bĚƵllaƟf :asiŵ lǌƵbaiĚi ;aghĚaĚͬ/YͿ

ϭϮϵ
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ϭ3Ϭ

,erbiciĚal acƟǀitǇ anĚ ferŵentaƟon cƵltƵre conĚiƟon of PоϮ
YingǇƵn GƵo ;yiningͬCEͿ
^creening of >aŵb͛s ƋƵarters͕ coŵŵon groƵnĚsel anĚ cƵrlǇ ĚocŬ
ƉoƉƵlaƟon for Ɖossible resistance to conǀenƟonal herbiciĚes in
sƵgarbeet ĮelĚs of /sfahan
DarǇanaǌ FarahŵanĚ roƵũeni ;sfahanͬ/ZͿ
īects of seeĚ ƉosiƟon along height of ŵother Ɖlant on seeĚ
heteroblastǇ of ŚĞŶŽƉŽĚŝƵŵĂůďƵŵ anĚ ǀĞŶĂĨĂƚƵĂ
DarǇanaǌ FarahŵanĚ roƵũeni ;sfahanͬ/ZͿ
/nterference of alleloƉathic ǁheat ǁith Ěiīerent ǁeeĚs
ChƵihƵa <ong ;eiũingͬCEͿ
CƵstoŵiǌeĚ herbiciĚe Ƶse in ǁinter ǁheat in a croƉ rotaƟon
eǆƉeriŵent
Thoŵas <Ƶnǌe ;ZostocŬͬDͿ
Control anĚ CrossͲZesistance of arnǇarĚgrass to >^Ͳ anĚ
CCaseͲ/nhibitors in Zice FielĚ͕ <orea
ParŬ Tae ^eon ;/Ŭsanͬ<ZͿ
,igh ĚoŵinancǇ aŵong groƵnĚ coǀer Ɖlants anĚ the high ǁeeĚ
sƵƉƉression abilitǇ of birĚsfoot trefoil ;Lotus corniculatus >. ǀar.
corniculatus Ϳ
^onoŬo TsƵĚa ;FƵchƵͬ:PͿ
/nŇƵence of croƉ rotaƟon͕ nitrogen ferƟliǌaƟon anĚ herbiciĚe Ƶse on
ǁeeĚ occƵrrence in a long terŵ ĮelĚ trial in GerŵanǇ since ϭϵϵ8
:ƺrgen ^chǁarǌ ;<leinŵachnoǁͬDͿ
lleloƉathic ƉotenƟal of saīron ;Crocus ƐĂƟǀƵƐͿ
,ossein MarĚani ;FƵchƵ͕ ToŬǇoͬ:PͿ
FielĚ eǀalƵaƟon of sƵlfonǇlƵrea herbiciĚes against the broaĚ leaf
ǁeeĚ͕ WŽƚĂŵŽŐĞƚŽŶ ĚŝƐƟŶĐƚƵƐ . enneƩ͕ in transƉlanteĚ rice ;KƌǇǌĂ
ƐĂƟǀĂͿ in hƵtan
<eǌang TobgǇe ;ThiŵƉhƵͬTͿ
,erbiciĚal ƉotenƟal of essenƟal oil of ƌƚĞŵŝƐŝĂ scoparia against
soŵe ǁeeĚs
^halinĚer <aƵr ;ChanĚigarhͬ/EͿ
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soŵe aƉƉle ;Malus ĚŽŵĞƐƟĐĂ orŬh.Ϳ cƵlƟǀars anĚ rootstocŬs for
iŵƉroǀing their fƵngal Ěisease resistance Ƶsing gϮƉsϭ gene froŵ
Gerbera hǇbriĚa ;steraceaeͿ
hŵaĚ bĚƵl <aĚer ;DaŵascƵsͬ^YͿ
P EͲCCO 4 Plantǲs strategies for llelocheŵical ;enǌoǆaǌolinoneͿ DetoǆiĮcaƟon
Margot ^chƵlǌ ;onnͬDͿ
P EͲCCO ϱ iological control of the lesser grain borer ZŚǇǌŽƉĞƌƚŚĂ ĚŽŵŝŶŝĐĂ bǇ
bioforŵƵlateĚ ƉroĚƵcts ĚeriǀeĚ froŵ enĚoƉhǇƟc fƵngƵs
WĂĞĐŝůŽŵǇĐĞƐ ŵĂƌƋƵĂŶĚŝŝ isolateĚ froŵ ƌƚĞŵŝƐŝĂŚĞƌďĂͲĂůďĂ
OƵssaŵa li ensaci ;atnaͬDͿ

ϭ36

Poster PresentaƟons ͻ TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
P EͲCCO 6

P EͲCCO ϳ

P EͲCCO 8

P EͲCCO ϵ

P EͲCCO ϭϬ

P EͲCCO ϭϭ

P EͲCCO ϭϮ

P EͲCCO ϭ3

P EͲCCO ϭ4

P EͲCCO ϭϱ

P EͲCCO ϭ6
P EͲCCO ϭϳ

P EͲCCO ϭ8
P EͲCCO ϭϵ

Toǆicological anĚ biological eīects of Eeeŵ anĚ :oũoba Oils on the
lacŬ CƵtǁorŵ ŐƌŽƟƐ ipsilon ;,ƺfnͿ
Ěel M. lͲZaǁǇ ;GiǌaͬGͿ
/solaƟon anĚ iĚenƟĮcaƟon of the fƵngƵs caƵsaing leaǀes sƉot of
eƵcalǇƉtƵs trees sƉecie ƵĐĂůǇƉƚƵƐƐƚƌŝĐŬůĂŶĚŝŝ in ^irt Zegion of >ibǇa
Farhat li boƵǌŬhar ;^irteͬ>YͿ
ntoŵoƉathogenic fƵngi͕ ĞĂƵǀĞƌŝĂ bassiana ;als.Ϳ anĚ DĞƚĂƌŚŝǌŝƵŵ
anisopliae ;Metsch.Ϳ as biological control agents on soŵe storeĚ
ƉroĚƵct insects
MohaŵeĚ bĚelͲZaheeŵ ;GiǌaͬGͿ
>aboratorǇ eǀalƵaƟon of the eĸcacǇ of ioƉesƟciĚes on the
ŵanageŵent of ŵerican cocŬroach ;Periplaneta ĂŵĞƌŝĐĂŶĂ >.Ϳ
^Ǉlǀia asseǇ UŵoetoŬ ;CalabarͬEGͿ
bƵnĚance coŵƉarison anĚ seǆ inĚeǆ of laĚǇbirĚ ;Coccinella
ƐĞƉƚĞŵƉƵŶĐƚĂƚĂ >.Ϳ ;Col.͗ CoccinellĚaeͿ in ǁheat ĮelĚs anĚ aƉƉle
orcharĚs in Urŵia region
EoƵraĚĚin ^haǇesteh ;MahabaĚͬ/ZͿ
^Ɖecies ĚiǀersitǇ of aƉhiĚs ;,oŵoƉtera͗ ƉhiĚiĚaeͿ anĚ coccinelliĚs in
aƉƉle orcharĚs of Urŵia
EoƵraĚĚin ^haǇesteh ;Urŵiaͬ/ZͿ
/nsect Ɖheroŵones as bioĚegraĚable͕ reneǁable anĚ sƵstainable
bioƉesƟciĚes in fƵtƵre /PM sƵitable for ŵechaniǌeĚ aƉƉlicaƟon
,ans . ,Ƶŵŵel ;GiessenͬD anĚ ChaŵƉagin͕ />ͬU^Ϳ
Eeeŵ ingreĚients ʹ a ƉrecioƵs natƵral resoƵrce of ,oŵo
agronoŵicƵs for ŵeeƟng the neeĚs of organic Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon
,ans . ,Ƶŵŵel ;GiessenͬD anĚ ChaŵƉagin͕ />ͬU^Ϳ
The eīect of foƵr local Ɖlant eǆtract on the control of rice Weeǀil͕
^ŝƚŽƉŚŝůƵƐ ŽƌǇǌĂĞ >.
enaǌ bĚƵlla ;rbilͬ/YͿ
īect of ŵǇcorrhiǌal fƵngi on seeĚ gerŵinaƟon anĚ seeĚling
estabilishŵent in ƵĐƵŵŝƐƐĂƟǀƵƐ >. ƵnĚer ĚroƵght conĚiƟon
DarǇanaǌ FarahŵanĚ roƵũeni ;sfahanͬ/ZͿ
Zecent ĚeǀeloƉŵents in bioͲƉesƟciĚe inĚƵstrǇ in /nĚia
iƉƵl ^aha ;,ǇĚerabaĚͬ/EͿ
/nĚƵceĚ Ɖroteoŵe of ŽƚƌǇƟƐ cinerea bǇ >Ͳaŵino aciĚ oǆiĚase froŵ
TrichoĚerŵa
^hƵͲYing >iƵ ;DacƵnͬTWͿ
ĸcacǇ of eaƵǀeria bassiana isolates against ^ŝƚŽƉŚŝůƵƐ ŽƌǇǌĂĞ
YƵsƵf Yanar ;ToŬatͬTZͿ
^ƵrǀeǇ of entoŵoƉathogenic fƵngi froŵ ĮelĚ soils in ToŬat Proǀince͕
TƵrŬeǇ
DƺrĚane Yanar ;ToŬatͬTZͿ

ϭ3ϳ

Poster PresentaƟons ͻ TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
P EͲCCO ϮϬ ncaƉsƵlaƟon of DĞƚĂƌŚŝǌŝƵŵ ďƌƵŶŶĞƵŵ as basis for an aƩract anĚ
Ŭill strategǇ
nant Patel ;ielefelĚͬDͿ
P EͲCCO Ϯϭ iological control of croǁn gall on graƉeǀine bǇ nonƉathogenic
ŐƌŽďĂĐƚĞƌŝƵŵ ǀŝƟƐ strain Z<Ͳϭ
Ŭira <aǁagƵchi ;Ŭaiǁaͬ:PͿ
P EͲCCO ϮϮ /ŵƉact of biocontrol agent ^ƚƌĞƉƚŽŵǇĐĞƐ ĨƵŵĂŶƵƐ on bacterial
coŵŵƵniƟes in the rhiǌosƉhere of ǁheat anĚ soǇbean in neǁlǇ
cƵlƟǀateĚ soil
TinaƟn DoolotŬelĚieǀa ;ishŬeŬͬ<GͿ
P EͲCCO Ϯ3 īects of a neǁ organic resiĚƵe of ^ƚĞůůĞƌĂ ĐŚĂŵĂĞũĂƐŵĞ on croƉs
seeĚling groǁth anĚ its control eĸcacǇ against rootͲŬnot neŵatoĚe
,aiǇing hang ;>anǌhoƵͬCEͿ
P EͲCCO Ϯ4 Perforŵances stƵĚǇ of KŽĞŶĐǇƌƚƵƐ ƉŝƚǇŽĐĂŵƉĂĞ ;MercetͿ
;,ǇŵenoƉtera͗ ncǇrƟĚaeͿ on the neǁ facƟƟoƵs host WŚŝůŽƐĂŵŝĂ
ricini ;DanoǀanͿ ;>eƉiĚoƉtera͗ ^atƵrniiĚaeͿ to oƉƟŵiǌe its rearing
,ilal TƵnca ;nŬaraͬTZͿ
P EͲCCO Ϯϱ ^creening of antagonisƟc bacteria against Pseudoperonospora
cubensis anĚ their control eĸcacies on cƵcƵŵber ĚoǁnǇ ŵilĚeǁ
^heǌeng >i ;aoĚingͬCEͿ
P EͲCCO Ϯ6 /nĚƵceĚ ^Ǉsteŵic resistance;/^ZͿ in ƵĐƵŵŝƐ ƐĂƟǀĂ Ƶsing acterial
anĚ FƵngal /solates to Control dĞƚƌĂŶǇĐŚƵƐ ƵƌƟĐĂĞ <och
Zaǁa YoƵssef ;>aƩaŬiaͬ^YͿ
P EͲCCO Ϯϳ Control eīect of organic agricƵltƵral ŵaterials on seǀeral Ěiseases
anĚ Ɖests
/lŬǁeon Yeon ;GǇeongbƵŬͬ<ZͿ
P EͲCCO Ϯ8 Plant sǇŵbioses ʹ ƵnĚerstanĚing the ͞ĚoƵble life͟ of the
entoŵoƉathogen ĞĂƵǀĞƌŝĂ
Maria Ƶgenia MoranͲDieǌ ;>incolnͬEͿ
P EͲCCO Ϯϵ Manageŵent of straǁberrǇ anthracnose bǇ aƉƉlicaƟon of ĂĐŝůůƵƐ
ƐƵďƟůŝƐ enĚosƉore forŵƵlaƟons anĚ ƉotenƟal resistant cƵlƟǀars
TǌƵͲPi ,Ƶang ;TaichƵngͬTWͿ
P EͲCCO 3Ϭ Perofascia ůĞƉŝĚŝŝʹ the caƵsal agent of ĚoǁnǇ ŵilĚeǁ on garĚen
cress ;>ĞƉŝĚŝƵŵ ƐĂƟǀƵŵ >.Ϳ
Zoǆana Dũalali FarahaniͲ<ofoet ;GrossbeerenͬDͿ
P EͲCCO 3ϭ PoƉƵlaƟon reĚƵcƟon of yĂŶƚŚŽŵŽŶĂƐ citri sƵbsƉ. citri bǇ
rhiǌobacterial strains on the leaǀes of ^atsƵŵa ŵanĚarin
Yong ChƵll :eƵn ;:eũƵͬ<PͿ

ϭ38

Poster PresentaƟons ͻ TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
P EͲCCO 3Ϯ CoŵƉaraƟǀe stƵĚǇ of life table anĚ ƉreĚaƟon rate of
ŽĐĂŶƚŚĞĐŽŶĂ furcellata ;,eŵiƉtera͗ PentatoŵiĚaeͿ feĚ on

^ƉŽĚŽƉƚĞƌĂ litura ;>eƉiĚoƉtera͗ EoctƵiĚaeͿ anĚ Plutella
ǆǇůŽƐƚĞůůĂ ;>eƉiĚoƉtera͗ PlƵtelliĚaeͿ
^hƵͲ:en TƵan ;TaichƵngͬTWͿ
P EͲCCO 33 ǁithĚraǁnʹDiīerenƟal eīect anĚ ĚistribƵƟon of yC> lecƟns on ĐǇƌƚŚŽƐŝ
phon ƉŝƐƵŵ aƉhiĚs ʹ sƉeciĮc sƵgar binĚing acƟǀitǇ inĚƵceĚ changes in
insect resƉonses
:aber <ariŵi ;Tehranͬ/ZͿ
P EͲCCO 34 The insecƟciĚal eīects of Laurus nobilis essenƟal oil against
iŵŵatƵre stages of the ŇoƵr ŵoth͕ ƉŚĞƐƟĂ kuehniella eller
:aber <ariŵi ;Tehranͬ/ZͿ
P EͲCCO 3ϱ >aboratorǇ ĚeǀeloƉŵental traits anĚ fƵncƟonal resƉonse of
Pseudapanteles dignus ;,ǇŵenoƉtera͗ raconiĚaeͿ aƩacŬing dƵƚĂ
absoluta ;>eƉiĚoƉtera͗ GelechiiĚaeͿ in eggƉlant
Patricia C. PereǇra ;>a PlataͬZͿ
P EͲCCO 3ϳ ǀalƵaƟon of the caƵses of legƵŵe ǇielĚ ĚeƉression sǇnĚroŵe Ƶsing
an iŵƉroǀeĚ ĚiagnosƟc tool
arbara Thƺrig ;FricŬͬC,Ϳ
P EͲCCO 38 īect of seeĚͲ anĚ soilͲborne fƵsaria on the ĚeǀeloƉŵent of ŵaiǌe
seeĚlings
cŬharĚ <och ;DarŵstaĚtͬDͿ
P EͲCCO 3ϵ īect of essenƟal oil against bacterial Ŭnot Ěisease caƵseĚ bǇ
WƐĞƵĚŽŵŽŶĂƐ ƐĂǀĂƐƚĂŶŽŝ Ɖǀ. ƐĂǀĂƐƚĂŶŽŝ in in ǀitro conĚiƟons
CansƵ PŬsel ;TeŬirĚagͬTZͿ
P EͲCCO 4Ϭ īects of soŵe antagonists as seeĚ treatŵents on biological control
of Waterŵelon FrƵit lotch
^Ƶŵer ,orƵǌ ;<aǇseri͕ ĚanaͬTZͿ
P EͲCCO 4ϭ MorƉhological anĚ ŵolecƵlar characteriǌaƟon of &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ sƉƉ.
isolateĚ froŵ croǁn rot of organic bananas
MohaŵeĚ bĚalla MohaŵeĚ <aŵel ;Milanoͬ/T͕ GiǌaͬGͿ
P EͲCCO 4Ϯ MelanosƉorales ʹ PotenƟal biocontrol agents against fƵsaria͍
cŬharĚ <och ;DarŵstaĚtͬDͿ
P EͲCCO 43 lternaƟǀe ƉroĚƵcts froŵ COͲFZ for ƉrotecƟon of organic Ɖotato
croƉs ʹ re theǇ eīecƟǀe͍
:olanta <oǁalsŬa ;PoǌnaŷͬP>Ϳ
P EͲCCO 44 Change in groǁth of ƉhǇtoƉathogenic fƵngi bǇ the biosƟŵƵlant
FrƵtogarĚΠ
MohaŵŵaĚ :alil Dehghan ;DresĚenͬDͿ

ϭ3ϵ

Poster PresentaƟons ͻ TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
P EͲCCO 4ϱ ProtecƟǀe eīect of liƉoƉeƉƟĚe eǆtracts froŵ ĂĐŝůůƵƐ sƉ. isolates on
leaǀes of Arabidopsis anĚ sƵgar beet infecteĚ ǁith bacterial Ɖathogen
in Ɖlanta
/ǀica DiŵŬiđ ;elgraĚeͬZ^Ϳ
P EͲCCO 46 ntroƉǇ of ,ĞůŝĐŽǀĞƌƉĂ ĂƌŵŝŐĞƌĂ infecteĚ ǁith entoŵoƉathogenic
fƵngƵs͕ DĞƚĂƌŚŝǌŝƵŵ anisopliae
^hahǌaĚ /raniƉoƵr ;Tabriǌͬ/ZͿ
P EͲCCO 4ϳ PotenƟal bioƉesƟciĚe against GTD Ɖathogens isolateĚ froŵ
asǇŵƉtoŵaƟc graƉeǀines
rǌsĠbet ^ĄnĚor ;Debrecenͬ,UͿ
P EͲCCO 48 /nŇƵence of entoŵoƉathogenic fƵngƵs͕ DĞƚĂƌŚŝǌŝƵŵ anisopliae on
ĚeǀeloƉŵental Ɵŵe͕ sƵrǀiǀal anĚ fecƵnĚitǇ of ,ĞůŝĐŽǀĞƌƉĂ ĂƌŵŝŐĞƌĂ
^hahǌaĚ /raniƉoƵr ;Tabriǌͬ/ZͿ
P EͲCCO 4ϵ iocontrol ǁith the ^oƵthern GreǇ ^hriŬe ;Lanius ŵĞƌŝĚŝŽŶĂůŝƐͿ in lgeria
bĚelhaŵiĚ Gaceŵi ;,ŵaĚnaͬDͿ
P EͲCCO ϱϬ nƟŵicrobial cƟǀitǇ of ^ǇǌǇŐŝƵŵ ĂƌŽŵĂƟĐƵŵ anĚ ĂŶƚŚŽǆǇůƵŵ
ǆĂŶƚŚŽǆǇůŽŝĚĞƐ essenƟal oils against WŚǇƚŽƉŚƚŚŽƌĂ ŵĞŐĂŬĂƌǇĂ
Pierre Ŭe ;YaoƵnĚĠͬCMͿ
P EͲCCO ϱϭ The Ƶse of dƌŝĐŚŽĚĞƌŵĂ ĂƐƉĞƌĞůůƵŵ as a bioͲcontrol agent of Toŵato
White MoƵlĚ Ěisease caƵseĚ bǇ ^ĐůĞƌŽƟƵŵ rolfsii
DaǀiĚ OlƵfolaũi ;ŬƵreͬEGͿ
P EͲCCO ϱϮ nƟŵicrobial acƟǀitǇ anĚ characteriǌaƟon of the ethanolic eǆtract of
the Ɖeels of sǁeet orange frƵit ;Citrus sinensis ;>.Ϳ OsbecŬͿ in the
control of Lasiodiplodia sƉ. /M/ ϱϬ3Ϯ48
OlƵǁole OlaĚele ;ŬƵreͬEGͿ
P EͲCCO ϱ3 The inŇƵence of teŵƉeratƵre on the ǀerƟcal transŵission of a
ŵƵtƵalisƟc tall fescƵe enĚoƉhǇte
Priscila Freitas ;>incoln͕ ChristchƵrchͬEͿ
P EͲCCO ϱ4 ^elecƟon of entoŵoƉathogenic fƵngi baseĚ on Ɖlant groǁth
ƉroŵoƟon anĚ insect Ɖest control for its Ƶse in seeĚ coaƟngs
FeĚerico Ziǀas ;ChristchƵrchͬEͿ
P EͲCCO ϱϱ /solaƟon͕ iĚenƟĮcaƟon anĚ biological acƟǀiƟes of alŬaloiĚs froŵ
Anisodus ƚĂŶŐƵƟĐƵƐ
GƵanfang ,Ƶ ;>anǌhoƵͬCEͿ
P EͲCCO ϱ6 iological control of charcoalͲrot of sorghƵŵ bǇ acƟnoŵǇcetes
GoƉalaŬrishnan ^Ƶbraŵaniaŵ ;PatancherƵͬ/EͿ
P EͲCCO ϱϳ stablishŵent of ƉreͲharǀest resiĚƵal liŵits of aŵisƵlbroŵ anĚ
ŇƵbenĚiaŵiĚe in cherrǇ toŵato anĚ their biological halfͲlife
:ang ,ǇƵn ,Ƶr ;ChƵncheonͬ<ZͿ

ϭ4Ϭ

Poster PresentaƟons ͻ TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
P EͲCCO ϱ8 PotenƟal of ŵďůǇƐĞŝƵƐ ;NeoseiulusͿ californicus ;McGregor ϭϵϱ4Ϳ to
sƵƉƉress WŽůǇƉŚĂŐŽƚĂƌƐŽŶĞŵƵƐ latus ;anŬsͿ ;ProsƟgŵata͗
TarsoneŵiĚaeͿ on tea Ɖlant
Zana ŬǇaǌi ;OrĚƵͬTZͿ
P EͲCCO ϱϵ īect of soŌ soaƉ͕ the tobacco leaf anĚ garlic bƵlb eǆtract on
WŽůǇƉŚĂŐŽƚĂƌƐŽŶĞŵƵƐ latus ;anŬsͿ ;ProsƟgŵata͗ TarsoneŵiĚaeͿ on
tea Ɖlant
Zana ŬǇaǌi ;OrĚƵͬTZͿ
P EͲCCO 6Ϭ ƉƉlicaƟon of inǀasion ecologǇ theorǇ to bacterial inocƵlaƟon of
ŵaiǌe croƉs in soƵthern raǌil
PeĚro eschoren Ěa Costa ;Porto legreͬZͿ
P EͲCCO 6ϭ nƟfƵngal acƟǀiƟes of soŵe Ɖlant eǆtracts against ƉhǇtoƉathogenic
fƵngi ^ĐůĞƌŽƟŶŝĂ ƐĐůĞƌŽƟŽƌƵŵ >ib. De arǇ͕ Alternaria solani ;ll. anĚ
G. MarƟnͿ ZŚŝǌŽĐƚŽŶŝĂ solani <ƺhn. anĚ ƐĐŽĐŚǇƚĂ rabiei ;PassͿ >abr.
DiĚeŵ ^aglaŵ ;<ŦrsehirͬTZͿ
P EͲCCO 6Ϯ Challenges in the ĚeǀeloƉŵent of a ŵicrobial fƵngiciĚe baseĚ on a
strain of >ǇƐŽďĂĐƚĞƌ capsici
GƵilleŵ ^egarra ;^an Michele all͛Ěigeͬ/TͿ
P EͲCCO 63 ^ƵitabilitǇ of an electrolǇƟc Ěisinfector to saniƟǌe irrigaƟon ǁater
contaŵinateĚ ǁith Ɖlant Ɖathogens
Marlon ,ans ZoĚrigƵeǌ gƵilar ;erlinͬD͕ ^an :osĠ Ěe CƷcƵtaͬCOͿ
P EͲCCO 64 lectron treatŵent of sƉroƵƟng seeĚ ʹ an eĸcient͕ econoŵical anĚ
enǀironŵentalͲfrienĚlǇ Ɖrocess for Ɖathogen reĚƵcƟon
nĚrĠ WeiĚaƵer ;DresĚenͬDͿ
P EͲCCO 6ϱ īect of essenƟal oil against cacterial cancer Ěisease caƵseĚ bǇ
ůĂǀŝďĂĐƚĞƌŵŝĐŚŝŐĂŶĞŶƐŝƐ sƵbsƉ. ŵŝĐŚŝŐĂŶĞŶƐŝƐ in in ǀitro conĚiƟons
MƵstafa MiriŬ ;TeŬirĚagͬTZͿ
P EͲCCO 66 nalǇsis of Ɖathogen resistance inĚƵceĚ bǇ the root enĚoƉhǇƟc
fƵngƵs WŝƌŝĨŽƌŵŽƐƉŽƌĂ indica
FranŬ Waller ;WƺrǌbƵrgͬDͿ
P EͲCCO 6ϳ MolecƵlar coŵƉonents reƋƵireĚ for the FͲMZϱ ŵeĚiateĚ resistance
against Fire blight caƵseĚ bǇ ƌǁŝŶŝĂ ĂŵǇůŽǀŽƌĂ
Uǁe ierolĚ ;DresĚenͬDͿ
P EͲCCO 68 īect of soŵe insecƟciĚes on the occƵrrence of ƌĞǀŝĐŽƌǇŶĞ
brassicae >. anĚ its hǇƉerƉarasite ŝĂĞƌĞƟĞůůĂ rapae ;M͛intoshͿ
>aisǀƵne DƵchoǀsŬiene ;abtaiͬ>TͿ
P EͲCCO 6ϵ DeǀeloƉing bioforŵƵlaƟons of antagonisƟc strains of rhiǌobacteria
for ŵanaging seeĚling ĚaŵƉingͲoī͕ root rot͕ anĚ tƵber Ěiseases
caƵseĚ bǇ ǀarioƵs soilborne Ɖathogens
Perǀaiǌ bbasi ;<entǀilleͬCͿ
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Poster PresentaƟons ͻ TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
P EͲCCO ϳϬ >aboratorǇ eǀalƵaƟon on the eīecƟǀeness of botanical sƵbstances
on WŚǇƚŽƉŚƚŚŽƌĂ infestans
:Ġrƀŵe MƵcheŵbleĚ ;>illeͬFZͿ
P EͲCCO ϳϭ ĸciencǇ of ǁheat associateĚ Ɖlant groǁth ƉroŵoƟng rhiǌobacteria
along ǁith biochar ƵnĚer reĚƵceĚ cheŵical ferƟliǌer
MƵhaŵŵaĚ /ũaǌ ;MƵltanͬP<Ϳ
P EͲCCO ϳϮ Toǆic factors in seeĚs anĚ leaǀes froŵ Morinda citrifolia >inn
rlete eatriǌ ecŬerͲZiƩ ;Porto legreͬZͿ
P EͲCCO ϳ3 FƵngiciĚal ƉotenƟal of aƋƵeoƵs anĚ organic solǀent eǆtracts of
alleloƉathic Ɖlants leaǀes against ƉhǇtoͲƉathogenic fƵngi &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ solani
Uǌŵa ashir ;>ahoreͬP<Ϳ
P EͲCCO ϳ4 Groǁth enhanceŵent anĚ iocontrol ƉotenƟal of tǁo enĚoƉhǇƟc
dƌŝĐŚŽĚĞƌŵĂ sƉƉ froŵ dĞƌŵŝŶĂůŝĂ catappa against &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ solani
resƉonsible for ean Zoot Zot in Caŵeroon
ZƵĮn ToghƵeo ;YaoƵnĚeͬCMͿ
P EͲCCO ϳϱ UnĚerstanĚing enĚoƉhǇte coloniǌaƟon behaǀioƵr in oil Ɖalŵ
Ɖlantlets ǀia rgosterol͕ PCZ anĚ Ɖlate assaǇs
Yiing Yng Choǁ ;anĚar ^ƵnǁaǇͬMYͿ
P EͲCCO ϳ6 /ntegrateĚ nĚean blacŬberrǇ ;Rubus glaucusͿ croƉ ŵanageŵent Ƶsing
beneĮcial ŵicroorganisŵs bǇ sŵall farŵers in the cƵaĚorian nĚes
Treǀor :acŬson ;ChristchƵrchͬEͿ
P EͲCCO ϳϳ ,ǇƉŽƚŚĞŶĞŵƵƐ ŚĂŵƉĞŝ as inĚƵcer of laŵinarinase anĚ chiƟnase of
ĞĂƵǀĞƌŝĂ bassiana in liƋƵiĚ cƵltƵres
ZosalǇn cƵŹa PaǇano ;>iŵaͬPͿ
P EͲCCO ϳ8 Cabbage resistance against ŽƚƌǇƟƐ cinerea inǀolǀing dƌŝĐŚŽĚĞƌŵĂ
ŵetabolites
^hƵͲYing >iƵ ;DacƵnͬTWͿ
P EͲCCO ϳϵ ProƉhenoloǆiĚase encoĚing genes in ^ƉŽĚŽƉƚĞƌĂ ĞǆŝŐƵĂ ʹ cloning͕
eǆƉression ƉroĮling anĚ transcriƉƟon in resƉonse to the coŵbineĚ
eīect of nƵcleoƉolǇheĚroǀirƵs infecƟon anĚ ƉarasiƟsŵ bǇ DŝĐƌŽƉůŝƟƐ
pallidipes
:ieͲyian :iang ;^hanghaiͬCEͿ
P EͲCCO 8Ϭ Use of the ǀacƵƵŵ sǇsteŵ to arƟĮciallǇ inocƵlate ǁaterŵelon seeĚs
ǁith ĐŝĚŽǀŽƌĂǆ citrulli caƵsing bacterial frƵit blotch
YƵͲZiŵ ^ong ;YonginͲsiͬ<ZͿ
P EͲCCO 8ϭ DeterŵinaƟon of ŇƵthiacetͲŵethǇl in Corn͕ ^oǇbean anĚ ^oil Ƶsing a
MoĚiĮeĚ asǇ͕ CheaƉ͕ īecƟǀe͕ ZƵggeĚ͕ anĚ ^afe ŵethoĚ anĚ >iƋƵiĚ
ChroŵatograƉhǇͬTanĚeŵ MassͲsƉectroŵetrǇ
DƵan TingƟng ;GƵiǌhoƵͬCEͿ
P EͲCCO 8Ϯ ,ighͲthroƵghƉƵt batch anĚ feĚͲbatch cƵlƟǀaƟons of enĚoƉhǇtes in a
ŵicrobioreactor
Peter ^Ɖieth ;ielefelĚͬDͿ
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Poster PresentaƟons ͻ TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
P EͲCCO 83 PeroǆiĚase nǌǇŵe cƟǀitǇ of Zhiǌobacterial introĚƵceĚ soǇbeans
ǁith the abilitǇ to inĚƵce the resistance of soǇbeans toǁarĚ acterial
PƵstƵle ;yĂŶƚŚŽŵŽŶĂƐ ĂǆŽŶŽƉŽĚŝƐ Ɖǀ. ŐůǇĐŝŶĞƐͿ
YƵlŵira YanƟ ;PaĚangͬ/DͿ
P EͲCCO 84 Test of cƵltƵre anĚ ƉroĚƵcƟon of fƵngi entoŵogenoƵs ĞĂƵǀĞƌŝĂ
bassiana on ǁheǇ͕ oliǀe Ɖoŵace anĚ ǀegetable ǁater
Eora Chahbar ;oƵŵerĚesͬDͿ
P EͲCCO 8ϱ Contact toǆicitǇ of ^ilica anĚ ^ilǀer nanoƉarƟcles against ƌĞǀŝĐŽƌǇŶĞ
brassicae >. ;,eŵiƉtera͗ ƉhiĚiĚaeͿ
,abib bbasiƉoƵr ;Tehranͬ/ZͿ
P EͲCCO 86 ǀalƵaƟon of the eīect of ^Ƶnt ;Acacia ŶŝůŽƟĐĂͿ ƉoĚs ǁater eǆtract
on the groǁt of soŵe yanthoŵonas caŵƉestris Ɖathoǀars
^ahar ^alah lĚein MohaŵŵeĚ eheirǇ ;WaĚ MaĚaniͬ^DͿ
P EͲCCO 8ϳ ntagonisƟc acƟǀitǇ of fƵngal root enĚoƉhǇtes froŵ solanaceoƵs
Ɖlants against Ɖotato late blight ;WŚǇƚŽƉŚƚŚŽƌĂ infestansͿ
Grace EgaƟa ;^tƵƩgartͬDͿ
P EͲCCO 88 īect eǀalƵaƟon of the biological antagonists against ^ĞƉƚŽƌŝĂ ƚƌŝƟĐŝ
agent of ǁheat seƉtoria
Faissel en ToƵrtoƵ ;ZabatͬMͿ
P EͲCCO 8ϵ Mass ƉroĚƵcƟon of the enĚoƉhǇƟc entoŵoƉathogenic fƵngƵs
DĞƚĂƌŚŝǌŝƵŵ ďƌƵŶŶĞƵŵ
siǀien <rell ;ielefelĚͬDͿ
P EͲCCO ϵϬ DeǀeloƉŵent of a biotechnological Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon agent for control
of ooŵǇcetes
rŵin Weiss ;<onstanǌͬDͿ
P EͲCCO ϵϭ ĸcacǇ of selƵŵ PriŵeΠ ^C 4ϬϬ in cƵcƵŵber anĚ toŵatoes against
DĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞ incognita in TƵrŬeǇ
Mehŵet li ^ƂŒƺt ;/sƉartaͬTZͿ
P EͲCCO ϵϮ īects of aƋƵeoƵs eǆtracts of seeĚs of WĞŐĂŶƵŵ ŚĂƌŵĂůĂ >.
;ǌǇgoƉhǇllaceaeͿ on ϱth ^tage ^chistocerca gregaria ;ForssŬąl͕ ϭϳϳϱͿ
;OrthoƉtera͗ criĚiĚaeͿ
bĚelŵaĚũiĚ enǌahra ;lgerͬDͿ
P EͲCCO ϵ3 ƉƉlicaƟon of Ɖlant groǁthͲƉroŵoƟng rhiǌobacteria for control of
DĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞ incognita race Ϯ on soǇbean
ZicharĚ . ^iŬora ;onnͬDͿ
P EͲCCO ϵ4 First reƉort of genƵs dƵŵŝĚŝĐůĂǀĂ ;,ǇŵenoƉtera͗ TrichograŵŵaƟĚaeͿ
froŵ /ran
Tahŵineh TaǀanƉoƵr ;Tehranͬ/ZͿ
P EͲCCO ϵϱ nĚoƉhǇƟc fƵngi Ɖroŵotes groǁth anĚ reƉrograŵs the aĚǀerse aīect
of steŵ rot bǇ regƵlaƟng sǇsteŵic acƋƵireĚ resistance in ^ƵnŇoǁer
MƵhaŵŵaĚ WaƋas ;DaegƵͬ<ZͿ
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P EͲCCO ϵ6 /nsecƟciĚal acƟǀitǇ of tǁo ŵethanols eǆtracts of the Ɖlant ŵŵŝ
ǀŝƐŶĂŐĂ on the blacŬ citrƵs aƉhiĚ dŽǆŽƉƚĞƌĂ ĂƵƌĂŶƟŝ
Eora Chahbar ;oƵŵerĚesͬDͿ
P EͲCCO ϵϳ CoŵƉaraƟǀe stƵĚǇ of the tolerance of ĮŌeen citrƵs rootstocŬs to salt
stress
TariŬ ĚerĚoƵr ;<enitraͬMͿ
P EͲCCO ϵ8 īect of gaŵŵa raǇ irraĚiaƟon on the ǀariabilitǇ of soŵe ƋƵalitǇ
criteria in Marisol cleŵenƟne
TariŬ ĚerĚoƵr͕ oƵchra it l oƵĚaĚ ;<enitraͬMͿ
P EͲCCO ϵϵ ƉƉlicaƟon of Ɖlant groǁthͲƉroŵoƟng rhiǌobacteria for control of
DĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞ incognita race Ϯ on soǇbean
ZicharĚ . ^iŬora ;onnͬDͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϬϬ  ƉreliŵinarǇ stƵĚǇ in ǀitro on the antagonisŵ caƉabilitǇ of
entoŵoƉatogen fƵngi anĚ PenicilliƵŵ sƉƉ. against &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ
ŽǆǇƐƉŽƌƵŵ f. sƉ. ůǇĐŽƉĞƌƐŝĐŝ anĚ &͘ŽǆǇƉŽƌŝƵŵůǇĐŽƉĞƌƐŝĐŝ f. sƉ radicis
in toŵato
^. ǀriŵ rici ;/sƉartaͬTZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϬϭ ǀalƵaƟon of inĚƵceĚ resistance to ƉoǁĚerǇ ŵilĚeǁ Ěisease in barleǇ
Ƶsing the enĚoŵǇcorrhiǌal fƵngƵs WŝƌŝĨŽƌŵŽƐƉŽƌĂŝŶĚŝĐĂ
bbas ^harǌei ;Tehranͬ/ZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϬϮ ZesƉonse of dƵƚĂĂďƐŽůƵƚĂ ;>eƉiĚoƉtera͗ GelechiiĚaeͿ to
sƵƉerƉarasiƟsŵ of Pseudapanteles dingus ;,ǇŵenoƉtera͗
raconiĚaeͿ ʹ iŵƉlicaƟons for biological control
Patricia C. PereǇra ;>a PlataͬZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϬ3 PosiƟoning ƉreͲŵiǆ forŵƵlaƟon /soƉrothiolane Ϯ8 й н FiƉronil ϱ й C
against steŵ borer͕ broǁn Ɖlant hoƉƉer͕ green leaf hoƉƉer͕ anĚ
ǁhorl ŵaggot anĚ blast Ěisease in rice ʹ it͛s ƉhǇtotoǆicitǇ anĚ eīect
on natƵral eneŵies in /nĚia
PiũƵsh <anƟ ^arŬar ;MohanƉƵrͬ/EͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϬ4 ZootͲassociateĚ enĚoƉhǇtes froŵ Musa sƉƉ. can Ɖroŵote banana
Ɖlant groǁth anĚ inhibit both Ɖathogen anĚ beneĮcial
ŵicroorganisŵs
MigƵel Dita ;:agƵariƵnaͬZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϬϱ DeǀeloƉŵent of coŵƉost tea for control of Ɖlant Ěiseases anĚ
enhanceŵent of Ɖlant groǁth ƉroŵoƟon in organic farŵing
Chang <i ^hiŵ ;WanũƵͲgƵnͬ<ZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϬ6 Control eīect of ǀelǀet bean seeĚ eǆtract against rootͲŬnot
neŵatoĚe͕ DĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞ sƉ.
Chang <i ^hiŵ ;WanũƵͲgƵnͬ<ZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϬϳ nƟbacterial acƟǀitǇ of ǁilĚ ŵƵshrooŵ eǆtracts on bacterial ǁilt
Ɖathogen͕ Ralstonia ƐŽůĂŶĂĐĞĂƌƵŵ
Tanũa Dreo ;>ũƵblũanaͬ^/Ϳ
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P EͲCCO ϭϬ8 ĸcacǇ of Ɖ, regƵlateĚ CƵͲchitosan nanocoŵƉosite against Ɖathogenic
fƵngi
sinoĚ ^aharan ;UĚaiƉƵrͬ/EͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϬϵ ^eeĚ health anĚ Įlŵ coaƟng
Meral Yilŵaǌ ;ntalǇaͬTZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϭϬ ^tabilitǇ of rhiǌobacterial isolate in soŵe forŵƵlas to control bacterial
ƉƵstƵle Ěisease ;yĂŶƚŚŽŵŽŶĂƐĂǆŽŶŽƉŽĚŝƐ Ɖǀ. ŐůǇĐŝŶĞƐͿ anĚ to
increase groǁth anĚ ǇielĚ of soǇbean
TriŵƵrƟ ,abaǌar ;PaĚangͬ/DͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϭϭ iological control of &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ ŽǆǇƐƉŽƌƵŵ. f. sƉ.albedinis Ƶsing
dƌŝĐŚŽĚĞƌŵĂǀŝƌŝĚĞ
^aĮa ^ahoƵli ;DũelfaͬDͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϭϮ ^eeĚ Įlŵ coaƟng ǁith coŵŵercial essenƟal oils against to
ůĂǀŝďĂĐƚĞƌ ŵŝĐŚŝŐĂŶĞŶƐŝƐ sƵbsƉ. ŵichiganensis anĚ its eĸciencǇ on
toŵato seeĚ anĚ seeĚling ƋƵalitǇ in seeĚling coŵƉanǇ conĚiƟons
^eraƉ MeliŬe ^ƺlƺ ;ntalǇaͬTZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϭ3 FielĚ DeǀeloƉŵent of ŽƉŝĚŽƐŽŵĂ coni in GƵangǆi Proǀince of China
anĚ its sƵsceƉƟbilitǇ to insecƟciĚes iŵiĚacloƉriĚ anĚ ŵatrine
>iͲYƵn Zen͕ yiangͲYang YƵ ;EanũingͬCEͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϭ4 ĸcacǇ of a Ɖlant eǆtract froŵ ƉlƵŵ ƉoƉƉǇ͕ DĂĐůĞĂǇĂ cordata͕
against the Ɖlant Ɖathogenic ooŵǇcetes Pseudoperonospora cubensis
anĚ WŚǇƚŽƉŚƚŚŽƌĂ infestans
ChrisƟna ^chƵster ;GeisenheiŵͬDͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϭϱ iosǇnthesis of silǀer nanoƉarƟcles Ƶsing CƵrǀƵlarin coŵƉoƵnĚ
isolateĚ froŵ the enĚoƉhǇƟc fƵngƵs ƉŝĐŽĐĐƵŵ ŶŝŐƌƵŵʹ neǁ
aƉƉroach ǁith great Ɖroŵise
MohaŵeĚ hŵeĚ Mosa MohaŵeĚ lsharoƵnǇ ;salenciaͬ^Ϳ
P EͲCCO ϭϭ6 eroŵonas ŵeĚia in coŵƉost aŵenĚŵents contribƵƟng to
sƵƉƉression of WǇƚŚŝƵŵ ƵůƟŵƵŵ in cress
Thoŵas Oberhćnsli ;FricŬͬC,Ϳ
P EͲCCO ϭϭϳ /ĚenƟĮcaƟon of enĚoƉhǇƟc ŵicroorganisŵs froŵ KůĞĂ europea >. for
the biological control of ŽůůĞƚŽƚƌŝĐŚƵŵ ĂĐƵƚĂƚƵŵ anĚ sĞƌƟĐŝůůŝƵŵ
dahliae
Daniela Costa ;ragaͬPTͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϭ8 ntoŵoƉhagoƵs in conĚiƟons of the ŵoĚern inĚƵstrial green hoƵses͗
biological strategies anĚ sƵrǀiǀal tacƟcs
Eatalia eliaŬoǀa ;^aint PetersbƵrgͬZUͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϭϵ ĸciencǇ on ƉeƉƉer ;ĂƉƐŝĐƵŵ ĂŶŶƵƵŵ >.Ϳ seeĚ ƋƵalitǇ of Ěiīerent
seeĚ ƉroĚƵcƟon Ěates͕ storage anĚ ŵoistƵre content
Meral Yilŵaǌ ;ntalǇaͬTZͿ
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P EͲCCO ϭϮϬ /n ǀitro eĸcacǇ of soŵe PGPZ isolates as biocontrol agent against
colonǇ groǁth of WƐĞƵĚŽŵŽŶĂƐ ƐĂǀĂƐƚĂŶŽŝ Ɖǀ. ƐĂǀĂƐƚĂŶŽŝ causing
oliǀe Ŭnot Ěisease on oliǀe
^eraƉ MeliŬe ^ƺlƺ ;ntalǇaͬTZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϮϭ nĚoƉhǇƟc bacteria anĚ their Ƶse in Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon
^eraƉ MeliŬe ^ƺlƺ ;ntalǇaͬTZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϮϮ ǀalƵaƟon of soŵe ƉesƟciĚes on dƵƚĂ absoluta ;MeǇricŬͿ in /ran
Mir :alil ,eũaǌi ;Tabriǌͬ/ZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϮ3 Plant groǁth ƉroŵoƟon anĚ inĚƵcƟon of sǇsteŵic resistance bǇ
rhiǌosƉheric bacteria in rice
MƵhaŵŵaĚ ǁais ahiĚ ;^tƵƩgartͬD͕ FaisalabaĚͬP<Ϳ
P EͲCCO ϭϮ4 CƵlƟǀar anĚ Ɖlant organ sƉeciĮcitǇ of fƵngal eƉiͲ anĚ enĚoƉhǇte taǆa
in oliǀe tree ;Olea eƵroƉaea >.Ϳ
Teresa Goŵes ;raganĕaͬPTͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϮϱ īect of aǌaĚirachƟn͕ chlorantraniliƉrole anĚ soŵe insect groǁth
regƵlators on ǀegetable leafŵiner͕ >ŝƌŝŽŵǇǌĂ ƐĂƟǀĂĞ ;lancharĚͿ
;DiƉtera͗ groŵǇǌiĚaeͿ
Mir :alil ,eũaǌi ;Tabriǌͬ/ZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϮ6 OǀiƉosiƟon ĚeterrencǇ of three botanical insecƟciĚes on toŵato
leafŵiner͕ dƵƚĂ absoluta anĚ ǀegetable leafŵiner͕ >ŝƌŝŽŵǇǌĂ ƐĂƟǀĂĞ
Mir :alil ,eũaǌi ;Tabriǌͬ/ZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϮϳ īect of Įǀe ƉesƟciĚes on toŵato leaf ŵiner͕ dƵƚĂ absoluta
;>eƉiĚoƉtera͗ GelechiiĚaeͿ
Mir :alil ,eũaǌi ;Tabriǌͬ/ZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϮ8 iological control of charcoal rot of ŵƵngbean bǇ dƌŝĐŚŽĚĞƌŵĂ
ŚĂƌǌŝĂŶƵŵ anĚ shoot ĚrǇ bioŵass of ^ŝƐǇŵďƌŝƵŵ irio
rshaĚ :aǀaiĚ ;>ahoreͬP<Ϳ
P EͲCCO ϭϮϵ /s ŽůůĞƚŽƚƌŝĐŚƵŵ ĂĐƵƚĂƚƵŵ a ŵerelǇ Ɖathogen or a trƵe enĚoƉhǇte͍
FĄƟŵa MarƟns ;rganĕaͬPTͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ3Ϭ ǀalƵaƟon of enĚoƉhǇte ŵeĚiate eīects on oliǀe tree ƉrotecƟon
against ŽůůĞƚŽƚƌŝĐŚƵŵ ĂĐƵƚĂƚƵŵ
FĄƟŵa MarƟns ;rganĕaͬPTͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ3ϭ /ŵƉact of rates of forŵƵlateĚ neeŵ seeĚ oil anĚ freƋƵencǇ of
sƉraǇing on Ɖest Ěaŵage of iŵƉroǀeĚ ƉigeonƉea cƵlƟǀar͕ in
^oƵtheastern͕ Eigeria
^ƵnĚaǇ ni DialoŬe ;OǁerriͬEGͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ3Ϯ lectroƉhǇsiological resƉonses of the ŵale ŵoth antenna to
coŵƉoƵnĚs foƵnĚ in the feŵale seǆ Ɖheroŵone of >ŽǆŽƐƚĞŐĞ
ƐƟĐƟĐĂůŝƐ Linnaeus
iƉing >iƵ ;,ohhotͬCEͿ

ϭ46

Poster PresentaƟons ͻ TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
P EͲCCO ϭ33 ƵtochthonoƵs ƉarasitoiĚs of lgerian ^oƵtheast Ɖart in the control
of the carob ŵoth ĐƚŽŵǇĞůŽŝƐ ceratoniae ell. ;>eƉiĚoƉtera͗ PǇraliĚaeͿ
bĚerrahŵene Dahliǌ ;ToƵggoƵrtͬDͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ34 /nŇƵence of 'ůŽŵƵƐ ŵŽƐƐĞĂĞ͕ an arbƵscƵlar ŵǇcorrhiǌal fƵngƵs͕ on
^ƚƌŝŐĂ ŚĞƌŵŽŶƚŚŝĐĂ inciĚence anĚ sorghƵŵ groǁth
^Ƶha hŵeĚ ;<hartoƵŵͬ^DͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ3ϱ MorƉhoͲanatoŵical anĚ biocheŵical changes in the roots of rice
Ɖlants inĚƵceĚ bǇ Ɖlant groǁthͲƉroŵoƟng ŵicroorganisŵs
Marcela Zġgo ;elĠŵͬZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ36 Worth a looŬ ʹ the enĚoƉhǇƟc fƵngƵs ĐƌĞŵŽŶŝƵŵ ĂůƚĞƌŶĂƚƵŵ anĚ
its ƉotenƟal in integrateĚ Ɖest ŵanageŵent
^Ƶsann Ƶer ;DresĚenͬDͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ3ϳ /ŵƉroǀing seeĚ treatŵent ŵethoĚs ʹ a ŬeǇ factor to reĚƵce risŬs for
honeǇbees anĚ other organisŵs
,aǇĚer bĚelgaĚer ;WaĚ MaĚaniͬ^DͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ38 Gene transforŵaƟon anĚ PCZ analǇsis of transgenic CantaloƵƉes ǁith
resistance genes ;PZ genesͿ to fƵngal Ěiseases
MohaŵŵaĚreǌa Zaũi ;PaŬĚashtͬ/ZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ3ϵ Gene transforŵaƟon anĚ ^oƵthern blot analǇsis of transgenic
CantaloƵƉes ǁith resistance genes ;PZ genesͿ to fƵngal Ěiseases
MohaŵŵaĚreǌa Zaũi ;PaŬĚashtͬ/ZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ4Ϭ ^tƵĚǇ of ǀerƟcal anĚ horiǌontal ĚisƉersion of dƌŝĐŚŽŐƌĂŵŵĂ
brassicae on the ŵaiǌe ĮelĚs Ƶsing ĚiīƵsion ŵoĚel
Gholaŵhossein GhareŬhani ;Maraghehͬ/ZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ4ϭ Eeǁ ĮnĚing of ZĂŵƵůĂƌŝĂ coleosporii hǇƉerƉarasite as a ƉotenƟal
biocontrol agent in <orea
MiͲ:eong ParŬ ;WanũƵͬ<ZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ4Ϯ /nĚƵcƟon of Ɖlant Ěefense ŵechanisŵs in Arabidopsis thaliana bǇ the
PGPZ PaenibacillƵs alǀei <Ͳϭ6ϱ to control foliar Ɖathogens
ChrisƟna >agogianni ;thensͬGZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ43 ĸcacǇ of ĂĐŝůůƵƐ thuringiensis against ƉŚĞƐƟĂ kuehniella anĚ
sĂŶĞƐƐĂ cardui
Mahaba Ghannaŵ ;DaŵascƵsͬ^YͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ44 ǀalƵaƟon of TrichoĚerŵa sƉƉ. against Ěiīerent fƵngiciĚes anĚ their
aƉƉlicaƟon in integrateĚ Ěisease ŵanageŵent
PraƟbha ^harŵa ;Eeǁ Delhiͬ/EͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ4ϱ CoŵbineĚ aƉƉlicaƟon of TrichoĚerŵa harǌianƵŵ͕ PseƵĚoŵonas
ŇƵorescens for sƵƉƉression of blast anĚ bacterial blight of rice
PraƟbha ^harŵa ;Eeǁ Delhiͬ/EͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ46 ntagonisƟc ƉotenƟal of selecteĚ bioͲcontrol agents against
DĂĐƌŽƉŚŽŵŝŶĂƉŚĂƐĞŽůŝŶĂ ;TassiͿ GoiĚ
^aũũaĚ ,ǇĚer ;ZaǁalƉinĚiͬP<Ϳ

ϭ4ϳ

Poster PresentaƟons ͻ TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
P EͲCCO ϭ4ϳ iocontrol of Ɖlant Ɖathogens͕ scoƉe anĚ liŵitaƟons
ŵũaĚ ^hahǌaĚ GonĚal ;ZaǁalƉinĚiͬP<Ϳ
P EͲCCO ϭ48 PhǇsiological changes of rice Ɖlants inĚƵceĚ bǇ Ɖlant
groǁthͲƉroŵoƟng ŵicroorganisŵs anĚ silicon ferƟliǌaƟon
Gisele . ^ilǀa ;elĠŵͬZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ4ϵ /ŵƉacts of MethǇl ũasŵonate aƉƉlicaƟons on ǁheat insect Ɖests͕
their natƵral eneŵies anĚ soŵe agronoŵic ƉroƉerƟes of ǁheat
hŵet aǇraŵ ;DiǇarbaŬŦrͬTZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϱϬ īects of CisͲ:asŵone treatŵents on insect Ɖests anĚ beneĮcial
insects faƵna of ǁheat ;dƌŝƟĐƵŵ ĂĞƐƟǀƵŵ >.Ϳ
hŵet aǇraŵ ;DiǇarbaŬŦrͬTZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϱϭ Groǁth ƉroŵoƟng anĚ antagonisƟc abiliƟes of rhiǌobacterial
coŵŵƵniƟes of ĮelĚͲgroǁn Ɖotato toǁarĚs Ɖotato soŌ rot
ŵanageŵent
Easir MehŵooĚ ;ZaǁalƉinĚiͬP<Ϳ
P EͲCCO ϭϱϮ The Citec soaƉ͕ a neǁ aĚĚiƟǀe for Cassia nigricans͕ ĂƉƐŝĐƵŵ ĂŶŶƵŵ
ĂƋƵĞŽƵƐ eǆtracts ƵseĚ against ǁhite Ňies ;ĞŵŝƐŝĂ tabaci
;,oŵoƉtera͗ aleǇroĚiĚaeͿ anĚ ,ĞůŝĐŽǀĞƌƉĂ ĂƌŵŝŐĞƌĂ ;>eƉiĚoƉtera͗
noctƵiĚaeͿͿ on toŵatoes͕ in ƵrŬina Faso
<aŵboƵ Georges ;oboͲDioƵlassoͬFͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϱ3 /solaƟon anĚ iĚenƟĮcaƟon of entoŵoƉathogenic fƵngi froŵ the
agricƵltƵral groƵnĚ of the region of Mila anĚ aƉƉlicaƟon these fƵngi
on the aƉhiĚs of bean ;Aphis fabeaͿ
OƵiĚaĚ bĚelaǌiǌ ;ConstanƟneͬDͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϱ4 ^ƵsceƉƟbilitǇ of WĂŶŽŶǇĐŚƵƐ Ƶůŵŝ ;<ochͿ ;cari͗ TetranǇchiĚaeͿ to Ƶse
of soŵe acariciĚes in aƉƉle orcharĚs in ^erbia
FiliƉ sranũes ;elgraĚeͬZ^Ϳ
P EͲCCO ϭϱϱ Decreasing infecƟon of eƵroƉean canŬer in raǌilian aƉƉle orcharĚs
ǁith fƵngiciĚes͕ ferƟliǌers anĚ resistant inĚƵctors sƉraǇeĚ ĚƵring leaf
fall
Zosa Maria salĚebenitoͲ^anhƵeǌ ;sacaria͕ Z^ͬZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϱ6 ^torage of ŵaiǌe grains Ƶsing ƉoǁĚer anĚ oils of coŵŵonlǇ ƵseĚ
ŵeĚicinal Ɖlants ;ĨƌĂŵŽŵƵŵ ŵĞůĞŐƵĞƚĂ͕ Garcinia kola anĚ Piper
guineenseͿ
TiŵothǇ O. ĚeũƵŵo ;ŬƵngbaͲŬoŬoͬEGͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϱϳ Mechanisŵ of biological control of ƉhǇtoƉathogenic fƵngi of ǁheat Ƶsing
neǁ bioƉreƉaraƟons on the basis of PGP ZŚŝǌŽďĂĐƚĞƌŝĂ bacillus ƐƵďƟůŝƐ
nǌhela satƵroǀa ;<rasnoĚarͬZUͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϱ8 ǀalƵaƟon of the eĸcacǇ of anƟfƵngal acƟǀitǇ of the heat treateĚ
cƵltƵre Įltrate of ^ƚƌĞƉƚŽŵǇĐĞƐ philanthi ZMͲϭͲϭ38 against rice
sheath blight Ěisease
^aǁai oƵŬaeǁ ;,atYaiͬT,Ϳ

ϭ48

Poster PresentaƟons ͻ TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
P EͲCCO ϭϱϵ īecƟǀeness of bee ƉroƉolis to control bacterial ǁilt of toŵato
caƵseĚ bǇ Ralstonia ƐŽůĂŶĂĐĞĂƌƵŵ
<aŵal boͲlǇoƵsr ;ssiƵtͬGͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ6Ϭ ǁithĚraǁn ʹ aƉƉlicaƟon of green ƉesƟciĚes for the ŵanageŵent of
leƉiĚoƉteran Ɖests of ǀegetables in changing cliŵaƟc scenario
Monilal ChaƩerũee ;araƉaniͬ/EͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ6ϭ /n ǀiǀo assaǇ to coŵƉare eĸcacies of biotechnological Ɖlant
ƉrotecƟon agents against WŚǇƚŽƉŚƚŚŽƌĂ infestans
^arah ,ornig ;<onstanǌͬDͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ6Ϯ  neǁ ƉotenƟel biological control agent for FielĚ inĚǁeeĚ in TƵrŬeǇ͗
dŝƚĂŶŝŽ sƉ.
Ceŵil YetŬin ;banlŦƵrfaͬTZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ63 TransforŵaƟon of Ɖlants ǁith bacteriocins for Ɖathogen resistance
,ooŵan Mirǌaee ;risbaneͬTͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ64 /ŵƉact of entoŵoƉathogenic bacterial sǇŵbionts͕ Photorhabdus
ůƵŵŝŶĞƐĐĞŶƐ͕ anĚ ĂĐŝůůƵƐ thuringiensis sƵbsƉ. tenebrionis on
ŵanageŵent of reĚ Ɖalŵ ǁeeǀil͕ ZŚǇŶĐŚŽƉŚŽƌƵƐ ferrugineus ;OliǀierͿ
in gǇƉt
tef bĚelͲZaǌeŬ ;CairoͬGͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ6ϱ ƵgŵentaƟǀe onͲfarŵ releases of ƉarasitoiĚs to control the ŵillet
heaĚ ŵiner in Eiger
MalicŬ a ;EiaŵeǇͬEͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ66 īect of sƵblethal Ěose of ĂĐŝůůƵƐ thuringiensis sƵbsƉ. kurstaki on
coƩon bollǁorŵ ,ĞůŝĐŽǀĞƌƉĂ ĂƌŵŝŐĞƌĂ ;>eƉ. EoctƵiĚaeͿ
^hahǌaĚ /raniƉoƵr ;Tabriǌͬ/ZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ6ϳ ssessing Ɖossible eīects of host treatŵent bǇ ĂĐŝůůƵƐ thuringiensis
sƵbsƉ. kurstaki on dƌŝĐŚŽŐƌĂŵŵĂ brassicae͕ egg ƉarasitoiĚ of coƩon
bollǁorŵ
^hahǌaĚ /raniƉoƵr ;Tabriǌͬ/ZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ68 iological control bacterial leaf streaŬ of rice ǁith ĂĐŝůůƵƐ
ĂŵǇůŽůŝƋƵĞĨĂĐŝĞŶƐ strain >ǆͲϭϭ
Chen hiǇi ;EaũingͬCEͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ6ϵ īect of teŵƉeratƵre anĚ ƉhotoƉerioĚ on reƉroĚƵcƟǀe behaǀior of
the corn steŵ borer͕ ^ĞƐĂŵŝĂ ĐƌĞƟĐĂ >eĚ. ;>eƉ.͗ EoctƵiĚaeͿ
lireǌa sŬarianǌaĚeh ;Tehranͬ/ZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϳϬ The traĚiƟonal Ƶse of saharian Ɖlant ;haloǆǇlonͿ bǇ lgerian
ƉoƉƵlaƟon anĚ their anƟbacterial aīect against the strains
resƉonsible for ƵrinarǇ tract infecƟon
<enǌa enǇahia ;ĠcharͬDͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϳϭ ,oǁ Ěiīerent Ɖollens aīect the life table Ɖaraŵeters of
dǇƉŚůŽĚƌŽŵƵƐ ďĂŐĚĂƐĂƌũĂŶŝ ;cari͗ PhǇtoseiiĚaeͿ
lhaŵ Ziahi ;Tehranͬ/ZͿ

ϭ4ϵ

Poster PresentaƟons ͻ TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
P EͲCCO ϭϳϮ /nteracƟon betǁeen ĞĂƵǀĞƌŝĂ bassiana ;alsaŵoͿ anĚ
DĞƚĂŚƌŝǌŝƵŵ anisopliae ;Metsch.Ϳ anĚ the ,ostͬParasitoiĚ ^Ǉsteŵ
Aphis ĐƌĂĐĐŝǀŽƌĂ ;<ochͿͬAphidius ĐŽůĞŵĂŶŝ ;sierecŬ.Ϳ
^alǁa bĚelͲ^aŵaĚ ;GiǌaͬGͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϳ3 ĸcacǇ of noǀel coŵƉoƵnĚs ĚeriǀaƟǀe froŵ Ƶrea anĚ rice straǁ on
soŵe biological asƉects͕ Ɖrotein ƉroĮles anĚ ƉeroǆiĚase of
^ƉŽĚŽƉƚĞƌĂ ůŝƩŽƌĂůŝƐ
,eba l anna ;CairoͬGͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϳϱ ZeƉroĚƵcƟǀe life table stƵĚies on dƌŝƐƐŽůĐƵƐ ĚũĂĚĞƚƐŚŬŽĞ ;,Ǉŵ.
^celioniĚaeͿ
^hahǌaĚ /raniƉoƵr ;Tabriǌͬ/ZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϳ6 ^earching abilitǇ of dƌŝƐƐŽůĐƵƐ ĚũĂĚĞƚƐŚŬŽĞ ;,Ǉŵ. ^celioniĚaeͿ on
Ěiīerent ĚensiƟes of sƵnn Ɖest ƵƌǇŐĂƐƚĞƌ integriceps ;,eŵ.
^cƵtelleriĚaeͿ eggs
^hahǌaĚ /raniƉoƵr ;Tabriǌͬ/ZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϳϳ ZesƉonse of dƌŝƐƐŽůĐƵƐ ǀĂƐƐŝůŝĞǀŝ ;,Ǉŵ. ^celioniĚaeͿ croǁĚeĚ in a
ŵƵlƟͲƉatch enǀironŵent ǁith Ěiīerent ĚensiƟes of ƵƌǇŐĂƐƚĞƌ
integriceps eggs
^hahǌaĚ /raniƉoƵr ;Tabriǌͬ/ZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϳ8 /nhibiƟon of ĚigesƟǀe Ɖrotease anĚ ɲͲaŵǇlase enǌǇŵes in ColoraĚo
Ɖotato beetle͕ >ĞƉƟŶŽƚĂƌƐĂ ĚĞĐĞŵůŝŶĞĂƚĂ ;^aǇͿ ;ColeoƉtera͗
ChrǇsoŵeliĚaeͿ͕ bǇ ƉroteinaceoƵs seeĚ eǆtract of Ɖinto bean anĚ
ǁhite bean
Zeǌa Farshbaf PoƵrbaĚ ;Tabriǌͬ/ZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭϳϵ DeterŵinaƟon of life table Ɖaraŵeters of ,ŝƉƉŽĚĂŵŝ ǀariagata ;Col.͗
CoccinelliĚaeͿ bǇ feeĚing on EĂƐŽŶŽǀŝĂ ribisnigri
^hahraŵ ,esaŵi ;^hiraǌͬ/ZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ8Ϭ The biologǇ of ŝĐƌŽĚŝƉůŽƐŝƐ ŵĂŶŝŚŽƟ ,arris ;DiƉ.͗ CeciĚoŵǇiiĚaeͿ anĚ
its interacƟons ǁith Nipaecoccus ǀŝƌŝĚŝƐ ;EeǁsteaĚͿ ;,eŵ.͗
PseƵĚococciĚaeͿ
MehĚi Gheibi ;^hiraǌͬ/ZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ8ϭ īects of chitosan oligosacchariĚes on iŵƉroǀing colĚ resistance͕
ǇielĚ coŵƉonents anĚ ƉroĚƵcƟon ƋƵalitǇ of Ěiīerent ǁheat
cƵlƟǀars ;dƌŝƟĐƵŵ ĂĞƐƟǀƵŵ >.Ϳ
Wenǆia Wang ;DalianͬCEͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ8Ϯ PreliŵinarǇ eǀalƵaƟon of Ɖest anĚ Ěiseases aīecƟng ǁilĚ anĚ
cƵlƟǀateĚ 'ĞŶƟĂŶĂ lutea >. sƵbsƉ. ƵƌĂŶƟĂĐĂ
Oscar GonǌĄleǌͲ>ſƉeǌ ;>eſnͬ^Ϳ
P EͲCCO ϭ83 MƵlƟƉle resistance of baŵecƟn͕ ^ƉiroĚiclofen anĚ FenƉroƉathrin to
dĞƚƌĂŶǇĐŚƵƐ ƵƌƟĐĂĞ
,Ƶiŵin ^hen ;>anǌhoƵͬCEͿ

ϭϱϬ

Poster PresentaƟons ͻ TƵesĚaǇ͕ Ϯϱ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
P EͲCCO ϭ84 DeŵograƉhǇ of dĞůĞŶŽŵƵƐ busseolae ;,Ǉŵ.͗ ^celioniĚaeͿ on tǁo
sƵgarcane steŵ borers
rsalan :aŵshiĚnia ;Tehranͬ/ZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ8ϱ /nŇƵence of inocƵlaƟon technic in the biocontrol caƉacitǇ of
dƌŝĐŚŽĚĞƌŵĂ ŚĂƌǌŝĂŶƵŵ against &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵŽǆǇƐƉŽƌƵŵ froŵ ƉrotecteĚ
geograƉhical inĚicaƟon ;PG/Ϳ ͞lƵbia De >a aŹeǌaͲ>eſn͟
^ara MaǇo Prieto ;>eſnͬ^Ϳ
P EͲCCO ϭ8ϳ FƵngi associateĚ ǁith cereal cǇst neŵatoĚes in the oƵira
region ;lgeriaͿ
FaƟŵa ,aĚĚaĚi ;lgiersͬDͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ88 īects of t coƩon on Įtness of Macrolophus ƉǇŐŵĞƵƐ
ZaŵbƵr ;,eŵiƉtera͗ MiriĚaeͿ
hŵaĚ shoƵri ;<araũ͕ Tabriǌͬ/ZͿ
P EͲCCO ϭ8ϵ /n ǀiǀo anĚ in ǀitro ŵoĚels for eǀalƵaƟon of ŵǇcorrhiǌae anĚ root
aƋƵaƉorins ƉarƟciƉaƟon in resƉonse of ŵatƵre ŵaiǌe Ɖlants to loǁ
ǁater ƉotenƟal stress
ǁelina PalƵch ;PoǌnaŷͬP>Ϳ
P EͲCCO ϭϵϬ /nǀesƟgaƟons on the ŵechanisŵ of herbiciĚal ƉroƉerƟes of aƋƵeoƵs
eǆtracts of sƵnŇoǁer shoots͕ their total Ɖhenolic aciĚs anĚ the
herbiciĚe triŇƵralin on seeĚ gerŵinaƟon anĚ earlǇ groǁth of soŵe
ǁeeĚ anĚ croƉ sƉecies
^aber ,aŵaĚ ;Eeǁcastle UƉon TǇneͬU<Ϳ
Plant Ɖathogen interacƟons
P PP/ ϭ
The stƵĚǇ of antagonisƟc acƟǀitǇ of dƌŝĐŚŽĚĞƌŵĂĂƚƌŽǀŝƌŝĚĞ anĚ the
inŇƵence of ǁheat genotǇƉes in the ƉrotecƟon against root rot Ěisease
FaǇǌa elhaĚũ enǇahia ;elfortͬDͿ
P PP/ Ϯ
/solaƟon͕ iĚenƟĮcaƟon anĚ seeĚ transŵission of ice nƵcleaƟon acƟǀe
bacteria WƐĞƵĚŽŵŽŶĂƐƐǇƌŝŶŐĂĞ froŵ ĚrǇ agrosǇsteŵs
bĚͲlZahŵan MoƵŬahel͕ ^ihaŵ saĚ ;eirƵtͬ>Ϳ
CinĚǇ . Morris ;eirƵtͬ>͕ ǀignonͬFZͿ
P PP/ 3
DistribƵƟon anĚ /nciĚence of ƉƉle PoǁĚerǇ MilĚeǁ in a MiǆeĚ
CƵlƟǀar OrcharĚs anĚ relaƟonshiƉ to Ěisease seǀeritǇ
ŵitabh ^ingh ;DehraĚƵnͬ/EͿ
P PP/ 4
Focselϭ is reƋƵireĚ for bioĮlŵ forŵaƟon͕ anĚ ǀirƵlence in &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ
ŽǆǇƐƉŽƌƵŵ f. sƉ. ĐƵĐƵŵĞƌŝŶƵŵ
irƵn >in ;GƵangǌhoƵͬCEͿ
P PP/ ϱ
/ĚenƟĮcaƟon of Ɖathogenic races of dŝůůĞƟĂĐĂƌŝĞƐ the agents of
ǁheat coŵŵon bƵnt Ěisease in /raƋ
ŵaĚ lͲMaaroof ;^Ƶlaiŵaniaͬ/YͿ
P PP/ 6
iocontrol of Zhiǌoctonia Ěisease of Ɖotato bǇ ͘ƐƵďƟůŝƐ
bĚƵlaǌiǌ lͲsŬar ;ZiǇaĚhͬ^Ϳ

ϭϱϭ
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P PP/ ϳ

P PP/ 8

P PP/ ϵ

P PP/ ϭϬ

P PP/ ϭϭ



P PP/ ϭϮ

P PP/ ϭ3

P PP/ ϭ4

P PP/ ϭϱ

P PP/ ϭ6

P PP/ ϭϳ
P PP/ ϭ8
P PP/ ϭϵ

ϭϱϮ

CƵshion gall of cacao͕ ŵore than &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵĚĞĐĞŵĐĞůůƵůĂƌĞ anĚ
>ĂƐŝŽĚŝƉůŽĚŝĂƚŚĞŽďƌŽŵĂĞ
DaǇnet ^osa Ěel CasƟllo ;GƵaǇaƋƵilͬCͿ
Zoot rot anĚ leaf sƉot agents of sƉring cereals in MorĚoǀia Zegion͕
ZƵssian FeĚeraƟon
Eatalia heŵchƵǌhina ;olshie sǇaǌeŵǇͬZUͿ
/nŇƵence of FƵsariƵŵ isolates on the eǆƉression of barleǇ genes
relateĚ to Ɖlant Ěefense anĚ ŵalƟng ƋƵalitǇ
leǆanĚer Coleŵan ;FreisingͬDͿ
MolecƵlar characteriǌaƟon of WǇƚŚŝƵŵ sƉƉ. isolateĚ froŵ toŵato
seeĚlings in the ^Ǉrian coast
MohaŵaĚ /ŵaĚ <hreibeh ;DaŵascƵsͬ^YͿ
The stƵĚǇ of the antagonisƟc Ɖoǁer of foƵr ŵicroorgans
;dƌŝĐŚŽĚĞƌŵĂǀŝƌŝĚĞ͕ dƌŝĐŚŽĚĞƌŵĂŚĂƌǌŝĂŶƵŵ͕WŚŽŵĂ et
ĂŵĂƌŽƐƉŽƌŝƵŵͿ on the ŵǇcelial groƵth of ƐĐŽĐŚǇƚĂ pinodella et
ƐĐŽĐŚǇƚĂ pinodes ʹ agents resƉonsible of the aschochǇt blight on
the Ɖea
enhenni Mosbah ;ZeliǌaneͬDͿ
solaƟle ŵetabolites as ŵarŬers for WůĂƐŵŽƉĂƌĂ ǀŝƟĐŽůĂ resistance in
tǁo graƉeǀine ĚeǀeloƉŵental stages
MaiŬe GrƵenǁalĚ ;erlinͬDͿ
^alicǇlic aciĚ͕ a basal resistance coŵƉonent in the interacƟon of
sĞƌƟĐŝůůŝƵŵ ůŽŶŐŝƐƉŽƌƵŵ anĚ oilseeĚ raƉe ;ƌĂƐƐŝĐĂ napus >.Ϳ
yiaorong heng ;GoeƫngenͬDͿ
PotenƟal of rhiǌobacteria for sƵƉƉressing ^ƚƌŝŐĂ ŚĞƌŵŽŶƚŚŝĐĂ
gerŵinaƟon anĚ raĚicle elongaƟon
>enarĚ MoƵnĚe ;<iliĮͬ<Ϳ
Toŵato osŵoƟn͕ EPϮ4 ŵight inĚƵce an aƉoƉtosis to ^ĂĐĐŚĂƌŽŵǇĐĞƐ
ĐĞƌĞǀŝƐŝĂĞ
EaoŬi ,igƵchi ;FƵũisaǁaͬ:PͿ
ǁithĚraǁn ʹ ^eƋƵence ĚeterŵinaƟon anĚ geneƟc ĚiǀersitǇ analǇsis of
the /T^ of WůĂƐŵŽƉĂƌĂ ǀŝƟĐŽůĂ froŵ Ěiīerent areas in China
,Ƶi DƵ ;>anǌhoƵͬCEͿ
DƵrable resistance to rice blast ;WǇƌŝĐƵůĂƌŝĂ griseaͿ in gǇƉt
hŵeĚ lͲ,isseǁǇ ;<fr lshieŬhͬGͿ
CƵrrent statƵs of chicŬƉea scochǇta blight in TƵrŬeǇ
Canan Can ;GaǌianteƉͬTZͿ
PhǇsiological anĚ ŵorƉhological changes in cellͲǁall resƉonses of
ƌĂƐƐŝĐĂŶĂƉƵƐ genotǇƉes contrasƟng in resistance to ^ĐůĞƌŽƟŶŝĂ
ƐĐůĞƌŽƟŽƌƵŵ
<ersƟn ,Ƃch ;GoeƫngenͬDͿ
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ZelaƟonshiƉ betǁeen the alŬaloiĚ content of Lupinus ĂŶŐƵƐƟĨŽůŝƵƐ >.
genotǇƉes anĚ aƉhiĚ ŵƵlƟƉlicaƟon anĚ feeĚing
FranŬ OrĚon ;YƵeĚlinbƵrgͬDͿ
The rabiĚoƉsis liƉiĚ transfer Ɖrotein >TP/s.4 enhances resistance to
WƐĞƵĚŽŵŽŶĂƐ ƐǇƌŝŶŐĂĞ Ɖǀ. ŵĂĐƵůŝĐŽůĂ
FranŬ Waller ;WƺrǌbƵrgͬDͿ
First reƉort of DǇǌƵƐ persicae as a ǀector for Carrot ŵotleǇ
Ěǁarf ;CMDͿ coŵƉleǆ
MƵhaŵŵaĚ TaǇǇib Easeeŵ ;FaisalabaĚͬP<Ϳ
^tƵĚǇ geneƟc ǀariaƟon Ƶsing DE ŵolecƵlar ŵarŬers anĚ
iĚenƟĮcaƟon ƉhǇsiological races of ǁheat striƉe ;ǇelloǁͿ rƵst
Puccinia ƐƚƌŝŝĨŽƌŵŝƐ f. sƉ ƚƌŝƟĐŝ ĚƵring ϮϬϭϬʹϮϬϭ4 in soŵe regions of ^Ǉria
^hoƵla boƵĚ <haroƵf ;DaŵascƵsͬ^YͿ
The transcriƉƟonal resƉonse of Ɖotato tƵbers to WĞĐƚŽďĂĐƚĞƌŝƵŵ sƉƉ.
ĚƵring soŌ rot infecƟon
Paǀithra ZaŵaŬrishnan ;ChristchƵrchͬEͿ
DeǀeloƉŵent trenĚ analǇsis of GƵi ϮϮͲϵ anĚ GƵi ϮϮͲϭ4 neǁ strains of
ǁheat striƉe rƵst
:ia YiƵǌhen ;>anǌhoƵͬCEͿ
Zole of PZͲƉroteins in Ěefense reacƟons of Ɖotato tƵbers against
&ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ solani
iǌhan UtarbaǇeǀa ;lŵatǇͬ<Ϳ
/ĚenƟĮcaƟon of YT>s conferring resistance to net blotch
;WǇƌĞŶŽƉŚŽƌĂ teres f. teresͿ in barleǇ Ƶsing a nesteĚ associaƟon ŵaƉƉing
ƉoƉƵlaƟon
FranŬ OrĚon ;YƵeĚlinbƵrgͬDͿ
īect of ƉroteinaceƵs toǆins ƉroĚƵceĚ bǇ ^ƚĂŐŽŶŽƐƉŽƌĂ ŶŽĚŽƌƵŵ on
necrosis inĚƵcƟon in triƟcale
:aŬƵb WalcǌeǁsŬi ;lonieͬP>Ϳ
DǇnaŵic sƵbcellƵlar changes in glƵtathione anĚ its ƉrecƵrsor leǀels in
Ɖlants ƵnĚer Ěiīerent enǀironŵental conĚiƟons
Maria Mƺller ;GraǌͬTͿ
DetecƟon͕ taǆonoŵǇ anĚ geneƟc ǀariabilitǇ of lĚer Yelloǁs
PhǇtoƉlasŵa in lacŬ lĚer in ^ƉreeǁalĚ ,abitat
^abine ,olǌ ;erlinͬDͿ
ǁithĚraǁnʹacƟǀaƟon of the Ɖlant iŵŵƵne sǇsteŵ as a sƵstainable
strategǇ for Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon
^ergio Molinari ;ariͬ/TͿ
^tƵĚǇ geneƟc ǀariaƟon Ƶsing DE ŵolecƵlar ŵarŬers anĚ
/ĚenƟĮcaƟon ƉhǇsiological races of of ǁheat striƉe ;ǇelloǁͿ rƵst Puccinia
ƐƚƌŝŝĨŽƌŵŝƐ f. sƉ ƚƌŝƟĐŝĚƵring ϮϬϭϬʹϮϬϭ4 in soŵe regions of ^Ǉria
^hoƵla <haroƵf ;DaŵascƵsͬ^YͿ
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P PP/ 38
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P PP/ 43
P PP/ 44

P PP/ 4ϱ

ϭϱ4

oosƉore eǆƵĚates sƵƉƉress Ɖlant Ěefense gene eǆƉression in
Arabidopsis thaliana
Ping <ong ;lacŬsbƵrg͕ sͬU^Ϳ
Cereal leaf beetle Ɖroteases anĚ their reacƟon to ĚietarǇ Ɖrotease
inhibitors
eata WielŬoƉolan ;PoǌnaŷͬP>Ϳ
/nsights into the ƉoƉƵlaƟon strƵctƵre coŵƉleǆitǇ anĚ the interacƟons
ǁith hosts of Candidatus ƉŚǇƚŽƉůĂƐŵĂ ƉŚŽĞŶŝĐŝƵŵ sƉ. noǀ.͕ the
eƟological agent of alŵonĚ ǁitches͛Ͳbrooŵ Ěisease
Fabio YƵaglino ;Milanͬ/TͿ
TeŵƉeratƵre ŵoĚƵlaƟon of Ɖlant gene eǆƉression at earlǇ stages of
ƉlantͲƉathogen interacƟons
sictoria >aǀroǀa ;PetroǌaǀoĚsŬͬZUͿ
iocontrol eĸciencǇ of dƌŝĐŚŽĚĞƌŵĂ ŚĂƌǌŝĂŶƵŵ against chicŬƉea ǁilt
Ɖathogen &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ ŽǆǇƐƉŽƌƵŵ
Yasiŵ Marǌani ;rbilͬ/YͿ
 ƉhǇtoaleǆin for controlling sian soǇbean rƵst
^ebasƟan eǇer ;achenͬDͿ
,istoƉathological assessŵent of the infecƟon of ŵaiǌe leaǀes bǇ
&ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ ŐƌĂŵŝŶĞĂƌƵŵ͕ &͘ƉƌŽůŝĨĞƌĂƚƵŵ anĚ &͘ǀĞƌƟĐŝůŝŽŝĚĞƐ
Thi Thanh yƵan EgƵǇen ;sietnaŵͬsEͿ
The iŵƉact of Ɖlant ǀolaƟles on the ŵigraƟon behaǀioƵr of
ĂĐŽƉƐǇůůĂ pruni͕ the ǀector of the ƵroƉean ^tone FrƵit
Yelloǁs ;^FYͿ
:ƺrgen Gross ;DossenheiŵͬDͿ
Zice resƉonse to siŵƵltaneoƵs stress of bacterial blight anĚ ĚroƵght͗
eǀiĚence froŵ tǁo ŵaũor rice Z genes ŵeĚiateĚ resistance to
bacterial blight
<ersƟn WǇĚra ;rfƵrtͬDͿ
īect of solaƟle Organic CoŵƉoƵnĚs against fƵngal anĚ bacterial
Ɖlant Ɖathogens
ŵine <aĚĚes ;GeŵbloƵǆͬͿ
Maiǌe leaf trichoŵes ʹ an entrǇ Ɖoint for infecƟon ǁith &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ sƉecies
Thi Thanh yƵan EgƵǇen ;sietnaŵͬsEͿ
iocheŵical anĚ ƉhǇsiological featƵres of ůĂǀŝďĂĐƚĞƌ ŵŝĐŚŝŐĂŶĞŶƐŝƐ
PFϬϬ8 isolateĚ froŵ the canŬer sǇŵƉtoŵ in ƉeƉƉer
oŵͲũi Oh ;Yonginͬ<ZͿ
>CͲM^ͲbaseĚ Ɖroteoŵics reǀeals Ɖroteins inǀolǀeĚ in GranĚ
naineͲDĞůŽŝĚŽŐǇŶĞ incognita interacƟon
^Ǉarifah isǇafaǌniŵ ^aǇeĚ bĚƵl Zahŵan ;<Ƶala >ƵŵƉƵrͬMYͿ
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ǀalƵaƟon of resistance to WŚǇƚŽƉŚƚŚŽƌĂ citrophthora in citrƵs
soŵaƟc hǇbriĚs Ƶsing a fast screening test
OƵiaŵ CheƩo ;<enitraͬMͿ
īects of hostͲresistance to sĞƌƟĐŝůůŝƵŵ ůŽŶŐŝƐƉŽƌƵŵ on the
Ɖerforŵance of ǁinter oilseeĚ raƉe ;ƌĂƐƐŝĐĂ napusͿ ƵnĚer ĚroƵght
stress
Daniel >oƉisso ;GoeƫngenͬDͿ
iocheŵical characteriǌaƟon of the resistance of oliǀe tree to
serƟcilliƵŵ ǁilt caƵseĚ bǇ sĞƌƟĐŝůůŝƵŵĚĂŚůŝĂ
/ŵane en ^alah ;MarraŬechͬMͿ
^btǆ eǆƉression ƉroĮle ĚƵring soǇbean ĚeǀeloƉŵent anĚ its role in
Ɖlant Ěefense
Mariana Zeis rantes ;FortaleǌaͬZͿ
T>s froŵ yĂŶƚŚŽŵŽŶĂƐ citri haǀe aĚĚiƟǀe eīects on bacterial
groǁth anĚ canŬer ĚeǀeloƉŵent͕ anĚ ĚiīerenƟallǇ transacƟǀate host
target genes
saleria be ;CaŵƉinasͬZͿ
FƵsariƵŵ ǁilt of ChicŬƉea ;Cicer ĂƌŝĞƟŶƵŵ >.Ϳ in EorthͲǁest lgeria͗
ƉathogenecitǇ ǀariaƟon anĚ ǀegetaƟǀe coŵƉaƟbilitǇ of isolates
FaoƵǌia eŵoƵli ;MascaraͬDͿ
^ƵbcellƵlar localiǌaƟon anĚ fƵncƟonal analǇsis of last īectors in
rice cells
WenĚe >iƵ ;eiũingͬCEͿ
CǇcloƉhilin ʹ  factor eǆƉlaining ŵaũor Ěiīerences of aggressiǀeness
aŵong the blacŬleg caƵsing fƵngal sƉecies Leptosphaeria ŵĂĐƵůĂŶƐ
anĚ >͘ďŝŐůŽďŽƐĂ͍
<hƵshǁant ^ingh ;PragƵeͬC͕ GoeƫngenͬDͿ
EecrotroƉhic eīectors anĚ sensiƟǀitǇ genes ʹ geneͲforͲgene
interacƟons in the ǁheatͲ^ƚĂŐŽŶŽƐƉŽƌĂ ŶŽĚŽƌƵŵ ƉathosǇsteŵ ƵnĚer
Eorǁegian ĮelĚ conĚiƟons
nũa <arine ZƵƵĚ ; ^ͬEOͿ
DeterŵinaƟon of the ƉathotǇƉe of Alternaria alternata strains
isolateĚ froŵ sƵnŇoǁer ĮelĚs in Eorthǁest region of /ran
ssaĚollah abaǇ hari ;Tabriǌͬ/ZͿ
Can sƵsceƉƟbilitǇ to net blotch in barleǇ be eǆƉlaineĚ bǇ sensiƟǀitǇ to
necrotroƉhic eīectors͍
Zonũa Wonneberger ; sͬEOͿ
TeŵƉoral Ɖrogress of anthracnose in a ͚Eiagara ZosaĚa͛ ǀineǇarĚ in raǌil
ZicarĚo Feliciano ^antos ;PiracicabaͬZͿ
īeciencǇ Ěa aĚƵbaĕĆo coŵ silşcio e riǌobactĠrias na sƵƉressĆo Ěe
arroǌ Ěa brƵsone eŵ conĚiĕƁes Ěe seƋƵeiro
Marta CrisƟna Corsi Ěe FilliƉƉi ;^anto ntƀnio Ěe GoiĄsͬZͿ
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ϭϱ6

ǀalƵaƟon of resistance to ZaŵƵlaria leaf sƉot in Ěiīerent Gerŵan
barleǇ cƵlƟǀars ƵnĚer ĮelĚ conĚiƟons
ernĚ ZoĚeŵann ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ
ǀalƵaƟons of nanoͲ iŵiĚaclorƉriĚ against rice insect Ɖest ƵnĚer
laboratorǇ anĚ ĮelĚ conĚiƟons
MagĚa ^abboƵr ;CairoͬGͿ
The role of transcriƉƟon factor Thc6 of dƌŝĐŚŽĚĞƌŵĂ ŚĂƌǌŝĂŶƵŵ in the
inĚƵcƟon of ŵaiǌe resistance against foliar Ɖathogen ƵƌǀƵůĂƌŝĂ lunata
:ie Chen ;^hanghaiͬCEͿ
/nŇƵence of eleǀateĚ atŵosƉheric COϮ on FƵsariƵŵ ǁilt ;&ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ
ŽǆǇƐƉŽƌƵŵ f. sƉ. cicerisͿ coŵƉaƟble anĚ incoŵƉaƟble interacƟons in
chicŬƉea
ninĚita ^engƵƉta ;,ǇĚerabaĚͬ/EͿ
Tiŵing of inocƵlaƟon anĚ &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵsƉecies aīect the seǀeritǇ of
FƵsariƵŵ heaĚ blight on oat
llen yƵe ;OƩaǁaͬCͿ
^tƵĚǇ of ChiƟnase acƟǀitǇ on banana seeĚling that inĚƵce ǁith
dƌŝĐŚŽĚĞƌŵĂ sƉƉ. inĚƵcer as resistance resƉonce of &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ
ŽǆǇƉŽƌƵŵ f. sƉ. cubense
EƵrbailis EƵrbailis ;PaĚangͬ/DͿ
CharacteriǌaƟon of ribosoŵeͲinacƟǀaƟng Ɖrotein ;Z/PͿ of oil
Ɖalŵ ;ůĂĞŝƐ guineensisͿ anĚ anƟfƵngal eīect on 'ĂŶŽĚĞƌŵĂ
boninense in ǀitro
MƵiͲYƵn Wong͕ MarǇaŵ ;^erĚangͬMYͿ
iological FƵncƟonal nalǇsis of tat in ĐŝĚŽǀŽƌĂǆ citrulli
Tingchang hao ;eiũingͬCEͿ
Eeǁ ƉhǇtoƉlasŵa iĚenƟĮeĚ froŵ graƉeǀines anĚ leaĬoƉƉers
collecteĚ in ǀineǇarĚs of YƵebec
Charles sincent ;^aintͲ:eanͲsƵrͲZichelieƵͬCͿ
ǆƉression anĚ fƵncƟon alanalǇsis of ŵetacasƉase gene faŵilǇ ĚƵring
ƉathogenͲtriggereĚ PCD in graƉeǀine
Peiũie Gong ;<arlsrƵheͬDͿ
sirƵlence of ƉoƉƵlaƟon of ůƵŵĞƌŝĂ ŐƌĂŵŝŶŝƐ f. sƉ. ƚƌŝƟĐŝ anĚ
resistance in ǁheat cƵlƟǀars at seeĚling stage in GansƵ Ɖroǀince͕
China
:in ,Ƶang͕ ^hiƋin Cao͕ ^helin :in ;>anǌhoƵͬCEͿ
/nteracƟon betǁeen the biocontrol ƉhǇlloƉlane bacteriƵŵ ĂĐŝůůƵƐ
ŵŽũĂǀĞŶƐŝƐ ͲCͲϳ anĚ the Ɖathogen WƐĞƵĚŽŵŽŶĂƐ ƐĂǀĂƐƚĂŶŽŝ
/TM3ϭϳ in oliǀe Ŭnots
EaĚia GhanneǇ ;TƵnis͕ MeĚenineͬTEͿ
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TranscriƉtoŵe ƉroĮling of Ɖotato cƵlƟǀars ƵnĚer WĞĐƚŽďĂĐƚĞƌŝƵŵ
ĐĂƌŽƚŽǀŽƌƵŵ sƵbsƉecies brasiliense challenge Ƶsing ZEͲseƋ
^tanforĚ <ǁenĚa ;PretoriaͬͿ
ZeƉroĚƵcƟǀe Ɖerforŵance of tǁo ǀector aƉhiĚs of TƵrniƉ ŵosaic
ǀirƵs on the infecteĚ anĚ nonͲinfecteĚ Ɖlants
^hƵhei Ěachi ;^agaͬ:PͿ
GeneƟc ĚiǀersitǇ of WǇƌĞŶŽƉŚŽƌĂ ƚƌŝƟĐŝͲƌĞƉĞŶƟƐ in lgeria as reǀealeĚ
bǇ aŵƉliĮeĚ frageŵent length ƉolǇŵorƉhisŵ ;F>PͿ analǇsis
,aŵiĚa ensliŵane ;lgiersͬDͿ
/nŇƵence of abioƟc factors on the ĚeǀeloƉŵent of ŵango
ŵalforŵaƟon Ěisease ;MMDͿ
Manǌoor ,Ƶssain ^ooŵro ;/slaŵabaĚͬP<Ϳ
^tƵĚies on ŵechanisŵ of high teŵƉeratƵreͲinĚƵceĚ Ěisease
resistance in Arabidopsis
MiǇƵŬi <Ƶsaũiŵa ;ǁaraͬ:PͿ
Zole of ethǇlene signaling in inĚƵceĚ Ěisease resistance in rice
,iĚeo EaŬashita ;ǁaraͬ:PͿ
Zole of CC Ěeaŵinase in Ɖlant infecƟon bǇ the soilborne Ɖathogen
sĞƌƟĐŝůůŝƵŵ dahliae
Diŵitris Tsaltas ;>iŵassolͬCYͿ
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Marisa Zoǀera ;Zio CƵartoͬZͿ
YƵanƟtaƟǀe ǇielĚ loss of coīee ;ŽīĞĂ arabicaͿ caƵseĚ bǇ ntesƟa
bƵg ;ŶƚĞƐƟŽƉƐŝƐ sƉƉ.Ϳ in ZǁanĚa
Daniel Thoŵas ZƵŬaǌaŵbƵga EƟrƵshǁa ;Ƶtare͕ ,ƵǇeͬZWͿ
Zhiǌobacteria ƉroŵoƟng groǁth anĚ Ěefense in rice Ɖlants against
Magnaporthe ŽƌǇǌĂĞ
Ƶgenio MiranĚa ^ƉeranĚio;rasşliaͬZͿ
The Ěate Ɖalŵ inŇorescence rot fƵngƵs Mauginiella ƐĐĂĞƩĂĞ can
infects the ŵoĚel host Arabidopsis thaliana
MessaoƵĚ achagha ensaci ;OƵarglaͬDͿ
ǀalƵaƟng the ǀirƵlence of DĞƚĂƌŚŝǌŝƵŵ anisopliae
;DeƵteroŵǇcoƟna͗ ,ǇƉhoŵǇcetesͿ anĚ ĞĂƵǀĞƌŝĂ bassiana
;scoŵǇcota͗ ,ǇƉocrealesͿ isolates to rabian Zhinoceros eetle
;KƌǇĐƚĞƐ ĂŐĂŵĞŵŶŽŶ arabicusͿ
,Ƶssain F. lrƵbeai ;aghĚaĚͬ/YͿ
,ost Ɖlant resistance ;,PZͿ traits of ǁaterŵelon Citrullus lanatus
;ThƵnb.Ϳ Mansf. against ŵelon frƵit ŇǇ ĂĐƚƌŽĐĞƌĂ cucurbitae
;CoƋƵilleƩͿ in a hot ariĚ region of /nĚia
^hraǀan M ,alĚhar ;iŬanerͬ/EͿ
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nƟfƵngal acƟǀitǇ of noǀel allǇlͲsƵlfonaŵiĚes anĚ sǇntheƟc
ƉrecƵrsors against ŽůůĞƚŽƚƌŝĐŚƵŵ ĂĐƵƚĂƚƵŵ
>aercio aŵboliŵ ;siĕosaͬZͿ
^tƵĚǇ of anƟoǆiĚant anĚ anƟŵicrobial acƟǀitǇ of the leaǀes anĚ ƉƵlƉ
of Argania spinosa >. in the region of TinĚoƵf ;lgeriaͿ
ŵina MeǌoƵari ;echarͬDͿ
Change Ɖroteoŵe of ^ŽůĂŶƵŵ ƚƵďĞƌŽƐƵŵ tƵbers ƵnĚer the inŇƵence
of signaling ŵolecƵles infecteĚ bǇ WŚǇƚŽƉŚƚŚŽƌĂ infestans
Zita <asiŵoǀa ;UfaͬZUͿ
CharacteriǌaƟon of Ɖathogenic ǀariabilitǇ anĚ ŵaƟng tǇƉes of
ƐĐŽĐŚǇƚĂ rabiei ƉoƉƵlaƟon in Morocco
^anae <riŵi encheƋroƵn ;^eƩatͬMͿ
Cheŵical changes inĚƵceĚ bǇ Witches͛ brooŵ Ěisease in aciĚ
liŵe ;Citrus ĂƵƌĂŶƟĨŽůŝĂͿ
isha lͲGhaithi ;MƵscatͬOMͿ
Eitrate enhances cƵcƵŵber resistance to FƵsariƵŵ ǁilt
Min Wang ;EanũingͬCEͿ
T>EͲŵeĚiateĚ generaƟon anĚ ŵetabolic analǇsis of
caŵaleǆinͲĚeĮcient cǇƉϳϭaϭϮ cǇƉϳϭaϭ3 ĚoƵble ŬnocŬoƵt lines
Teresa Mƺller ;FreisingͬDͿ
^tƵĚǇ on inĚƵcƟon of Ěisease tolerance bǇ heat shocŬ treatŵent of
rassicaceae
>Ƶan Mai Thanh ;OŬaǇaŵaͬ:PͿ
ProtecƟon against anthracnose Ěisease on Arabidopsis thaliana
inĚƵceĚ bǇ ǀolaƟle coŵƉoƵnĚ liŵonene
<aǇoŬo FƵũioŬa ;OŬaǇaŵaͬ:PͿ
CǇtological resƉonses of PsPYϭͲsilenceĚ Ɖea to hostͲaĚaƉteĚ anĚ
nonaĚaƉteĚ fƵngal Ɖathogens
^achiǇo Yao ;OŬaǇaŵaͬ:PͿ
ǆtracellƵlar aƉǇrase ;PsPYϭͿ ƉarƟciƉates in the
ƉeroǆiĚaseͲcatalǇǌeĚ aƉoƉlasƟc oǆiĚaƟǀe bƵrst in Ɖea
Moŵiũi MiŬi ;OŬaǇaŵaͬ:PͿ
n eǀolƵƟonarǇ stable eīector in sĞŶƚƵƌŝĂ ŝŶĂĞƋƵĂůŝƐ ŵoĚƵlates
aƉƉle Ěefense gene eǆƉression
ƵrĠlie Charrier ;eaƵcoƵǌĠͬFZͿ
Zole of eǆtracellƵlar aƉǇrase in cell sƵrface iŵŵƵnitǇ
<aǌƵhiro ToǇoĚa ;OŬaǇaŵaͬ:PͿ
PotenƟal traits of the ŵǇcoǀirƵs MoCsϭͲ on interacƟon betǁeen
rice Ɖlant anĚ rice blast fƵngƵs
TohrƵ TZO<͕ ;FƵchƵͬ:PͿ
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FƵncƟonal analǇsis of the singleͲcoƉǇ allantoicase anĚ Ƶrease genes
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bǇ targeteĚ ĚeleƟon ŵƵtagenesis
Chirlei GlienŬe ;CƵriƟbaͬZͿ
 neǁ biocontrol ƉathǁaǇ ʹ the ɶͲlactone catabolic ƉathǁaǇ of
Rhodococcus ĞƌǇƚŚƌŽƉŽůŝƐ͕ is inǀolǀeĚ in the interrƵƉƟon of the
ƉecƟnolǇƟc Ɖathogen coŵŵƵnicaƟon ĚƵring the Ɖotato soŌͲrot
Corinne arbeǇ ;chicoƵrtͬFZͿ
DetecƟon of soŵe resistance genes ;tͲϱ͕ tͲ8͕ tͲϭϬ͕ tͲϭϭ anĚ
tͲϭϮͿ against Coŵŵon Ƶnt in ten ǁheat ǀarieƟes Ƶsing ŵolecƵlar
ŵarŬers
7lhaŵ rƂǌ PoǇraǌ ;ileciŬͬTZͿ
ioͲinsƉireĚ coŵƉƵtaƟonal algorithŵs anĚ their aƉƉlicaƟon as a tool
for analǇsis of leaf sǇŵƉtoŵs
seroniŬa PlesŬoǀa ;rnoͬCͿ
PotenƟal cƵlƟǀars resistant to groƵnĚnƵt rƵst conĮrŵeĚ
^aŵƵel Eũoroge ;>ilongǁeͬMWͿ
/ron as a Ěeterŵinant of ǀirƵlence anĚ resistance in the
ŽůůĞƚŽƚƌŝĐŚƵŵ ŐƌĂŵŝŶŝĐŽůĂʹŵaiǌe interacƟon
nũa ZaschŬe ;,alle a. Ě. ^aaleͬDͿ
CharacteriǌaƟon of Cell ^Ƶrfaces of ,ost Wheat anĚ
Pathogens ;dŝůůĞƟĂ ĨŽĞƟĚĂ anĚ dŝůůĞƟĂ cariesͿ Ƶsing eta PotenƟal anĚ
FT/Z nalǇses
/sŵail PoǇraǌ ;ileciŬͬTZͿ
Does aboǀegroƵnĚ herbiǀorǇ Ɖriŵe EŝĐŽƟĂŶĂ ĂƩĞŶƵĂƚĂ Ɖlants to
beƩer ĚefenĚ against sƵbseƋƵent beloǁgroƵnĚ herbiǀorǇ͍
Dinesh <aŇe ;erlinͬDͿ
ZegƵlaƟon of CalciƵŵͲĚeƉenĚent Ɖrotein Ŭinases in Ɖlant Ěisease
resistance bǇ heat shocŬ Ɖroteins
,eiŬe ^eǇbolĚ ;erlinͬDͿ
TeŵƉoral Ɖrogress of graƉeǀine ĚoǁnǇ ŵilĚeǁ in Ɖlants ǁith
Ěiīerent architectƵre
MeǇriele Pires Caŵargo ;PiracicabaͬZͿ
TǁoͲsƉoƩeĚ sƉiĚer ŵite sǇŵƉtoŵatologǇ in a FϮ straǁberrǇ
ƉoƉƵlaƟon aŌer ǁilĚ sƉecies introgression
,enning Wagner ;DresĚenͬDͿ
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>eƉiĚoƉtera͗ PǇraliĚaeͿ in /ran
:aǀaneh Gharabaghi ;Tehranͬ/ZͿ
P DTMF Ϯ
 teŵƉeratƵreͲbaseĚ ƉhenologǇ ŵoĚel for ƉreĚicƟng life table
Ɖaraŵeters of the sǁeetƉotato bƵƩerŇǇ Acraea acerata ,eǁ.
;>eƉiĚoƉtera͗ EǇŵƉhaliĚaeͿ
:oshƵa OŬonǇa ;<aŵƉalaͬUGͿ
P DTMF 3
DashboarĚs for Ěisease ŵanageŵent
Tagir /bragiŵoǀ ;olshie sǇaǌeŵǇͬZUͿ
P DTMF 4
 MicrosoŌ ǆcel Ɖrograŵ for ootstraƉ esƟŵates of reƉroĚƵcƟǀeͲlife
table Ɖaraŵeters
^haǌaĚ /raniƉoƵr ;Tabriǌͬ/ZͿ
P DTMF 6
CliŵaƟc reƋƵireŵents of a claĚe of the frican ŵaiǌe steŵ borer͕
ƵƐƐĞŽůĂ fusca froŵ the ,ighǀelĚ region of ^oƵth frica
,annalene DƵ Plessis ;PotchefstrooŵͬͿ
Disease Monitoring anĚ Diagnosis
P DMD ϭ
Zace characteriǌaƟon of yĂŶƚŚŽŵŽŶĂƐ ĐĂŵƉĞƐƚƌŝƐ Ɖǀ. ĐĂŵƉĞƐƚƌŝƐ
caƵsing blacŬ rot Ěisease of crƵcifers͕ their ĚistribƵƟon in /nĚia anĚ
ĚetecƟon froŵ seeĚs anĚ other Ɖlant Ɖarts
Dinesh ^ingh ;Eeǁ Delhiͬ/EͿ
P DMD Ϯ
DeǀeloƉŵent of ƋƵalitǇ stanĚarĚs of Ficus carica >inn. >eaǀes
abar li ;lͲYassiŵͬ^Ϳ
P DMD 3
 sǇsteŵaƟc reǀieǁ of PCZͲbaseĚ sƉeciĮc ŵethoĚs to Ěetect the
ŵost iŵƉortant straǁberrǇ Ɖathogens
^eǇeĚ MahǇar Mirŵaũlessi ;TartƵͬͿ
P DMD 4
Plant ƉrotecƟon anĚ Ěata science ʹ the Eorŵal DistribƵƟon is the
>ogͲEorŵal DistribƵƟon
cŬharĚ >iŵƉert ;ƵrichͬC,Ϳ
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CǇtochroŵe b gene is a reliable tool for ĚetecƟon of fƵngal sƉecies in
Ɖlant ƟssƵe
^arah Graf ;>iŵbƵrgerhofͬDͿ
Metaboloŵics tools to screen for changes in Ɖlant coŵƉoƵnĚs inĚƵceĚ
bǇ abioƟc anĚ bioƟc factors
Caroline Mƺller ;ielefelĚͬDͿ
DeterŵinaƟon of soŵe biocheŵical characteriǌaƟon of Anagasta
kuehniella eller ;>eƉiĚoƉtera͗ PǇraliĚaeͿ ĚigesƟǀe ɲͲaŵǇlase anĚ the
eīects of rǇe͕ oat anĚ ǁilĚ barleǇ ƉroteinaceoƵs eǆtracts on enǌǇŵe
acƟǀitǇ
Zeǌa Farshbaf PoƵrbaĚ ;Tabriǌͬ/ZͿ
/ĚenƟĮcaƟon anĚ ĚiīerenƟaƟon of Monilinia sƉecies caƵsing broǁn
rot of stone frƵit Ƶsing ,igh ZesolƵƟon MelƟng ;,ZMͿ analǇsis
ntonios PaƉaǀasileioƵ ;ThessaloniŬiͬGZͿ
^igniĮcance of lethal giant larǀae gene in dƌŝďŽůŝƵŵ ĐĂƐƚĂŶĞƵŵ
reǀealeĚ bǇ ZE interference
Da yiao ;eiũingͬCEͿ
GeneƟc ĚiǀersitǇ of WƐĞƵĚŽŵŽŶĂƐ ƐǇƌŝŶŐĂĞ Ɖǀ. aptata in ^erbia
ĚeterŵineĚ bǇ ƉƵlseĚͲĮelĚ gel electroƉhoresis
/ǀan EiŬolic ;elgraĚeͬZ^Ϳ
CoŵƉarison of saŵƉling ŵethoĚs for Onion ThriƉs͕ dŚƌŝƉƐ tabaci
>inĚeŵan on Onion CroƉ
Maher Moraiet ;ligarhͬ/EͿ
PCZͲZF>P assaǇ for ĚisƟngƵishing foƵr Frankliniella sƉecies
rniŬa PrǌǇbǇlsŬa ;PoǌnaŷͬP>Ϳ
,erŵaƉhroĚite anĚ Feŵale PaƉaǇa DisƟncƟon bǇ ,rͲMas Eŵr
>Ƶciano >iĆo ;GoianiaͬZͿ
Digital PCZ for ĚetecƟon anĚ ƋƵanƟĮcaƟon of Fire light anĚ Potato
roǁn Zot
Tanũa Dreo ;>ũƵblũanaͬ^/Ϳ
ƉƉlǇing of recoŵbinat Ɖrotein for ĚeǀeloƉing of serological assaǇs
for eĸcient ĚetecƟon of /ranina isolate of CitrƵs tristeǌa ǀirƵs
MohaŵŵaĚ Zeǌa ^afarneũaĚ ;Tehranͬ/ZͿ
DeǀeloƉŵent of sƉeciĮc recoŵbinant Ɖhages against CitrƵs tristeǌa
ǀirƵs ;CTsͿ bǇ Ƶsing Ɖhage ĚisƉlaǇ technologǇ
MohaŵŵaĚ Zeǌa ^afarneũaĚ ;Tehranͬ/ZͿ
Toǆicological͕ biocheŵical͕ anĚ histoƉathological analǇses
Ěeŵonstrate that CrǇϭC anĚ CrǇϮ are not toǆic to larǀae of the
honeǇbee͕ Apis ŵĞůůŝĨĞƌĂ
YƵnhe >i ;eiũingͬDͿ
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siral ŵetagenoŵic analǇsis of sǁeet Ɖotato Ƶsing highͲthroƵghƉƵt
ĚeeƉ seƋƵencing
ThƵlile EhlaƉo ;PretoriaͬͿ
sitellogenin genes in ^Ƶnn Pest ;ƵƌǇŐĂƐƚĞƌ ŵĂƵƌĂ ;,eŵiƉtera͗
^cƵtelleriĚaeͿͿ ʹ characteriǌaƟons anĚ gene eǆƉression ƉroĮles
sli Dageri ;nŬaraͬTZͿ
Eoǀel techniƋƵe for esƟŵaƟng ƉhǇsical ages of ǁilĚ ŵale oriental
frƵit Ňies Ƶsing Ɖroteoŵics aƉƉroach
ChioƵ >ing Chang ;,ilo͕ ,/ͬU^Ϳ
/n ǀitro /nfecƟon ConĚiƟons of >eaf ^Ɖot Disease caƵseĚ bǇ
Pseudocercospora pistacina Cr. YƵa. Θ ^arƉ. in Pistachio
<aŵil ^arƉŬaǇa ;GaǌianteƉͬTZͿ
FƵngal Ɖathogen sƵrǀeillance Ƶsing ŵetagenoŵics aƉƉroach reƋƵires
one fƵngƵs one naŵe
Wen Chen ;OƩaǁaͬCͿ
What͛s in a naŵe͍ ʹ the Ěileŵŵa of ĚiagnosƟc iĚenƟĮcaƟons anĚ
Ěatabases
^laĚana ec ;Gainesǀille͕ <YͬU^Ϳ
ZPDͲPCZ analǇsis of ƟĞůŝĂ ǌŝŶĐŬĞŶĞůůĂ ƉoƉƵlaƟons anĚ soŵe
ƉǇraliĚae insects ǁithin gǇƉt
,oŵaŵ ,oŵaŵ ;GiǌaͬGͿ
Use of siŵƉle isotherŵal assaǇs for realͲƟŵe anĚ enĚƉoint ĚetecƟon
of ƉhǇtoƉathogenic ŵicroorganisŵs
:ens Fischbach ;WilĚaƵͬDͿ
Usage ^D^ͲPG techniƋƵe to interƉret ƉoĚ borer͕ ƟĞůůĂ ǌŝŶĐŬĞŶĞůůĂ͕
Treit. infestaƟon rate in coǁƉea͕ soǇbean anĚ soŵe their ǀarieƟes
,oŵaŵ ,oŵaŵ ;GiǌaͬGͿ
DetecƟon ŵethoĚ anĚ geneƟc analǇsis of anthracnose on sorghƵŵ in
<orea
YoƵngnaŵ Yoon ;MirǇangͬ<ZͿ
DetecƟon of soǇbean ŵaũor ǀirƵses bǇ ZTͲ>MP
Yeong ,oon >ee ;MirǇangͬ<ZͿ
CƵrrent iŵƉact anĚ fƵtƵre ĚirecƟons of high throƵghƉƵt seƋƵencing
in Ɖlant ǀirƵs ĚiagnosƟcs ʹ the Ěriǀers of CO^T cƟon ϭ4Ϭϳ
ThierrǇ Wetǌel ;EeƵstaĚt a. Ě. WeinstraƘeͬDͿ͕ Carŵen ƺƩner ;erlinͬDͿ
nƟͲƋƵorƵŵ sensing acƟǀitǇ of soŵe ŵeĚicinal Ɖlants in /ran
li MohaŵŵaĚreǌaei ;/sfahanͬ/ZͿ
ǀalƵaƟon of ŵaƟng ĚisrƵƉƟon for controlling the graƉeǀine ŵoth͕
Lobesia botrana ;Denis Θ ^chiīerŵƺllerͿ ;>eƉ.͗ TortriciĚaeͿ in Yaǌǀin
ǀineǇarĚs
Zeǌa ^hahsaǀari ;Tehranͬ/ZͿ

Poster PresentaƟons ͻ ThƵrsĚaǇ͕ Ϯϳ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
P DMD 33

P DMD 34

P DMD 3ϱ
P DMD 36

P DMD 3ϳ

P DMD 38

FƵngiciĚes
P FUEG/ ϭ

P FUEG/ Ϯ

P FUEG/ 3
P FUEG/ 4

P FUEG/ ϱ

P FUEG/ 6

P FUEG/ ϳ

P FUEG/ 8

ZeͲƉƵrƉosing briĚging ŇoccƵlaƟon for onͲsite͕ raƉiĚ͕ ƋƵalitaƟǀe DE
ĚetecƟon in resoƵrceͲƉoor seƫngs
,an Yih >aƵ ;risbaneͬUͿ
MolecƵlar ƉhǇlogeneƟc inǀesƟgaƟon of >orantaceae baseĚ on
nƵclear DE /T^ anĚ chloroƉlast DE trn>ͲF seƋƵences
Pegah anũanchi ;Zashtͬ/ZͿ
Tools for alternaƟǀe seeĚ treatŵent eǀalƵaƟon
salĠrie GriŵaƵlt ;eaƵcoƵǌĠͬFZͿ
iological inĚeǆing anĚ ĚetecƟon of ǀiroiĚs froŵ
hoƉ ;,ƵŵƵůƵƐ lupulus >.Ϳ in ^loǀenia
Tanũa GƵēeŬ ;alecͬ^/Ϳ
PƵriĮcaƟon of inhibitor Ɖrotein froŵ raƉeseeĚ anĚ its
characteriǌaƟon on >ĞƉƟŶŽƚĂƌƐĂ ĚĞĐĞŵůŝŶĞĂƚĂ ;^aǇͿ gƵt sƉeciĮc Ɖroteases
Zeǌa Farshbaf PoƵrbaĚ ;Tabriǌͬ/ZͿ
ZeconsiĚering the norŵal ĚistribƵƟon ʹ beneĮts froŵ reƉlacing
ƉlƵsͬŵinƵs bǇ ƟŵesͬĚiǀiĚe
cŬharĚ >iŵƉert ;ƵrichͬC,Ϳ

nƟfƵngal ƉotenƟal of essenƟal oils of Cupressus sƉ anĚ Cupressus
lusitanica against three life stages of WŚǇƚŽƉŚƚŚŽƌĂ colocasiae͗
caƵsing agent of Taro >eaf light
Marie ŵƉeres eĚine oat ;YaoƵnĚeͬCMͿ
MorƉhological anĚ ŵolecƵlar iĚenƟĮcaƟon anĚ fƵngiciĚe sensiƟǀitǇ
assaǇ of Ɖathogens aƩacŬing GƵǇabano ;Annona ŵƵƌŝĐĂƚĂ >.Ϳ sell ϭ
ZonalĚo lberto ;^cience CitǇ of MƵŹoǌͬP,Ϳ
The role of FZC in fƵngiciĚe resistance ŵanageŵent
nĚǇ >eaĚbeater ;aselͬC,Ϳ
MǇ/PM͕ a neǁ sŵartƉhone aƉƉ for Ěisease anĚ fƵngiciĚe resistance
ŵanageŵent in straǁberrǇ anĚ Ɖeach
GƵiĚo ^chnabel ;Cleŵson͕ ^CͬU^Ϳ
Metabolic eīects of Įǀe fƵngiciĚes against ŽƚƌǇƟƐ cinerea eǆaŵineĚ
Ƶsing the iolog FF MicroPlate
,ancheng Wang ;GƵiǇangͬCEͿ
ControlleĚ Zelease ForŵƵlaƟon of licorice eǆtract as a neǁ biological
fƵngiciĚe against graƉeǀine Ěiseases
^oƉhie :acobs ;>ahnaƵͬDͿ
nrichŵent of ŵƵtaƟons resƉonsible for aǌoǆǇstrobin resistance in
ŽƚƌǇƟƐ cinerea ĮelĚ isolates
rǌsĠbet ^ĄnĚor ;Debrecenͬ,UͿ
iological Ɖerforŵance of isofetaŵiĚ͕ a noǀel fƵngiciĚe
^hintaro TsƵŬƵĚa ;<ƵsatsƵͬ:PͿ
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P FUEG/ ϵ
P FUEG/ ϭϬ

P FUEG/ ϭϭ

P FUEG/ ϭϮ

P FUEG/ ϭ3

P FUEG/ ϭ4

P FUEG/ ϭϱ

P FUEG/ ϭ6

P FUEG/ ϭϳ

P FUEG/ ϭ8

P FUEG/ ϭϵ

P FUEG/ ϮϬ

ϭ64

DiscoǀerǇ of the Eoǀel FƵngiciĚe ͞PǇriofenone͟
<oũi ,igƵchi ;<ƵsatsƵͬ:PͿ
ǀalƵaƟon of alternaƟǀe Plutella ǆǇůŽƐƚĞůůĂ control bǇ tǁo /ƐĂƌŝĂ
ĨƵŵŽƐŽƌŽƐĞĂ coniĚia forŵƵlaƟons͕ oilͲbaseĚ forŵƵlaƟon anĚ
ǁeƩable ƉoǁĚer coŵbineĚ ǁith ĂĐŝůůƵƐ thuringiensis
YƵrong ,e ;GƵangǌhoƵͬCEͿ
DeǀeloƉŵent of a selecƟǀe crǇstalliǌaƟon roƵte to obtain the
fƵngiciĚe ;^ͿͲFenaŵiĚone
nneͲ<athleen <ort ;MagĚebƵrgͬDͿ
FƵngiciĚe resistance in DŝĐƌŽĚŽĐŚŝƵŵ ŶŝǀĂůĞ isolateĚ froŵ golf greens
in the U< anĚ /relanĚ
Gilli ThorƉ ;YorŬͬU<Ϳ
PosiƟoning TebƵconaǌole 43Ϭ sc in rice ecosǇsteŵ against
ŵanageŵent of last anĚ ^heath light ǀisͲăͲǀis iŵƉact of abioƟc
ǁeather facors in West engal͕ /nĚia.
Partha ^arathi Eath ;MohanƉƵrͬ/EͿ
/nǀesƟgaƟon of biological eĸciencǇ of ZŚĞƵŵ ƌŚĂƉŽŶƟĐƵŵ >. root
eǆtract in ƉrotecƟng of ˁƵcƵrbitaceae seeĚlings against ƉoǁĚerǇ
ŵilĚeǁ
lla GlaĚcaia ;ChisinaƵͬMDͿ
^earch for alternaƟǀes to coƉƉer in organic farŵing ʹ fƵngiciĚal
acƟǀitǇ of a Juncus ĞīƵƐƵƐ ŵĞĚƵůůĂ eǆtract anĚ its acƟǀe consƟtƵent͕
ĚehǇĚroeīƵsol͕ against ĚoǁnǇ ŵilĚeǁ anĚ aƉƉle scab
:ƵsƟne ZaŵseǇer ;aselͬC,Ϳ
Control of ƉƉle ^cab ;sĞŶƚƵƌŝĂ ŝŶĂĞƋƵĂůŝƐͿ bǇ trƵnŬͲinũecteĚ
fƵngiciĚes anĚ ^Z inĚƵcing PotassiƵŵ ƉhosƉhites ǁith resiĚƵe
ƉroĮles in aƉƉle frƵit anĚ leaǀes
^rĚũan ciŵoǀic ;ast >ansing͕ M/ͬU^Ϳ
nƟfƵngal ƉotenƟal of ƵƉŚŽƌďŝĂ hirta l. against nthracnose Disease
of ŵango
<haũista :abeen ;>ahoreͬP<Ϳ
^ensiƟǀitǇ to isofetaŵiĚ anĚ Įtness of ^D,/ resistant isolates in
fƵngal Ɖathogen ƉoƉƵlaƟons
YƵǌƵŬa be ;<ƵsatsƵͬ:PͿ
īect of Ěiīerent fƵngiciĚes anĚ ŵeteorological factors on seǀeritǇ
of ƉoǁĚerǇ ŵilĚeǁ anĚ frƵit rot of chilli in ĮelĚ
^riŬanta Das ;MohanƉƵrͬ/EͿ
MƵtaƟons in the sƵccinate ĚehǇĚrogenase gene of ŽƚƌǇƟƐ cinerea
ĮelĚ isolates anĚ their iŵƉact on fƵngiciĚe sensiƟǀitǇ͕
crossͲresistance behaǀior anĚ Įtness
:ochen <leeŵann ;Monheiŵ a. Z.ͬDͿ

Poster PresentaƟons ͻ ThƵrsĚaǇ͕ Ϯϳ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
P FUEG/ Ϯϭ On the tracŬ of FƵsariƵŵ heaĚ blight ʹ a ƉhǇlogeneƟc aƉƉroach
,elge ^ierotǌŬi͕ Eicole ienǌ ;^teinͬC,Ϳ
P FUEG/ ϮϮ CharacteriǌaƟon of eŵerging anĚ fƵngiciĚeͲresistant fƵngal Ɖlant
Ɖathogens caƵsing Ɖostharǀest aƉƉle ĚecaǇ Ƶsing conǀenƟonal anĚ
ŵolecƵlar ŵethoĚs
WaǇne :ƵricŬ // ;eltsǀille͕ MDͬU^Ϳ
P FUEG/ Ϯ3 /nciĚence anĚ ŵolecƵlar characteriǌaƟon of fenheǆaŵiĚͲresistant
/solates of ŽƚƌǇƟƐ cinerea froŵ straǁberrǇ anĚ greenhoƵse groǁn
toŵatoes in Greece
George <araoglaniĚis ;ThessaloniŬiͬGZͿ
P FUEG/ Ϯ4 nƟfƵngal acƟǀitǇ of soŵe fƵngiciĚes to control aƉƉle scab ;sĞŶƚƵƌŝĂ
ŝŶĂĞƋƵĂůŝƐͿ ǁith Ěiīerent Ɖ, in ǀitro anĚ ĮelĚ trials
^. ǀriŵ rici ;/sƉartaͬTZͿ
P FUEG/ Ϯϱ ĸcacǇ of Ěiīerent fƵngiciĚe aƉƉlicaƟon ŵethoĚs to control of
scochǇta blight ;ƐĐŽĐŚǇƚĂ rabieiͿ in chicŬƉea
^. ǀriŵ rici ;/sƉartaͬTZͿ
P FUEG/ Ϯ6 /n ǀitro eīect of Įǀe ŵolecƵles ƉǇriĚaǌine WŚǇƚŽƉŚƚŚŽƌĂ ƉĂƌĂƐŝƟĐĂ͕
WŚǇƚŽƉŚƚŚŽƌĂ citrophthora anĚ ŽůůĞƚŽƚƌŝĐŚƵŵ gleosporioides isolateĚ
citrƵs
Dalal oƵĚoƵĚoƵ ;<enitraͬMͿ
P FUEG/ Ϯϳ Cercospora ďĞƟĐŽůĂ sensiƟǀitǇ to ^trobilƵrins anĚ Triaǌoles in /talǇ
Ceren TƵran ;olognaͬ/TͿ
P FUEG/ Ϯ8 Zole of single siteͲsƉeciĮc allele reƉlaceŵent into ^s,<ϭ locƵs in the
stƵĚǇ of ^ƚĞŵƉŚǇůŝƵŵ ǀĞƐŝĐĂƌŝƵŵ ĚicarboǆiŵiĚe anĚ PhenǇlƉǇrrole
fƵngiciĚes resistance
<aƟa Gaǌǌeƫ ;olognaͬ/TͿ
P FUEG/ Ϯϵ Gϭ43 ĚetecƟon in sĞŶƚƵƌŝĂ ŝŶĂĞƋƵĂůŝƐ in TƵrŬish aƉƉle orcharĚs
Ceren TƵran ;olognaͬ/TͿ
P FUEG/ 3Ϭ TransƉoson ŵeĚiateĚ DM/s resistance in WĞŶŝĐŝůůŝƵŵ ĚŝŐŝƚĂƚƵŵ
,ongǇe >i͕ yƵeƉeng ^Ƶn ;,angǌhoƵ͕ heũiangͬCEͿ
P FUEG/ 3ϭ DeǀeloƉing a neǁ bioƉesƟciĚe ^henƋinŵǇcin Ƶsing the seconĚarǇ
ŵetabolits ƉhenaǌineͲϭͲcarboǆǇlic aciĚs froŵ the PGPZ
PseƵĚoŵonas strain bǇ geneƟc anĚ ŵetabolic engineering
YaͲWen ,e ;^hanghaiͬCEͿ
P FUEG/ 3Ϯ PolǇŵorƉhisŵs in fƵngiciĚe resistance genes of sĞŶƚƵƌŝĂ ŝŶĂĞƋƵĂůŝƐ
froŵ a sanitaƟon trial orcharĚ
:Ƶlia C. MeitǌͲ,oƉŬins ;^tellenboschͬͿ
P FUEG/ 33 ^creening of Ɖotato ǀarieƟes anĚ eǀalƵaƟon of fƵngiciĚes against late
blight of Ɖotato͕ WŚǇƚŽƉŚƚŚŽƌĂ infestans
bĚƵr ZashiĚ <han ;l ZiǇaĚhͬ^Ϳ
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P FUEG/ 34 Eeǁ ĮnĚings aboƵt the sensiƟǀitǇ of WůĂƐŵŽƉĂƌĂ ǀŝƟĐŽůĂ to C
fƵngiciĚes
/rene Maũa Eanni ;olognaͬ/TͿ
P FUEG/ 3ϱ /nŇƵence of selecteĚ ƉreƉaraƟons on in ǀitro groǁth of &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ sƉƉ.
^Ǉlǁia ^tħƉnieǁsŬaͲ:arosǌ ;PoǌnaŷͬP>Ϳ
P FUEG/ 36 ĸcacǇ of fƵngiciĚes against ĚoǁnǇ ŵilĚeǁ of basil ;Peronospora
belbahriiͿ in /talǇ
Marina Collina ;olognaͬ/TͿ
P FUEG/ 3ϳ CoƉƉer sensiƟǀitǇ of /talian WƐĞƵĚŽŵŽŶĂƐ ƐǇƌŝŶŐĂĞ Ɖǀ ĂĐƟŶŝĚŝĂĞ
strains
Marina Collina ;olognaͬ/TͿ
P FUEG/ 38 nƟfƵngal acƟǀiǇ of essenƟal oil froŵ ŵŵŽĚĂƵĐƵƐ leucotrichus
Coss. Θ DƵr. groǁing ǁilĚ in ^oƵth West of lgeria on the fƵngƵs
groǁth
chraf <halĚi ;echarͬDͿ
,erbiciĚes
P ,Z/ ϭ

P ,Z/ Ϯ
P ,Z/ 3

P ,Z/ 4
P ,Z/ ϱ

P ,Z/ 6

P ,Z/ ϳ

P ,Z/ 8

ϭ66

Changes in ƉhotosǇntheƟc eĸciencǇ anĚ color in lfalfa bǇ
MesosƵlfƵron ŵethǇl anĚ /oĚosƵlfƵron ŵethǇl
:Ƶan :osĠ GarcşaͲGerarĚo ;MeǆicaliͬMyͿ
Mechanisŵ of ŵŵĂŶŶŝĂ arenaria resistance to ensƵlfƵronͲMethǇl
:inǁen hƵ ;,angǌhoƵͬCEͿ
/nteracƟon eīect betǁeen seeĚ treatŵents anĚ ƉreͲeŵergence
herbiciĚes on ŵaiǌe cƵlƟǀars in ^oƵth frica
lbĠ ,Ƶgo ;PotchefstrooŵͬͿ
GlǇƉhosate resistant biotǇƉes of goosegrass anĚ horseǁeeĚ in :aƉan
TohrƵ Toŵinaga ;<Ǉotoͬ:PͿ
rǇleǆΡ acƟǀe ;halaƵǆifenͲŵethǇlͿ ʹ a noǀel ƉostͲeŵergence
herbiciĚe for cereal croƉs ǁith a broaĚ acƟǀitǇ on ĚicotǇleĚonoƵs
ǁeeĚs
:Ƃrg ecŬer ;MƵnichͬDͿ
GFͲϮ644 anĚ GFͲϮ8ϭϵ ʹ tǁo neǁ herbiciĚes containing rǇleǆΡ cƟǀe
herbiciĚe ;halaƵǆifenͲŵethǇlͿ to control ǁiĚe range of broaĚleaǀeĚ
ǁeeĚs in cereals in ƵroƉe
Marcin DǌiŬoǁsŬi ;MƵnichͬDͿ
The iŵƉact of fƵngiciĚe anĚ herbiciĚe Ɵŵing on foliar Ěisease
seǀeritǇ͕ anĚ barleǇ ƉroĚƵcƟǀitǇ anĚ ƋƵalitǇ
Thoŵas TƵrŬington ;>acoŵbeͬCͿ
īect of /ŵaǌaƉic resiĚƵes on ƉhotosǇnthesis traits anĚ chloroƉhǇll
ŇƵorescence of ŵaiǌe seeĚlings
Wangcang ^Ƶ ;hengǌhoƵͬCEͿ
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P ,Z/ ϭϬ

P ,Z/ ϭϭ

P ,Z/ ϭϮ

P ,Z/ ϭ3

P ,Z/ ϭ4

P ,Z/ ϭϱ

P ,Z/ ϭ6

TranscriƉtoŵic eǀalƵaƟon of enhanceĚ bioacƟǀitǇ caƵseĚ bǇ
ĚeriǀaƟǀaƟon of allelocheŵical of ThƵnberg͛s ŵeaĚoǁsǁeet ;^ƉŝƌĂĞĂ
thunbergiiͿ
EaoǇa Wasano ;FƵchƵͬ:PͿ
The ǀalƵaƟon of OǆaĚiargǇl Ěosages at Ěiīerent groǁth stages for
Ɖotato ;^ŽůĂŶƵŵ ƚƵďĞƌŽƐƵŵͿ ǇielĚ
MohaŵŵaĚ Taghi lebrahiŵ ;rĚabilͬ/ZͿ
^treƉtoŵǇces sƉ. <Zϭ4Ͳ3Ϯϵ ƉroĚƵcing herbiciĚal ŵetabolites as
ƉotenƟal biocontrol agent
YoƵng ^ooŬ <iŵ͕ ;Daeũeonͬ<ZͿ
^Ƶgarcane bagasse as sƵƉƉort for iŵŵobiliǌaƟon of ĂĐŝůůƵƐ ƉƵŵŝůƵƐ
,ͲϮ anĚ its Ƶse in bioreŵeĚiaƟon of ŵesotrioneͲcontaŵinateĚ soils
:ie >iƵ ;GƵangǌhoƵͬCEͿ
 coŵƉaraƟǀe stƵĚǇ betǁeen nonͲlinear regression anĚ the Ɖrobit
ŵoĚel for the eǀalƵaƟon of ĐŚŝŶŽĐŚůŽĂ crusgalli resistance leǀels
GƵohƵa hong ;GƵangǌhoƵͬCEͿ
First ƉoƉƵlaƟon of lacŬ Grass ;Alopecurus ŵǇŽƐƵƌŽŝĚĞƐͿ resistant to
herbiciĚes in northern ^Ɖain ;EaǀarreͿ
ZicarĚo iƵrrƵŵ ;sillaǀaͬ^Ϳ
DeǀeloƉŵent of an herbiciĚe resistant toŵato bǇ ŵƵtagenesis
techniƋƵes
ǀgenia Dor ;Zaŵat Yishaiͬ/>Ϳ

/nsecƟciĚes
P /E^CT ϭ The ĸcacǇ of CeranocŬ Ʃract anĚ <ill ^Ǉsteŵ as a control ŵethoĚs
of MeĚiterranean frƵit ŇǇ͕ ĞƌĂƟƟƐ capitata in CitrƵs anĚ aƉricot
orcharĚs in Central /raƋ
MohaŵŵeĚ <halaf ;aghĚaĚͬ/YͿ
P /E^CT Ϯ First recorĚ of Colleŵbolans carboǆǇlesterase anĚ
GlƵtathioneͲ^ͲTransferase acƟǀiƟes eǆƉoseĚ to seǀeral
agrocheŵicals
hŵeĚ ,aŵŵaĚ ;PieterŵarƟǌbƵrgͬͿ
P /E^CT 3 EeonicoƟnoiĚ resistance in the CoƩon WhiteŇǇ͕ ĞŵŝƐŝĂ
tabaci ;Genn.Ϳ͕ ;,eŵiƉtera͗ leǇroĚiĚaeͿ͕ ƉoƉƵlaƟons froŵ ntalǇa
/nci ^ahin ;<onǇaͬTZͿ
P /E^CT 4 PhǇsicocheŵical anĚ ŵicrobiological characteriǌaƟon of the
esͲsenƟal oil of ^ǇǌǇŐŝƵŵ ĂƌŽŵĂƟĐƵŵ anĚ its Ƶse in biological control
against dƵƚĂ absoluta
ŵel DoƵŵanĚũi ;liĚaͬDͿ

ϭ6ϳ

Poster PresentaƟons ͻ ThƵrsĚaǇ͕ Ϯϳ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
P /E^CT ϱ

P /E^CT 6

P /E^CT ϳ
P /E^CT 8
P /E^CT ϵ

P /E^CT ϭϬ

P /E^CT ϭϭ

P /E^CT ϭϮ

P /E^CT ϭ3

P /E^CT ϭ4

P /E^CT ϭϱ

ϭ68

PinŬ ollǁorŵ WĞĐƟŶŽƉŚŽƌĂ ŐŽƐƐǇƉŝĞůůĂ ;^aƵnĚersͿ Zesistance to
DiƉel Ϯǆ anĚ CrossͲZesistance to Ěiīerent insecƟciĚes ǁith sƉecial
reference to assaǇ soŵe nǌǇŵaƟc Paraŵeters for characteriǌaƟon
of the Zesistant ^train
MohaŵeĚ lͲ^aiĚ lͲeŵaitǇ ;CairoͬGͿ
>ethal anĚ ^Ƶblethal īects of ^ƉinosaĚ anĚ baŵecƟn on
^ƉŽĚŽƉƚĞƌĂ ůŝƩŽƌĂůŝƐ ;>eƉiĚoƉtera͗ EoctƵiĚaeͿ
Gaŵal boƵlghar ;^hebin lŬoŵͬGͿ
CƵrrent statƵs on the Ƶse of ŵicrobial insecƟciĚes in :aƉan
YasƵhisa <Ƶniŵi ;ToŬǇoͬ:PͿ
Monitoring anĚ ŵiniŵiǌing ƉesƟciĚe resiĚƵes in straǁberrǇ
MohaŵeĚ bĚelŵegeeĚ ;CairoͬGͿ
 seƋƵenƟal tesƟng Ɖrograŵ to eǀalƵate the eĸcacǇ of
seeĚͲtreatŵent insecƟciĚes on coƩon Ňea beetles as inĚicators of
earlǇͲseason Ɖests in ^ƵĚan
,aǇĚer bĚelgaĚer ;WaĚ MaĚaniͬ^DͿ
>ethalitǇ anĚ ZeƉellencǇ īects of /ŵiĚacloƉriĚ͕ ThiacloƉriĚ anĚ
/nsecƟciĚal ^oaƉ on ƉhelinƵs ŵali͕ the ParasitoiĚ of WoollǇ ƉƉle
ƉhiĚ
Zeǌa ^aĚeghi ;PaŬĚashtͬ/ZͿ
īects of Ɖiriŵicarb anĚ thiaŵethoǆaŵ on sƵrǀiǀorshiƉ anĚ
ĚetoǆiĮcaƟon enǌǇŵes acƟǀitǇ in Ɖhis fabae ^coƉoli ;,eŵiƉtera͗
ƉhiĚiĚaeͿ
^hiŵa Zahŵani ;<araũͬ/ZͿ
Zesistance caŵƉarison of Ěiīerent ƉoƉƵlaƟons of the ĚiaŵonĚbacŬ
ŵoth͕ Plutella ǆǇůŽƐƚĞůůĂ ;>.Ϳ ;>eƉ.͗ PlƵtelliĚaeͿ to conǀenƟonal
insecƟciĚes in central regions of /ran
:aber <ariŵi ;Tehranͬ/ZͿ
/ŵiĚacloƉriĚ sƵblethal eīects on the oǀarian ĚeǀeloƉŵent of the
EeotroƉical broǁn sƟnŬ bƵgs ƵƐĐŚŝƐƚƵƐ heros
Ƶgenio . Oliǀeira ;siĕosaͬZͿ
ioͲeīecƟǀeness anĚ safetǇ eǀalƵaƟon of an eīecƟǀe /PM
coŵƉaƟble ũƵǀenile horŵone ŵiŵic insecƟciĚe͕ ƉǇriƉroǆǇfen
ϭϬ й C ;DaitaͿ 4ͲƉhenoǆǇƉhenǇl ;rsͿͲϮͲ;ϮͲƉǇriĚǇloǆǇͿ ƉroƉǇl ether
against MǇǌƵs Ɖersicae ^Ƶlǌ. infesƟng chilli in GangeƟc allƵǀial Ɖlains
of West engal͕ /nĚia
PiũƵsh <anƟ ^arŬar ;MohanƉƵrͬ/EͿ
The ŵoĚe of acƟon of noǀel ŵetaͲĚiaŵiĚe insecƟciĚe͕ broŇaniliĚe͕
on insect ZD> G receƉtor
^atoshi <anaoŬa ;Mobaraͬ:PͿ

Poster PresentaƟons ͻ ThƵrsĚaǇ͕ Ϯϳ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
P /E^CT ϭ6  neǁ EeeŵǌalΠ technical sloǁ release forŵƵlaƟon shoǁs high
control leǀels against larǀae of the toŵato leaf ŵiner TƵta absolƵte
a ;>eƉ.͕ GelechiiĚaeͿ anĚ other
ĚŵƵnĚ ,Ƶŵŵel ;>ahnaƵͬDͿ
P /E^CT ϭϳ <eǇ biological ƉroƉerƟes of a noǀel insecƟciĚe CǇclaniliƉrole
TaŬƵ ,aŵaŵoto ;<ƵsatsƵͬ:PͿ
P /E^CT ϭ8 ^tƵĚǇ of eīects of soŵe entoŵoƉathogenic bacteria isolateĚ froŵ
lgerian soil against Locusta ŵŝŐƌĂƚŽƌŝĂ
,aŬiŵa OƵlebsirͲMohanĚŬaci ;oƵŵerĚesͬDͿ
P /E^CT ϭϵ GeneƟc CharacteriǌaƟon of crǇ Gene DiǀersitǇ in ĂĐŝůůƵƐ
thuringiensis /solates froŵ <ǇrgǇǌstan
nĚreas >eclerƋƵe ;GeisenheiŵͬDͿ
P /E^CT ϮϬ Monitoring of insecƟciĚe resistance in Ɖollen beetle ;Meligethes
aeneus F.Ϳ ƉoƉƵlaƟons in DenŵarŬ
Caroline <aiser ;^lagelseͬD<Ϳ
P /E^CT Ϯϭ DroƉleg ʹ an innoǀaƟǀe aƉƉlicaƟon ŵethoĚ for oilseeĚ raƉe
:osef TerharĚt ;>angenfelĚͬDͿ
P /E^CT ϮϮ Monitoring of insecƟciĚe resistance leǀels anĚ inǀesƟgaƟon of
toǆicoĚǇnaŵic resistance ŵechanisŵ to carbaŵate insecƟciĚe in
EŝůĂƉĂƌǀĂƚĂ lugens
DeoŬ ,o <ǁon ;^eoƵlͬ<ZͿ
P /E^CT Ϯ3 FƵngiciĚe sƵsceƉƟbilitǇ͕ geneƟc characteriǌaƟon͕ anĚ strainͲsƉeciĮc
Ěiagnosis of >ĞĐĂŶŝĐŝůůŝƵŵ fungi͕ ƉotenƟal aƉhiĚ biocontrol agents
ChrisƟna ^chƵster ;GeisenheiŵͬDͿ
P /E^CT Ϯ4 /nǀesƟgaƟng the ŵechanisŵs inǀolǀeĚ in ĚiaŵiĚe resistance in
toŵato borer dƵƚĂ absoluta
nastasia TsagŬaraŬoƵ ;,eraŬlionͬGZͿ
P /E^CT Ϯϱ /ŵiĚacloƉriĚ sƵbͲlethal eīects on ŵaƟng anĚ reƉroĚƵcƟǀe
Ɖerforŵances of the EeotroƉical broǁn sƟnŬ bƵgs ƵƐĐŚŝƐƚƵƐ heros
<haliĚ ,aĚĚi ;siĕosaͬZͿ
P /E^CT Ϯ6 CharacteriǌaƟon of thiaŵethoǆaŵ resistance in >ŝƌŝŽŵǇǌĂ ƐĂƟǀĂĞ
lancharĚ ;DiƉ.͗ groŵǇǌiĚaeͿ
Ghaseŵ sŬariͲ^arǇaǌĚi͕ Mir :alil ,eũaǌi ;Tabriǌͬ/ZͿ
P /E^CT Ϯϳ The eīect of neonicoƟnoiĚ ctara Ϯϱ WG on the feeĚing acƟǀitǇ of
the large Ɖine ǁeeǀil ,ǇůŽďŝƵƐ ĂďŝĞƟƐ >.
/ǀar ^ibƵl ;TartƵͬͿ
P /E^CT Ϯ8 This ^tƵĚǇ ǁas carrieĚ oƵt to eǀalƵate the eīecƟǀeness of bacterial
insecƟciĚe ;serƟŵicͿ of the foƵrth star larǀe of dƌŽŐŽĚĞƌŵĂ
ŐƌĂŶĂƌŝƵŵ ;ǀertsͿ
FaƟŵa ,ƵĚa ,allaŬ ;leƉƉoͬ^YͿ

ϭ6ϵ

Poster PresentaƟons ͻ ThƵrsĚaǇ͕ Ϯϳ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
P /E^CT Ϯϵ /ĚenƟĮcaƟon anĚ characteriǌaƟon of a noǀel ŵƵ class G^T froŵ
citrƵs reĚ ŵite͕ WĂŶŽŶǇĐŚƵƐ citri ;McGregorͿ
:inͲ:Ƶn Wang ;ChongƋingͬCEͿ
P /E^CT 3Ϭ The eīect of neonicoƟnoiĚ ctara Ϯϱ WG anĚ botanical insecƟciĚe
EeeŵǌalͲTͬ^ on the ŵortalitǇ of the carabiĚ beetle͕ WƚĞƌŽƐƟĐŚƵƐ
aethiops Panǌ.
ngela Plooŵi ;TartƵͬͿ
P /E^CT 3ϭ MorƉhological ŵeasƵreŵents anĚ cheŵical control of toŵato leaf
ŵiner͕ dƵƚĂ absoluta ;MeǇricŬͿ ;>eƉiĚoƉtera͗ GelechiiĚaeͿ
MohaŵeĚ ^alaŵa ;GiǌehͬGͿ
P /E^CT 3Ϯ ioinforŵaƟcs analǇsis of aŵino aciĚ seƋƵence of
acetǇlcholinesterase froŵ ĞŵŝƐŝĂ tabaci Genn.
Deǆin Chen ;YingĚaoͬCEͿ
P /E^CT 33 Zesistance to /ŵiĚacloƉriĚ in Ěiīerent ƉoƉƵlaƟons of Aphis ŐŽƐƐǇƉŝŝ
Gloǀer ;,eŵ.͗ ƉhiĚiĚaeͿ in Fars Proǀince͕ /ran
^elŵisaĚat ^eǇeĚebrahiŵi ;^hiraǌͬ/ZͿ
P /E^CT 34  neǁ age in ĚeǀeloƉŵent of insecƟciĚes
ŵre /naŬ ;nŬaraͬTZͿ
/ntegrateĚ Pest Manageŵent
P /PM ϭ
/nͲǀiǀo Control of toŵatoes &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ sƉƉ. ǁilt Ƶsig Ɖlant eǆtracts
ŵal ^iĚaǁi ;DaŵascƵsͬ^YͿ
P /PM Ϯ
CoŵƉaƟbilitǇ stƵĚies aŵong selecteĚ entoŵƉathogenic fƵngi͕
insecƟciĚes anĚ fƵngiciĚes in chilli
Zaũa GoƵĚ CheeŬƵri ;,ǇĚerabaĚͬ/EͿ
P /PM 3
Plant ƉrotecƟon in ecocǇcleͲbaseĚ agricƵltƵral sǇsteŵs ʹ ƋƵaƉonics
as an eǆaŵƉle
Taŵas <oŵiǀes ;ƵĚaƉestͬ,UͿ
P /PM 4
FaƵnisƟc coŵƉosiƟon͕ ƉoƉƵlaƟon trenĚs anĚ resistance statƵs of
certain saƉ feeĚing Ɖests inhabiƟng selecteĚ cƵcƵrbit cƵlƟǀars
MohaŵeĚ ŵro ;ssiƵtͬGͿ
P /PM ϱ
The eǀalƵaƟon of ggƉlant ;^ŽůĂŶƵŵ ŵĞůŽŶŐĞŶĂ l.Ϳ GerŵƉlasŵ
against :assiĚ ;ŵƌĂƐĐĂ ĂŵƌĂƐĐĂ ďŝŐƵƩƵůĂ ďŝŐƵƩƵůĂ ;/shiĚaͿ
resistance
MƵhaŵŵaĚ li ;>ahoreͬP<Ϳ
P /PM 6
ǀalƵate the Ɖerforŵance of seǀeral tǇƉes Ɖrotein hǇĚroliǌate in
ŵonitoring anĚ control of olǀe frƵit ŇǇ in GƵilan Ɖroǀience
^aiĚeh <halighi ;Tehranͬ/ZͿ
P /PM ϳ
iological control of chestnƵt blight ʹ Ɖersistence of biocontrol agent
ƌǇƉŚŽŶĞĐƚƌŝĂ ŚǇƉŽǀŝƌƵƐ ϭ in healeĚ chestnƵt canŬers
Mirna CƵrŬoǀicͲPerica ;agrebͬ,ZͿ

ϭϳϬ

Poster PresentaƟons ͻ ThƵrsĚaǇ͕ Ϯϳ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
P /PM 8

P /PM ϵ

P /PM ϭϬ
P /PM ϭϭ

P /PM ϭϮ

P /PM ϭ3

P /PM ϭ4

P /PM ϭϱ
P /PM ϭ6

P /PM ϭϳ

P /PM ϭ8

P /PM ϭϵ

P /PM ϮϬ

ZeacƟon of tǁo WŝƐƵŵ ƐĂƟǀƵŵ genotǇƉes to ŝĚǇŵĞůůĂ pinodes
infecƟon
GeƟnet Desalegn ;TƵllnͬTͿ
cologǇ anĚ ŵanageŵent of roǁn ^Ɖot of Zice ;KƌǇǌĂ ƐĂƟǀĂ l.Ϳ
ƵnĚer the UnĚƵlaƟng ZeĚ anĚ >ateriƟc one of West engal͕ /nĚia
Mohan <Ƶŵar isǁas ;^riniŬetanͬ/EͿ
CƵrrent technologies in >ocƵsts PlagƵe Manageŵent Prograŵ in China
>ong hang ;,aiĚian District͕ eiũingͬCEͿ
ǀalƵaƟon of Ěaŵage /nĚƵceĚ bǇ the ^heĚĚer bƵg͕ ƌĞŽŶƟĂĚĞƐ
pallidus Zaŵber ;,eŵiƉtera͗ MiriĚaeͿ on Ěiīerent coƩon cƵlƟǀars
,abib bbasiƉoƵr ;Tehranͬ/ZͿ
ǀalƵaƟon of infestaƟon Ɖercentage of coƩon ĮelĚs to the sƉinǇ
bollǁorŵ͕ ĂƌŝĂƐ insulana oisĚƵǀal. ;>eƉ.͗ EoctƵiĚaeͿ anĚ its
relaƟonshiƉ ǁith Ɖheroŵone traƉs
,abib bbasiƉoƵr ;Tehranͬ/ZͿ
CroƉƉing sǇsteŵs ǁith ŵaiǌe anĚ oilseeĚ raƉe ŵaǇ reĚƵce the risŬ of
soilborne Ěiseases of ǁheat
MarŬ Winter ;GoeƫngenͬDͿ
U Ɖroũect /OCOM^ ĚeǀeloƉs neǁ biological control ƉroĚƵcts for
/ntegrateĚ Pest Manageŵent in agricƵltƵre anĚ forestrǇ
:ƺrgen <Ƃhl ;WageningenͬE>Ϳ
Microbes contaŵinaƟon control bǇ Ƶsing ginger ũƵice
EaƟŬ ,aŵeeĚ lŬƵĚsi ;aghĚaĚͬ/YͿ
Monitoring anĚ control of the oliǀe ŵoth WƌĂǇƐ oleae
ern. ;>eƉiĚoƉtera͗ YƉonoŵeƵƟĚaeͿ in the West of lgeria
bĚelhaŵiĚ Gaceŵi ;,ŵaĚnaͬDͿ
GeostaƟsƟcal analǇsis of sƉaƟal ĚistribƵƟon of alfalfa sƉoƩeĚ aƉhiĚ
dŚĞƌŝŽĂƉŚŝƐ ŵĂĐƵůĂƚĂ anĚ coccinelliĚ laĚǇ beetles
ZoghaiǇeh <ariŵǌaĚeh ;Tabriǌͬ/ZͿ
n assessŵent of inĚirect energǇ ƵseĚ for ƉesƟciĚe aƉƉlicaƟons for
ĮelĚ croƉ ƉroĚƵcƟon in ^oƵtheastern natolia region of TƵrŬeǇ
,asan ,ƵseǇin OǌtƵrŬ ;ĚanaͬTZͿ
ǆƉloitaƟon of bioacƟǀe ŵetabolites froŵ neǁ or rare ĮŵicoloƵs
fƵngi against Ɖlant Ɖathogenic fƵngi
^abrina ^arrocco ;Pisaͬ/TͿ
 ũƵŵƉ into TP inĚing CasseƩe ;CͿ transƉorters of the biocontrol
agent dƌŝĐŚŽĚĞƌŵĂ ŐĂŵƐŝŝ
^abrina ^arrocco ;Pisaͬ/TͿ

ϭϳϭ

Poster PresentaƟons ͻ ThƵrsĚaǇ͕ Ϯϳ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
P /PM Ϯϭ

P /PM ϮϮ

P /PM Ϯ3

P /PM Ϯ4

P /PM Ϯϱ

P /PM Ϯ6

P /PM Ϯϳ

P /PM Ϯ8

P /PM Ϯϵ

P /PM 3Ϭ

P /PM 3ϭ
P /PM 3Ϯ

P /PM 33

ϭϳϮ

CoŵƉaring eĸcacies of ŵaũor blacŬleg resistance genes in ǁinter
oilseeĚ raƉe against Ěiīerent regional ƉoƉƵlaƟons of WůĞŶŽĚŽŵƵƐ
ůŝŶŐĂŵ in GerŵanǇ
nĚreas ǀon TieĚeŵann ;GoeƫngenͬDͿ
/nŇƵence of DĞƚĂƌŚŝǌŝƵŵ anisopliae on ageͲsƉeciĮc sƵrǀiǀorshiƉ of
,ĂďƌŽďƌĂĐŽŶ hebetor as a nƵŵeric ǀariable
^hahǌaĚ /raniƉoƵr ;Tabriǌͬ/ZͿ
^ƵbͲlethal eīect of DĞƚĂƌŚŝǌŝƵŵ anisopliae on reƉroĚƵcƟon of
,ĂďƌŽďƌĂĐŽŶ hebetor ƉarasiƟǌing ,ĞůŝĐŽǀĞƌƉĂ ĂƌŵŝŐĞƌĂ
^hahǌaĚ /raniƉoƵr ;Tabriǌͬ/ZͿ
īects of Ěiīerent Ɖlant ƉrotecƟons strategies on cereal ǇielĚ in a
long terŵ ĮelĚ trial in GerŵanǇ ;ϮϬϬϮʹϮϬϭ4Ϳ
:ƺrgen ^chǁarǌ ;<leinŵachnoǁͬDͿ
Monitoring of resistance anĚ aseline ^ensiƟǀitǇ of ^ĞƚŽƐƉŚĂĞƌŝĂ
turcica to ǌoǆǇstrobin in GansƵ
GƵo :iangƵo ;lanǌhoƵͬCEͿ
The eīects of rice ǀarieƟes anĚ nitrogen ferƟliǌaƟon rates on
nǇŵƉhal Ɖerforŵance of MalaǇan blacŬ bƵg͕ ^ĐŽƟŶŽƉŚĂƌĂ coarctata
ƵǇƵng ,aĚi ;>os anosͬP,Ϳ
īects of Daǌoŵet anĚ WƵƌƉƵƌĞŽĐŝůůŝƵŵ ůŝůĂĐŝŶƵŵ on rootͲŬnot
neŵatoĚe in ǀitro
^hiĚong >i ;eiũingͬCEͿ
ConserǀaƟon anĚ classical biological control of CitrƵs Pests in astern
MeĚiterranean Zegion of TƵrŬeǇ
Eaiŵe ƺlal leŬcioŒlƵ ;ĚanaͬTZͿ
First resƵlts of ŵonitoring local ŵigraƟon ĚǇnaŵics of cabbage
ǁhiteŇǇ ;ůĞǇƌŽĚĞƐ proletellaͿ in ǁinter oilseeĚ raƉe ĮelĚs
nnͲChrisƟn ^chƵlĚreich ;GƺlǌoǁͲPrƺǌenͬDͿ
TǁoͲǇear race ŵonitoring for ǆƐĞƌŽŚŝůƵŵ ƚƵƌĐŝĐƵŵ in ƵroƉean
ŵaiǌe groǁing regions
,enĚriŬ ,aneŬaŵƉ ;GoeƫngenͬDͿ
PhǇtocheŵicalͲbaseĚ ŵanageŵent of PhǇtoƉarasiƟc neŵatoĚes
^ebasƟano >aƋƵale ;Potenǌaͬ/TͿ
ToǆicitǇ of /nĚoǆacarb to DiaŵonĚbacŬ Moth ;Plutella ǆǇůŽƐƚĞůůĂ >.Ϳ
anĚ their hǇƉerƉarasite ĞĚĞŐŵĂ fenestralis ,olŵgr. in ǁhite
cabbage
>aisǀƵne DƵchoǀsŬiene ;abtaiͬ>TͿ
nhanceŵent of eggƉlant caƉacitǇ to coƉe ǁith ƉestͲcaƵseĚ stress
throƵgh  treatŵent
^Ǉlǁia <arolcǌǇŬ ;WarsaǁͬP>Ϳ

Poster PresentaƟons ͻ ThƵrsĚaǇ͕ Ϯϳ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
P /PM 34

P /PM 3ϱ

P /PM 36

P /PM 3ϳ

P /PM 38
P /PM 3ϵ

P /PM 4Ϭ

P /PM 4ϭ

P /PM 4Ϯ

P /PM 43

P /PM 44

P /PM 4ϱ

ioinsecƟciĚal eīect of the crƵĚe ethanolic eǆtract of the Ɖlant
ƌƚĞŵŝƐŝĂ ũƵĚĂŝĐĂ against Aphis fabae
Fatŵa cheƵŬ ;oƵŵerĚesͬDͿ
īect of the ŇaǀonoiĚ rƵƟn on the biologǇ of ^ƉŽĚŽƉƚĞƌĂ
frugiperda ;>eƉiĚoƉtera͗ EoctƵiĚaeͿ
nĚrĠ Cirilo Ěe ^oƵsa lŵeiĚa ;UrƵaşͬZͿ
Zesistant soǇbean ǀarieƟes anĚ silicon in the biologǇ of ƵƐĐŚŝƐƚƵƐ
heros ;,eŵiƉtera͗ PentatoŵiĚaeͿ
Flaǀio :esƵs ;UrƵtaiͬZͿ
Microbial control of WŚǇůůŽƉŚĂŐĂ ;ColeoƉtera͗ ^carabaeiĚaeͿ bǇ sŵall
farŵers in MĠǆico
MigƵel . EĄũeraͲZincſn ;UrƵaƉanͬMyͿ
On farŵ ŵanageŵent of sƵĚĚen Mango Death Disease in PaŬistan
MƵhaŵŵaĚ Ziaǌ ;/slaŵabaĚͬP<Ϳ
īects of nƵtriƟonal sƵƉƉleŵents on seeĚ gerŵinaƟon͕ Ɖlant groǁth
anĚ resistance to Ralstonia ƐŽůĂŶĂĐĞĂƌƵŵ caƵsing bacterial ǁilt
Ěisease in toŵato
o YoƵng <iŵ ;YonginͲsiͬ<ZͿ
nƟŵicrobial acƟǀitǇ of ZŽƐŵĂƌŝŶƵƐ Žĸ
ĐŝŶĂůŝƐ eǆtract on
Magnaporthe ŽƌǇǌĂĞ
Marta CrisƟna Corsi Ěe FiliƉƉi ;GoiąniaͬZͿ
Toŵato groǁers͛ aƉƉlicaƟon for the correct ŵethoĚs ƵseĚ in toŵato
leaf ŵiner Ɖest control in ƉlasƟc tƵnnels in the ;lũaǌeeraͬ6ϭͿ Ěesert
regionͬ<arbala Ɖroǀince
shǁaƋ Eaũi ;aghĚaĚͬ/YͿ
The iŵƉact of seeĚ treatŵent͕ foliar fƵngiciĚe Ɵŵing͕ anĚ Ɖlant
groǁth regƵlator on leafͲĚisease seǀeritǇ anĚ ƉroĚƵcƟǀitǇ of barleǇ
Thoŵas TƵrŬington ;>acoŵbeͬCͿ
conoŵical eǀalƵaƟon of Ěiīerent ŵethoĚs for controlling Įg
longhorneĚ beetle͕ ,ĞƐƉĞƌŽƉŚĂŶĞƐ griseus ;ColeoƉtera͗
CeraŵbǇciĚaeͿ on Įg trees
/sŵail /sŵail ;CairoͬGͿ
ntennal transcriƉtoŵe analǇsis anĚ coŵƉarison of cheŵosensorǇ
gene faŵilies in tǁo closelǇ relateĚ noctƵiĚae ŵoths͕ ,ĞůŝĐŽǀĞƌƉĂ
ĂƌŵŝŐĞƌĂ anĚ ,͘ĂƐƐƵůƚĂ
GƵirong Wang ;eiũingͬCEͿ
ǀalƵaƟon of nƵtrient inĚices͕ ĚigesƟǀe enǌǇŵes anĚ heŵolǇŵƉh
coŵƉonents of the ColoraĚo Ɖotato beetle ;CPͿ͕ >ĞƉƟŶŽƚĂƌƐĂ
ĚĞĐĞŵůŝŶĞĂƚĂ ;^aǇͿ ;Col.͗ ChrǇsoŵeliĚaeͿ on siǆ Ɖotato cƵlƟǀars
GaĚir EoƵriͲGanbalani ;rĚabilͬ/ZͿ
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ϭϳ4

^ƉaƟal ĚistribƵƟon ƉaƩern of alfalfa leaf ǁeeǀil ,ǇƉĞƌĂ ƉŽƐƟĐĂ anĚ
root ǁeeǀils ^itona sƉƉ. ;ColeoƉtera͗ CƵrcƵlioniĚaeͿ in alfalfa ĮelĚs
ZoghaiǇeh <ariŵǌaĚeh ;Tabriǌͬ/ZͿ
PreĚicƟng seǀeritǇ of bacterial canŬer anĚ ǁilt caƵseĚ bǇ ůĂǀŝďĂĐƚĞƌ
ŵŝĐŚŝŐĂŶĞŶƐŝƐ sƵbsƉ. ŵŝĐŚŝŐĂŶĞŶƐŝƐ
>ior lanŬ ;Zishon >eͲionͬ/>Ϳ
īect of farŵ ǇarĚ ŵanƵre on FƵsariƵŵ ǁilt of toŵato in coƉƉer
ƉollƵteĚ soil
ŵna ^hoaib ;>ahoreͬP<Ϳ
DigesƟon ƉroĮles of oliǀe frƵit ŇǇ ;ĂĐƚƌŽĐĞƌĂ oleaeͿ bǇ ƉreĚators
Ƶsing ƋPCZ
Telŵa FernanĚes ;ragaͬPTͿ
^ƵccessfƵl Ƶse of honeǇbees for greǇ ŵoƵlĚ ;ŽƚƌǇƟƐ cinereaͿ
biocontrol on straǁberries in TƵrŬeǇ
Cafer Ŭen ;/sƉartaͬTZͿ
īects of dƌŝĐŚŽĚĞƌŵĂ ŚĂƌǌŝĂŶƵŵ anĚ nitrogen treatŵents on broǁn
rƵst of ǁheat
bbas ^harǌei ;Tehranͬ/ZͿ
PGPZ as a io control agent against yĂŶƚŚŽŵŽŶĂƐ ŽƌǇǌĂĞ Ɖǀ. ŽƌǇǌĂĞ
acterial leaf light in rice
MƵhaŵŵaĚ ǁais ahiĚ ;^tƵƩgartͬD͕ ^argoĚhaͬ/EͿ
Use of /ntegrateĚ Pest Manageŵent in ^coƫsh soŌ frƵit ƉroĚƵcƟon
:acƋƵeline ,Ƶghes ;ĚinbƵrghͬU<Ϳ
MolecƵlar iĚenƟĮcaƟon of the biotǇƉe of WhiteŇǇ inhabiƟng the in
^aƵĚi rabia
<haliĚ lhƵĚaib ;lhasaͬ^Ϳ
ZisŬ ŵanageŵent tools helƉ to iŵƉleŵent est Manageŵent
PracƟces ;MPsͿ to reĚƵce losses of Plant ProtecƟon ProĚƵcts ;PPPͿ
to ǁater froŵ rƵnoī
ManfreĚ ZoeƩele ;<anĚernͬDͿ
ZEiͲbaseĚ integrateĚ ŵanageŵent of citrƵs insect Ɖests
:inͲ:Ƶn Wang ;ChongƋingͬCEͿ
/ntegrateĚ Ɖest ŵanageŵent strategǇ to ŵiniŵiǌe striƉe rƵst of
ǁheat͕ Puccinia ƐƚƌŝŝĨŽƌŵŝƐ f. sƉ. ƚƌŝƟĐŝ͕ in cereal croƉs
Eicole ^oŵŵerfelĚtͲ/ŵƉe͕ <ersƟn Flath ;<leinŵachnoǁͬDͿ
/n ǀitro control of DǇĐŽƐƉŚĂĞƌĞůůĂ arachidis Deighton the earlǇ leaf
sƉot Ěisease Ɖathogen of groƵnĚnƵt bǇ the eǆtracts froŵ siǆ
ŵeĚicinal Ɖlants
MaƩheǁ OŵoniǇi Ěebola ;MinnaͬEGͿ
ǀalƵaƟon of ǌeolite anĚ griͲfos 6ϬϬΠ in control of serƟcilliƵŵ anĚ
FƵsariƵŵ ǁilt Ěiseases anĚ WƐĞƵĚŽŵŽŶĂƐ ƐǇƌŝŶŐĂĞ Ɖǀ. Toŵato
ChrisƟna >agogianni ;thensͬGZͿ
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gg ĚeƉosiƟon ŵeĚiates Ěefence of hůŵƵƐ ŵŝŶŽƌ against a ŵaũor Ɖest
insect͕ the elŵ leaf beetle
lisabeth :. ilers ;erlinͬDͿ
Zesearch Ɖrogress on Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon in China ĚƵring ϮϬϭϬʹϮϬϭ3
WanƋƵan Chen ;eiũingͬCEͿ
^tƵĚies on shelf life of PseƵĚoŵonas ŇƵorescens anĚ ĂĐŝůůƵƐ ƐƵďƟůŝƐ
in tǁo Ěiīerent carrier ŵaterials
^haǌia bbasi ;ZaǁalƉinĚiͬP<Ϳ
PossibiliƟes of ŵass traƉƉing ǁith Agriotes sordidus anĚ Agriotes
lineatus ǁith Ɖheroŵone traƉs in soƵth ǁest French conĚiƟons
Franĕois silleneƵǀe ;PrigonrieƵǆͬFZͿ
Eeǁ sǇŵƉtoŵs anĚ ŵanageŵent of sascƵlar ^treaŬ DiebacŬ on Cocoa
ǇƵ <arƟni Paraǁansa ;MaŬassarͬ/DͿ
^trategies to ŵanage PlƵŵ Poǆ sirƵs transŵission in Ɖeach orcharĚs
in the Eiagara region of CanaĚa
Zana ^aŵara ;sinelanĚ ^taƟonͬCͿ
Using ĂĐŝůůƵƐ ŵǇĐŽŝĚĞƐ isolate : inĚƵceĚ resistance in /PM Ɖrograŵs
arrǇ :acobsen ;oǌeŵanͬU^Ϳ
īect of nitrogen anĚ ƉotassiƵŵ ferƟliǌer on ǇielĚ anĚ frƵit ƋƵalitǇ of
toŵato in greenhoƵse conĚiƟons
EoƵraĚĚin ^haǇesteh ;MahabaĚͬ/ZͿ
Disease inciĚence anĚ eīects of fƵngiciĚes on the control of stalŬ rot
of ŵaiǌe caƵseĚ bǇ &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ ŵŽŶŝůŝĨŽƌŵĞ anĚ DĂĐƌŽƉŚŽŵŝŶĂ
phaseolina in ǀitro
Olabisi ,aŵǌat ;DƵtsinͲMaͬEGͿ
CharacteriǌaƟon of ƌǁŝŶŝĂ ĐĂƌŽƚŽǀŽƌĂ sƵbsƉ. ĐĂƌŽƚŽǀŽƌĂ anĚ sƵbsƉ.
ĂƚƌŽƐĞƉƟĐĂ bǇ PCZͲbaseĚ ŵethoĚs
MohaŵeĚ ^allaŵ ;ssiƵtͬGͿ
nƟfƵngal acƟǀitǇ of aƋƵeoƵs eǆtract of gǇƉƟan Citrullus ĐŽůŽĐǇŶƚŚŝƐ
against otrǇƟs onion Ƶŵbel blight Ěisease
MohaŵeĚ ,assan ;ssiƵtͬGͿ
DM/ anĚ Yo/ fƵngiciĚes for the control of coīee leaf rƵst
>aercio aŵboliŵ ;siĕosaͬZͿ
Microbial ƉroĚƵcts for agricƵltƵre in UrƵgƵaǇ
Eora lƟer ;CanelonesͬUYͿ
īect of certain anƟoǆiĚant coŵƉoƵnĚs on inciĚence of root anĚ ƉoĚ
rot Ěiseases of ƉeanƵt
Eashǁa ^allaŵ ;ssiƵtͬGͿ
ǀalƵaƟon of ŵosƋƵitociĚal acƟǀitǇ of ĂĐŝůůƵƐ ĂŵǇůŽůŝƋƵĞĨĂĐŝĞŶƐ͕
>ǇƐŝŶŝďĂĐŝůůƵƐ sƉƉ. anĚ ĞůůƵůŽƐŝŵŝĐƌŽďŝƵŵ cellulans isolateĚ froŵ
ƵůĞǆ sƉƉ ůĂƌǀĂĞ
hŵeĚ ZasheĚ ;Eeǁcastle UƉon TǇneͬU<Ϳ
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īect of nƵtriƟonal aƩractant ;>ƵreŵͲtrΠͿ anĚ Ǉelloǁ sƟcŬǇ carĚs on
Ěecreasing dŚƌŝƉƐ tabaci ;ThǇsa͗ ThriƉiĚaeͿ ƉoƉƵlaƟon in cƵcƵŵber
greenhoƵses
hŵaĚ Zeǌa MohanĚessi ;GarŵĚareh͕ <araĚũͬ/ZͿ
The eǀalƵaƟon of blacŬ anĚ ǁhite PlasƟc eĸcacǇ ŵiǆeĚ ǁith
cheŵical anĚ ƉhǇsical treatŵent for ǁeeĚs control anĚ increasing
Potato ;^ŽůĂŶƵŵ ƚƵďĞƌŽƐƵŵͿ ǇielĚ
ZoghaǇǇeh MaũĚ ;rĚabilͬ/ZͿ
īect of Ěiīerent Ěiets on ĚeǀeloƉŵent of ŵďůǇƐĞŝƵƐ ƐǁŝƌƐŬŝŝ ;cari͗
PhǇtoseiiĚaeͿ
lhaŵ Ziahi ;Tehranͬ/ZͿ
The eīect of ^eeĚ ProteinaceoƵs eǆtracts froŵ tǁo ǁheat cƵlƟǀars
against DigesƟǀe ɲͲaŵǇlase anĚ Protease acƟǀiƟes of WŚƚŚŽƌŝŵĂĞĂ
operculella eller ;>eƉiĚoƉtera͖ GelechiiĚaeͿ
Zeǌa Farshbaf PoƵrbaĚ ;Tabriǌͬ/ZͿ
,ostͲƉlant oĚoƵrs for ƌƵĐŚƵƐ ƌƵĮŵĂŶƵƐ ŵonitoring
ne >eƉƉiŬ ;sersaillesͬFZͿ
ǆƉloraƟon of alternaƟǀe Įre blight ŵanageŵent strategies
<ari Peter ;iglerǀille͕ PͬU^Ϳ
īect of cƵltƵral ƉracƟces anĚ seeĚͲtreatŵent ǁith insecƟciĚes on
the sƉreaĚ of ƉersistentlǇ aƉhiĚͲtransŵiƩeĚ ǀirƵses aīecƟng fooĚ
legƵŵe anĚ cereal croƉs
^afaa <Ƶŵari ;TƵnisͬTEͿ
iological acƟǀitǇ of aroŵaƟc Ɖlant͛s aƋƵeoƵs eǆtracts against
ƉlantͲƉathogenic fƵngi anĚ aŇatoǆin biosǇnthesis
Diŵitris Tsitsigiannis ;thensͬGZͿ
CharacteriǌaƟon of resistance genes against actƵal races of
WǇƌŝĐƵůĂƌŝĂ ŽƌǇǌĂĞ in UrƵgƵaǇ
^ebasƟan MarƟneǌ ;Treinta Ǉ TresͬUYͿ

>egal /ssƵes͕ ǆtension͕ ĚƵcaƟon
P >/ ϭ
PesƟciĚes Ƶse in cocoa sector in Caŵeroon ʹ characteriǌaƟon of
sƵƉƉlǇ soƵrce͕ natƵre of acƟǀes ingreĚients͕ fashion anĚ reasons for
their ƵƟliǌaƟonϸ
ZaǇŵonĚ :oseƉh Mahob ;YaoƵnĚĠͬCMͿ
P >/ Ϯ
Ƶstralia͛s Grains Farŵ iosecƵritǇ Prograŵ ʹ a naƟonal iniƟaƟǀe in
Ɖlant biosecƵritǇ aǁareness͕ eĚƵcaƟon anĚ training.
:ƵĚǇ ellaƟ ;ĚelaiĚeͬUͿ
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Ƶstralia͛s OnͲFarŵ Grain ^torage ǆtension Proũect ʹ a naƟonal
iniƟaƟǀe iŵƉroǀing storeĚ grain Ɖest ŵanageŵent anĚ ŵaintaining
ƉhosƉhine fƵŵigaƟon eĸcacǇ onͲfarŵ for the Ƶstralian grains
inĚƵstrǇ
:ƵĚǇ ellaƟ ;ĚelaiĚeͬUͿ
EaƟonal /nǀertebrate Pest /niƟaƟǀe ;E/P/Ϳ ʹ engageŵent anĚ
aĚoƉƟon Ɖrograŵ to iŵƉroǀe Ɖest ŵanageŵent for the Ƶstralian
grain inĚƵstrǇ
:ƵĚǇ ellaƟ ;ĚelaiĚeͬUͿ
/ŵƉroǀing the aǀailabilitǇ of Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon ƉroĚƵcts in ŵinor Ƶses͗
a ũoint Ɖroũect of Ds͕ sG anĚ :</
Gabriele >einhos ;EeƵstaĚt a. Ě. WeinstraƘeͬDͿ
MaƉƉing staŬeholĚers͛ anĚ farŵers͛ ǀieǁs on herbiciĚes Ƶse
Ōhiŵia TsaŬiriĚoƵ ;ThessaloniŬiͬGZͿ
Farŵers͛ ŬnoǁleĚge anĚ ƉerceƉƟons of Potato Pests anĚ their
ŵanageŵent in UganĚa
:ƺrgen <roschel ;FilĚerstaĚtͬD͕ >iŵaͬPͿ
COͲFZ ʹ foƵr croƉs͕ three Ǉears ʹ Where are ǁe noǁ͍
nnegret ^chŵiƩ ;DarŵstaĚtͬDͿ
ϮϬϭ4 ^ƵrǀeǇ of Ǉelloǁ Ěent corn Ěiseases in Eorth DaŬota͕ UniteĚ
^tates
liǌabeth Crane ;Fargo͕ EDͬU^Ϳ
PesƟnfoWiŬi ʹ an interacƟǀe searching tool for ƉƵblicaƟons anĚ
other inforŵaƟon in the ĮelĚ of Ɖest ŵanageŵent
Olaf iŵŵerŵann ;<arlsrƵheͬDͿ
ssessing inĚirect costs of ƉesƟciĚe Ƶse
<onstaĚinos MaƩas ;ThessaloniŬiͬGZͿ
>egal base for Gerŵan recollecƟon sǇsteŵs PM/Z anĚ PZ
Dieter <oeǀe ;WiesbaĚenͬDͿ
/ŵƉleŵenƟng the EaƟonal cƟon Plan in Eorth ZhineͲWestƉhalia on
ŵiniŵiǌing risŬs in the Ƶse of Ɖlant ƉrotecƟon agents as ǁell as
intensifǇing /ntegrateĚ Plant ProtecƟon
ernĚ Ƃhŵer ;onnͬDͿ
^E/^ͲTOO>^ ʹ a Ɖroũect as a resƵlt of regional netǁorŬing
hŵet UlƵĚag ;Dƺǌce͕ anaŬŬaleͬTZͿ
The Gerŵan ^cienƟĮc ^ocietǇ for Plant ProtecƟon anĚ Plant
,ealth ;DPGͿ ʹ organiser of /PPC ϮϬϭϱ
FalŬo FelĚŵann ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ
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Eeǁ anĚ ŵerging Pests anĚ Diseases
P EPD ϭ
/ntroĚƵcƟon of beetle >ŝůŝŽĐĞƌŝƐĨĂůĚĞƌŵĂŶŶŝ ;GƵerinͿ ;Col.͗
ChrǇsoŵeliĚaeͿ as a Ɖest >iliƵŵ leĚebƵrii ;aŬerͿ in Daŵash forest
GƵilan Proǀince͕ /ran anĚ /nǀesƟgaƟon on the biologǇ in laboratorǇ
conĚiƟons
ahra Moũib ,agh GhaĚaŵ ;Zashtͬ/ZͿ
P EPD Ϯ
/solaƟon anĚ iĚenƟĮcaƟon of the FƵngƵs caƵsing >eaf ^Ɖot of
ƵĐĂůǇƉƚƵƐ stricklandii in ^irt͕ >ibǇa
Farhat li boƵǌŬhar ;^irteͬ>YͿ
P EPD 3
iological ƉrotecƟon of Ɖine forests bǇ the control of the Ɖine
ƉrocessionarǇ caterƉillar dŚĂƵŵĞƚŽƉŽĞĂ ƉŝƚǇŽĐĂŵƉĂ ʹ an iŵƉortant
tree Ɖarasite in the northͲast of lgeria
oƵĚũaheŵ /bƟsseŵ ;GƵelŵaͬDͿ
P EPD 4
ForŵaƟon of the nƵŵber of ZŚŽƉĂůŽƐŝƉŚƵŵ padi ;>.Ϳ ;,oŵoƉtera͗
ƉhiĚoiĚeaͿ feeĚing on tǁo birĚ cherrǇ tǇƉes in Eorthǁestern ZƵssia
lena GanĚrabƵr ;^aint PetersbƵrgͬZUͿ
P EPD ϱ
ǁithĚraǁnʹWestern Corn Zootǁorŵ ŝĂďƌŽƟĐĂ ǀŝƌŐŝĨĞƌĂ ǀŝƌŐŝĨĞƌĂ
>eConte͗ eǆaŵinaƟons of control ƵnĚer sŵall scale farŵing conĚiƟons in
Ƶstria
FolƟn <Ƶrt ;WƵlŬaƉroĚersĚorfͬTͿ
P EPD 6
ionoŵics of tǁo leƉiĚoƉteroƵs Ɖests on Caragana korshinskii in ariĚ
anĚ seŵiͲariĚ regions of China
yinƉƵ Wang ;YinchƵanͬCEͿ
P EPD ϳ
/ŵƉact of birĚs͕ esƉeciallǇ Ɵts as ƉreĚators of the horse chestnƵt leaf
ŵiner ;ĂŵĞƌĂƌŝĂ ohridellaͿ
MarƟn ,oŵŵes ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ
P EPD 8
The big challenge in agricƵltƵre ʹ aǀoiĚance of birĚ feeĚing bǇ Ɖlant
eǆtracƟons
:oanna Dƺrger ;MƵensterͬDͿ
P EPD ϵ
The ƉhiĚ ;,oŵoƉtera͗ ƉhiĚoiĚeaͿ sƉecies on ǀegetable ĮelĚs in
ToŬat Proǀince͕ TƵrŬeǇ
DƺrĚane Yanar ;ToŬatͬTZͿ
P EPD ϭϬ Genoŵe of the ǁhiteŇǇ͕ Y ĞŵŝƐŝĂ tabaci͕ a global inǀasiǀe Ɖest anĚ
ǀector of hƵnĚreĚs of Ɖlant Ěiseases
Wen yie ;eiũingͬCEͿ
P EPD ϭϭ The hoŵe garĚen ʹ aĚaƉtaƟon in resƉonse to neǁ anĚ eŵerging
Ɖlant Ěiseases
MaƩheǁ CroŵeǇ ;WoŬingͬU<Ϳ
P EPD ϭϮ ^oǇbean rƵst ;Phakopsora ƉĂĐŚǇƌŚŝǌŝͿ anĚ Witches brooŵ ;ϭ6^r//
Candidatus ƉŚǇƚŽƉůĂƐŵĂͿ ʹ the tǁo eŵerging anĚ ĚeǀastaƟng
Ěiseases of soǇbean in Tanǌania
,arƵn MƵrithi ;Dar es ^alaaŵͬT͕ WageningenͬE>Ϳ
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^ƵsceƉƟbilitǇ of inǀasiǀe ƉoƉƵlaƟons of reĚ Ɖalŵ ǁeeǀils against
eǆoƟc isolates of entoŵoƉathogenic fƵngi DĞƚĂƌŚŝǌŝƵŵ anisopliae
biĚ ,Ƶssain͕ hŵeĚ M^ lͲ:abr ;,ƵfƵfͬ^Ϳ
/ŵƉact of refƵge areas on coŵŵon ǀole ĮelĚ infestaƟons
:ens :acob ;MƵensterͬDͿ
nalǇsis of ƉoƉƵlaƟon geneƟc strƵctƵre of Puccinia ƐƚƌŝŝĨŽƌŵŝƐ f. sƉ.
ƚƌŝƟĐŝ froŵ central GansƵ anĚ its sƵrroƵnĚing areas
hang o͕ ,Ƶang :in͕ :ia YiƵǌhen͕ Cao ^hiƋin͕ ^Ƶn henǇƵ
:in ^helin ;>anǌhoƵͬCEͿ
Carrot ƉsǇlliĚ ;dƌŝŽǌĂ apicalisͿ feeĚing behaǀior on carrot anĚ Ɖotato͗
an PG stƵĚǇ
nne Eissinen ;:oŬioinenͬF/Ϳ
Metagenoŵics seƋƵencing iĚenƟĮeĚ for the Įrst Ɵŵe CitrƵs arŬ
CracŬing siroiĚ ;CCsĚͿ as an aggressiǀe anĚ harŵfƵl Ɖathogen of
,OP ;,ƵŵƵůƵƐ lupulus >.Ϳ
:erneũ :aŬse ;>ũƵblũanaͬ^/Ϳ
raĚicaƟng ĞŵŝƐŝĂ tabaci MeĚiterranean sƉecies in the U<
nĚreǁ CƵthbertson ;YorŬͬU<Ϳ
/nsect Ɖests anĚ Ěiseases associateĚ ǁith Jatropha curcas >. in
ƵrŬina Faso
^oƵleǇŵane Eacro ;OƵagaĚoƵgoƵͬFͿ
MP,^/^͕ an ƵroƉeanͲfƵnĚeĚ Ɖroũect to ƉroǀiĚe /ntegrateĚ
^olƵƟons for the īecƟǀe Manageŵent of Pests anĚ ,arŵfƵl
lien ^Ɖecies
Maria >oĚoǀica GƵllino ;GrƵgliascoͬ/TͿ
The entoŵological Ɖrobleŵs encoƵntering the ^ǁeet
^orghƵŵ ^ŽƌŐŚƵŵ bicolor ;>.Ϳ Moench cƵlƟǀaƟon in ^anliƵrfa Proǀince
Ceŵil YetŬin ;^anliƵrfaͬTZͿ
>ƵƉine leaf ǁeeǀils ;^ŝƚŽŶĂ gressoriusͿ in GerŵanǇ͕ elarƵs͕ PolanĚ
anĚ ^ǁitǌerlanĚ anĚ the ƉotenƟal iŵƉact on the ƵroƉean lƵƉine
ƉroĚƵcƟon
Diego PieĚraͲGarcia ;ZostocŬͬDͿ
MorƉhological͕ ŵolecƵlar anĚ biological characteriǌaƟon of
citrƵsͲassociateĚ Alternaria sƉecies
Francesca Garganese ;ariͬ/TͿ
The ŵost coŵŵon sƉecies of aƉhiĚs in Ěiīerent ǁheat
ǀarieƟes ;,oŵoƉtera͗ ƉhiĚoiĚeaͿ on research
sra TaǇat ;TeŬirĚagͬTZͿ
CƵltƵral control in ^ǁitǌerlanĚ conƟnƵes to be a sƵstainable strategǇ
for ŝĂďƌŽƟĐĂǀ͘ ǀŝƌŐŝĨĞƌĂ containŵent
Mario ertossa ;CaĚenaǌǌoͬC,Ϳ
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^Ɖecies of the sƵƉerfaŵilǇ CoccoiĚea ;,eŵiƉteraͿ on citrƵs Trees in
astern MeĚiterrannean Zegion of TƵrŬeǇ
Eaiŵe ƺlal leŬcioŒlƵ ;ĚanaͬTZͿ
OccƵrrence of MeĚiterranean FrƵit FlǇ͕ ĞƌĂƟƟƐ capitata
;WieĚeŵannͿ ;DiƉtera͗ TeƉhriƟĚaeͿ in frƵit orcharĚs in ^oƵthern TƵrŬeǇ
Eaiŵe ƺlal leŬcioŒlƵ ;ĚanaͬTZͿ
,osts of Parlatoria pergandii ;CoŵstocŬͿ ;,eŵiƉtera͗ DiasƉiĚiĚaeͿ in
astern MeĚiterranean Zegion of TƵrŬeǇ
Eaiŵe ƺlal leŬcioŒlƵ ;ĚanaͬTZͿ
Eeǁ eŵerging Ɖests ǁithin ƉlantͲfeeĚing erioƉhǇiĚ ŵites
nna ^ŬoracŬa ;PoǌnaŷͬP>Ϳ
The eīect of herbal reƉellents in Įǀe roĚent Ɖest sƉecies
^abine ,ansen ;Mƺnster͕ ,aŵbƵrgͬDͿ
CheŵotǇƉing of the F, Ɖathogens in >ithƵanian sƉring ǁheat grain
^iŵonas ^aŬalaƵsŬas ;ŬaĚeŵiũaͬ>TͿ
>ocal Ɖaraŵeters Ěriǀing anƟcoagƵlant roĚenƟciĚe eǆƉosƵre in reĚ
foǆes in GerŵanǇ
leǆanĚra sther ;MƵensterͬDͿ
^olatenolTM͕ the neǁ tool to coŵbat Phakopsora ƉĂĐŚǇƌŚŝǌŝ
,elge ^ierotǌŬi ;^teinͬC,Ϳ
OccƵrrence of Ŭnot Ěisease caƵseĚ bǇ WƐĞƵĚŽŵŽŶĂƐ ƐĂǀĂƐƚĂŶŽŝ Ɖǀ.
ƐĂǀĂƐƚĂŶŽŝ on oleanĚer in the eastern MeĚiterranean Zegion of TƵrŬeǇ
FeraǇ <arabƵǇƵŬ ;ĚanaͬTZͿ
Eoǀel ŵanageŵent of nonͲnaƟǀe aŵbrosia beetles ;ColeoƉtera͗
CƵrcƵlioniĚae͕ ^colǇƟnaeͿ in Eorth ŵerica
Peter ertholĚ ^chƵltǌ ;sirginia each͕ sͬU^Ϳ
FƵncƟonal analǇsis of ŬeǇ genes in ĂĐƚƌŽĐĞƌĂ dorsalis ;,enĚelͿ ǁing
ĚeǀeloƉŵent to achieǀe geneƟc control
^haoŬƵn GƵo ;eiũingͬCEͿ
Pest interceƉƟons in /nĚia on introĚƵceĚ cereals anĚ ŵillets gerŵƉlasŵ
<oĚarƵ nitha͕ ;,ǇĚerabaĚͬ/EͿ
MolecƵlar CharacteriǌaƟon of WǇƌĞŶŽƉŚŽƌĂ ƚƌŝƟĐŝͲƌĞƉĞŶƟƐ races in
^Ǉria Using F>P TechniƋƵe
ZoƵla ^haŵsi ;leƉƉoͬ^Ϳ
Pests anĚ Ɖathogens obserǀeĚ on leaǀes of WǇƌƵƐ ĐĂůůĞƌǇĂŶĂ Ƶrban
trees in Warsaǁ
TaƟana ^ǁocǌǇna ;WarsǌaǁaͬP>Ϳ
Manageŵent͕ DE barcoĚing anĚ ĚiǀersitǇ of three Ěate Ɖalŵ tree
insects ʹ KƌǇĐƚĞƐ sƉƉ.͕ Jebusaea ŚĂŵŵĞƌƐĐŚŵŝĚƟŝ͕ anĚ ĂƚƌĂĐŚĞĚƌĂ
ĂŵǇĚƌĂƵůĂ in U
MohaŵŵaĚ li lͲDeeb ;lͲinͬͿ
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yǇůŽĐŽƉĂ pubescens ^Ɖinola ;ƉoiĚea͕ ƉiĚaeͿ͕ inǀasiǀe sƉecies anĚ
ƉotenƟal Ɖollinator of natƵral anĚ cƵlƟǀateĚ Ɖlants in lgeria
>eila enĚifallah ;lgerͬDͿ
DiǀersitǇ of DiatrǇƉaceae sƉecies froŵ graƉeǀines anĚ trees in the
ǀicinitǇ of ǀineǇarĚs in ^oƵth frica
ProǀiĚence MoǇo ;^tellenboschͬͿ
^ƉreaĚ ƉreǀenƟon anĚ ŵanageŵent of Cassaǀa PinŬ MealǇbƵg in the
Greater MeŬong ^Ƶbregion
:an Willeŵ <etelaar ;angŬoŬͬT,Ϳ
/nfestaƟon of the Cassaǀa ŵealǇbƵg͕ Phenacoccus ŵĂŶŝŚŽƟ
;MaƟleͲFerrero ;,eŵiƉtera͗ PseƵĚococciĚaeͿ ʹ a neǁlǇ inǀasiǀe Ɖest
in /nĚonesia
ƵnƵ ZaƵf ;ogorͬ/DͿ
Use of root enĚoƉhǇƟc dƌŝĐŚŽĚĞƌŵĂ for PsaͲs control in Eeǁ ealanĚ
ŬiǁifrƵit
ChrisƟne ^tarŬ ;>incolnͬEͿ
WhiteŇies sƉecies ;,eŵiƉtera͗ leǇroĚiĚaeͿ of TƵrŬeǇ
Mehŵet Zifat UlƵsoǇ ;ĚanaͬTZͿ
PeƉƉerŵint leaf sƉot caƵseĚ bǇ Alternaria alternata in /ran
bbas ^harǌei ;PaŬĚashtͬ/ZͿ
^ƉreaĚ of ƌǇŽĐŽƐŵƵƐ kuriphilus in PortƵgal͕ a neǁ anĚ ǀerǇ
iŵƉortant ChestnƵt ƉlagƵe
>Ƶis MarƟns ;sila ZealͬPTͿ
CƵrrent ^tatƵs of ƉƉle ^cab ;sĞŶƚƵƌŝĂ ŝŶĂĞƋƵĂůŝƐ ;CŬe.Ϳ Wint.Ϳ in /nĚia
< P ^ingh ;Pantnagarͬ/EͿ
CharacteriǌaƟon of yĂŶƚŚŽŵŽŶĂƐ ĂǆŽŶŽƉŽĚŝƐ Ɖǀ. phaseoli anĚ
yĂŶƚŚŽŵŽŶĂƐ fuscans sƵbsƉ. fuscans /solateĚ froŵ eans in TƵrŬeǇ
<ƵbilaǇ <ƵrtƵlƵs astas ;<onǇaͬTZͿ
^tƵĚǇ of the sƉaƟoteŵƉoral eǀolƵƟon of groǁnͲƵƉ inĚiǀiĚƵals ŵale
anĚ the feŵales of the MeĚiterranean ŇǇ of the frƵit ĞƌĂƟƟƐ
capitata in an orcharĚ of citrƵs frƵit in MiƟĚũa͕ in lgeria
ChoƵih ^iheŵ ;lgiersͬDͿ
Manageŵent of blast͕ an eŵerging Ěisease of Ɖearl ŵillet
Zaũan ^harŵa ;,ǇĚerabaĚͬ/EͿ
/ĚenƟĮcaƟon anĚ characteriǌaƟon of WƐĞƵĚŽŵŽŶĂƐ ƐǇƌŝŶŐĂĞ the
caƵsal agent of bacterial canŬer of sǁeet cherrǇ ;Prunus ĂǀŝƵŵͿ in
lgeria
^aiĚ ^aĚallah ;^ŬiŬĚaͬDͿ
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/nǀasiǀe Ɖathogens anĚ Ɖests in GerŵanǇ ʹ ƉreǀenƟon anĚ earlǇ
ĚetecƟon strategies bǇ the Plant ProtecƟon ^erǀice onn
ernĚ Ƃhŵer ;onnͬDͿ
n /nternaƟonal Plant ^enƟnel EetǁorŬ
Uǁe ^tarĮnger ;raƵnschǁeigͬDͿ
/ĚenƟĮcaƟon anĚ eƉiĚeŵiologǇ of WƐĞƵĚŽŵŽŶĂƐ ƐǇƌŝŶŐĂĞ on cherrǇ
anĚ aƉricot trees
^aiĚ ^aĚallah ;^ŬiŬĚaͬDͿ
/nǀesƟgaƟng the caƵses of straǁberrǇ Ěecline Ěisease ǁhich is an
eŵerging threat to straǁberrǇ ƉroĚƵcƟon in Eorth ŵerica
Perǀaiǌ bbasi ;<entǀilleͬCͿ
iological control of the allergen ƉroĚƵcer coŵŵon
ragǁeeĚ ;ŵďƌŽƐŝĂ ĂƌƚĞŵŝƐŝŝĨŽůŝĂͿ
^iegriĚ WiĚhalŵ ;TƵllnͬTͿ
/nteracƟon betǁeen ^ƚĞŝŶĞƌŶĞŵĂ ĨĞůƟĂĞ anĚ abaŵecƟn͕ aǌaĚirachƟn
anĚ ŵetaŇƵŵiǌone ƵseĚ for control of dƵƚĂ absoluta
Marǌieh ŵiǌaĚeh͕ Mir :alil ,eũaǌi ;Tabriǌͬ/ZͿ
lleloƉathic eīect of the inǀasiǀe ǁeeĚ ƌĂƐƐŝĐĂ nigra ;blacŬ
ŵƵstarĚͿ on seeĚ gerŵinaƟon of agricƵltƵral croƉs
^aoƵssen enǌarƟ ;aghoƵanͬTEͿ
OccƵrrence of Pea acterial light caƵseĚ bǇ WƐĞƵĚŽŵŽŶĂƐ
ƐǇƌŝŶŐĂĞ Ɖǀ. pisi in the astern MeĚiterranean region of TƵrŬeǇ
^Ƶŵer ,orƵǌ ;Ěana͕ <aǇseriͬTZͿ
Daŵages anĚ ƉsǇlliĚs ƉoƉƵlaƟons ĚǇnaŵic of
Pseudophacopteron sƉƉ. ;,eŵiƉtera͗ PhacoƉteroniĚaeͿ͕ Ɖest of
ĂĐƌǇŽĚĞƐ edulis ;ƵrseraceaeͿ in YaoƵnĚeͲCaŵeroon
Taŵesse :oseƉh >ebel ;YaoƵnĚeͬCMͿ
 TachiniĚ FlǇ͕ the ƉotenƟal natƵral eneŵǇ of the roǁn ^ƟnŬ
Ƶg ;,ĂůǇŽŵŽƌƉŚĂ ŚĂůǇƐͿ in <orea
^eƵnghǁan >ee ;^eoƵlͬ<ZͿ
OƉƟŵiǌing the cƵltƵre conĚiƟons for DǇƌŽƚŚĞĐŝƵŵ ƌŽƌŝĚƵŵ ToĚe in
relaƟon to its ǀirƵlence behaǀior against iƩer goƵrĚ
^aliŬ Eaǁaǌ <han ;>ahoreͬP<Ϳ
ƵgŵentaƟǀe biological control of cassaǀa ŵealǇbƵg͕ Phenacoccus
ŵĂŶŝŚŽƟ MaƟleͲFerrero ;,eŵiƉtera͗ PseƵĚococciĚaeͿ in ThailanĚ
^oƉon UraichƵen ;EaŬhon Pathoŵ͕ angŬoŬͬT,Ϳ
segetable insect Ɖests of Ghana ʹ neǁ inǀasiǀe insect sƉecies anĚ
iŵƉlicaƟons for eǆƉorts
beneǌer OǁƵsƵ ;>egon͕ ccraͬG,Ϳ
sarietal Ěiīerences in frƵit Ňies resƉonses of soŵe frƵits anĚ
ǀegetables in the forest ecological ǌone of Ghana
George EŬansah ;<aĚeͬG,Ϳ
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ǀalƵaƟng the eīects of tǁo fƵngiciĚes to ŵanage ĮrstlǇ recorĚeĚ
Alternaria radicina on Date Palŵ >eaǀes in Wasit in the ŵiĚĚle of /raƋ
MohaŵŵeĚ <hƵĚhair ;aghĚaĚͬ/YͿ
Winning the enĚgaŵe ʹ ǁithinͲhost interacƟons aŵong three fƵngal
Ɖarasites of ƌŽŶƟƐƉĂ ůŽŶŐŝƐƐŝŵĂ
:essil nn Paũar ;/ligan CitǇͬP,Ϳ
First reƉort of EĞŽĨƵƐŝĐŽĐĐƵŵ ƉĂƌǀƵŵ anĚ ŝƉůŽĚŝĂ sƉ. associateĚ
ǁith canŬer anĚ ĚiebacŬ of alŵonĚ trees in TƵrŬeǇ
MƵŬaĚĚes <aǇiŵ ;ĚanaͬTZͿ
sƟŵaƟon of Ɖreǀalence of ^eƉtoria >eaf lotch Disease in the
astern MeĚiterranean region of TƵrŬeǇ
MƵŬaĚĚes <aǇiŵ ;ĚanaͬTZ
DeterŵinaƟon of host Ɖlants͕ ƉoƉƵlaƟon ĚeǀeloƉŵent anĚ
infestaƟon raƟo of Toŵato Moth ;dƵƚĂ absoluta MeǇricŬͿ
;>eƉiĚoƉtera͗ GelechiiĚaeͿ in seŵiͲariĚ regions
Ŭreŵ OgƵr ;<onǇaͬTZͿ
The acar anĚ insect faƵna of sƋƵash ;Cucurbita pepo ǀar. pepo >.Ϳ
area in GƵlagac Toǁn of ŬsaraǇ Proǀince ;TƵrŬeǇͿ
hŵet ^ahbaǌ ;<onǇaͬTZͿ
The CiǆiiĚae anĚ CicaĚelliĚae ;,eŵiƉteraͿ sƉecies harŵfƵl on
ǀegetables froŵ ^olanaceae in <onǇa Proǀince͛ TƵrŬeǇ
MerǇeŵ UǇsal ;<onǇaͬTZͿ
iologǇ of the blacŬͲheaĚeĚ caterƉillar͕ KƉŝƐŝŶĂ arenosella
WalŬer ;>eƉiĚoƉtera͗ OecoƉhoriĚaeͿ the inǀasiǀe sƉecies Ɖest of
coconƵt anĚ its natƵral eneŵies in ThailanĚ
Wiǁat ^ƵasaͲrĚ ;EaŬhon Pathoŵ͕ angŬoŬͬT,Ϳ
ƉiĚeŵiologǇ of carrot Ɖathogen Candidatus Liberibacter
ƐŽůĂŶĂĐĞƌƵŵ haƉlotǇƉe C in FinlanĚ
nne Eissinen ;:oŬioinenͬF/Ϳ
YƵanƟĮcaƟon anĚ feeĚing Ɖerforŵance of ŵerican bollǁorŵ͕
,ĞůŝĐŽǀĞƌƉĂ ĂƌŵŝŐĞƌĂ ;,Ƶb.Ϳ against Ěiīerent coƩon cƵlƟǀars
MƵhaŵŵaĚ Ullah ;^argoĚhaͬP<Ϳ
OccƵrrence of &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ ƐƵďŐůƵƟŶĂŶƐ caƵsing >eaf ^Ɖot Disease on
CǇŵbiĚiƵŵ OrchiĚs in <orea
<ǇƵngͲ^ooŬ ,an ;WanũƵͬ<ZͿ
The ^ƉroƵtͬ^eeĚͲPotato TechnologǇ ʹ foƵrth raǌilian YƵaranƟne
ƉƉroǀal͕ for CanaĚa iŵƉorteĚ sƉroƵts shiƉƉeĚ for ^eeĚͲPotato
ZesearchͲZisŬ nalǇsis ƉƵrƉoses
:osĠ lberto Caraŵ Ěe ^oƵǌa Dias ;CaŵƉinasͬZͿ
ssessŵent of Ěaŵage͕ infestaƟon leǀel anĚ sƵsceƉƟbilitǇ of ŵango
cƵlƟǀars to the frƵit Ňies infestaƟon in ^henĚi rea͕ ^ƵĚan
ŵani bass ;^henĚiͬ^DͿ

ϭ83

Poster PresentaƟons ͻ ThƵrsĚaǇ͕ Ϯϳ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
P EPD 84

P EPD 8ϱ

P EPD 86

P EPD 8ϳ

P EPD 88

P EPD 8ϵ

P EPD ϵϬ
P EPD ϵϭ

P EPD ϵϮ

P EPD ϵ3
P EPD ϵ4

P EPD ϵ6

P EPD ϵϳ
P EPD ϵ8

ϭ84

PhǇllosƟcta sƉecies froŵ banana ;Musa sƉ.Ϳ in ChongƋing anĚ
GƵiǌhoƵ Proǀinces͕ China
^hiͲƉing WƵ͕ YingͲcai ,e͕ TaiͲŵing :iang ;GƵiǇangͬCEͿ
Metcalfa pruinosa ;^aǇ͕ ϭ83ϬͿ ;,eŵiƉtera͗ FlaƟĚaeͿ͕ a neǁ Ɖest in
ŬiǁifrƵit orcharĚs of TƵrŬeǇ
li GƵncan ;OrĚƵͬTZͿ
OccƵrrence of Chilo partellus in TƵrŬeǇ͕ a neǁ inǀasiǀe ŵaiǌe Ɖest for
ƵroƉe
hŵet aǇraŵ ;DiǇarbaŬŦrͬTZͿ
PoƉƵlaƟon ĚǇnaŵics anĚ iŵƉact of eroŵǇcoŇora on econoŵic
croƉs at selecteĚ locaƟons of ZaǁalƉinĚi͕ PaŬistan
GƵlshan /rshaĚ ;ZaǁalƉinĚiͬP<Ϳ
/nciĚence anĚ characteriǌaƟon of Ɖathogens associateĚ ǁith loƋƵat
foliage
liǇa TariƋ ;ZaǁalƉinĚiͬP<Ϳ
īects of the EeŵatoƉhagoƵs FƵngi ƌƚŚƌŽďŽƚƌǇƐ oligospora Fresen
on EeŵatoĚes infecƟng >iŵe Plants.
^ƵaĚ hŵeĚ ;WaĚ MeĚaniͬ^DͿ
MolecƵlar geneƟc aƉƉroaches for iĚenƟĮcaƟon of Cuscuta sƉecies
elŬin Denis ;ǇŬoǀoͬZUͿ
Zesearch TƵf gene of ƉossibilitǇ aƉƉlǇing for the Ěiagnosis of
ƉhǇtoƉlasŵas
Galina MaƟashoǀa ;ǇŬoǀoͬZUͿ
Zesistance of soŵe eggƉlant genotǇƉes to dƵƚĂ absoluta
;>eƉiĚoƉtera͗ GelechiiĚaeͿ
abaŬ ahiri ;,aŵeĚanͬ/ZͿ
MoĚelling inǀasiǀe Ɖlant Ɖests ʹ ǁhǇ the abƵnĚance ŵaƩers
Gianni Gilioli ;resciaͬ/TͿ͕ ^ara PasƋƵali ;M/lanoͬ/TͿ
MolecƵlar characteriǌaƟon anĚ ŵǇcotoǆin ƉroĮle of &ƵƐĂƌŝƵŵ sƉecies
occƵrring on oliǀe frƵits in ƉƵlia ʹ an eŵerging issƵe
ntonio Moreƫ ;ariͬ/TͿ
^creening of biocontrol anĚ bioĚegraĚing ƉotenƟal of oil Ɖalŵ
inhabiƟng asiĚioŵǇcete against 'ĂŶŽĚĞƌŵĂ boninense͕ anĚ infecteĚ
Ɖalŵ blocŬs
Yasŵeen ^iĚĚiƋƵi ;^erĚangͬMYͿ
 sƵrǀeǇ of Wheat ZƵst Diseases in the GP Zegion of TƵrŬeǇ
ǇƔin ilgili ;^anliƵrfaͬTZͿ
Challenges inǀolǀe in eraĚicaƟons of Pest anĚ Diseases in the
ForestrǇ ones in bƵũa͕ Eigeria
Michael OŬe ;FeĚeral CaƉital TerritorǇͬEGͿ

Poster PresentaƟons ͻ ThƵrsĚaǇ͕ Ϯϳ ƵgƵst ϮϬϭϱ
P EPD ϵϵ

P EPD ϭϬϬ

P EPD ϭϬϭ

P EPD ϭϬϮ
P EPD ϭϬ3

P EPD ϭϬϱ

P EPD ϭϬ6

P EPD ϭϬ8

P EPD ϭϬϵ

The eīect of ǁeather factors on the Ňight acƟǀitǇ of the groƵnĚnƵt
leaf ŵiner ;ƉƌŽĂĞƌĞŵĂ sƉ.Ϳ͕ a neǁ Ɖest of groƵnĚnƵt in ^oƵth frica
MaŬhosi Ƶtheleǌi ;DƵrbanͬͿ
PotenƟal biological control agents for the Ɖea leafŵiner >ŝƌŝŽŵǇǌĂ
huidobrensis
lise EoƵũeiŵ ;:oƵniehͬ>Ϳ
cological stƵĚǇ of dƵƚĂ absoluta ;>eƉiĚoƉtera͕ GelechiiĚaeͿ at Tolga͕
isŬra oasis͕ lgeria
Eacer Tarai ;isŬraͬDͿ
,olisƟc ǀieǁ on /ranian ƉoƉƵlaƟons of alfalfa ǁeeǀil ;,ǇƉĞƌĂ ƉŽƐƟĐĂͿ
hsan ^anaei ;Terhanͬ/ZͿ
The briƩle leaf Ěisease of the Ěate Ɖalŵ ;WŚŽĞŶŝǆ ĚĂĐƚǇůŝĨĞƌĂ >.Ϳ͗
stƵĚǇ of iocheŵical anĚ UltrastrƵctƵral alteraƟons in leaǀes
<haleĚ >atreche ;ab ǌǌoƵarͬDͿ
ǀalƵaƟon of Ěiīerent traƉs tǇƉes for caƉtƵre in ĮelĚ of yǇůŽƚƌĞĐŚƵƐ
ĂƌǀŝĐŽůĂ ;ColeoƉtera͗ CeraŵbǇciĚaeͿ͕ neǁ Ɖest in the ǀineǇarĚs ;sŝƟƐ
ǀŝŶŝĨĞƌĂͿ
lǀaro ZoĚrşgƵeǌͲGonǌĄleǌ ;>eſnͬ^Ϳ
,oǁ seasonallǇ shiŌeĚ bƵĚ bƵrst ƉhenologǇ can aīect gǇƉsǇ ŵoth
>ǇŵĂŶƚƌŝĂ dispar egg hatching anĚ larǀal Ɖerforŵance in siŵƵlateĚ
earlǇͬlate sƉring conĚiƟons͍ ʹ eǆƉerience ǁith a ƉracƟcallǇ testeĚ
local cliŵate change scenarios
/ngars ^ilins ;^alasƉilsͬ>sͿ
DeterŵinaƟon of harŵfƵll iŵƉortant Mite ;cariͿ sƉecies͕ their
ĚistribƵƟon anĚ their control ƉossibilitǇ on garlic groǁing areas in
<astaŵonƵͬTƵrŬeǇ
Cihan Cilbircio lƵ ;<astaŵonƵͬTZͿ
First recorĚ anĚ iĚenƟĮcaƟon of Ěiīerent ƵtǇƉa isolates froŵ
graƉeǀine in :orĚan Ƶsing ŵolecƵlar analǇsis
hŵaĚ lŵoŵanǇ ;ŵŵanͬ:OͿ

ϭ8ϱ

/nĚeǆ of ^ƉeaŬers͕ Chairs anĚ PresenƟng bstract Ƶthors

bass͕ .
bbasi͕ P.
bbasi͕ ^.
bbasiƉoƵr͕ ,.
bĚelaǌiǌ͕ O.
bĚelgaĚer͕ ,.
bĚelhaŵiĚ͕ Z.
bĚelŵegeeĚ͕ M.
bĚelͲZaheeŵ͕ M.
bĚelͲZaǌeŬ͕ .
bĚelͲ^aŵaĚ͕ ^.
bĚƵl <aĚer͕ .ϭ36
bĚƵlla͕ .
bĚƵllahi͕ E.
be͕ s.
be͕ Y.
bera͕ M.
beǇsinghe͕ ^.
bo >Ͳbbas͕ F.
bo Tara͕ Z.
boͲlǇoƵsr͕ <.
boƵĚ <haroƵf͕ ^.
boƵlghar͕ G.
boƵǌŬhar͕ F. .
brahaŵs͕ D.
bƵ hŵaĚ͕ Y.
bƵ /rŵaileh͕ .
bƵbaŬar͕ .
bƵsin͕ Z.
cheƵŬ͕ F.
ciŵoǀic͕ ^.
cƵŹa PaǇano͕ Z.
Ěachi͕ ^.
ĚarŬǁah͕ C.
Ěebola͕ M. O.
ĚeũƵŵo͕ T. O.
ĚerĚoƵr͕ T.
Ěesina͕ :. M.
ĚeǇeŵo͕ .
Ěũata͕ D. <.
Ěler͕ C.

ϭ86

ϭ83
ϭ4ϭ͕ ϭ8Ϯ
ϭϳϱ
ϭϬϵ͕ ϭ43͕ ϭϳϭ
ϭ3ϱ͕ ϭ48
84͕ ϭ4ϳ͕ ϭ68
ϭϭϱ
ϭ68
ϭ3ϳ
ϭ4ϵ
ϭϱϬ
ϭ3ϳ
ϭϮϱ
ϭϱϱ
ϭ64
ϭϭ8
ϭϭ4
ϭϮϱ
ϭ3Ϯ
ϭ4ϵ
ϭϱ3
ϭ68
ϭ3ϳ͕ ϭϳ8
ϵϭ
ϭϮ6
ϭϮϵ
ϭ3Ϯ
ϭ3ϭ
ϭϳ3
ϭϬ3͕ ϭϬ4͕ ϭ64
ϭ4Ϯ
ϭϱϳ
ϭϮ3
ϭϳ4
ϭϭϱ͕ ϭ48
ϭ44
ϭϮ3
ϭϮ3
ϭϭ4
ϱ4͕ ϱϱ

fanasenŬo͕ O.
īognon͕ ,.
fǌal͕ M.
genbag͕ M.
hŵaĚ͕ :. E.
hŵaĚ͕ ^.
hŵaĚ͕ ^. :. E.
hŵeĚ͕ ^ƵaĚ
hŵeĚ͕ ^Ƶha
hŵeĚ Mosa MohaŵeĚ
lsharoƵnǇ͕ M.
it el oƵĚaĚ͕ .
Ŭhtar͕ .
ŬinneǇe͕ :.
ŬsƵ ltƵn͕ .
ŬǇaǌi͕ F.
ŬǇaǌi͕ Z.
l Masri͕ .
l ^hihi͕ .
laŵnie͕ D.
laoglƵ͕ O.
lͲsŬar͕ .
lberto͕ Z.
lbranĚ͕ :.
lͲDeeb͕ M. .
lebrahiŵ͕ M. T.
lͲGhaithi͕ .
lhasheŵi͕ Z.
lhƵĚaib͕ <.
li͕ .
li͕ .
li͕ M.
li͕ ^aũiĚ
li͕ ^aũũaĚ
lͲ:abr͕ . M.
lͲ:boorǇ͕ /.
lŬƵĚsi͕ E. ,.
lͲMaaroof͕ .
lŵoŵanǇ͕ .
lͲZehiaǇani͕ ^.
lrƵbeai͕ ,. F.

6Ϭ͕ 63
ϳϮ
ϭ3ϱ
ϱϬ
88͕ ϭ3ϭ
ϵϵ
ϭ3ϭ
ϭ84
ϭ4ϳ
ϭ4ϱ
ϭ44
ϭϮϵ
ϭϭ6͕ ϭϮ3
ϭϮϭ
ϭϭϮ
ϭ33͕ ϭ4ϭ
84
ϭϮϵ
ϭϮ4
6ϳ
ϭϱϭ
ϭϭ8͕ ϭ63
ϭ33
ϭ8Ϭ
ϭ6ϳ
ϭϱ8
ϭ36
ϭϳ4
ϭϭϳ
ϭ6Ϭ
ϭϳϬ
ϭ3ϭ
ϭϭ6
ϭϳϵ
ϱϮ
ϭϳϭ
ϭϱϭ
ϭ8ϱ
ϭϭϬ
ϭϱϳ

/nĚeǆ of ^ƉeaŬers͕ Chairs anĚ PresenƟng bstract Ƶthors
lsaniƵs͕ .
lƟer͕ E.
lͲaiĚi͕ ^.
ŵinƵͲTaiǁo͕ .
ŵiresŵaeili͕ E.
ŵiǌaĚeh͕ M.
ŵosi͕ E.
ŵro͕ M.
nĚert͕ ^.
nĚraĚe͕ .
nitha͕ <.
oƵŵria͕ M.
rbaoƵi͕ M.
rens͕ E.
rici͕ ^. .
saĚ͕ ^.
satƵroǀa͕ .
shaŵo͕ M.
shoƵri͕ .
shraĮ͕ ^.
sŬarianǌaĚeh͕ .
sŬariͲ^arǇaǌĚi͕ G.
tlihan͕ Z.
Ƶaŵcharoen͕ W.
ƵĚi͕ .
Ƶer͕ ^.
Ƶstel͕ E.
ǁe͕ O.
Ǉaleǁ͕ .
ǌefacŬ >Ġon͕ T.

a͕ M.
abalola͕ O. O.
abaǇ hari͕ .
ach͕ .
acŬhaƵs͕ G. F.
agheri͕ M.
aŬheit͕ .
alĚer͕ ,.
anĚte͕ M.

8ϭ
ϵ8͕ ϭϳϱ
ϭϬϭ
ϭϬ8
ϵ8
ϭ8Ϯ
ϭ3Ϯ
ϭϳϬ
8ϱ
ϱ3
ϭ8Ϭ
ϭϮϬ
6Ϭ
84
ϭ44͕ ϭ6ϱ
ϭϱϭ
ϭ48
ϱϱ
ϭϱϭ
ϭϭϭ
ϭ33͕ ϭ4ϵ
ϭ6ϵ
86
ϭϮ4
84
ϭ4ϳ
ϱ4
83
ϳϮ
ϭϮ3

ϭ4ϵ
8Ϭ
ϭϱϱ
ϭϮϬ
ϭ4͕ ϭϳ
ϭϭϵ
6ϭ
ϱϳ
ϳϳ͕ 8Ϭ

anĚǇoƉaĚhǇaǇ͕ Z.
ϳϮ
anŬina͕ .
8Ϯ͕ 8ϱ
arbeǇ͕ C.
ϭϱϵ
arhoƵŵ͕ ,.
ϭϭϱ
aroƵĚǇ͕ F.
ϭϮϮ
ϭϬϬ
artholoŵćƵs͕ .
ashir͕ U.
ϭ4Ϯ
astas͕ <. <.
6Ϯ͕ ϭϬ4͕ ϭϭ4͕ ϭ8ϭ
aƟsh͕ D. Z.
63͕ 8ϱ
aƟsta͕ T.
ϭϬ8
aǁin͕ T.
ϱϮ
aǇraŵ͕ .
ϭ48͕ ϭ84
ec͕ ^.
ϭ6Ϯ
echer͕ P. G.
64
ecŬer͕ :. O.
ϱ3
ecŬer͕ :.
ϭ66
ecŬerͲZiƩ͕ . .
ϭ4Ϯ
eĚine oat͕ M. .
ϭ63
eīa͕ Z.
8Ϯ͕ 8ϱ
eheirǇ͕ ^. ^. . M.
ϭ43
ehrens͕ F.
66
elgƵenĚoƵǌ͕ Z.
ϳϬ
elhaĚũ͕ .
ϭϬϳ
elhaĚũ enǇahia͕ F.
ϭϱϭ
eliaŬoǀa͕ E.
ϵϱ͕ ϭ4ϱ
ellaƟ͕ :.
ϭϳ6͕ ϭϳϳ
en salah͕ /.
ϭϱϱ
en ToƵrtoƵ͕ F.
ϭ43
enĚifallah͕ >.
ϭ8ϭ
enŬenana͕ E.
ϭ3ϱ
ensaci͕ M. .
ϭϱϳ
ensaci͕ O. .
ϭ36
ensliŵane͕ ,.
ϭϱϳ
entata͕ F.
ϳϬ
enǇahia͕ <.
ϭ4ϵ
enǌahra͕ .
ϭ43
enǌarƟ͕ ^.
ϭ8Ϯ
ergǀinson͕ D.
4ϳ͕ ϱ6͕ ϭϬϭ
ertossa͕ M.
ϭϳϵ
eschoren Ěa Costa͕ P.
ϭ4ϭ
eǇer͕ ^.
ϭϱ4

ϭ8ϳ

/nĚeǆ of ^ƉeaŬers͕ Chairs anĚ PresenƟng bstract Ƶthors
harĚǁaũ͕ ^.
haƩ͕ . ^.
haƩacharǇǇa͕ .
ienǌ͕ E.
ilgili͕ .
irr͕ T.
isǁas͕ M. <.
iƵrrƵŵ͕ Z.
lanŬ͕ >.
lƵeŵel͕ Z.
o͕ .
oehnŬe͕ .
Ƃhŵer͕ .
oƩa͕ C.
oƵĚoƵĚoƵ͕ D.
oƵŬaeǁ͕ ^.
oǁŵan͕ :.
oǇraǌ͕ E.
ranĚenbƵrg͕ Z.
raƵn͕ C. .
rent͕ C.
reƵhahn͕ M.
reƵŬers͕ .
rieŵ͕ F.
roŬanloƵi MaĚloo͕ P.
rooŬes͕ :.
ƵchǁalĚt͕ >.
ƵĚianto͕ ^.
ƵĚǌisǌeǁsŬa͕ M.
ƵŬo͕ D. ,.
ƵlegeǇa͕ <.
Ƶtheleǌi͕ M.
ƺƩner͕ C.

ϭ36
ϭϮϱ
ϭϭϳ
ϭ6ϱ
ϭϮϭ͕ ϭ84
ϵϬ
ϭϳϭ
ϭ6ϳ
ϭϳ4
ϭϬϵ
ϭϳϵ
ϱϱ
ϭϳϳ͕ ϭ8Ϯ
ϵϬ
ϭ6ϱ
ϭ48
ϳϱ
ϭϮϭ
6Ϯ͕ ϵϮ
ϭϬϬ
ϭϬϮ
ϭϮ6
6ϱ͕ 68
64
ϭϭϳ
ϭ36
6Ϭ͕ 64
ϭϭ8
ϭϮϳ
ϭϮ6
ϵ4
ϭ8ϱ
ϭ4͕ 68͕ ϳϳ͕ ϭ6Ϯ

C
Cai͕ D.
6Ϯ͕ 6ϱ͕ ϭϬϬ
Caŵargo͕ M. P.
ϭϱϵ
Can͕ C.
ϭϱϮ
Canhilal͕ Z.
ϭϭϵ
Cao͕ ^.
ϭϱ6
Caraŵ Ěe ^oƵǌa Dias͕ :. . ϵ4͕ ϭϬ4͕ ϭ83

ϭ88

Carroll͕ M.
Carǀalho͕ T.
CarǇ͕ :.
CeƟn͕ ,.
CeƟnŬaǇa YilĚiǌ͕ Z.
Chahbar͕ E.
Chang͕ C. >.
Charrier͕ .
ChaƵhan͕ .
CheeŬƵri͕ Z. G.
Chen͕ D.
Chen͕ F.
Chen͕ :.
Chen͕ M.
Chen͕ WanƋƵan
Chen͕ Wen
CheƩo͕ O.
ChintalaƉaƟ͕ P.
ChirŬoǀ͕ ^.
Choǁ͕ Y. Y.
CilbircioŒlƵ͕ C.
Cirilo Ěe ^oƵsa lŵeiĚa͕ .
ClaƵĚiƵsͲCole͕ .
Coleŵan͕ .
Collatǌ͕ :.
Collina͕ M.
Collins͕ >.
CoŵbǇ͕ M.
CorĚier͕ >.
Corsi Ěe FiliƉƉi͕ M. C.
Cosŵe͕ M.
Costa͕ D.
Crane͕ .
CroŵeǇ͕ M.
CƵrŬoǀicͲPerica͕ M.
CƵthbertson͕ .

ϱϬ
ϭϭ4
ϭϬ6
ϭϮ4
ϭϭϵ
ϭ43͕ ϭ44
ϭ6Ϯ
ϭϱ8
8Ϯ
ϭϳϬ
ϭϳϬ
ϭϮϭ
ϭϱ6
ϭϭϮ
ϭϳϱ
ϭ6Ϯ
ϭϱϱ
ϳϵ
ϭϮ6
ϭ4Ϯ
ϭ8ϱ
ϭϳ3
ϭϭ3
ϭϱϮ
64͕ 68͕ ϳ3
ϭ66
ϭϮϱ
83
ϵϬ
ϭϳ3
86
ϭ4ϱ
ϭϳϳ
ϭϳ8
ϭϳϬ
68͕ ϭϳϵ

D
DachbroĚtͲ^aaǇĚeh͕ ^.
Dafaallah͕ .
Dageri͕ .

ϱϬ͕ ϱ3͕ ϵϳ
ϭ3ϭ
ϭ6Ϯ

/nĚeǆ of ^ƉeaŬers͕ Chairs anĚ PresenƟng bstract Ƶthors
Dahliǌ͕ .
ϭ4ϳ
DaŬoƵo͕ D.
6ϭ
Daŵ͕ ^.
ϭϬϱ
DaŵerĚũi͕ .
ϭϭ4͕ ϭ34
Daneel͕ M.
ϱϬ͕ ϱ3
Daniel͕ C.
63͕ 6ϳ
Das͕ ^.
ϭ64
DaƵcŬ͕ ,.
ϭϮϬ
De acŬer͕ >.
ϱ3
De acŬer͕ M.
ϭϮϳ
Ěe Castro >oƵbacŬ Ferraǌ͕ >.
ϭϮϮ
Dehghan͕ M. :.
ϭ3ϵ
Deising͕ ,. .4͕ ϭ4͕ ϭϳ͕ 4ϵ͕ ϱϱ͕ 6Ϭ͕ 66͕ ϭϬϬ
Denis͕ .
ϭ84
Desalegn͕ G.
ϭϳϭ
Deǁeer͕ C.
ϳϬ
DialoŬe͕ ^. .
ϭ46
DicŬe͕ D.
ϭϬϬ
DiecŬŵann͕ ,. >.
ϭϮ6
DieŬŵann͕ M.
ϭ4͕ ϳϱ͕ ϵϬ
DiŵŬic͕ /.
ϭ4Ϭ
Dita͕ M.
86͕ ϭ44
Dũalali FarahaniͲ<ofoet͕ Z.
ϭ38
Dobbs͕ .
ϭϭϱ͕ ϭϮ8
DoolotŬelĚieǀa͕ T.
ϭ38
Dor͕ .
8ϭ͕ 8ϱ͕ ϭ6ϳ
DoƵĚa͕ O.
ϭϭϮ͕ ϭϭ3
DoƵŵanĚũi͕ .
ϭ6ϳ
Dreo͕ T.
ϭ44͕ ϭ6ϭ
DƵ Plessis͕ ,.
ϭ6Ϭ
DƵchoǀsŬiene͕ >.
ϭ4ϭ͕ ϭϳϮ
DƵĚƵǇeŵi͕ O. .
ϭϭ6
Dƺrger͕ :.
ϭϳ8
DƵssart͕
ϭϬϱ
DǌiŬoǁsŬi͕ M.
ϭ66

braheeŵ lͲ:oƵri͕ . .Ͳ:.
Ěler͕ .
ilers͕ . :.
Ŭe͕ P.

63
ϭϳϱ
ϭ4Ϭ

Ŭen͕ C.
Ŭesi͕ ^.
l anna͕ ,.
l oƵhssini͕ M.
l ,Ƶsseini͕ M. M.
lbashir͕ M.
lͲDarier͕ ^.
lĚerĮelĚ͕ :.
leŬcioglƵ͕ /. ,.
leŬcioŒlƵ͕ E. .
lͲ,asan͕ .
lͲ,eneiĚǇ͕ .
lͲ,isseǁǇ͕ .
lͲZaǁǇ͕ . M.
lshaĮe͕ ,.
lͲaǁahrǇ͕ .
lͲeŵaitǇ͕ M. .Ͳ^.
nĚo͕ E.
nnaũah͕ .
rasŵƵs͕ Z.
rƂǌ PoǇraǌ͕ 7.
rƉer͕ 7.
sfanĚi͕ .
sther͕ .

ϭϭϵ͕ ϭϳ4
ϵϭ
ϭϱϬ
ϵϱ͕ ϵ8
8Ϯ
ϭ3ϱ
ϭϮϵ
ϵϮ
ϭϭϬ͕ ϭϭϵ
ϭ33͕ ϭϳϮ͕ ϭ8Ϭ
83
8ϳ͕ ϭϬϭ
ϭϱϮ
ϭ3ϳ
ϱϵ
ϭϭϮ
ϭ68
ϭϬϮ
ϭ34
ϳϵ
ϭϱϵ
ϭϮϮ
ϭϭϳ
ϭ8Ϭ

F
FabiǇi͕ O.
FaĚli͕ .
FahaĚ͕ ^.
Fan͕ :.
Fan͕ >.
FarahŵanĚ roƵũeni͕ D.
FarhaĚ͕ .
Farshbaf PoƵrbaĚ͕ Z.
FarǌaĚfar͕ ^.
FathǇ͕ M.
Fatŵa͕ ,.
FeiŬe͕ T.
FelĚŵann͕ F.
Feng͕ ,.

ϭϬ8
ϭ34
ϭϭ3
ϭϭ4
8Ϯ
ϭ3Ϭ͕ ϭ3ϳ
ϭ3ϱ
ϭ34͕ ϭϱϬ͕ ϭ6ϭ
ϭ63͕ ϭϳ6
ϭϮ8
ϭϭ6
ϭϮ4
ϭϭ4
4͕ ϭ4͕ 4ϵ͕ ϳ8͕ ϭϬ4͕ ϭϳϳ
ϭϬϮ

ϭ8ϵ

/nĚeǆ of ^ƉeaŬers͕ Chairs anĚ PresenƟng bstract Ƶthors
FernanĚes͕ T.
Fetoh͕ . .Ͳ^.
FiĚan͕ ,.
Fillinger͕ ^.
Fischbach͕ :.
Fischer͕ Z.
FoƵrie͕ ,.
FoƵrie͕ P.
France͕ .
Freitas͕ P.
Friessleben͕ Z.
FrƂschle͕ ,.
FƵũioŬa͕ <.
Fƺrsch͕ ,.

ϭϳ4
ϭϭϮ
ϭϮ8
ϵ3͕ ϭϬϭ
ϭ6Ϯ
ϵϭ
ϱϬ͕ ϱϳ͕ ϭϭϭ
ϱ3
ϵϭ
ϭ4Ϭ
8ϭ
8ϭ
ϭϱ8
ϱϳ

G
G s͕ Z. Z.
Gaceŵi͕ .
Gall͕ .
GanĚrabƵr͕ .
GarcşaͲGerarĚo͕ :. :.
Garcon͕ G.
Garganese͕ F.
GarieƉǇ͕ T.
Gasch͕ T.
Gassŵann͕ .
GaƵĚin͕ :.
Gaǌǌeƫ͕ <.
Genǌel͕ F.
Georges͕ <.
GeorgescƵ͕ .
Ghannaŵ͕ M.
GhanneǇ͕ E.
Gharabaghi͕ :.
GhareŬhani͕ G.
Gheibi͕ M.
Ghosh͕ ^.
Gilioli͕ G.
GŬatǌoƵni͕ .
GlaĚcaia͕ .
Glare͕ T.

8ϳ
ϭ4Ϭ͕ ϭϳϭ
ϵϭ
ϭϳ8
ϭ66
ϵ4͕ ϵ8
ϭϳϵ
ϭϬϮ
ϱ4
ϳ4
ϵϮ
ϭ6ϱ
66
ϭ48
ϭϭ6
ϭ4ϳ
ϭϱ6
ϵ6͕ ϭ6Ϭ
ϭ4ϳ
ϭϱϬ
ϭϭ3
ϱϱ͕ ϵ6͕ ϭ84
ϭϬϳ
ϭ64
ϵ8

ϭϵϬ

GlienŬe͕ C.
Goerlitǌ͕ G.
Goes͕ .
Golnaraghi͕ .
Goŵes͕ T.
GonĚal͕ . ^.
Gong͕ P.
Gonǌales͕ .
GonǌĄleǌͲ>ſƉeǌ͕ O.
Graf͕ ^.
Grćfenhan͕ T.
Greǀe͕ T.
GriŵaƵlt͕ s.
Gross͕ :.
GrossŬoƉf͕ C.
GrƵenǁalĚ͕ M.
GƵēeŬ͕ T.
GƵenaoƵi͕ Y.
GƵest͕ D. /.
GƵllino͕ M. >.
GƵŵŵert͕ .
GƵncan͕ .
GƺnĚerŵann͕ G.
Gƺner͕ m.
GƵo͕ Y.
GƵo͕ ^.
GƵoƋing͕ .
GƵǌǌo͕ . C.
GǇlling͕ ^.
,
,abaǌar͕ T.
,abernicŬel͕ ,.
,aĚĚaĚi͕ F.
,aĚi͕ .
,ćīner͕ .
,ahn͕ M.
,aũianfar͕ Z.
,alĚhar͕ ^. M.
,allaŬ͕ F. ,.
,allŵann͕ :.

ϭϱϵ
ϵϱ
ϭ3ϱ͕ ϭ36
ϭϮϳ
8Ϭ͕ ϭ46
ϭ48
ϭϱ6
ϭ3ϭ
ϭϱϬ
ϭ6ϭ
88
ϵ8
6ϱ͕ ϭ63
ϭϱ4
ϵ4
ϭϱϮ
ϭ63
ϭϬϭ
ϱϬ
ϭϭ6͕ ϭϭϵ͕ ϭϳϵ
86
ϭ84
ϭ4͕ 4ϵ͕ ϵϬ
ϭϮϵ
ϭ3Ϭ
ϭ8Ϭ
ϭ3Ϯ
ϭϭϵ͕ ϭϮ3
ϳ3

ϭ4ϱ
8Ϯ
ϭϱϭ
8ϵ͕ ϭϳϮ
66
6ϵ
ϭ34
ϭϱϳ
ϭ6ϵ
ϱ4͕ ϱϳ͕ ϭϭϬ͕ ϭϭϭ

/nĚeǆ of ^ƉeaŬers͕ Chairs anĚ PresenƟng bstract Ƶthors
,aŵaĚ͕ ^.
,aŵaŵoto͕ T.
,aŵŵaĚ͕ .
,aŵǌat͕ O.
,an͕ <.Ͳ^.
,aneŬaŵƉ͕ ,.
,ansen͕ ^.
,arhaƵsen͕ .
,arris͕ M.
,asan͕ M.
,assan͕ M.
,aƵer͕ <. .
,aƵsner͕ :.
,aǀis͕ E.
,aǇe͕ T.
,e͕ Y.Ͳc.
,e͕ Y.ͲW.

ϭϱϭ
ϭ6ϵ
ϭ6ϳ
ϭϳϱ
ϭ83
ϭϳϮ
ϭ8Ϭ
ϭϮ6
ϭ34
ϭϭ8
ϭϳϱ
ϭϭ4
ϵ8
ϭϬϱ
ϱ6
ϭ84
ϭ6ϱ

,e͕ Y.
,eiŬal͕ ,.
,ein͕ G.
,einrichs͕ .
,eũaǌi͕ M. :.
,ellŵich͕ Z.
,errŵann͕ :. s.
,erǌ͕ .
,esaŵi͕ ^.
,ess͕ M.
,etǌroni͕ .
,iĚaǇat͕ Y.
,igƵchi͕ <.
,igƵchi͕ E.
,obbs͕ ^.
,Ƃch͕ <.
,ofer͕ <.

ϭ64
ϭ3ϱ
ϵϳ
4ϵ͕ ϱϮ͕ ϳϱ͕ ϵϳ
ϱϮ͕ ϭ46͕ ϭ6ϵ͕ ϭ8Ϯ
ϳ4
ϭϭϱ
68͕ ϵϭ
ϭϱϬ
ϭϬϱ͕ ϭϭ4
ϭϬ4
63
ϭ64
ϭϱϮ
ϵϮ
ϭϱϮ
ϱϱ
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ϭϵϭ

/nĚeǆ of ^ƉeaŬers͕ Chairs anĚ PresenƟng bstract Ƶthors
,ofer͕ s.
,oīŵann͕ C.
,ollier͕ C.
,oltschƵlte͕ .
,olǌ͕ ^.
,oŵaŵ͕ ,.
,oŵŵes͕ M.
,ong͕ C.
,Ƃrŵann͕ s.
,ornig͕ ^.
,orƵǌ͕ ^.
,ossain͕ Z.
,oƵĚa͕ .
,Ƶ͕ G.
,Ƶ͕ Y.
,Ƶang͕ :.
,Ƶang͕ Y.
,Ƶang͕ T.ͲP.
,Ƶghes͕ :.
,Ƶgo͕ .
,Ƶŵann͕ Z.
,Ƶŵbert͕ P.
,Ƶŵŵel͕ .
,Ƶŵŵel͕ ,. .
,Ƶnt͕ T.
,Ƶr͕ :. ,.
,Ƶssain͕ .
,ǇĚer͕ ^.

ϭϮϬ
64
4ϵ͕ ϵ6͕ ϵϵ
ϭ4͕ 4ϵ
ϭϱ3
ϭ6Ϯ
ϱϳ͕ 88͕ ϭϳ8
8Ϭ
ϭϬ4
ϭ4ϵ
ϭ3ϵ͕ ϭ8Ϯ
ϭϮϭ
ϭϭ8
ϭ4Ϭ
ϭϬϳ
ϭϱ6
88
ϭ38
ϭϳ4
ϭ66
ϭϬϬ
ϱϮ
ϭ6ϵ
ϱϵ͕ ϭ3ϳ
ϳ4
ϭ4Ϭ
ϭϳϵ
ϭ4ϳ

/
/bĚah͕ M.
8ϱ
/bragiŵoǀ͕ T.
ϵ6͕ ϭ6Ϭ
/brahiŵ͕ :. .
ϭ3Ϯ
/bƟsseŵ͕ .
ϭϳ8
/ũaǌ͕ M.
ϭ4Ϯ
/liaĚi͕ M.
ϭϬϳ
/ŵren͕ M.
ϭϭϵ
/naŬ͕ .
ϭϳϬ
/noƵe͕ M.
ϱϵ
/raniƉoƵr͕ ^. ϵϮ͕ ϵϵ͕ ϭ4Ϭ͕ ϭ4ϵ͕ ϭϱϬ͕ ϭϳϮ
/rshaĚ͕ G.
ϭ84

ϭϵϮ

/saacs͕ Z.
/saŬeit͕ T.
/slaŵ͕ M. Z.
/sŵail͕ .
/sŵail͕ /.
:
:abeen͕ <.
:abran͕ <.
:ćcŬ͕ O.
:acŬson͕ T.
:acob͕ :.
:acobs͕ ^.
:acobsen͕ .
:aŬob͕ G.
:aŬobsͲ^chƂnǁanĚt͕ D.
:aŬse͕ :.
:alŬanen͕ Z.
:aŵshiĚnia͕ .
:anse ǀan ZensbƵrg͕ .
:anssen͕ D.
:arǀis͕ D. /.
:asiŵ lǌƵbaiĚi͕ . .
:aǀaiĚ͕ .
:eĚrǇcǌŬa͕
:esƵs͕ F.
:eƵn͕ Y. C.
:ia͕ Y.
:ian͕ ,.
:iang͕ :.Ͳy.
:iang͕ T.Ͳŵ.
:iangƵo͕ G.
:in͕ ,.
:in͕ ^.
:ones͕ <.
:oseƉh >ebel͕ T.
:ƵricŬ //͕ W.
<
<abir͕ . G.
<acǌŵareŬ͕

64͕ 68͕ ϳϮ͕ ϳ3
6Ϯ
ϱ8
ϭϬ8
ϭϳ3

ϭ64
ϱ8
8ϱ
ϱϭ͕ ϱϮ͕ ϭ4Ϯ
ϭ4͕ ϱ3͕ ϱ4͕ ϭϳϵ
ϭ63
ϭϳϱ
ϱ4
8ϳ
ϭϳϵ
ϳϳ͕ ϭϮϵ
ϭϱϭ
6ϭ
6ϱ͕ 68͕ 8Ϭ
6Ϭ͕ 63
ϭϮϵ
ϭϮϬ͕ ϭ46
ϭϬϱ
ϭϳ3
86͕ ϭ38
6ϳ
ϭϭϮ
ϭ4Ϯ
ϭ84
ϭϳϮ
ϭϳϵ
ϭϱ6
ϳϱ͕ ϵϮ
ϭ8Ϯ
ϭ6ϱ

ϭϮ4
ϭϬϱ

/nĚeǆ of ^ƉeaŬers͕ Chairs anĚ PresenƟng bstract Ƶthors
<aĚĚes͕ .
<aŇe͕ D.
<aiser͕ C.
<aŵel͕ M. . M.
<aŵiniaris͕ M. D.
<aŵran͕ M.
<anaoŬa͕ ^.
<arabƵǇƵŬ͕ F.
<araca͕ M.
<araoglaniĚis͕ G.
<ariŵi͕ :.
<ariŵǌaĚeh͕ Z.
<arolcǌǇŬ͕ ^.
<asaƉoŒlƵ͕ . .
<asiŵoǀa͕ Z.
<aƵr͕ ^.
<aƵs͕ s.
<aǁagƵchi͕ .
<aǁchƵŬ͕ >.
<aǇiŵ͕ M.
<aǌerani͕ F.
<eŬeƵnoƵ͕ ^.
<eles OǌtƵrŬ͕ P.
<eƉƉler͕ :.
<erlen͕ D.
<etelaar͕ :. W.
<haithong͕ T.
<halaf͕ M.
<halĚi͕ .
<haliĚ͕ ,.
<halighi͕ ^.
<halil͕ ^.
<han͕ . Z.
<han͕ .
<han͕ F.
<han͕ ,. . .
<han͕ /.
<han͕ M.
<han͕ ^. E.
<haroƵf͕ ^.
<hasŬheli͕ M. /.

ϭϱ4
ϭϱϵ
ϭ6ϵ
ϭ3ϵ
ϭϬϳ
ϱ4
ϭ68
ϭ8Ϭ
ϭ3ϭ
ϭ6ϱ
ϭ3ϵ͕ ϭ68
ϭϳϭ͕ ϭϳ4
ϭϳϮ
ϭϭϬ
ϭϱ8
ϭ3Ϭ
ϵϬ͕ ϵ8
ϭ38
ϭϮ8
ϭ83
ϭ3ϱ
ϭϭϮ
ϭϮ6
8ϳ
8ϭ
ϳϱ͕ ϵϬ͕ ϭ8ϭ
ϱ4
ϭ6ϳ
ϭ66
ϭ6ϵ
ϭϮ3͕ ϭϳϬ
ϭϭ6
ϭ6ϱ
ϳϱ
ϭ3Ϯ
ϭϮ4
ϭϮϳ
ϱϮ͕ ϵ6͕ ϭϬϬ
ϭ8Ϯ
ϭϱ3
ϭϭϱ

<hreibeh͕ M. /.
<hƵĚhair͕ M.
<iĚane͕ ^.
<iefer͕ ^.
<iŵ͕ . Y.
<iŵ͕ M. :.
<iŵ͕ Y. ^.
<leeŵann͕ :.
<leinhenǌ͕ .
<leŵentǌ͕ D.
<locŬe͕ .
<loos͕ W.
<och͕ .
<och͕ .
<oeǀe͕ D.
<ogel͕ <.Ͳ,.
<Ƃhl͕ :.
<oŵiǀes͕ T.
<ong͕ C.
<ong͕ P.
<ooƉŵan͕ T.
<ort͕ .Ͳ<.
<oǁalsŬa͕ :.
<racht͕ O.
<rall͕ ^.
<raǁcǌǇŬ͕ G.
<rebs͕ M.
<rell͕ s.
<reŵer͕ P.
<riŵi encheƋroƵn͕ ^.
<risnaǁaƟ͕ .
<roschel͕ :.
<rƺger͕ <.
<Ƶbe͕ M.
<ƵĚsŬ͕ P.
<Ƶhlŵann͕ U.
<ƺhne͕ ^.
<Ƶŵar͕ M. P.
<Ƶŵar M͕ Z.
<Ƶŵari͕ ^.
<Ƶniŵi͕ Y.

ϭϱϮ
ϭ83
ϭϬϵ
8ϭ
ϭϳ3
66
ϭ6ϳ
ϭ64
ϵϵ
ϭϭϳ
8Ϯ
4ϵ
6ϳ͕ 6ϵ
63͕ ϭ3ϵ
ϭϳϳ
6ϳ͕ 86
ϭϭ6͕ ϭϳϭ
ϭϳϬ
ϭ3Ϭ
ϭϱ4
ϭϭϱ
ϭ64
ϭ3ϵ
ϵϭ
ϳϮ
ϱϵ
8ϭ
ϵϮ͕ ϭ43
ϭϭ4
ϭϮϮ͕ ϭϱ8
6Ϭ
ϱϳ͕ ϵϵ͕ ϭϳϳ
ϵ8
6Ϯ͕ 63͕ 6ϵ͕ ϳϳ
88͕ ϵϳ
ϵ4
66
ϭ36
ϭϬϳ
ϭϳ6
ϭ68

ϭϵ3

/nĚeǆ of ^ƉeaŬers͕ Chairs anĚ PresenƟng bstract Ƶthors
<Ƶnǌe͕ T.
<ƵroŬaǁa͕ ^.
<Ƶrt͕ F.
<Ƶsaũiŵa͕ M.
<ǀarnheĚen͕ .
<ǁenĚa͕ ^.
<ǁon͕ D. ,.

ϭ3Ϭ
ϱ8͕ 8ϱ
ϭϳ8
ϭϱϳ
ϱϭ
ϭϱϳ
8ϳ͕ ϭ6ϵ

>
>agogianni͕ C.
ϭϬϳ͕ ϭ4ϳ͕ ϭϳ4
>aŵichhane͕ :. Z.
ϱ6
>anĚeǁeert͕ Z.
ϭϭϮ
>angenbach͕ C.
6ϳ
>anger͕ :.
ϱϳ͕ ϳϳ͕ ϭϮϵ
>aƋƵale͕ ^.
ϭϳϮ
>arbi͕ F.
ϭϮ8
>assoƵane͕ E.
ϭϭϱ
>atreche͕ <.
ϭ8ϱ
>aƵ͕ ,. Y.
ϭ63
>aƵterbachͲ,eŵŵann͕ Z.
ϵ8
>aǀroǀa͕ s.
ϭϭϬ͕ ϭϱ4
>aǁan͕ M.
ϭϮ4
>aǁrence͕ <.
ϭϬϵ
>e Mire͕ G.
ϭϬϬ
>eaĚbeater͕ .
ϵ6͕ ϭϬϭ͕ ϭ63
>eclerƋƵe͕ .
ϭϮϳ͕ ϭ6ϵ
>ee͕ ,. :.
ϭ33
>ee͕ ^.
ϭ8Ϯ
>ee͕ Y.
ϭ6Ϯ
>einhos͕ G.
ϭϳϳ
>eſn͕ >.
64
>eƉƉiŬ͕ .
ϭϳ6
>eƵcŬer͕ M.
ϭ33
>i͕ ,.
ϭ6ϱ
>i͕ M.
8ϭ͕ ϵ6
>i͕ P.
ϭϭ8
>i͕ ^heǌeng
ϭ38
>i͕ ^hiĚong
ϭϳϮ
>i͕ ^hƵ
ϵϭ
>i͕ W.
ϭϭ4
>i͕ Y.
ϭ6ϭ

ϭϵ4

>i͕ .
>iao͕ Y.ͲC.
>iĆo͕ >.
>iebe͕ ^.
>iŵ͕ U. T.
>iŵƉert͕ .
>in͕ .
>inĚner͕ <.
>ing͕ E.
>iƵ͕ .
>iƵ͕ :.
>iƵ͕ ^.ͲY.
>iƵ͕ W.
>oebenstein͕ G.
>oehrer͕ M.
>ohŵann͕ :.
>oƉes͕ T.
>oƉeǌ͕
>oƉisso͕ D.
>oƵlaŬaŬis͕ <.
>ƵĚiĚi͕ E.
>ƺth͕ P.
>Ǉsoǀ͕ .
M
Maeũiŵa͕ <.
Maeǀers͕ F.
Mahlein͕ .Ͳ<.
Mahob͕ Z. :.
Mai Thanh͕ >.
MaũĚ͕ Z.
MaleŬŵohaŵŵaĚi͕ M.
Manǌoor͕ F.
MarĚani͕ ,.
MareĚia͕ <.
Mari͕ M.
Marie Goleƫ͕ E. M.
MarŬell͕ ^.
MarƋƵes͕ E.
MarƟn͕ P.
MarƟneǌ͕ ^.

6ϭ
ϭϬ6
ϭ6ϭ
8Ϭ
ϭϬϮ
ϭ6Ϭ͕ ϭ63
ϭϱϭ
ϭ33
ϭϮϮ
ϭ46
ϭ6ϳ
ϭ3ϳ͕ ϭ4Ϯ
ϭϱϱ
ϱϭ
6ϵ
ϳϮ
66
ϭϬϱ
ϭϱϱ
ϭϮ4
ϭϭ3
ϱ4͕ ϵϱ
84

ϱϭ
8ϳ
84͕ ϵϮ
ϭϳ6
ϭϱ8
ϭϳ6
ϳϬ
ϭϮϱ
ϭ3Ϭ
ϳϱ͕ 86
ϭϭϳ
ϭϮ3
ϵϬ
ϭϮϵ
6ϭ͕ 68͕ ϵ6
ϭϳ6

/nĚeǆ of ^ƉeaŬers͕ Chairs anĚ PresenƟng bstract Ƶthors
MarƟns͕ F.
MarƟns͕ >.
Marǌani͕ Y.
Mashela͕ P.
Mashela͕ P. W.
Mason͕ C.
MaƟashoǀa͕ G.
MatsƵŵƵra͕ M.
MaƩas͕ <.
MaǇo Prieto͕ ^.
Maǌǌoni͕ s.
Mbili͕ E.
McDonalĚ͕ C. M.
McDonalĚ͕ M. Z.
McGaǁleǇ͕ .
Mc>eoĚ͕ .
Mehl͕ .
MehŵooĚ͕ E.
MeitǌͲ,oƉŬins͕ :. C.
MenŬhaƵs͕ :.
Menǌel͕ W.
Mer͕ M.
Messan ioǀa͕ E.
MessĠan͕ .
Messina͕ s.
Meǆia͕ .
MeǇer͕ G.
MeǌoƵari͕ .
MiĚĚleton͕ C.
MigahiĚ͕ M.
MigƵnoǀa͕ s.
MiŬi͕ M.
Millas͕ P.
Miŵano͕ >.
Mina͕ D.
MiranĚa ^ƉeranĚio͕ .
MiriŬ͕ M.
Mirŵaũlessi͕ ^. M.
Mirǌaee͕ ,.
MoĚheũ͕ .
MogaheĚ͕ M.

ϭ46
8ϱ͕ ϭ8ϭ
ϭϱ4
ϱϳ
ϱϳ͕ ϭϭϬ
ϳ4
ϭ84
6Ϭ
ϭϳϳ
ϭϱϭ
6ϭ͕ 64
ϭϭϳ͕ ϭϭ8
ϵ6
ϱϱ͕ ϭϭϭ͕ ϭϮϬ
ϱϬ͕ ϵϳ
ϭϭϵ
ϵ6
ϭ48
ϭ6ϱ
ϱϬ
8ϳ͕ ϭϮϱ
ϭϭ8
ϭϮϬ
ϵϳ
ϭϭϳ
63
ϵϳ
ϭϱ8
6ϵ
ϭϮϵ
ϭϬ8
ϭϱ8
ϱϮ
ϭϮϱ
83
ϭϱϳ
ϭ4ϭ
ϭ6Ϭ
ϭ4ϵ
ϭϮϵ
ϭ3Ϯ

MohaŵaĚǌaĚe Eaŵin͕ ^.
ϭ3ϭ
MohaŵŵaĚreǌaei͕ .
ϭ6Ϯ
MohanĚessi͕ . Z.
ϭϳ6
MohanĚesǇ͕ .
ϭϮ8
Moũib ,agh GhaĚaŵ͕ .
ϭϳ8
Molinari͕ ^.
ϭϱ3
Montecchio͕ >.
ϭϬ4
Moraiet͕ M.
ϭ6ϭ
MoranͲDieǌ͕ M. .
ϭ38
Moreƫ͕ .
ϭ84
Morgenstern͕ <.
88
Morris͕ C. .
ϭϱϭ
Mosbah͕ .
ϭϱϮ
MoƵŬahel͕ .Ͳ.
ϭϱϭ
MoƵnĚe͕ >.
ϭϱϮ
MoǇo͕ P.
ϭ8ϭ
MƵcheŵbleĚ͕ :.
ϭ4Ϯ
MƵhaŵŵaĚ͕ .
ϭϭϮ
Mƺller͕ C.
ϭ6ϭ
Mƺller͕ M.
ϭϱ3
Mƺller͕ E.
6ϵ
Mƺller͕ T.
ϭϱ8
MƵlƵŵba͕ :. W.
63
MƵniaƉƉan͕ Z.
ϱϮ͕ ϱ3͕ ϳϵ͕ ϭϬϭ
MƵnif͕ .
ϭϭϮ
MƵrithi͕ ,.
ϭϳ8
MƵrƉhǇ͕ .
ϳ6͕ 83͕ 86
MƵsaraũ͕ .
ϭ3Ϯ
MƵǇlĚerŵans͕ D.
ϱϬ
E
Eacro͕ ^.
Eagl͕ E.
Eaũar͕ .
EĄũeraͲZincſn͕ M. .
Eaũi͕ .
EaŬashita͕ ,.
Eanni͕ /. M.
Easeeŵ͕ M. T.
Eath͕ P. ^.
EatǁicŬ͕ .

ϭϳϵ
ϭϮϬ
ϭϮ8
ϭϳ3
ϭϳ3
ϭϱϳ
ϭ66
ϭϱ3
ϭ64
6ϱ͕ ϭ3ϱ

ϭϵϱ

/nĚeǆ of ^ƉeaŬers͕ Chairs anĚ PresenƟng bstract Ƶthors
EaƵen͕ Z.
ϱ3͕ 83
EcƵbe͕ .
ϭϮϮ
EĚeǀe͕ .
ϭϮϭ
EĚoŵoͲMoƵaleƵ͕ . F.
ϭϮ4
Eehra͕ C.
ϭϮϳ
EgaƟa͕ G.
ϭ43
EgƵeŵnang MaboƵ͕ >. C.
ϭϭ8
EgƵǇen͕ T. T. y.
ϭϱ4
EhlaƉo͕ T.
ϭ6Ϯ
EiassǇ͕ ^.
ϵϭ͕ ϵϱ
Eicolas͕ M.Ͳ:.
ϳϵ
Eiere͕ .
ϱ3͕ 6ϵ͕ ϭϬ3
EiŬolic͕ /.
ϭ6ϭ
Eissinen͕ .
ϭϳϵ͕ ϭ83
Eũoroge͕ ^.
ϭϱϵ
EŬansah͕ G.
ϭ8Ϯ
EorĚlanĚer͕ <.
ϵ4
Eorton͕ G.
ϭ4͕ ϭ8͕ 4ϵ͕ ϳϱ͕ ϳϵ͕ ϵϮ͕ ϭϬϬ
EoƵũeiŵ͕ .
ϭ8ϱ
EoƵriͲganbalani͕ G.
ϭϳ3
EoƵrineũhaĚͲarghani͕ ^.
ϭϮ8
EoǀaŬaǌi͕ F.
ϭ3ϱ
EƟĚi͕ E.
ϭϬ8
EƵrbailis͕ E.
ϭϱ6
EǁosƵ͕ >.
ϭϮϮ
EǇoni͕ M.
ϭϭϵ
O
ObaiĚoon͕ Y.
Oberhćnsli͕ T.
OboŬ͕ .
OerŬe͕ .ͲC.
OfƵǇa͕ T.
OgaĚa͕ P.
Oger͕ >.
OgƵr͕ .
Oh͕ .Ͳ:.
Oigiangbe͕ E.
OũeboĚ͕ M.
OŬa͕ Y.
OŬe͕ M.

ϭϵ6

ϭϭ6
ϭ4ϱ
ϭϮϵ
84
ϭϮϮ
ϭϮ6
ϵϭ͕ ϵ8
ϭ83
ϭϱ4
ϱϳ
ϭϮϮ
ϭϬϵ
ϭ84

PŬsel͕ C.
OŬƵngboǁa͕ F.
OŬǁeche͕ ^. /.
OlaĚele͕ O.
OlĚenbƵrg͕ .
Oliǀeira͕ . .
Oliǀer͕ Z.
OlƵfolaũi͕ D.
OlƵǁaũobi͕ . O.
Onaga͕ G.
OrĚon͕ F.
Oronũe͕ M. >.
OtƵŬa͕ .
OƵart͕ P. .
OƵlebsirͲMohanĚŬaci͕ ,.
OǁƵsƵ͕ .
OǇeŬanŵi͕ .
OǌĚeŵir͕ .
PǌĚeŵir͕ .
OǌtƵrŬ͕ ,. ,.
P
Paũar͕ :. .
PalliǇal͕ ^.
PaloƵ͕ >.
PalƵch͕ .
PanĚeǇ͕ Z. <.
PannǁiƩ͕ ,.
PaƉa͕ /.
PaƉaǀasileioƵ͕ .
PaƉloŵatas͕ .
ParaũƵlee͕ M.
Paraǁansa͕ . <.
ParŬ͕ M.Ͳ:.
Patel͕ .
PaƵlite͕ :.
PaƵllier͕ :.
Pelǌer͕ T.
Pereira Ěa ^ilǀa :r͕ :.
PereǇra͕ P. C.
PeriasaǁǇ͕ M.

ϭ3ϵ
ϭϬϳ
ϭϮ3
ϭ4Ϭ
ϭϬ6
ϭ68
ϵϮ͕ ϵ6͕ ϭϬϭ
ϭ4Ϭ
ϭϭ6
ϭϭ4
6Ϭ͕ ϭϱ3
ϵ4
ϵϵ
ϵ8
ϭ6ϵ
ϭ8Ϯ
6ϳ͕ ϭϭϬ
ϭϭϭ
ϭ33
ϭϳϭ

ϭ83
ϭ3ϱ
ϭϭ6
ϭϱϭ
ϭϮϮ
ϱ8
ϱϱ
ϭ6ϭ
83
ϳϵ͕ 8Ϯ
ϭϳϱ
ϭ4ϳ
ϳ6͕ 83͕ ϭϭϵ͕ ϭ38
ϱϱ
ϭϮ6
8ϭ
ϳ8
ϭϬϭ͕ ϭ3ϵ͕ ϭ44
ϭ34

/nĚeǆ of ^ƉeaŬers͕ Chairs anĚ PresenƟng bstract Ƶthors
Perner͕ <.
Peroǀic͕ D.
Peter͕ <.
PeƫƩ͕ T.
Phiri͕ E. .
PhoŬane͕ ^.
PicŬarĚt͕ T. T.
PieĚraͲGarcia͕ D.
PinstrƵƉͲnĚersen͕ P.
PlesŬoǀa͕ s.
Plooŵi͕ .
PofƵ͕ <. M.
PoghosǇan͕ .
Polster͕ :.ͲU.
Poncet͕ C.
Potenǌa͕ M. Z.
PoƵrrahiŵ͕ Z.
PoǇraǌ͕ /.
PreĚaũna͕ >.
PretoriƵs͕ >.
Priũono͕ D.
PrǌǇbǇlsŬa͕ .
PrǌǇŬlenŬ͕ M.

ϭϮ6
64
ϭϳ6
8Ϭ
ϵϬ͕ ϵ4
ϭϭ3
ϳϮ
ϭϳϵ
4ϱ͕ 4ϵ
ϭϱϵ
ϭϳϬ
ϭϬϵ
6ϵ
8Ϯ
ϱ3
ϭϭϳ͕ ϭϮ3
ϭϮ8
ϭϱϵ
ϭϮ8
ϱϭ
84͕ 8ϳ
ϭ6ϭ
ϵϭ

Y
YiƵ͕ :.
YiƵǌhen͕ :.
YƵaglino͕ F.

ϭϬϵ͕ ϭϭϳ
ϭϱ3͕ ϭϳϵ
ϭϱ4

Z
Zabe͕ U.
Zabenstein͕ F.
ZaĚƵtoiƵ͕ ^.
Zahŵani͕ ^.
Zaũ͕ <.
ZaũaseŬaran͕ <.
Zaũi͕ M.
ZaŵaŬrishnan͕ P.
ZaŵasaŵǇ͕ ^.
Zaŵbach͕ O.
Zaŵos Zoŵero͕ >.

6ϭ
ϭϮϵ
ϭϬϱ
ϭ68
ϭϭϱ
6ϳ
ϭ4ϳ
ϭϱ3
ϳϵ͕ 8Ϯ
ϵ6
6ϱ

ZaŵseǇer͕ :.
ϭ64
ZaschŬe͕ .
6Ϯ͕ ϭϱϵ
ZasheĚ͕ .
ϭϳϱ
ZashiĚ͕ M. M.ͲU.
ϭϭ3
ZasiƵŬeǀiēiƻtĦ͕ E.
ϵϵ͕ ϭϭϳ
ZaƵĚales͕ Z.
8Ϭ
ZaƵf͕ .
ϭ8ϭ
ϭ33
Zaǌaǀi sƵsan͕ E.
ZaǌǌaŬ͕ ,.
6Ϯ
ZeaǇͲ:ones͕ F.
ϱϱ͕ ϱϵ
ZebollarͲlǀiter͕ .
6ϱ
Zġgo͕ M.
ϭ4ϳ
ZeinecŬe͕ ^.
ϭ34
Zeis͕ F.
ϱϳ͕ ϱ8
Zeis rantes͕ M.
ϭϱϱ
ZeŵƉeͲsesƉerŵann͕ E.
8ϵ
Zen͕ >.ͲY.
ϭ4ϱ
ZeƵther͕ M.
ϱϳ
Zeǆhaũ͕ F.
ϭϭ6
Ziahi͕ .
ϭ4ϵ͕ ϭϳ6
Ziaǌ͕ M.
ϭϳ3
ZichertͲPoeggeler͕ <.
ϱϭ
Ziǀas͕ F.
ϭ4Ϭ
Zobb͕ .
ϱϬ
ZoĚeŵann͕ .
ϭϬϱ͕ ϭϱ6
ZoĚrigƵeǌ gƵilar͕ M. ,.
ϭ4ϭ
ZoĚrşgƵeǌͲGonǌĄleǌ͕ .
ϭ8ϱ
ZonĚon͕ ^.
83
ZoseƩa͕ Z.
8ϭ
Zosli͕ . Z.
ϭϮϬ
Zosner͕ :.
ϭϭ8
ZoƘbach͕ :.
ϭϮϳ
Zostas͕ M.
ϭ36
Zota ^tabelli͕ O.
64
ZoƩ͕ M.
ϱϭ
ZƂƩele͕ M.
8ϭ
Zoǀera͕ M.
ϭϱϳ
ZoǇͲMacaƵleǇ͕ ,.
ϳϱ
ZƵbin͕ .
ϱ8͕ 8ϭ
ZƵŬaǌaŵbƵga EƟrƵshǁa͕ D. T.
ϭϱϳ
ZƵŵbos͕ C.
ϭϮϱ

ϭϵϳ

/nĚeǆ of ^ƉeaŬers͕ Chairs anĚ PresenƟng bstract Ƶthors
ZƵŵboƵ͕ .
ZƵƉƉ͕ ^.
ZƵƵĚ͕ . <.
ZƵǎa͕ .
ZǇbaŬoǀa͕ D.

ϱ8͕ 6ϱ
ϵ3
ϭϱϱ
ϭ3Ϭ
86

^
^abah͕ Z.
ϭϭ3
^abboƵr͕ M.
ϵϭ͕ ϭϱ6
^aber͕ M.
84͕ 8ϳ
^aĚallah͕ ^.
ϭ8ϭ͕ ϭ8Ϯ
^aĚeghi͕ Z.
ϭϮ4͕ ϭϮϱ͕ ϭ68
^afarneũaĚ͕ M. Z.
ϭ6ϭ
^aglaŵ͕ D.
ϭϭϭ͕ ϭ4ϭ
^aha͕ .
ϭ3ϳ
^aharan͕ s.
ϭ4ϱ
^ahbaǌ͕ .
ϭ83
^ahin͕ /.
ϭ6ϳ
^ahoƵli͕ ^.
ϭ4ϱ
^aŢĚ͕ .
ϭ34
^aŬalaƵsŬas͕ ^.
ϭ8Ϭ
^alah͕ F.
66
^alaŵa͕ ,. ^.
ϭϬϵ
^alaŵa͕ M.
ϭϳϬ
^allaŵ͕ M.
ϭϳϱ
^allaŵ͕ E.
ϭϳϱ
^aŵara͕ Z.
ϭϳϱ
^anaĚaͲMoriŵƵra͕ ^.
ϵϵ
^anaei͕ .
ϭ8ϱ
^ancheǌͲMonge͕ G.
ϱϳ
^ĄnĚor͕ .
ϭ4Ϭ͕ ϭ63
^angǁan͕ P.
ϭϭϱ
^antos͕ Z. F.
ϭϱϱ
^anǌani͕ ^. M.
ϳϬ͕ ϭϬϳ
^arath abƵ͕ .
6Ϭ
^arŬar͕ P. <.
ϭ44͕ ϭ68
^arƉŬaǇa͕ <.
ϭ6Ϯ
^arrocco͕ ^.
ϱϱ͕ ϭϳϭ
^asanelli͕ E.
ϭϬϵ͕ ϭϭϬ
^aǇeĚ bĚƵl Zahŵan͕ ^. .
ϭϱ4
^calliet͕ G.
ϵ3

ϭϵ8

^chafellner͕ C.
^chenŬe͕ D.
^chiŬora͕ .
^chilling͕ :.
^chirĚeǁahn͕ T.
^chlćger͕ ^.
^chŵiĚt͕ C.
^chŵiƩ͕ .
^chŵitǌ͕ ,.
^chnabel͕ G.
^choeŵan͕ ^.
^chraĚer͕ G.
^chraŵŵ͕ ,.
^chƵbert͕ :.
^chƵlĚreich͕ .ͲC.
^chƵler͕ .
^chƵltǌ͕ P. .
^chƵlǌ͕ M.
^chƵerch͕ ^.
^chƵster͕ C.
^chǁarǌ͕ :.
^chǁeiǌer͕ P.
^egarra͕ G.
^engƵƉta͕ .
^enoƵci͕ ,.
^erŇing͕ .
^erranoͲPĠreǌ͕ P.
^erƵga MƵsic͕ M.
^eǇbolĚ͕ ,.
^eǇeĚebrahiŵi͕ ^.
^ghǇer͕ ,.
^haĮƋ͕ M.
^hahsaǀari͕ Z.
^haŬeel͕ M.
^halabǇ͕ .
^haŵsi͕ Z.
^haŵsƵnnahar͕ M.
^harŵa͕ ,.
^harŵa͕ M.
^harŵa͕ P.
^harŵa͕ Z.

ϱ8
64
8Ϭ
6Ϯ
6Ϯ
88
ϭ36
ϳϬ͕ ϭϳϳ
ϵϳ
ϭ63
ϭϬϮ
ϱ6͕ ϱϵ
ϭϳ͕ 4ϵ
ϵ4
ϭϳϮ
6ϭ
ϭ8Ϭ
ϭ36
ϭϬ6
ϭ4ϱ͕ ϭ6ϵ
ϭ3Ϭ͕ ϭϳϮ
4ϱ͕ 6Ϭ
ϭ4ϭ
ϭϱ6
ϭ34
6Ϯ
ϭϮϭ
ϱ6͕ 88
ϭϱϵ
ϭϳϬ
6ϱ͕ ϭϬϱ
ϭ33
ϭ6Ϯ
ϭϮϳ
ϭ3ϭ
ϭ8Ϭ
ϭϭ8
ϱ6͕ ϳϱ
ϭϭϱ
ϭ4ϳ
ϭ8ϭ

/nĚeǆ of ^ƉeaŬers͕ Chairs anĚ PresenƟng bstract Ƶthors
^harŵa͕ ^hiŬha
ϭϮϳ
^harŵa͕ ^hiǀali
6Ϭ
^harǌei͕ .
ϭϮϬ͕ ϭ44͕ ϭϳ4͕ ϭ8ϭ
^haǁer͕ Z.
68
^haǇesteh͕ E.
ϵ8͕ ϭϮϱ͕ ϭ3ϳ͕ ϭϳϱ
^hcherbaŬoǀa͕ >.
ϭϬ6
^hearer͕ P.
68
^heiŬh /Ěris MohaŵeĚ͕ .
ϭϬϭ
^helin͕ :.
ϭϳϵ
^,en͕ ,.
ϭϱϬ
^herif͕ M.
6Ϯ
^hiŵ͕ C. <.
ϭ44
^hiƋin͕ C.
ϭϳϵ
^hiǀalli oregoǁĚa͕ Y.
ϭ3ϭ
^hũƵa͕ M. E.
ϭϮ6͕ ϭϮ8
^hoaib͕ .
ϭϳ4
^ibƵl͕ /.
ϭ6ϵ
^iĚaǁi͕ .
ϭϳϬ
^iĚĚiƋƵi͕ M. .
ϭϬ8
^iĚĚiƋƵi͕ Y.
ϭ84
^ierotǌŬi͕ ,.
ϭ6ϱ͕ ϭ8Ϭ
^iheŵ͕ C.
ϭ8ϭ
^iŬora͕ Z. . ϭ4͕ 4ϳ͕ ϱ4͕ ϳϵ͕ 83͕ ϭ43͕ ϭ44
^ilins͕ /.
ϭ8ϱ
^ilǀa͕ G. .
ϭ48
^ilǀa͕ . <.
ϭϭϳ
^ilǀa͕ M.
ϭϮϬ
^iŵŵons͕ .
ϭϬϬ
^iŵoneaƵ͕ P.
6ϱ͕ 6ϵ
^ingh͕ .
ϭϱϭ
^ingh͕ D.
ϭ6Ϭ
^ingh͕ ,. P.
ϭ3Ϭ
^ingh͕ <. P.
ϭ8ϭ
^ingh͕ <.
ϭϱϱ
^ũoŬǀist͕
ϭϬϱ
^ŬoracŬa͕ .
ϭ8Ϭ
^ŵalla͕ <.
ϳϵ
^ŵith ecŬer͕ :.
ϭϭϭ
^ƂŒƺt͕ M. .
ϭ43
^oŵŵerfelĚtͲ/ŵƉe͕ E.
ϭϳ4
^ong͕ Y.ͲZ.
ϭ4Ϯ

^ooŵro͕ M. ,.
^osa Ěel CasƟllo͕ D.
^ƉalleŬ͕ T.
^Ɖieth͕ P.
^riǀastaǀa͕ M. P.
^taeŵŵler͕ D.
^taŵŵler͕ G.
^tarĮnger͕ U.
^tarŬ͕ C.
^teaĚŵan͕ :.
^teenŬaŵƉ͕ ^.
^teere͕ >.
^tefancic͕ M.
^tein͕ .
^teinerͲ^tenǌel͕ U.
^teinŬellner͕ ^.
^teinŵann͕ ,.
^tenǌel͕ <.
^tħƉnieǁsŬaͲ:arosǌ͕ ^.
^teǇn͕ W.
^tƂcŬli͕ ^.
^tƆǀring ,oǀŵƆller͕ M.
^tratŵann͕ .
^trehloǁ͕ .
^Ƶ͕ W.
^ƵasaͲrĚ͕ W.
^Ƶbraŵaniaŵ͕ G.
^Ƶgiŵoto͕ Y.
^ƺlƺ͕ ^. M.
^ƵnĚheiŵ͕ >.
^ǁann͕ D.
^ǁocǌǇna͕ T.
^Ǉlla͕ ^.
T
TabƵchi͕ <.
Tae ^eon͕ P.
TaghiǌaĚeh͕ Z.
Tahseen͕ ^.
TaŵbƵricͲ/lincic͕ >.
Taŵo͕ M.

ϭϱϳ
ϭϱϮ
6ϵ
83͕ ϭ4Ϯ
ϵϬ͕ ϭϬ4
8Ϯ
ϵ3͕ ϭϬϬ
ϱ6͕ ϭ8Ϯ
ϭ8ϭ
ϭϮϮ
ϭϬϵ
ϭϭϵ
ϱ6͕ 8ϵ
ϵ4͕ ϵϱ
6ϭ
ϱϱ
8ϱ
ϭ4͕ ϵϮ
ϭ66
ϱϭ
ϭϭ3͕ ϭ3Ϯ
6ϱ
ϳ3
ϭϮϭ
ϭ66
ϭ83
ϭ4Ϭ
ϱ8
ϭ4ϱ͕ ϭ46
ϭϬ6
ϭϮϮ
ϭ8Ϭ
ϭϬϭ

ϭϬϮ
ϭ3Ϭ
ϭ36
ϭϮ3
ϭϬ6
ϭ4͕ ϵϭ͕ ϵϱ͕ ϭϬϬ

ϭϵϵ

/nĚeǆ of ^ƉeaŬers͕ Chairs anĚ PresenƟng bstract Ƶthors
Tarai͕ E.
TariƋ͕ .
TaǀanƉoƵr͕ T.
TaǇat͕ .
TefƵ͕ G.
TeraoŬa͕ T.
TerharĚt͕ :.
ThalaǀaisƵnĚaraŵ͕ ^.
ThorƉ͕ G.
Thƺrig͕ .
TingƟng͕ D.
Tirchi͕ E.
TiǇagi͕ ^.
Tũaŵos͕ . C.
Tũaŵos͕ ^.
TobgǇe͕ <.
TſbiĄs͕ /.
Tofel ,aŵan͕ <.
ToghƵeo͕ Z.
ToŬ͕ F. M.
ToŬtaǇ͕ ,.
ToŬƵĚa͕ M.
ToŵaseƩo͕ F.
Toŵinaga͕ T.
Toŵoǀ͕ Z.
TonĚoŬ͕ . T.
Torres͕ .
Torriani͕ ^.
ToǇoĚa͕ <.
Trognitǌ͕ F.
TrƟŬoǀa͕ M.
TsagŬaraŬoƵ͕ .
TsaŬiriĚoƵ͕ .
Tsaltas͕ D.
TsehaǇe͕ ,.
Tsitsigiannis͕ D.
TsƵĚa͕ ^.
TsƵŬƵĚa͕ ^.
TƵan͕ ^.Ͳ:.
TƵnca͕ ,.
TƵran͕ C.

ϮϬϬ

ϭ8ϱ
ϭ84
ϭ43
ϭϳϵ
ϭϭϮ
ϭϱ8
ϭ6ϵ
ϱ4
ϭ64
ϭ3ϵ
ϭ4Ϯ
ϭϭ3
ϭϮϬ
8Ϯ͕ ϵϬ͕ ϵϳ
63
ϭ3Ϭ
ϭϮ6
ϭϮ4
ϭ4Ϯ
ϭϮϮ
ϭϭϬ͕ ϭϭϭ
ϭ3ϱ
ϵϱ
ϭ66
ϱϵ
ϭϭϱ
ϭϬ8͕ ϭϮϭ
ϵϳ
ϭϱ8
ϳϵ͕ 8Ϭ
6ϳ
83͕ 8ϳ͕ ϭ6ϵ
ϭϳϳ
ϭϬϳ͕ ϭϱϳ
ϭϬϳ
6Ϯ͕ ϭϳ6
ϭ3Ϭ
ϭ63
ϭ3ϵ
ϭ38
ϭ6ϱ

TƵrŬington͕ T.
TƺrŬŬan͕ M.
U
Ulber͕ >.
Ullah͕ M.
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Keynote Speakers
O KN 1
Achieving Food Security for all in the Foreseeable Future: What will it take?
P. Pinstrup-Andersen
Cornell University, Ithaca, Denmark
pp94@cornell.edu
Large increases in cereal prices in 2007-08 raised questions about the ability of world agriculture to produce the food needed by
future generation. Predictions about impending world famine and continued increases in food prices are plentiful but almost
certain to be wrong. Today, the world is awash in cereals and prices have decreased rapidly during the last three years.
Enlightened policies, appropriate investments in research and technological change and better utilization of the currently
underutilized productive capacity, are likely to result in continued increases in global food production sufficient to sustain a
long-term trend of falling but more volatile real food prices. The mission is certainly possible.
Increasing food production is necessary but not sufficient for food security. To be food secure, households must have access to
the quantity and kinds of food needed for a healthy and productive life. Very large stocks of food currently coexist with
widespread food insecurity. Appropriate policies along with public and private investments are needed to enhance low-income
people’s purchasing power or food production capacity. Considering both the supply and demand sides, this presentation will
discuss what it will take to achieve food security for all in the foreseeable future.

O KN 2
Gene- and biotechnology-driven approaches to durable pathogen resistance in cereals
P. Schweizer
Leibniz Institute of Plant Genetics and Crop Plant Research (IPK Gatersleben), Stadt Seeland, Germany
schweiz@ipk-gatersleben.de
Broad-spectrum, quantiative pathogen resistance is of high importance to plant breeders due to its durability. However, it is
usually controlled by multiple quantitative trait loci and therefore, challenging to handle in breeding practice. Knowing about
the underlying genes would allow its more targeted utilization by allele introgressions. With the available omics tools and data
of barley and one of its major fungal pathogens, the powdery mildew fungus Blumeria graminis f.sp. hordei, at hand we are now
enabled to functionally address genes for defense and attack on both sides of this plant-pathogen interaction at a genome-wide
scale. To identify genes that mediate race-nonspecific resistance of barley to B. graminis we combined a functional-genomics
approach based on genomewide transcript profiling and transient-induced gene silencing (TIGS, 1400 genes) with a genetic
approach consisting of association- and Meta-QTL mapping plus analysis of copy-number variation. This guided us to a shortlist
of approximately 50 candidates with converging evidence for an important role in race-nonspecific resistance of barley. We have
started marker-assisted introgression of potentially valuable alleles of some of these candidate genes in barley, followed by
assessment of multiple pathogen resistance. As a biotechnological approach, we use host-induced gene silencing (HIGS) in B.
graminis as well as the Fusarium head blight fungus to address potentially important genes for fungal attack and accomodation.
This is revealing another list of candidates for a better understanding of these host-pathogen interactions and for disease
control.

O KN 3
Landscapes, genetically modified crops and climate change: Wither IPM?
M. P. Zalucki
The University of Queensland, School of Biological Sciences, Brisbane, Australia
m.zalucki@uq.edu.au
The three-letter acronym IPM has been around for over fifty years and now not only guides research and extension in pest
management, markets pesticides and is claimed to be undertaken by many growers, it even resonates with public perceptions
and politicians. Whether or not IPM programmes are sustainable in the longer term under the conflicting stresses and strains of
the modern agricultural environment is debateable. For Australia as a whole over this period insecticide input costs per hectare
have increased faster than the price index, reflecting a mixture of more costly insecticides, changed cropping mix and increasing
cropping area with possible concomitant changes in pest abundance. I review two case studies of IPM development in Australia:
Helicoverpa management in cotton and management of an introduced pest, Plutella xylostella in brassica vegetables. Many pest
management practices have improved over time. In brassica and cotton, IPM is predominantly of the sample and spray variety,
increasingly with less broad-spectrum insecticides and, in cotton, Helicoverpa management has moved to transgenic (GM)
plants. The latter necessitates an area wide approach to insecticide resistance management (IRM) if the GM technology is to
remain stable. Any pest crisis will ensure rapid changes in practice and adoption of technologies, which mitigate the short term
financial stresses caused; however, regression to former practices tends to follow (e.g. in brassicas) once the crisis has passed. In
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most cases we cannot test objectively if changed management practices are responsible for changes in pest abundance, as
would often be claimed, or if the latter is simply a consequence of the weather and related large-scale landscape features (e.g.
area of host plants). Changing climate will impact on pest abundance and distribution and the effectiveness of biological control
in complex ways. For many systems the future of pest management practice will require a change to landscape or area-wide
approaches. Given how entrenched the three-letter acronym has become, it will all, most likely, be called IPM.

O KN 4
Social participation – Key factor for food security and rural development
C. Weller-Molongua
Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH, Eschborn, Germany
christel.weller-molongua@giz.de
The world will have to feed 9 billion people by 2050. Considering that fact, Food Security and Nutrition of a growing world
population is one of the highest priorities for international development cooperation. In addition to a better distribution of food,
eliminating hunger will also require increasing agricultural production in an ecologically, economically and socially sustainable
way. Including vulnerable groups is a crucial part in this process of transforming agriculture. Through its work in over 130
countries worldwide, the Deutsche Gesellschaft fuer Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) contributes to implementing such a
development-oriented agriculture which fosters agricultural investments and provides an income for the rural poor. Drawing on
practical examples from GIZ projects and programmes in relevant sectors and at all levels (national, regional and local), this
keynote speech illustrates the complexity of Food Security and Nutrition challenges, as well as the principles that guide the GIZ
in this work in order to find answers responding to these challenges. It covers issues such as promoting rural development,
developing policies and standards for sustainability, the market-integration of smallholder farmers, context-specific sustainable
agriculture and the empowerment of women and youth.
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Challenges in Plant Protection I
O CPP I-1
The Importance of Regulatory Data Protection and other forms of Intellectual Property Rights in the Crop Protection Industry
M. Carroll
Dow AgroSciences, Registration, Abingdon, United Kingdom
MCarroll2@dow.com
Different Types of Intellectual Property. Patents: These provide exclusive rights to inventors for a fixed period of time in
exchange for the disclosure of the invention. Patents exclude others from making, using , selling, offering to sell or importing the
patented invention for the term of the patent. The patent term is usually 20 years but in the crop protection industry the time to
first sales can be long and the patent term eroded. Some countries like those of the European Union can give up to an extra 5
years to compensate for this erosion. Annual fees need to be paid to keep patent rights valid. Trade Secret: This is a formula,
practise, process, design, instrument, pattern or compilation of information which is not generally known or reasonably
ascertainable, by which a business can obtain an economic advantage over competitors or customers. An example of this in the
crop protection industry is the technical specification of the active ingredient for any given pesticide product and the process by
which that active ingredient is manufactured. Trade secrets are sometimes called Confidential Business Information and are
protected forever but only as long as they remain a secret. By definition and unlike patents they are not disclosed but they must
be treated with respect and the appropriate internal systems must be in place to show that they are treated as secret. No fees
are required. Protection of Safety and Efficacy Data: In order to obtain a product registration which allows a company to sell a
product it is sometimes necessary to demonstrate safety and efficacy. In the crop protection industry it is necessary to
demonstrate that the active ingredient in a given product is efficacious in controlling pests and has no unacceptable side effects
on human health or the environment. These tests are expensive and take a considerable amount of time thus eroding the patent
life of the active ingredient. These studies can then be given a period of exclusive use in which no other company can cite the
data. The safety and efficacy data for a pesticide product are usually, but not always, given a 10 year period of exclusive use in
OECD countries. Conclusions: IP issues for the crop protection industry will become increasingly high profile as food security
becomes a key global issue.

O CPP I-2
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) in support of global IPM: a goal to meet pesticide risk
reduction challenges
1
2
3
S. Dachbrodt-Saaydeh , C. Kora , J. Edens
1
Julius Kühn - Institute, Institute for Strategies and Technology Assessment, Kleinmachnow, Germany
2
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Pesticide Risk Reduction Program, Ottawa, Canada
3
Ministry of Economic Affairs, Netherlands Food and Consumer Product Safety Authority, Wageningen, Netherlands
silke.dachbrodt-saaydeh@jki.bund.de
With the changing landscape of the agricultural value chain and increasing demand for sustainable crop production, a continuing
theme for discussion has been the question of what it takes to increase adoption of IPM at the farm level. Unanimously, it
requires an integration of support and efforts among all stakeholders to enable and advance uptake of IPM practices by
growers. While research into new IPM techniques is an ongoing requirement, there are still enormous gains to be made via
diffusion of established practices through networking and collaborations.
In October 2011, an international IPM workshop facilitated by the OECD aimed to identify strategies for boosting IPM adoption
by growers and its impact in reducing pesticide risks. In response to the workshop’s recommendations, an Expert Group on IPM
(EGIPM) was established to address the need for global collaboration in meeting local challenges in IPM implementation. The
findings and recommendations have been translated into an action plan to address recognized gaps resulted from numerous
group discussions. The EGIPM coordinates contributions from OECD member countries in moving forward various action plan
activities i) to further advance and facilitate coordination and information exchange about IPM via the OECD IPM Hub, ii)
promote and develop policies in favour of IPM adoption and implementation, iii) develop indicators of IPM adoption and impact
and iv) facilitate awareness raising about IPM among the public & food chain operators.
As a result to date the OECD IPM Hub, a platform for information sharing and cooperation between all stakeholders has been
developed. The platform ties together the wealth of information in particular related to IPM policies, programmes, production
guidelines and IPM case studies in OECD countries. Other ongoing work activities such as the discussion of policy instruments
and incentives to stimulate the adoption and use of IPM-methods will be presented and what these mean on the ground will be
discussed.
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O CPP I-3
Filling the gap – academic education in crop protection between basic and applied sciences
S. Weigand, A. von Tiedemann
Plant Pathology and Crop Protection Division, Georg-August-University, Göttingen, Germany
sweigan@gwdg.de
Introduction: The demand for stable and increasing crop yields with regard to a growing world population represents a major
global challenge. Innovative, effective and environmentally friendly plant health management becomes a key factor. The
development of crop protection methods requires the education of highly skilled scientists and executives in sustainable crop
protection, both in developed countries and in the developing world. Over the past decades, research and education have taken
a sharp turn towards specific and basic approaches in many agricultural faculties. This has led to significant advances in
fundamental techniques and knowledge, but has been associated with a loss in a system-related knowledge and expertise
required to address the complex problems caused by detrimental organisms acting within cropping systems.
Objectives: Experts understanding plant pests and diseases, the risks they pose and the strategies how these risks can be
managed are urgently needed, both on a practical and scientific level. As a consequence, the urgently needed strengthening of
the technical and scientific basis in crop protection requires a broader and multi-disciplinary approach both in teaching and in
applied crop protection research.
Methods: In 2010, an international master study programme ‘Crop Protection’ has been newly established at the University of
Göttingen. The four-semester programme offers advanced study courses covering all aspects of plant health and crop
protection, presented in lectures, seminars, laboratory and field courses, an internship of 6 weeks, and a master thesis project.
The language of instruction is English.
Results: The crop protection study program cooperates with research institutions and the agrochemical industry at different
levels (internship, lectures and practical courses, master thesis projects). Until present, students from 19 different countries
have been joining the programme. Several graduates successfully continued their career with a PhD or finding positions.
Conclusions: The master study programme ‘Crop Protection’ is an unique opportunity to educate and train young academics in a
key subject of crop sciences and provides a link between basic and applied agricultural research to meet future challenges in
crop protection.

O CPP I-4
The Yield Gap: Why farmers don’t achieve potential yields and what we can do about it
D. I. Guest
University of Sydney, Sydney, Australia
david.guest@sydney.edu.au
In the battle against food insecurity plant breeding and crop protection have significantly increased crop yield potentials.
However, despite the massive investment in new technologies since the Green Revolution, on-farm yields of major food crops
have increased only incrementally, while pest and disease losses remain high. In this talk I will discuss why the gap between
potential and actual yields has grown, and will propose that working more closely with farmers to identify research priorities
that lead to relevant and cost-effective outcomes is required to improve food security.
Sustainable production depends on good farming practices that maintain and improve crop and soil health. In many cases
farmers know what is required, but decide not to implement best practices because of socioeconomic constraints, or because
they lack the technical or financial incentives to do so. Farmers may decide that their investments are more profitably placed
elsewhere. I will use examples from our work with farmers in Southeast Asia and the Pacific to illustrate some of the reasons
farmers may choose not to intensify production and increase productivity.
Traditional, top-down, extension approaches tend to alienate farmers, extension agents and researchers. We have found that
early consultation with farmers and other stakeholders engages them in the research process and leads to better uptake of
research findings. Farmers are more willing to try new technologies if they are presented as a graded series of options, rather
than a set of fixed recommendations. Model farmers can be supported to implement and demonstrate each option to their
peers. We have successfully applied this participatory approach to assist cocoa, pineapple, citrus, tomato, potato, rubber, black
pepper, durian and jackfruit farmers in Papua New Guinea, Indonesia, Vietnam and the Philippines, and believe it can be used to
reduce the yield gap in other countries.
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O CPP I-5
The multiple dimensions of food security and their challenges: How important are plant diseases as major causes of food
insecurity?
C. Hollier
Louisiana State University, Plant Pathology and Crop Physiology, Baton Rouge, United States
chollier@agcenter.lsu.edu
Food security (FS) encompasses food availability (production, imports and reserves), physical access (transport, logistics and
supply chains), economic access to food (food pricing, economic status of population) and food utilization (food quality and
safety), all underpinned by stability. Each dimension may be affected singly or interactively by any of a number of transient (e.g.
disease outbreak in one season) or chronic (e.g. endemic diseases) factors. Plant pathogens directly affect production, imports,
reserves, food quality and safety and are major risk factors that lead to food insecurity globally. Historical observations and
current research aid in the understanding of the disease process and help with disease management planning and prevention.
As a means of management, risk factors should be recognized from the onset and reduced as much as is reasonable through an
integrated management system designed for known risk factors. This presentation will present the problem of food shortages
globally, why they exist due to the influence of plant diseases and examples of epidemics that lead to food insecurity.

O CPP I-6
Legal obligations re Access & Benefit SharingAn industry perspective
D. Muyldermans
CropLife International, Brussels, Belgium
dominic.muyldermans@croplife.org
Introduction: Since the signature of the Nagoya Protocol on Access and Benefit Sharing end of 2010 (“Nagoya Protocol”), the
topic of the use of genetic resources and access and benefit sharing (‘ ABS’) regulations related thereto have grown rapidly in
importance. This is especially the case since implementing (regional and national) laws are being discussed. Since October 2014
there is also an EU Regulation on Access and Benefit Sharing in force, which is one of the first regulations on ABS to come into
existence and will most likely be looked at as an example by countries implementing the Nagoya Protocol.
This new regulatory framework on ABS might impact the activities of the crop protection industry. A detailed analysis of the use
of genetic resources in the different steps of the research and developments process, and the possible rights and obligations on
ABS related thereto, is therefore needed.
Objectives: The three main objectives of the session are 1) creating an understanding of the new legal framework related to
ABS; 2) creating awareness on the relevance of the new rules for the crop protection sector through an analysis of the potential
use of genetic resources in the research and development process; and 3) identifying some issues and formulating some
recommendations.
Materials and methods: The session will start with a detailed presentation, including an overview of the relevant legal
provisions and an analysis of the different steps in the research and development process, as well as the potential obligations
related to ABS in each step. In addition, a few case studies will be analysed in an interactive discussion and grey zones and issues
will be identified; and recommendations will be formulated.
The overview of the relevant legal provisions will be along the following structure:
 History and background of the Nagoya Protocol
 Key legal provisions of EU legal framework
 Scope
 User compliance
 Monitoring user compliance
 Best practices
 Implementing acts
 National laws re access
Results and conclusion: The presentation is aimed at providing the audience with a thorough understanding of the key legal
provisions on ABS, and increased awareness about the potential obligations related to ABS while conducting research and
development activities in the crop protection sector. The interactive discussion of the case studies is aimed at identifying key
issues and formulating some recommendations.
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Identification and pathogenicity of South African Meloidogyne species
1
1
1
2
3
4
M. Agenbag , D. Fourie , C. Mienie , M. Marais , M. Daneel , G. Karssen
1
North West University, Unit for Environmental Science & Management, Potchefstroom, South Africa
2
Agricultural Research Council, Nematology Unit, Queenswood, South Africa
3
Agricultural Research Council, Institute for Tropical and Sub-Tropical crops, Nelspruit, South Africa
4
National Plant Protection Organization, Wageningen, Netherlands
agenbagmelissa@gmail.com
Root-knot nematodes (RKN) attack and parasitise agri- and horticultural crops globally, causing yield and quality losses.
Meloidogyne arenaria, M. hapla, M. incognita and M. javanica generally are the four economically most important species that
globally cause damage to crops. In addition, others such as M. chitwoodi, M. enterolobii, M. fallax and M. lopezi are also
important pests of various crops. The first aim of the study was to identify RKN species from roots/tubers/pods of crop plants
received for diagnostic analyses and from research sites across South Africa using molecular and morphological identification.
This enables construction of phylogenetic-tree and distribution maps. The second aim was determining the pathogenicity of RKN
species and populations identified during the study in a greenhouse trial (randomised complete block design with six replicates).
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) was extracted from mature females obtained from roots of crop plants received and subjected to
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) analyses. DNA of RKN species was compared to that of known species, representing the
respective standards, to ensure accurate results. For the pathogenicity study, 1 000 eggs and second-stage juveniles (J2) of the
respective RKN species/populations identified were inoculated on roots of a susceptible tomato cultivar (Rodade/Floradade).
Nematode parameters assessed 56 days later included egg-laying female indices, egg and J2 numbers and reproduction
factors/root system. The four economically most important RKN species as well as the emerging M. enterolobii (= M.
mayaguensis) have been identified. Other unknown species have also been detected and are currently being identified.
Pathogenicity of the various RKN populations differed substantially within and among species. Positive identification of M.
enterolobii, which is easily confused with M. incognita in terms of its morphological identification, during this and previous
initiatives will contribute towards research aimed at determining the distribution, life cycle and pathogenicity of this pest. The
latter will also apply for other unknown RKN species that are currently being identified.This study is ongoing and knowledge
generated will benefit the research fraternity as well as producers and ultimately consumers of produce.

O NEM l-2
Effects of amino acid treatments on nematodes
R. Bluemel, D. Fischer, M. W. Grundler
University Bonn, Molecular Phytomedicine , Bonn
r.bluemel@uni-bonn.de
Amino acids (aa) are naturally occurring substances that are important for all living organisms. The application of certain aa at
different concentrations affects various life stages of a broad spectrum of nematode species. However, the mechanistic details
for the observed effects remain elusive till now. To investigate this question, we analyzed the effects of methionine (Met), lysine
(Lys), threonine (Thr), isoleucine (Iso), 2-ketobutyric acid (Ket), homoserine (Hom) and tryptophan (Try) on the free-living
nematode Caenorhabditis elegans and the plant parasite Heterodera schachtii. The activity and development of C. elegans was
decreased by Try applications. No aa had an effect on the activity of H. schachtii. Interestingly, soaking J2 stage nematodes in aa
solutions for twenty-four hours, led to more female nematodes per plant for Lys, and less for Thr. The strongest effects were
observed when aa were supplemented to the nutrient-medium in a monoxenic culture of the host plant, Arabidopsis thaliana.
This approach reduced the number of female nematodes per plant for Iso, Met, Thr, and Ket. Additionally, slight negative effects
could be detected on the adult female sizes. Interestingly, these effective aa all belong to a group of metabolites that are
derivatives of Hom. In this study we were able to separate the direct effects of aa applications to pre-infective juveniles, from
effects that may also involve the host plant.
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Neuropetide Biology and Sociality Behaviours in plant Parasitic Nematodes
1
2
1
3
1
1
1
E. Robb , I. Vokřál , J. Dalzell , C. Fleming , A. Mousley , A. Maule , N. Marks
1
Queen's University Belfast, Institute for Global Food Security, Belfast, United Kingdom
2
Charles University, Pharmacology and Toxicology, Prague, Czech Republic
3
AgriFood Biosciences Institute, Belfast, United Kingdom
erobb01@qub.ac.uk
Plant parasitic nematodes (PPNs) significantly reduce crop production such that their control is a very significant issue for global
food security. Whilst much effort has focussed on understanding the interaction between parasitic-stage PPNs and their plant
hosts, relatively little effort has centred on understanding the behaviour of pre-parasitic J2 stage PPNs in the soil prior to host
infection.
Recent data on the chemical ecology of C. elegans illustrate a rich capacity for nematodes to influence the behaviour of
conspecifics. We aim to better understand pre-parasitic J2 behaviour to help seed the development of novel control strategies
that disrupt soil-based orientation-behaviours. We hypothesise that inter-J2 signalling modulates the behaviour of conspecifics
and set out to investigate social behaviours (dispersal, aggregation) and determine the role of FMRF-amide like (FLP)
neuropeptides in such behaviours.
The role of environmental factors, such as population density and CO 2, on the dispersal of J2’s was examined using a pluronic
gel-based dispersal bioassay. Results showed that worms derived from higher density populations dispersed significantly further
and faster than worms derived from less dense populations, e.g. after 6h, 43% of Globodera pallida J2s derived from high
density populations had dispersed compared to only 14% from low density populations; similar results were seen for
Meloidogyne incognita J2s. CO2 was also shown to be a considerable factor in dispersal as after 6h, 31% of a low density
population of G. pallida had dispersed after incubation in 5% CO2, compared to 11% incubated in atmospheric CO2 (~0.05%). The
effects of population density and CO2 exposure on J2 dispersal were found to be reversible.
Further qPCR analysis showed profound flp diversity within PPNs. Those flp genes most highly expressed were flps 6, 7, 12, 14,
16 and 18. The encoded peptides, along with FLP-21 (impacts sociality in C. elegans), were investigated for their ability to alter
PPN J2 dispersal behaviour.
In conclusion, our results show that the sensory ecology of PPN’s involves a complex array of both environmental and genetic
influences enabling successful orientation and dispersal of J2’s to a suitable host. This provides a unique system to exploit for the
development of plant nematode control strategies.

O NEM I-4
pro-1
The germin-like protein BvGLP-2 from sugar beet (Beta vulgaris L.) is a superoxide dismutase and participates in Hs1 mediated nematode (Heterodera schachtii Schm.) resistance
J. Menkhaus, W. Ye, D. Cai
Institute of Phytopathology, Department of Molecular Phytopathology, Kiel, Germany
j.menkhaus@phytomed.uni-kiel.de
pro-1

Resistance against beet cyst nematode (Heterodera schachtii) in sugar beet (Beta vulgaris) is controlled by the Hs1
locus.
Here, we report the identification and characterization of BvGLP-2 from sugar beet and potential function of BvGLP-2 in the
nematode resistance. The gene was identified by a comparative transcriptome analysis between resistant and susceptible sugar
beet roots after nematode infection. The putative open reading frame of BvGLP-2 encodes a peptide of 225 amino acids sharing
a high homology with plant germin-like proteins (GLPs). Expression of BvGLP-2 is root-specific in both resistant and susceptible
pro-1
plants, but enhanced by nematode infection only in the resistant roots, suggesting its possible function in the Hs1
-mediated
nematode resistance. To substantiate this, we tested transgenic sugar beet roots and Arabidopsis thaliana plants overexpressing
BvGLP-2 in response to nematode infection. In comparison, overexpression of BvGLP-2 led to a significant reduction in the
number of nematode females in both of transgenic beet roots and Arabidopsis plants, while knockout of the BvGLP-2 ortholog in
Arabidopsis thaliana ´Columbia`, a partial nematode resistant ecotype significantly enhanced susceptibility to nematode
infection. In-gel enzyme activity assays with recombinant proteins of BvGLP-2 that was either transiently expressed in Nicotiana
benthamiana or overexpressed in transgenic A. thaliana plants revealed that BvGLP-2 is a H2O2 - generating superoxide
dismutase (SOD). Furthermore, the BvGLP-2 overexpression in Arabidopsis specifically activates a serine/threonine kinase (OXI1)
pro-1
and its related signaling pathways. We conclude that BvGLP-2 represents a key regulator in establishment of the Hs1 mediated nematode resistance, which follows an OXI1-specific signaling route. A possible function mode is discussed.
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Influence of Brassica cover crops on root knot nematodes, soil abiotic factors and plant data in tomato production
1
2
1
3
M. Daneel , H. Fourie , W. Steyn , J. Lammers
1
ARC- Institute for Tropical and Subtropical Crops, Pest Management, Nespruit, South Africa
2
North West University, School of Environmental Sciences and Development, Potchefstroom, South Africa
3
University of Wageningen, Laboratory of Nematology, Wageningen, Netherlands
mieke@arc.agric.za
Plant-parasitic nematodes cause severe damage to various crops. Brassicaceae cover and/or biofumigation crops have been
investigated as an alternative strategy to control these pests. Factors that play an important role in determining efficacy of
Brassicaceae control strategies are climate, soil conditions and plant density. Brassica juncea (cvs. Rocket Trio and Nemat), Eruca
sativa (cvs. Caliente and Fumigreen) and Raphanus sativus (cvs. Doublet and Terranova) were evaluated in a field experiment in
the Mpumalanga Province of South Africa against a mixed population of Meloidogyne incognita and M. javanica. Tomato
seedlings (cv. Monica) were planted as a follow-up crop in these plots. Results showed a significantly higher yield (P< 0.05) in
both E. sativa and R. sativus-treated plots compared with untreated control (UTC) and B. juncea-treated plots. Nematode
control was also substantially better in the E. sativa and R. sativus treatments compared with UTC and B. juncea treatments
Statistical analysis showed that cover crops could explain 70% and 40% of the variation in nematode and plant data respectively,
while correlation analysis confirmed the relationship between nematodes and plant data. The effect of cover crops and abiotic
soil conditions on nematode variability was also investigated. Although changes in soil condition took place between time of
incorporation of the organic material and at planting of the tomato crop, changes were similar for all treatments. When the
effect of cover crop and soil abiotic factors on nematode variability was determined at termination of the trial, cover crops could
explain 31% of the nematode variability while 13% was explained by soil abiotic factors. The effect of soil factors increased from
0.6% to 13% during the trial period and was probably the result of the changes occurring in the soil substrate during the
decomposition period. Data obtained during this research demonstrated the benefit of using Brassicaceae crops for their coverand biofumigation characteristics to reduce root-knot nematode, increase crop yield and contribute towards soil health.

O NEM I-6
Host suitability and response of different vegetable genotypes to Meloidogyne incognita race 2 and Meloidogyne javanica in
South Africa
1
1
2
W. Steyn , M. Daneel , R. Slabbert
1
Agricultural Research Council, Plant Pest Management, Nelspruit, South Africa
2
Tshwane University of Technology, Department of Horticulture, Pretoria, South Africa
willems@arc.agric.za
Vegetables are an important component of the human daily diet and represent high value cash crops for small-scale- and
commercial farmers. The host suitability of 10 locally available genotypes of Amaranthus, 20 genotypes of Capsicum, 10
genotypes of Daucus carota, 7 genotypes of Beta vulgaris and 3 genotypes of Spinacea oleracea were assessed in separate
greenhouse studies for resistance to Meloidogyne incognita race 2 and Meloidogyne javanica respectively. Substantial variation
existed amongst the vegetable genotypes in the greenhouse screenings with regard to their host status to the respective
nematode species tested. However resistance to M. incognita race 2 was identified in Amaranthus genotype ‘Local 33’ and
Capsicum genotype ’Tobasco’, which was subsequently verified in a follow up trial using a range of initial population densities
together with a susceptible Amaranthus genotype ‘Bosbok Thepe’ and susceptible Capsicum genotype ‘Paprika’. Reproduction
factors of the nematodes were used as the main criterion to evaluate resistance. In the microplot trial, Amaranthus genotype
‘Local 33’ showed resistance to all inoculation levels while Capsicum genotype ‘Tobasco’ showed resistance at the lower
inoculation levels but not at the higher levels. Amaranthus genotype ‘Local 33’ can thus be regarded as resistant to the
population of M. incognita race 2 used in this study. The need exists for more frequent and extensive screenings of the various
vegetable genotypes in order to provide small-scale farmers with better options for improved and sustainable yields.
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From local lesions, via an inhibitor of virus replication (IVR), isolation of a gene involved in resistance to TMV, that induces
resistance to several plant pathogenic fungi in tomato - 45 years of research
G. Loebenstein, Y. Elad, A. Gal-On, R. Vunssh
Agricultural Research Organization, Volcani Center, Plant Pathology, Bet Dagan, Israel
gad-talma@barak.net.il
3

7

Cells inside a local lesion contain less particles (about 10 ) than cells in a systemic infection (6 x 10 ). Localization seems to be
due to reduced multiplication and not due to barrier substances. In the peripheral cells of a starch lesion on cucumber
cotyledons the number of TMV particles was about 1/10 compared with those in the central part of the starch lesion, with no
ultrastructural changes at the border of the lesion. Localization of TMV in tobacco, containing the N gene, is associated with an
antiviral protein - ‘inhibitor of virus replication (IVR). IVR was released into the medium of TMV-infected protoplasts from
Samsun NN tobacco. IVR inhibited virus replication in protoplasts from both resistant Samsun NN, exhibiting local lesions and
susceptible N. tabacum cv. Samsun plants (nn). IVR inhibited TMV in protoplasts and leaf disk. IVR also inhibited PVX, PVY and
CMV in leaf disks indicating that IVR is neither host nor virus specific. The 23 kDa protein from SDS-polyacrylamide gels yielded a
molecule with antiviral properties. Antibodies against the IVR protein enabled detection of the 23 kDA protein.
Sequence analysis of clone NC330 indicated that the C-terminus of the deduced protein is rich in aspartic acid and glutamic acid,
hydrophobic and with a helical structure. The NC330 protein is mainly a tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR) protein and leucine rich
repeats (LRR). Transformation of Samsun nn with NC330, encoding an IVR-like protein, gave transgenic plants, expressing
variable resistance to TMV and the fungal pathogens Botrytis cinerea. Transformation of tomato plants with the IVR gene
resulted in partial resistance to A. alternata, P. aphanidermatum and R. solani. The finding that an R gene associated with virus
localization also induces resistance to fungal diseases suggests that some R genes have a wider range of activity than has been
assumed.

O VIR 2
Anthropocene: viral spread, evolution and diversity in ornamentals
1
2
K. Richert-Poeggeler , B. Lockhart
1
JKI, Institute for Epidemiology and Pathogen Diagnostics, Braunschweig, Germany
2
University of Minnesota, Plant Pathology, St. Paul, United States
katja.richert-poeggeler@jki.bund.de
The term “anthropocene” coined by Paul J. Crutzen in 2002 (Geology of mankind: the anthropocene, Nature 415, 23) is referring
to our current epoch and illustrates the manifold influences by human existence and actions on geology and evolution.
Ornamentals are plants solely produced to please the eye of the beholder. The EU Commission stated 2014 an increase in flower
production and cultivation of ornamental plants. The collected data reveals that in the EU one of the world's highest densities of
flower production per hectare exists that comprises 10% of total world area and 44% of world flower and pot-plant production.
It is predicted that the market for ornamentals in the EU will further expand and grow to 37 billion Euros in 2016 (Swedish
Chamber of Commerce, 2011).
Global production and trade pathways as well as the consumer’s growing demand for new species and cultivars and their
availability in shorter periods of time open gateways for viruses. The mass production of naturally cloned material displaying a
uniform phenotype has an inherently high risk for multiplying and spreading viruses and/or viroids unwillingly, especially in case
of asymptomatic (latent) infection. The latter is a common feature for carlaviruses. Synergy of electron microscopy and
molecular biology tools were used to resolve these diagnostic challenges. In samples obtained in Germany in 2006 to 2012
comprising the families of Alliaceae and Convallariaceae as well as dicot host plants of the families of Cactaceae, Ericaceae,
Passifloraceae, Ranunculaceae, Scrophulariaceae and Solanaceae 12 different carlaviruses have been identified. Further
characterization revealed the presence of three different isolates of Shallot latent virus in Allium sativum and for at least three
Potato virus M isolates in Solanaceae. In the last 14 years, with the exception of the years 2002 and 2003, 7 different
tobamoviruses were detected in submitted plant samples out of the families of Balsaminaceae, Berberidaceae, Brassicaceae,
Cactaceae, Gentianaceae, Gesneriaceae, Goodeniaceae, Lamiaceae, Orchidaceae, Poaceae, Sarraceniaceae, Scrophulariaceae
and Solanaceae. The highest diversity of detected virus species was found in solanaceous plants. Interestingly, the occurrence of
tobamoviruses in distinct years was variable. Tobamoviruses are transmitted by contact. Thus strict hygiene and repeated
testing for a broad range of tobamoviruses during plant production and distribution is essential to avoid virus spread and to
recognize the spectrum of infecting tobamoviruses early.
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Emergence of plum pox virus, the most damaging viral pathogen of stone fruits, in Japan
K. Maejima, O. Netsu, M. Himeno, S. Namba
The University of Tokyo, Graduate School of Agricultural and Life Sciences, Tokyo, Japan
amaejima@mail.ecc.u-tokyo.ac.jp
Sharka disease, caused by plum pox virus (PPV, genus Potyvirus), is the most serious viral disease of stone fruits (Prunus spp.).
Among the eight known strains of the virus, PPV-D is the most important due to its recent spread from Europe to North and
South America and Asia. In 2009, we found PPV (which belongs to the D-type strain) in Tokyo, Japan, for the first time. PPV was
found in a new natural host, Prunus mume (Japanese apricot), which is one of the most popular fruit and flowering trees in East
Asia, including Japan. For the control of PPV, we developed rapid test kits for the detection of PPV based on
immunochromatography and reverse transcription-loop mediated isothermal amplification (RT-LAMP), which can detect PPV
within 15 and 60 minutes, respectively. Using these kits, the plant protection station of Japan has conducted nationwide surveys
for six years, and found more than 20,000 PPV-positive trees across 11 prefectures (Tokyo, Ibaraki, Saitama, Kanagawa, Aichi,
Mie, Shiga, Nara, Wakayama, Osaka, and Hyogo). However, the viral transmission routes in Japan are poorly understood, which
is hindering the eradication of PPV. Therefore, we collected geographically-diverse PPV isolates and performed a molecular
epidemiological analysis. Despite the low genetic diversity, the phylogenetic tree based on the complete genome sequences
enabled precise estimations of the transmission routes of the PPV-D strain at the national and international level.

O VIR 4
Infection of grasses and cereals by wheat dwarf virus and a diverse set of luteoviruses
1
1
1
1
2
A. Kvarnheden , I. Eriksson , E. Yazdkhasti , K. Sathees , R. Hopkins
1
Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, Dept of Plant Biology, Uppsala, Sweden
2
University of Greenwich, National Resources Institute, Kent, United Kingdom
anders.kvarnheden@slu.se
To understand the ecology of viruses infecting grasses and cereals, we have carried out virus screens and sequence analyses.
Barley yellow dwarf virus (BYDV)/Cereal yellow dwarf virus (CYDV) constitute a group of viruses in the family Luteoviridae that
infect grasses and cereals. They have a genome of single-stranded RNA and are classified into several species, which are
transmitted by different aphids in a persistent manner. The different virus species can be difficult to discriminate using
serological methods, and the high viral diversity is only now beginning to be revealed. In a survey of B/CYDVs in cereals and
grasses from different regions of Sweden and Estonia, we have detected a high virus incidence and sequence analyses have
revealed infection with BYDV-PAV, BYDV-MAV, BYDV-PAS, BYDV-OYV, BYDV-GPV and BYDV-RMV. The four latter species were
found for the first time in Sweden and BYDV-GPV for the first time outside China. Several species of BYDV/CYDV could be found
in the same field with up to three species in the same plant. Different viruses were detected in forage grasses and cereals
growing next to each other, suggesting that the forage grass was not the virus source for the infection in cereals. BYDV-OYV has
previously only been described as a single isolate from an oat plant in Latvia. We could now find isolates of BYDV-OYV in
different parts of Sweden. The first complete genome sequencing of BYDV-OYV shows that it is related to viruses within the
genus Luteovirus, but sequence comparisons reveal that it is distinct from the other species and should tentatively constitute a
new species. Wheat dwarf virus (WDV; genus Mastrevirus; family Geminiviridae) is also infecting grasses and cereals. It has a
genome of single-stranded circular DNA and is transmitted in a persistent manner by leafhoppers. In our studies to identify virus
reservoirs for cereal-infecting viruses, WDV was detected at a low frequency in randomly sampled ryegrass plants. Nucleotide
sequence analyses revealed that the ryegrass isolates were closely related to those from wheat. Infection tests with WDV
isolates from wheat resulted only in low infection rates and low virus titers in different ryegrass species and cultivars, while
wheat plants were very susceptible. The results suggest that WDV may persist at low levels in ryegrass and other grasses.

O VIR 5
Establishment of an in-vitro assay for functional characterization of the viral proteinase and processing of RNA2-encoded
polyprotein P2 of Cherry leaf roll virus (CLRV)
M. Rott, C. Büttner, S. von Bargen
Humboldt-University Berlin, Divivsion Phytomedicine, Berlin, Germany
markus.rott@agrar.hu-berlin.de
Question: The bipartite genome of Cherry leaf roll virus (CLRV, Genus Nepovirus, subgroup C, family Secoviridae) consists of two
positively orientated single-stranded RNAs, which encode for two polyproteins (P1 and P2). P1 harbors characteristic domains
for a proteinase-cofactor (PCo), a helicase (Hel), a genome-linked protein (VPg), a proteinase (Pro), and an RNA-depending
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polymerase (Pol). P2 encodes, besides a region at the 5`-end that has not been functionally assigned by now, the movement
protein (MP) and the coat protein (CP). The polyproteins are processed into their functional units by the viral proteinase. In-silico
analysis of the full-length sequence revealed putative processing sites similar to already proven sites of related nepoviruses.
Prerequisite for the functional characterization of viral gene-products is the elucidation of their processing into the mature
subunits. Aim of the project is therefore to establish an in-vitro assay to prove the proteolytic activity of the proteinase and to
identify the cleavage sites of CLRV.
Methods: The polypeptide constituting the putative proteinase of CLRV was heterologuesly expressed in E. coli and purified
under native conditions. Regions surrounding putative cleavage sites were cloned and expressed in-vitro, using biotinylated
lysins added to the nascent protein as a label. Activity assays were performed by subjecting the in vitro translation products as
substrates to the proteinase. By western blot and streptavidin-AP conjugates, processing at the putative cleavage sites was
monitored.
Results: The proteinase of CLRV was successfully expressed in E. coli und was purified by affinity-chromatography. The in-vitro
assay for the testing of the proteolytic activity of the proteinase was successfully established. Translation products comprising
the putative processing-sites of P2 were subjected to the in-vitro assay for their experimental verification.
Conclusion: The established in-vitro assay is suitable for experimental confirmation of cleavage sites utilized by the proteinase of
CLRV responsible for processing of P1 and P2.

O VIR 6
MicroRNA-like fragments from Turnip mosaic virus targets host gene HVA22D: a new opportunity to develop resistant crops
1
1
1,2
2
1,2
L. Pretorius , S. Iram , A. Geering , N. Mitter , P. M. Schenk
1
The University of Queensland, School of Agriculture and food science , Brisbane, Australia
2
QAAFI’s Centre for Plant Science, Brisbane, Australia
larasimone.pretorius@uqconnect.edu.au
Plant viruses are notorious for their rapid evolution, enabling them to overcome host resistance and making them highly
successful. We focus on a specific Australian strain of Turnip mosaic virus (TuMV), first sequenced in our laboratory. Previous
research found that this strain differed from other previously sequenced strains of TuMV and that its genome also coded for
viral miRNA-like fragments which were shown to act in a similar manner to plant miRNA in regulating gene expression. The virusderived miRNA-like fragments were found to target the HVA22D gene in Arabidopsis. The T-DNA mutant hva22d shows
increased susceptibility to TuMV. By introducing silent mutations in the viral miRNA binding site of HVA22D we were able to
interfere with miRNA-host gene binding. In addition, we have developed a decoy construct that specifically binds to TuMV
miRNA. Both of these approaches provide new strategies to create TuMV-resistant plants.
To better understand the mechanism of TuMV-plant host gene interaction, we focus on studying the function of HVA22D in
more detail. HVA22D is an abiotic stress inducible protein and is also thought to have a role in controlling autophagy. HVA22D is
one of five homologs found Arabidopsis, and is most tightly regulated by abscisic acid. The gene is highly conserved with
homologs identified in diverse eukaryotes; the YOP1 gene in yeast as well as TB2 and DP1 in humans have a role in tubuleforming proteins. The yeast homolog and those found in Arabidopsis are also thought to regulate autophagy in a negative
manner. HVA22D may be involved in changes of membrane composition due to environmental stresses. We hypothesise that
the plant may alter its lipid and membrane composition in an attempt to prevent the spread of the virus via their
plasmodesmata or to inhibit virus replication. By using HVA22D-overexpressing viral miRNA-resistant mutants we will determine
whether the plant does alter the lipid composition of its membranes of the mutant and wild type plants both challenged with
the virus. It is hope that this work will provide new plant viral resistance strategies and hopefully generate more durably
resistant crop varieties to increase food security for the future.
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Solving the challenges presented by soil borne plant pathogens through the application of nucleic acid detection methods
J. Woodhall, K. Perkins, I. Adams, N. Boonham
Fera, York, United Kingdom
james.woodhall@fera.gsi.gov.uk
Soil-borne plant pathogens are a significant constraint on crop production worldwide. Despite their negative impact on crop
production, relatively little is known about soil-borne plant pathogens compared to foliar pathogens. Hidden from view, they are
difficult to study. Often the symptoms expressed above ground can also be attributed to other diseases, environmental
pressures and nutritional deficiencies. Nucleic acid based methods offer quantifiable, specific and sensitive ways to detect plant
pathogens. Such methods can be utilized in solutions to the challenges presented by soil borne plant pathogens in principally in
three ways: 1. investigating the causal agent in disease complexes and the epidemiology of the pathogen; 2. determining the
effectiveness of integrated disease management strategies such as crop rotation and 3. Used to screen soil for the presence of
important pathogens as part of a diagnostic service for growers. At Fera, high throughput, bulk soil DNA extraction methods and
real-time PCR assays have been developed for various plant pathogens on several crops and are used as both a tool for research
and as part of a diagnostic service offered to growers. The development of such soil DNA extraction capable of extracting from
up to 1 kg of soil will be presented along with the development of new, more sensitive real-time PCR assays, including ddPCR
assays. Using case studies from Rhizoctonia and Verticillium in potato, cereal and soft fruit crops, how various diagnostic assays
have been deployed to determine the causal agent, investigate the epidemiology of a soil borne disease and provide evidence
for suitable control options will be discussed. Finally, how the methodology has been deployed as a diagnostic service to
growers will be presented. In conclusion, nucleic acid detection methods for soil borne plant pathogens offer a powerful tool for
the study of the group of pathogens and can offer a cost effective, rapid tool as part of service to growers.

O SOIL 2
Suppressive capacity of different decomposition levels of compost and its role on severity of Pythium and Rhizoctonia
damping-off in tomato and on substrate microbial activity
P. Millas
Instituto de Investigaciones Agropecuarias, Biological Control, Chillan, Chile
pmillas@inia.cl
Use of compost as amendment can be effective to suppress several soil-borne diseases. Decomposition level of amendment
plays a fundamental role in suppression, since immature composts or excessively decomposed organic amendments are
conductive to diseases. The objective was evaluate the suppressive capacity of a compost with different decomposition levels on
the damping-off caused by Pythium ultimum or Rhizoctonia solani in tomato plants and on the microbial activity measured as
the rate of hydrolysis of fluorescein diacetate (FDA). Pots were filled with compost incubated for 0, 9 and 12 month and a
conductive soil. The increase of decomposition level was corroborated by CPMAS 13C-NMR spectra analysis where O-alkyl and
Carboxyl picks were decreased with the time of incubation. Four pre-germinated seeds were sown per pot. The pots were
maintained on greenhouse conditions and were watered each two days to maintain soil moisture. The design used was
randomized block complete with 10 replicas. Variables were analyzed with two way ANOVA and Tukey test was used to mean
comparison Damping-off severity was rated with a scale on 1 to 4 at 12 days after sowing. And FDA activity was measured on a
spectrophotometer set at a wavelength of 490 nm. The decomposition level had effect on severity of damping-off, because
increasing incubation time of compost increased the disease caused by P. ultimum. None of treatments were suppressive to R.
solani because damping-off severity caused by this pathogen did not have significant differences with the conductive soil that
reached severity of 4. FDA activity was inversely correlated with incubation time and disease severity. The suppressive capacity
of compost is lost when advancing compost decomposition. Microbial activity measured as FDA can be a useful indicator of
disease suppression

O SOIL 3
Verticillium longisporum on oilseed rape - reviewing the state-of-the-art of a hidden pathogen with uncommon properties
A. von Tiedemann
University of Göttingen, Crop Sciences/Plant Pathology and Crop Protection, Göttingen, Germany
atiedem@gwdg.de
Introduction: Verticillium longisporum (VL) is a soilborne vascular pathogen of oilseed rape (Brassica napus; OSR) which does
not cause a wilt but induces premature ripening leading to potentially significant yield losses. The disease has been limited to
European OSR production, but in 2014, VL has been detected for the first time in Manitoba, Canada. The pathogen is an
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amphihaploid hybrid form of Verticillium and host-specific on Brassicaceae. Three different hybrids forming lineages with
distinct host specificity have been identified so far.
Objectives: The paper reviews the state-of-the-art on the disease and responses induced by VL in OSR.
Materials & Methods: The studies were conducted on a broad range of experimental levels, from in vitro to field applying
molecular, biochemical, physiological and histological methods.
Results: VL survives with microsclerotia in the soil and colonizes the root parenchyma intra- and intercellularly. Plants are
systemically colonized in a tri-phasic manner. After an initial biotrophic phase, for an extended period until plant maturity, the
fungus remains xylem-limited after which it breaks through the stem parenchyma to start its final saprotrophic phase.
Expression of cultivar resistance is restricted to the hypocotyl and consists of accumulation of cell-wall bound phenols and
lignins, and vessel occlusions. Resistance is quantitative and specific to VL, and does not operate against other vascular
pathogens. No soluble antifungal plant metabolites are detected in the xylem. VL does not affect plant water relations and
resistance induced vascular occlusions do not compromise drought stress resistance. VL signaling in OSR involves salicylic acid
(SA) dependent genes but not the jasmonate/ethylene dependent chain. VL induces elevated levels of SA/SAG in stem tissue,
which correlate with disease severity, indicating fungus-induced redirection of the phenylalanine/cinnamate pool towards SA
synthesis. In contrast, SA deficient nahG transformed OSR plants exhibit a high susceptibility to VL.
Conclusions: VL is an amphihaploid hybrid species, which is unable to induce wilting, switches from biotrophy to necrotrophy,
and induces accumulation of SA, implying a dual role of SA in basal and cultivar-specific resistance.

O SOIL 4
Developing, Implementing and Evaluating Management Strategies for Rhizoctonia solani on Sugar Beet
M. Khan
North Dakota State University & University of Minnesota, Plant Pathology, Fargo, United States
mohamed.khan@ndsu.edu
Rhizoctonia solani Kühn causes damping off, crown rot and root rot of sugar beet (Beta vulgaris L.), and is the most damaging
pathogen for growers in Minnesota and North Dakota, who produce 60% of the US sugar beet crop. Most commercial sugar beet
varieties are susceptible to or have only partial resistance to R. solani. Research was conducted at Hickson, North Dakota, USA,
to evaluate fungicide treatments for controlling R. solani. The site was artificially inoculated with R. solani AG 2-2 IIIB grown on
-1
-1
barley at 36 kgha just prior to planting. Penthiopyrad (14 gkg seed), a succinate dehydrogenase inhibitors, was evaluated as a
-1
seed treatment alone, and with a post application of azoxystrobin (0.7 Lha ), a quinone outside inhibitor. Azoxystrobin was
applied in-furrow at planting followed by a post application; and as a post application only. Planting was done on 20 May, 2010
into six-row plots where the innermost 4-rows were treated. Plant populations were recorded for several weeks early in the
season and at harvest. Roots were harvested on October 4, weighed and analyzed to determine recoverable sucrose.
Azoxystrobin applied in-furrow followed by a post application consistently resulted in significantly greater plant populations and
recoverable sucrose compared to the non-treated control. Penthiopyrad provided early season control by protecting plant
populations compared to the non-treated control, but was not effective during the latter part of the season since populations
were reduced. Penthiopyrad followed by azoxystrobin resulted in higher populations and recoverable sucrose compared to the
non-treated control. Extension specialist recommended the use of penthiopyrad as a seed treatment followed by azoxystrobin
at the 4-6 leaf stage. In 2014, about 70% of growers at American Crystal Sugar Company, the largest sugar cooperative in the
USA, adopted the use of penthiopyrad seed treatment the first year it became available. Seventy-three percent of survey
respondents who used penthiopyrad were satisfied with its performance and 75% reported excellent or good control with
azoxystrobin. The use of penthiopyrad as a seed treatment followed by azoxystrobin should provide effective disease control
and serve as a fungicide resistance management strategy to prolong the usefulness of these products.

O SOIL 5
The role of pathogens in scarab pest outbreaks and management
T. Jackson
AgResearch, Innovative Farm Systems, Lincoln, New Zealand
trevor.jackson@agresearch.co.nz
Scarab pests (Coleoptera: Scarabaeidae) occur worldwide and outbreaks are frequently associated with land use change or crop
renovation. High pest densities after land modification or invasion of new areas suggest a release from control by natural
enemies. Conversely, it has been found that chronic diseases are abundant among stable, lower density, established
populations. In the recent, severe invasive outbreak of the coconut rhinoceros beetle (Oryctes rhinoceros) on the island of
Guam, the beetle has been shown to be free of the biocontrol agent Oryctes nudivirus, which has successfully controlled the
pest and persisted for more than 40 years after release across the insect’s range in the Pacific Islands. Bacterial diseases
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(Serratia spp.) are a common controlling factor of the grass grub (Costelytra zealandica) in New Zealand pastures, but forestry
conversion to pasture has created Serratia-free habitats and spectacular outbreaks of the pest. Disease is re-established in the
outbreak populations by application of Serratia entomophila as a biopesticide. Drainage of swamps and conversion to pasture
has created conditions for an explosion of the population of Pyronota setosa, previously unrecognised as a pest, on the New
Zealand west coast. In time, without further disturbance, natural diseases build up and stabilise the populations. In all cases,
land use changes or invasion have created pathogen-free environments where the pests can prosper. Remediation can be made
through introduction of pathogens into the pest populations through inoculation, product application or land management.

O SOIL 6
Towards a technical attract-and-kill formulation within the project ATTRACT
1
1
1
2
2
3
4
4
4
P. Humbert , M. Vemmer , A. V. Patel , F. Mävers , S. Vidal , W. Beitzen-Heineke , H. Kleeberg , E. Hummel , J. Treutwein
1
University of Applied Sciences Bielefeld, WG Fermentation and Formulation of Biologicals and Chemicals, Bielefeld, Germany
2
Georg-August University Goettingen, Goettingen, Germany
3
BIOCARE GmbH, Einbeck, Germany
4
Trifolio-M GmbH, Lahnau, Germany
phumbert@fh-bielefeld.de
Several soil-borne herbivorous insect pests like wireworms, western corn rootworm and black vine weevil cause tremendous
losses in different crops like potato, maize or strawberry. Due to the fact that the control of these pests with soil insecticides is
severely restricted or was recently abandoned, there is a need for effective alternative formulation and treatment strategies.
The joint project ATTRACT aims at developing innovative attract-and-kill formulations.
These formulations are based on biopolymer beads combining an attractive component with an insecticide. CO 2-releasing
baker’s yeast which has the potential to act as an effective attractive compound for various insect pests was used as attractant.
Amylase was co-immobilized to achieve a slow-release of glucose from corn starch which is then converted into CO 2 by baker’s
yeast. For control of pest insects attracted to the formulation a neem extract, acting as the kill component, was co-formulated.
Here we report on the encapsulation and drying of this novel attract-and-kill formulation on lab and technical scale.
The co-immobilization of baker’s yeast, starch and amylase in Ca-alginate beads led to a significant CO2 production in peat soil
for up to six weeks. It was observed that CO2 release was temperature-driven thus matching CO2 release and attraction to the
mobility of insects in soil. Data will be presented on the generation of CO 2 gradients in different soil types and various moisture
®
contents. Beyond this we were able to co-encapsulate the bioinsecticide NeemAzal technical with an encapsulation efficiency of
about 95 %. Depending on the formulation, baker’s yeast showed high survival up to 60 % at a water activity of 0,1 during drying
of the beads.
For scale-up, high throughput encapsulation technologies like jet cutting and several drying processes were investigated.
Moreover the stability of the optimized formulations was investigated in accelerated and real time storage tests. Process details
and data confirmed that this formulation can be produced on large scale with high survival and good shelf life. Data on the
efficacy of this novel attract-and-kill formulation under field conditions and the capability of reducing wireworm damage on
potatoes will be presented by our partners from the group of S. Vidal.
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O TUT 1
Tuta absoluta Management Programs of IPM Innovation Lab
R. Muniappan
Virginia Tech, IPM Innovation Lab, Blacksburg, United States
rmuni@vt.edu
The IPM Innovation Lab (IPM IL) first became involved in forecasting and management of the South American tomato leafminer,
Tuta absoluta when it invaded Senegal in 2012. It organized a workshop in Dakar, Senegal in May 2013 to sensitize West and
Central African countries on the impending danger of invasion of this pest. When this pest showed up in Ethiopia, again the IPM
IL organized a workshop in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia for East African and South Asian countries in November 2013. At present, T.
absoluta is known to occur in Senegal, the Gambia, Niger, Sudan, Ethiopia, Kenya, and Tanzania in Sub-Saharan Africa. We have
also distributed pheromone traps to these countries for monitoring. In 2015, the IPM IL is planning on incorporating control
tactics of this pest in the IPM packages for tomato developed in Ethiopia, Kenya and Tanzania. Additionally it is planning on
developing a project for modeling future spread of this pest around the world.

O TUT 2
The tomato leaf miner, Tuta absoluta (Meyrick), pest status and its integrated pest control programs in the Arab region
1
2
A. H. El-Heneidy , I. Al-Jboory
1
Agricultural Research Center, Giza, Egypt
2
Melford Consultants LTD, Amman, Jordan
ijboory@yahoo.com
The spread and damage of transboundary plant pests and diseases have significantly increased worldwide during the last few
decades. This spread increase is attributed mainly to the increase in trade exchange with plant and plant products and means of
transportation of plant consignments that might be associated with pests and diseases. Among such pests is the tomato leaf
miner, Tuta absoluta (Meyrick) (Lepidoptera: Gelechiidae) which has recently invaded the Near East region. The pest is
originated from South America and was recorded for the first time in Europe in Spain in 2006. It invaded the Near East through
North African countries, where it has been recorded in 2008 in Morocco and subsequently in Algeria, Tunisia and Libya. Later, T.
absoluta was identified in tomato fields in Egypt and Jordan in 2009, Lebanon, Syria and Iran in 2010, Iraq in 2011 and Yemen in
2012.The T. absoluta is one of the most destructive pests seriously affecting tomato yields and production in most countries of
the region as the tomato is an important cash crop for farmers. The pest attacks almost all parts of the plant’s vegetative system
in greenhouses as well as in open fields. In case of severe infestation, losses could reach up to 80-100% of the crop. Moreover,
other vegetable crops within the same family have also been reported as plant hosts: potato, eggplant, pepper ….etc. Infestation
rate of T. absoluta across countries of the region increased faster than the ability to cope with it. Therefore, the governments in
these countries initiated integrated pest management (IPM) programs for preventing its further spread.IPM programs, based on
pest surveillance, use of sex and aggregation pheromones, biological control measures and adoption of phytosanitary measures
were implemented, with different degrees of success have been achieved. Regional collaboration and coordination among
countries of the region are still needed for national and regional sustainable strategy for T. absoluta management.

O TUT 3
Tuta absoluta (Lepidoptera: Gelechiidae) development on wild and cultivated plant species
T. Bawin, D. Dujeu, M. Fagan, L. De Backer, F. Francis, F. Verheggen
Gembloux Agro-Bio Tech-University of Liege, Functional and Evolutionary Entomology, Gembloux, Belgium
thomas.bawin@doct.ulg.ac.be
Introduction: The tomato leafminer, Tuta absoluta (Lepidoptera: Gelechiidae), is a widespread invasive species damaging
economically important solanaceous crop plants, including tomatoes and potatoes. Little is known about the ability of the
microlepidoptera to encounter and develop on alternative wild and agricultural plant species. These plants could provide
refuges and have to be identified for more efficient integrated management strategies.
Objectives: In the present study, we assessed under laboratory conditions the ability of T. absoluta to develop on such plant
species referred as potential hosts in the literature, including Solanaceae, Chenopodiaceae, Convolvulaceae, Fabaceae, and
Malvaceae.
Materials and methods: For each plant species, fitness tests were performed in Petri dishes by isolating single individuals with
excised leaf. Two choice behavioral assays were performed in flying tunnels. Volatile organic compounds released by
solanaceous plants were trapped using a dynamic collection system, and analyzed by GC-MS.
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Results: We found that Solanum species allowed higher larval survivability and shorter development time (from egg to adult
emergency) compared to the other plants. Non-solanaceous plants were not able to sustain T. absoluta larvae. Two choice
behavioral assays revealed that adult distribution and female oviposition did not differ between Solanum species, which were
preferred to other tested solanaceous plants. The hypothesis that female host plant choice is influenced by plant volatile organic
compounds was tested. Solanum volatile profiles showed similarities, and were presenting quantitative and qualitative
differences with the other tested solanaceous plants, providing some explanations in the observed behavioral discrimination.
Further electrophysiological and behavioral assays are required to confirm the effect of specific chemicals on the choice of the
oviposition site in T. absoluta.
Conclusion: It can be concluded that Solanum species are the more suitable hosts for T. absoluta development. Other
solanaceous plant species could be opportunistically colonized with little incidence but care should be taken in these results as
genetic variability in insects and plants, as well as plant physiological state, might have an impact on the pest survivability.

O TUT 4
Interaction between Beauveria bassiana and certain insecticides used for management of Tuta absoluta
M. J. Hejazi, M. Amizadeh, M. Arzanlou
University of Tabriz, Tabriz, Islamic Republic of Iran
mjhejazi@tabrizu.ac.ir
Introduction: Control of tomato leafminer is highly dependent on the use of conventional chemical insecticides. Synergistic
combinations of biological and chemical insecticides might yield promising alternative for management of this invasive pest.
Objective: The study was done to determine the potential of the entomopathogenic fungus Beauveria bassiana and chemical
insecticides chlorantraniliprole, dichlorvos, indoxacarb, and their combination for controlling T. absoluta.
Materials and methods: The effect of recommended doses of chlorantraniliprole, dichlorvos and metaflumizone on
germination, vegetative growth and sporulation of one native and one commercial isolate of B. bassiana was investigated in PDA
culture medium. In this study, the interactions between B. bassiana isolates and sublethal doses of the chemical insecticides in
nd
2 instar larvae of T. absoluta were also assessed. To test for the interactions, tomato leaves and the larvae on them were
treated with LC10 or LC25 of the insecticides. Then treatment with B. bassiana (at LC50 level) was followed 0, 12, 24 or 36 h after
insecticide application. The mortality of the larvae was recorded 96 h after fungus treatment.
Results: Chlorantraniliprole and indoxacarb did not reduce germination, vegetative growth or sporulation of B. bassiana.
However, these parameters of the fungus were significantly reduced following exposure to dichlorvos. The reactions were
similar in both isolates of B. bassiana. Applying B. bassiana immediately after insecticide treatment (0 h), caused antagonistic
effect in dichlorvos, and additive effects in chlorantraniliprole and indoxacarb treatments. Applying B. bassiana 12 and 24 h after
treatment with LC25 of chlorantraniliprole and indoxacarb resulted in synergism. But, synergism with LC 10 of chlorantraniliprole
and indoxacarb was observed only after 12 h. Treating the larvae with B. bassiana 12 and 24 h after dichlorvos application,
resulted in additive effects. Treating the T. absoluta larvae with the fungus 36 h after application of the insecticides resulted in
additive effect in all treatments.
Conclusion: Based on the results obtained, simultaneous use of the chemical insecticides tested and B. bassiana can be
recommended for T. absoluta control except for dichlorvos. The combination effect can even be improved by allowing
appropriate time interval.

O TUT 5
Semiochemicals mediate the tritrophic interactions between tomato plant, the leafminer Tuta absoluta and the generalist
predator Macrolophus pygmaeus
1
1
2
3
1
1
L. De Backer , R. Caparros Megido , M.-L. Fauconnier , Y. Brostaux , F. Francis , F. Verheggen
1
Université de Liège, Gembloux Agro Bio-Tech, Unité d'entomologie fonctionnelle et évolutive, Gembloux, Belgium
2
Université de Liège, Gembloux Agro Bio-Tech, Chimie générale et organique, Gembloux, Belgium
3
Université de Liège, Gembloux Agro Bio-Tech, Statistique, Informatique et mathématique appliquées à la bioingénierie,
Gembloux, Belgium
ldebacker@doct.ulg.ac.be
The invasive species Tuta absoluta Meyrick (Lepidoptera, Gelechiidae) originating from South America is a key pest in tomato
crops. Accidentally introduced in Spain, it has spread throughout Europe and North Africa within a few years. Macrolophus
pygmaeus Rambur (Heteroptera: Miridae) is currently released in tomato greehouses as a biocontrol control agent against this
leafminer. The effectiveness of predators partly lies in their ability to find their preys most likely by using volatile compounds
emitted by infested plants (HIPVs).
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In the present study we evaluated the ability of M. pygmaeus to use HIPVs to locate its prey. First, we found that M. pygmaeus
was able to discriminate non-infested versus infested plant in double choice bioassays and flight tunnel. Secondly, we collected
the volatile molecules released by T. absoluta-infested tomato plants. A total of 35 compounds were identified by gas
chromatography, including monoterpenes, sesquiterpenes and C6-compounds. Nineteen of these chemicals significantly varied
in quantities with the infestation level, and were used in the subsequent electrophyiological (EAG) assays, to determine whether
they were perceived by the olfactory apparatus of M. pygmaeus. Most of the T. absoluta induced-tomato volatiles (17 out of 19)
elicited electrical depolarization from M. pygmaeus antennae. Finally, we evaluated the behavioural responses of M. pygmaeus
to each EAG-active chemical in double choice olfactometer. We found that none of the behavioural responses were comparable
to those observed with natural blend. This study is a step forward in the understanding of M. pygmaeus attraction to T. absoluta
infested plants.
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O CPP II-1
Citrus Black Spot: history, epidemiology and pathways
1,2
1,2
1,2
1
1
3
4
5
6
7
P. Fourie , E. Carstens , V. Hattingh , H. le Roux , T. Schutte , L. Korsten , L. Hongye , A. Miles , M. B. Spósito , M. Dewdney
1
Citrus Research International, Nelspruit, South Africa
2
University of Stellenbosch, Stellenbosch, South Africa
3
University of Pretoria, Pretoria, South Africa
4
Zhejiang University, Hangzhou, China
5
University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia
6
University of Sao Paulo, Piracicaba, Brazil
7
University of Florida, Lake Alfred, United States
phf@cri.co.za
Citrus Black Spot (CBS) is primarily a cosmetic disease causing a variety of small black spots on mature citrus fruit, but in severe
cases in highly suitable climates can also lead to fruit drop. CBS has been researched over many years in South Africa, China,
Australia, Brazil and USA. Research findings are in agreement regarding CBS epidemiology and control measures. Despite the
fact that CBS has never been recorded to spread to new areas through movement of infected citrus fruit, and that CBS has never
spread to any part of the world with a Mediterranean type, winter rainfall climate, the European Union (EU) still regards
Phyllosticta citricarpa, the CBS pathogen, as an A1 quarantine pathogen and imposed a zero tolerance of CBS on fresh fruit
imported from production regions where CBS occurs. This is contradictory to pest risk assessments (PRA) on CBS by SA and USA
that concluded citrus fruit is not epidemiologically significant as a pathway for introduction of P. citricarpa into new areas. This
study presents a global perspective on CBS occurrence, CBS epidemiology and pathways for spread and introduction. The
findings are discussed in context with the recent PRA on CBS conducted by the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA), which
was disputed by an international panel of CBS experts from Argentina, Australia, Brazil, SA and USA. Based on existing and new
scientific evidence, as well as their collective experience of 545 years of CBS work, the CBS expert panel concluded that it was in
agreement with earlier PRAs, conducted by SA and USA, in which it was concluded that fresh citrus fruit is not a realistic
pathway for CBS to enter, establish, and spread within the EU to cause significant economic impact on their citrus industries.

O CPP II-2
Challenges and Successes in Biological Control of Nematodes
B. Westerdahl
University of California Davis, Entomology & Nematology, Davis, United States
bbwesterdahl@ucdavis.edu
Introduction: The phaseout of methyl bromide stimulated development of new biological products for nematode management.
Objective: Evaluate the effectiveness of new biological products for managing nematodes on annual and perennial crops.
Materials and methods: Replicated field trials were conducted in California, USA. Various products were evaluated pre-plant on
annual crops, and post-plant on perennial crops. Products evaluated included: DiTera (Valent, toxins produced in fermentation
by the fungus Myrothecium verrucaria), Nema-Q (Monterey AgResources, an extract of Quillaja, the soapbark tree), MeloCon
(Certis USA, the fungus Paecilomyces lilacinus), abamectin seed treatments (Syngenta), and several products containing plant
growth regulators and micronutrients (Stoller USA).
Results: Many of the products evaluated were effective, but testing revealed new challenges for implementation. For example,
two products registered for post-plant use on perennial crops showed increases in yield, trunk circumference, and tree vigor,
but did not always reduce populations of root lesion nematode (Pratylenchus vulnus).
Conclusion: Newly developed products have been shown to be effective for biological control of nematodes. However,
challenges to implementation need to be addressed including developing application methods and timing, product storage and
shelf life, cost benefit analysis, and developing grower confidence in biological control.

O CPP II-3
Challenges in insecticide discovery and development: a case study
R. Nauen, P. Jeschke, R. Velten, M. Haas, J. Meyer, G. Raupach
Bayer CropScience, Monheim, Germany
ralf.nauen@bayer.com
TM

Sivanto (common name: flupyradifurone) is a novel innovative insecticide belonging to the new butenolide chemical class. The
TM
discovery of Sivanto was primarily inspired by the natural product stemofoline (isolated from the plant Stemona japonica). Its
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unique pharmacophore system represents a new bioactive scaffold selectively acting on the insect nAChR, one of the most
important target sites for modern insecticides.
The new butenolide-based chemistry provides a favorable pharmacokinetic and ecotoxicological as well as mammalian safety
profile. Due to its physicochemical properties allowing versatile application methods such as foliar, drench, drip and seed
TM
treatment, Sivanto offers excellent and fast efficacy against a broad spectrum of sucking pests such as whiteflies, aphids and
psyllids in many agricultural and horticultural settings.
The ready-to-use SL-formulation (soluble liquid) provides excellent adhesion, spreading and penetration properties on leaves
with improved translaminar efficacy and rain fastness. Due to its safety profile to honey bees and bumble bees as well as
TM
beneficial insects, Sivanto perfectly fits into IPM systems and will be a sustainable tool to control sucking pests.
TM
Sivanto is active against resistant pests including cotton whiteflies and not metabolized by recombinantly expressed CYP6CM1,
TM
a cytochrome P450 enzyme conferring metabolic resistance to neonicotinoids and pymetrozine. Sivanto received an IRAC
(Insecticide Resistance Action Committee) 4D subgroup classification, reflecting its unique chemical nature. Thus it is a new tool
for resistance management purposes especially against resistant aphid and whitefly species.

O CPP II-4
Advanced IPM in greenhouses: a smart balance between ecological services and innovating high tech
C. Poncet, C. Zijlstra, P. Boonekamp, F. Lescourret
Sophia Agrobiotech Institute, INRA French National Institute for Agricultural Research, Sophia Antipolis, France
christine.poncet@sophia.inra.fr
Nowadays, greenhouse crop production constitutes the ideal candidate for cutting age IPM approach.
Several decades of IPM implementation in greenhouse productions have given valuable insights into the strengths and
weaknesses of these strategies. Due to their intensive nature , these systems allow the setting up of a wide range of control and
monitoring tools relevant to precision horticulture. In particular, the goal of “pest-free greenhouses” through the development,
use and integration of early diagnostics and precise application technology, is well adapted to high-tech, i.e. closed or semiclosed greenhouses. This issue has been addressed in the recently finished (2011- 2014) INTERREG Program ‘Healthy
Greenhouse’, supported by the EU and the Dutch and German provinces close to their joint border.
Nevertheless, low-tech greenhouses, with limited barrier against pest and disease entry, represent the most common
greenhouse profile nearly all over the world. In this case, owing to its median biotic complexity, this kind of agro-ecosystem is
also the most suitable candidate for the in depth investigation into ecological foundation of biological control strategies. This
issue has been tackled within the PURE project supported by the EU through the Seventh Framework Program. It has been
shown that, as biological control is a real part of IPM in protected cultivation via inoculative, inundative releases or conservation,
species biodiversity increases and induces many unexpected and even counter-intuitive direct and indirect interactions among
the trophic levels in the cropping system. We assume that building robust IPM strategies must involve characterizing the major
species functional properties as well as identifying complementary traits able to enhance ecosystem functioning.
The results of the INTERREG and PURE projects will be presented. Attention will be given to knowledge and technology transfer
from one greenhouse system to the other. Low-tech greenhouses might take over critical high-tech tools, which probably need
to be less advanced, and therefore less expensive to be incorporated in a low tech system. High-tech greenhouses might profit
from the knowledge of a resilient ecological balance between crop, pathogens, beneficials and environmental factors, as found
in the studies on low-tech greenhouses.

O CPP II-5
Moving towards a Non-Transgenic RNAi approach to control a chewing insect
1
2
3
E. Andrade , W. Hunter , V. Andrade
1
Embrapa, Cruz das Almas, Brazil
2
Agricultural research Service/USDA, Subtropical Insects, Fort Pierce, United States
3
Westwood MOA High school, Fort Pierce, Brazil
eduardo.andrade@embrapa.br
The discovery and use of RNA interference (RNAi) technology for insect pest management has been demonstrated under
laboratory and field settings (Bauman, et al 2007, et al., Hunter et al., 2010, Hunter et al., 2012). This new technology opens to
an environmentally-friendly control strategy, called “Highly Specific Pest Control’ (HiSPeC), which means, control a desired
target specie, with no effects on non-target species. The Diaprepes root weevil (DRW), Diaprepes abbreviatus (Coleoptera), is a
pest of citrus trees in that the larvae feed directly on the tree roots and the adults feed on the leaves. In order to develop RNAi
based approaches to control CRW, we screened dsRNA molecules designed to several CRW transcripts (single or combined).
Each dsRNA was tested in feeding bioassay designed for larvae or adult. For larvae, the dsRNA was mixed with the diet and
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individual larvae was let to feed on the diet/dsRNA for 10 days, when larvae mortality was scored. For adults, a dsRNA solution
was sprayed over a leaf bouquet, and after it dries, was caged with 20 adults. The bouquet was replaced every 5 days. Insect
mortality was recorded daily up to 15 days and compared with the controls (water and GFP dsRNA). RT-qPCR analysis was
carried out to evaluate down-regulation of RNAi targets. Among all dsRNA molecules tested, dsRNAs “F” and “S” induced higher
mortality to both life stages. Larvae mortality reach 60% with dsRNA “F” and 65% when we used a combination of dsRNA “F”
and “S”. It seems that the adults were more sensitive to dsRNA ingestion, as the mortality induced by a combined dsRNA “F” and
“S” reaches 84%. RT-qPCR analysis corroborates with mortality data. Furthermore, the higher mortality in adults was correlated
with a higher gene suppression compared to larvae. These results indicates that DRW is susceptible to orally ingested dsRNA,
open a possibility to use non-transgenic RNAi strategies to control DRW.
Baum et al., 2007. Control of coleopteran insect pests through RNA interference. Nat. Biotec., 25, 1322-1326.
Hunter et al. 2012. Advances in RNA interference: dsRNA treatment in trees and grapevines for insect pest population
suppression. Southwestern Entomol. 37(1):85-87.
Hunter et al., 2010. Large-scale field application of RNAi technology reducing Israeli Acute Paralysis Virus disease in honey bees.
PLoS Pathog., 6, p. e1001160.

O CPP II-6
Rodent damage, management and rodenticide use in Europe
J. Jacob
Julius Kühn-Institut (JKI), Institut für Pflanzenschutz in Gartenbau und Forst, Münster, Germany
jens.jacob@jki.bund.de
Rodent population outbreaks of common voles (Microtus arvalis), field voles (M. agrestis) and water voles (Arvicola spec.) can
severely interfere with cropping in several agricultural and forestry sectors. During outbreaks, common voles infest millions of
hectares of agricultural land in Europe and can cause pre-harvest damage >100 million € at the country level.
Often, rodenticides are applied at large scale during outbreaks to manage overabundant pest rodent populations despite
environmental concerns. In the European Union (EU) only approved rodenticides are allowed be used in plant protection. During
recent years, the availability of such rodenticides for plant protection has decreased considerably partially because of shifting of
compounds and associated products to the biocide market. About 150 rodenticidal products are available for plant protection
and more than 1,600 biocidal rodenticidal products are registered currently in the EU.
The decreasing availability of rodenticides and environmental risk that can be associated with rodenticide use call for minimizing
the use of rodenticides and for suitable alternatives. Several non-chemical management techniques can be used to manage
overabundant rodents. However, efficacy and environmental risk are rarely quantified and all methods seem to have
disadvantages to some degree including conflict with conservation aims. This demonstrates the need to systematically assess
existing techniques and to develop more suitable methods or combinations of methods to reduce the negative impact of pest
rodents in cropping with an ecologically acceptable and economically feasible approach.
In this presentation damage will be quantified, the recent developments of registration of rodenticidal compounds and products
in the EU outlined and alternatives to the use of rodenticides in plant protection presented.
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O NEM II-1
Mitigation of root knot nematode damage in carrot production by a seed-delivered nematicide
J. O. Becker, L. Lüders, J. Smith Becker, A. Ploeg
University of California - Riverside, Nematology, Riverside, United States
obecker@ucr.edu
California accounts for about 80% of the US fresh market carrot production. Root knot nematodes (Meloidogyne spp.) are the
primary cause of plant disease problems expressed as root galling and forking. Resulting production loss has been conservatively
estimated at 5-8% despite use of various soil fumigants. Currently no effective non-fumigant nematicide is registered in
California and no root-knot nematode-resistant cultivar is commercially available. There is considerable interest by stakeholders
and State agencies to reduce fumigant use because of their negative impact on air quality and potential exposure risk. In
greenhouse studies, seed coating with the microbial-derived nematicide abamectin, provided by Syngenta Crop Protection,
mitigated early root stunting by reducing root penetration of second-stage juveniles (J2) of the Southern root knot nematode M.
incognita. Reduction in root galling followed a positive dose-response up to the highest tested application rate of 0.016 mg
a.i./seed. Field trials with fresh market carrots (cv. Imperator 58) were conducted at two sandy loam test sites, both infested
3
3
with M. incognita (average Pi SITE 1 = 95 J2/100 cm ; Pi SITE 2 = 34 J2/100 cm ). Each 3-month long trial was set up as a randomized
complete block with 5 replications. Abamectin seed coating (0.016 mg/seed) reduced root galling by 54% and 32%, and
increased marketable yield by 47% and 27%, respectively compared to the non-treated control. In summary, the seed-delivered
biorational nematicide abamectin at approximately 40 g a.i./ha significantly mitigated root-knot nematode damage in carrots
and increased marketable yield. Nematicidal seed coating promises economical and environmental benefits and is a major
advancement for reduced risk farming.

O NEM II-2
BioAct™ DC Liquid - New Liquid Solution for Biological Control of Nematodes
P. Lüth, U. Eiben, M. Rist, B. Hitzberger
Bayer CropScience, Malchow/Poel, Germany
peter.lueth@bayer.com
BioAct™ is a high-quality solution for nematode control available as WP (wettable powder) and WG (water-dispersible granules)
formulations based on living spores of the fungus Purpureocillium lilacinum strain 251. Bayer CropScience is further improving
BioAct™ by optimizating the fermentation process of the active fungus and by developing a liquid formulation of the spores.
Tests have shown enhanced soil penetration, more convenient handling and improved shelf-life based on an enhanced
temperature stability of BioAct™ DC Liquid.

O NEM II-3
Using bacterial antagonists of fungal pathogens for control of root-knot nematodes on tomato
1
1
2
M. Adam , H. Heuer , J. Hallmann
1
Julius Kühn-Institut, Federal Research Centre for Cultivated Plants, Institute for Epidemiology and Pathogen Diagnostics,
Braunschweig, Germany
2
Julius Kühn-Institut, Federal Research Centre for Cultivated Plants, Institute for Epidemiology and Pathogen Diagnostics,
Münster, Germany
johannes.hallmann@jki.bund.de
Introduction: Crop infestation by root-knot nematodes often facilitates infection by soil-borne fungal pathogens resulting in
synergistic yield losses. Individual control of each pathogen is time consuming and expensive. Within this respect, control
measures that target both pathogens at the same time would provide an ideal solution. Such option is seen in microbial
antagonists with dual use against nematode and fungal pathogens.
Objectives: To study the potential of bacterial antagonists of fungal pathogens to control the root-knot nematode Meloidogyne
incognita on tomato and describe the mode-of-action.
Materials and methods: Seven bacterial antagonists of Rhizoctonia solani and Verticillium dahliae applied as seed treatment
were screened for their potential to control M. incognita on tomato. Rhizobium etli G12 served as positive control and
Escherichia coli JM109 as negative control. The top isolates were further tested regarding their mode-of-action, i.e. nematicidal
potential of bacterial supernatants, direct antagonism, repellence, and induced systemic resistance.
Results: Following seed application three Bacillus subtilis isolates, i.e. Sb4-23, Mc5-Re2 and Mc2-Re2, plus the positive control R.
etli G12 significantly reduced the number of galls and egg masses. Best control was achieved by Sb4-23 and R. etli G12 with over
90% reduction in number of egg masses. A soil drench with bacterial supernatants significantly reduced egg masses produced by
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M. incognita on tomato by up to 62% compared with the non-treated control. In choice tests bacteria treated plants showed a
tendency to be less attractive for M. incognita than non-treated plants. All tested bacterial antagonists induced systemic
resistance towards M. incognita as indicated in a split-root test system. When induced systemic resistance was combined with
direct antagonism overall control potential was not enhanced. Therefore, the plant mediated effect is seen as the main modeof-action of the tested bacterial antagonists in controlling M. incognita on tomato.
Conclusions: Bacteria known for their antagonistic activity against soil-borne fungal pathogens also suppressed M. incognita on
tomato. Such “multi-purpose” bacteria might provide new options controlling nematode-fungus disease complexes that cause
synergistic yield losses.

O NEM II-4
Endemic Pasteuria penetrans Isolates for Root-knot nematode Control in Thailand
T. Khaithong, M. Iemwimangsa, T. Sarapat, P. Thammakijjawat
Ministry of Agriculture and Co-operatives, Department of Agriculture, Bangkok, Thailand
khaithong@yahoo.com
Root-knot nematodes (Meloidogyne spp.) are the key plant parasitic nematodes which destroy several crops in Thailand each
year. Severe damages occur in many crops such as potato, tomato, chili pepper, black pepper, and guava. In addition increasing
problems have been reported in cassava. Root-knot nematodes control in Thailand depends on crop rotation and non-fumigant
nematicides; however, few nematicides are available. Biological control is an alternative option for root-knot nematode control.
Pasteuria penetrans (Sayre & Starr) Thorne is an obligate hyperparasite of root-knot nematodes which can destroy the fecundity
of a female nematode by the propagation of bacterial spores within nematode body. Endemic isolates of P. penetrans, which
may have higher efficacy for controlling local nematode populations, were collected and evaluated for their potential. Eight
Pasteuria isolates, obtained from root-knot nematode populations infected on Solanum tuberosum cv. Atlantic, Coleus
parvifolius and Capsicum annuum were evaluated in a greenhouse for the efficacy on M. incognita control. The experiment was
6
arranged in a completely randomized design with 5 replicates. P. penetrans isolates were applied at 10 spores/200 g soil and
compared with 0.1 g cadusafos 10 G, inoculated, and non-inoculated control. Each pot was inoculated with 600 second stage
juveniles. Five P. penetrans isolates reduced eggmass production on tomato roots lower than inoculated control. The numbers
of second stage juveniles in the soil were not significantly different from inoculated control. The percentage of sporeencumbered juveniles in all P. penetrans treatments were low, the highest was 22.6%. However, higher percentage of sporeencumbered juveniles is expected when spores produced in mature female nematodes embedded in the roots are released into
the soil. Endemic P. penetrans isolates showed promising results in M. incognita control. Therefore, screening for high infectivity
isolates against broad root-knot nematodes populations will benefit the development of these bacteria as biocontrol agents for
root-knot nematodes control in Thailand.
Figure 1

Figure 2
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O NEM II-5
Biofumigation using mustard for nematode disease control – Canadian contributions
Q. Yu
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Eastern Cereal and Oilseed Research Center, Ottawa

qing.yu@agr.gc.ca
Biofumigation sensu stricto refers to the suppression of pests, weeds, pathogens and nematodes by volatile biocidal compounds
mainly isothiocyanates released from Brassicaceous plants when glucosinolates in their tissues are hydrolysed. Biofumagation
for soil borne diseases, and pest control, results have not been consistent. In Canada, recent research using Canadian oriental
mustard (Brassica juncea L.) has shown great potential for nematode control. Allyl isothiocynate (AITC) is the most toxic
isothiocynates on several nematode pests such as root-lesion nematodes (Pratylenchus spp.), cyst nematodes (Heterodera spp.)
and root-knot nematodes (Meloidogyne spp.), and the toxicities are species selective. Canadian variety Forge has the highest
concentration of AITC, reaching up to 1% in it seeds. Different materials such as bran, seed meal and defatted seed meal have
significant different concentrations of AITC, therefore were shown different nematicidal activities. Physical properties such as
particle size; and environmental factors such as amount of water applied after application of materials also had effect on the
efficacy.

O NEM II-6
Experiments on pathogenicity of Pasteuria spp. towards the Beet Cyst Nematode Heterodera schachtii as a novel biological
control method in in sugar beets
1
2
3
M. Daub , C. Watrin , R. A. Sikora
1
Julius Kühn Institute, Institute for Plant Protection in Field Crops and Grassland, Elsdorf, Germany
2
Syngenta Crop Protection, Alucha, Fl, USA, United States
3
University of Bonn, Bonn, Germany
ulp40c@uni-bonn.de
The Beet Cyst Nematode (BCN) Heterodera schachtii is a major pest of sugar beets and is wide spread in German sugar beet
production systems. Currently chemical or biological control methods are not available in this pathosystem. Unfavorable
conditions for an appropriate cultivation of resistant catch crops drive the excessive use of tolerant sugar beet cultivars with
partial resistance in intensive production systems. Pasteuria spp. is distributed worldwide and belongs to a group of endospore
forming bacteria which parasitize on plant parasitic nematodes. The host range of Pasteuria spp. within genera level is not
confined strictly between nematode species, hence isolates from other Cyst Nematodes are known as potential antagonists of
BCN. Aiming at the development of new biological control method against BCN, greenhouse experiments with different
Pasteuria isolates (H. schachtii and H. gylcines) were conducted in co-operation with Syngenta Crop Protection. Using a
susceptible and a tolerant sugar beet cultivar as test plants Pasteuria spp was inoculated as a seed treatment with different
spore densities. As primary infection of BCN occurs in root penetrating second stage juveniles, 750 J2/100ml were inoculated as
suspension in test plants 10-14 days after germination in small pots (400 ml). After 250 degree days (>8°C) penetration of BCN in
roots of sugar beets was detected (staining with acid fuchsine). To find effects on the reproduction of BCN final population in
cysts of the first generation was detected in the test substrate after 550 degree days. In comparison to the untreated control
Pasteuria effectively reduced root penetration of BCN in susceptible sugar beet cultivars. Cyst density and reproduction of BCN
was significantly reduced in both sugar beet cultivars already at low spore densities in comparison to the untreated control.
Under field conditions Pasteuria possibly affects BCN reproduction not till a prolonged exposure time, since only a certain
proportion of juveniles successively leave the cyst over the crop rotation.
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New methodological approaches in stored product protection
1
2
T. Gasch , A. Krähmer
1
Julius Kühn-Institute, Stored Product Protection, Berlin, Germany
2
Julius Kühn-Institute, Plant Analysis, Berlin, Germany
tina.gasch@jki.bund.de
The Department of Stored Product Protection at the Julius Kühn-Institute Berlin is concerned with the prevention, early
detection and control of pest organisms impairing the quality and quantity of stored plants and plant products. Our presentation
will outline the progress of two projects currently under investigation in our laboratory and discuss the opportunities provided
for stored product protection practice.
One methodological approach exploits the release of volatile organic substances (VOCs) by almost every organism on earth:
Stored plants and plant products as well as pest insects and microorganisms associated with the insects and/or the stored
products produce specific VOCs. We hypothesize that the cumulated odor profile of this tripartite interaction is characteristic for
every stored product and pest species and likely to change over time, e. g. with temperature, humidity, and infestation level. Via
headspace analysis we sampled the odor profile of different infestation levels and analyzed it by gas chromatography-mass
spectrometry (GC-MS). On the basis of our findings, gas sensors tuned to recognize these odor patterns or individual marker
substances can be built and installed in storage facilities allowing an early detection and estimation of insect and/or fungal
infestations.
To take species-specific actions in case of an infestation, it is essential to identify the respective pest species. Thus, in a second
approach, attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy is used to characterize cuticles and
surface extracts of different stored product pests. This technique allows fast chemotaxonomic discrimination of different insect
species, whereas traditional morphological species diagnosis is often time-consuming, requires profound entomological skills,
and can be unreliable in closely related species if only the phenotype is considered.
Acknowledgements: The authors thank Agnes Paul, René Grünwald, Mario Harke, and Tanja Geselle for their technical support.

O STO 2
Succesful stored product protection with phosphine as an effective fumigant
G. Jakob
Detia Degesch GmbH, Technical Advice, Laudenbach, Germany
gerhard_jakob@detia-degesch.de
The most important active ingredient worldwide used for controlling stored product pests is phosphine gas. Through its positive
properties with regard to eco-toxicity as well as its good penetration properties and the associated excellent effectiveness
against stored product pests, this gas has become indispensable for successful stored product protection over decades.
Meanwhile, tests indicate that some insect species have developed increased tolerance to the agent. Time and again the
question is raised whether and to what extent this agent can still be used successfully in stored product protection in future.
To resolve this issue, the goal of the described tests was to determine data on sufficient dosage and exposure time which would
show the conditions under which successful fumigation can be performed and how further development of resistance in insects
towards phosphine can be counteracted.
Laboratory experiments were conducted to determine the limiting concentrations in insect strains comprising grain weevil, flour
beetle and indianmeal moth which result in the complete extermination of all insect development stages.
In subsequent fumigation tests under practical conditions, it was shown that insufficient dosages and short exposure times can
frequently be regarded as the reason for unsuccessful fumigation and therefore contribute to the risk of the development of
tolerance in insects to the gas.
Depending on the various parameters which play a role in fumigation –
 properties of the product or object to be fumigated
 sufficient sealing
 temperature and moisture conditions
 insect species and its tolerance status
 insect development state
– it is obvious how important dosage and exposure time are in order to cope with all of the uncertainties caused by the factors
named above.
Recommendations for minimum dosage and exposure times are given.
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O STO 3
Influence of fumigants on sunflower seeds: Characteristics of fumigant desorption and alterations of volatile profiles
1
1
2
1
2
1
N. Austel , J. Schubert , S. Fahrenholtz , H. Jungnickel , L. Budnik , A. Luch
1
German Federal Institute for Risk Assessment (BfR), Department of Chemicals and Product Safety, Berlin, Germany
2
Institute for Occupational and Maritime Medicine (ZfAM), University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf, Division Occupational
Toxicology and Immunology, Hamburg, Germany
nadine.austel@bfr.bund.de
Introduction: Fumigation of transport containers is common practice to protect stored products from pests in the shipping
industry or to avoid the spread of alien species (ISPM 15). However, little is known on the effects caused by residual fumigation
agents on human health and on the respective goods.
Objectives: To investigate absorption and desorption behaviour of fumigants by and from stored products, we fumigated peeled
sunflower seeds (Helianthus annuus) either with phosphine (PH3), methyl bromide (CH3Br), or 1,2-dichloroethane (C2H4Cl2). To
analyse the interaction of PH3 with the sunflower seed ingredients, we analysed volatile patterns of fumigated and nonfumigated seeds.
Materials and methods: Fumigations were conducted at 100 ppm for 72 h in 4 L fumigation chambers. After complete
ventilation, the seeds were transferred to a desorption chamber (53 L). Chamber air was sampled on consecutive days, each
time followed by complete ventilation of the chamber until the fumigant concentration attained the detection limit. Fumigant
concentration in air samples were analysed by thermal desorption-2D-gas chromatography with coupled mass spectrometry and
flame photometry detection (TD-2D-GC-MS/FPD). To investigate interactions of PH3 with the ingredients of sunflower seeds, the
volatile pattern of non-fumigated, fumigated and fumigated but outgassed seeds were sampled via solid-phase micro-extraction
(SPME) headspace sampling and analysed by GC-MS.
Results: The total amount of desorbed fumigants depended strongly on the respective gas used. Compared to CH 3Br or C2H4Cl2,
significantly reduced amounts of PH3 were desorbed by the seeds. Desorption time of several months was observed for C 2H4Cl2,
whereas PH3 and CH3Br outgassed within several days. The volatile pattern of PH 3 fumigated and outgassed seeds was
significantly different from non-fumigated seeds. Fumigated seeds (outgassed seeds) released around 5 (3) times more
terpenoids than non-fumigated seeds.
Conclusion: Depending on the fumigant, desorption from the fumigated product can last several months and the fumigant is
able to interact with the ingredients of the product. This interaction with the good is likely to affect food characteristics.

O STO 4
Comparison of toxicity between Ethanedinitrile (EDN) and Methyl bromide (MB) to five stored product insects
1
2
2
3
3
S. Thalavaisundaram , Y. Ren , M. Agarwal , P. Bruzek junior , P. Jakoubek
1
Linde Gases Division - Crop Science & Fumigation, Sydney, Australia
2
Murdoch University, School of Veterinary and Life Sciences Post Harvest Plant Biosecurity Laboratory, Perth, Australia
3
Lucebni zavody Draslovka a.s. Kolin, Kolin IV, Czech Republic
swaminathan.thalavaisundaram@boc.com
Introduction: Methyl bromide (MB) has been used to control stored product insects however, it is listed as an ozone depleting
substance under the Montrealprotocol (UNEP, 1996). Ethanedinitrile (EDN) is a new fumigant that has been identified as an
ozone safe alternative. It is highly toxic to stored product insects (Hooper et al., 2003).
Objective: The aim of this study was to conduct bioassays and compare the toxicity between EDN and MB to five stored product
insects.
Methods: Insects: Cigarette beetle, Lasioderma serricorne, Rice weevil, Sitophilus oryzae (L.) , Warehouse beetle, Trogoderma
variabile Ballion, Lesser grain borer, Rhyzopertha dominica (F.), Rust red flour beetle, Tribolium castaneum (Herbst). L.
serricorne, T. castaneum and T. variabile were used. Fumigants: EDN and MB were sourced from BOC Gases Australia.
Fumigation procedure: The fumigation was conducted in 250 mL Erlenmeyer flasks containing 50 g mixed-age cultures.The
control was maintained in a sealed bottle without fumigant until completion of exposure. Each fumigant treatment was at 5-7
levels of fumigant and in 5 replicates (n=5) and 3 controls. At the end of the fumigation period of 24 hours, the treated and
control bottles were opened for 1 hour of aeration. The adult insects counted and removed, and the remaining mixed-age
cultures were counted weekly for a period of 5 weeks with live and dead adults being removed at each count.
Results: Comparison of toxicity between EDN and MB to five species of insects for 6 and 24 hours of exposure at 25°C and 65%
RH is shown in Tables 1 and 2. Complete mortality was obtained in all mixed-age cultures of T. castaneum, R. dominica, S.
oryzae, T. variabile and L. serricorne (Table 1 & 2). Both MB and EDN were effective for all the life stages of five tested insect
species. However, the observed concentration x time (Ct) products of EDN, to completely kill all life stages of the five insect
species, were substantially lower than that for MB for both 6 and 24 hours fumigation.
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Conclusions: The study shows that EDN is more toxic than MB to all the life stages of the five test stored product insects and can
be used as a replacement of ozone depleting MB for stored product insects.
References: Hooper, J.L., Desmarchelier, J.M., Ren, Y.L and Allen, S.E (2003) Toxicity of cyanogen to insects of stored
grain.PestManagement Science 59: 353-357
UNEP. Eighth Meeting of the Parties to the MontrealProtocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer, Vienna (1996
Figure 1

Figure 2
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O STO 5
Toxicity of Newbouldia laevis against the Angoumois grain moth, Sitotroga cerealella (Olivier) in paddy rice
1,2
M. Ashamo
1
Federal University of Technology, P.M.B 704, Akure, Nigeria, Department of Biology, Akure, Nigeria
2
Federal University of Technology, Department of Biology, Akure, Nigeria
oashamo@yahoo.com
Toxicity of powders and extracts of Newbouldia laevis (Seem) against Sitotroga cerealella (Olivier) in paddy rice was carried out
in the laboratory at temperature of 28±2°C and relative humidity of 75±5%. The powders of the leaf, stem and root were tested
at 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5g per 20g of paddy rice and the extracts of same plant parts were assessed at 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5% oil
concentrations. Results showed that all the plant powders caused high mortality, significantly reduced oviposition and adult
emergence of S. cerealella and their effects were not significantly different (p>0.05) from each other but different from the
control. Powder from root of N. laevis was able to achieve 100% mortality of S. cerealella at 0.5g concentration at 96hrs after
treatment with LD50 of 2.07. Seed weight loss in paddy was reduced by the powders. Extracts from all plant parts caused 100%
mortality of S. cerealella at high concentrations of 4 and 5% oil after 96hrs. However, root bark oil extract appeared to be most
effective since it was the only one to achieve 100% adult moth mortality within 72h of application at 4% concentration with LC50
of 1.58. The extracts reduced adult emergence of the moth and there was no adult emergence at 4 and 5% oil concentrations.
Similarly, there was no seed weight loss at 4 and 5% concentrations from all the plant parts. Water absorption capacity as well
as viability of the treated paddy seeds were not affected by the oil extracts since results of treated seeds were not significantly
different (p>0.05) from the controls. Root powders and extract of N. laevis appeared to be more effective than other plant parts.
Results from fumigation activity showed that N. laevis was not a good fumigant since values from mortality, adult emergence
and seed weight in treated seeds were not significantly different from that of control. Therefore, the use of N. laevis especially
by small scale farmers may serve as an alternative to synthetic insecticides.

O STO 6
Effects of hermetic storage on insect pests, microbials, oxygen levels, moisture content, and stored product quality
C. Adler, A. Ndomo-Moualeu
JKI, ÖPV, Berlin, Germany
cornel.adler@jki.bund.de
The best way to reduce losses and keep the quality of stored food or feed products is to prevent infestation. One can prevent
immigration of stored product pests by hermetic enclosures. This is not yet common because low world-market prices
prevented innovation in the past decades. Since 2008, however, the value of grain and other durables increased considerably. In
a recent project on long-term grain storage in sealed warehouses we could prove that an insect-proof seal can prevent attack
while grain quality is not affected. If we look at silobag storage or hermetic triple bags used for grain storage it is important to
completely understand all changes produced inside a gastight enclosure. At high moisture contents germeability as an indicator
of grain quality decreases. At moderate moisture contents and high temperatures respiration of grain, arthropods and microorganisms may lead to a rapid reduction of oxygen. Some results indicate that under this type of storage mycotoxin levels can be
kept at much lower levels than under conventional, aerated conditions. As a number of insects are potential penetrators of
packaging materials it needs to be well understood when insects will be motivated to destroy the barrier film securing a gastight seal. In general, young adult beetles of the bostrychid and anobid families tend to leave an infested product to mate and
oviposit. Drawing a vacuum or applying controlled atmospheres could possibly reduce the critical time when a plastic liner can
be punctured from inside. A penetration by insects from outside is improbable as long as attractive, volatile organic compounds
do not leak through the seal. In recent studies, penetrators destroyed only LDPE films of 25 µm but not those of 100 µm
thickness. If chemotaxis triggers this penetration is not yet proven. Results will be discussed with other findings.
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Identification of different Fusarium spp. on Allium spp. in Germany
1
2
2
3
3
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The most important Fusarium species causing Fusarium basal rot of onion is Fusarium oxysporum in Germany. However, in
Mediterranean countries like Israel the Fusarium salmon blotch caused by Fusarium proliferatum is more important than F.
oxysporum. The aim of the survey was to evaluate different Fusarium spp. infecting onions and show the increasing importance
of mycotoxin producing fungi like F. proliferatum in Germany. In 2013 Allium cepa bulbs from different fields in Northern and
Southern Germany, seeds and sets from German onion breeders as well as different edible Allium spp. from local markets were
detected for infestation with Fusarium sp.. Different Fusarium spp. were isolated and identified by morphological
characterization. More than 20 different Fusarium spp. were identified. The examined Allium seeds were free of Fusarium
infection, but Fusarium contamination on the surface were detected. The diversity of Fusarium spp. and the intensity of
infestation was higher on edible bulbs compared to the younger sets. The most common species in onions from field are F.
oxysporum and F. solani. On average 4 different Fusarium spp. per onion field and 2 different Fusarium spp. per onion were
detected. The analyzed onions and other eatable Allium spp. from local markets showed also a high content of different
Fusarium spp.. Fusarium sp. was identified in Allium sp. with visible symptoms and in healthy looking onions. The main identified
Fusarium sp. in Allium sp. in Germany was F. oxysporum. Fusarium proliferatum could be detected in about half of the sampled
onion fields and in approximately 10% of all analyzed onions. Also in the onion sets, on the surface of the seeds and in other
eatable Allium spp. F. proliferatum were identified. Besides F. proliferatum further mycotoxin producing Fusarium spp. like F.
equiseti or F. tricinctum were identified. Other Fusarium spp. like F. sporotrichioides and F. poae were first described in Allium
sp. The two main Fusarium spp. are able to produce toxins like Enniatins, Fumonisins, Moniliformin and T-2 toxins. Further
detected Fusarium sp. like F. proliferatum, F. equiseti and F. tricinctum are able to produce additional mycotoxins like
Beauvericin, Zearalenone and Diacetoscirpenol. This broad spectrum of possible Fusarium mycotoxins could be a potential
health risk for human beings and livestock.

O FUS 2
Cultivar selection and soil treatments to suppress Fusarium wilt in bunching spinach in Ontario, Canada
1
1
2
3
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2
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3
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Objective: To identify effective management practices to reduce Fusarium wilt losses in spinach through cultivar evaluation, and
evaluation of seed and soil treatments.
Methods: Field trials were conducted in July and August of 2012-14 in naturally infested soils in Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. In
2012, 25 commercial cultivars were screened for susceptibility to Fusarium wilt, eight of which were evaluated again in 2013.
Pre-plant soil fumigants and amendments were evaluated for control of Fusarium wilt in 2013-14. Treatments were: spent
mushroom compost (75 t/ha), oriental mustard seed meal (Must Grow, 1120 kg/ha), calcium cyanamide (Perlka, 1000 kg/ha),
and fumigants metham sodium (Busan, 730 kg/ha), dazomet (Basamid,500 kg/ha) and chloropicrin (Pic Plus, 108 L/ha (2014
only)). A high nitrogen (200 kg/ha N) control was also included to reflect the additional N provided by Perlka and Must Grow.
Results: The cultivars Norgreen, Unipack 12 and Greyhound developed the most severe Fusarium wilt in both years: 28, 23 and
19% severity, respectively. In contrast, C2606, Carmel, Sardinia, POH-0438 and Imperial Green had <14% wilt severity in both
years. Disease severity was low in 2013, but Busan, Basamid and high N soil treatments reduced wilt severity. In 2014, Basamid
and Pic-Plus reduced disease severity to 3 and 1%, respectively, while Busan and high nitrogen reduced disease severity to 7 and
6%. Wilt severity was similar on spinach treated with Perlka (13%) and compost (15%) and the untreated control (14 %).
Application of MustGrow increased wilt severity to 25%. The population of F. oxysporum in soil was reduced by pre-plant
applications of Busan, Basamid, and Pic-Plus to 162, 75 and 0 CFU/g soil, respectively, vs. 9750 CFU/g in control plots.
Conclusions: Fusarium wilt of spinach can be managed by selecting less susceptible cultivars and preplant application of
fumigants Pic Plus, Busan, Basamid or high nitrogen.
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Influence of nitrogen fertilization in barley on the epidemiology of selected Fusarium species
K. Hofer, G. Barmeier, A. Coleman, M. Hess, R. Hückelhoven
Technische Universität München, Chair of Phytopathology, Freising, Germany
katharina.hofer@mytum.de
Fusarium head blight (FHB) of barley is known as a destructive disease. The infection results in yield loss, quality reduction and
mycotoxin contamination of grain. FHB is caused by a complex of several Fusarium species. Beside toxin spectra species vary in
their epidemiology and respond differently to environmental and agronomic factors. In addition to soil cultivation methods, crop
rotation and barley variety selection, other agronomical tools are necessary to prevent Fusarium infection and infestation,
especially due to existing persistent lack of barley adapted and licensed fungicide strategies. Therefore, nitrogen application as
feasible preventative measure, including potential incalculable risks, is in the focus of the present study.
Nitrogen fertilization acts indirectly by changing canopy parameters like micro-climate conditions on the host-parasiteinteraction as well as directly by influencing plant physiology.
Field trials were carried out to compare selected Fusarium species in response to different nitrogen fertilization levels. RT-qPCR
measurements detecting Fusarium contamination on barley material were combined with collecting detailed information of
canopy parameters. In doing so, distinct differences between single Fusarium species became apparent. Nitrogen fertilization
yielded in supportive and reductive effects for specific Fusarium species at which parameters like canopy density, microclimate,
degree of soil coverage, plant height and greenness might have played important roles. More detailed information about the
influence of single factors will be revealed by correlation analysis.
Greenhouse experiments with inoculation treatments were conducted to investigate the effect of nitrogen fertilization on plant
immune responses. For these purposes, barley plants were grown under greenhouse conditions and inoculated with F.
culmorum at the time period of anthesis. Initially, gene expression studies were used to select relevant targets for future
examination of nitrogen influence on Fusarium infection and infestation on barley plants.
First of all, generated information could support the choice of agronomical tools like nitrogen fertilization to prevent Fusarium
infestation. Above all, a more detailed knowledge about Fusarium epidemiology and Fusarium-barley-interactions will
contribute to future improvements and developments towards effective fungicide control strategies.

O FUS 4
Multitrophic interactions for the biocontrol of Fusarium Head Blight
S. Sarrocco, F. Valenti, G. Vannacci
University of Pisa, Food, Agriculture and Environment, Pisa, Italy
sabrina.sarrocco@unipi.it
Introduction: Fusarium Head Blight (FHB) is one of the most important diseases of wheat, caused by a complex of species
including Fusarium graminearum and Fusarium culmorum and competition plays an important role in biological strategies for its
control.
Trichoderma gamsii 6085, whose genome was recently sequenced and annotated, is a known antagonist of F. graminearum and
F. culmorum. Fusarium oxysporum is considered a competitor for cultural debris with a greater saprophytic ability than many
FHB causal agents.
Objectives: Aim of the work is to investigate the possibility to combine T. gamsii 6085 and F. oxysporum 7121 as biocontrol
agents (BCA) of FHB, with particular emphasis to the ecology of this interaction.
Materials and methods: The BCA T. gamsii 6085 (T6085) and F. oxysporum 7121 (Fox7121), this last here selected within a large
population of isolates, were investigated for their nutrients utilization patters (BIOLOG system) and compared with those of F.
graminearum and F. culmorum in order to verify their co-existence or niche exclusion (NOI=Niche Overlapping Index). The two
BCAs were also studied, alone and in combination, for their competitive ability on wheat debris against F. graminearum.
Results: BIOLOG analysis underlines the ability of Fox7121 to use the higher number of nutrients than T6085 and the pathogens.
When nutrients utilization patterns were analysed at the end of the test, resulting NOI showed a high niche overlapping.
Anyway, regression analysis of growth curves for each substrate showed a different slope, corresponding to significant
differences in assimilation rate for each isolate, highlighting diverse nutritional dominances.
When tested for their competitive saprophytic ability, T6085 and Fox7121 were able to significantly reduce, alone and mostly in
combination, wheat straw colonization by F. graminearum, whereas no competition between the BCAs was evident.
Conclusion: The co-existence of different isolates, confirmed by ecological studies, can help the choice of appropriate BCAs,
mostly in a multitrophic perspective. Results here obtained show a potential exploitation of F. oxysporum in combination to T.
gamsii 6085, thus opening a new scenario for the biocontrol of FHB.
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Compost and biochar alter root exudation and root morphology in Fusarium oxysporum infected tomato plants
S. Steinkellner, K. Hage-Ahmed, A. Akhter, C. Morauf
University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences Vienna, Department of Crop Sciences, Division of Plant Protection, Tulln, Austria
siegrid.steinkellner@boku.ac.at
Soil amendments like compost and biochar are known to affect soil properties, plant growth as well as soil-borne plant
pathogens. Complex interactions based on microbial activity and abiotic characteristics are supposed to be responsible for
suppressive properties of certain substrates. However, the specific mechanisms of action are still widely unknown. Here we
show the effect of compost and biochar towards the tomato pathogen F. oxysporum f. sp. lycopersici (Fol). We focused on
disease development, the modification of tomato root morphology and changes in root exudates. Inoculated and mockinoculated tomato plants were grown in different substrates (control, 20 % compost, wood biochar, green waste biochar). Root
exudates were extracted, adjusted to the root fresh weight and studied in spore germination and mycelial growth assays. The
root systems were scanned and analyzed using of the software WinRhizo® in order to identify their morphological traits. Our
results showed that F. oxysporum f. sp. lycopersici clearly affected root lengths, root weight, root surface area and root volume.
Moreover, an increase in fine root fraction and specific root length was observed in infected plants. We found, that compost and
biochars altered root exudates differently. Microconidia germination was lowest in root exudates from tomato plants grown
with the amendment of green waste biochar. To our knowledge this is the first report on the effectivity of biochar and compost
in suppressing Fol through alteration in the root exudates.

O FUS 6
Mixed Actinomcetes as biocontrolagent against fusarium oxysporum TR4 in 'Cavendish' banana
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2
2
2
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J. Paulite , I. Papa , T. Zulaybar , P. G. Moreno , A. J. Movida , S. Exconde , V. Ugay
1
Kapalong College of Agriculture, Sciences and Technology, Agriculture, Davao del Norte, Philippines
2
University of Southeastern Phillippines, Agriculture, Tagum City, Philippines
jesrylpaulite89@gmail.com; iwapapa@yahoo.com
Banana is one of the major fruits in the Philippines in terms of volume of production and export earnings. The Philippines export
of fresh Cavendish banana ranked No.1 with 22% share. One major threat to the industry is Fusarium wilt caused by Fusarium
oxysporum f. sp. cubense. It tops as a major concern today affecting the Philippine banana industry since 2002 up to the present
in Mindanao. Because of environmental and health issues concerning the use of chemical pesticides in the control of diseases,
utilization of microorganisms has been significant in recent years as a promising alternative. This study aims to evaluate the
potential of actinomycetes to control Fusarium wilt in Cavendish banana.
Actinomycetes were isolated from mangrove soils in areas in Quezon and Bataan, Philippines. A total of 199 actinomycetes were
isolated and 82 actinomycetes showed activity against the local Fusarium oxysporum (Foc) by agar plug assay. Best isolates AQ6,
AQ30 and AQ121 were selected inhibiting Foc by 21.0mm, 22.0mm and 20.5mm, respectively. The same actinomycetes
inhibited well Foc Tropical Race 4 showing 24.6 mm, 20.2mm and 19.0 mm zones of inhibition by agar plug assay, respectively.
Combinations of the three isolates yielded an inhibition of 13.5 mm by cup cylinder assay. These findings led to the formulation
of the mixed actinomycetes as biocontrol agents against Foc.
A field experiment to evaluate the formulated mixed actinomycetes against Foc in a Foc infected field in Sto Tomas, Davao Del
Norte, Philippines was conducted. Results showed that preventive method of application of the mixed actinomycetes against
Foc showed promising results. A 56.66% mortality was observed in control set-up (no biocontrol agent added)) compared to
33.33% mortality in preventive method. Further validation of the effectiveness of the mixed actinomycetes as biocontrol agent is
presently being conducted in Asuncion, Davao Del Norte, Philippines.
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A new method to assess the impact of invasive alien species on ecosystem services and biodiversity
1
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G. Gilioli , G. Schrader
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Julius Kühn Institute, Institute for National and International Plant Health, Braunschweig, Germany
gianni.gilioli@unibs.it
Introduction: The risks by invasive alien species (IAS) increase due to increased global trade, transport, tourism and climate
change. The assessment of impacts caused by such species on the environment is of increasing interest for decision-makers and
risk managers. To prevent or reduce impacts on ecosystem services (ES) and biodiversity components (BC), it is essential to
assess these as soon and as accurate as possible.
Objectives: A new framework is presented to enable the risk assessor to evaluate the overall environmental risk of a plant pest,
which integrates the impacts on ES, as well as on BC and their probabilities of occurrence.
Materials and methods: The framework is based on the definition of a scenario for the assessment. It includes the consideration
of the IAS abundance or prevalence, the temporal and a spatial scale, and one or several service providing unit(s) (SPU) i.e.
environmental components or units responsible for the genesis and regulation of the ecosystem services. Factors reducing the
impact of the IAS due to the ecosystem resistance and resilience or to the management measures applied against the IAS have
to be considered. According to the species to be assessed the ES (e.g. food, air quality, erosion reduction) and the BC (e.g.,
genetic diversity, impact on rare species) that could be affected by the IAS are selected. The assessment is done by considering a
rating system that can combine data modeling and expert knowledge elicitation. Quantitative measures are used to assess the
uncertainty.
Results: The method has been applied to several species in different environments, as e.g. forests, urban and aquatic
ecosystems. The impacts of the IAS on ES and BC are then evaluated regarding their magnitude and the degree of uncertainty is
calculated. Thus, comparable, transparent and reproducible results for environmental risk assessment as a component of pest
risk analysis are generated by a standardized approach. The method is implemented in a platform supporting a more efficient
environmental risk assessment.
Conclusions: This new method efficiently supports the integrated assessment of the impacts of IAS on important components of
the environment combining data modeling and expert judgments. This helps the risk manager to make decisions about the
measures taken against the assessed IAS.

O AIS 2
Chances and constraints of risk assessment in plant health
G. Schrader
Julius Kuehn Institute, Plant Health, Braunschweig, Germany
gritta.schrader@jki.bund.de
Introduction: Trade, travel, and transportation bear the risk to carry organisms harmful or potentially harmful to plants from
one area to another. Several methods exist to assess the probability of entry, establishment, spread and the magnitude and
likelihood of impacts, but often risks are identified when it is already too late and the organism has already entered the new
area.
Objectives: The assessment of pest risks to plants faces several difficulties - e.g. lack of data, uncertainties about the organism’s
behavior and adaptation capacity, difficulties to predict spread and impacts over a long term. Risk assessment methods have to
consider all of these and to give an evaluation whether phytosanitary measures are needed and which could be effective. The
objective here is to critically review some of the available methods and to discuss aspects on how they would need to be
improved to give more precise and timely advice.
Materials and methods: Current methods applied in the EU are mostly qualitative. Based on expert judgment, ratings are given
to a set of questions for the different aspects of a risk assessment, also considering uncertainty. For some parts of the risk
assessment, modeling approaches have been applied, which can help to fill data gaps. The introduction and spread of several
pests in relation to the assessments that have been made for these pests were evaluated to identify the main constraints of the
assessments.
Results: Qualitative methods are already quite advanced, but very long and detailed, needing a lot of time while the organism
may already enter and spread. Quantitative methods could help to accelerate the assessment but they still need to be further
developed.
Conclusions: An analysis of the different methods, both qualitative and quantitative, shows the need for accelerating the
process and applying methods that help to compensate data gaps. With a more quantitative approach, it could be possible to
give more timely warnings for emerging pests.
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Invasive alien plants – impact, risk assessment and management options
U. Starfinger, G. Schrader
Julius Kühn Institut, Inst. f. Pflanzengesundheit, Braunschweig, Germany
uwe.starfinger@jki.bund.de
Introduction: Noxious organisms may be harmful for biodiversity, health and economic goals. They are consequently addressed
by different sectoral policies such as Plant Health or Nature Conservation. Invasive alien plants are typically the subject of both
environmental (e.g., the CBD) and plant health (e.g., the IPPC) conventions. In comparison to pests and diseases which are
immediately harmful, invasive alien plants can become noxious after a lag phase of sometimes decades.
Objectives: In this presentation, the multitude and potential extent of impacts of the entry and establishment of invasive plant
species, the potential of risk assessment schemes to predict damage before or at an early stage of an invasion, and the available
measures that can prevent, mitigate or contain the negative consequences of an invasive plant species will be illustrated.
Material and methods: In order to demonstrate the objectives mentioned above, we will use the following examples, outlining
in particular the invasion process, damage, and the assessment of damage:
 Prunus serotina, a North American forest tree that is a major problem in forestry in nature conservation in several
European countries,
 Ambrosia artemisiifolia, a herb with negative impact on both human health and agriculture,
 Ludwigia grandiflora, an aquatic plant at an early invasion stage in some European countries.
Results: We argue that in addition to legal measures like the new EU Regulation on Invasive Alien Species, instruments of the
phytosanitary sector may successfully be applied to decrease the risk posed by invasive plant species. This is in line with the
International Plant Protection Convention that has recently published an annex to its standard on risk assessment dealing
particularly with invasive plants.
Conclusions: The introduction and spread of invasive plants have had severe negative consequences for biodiversity and
negatively affected ecosystems services. In order to prevent new invasions as far as possible, risk assessments are needed in
order to describe the risks before a plant species is imported.

O AIS 4
When an insect incursion comes with a package: Management of the recently arrived tomato potato psyllid and the pathogen
it vectors
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Since the tomato potato psyllid (TPP), Bactericera cockerelli (Šulc) (Hemiptera: Triozidae), was first recorded in New Zealand in
2006 it has caused severe economic losses for the capsicum, tomato, potato and tamarillo industries. Only in 2008 was the full
impact realized, when zebra chip (ZC) disease symptoms, similar to those observed in Mexico and the United States, were
observed in South Auckland potato tubers. In the same year, researchers detected a bacterial plant pathogen, Candidatus
Liberibacter solanacearum (CLso), in tubers showing ZC symptoms, other solanaceous crops and B. cockerelli. The first industry
response was to control the vector using insecticides. Now, more fundamental understanding is sought of the vector-pathogenplant host interaction, which is critical for effective and sustainable vector management. Our overall research aim is to provide
sustainable TPP management strategies that complement ongoing Integrated Pest Management programmes for potato crops.
Field trials were conducted to develop action thresholds based on the phenology of TPP, to use Degree Days to initiate a spray
programme, to test the efficacy of reduced spray programmes, to evaluate the visual response of TPP to different coloured and
sized sticky traps, to assess the optimum trapping height, and the role of non-crop host plants in the population ecology of TPP.
In shadehouse trials, the impact of psyllid feeding on potato yield was assessed, and the impact of tuber-borne CLso on
emergence, growth and yield of different cultivars. Reduced spray programmes and a threshold were successfully developed in
the North Island. Non-crop host plants were found to be important in the psyllid’s population ecology and as reservoirs of the
pathogen in the absence of crops. The shadehouse trial showed tuber-borne CLso carried in volunteer potatoes may perpetuate
disease pressure. Numbers of tubers decreased as the application stage of TPP on the plant became later, indicating greater
consequences at certain developmental stages. Our knowledge of the vector-pathogen-plant host interactions has increased,
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providing guidelines that are being applied by North Island potato growers. Additional research on spray programmes and
thresholds is needed for the South Island.

O AIS 5
‘Candidatus Phytoplasma mali’ - a molecular characterization of an emerging phytoplasma species in Croatia
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Introduction: A survey on the presence and diversity of phytoplasmas infecting fruit trees and their vectors in Croatia has been
conducted since 2002. Although the presence of ‘Candidatus Phytoplasma pyri’ and ‘Ca. P. solani’ was sporadically associated
with symptomatic apples, there was no direct evidence of the ‘Ca. P. mali’, the main etiological agent of Apple proliferation
disease (AP) in neither plant nor insect vector samples.
Objectives: The aim of this study was to reassess the presence of the ‘Ca. P. mali’ in Croatian orchards as well as to investigate
the variability of detected genotypes by multilocus sequence typing (MLST) analysis.
Materials and methods: Throughout 2011 and 2012, orchards from all fruit growing regions of Croatia were surveyed for AP
symptoms and nearly 70 samples of different apple varieties were collected. Psyllid samples were collected in 2012 from two
selected orchards in the north-western part of the country. Total nucleic acids were extracted and PCR/RFLP analysis of
phytoplasma 16S rDNA was performed by using P1/P7 primers in a direct PCR assays followed by nested PCR using R16(X) F1/R1
primers. Amplicons from nested PCR were digested with RsaI and SspI to determine the affiliation to the ‘Ca. P. mali’ species. To
confirm the results, real-time PCR amplifying 16S rDNA was also performed. Furthermore, pnp, secY, imp and aceF genes were
amplified using newly designed primers. All obtained amplicons were sequenced and phylogenetic analyses were performed.
Results: For the first time, in 2011, the occurrence of ‘Ca. P. mali’ was detected in samples collected from seven locations in
continental as well as Adriatic Croatian regions while the survey in the following year revealed one additional location with the
‘Ca. P. mali’ occurrence. The analysis of psyllid vectors revealed one positive finding of ‘Ca. P. mali’ in female specimen of
Cacopsylla picta from an orchard in the north-western Croatia. PCR/RFLP results were consistent with the results obtained by
real-time PCR. Phylogenetic analysis of pnp, secY, imp and aceF gene sequences revealed considerable diversity among Croatian
AP strains with pnp being the most variable.
Conclusions: This is the first molecular detection as well as the MLST analysis and genotyping study of ‘Ca. P. mali’ in Croatia,
from both apple and insect vector species.

O AIS 6
Monitoring of European corn borer (Ostrinia nubilalis HÜBNER) with Trapview AURA
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European corn borer (ECB) is one of the most economically important pests worldwide. Unlike some other pests it cannot be
reliably monitored using pheromone traps, while light traps are proven to be the most appropriate monitoring tool for this pest.
Unfortunately, standard light trap require lots of infrastructure and maintenance. Therefore we were looking for alternatives
from the emerging automated pest monitoring field in order to simplify ECB monitoring and make it more accessible for
everyday use.
Monitoring of ECB on hops in Savinja valley is performed with light traps for the last 40 years. Different factors, like climate
changes and placement of relevant crops require adoption of placement and quantity of traps. However limited access to
adequate power sources in the fields, sensitivity to summer rains and lack of manpower are significant limitations which are very
difficult to overcome.
To address these issues Trapview AURA (TVA) was introduced. It is a light trap with remote sensing capabilities. Its advantages
are: complete power self-sufficiency, ease of use, providing data of catches in near-real time and high resistance to unfavourable
weather events. The main objective of the experiment was to determine its efficiency in comparison with standard monitoring
trap for ECB.
TVA is based on delta trap, enhanced with electronics, power supply and time controlled LED light source, which emits optimal
light for ECB vision. The experiment was carried out on two locations in the hop fields area in Savinja valley in Slovenia in year
2014.
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TVA caught only 7-10% (depending upon location) of ECBs in comparison with catches from classical light trap, however the
dynamics of catches was similar. In terms of energy efficiency, automated trap was nearly 30 times more efficient. It also proved
significantly more reliable and easier to maintain.
In order to produce reliable forecasts for plant protection it would be necessary to spread the network of monitoring spots, but
with the classical light traps this is usually not feasible. TVA can be a good substitute for standard light traps. In the future we
will focus on increasing number of catches (compared to standard light traps) and on interpreting TVA catches.
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Climate Change Effects on Expression of Resistance to Insect Pests: Implications for Pest Management and Sustainable Crop
Production
H. C. Sharma
ICRISAT, Entomology, Hyderabad, India
h.sharma@cgiar.org
Chemical composition of plants will change in direct response to global warming and climate change, affecting growth and
development of insect pests. Moisture stress will lead to either an increase or decrease in insect damage. Water stressed pants,
in general, are more susceptible to insect pests. Atmospheric humidity also interferes with insect-plant interactions as it
influences detection of host plant odors, and thus, may influence host finding and antixenosis mechanism of resistance to
insects. Increased levels of CO2 will enhance plant growth, but may also increase the damage caused by some phytophagous
insects. Increased CO2 may result in a slight decrease in nitrogen-based defenses (e.g., alkaloids), but increase the carbon-based
defenses (e.g., tannins). Environmental factors such as soil moisture, and atmospheric temperature and humidity have a strong
influence on expression of Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) toxin proteins in transgenic plants. Genetically modified cottons with Bt
toxin genes have lower nitrogen, and higher carbon-nitrogen ratio, carbon defensive compounds, condensed tannins, and
gossypol under elevated CO2, which results in a significant decrease in Bt toxin expression. Decrease in relative humidity and
increase in minimum and maximum temperatures increases the efficacy of transgenic cotton against the bollworms, but there is
o
a significant decrease in biological activity once the minimum and maximum temperature are > 22 and > 38 C, respectively. It is
therefore important to understand the effects of climate change on the efficacy of host plant resistance to herbivores for pest
management and sustainable crop production.

O CHC 2
Classical biological control in a changing climate
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Efforts to control invasive alien species with biological control often face a significant hurdle, in that the success of a natural
enemy can be influenced by climatic factors. This is of particular importance in classical biological control. Climatic factors are of
major importance in determining the outcome of biological control programmes. Climate change may alter existing biological
control programs, but it may also provide new opportunities. Warming conditions may impact insect populations by extending
the growing season, altering the timing of emergence from overwintering sites, increasing growth and development rates,
shorting generation times, reducing overwintering mortality and changing their geographical distribution. Tritrophic interactions
between plants, herbivorous insects and parasitoids are a result of a coevolutionary process that is related to specific, stable
climatic conditions. Higher trophic levels are more likely to be affected by climate change since they require lower trophic levels
to adapt to climate change. Climate change may affect host-parasitoid temporal or geographical synchronization. Though there
have been reviews on the impact of climate change on biological control agents, there have been relatively few case studies on
specific species. Here we present a case study assessing the impact of a changing climate on the response of the parasitoid
Peristenus digoneutis (Hymneoptera: Braconidae), a classical biological control agent introduced into North America against
Lygus species (Hemiptera: Miridae), to future climates for both spatial (continental and regional) and temporal (annual and
weekly) scales through the application of two General Circulation Models for Europe and North America. Using this example, we
further discuss the expected consequences for classical biological control programs in the future.
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Diversification of current plant protection strategies to mitigate climate change effects
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Climate change is increasingly perceived as one of the major constraints that limit agricultural productivity. Crop losses due to
climate change could be direct, such as damages through flooding or storms, or indirect such as altered distribution of crop
pests. The real impact of climate change at global level is yet uncertain and likely variable from one region to another. Within
this context, it is difficult to predict effects of climate change, particularly when long-term datasets from the past are missing to
develop and test predictive models for the future. Nevertheless, our knowledge of plant-disease interactions, population
genetics of pathogens as well as crops, and examples of overwhelming establishment of new diseases in a given region provides
insights into how climate change may affect disease incidence and severity. Here we report examples of pest populations which
have been established across regions previously considered detrimental for their survival and yield losses associated to these
pests. Faced with the uncertainty regarding the effects of changing climate on crop protection, here we propose a number of
action points that, to our opinion, may help improve current plant protection strategies. Given this uncertainty, policy, research,
and extension should be prepared to promote resilience vis-à-vis pests which, at the biophysical level, entails uncovering what
currently makes cropping systems resilient, while at the organizational level, the capacity to adapt needs to be recognized and
strengthened (Lamichhane et al 2014). Such action points include increase in human resources, development of resilient
cropping systems, more focus on crop-weed competition, anticipating of risks and international monitoring, and more effort on
breeding for resistance, development of biological control strategies and pest risks analysis. This diversification could be
achieved by improving current plant protection practices which might help mitigate the effect of climate change in future crop
protection, particularly in the EU, but also at global level. The vision presented here is that of the ENDURE European Research
Group, which brings together some of Europe’s leading agricultural research, teaching, and extension institutes with a special
interest in IPM.
References: Lamichhane JR, Barzman M, Booij K et al., 2014. Robust cropping systems to tackle pests under climate change: a
review. Agronomy for Sustainable Development, DOI 10.1007/s13593-014-0275-9.
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Effect of Climate Change on Bioefficacy of IPM Technologies
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Host plant resistance, biopesticides, natural enemies and synthetic chemicals are some of the potential options for pest
management, and the relative efficacy of many of these pest control measures is likely to change as a result of climate change.
Global warming may result in breakdown of resistance to certain insect pests. Climatic change may also disrupt the balance
between insect pests and their natural enemies. The natural enemy - insect host relationship is influenced by both temperature
and relative humidity, which are critical for survival and development of the immature stages of the parasitoids. Postembryonic
development of parasitoids is prolonged at cooler temperatures, and the mortality increases at temperature extremes.
Conversely, the arthropod predators are directly exposed to the prevailing environmental conditions and experience direct
effects of the changing climatic conditions on development and predation potential. Temperature, humidity, elevated
atmospheric CO2, and UV radiation also alter the rate of entomopathogenic fungi and nematodes entry into the host insect.
Insect viruses are known to be inactivated by high temperatures, sunlight and ultraviolet rays. Sunlight, CO 2, and pH exhibit
varied influences on the toxicity of synthetic pesticides. Rainfall reduces the insecticide toxicity, however, it varies with the
intensity and amount of rain, insecticide formulation and the adjuvants used. Therefore, there is a need to have a concerted
look at the likely effects of climate change on the efficacy of different crop protection technologies, and devise appropriate
strategies to mitigate the adverse effects of climate change on the bioefficacy of IPM technologies.
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O CHC 5
Adaptation of crop protection to climatic changes - risk estimation for pests and diseases in four important arable crops in
Lower Saxony, Germany
1
1
1,2
1,2,3
1
2
A. von Tiedemann , M. Siebold , P. Racca , J. Kakau , P. Juroszek , B. Kleinhenz
1
University of Göttingen, Crop Sciences/Plant Pathology and Crop Protection, Göttingen, Germany
2
Central Institution for Decision Support Systems in Crop Protection (ZEPP), Bad Kreuznach, Germany
3
University of Applied Sciences Osnabrück, Department of Integrated Pest Management, Osnabrück, Germany
atiedem@gwdg.de
Introduction: Winter wheat, maize, oilseed rape and sugar beet are the main arable crops in Lower Saxony, Northern Germany.
Risks to these crops due to biotic stress is largely dependent on climate which is expected to change to warmer mean
temperatures by 2-4°C and increased precipitation during this century. There is public interest to estimate future risks in crop
protection based on current model predictions of climate change.
Objectives: To estimate the future risks of crop diseases and derive recommendations for future crop protection strategies.
Materials and methods: Meta-analyses were based on published knowledge. Empirical studies were performed in climate
chambers and temperature controlled field plots. Disease and phenological forecasting models were linked to the regional
climate model REMO (A1B) based on simulated weather data from 260 virtual weather stations (10 x 10 km grid) in 5 distinct
agricultural production zones in Lower Saxony. Projections were made on a midterm (2021-2050) and long term (2071-2100)
basis.
Results: Regional climate change calculation with REMO estimated an increase in temperature by 0.3-0.4°C and 2.7-3.0°C for the
mid- and long term projection, respectively. Disease modeling revealed shifts in the prevalence of diseases due to extended crop
growth periods and to conditions becoming more or less conducive for disease development. In oilseed rape and winter wheat,
a pronounced change in the prevalence of major pathogens may occur without aggravating the overall threat to the crop.
Diseases in maize and sugar beet may be increased in general potentially requiring stronger efforts in crop protection. Significant
changes were only estimated for the long term perspective while until 2050 effects will be low.
Conclusions: Model based predictions do not suggest an overall aggravation of crop protection problems, instead, potential
shifts in the relative prevalence of individual pathogens and pests may occur. Other factors such as cropping system,
agrotechnical progress and market conditions are likely to have a much stronger impact on future challenges in crop protection.
Current adaptability of farmers to annual changes in weather conditions imply that they will be able to cope with long term
climate shifts as long as effective crop protection tools will be available.

O CHC 6
Climate change-caused changes in the distribution and abundance of potato pests and adaptation of IPM to cope with future
pest risks
J. Kroschel , N. Mujica, P. Carhuapoma, M. Sporleder, H. Juarez
International Potato Center (CIP), Agroecology/IPM, Lima, Peru
j.kroschel@cgiar.org
Insect pest distribution and population growth potentials are mainly temperature-driven; hence a rise in temperature through
global warming may either increase or decrease insect development rates and related crop damages in agroecosystems
depending on the insect species’ optimum temperature range. For better preparing policy makers and farmers and adapting
Integrated Pest Management (IPM) to new pest situations, a better understanding is needed to predict potential changes in pest
risks on global, regional and local scales. We use process-based climatic pest phenology models and apply three risk indices
(establishment risk index, ERI; generation index, GI; and activity index, AI) in a geographic information system (GIS) to map and
predict changes in risks for climate-change scenarios of the year 2050 based on downscaled climate-change data of the A1B
scenario from the WorldClim database. All applications and simulations are made using the Insect Life Cycle Modeling (ILCYM)
software developed by The International Potato Center (CIP), Lima, Peru (www.cipotato.org/ilcym). Potato (Solanum tuberosum)
is severely constrained by many pest problems, which pests will be differently affected by climate change. The potato tuber
moth, Phthorimaea operculella, invasive in >90 countries globally, will progressively increase its damage potential in all regions
where the pest already prevails today, with an excessive increase in warmer cropping regions of the tropics and subtropics and a
moderate range expansion into tropical highlands such as the Andean region. Predictions have been also made for the
Guatemalan potato tuber moth, Tecia solanivora, the Andean potato tuber moth, Symmetrischema tangolias, the leafminer fly,
Liriomyza huidobrensis, among others. In conclusion, farmers will be confronted with a shift in pest range and due to higher pest
abundance with greater crop losses. The potential changes in pest risks call for creating better awareness and promote the
inclusion of pest risks adaptation plans at country level. The capacity of national plant protection organizations (NPPO) needs to
be improved to adequately incorporate pest risk mapping results in adaptation planning of IPM to manage future pest risks on
regional and country level. Already under the current pest situation, farmers’ main response to control pests in potato is to
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apply hazardous highly toxic insecticides; hence there is a strong need for strengthening the development and adaptation of IPM
to support farmers adequately to manage future pest risks.
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O NEM III-1
®
Velum - A novel nematicide for efficient crop production
H. Fürsch, H. Rieck, J. Smedema
Bayer CropScience, Monheim, Germany
helmut.fuersch@bayer.com
®

Velum , common name fluopyram, is a novel nematicide from the chemical class of pyridinyl ethyl benzamides which is
developed to control nematodes in a broad range of crops. Fluopyram is the first nematicide acting via Complex ll (SQR)
inhibition. Fluopyram selectively inhibits Complex ll of the mitochondrial respiratory chain in nematodes which leads to a fast
and severe depletion of the nematode´s cellular energy (ATP). Moreover, fluopyram is characterized by a very favourable
toxicological and ecotoxicological profile.
After the restriction or withdrawal of several nematicides, protection of crops from plant-parasitic nematodes has become a
®
major challenge. Velum exhibits an excellent level of efficacy at very low dose rates compared to currently available
®
nematicides. Velum has proven itself in a large number of trials conducted in many countries and crops to be a highly effective
nematicide controlling different nematode species. The spectrum includes root knot, free living and cyst nematodes such as
®
Meloidogyne spp., Pratylenchus spp., Radopholus spp. and Globodera spp.. Multiple field trials have demonstrated that Velum
provides an outstanding long-lasting nematode control also under high infestation pressure.
®
Velum will be commercialised in different formulation types enabling it to be used in multiple application techniques such as
granular spreading, drenching, in-furrow spraying and seed treatment. Target markets include fruit and vegetable crops as well
as cotton, corn, tobacco and sugarcane.

O NEM III-2
Exploiting the integrity and effects of a spil-derived biological culture against Nematode Pests
1
1
2
3
1
4
M. Pretorius , D. Fourie , D. Swanevelder , G. Nkuekam , W. Van Aardt , O. Rhode
1
North-West University, Unit of Environmental Sciences and Management, Potchefstroom, South Africa
2
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3
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4
Agricultural Research Council- Grain Crops Institute, Potchefstroom, South Africa
driekie.fourie@nwu.ac.za
Research efforts are underway to exploit and identify novel, eco-friendly agents for the management of nematode pests, i.e.
Meloidogyne spp., that damage a wide range of crops. SoilBioMuti (SBM) is such a potential agent that contains various
biological organisms that is extracted from virgin soils. Identification of the microbial organisms contained in the extracted
product were persued by means of next generation sequencing (Illumina). In addition, the effects of filtered and non-filtered
concentrations of SBM on the biology, physiology and reproduction of M. javanica and M. incognita in separate in vitro
(laboratory) and in vivo (greenhouse) experiments were investigated. Various bacterial and fungal genera, including pathogens
of plants, were identified. Furthermore, all SBM concentrations both filtered (F) and non-filtered (NF), reduced root-knot
nematode second-stage juvenile (J2) motility significantly from 3 to 24 h after exposure compared to the tap-water control. No
significant differences were evident in the number of egg masses/root system 30 days after J2 that were exposed to the SBM
concentrations were inoculated on roots of susceptible tomato seedlings. However, M. incognita egg-mass production was
reduced by 33% for the F and 90% for the NF treatments and that of M. javanica by 73% (F) and 45% (NF) 5% SBM concentration
treatments. In addition, oxygen consumption of J2 of both root-knot nematode species suspended in 2.5% SBM F treatments for
24 h were significantly lower compared to those of the F and tap-water control treatments. The results thus far suggest that
SBM has inhibiting effects on the motility and oxygen consumption of Meloidogyne spp. J2, although both species retained their
ability to reproduce. Currently, two greenhouse studies are underway in which the effect of SBM soil applications are
investigated and results will also be presented. Moreover, evaluation of the product after application in fields of three maize
farmers is also underway. Field testing is envisioned to enable researchers to conclude about the potential of SBM as an agent to
be used against nematode pests. Furthermore, follow-up studies will shed more light on the particular organisms/assemblages
that are responsible for its adverse effects on root-knot nematodes. Also, identification of the mode of action of the causal
agent(s) could assist in developing an alternative and environmentally safe product against nematode pests.
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O NEM III-3
Comparative analysis of nematode-tolerant sugar beet varieties
1
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M. Reuther , K. A. Nagel , H. Bauer , C. Lang , F. M. W. Grundler
1
Verband der Hess.-Pfälz. Zuckerrübenanbauer e.V., Worms, Germany
2
Forschungszentrum Jülich, IBG-2: Plant Sciences, Jülich, Germany
3
Arbeitsgemeinschaft für Versuchswesen und Beratung im Zuckerrübenanbau in Baden-Württemberg, Hessen und Rheinland
Pfalz, Worms, Germany
4
Rheinische Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität Bonn, INRES- Molekulare Phytomedizin, Bonn, Germany
marie_reuther@ymail.com
The beet cyst nematode Heterodera schachtii (BCN) is a major problem in the sugar beet growing regions of Southwest
Germany, causing yield reductions up to 30%.
Since 2010, numerous multi-annual field trials with three groups of sugar beet varieties (susceptible, tolerant and resistant) have
been conducted in Rhineland-Palatinate and Baden-Wuerttemberg. Soil samples were taken from up to 30 field trials from two
different soil depths (0-30 and 30-60 cm) after sowing and after harvesting sugar beet. Using hatching tests (Acetox) and
nematode extraction in sieve trays the infestation rate at sowing time (Pi - population initial) and harvest time (Pf - population
final) were determined. Numerous multi-annual field trials show that all 8 tested tolerant sugar beet varieties have an effective
potential to reduce nematodes and can therefore designated as partial resistant.
In addition, it was tested if some variety-specific differences in root traits could explain the propagation rate observed in field
trials. Five sugar beet verieties (1 susceptible, 3 tolerant, 1 resistant) with and without infestation of H. schachtii were analysed
in 60 cm soil-filled rhizotrons. Pictures of growth and geometry of young sugar beet root systems were taken at different time
points of every rhizotron and analysed by the software GROWSCREEN-Root. Root growth parameters like primary root length,
secondary root length, total root length, convex hull, root system width and depth were determined. By comparing root traits of
infested and non-infested plants variety-specific responses could be observed. First results suggest that the response of primary
root toward nematode infection in three different lines (susceptible, tolerant and resistant) may therefore be an useful
indicator.

O NEM III-4
Development of non-phytotoxic concentration in crude extracts used for management of plant-parasitic nematodes
1
2
P. W. Mashela , K. M. Pofu
1
University of Limpopo, Plant Production and Agric. Engineering, Polokwane, South Africa
2
ARC-VOPI, Crop Protection, Pretoria, South Africa
phatu.mashela@ul.ac.za
Most trials on the use of phytonematicides to manage population densities of nematodes do not go beyond the in vitro testing
stage due to the inherent allelopathic effects of the materials to plants protected against nematode damage. The objective of
this study was to develop an empirically-based procedure to avoid phytotoxicity in phytonematicides. The mean concentration
stimulation range (MCSR) was established by subjecting test plants inoculated with nematodes to various concentrations of the
phytonematicides for 56 days. Significantly affected plant variables were subjected to the Curve-fitting Allelochemical Response
Dosage computer-based model to generate seven biological indices, where D m and Rh indices were used to compute the nonphytotoxic concentration using the MCSR = Dm + (Rh/2) relation. Second, the application interval (T) for the MCSR value was
established using the concept of a “30-day-week-period”, where T comprised 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 application intervals. Significantly
2
affected plant variables were further subjected to lines of the best fit, where quadratic curves (bx + bx + c) were optimised
using -b/2b2 to generate the appropriate T for the empirically-based MCSR value. Using the proportion of T to the crop cycle
(Tcc), the application frequency (Tca) was derived (Tca = T/Tcc) to allow for computation of the dosage (D = MCSR × T ca. In
conclusion, the model has been successfully validated under diverse environments to manage Meloidogyne species without
causing phytotoxicity to various crops.
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O NEM III-5
An on-line and updated list of plants associated with plant parasitic Aphelenchoides spp., with implications for host-parasite
relations within the genus
1
2
2
3
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3
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Within plant-parasitic nematodes (PPN), “foliar nematodes” i.e. Aphelenchoides besseyi, A. fragariae and A. ritzemabosi are well
known in agricultural systems; and ten other Aphelenchoides spp. have been reported on a limited number of plant species. The
number of plants associated with this genus has increased in recent years, above the already high number of described species,
in combination with high intra-specific variation and limited number of established molecular information, have led to
identification problems, consequently, to an ignorance of the actual diversity of this genus. To appraise the potential host range
that a single or a specific combination of Aphelenchoides spp. could have, a compiled list of the plant species associated with
parasitic Aphelenchoideswas needed.
We compiled a comprehensive data set of the associated plants for these 13 plant-associated species, based on available
literature and online databases. The data were plotted on an associated-plants' supertree, in combination with an
Aphelenchoides consensus phylogeny.
The compiled list includes more than 1080 reports on 127 botanical families. Foliar nematodes represent more than 90% of the
associations and around 83% and 16% of the total reports correspond to flowering plants and ferns, respectively. Most plantparasitic Aphelenchoides have a remarkable broad diversity of associated plants (generalists), but only six plant species are
associated with all the three foliar nematodes. Putative specialists are also present in the genus, reported only on one or two
related species. The parasites' and the associated-plants' phylogenies do not show any relationship; furthermore, neither
ecological patterns nor taxonomical groups are congruent with molecular phylogenies. Given the phylogeny of Aphelenchoides
spp. and the ranges of their associated plants, the flexibility in their feeding behaviour denotes the ease with which this group
can switch towards plant-parasitism. Moreover, even though the compiled list is long, it probably only represents a fraction of
the potential range. Their flexibility and absence of more intimate interactions, as known for other PPN, highlights the primitive
mode of parasitism in Aphelenchoides, making them potentially interesting in the study ofthe evolution of plant parasitism.

O NEM III-6
Nematode pests of Yam in Ekpoma, Edo State, Nigeria, and their response to Carbofuran and Yam variety
N. Oigiangbe, M. Tamo
Ambrose Alli University, Zoology, Ekpoma, Benin
osawe_oigiangbe@hotmail.com
White yam (Dioscorea rotundata) is a very popular root crop in sub-Saharan Africa. Its production and storage is hampered by
nematode pests.
The abundance and prevalence of nematode pests of yam in Ekpoma, were investigated during the 2011 planting season to
provide information on the species composition and potential pest statuts. The response of the nematodes to treatments with
Carbofuran and yam variety (Alomaku, Alomaku golden and Ove) was investigated during the 2012 planting season to
understand their relevance in the development of an integrated pest management option for the pests.
Soil samples were collected from around the developing yam tubers about 3 months after planting in 2011, while both soil
samples and yam tubers were collected in 2012, for nematode extraction. Nematodes were extracted at the Nematology
Laboratory of the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture, Ibadan, using the sieving method. Six genera of nematodes were
identified from the soil samples in 2011.
These were Helicotylenchus, Meloidogyne, Tylenchulus, Tylenchus, Pratylenchus and Hoplolaimus. The prevalence of these
nematodes per yam heap ranged from 10.00 % (in Hoplolaimus, Pratylenchus and Tylenchus) to 90.00 % in Helicotylenchus. The
prevalence of Tylenchulus and Meloidogyne were 20.00 % and 40.00 %, respectively. Helicotylenchus was the most abundant
(34.44 per 10ml), followed by Meloidogyne and Pratylenchus (15.00 per 10ml), Tylenchulus (12.50 per 10ml), Hoplolaimus (10.00
per 10ml) and Tylenchus (2.00 per 10ml). In 2012, only four genera (Meloidogyne, Helicotylenchus, Tylenchus and Pratylenchus)
were found in the soil samples after the application of Carbofuran. However, the yam peel of the variety, Ove, contained
Scutellonema and Meloidogyne species. The abundance of the four nematodes found in the soil, 7.92 per 10ml (Meloidogyne),
7.59 per 10ml (Helicotylenchus), 1.11 per 10ml (Tylenchus) and 0.04 per 10ml (Pratylenchus) was significantly (P < 0.05) lower in
2012 compared with 2011. In the peels of Ove, the abundance was 3.33 per 10ml (Scutellonema) and 6.67 per 10ml
(Meloidogyne).
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It is concluded that nematodes are important pests of yam in Ekpoma. Carbofuran and yam variety can be exploited in the
development of an integrated pest management option for nematode pests of yam in Ekpoma.
Figure 1

Figure 2
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O TREE 1
Upcoming diseases and pests threaten the urban green in Germany
S. Mösch, M. Hommes, S. Werres
Julius Kühn-Institut, Institut for Plant Protection in Horticulture and Forest, Braunschweig, Germany
stefanie.moesch@jki.bund.de
In urban green a variety of harmful organisms occurs, which may negatively affect the aesthetics and vitality of the plants and
thus their ability to fulfill their functions. Due to the increasing globalization and climate change, new or so far unimportant
pests move into focus.
Current major pests like the sycamore lace bug (Corythucha ciliate) and the box-tree pyralid (Cydalima perspectalis) and diseases
like massaria disease (Splanchnonema platani) and bleeding canker of horse chestnut (Pseudomonas syringae pv. aesculi) in the
urban green in Germany, their biology, diagnosis and ways to prevent and control will be presented.

O TREE 2
Bark damages on plane trees caused by drought and frost in urban stands
H. Balder
University of Applied Sciences, Horticulture, Berlin, Germany
balder@beuth-hochschule.de
Since some years stem fractures are recognized on plane trees (Platanus acerifolia) in urban stands in the winter season. They
are located on the main stem, but on branches in the lower crown, too. Mainly older trees are damaged, more and more these
fractures appear on young trees. The symptom is mostly in south-west direction, sometimes in others. Investigations showed
that these damages are caused in a soft winter following a frost periode in a short distance. But the main reason is drought in
the beginning, for example after a dry summer or on bad urban stands. So it is important in tree care to control the water
situation of plane tree stands more and more and to understand what does it mean to preparate a new planting. The discussion
is going on what happens in cities in the time of climate change with a special view to rain falls over the year.

O TREE 3
Fungal community of cork oak (Quercus suber L.) forest under drought scenario
1
2
1
1
F. Reis , P. Baptista , R. Tavares , T. Lino-Neto
1
University of Minho, Biology, Braga, Portugal
2
Polytechnic Institute of Bragança, Bragança, Portugal
franciscareis@bio.uminho.pt
Mediterranean forests are one of the biodiversity “hotspots”. The cork oak (Quercus suber L.) forest (“montado”) is an unique
and emblematic resource for Portugal, both social and economic manner, protected by EU (Habitats Directive 92/43/EEC).
Portugal is the greatest cork producer with 50% of cork extraction worldwide. Nowadays, cork oak faces a severe global climate
change and a reduction in water availability is expected for the near future, which is expected to decrease cork oak growth and
productivity. Plant benefits from many symbiotic relations that occur between microorganisms and roots that are able to
enhance nutrient and water supply. However, root colonization efficiency and fungal community structures are dependent on
environmental conditions, such as water availability. The main goal of this work was to evaluate the relationship between fungal
abundance and diversity conferred by different drought scenarios. The effect of drought in cork oak fungal ecosystem was
accessed by studying cork oak field trees in 7 different Portuguese forests. Five different locations (Gerês, Macedo de Cavaleiros,
Vimeiro, Grândola and Moura) were evaluated according to a gradient of water-availability. Samples from extreme conditions,
the driest (Moura) and wettest (Gerês) places were sampled in two different sites. Soil samples (35) were analysed by ITS
barcoding on ECM tips andmetabarcoding using Illumina platform. The obtained results will help to understand not only the
importance of fungi to drought tolerance in cork oak forest, but also which are the main fungal colonizers.
Acknowledgements: This work has been supported by FCT (SFRH/BD/86519/2012 and Pest-OE/BIA/UI4046/2014).
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O TREE 4
The `birch-leafroll disease´ emerging in forests and urban parks in Fennoscandia - Viral agents associated with the disease
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1
2
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2
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Question: The `birch-leafroll disease´ has emerged the last decade to a serious problem in Fennoscandia. The extensive
appearance of virus-infected birches was first reported in 2006 in Finland (Jalkanen et al., 2007). Diseased trees exhibited foliar
disorders including vein banding, leaf roll and chlorotic ringspots, the affected trees declining in vigor with time. Cherry leaf roll
virus has been detected in symptomatic birches, it could however, not be directly correlated with the disease. A natural CLRV
population from birches is studied to improve understanding of the emergence of this viral disease. Additionally, the assumption
that other viral pathogens are involved in the disease is investigated.
Methods: A natural population of CLRV collected from infected Betula trees in Rovaniemi is analyzed and the population
features are described. Detection trials targeting other viruses are performed. Samples from affected trees are analyzed with
the next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology, allowing the whole microbial population present in each sample to be
defined. Detection assays to confirm the presence of the viruses identified by NGS in the RNA samples isolated from the infected
tissues are performed.
Results: The birch CLRV population from Rovaniemi is characterised by high genetic variability; considerable haplotype diversity,
long genetic distance among haplotypes and high within haplotype diversity are determined. Mixed infections of CLRV strains in
single Betula trees and recombination events in the CP region are demonstrated. The NGS analysis provided indication of more
viruses being present in the birch samples.
Conclusions: CLRV is strongly suggested to be associated with the “birch-leafroll disease” in Fennoscandia. We consider the
increased genetic diversity and the coexistence of a complex of highly variable strains in the same host as a significant change in
the pathogen population which could constitute a possible factor for the disease emergence. The beneficial effect for the CLRV
infection when trees are co-infected with another plant pathogenic virus will be discussed.
Jalkanen, R., Büttner, C. and von Bargen, S. 2007. Cherry leaf roll virus CLRV, abundant on Betula pubescens in Finland. Silva
Fennica 41: 755-762.

O TREE 5
Emaraviruses infecting forest and urban decidious tree species
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European mountain ash ringspot-associated virus (EMARaV) is the type member of the genus Emaravirus comprising plant
viruses with a segmented ss(-)RNA genome mainly infecting woody hosts. EMARaV contains at least four monocistronic genome
segments within the enveloped spherical particle, encoding the replicase (RNA1), a glycoprotein precursor (RNA2), the viral
nucleocapsid protein (RNA3), and a putative movement protein (RNA4), while in other members of the genus up to eight
genomic RNA molecules were found. Emaraviruses have a narrow host range usually restricted to few related species.
Symptoms induced by EMARaV include chlorotic ringspot, mottle of leaves and decline which may lead to the death of Sorbus
aucuparia (European mountain ash, syn. rowan). Other broad-leafed tree species are known for decades exhibiting similar viruslike symptoms, but no virus has been associated with the disease, yet.
Distribution and significance of emaraviruses as causal viral agents infecting important broad-leafed tree species of European
forests and urban areas are addressed in this study.
Sorbus spp. were assessed for EMARaV infection by visual inspection and RT-PCR. Other deciduous tree species showing viruslike symptoms were investigated for plant virus infection utilizing next-generation RNA sequencing technologies.
Chlorotic ringspots, mottle and dieback occur frequenctly throughout the S. aucuparia population in several European countries
including natural stands, managed forest and urban areas. EMARaV is closely associated with the observed disease as
demonstrated by RT-PCR. The virus was also detectable in whitebeam species (S. aria and S. intermedia) with respective
symptoms. Further, two previously unknown RNA viruses were identified in two different tree species showing chlorotic
ringspots, line pattern and mottle of leaves. Sequence analyses revealed closest relationships to emaraviruses.
EMARaV is the main viral agent which affects rowans throughout Europe and is capable to infect other Sorbus species. Related
plant viruses are able to infect other broad-leafed tree species in Europe. Thus, members of the genus Emaravirus have to be
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considered as serious threats to relevant forest and urban woody species and need to be included into health management
strategies of deciduous trees.

O TREE 6
Earlier bud burst in Norway spruce causes shifts in the population dynamics of two erruptive sawfly species
C. Schafellner, A. Schopf, M. Schebeck
Forest Entomology, Forest Pathology and Forest Protection, Forest and Soil Sciences, BOKU - University of Natural Resources and
Life Sciences, Vienna, Austria
christa.schafellner@boku.ac.at
Lowland stands of pure Norway spruce (Picea abies) in Austria are highly prone to mass outbreaks of the small spruce sawfly,
Pristiphora abietina. Until the mid-1990ies, large forest areas were heavily infested, but outbreaks disappeared thereafter. From
2011 onwards, significant feeding damages were reported from spruce plantations that had suffered severe and repeated
defoliation by P. abietina in the past. The actual damage is caused by the mountain spruce sawfly, Pachynematus montanus, a
species considered to be a minor pest with sporadic, local outbreaks in forests above 800 m a.s.l.Within an EU-funded project
we investigated the population dynamics of the two sawfly species. We recorded the timing of adult sawfly emergence from the
soil (photo-eclectors) and spruce budbreak (stages) on five currently-infested lowland sites and two uninfested sites at higher
elevations for 2-3 consecutive years. The data were coupled with air and soil temperature profiles and the results were
compared with studies from the 1990ies. Despite year-to-year variations, the beginning of budbreak in spruce advanced
considerably more than adult wasp emergence. At the lowland sites, P. abietina catches were rare while P. montanus was the
predominant species; both sawfly species were rare at the upland sites.
The phenological window for oviposition is very narrow for P. abietina, females accept exclusively the newly-expanding buds.
The temporal window is wider for P. montanus wasps which lay their eggs on needles of expanding shoots up to 5 cm in length.
Accordingly, tight synchrony between budburst and wasp emergence is a major determinant of variability in the abundance of P.
abietina. We speculate that significant advances in the timing of spruce budburst due to climate warming in recent years
outcompeted P. abietina, presumably due to the inability of the emerging wasps to find suitable, newly-burst buds for
oviposition, but still allow P. montanus to colonize the buds.
The shift in population dynamics of the sawfly species has major impacts on forestry; feeding of P. abietina larvae is restricted to
current-year needles, thus, even high needle loss does not kill the tree. By contrast, P. montanus larvae feed both current-year
needles and old foliage, and thus predisposing heavily infested trees to attack by bark beetles.
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Implications of climate change for invasive weeds
K. Jabran, M. Dogan
Adnan Menderes University, Plant Protection, Aydin, Turkey
khawarjabran@gmail.com
This planet is facing changes in its environment since its advent. However, recent projection in CO2 concentrations as a result of
anthropogenic activities has seriously disturbed the equilibrium of global climate. In addition, increased international travels,
change in land use, drought, global trade, nitrogen pollution and increasing atmospheric temperature are pertinent in the list of
recent global climate changes. Invasive plant/weed species are the alien species which have negative implications for the
economy, health and local vegetation. The climate change is supposed to enhance the invasiveness of invasive plants. We have
discussed the X-factors which link the weed invasiveness with climate change. For example, high CO2 concentration in the
atmosphere can help the invasive weed species to germinate quickly, build high biomass and produce more seeds. Higher
concentration of nitrogen resulting from nitrogen pollution can improve the nutrition of invasive weeds, and high atmospheric
temperature can stimulate the early flowering and seed production in invasive weeds. Timely and properly management of
invasive weeds would aid to avoid the ecological and economic damages caused by invasive weeds. The option of integrated
management is desired to eradicate this noxious vegetation.

O WEE 2
Biological control of weeds in maize using seed predators
H. Pannwitt, C. Selig, F. de Mol, P. R. Westerman
University Rostock, Crop Health, Rostock, Germany
heike.pannwitt@uni-rostock.de
Competitiveness between weeds and crops can lower yields for farmers. Weeds are hard to control. One of the reasons is that
they produce large amounts of seeds that enter the seed bank. As a natural reservoir, the seedbank ensures the survival of weed
populations in the long run. Post dispersal seed predators can reduce the input of new seeds into the seed bank by feeding on
mature seeds on the soil surface. Weeds naturally occur in patches. If seed predators consume more seed in areas with high
then in areas with low seed densities (direct density-dependent), they can reduce their spatial spread of weed patches.
The goal of this work was to quantify the response of seed predators to increasing density of artificially applied seeds of
Echinochloa crus-galli (L.) P. Beauv. in maize fields. In the case of granivorous rodents, a directly density-dependent response
was expected, because they are active all-year-round, and have a high metabolic rate. In the case of granivorous carabid beetles,
an inverse density-dependent response was expected, because they are less mobility and have a lower metabolic rate.
Depending on the dominant type of seed predator, the response can vary from directly to inversely density-dependent.
To examine the response of seed predators to increasing seed densities of E. crus-galli, an experiment was conducted on two
maize fields, in North-Eastern Germany from August until October 2014. On 30 plots (1.5 m x 1.5 m) per field, E. crus-galli seeds
-2
were applied, at 0, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600 seed m , in six replications per density. The rate of seed predation was measured in
2
so-called seed trays. In each plot, one 0.1 m sized tray filled with seed free soil was buried flush with the soil surface and seeded
with the appropriate seed density. After 4 and 6 weeks, trays were removed, seeds extracted from the soil with an elutriator and
flotation technique with saturated NaCl and counted manually.
To estimate the degree of density-dependent seed predation in maize fields, the relationship between the initial number of
seeds and the number of seeds retrieved after exposure will be determined. Results on the relationship between the seed
density and predation rate will be presented and discussed.

O WEE 3
Current status of Parasitic Weeds in Sudan
E. Zahran, M. Zaroug, A. Abbasher
University of AlZaheim Al Azhari, Plant Protection and Environmental Studied, Khartoum Bahari, Sudan
edurzahran@gmail.com
Parasitic flowering plants of the angiosperm includes 3000 plant species in 16 families, Characterized by forming hausturia
linking them to the host tissues used as a morphological and physiological graft which taps water and nutrients from the host.
Two main types of parasitic plants can be distinguished: stem parasites and root parasites. Stem parasites occurred in several
families, and pathogenic members include some mistletoe and dodder (Cuscuta). Root parasites are more common and are
found in diverse taxonomic groups. Most of the economically important root parasites are in the Orobanchaceae (Phelibanchae,
Orobanchae, and Striga) (fig. 1). In Sudan Striga is considered the main biotic factor that limits sorghum production especially
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under rainfed agriculture. Broomrapes are phanerogamic holoparasites that attack roots of many dicotyledonous crops. The
most important species: Phellibanchae ramosa (attached Solanaceous crops), attacks mainly tomato, eggplant & potato in
central Sudan. Orobancae creneta (Leguminous crops) attacks mainly faba bean in Northern Sudan and O. cernua parasitized
sunflower. Mistletoe especially the genus Tapinanthus occurs in most citrus and gauva producing areas along the Blue Nile
banks in central Sudan leading to losses in yield ranged from 50-100% leading to eradication of trees. Dodder (Cuscuta spp) is an
annual obligate stem parasite. It produces a dense and shady barriers or canopy which drastically reduces growth and vigor of
the host. Field dodder (Cucuta campestries) the most dominant species was noticed parasitizing 20 plant species belonging to 13
families. Among the most affected hosts; 6 vegetable crops and one fruit tree. Compared with non-parasitic weeds, the control
of parasitic weeds has proved to be exceptionally difficult. Nevertheless different methods of control have tried and some of
them adopted under field conditions to manage the parasitic weeds in Sudan.
Figure 1

O WEE 4
Practicality of suicidal germination for combating the invasive root parasitic weed Striga hermonthica
1
1
1
1
2
Y. Sugimoto , H. Samejima , H. Takikawa , M. Sasaki , A. G. Babiker
1
Kobe University, Agricultural Science, Kobe, Japan
2
Sudan University of Science and Technology, Khartoum, Sudan
yukihiro@kobe-u.ac.jp
Witchweeds (Striga spp.) have long been recognized as the greatest biological constraint to food production in sub-Saharan
Africa. They are steadily increasing in distribution and intensity. Among the species, S. hermonthica, which parasitizes a wide
range of economically important poaceous crops including maize, sorghum, millet, rice and sugarcane, is the most important. To
germinate, Striga seeds require a pre-treatment in a warm moist environment and a subsequent exposure to a germination
stimulant. In nature the germination stimulants, strigolactones (SLs), are ubiquitous in plants root exudates. Induction of
germination in absence of host plants, suicidal germination, has become an attractive approach for Striga control and hence
identification and synthesis of novel SLs and development of analogues with simpler structures, high activities and better
stability in soil is imperative. In this study, novel SLs analogues comprising carbamates, phenylacrylonitriles,
phenyliminoacetonitriles and phosphonates, were designed, synthesized and evaluated in vitro for potency as S. hermonthica
germination stimulants. The carbamates, phenylacrylonitriles and phenyliminoacetonitriles analogues induced high germination
while the phosphonates analogues were less effective. Based on high activity and ease of preparation a carbamate, designated
as T-010 was selected, formulated (10% WP) and tested for effectiveness on Striga parasitism and sorghum growth. Pots filled
with Striga infested soil were irrigated with tap water, treated with T-010 18 days later. Six days after treatment sorghum seeds
were sown. The seedlings, thinned to 2/pot, were allowed to grow to maturity. T-010 decreased Striga emergence and increased
sorghum shoot dry weight (DW) in a concentration dependent manner. No significant differences in shoot DW were observed
among Striga-free treatments, irrespective of T-010 rate, thus implying that the stimulant had no obvious adverse effects on
sorghum. The results were further validated in a field artificially infested with Striga seeds. Sorghum head DW was 69, 274, 326
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and 280 g m in plots treated with T-010 at 0, 0.1, 1.0 and 10.0 kg ha , respectively. The study demonstrated the practicality of
suicidal germination in combating Striga and mitigating its adverse effects on sorghum.

O WEE 5
Environmental weed Acacia longifolia and their biological management by Trichilogaster acaciaelongifoliae in Australia
M. R. Islam
Federation University Australia, Environmental Science, Ballarat, Australia
rashedsau@yahoo.com
Acacia longifolia subsp. longifolia (hereafter A. longifolia) is a significant environmental weed in parts of Victoria, South Australia
and Western Australia and therefore its biological management is considered vital. Sustainable control of A. longifolia is not easy
as the seeds of A. longifolia can alive dormant in the soil for decades, which can germinate after temporary control of this
species and can obstruct restoration program after some disturbance events (as for example fire). However biological control is
more effective to manage A. longifolia for long term restoration of native ecosystems. Trichilogaster acaciaelongifoliae is a
recognized agent to manage populations of A. longifolia in South Africa, its feeding behaviour and host specificity are little
known. Moreover, the precise steps in gall development are unclear. Therefore, the aims of this study are (i) to explain the
feeding behaviour and host specificity of the T. acaciaelongifoliae, and (ii) host plant response and community interactions in
gall on A. longifolia. The gall materials on A. longifolia with T. acaciaelongifoliae and other associated insects will be collected
during 2014-2016 from the Grampians National Park for SEM and TEM microscopy. Adults of T. acaciaelongifoliae will be
captured from the field and released on glasshouse cultures of A. longifolia to monitor their feeding behaviour and process of
gall development. The outcomes of this study will enable to understanding the environmentally control of weedy Acacia-s.

O WEE 6
Multiple introduction events of the invasive alien weed Sicyos angulatus in Japan and its spread by water systems
1
2
S. Kurokawa , H. Kobayashi
1
NARO Agricultural Research Center, Crop Production Systems Division, Tsukuba, Japan
2
NARO Institute of Livestock and Grassland Science, Animal Physiology and Nutrition Research Division, Tsukuba, Japan
kuro94@icloud.com
Introduction: The Plant Protection Act of Japan does not include weeds among the injurious plants to be controlled. Since the
1990s, however, many alien weeds have caused serious problems in agricultural land. Sicyos angulatus is particularly
problematic because of its aggressive vining habit in maize and soybean plantations. To develop effective procedures of alien
weed control, it is crucial to understand their introduction dynamics and mechanisms of spread.
Objectives: The objectives of this study are (1) to elucidate the introduction dynamics of S. angulatus based on regional patterns
of genetic variation and (2) to understand the spread pattern of S. angulatus through a case study of the Abukuma River basin,
Japan.
Materials and methods: We used Inter-Simple Sequence Repeat (ISSR) genotyping to detect patterns of genetic variation in S.
angulatus in central and northeastern regions of Japan. We surveyed the distribution of S. angulatus along the banks of the
Abukuma River and searched for the seed source in the area surrounding the river’s upper reaches. Chloroplast DNA haplotype
composition was compared among populations.
Results: The analysis of molecular variance by ISSR genotyping revealed that 88.4% of genetic variation occurred within single
areas, compared to only 1.1% between the two regions and 10.5% among areas within regions. The coefficient of gene
differentiation was low between the two geographically distinct regions (G ST = 0.053). We identified five multilocus haplotypes
(A-E) along the Abukuma River. The surrounding area’s population, located on nearby dairy farms, showed higher genetic
diversity at the haplotype level than the riverbank population. Its haplotype composition was similar to that of the population in
the upstream region.
Conclusion: These results suggest multiple introduction events of S. angulatus from the same gene pools into wide areas of
Japan and the facilitation of its spread by water systems. Imported feed grains may be responsible for multiple introductions
into dairy land. Thus, paddy areas connected with dairy lands through water systems may be at high risk of invasion. A
nationwide alien weed management system including pre- and post-border controls will be necessary.
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Screening Date Palm Cultivars for Resistance to Red Palm Weevil, Rhynchophorus ferrugineus (Coleoptera: Curculionidae)
H. Elshafie, R. Faleiro
University, Entomology, Hofuf, Saudi Arabia
elshafie62@yahoo.com
Date palm, Phoenix dactylifera L. is the most important crop of the Arabian Peninsula. The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is among the
top three date producing countries of the world estimated to have over 400 date palm cultivars of which 25 are important that
yield1.3 million tons of dates annually. The red palm weevil (RPW) Rhynchophorus ferrugineus (Olivier) (Coleoptera:
Curculionidae) is a key pest of date palm in the Middle East. We studied the mechanisms of resistance against RPW in seven
major date palm cultivars of the Al-Ahsa oasis in Saudi Arabia viz. Khalas, Sheshi, Reziz, Khasab, Hatmi, Shahal and Gaar by
determining the extent of attraction of female RPW adults to fresh palm volatiles emitted from date palm frond tissue through
four-arm choice olfactometer assays. Further, we assessed the degree of antixenosis and antibiotic effects if any by evaluating
the number of eggs laid (oviposition), percent egg hatch and larval tunneling in these cultivars. Results revealed that the popular
date palm cultivar Khalas had the least antixenotic effect on female RPW adults where a high degree of attraction to palm tissue
volatiles was recorded which was statistically similar to the cultivars Reziz, Sheshi and Hatmi. The cultivars Khasab, Shahal and
Gaar exhibited high degree of non-preference (antixenosis). Further, Reziz registered the highest egg lay by RPW and was
statistically at par with the cultivars Khalas and Sheshi. Similar and non-significant values for egg hatch and larval tunneling in
the cultivars tested indicate no antibiotic effects against RPW in the seven date palm cultivars. Since over 50% of the area in the
Al-Ahsa oasis is under the cultivar Khalas with several new plantations in the susceptible age of less than 20 years, RPW is likely
to pose a major challenge to date farmers of the region in the years to come.

O MIS 2
Ecological impacts on native ant and ground-dwelling animal communities through the invasive Argentine ant management in
Japan
1
2
2
M. Inoue , Y. Sakamoto , K. Goka
1
Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology, Tokyo, Japan
2
National Institute for Environmental Studies, Ibaraki, Japan
makimaki@cc.tuat.ac.jp
In the last 30 years some limited successes in alien ant control have been documented globally, and control programs remain
challenging. Moreover, the potential non-target impacts of toxicants have not been well studied. The Argentine ant Linepithema
humile is native to South America and is a highly invasive species that has become established worldwide. This species was first
detected in Japan in 1993 and has since spread throughout the country. To prevent further range expansion of L. humile in
Japan, early detection, rapid response systems, and control measures are required. Here, we assessed the efficacy and nontarget effects of multiple products containing active compound fipronil, in the attempted control of two populations of L. humile
in Tokyo, Japan. Three treatments were conducted: control, low-dose treatment (0.1 g/ha per treatment), and high-dose
treatment (0.2 g/ha). Treatments were applied once per month for 11 months. The abundance of L. humile declined rapidly by
up to 99.8% in treated areas, but remained at extremely high densities in the control area. The treatments had few negative
non-target effects, with the abundances of native ant species and other ground-dwelling invertebrates except for cockroaches
being greater in the treated areas after L. humile suppression. These results suggested that the ecological impact of L. humile
must be much larger than that of insecticide to the native invertebrate community. Thus fipronil is an effective compound for
controlling L. humile and can be used with minimal toxic effects on non-target organisms. The treatments cost approximately
US$ 575/ha in low-dose treatment and US$ 1,250 / ha in high-dose treatment. Our research supports the creation of more
ambitious invasive ant management projects.

O MIS 3
Monitoring of Exotic Fruit Fly Species in Bulgaria
1
2
R. Tomov , I. Ivanova
1
University of Forestry, Plant protection, Sofia, Bulgaria
2
Bulgarian Food Safety Agency, Central Laboratory for Plant Quarantine, Sofia, Bulgaria
rtomov@yahoo.com
Question: The recent introduction of exotic fruit flies in North Africa and the Middle East poses a high threat to fruits and
vegetable production of the Balkans and Eastern Mediterranean. In parts of the Balkans, the Medfly (Ceratitis capitata) causes
major damage to fruit production. It has been detected several times in Bulgaria but records until now refer to interceptions or
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short-lived adventive populations only. It is still unclear how its impact in Bulgaria could increase with global warming. In the
framework of IAEA TC regional projects RER5018/RER5020 a fruit fly trapping aiming at early detection of quarantine fruit flies
and survey for presence and pest status of C. capitata in Bulgaria was set up.
Methods: The monitoring was conducted during the period 2013-2014 in Bulgaria following the Fruit fly trapping guidelines
provided as Annex 1 to ISPM No. 26 or the FAO/IAEA trapping guidelines (2013). Three types of traps were used: Jackson traps
with Methyl eugenol plug; Jackson traps with Trimedlure plug; Tephri traps with Biolure (3 components - trimethylamine,
ammonium acetate, and putrescine) plus toxicant (DDVP red square). The monitoring were conducted in permanent plots as
follows: 15 fruit markets, 14 orchards, 10 border checkpoints and 3 touristic areas with campings. The traps were located in the
regions of the following towns: Blagoevgrad, Burgas, Varna, Vidin, Vratsa, Kyustendil. Kurdzhali, Pazardzhik, Pleven, Plovdiv,
Ruse, Sliven, Sofia, Stara Zagora and Haskovo.
Results: Quarantine fruit flies were not detected during the survey in Bulgaria. Ceratitis capitata was detected in fruit market of
Sofia in September 2013 and 2014. In 2014 it was trapped in the field with Tephri traps with Biolure and Jackson traps with
Trimedlure in region of Petrich (peach orchard, August), Blagoevgrad, (peach orchard, August, and September), Plovdiv (apple
and peach orchards, September and October). No infested fruits were detected in the field.
In 2014 Drosophila suzukii was trapped with Tephri traps with Biolure in region of Blagoevgrad (cherry orchard, June; peach
orchard, September), Kyustendil (plum orchard, September), Plovdiv (peach orchard, October). No infested fruits were detected
in the field. Single specimens was trapped with Jackson traps with Trimedlure in fruit markets of Sofia and Purvenets in
November.
Conclusions: Ceratitis capitata was trapped in orchards in South Bulgaria but its establishment in the field was not confirmed. An
initial stage of invasion of Drosophila suzukii in Bulgaria was observed. The recently launched project “East and South European
Network for Invasive Alien Species - a tool to support the management of alien species in Bulgaria (ESENIAS-TOOLS)” will
facilitate the networking in the region what is crucial for early detection of IAS.
Acknowledgements: The participation in the congress has been supported by the ESENIAS-TOOLS project.

O MIS 4
Development of rational management options for invasive pest, brown marmorated stink bug, Halyomorpha halys - lures,
traps, barriers, and… .
G. Krawczyk, D. Soergel, B. Lehman, T. Enyeart
Penn State University, Entomology, FREC, Biglerville, PA, United States
gxk13@psu.edu
Brown marmorated stink bug (BMSB) Halyomorpha halys (Stäl) (Heteroptera- Pentatomidae), an established exotic insect pest
species introduced from Asia continues to challenge fruit growers in Eastern U.S. Currently BMSB is the number one pest of
Pennsylvania pome and stone fruit orchards, responsible for severe economic losses. Initially, only frequent insecticide
treatments applied at a set time interval provided satisfactory control of this stink bug. During last few season we attempted to
develop an alternative, more Integrated Pest Management (IPM) friendly tactics aided to reduce the negative impact of
insecticides used for BMSB management on orchard ecosystem.
During the 2013 and 2014 seasons multiple trials were conducted in commercial pome and stone fruit orchards to evaluate
effectiveness of various BMSB management programs. Targeted insecticide applications based on stink bug monitoring as well
as mechanical net barriers were evaluated for their effectiveness to reduce fruit injuries in orchards. Intercropping and crop
barriers were also evaluated in field vegetable systems. Captures of BMSB adults and nymphs in commercially available BMSB
monitoring traps were utilized as a provisional treatment threshold supporting insecticide applications.
Trap data based targeted BMSB treatments during the 2014 season resulted in over 40 percent reduction in the number of
insecticide applications without a negative effect on the number of injured fruit. Mechanical net barriers and intercropping was
also effective in reducing the number of BMSB adults observed in evaluated fields, however the results were more variable and
appeared to depend more on the type of vegetation surrounding the crop. Netting used as mechanical barriers were more
effective in preventing movement of BMSB instars from neighboring soybean or corn fields, but was not effective against BMSB
migration from woods.
With no effective control provided by native beneficial organisms, the management options for this invasive pests still need to
be based mainly on judicious use of insecticides, however mechanical barriers combined with targeted use of pesticides are
promising options for effective, more environmentally friendly integrated pest management of brown marmorated stink bug
populations in fruit orchards.
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Developing management strategies for the invasive Megacopta cribraria in soybeans in the southeastern United States
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An exotic plataspid native to Asia, Megacopta cribraria (Fabricius 1978), was found in Georgia in October 2009. Insects were
identified as M. cribraria using morphological characters which were corroborated by maternal DNA fingerprinting. Known as
the kudzu bug or the bean plataspid, M. cribraria has now spread across the southeastern and southern United States where it
can cause major yield loss to soybean. This presentation will provide an overview of our regional projects on management and
ecology of this invasive pest in soybean. Our initial work in South Carolina and Georgia in 2010 and 2011 focusing on insecticide
efficacy and timing of applications showed that pyrethroid insecticides are effective and the presence of nymphs may be a good
indicator of the need to trigger applications. Additional studies on dispersal of M. cribraria from overwintering sites to soybean
are helping to optimize timing of insecticide applications in soybean. To facilitate decision making, sequential sampling plans
were developed using sweep net and beat cloth sampling methods. An early planting of soybean (April) can often help to avoid
high infestations in later plantings (May-June). We have also documented Beauvaria bassiana and a mermithid
entomopathogenic nematode infecting M. cribraria in South Carolina, as components of biological control. Initial screening of
soybean lines suggest that plant resistance has potential as an additional component of integrated pest management programs.

O MIS 6
Cultural control in Switzerland continues to be a sustainable strategy for Diabrotica v. virgifera containment
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Ever since 2000 Switzerland belongs to the 22 European countries where the quarantine pest Diabrotica virgifera virgifera
LeConte, Western corn rootworm (WCR), has been detected. WCR is reported to be the most important maize pest worldwide
with annual economic damages reaching 1.5 billion US$. In Switzerland it is constantly present in the Canton south of the Alps
while only few beetles are sporadically found in the north. Observations from 2000 up to 2014 support the hypothesis that
populations in the southern part of the Alps are generated by yearly migrations from principal pest foci situated in neighbouring
Italian areas of Lombardy. Neither the tight correlation between travel distance and time of first arrival at various points from
South to North, nor the steady decline of population along the route can be explained otherwise.
Control measures enacted by Swiss authorities were principally based on a tightly enforced crop rotation scheme without
chemical inputs as usually practiced in parts of the European Union.
The effectiveness of crop rotation has been tested in a 7 year field trial comparing a continuous maize cropping system with a
crop rotation system and with a maximum of one year of maize within any two year period. Population density was measured
using synthetic pheromone baited traps and observations of root damage. Results showed that no economically relevant
population built up during this period in the crop rotation treatment, whereas in the statistical evaluation of continuous maize
cropping root damages could be detected after 4 years already.
One to one (1:1) year crop rotations are a common practice, are mandatory since 2004 in Southern Switzerland, and are well
accepted by farmers. Consequently, not a trace of pesticide has been employed against WCR in Switzerland up to now. The low
level population density also helped to avoid the introduction of WCR populations into Swiss Cantons north of the Alps and thus
prevented further spreading towards the state territories of northern neighbour states.
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Resistance reaction of elite black soybean lines to Phakopsora pachyrhizi
A. Krisnawati, G. W. Anggoro Susanto, M. M. Adie
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Indonesia
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Indonesian tropical climate is ideal for both of soybean growth and harmful disease development. Soybean rust, Phakopsora
pachyrhizi, has been a serious disease in Indonesia and may have an impact on soybean production. Ten elite black soybean lines
were evaluated for rust resistance in ILETRI’s greenhouse in 2011. At 30 days after planting, plants were inoculated with spores
by density of 10,000 spores per millimetre. Agronomic characters were evaluated based on research conducted in 16 soybean
production centers in Indonesia. The rust severity was rated using IWGSR soybean rust rating system.
Reaction resiatance to rust disease fluctuates over time. Period of 45-69 days after planting was the most critical time because
plants were in the stage of pod setting and seed filling. Three elite lines showed resistant to moderately resistant reaction at the
plant age of 45, 52 and 69 days, and two of them (Cikuray × W9837-171 and W9837 × 100H-236) consistently showed a
moderately resistant at the age of 76 days.
Of the three best lines, Cikuray × W9837-171 produced the highest yield (2.72 t/ha), have days to maturity of 74 days, and the
seed size reached 11.22 g/100 seeds. The reaction resistance of the Cikuray x W9837-171 to rust disease at the plant age 38 was
resistant, and the next plant age of 45, 52, 69, and 76 days were entirely showed moderately resistant. Therefore, the elite black
soybean line Cikuray x W9837-171 has a great opportunity to be adopted by farmers due to its resistance to rust disease and
high potential yield.

O GR I-2
Identification and Safeguarding Novel Sources of Resistance to Biotic Stresses in Crop Diversity from Eastern Ghats
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Introduction: Broadening of diversity in the primary gene pool is fundamental to any crop improvement programme to draw
genes of significance especially those imparting resistance to biotic stresses. The Eastern Ghats of Coastal India is a treasure
trove for ethnic diversity in various Agri-horticultural crops. National Bureau of Plant Genetic Resources (NBPGR) under took
over 100 germplasm collection missions in Eastern Ghats for enriching the national gene pool.
Objectives: Identification of genotypes resistant to biotic stresses there by preventing the loss of land race diversity possessing
traits of significance with special reference to biotic stresses. Enrichment of national gene pool with genotypes offering traits of
resistance to biotic stresses.
Materials and methods: Screening of over 5,000 accessions against significant pests was undertaken based on natural incidence
and artificial inoculations. Pest problems of eggplant (fruit borer), chilli pepper (thrips, mites, powdery mildew, anthracnose,
Peanut bud necrosis virus and root-knot nematode), cowpea (Blackeye cowpea mosaic virus-BCMV), dolichos bean (anthracnose
and aphids), sorghum (sugarcane aphid) and wild tomato (root-knot nematode) were investigated. The per cent disease
incidence on each genotype was converted to rating scale developed based on the field reaction leading to identification of
promising accessions.
Results: Results indicated significant variability for resistance among the genotypes of different crops to different biotic stresses.
A system of soft protection of intellectual property rights available with Indian council of Agricultural Research, was used for
registering these promising genotypes. Cowpea (INGR 08084) resistant to BCMV, Dolichos bean (INGR 11031) to anthracnose
and aphids, Lycopersicon peruvianum (INGR 08094 and 08096) to Meloidogyne javanica, Sorghum (INGR 02022) to sugarcane
aphid, Chilli peppers to thrips and mites (INGR 08095), to anthracnose (INGR 14041), and to thrips and powdery mildew (INGR
08097) were found resistant.
Conclusions: Efforts of NBPGR for preventing the loss of crop biodiversity resulted in enrichment of national gene pool to the
tune of 20,000 entries. Numbers of landraces possessing traits of resistance were identified, soft IPRs derived and deposited in
National Gene Bank.
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Virulence status of the brown planthopper to resistant rice varieties in Asia
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The brown planthopper (BPH) Nilaparvata lugens is the major pest on rice throughout Asia. After the mid-2000s, outbreaks of
BPH have been occurred frequently in East Asia and Indochina. The major factors causing these outbreaks were 1) the shift of
rice cultivars to susceptible ones and 2) the development of insecticide resistance against some neonicotinoids such as
imidacloprid. The breeding for resistance to BPH became an important research subject for management of Asian BPH.
Twenty-eight rice genes for resistance to BPH have been detected and many resistant rice cultivars were released since 1973.
Wide-scale monoculture of rice cultivars with monogenic resistance to BPH resulted in the development of virulence to resistant
cultivars in BPH. Thus, the virulence to rice differential varieties was monitored using the BPH strains collected from wide areas
of Asia from 2006 to 2011. The virulence test was conducted on the basis of the adult mortality rate and the presence or
absence of a swollen abdomen 5 days after infestation.
All the BPH strains (East Asia, Vietnam, and Philippines) were highly virulent to Mudgo (carrying Bph1) and ASD7 (carrying Bph2),
suggesting that these two genes have already been broken down in Asia. In contrast, the virulence to Babawee (carrying bph4)
varied among strains: the BPH in Southern Vietnam were highly virulent and those in Philippines were partially virulent, but the
BPH in East Asia and Northern Vietnam were avirulent on 2006. However, the virulence to Babawee in East Asia and Northern
Vietnam strains have been developed and fluctuated simultaneously after 2007. The varieties Rathu Heenati (carrying Bph3 and
Bph17) and Balamawee (carrying at least two BPH-resistance genes) had a broad spectrum of resistance against all the Asian
BPH strains tested from 2006 to 2009. However, the virulence to Rathu Heenati and Balamawee in Southern Vietnam strains had
slightly developed after 2010.
In conclusion, the virulence status of Northern Vietnam (the source area of BPH migration to East Asia) and East Asia changed
simultaneously, suggesting that virulence monitoring in Vietnam is important to estimate the change of the virulent status in
East Asia. The results also showed that The BPH in Southern Vietnam developed virulence more rapidly than those in East Asia
and Northern Vietnam.

O GR I-4
Exploiting wild relatives of grain legumes for developing insect-smart crops
S. Sharma, H. C. Sharma, H. D. Upadhyaya
International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT), Patancheru, Grain Legumes, Hyderabad, India
shivali.sharma@cgiar.org
Productivity of grain legumes is quite low worldwide mainly due to the narrow genetic base of crop cultivars coupled with many
abiotic/biotic stresses. Of these stresses, pod borer, Helicoverpa armigera is one of the most damaging pests worldwide. Losses
due to this pest have been estimated to be US $ 317 million in the semi-arid tropics (SAT), and over US$ 2 billion on different
crops worldwide. Only low to moderate levels of resistance to H. armigera have been detected in the cultivated genepool of
most of the crops including the ICRISAT mandate grain legume crops chickpea, pigeonpea, and groundnut. In contrast, the wild
relatives of crops which continue to evolve in nature, have defense mechanism to survive when challenged by the herbivores. To
bridge the gap between the potential and realized yields of grain legumes on farmers’ fields, there is a need to develop high
yielding cultivars with resistance to pod borer. Wild relatives are a potential source for introgressing resistance genes against H.
armigera into the cultigen. Several accessions of wild relatives of gain legumes with high levels, and different mechanisms of
resistance to H. armigera (oviposition non-reference and antibiosis) have been identified, and these can be utilized as sources of
resistance in breeding programs to introgress useful genes into cultivated background following wide hybridization. At ICRISAT,
efforts are underway to introgress different components of pod borer resistance from different wild Cajanus species (C.
scarabaeoides and C. acutifolius) into commercial pigeonpea cultivars, and from Cicer reticulatum and C. echinospermum into
the cultivated chickpea for developing pod borer-resistant introgression lines for improvement of grain legumes. This will also
lead to broadening the genetic base through wide hybridization.
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Genetic resources of barley resistance to leaf blights and their rational using in Russia
1
2
1
1
1
3
3
O. Afanasenko , D. Kopahnke , A. Anisimova , N. Lashina , I. Dobrinin , O. Kovaleva , I. Loskutov
1
All-Russian Research Institute for Plant Protection, Saint Petersburg, Russian Federation
2
Julius Kuehn-Institute (JKI), Federal Research Institute for Cultivated Plants, Institute for Resistance Research and Stress
Tolerance, Quedlinburg, Germany
3
N.I. Vavilov Research Institute of Plant Industry, Saint Petersburg, Russian Federation
olga.s.afan@gmail.com
Net blotch caused by Pyrenophora teres f. teres and spot blotch caused by Cochliobolus sativus are two most damaging and
widely distributed fungal pathogens of barley. Breeding for durable barley resistance is based on knowledge of micro
evolutionary processes in pathogen populations and genetic diversity of resistance.
The objectives of studies were (i) screening on resistance to P. teres f. teres and C. sativus the barley germplasm collection of
landraces and cultivars from N. I. Vavilov Research Institute of Plant Industry, (ii) to identify major genes and QTLs for resistance
to P. teres f. teres, and C. sativus in some barley accessions, and (iii) to find the most effective combinations of resistance genes
for barley breeding.
More than 10.000 barley accessions from different genetic centers of barley diversity and commercial cultivars were evaluated
for resistance to both P. teres and C. sativus in laboratory, greenhouse and field conditions.
Mapping of QTLs controlled resistance to different P. teres f. teres and C. sativus isolates in two double haploid (DH) populations
was carried out with set of 384 SNP markers.
As a result of long-term joint research projects of the All-Russian Research Institute of Plant Protection and the Institute for
Resistance Research and Stress Tolerance of the Federal Research Center for Cultivated Plants, more than 10.000 barley
accessions from different genetic centers of barley diversity and commercial cultivars were evaluated for resistance to both P.
teres and C. sativus, and as a result about 450 accessions with different level of resistance were identified.
In two DH populations one major gene and four novel QTLs of resistance to P. teres f. teres was detected, also seven novel QTLs
contributed resistance to nine C. sativus isolates.
35 combinations of resistance genes in barley accessions, to which isolates with complementary combination of virulence genes
were not found in natural P. teres f. teres populations, were determined.
Studies was partially supported by grant of Russian Fund of Basic Research № 14-04-00400

O GR I-6
Disease control and yields in traditional durum wheat (Triticum turgidum L. subsp. durum) variety mixtures in Morocco
1
2
1
1
1
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R. Bazidaz , M. Holzinger , M. Arbaoui , L. Belqadi , B. Ezzahiri , P. Colangelo , A. H. Brown , D. I. Jarvis
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IAV Hassan II University, Rabat, Italy
2
Bioversity International, Maccarese, Italy
3
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4
Washington State University, Crop and Soil Sciences, Pullman, Italy
mustaphaarbaoui@hotmail.comd.jarvis@cgiar.org
Durum wheat (Triticum turgidum L. subsp. durum) is one of Morocco's most important cereal crops. Its production faces
challenges in the form of climatic variability and disease damage. Septoria leaf blotch (caused by Zysomoseptoria tritici) and
brown rust (Puccinia recondita f. sp. Tritici) are prevalent and serious diseases affecting wheat in Morocco. Twenty-four different
varietal mixtures combinations based on of one modern and five traditional varieties popular in the study area, were planted at
two distinct experimental sites. Data on disease incidences and yields were collected. Analysed using generalized linear mixed
models (GLMM) showed that increasing both the number of varieties and the proportion of resistant variety within a mix
contributed significantly to lower levels of infestation for both diseases. Yield increased significantly with more varietal
components -being less affected by the overall level of disease incidence. Most mixture treatments performed better in terms of
disease than the mean of the pure stand of their best components as monocultures, but less than the best component. The
majority of tested mixtures exhibited higher productivity than monocultures of their highest yielding component. The results
suggest durum wheat varietal mixtures are a viable option for disease management and yield stability.
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Risk ranking of importation pathways using fruit flies hierarchy - Reunion Island case study
1,2
3
4
5
6
7
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P. Martin , P. Ryckewaert , C. Tayeh , P. Reynaud , S. Quilici , M. De Meyer , P. Silvie
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CIRAD, UPR AIDA, Montpellier, France
2
LIRMM, Computer science, Montpellier, France
3
CIRAD, UR HORTSYS, Le Lamentin, France
4
Anses, ERB, Angers, France
5
Anses, Entomology and Invasive Plants Unit, Montpellier, France
6
CIRAD, UMR PVBMT, Le Lamentin, France
7
Royal Museum for Central Africa, biology, Tervuren, Belgium
pierre.martin@cirad.fr
Question: Transfers of fresh fruits and vegetables between countries via passengers or commercial trade enables insects such as
Tephritidae (Diptera commonly named ‘fruit flies’) to colonize new areas, causing crop losses as well as displacement of
indigenous species. Islands are very sensitive areas to alien species introductions, making application of import regulations
important to protect local agriculture. In Réunion Island (Indian Ocean), 309 import pathways of fruits and vegetables have been
identified using data registered between 2007 and 2012. The question, raised by the French Ministry of Agriculture to Anses
(Agency for Food, Environmental and Occupational Health & Safety), was to rank the pathways representing a potential
infestation risk by some of the 224 fruit flies species considered as the most threatening.
Methods: Two methods were developed: an information system, gathering information collected in databases, websites and
publications, helped to identify the potentially infested pathways. A decision support system enabled pathways ranking
a
according to the fruit flies hierarchy established using Promethée multi-criteria method .
Results: 55 risky import pathways were ranked, linked with potential infestation by 16 fruit fly species belonging to the genera
Anastrepha, Bactrocera, Ceratitis, Dacus and Rhagoletis. Because of their high probability of entry and establishment, the
threatening species would be, in order of importance, B. invadens, C. rosa (the African strain), B. dorsalis (separated from B.
invadens), B. tryoni and D. vertebratus. The most risky pathways would be, in order of importance, fresh fruits from the genus
Citrus, Prunus, as well as Cucumis melo and Cucumis sativus, all coming from South Africa, then Citrus imported from
b
Madagascar and peaches from Zambia .
Conclusion: The ranking of pathways allowed by our method enables the customs risk manager to better define border
management measures and to adapt the control of each pathway according to the threat linked to the fruit flies potentially
conveyed.
References:
a
Martin P. & Silvie P., 2014. Computer Techniques To Assist Health Risk Manager. Invasive and Developing Pests and Insects
Conf., Montpellier (France), 13p.
b
Anses, 2014. Opinion. https://www.anses.fr/fr/documents/SVEG2012sa0162Ra-01.pdf

O FF 2
The Opportunities and Challenges: Review of the Invasion, Prevention and Control of Tephritid Fruit Flies in China
Z. Li
China Agricultural University, Department of Entomology, Beijing, China
zihuazhao@126.com
In the trends of economic globalization and integration, Tephritid fruit flies are spread more quickly and widely in the world,
which are causing significant economic and biological losing. Therefore, China has attached great importance to Tephritid
invasion, prevention and control. Continuing efforts have being made not only in the area of the management, but also scientific
research and higher education in the last decade. On the base of summarizing the Tephritid invasion and official control, this
paper reviewed the main research developments in China during the last 10 years, such as quantitative risk assessment, species
molecular identification, quarantine treatment, fields control, national monitoring of fruit flies. With that, the potential
opportunities and challenges are analyzed for Tephritid prevention and control in China against the backdrop of quickly interconnecting of China’s economy with the rest world. To properly deal with the challenges and seize the opportunities, it is
proposed to further streamline the prevention and control system, to strengthen the researches of scientific theory problems
and applied techniques, and to enhance the classified management of Tephritid fruit flies in China.
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Report on the occurrence of the peach fruit fly, Bactrocera zonata (Saunders) (Tephritidae) in Sudan
F. Salah, H. Abdelgader
UofG, Crop Protection, Wad Madani, Sudan
faizaruba@yahoo.com

Introduction: The peach fruit fly B. zonata is widespread and was reported in many countries, e.g. Asia: Bangladesh, India, Iran
(southern), Pakistan also in Oman,, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates…etc, africa: Egypt, Mauritius, Réunion , North America:
Trapped in USA (California). The peach fruit fly, Bactrocera zonata (Saunders) (Tephritidae) was first identified from Sudan
through samples of fruit flies captured in Chempac bucket traps, containing methyl eugenol and an insecticide.
Materials and methods: In this study Chempac bucket traps were used to capture fruit fly species. Methyl eugenol was placed at
the bottom of the trap as well as Dichlorvos tablets to kill any attracted flies. Three traps were mounted at three different
locations in Wad Medani area at approximately 2 km apart. Two were mounted in Hantop and one in Gezirat Alfil.
Results: The results indicated that both species of fruit flies (B. invadens and B. zonata) were caught in all traps at the different
periods surveyed in Wad Medani area. The percentage B. zonata of the total fruit fly catch ranged between 32-82, 34-68 and 434 for Hantop 1, Hantop 2 and Gaziret Alfil, respectively. In Singa area all traps in all periods contained B. invadens at levels
ranging from 197-1296 flies/trap. Bactrocera zonata was caught on only two observation dates in two traps with a very small
percentage of the total catch (1.4 and 0.2%). In Elkamlin area the catches of B. invadens ranged between 7-45 flies/trap.
Bactrocera zonata was caught in only one trap on one date and the percentage of the species was 11.8% of the total catch per
trap.
Conclusion: There is a need to develop a management program trying to limit the distribution of this species within Sudan and
the possible containment of the species in the infested areas such as Gezira and possibilities to eradicate it.

O FF 4
Integrated Pest Management of Invasive Bactrocera Fruit Flies with Novel Biopesticide Approaches
1
2
3
R. Vargas , J. Pinero , L. Leblanc
1
USDA/ARS/DKIUSPBARC, Entomology, Hilo, HI, United States
2
Lincoln University, Cooperative Research and Extension, Jefferson City, MO, United States
3
University of Hawaii, Department of Plant and Environmental Protection Sciences, Honolulu, HI, United States
roger.vargas@ars.usda.gov
Introduction: The family Tephritidae, the true fruit flies, includes over 4000 species, many of which are among the most
economically important pests attacking soft fruits worldwide. Specifically, many species within the genus Bactrocera are major
pests of tropical fruits and have been rapidly spreading around the world. These new invasions can be attributed primarily to
increased global trade of fruits and vegetables and movement of people. For example, Bactrocera dorsalis (Hendel), oriental
fruit fly, B. cucurbitae (Coquillett), and B. zonata (Saunders), peach fruit fly, significant pests of a number of fruit commodities in
Asia are now found throughout many areas of Africa. Carambola fruit fly, B. carambolae Drew and Hancock, a sibling species of
oriental fruit fly, has invaded South America.
Objectives: These flies are typically difficult to control and conventional methods of control particularly in developing countries
rely heavily on broad-spectrum insecticides applied either as cover sprays or incorporated into protein baits. The Hawaii AreaWide Pest Management (AWPM) program through a 10-year research and development program promoted adoption of safer
and more effective methods of detection, monitoring and control.
Materials and methods: Evaluations were conducted by researchers at the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA),
Agricultural Research Service (ARS), Daniel K. Inouye, U.S. Pacific Basin Agricultural Research Center (MKIUSPBARC), Hilo, HI, USA
in conjunction with researchers from the University of Hawaii, Manoa and the Hawaii Department of Agriculture through the
Hawaii AWPM program.
Results: Over the past 15 years an arsenal of biopesticide treatments were developed and tested in Hawaii that include baitsprays, male annihilation treatments, and soil drenches.
Conclusions: Results from field demonstration trials suggest that these approaches offer safer and more effective treatments
with reduced-risk, environmentally friendly insecticides than conventional treatments against multiple species of fruit flies
throughout the world. These approaches can be used in conjunction with other fruit fly management tactics (sanitation, mass
trapping, parasitoids, and SIT) as components of integrated pest management (IPM) programs.
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Prospects for the use of the brewery yeast waste as an alternative attractant and bait for monitoring and controlling fruits
flies in Burkina Faso
D. Dona, O. Lenli Claude, S. Rabieta
INERA, National Centre of Specialization for Fruits and Vegetables (NCOS-FV), Bobo-Dioulasso, Burkina Faso
dakouo@hotmail.com
Question: Mango production ranks first in Burkina fruits production with more than 300 thousand tons produced annually, the
third of which has been exported. Several constraints among of which, diseases and insects pests are of major concern. Fruits
flies, with two main species (Bactrocera dorsalis and Ceratitis cosyra), represent the major biotic constraints with losses ranging
from 40-80%. In addition, several mango containers have been often blocked at the borders of European countries because of
fruit fly infestations, leading to their destruction at the owner risks. Three components of the fruits flies control strategy have
been successfully used in Burkina Faso, based on spot bait sprays of GF120, MAT using Timaye (made of methyl eugenol and
insecticide) and sanitation. However, even successful, the products used are not only expensive for mango growers but not
always available in the local market. Therefore, there was a need to work out alternative ways.
Methods: The brewery yeast waste which is always available from the local Breweries was tested as an attractant at six locations
using Mac phail traps compared to a reference product, the Torula yeast (Torulospis utilis). The process of obtaining the brewery
yeast attractant includes heating to remove the alcohol and excess of water. Then an enzyme (papain) and a food grade
preservative (potassium sorbate) were added. Brewery and Torula yeast replacement as well as trap catches counting were
done at weekly basis.
Results: Result showed that the brewery yeast was more attractive to the fruits flies compared to the Torula yeast. The index of
fruit flies catching ranged from 2 to 12 for the brewery yeast as compared from 0,2 to 1,8 for the Torula yeast over the six weeks
of trapping.
Conclusions: These first results indicated that the brewery yeast could be used as attractant in monitoring as well as bait in
controlling fruit flies. Prospects for its use in combination with other components (SIT, biological control, bio-pesticides) in the
development of a sustainable area wide management of fruit flies in Burkina Faso and in West Africa are discussed.

O FF 6
Decis Trap - Platform Technology for the sustainable management of fruit fly and other diptera.
U. Rabe
Bayer CropScience AG, Strategy Fruit & Vegetable and Insecticides, Monheim am Rhein, Germany
uwe.rabe@bayer.com
Decis Trap is an innovative tool for monitoring, mass trapping as well as attracting and killing of insects. The unique trap design
combined with insect specific attractants and the insecticide Decis ensure the highest number of fly catches. It is a closedsystem device for maximum operator safety in a convenient ready-to-use concept with season long control and leaving no
residues. Decis Trap is available for Mediterranean Fruit Fly (Ceratitis capitata) since 2009. The Decis Trap platform technology is
under development for several further diptera species.
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Optimized infestation control and mycotoxin reduction strategies against Fusarium diseases of corn and wheat
J.-A. Verreet, T. Birr
University of Kiel, Phytopathology, Kiel, Germany
javerreet@phytomed.uni-kiel.de
Epidemic and damage dynamics of 13 Fusarium species on wheat (3 different susceptible varieties, 2008-2014) and corn (4
different susceptible varieties, 2011-2014) were recorded at 9 locations in Germany. In addition to yield factors, disease severity
were analysed by q-PCR and the F. toxins deoxynivalenol (DON) and zearalenone (ZEA) were analysed by LC/MS. The same F.
spp. spectrum was detected in wheat and corn. Based on year-long national results, a head blight forecast model for the
optimized control was derived for wheat. There was a close relationship between rainfall and temperature at flowering
2
2
2
(infection parameters) on the one hand and Fusarium DNA (R = 0.78), DON (R = 0.80), and ZEA content (R = 0.76) of the grain
on the other. The correlation between mycotoxin contents and Fusarium DNA at harvest and predicted values which were
2
2
calculated on temperature and precipitation at flowering document the high quality of the model (DON R =0.85, ZEA R =0.86,
2
Fusarium DNA R =0.83). Both in susceptible and tolerant corn varieties, maximum values of > 26 000 micrograms DON and >
2000 micrograms ZEA per kg dry mass were measured in no-till cropping systems with monoculture. Plowing reduced DON
content by 82 % and ZEA content by 65 %. The triazole fungicide combined with strobilurine reduced mycotoxin levels in wheat
by ≥ 60 %, and in corn by up to 90 % when applied at flowering and panicle stage, respectively.

O MYC 2
The effect of maize plant density on fumonisin producing Fusarium spp. infection and fumonisin synthesis.
B. Janse van Rensburg, B. Flett, J. Ramaswe, A. Schoeman
ARC-GCI, Plant protection, Potchefstroom, South Africa
belindaj@arc.agric.za
Maize (Zea mays L.) is one of the most important crops planted worldwide, and is a host of many plant pathogens, such as
Fusarium verticillioides. This fungus produces secondary metabolites, fumonisins, which cause mycotoxicoses in animals and
humans when ingested. The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of plant density on F. verticillioides ear rot infection
and possible fumonisin contamination under field conditions. Plant density field trials (2011-2014) were planted at the ARC-GCI
experimental farm in Potchefstroom, South Africa. Soil analysis was conducted at individual experimental plots before planting.
Plant densities comprised of 10 000, 20 000, 30 000, 40 000 and 50 000 plants/ha. These plant densities (treatments) and
cultivars CRN3505 and PAN 6P-110 were planted in a complete randomized block design. The size of each plot was 12m X 8m. To
obtain the desired plant densities, kernels were planted at 0.9 m (inter-row) x 15 cm (intra-row), 0.9 m x 30 cm, 1.0 m x 30 cm,
1.2 m x 30 cm and 2.0 m x 30 cm, respectively. After emergence, maize seedlings were counted in each respective block to
determine actual plant densities. Grain from the individual trials were milled and subjected to qPCR (fungal biomass) and HPLC
(fumonisin quantification). ANOVA indicated a highly significant interaction (treatment x season x cultivar) regarding fungal
infection (P=<.001). Target DNA was the highest at 10 000 plants/ha (180.14 pg/µg) and the lowest at 50 000 plants/ha (53.29
pg/µg). Target DNA increased from 2011 to 2014 with target DNA concentrations of 5.89 - 294.06 pg/µg respectively. CRN3505
had a lower mean target DNA of 83.90 compared to 134.50 pg/µg in PAN6P-110. A weak treatment x season interaction could
be observed for fumonisin synthesis (P=0.06). Fumonisin synthesis was the highest at 10 000 plants/ha (1.53 ppm) and the
lowest at 50 000 plants/ha (0.72 ppm). Fumonisins declined from 2.15 ppm to 0.79 ppm during 2011-2014. Plant density had an
effect on fungal infection with a decrease of target DNA as plant densities increased. Similar to fungal biomass, fumonisins
decreased as plant densities increased although target DNA increased over seasons and fumonisins decreased. Weather data,
additional localities and genotypes will be included in future studies.

O MYC 3
Fusarioses complex on maize ears: disease severity and mycotoxin accumulation in infected kernels
1,2
2
1
1
M. Sherif , R. Splivallo , K. Pfohl , P. Karlovsky
1
Georg-August University Göttingen, Molecular Phytopathology and Mycotoxin Research, Göttingen, Germany
2
Goethe University Frankfurt, Institute for Molecular Biosciences, Frankfurt, Germany
msherif@uni-goettingen.de
Maize (Zea mays) is an important cereal crop which provides staple food for human and livestock. Its cultivated surface area
covers more than 180 million ha (FAO, 2013). Maize plants are threatened by numerous diseases, one of the most important of
which is fusarioses, and caused by fungi of the Fusarium genus. Fusarioses is responsible for maize yield reduction and kernel
contamination with fungal toxins (mycotoxins) which are harmful to human and livestock.
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In nature maize plants are commonly infected simultaneously by more than one pathogenic Fusarium species. Virulence of the
pathogen, host genetic background and environmental conditions might contribute to the dominance of a single species over
the others. Which of these factors leads to this dominance is nevertheless unclear.
In our study, we investigated the interaction of F. graminearum and F verticillioides, two species which are frequently isolated
from maize fields and which produce distinct mycotoxins. Both species were inoculated on dwarf maize (var. Gaspe Flint) ears
under greenhouse conditions. Specifically we used two chemotypes of F.graminearum which produced either deoxynivalenol
(DON) or nivalenol (NIV) and one strain of F.verticillioides which produced fumonisins. Maize ears were either infected with a
single Fusarium species or co-inoculated with two species. Disease severity, fungal biomass and mycotoxins accumulation was
monitored on ears.
The individual inoculation experiment showed that F.verticillioides and F.graminearum NIV chemotype were the less aggressive
strains while F.graminearum DON chemotype was the most aggressive one. Interestingly co-inoculation experiments with
F.verticillioides inoculated prior to F.graminearum resulted in an inhibition of F. graminearum biomass but in an increase in
biomass of F.verticillioides compared to single inoculations. Mycotoxin accumulation varied widely within samples. Overall our
results suggest that mycotoxins might have a role in the competition among Fusarium species.

O MYC 4
Healthy & Safe - Cropping factors influencing the occurrence of dominant Fusarium species and mycotoxins in barley and oats
from Swiss harves samples
1
2
3
1
2
2
1
1
4
T. Schirdewahn , C. Martin , F. Mascher , T. D. Bucheli , M. Bertossa , R. Morisoli , T. Musa , F. E. Wettstein , B. Keller , S.
1
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University of Zurich, Institute of Plant Biology, Zürich, Switzerland
torsten.schirdewahn@agroscope.admin.ch
Introduction: Small-grain cereals provide the major part of calorie intake of the Swiss population. Especially barley and oats can
contain interesting levels of health promoting compounds (HPCs). Some of these HPCs (e.g. anthocyanins) possess antioxidant
potential and thus can prevent various human diseases such as cancer and Parkinson’s. Hence, cereal varieties with elevated
contents of HPCs are desirable. However, cereals must be safe and therefore free of health threatening substances, such as
Fusarium mycotoxins. For Fusarium head blight in cereals, F. graminearum (Schwabe) is the most prominent species worldwide.
Still, cereal types differ in their susceptibility to different Fusarium species and various factors, such as weather and cropping
measures.
Objectives: The main aim of the project is to reduce the contamination of small-grain cereals by Fusarium toxins while
developing value added varieties containing higher levels of HPCs. Apart from assessing the most dominant Fusarium species in
barley and oats, epidemiological studies will serve to reveal the most favourable infection conditions for these species.
Moreover, different artificially infected barley, oat and wheat varieties with varying levels of HPCs will be investigated towards
their Fusarium susceptibility.
Materials and methods: In a first step, barley and oat samples from all over Switzerland have been collected in 2013 and 2014,
along with information on respective cropping factors. The incidence of different Fusarium species was obtained by using a seed
health test and qPCR. The mycotoxins were quantified by LC-MS/MS.
Results: Based on the current results, the main occurring species and mycotoxins were F. graminearum and deoxynivalenol in
barley and F. poae and T-2/HT-2 in oats, respectively. In depth analyses to reveal potential correlations between Fusarium
species/mycotoxins and cropping factors are presently running.
Conclusion: Results from the monitoring and epidemiological studies will be used to extend the forecasting system FusaProg for
wheat towards barley and oats. Thus, a system to reduce the application of fungicides and a tool for growers to decrease the
infection risk will be developed. Several partners along the food chain will contribute to implement the results for an improved
safety of healthy Swiss cereals.
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Integration of Biological Control, GMO Traits for Insect Control and Adapted Varieties for Management of Aflatoxin in Maize
1
2
2
2
3
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Aflatoxin contamination is a chronic problem in maize grown throughout most of Texas, USA, as well as in many developing
countries that threatens food safety. In recent years, two non-aflatoxigenic strains of Aspergillus flavus, Afla-Guard and AF-36,
have been commercially available in Texas for biological control of aflatoxin and represent one approach for its management,
but there is no information on how these biocontrol agents interact with other control approaches, particularly adapted hybrids
and insect-control traits in GMO hybrids. The objective of our field experiments was to evaluate such interactions in 32 hybrids
grown in two different climates of Texas. Hybrids were planted in two-row, 5.5 m-long plots in a split-split plot design. AflaGuard was applied at 11.2 kg/ha to the rows prior to flowering and all plots were inoculated with a toxigenic strain of A. flavus at
flowering to increase aflatoxin pressure. Overall, the location in Corpus Christi had higher levels of aflatoxin (209 ppb average,
range 0-1600 ppb) than College Station (27 ppb average, range 0-330 ppb). Hybrids differed significantly (P=0.05) in aflatoxin
accumulation at both locations. The Afla-Guard treatment reduced aflatoxin in some hybrids, but not others. A hybrid expressing
Cry1Ab and Vip3Aa20 Bt proteins accumulated less aflatoxin than hybrids from the same parent that expressed only Cry1Ab, or
no Bt proteins. Aflatoxin in a hybrid expressing Cry1A.105 and Cry2Ab2 was not less than the parent hybrid without these Bt
proteins. Several non-GMO hybrids derived from public breeding lines that accumulate less aflatoxin had lower levels of
aflatoxin than some of the GMO hybrids. The results at these locations suggest that Afla-Guard may perform better with some
hybrids than others and the insect-control traits in some GMO hybrids will not reduce aflatoxin. Additionally, hybrid selection
may be a significant component of aflatoxin management.

O MYC 6
Developing Value Chain Teams to Address Aflatoxin Management Strategies in Peanut Production and Processing in Africa
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North Carolina State University, Entomology, Raleigh, United States
2
UK Nutsheller, London, United Kingdom
rick_brandenburg@ncsu.edu
Introduction: Aflatoxin is a major concern in peanut, maize, rice and cassava in semi-arid regions of the world. The management
of aflatoxin requires a comprehensive approach across disciplines and must take into consideration the disciplines of agronomy
and pest management, food science, health and nutrition, marketing and socioeconomics. This approach will provide incentives
necessary to promote change and reduce aflatoxin levels throughout the value chain.
Objectives:
 Assemble multidisciplinary teams that focus on reducing aflatoxin contamination throughout the value chain.
 Develop and implement a cohesive research plan addressing aflatoxin contamination and socioeconomics benefits from
planting the crop through harvest, drying and storage, processing, and entry into the market.
Materials and methods: The USAID Peanut Mycotoxin Innovation Labs funded two value chain projects in Africa in Ghana,
Malawi, Mozambique, and Zambia in 2013. Projects include scientists in pest management, agronomy, food science, agricultural
engineering, and socioeconomics involving 9 U.S. and African universities; 4 national and international research institutes in
Africa; and NGOs and private partnerships. Research targets factors that reduce aflatoxin contamination within each discipline,
but ultimately with a focus on the overall cumulative impact through the value chain and the appropriate marketing incentives
that motivate farmers to adjust practices.
Results: Projects with these comprehensive teams are underway and coordinated by an overall leader to ensure synergies are
developed amongst the projects. Annual meetings are held with collaborating scientists to adjust research objectives and
maintain project focus.
Conclusions: The value chain projects are fully underway with numerous agricultural, processing, and food science projects
initiated leading towards a comprehensive aflatoxin management program linked to socioeconomic village-level incentives to
mitigate aflatoxin, improve human health, and increase incomes in rural villages.
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A biochemical engineering approach to identify priming compounds
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Introduction: An alternative crop protection strategy is needed since the resistance of pathogens and pests to agrochemicals is
increasing. Moreover, the extensive use of pesticides, fungicides. A promising alternative crop protection strategy is defense
priming [1]. This way of defense exploits the immune system of plants, and thus enhances the stress tolerance to biotic and
abiotic stress [1].
Objective: The demand for new compounds for an effective crop protection is increasing and so is the need for an effective
screening system. Until now, the identification of priming compounds relied on invasive approaches [2], or required the
detection of secreted furanocoumarin phytoalexins in parsley cell cultures [3] resulting in prolongation of the experiment. In this
work, a simple, fast, and noninvasive technique is established for identifying new priming-inducing compounds for plant
protection based on the oxygen consumption of parsley suspension cell cultures.
Materials and methods: The respiration activity monitoring system (RAMOS) [4] was used to on-line identify priming
compounds. The impact and dose-dependency of well-known priming compounds and the impact of non-priming compounds on
the oxygen transfer rate (OTR) was evaluated with the parsley model system. 2D-fluorescence measurements of the
furanocoumarin phytoalexins [3] served as validation.
Results: Treatment of parsley suspension cells with the known priming compound salicylic acid (SA) resulted in a dosedependent increase in OTR. The addition of putative priming-active and priming-inactive compounds confirmed that the
presence of priming correlates with an increase in OTR. The results were underlined by the determination of the
furanocoumarin phytoalexins via 2D-fluorescence spectroscopy.
Conclusion: The OTR was assessed to identify priming compounds immediately after addition of the compounds to parsley cell
cultures. The online signal enabled a robust and fast determination of priming compounds and can be applied to other plant cell
suspension cultures.
1 Conrath U, Beckers GJM, Langenbach CJG, Jaskiewicz MR. Priming for Enhanced Defense. Annual Review of Phytopathology.
2015;53.
2 Noutoshi Y, Okazaki M, Kida T, Nishina Y, Morishita Y, Ogawa T, Suzuki H, Shibata D, Jikumaru Y, Hanada A, Kamiya Y, Shirasu K.
Novel plant immune-priming compounds identified via high-throughput chemical screening target salicylic acid
glucosyltransferases in Arabidopsis. The Plant Cell. 2012;24:3795-804.
3 Siegrist J, Mühlenbeck S, Buchenauer H. Cultured parsley cells, a model system for the rapid testing of abiotic and natural
substances as inducers of systemic acquired resistance. Physiological and Molecular Plant Pathology. 1998;53:223-38.
4 Anderlei T, Büchs J. Device for sterile online measurement of the oxygen transfer rate in shaking flasks. Biochemical
Engineering Journal. 2001;7:157-62.

O PPI I-2
Comparative analysis of Acholeplasmataceae genomes highlights the particular genetic repertoire of 'Candidatus
Phytoplasma' strains
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Introduction: Acholeplasmataceae comprises the genera Acholeplasma and ‘Ca. Phytoplasma’. Acholeplasmas are described as
saprophytic bacteria in general, while phytoplasma strains are characterized as obligate intracellular parasites of the plant
phloem associated to diseases in >1,000 plant species. Genome research enables the identification of effector proteins and the
reconstruction of the metabolism. The complete genomes of 5 phytoplasma strains and 4 Acholeplasma spp. have been
analysed (1,2).
Objectives: Comparative genome analyses provide insights into the evolutionary split of these two genera and the obligate
parasitism of phytoplasmas in comparison to the acholeplasmas.
Methods: Different technologies ranging from clone-based Sanger sequencing, pyro-sequencing, sequencing by synthesis and
single molecule real time sequencing were applied. Annotation included functional reconstruction and comparative analyses
accomplished by gene expression studies.
Results: The conserved gene core of phytoplasmas is also encoded by the analysed 4 acholeplasmas in majority. Phytoplasmas
are separated by a particular carboxylic acid metabolism, membrane proteins involved in host interaction and virulence factors.
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Conclusion: Particularities of the phytoplasmas such as the symporter for the uptake of carboxylic acids and their conversion to
pyruvate should be interpreted with respect to the Gram+ origin in contrast to genes encoding effectors, which may be derived
from horizontal gene transfers.
References
1 Siewert, et al. Complete genome determination and analysis of Acholeplasma oculi strain 19L, highlighting the loss of basic
genetic features in the Acholeplasmataceae. BMC Genomics 24 (2014), 15:931.
2 Kube, et al.. Analysis of the complete genomes of Acholeplasma brassicae, A. palmae and A. laidlawii and their comparison to
the obligate parasites from 'Candidatus Phytoplasma'. J Mol Microbiol Biotechnol 1 (2014), p.19-36.

O PPI I-3
Pathogenicity of Erwinia amylovora on Host and Non-Host Plants
K. K. Bastas
Selcuk University, Plant Protection, Konya, Turkey
kbastas@selcuk.edu.tr
Erwinia amylovora causes fire blight disease, a necrotic and invasive disease responsible for considerable economic losses in
host plants and to elicit the HR in nonhost plants depends on the presence of a functional type III secretion system (TTSS)
encoded by the hrp gene cluster. The TTSS effector DspA/E is an essential pathogenicity factor of E. amylovora. In the study, a
wild-type and a TTSS mutant strains of E. amylovora, seeds of the A. thaliana, Col-5, Ler-0, Wseds, Ler-Fls2 ecotype and mutants,
and two year-old ‘Gala’ apple seedlings, and eight week-old tobacco plants, Nicotiana tabacum cvs. Xanthi, Benthamiana and
White Burley, were used. The leaves of A. thaliana, apple and tobacco seedlings were infiltrated with bacterial suspensions at a
8
-1
concentration of 10 CFU ml using a needleless syringe. Bacterial counting was performed at 24 hpi on NA medium. Symptom
severity was scaled as described in our previously studies. Callose was stained with aniline blue and the leaf disks were
examined by fluorescence microscopy. Enzyme extractions and measurements of peroxidase, catalase, glutathione-S-transferase
activities and of total protein contents were assayed. We confirmed that DspA/E acts as a major cell-death inducer during
disease and HR, because the dspA/E mutant is severely impaired in its ability to induce electrolyte leakage in apple, A. thaliana
and tobacco leaves. Bacterial populations of the dspA/E mutant decreased immediately following inoculation. Wild type and
mutant strains of E. amylovora activated the antioxidative enzymes and activation reached to maximum level after 24 h later.
DspA/E repressesed protein synthesis and triggered a defence response. Mutant dspA/E strain induced a HR in tobacco cvs. with
different types and at 12-36 hours. In addition, wild-type strain led to a significant increase in electrolyte leakage in both host
and nonhost plants. This study showed that E.amylovora wild type and mutant strains played role at different levels in the
induction of cell death, activation of defense pathways, protein and ROS accumulation, the multiplication and survival in host
and nonhosts, apple, A. thaliana and tobacco. Knowing of further details on the pathogenicity of E. amylovora and of defense
mechanisms of the host and non host plants will be crucial for fire blight control strategies.
This study was supported by Selcuk University Coordinatorship of Scientific Research Projects
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Molecular characterization of the prehaustorial resistance against wheat leaf rust in Einkorn
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Leaf rust of wheat caused by Puccinia triticina f. sp. tritici causes yield losses worldwide. Triticum monococcum accessions are
valuable sources for improving leaf rust resistance in wheat. In screening programs accession Pi272560 has been identified
showing prehaustorial resistance (PHR). The race non-specific PHR prevents the infection by P. triticina prior to the formation of
haustorial mother cells (HMC).
Goals of our studies were (i) to analyze the biochemical background of this resistance by microscopy, the detection of H 2O2 and
the peroxidase and chitinase acitivity in leaves and (ii) to determine the molecular background by genome wide expression
studies using the massive analysis of cDNA ends (MACE) and a BlastX to identify gene ontology (Go) terms.
Microscopy was performed using a 1,3 Diaminobenzidine stain of H 2O2 and Uvitex 2B for the specific stain of fungal cells.
Concentration of H2O2 was measured by a xylenol orange assay, peroxidase and chitinase activity was determined using assays
from Sigma-Aldrich (Taufkirchen). Within the first 24 hours after inoculation (hai) MACE was performed by the GenXpro GmbH
(Frankfurt), for Go-term identification “Blast2Go” software package was used.
Microscopy showed an inhibition of fungal growth after the generation of very few HMC in Pi272560 accompanied by autofluorescence around infection sites and a reduced fluorescence of fungal cell walls. An increased concentration of H 2O2 24-48
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hours after the inoculation (hai) and an enhanced peroxidase and chitinase activity in Pi272560 was detected. By MACE 288
turned out to be differential expressed between the resistant andsusceptible accession 0-24hai. Go-terms related to membrane,
oxidoreductase activity, metal ion binding and the oxidation-reduction process were identified. Genes matching this Go-terms
were determined as increasingly expressed in Pi272560 and comprised a peroxidase 8 hai, different peroxidases and β-1,3glucanases 8-16 hai and chitinases 16-24 hai.
Results give hint that PHR depends on early expressed peroxidases, β-1,3-glucanases and chitinases and an enhanced H2O2
production and peroxidase and chitinase activity which could be detected in enzyme assays.
Figure 1: Phenotype of resistant Pi272560 (A,B) and the susceptible accession (C,D). Arrows: Fungal structures. Bar 10 µm

O PPI I-5
Towards revealing the allelic diversity of the HvGER4 gene cluster and its role in host defence against the barley powdery
mildew
H. Razzak, M. Hasan, P. Schweizer
Leibniz Institute of Plant Genetics and Crop Plant Research (IPK), Seeland OT Gatersleben, Germany
razzak@ipk-gatersleben.de
The powdery mildew disease caused by the fungus Blumeria graminis f. sp. hordei (Bgh) serves as a model for studying PAMP
(pathogen associated molecular pattern) triggered immunity (PTI) in barley. Pathogen-induced genes of barley germin-like
protein 4 family (HvGER4) were found to be PTI components against Bgh. The encoded proteins with superoxide-dismutase
activity are proposed to be targeted to the plant cell wall at the site of attempted penetration where they may catalyze
production of H2O2. This molecule has been shown to be a signaling molecule for a range of defense reactions, including cell
death, and as a cofactor for cell wall reinforcement by cross-linking. A BAC clone containing a cluster of eight tandemly repeated
paralogs of the HvGER4 gene in barley cv. Morex was identified and the genomic locus was physically localized near the distal
end of chromosome 4HL of barley (Himmelbach et al. 2010).
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In frame of the project “BARLEY-fortress” 52 landraces of spring barley genotypes plus two cultivars and one wild barley
introgression line carrying QTL for Bgh resistance were checked for HvGER4 expression levels by quantitative RT-PCR analysis.
These genotypes were divided in 6 different groups: penetration resistant, late resistant, and susceptible, each of them
subdivided into highly and lowly HvGER4 expressing. Eight candidate genotypes from these groups were chosen for construction
of BAC libraries (in cooperation with INRA-CNRGV, Toulouse, France). Positive for HvGER4 signal BAC clones of each library were
sequenced on Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform and all but one contained germin-like sequences. In addition a parallel sequencing
approach using the Pacific Biosciences technology will be used in hope to resolve artefacts caused by the highly repetitive nature
of genomic DNA in the HvGER4 locus, and to provide a valuable comparison between the sequencing technologies. Obtained
sequence information will help to elucidate the organization and structure of the HvGER4 locus in different genotypes and its
role in the interaction with Bgh.
The same BAC clones were transiently expressed via biolistic transformation of detached barley leaves followed by Bgh
challenge. Preliminary results revealed enhanced resistance to Bgh in susceptible barley cultivars.
In a parallel approach 37 transgenic RNAi T1 events putatively silenced for HvGER4 genes were phenotyped regarding resistance
to Bgh and HvGER4 expression. Five T2 RNAi events and one T2 azygous event were chosen for to generate stable RNAi events at
T3 level for more detailed analysis of HvGER4 function.

O PPI I-6
Novel virulence factors in the vascular wilt pathogen Verticillium dahliae
A. Gkatzouni, A. Giannakopoulou, I. Stringlis, I. Kalaitzoglou, A. Antoniadi, M. Vlachou, E. Paplomatas, D. I. Tsitsigiannis
Agricultural University of Athens, Crop Science-Plant Pathology, Athens, Greece
dimtsi@aua.gr
Verticillium dahliae is a soil-borne fungus causing severe wilt diseases in several hosts. Successful control measures of
Verticillium wilts do not exist and research is focused on unraveling the molecular mechanisms of V. dahliae - host interaction. G
Protein-Coupled Receptors (GPCRs) represent the largest family of transmembrane receptors. GPCRs are critical factors in
regulating morphogenesis, mating, infection and virulence in various organisms. Seven different groups of GPCRs emerged from
bioinformatics’ analysis in V. dahliae, varying in sensing putative different environmental signals. Fungal secondary metabolites
are compounds with various roles concerning toxin production, sporulation processes and biosynthesis of substances with
biotechnological interest. V. dahliae produces phytotoxins and other molecules that induce programmed cell death or other
forms of host resistance but the exact nature of these compounds remains unknown. In several species of Aspergillus spp. the
gene veA encodes a protein that regulates fungal secondary metabolism, induce differentiation of fungal development in
relation to light, and regulate reproduction and pathogenicity. Along with VeA, a second protein (LaeA) forms the nuclear Velvet
complex. LaeA is a global regulator of secondary metabolism encoding a nuclear protein required for the expression of
secondary metabolite genes while its presence is considered indispensable for mycotoxin, antibiotic and mycelial pigment
biosynthesis. BLAST analysis of V. dahliae genome led to discovery of the homologous genes VdSteA, VdLaeA and VdVeA.
Agrobacterium mediated targeted deletion of these three genes in V. dahliae were performed to study their role in virulence
and physiology of the fungus. Pathogenicity experiments revealed that the ΔVdSteA, ΔVdLaeA, ΔVdVeA mutants displayed
significant reduction in virulence in eggplants, tomatoes and Arabidopsis thaliana hosts. Deletion strains were also altered in
conidiation ability, rate of germinating conidia, mycelial development, microsclerotia formation and programmed cell death.
Gene regulation and expression data of VdLaeA, VdVeA and VdSteA in vitro and planta will be also presented. In conclusion,
pheromone responses and secondary metabolites are involved in virulence of V. dahliae.
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The impact of barley variety rotation, mixtures, and intercropping on leaf disease and silage production
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Question: Western Canadian barley silage producers, whether they are meeting on-farm needs or local market needs, will often
look at continuous barley production, which leads to productivity issues related to leaf disease development. Although
fungicides could be used, they represent an added input cost for silage producers. The objectives of the current study were to
determine and contrast the effects of monocultures, mixtures, intercropping and rotational diversity on crop health,
productivity, and quality in a cereal silage production system.
Methods: Three year rotational treatments were established in 2008 at two Alberta locations in Canada with comparisons made
in 2010 and 2013. Treatments included: continuous barley, same variety; a mixture of the same three barley varieties each year;
a mixture of three different barley varieties each year; an intercrop of barley, oat, and spring triticale with the same or different
crop varieties each year; and an intercrop of barley, oat, and winter triticale with the same or different crop varieties each year.
In 2010 and 2013, all treatments had the six-row barley variety Sundre.
Results: For both locations leaf disease, primarily net-form net blotch, was generally highest for continuous Sundre, and lowest
for mixtures or intercrops with different varieties. At Lacombe in 2010 and 2013, silage yields were lowest for the continuous
Sundre, highest for the intercropping treatments with the same or different varieties, and intermediate for barley mixtures. At
Lethbridge in 2010 and 2013, continuous Sundre tended to have the lowest silage yield, although the intercrop treatments with
winter triticale also had lower yields. Barley variety mixtures and intercropping with spring triticale tended to have higher, but
similar yields.
Conclusions: Overall results indicate that the addition of diversity in terms of different crop types and perhaps barley genetics
can help to reduce the level of leaf disease and improve silage productivity. The current study also demonstrated that highquality silage can be generated for cereal silage produced from intercropping and that this approach could be a valuable asset in
terms of avoiding monoculture production systems and the buildup of plant diseases and reduced productivity that are
associated with this practice.

O NOC I-2
Evaluation of the potential of Chaetomium species as biocontrol agents
E. Koch, H. Jelen
Julius Kühn-Institut, Institute for Biological Control, Darmstadt, Germany
eckhard.koch@jki.bund.de
Introduction: Species of the genus Chaetomium (Ascomycota) are widespread in the environment and have often been reported
as endophytes in different plant species. The production of various metabolites suggests that these endophytes interact with
their hosts and may affect the outcome of host-parasite interactions. Most of the literature in this respect refers to C. globosum
and its effect on fungal plant pathogens.
Objectives: The objective of the study was to characterize different Chaetomium species regarding their ability to grow
endophytically and to determine their antagonistic potential against fungal plant pathogens.
Materials and methods: The species studied were C. aureum, C. cochlioides, C. elatum, C. globosum, C. indicum, C. nozdrenkoae
and C. piluliferum. Dual cultures with different fungal plant pathogens were performed, and the latter were grown on media
amended with filtrates from liquid cultures of the Chaetomium species. In addition, the pathogens were directly cultured in
sterile culture filtrate. In greenhouse tests, potting substrate was amended with inocula of the Chaetomium species, and reisolation from different plant parts was attempted by placement on agar media.
Results: Clear differences between the species regarding the effect of temperature on mycelial growth were observed. The
results of the dual cultures and the experiments with culture filtrates indicated clear antifungal effects for most of the studied
Chaetomium species. Adverse effects were especially observed against Phytophthora infestans and Drechslera graminea. Most
of the species could be re-isolated from plants growing in inoculated soil. However, the frequency of re-isolation depended on
the crop and the Chaetomium species, and the endophytes were generally isolated from only some parts of a given plant.
Conclusions: The study confirmed the antagonistic potential and ability to grow endophytically for C. globosum but also showed
similar results for some of the other Chaetomium-species. While clear results were obtained regarding the production of
antifungal compounds, the data do not allow final conclusions regarding ability to grow endophytically. Therefore, further
studies in this respect involving different crops and fungal strains are required.
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Implementation of Aureobasidium pullulans pre-harvest application to control Botrytis cinerea decay in soft fruit production
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Botrytis gray mold decay in soft fruit, caused by the ubiquitous present fungus Botrytis cinerea, is known to occur frequently on
different kind of crops and throughout all climatic zones. A gray mold infection is still one of the major concerns to the soft fruit
producing industry worldwide. Research revealed that the fungus infect different plant sites, depending on the vegetative stage
of the crop. Most infections take place during the flowering period, and continue until harvest, if climatic conditions stay
favorable for disease development. Infections cause either the flowers to rot, or the pathogen can become dormant in floral
tissue. Dormant infections resume activity later in the growing season any time before, or after harvest, when sugar levels
increase in the ripening berry. Direct infection of berries and plant parts may also occur, if they are exposed during cooler
temperatures to free water. However, all three infection stage options are, if an outbreak is serious, resulting in significant
economic losses for growers.
To control Botrytis cinerea efficient and maintain a stable productivity, several plant protection treatments per season are
mandatory. In the last decades extensively used chemical fungicides forced a Botrytis resistance development against several
chemical active substances. A simple but effective measurement implements a biotechnological agent. Aureobasidium pullulans,
formulated as Botector® inhibits the growth of the pathogen by antagonism for space and nutrients on plant surfaces such as
blossoms, leaves, or micro scratches of the fruit skin.
Botector has been tested in several field trials in a number of situations in various countries and is demonstrating a high efficacy
against gray mold decay on soft fruit.
Results of some trials, the mode of action of the agent and application recommendations are clearly represented.
Botector can be used as a significant efficient stand-alone application, and it is simple to implement in strategy spraying
programs in alternation with other chemical fungicides. It provides therefore, an important tool for anti-resistance management
and is an ideal partner for IPM programs, in line with the needs of a modern control strategy. Furthermore, it holds no preharvest intervals and leads to a reduction of chemical residues on the final crop and it is overall harmless to pollinators and
beneficials.

O NOC I-5
Olive mill waste composts: A source of resistance for plants against vascular wilts
V. Dimitrakas, S. Tjamos, D. I. Tsitsigiannis, E. Paplomatas
Agricultural University of Athens, Plant Pathology, Athens, Greece
sotiris@aua.gr
Introduction: Biological control strategies based on the application of organic amendments have been explored intensively over
the past decades. Among the different soil amendments that have been evaluated for their suppressive effect against plant
pathogens are composts made from olive mill wastes (OMWs). Beyond the plant protecting effects of the OMW composts
(OMWCs), it is conceivable that for the olive producing countries the management and recycling of the OMW is vital for the local
agro-economies.
Objectives: The aims of this study were to investigate the efficacy and mode of action of threeOMWCsagainst Fusarium and
Verticillium wilt.
Materials and methods: Seeds of eggplant, cucumber and tomato were planted in pots containing soil amended with 20% of
OMWC. At the third-leaf stage, eggplants, cucumber and tomato plants were transplanted to soil infested with V. dahliae
microsclerotia or Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. radicis-cucumerinum or Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. radicis-lycopersici
chlamydospores, respectively. Symptoms were recorded every 2 days after the onset of disease. The microbial nature of the
OMWCs suppressive effect was investigated by autoclaving the composts and performing the previously mentioned bioassay.
Potential antagonistic microorganisms against the pathogens were isolated from the rhizosphere of plants grown in soil
amended with the OMWs and tested in vitro and in planta against the pathogens.
Results: It was observed the efficacy of the OMWCs to protect plants against Verticillium and Fusarium wilt in cucumber. The
observed protection was mainly attributed to the microbial nature of the OMWCs and a number of microorganisms were
isolated with in vitro and in planta pathogen suppressive activity.
Conclusion: The olive producing countries face the need to valorise the huge amounts of OMWs generated every year, while at
the same time, their agriculture is challenged from destructive plant pathogens, like V. dahliae and F. oxysporum. In the present
study it was shown the potential of the olive mill wastes as a compost amendment to control V. dahliae and F. oxysporum f. sp.
radicis-cucumerinum and also the existence of microorganisms with significant plant protective effect.
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Incorporating Jatropha curcas Seed Waste into Soil for Controlling Root Knot Nematode Meloidogyne spp.
Y. Hidayat, M. Karmila, S. Natasasmita, D. Dono, T. Sunarto
Padjadjaran University, Department of Plant Pests and Diseases , Sumedang, Indonesia
ysphdyt@yahoo.com
Tomato is often attacked by the root knot nematode Meloidogyne spp.. Synthetic pesticides are usually used to control this
nematode but they have several negative effects. This study aimed to investigate the potency of the physic nut Jatropha curcas
seed waste in controlling Meloidogyne spp. in glass house. J. curcas seeds were ground into powder and pressed to release the
oil. Certain amount of J. curcas deoiled seed cake (waste) was then incorporated into the growing medium (soil) of tomato. The
result showed that the incorporation of J. curcas seed waste at doses of 10, 15 and 35 g/polybag significantly reduced the
number of root galls and the population of Meloidogyne spp. in both soil and root. At a dose of 5 g/polybag, J. curcas seed waste
also had a significant effect on the population of Meloidogyne spp. in both soil and root but it failed to significantly reduce the
number of root galls. This result suggests that J. curcas seed waste have a potency to be developed as soil amendment for
controlling Meloidogyne spp. on tomato.
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Response of pure versus mixed banana varietal stands to banana weevil Cosmopolites sordidus (Germar) (Coleoptera:
Curculionidae) infestation
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Use of banana varietal diversity is a cost-effective and environmentally-friendly technique that is being explored for managing
the banana weevil, Cosmopolites sordidus, the most important insect pest of bananas in Uganda. Response of 14 banana
varieties including East African Highland Banana (AAA-EAHB) and dessert bananas (AAA and AABB) to weevil attack was
determined in an on-station trial. Additionally, varieties, Enzirabahima, M9, Grand Nain and Yangambi-Km5 were compared in
mixtures and pure stands. Weevil damage varied significantly (P≤0.05) across varieties with higher levels on EAHB’s than
desserts. Total cross sectional damage (XT) was highest on Nakabululu (AAA-EA; 6.9) and lowest on Yangambi-Km5 (AAA; 0.1).
Weevil damage on susceptible varieties, Enzirabahima (AAA-EA) and M9 (AAA-EA hybrid) was higher in pure than mixed banana
varietal stands; but did not differ on resistant varieties, Grand Nain (AAA) and Yangambi-Km5 (AAA). This implies that mixtures
reduce C. sordidus attack more on susceptible than resistant varieties. Most of the preferred and marketable varieties (AAA-EA)
in Uganda happen to be susceptible. Thus, this strategy could be explored by our smallholder farmers who are already
maintaining substantial amount of Musa spp. diversity in their plantations. However, the best-bet arrangements, combinations
and ratios of resistant to susceptible varieties in mixtures are yet to be established. Our results further show that at plot level,
adult weevil densities at each trapping date were higher in pure than in mixed varietal stand but not significantly different.
However, weevil densities did not differ significantly across varieties at plant level. All growth and yield parameters assessed
differed significantly (P≤0.05) across varieties but with no clear trend among clone sub-groups. However, most of these
parameters were not significantly (P≤0.05) different in pure as compared to mixed stands. Multivariate analysis results show
that bunch weight was directly related to number of clusters, number and length of fingers. These are major attributes
contributing to yield and thus determining the market for bananas. In conclusion, use of varietal mixtures is a promising option
which could be incorporated into the existing Integrated Pest Management (IPM) strategies for the banana weevils.

O GR II-3
Olive breeding for resistance to Verticillium wilt
L. León, R. Arias-Calderón, J. Bejarano-Alcázar, A. Belaj, R. De la Rosa, D. Rodríguez-Jurado
IFAPA Centro "Alameda del Obispo", Córdoba, Spain
lorenzo.leon@juntadeandalucia.es
Introduction: Verticillium wilt (VW), a vascular disease caused by the soilborne fungus Verticillium dahliae Kleb., constitutes the
major constraint in many olive (Olea europaea L.) growing areas such as Andalusia (Southern Spain). This situation is getting
worse due to the rapid dispersion of highly virulent Defoliating pathotype (D) and the predominant use of cultivars highly
susceptible to the disease such as ‘Picual’, the main olive cultivar in Spain.
Objectives: An olive breeding program was initiated aiming at obtaining new cultivars displaying both high levels of disease
resistance and good agronomic characteristics. In this work, the resistance to VW was evaluated in new genotypes previously
selected, from wider initial progenies populations, for several agronomic traits. In addition, the potential usefulness of wild olive
trees as new sources of disease resistance has also been evaluated..
Materials and methods: VW resistance was evaluated in 146 genotypes from crosses, open pollination progenies and wild olive
trees. Inoculation experiments were carried out under controlled conditions by dipping roots in a conidial suspension of a highly
virulent D isolate of V. dahliae. A Relative Susceptibility Index (RSI) was developed to summarize information provided by
different disease parameters and used for final classification of genotypes. Two cultivars, ‘Picual’ (susceptible, S) and ‘Frantoio’
(resistant, R) were used as controls.
Results: According to RSI values, 21.2 % of the genotypes were classified as R, being this percentage similar for the different
genetic backgrounds evaluated (seedlings from crosses and wild genotypes). Similar vascular colonization by the fungus was
found in some genotypes classified as R and S, which supports the assumption of tolerance for olive-V. dahliae pathosystem.
Conclusions: The results of the study have contributed to improve our knowledge about the inheritance of VW resistance in
olive, the host-pathogen relationship and the implications to design efficient breeding strategies. Some interesting R genotypes
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were selected and future trials will be carried out to confirm the disease reaction of these genotypes under natural field
conditions.
Funding source: INIA project RTA2013-00019, partially funded by European Regional Development Fund (ERDF).

O GR II-4
Exploring crosstalk between biotic and abiotic stress responses to identify targets for resistance breeding
D. Schenke, D. Cai
CAU, Molecular Phytopathology and Biotechnology, Kiel, Germany
d.schenke@phytomed.uni-kiel.de
Research on plant stress responses in a globally changing environment has an important impact on agriculture. A thorough
understanding will help to predict crop yield and quality as well as adopting plants to extreme climate conditions. In the future
plants will be more often exposed to different stress combinations, such as pathogen pressure in combination with drought,
salinity or elevated UV-B levels. When facing e.g. increased UV-B radiation in both intensity and duration, sessile plants produce
UV-protective flavonol metabolites derived from the phenylpropanoid pathway. These secondary metabolites function not only
as UV-sunscreens, but have also strong antioxidant capacity making them interesting nutriceuticals. The flavonol production
involves activation of a set of genes, including chalcone synthase (CHS), the key-enzyme of the flavonol pathway. These genes
are strongly suppressed when plants sense pathogen attack, resulting in decreased defense towards UV-B stress but increased
defenses against pathogens, such as lignification and the production of antimicrobial secondary metabolites known as
phytoalexins. In order to determine the underlying molecular mechanism we did ChIP-analysis of selected flavonol pathway
genes (FPGs) and found that it involves chromatin remodeling and transcription factor interplay to fine-tune the plants
secondary metabolism. Since several transcription factors are regulated by small interfering RNAs (siRNAs), the potential role of
these molecules will be discussed and first insights into the complex regulatory network leading to pathogen-induced downregulation of FPGs will be presented. New methods such as TALEN or CRISPR-Cas9 for targeted genome editing will allow the
generation of new crop ideotypes with improved stress tolerance.
Dirk Schenke, Christoph Böttcher and Dierk Scheel (2011) Crosstalk between abiotic UV-B stress and biotic (flg22) stress signaling
in Arabidopsis prevents flavonol accumulation in favor of pathogen defense compound production. Plant, Cell Environ. 34(11),
1849-1864.
Dirk Schenke and Daguang Cai (2014) The interplay of transcription factors in suppression of UV-B induced flavonol
accumulation by flg22. Plant Signal Behav. 9(4). pii: e28745

O GR II-5
Marker saturation of the Sbm1 locus in hexaploid wheat conferring resistance to SBCMV and SBWMV using the 90 K iSelect
array and KASP technology
D. Perovic, U. Kastirr, P. Deavaux, M. Koch, F. Ordon
Julius Kuehn-Institute (JKI) Federal Research Centre for Cultivated Plants, Institute for Resistance Research and Stress Tolerance,
Quedlinburg, Germany
dragan.perovic@jki.bund.de
Mosaic disease, caused by the closely related furoviruses Soil-borne cereal mosaic virus (SBCMV) and Soil-borne wheat mosaic
virus (SBWMV), is a serious constraint of winter wheat production in parts of Europe, North America and Asia. Both viruses are
transmitted by the plasmodiophorid Polymyxa graminis, a eukaryotic soil-borne microorganism. Chemical measures to control
these viruses are not applicable due to economic and ecological reasons and crop rotation is not efficient due to the long-term
survival of dormant Polymyxa graminis spores in the soil. Therefore, the only possibility of an efficient control of this disease on
infested fields is the growing of resistant cultivars. In previous reports, based on field phenotyping experiments, a single gene
controlling resistance to SBCMV and a major QTL controlling resistance to SBWMV, Sbm1 was assigned to the long arm of
chromosome 5D.
Objectives of this work were to (i) phenotype SBWMV infected plants in green house experiment in two segregating populations
previously used for SBCMV mapping (ii) screen parental lines and bulks using the 90K iSelect SNP array, (iii) convert polymorphic
iSelect single nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs) into Competitive allele specific PCR (KASP) markers (iv) genotype two doubled
haploid (DH) populations and construct a consensus SBCMV/SBWMV resistance map.
An efficient method for SBWMV inoculation using NY isolate infected soil in the green house was established. Infection rate of
susceptible plants was between 70 and 90%. A set of 19 polymorphic iSelect SNPs was converted into KASP markers and
employed for map construction. Both resistances, SBCMV and SBWMV, co-segregated revealing that resistance to both viruses is
most likely controlled by the same gene. Developed KASP markers can be efficiently employed in the transfer of resistance into
elite wheat lines and the construction of a high resolution map towards the isolation of this resistance gene.
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O GR II-6
Utilization of quantitative resistance to the fungal pathogen Sclerotinia sclerotiorum in canola (Brassica napus)
L. Buchwaldt, F. Fu, K. Puri, H. Garg, S. R. Rimmer, D. Lydiate, D. Hegedus, I. Parkin, J. Adam, M. Harrington, L. McGregor
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Saskatoon, Canada
lone.buchwaldt@agr.gc.ca
Canola (Brassica napus) is produced in temperate regions of the world most extensively in Canada, China and Europe. Demand
for canola oil has increased profitability resulting in tighter crop rotations thereby increasing the risk of yield loss from diseases.
Sclerotinia sclerotiorum is a serious fungal disease of canola and many other broad leaved crops. Sources of resistance are rare
but have been identified in a few B. napus germplasm lines originating from Pakistan, South Korea, Japan and China. Resistance
is quantitative and conferred by several genes with additive effects.
Objective: To select germplasm resistant to the Canadian sclerotinia population, and develop molecular markers linked to
quantitative trait loci (QTL) conferring resistance to be used by canola breeders for transfer into canola.
Methods: Sclerotinia isolates were collected in the major canola producing area of Canada. A sub-set of 129 isolates were
genotyped using simple sequence repeat markers which revealed the presence of 17 clusters. One isolate from each cluster was
tested for pathogenicity by inoculating six B. napus lines shown to have quantitative resistance. Mapping populations were
developed from crosses with a susceptible line and lines with quantitative resistance, Zhongyou 821 (ZY821, China), PAK54 and
PAK93 (Pakistan). Populations were genotyped with 6000 single nucleotide polymorphism markers and linkage maps were
generated. Populations were phenotyped with a single virulent sclerotinia isolate and disease measurements were used for QTL
analysis. Meta-analysis was used to align sclerotinia QTLs in each population as well as QTL from the literature.
Results and discussion: Germplasm from Pakistan had the highest level of resistance against the Canadian pathogen population.
Five major QTLs were identified in PAK54 which were different from the five QTLs in PAK93. More QTLs were mapped in
Zhongyou 821, but the level of resistance was lower. A meta-analysis showed that some QTLs reported in the literature mapped
to our QTLs despite differences in disease phenotyping methods. Seed of sclerotinia resistant germplasm from Pakistan, Japan
and South Korea is available for cultivar development from Plant Gene Resources of Canada via the corresponding author under
a material transfer agreement.
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O DSU I-1
Current status of the Drosophila suzukii management in Trentino, Italy, and research perspectives for sustainable control
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
G. Anfora , A. Grassi , V. Mazzoni , M. V. Rossi Stacconi , O. Rota Stabelli , V. Walton , C. Ioriatti
1
Fondazione Edmund Mach, Sustainable Agroecosystems and Bioresources, San Michele all'Adige, Italy
2
Oregon State University, Department of Horticulture, Corvallis, United States
gianfranco.anfora@fmach.it
Unlike other Drosophila species, Drosophila suzukii is an economically damaging pest because the females have a serrated
ovipositor enabling them to infest ripening fruit before harvest. In September 2009 in Trentino, Italy, for the first time in Europe
both oviposition on wild hosts and economically important damage on soft fruits were reported. The increasing use of
insecticide against this species augments the pesticide residues on the harvested fruits and jeopardises the results obtained with
IPM on soft fruits. Development of alternative control methods is therefore urgent to ensure an economic future for the
concerned fruit industry. Researchers and technicians of Fondazione Edmund Mach responded rapidly to this new threat. We
considered that possible solutions would only arise from a coordinated and international network of diverse expertises, from
molecular biology and neurophysiology to pest management techniques. Accordingly, we have determined the genome
sequence of Italian D. suzukii in order to assist both basic and applied research and to provide information about genes involved
in processes such as intra- and inter-specific communication and overwintering. Considerable efforts have been also made at the
understanding of basic ecology of this pest. The population dynamics in different natural and agroecosystems have been
followed and temperature-dependent fecundity and survival data were integrated into a matrix population model in order to
forecast pest’s phenology. Mass trapping and physical crop protection by using anti-insect nets are under experimental
evaluation and seems the more promising alternative control strategies accessible in the near future. Improvement of the
attraction efficiency of the available baits is hence one of our main objective. Several indigenous parasitoids of larvae and pupae
were found in Trentino and are under investigation as possible biocontrol agents.

O DSU I-2
Drosophila suzukii: foraging, mating and host-finding in response to chemical signals
P. G. Becher, B. Mori, S. Revadi, P. Witzgall, T. Dekker
Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, Plant Protection Biology, Alnarp, Sweden
paul.becher@slu.se
Introduction: The damage to fruit caused by the spotted-wing drosophila, Drosophila suzukii can be seen as a consequence of
insect behaviour. Foraging, mating and host-finding behaviours are basic for survival and reproduction of the fly. Such
behaviours are the output of chemosensory processes mediated or modulated by chemical signals.
Objectives: Our objective is to identify chemical signals of behavioural and ecological relevance for D. suzukii. In this context we
are interested to identify sex specific differences in odour-mediated behaviours like host attraction. We furthermore want to
know to which extent behavioural responses are modulated by internal factors like mating state of the flies. In addition we want
to understand the meaning of chemical signals for D. suzukii reproductive behaviour.
Materials and methods: We applied wind tunnel tests and mating assays to study odour mediated behaviour of male and
female D. suzukii. Fermentation odours and host odours were tested to study responses in the context of feeding and egg-laying.
Mating assays were performed to study the role of social signals on fly reproductive behaviour. Antennal recordings in response
to behavioural active odours and chemical analyses assisted the identification of chemical signals.
Results: We found distinct odour-mediated behavioural responses to fermentation compounds, fly odours and fruit cues.
Mating state has an effect on fly behavioural responses. We could identify a number of antennal active fruit and fermentation
compounds. The behavioural activity of synthetic blends of the identified odour compounds is under investigation. Flies were
studied for emission of sex specific signals and behavioural response to fly pheromones. Analyses of cuticular hydrocarbons
indicated that differences between sexes are small.
Conclusion: Chemical signals play important roles in the behavioural ecology of Drosophila suzukii. Behaviour-modifying
chemicals are potential tools to attract or confuse insects in their natural environment. Tests on the attraction to fermentation
products in the field are ongoing.
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O DSU I-3
Mating behaviour in spotted wing Drosophila species - example of coordination between visual and acoustic stimuli
V. Mazzoni, O. Rota Stabelli, S. Revadi, G. Anfora
Fondazione Edmund Mach, Sustainable Ecosystems & Bioresources, San Michele all'Adige, Italy
valerio.mazzoni@fmach.it
Understanding the mating behaviour of an insect pest is an important condition for developing successful control strategies. In
Drosophila suzukii, like in most other Drosophila, males produce several types of acoustic signals to facilitate female’s mating
acceptance; some of these signals are substrate-borne and are produced by abdominal vibrations. Compared to the common
model D. melanogaster, the suzukii subgroup, is further characterised by the emission of a specific vibration, the so called “toot”
signals, which is characterized by an harmonic frequency structure. This peculiar signal is associated with wing movements and
thus is likely produced in the thorax, rather than in the abdomen like all other acoustic signals. In this work we tested whether
the “toot” signal is a specific characteristic of the D. suzukii group, and if it co-evolved with another key sexual character, the
presence of spots on wings. To test this hypothesis we studied the courtship strategy and associated acoustic signals in several
members of the melanogaster group, by carefully comparing the behaviour of spotted wings species (D. suzukii, D. subpulchrella,
D. biarmipes, D. elegans) with the behaviour of unspotted species (D. takahashi, D. melanogaster).
Our results show that all species characterised by spotted wings, including D. elegans which does not belong to the suzukii
subgroup, can produce a toot signal. Conversely, the “toot” signal was never recorded from unspotted wing species. During
courtship, spotted wing males combine wing exposure with sound emission so that visual and acoustic cues work together to
increase female acceptance. Only in one case (D. biarmipes), wing exposure and “toot” emission appeared completely
unrelated.
This study advances our understanding of the toot signal in Drosophila and indicates that the “toot” signal is not a clade-specific
feature, but rather an ancient Dorosophila character associated with the presence of spots on wings.

O DSU I-4
Rapid spread of the invasive Spotted Wing Drosophila through Germany, its seasonal phenology and research approaches for
managing the pest
1
2
3
3
1
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F. Briem , M. Breuer , C. Wallinger , M. Traugott , J. Gross , H. Vogt
1
Julius Kühn-Institut (JKI) - Federal Research Centre for Cultivated Plants , Institute for Plant Protection in Fruit Crops and
Viticulture, Dossenheim, Germany
2
State Institute for Viticulture and Enology, Freiburg, Germany
3
University of Innsbruck, Institute of Ecology, Innsbruck, Austria
felix.briem@jki.bund.de
Introduction: Since its first record in Germany in 2011 the invasive Spotted Wing Drosophila (SWD), Drosophila suzukii (Diptera,
Drosophilidae), spread rapidly through the country which resulted in high levels of fruit crop damage. As it oviposits in healthy,
ripening and ripe fruits close to harvest, controlling the pest is extremely difficult.
Objectives: We tried to develop sustainable strategies to control the populations of SWD by identifying habitats during winter
and spring, when the number of individuals is lowered. Research on food resources at this period of the year and on olfactory
cues, used to orientate in the environment, are being explored to identify overwintering sites. This should lead to selective
control strategies.
Material and methods: We determined the occurrence of SWD at landscape level and its re-immigration into fruit crops in
spring by monitoring traps all year round. At locations with high captures at winter onset soil emergence traps were placed to
check for survival rates. Moreover, we investigated food resources used during winter and spring by classical ecological and
molecular methods. We tested, if odors of potential host plants or food resources were used for olfactory orientation by SWD in
a Y-shaped olfactometer.
Results: In fall to early winter, trap captures in orchards decreased while they increased in forests and forest edges. Significantly
higher numbers of SWD were caught in forest tree crowns compared to lower heights. In lab tests, flies survived several days
when feeding on mistletoe berries. We succeeded in detecting chloroplast DNA using general plant primers in the digestive tract
of field-caught SWD and started to establish olfactory studies.
Conclusion: Different trap captures in orchards, forests and forest edges during fall and early winter demonstrate the migration
behavior of adult SWD searching for sheltered overwintering sites. During a mild winter, continuous captures in forest traps
indicate the activity of SWD. We made progress in detecting food resources during winter and spring as well as in establishing
olfactory studies. This knowledge will significantly contribute to the development of new control strategies.
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O DSU I-5
Reflections about the Pest Status of Drosophila suzukii (SWD) in German Viticulture
C. Hoffmann
Julius Kühn-Institut, Plant Protection in Fruit Crops and Viticulture, Siebeldingen, Germany
christoph.hoffmann@jki.bund.de
SWD was first observed in Germany in 2011. Only in 2014 the first damages in viticulture were attributed to D. suzukii. Early red
varieties were mainly attacked. Looking more into detail we often found damage that obviously had occurred before SWDattack.
With regard to the weather conditions of 2014 it is obvious that this year was a sour rot year even without SWD. The year was
characterized by a dry and hot summer and strong precipitations during veraison. As a consequence the berries swelled to an
extend that the skin was mechanical damaged, frequently near the peduncle. This damage was an optimal substrate for both, D.
melanogaster and sour rot.
We often observed that D. suzukii attacked single berries on clusters strongly smelling of vinegar, while the affected berries
themselves didn't smell of vinegar. Maybe the SWD attack was not the reason but the consequence of SWD attack.
Checking berries under the stereomicroscope for egg incidence, we often found hidden powdery mildew attack. Most varieties
which appeared to be highly susceptible to SWD in the field were not attractive for egg laying by SWD in laboratory trials as long
as berries were not damaged. We know that there are susceptible varieties like Vernatsch and non-susceptible ones like Pinot
Noir. For other German red varieties it is still unclear whether SWD is a primary or secondary pest.

O DSU I-6
Seasonal Dynamics of Drosophila suzukii on cultivated and non-cultivated areas of Blackberry (Rubus sp) and Preference of
Wild fruits, in Michoacan, Mexico
A. Rebollar-Alviter, P.-P. Monserrat, F.-G. Erick, A. C. Juárez-Gutierrez, S. Pineda-Guillermo, S. Segura-Ledesma
Universidad Autonoma Chapingo, Centro Regional Morelia, Morelia, Michoacan, Mexico
rebollaralviter@gmail.com
Introduction: Spotted wing Drosophila (SWD) was first reported in Mexico in November 2011. Since then this insect has been
one of the most important pest of blackberry and other Berry crops in Mexico.
Objectives: The objectives of the research was to determine the seasonal dynamics of SWD in cultivated blackberry (Rubus sp.)
and non-cultivated areas, and to define the preference of SWD for wild fruits growing in the blackberry producing region in
Michoacan Mexico.
Materials and methods: From 2013 to 2014 the seasonal dynamic of SWD was determined in blackberry producing areas in
Michoacan state using apple cider vinegar (ACV) in 1 L clear plastic containers with 200 ml. The ACV was replaced every 10 to 14
days. The traps were placed in blackberry commercial orchards, edges of the orchards, forest areas, and non-target wild fruits. In
addition, to determine if these wild fruits were potential host of SWD, a series of choice and no choice experiments were
conducted in laboratory at room temperature, on Crataegus mexicana, Rubus adenotrichos, Spondias mombin, Eribotrya
japonica, Byrsonimia crassifolia, Psidium guajava, Prunus serotina var capuli and Vitis tiliifolia.
Results: Results indicated that population of SWD varies throughout the blackberry growing season. Cultural practices such as
pruning, defoliation, and host plants surrounding commercial plots influenced the population dynamics. Higher peaks were
found at the edges of the orchards after the plantations were mowed down, in vegetative growth and green fruit stage of
development. During the harvest season, the population increased from November to February. Also, highest peaks of the
dynamic were obtained in the forest areas summer season when cultivated blackberry is not producing, but coinciding with wild
fruits in ripening stage. Of the wild fruits tested in choice and no-choice experiments, Rubus adenotrichos, Spondias mombin,
Psidium guava, and Prunus serotina var capuli, were the most susceptible to SWD infestation.
Conclusions: Our study indicated that seasonal dynamics in SWD, is not only influenced by wild plant species, as alternate host,
but also by the cultural practices and vegetation surrounding the blackberry crop. Spondias mombin and Prunus serotina var
capuli are new hosts not previously reported for SWD. Results will contribute to adjust an integrated management of this
invasive pest in Berry crops.
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The need for coordinated European efforts to fight invasive crop pathogens
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Aarhus University, Department of Agroecology, Slagelse, Denmark
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Julius Kühn-Institut, Federal Research Centre for Cultivated Plants, Institute for Plant Protection in Field Crops and Grassland,
Kleinmachnow, Germany
4
INRA UR 1290 BIOGER-CPP, BP01, Thiverval-Grignon, France
5
University of Agriculture, Institute of Biotechnology & Genetic Engineering, Peshawar, Pakistan, Denmark
mogens.hovmoller@agro.au.dk
Productivity in European agriculture can be severely hampered by plant disease. Research in the fields of resistance genetics of
plants, host-pathogen interactions, and pathogen evolution has progressed enormously in the last decades, aided by
technological and analytical advancements. However, the recent emergence of invasive rust fungi on wheat, Puccinia spp,
potentially of non-European origin, has demonstrated the need for understanding pathogen diversity, spread and evolution at
larger scales. Aggressive strains of yellow rust have resulted in escalating disease epidemics, so far peaking in 2014 where
significant losses and additional fungicide sprays were observed in many European countries. The epidemics also spread to new
areas in south and east Europe, where yellow rust was previously absent or scarce, and previous long-term effective host
resistance have been overcome. We studied the origin and level of diversity of yellow rust in Europe using virulence phenotypic
data of 2298 isolates sampled in seven countries between 2000 and 2013. A subset of 342 isolates was additionally investigated
by microsatellite markers. At least four race groups of exotic origin (Warrior, Kranich, Triticale-non-aggressive and Triticale
aggressive) were identified in the post-2010 populations, where the ‘Warrior’ race group was present in high frequencies in
most of the West European countries and often associated with rust epidemics. Significant genetic divergence was estimated for
‘Warrior’ and ‘Kranich’ race groups from the pre-existing European population. It was concluded that they were of nonEuropean origin being genetically related to sexual recombining populations from the pathogen centre of diversity in Asia. The
triticale-aggressive race was genetically related to populations in the Middle East and Central Asia.The Europe-wide
collaboration and compilation of data into a single dataset in a common database proved to be a major advance. It enabled us to
identify the current invasion at an early stage, and to assess its implications at field level in many countries. Future collaborative
efforts at the European scale should be continued and strengthened for timely early-warning of potential invasions of new
variants of important crop pathogens with the capacity to spread very far within a very short period of time.

O NEW I-2
Identification of a New Whitefly-transmitted Ipomovirus of Cucurbits in the Imperial Valley of California
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1
University of California ANR, UC ANR Cooperative Extension, Holtville, CA, United States
2
University of California Davis, Plant Pathology, Davis, CA, United States
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A new and potentially damaging whitefly-transmitted virus of cucurbits was detected in the fall, 2014 in Imperial County,
California, USA, in squash (Cucurbita pepo L.) and melon (Cucumis melo L.) plants showing virus-like symptoms including leaf
yellowing and crumpling. The new virus is similar but not identical to Squash vein yellowing virus (SqVYV), a Bemisia tabacitransmitted ipomovirus (family Potyviridae) that is present in Florida (Adkins et al. 2008). Sequence comparisons performed with
the cylindrical inclusion (CI) and capsid protein (CP) encoding regions of this California ipomovirus revealed the highest
identities, 83% and 98%, respectively, with the CI and CP genes of SqVYV (Batuman et al. 2015). Pumpkin and squash (Cucurbita
pepo L.) plants inoculated with sap prepared from leaves of pumpkin plants in which the California ipomovirus was detected by
RT-PCR, developed mild mottling, vein clearing and yellowing symptoms, similar to those reported for SqVYV (Fig.1); whereas
inoculated watermelons (Citrullus lanatus Thunb.Matsum. & Nakai var. lanatus) became infected, and showed stunting,
yellowing of the leaves, and approximately a month later, collapsed (Fig.2). Field and greenhouse studies are underway to
further investigate the biology of the California ipomovirus and to ascertain the potential for the virus to impact cucurbit
production in southern California.
References:
Adkins, S. et al. 2008 (Plant Dis. 92:1119,).
Batuman et al. 2015 (Plant Disease in press)
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Figure 1: Leaves of squash plant infected with California ipomovirus showing mild mottling, vein clearing and yellowing
symptoms at 30 days-post-inoculation.

Figure 2: Watermelon plant infected with California ipomovirus showing vine collapse symptoms (left) and mock inoculated
healthy watermelon (right) at 30 days-post-inoculation (White scale bar =10 cm).

O NEW I-3
Umbel browning and stem necrosis on carrot in France: isolation and characterization of the fungal pathogen
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Introduction: Since 2007, symptoms of umbel browning and stem necrosis have been regularly observed in carrot seed
production areas located in France. The typical symptom is a triangular necrotic lesion on carrot umbel, compromising seed
development. The loss in seed production was estimated at approximately 8% of the harvested carrot umbels during the
cropping seasons of spring and summer 2007 and 2008 in France. The disease resembles the lesions on carrot umbels caused by
Phomopsis dauci and described in the Netherlands in 1951.
Objectives: The disease epidemiology is not well known and the characteristics of the fungal pathogen have not yet been fully
described. The aim of DIAPOCAR project is to constitute a reference isolate collection, to characterize these isolates, to study the
epidemiology of the disease and to define possible control methods.
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Materials and methods: In our study, more than hundred strains were isolated from lesions developed on carrot or parsley from
fields of seed production located in different French geographical areas. These isolates were characterized according to
morphological criteria (mycelial growth, production of pycnidia and size of conidia).
In order to confirm the identification at the genus level and determine the species, molecular criteria were used (sequences in
the ITS regions of the ribosomal DNA).
Results: Pycnidia produced alpha- and beta conidia that were typical of the genus Diaporthe. Results showed that 75 % of
isolates belong to the Diaporthe angelicae species. Artificial contamination methods were developed for use both in field and in
growth chamber on isolated umbels and Koch postulates were verified.
Conclusion: Tests are still under process and will contribute to a better understanding of the pathogen diversity and will improve
the control methods against this re-emerging disease. The efficiency of 10 different fungicides will be tested in-vitro on 9
different strains. We will be able to determine the IC50 of each fungicide. Moreover, experiments are underway to determine if
D. angelicae could be transmitted to the seeds.

O NEW I-4
Detection and epidemiology of Tomato leaf curl New Delhi virus in Spain
1
1
2
1
1
D. Janssen , A. Simon , L. Velasco , C. García , L. Ruiz
1
IFAPA, Centro La Mojonera, La Mojonera, Spain
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IFAPA, Centro Churriana, Churriana, Spain
dirk.janssen@juntadeandalucia.es
Tomato leaf curl New Delhi virus (ToLCNDV) is member of the family Geminiviridae and genus Begomovirus. It was described for
the first time in India in 1995 but gradually it has been detected in parts of Asia (Pakistan, Bangla Desh, Thailand, Indonesia,
Taiwan) where it affects many species, both of the Solanaceae (tomatoes, peppers and potatoes) and Cucurbitaceae (cucumber,
melon, watermelon, pumpkin, luffa and lagenaria). The presence of ToLCNDV in Spain was officially declared in crops of zucchini
in the provinces of Almeria and Murcia during the summer of 2013. Afterwards it was detected in the provinces of Malaga,
Seville and regions along of the South-East coast of Spain. Symptoms of ToLCNDV consisted of leaf curl and yellowing with
deformation, cracking and skin roughness in fruits. As part of a study on the epidemiology of ToLCNDV in Spain, we evaluated
the transmission of the virus to and from tomato and zucchini by its natural vector, the whitefly Bemisia tabaci. We also
developed and compared techniques for its detection using molecular hybridization with non-radioactive probes, and
convectional as well as real-time PCR. These techniques have been validated in samples from zucchini and tomato crops affected
by ToLCNDV. During controlled transmission experiments using viruliferous whiteflies, symptoms of the virus consisting of
chlorotic mottle and leaf curl, were first observed between 9 and 15 days post inoculation, depending on the crop species
tested. The speed of virus detection varied between the host species and the detection technique used. The best technique for
virus diagnosis was the one based on real-time PCR, followed by molecular hybridization. Using this latter method to compare
the incidence of ToLCNDV in a number of naturally infected tomato cultivars, the results suggested that many of these cultivars
have different susceptibilities.
This research was financed by FEDER and FSE through IFAPA project AVA 201301.8 “Virus en horticultura” and E_RTA201300020-C04-01 from INIA and co-financed by the European Union through the ERDF 2014-2020 "Programa Operativo de
Crecimiento Inteligente”.

O NEW I-5
Investigating the genetic structure and diversity of the barley pathogen Ramularia collo-cygni
1
2
1
3
3
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Ramularia collo-cygni (Rcc) is the biotic factor responsible for the disease Ramularia leaf spot (RLS) of barley (Hordeum vulgare).
The fungus is attracting interest in the scientific community as a result of the increasing number of economically damaging
disease epidemics. Still essential parts of the pathogen biology, in particular the life cycle remain poorly understood.
To understand more about its epidemiology, the knowledge of its genetic structure and diversity is essential. Sequence analysis
of four Rcc housekeeping genes, glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH), β-tubulin (βTub), E2 ubiquitinconjugating protein (E2Ub) and a Thioesterase family protein (Thios) was used to further address the genetic diversity in Rcc
isolates from a selection of geographically distinct isolates as well as isolates from hosts other than barley. Analysis of the
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sequence data indicated substantial genetic diversity between the isolates and a possible Rcc population size expansion, which
might help explain the recent emergence.
Moreover, the genome of Rcc was sequenced completely and assembled using Allpaths-LG assembler. The finished assembled
genome of Rcc is about 32 Mb and is currently to be found in 78 scaffold. The complete annotation of this genome is underway
to generate consensus gene calls. The fungal RNA from 6 different conditions, especially one that mimics the plant environment
was also sequenced to help in one hand the annotation and in other hand to uncover putative gene of interest that might be
involved in the pathogenicity or the fungicide resistances for example.
To evaluate the true genetic diversity of this fungus, full genomes sequencing of Rcc isolates from multiple geographic locations
and non-barley hosts are underway. We hope by this approach to provide valuable insights in to the genetic diversity of this
organism and to address how this diversity has influenced the evolution of the fungus. The understanding of the diversity is
essential to identify sustainable control in Integrated Pest Management.

O NEW I-6
Inventory and validation of pathogenic fungi occurring on maize leaves in Central Europe
L. Ramos Romero, B. Koopmann, A. von Tiedemann
Georg-August-Universität Göttingen, Plant Pathology/Protection, Göttingen, Germany
lramosr@gwdg.de
Introduction: In the last decade, the acreage of maize has increased continuously in Central Europe due to its high yield and
diverse uses as food, feed and bio-energy crop. This has led to more intense maize cultivation in many regions with narrowed
crop rotations and it is therefore likely that maize diseases will become more significant in the future. Nevertheless, the
knowledge about the occurrence and significance of fungal pathogens and their epidemic development in maize fields in Central
Europe is still scarce.
Objectives: The study aims at reviewing the phytosanitary state of maize crops in Central Europe, focusing on fungal leaf
diseases and their epidemiology, particularly regarding less known or novel pathogenic species.
Methods: A qualitative monitoring of occurring species of potentially leaf infecting pathogens in maize was carried out in
selected fields of Germany (28 locations), the Netherlands (five locations), the Czech Republic (six locations), Austria (three
locations), France (two locations) and Poland (two locations) during the years 2012 and 2013. Here, leaf samples were collected
and fungal isolates were isolated and analyzed morphologically. For a number of isolates, pathogenicity tests were conducted by
inoculating healthy plants in the greenhouse with spore suspensions prepared from single-spore cultures in order to fulfill Koch’s
postulates.
Results: The studies revealed that seven isolates of Kabatiella zeae (eyespot), five isolates of Bipolaris zeicola (Northern leaf
spot), two unidentified isolates of Bipolaris spp., two isolates of Colletotrichum graminicola (Anthracnose) and six isolates of
Phoma spp. (Phoma leaf spot disease) fulfilled Koch´s postulates. The resulting disease symptoms were described in detail. For
the Phoma isolates, which could not be clearly identified by morphological analysis, a taxonomical assignment based on
molecular genetic analysis was conducted.
Conclusions: The results of this study suggest that a large number of newly emerging maize pathogens may potentially threaten
maize cultivation across Central Europe. Due to the high frequency of detection of several pathogens, the importance of fungal
maize diseases is likely to become a challenge in the future and suitable strategies of control should be taken into consideration.
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Evidence for suppression of plant immunity by microRNA targeting in the plant-Verticillium interaction
F. Behrens, J. Menkhaus, D. Cai
Institute of Phytopathology, Christian-Albrechts University of Kiel, Molecular Phytopathology, Kiel, Germany
dcai@phytomed.uni-kiel.de
Verticillium longisporum, a soil-borne pathogen, causes devastating vascular disease in the cultivation of oilseed rape (Brassica
napus). Due to an extremely long and complex infection process, an intensive plant-fungus interaction is needed. Here report
that plant-derived miRNAs play an indispensable role in the modulation of plant-Verticillium interaction.
We demonstrate that the fungus is able to suppress plant resistance response by targeting a series of TIR-NBS-LRR type
resistance genes via miRNA1885, and by enhancing the gene silencing machinery via the modulation of miRNA168-AGO1
interaction.
Our data strongly support that the fungus V. longisporum has evolved a virulence mechanism by interference with plant miRNAs
to reprogram host gene expression. A mode of action is discussed.

O PPI II-2
The plant pathogenic fungus Verticillium longisporum suppresses plant immunity by miRNA1885-mediated regulation of TIRNBS-LRR resistance gene expression in oilseed rape (Brassica napus)
F. Behrens, G. Pandharikar, J. Menkhaus, D. Cai
Christian-Albrechts-Universität zu Kiel, Institute of Phytopathology - Section of Molecular Phytopathology and Biotechnology,
Kiel, Germany
f.behrens@phytomed.uni-kiel.de
The soil born pathogen Verticillium longisporum causes devastating vascular disease in the cultivation of oilseed rape (Brassica
napus). We demonstrate that plant microRNAs (miRNAs) are involved in regulating plant-V. longisporum interaction. By deepsequencing two small RNA libraries made from V. longisporum infected/noninfected roots, we identified 62 miRNAs, which were
responsive to the V. longisporum infection. Strikingly, the majority of miRNAs were down-regulated, while a few miRNAs were
up-regulated, of which one belongs to the miR1885 family. Genome analysis revealed that there are three loci of miR1885a,b,c,
which are located in the chromosome A06, A09 and C07, respectively. The validated target of miR1885 belongs to the TIR-NBSLRR resistance genes, which is one of the predicted donors of miR1885. Thus, understanding the expression regulation of
miR1885 and its targets provides a deep insight into how the fungus suppresses plant R-gene-mediated resistance. Here, we
present recent data for specific interactions and simultaneously reciprocal changes in the expression levels of miR1885 and their
targets in infected roots. Furthermore, we demonstrate that miR1885 regulates the TIR-NBS-LRR resistance gene expression and
consequently suppresses plant resistance response, which greatly benefits the fungus infection.

O PPI II-3
Transcriptome analysis revealed pathways controlling resistance against systemic colonization by Verticillium longisporum in
Arabidopsis thaliana
E. Häffner, E. Diederichsen
Freie Universität Berlin, Dahlem Centre of Plant Sciences/Applied Genetics, Berlin, Germany
haeffner@zedat.fu-berlin.de
Verticillium longisporum is an economically important pathogen of oilseed rape. It infects the host via the root and colonizes the
plant systemically through the xylem at the onset of flowering. QTL controlling quantitative resistance against systemic
colonization by the fungus have been identified in Brassica spp. and also in Arabidopsis thaliana.
The objective was to identify genes and pathways controlling resistance against systemic colonization in A. thaliana. Alignment
of candidate resistance genes to the Brassica napus genome was to show if the results can be transferred to the crop plant.
A major-effect QTL, the complex locus vec1, was fine-mapped in (BurxLer)-near-isogenic lines (NILs) and represented in a tailormade NIL (tmNIL) that contained an introgression of the resistant parent Bur in vec1. To study the effect of vec1 on gene
expression and to prioritize candidate resistance genes within vec1, the transcriptome of the tmNIL was compared to a NIL that
contained only alleles of the susceptible parent Ler in the vec1-region.
The tmNIL showed a strong induction of defence-related genes after infection with V. longisporum at the onset of flowering. The
up-regulated genes were involved in the control of basal resistance, systemic acquired resistance, cell wall processes and
secondary metabolites. In the susceptible NIL, only few genes were differentially expressed after infection. Genes differentially
expressed between the lines within vec1 were cloned as candidate resistance genes. Alignment of candidate gene sequences
with the B. napus genome revealed that these sequences co-localized with known QTL for V. longisporum resistance in Brassica.
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Resistance against systemic colonization by V. longisporum is controlled by a complex locus triggering various defence responses
in A. thaliana. Co-localization of candidate genes with resistance QTL in Brassica suggests that comparable mechanisms are
active in oilseed rape and could be exploited in resistance breeding.

O PPI II-4
Biotrophy-specific down-regulation of gene expression in the maize pathogen Colletotrichum graminicola is required for
escaping PAMP-triggered immunity and for the establishment of compatibility
E. Oliveira-Garcia, E. Albarouki, H. Deising
Martin-Luther-University Halle-Wittenberg, Faculty of Natural Sciences III, Institute of Agricultural and Nutritional Sciences, Halle,
Germany
holger.deising@landw.uni-halle.de
Exposure of invariable molecules by plant pathogenic microorganisms, collectively known as pathogen-associated molecular
patterns (PAMPs), triggers a broad spectrum of plant defense responses. Thus, in order to establish a compatible parasitic
interaction with their hosts, pathogens may modify the exposure of PAMPs at specific stages of the infection process. This likely
is particularly important for pathogens forming biotrophic infection structures, as these are growing in close vicinity of the plant
plasma membrane, which contains pattern recognition receptors mediating a PAMP response.
We investigated synthesis and exposure of different defense-modifying molecules in the maize pathogen Colletotrichum
graminicola. This fungus differentiates an infection cell called an appressorium, which invades the host primarily by force
exertion (Bechinger et al. 1999). In the plant the fungus sequentially forms biotrophic and necrotrophic hyphae indicative of a
hemibiotrophic lifestyle (Horbach and Deising 2013). Interestingly, we discovered synchronous infection structure-specific
regulation of two components involved in cell wall biogenesis and iron uptake, both affecting plant defense responses. Genes
encoding β-glucan and siderophore synthesizing enzymes are rigorously down-regulated during biotrophic development. Forced
expression of β-glucan synthesis during biotrophy dramatically induced plant defense responses, as indicated by microscopy and
RT-qPCR experiments. Maize leaves infiltrated with siderophores did not initiate defense responses unless C. graminicola had
invaded the leaf and formed biotrophic hyphae (Albarouki et al. 2014). Our studies show that infection structure-specific
regulation of genes involved in formation of defense-modulating compounds is indispensable for the establishment of a
compatible parasitic interaction between C. graminicola and maize.
Literature:
Albarouki E, Schafferer L, Ye F, von Wirén N, Haas H, Deising HB (2014) Biotrophy-specific down-regulation of siderophore
biosynthesis in Colletotrichum graminicola is required for modulation of immune responses of maize. Mol. Microbiol. 92: 338355.
Bechinger C, Giebel K-F, Schnell M, Leiderer P, Deising HB, Bastmeyer M (1999) Optical measurements of invasive forces exerted
by appressoria of a plant pathogenic fungus. Science 285: 1896-1899.
Horbach R, Deising HB (2013) The biotrophy - necrotrophy switch in fungal pathogenesis. In: Kempken F (ed) The Mycota - XI.
Agricultural Applications. Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg, New York, pp 343-360.
Oliveira-Garcia E, Deising HB (2013) Infection structure-specific expression of β-1,3-glucan synthase is essential for pathogenicity
of Colletotrichum graminicola and evasion of β-glucan-triggered immunity. Plant Cell 25: 2356-2378.
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O PPI II-5
Proof of concept: Stacking of defense related genes in a marker-assisted backcrossing vs. a transgenic approach to improve
disease resistance of barley elite cultivars
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Classical plant breeding and genetic engineering are both indispensable tools to equip crop plants with powerful traits against
abiotic and biotic stresses. Many elite cultivars, however, are still highly susceptible to major pathogens because they lack
favourable allele combinations for effective defence. The international research consortium BARLEY-fortress aimed at the
utilization of basal defense genes to provide broad and durable pathogen resistance to barley with special focus on the
improvement of fungal penetration resistance by re-enforcing attacked cell walls. Thereby, different strategies were followed: i)
introgression of functionally validated genes from landraces and wild barley by marker-assisted backcrossing in a German elite
variety and ii) a transgenic approach in which selected combinations of resistance associated genes are overexpressed or sets of
susceptibility related genes are silenced by RNAi, respectively. Combinations of genes were chosen on the basis of preexisting
knowledge within the consortium. Here, we report on success of the gene stacking approach validated by phenotypic and
genotypic characterization of backcross and transgenic lines for resistance to cereal blast (Magnaporthe oryzae). Molecular and
cytological data will provide insights into mechanisms accompanying this resistance.

O PPI II-6
Investigation of plant-pathogen interactions in the pathosystem Solanum tuberosum L. / Rhizoctonia solani Kühn
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Rhizoctonia solani Kühn is a world-wide occurring soil-borne fungal pathogen which infects a broad range of plants including
important crops like potato (Solanum tuberosum L.). Various types of damage on infected underground potato organs lead to
economically relevant yield losses. The increasing occurrence of this disease and the lack of efficient control strategies
strengthen the necessity of new control mechanisms, e.g. the use of resistant cultivars. One of our future goals is the
development of a resistance breeding method. Presumably, potato cultivars differ quantitatively in their susceptibility to the
fungus. So far, little is known about the molecular background of these susceptibility differences. Therefore it seems to be
reasonable to investigate the interactions between potato and R. solani, from initial attack through recognition of the fungus by
the plant to an activation of plant defense mechanisms. The study of gene expression patterns is one way to get an insight into
the responses of organisms. In the beginning, RT-qPCR analyses for several defense-related genes were run at different time
points after an inoculation with R. solani to find the best sampling date for a subsequent RNA-Seq. Thus, we could detect an upregulation of PR proteins like 1.3-ß-glucanase and PR1 in inoculated plants at 10 dpi. These pre-tests were carried out to
optimize the experimental methods in preparation of the RNA-Seq experiment. RNA-Seq is an excellent tool to simultaneously
investigate the gene expression of plant and fungus. Our aim was to analyze the differential gene expression between R. solaniinoculated and non-inoculated potatoes. Hence, genes involved in the interactions between potato and R. solani are revealed
and this knowledge can be used e. g. for breeding of less susceptible cultivars. The results will also give better insight into the
plant-pathogen interaction.
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Does combining a wheat and pea mixture with methyl salicylate reduces aphid populations in both crops?
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Aphids are important pests of wheat and pea. Among the alternative methods to control them with less reliance on insecticides,
crop associations already proved to be efficient. However, if increasing the chemical and structural complexity of vegetation can
disrupt their host plants location, the searching efficiency of predators and parasitoids can also be reduced. Therefore, these
beneficials may not always be more abundant in such systems. Combining crop associations with attractive semiochemicals for
natural enemies can be interesting to solve this problem. In this research, we compared the effect of a wheat and pea pure
stand, wheat and pea mixture, and wheat and pea mixture combined with methyl salicylate (MeSA) formulated in alginate gel
beads, on the abundance and diversity of aphids and their natural enemies. These were weekly observed on plants during 2013
and 2014 growing seasons. Over these two years, significantly higher numbers of pea aphids (Acyrthosiphon pisum (H.)) were
observed in the pure stand of pea compared with both mixtures (with and without MeSA). No significant differences were
observed between treatments for wheat aphids (Sitobion avenae (F.), Metopolophium dirhodum (W.) and Rhopalosiphum padi
(L.)), which were significantly less abundant than pea aphids. Aphid natural enemies were mainly observed on pea plants.
Hoverfly larvae abundance was not significantly different between treatments during both years. The same phenomenon
occurred with hoverfly pupae in 2013, while these were significantly more abundant in both mixtures compared with the pure
stand in 2014. However, their number did not differ significantly between the mixture with and without MeSA. Few ladybirds
and lacewings were observed. No significant differences were observed between treatments for parasitoid mummies in 2013.
Their abundance was significantly higher in the pure stand of pea compared with both mixtures in 2014. Results from this study
show that mixing wheat and pea is an efficient method to maintain aphid populations at a very low level on pea. The use of
MeSA did not show significant effects on natural enemies. However, mixing these crops may be enough to reduce aphid
populations under an acceptable threshold.

O NOC II-2
Effect of Powder Prepration of Clove, Ginger, Garad and Galangal on the Infestation of Sorghum Grains Caused by Khapra
Beetle Larvae Trogoderma granarium
1,2
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2
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Introduction: Sorghum is the most important cereal crops in the Sudan, used for both human and animal diet. Khapra beetle
(Trogoderma granarium) is the major storage pest of Sorghum grains.
Objective: This study was conducted to reveal the efficacy of clove, Syzygium aromaticum, ginger zingiber officinale, Garad
Acacia nilotica and galangal Alppina officinarumon Khapra beetle larva.
Materials and methods: The experiment was carried out in the laboratory to rear Khapra beetle larvae on Sorghum grains
treated with powder of the above botanicals crops. Ten Khapra beetle larvae were added to each treatment. Five treatments
replicated five times arranged in Complete Randomized Design. The treatments were consisted of sorghum treated with powder
of clove, ginger, garad and galangal, and untreated sorghum grains taken as a control. Five parameters (weight losses of
sorghum grain, Khapra beetle larvae mortality, adults emerged, seed germination and seed damage) were used to show the
effect of these botanical crops on Khapra beetle larvae. Khapra beetle larvae mortality and weight losses were counted every
week, adults counted after their emergency (after ten weeks), seed damage and seed viability were done at the end of the
experiment.
Results: The result indicated that these botanical crops significantly (p &lt; 0.05) reduced the damage level of Khapra beetle
larvae on Sorghum grains. clove powder showed the lowest weight losses, highest mortality, highest seed germination, and
lowest seed damage, followed by ginger, garad, galangal and untreated Sorghum grain.
Conclusion: From this study we can conclude that clove crop is the most important crop to control Khapra beetle larvae.
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Foliar Application of Microbial-Enriched Fermented Food 'Cheonggukjang' to Control Powdery Mildew in Organic Farming
M. J. Kim, C. K. Shim, Y. K. Kim, J. H. Park, S. J. Hong, S. C. Kim, J. H. Kim, E. J. Han
National Academy of AGricultural Science, Organic Agricultural Division, Wanju-gun, Republic of Korea
kjs0308@korea.kr
Powdery mildew is one of common diseases occurred on organically cultivated crops under field and greenhouse conditions.
This study was conducted to evaluate control activity of 'Cheonggukjang' solution against powdery mildew caused by
Sphaerotheca fuliginea in cucumber, tomato, lettuce and squash. 'Cheonggukjang' was naturally fermented soybean, Daepung
10-11
with rice straw for two days. The population density of fermentation bacteria was adjusted to 10
cfu/ml and they were
applied as foliar-spray on the diseased cucumber, tomato, lettuce and squash leaves. Forty five days old seedlings of cucumber,
tomato, lettuce and squash were used and occurrence of powdery mildew was dependent on natural infection with S.
fuliginea.When the Cheonnggukjang solutions were foliar-applied with the concentration of 6, 7.5, 10, 15 and 30%, they
suppressed more than 72.7% incidence of powdery mildew in three crops for 14 days after their foliar application. When
Cheonnggukjang solutions contained with more than 6% of Cheonnggukjang were applied, they showed strong control effect.
Application of six percent of Cheonggukjang solution revealed more than 85.1% control value against powdery mildew of three
crops. However, more than 15% Cheonnggukjang solution showed the phytotoxicity on three crops leaves after four days of
spray.These results indicated that foliar application of 6~10% Cheonggukjang solution could be used for controlling powdery
mildews occurring on organically cultivated crops
1) Lee, M. Y., Park, S. Y., Jung, K. O., Park, K. Y. and Kim, S. D. 2005. Quality and functional characteristics of chunggukjang
prepared with various Bacillus sp. isolated from traditional chunggukjang. J. Food Sci. 70:M191-M196. 2) Lee, S. Y., Weon, H. Y.,
Kim, J. J.., Han, J. H. and Kim, W. G. 2013. Biological control of cucumber powdery mildew by Bacillus amyloliquefaciens M27.
Kor. J. Mycol. 41:268-273.
Figure 1: Population density of fermentation bacteria isolated from ‘Daepung’ cheonggukjang fermented with rice straw for two
days.

Figure 2: Control effect of Cheonggukjang solution on cucumber, tomato, and squash powdery mildew occurred with
Sphaerotheca fuliginea in greenhouse
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Biological strategies for protecting maize from pratylenchus ZEAE and meloidogyne incognita
E. Oyekanmi, B. Fawole, D. Coyne
University of Ibadan, Nigeria, Crop Protection and Environmental Biology, Faculty of Agriculture and Forestry, Ibadan, Nigeria
eoyekanmi@yahoo.com
Pratylenchus zeae causes serious root necrosis of maize and severe grain yield reduction. Meloidogyne incognita is a
cosmopolitan pest of crops causing galling in infected roots. This research work involved the biological management of P. zeae
and M. incognita using an environmentally-friendly approach that could be adapted in organic crop production. A combination
of host plant resistance and arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) was investigated on the field with the nematode resistant maize
variety Western Yellow, in two cropping seasons. A mixture of Glomus mosseae and Glomus clarum was used as the AMF
inocula. Rugby nematicide was applied to the field used for this experiment at the rate of 65kg/hectare. The experiments were
laid out in a split-plot design with nine treatments and four replications. Thirty plants were planted per plot. Treatments with
nematode and AMF were concomitantly inoculated one week after germination. Five thousand nematodes were inoculated per
plant, P. zeae and M. incognita were inoculated singly, for plants having nematode inoculation. There were two levels of AMF
spores inoculation, level one was 140 spores per plant and level two was 280 AMF spores per plant. Equal proportions of G.
mosseae was used with G. clarum. The experiments were terminated sixteen weeks after planting. Data were collected on
nematode density, reproductive factor (RF) percentage AMF colonization, grain yield, root length and root weight. Results
obtained showed that there was no significant reduction in nematode density at P≤0.05. However, RF was limited to 0.95.
Percentage AMF colonization reduced nematode infection but not significantly. There was 36.9% and 12.0% significant increase
in grain yield respectively for P. zeae and M. incognita treatments. AMF inoculation improved root length by 35.7% and 20.5%
and root weight by 27.7% and 14.6% under P. zeae and M. incognita inoculation respectively. The resistant maize genotype used
limited the reproduction of the nematodes, thus the nematode density was keep within minimum threshold. The AMF enhanced
root biomass production and root elongation, which reduced the effect of root pruning and root termination caused by
nematodes. A combination of host plant resistance and AMF is a viable biological strategy in P. zeae and M. incognita
management and grain yield improvement.

O NOC II-5
Predator insects in organic and conventional production potato fields in Turkey
O. Alaoglu, B. Ayık
Selcuk University, Agriculture faculty, Plant protection, Konya, Turkey
oalaoglu@selcuk.edu.tr
Biological control of insect pests is more important in organic crop production than that of the conventional production.
Allowable organic and inorganic chemicals or other natural materials are used for pest control to provide natural enemies in
organic production. This can be accomplished through conserving and augmenting beneficial populations. In order to determine
abundance and biodiversity of predator insect species in organic and conventional potato production fields, it was conducted a
survey in Konya Province. Potato (Solanum tuberosum L.) is one of the most important field crops in Turkey, cultivated in 1.593
million ha with an annual yield of 4.397.305 tons. Konya was third province with production of 460 thousand tons potato in
2012. Konya is located at 1031 m (3383 ft) in altitude and in south- central Anatolia. It has a continental climate with cold, snowy
winters and hot, dry summers. The insects were collected with sweep net method in the potato fields between June and
October in 2013. To represent the district, two organic and two conventional potato fields were selected from each of three
villages. At the end of the study, it was determined totally 33 predator species. The species number and their families; 6 syrphid,
16 coccinellid, 3 anthocorid, 3 mirid, 2 lygaeid, 1 nabid, 1 chrysopid and 1 reduviid species. Among the collected predator
species; Orius niger and Orius minutus (1415 adults ), Hippodamia variegata (454 adults), Nabis pseudoferus (169 adults),
Sphaerophoria scripta (153 adults) were more abundant than the others. Interestingly, it was found only one sample from Adalia
decempunctata, Adalia bipunctata, Propylaea quatuordecimpunctata, Scymnus subvillosus, Subcoccinella vigintiquatuorpunctata
(Coccinellidae: Col.), Deraeocoris serenus, Deraeocoris ruber (Miridae: Het.). O.minutus, O. niger and N. pseudoferus were
effective on populations of psyllids, thripids and cicadellids which were collected on the potatoes. Coccinellid predators,
especially H. variegata, were found often on the weeds, containing many aphids, around the fields. Consequently, it was not
found remarkably differences between organic and conventional potato production fields in terms of abundance and
biodiversity of the predators. This result must be analyzed with further studies in larger fields of the district.
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Olfactometer screening of repellent essential oils against the pollen beetle (Meligethes spp.)
C. Daniel
Research Institute of Organic Agriculture (FiBL), Crop Sciences, Frick, Switzerland
claudia.daniel@fibl.org
In organic farming, pollen beetles (Meligethes spp.) are difficult to control due to the ban of insecticides. Alternative methods
are therefore needed. The beetles use olfactory cues to locate oilseed rape fields in early spring. Essential oils were shown to
have an impact on host plant location behaviour. Lavender oil (Lavendula angustifolia) showed the highest repellency value in a
laboratory study that compared five different essential oils (Mauchline et al., 2005). However, lavender oil is one of the most
expensive essential oils - a fact that could seriously hamper on-farm implementation of this strategy.
The objective of our experiments was to find a cheaper essential oil with comparable efficacy to lavender oil. We compared the
essential oils of Mentha arvensis, Eucalyptus globulus, Melaleuca alternifolia, Citrus sinensis, Citrus paradisi, Citrus limon,
Juniperus mexicana, Abies sibirica, Illicium verum, Gaultheria procumbens, Cymbopogon flexuosus, Syzygium aromaticum, and
Litsea cubeba using a Y-tube-olfactometer. Essential oils were diluted 1:10 in acetone and 40 µl of the dilution were applied on a
filter paper. Filter papers were placed in the odour containers of the olfactometer together with a flower cluster of spring
oilseed rape. Hungry pollen beetles were released individually into the olfactometer. The beetles’ choices were recorded.
Flowers and essential oils were changed between replicates. Six replicates with six beetles each were conducted.
Ten out of the 15 tested essential oils significantly repelled the pollen beetles; none of the tested essential oils was attractive for
the pollen beetles. Highest repellency values were obtained for Mentha arvensis (100% repellency), Cymbopogon flexuosus (92%
repellency), and Litsea cubeba (92% repellency). Lavender oil was less effective and repelled only 81% of the beetles.
With an average price of 17.5 and 18 € / kg, Cymbopogon flexuosus and Litsea cubeba oil are considerably less expensive than
lavender oil (104 €/kg). Mentha arvensis oil has an average price of 31.50 € / kg. Based on the results of the experiments and on
the prices of the essential oils, the development of a field application strategy will focus on Cymbopogon flexuosus, Litsea
cubeba and Mentha arvensis oil.
Mauchline, et al. 2005: Entomol Exp Appl 114: 181-188.
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RNAi-mediated Gene Silencing and Its Implications for Agriculture
A. Koch, K.-H. Kogel
Institute of Phytopathology, Gießen, Germany
aline.koch@agrar.uni-giessen.de
Given current trends in both food and energy demands of a growing population, as well as the changing climate, it will be
necessary to greatly improve crop yields worldwide during the coming years. Meeting this challenge will require developing
agronomic solutions that promote sustainable plant production systems despite conditions of increased biotic and abiotic
stresses, while significantly reducing negative side effects on the environment. RNA interference (RNAi) has emerged as a
powerful genetic tool for scientific research over the past several years. It has been utilized not only in fundamental research for
the assessment of gene function, but also in various fields of applied research, such as human and veterinary medicine and
agriculture. In plants, RNAi strategies have the potential to allow manipulation of various aspects of food quality and nutritional
content. In addition, the demonstration that agricultural pests, such as insects and nematodes, can be killed by exogenously
supplied RNAi targeting their essential genes has raised the possibility that plant predation can be controlled by lethal RNAi
signals generated in planta. Indeed, recent evidence argues that this strategy, called host-induced gene silencing (HIGS), is
effective against sucking insects (Abdellatef et al. 2015) and nematodes; it also has been shown to compromise the growth and
development of pathogenic fungi (Koch et al. 2013), as well as bacteria and viruses, on their plant hosts (Koch and Kogel 2014).
We present recent studies that reveal the enormous potential RNAi strategies hold for providing an environmentally friendly
mechanism for plant protection.
Abdellatef E, Will T, Koch A, Imani J, Vilcinskas A, Kogel KH (2015) Silencing the expression of the salivary sheath protein causes
transgenerational feeding suppression in the aphid Sitobion avenae. Plant Biotechnology Journal doi: 10.1111/pbi.12322.
Koch A, Kogel KH (2014) New wind in the sails: improving the agronomic value of crop plants through RNAi-mediated gene
silencing. Plant Biotechnology Journal doi: 10.1111/pbi.12226.
Koch A, Kumar N, Weber L, Keller H, Imani J and Kogel KH (2013) Host-induced gene silencing of cytochrome P450 lanosterol
C14α-demethylase-encoding genes confers strong resistance to Fusarium spec. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences
of the United States of America, doi: 10.1073/pnas.1306373110

O BT 2
Interspecies gene transfer provides soybean resistance to Asian soybean rust, a major fungal pathogen
1
1,2
1
2
2
1
1
C. Langenbach , R. Campe , M. Rosendahl , H. Schultheiss , N. Tresch , U. Conrath , K. Goellner
1
RWTH Aachen University, Plant Physiology Department, Aachen, Germany
2
BASF Plant Science Company GmbH, Limburgerhof, Germany
langenbach@bio3.rwth-aachen.de
Phakopsora pachyrhizi is the causative agent of the devastating fungal disease called Asian soybean rust (SBR) that poses a
major threat to food security. This is mainly because no soybean variety with durable resistance to all P. pachyrhizi isolates are
commercially available. Farmers need soybean varieties resisting SBR as these complement the use of fungicides for controlling
SBR epidemics. Since plant nonhost resistance (NHR) is remarkably durable, the transfer of NHR-linked genes to otherwise
susceptible soybean varieties is a promising strategy for genetically engineered SBR control. Here, we describe the identification
of designated Arabidopsis POSTINVASION-INDUCED NONHOST RESISTANCE GENES (PINGs) by global transcriptome analysis of
Arabidopsis genotypes with intact (wild type) and impaired NHR (pen2, pen2 pad4 sag101). We demonstrate that some of the
identified genes indeed contribute to Arabidopsis postinvasion NHR. Furthermore, we provide evidence for functionality of
identified Arabidopsis genes in soybean as expression of selected PINGs in soybean did confer enhanced resistance to SBR.
Hence, interspecies NHR gene transfer presents a powerful strategy to complement current breeding programs for providing
durable soybean rust resistance. We will also introduce a novel tool for controlling SBR and other plant diseases by
functionalizing the plant surface for providing plant protection in the field.
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Development of molecular markers for breeding for disease resistant crops
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Y. Jia , Y. Liu , X. Wang , K. Scheuermann , M. Jia , A. McClung
1
US Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service Dale Bumpers National Rice Research Center, Stuttgart, United
States
2
University of Arkansas, Rice Research and Extension Center, Stuttgart, Arknasas, USA, United States
3
Santa Catarina State Agricultural Research and Rural Extension Agency, Plant Pathology, Santa Catarina, Brazil
yulin.jia@ars.usda.gov
Rice blast disease caused by the filamentous ascomycetes fungus Magnaporthe oryzae (Fig. 1), and sheath blight disease caused
by the soil borne fungus Rhizocotonia solani (Fig. 2) are the two major rice diseases that threaten stable rice production in the
USA and worldwide. These two diseases have been managed with a combination of resistance (R) genes and fungicide
application integrated into diverse culture practices worldwide. Application of fungicides adds additional production costs and
excessive fungicide application brings increased environmental concern. Using R genes is the most economical and
environmentally benign method for crop protection. In an effort to aid classical plant breeding for improving resistance to blast
and sheath blight diseases, we have been developing DNA markers for use in marker assisted breeding. These molecular
markers were derived from closely linked DNA markers to major or minor R genes, portions of cloned R genes by association
analysis of disease reactions with DNA sequence variation of candidate genes, or cloned R genes in mapping populations and
selected rice germplasm. Consequently, USA rice cultivars have been developed with enhanced disease resistance using these
markers. Our current effort for DNA marker development using improved disease assays, and genotyping by sequencing (GBS)
using next gen sequencing will be presented.
References:
Jia, Y., McAdams, S. A., Bryan, G. T., Hershey, H., and Valent, B. 2000. Direct interaction of resistance gene and avirulence gene
products confers rice blast resistance. EMBO J. 19: 4004-4014.
Jia, Y., Wang, Z., and Singh, P. 2002. Development of dominant rice blast Pi-ta resistance gene markers. Crop Sci. 42: 2145-2149.
Ma, J., Jia, M. H., and Jia, Y. 2014. Characterization of rice blast resistance gene Pi61(t) in rice germplasm. Plant Dis. 98: 12001204.
Amei, A., Lee, S., Mysore, K.S., Jia, Y. 2014. Statistical inference of selection and divergence of rice blast resistance gene Pi-ta.
Genes, Genomes, Genetics. 4:2425-2432.
Jia, Y., Liu, G., Jia, Melissa, H., and McClung, A. 2015. Registration of a rice gene mapping population of Lemont × Jasmine 85
recombinant inbred lines. J. Plant Regist. 9:128-132.
Figure 1

Figure 2

O BT 4
Some like it hot: transgene expression and Bt toxin concentration in Bt maize under stressful environmental conditions
M. Trtikova, A. Hilbeck
ETH Zurich, D-USYS, Zurich, Switzerland
miluse.trtikova@env.ethz.ch
Introduction and objectives: One of the two most widely used transgenic traits is insect resistance, conferred by insecticidal
toxins from Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt). In most countries, cultivation of Bt crops has been approved on the condition of installing
an insect resistance management (IRM) program. One of the prerequisites of IRM is that plants contain high and stable levels of
Bt toxins that are lethal not only to susceptible target insects but also to heterozygous resistant target insects that carry one
resistance allele. However, it was shown that the concentration of Bt toxin can be influenced by environmental conditions and
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may vary between different plant tissues. According to the IPCC report, the frequency of extreme climatic events, such as
protracted droughts or heavy rains and floods, is likely to increase in the future. But it remains unknown whether such stressful
environmental conditions influence transgene expression and the resulting Bt toxin concentration in Bt crops.
Materials and methods: Two Bt maize cultivars containing the same transgene cassette (MON810) were grown under optimal
and stressful environmental conditions. Stress treatments included cold/wet conditions simulating water-logged conditions, and
hot/dry conditions simulating water-limited conditions. Before and during stress, transgene expression and Bt toxin
concentration in the leaves of Bt maize plants were quantified using RT-PCR and ELISA.
Results: Under optimal conditions, Bt toxin concentration differed significantly between the two Bt maize cultivars but there
was no significant difference in the transgene expression. Transgene expression was correlated with Bt toxin concentration in
only one of the cultivars. Under stressful environmental conditions, transgene expression was similar as under optimal
conditions but Bt toxin concentration responded differently.
Conclusion: It is rather difficult to predict Bt toxin concentration in Bt maize under stressful environmental conditions. The
concentration of Bt toxin does not seem to be only controlled by transgene expression but also by genetic background of the
maize cultivar.

O BT 5
Mitigation of preharvest aflatoxin contamination in cottonseed and corn kernels by transgenic expression of a synthetic
peptide or a heterologous α-amylase inhibitor
1
1
2
1
K. Rajasekaran , J. Cary , R. Sayler , D. Bhatnagar
1
USDA, Food and Feed safety, New Orleans, United States
2
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR, United States
rajah.rajasekaran@ars.usda.gov
Introduction: Successful conventional breeding of cotton or corn for resistance to aflatoxin-producing Aspergillus flavus is time
consuming and is dependent on the availability of native resistant genes in germplasm. Corn has several antifungal proteins that
can offer resistance to A. flavus but it is a quantitative trait involving several genes whereas cotton does not possess practical
levels of natural resistance to aflatoxin producing fungi in its germplasm base. Enhancement of resistance in susceptible crops
through safe expression of foreign genes provides an attractive means of addressing preharvest aflatoxin contamination. In this
regard, we have identified two promising antifungal proteins/peptides in our laboratory: a) a synthetic lytic peptide D4E1, with
broad-spectrum control of phytopathogens including A. flavus and b) a heterologous α-amylase inhibitor protein from Lablab
purpurea (AILP).
Objective: Evaluate transgenic cottonseed expressing the peptide D4E1 and transgenic corn expressing the α-amylase inhibitor
protein AILP for resistance to A. flavus infection and aflatoxin production.
Materials and methods: Agrobacterium-mediated transformation was applied to both cotton (var. Coker 312) hypocotyls and
immature embryos of corn (var. Hi-II) to express the synthetic peptide D4E1 or AILP, respectively. Transgenic cottons were
assayed for resistance to A. flavus under laboratory, greenhouse and field conditions. Kernel screening assays (KSA) were
performed on transgenic corn lines and their segregation controls to evaluate resistance to A. flavus and aflatoxin
contamination.
Results: Transgenic cottonseeds expressing the peptide D4E1 demonstrated significant control of A. flavus infection (50-75%)
under laboratory and greenhouse conditions. Multiple field experiments are in progress. Transgenic corn kernels expressing AILP
showed significant reduction in A. flavus growth (33%) and aflatoxin contamination (56%).
Conclusions: Transgenic expression of a synthetic peptide D4E1 in cottonseed or α-amylase inhibitor protein from Lablab
purpurea (AILP) in maize kernels provided significant control of A. flavus growth and aflatoxin production.

O BT 6
Deoxynivalenol epimerization-A novel biotransformation with potential applications in improving crop resistance against
Fusarium diseases
Y. I. Hassan, J. He, X.-Z. Li, D. Lepp, H. Zhu, T. Zhou
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Guelph Food Research Center, Guelph Ontario, Canada
ting.zhou@agr.gc.ca
Introduction: Deoxynivalenol (DON) plays a major role in the pathogenicity of Fusarium. Strains that produce DON efficiently are
more virulent and invade plants more aggressively. This emerges from the ability of DON to bind to target-molecules, inhibit
protein bio-synthesis, and supress plant-defense mechanisms. The role of C-3 carbon in DON potency as plant
immunomodulator is a well-documented. Targeting this group by enzymatic modifications, such as using Fusarium Tri101
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acetyltransferases for example, has been suggested as a strategy to enhance the plant’s resistance against Fusarium invasion.
Earlier trails showed mixed yet promising enhancement of plant resistance when Tri101 was introduced into transgenic plants.
Objectives: Our lab recently discovered a soil bacterium, Devosia sp. 17-2-E-8, that can epimerize the -OH group at C-3 within
DON and reduce its associated toxicity. The aim of this study is to identify the genes/enzymes/metabolic pathways responsible
for DON epimerization through genomic and transcriptomic analyses.
Materials and methods: Bacterial identification using various methods showed that the isolated strain belongs to the Devosia
genus hence Devosia riboflavina IFO13584 was adapted as a control strain. Molecular techniques including de novo genome
assemblies and entire transcriptomes profiling were utilized to highlight enzyme(s) and metabolic pathways that were upregulated in the due course of DON epimerization. Overexpression strategies in exogenous hosts, such as E. coli BL21, are being
perused to confirm the role of these enzymes. A recombinant Tri101 enzyme cloned from F. graminearum is also incorporated
as a positive control in the enzyme-kinetics studies.
Results and conclusions: The efficiency of C-3 epimerization in reducing DON toxicity was demonstrated in different testing
models. The epimerization process by Devosia sp. 17-2-E-8 is highly reproducible under wide-range of conditions with 100%
efficiency. Furthermore, the obtained data have showed that the stereochemistry of DON influences its molecular interactions
evident by the loss of 3-epi-DON ability to interact with Tri101 recombinant enzyme. The identification of such genes/enzymes
not only will help the food/feed industry to reduce the adverse effects of DON contamination but will also provide additional
opportunities for improving crop resistance against Fusarium diseases.
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Interactions of Drosophila suzukii with native parasitoids and Drosophila species
J. Collatz, T. Ellenbroek, V. Knoll, J. Romeis
Agroscope INH, Biodiversity and Environmental Management, Zurich, Switzerland
jana.collatz@agroscope.admin.ch
Outside its native range, the exotic pest species Drosophila suzukii enters ecosystems that comprise already numerous native
Drosophila species as well as their natural enemies. Interactions with these species may foster or impair the participating
organisms and may have implications for the success of pest control strategies, such as the deliberate release of native or exotic
parasitoids. To unravel the interactions of D. suzukii with native parasitoids we conducted a field survey in Switzerland. Sentinel
larvae and pupae of the native D. melanogaster were exposed in the field at different sites, habitats (agricultural and natural)
and times. Recollected samples were subsequently kept in the laboratory under controlled conditions until the emergence of
parasitoids. Among the collected parasitoids a strain of Pachycrepoideus vindemmiae was able to parasitize D. suzukii at a high
rate comparable to the parasitization of D. melanogaster when pupae of both species were directly exposed to the parasitoid
under no-choice conditions. To investigate the interaction of D. suzukii with native Drosophilids rearing experiments were
conducted. It was demonstrated that the native D. melanogaster and D. subobscura were able to utilize blueberry fruits after
infestation with D. suzukii. Therefore it is possible that native Drosophila species could benefit from the ecological niche that is
being created by the exotic invader. Taken together the results show that D. suzukii may influence native insect species on
different trophic levels. While populations of native Drosophila could be enhanced, native species of parasitoids could play a role
in suppressing populations of D. suzukii. These parasitoid species also have to be regarded for non-target effects when aiming
for classical biological control with parasitoids from the area of origin of D. suzukii.

O DSU II-2
Biological control of the spotted wing drosophila - current status of research and perspectives for the future
A. Herz, R. G. Kleespies
Julius Kühn-Institut, Institute for Biological Control, Darmstadt, Germany
annette.herz@jki.bund.de
Introduction: Drosophila suzukii Matsumura is a fruit pest from Asia currently invading a wide range of habitats like woodland,
hedgerows, but also gardens and commercial fruit plantations in Europe. Females deposit their eggs into healthy, ripe fruits
which decay quickly due to larval development. The damaging risk for cultivated soft fruits and berries is extremely high,
whereas the application of pesticides is difficult or even impossible due to the waiting period before harvest.
Objectives: This urgent demand for environmental friendly as well as residual free control methods initiated our research on
invertebrate and microbial biological control agents since the last two years. We evaluated native parasitoid species and
predators, but also examined samples of D. suzukii from the area of origin for the presence of pathogens.
Materials and methods: Bait traps with fruit-based diet were exposed or infested fruits of different plants were collected in
various habitats to obtain parasitized Drosophila-specimen for subsequent cultures of parasitoids. Predatory species were
obtained from lab rearings. Beneficials were exposed to different developmental stages of D. suzukii in a step-wise manner from
petri-dish to "on fruit" bioassays to estimate host acceptance and control efficacy. Samples of larval and adult D. suzukii,
collected by Dr. Nakai (Tokyo University of Agriculture) and shipped to JKI, were subjected to dissection. Squash preparations
were investigated by phase contrast and some by electron microscopy.
Results and conclusions: Females of the parasitoid Leptopilina heterotoma readily oviposited into larvae of D. suzukii, but
parasitization was not successful. Larvae of Chrysoperla carnea and adults of Orius majusculus preyed on eggs, larvae and
puparia, directly exposed to them. However, developmental stages of D. suzukii within infested cherries and raspberries were
not sufficiently attacked by the predators. Laboratory bioassays with isolated fungi belonging to the Entomophthorales and with
selected bacteria against larvae of D. suzukii were not successful. Obviously, D. suzukii is still resistant against these natural
enemies. Our investigations will continue with the aim to find more effective antagonists, both in the native range but also in
the new invaded area.
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IPM turned upside down: response to Drosophila suzukii in eastern United States berry crops
R. Isaacs, H. Burrack, G. Loeb, C. Rodriguez-Saona, V. Walton
Michigan State University, Entomology, East Lansing, United States
isaacsr@msu.edu
Introduction: Integrated management programs for insect pests in berry crops have been severely disrupted by the invasion of
Drosophila suzukii in the eastern US. This required a rapid search for pest management tools to prevent crop loss. The
immediate response has been to focus on pest ecology, design and development of trapping systems, investigation of cultural
controls, evaluation of crop protectants, and the treatment of infested fruit post-harvest.
Objectives: To develop integrated programs for effective management of Drosophila suzukii.
Methods: Studies are underway to explore pest phenology, distribution, and the relationship between fly capture and
infestation risk. This pest’s exploitation of wild hosts has been monitored and efforts are underway to identify species with the
potential to influence crop risk. Netting to enclose plantings has been tested in raspberry and blueberry plantings in New York
and Michigan. In high tunnel settings, a fixed application system has been developed to allow rapid treatment of raspberries,
providing high quality fruit with minimal infestation, and this was evaluated during 2013 and 2014. Laboratory and field studies
were conducted to identify the most effective insecticides for use in berry crops, also providing insights into the use of additives
to enhance efficacy. These results are being integrated with population modeling to explore different scenarios of chemical
control for controlling D. suzukii in fruit crops.
Results: The phenology of D. suzukii is proving to be generally consistent relative to fruit maturation, but with annual and local
fluctuations based on weather conditions. Traps are useful for initial detection of fly activity and for relative abundance across
farms and habitats. Netting to exclude D. suzukii is effective and is being adopted at small scale farms. The use of a fixed spray
system has allowed rapid treatment of plantings, with encouraging results for future optimization. Implementation of chemical
control programs based on knowledge of efficacy and residual activity has greatly reduced the levels of fruit loss.
Conclusion: This presentation will review the post-invasion changes to IPM in berry crops in our region, and will discuss future
directions to improve the sustainability of D. suzukii management.

O DSU II-4
Controlling Drosophila suzukii in Western North America sweet cherries
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P. Shearer , E. Beers , H. Thistlewood , R. Van Steenwyk
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Oregon State University, Mid-Columbia Agricultural Research Center, Hood River, United States
2
Washington State University, Wenatchee, United States
3
Government of Canada , Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Summerland, Canada
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University of California Berkeley, Berkeley, United States
peter.shearer@oregonstate.edu
Introduction: Drosophila suzukii Matsumura (Diptera: Drosophilidae) quickly became a serious pest of sweet cherries, Prunus
avium, in Western North America after its detection in California in 2008. D. suzukii damage was first reported from Hollister, CA
in March, 2009. Later that year, D. suzukii were found in Oregon, Washington and British Columbia, Canada. Since then, growers
have used intensive insecticide programs to control D. suzukii.
Objectives: Monitoring and control options for D. suzukii in sweet cherry were investigated.
Materials and methods: Trap designs and attractants for monitoring adult D. suzukii were compared. Several cherry cultivars
were evaluated for susceptibility when ripening. Cherry trees were treated with insecticides in the orchard, fruit and foliage was
collected and brought back to the laboratory, and adult D. suzukii mortality was then assessed in bioassay arenas. The optimal
timing of sprays to prevent D. suzukii damage to cherries was investigated. Studies are ongoing to relate D. suzukii emergence
and population levels to the previous winter’s temperatures.
Results: Studies demonstrated that red and yellow colored traps were the most effective for trapping adult D. suzukii in redfruited crops. Commercially manufactured attractants are available in addition to user-mixed baits, but effectiveness varies by
region and year. Cherries are susceptible to attack when they start to turn straw color. For three years successively, the early
ripening cultivar ‘Santina’ escaped attack while the late ripening cultivar ‘Staccato’ was always attacked pre-harvest. Insecticides
containing spinosad, spinetoram, OPs, carbamates, or pyrethroids are the most effective for controlling D. suzukii. Insecticides
applied close to harvest are critical. Mild winters are associated with increased risk of D. suzukii damage the following growing
season in cherry production regions north of California.
Discussion: Adult D. suzukii can be monitored but treatment thresholds are not currently available. Cherry growers are able to
control this pest with insecticides but to the detriment of established integrated pest management (IPM) programs for other
pests. Future research will focus on developing sustainable IPM programs for managing D. suzukii.
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Aiming to control Drosophila suzukii in the UK
A. Cuthbertson, N. Audsley
Fera, Entomology, York, United Kingdom
andrew.cuthbertson@fera.gsi.gov.uk
Introduction: The invasive pest, Spotted Winged Drosophila, Drosophila suzukii (Matsumura) has a wide host range, infesting
many varieties of soft fruits. Much economic damage has been caused in various regions around the world where D. suzukii has
become established. It has been recorded in the UK since the end of 2012.
Objective: To determine efficacy of a range of products, both chemical and biological, for the control of D. suzukii.
Materials and methods: Both direct and indirect exposure to chemical products was assessed. Direct effect of chemicals was
carried out using an automatic-load Potter precision laboratory spray tower. Indirect effects were assessed via fruit dipping
techniques. Invertebrate biocontrol agents were screened for efficacy against various life stages of D. suzukii using experimental
Tashiro cages.
Results: Spinosad, chlorantraniliprole and an experimental product TA2674 showed excellent potential as control agents when
used as either a pre or post-dipping treatment for blueberries with mortalities of 100, 93 and 98% mortality, respectively, being
achieved following pre-treatment. Direct spray application of all products tested had limited impact upon adult flies. Highest
mortality (68%) was achieved following direct application of TA2674. Entomopathogenic agents (nematodes and fungi) tested
appeared to reduce fly population development (ranges of 34-44% mortality obtained) but would seem unable to control
outbreaks. In regards to commercially available invertebrate predatory species Anthocoris nemoralis and Orius laevigatus
produced the highest mortality rates of 44 and 36% respectively.
Conclusion: Several chemical products, under laboratory testing, offer excellent control of D. suzukii. The biological agents also
offer much potential to be incorporated into integrated control strategies. The potential of developing integrated pest
management strategies against D. suzukii is discussed.

O DSU II-6
Efficacy of insecticides against Drosophila suzukii on cherries
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Introduction: The Spotted Winged Drosophila, Drosophila suzukii (Matsumura) (Diptera: Drosophilidae) is an invasive,
polyphagous and destructive fruit pest native to Southeast Asia, recently introduced into Europe. It is known to infest
commercial soft and stone fruits causing extensive economic damage as opposed to most species of drosophilids which only
infest overripe, fallen and rotting fruits. Development of integrated pest management strategies have become an urgent need
for the control of this serious pest.
Objectives: The approach undertaken is included in the DROPSA European Project which has been designed to develop
effective, innovative and practical strategies to protect major European fruit crops from D. suzukii.
Materials and methods: Considering the use of insecticides for the control of D. suzukii can be critical since they can damage
ripening fruits. We tested the efficacy of products that have a favourable toxicological profile. Eighteen insecticides with various
modes of action, belonging to different chemical groups, such as, organophosphates, pyrethroids, neonicotinoids, and biological
were applied to cherries under laboratory conditions. Adult mortality, oviposition and larval activity reduction following
application of the insecticides, was recorded over various time periods.
Results: In general, pyrethroid compounds showed good potential as control agents with mortalities of 79 and 94% respectively
following 24 and 72 hours after application. The results following 72 hours after application proved that superior oviposition
reduction was achieved by the treatment of lambda-cyhalothrin; giving a reduction of 99%. This was followed by deltamethrin
(98%) and spinosad (91%). The highest percentage of cherry fruit damage was recorded following thiamethoxam and
acetamiprid treatments.
Conclusion: It can be concluded that pyrethroids may have an important role in reducing infestations of D. suzukii in cherry
orchards. The efficacy of neonicotinoids was not satisfactory. Further investigations under open field conditions are
recommended.
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Pathogenicity and population structure of Magnaporthe oryzae causing barley blast in Brazil
A. Urashima, A. Alves, R. Gazaffi
Federal University of Sao Carlos, Biotechnology and Vegetal and Animal Production, Araras, Brazil
alfredo@cca.ufscar.br
Brazil is a hot spot for blast disease (Magnaporthe oryzae, anamorph Pyricularia oryzae) because severe epidemics occurred on
important winter crops such as wheat, triticale, rye, barley and oat. They are still confined to South America but considered a
global threat due to inefficacy of control and potential of spread to other continents. The first outbreak of barley blast occurred
in 1998 and is currently distributed all over the Country. One particular feature of this disease is symptoms on all aboveground
parts, distinguishing it from wheat blast, the first host among winter cereals. Due to little information, this work aimed to
examine pathogenicity and population structure of the causal agent of barley blast in Brazil. For pathogenicity, 25 M. oryzae
isolated from different tissues of barley were inoculated on five cultivars of barley, three of wheat, two of oat and rice, one of
rye, corn, sorghum, and triticale, besides weeds: Cenchrus echinatus, Setaria geniculate, Brachiaria plantaginea, Eleusine indica.
The genetic divergence of 41 blast isolates of barley was investigated through 15 RAPD primers. Also, five isolates of wheat were
included as reference. The similarity matrix was obtained using the Jaccard coefficient and the clustering method applied was
UPGMA, after converting the similarity in genetic distance. Pathogenic data showed that there was no resistant cultivar among
winter crops. On the other hand, rice and weeds were immune to all barley isolates whereas reaction of corn and sorghum
varied according to fungus isolate. The genetic divergence analysis identified four different groups, considering 0.5 as threshold.
The largest group encompassed 37 barley isolates and three of wheat, the second cluster gathered three barley isolates, the
third and fourth groups contained one single isolate each, from barley and wheat. Still, a simulation to examine if the number of
employed markers was adequate indicated that the 50 loci generated by these primers provided sound results, once 50% of the
estimated CV was below 25%. These results indicate high diversity among four groups, demonstrating that genetically different
populations are causing blast disease either on wheat and barley in Brazil.

O NEW II-2
Banana Fusarium wilt: Resurgence of a catastrophic plant disease
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Half a century ago, one of the most destructive diseases in agricultural history was brought to an end. In Latin America, Fusarium
wilt has destroyed Gros Michel bananas to the point where it had to be replaced by Cavendish cultivars in order to save the
international export industry. Cavendish bananas now make up more than 40% of all bananas grown in the world to supply
consumers of the sweet dessert fruit globally. In most tropical countries, however, local banana varieties bananas are grown for
food and income to small growers, thereby ensuring their livelihoods. The discovery of a new strain of the banana Fusarium wilt
fungus, called Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. cubense (Foc) tropical race 4 (TR4) in Asia in the 1990s led to devastating losses of
Cavendish bananas planted in monoculture primarily, but also to varieties planted by small producers. Foc has a larger host
range than other races of Foc, and with a global replacement for Cavendish bananas not readily available, poses a significant
threat to production worldwide. Foc TR4 has been discovered in the Middle East in 2012 and soon thereafter in Mozambique.
The latter discovery was of significant concern, as banana serves as staple food to millions of people in east, central and western
African. Research efforts in Asia in the past two decades have developed somaclones of Cavendish bananas tolerant to Foc TR4,
and modified production systems in order to reduce the impact of the disease in small grower fields. It is, however, the
intercontinental spread from Asia which moved the FAO to call for international support and develop a global programme to
prevent a global epidemic. The objective is to manage Foc TR4 in areas where the disease is present, and to prevent its spread to
unaffected areas by awareness raising, the introduction or legislation, and the development of capacity to deal with the disease.
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Management of blackleg and slow wilt in seed potatoes: a supply chain perspective
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Introduction: Potato blackleg and slow wilt caused by bacterial species in the genera Pectobacterium and Dickeya threaten seed
potato production worldwide, causing massive economic damage. Up to now, research on disease control has focused on field
level. Yet, disease dynamics are multiannual and to a large extent determined by supply chain activities, which calls for a
different approach.
Objectives: We aim to provide insight into blackleg dynamics and control in the Dutch seed potato supply chain, by means of a
mathematical bio-economic model.
Materials and methods: The model follows a discrete-time state-transition approach commonly used in epidemiological
modelling (Frid et al., 2013). It monitors the fraction of infected lots in six compartments representing successive quality classes,
and calculates the direct costs of monitoring and control. It was parameterised in an iterative process with bacteriologists and
field experts.
Results: Three scenarios were simulated: a default scenario (current situation), a Hygiene+ scenario (reducing transmission), and
a Monitoring+ scenario (laboratory testing of S lots). Under the default scenario, the fraction of detected lots ranges from
almost zero in the S classes to 28% in class E (Fig. 1). The alternative scenarios significantly reduce these fractions, causing a net
decrease in costs (Table 1). However, producers of class S lots pay the price of achieving large savings in downstream classes.
The costs of increased hygiene were not quantified as its implementation is flexible and farm-specific, but they may reach up to
181 euro per hectare to still be cost-effective.
Figure 1: Annual fraction of detected lots per class.

Table 1: Annual direct costs of blackleg prevalence (* 1,000 Euro).

Conclusions: These results illustrate that blackleg control is cost-effective, but cannot always be justified from a private farmers’
perspective. By providing transparency into cost-effectiveness of particular control measures, the model contributes to
stakeholder support. Our approach is applicable to other diseases as well and facilitates a multi-disciplinary approach in plant
disease management.
References: Frid, L., et al. (2013). Using State-and-transition modeling to account for imperfect detection in invasive species
management. Inv. Plant Sci. Manage 6(1), 36-47.
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Slugs and Snails - Pest Status, Control and Future Prospects
M. Wilson
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While numerous entomologists are deployed throughout the world to develop IPM programmes for insect pests, one group of
crop pests remains largely neglected by researchers. European slug species are frequent pests of a broad range of agricultural
and horticultural crops. In arable crops most damage is done to emerging seedlings, whereas in vegetable crops, slugs cause
severe economic damage throughout the cropping cycle. These European slugs, particularly the grey field slug Deroceras
reticulatum have become serious invasive pests in North and South America, Australasia, and parts of Asia. Other invasive
species of note include the South American golden apple snail that is a serious invasive pests of rice crops in many parts of South
East Asia, and the Giant African Snail that has spread to much of Asia and the pacific islands and parts of mainland USA.
Traditionally molluscs have been controlled with bait pellets containing either metaldehyde or carbamates, but recently
chelated iron phosphate compounds have developed. Much research has concentrated on improved formulations to increase
palatability of bait pellets and persistence in the field, particularly under wet conditions when molluscs are most damaging.
More novel approaches include use of nematode parasites as biological control agents, which are mass produced and sold in
Europe, and the development of molluscicidal seed treatments to protect newly emerged seedlings. This paper will review
current status and future prospects for pest control.

O NEW II-5
Emerging diseases associated with co-infection of phytoplasmas and other phloem limited pathogens in the state of Baja
California Sur, Mexico
A. Poghosyan, V. Lebsky, J. Hernandez-Gonzalez
CIBNOR, S.C., La Paz, Mexico
arevik04@cibnor.mx
In the Mexican state of Baja California Sur (BCS) during the last decade the phytoplasmas were revealed in different crops and
wild plants with multiple symptoms of yellow-type diseases. A high incidence of emerging diseases with symptoms of strong
foliar malformations, crinkled leaf veins and other diverse symptoms was noted in some tomato, pepper and citrus plantings,
suggested a possible mixed infection with different vascular pathogens, known to cause the similar symptoms. Disease indexing,
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and molecular techniques were used to prove this hypothesis. Samples of foliar and floral
parts and roots were collected from symptomatic and asymptomatic field grown plants and grafted test-plants and processed
for SEM analysis. For molecular detection of phytoplasmas and begomovirus, the total DNA was extracted and nested PCR was
performed with phytoplasma and begovmovirus reported primer pairs. Selected PCR products were cloned and sequenced.
Sequence analysis was made in GenBank database using BlastN and ClustalV methods. Phytoplasma cells ranging from 400 to
1800nm were observed in phloem tissue of all analyzed symptomatic and some asymptomatic samples. In tomato and pepper
along with phytoplasmas groups of geminated particles characteristics of geminiviruses (Geminiviridae) were detected, as well
as some rod shaped bacteria. In samples from diseased citrus trees phytoplasmas were detected together with large (2500 nm)
rickettsia-like bacteria. A high content of crystals and starch granules were noted in diseased samples, a phenomenon reported
in the case of phytoplasma and liberibacter infection. Analysis of samples using molecular techniques proved the phytoplasma
infection and revealed a mixed infection with two begomoviruses in tomato and pepper along with phytoplasmas. Identified
phytoplasmas associated with emergent diseases in BCS belong to ribosomal groups 16SrI and 16SrIII. The application of SEM
together with molecular tools facilitate the diagnosis of some emerging diseases with a complex yellow-type symptoms,
detecting mixed infection of phytoplasmas with viruses and fastidious phloem inhabiting bacteria. The work is in progress to
prove by molecular techniques the cases of mixed infection with pytoplasmas and rod shaped bacteria in some citrus species.
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Controlling potato cyst nematodes: new challenges ahead
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Potato cyst nematodes (Globodera rostochiensis and Globodera pallida) are highly damaging pests of potato. Despite the
restricted host range, they are extremely difficult to control because of their survival strategy. Long crop rotations will limit their
impact on the potato crop but in modern production systems this is economically not viable. Resistant cultivars play an
important role in the control of these pests. Cultivation of G. rostochiensis-resistant potatoes has led to the selection of G.
pallida in several regions and in some areas the latter species is the dominating species at present. Control of this species will
become the main challenge in the coming years: Whereas potato cultivars with full resistance to pathotypes or virulence groups
of G. rostochiensis are widely available for most production systems, this is not the case for G. pallida. Selection for virulent
populations of G. pallida has been hypothesized for more than 30 years. We present strong evidence that such selection has
occurred in production systems conducive to potato cyst nematode development.
Potato production is now challenged in a way that was not known for decades. Recent developments in selection processes
under field conditions will be presented and potential solutions that may limit the impact of these events will be discussed.
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Characterization of the infection stage-specific effector repertoire of the Asian soybean rust fungus Phakopsora pachyrhizi
M. Loehrer, C. Schlupp, Y. Flaskamp, U. Schaffrath
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Asian soybean rust (Phakopsora pachyrhizi, ASR) is a major threat to soybean cultivation worldwide. It differs from other rust
fungi by its broad host spectrum and a reduced life-cycle during which only urediniospores are formed. Soybean varieties with
resistance to all isolates of the pathogen are not yet available and therefore costly fungicide treatments are the sole option to
effectively control the disease. Our strategy to combat ASR is based on detailed knowledge obtained in our lab on ASR´s Janusfaced infection process that starts with the induction of cell death of directly penetrated epidermal cells which is atypically for
an intrinsic biotrophic pathogen. Later on, ASR establishes biotrophy which is accompanied by haustoria formation inside
mesophyll cells. We hypothesise that ASR actively modulates plant responses in the early and late infection stages by secreting
different effectors that lead to cell death induction and repression of defence responses, respectively.
Aiming at the identification of these effectors, and hindered by the fact that the genome of ASR is not yet sequenced, we denovo assembled the transcriptome of axenically formed appressoria and compared it to the transcriptome of isolated haustoria.
In silico screening for transcripts encoding putatively secreted proteins revealed distinct sets of ASR specific effector candidates
in both infection stages. Mass spectrometry based investigation of the secretome of early infection structures led to the
identification of proteins that are likely involved in host penetration. Data on the functional characterization of these candidate
genes using transient expression and gene silencing assays will be presented.

O PPI III-2
Characterisation of sensor proteins important for infection structure differentiation and pathogenic growth in Botrytis cinerea
N. Müller, M. Leroch, M. Hahn
TU Kaiserslautern, Biology, Kaiserslautern, Germany
nmueller@rhrk.uni-kl.de
Introduction: B. cinerea is an ubiquitous plant pathogen that infects a wide range of fruit, vegetable and flower crops.
Germination and differentiation of infection structures are triggered by plant surface signals. For these differentiation processes,
the BMP1 MAP kinase cascade is required. In several plant pathogenic fungi, the signaling mucin Msb2 has been shown to be
involved in surface recognition and MAP kinase activation. Another plasma membrane sensor protein, Sho1, has also been
described to be involved in stress adaptation and cell wall integrity as well as surface sensing and penetration.
Objectives: By using molecular genetic, cytological and genomic/ transcriptomic approaches, we are studying the role of
signaling proteins in the infection process of B. cinerea.
Materials and methods: Mutants defective in the Msb2 and Sho1 sensors, as well as GFP-reporter strains were generated and
characterised, using growth and infection tests, microscopy, phosphorylation assays, and transcriptomic studies.
Results: BMP1 and Msb2 regulate an overlapping set of genes encoding secreted proteins during germination. BMP1
phosphorylation levels during germination on hard surfaces were strongly reduced in the B. cinerea msb2 mutant, compared to
the increasing phosphorylation in the wild type. The msb2 mutant showed abnormal germination and the germlings were almost
unable to form appressoria or infection cushions. Later stages of infection occurred normally in the msb2 mutant and infection
tests only revealed a moderate delay in lesion formation. In contrast, the B. cinerea sho1 mutants showed almost normal
germination and penetration but usually failed to form expanding lesions. Increased phosphorylation of the stress response
MAP kinase Sak1 in the sho1 mutant, and enhanced H2O2 levels in the infected tissue indicated that the sho1 mutant
experiences increased stress during infection. First data suggest that the sho1 mutants shows reduced acidification and altered
secretion of carbon acids during infection.
Conclusions: While Msb2 functions as a hard surface sensor that triggers appressorium formation via activation of the BMP1
MAP kinase, Sho1 plays no obvious role in BMP1-MAPK cascade activation and seems to have a different function than in other
plant pathogens.
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Genetic and phenotypic diversity of Botrytis cinerea and related species
M. Hahn, C. Plesken, L. Zhang, B. Reiss, K. Klug, S. Bergstein
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Introduction: Botrytis cinerea, a ubiquitous necrotrophic broad host range pathogen of fruit and vegetable crops, represents a
species complex, however, its genetic structure has remained elusive. B. cinerea is closely related to the host specific B. fabae
and B. calthae and the host non-specific B. pseudocinerea. The molecular basis for their different host range is unknown.
Objectives: We have investigated the phylogenetic relationships of B. cinerea groups and related Botrytis species, to correlate
them with differences in their phenotypic traits and infection behaviour.
Methods: Multilocus sequence typing (MLST) and genome sequencing was used for classification of strains from B. cinerea, B.
fabae, B. pseudocinerea and B. calthae.
Results: B. cinerea isolates from a large scale sampling revealed the existence of distinct genotypes, refered to as groups N, S, B
and I, based on genome sequencing and MLST. Although the groups are still interfertile, they have diverged from each other and
show different degrees of host preference. B. cinerea group N is widely distributed and highly prevalent on grapes, group S is
dominating in German strawberry fields, and group I is largely restricted to the monocot plant Iris pseudacorus. The dominance
of Botrytis group S seems to be correlated with their increased accumulation of multiple fungicide resistance mutations in the
fields, including a special efflux-mediated multidrug resistance phenotype, called MDR1h. Comparative genome analysis
revealed the existence of group- and species-specific genes and toxin biosynthesis gene clusters, inlcuding those for botrydial
and botcinic acid biosynthesis, in B. cineea and B. pseudocinerea. Knock-out mutagenesis was performed with these genes to
reveal their role in determining host preference.
Conclusions: The assessment of genetic diversity and comparative functional genomics are promising approaches to reveal the
molecular basis of host specificity in B. cinerea and related Botrytis species.

O PPI III-4
Expression changes in Hevea brasiliensis roots in response to Rigidoporus microporus infection
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Question: Hevea brasiliensis is the most widely cultivated species for commercial production of natural rubber. One of the major
threats to rubber plantations is the soil borne pathogen, Rigidoporus microporus. This fungus attacks root tissue causing rot and
eventual tree death. 5-10% of rubber planted land is lost due to White Root Disease (WRD) every year.
Diseased rubber trees are difficult to diagnose and those displaying above ground symptoms are most often beyond treatment.
Therefore, the ability to detect the pathogen infection at early stage is of crucial importance.
The aim of this study is to identify stress-related genes through the analysis of Hevea root transcriptomes infected by
Rigidoporus microporus.
Methods: One year-old rubber plants were grown in poly-bags and infected with two different Rigidoporus microporus isolates.
Roots from infected and control plants were harvested at 8, 12 and 15 days after infection resulting in 15 samples, biological
replicates inclusive. Total RNA was extracted for sequencing using the Illumina Hiseq system.
Data obtained were mapped to the annotated rubber genome (generated by MRB); differentially expressed genes were
identified using the Tuxedo protocol.
Results: Data identified 27,000 genes expressed in roots out of 45,000 annotated in the Hevea brasiliensis genome. In infected
plants 1,660 genes were found to be down-regulated and 1,300 up-regulated.
Results showed that a number of key enzymes involved in cell wall, lignin and pectin biosynthesis were significantly downregulated in the infected roots. The primary metabolism gene cluster such as PK (pyruvate kinase) and MDH (malate
dehydrogenase) genes appeared to be down-regulated, while R-genes (Resistance genes) were up-regulated. Genes for RNAmediated silencing components, ARGONAUTE and DICER, were up-regulated, suggesting pathogen-induced silencing of host
genes. Similar trends were observed in protein expression profiles of the same samples.
Conclusions: This study provides a general view of gene expression profile changes in Hevea brasiliensis roots when infected by
WRD. Our findings indicate a scenario where the host root is weakened at its primary defense (cell wall) 8 days after infection.
This is followed by a reduction of metabolic capacity; as a result, the host becomes debilitated and therefore easier ground for
colonisation.
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Signaling pathways activated after exposure to phytoalexins: an Achilles'heel for necrotrophic fungi?
S. Philippe, G. Thomas, B. Nelly, H. Jean-Jacques, R. Pascal, D. Jerome
Université Angers, Biologie, Angers, France
simoneau@univ-angers.fr
Question: Due to their infection strategy, fungal necrotrophs are exposed to several antimicrobial defense metabolites during
host infection. For successful colonization of host tissues, these fungal pathogens may have therefore developed efficient
adaptation responses to overcome such chemical stress. Better knowledge on these protection mechanisms should allow the
design of new strategies to control fungal diseases.
Methods: Alternaria brassicicola, the causal agent of the black-spot disease of Brassicaceae, was used as model fungal species.
Transcriptomic and functional genomic analyses were performed to unravel the key response regulators of the fungus exposed
to indolic phytoalexins. A toxicologic approach was used to interfere with some of these master regulators and identify chemical
compounds that act synergistically with phytoalexin to inhibit fungal growth in vitro and in planta.
Results: Signaling pathways involved in the response to cell integrity (CWI) and unfolded protein (UPR) stresses were found
activated in fungal cells upon exposure to indolic phytoalexins (Joubert et al., 2011a, b). Inhibitors of protein kinases C (CWI)
were showed to act synergistically with phytoalexins to inhibit fungal growth in vitro (Simoneau et al., 2013). Pathogenicity
assays conducted on cabbage in the presence or absence of these inhibitors revealed that they were very efficient to limit fungal
progression in planta (Figure 1). Similar results were obtained with other tested pathosystems (A. dauci and A. radicina on carrot
and B. cinerea on Arabidopsis)
Conclusions: Mixing inhibitors of fungal kinases involved in CWI and UPR pathways with plant defense elicitors might constitute
a good strategy to improve plant protection against fungal diseases caused by fungal necrotrophs
References
Joubert et al. (2011a) Molecular Microbiology 79: 1305-1324
Joubert et al. (2011b) Cellular Microbiology 13: 62-80
Simoneau et al. (2013) European Patent PCT/EP2013/063574
Figure 1: Effect of a PKc inhibitor on the development of the black spot disease on cabbage leaves inoculated with a virulent A.
brassicicola strain
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Breaking the spell - Are host hormone responses the key to parasitism of witchweeds and related parasitic plants?
T. Spallek, T. Wakatake, S. Yoshida, K. Shirasu
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Introduction: Parasitic plants and in particular species of the Orobanchaceae family are serious pests of many crop plants.
Among them witchweeds (Striga spp.) show persistent outbreaks in Sub-Saharan Africa. This often results in immense financial
losses and severe socio-economic consequences for affected communities. Potential hosts include major stable crops such as
sorghum, maize, pearl millet, rice or cowpeas. The interaction between the parasite and its host is complex and molecular
events remain largely elusive.
Objectives: We aim to unravel infection and disease promoting strategies of parasitic plants by using state of the art methods of
genome and transcriptome sequencing as well as non-invasive live cell imaging.
Material and methods: Our studies focus on S. hermonthica, S. asiatica and Phtheirospermum japonicum, a hemi-parasitic
Orobanchaceae plant, which is native to Japan and accessible to genetic modifications. We generated a comprehensive library of
genetic and transcriptomic resources and monitored host responses in the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana.
Results: Mutants in of the host auxin signalling module controlled by SOLITARY ROOT showed enhanced resistance to S.
hermonthica, S. asiatica and P. japonicum. Furthermore, downstream components of this signalling pathway were activated
during early stages of parasitism. Later stages of infections dramatically altered additional host hormone responses.
Conclusions: Our experiments provide insights in the complex interaction between host and parasitic plants. It highlights the
importance of host hormone responses and may represent a common phenomenon in plant-plant parasitism. Monitoring and
altering host hormone responses could promote development of early diagnosis methods and resistances.
Reference: Spallek T, Mutuku M, Shirasu K (2013). The genus Striga: a witch profile. Molecular Plant Pathology 14: 861-869
(Review).
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Biocontrol and botanical substances: Innovative methods for evaluation of essential oils on a triazoles resistant strain of
Venturia Inaequalis
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Carried by the french Technical Institute of Organic Agriculture (ITAB) and financed by the Ministry of Agriculture, the CASDAR
project entitled "Evaluation of the interest of using essential oils in crop protection" (2013-2015) proposes to study the
biofungicide effectiveness in vitro and in planta of several essential oils on several biological models.
Here, the aim of the study is to test the efficacy of 7 essential oils on spores of Venturia inaequalis, the fungus that causes apple
scab (70% yield loss). Two strains were used: a resistant strain to fungicides (triazoles) compared to a sensitive strain. A range of
concentrations of seven essential oils and two references fungicides (metconazole and copper sulfate (CuSO 4)) are tested on two
strains. The experiments were performed in a liquid medium in microplates and are carried out at least three times in
independent way. The fungicidal effectiveness is modeled by the calculation of the IC 50. The IC50 values of the tested products is
compared by an F-test within a nonlinear regression approach. Among the 7 essential oils, the results show that some are
significaly more effective than others on the two strains. The results also show that the resistant strain to metconazole is much
more sensitive to copper than the sensitive strain. Similarly, the resistant strain seems sometimes to be more sensitive to
essential oils than the sensitive strain. If metconazole remains the most effective fungicide molecule on the 2 strains, essential
oils are as or more effective than copper on the sensitive strain. These results suggest that the behavior in the laboratory of the
R and S strains triazoles is different not only to copper but also to the essential oils. Tests orchards will show the interest to
essential oils in organic production methods (compared to copper) and in more conventional production methods.
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New natural bioactive products against Fusarium sp on Food legumes
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In Morocco, Food legumes are more important in traditional dishes and for basal alimentation as source of proteins.
Unfortunately, abiotic and biotic stress are decreasing yield. The main stress is diseases especially due to fungus. During the
prospection done in two principals regions of production of food legumes in Morocco (Marchouch and Ain Sbit), we observed
that the wilt of chickpea and lens are due to two causal agents respectively Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. Ciceris and Fusarium
oxysporum f. sp. lentis. Unfortunately resistant genes are not effectives in our country. In order to control this disease, we look
for a new natural bioactive products acting against the Fusarium wilt of the two food legumes. They are four plants : Artemisia
herba alba, Lavandula stoechas, Daphne gnidium and Allium sativum, used in traditional medicine that are evaluated for the first
time in vitro towards these two forms of Fusarium.
The results obtained have shown that F. oxysporum f. sp. ciceris and F. oxysporum f. sp. lentis are sensitive to the four medicinal
plants extracts. However, their inhibitory powers are different. Indeed, Daphne gnidium followed by Artemisia herba alba
induced the higher inhibition percentage of radial growth. Allium sativum gave the lowest effect after Lavandula stoechas. These
results show a good antifungal activity to limit and even stop the development of the pathogen.
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Relationship Parlatoria ziziphi-Essential oil of Citrus aurantium leaves, its insecticidal activity and chemical characterization.
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The essential oil yield of four C. aurantium leaves samples, from March 17 to May 9, 2013 obtained by hydro-distillation. It varies
depending on plant health status from 0.4% to 0.8% in healthy, during the infestation per P. ziziphi it is stable (0.008%). Jean
Kuate et al., (2003) mentioned that Phaeoramularia angolensis is the origin of yield loss. GC-MS Analysis showed a rat of
essential oil components of healthy C. aurantium leave is (99.25%). Most of them are monoterpene hydrocarbons. Three
chemotypes are probable characterized by differentiated levels, the Linalyl acetate (68.69%), Linalool (10.50%) and Limonene
(6.20%) those represent 85.39% of the identified products. Three dilutions of this oil are used as treatment against the first
instars’ of P. ziziphi on lemon young glasshouse. The global rate of the first larval stage is reduced by D1 (0,4μl / ml) to 48.56%,
by D2 dose (0,2μl / ml) to 69.3% and by D3 dose (0,1μl / ml) to 71.3% on the 3rd day. Dose and time contact of essential oil have
a highly significant influence on the abundances variation of residual populations of P. ziziphi (p is signaled by Regnault-Roger, et
al. (2008) on mosquito (M. Domestica L.) and by JUNG-Ok KONG,et al., (2006) on nematode B.s xylophilus that mortality reached
85% at 24H.
References: Jung-Ok Kong, Sang-Myung Lee!,Yil-Seong Moon', Sang-Gil Lee! and Young-JoonAhn, 2006. Nematicidal Activity of
Plant Essential Oils gainst Bursaphelenchus xylophilus (Nematoda: Aphelenchoididae)School of Agricultural Biotechnology, Seoul
National University; Seoul 151-921, Republic of Korea[Southern Forest Research Institute, Korea Forest Research Institute; Jinju
660-300, Republic of Korea J. Asia-Pacific Entomol. 9(2): 173-178.
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Protein hydrolysates as resistance inducers to Downy Mildew in Grapevine
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simonamarianna.sanzani@uniba.it
Downy mildew, caused by Plasmopara viticola, is one of the most important grape pathogen in Europe and North America.
Although the control is traditionally performed with fungicides, the appearance of resistant pathogen populations and the
possible adverse effects on human health and the environment are spurring the search for alternative strategies. In the present
investigation, two protein hydrolysates of soybean (soy) and casein (cas) origin were successfully tested against P. viticola. On
Vitis vinifera cv. Marselan plants, the application of soy and cas reduced the infected leaf surface by 76 and 63%, as compared to
the untreated control, respectively. Since both hydrolysates seemed to trigger the plant immunity, we investigated their effect
on selected grapevine defense responses. On treated grapevine cell suspensions, a different free cytosolic calcium signature was
recorded for each hydrolysate, whereas a similar transient phosphorylation of two MAP kinases of 45 and 49 kDa was observed.
These signalling events were followed by transcriptome reprogramming, including the up-regulation of genes encoding
pathogenesis-related (PR) proteins and the enzyme stilbene synthase responsible for the biosynthesis of resveratrol, the main
grapevine phytoalexin. Liquid chromatography analyses confirmed the production of resveratrol and its dimer metabolites, δand ε-viniferins. Overall, soy effect was more pronounced than cas one. Both hydrolysates proved to be able to enhance
grapevine immunity against pathogen attack.

O BOT 5
Ovicidal and larvicidal activity of Mentha longifolia free and nanoencapsulated essential oils on Tuta absoluta (Meyrick)
(Lepidoptera:Gelechiidae)
M. Malekmohammadi, M. Jafaripoordaragahi
Bu-Ali Sina University, Plant Protection, Hamedan, Islamic Republic of Iran
m.malek172@yahoo.com
Essential oil from Mentha longifolia was extracted by Clevenger-type water distillation, and analyzed using gas chromatographymass spectrometry. Nano hollow silica spheres were synthesized by sol-gel method as a Mentha longifolia essential oil carrier,
and functionalized with thiol groups. The success of Mentha longifolia essential oil encapsulation was clarified by Fourier
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transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy, Energy Dispersive X-ray Microanalysis (EDX), ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis)
spectrophotometry, thermal gravimetry analysis (TGA), and X-ray diffraction (XRD) techniques. In addition, the shape and size of
the particles have been determined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The
Fumigant toxicity of Mentha longifolia free and nanoencapsulated essential oils on second instar Tuta absoluta larvae and eggs
under laboratory conditions of 25 ± 1 °C and 70 ± 10% R.H. and a photoperiod of 16:8 h (L:D) were investigated. Each treatment
which consisted of five concentrations and a control was replicated at least six times with 20-25 larvae (or eggs) per replicate.
Probit option of SPSS was used for analyzing concentration-mortality data and estimating lethal concentrations. Mortality was
corrected based on control mortality using Abbott’s formula. If control mortality was more than 20%, the results were discarded
and the bioassay was repeated. LC50 values of Mentha longifolia free essential oil on second instar Tuta absoluta larvae and
eggs under laboratory conditions were 3.793, and 6.172 μL L-1 air after 24 h, respectively. Furthermore, LC50 values of the
fumigant test of nanoencapsulated essential oil on second instar Tuta absoluta larvae and eggs under laboratory conditions
were 1.68 and 3.679 μL L-1 air after 24h, respectively. LC50 values were judged as significantly different, if their 95% confidence
intervals did not overlap.

O BOT 6
Natural substances as non-toxic baits for trapping common voles (Microtus arvalis)
A. Schlötelburg, J. Eccard, J. Jacob
Julius Kühn-Institute, Institute for Plant Protection in Horticulture and Forestry, Vertebrate Research, Münster, Germany
annika.schloetelburg@jki.bund.de
Common voles (Microtus arvalis) can cause severe damage in agriculture due to their regularly occuring mass eruptions. To
manage populations, rodenticides are applied that pose the risk of affecting non-target species. Conventional and especially
1
organic production need practicable methods to protect crops from pest rodents.
Here we investigate how Trap success can be increased by using natural non-toxic substances as an attractive bait. These agents
could also improve the efficacy of rodenticide application because they may minimise the effcets of active ingredient and
2
alternative food supply on bait uptake by the target species.
3,4
Substances attracting common voles could be oils and fatty compounds as well as sugars. Other observations indicate a
preference of rodents for familiar food sources that occur in their their environment. Especially protein rich plants are prefered
5
to gramineous plants, the usual nutrition of common voles. A variety of these natural substances were screened in a T-maze
offering one vole at a time the choice between accessing a trap at the endpoint with or without an attractant. The three most
promising attractants are examined further under semi-natural conditions at population scale of 8 common voles.
Results of the T-maze and the enclosure experiments will be presented and the effect of natural substances on common voles
discussed.
This project is funded by Federal Office of Agriculture and Food (BLE) in the context of the federal program “Ökologischer
Landbau und andere Formen nachhaltiger Landwirtschaft”.
References:
1 Jacob J and Tkadlec E. Rodent outbreaks in Europe: dynamics and damage. In Rodent outbreaks - Ecology and impacts, ed. by
Singleton GR, Belmain S, Brown PR and Hardy B. International Rice Research Institute: Los Baños, Philippines, pp. 217-233
(2010).
2 Jacob J, Budde M and Leukers A, Efficacy and attractiveness of zinc phosphide bait in common voles (Microtus arvalis). Pest
Management Science; 66(2):132-136 (2009).
3 Hansson L, Fatty substances as attractants for Microtus agrestis and other small rodents. Oikos; 24(3): 417-421 (1973).
4 Marsh RE, Bait additives as a means of improving acceptance by rodents. EPPO Bulletin; 18:195-202 (1988).
5 Lantova P and Lanta V, Food selection in Microtus arvalis: the role of plant functional traits. Ecological Research; 24(4):831-838
(2009).
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O WS FILM 1
Film presentation 'Highlights of hidden insect worlds'
U. R. Wyss
Institute of Phytopathology, Kiel University, Kiel, Germany
uwyss@phytomed.uni-kiel.de
The film (duration 62 minutes) documents the behaviour of various small insects at high magnification, thus providing a
fascinating insight into a hidden world barely visible to the human eye.
Under the title ‚from monsters to divas’ the film first shows, how hoverfly and lacewing larvae turn into beautiful ladies after a
ferocious and greedy aphid-devouring youth. Another example is presented by the antlion Myrmeleon formicarius. Subsequent
sequences show how the gladiator or heel-walker Mantophasma zephyrum, endemic inSouth Africa andNamibia, catches prey
with amazing skill. This kind of behaviour is then compared with that of a young praying mantid.
Especially impressive are the strategies evolved by parasitic wasps (parasitoids). It is shown how aphelinid and aphidiid wasps
attack their aphid hosts and how the hyperparasitoid Alloxysta vicrix has to calm down aphids in order to climb onto their back
for oviposition. The tiny egg- parasitic wasp Trichogramma brassicae recognises mated Pieris brassicae females and then climbs
upon them to be carried to the oviposition site. Amazing host feeding strategies are used by the ectoparasitic wasp Lariophagus
distinguendus when it attacks larvae of the granary weevil Sitophilus granarius inside wheat grains.
The caterpillars of the moths Plutella xylostella and Lyonetia clerkella behave like ingenious architects when they construct their
pupation cocoons on the leaves of their host plants.
The hole in hazelnuts is well known but little is known about how it is formed. The film shows how the hazelnut weevil Curculio
nucum deposits an egg into a young nut and how progeny develops until the massive, fully grown larva squeezes its way out of
the nut by biting an exit hole through the hard shell. The film closes with an amusing story, showing the behaviour of two
brothers of a parasitic wasp (Nasonia virtipennis) that compete for the favour of a sister. Finally the loser becomes the winner.
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O WS ECO 1
Introduction to Workshop: Implications of Insect Pest Movement and Behavior on Designing Insect Resistance Management
Strategies for Transgenic Crops
T. Hunt
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Entomology, Concord, United States
thunt2@unl.edu
Genetically-engineered (GE) crops that express insecticidal proteins from Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) have revolutionized the
control of several lepidopteran and coleopteran crop pests (e.g. Ostrinia nubilalis, Spodoptera frugiperda, Diabrotica spp.). The
concern that the high selection pressure applied by widespread adoption of GE crops will lead to the evolution of insect
resistance has resulted in the design of several resistance management approaches that rely on the presence of refuge to delay
the evolution of insect resistance to Bt proteins. Refuge configurations range from blocks of refuge plantings within a given
distance to the GE crop, block refuge plantings adjacent to the GE crop, strips of refuge planted within the GE crop, mixtures of
Bt and non-Bt seed in the bag (i.e., refuge in the bag), to reliance on natural refuge. Recent research, however, has indicated
that as the target pest range of some GE crops expands, the species-specific behavior of some pests may favor one approach
over the other, or compromise the existing refuge strategy currently in place for a given GE event. We intend to present current
research on the movement and behavior of select lepidopteran and coleopteran pest species and discuss these findings with
respect to resistance management strategy design. Also, research needs related to pest biology and behavior that affects
resistance management design will be considered. This information will be useful to consider for improving IRM plans for
existing GM crops and developing IRM approaches for future GM crops.

O WS ECO 2
A tale of two insects: challenges managing insect resistance to genetically-engineered crops
R. Hellmich
USDA-ARS, Corn Insects & Crop Genetics Research Unit, Entomology, Ames, United States
richard.hellmich@ars.usda.gov
Genetically-engineered (GE) plants with resistance to insect pests were first commercially sold in the U.S. in 1996. These maize
hybrids were unique because they produced their own insecticide, a protein from the bacterium, Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt), that
targeted the European corn borer, Ostrinia nubilalis. Since then several types of Bt crops have been produced that target
important lepidopteran (moth) and coleopteran (beetle) pests. One of the primary benefits of these crops has been reduced use
of synthetic chemical insecticides. However, insect resistance to Bt threatens sustainability of this technology, particullary in the
tropics. Currently a high-dose refuge strategy has been used for insect resistance management (IRM). Yet, some insects have
become resistant to Bt crops, while others have not: two distinctive types. In the U.S. efforts are underway to take a more
integrated approach to managing insect resistance to Bt crops. In short, this means that Bt maize should be considered just one
tool in the toolbox for managing this insect pest. This talk will provide an overview of lessons learned regarding insect resistance
with a focus on the importance of larval movement, toxin dose and refuge, and current developments toward managing insect
resistance in GE crops.

O WS ECO 3
Movement and Behavior of European Corn Borer Larvae on Non-Bt and Bt Corn
C. Mason
University of Delaware, Entomology and Wildlife Ecology, Newark, United States
mason@udel.edu
European corn borer females deposit clusters of approximately 25 eggs on their host plants. The movement and behavior of
neonates and later instars that result differs depending on whether the natal plant is non-Bt or Bt corn. These differences in
outcome for developing larvae resulting from egg clusters may influence how we design refuges for this and perhaps other
lepidopterans on crops with genetically incorporated insect protection.
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O WS ECO 4
Movement of Larval Western Corn Rootworm and Implications for Management of Resistance to Bt Corn
A. Gassmann
Iowa State University, Department of Entomology, Ames, IA, United States
aaronjg@iastate.edu
In the United States and elsewhere, management of resistance to Bt crops by pest insects uses the refuge strategy, in which a
non-Bt host plant serves as a refuge that enables the survival of Bt-susceptible genotypes. In recent years, the configuration of
refuges within fields has moved from a stand-alone block (i.e., structured) refuge to an integrated refuge in which Bt and non-Bt
plants are interspersed within a field. An integrated refuge increases compliance of farmers in planting of a refuge and places
insects from refuge plants in closer spatial proximity to Bt-selected insects. Both of these factors are expected to delay the onset
of resistance. However, movement of insects between refuge and Bt plants can increase the survival of heterozygous resistant
insects and accelerate the rate of resistance evolution. In this talk, I will review data on the interaction between larval corn
rootworm and Bt maize with respect to feeding preference, movement and survival. I will synthesize these results and discuss
the implications for the use of integrated versus structured refuge in management of resistance to Bt corn by western corn
rootworm.

O WS ECO 5
Effect of Cry1F corn on the behavior of susceptible and resistant fall armyworm and European corn borer
A. M. Velez, B. D. Siegfried
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Entomology, Lincoln, NE, United States
anamaria.velez@gmail.com
Understanding the behavior of pests targeted with Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) crops is important to define resistance
management tactics. Particularly, the study of larval movement between plants is important to determine the feasibility of
different refuge configurations. Studies suggest that exposure to Bt corn increases larval movement in several lepidopteran
species. However, few studies have examined the potential for resistance to interact with behavioral responses to Bt toxins.
Choice and no-choice experiments were conducted with Spodoptera frugiperda and Ostrinia nubilalis to determine if Cry1F
resistance influences neonate movement. Leaf discs of Cry1F corn TC1507 and the corresponding isoline were used to
characterize behavioral responses. In both experiments the location (on or off of plant tissues) and mortality of susceptible and
Cry1F resistant neonates was recorded for five days. Analysis of larvae location was performed up to 7h after transfer to avoid
mortality. Our results indicated that there is not a strong difference between resistant and susceptible phenotypes in S.
frugiperda and O. nubilalis, although, a small percentage of susceptible neonates in both species abandoned corn tissue
expressing Cry1F. However, significant behavioral differences were observed between species. O. nubilalis exhibited increased
movement between leaf discs, while S. frugiperda selected plant tissue within the first 30 minutes and remained on the chosen
plant regardless of the presence of Cry1F. S. frugiperda behavior observed in this experiment suggests that lack of larval
movement may have implications to refuge configuration. This study represents the first step towards understanding the effects
of Cry1F resistance on larval behavior. Information regarding behavioral differences between species could aid in developing
better and more flexible resistance management strategies.

O WS ECO 6
The role of pest movement and behaviour in resistance development of the African maize stem borer (Busseola fusca) to Bt
maize
1
2
J. Van den Berg , A. Erasmus
1
North-West University, Potchefstroom, South Africa
2
Agricultural Research Council, Potchefstroom, Germany
johnnie.vandenberg@nwu.ac.za
The African maize stem borer (Busseola fusca) developed resistance to Bt maize (Cry 1Ab) in South Africa. Several factors that
may have contributed to resistance development have been identified. Although poor compliance to refuge requirements was
blamed for resistance development, several other factors could also have contributed to the evolution of resistant populations,
7-8 years after release of Bt maize in the country. Resistance development highlighted huge gaps in knowledge of pest biology
(for example migration patterns) and interactions in the wider agro-ecosystem (indigenous host plants) and resistance
inheritance patterns. Seed mixture strategies that are being considered as IRM strategy have previously been considered not to
be suitable for migrating pests. Results will be presented on migration patterns of B. fusca larvae inside different seed mixture
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treatments over time. Increased damage over time in seed mixtures is associated with migration of older larvae, indicating that
the expressed dose does not kill larvae above a certain developmental stage. Migration of larger larvae late in the season may
result in survival of individuals that developed on non-Bt plants and then migrated to Bt-plants, thereby contributing to survival
of RS individuals and resistance development. IRM in Africa is faced by challenges unique to farming in subsistence and small
scale systems where refuge requirements are unrealistic and difficult to manage and monitor. Furthermore, factors such as seed
management practices, gene-flow to maize land races could be contributing factors to resistance development. Alternative IRM
strategies such as seed mixtures may be more practical but have its own challenges and have not been proven successful yet.
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Description of a new predatory mite species of the genus Agistemus (Agistemus burewalaensis) Acari Stigmaeidae:
Prostigmata as biocontrol agent from Pakistan.
B. Khan, M. Afzal, M. Bashir
University of Agriculture, Entomology, Faisalabad, Pakistan
dr.bilal.saeed@uaf.edu.pk
Mites comprise a large group of arthropods belonging to subclass acari of the class arachnida. They are biologically most diverse
tiny creatures, microscopic in size and worldwide distributed. Mites of family stigmaeidae have widely been focused due to their
predatory potential to regulate plant feeding mites and insect pest complex. A survey was conducted to explore the predatory
mite fauna of Punjab. Permanent slides of collected specimen were prepared by using the Hoyer’s medium and drawn with the
help of phase-contrast microscope. The identification of species was done with the available keys & literature. The holotype of
new species was collected from Gossypium hirsutum (Burewala) and has been described in this manuscript. Five (05) paratypes
were collected from the same collection data & six (06) from the city Khanewal. All specimens were deposited in the Acarology
Research Laboratory, Department of Entomology, University of Agriculture, Faisalabad, Pakistan.
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O IPM I-1
IPM Components and Packages for Tropical Vegetable Crops
R. Muniappan
Virginia Tech, IPM Innovation Lab, Blacksburg, United States
rmuni@vt.edu
The most common vegetable crops grown in the tropics are tomato, eggplant, and pepper in Solanaceae; cucumber, bitter
gourd, bottle gourd, pumpkin, and chayote in Cucubitaceae; head cabbage, Chinese cabbage, broccoli, and radish in
Brassicaceae; beans in Fabaceae; and okra in Malvaceae.
In the last decade, the IPM Innovation Lab has pioneered in developing IPM packages for these crops by stacking tactics
developed for the pest problems of a crop from the time of planting the seeds to the harvest. Some of the components
developed are: solarization of the seed bed, use of coconut pith and plastic trays for seedling production, treatment of
seeds/seedlings with Trichoderma spp., Pseudomonas fluorescens and Bacillus subtilus for combating soil pathogens and
inducement of defense, grafting seedlings of solanaceous crops on resistant rootstock to overcome bacterial wilt, use of
pheromone traps for caterpillar pests, use of microbial and botanical pesticides, area wide management for fruit fly control, and
adoption of conservation biological control in addition to augmentative and classical biological controls when needed.
IPM is crop, site and season specific and the components of the packages also need to be adjusted accordingly. It is dynamic and
requires changes when pest scenarios change or a new pest is introduced.

O IPM I-2
A shift from Integrated Pest Management to Integrated Crop Management: a multilocation evaluation through farmers’
participatory approach
1
2
3
1
3
2
3
1
P. Chintalapati , S. B , K. D , S. M , L. D , M. K. R , S. P. M , K. Gururaj
1
ICAR - Directorate of Rice Research, Entomology, Hyderabad, India
2
ICAR - Directorate of Rice Research, Agronomy, Hyderabad, India
3
ICAR - Directorate of Rice Research, Plant pathology, Hyderabad, India
chintalapatipadmavathi68@gmail.com
Rice is the staple food of 65% of the total population in India. India has the largest area under rice in the world and is grown in
extremely diverse environments. Of the 45 million ha of rice area, about 28% is rain fed lowland, 46% irrigated, 12% rain fed
upland, and 14% flood-prone. Biotic stresses are a major production constraint in rice causing large yield losses. The pest
spectrum is dynamic and unique for different ecosystems. Pests are found infesting rice crop from nursery till harvest resulting
in a yield loss of about 20 - 25%.
Integrated Pest Management (IPM), known since three decades was evolved from the concept of “Integrated Control” wherein
only biological and chemical methods were employed for the pest control. The convergence of the concepts of integrated
control and pest management, and the ultimate synthesis into integrated pest management, opened a new era in the protection
of agricultural crops against the attack of arthropod pests, plant diseases and weeds. IPM is defined as a decision support system
for the selection and use of pest control tactics, singly or harmoniously coordinated into a management strategy, based on
cost/benefit analyses that take into account the interests of and impacts on producers, society, and the environment (Kogan,
1998). IPM strategy includes a combination of cultural, biological, physical and chemical methods in a compatible way that
minimizes economic, health and environmental risks while managing pests. In any IPM, the emphasis is on creating hostile
conditions for the pest growth and development while conserving natural resources. This includes crop management practices
like tillage, crop rotation, trap crops, soil fertility and water management. Thus, IPM has become an integral component of
integrated crop management (ICM). ICM is based on a good understanding of the interactions between biology, environment
and land management systems. It is particularly appropriate for small farmers because it aims to minimize dependence on
purchased inputs and to make the fullest possible use of indigenous technical knowledge and land use practices. IPM
implementation at farmers level involves certain skills and knowledge that help in identification of pest and also their
susceptible stages for effective management. As IPM involves a number of components, farmers must have capability of taking
decisions and selecting IPM options accordingly for economical and long term management. Most of these options also need to
be refined at individual farm level keeping in view the availability and feasibility of farmers. The present study was conducted
under All India Coordinated Rice Improvement Program (AICRIP) at various locations across India in different rice ecosystems
with an objective to validate IPM practices from a basket of options available and demonstrate to farmers the management of
rice crop in a holistic way.
Experiments were carried out in farmer’s fields with a local popular variety and in 4000 sq.m area of two blocks viz., IPM block
and farmers’ practices block. Each block was divided into five equal sized units, each representing a replication. Pest
management practices were adopted depending on the prevailing pest problem and available options in IPM block and as per
the farmers practice in another block. Observations on pest incidence were recorded on five randomly selected hills in each
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replication at weekly interval, starting from 15 days after transplanting. Thus, at each observation, data was recorded from 25
hills in IPM block and 25 hills in farmers practice block. The details of practices followed in both IPM and farmers practice plots
2
were also documented. At harvest, yield was recorded from 5 x 5 m area in each replication. Finally, cost involved for each
practice taken starting from nursery to harvest in both the blocks was recorded to estimate the cost of cultivation and benefit
cost (BC) ratio.
The study was conducted at 13 locations during 2012 wet season and at 10 locations during 2013 wet season (Fig.1a). Incidence
of stem borer (Scirpophaga incertulas), leaf folder (Cnaphalocrocis medinalis), brown planthopper (Nilaparvata lugens), white
backed planthopper (Sogatella furcifera), gall midge (Orseolia oryzae), whorl maggot (Hydrellia philippina), hispa (Dicladispa
armigera), thrips (Stenchaetothrips biformis), blast (Magnaporthe oryzae), sheath blight (Rhizoctonia solani), bacterial leaf blight
(Xanthomonas oryzae), brown spot (Bipolaris oryzae) and false smut (Ustilaginoidea virens) grassy weeds like Echinochloa sp.,
Digiteria sanguinalis, Paspalum distichum, Ichochaemum rugosum, Dactyloctenium sp., sedges like Cyperus sp., Fimbristylis
miliaris, Scirpus maritimus and broad leaved weeds like Commelina benghalensis, Celosia argentea, Amaranthus sp., Ludwigia
octovalvis, Eclipta sp., Ageratum conyzoides, Trianthema portulacastrum were observed in both IPM and farmers practice
blocks. Stem borer damage varied from 1.3 to 23.2% with maximum damage in Coimbatore followed by Ranchi (19.9%) in
farmers practices block during 2012 while minimum damage was observed in Raipur and Jagdalpur during 2013 (Table 1). Leaf
folder damage ranged between 1.6 and 24.86% in different locations. Brown planthopper (BPH) population fluctuated between
0 and 107 per hill while white backed planthopper (WBPH) population varied from 4 to 136 numbers per hill at different
locations. Both these pests were found high in farmers’ practices as compared to IPM block. Disease incidence was low during
2012 as compared to 2013 wet season. Both leaf and neck blast damage was high (233 & 138, respectively) at Gangavathi in
farmers block while IPM block had high brown spot damage of 43.4 (Fig. 1b). Sheath blight (55), bacterial leaf blight (BLB-361),
false smut (9) occurrence was high in farmers block at various locations. Maximum weed population of 300 numbers per sq. m
was recorded in farmers practice block at Sakoli while minimum population of 4 numbers per sq. m was observed in IPM at two
locations (Table 1). Similarly weed biomass was found high in farmers’ practices. Grain yields were significantly higher in IPM
plots compared to Farmers Practice blocks. The IPM block farmers reaped better net returns because increased yields along with
reduced input costs resulted in higher benefit cost ratios ranging from 1.3 to 6.6 (Fig.1c).
The study created awareness among farmers about pests, symptoms of damage and stages observed in the field for easy
identification. They were also apprised of the various management options available so that they can choose from them
depending on the economic feasibility and accessibility. This paper also discusses about the lessons learnt during this
experiential learning while working with farmers. About 90% farmers are adopting the management practices suggested during
this study.
Figure 1
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O IPM I-3
Developing a sustainable pest management strategy for lowland brassica production systems in Asia
S. Ramasamy, M.-Y. Lin, F.-C. Su, C.-C. Huang
AVRDC - The World Vegetable Center, Entomology, Shanhua, Taiwan
srini.ramasamy@worldveg.org
Introduction and Objectives: Diamondback moth (Plutella xylostella) is the predominant pest in brassicas worldwide. However,
it can be brought under reasonable control in highlands by a guild of parasitoids including Cotesia plutellae, Diadegma
semiclausum, Microplitis plutellae and Diadromus collaris in Asia. Cabbage head caterpillar (Crocidolomia binotalis), cabbage
web worm (Hellula undalis), common army worm (Spodoptera litura), imported cabbage worm (Pieris rapae) and striped flea
beetle (Phyllotreta striolata) are pests of secondary importance in most vegetable brassica crops. These secondary pests often
lack ‘soft’ control measures, thus vegetable growers rely on chemical insecticides for control. Indiscriminate pesticide use
inadvertently kills the natural enemies of P. xylostella, which results in P. xylostella resurgence, especially in tropical lowlands.
This has triggered a growing interest in alternative pest management techniques. Hence, the objective of the study was to test
bio-pesticides and pheromones against secondary pests of brassicas.
Materials and methods: Bacillus thuringiensis δ-endotoxins and formulations were evaluated against secondary lepidopterans
under laboratory and field conditions. Improved sex pheromone lures for monitoring DBM were evaluated in the field. Other
approaches including trap cropping, host plant resistance and aggregation pheromones have been validated against P. striolata.
Results and Conclusion: The toxins Cry1A and Cry1C were equally toxic to P. xylostella. However, C. binotalis was susceptible to
Cry1A toxins only, whereas H. undalis was highly susceptible to Cry1C only. Field trials with B. thuringiensis formulations also
confirmed that secondary lepidoterans can be effectively controlled on vegetable brassicas. The number of P. xylostella adults
attracted by pheromone lures which included host plant volatiles was the highest. This type of lure can be used as a monitoring
tool to finalize the timing of bio-pesticide applications. Although other components are not as encouraging, aggregation
pheromones show promise against P. striolata. Thus, bio-pesticides and pheromones combined with the natural enemies of P.
xylostella could offer a sustainable pest management strategy against the major pests on brassicas in tropical lowlands.
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O IPM I-4
Field testing of IPM-based cropping systems: a diversity of experimental approaches in Europe
1
1
2
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4
Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna (SSSA), Pisa, Italy
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INRA, UMR 211 Agronomie, Thiverval-Grignon, France
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INRA, Domaine expérimental d'Epoisses, Dijon, France
7
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Integrated Pest Management (IPM) emphasizes physical and biological regulation strategies to control pests while reducing the
reliance on pesticides. It is often based on combinations of control measures, because each available alternative measure might
have a moderate efficiency. Field experiments are required to analyse the interactions between control measures, and to
evaluate the sustainability of IPM-based cropping systems (CS). A network of European agronomists managing field experiments
at the CS level was set recently, aiming at sharing data and expertise to enhance our knowledge on IPM.
Comparing methodologies highlighted a diversity of approaches in CS design and experimental layouts. This diversity is partly
related with the research context and objectives. Some experiments intend to explore really innovative strategies and gain
scientific knowledge about how such innovative CS behave, while others aim at providing quickly adoptable solutions for local
farmers. In some research programs, the experiment is part of the CS design process, and tested CS are regularly revised, while
in other cases CS are kept stable across years so as to be able to evaluate cumulative long term effects. The concept of CS itself
is viewed differently across scientists, and this affects protocols: some consider each CS as a sequence of techniques, which has
to be similar across repetitions, others define a CS as a set of decision-making rules that allows a flexibility in the actual
sequences of techniques. The main difference among experiments differentiates factorial layouts from systemic approaches:
factorial experiments make it possible to quantify the effects of each IPM factor, and to analyse the interactions, without
particular attention for the consistency among components constituting each CS. On the contrary, system approach focuses on
the overall evaluation of CS designed with a great attention paid to their consistency, hence maximizing the chance to meet the
system objectives (in the case of IPM, to use little amount of pesticide while maintaining the CS sustainability).
Such field experiments are costly, so preliminary reflections defining the experimental strategy have a critical importance.
Networking at the European level may constitute a useful exchange platform with potential scientific added value.

O IPM I-5
Implementation of plant protection in vineyards of the Sarıgöl District, Manisa, Turkey
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Question and methods: This presentation covers one out of four main components of a comprehensive survey study which was
conducted using face to face discussions with randomly selected 373 grape producers from the Sarıgöl District of the Manisa
Province in Turkey out of 5800 enterprises in September-December 2014. Questions were included personal data such as age,
gender, education level, and family size etc., enterprise characteristics such as land size, type of enterprise etc. as well as
implementation of plant protection measures.
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Results: Diseases were considered the most important plant protection problem in vineyards, which was followed by
entomological problems and weeds. The most prevalent diseases for enterprises is powdery mildew (64.1 %), mildew (16.4%),
grey mould (15.0%), or esca diseases (4.6 %). Chemical control is the main control method although farmers apply some
secondary methods removing diseased plant parts from the field, weed control and use of biological preparations respectively.
The European grapevine month is the main pest in 75.1 % of enterprises. Two-spotted red spider mite and aphids are the other
main pests according to 20.9 % and 4 % of farmers, respectively. Biotechnical method for control grapevine month is the main
method by 61.9 % of producers. Glyphosate is the most applied herbicide (83.9 % of farmers prefer). The total number of
pesticide application was over 10 times and reached to 30 in some fields. Mixing 3-4 pesticides is a common way although all
farmers have stated that they prefer registered and less residual products. However, issues such as using pesticide at
recommended rate and observing natural enemies have less attention.
Conclusion: There is a need for further extension, education and awareness raising activities for grape farmers in the region. In
addition, their problems should be studied further and approachs should be developped.

O IPM I-6
The development of a protocol for non-target risk assessment studies with Spodoptera exempta and Bt maize
R. Erasmus, H. Du Plessis, J. Van den Berg
North West University, Potchefstroom, South Africa
22746080@nwu.ac.za
The African Armyworm, Spodoptera exempta, is a sporadic but destructive pest of maize. It occurs over most of tropical Africa
and, as a result of wind convergence, spreads seasonally into southern Africa. These polyphagous larvae feed on a wide range of
plants and occur in a solitary and gregarious phase. Severe crop damage is caused during the gregarious phase, but it is not
known if the density at which larvae occur has an effect on the quantity of food that individual larva consumes. In East African
countries such as Kenya and Ethiopia preliminary trails with Bt maize have been conducted, all aimed at the maize stem borers
complex, however, no varieties have yet been approved for release. A prerequisite for approval of a GM crop is an ecological risk
assessment. The aim of this study was to develop a protocol for conducting non-target risk assessment studies with S. exempta
on Bt maize. Larvae were divided into different densities, viz. 1, 2, 4, 8 and 12 larvae per container and provided with a
predetermined mass of non-Bt maize leaves daily. Results indicated no significant difference in food consumption per larva at
the respective densities. future risk assessment studies can therefore be done with one larva per container.
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Needle microfungi from Picea glauca from a boreal treeline ecotone display different biodiversity patterns between a dense
forest stand and nearby scattered trees above the timberline with potential responses to long-term growth dynamics of the
trees
M. Unterseher
Ernst-Moritz-Arndt University, Institute of Botany and Landscape Ecology, Greifswald, Germany
martin.unterseher@uni-greifswald.de
The nature of plant-associated fungal communities in extreme and remote habitats is largely unknown in comparison to their
biodiversity in more common environments, such as temperate forests. In the present study, Illumina-generated fungal ITS
sequences of white spruce (Picea glauca) from the boreal treeline ecotone of the Central Alaskan Brooks Range were analysed
to assess biodiversity patterns of needle-inhabiting microfungi. Fungal community patterns were correlated with various
environmental parameters and host traits. Among others, the precise position of the trees, contrasting a forest plot with densely
standing trees and a treeline plot above the timberline with comparatively unprotected scattered trees, was used to explain
observed patterns of fungal communities. The influence of the trees' long-term responses to climatic warming was also
analysed.
A highly significant positive correlation was observed for fungal community patterns and the geographical distance of their host
trees. In general, neighbouring trees shared more fungal taxa with eachother than with trees in farther distance. Moreover
fungal composition of the entire forest trees was significantly different from that of the treeline samples.
When analysing fungal community patterns with respect to the above mentioned long-term tree responses, data interpretation
was less straightforward. On the one hand, fungal species composition of positive and negative responders was almost identical
for forest trees. On the other hand significant differences in fungal species composition were observed for the two responder
groups in the treeline plot.
It is well known that secondary plant metabolites, such as condensed tannins directly influence richness and composition of
needle-inhabiting microfungi. Whereas the biochemical constitution of needles was not studied here, the present results point
towards long-term responses of fungal communities to their host trees, overlaid by environmental forces which act on narrow
spatial and temporal scales.

O MIC 2
The possible use of AHL-priming in crop protection
S. T. Schenk, C. Hernàndez-Reyes, E. Stein, K.-H. Kogel, A. Schikora
JLU Giessen, Phytopathology, Giessen, Germany
adam.schikora@agrar.uni-giessen.de
The communication between diverse organisms in the rhizosphere is based on a complex exchange and perception of molecules
originating from the interacting organisms. In many Gram-negative bacteria, N-acyl homoserine lactones (AHLs) are the chemical
base of quorum sensing (QS). Bacteria can detect AHLs and such detection influences gene expression and consequently the
behavior of individual cells within a population. Not only bacteria, also plants perceive and react to AHLs with diverse responses.
Objectives: Our aim was to characterize the impact of long chain AHLs on plant immune system and to understand the
physiological changes upon AHL-priming with pure molecules and AHL-producing bacteria.
Material and methods: We used a plethora of physiological and phytopathological assays to test the AHL-induced resistance,
diverse plant mutants and bacterial strains.
Results: In plants, the N-3-oxo-tetradecanoyl-L-homoserine lactone (oxo-C14-HSL) reinforced the resistance towards biotrophic
and hemibiotrophic pathogens. In plants treated with oxo-C14-HSL, secondary challenge with flg22 promoted stronger
activation of mitogen-activated protein kinases, followed by increased expression of WRKY transcription factors as well as some
defensin genes. The induced resistance was eventually reflected in modified composition of the cell wall. Similarly to pure
molecules, AHL-producing bacteria, e.g. Sinorhizobium meliloti, were able to induce AHL-priming in model and crop plants.
Conclusions: AHL-priming may be of great importance for understanding the interplay between plants and bacteria, as well as
for new applications based on induced resistance.
References:
Hernández-Reyes C et al., (2014) N-acyl-homoserine lactones-producing bacteria protect plants against plant and human
pathogens. Microb Biotechnol. Nov;7(6):580-8
Schenk ST et al., (2014) N-Acyl-Homoserine Lactone Primes Plants for Cell Wall Reinforcement and Induces Resistance to
Bacterial Pathogens via the Salicylic Acid/Oxylipin Pathway. Plant Cell. 24;26(6):2708-2723
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The endophytic community from several wheat accessions characterized by different longevity of their seeds
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Seed longevity is defined as seed viability after seed dry storage (storability). Seed longevity is of practical importance to
preserve plant genetic resources for future agricultural crops in seed gene banks. The mechanisms that determine the longevity
of the seeds are not known. Therefore four wheat accessions with different longevity stored either under room temperature or
at -20°C where analyzed for the bacterial endophyte communities. Endophytes are microorganisms, which live part of their live
time inside the plant and do not cause any symptoms of disease in the plant. In the last years there is growing evidence that
endophytes play an important role in plant growth and health. The role of seed endophytes is still underestimated. It is likely
that every plant species harbors a different set of endophytes, but like in maize a core microbiome exists across boundaries of
evolution, ethnography and ecology. Seed associated bacteria have shown to be involved in plant performance like germination
and seedling growth.
Using the cultivation-dependent approach, endophytes were isolated from all four accessions (figure 1) stored either at room
temperature or -20°C. The isolates were characterized by 16S rRNA sequencing. From the wheat accessions 125 bacterial
isolates were identified in total. Most isolates were obtained from the short living landraces under both storage conditions and
from the short living cultivar stored under cold temperature (-20°C). The highest diversity of different bacterial genera was
found in the short living cultivar stored under cold. 45 isolates were tested for the ability to improve the germination rate. Two
isolates increased the germination rate significantly in different wheat genotypes. Additional under non-sterilized conditions it
was observed that the seeds inoculated with the endophytes showed significantly less fungal growth then the seeds without
endophytes.
In the cultivation independent approach the microbiome of the four wheat accession where analyzed at different germination
stages by next generation sequencing. The DNA from the seeds were isolated from non-germinated seeds, seeds with a radicle
of 1cm, seeds with a cotyledon length of 1cm and 5cm. The bacterial communities were compared between the accessions,
storage conditions and developmental stage.
Figure 1

O MIC 4
Taxonomic analyses of microbial communities in stored sugar beets using high-throughput amplicon sequencing of different
marker genes
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Introduction: Root rots are a serious problem during storage of sugar beets due to enhanced sugar losses. Storage trials
conducted under controlled conditions revealed that the root rot severity is severely affected by the storage temperature, site
of cultivation and genotype. Based on these results, it was hypothesized that these factors also influence the microbial
community in stored beets.
Objectives: To prove this hypothesis, a high-throughput amplicon sequencing approach was applied to analyze the microbial
communities of stored beets with particular focus on fungal, oomycetes and Fusarium species.
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Materials and methods: Sugar beet samples used in this study were obtained from a storage trial conducted under controlled
conditions. PCR amplicons generated from different marker genes were sequenced using the MiSeq Ilumina platform. High
quality reads for analysis were imported in the CeBiTec in house amplicon analysis pipeline written in Perl that is based on the
tools Usearch, RDP classifier and Krona.
Results: Rarefaction curves indicated nearly saturation by the plateau phase. Up to 150 OTUs were identified in freshly
harvested beets. After storage, the number of OTUs showed a tendency to decrease, but this was strongly affected by the
storage temperature. For fungi, the lowest number of OTUs was found after storage at 8°C (if the sample was highly infect by
Botrytis cinerea), whereas the number reached the highest level when beets were stored at 20°C. The most frequently found
OTU at 8°C could be assigned to Botrytis cinerea, a well known storage pathogen, whereas Penicillium paneum seems to be
abundant in most of the 20°C samples. Apart from that, important mycotoxin producing Fusarium strains were also detected in
stored beet samples.
Conclusion: Taken together, high-throughput amplicon sequencing has been demonstrated to represent a valuable tool for
elucidation of the microbial community in stored sugar beets. Prevalent species found in this study are well known as generalists
and ubiquitous spoilage fungi. This might explain the weak effects of environment and genotype on the species spectrum. In
contrast, the storage temperature clearly affected the species composition. This shift is likely be explained by enhanced
microbial growth accompanied by displacement effect.

O MIC 5
Diversity of olive tree fungal phyllosphere and their influence in tolerance to Olive leaf spot (OLS)
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The Olive leaf spot (OLS) is one of the most important olive diseases worldwide, including in the Northeast of Portugal. The yield
losses caused by this disease in this region are variable according to the cultivar, being the cv. Cobrançosa more tolerant to OLS
than Verdeal-Transmontana.
The present study aimed to clarify the effect of endo- and epiphytic fungal communities present in above-ground parts of olive
tree in the mediation of host tolerance to OLS. .
Twigs and leaves were collected from seven olive trees of each cultivar Cobrançosa and Verdeal-Transmontana, located in
Mirandela (Trás-os-Montes region).The plant material collected was used to isolate both endo- and epiphytic fungi in PDA
media. The isolates obtained were further identified by sequencing the ITS region of rDNA. OLS incidence was assessed by
evaluating the percentage of infected leaves per tree.
Statistical analyses and community ordinations revealed significant differences in endo- and epiphytic fungal community
composition between cultivars, especially within endophytes (97% dissimilarity). The majority of differences associated with the
tolerant cv. Cobrançosa were attributed to Penicillium crysogenum, Coprinopsis gonophyla, Ulocladium dauci and Cladosporium
iridis within the epiphytic community, and Phaeosphaeria avenaria, Penicillium crustosum, Alternaria sp. and Penicillium sp.
within the endophytic community. Verdeal-Transmontana was distinguished by the species Prosthemium intermedium and
Arcyria nigella within the endophyte and epiphyte community, respectively. Disease incidence (% infected leaves) was
significantly (p<0.001) greater in cv. Verdeal-Transmontana (18%) than in cv. Cobrançosa (3%). A multivariate analysis between
fungal diversity and disease incidence, over the two cultivars, allowed the identification of candidate’s taxa that may influence
the tolerance of cv. Cobrançosa to OLS.
Acknowledgements: This work is funded by FEDER funds through COMPETE (Programa Operacional Factores de
Competitividade) and by national funds by FCT (Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia) in the framework of the project
EXCL/AGR-PRO/0591/2012.
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Rhizobacterial community structure in Mahikeng rhizospheric soil and associated plant growth promoting potential
O. O. Babalola
North-West University, Biological Sciences, Mmabatho, South Africa
olubukola.babalola@nwu.ac.za
Background: DGGE profiles of Mahikeng soil can indicate dominant soil bacterial types and Plant Growth Promoting RhizoBacteria (PGPR) can stimulate the growth of the host plant.
Methods: The aforementioned were examined in relation to nine rhizospheric soils. Rhizobacteria with PGPR traits were
selected for use in pot experiments on tomato and spinach.
Results: The rhizobacterial isolates tested were found to produce ammonia; several of them produced indole acetic acid (IAA;
38%) and hydrogen cyanide (HCN; 38%). Also exhibited are 1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylate (ACC) deaminase activity (48%),
phosphate solubilisation (48%) and antifungal activity (21%) against test pathogen Fusarium solani. All the HCN-producing
bacteria belong to the genus Bacillus. B. amyloliquefaciens indicated high cyanogenic potential compared to other strains. The
treatment of both crops with the bacterial inoculants promoted plant growth in terms of increased shoot length at PB.
amyloliquefaciens MR16 had significantly higher growth at PBacillus sp. (94%), Rubrobacter sp. (90%), Rhizobiales bacterium
(95%), and soil bacterium (87%) besides the culturable B. megaterium (97%) and Cohnella sp. (84%).
Figure 1: Ethidium bromide stained agarose gel (2%) showing PCR amplification of 16S rRNA gene of bacterial isolates obtained
from the farming sites in Mafikeng. M= DNA marker (500 bp); Lanes 1 to 9; = rhizosphere of lettuce, cabbage, tomato, green
peas, beetroot, maize1, maize 2, onion and spinach.

Figure 2: 16S rRNA gene PCR-DGGE patterns of 16S ribosomal DNA (rRNA) fragments profiles of rhizosphere bacteria on a
polyacrylamide gel with a 40-60% denaturation gradient of Urea-Formamide DGGE patterns fragments from samples of
rhizosphere plants collected at different crop plants. Lanes 1-9, represents bacterial community of the rhizosphere of maize1,
spinach, tomato, cabbage, maize2, lettuce, onion, beetroot and green peas respectively and numbers 1-8 indicate the excised
bands sent for sequencing

Figure 3: Amplified 200 bp ribosomal gene product from excised bands on the DGGE profile, Lanes 1-8; =PCR amplification of the
fragments from isolates excised from DGGE gel.
No attachment submitted
Conclusions: PGPR can be used to make reliable and accessible products such as biofertilizers for farmers. Metagenomics holds
the promise to reveal several important questions regarding the unculturable fraction of the rhizosphere community.
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Building Crop Health into Water Recycling Systems
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Introduction: Plant pathogens in irrigation water present a growing threat to crop health as agriculture increasingly depends
upon recycled water for irrigation. A variety of decontamination technologies have been adapted from municipal water
treatments to mitigate this risk, but their technical and economic performance is often compromised in agricultural settings due
to greater turbidity, organic and inorganic content in recycled water. There is an urgent need for long-term solutions to this
emerging crop health issue of global significance.
Objectives: The ultimate goal of our studies was to help farmers build science-based water recycling systems that capture and
reuse agricultural runoff without recycling pathogens. Specific objectives included:
 Investigating pathogen distribution in water recycling systems using Phytophthora species as an example
 Developing a better understanding of recycled water quality dynamics
 Elucidating zoosporic responses to major water quality stresses in a simulated aquatic system.
Materials and methods: Pathogen dynamics were tracked by baiting irrigation reservoirs with rhododendron leaves, followed by
plating onto selective media, and identification of resultant cultures by DNA fingerprinting and sequencing, plus morphological
characters. Water temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen, oxidation-reduction potential, electrical conductivity, salinity, total
dissolved solids, turbidity, chlorophyll a, blue-green algae were continuously monitored at multiple reservoirs in different U.S.
states. Using these field data as a framework, zoosporic responses to major water quality stresses were assessed for a number
of Phytophthora species including P. ramorum, P. kernoviae, P. alni.
Results: Pathogen populations declined along water path from runoff entrance to outlet in the reservoirs. Water quality
changed diurnally and during the growing season. Most Phytophthora species assessed are intolerant of water quality stresses.
Conclusions: Many pathogens including some Phytophthora species, perceived as “water molds” for the past 71 years, are not
well adapted to agricultural water environments. Crop health risk associated with irrigation water may be effectively managed
by extending the runoff water path and increasing turnover time in recycling irrigation systems.

O IRR 2
Permanence in artificial soils and transmission through irrigation of Cucumber green mottle mosaic virus in cucumber crops
L. Ruiz, A. Simon, A. Belmonte, C. García, D. Janssen
IFAPA, Centro La Mojonera, La Mojonera, Spain
dirk.janssen@juntadeandalucia.es
Cucumber green mottle mosaic virus(CGMMV) is a tobamovirus that was detected in Spain first in the 1990ies in cucumber
grown in the province of Almeria. During the following years, several small outbreaks took place which jeopardized greenhouse
crops. The high infectivity of the virus and its transmission by contact urged the need to investigate following two aspects of the
epidemiology of CGMMV: a) the permanence of CGMMV in different growth substrates, and b ) the possibility of virus
transmission by irrigation water. The former issue was addressed during the fall of 2013 (October-January 2014 ), when
cucumber cv . Estrada plants were grown in 5 different substrates: perlite, rockwool, coconut fiber, peat, and sand. Plants were
inoculated manually and grown until the end of the cultivation period. The substrates were preserved in their original containers
and used to plant a new crop at the start of the spring campaign (March-June 2014) in order to investigate the persistence of
virus in the soil. To evaluate the transmission of the virus by potentially infected water, drainage liquid was collected during fall
and spring campaigns from infected crops and used for irrigation on healthy cucumber plants. The collected drainage was
analyzed by ELISA for CGMMV. Preliminary results suggested that, under conditions corresponding to the autumn campaign in
Almeria, there was no risk of CGMMV contagion through irrigation water for cucumber. As for the persistence in soils, the
percentage of plants infected during the spring campaign reached 100 % regardless of the type of soil substrate that was
previously infected.
L.R. was financed by research contract of IFAPA and Programa Operativo FSE de Andalucía 2007-2013. “Andalucía se mueve con
Europa”. The research was financed with Project INIA RTA 2012-00003-00-00.
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Potential of electrolytic disinfection of nutrient solution to hamper dispersal of plant pathogens
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Introduction: Closed irrigation systems conserve resources and minimize production costs, but they increase the risk of root
diseases owing to the dispersal of waterborne plant pathogens by recirculation of the nutrient solution. A considerable number
of pathogens is of significant concern as those are stable, difficult to combat and cause economic losses. Different physical and
chemical techniques have been described to decontaminate irrigation water and nutrient solution. Beside cost effectiveness and
ecological concerns none is suitable to inactivate the multitude of relevante plant pathogens, in particular viruses.
Objective: The potential of a sensor based disinfection procedure to inactivate fungual, bacterial or viral plant pathogens in
hydroponic systems in greenhouse production was determined and evaluated.
Materials and methods: An electrolytic disinfector (newtec Umwelttechnik GmbH, Germany), especially developed for
disinfection of irrigation water in greenhouses was used. It produces low concentrated potassium hypochlorite (0.6-0.8%) by
electrolysing a potassium chloride solution. The efficacy of the disinfectant to inactivate selected plant pathogens was tested in
vitro according to the standard (OEPP/EPPO, 2008). First trials under practical conditions were initiated focusing on the potential
of the disinfection procedure to prevent the spread of PepMV by recirculating nutrient solution in tomato.
Results: Dose-effect relations were calculated for different plant pathogens. As expected, contact time and dose required to
eradicate pathogens varies with pathogen species and life stage. A sensor based disinfection procedure was sucsessfully
established in tomato cultivated in NFT (nutrient film technique). Although the dispersal of plant viruses was hampered in all
experimental approaches plants showed a phytotoxic reaction to chlorid dependant on injection intervals.
Conclusion: The sensor based injection of a disinfectant gained by electrolytic oxidation has shown its potential to suppress the
dispersal of plant viruses by recirculating nutrient solution in diverse experimental set-ups. It´s efficiency and suitability has to
be tested and verified in large scale horticultural production sites.
OEPP/EPPO, 2008: Disinfection in plant production. EPPO Bulletin 38, 311-315. doi: 10.1111/j.1365-2338.2008.01235
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Water disinfestants interacting with nutrient solutions and substrates
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Chemical disinfestants are commonly used in greenhouse operations to control plant pathogens in irrigation. The effective dose
to target plant pathogens in water is typically determined with clean water and under controlled environmental conditions.
However, in commercial operations irrigation water can contain chemical and physical variables which may interact with
disinfestants. With increasing recirculation of water, it is fundamental to understand how water disinfestants interact with other
water quality parameters. The objectives of this research were to quantify the persistence of chlorine, chlorine dioxide,
activated peroxide, copper, and quaternary ammonium chloride in the presence of peat; quantify the persistence of free and
total chlorine in the presence of water soluble fertilizers; and evaluate the efficacy of chlorine to control Phytophthora
nicotianae in the presence of peat and nitrogen in the water. The persistence of chemical disinfestants in the presence of peat
-1
was evaluated by preparing solutions with 50 mg·L peat and then measuring the concentration of active ingredients after 2 and
10 min contact time. The persistence of chlorine in the presence of fertilizers was evaluated by preparing solutions with 200
-1
mg·L nitrogen with 11 commercial fertilizers and then measuring free and total chlorine after 2 and 60 min contact time.
Efficacy of chlorine to control P. nicotianae in the presence of peat or nitrogen was evaluated by mixing five solutions with peat
-1
-1
-1
from 0 to 80 mg·L or 50 mg·L nitrogen and then combining with 0, 2, or 4 mg·L chlorine. Zoospore mortality and infectivity
were measured after 10 min and 24 h contact time. Peat in the solution resulted in a rapid decline of chlorine and chlorine
dioxide, whereas less effect was observed on copper, activated peroxygen and quaternary ammonium. Free chlorine decreased
rapidly in the presence of fertilizers containing any concentration of ammonium-N. Efficacy of chlorine to control P. nicotianae
was sustained despite the presence of peat or nitrogen in the solution. The concentration of some chemical disinfestants in
solutions may significantly and rapidly decrease with common water contaminants. Therefore, a multiple barrier approach
should be implemented to reduce the risk of waterborne pathogens in irrigation.
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Practical improvements to slow sand filtration for cleaning recycled irrigation water
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Introduction: Slow sand filtration (SSF) is a successful biofiltration method used since the early 1990s by horticultural nurseries
to remove pathogens, especially oomycetes, from irrigation water. Uptake of SSF has been hindered by two important factors;
1) slow flow rates and 2) the frequent filter clean-ups needed if treating dirty water. Several commercial SSF constructed in the
UK Westcountry utilised china clay waste sand (CCS). This sub-angular sand, derived from degraded granite, tends to retain an
open structure, unlike the compaction normally seen with rounded river-sand grains, and also appeared able to maintain
efficacy at faster flow rates than normal.
Objectives: A CCS of coarser grade than normally used for SSF (ES10 = , marketed as ‘Horticultural Grit’), was assessed to:
 Investigate potential increases in SSF flow rate, including assessing the attributes of CCS.
 Increase SSF run-times by reducing clogging- either by deploying the sand throughout a filter column or as a protective
top layer on established SSF
 Test sand cleaning by disruption of, and backwashing the protective top layer
Results: The flow rate of a medium sized SSF was increased to >0.5 m/h without loss of efficacy against oomycetes. This filter
ran continuously for three years before being cleaned.
Microbial activity per unit sand surface area was significantly greater in CCS than a conventional quartz SSF sand.
A layer of CCS placed on top of a large commercial SSF successfully reduced the number of clean-ups required from once every
2-3 weeks to once per year. A novel cleaning protocol, involving disruption and backwashing significantly reduced the staff time
required for cleaning and eliminated sand lost to scraping - efficacy was restored 24h post clean-up.
Conclusions: Coarse CCS is promising as a SSF medium. Work is needed to determine whether the structural properties (sub
angular grains) or the mineralogy of CCS contribute to its efficacy.
O IRR 6
Interactions between organic and inorganic water quality parameters and Pythium ultimum in greenhouse irrigation systems
A. K. Rosberg, W. Wohanka, B. Alsanius
Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences, Dept of Biosystems and Technology, Alnarp, Sweden
beatrix.alsanius@slu.se
Introduction: Oomycetes are ubiquitous in soilless cropping systems and display a considerable threat to hydroponically grown
crops in closed cropping systems. Carbon is a driving factor for growth of heterotrophic organisms, and readily available in the
rhizosphere. However, numbers of heterotrophic microorganisms oscillate both in the rhizosphere and in the nutrient solution
of hydroponically grown crops. In order to stabilize closed cropping systems with respect to the resident and transient
microbiota, the impact of other nutritional factors has to be investigated. This is of particular interest as the nutrient solution of
closed hydroponics is a eutrophic environment.
Objective: The general goal of our studies is to increase root health of crops grown in closed hydroponic greenhouse systems.
The specific goal was to
 Study the dynamics of total (TOC) and dissolved (DOC) organic carbon in the nutrient solution in a closed hydroponic
cropping system with tomato from small plant stage to fruit-bearing plants and to
 Investigate the impact of oscillating organic and inorganic nutrient levels on the growth of heterotrophic microorganisms.
Materials and methods: Tomato was grown in closed liquid hydroponic systems under controlled conditions either with or
without artificial infection with a kanamycin resistant isolate of Pythium ultimum (PU). During a 14-week-period, the
heterotrophic microbiota inhabiting the nutrient solution was assessed by viable count using semi-selective media (R2A:
heterotrophic culturable bacteria; 0.5x MA: culturable fungi; King B Agar: fluorescent pseudomonads). PU was reisolated in CMA
-1
-1
supplemented with kanamycin (200 µg ml ) and rifampicin (50 µg ml ). In parallel, the nutrient solution was analyzed with
respect to TOC and DOC as well as macro- and micronutrients.
Results: Irrespective treatment, C/N and C/N/P ratios as well as numbers of all assessed microbial groups rose with increasing
crop age and Log TOC explained variations of all assessed groups. However, its impact was lower in the presence of PU.
Manganese explained 54.5%, 77% and 60% of the variation of assessed microbial groups in the nutrient solution of healthy
plants. Considerable interactions between most monitored mineral elements and fluorescent pseudomonads were stated in
systems inoculated with and without PU.
Conclusions: Nutritional interactions in closed hydroponic greenhouse systems need further attention to favor root health.
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Intelligent spray system development and evaluation in Oregon Nursery Production
1
2
R. Rosetta , H. Zhu
1
Oregon State University, Horticulture, Aurora, United States
2
USDA/ARS, Application Technology Research Unit (ATRU), Wooster, United States
robin.rosetta@oregonstate.edu
Question: A team of scientists from USDA/ARS, Oregon State University, The Ohio State University, and University of Tennessee
developed and evaluated two different types of intelligent variable-rate spray systems in nursery production with a goal of
determining whether these sprayers increase pesticide application efficiency and minimize environmental impact in field
nursery production sites.
Methods: In Oregon evaluations were conducted for the two prototype spray systems in commercial nurseries from 2011-2014.
The first prototype, a modified hydraulic vertical boom system, utilizes ultrasonic sensors to detect the size and volume of
plants, and the second prototype is an air-assisted system utilizing a laser scanning sensor to measure plant structure and foliage
density. This technology allows the sprayers to match nozzle outputs to the crop structures and to avoid the pesticide waste that
occurs when a constant volume of pesticide is applied.
Results: In nine separate efficacy trials in commercial shade tree nurseries in four years, reductions in spray volume of the
variable rate spray applications compared to the constant rate applications ranged from 34% to 76.8% while maintaining
equivalent control of the insects and diseases sampled. Economic analyses of two trials in 2014 showed the use of the intelligent
sprayer resulted in reductions of chemical costs, in a range from 32.5% to 53.2% to control insects and by 58.6% to control
diseases, when compared with a conventional air-blast sprayer using best management practices.
Conclusions: The new spray systems significantly advanced the technology for efficient pesticide spray applications to increase
growers’ production, profitability, worker safety and environmental stewardship while maintaining tree quality.

O FARM 2
Influence of different spraying parameters on the spray liquid distribution of sprayers in vertical crops
J. K. Wegener, H.-J. Osteroth, T. Pelzer, D. von Hörsten
Julius Kühn Institute, Institute for Application Techniques in Plant Protection, Braunschweig, Germany
jens-karl.wegener@jki.bund.de
Question: Streaking can be a problem during the application of pesticides if the nozzle formation comes too close to the target
area. This problem is mainly known in vineyards, if the sprayer which is used is too large compared to the narrow rows or if
there are problems with the adjustment of the sprayer (Knewitz 2009). We were interested to find out what spraying
parameters are influencing the occurrence of streaking and which combination of these parameters can be used to optimize the
adjustment of the sprayers.
Method: Therefore, we considered five different parameters (distance from nozzle to target, distance in between the nozzles,
application pressure, type of nozzles and air-assisted spraying) and analyzed their influence onto the quality of the vertical
distribution using a vertical patternator to measure the variation coefficient of the spray liquid distribution.
Results: We came up with the result, that the quality of the vertical distribution is influenced by all these parameters
mentioned, but that the impact of the specific parameters can be quite different. The distance from nozzle to target, the type of
nozzles used and if the application was air-assisted or not had the greatest impact on the quality of the vertical distribution.
Furthermore, the direction of these impacts are mostly in the same way. Also the distance in between the nozzles and the
application pressure had an impact on the quality of the vertical cross distribution, but the direction of that impact was not
clearly visible in all cases.
Conclusions: The tentative experiments demonstrated, that it could be very useful to investigate these and maybe some more
parameters in order to optimize sprayer adjustment in future. Therefore, a lot of different parameter combinations have to be
analyzed in further experiments.
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Figure 1: Streaking after the application in vineyards (Knewitz 2015).

Figure 2: Experimental set-up in front of the vertical patternator.

Literature:
Knewitz, H. (2009): Die richtige Einstellung [The right adjustment]. Das deutsche Weinmagazin, Issue 11 (30. Mai), pp. 25-27.
Knewitz, H. (2015): Picture from a personal communication via e-mail (5.01.2015).

O FARM 3
An optimized gap detection and switching system (GDS) to reduce the amount of plant protection products (PPP) in orchards
1
1
2
2
T. Pelzer , C. Kämpfer , J. Huhs , J.-P. Ralfs
1
Julius Kühn-Insitute, Institute for Application Techniques in Plant Protection, Braunschweig, Germany
2
ESTEBURG - Obstbauzentrum Jork, LWK NDS, Jork, Germany
tanja.pelzer@jki.bund.de
Introduction: Plant protection products (PPP) in orchards help to maintain the crop healthy and ensure a good product quality.
To reduce unnecessary environmental pollution a reduction of the amount of PPP and drift minimization are important social
and political goals.
Objectives: Therefore, the main objective of this study in orchards is to evaluate the reduction potential of plant protection
products by the use of a high precise application technique. Another goal is to evaluate the influence on the drift potential.
Materials and methods: For this purpose, the system of sensor controlled application had been optimized with a strong focus
on the needs of practical fruit cultivation. A sprayer (NH 63) with a radial fan was equipped with improved optical infrared
sensors. The number of sensors was, compared to commercially available products, increased and the optical scanning has been
improved. By the optimized sensor system, target surfaces and gaps can be detected more precisely compared to sprayers in
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use. Consequently, the associated nozzles can be switched off. Field experiments in Jork (Altes Land) were conducted to
determine the saving potential of applied PPP, when using the GDS system compared to a deactivated GDS system. The two
different sets of trials were conducted in different development stages of orchards.
Results: In young plants with sharp-edged application [precisely with no overlay: +/- 0 cm] a saving of almost 70% could be
achieved. In older plantations and dense foliage stocks or with a strategy of advanced safety application [overlay: +/- 20 cm] at
least a PPP saving of approx. 40% could be achieved.
Conclusion: The application with a GDS system can help to save PPP und accordingly protect the environment. In young orchard
plantations with large gaps in the foliage, the saving potential is the highest. It can be suggested, that a reduced PPP output
reduces the drift of PPP onto non target areas.

O FARM 4
Pesticide application and dewfall - from basic research towards a practical approach
H. Fröschle, S. Kiefer
Amazonen Werke , Process Information Technology, Hasbergen-Gaste, Germany
heike.froeschle@amazone.de; Stefan.Kiefer@amazone.de
Introduction: Due to limitation of pesticide use, further interest on the optimisation of the application process, via adjustment
methods of the carrier substance considering the amount of dew, is induced.
Objectives: Based on a related study [1] regarding the feasibility of pesticide application during the nightly period of dewfall, the
demand for a more practical approach, using standar machinery, is examined. Previously, a model based control system, aiming
at an online adjustment of carrier substance, depending on the current amount of dewfall on plants, was developed [1]. Thus,
the current main objective is to adapt the existing model control towards a state-of-the-art offline scheme, focusing on
assistance and documentation.
Material and methods: First, the system is altered to meet the new requirements. Then, the functional model is tested in vivo.
The measuring scheme, regarding temperature, humidity and leaf surface temperature, and the internal data logic [1] could be
transported to the standard sprayer. The novel filling assistance comprises a sensor station, providing reference data for the
related dew algorithm. A corresponding sensor scheme is mounted on top of the standard sprayer, providing actual field data as
well as emending the reference data to present in vivo conditions.
Figure 1: Simplified scheme

Results and conclusions: During testing, the new system was found to be easily applicable and valid during spraying. Further
advances have to be made on a possible integration into a sprayer terminal or further assistance by means of measured
information, or daytime applications. Further research on biological effectiveness, pesticide agents and other crops is required.
Site specific data of humidity leaf temperature and wetness offer additional data on the microclimate and is seen as a guide for
farmers or advisors to an enhanced understanding of fungal diseases and the success of applications. Presuming further
research on special applications knowledge concerning the application during dewfall could be constituent.
Reference:
[1] Fröschle, H.K. (2015). Tausensor - Entwicklung von Sensorsystem und Algorithmik zur Steuerung frei regelbarer
Applikationsgeräte anhand des Klimaparameters Tau im Pflanzenschutz. Dissertation zur Erlangung des Grades eines Doktors
der Agrarwissenschaften der Universität Hohenheim. Not published.
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O FARM 5
Development and field test of a direct injection system without delay times for site-specific pesticide application
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M. Krebs , D. Rautmann , H. Nordmeyer , J. K. Wegener
1
Julius Kühn-Institute, Institute for Application Techniques in Plant Protection, Braunschweig, Germany
2
Julius Kühn-Institute, Institute for Plant Protection in Field Crops and Grassland, Braunschweig, Germany
mathias.krebs@jki.bund.de
Weed populations, as well as animal and fungal pathogens form spatial distribution pattern within agricultural land. To this
effect areas are characterized by more or less heterogeneity. Precision farming makes it possible to carry out plant protection
site-specifically according to this heterogeneity. But up to now in agricultural practice in Germany, it is common practice to
apply plant protection products (PPP) on the entire field as single product or as a tank mix to save passes. With the existing farm
equipment available it is impossible to apply different PPP site-specifically in a single operation. The solution for this problem
can be a field sprayer with direct injection technology. In this way PPP can be sprayed individually where it is needed. This was
the reason why the company Herbert Dammann GmbH and the Julius Kühn-Institute have started a joint research project. In this
project, a sprayer with direct injection without delay time has been developed and tested in field trials. The direct injection
without delay times is realized through a new direct injection system with three parallel nozzle lines at the boom. A great
advantage of the direct injection system is that this technique allows an individual application of PPP according to varying field
situations. Thus it is achievable to use different PPP with different necessary application rates in a single pass. In the sense of: as
much as necessary, as less as possible.

O FARM 6
Research and Development of Precision Plant Protection in China
C. Zhao, M. Li
China National Engineering Research Center for Information Technology in Agriculture (NERCITA), Intelligent System, Beijing,
China
lim@nercita.org.cn
Question: Plant diseases, pests and weeds are major problems in agricultural production, where they lead to significant losses of
yield and quality. Attention to the pesticides used to control these problems has been increased, as they can have detrimental
effects on the product quality safety and environment sustainability. Therefore, an optimal solution that would lead to a
reduction in the use of pesticides is desirable but requires real time data and detailed knowledge of the potential occurrence
and precision distribution of diseases, pests and weeds in the field.
Methods: Internet of Things would be a kind of solution, which are developing so fast and changing the agricultural system
including plant protection.
Results: We think the most important issues for precision plant protection are following: First, Monitoring the pest tetrahedron,
including plant, pest, environment and cultivation. In practice, the precise, low-cost and robust equipment for collecting,
identifying, counting and transferring the information of pathogens plus pests are fewer, which may need intelligent analysis of
hyperspectral image, microscope image, and flow cytometry, etc. Also with the extreme weather due to the climate change, and
rapid development of facility agriculture, the plant production environment has changed a lot. So the digital models that
describe quantified relationship of plant-environment-pest are essential for understanding the emergency of diseases and pests.
This point also leads to the second issue: Model establishment. Although there were so many models for predicting the diseases,
pests and weeds in different areas, their accuracy could not satisfied the users while extending to other areas. One of the
reasons may be the lack of validation with huge data from different time and space scale. Big data simulation would be a
possible solution with the characteristics of high volume, high velocity, and high variety information. Third, Decision and
Conducting. The mobile internet has changed our life, and also marvelous app would contribute the decision support service for
more and more farmers. The different platform, such as fixed-wing aircraft, unmanned aerial vehicle, ground equipment, which
can provide conducting machine for precision crop protection.
Conclusions: Finally, we introduce the recent research and application of precision plant protection in NERCITA. These
achievements could contribute to the precision plant protection.
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Herbicide-resistant weeds - a global threat to sustainable farming
B. Rubin
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Inst. Plant Sciences and Genetics in Agriculture, Rehovot, Israel
rubin@mail.huji.ac.il
Herbicide-resistant weeds are now widely spread all over the world due to misuse of herbicides in annual and perennial crops.
Lack of crop and herbicide rotations combined with reduce tillage and over reliance on chemical control results in evolution of
many weed species virtually resistant to all herbicidal mode of actions. Lack of a novel mode of action of herbicides worsens the
situation. Weeds resistant to triazines, ALS and ACCase inhibiting herbicides have evolved in all continents threatening the
sustainability of crop production. Altered target site (TS)' caused by point mutation in the binding site sequence and a non-target
site (NTS) mechanisms may render weeds resistant to herbicides. The evolution of glyphosate-resistant (GR) weeds was
inevitable due to the strong selection pressure employed by the repeated use of the herbicide. The mechanism of GR in most
plants is associated with sequestration of the herbicide away from the target site in the chloroplasts whereas in some weeds
such as A. palmeri the resistance is based on over expression of the target enzyme - EPSPS. Glyphosate resistance is observed
wherever repeated application of high doses of glyphosate is practiced; including nurseries, perennial crops such as orchards
and plantations, roadsides and chemical fallow. The fact that GR has evolved in countries where GM crops are not grown
indicates that the resistance is not crop-dependent but rather a direct result of misuse of the herbicide by the farmer. The
dimension of the damage caused by aggressive, herbicide resistant weeds such as Lolium rigidum, Alopecurus myosuroides in
cereal crops, Conyza spp., Ambrosia spp. Amaranthus palmeri and Sorghum halepense in soybeans, maize and cotton, seriously
threatens the sustainability of these crops. Similarly, The situation will be more complicated when the new GM crops stacked
with three (or more) herbicide resistance traits (e.g., glyphosate, HPPD, 2,4-D, dicamba, glufosinate) will be offered to the
farmer. Misuse of these important traits may increase the selection pressure on the weed populations and may enhance the
evolution of multiple resistant weeds. Integration of non-chemical weed control methods into the management practices is
crucial in order to slow down or prevent the harmful evolution of more herbicide-resistant weeds.

O HR 2
Influence of tillage systems and herbicide regimes on population dynamics and resistance evolution of blackgrass (Alopecurus
myosuroides). - Presentation of a long term field trial II
D. Kerlen
Bayer CropScience Deutschland GmbH, Langenfeld, Germany
dirk.kerlen@bayer.com
In autumn 2011 a long term field trial was started for about minimum of 6 years in Erwitte-Anröchte with the aim to assess the
population development and resistance evolution of blackgrass. The site was chosen while it represents a typical German
growing region with enough blackgrass infestation.
The trial is divided in two crop rotations. One with growing of winter oilseed rape - winter wheat - winter wheat and the other
with corn - winter wheat - winter wheat. For each crop rotation there are two blocks sized 36 to 84 m. In each of these blocks
three different tillage systems are used: One with ploughing, one with deep tillage without ploughing and one as shallow tillage
system. In the oilseed crop rotation the blocks differentiate also in two sowing timings early and late for winter wheat. Further
on there are different herbicide regimes practised which range from reduced usage of herbicides not changing the mode of
action to intensive herbicide use on different mode of actions.
In each of the 120 plots the density and the efficacy on blackgrass are assessed. If the efficacy against blackgrass is not complete
for each plot the metabolic and target-site resistance status will be researched.
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Resistance of Ammannia arenaria to bensulfuron-methyl and its competition with paddy rice
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Zhejiang University, College of Agriculture and Biotechnology, Hangzhou, China
2
Northeast Agricultural University, College of Agriculture, Haerbin, China
3
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4
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zhjw@zju.edu.cn
Ammannia arenaria has been becoming one of the most harmful weeds in paddy rice field in China in recent years, the object
was to detect the sensitivity of the weed to mainly used bensulfuron-methyl(BSM), and to compare the competition ability
between resistant biotype(RB, NB143) and susceptible biotype(SB, HZ001) to rice. For the 140 biotypes tested, 96.4% of them
were resistant to BSM, the average resistance index of biotypes from Zhejiang, Jiangsu, and Anhui provinces and Shanghai city
were 31.3, 20.7, 6.9 and 16.8, respectively. The seeds of the two biotypes were sowed simultaneously with rice in a basin in
2
field, respectively, and were thinned to 58 plants/m after emergence. The emergence dynamic of RB seeds were similar to SB
with two peaks in 2-6 and 10-12 days after seeding (DAS). The weed grew slowly within 15 DAS but tremendously fast in the
following time. Both the two biotypes were lower than rice plant before 45 DAS but much higher than it after 55 DAS. The RB
plant was 14.7% lower than SB finally, and the rice yield was decreased by 50.8% under competition with RB and 73.1% for SB
compared to the control, respectively.
The results indicated that the resistance of A. arenaria to BSM was first confirmed and widely distributed in China, and that the
interfering of the resistant weed to rice reduced to some extent because of its fitness cost in height, even though it is still very
noxious. It is helpful for the resistant weed risk evaluation and its management strategies making (The work was funded by
National Natural Science Foundation of China (No.31171863), andSpecial Fund for Agro-scientific Research in the Public Interest
(201303031, 201303022)).

O HR 4
Next Generation Sequencing Based Approach to Reveal Non-Target-site Herbicide Resistance Mechanisms.
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R. Beffa , S. Iwakami , T. Gaines , F. Maiwald , M.-C. Ott , H. Han , R. Busi , Q. Yu , S. Powles
1
Bayer CropScience, Weed Control, Frankfurt am Main, United States
2
University of Colorado State, Fort Collins, United States
3
University of Western Australia, AHRI, Perth, Australia
4
Bayer CropScience, Bioinformatic, Monheim, Germany
roland.beffa@bayer.com
Weed-herbicide-resistance is a worldwide problem impacting crop-yield. Herbicide-resistance due to enhanced-herbicidemetabolism (EMR) in weeds is a threat which can confer broad spectrum herbicide resistance. EMR is not genetically well
characterized. An RNA-Seq transcriptome analysis was used to identify genes conferring EMR in a population (R) of a major
global weed (Lolium rigidum), in which herbicide-resistance to diclofop-methyl was experimentally evolved through recurrent
selection from a susceptible (S) progenitor population. A reference transcriptome of 19,623 contigs was assembled (454 and
Mysequ sequencing). Transcriptomic-level gene-expression was measured using Illumina 100 bp reads. In a forward genetics
validation experiment, nine contigs, found overexpressed in R vs S plants, co-segregated with the resistance phenotype in an F2
population, including 3 CytP450, 3 GST, and 1 GT. In a physiological validation experiment where 2, 4-D induced diclofop-methyl
protection in S individuals due to increased metabolism, seven of the nine genetically-validated contigs were significantly
induced. Finally 4 of these genes were found over-expressed in resistant populations collected in fields. Further studies aiming
to characterize the physiological and biochemical function of these gene products will be discussed.
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A genome approach for understanding herbicide resistance and developing new herbicides
1
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L. Fan , D. Cai
1
Zhejiang University, Institute of Crop Science, Hangzhou, China
2
Christian-Albrechts-University of Kiel, Department of Molecular Phytopathology, Kiel, Germany
fanlj@zju.edu.cn
Question: Long time and mass utility of herbicides has resulted in the widespread herbicide resistance in weed populations. A
large number of resistant biotypes in the rice weeds have been detected in at least 30 different species, including several species
of the genus Echinochloa, which are major weeds in different rice cropping systems worldwide. Since, beside of target-site
resistance, non-target-site herbicide resistance and multiple-herbicide resistance have been reported in many cases, it is difficult
to detect the genetic basis for such resistance only using the target gene-based approach.
Methods: Recently, we sequenced/analyzed for the first Echinochloa genome and compared with rice and other cereals.
Results: The Echinochloa genome analysis provided us a series of novel insights into the herbicides resistance mechanisms, e.g.
we found extremely high copy numbers of Cytochrome P450 monooxygenase (CYP450) and glutathione S-transferase (GST) in
the genome, which are two key enzymes for the detoxification of synthetic herbicides or allelopathic compounds and therefore
probably responsible for the increasing non-target-site herbicide resistance in weeds. Furthermore, the comparative genome
analysis identified more than 10,000 Echinochloa-specific genes, which present a unique and unrivaled resource for target
screening to develop new generation of herbicides.
Conclusion: Our Echinochloa genome and genome analysis illustrate the potential use for the rice weed management in the
future.

O HR 6
Integrated weed management in the northern grain region of Australia
B. Chauhan
University of Queensland, QAAFI, Toowoomba, Australia
b.chauhan@uq.edu.au
Weeds are a major biotic constraint for growers and advisors in the northern grain region (NGR) of Australia, resulting in
reduced crop production. The increased use of herbicides has resulted in the evolution of herbicide resistance in weeds, weed
species shifts, and environmental pollution. These issues have led weed scientists around the globe to develop weed
management strategies based on knowledge of weed ecology and biology, and integrating chemical, non-chemical and
agronomic tactics. Some of the tactics are the use of weed-competitive cultivars with early vigour, the use of an optimum crop
row orientation, the use of narrow crop row spacing and high crop seeding rate, the use of harvest weed seed control practices,
and integration of herbicides with cultural practices to improve the sustainable use of herbicides. In addition, improved weed
management strategies during fallow periods can substantially reduce weed problems in the subsequent crop. The use of cover
crops before planting of the main crop, for example, can help in managing weed populations, especially herbicide-resistant. The
improved weed management approaches should aim to reduce the weed seed bank before crop sowing and reduce weed
emergence and weed growth in crops. Improved weed management techniques should focus on shifting the crop-weed balance
in the favour of crop by integrating possible weed management tools with judicious use of herbicides. Together, these
approaches may comprise the component of future integrated package to slow down the evolution of new weed problems in
the NGR.
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Managing wild ungulates in forest ecosystems: goals and methods
S. Herzog, J.-U. Polster
Chair of Wildlife Ecology and Management, Dresden University of Technology, Tharandt, Germany
jens-ulrich.polster@forst.tu-dresden.de
Wildlife management, especially large ungulates management, is a challenge but also a continous source of conflicts between
different groups of stakeholders, such as forest estate owners, foresters, wildlife managemers, hunters, tourists and others. The
reasons for that phenomenon are manifold, but in many cases they are resulting from the fact that wildlife itself underlies
certain utilization and/or conservation interests beside the silvicultural goals. Thus, the success or failure of silvicultural
management in many cases critically depends on the question, as to how the large ungulate management question will be
solved and if the wildlife management concept is well established and integrated into the general concept of forest
management. The present paper gives a survey of the actual status of ungulate management concepts in forest ecosystems and
it deals with the question, how actual wildlife management concepts including monitoring systems are to be developed for
different goals of cultivated as well as protected forest areas, how the different approaches will fit into the forest management
concepts and what instruments such as participatory processes are to be engaged to accomplish acceptance in the public as well
as from the different stakeholders.

O IPM II-2
Production of vegetables on rice straw bales in Egypt saving in soil pesticises, water and fertilizers
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Farmers in Egypt are facing water shortage, increased prices of pesticides, fertilizers and high paid labor power. Besides, vast
areas of Lower Egypt suffer from seasonal serious air pollution when the farmers dispose the rice straw by burning. Moreover,
traditionally desert land reclamation consumed large amounts of water, fertilizers and pesticides in addition to expensive labor
power. In the present study, compacted rice straw bales (CRSBs) are used successfully for the first time in Egypt in production of
vegetable crops, e.g. cucumber, tomato, pepper, squash, salad, onion, potato and strawberry under dripping irrigation system. It
is a new approach in reclaiming the new desert land for agriculture. Compared to traditional agricultural practices, this approach
saved 40-50% of water, 50% of fertilizers, completely avoiding the use of three groups of soil pesticides, i.e. fungicides,
nematicides and herbicides, with short capital return cycle; and thus contributing to the production of economic healthy
agricultural products either for local consumption or for export with fair prices. This approach could be also used for
rehabilitation of vegetable production in the heavily infested soil with soilborn diseases, weeds and nematodes in the old land in
the valley and Nile delta. When producing vegetables on CRSBs, the return per each 1 Egyptian pound (L.E.) reached 3.0 for
producing squash, 10.2 for salad and 5.08 for strawberry compared to 1.3, 7.8 and 1.1 L.E. for the same crops produced
traditionally in the soil with flooding irrigation, respectively.

O IPM II-3
Integrated cropping systems approach to arthropod pest management in Texas cotton
M. Parajulee
Texas A&M University AgriLife Research, Cotton Entomology, Lubbock, United States
m-parajulee@tamu.edu
Texas High Plains is the home of the largest contiguous cotton patch in the world, with 4% of the world cotton produced in this
2
region, encompassing 41 counties (≈150,000 km ). The High Plains cotton production consists of both irrigated (40%) and
dryland (60%) cotton. Irrigation practices include center pivot (70%), furrow (25%), and subsurface drip (5%) irrigation systems.
An integrated cropping system approach has been used to address pest management issues in the Texas High Plains, consisting
of agronomic, cultural, biological, chemical, plant physiological, and spatial (landscape) methods. This presentation will highlight
the spectrum of current knowledge, both fundamental and applied, of biological and ecological crop pest management
approaches, in cotton as a model system. Lygus hesperus, an emerging plant bug pest, is used to illustrate the integrated
cropping systems approach to arthropod pest management in cotton.
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The incidence of wheat crown rot depending on soil tillage and crop rotation
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Reduced soil tillage and wheat monoculture have become widespread in Latvia over the last years, but development of diseases,
especially soil and plant residue born, can become an important risk factor. The aim of this study was to estimate the
development of wheat crown rot depending on soil tillage and crop rotation and to identify the main causal agents of the
disease. Two-factor experiments were carried out in 2009-2014: 1) crop rotation, and 2) soil management. The incidence of the
complex of wheat crown rot was determined after wheat harvesting. Causal agents were determined according to
morphological features, and the results were confirmed by sequencing of ITS region and comparison of acquired sequences to
the ones available at NCBI nucleotide databases. The average incidence of wheat crown rot was around 40%. The most
important factor influencing the development of this disease was year (p<0.001) - incidence fluctuated from 14 to 56%. Soil
tillage method significantly affected the level of the disease. Under reduced soil tillage, the incidence of crown rot was 45%; if
conditional ploughing was performed, the incidence was lower - 41% (p<0.05). The disease incidence was higher in continuous
wheat sowings (47%) compared to fields with other pre-crops, where the average incidence was only 40% (p<0.5). In the fields
where wheat was sown without interruption, the disease incidence was 47% under conventional tillage, and 54% if reduced soil
tillage was conducted. The disease symptoms were unspecific, and isolation of pathogens was necessary to identify the
pathogens. The most important causal agents were different species from Fusarium, mainly F. avenaceum, but also F. culmorum,
F. graminearum, F. Oxysporum and Microdochium nivale were found. Another important group was Oculimacula spp., and coexistence of O. yallundae and O. acuformis was confirmed. Other pathogens, Gaeumannomyces graminis, Cochliobolus sativus
and Rhizoctonia spp., were found only occasionally. The influence of soil tillage and crop rotation on the spectrum of pathogens
was not clarified; the results obtained were inconsistent. The results confirmed the importance of soil tillage method and crop
rotation on the development of wheat crown rot - continuous wheat sowings and reduced soil tillage increase the level of this
disease.

O IPM II-5
Cultivar resistance and fungicide application in German winter wheat in the network “Reference farms plant protection”
(2007-2013)
B. Klocke, B. Freier
Julius Kühn-Institute, Institute for Strategies and Technology Assessment, Kleinmachnow, Germany
bettina.klocke@jki.bund.de
Introduction: Winter wheat is the most cultivated crop in Germany with an area of 3,2 million hectares in 2014. Plant protection
measures are an important tool to ensure yield stability and product quality in agricultural production by reducing yield losses
caused by pathogens. In accordance to the strategy of integrated plant protection the application of pesticides should be limited
to the necessary minimum of pesticide use. Therefore the cultivation of resistant cultivars becomes increasingly important.
Objectives: The network“Reference farms for plant protection”, a joint project of the Federal Ministry of Food and Agriculture,
the plant protection services of the German States and the Julius Kühn-Institute has been operating since 2007. The underlying
objective of the network is the annual analyses of data on the intensity and application schemes of pesticides (treatment
frequency index TFI) in major crops and regions. In combination with otherrepresentative, practice-oriented datathe TFI is
evaluated by experts with regard to the necessary minimum of pesticide use. The combination of retrospective information
about weather conditions, infection pressure and TFI allowpointing out links between cultivar resistance and fungicide
application in practice.
Materials and methods: The plant protection measures on wheat fields of 89 reference farms were documented by the growers
in detailed field records and assessed by local experts. For further analysis the information was transferred in an Oracle
database and linked to regularly updated quality, yield and resistance data of European cultivars.
Results: The number of grown cultivars ranged between 49 and 52 cultivars. In all years, at most 7 cultivars with a high quality
but only a medium resistance level dominated on 50% of the cultivated area. Grain quality is an important criteria for the
cultivar choice for farmers. The fungicide TFI ranged between 1,8 (2011) and 2,3 (2013) depending on the annual infection
pressure. The percentage of resistant cultivars varied in the years between 15 and 19%.
Conclusion: The assumption that resistant cultivars show a lower fungicide TFI than susceptible ones was not confirmed. The
reasons have not yet been completely clarified but will be processed in further analysis.
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Pest management and precision agriculture in irrigated crops in the USA
S. Rondon, P. Hamm
Oregon State University, Crop and Soil Sciences-Hermiston Agricultural Research and Extension Center, Hermiston Oregon,
United States
silvia.rondon@oregonstate.edu
Precision management of center pivot irrigated fields requires a knowledge of spatial variation within the field related to
nutrient management, insects, disease and weeds presence. Mapping of soil properties, using site specific weed management,
remote sensing, correlation between potato yields and physical and chemical soil properties, insect and disease distribution, are
a few of the general concepts that are being evaluated at the Hermiston Agricultural Research and Extension Center (HAREC), in
Hermiston, Oregon. The HAREC serves over 500,000 acres of irrigated agriculture in Oregon and Washington's Columbia Basin.
The center concentrates on research, teaching, extension and outreach, implementing new tecnology based on basic and
applied research. The objective of this presentation is to discuss precision agriculture related to pest management in irrigated
potatoes in western USA.
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Assessment of endophytic bacteria diversity in olive tree: a search for biocontrol agents against Verticillium wilt
D. Mina, J. Pereira, A. Bento, P. Baptista
Polytechnic Institute of Bragança, School of Agriculture, Bragança, Portugal
jdmina89@gmail.com
Endophytic microorganisms, living in inner tissues of plants, are recognized to confer positive effects to its host, including
increase resistance to diseases caused by phytopatogens. This feature has encouraged the scientific community to search and
explore these microorganisms as biological control agents against an array of phytopathogens. Verticillium wilt, a vascular
disease caused by the soil-borne fungus Verticillium dahliae, is one of the major constraints for olive cultivation worldwide, for
which there is no cure. To the best of our knowledge, bacterial endophytic community associated to olive tree was never
studied, and its exploitation as biological control agents was never investigated. Before commencing the search for biological
control agents it is firstly need to know the diversity of native endophytes inhabiting olive trees. Therefore, the aim of this work
is evaluate endophytic bacteria associated to cv. Picual and its distribution through the organs (leaves, twigs and roots) of the
host tree.
Endophyte bacterial were isolated from roots, twigs and leaves of 21 trees from 3 olive orchards (Olea europaea cv. Picual)
located in Granada, Spain. Samples were collected in autumn 2013 and spring 2014, and isolation was performed in PDA and
PCA culture medium. Pure bacteria cultures were identified morphological- and molecularly through sequencing of V1 to V4
regions from 16S rDNA.
From a total of 630 roots, twigs and leaves segments analyzed, was identified 35 species belonging to 14 genus. The species
Serratia plymuthica and Alcaligenes faeccalis were the most frequent, each one representing 9,5% of the isolates. Only 3% of the
species were found in twigs and 1% in leaves (fitting in Alcaligenes and Bacillus genus). The remain 96% were isolated from
roots, being the species Alcaligenes faeccalis the most frequently isolated. Similarly, the frequency of bacteria colonization was
greater on roots (43%) followed by twigs (5%) and leaves (2%). The greatest diversity of bacteria endophytes in roots opens new
perspectives for the exploitation of these microorganisms as biological control agents of V. dahliae. Further work will include the
evaluation of the antagonist capacity of the isolates obtained against this phytophatogen.
This work is funded by FEDER through the Operational Competitiveness Program - COMPETE - and by national funds through the
Foundation for Science and Technology - FCT - in the scope of the project PTDC/AGR-PRO/4354/2012

O END I-2
Persistent fungal root endophytes isolated from a wild barley species suppress seed-borne infections in a barley cultivar
B. Murphy, T. Hodkinson, F. Doohan
Trinity College Dublin, Botany, Dublin 2, Ireland
murphb16@tcd.ie
Introduction: Barley is subject to many pathogenic infections which cause significant economic losses. Growers have used an
ever-changing arsenal of chemicals in an effort to control these pathogens. As well as being economically costly, chemical crop
treatments for pathogens can have severe and long-lasting negative effects on the environment and reduce biodiversity. While
these chemicals can be effective in controlling pathogens in a single cropping season, infections which are transmitted vertically
offer more of a challenge. Alternative control measures using biological organisms may provide a more environmentally-friendly
and long lasting solution.
Material and methods: Fungal root endophytes were isolated from wild populations of Hordeum murinum ssp. murinum L. and
inoculated onto untreated seeds of a barley cultivar using five artificial and one soil-based growth media.
Results: A co-inoculant of ten isolates as well as two individual isolates successfully suppressed the development of seed-borne
fungal infections on germinated and ungerminated seed. The two most successful isolates were also the most persistent as reemergents and may provide real potential for development as crop inoculants. All isolates were more persistent in barley
exposed to light after germination. The soil-based compost was associated with the greatest degree of seed-borne infection
suppression, and the most successful artificial medium for suppressing seed-borne infections was also the medium with the
most similar pH to the soil at the sampling sites. The endophyte isolate with the greatest suppression of seed-borne infections
also appeared to retard the growth of the serious barley disease ‘take-all’, which is normally transmitted through the soil.
Conclusion: The results are important because the seed-borne infections that emerge from control seeds with no inoculant are
some of the most devastating pathogens of barley, and suggest a direct antagonistic effect of the endophyte(s) on seed-borne
pathogens without the induction of plant defences, such as systemic acquired resistance (SAR). To our knowledge, this is the
first time that fungal root endophytes isolated from roots of any wild Hordeum species have been shown to control vertically
transmitted infections in a barley cultivar.
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Below and above ground beneficial effects of a root associated Fusarium oxysporum endophyte.
1
1
1
2
R. Sikora A. , J. Eschweiler , A. Schouten , G. Messelink
1
Univerity of Bonn, INRES - Phytomedizin, Bonn, Germany
2
Wageningen UR , Greenhouse Horticulture, Bleiswijk, Netherlands
rsikora@uni-bonn.de
Fusarium oxysporum is a well-known global soil inhabiting fungus. Although being saprophytically competent and infamous for
it’s plant-pathogenic activity on some plants, the majority are non-pathogenic, living on soil organic matter while other isolates
colonize the endorhiza of plants without causing disease symptoms. Some of these endorhiza colonizing endophytic isolates
were reported to be beneficial for plants. We have focussed on a highly active isolate, which induces resistance towards both
sedentary and burrowing nematodes in various plant species, like tomato and banana. Besides the potential direct effects by its
presence, split-root experiments and synchronized infection studies have shown that the isolate initiates certain systemic plant
defense responses that affect both penetration and overall development of nematodes. Although colonization of the endophyte
is restricted to the root system, the beneficial effect of the same endophyte can also be found in the leaves by negatively
affecting herbivorous and omnivorous insects. The results of these diverse pest-beneficial interrelationships will be present and
their importance for IPM discussed.

O END I-4
Screening of wheat endophytes against Fusarium head blight
1,2,3
2
2
3
2
3
1
2
C. Morgane , G. Marie , R. Mathilde , R. Fanja , P. Sebastien , B. Fabienne , D. Joëlle , P. Camille
1
Museum National d'Histoire Naturelle, Paris, France
2
Etablissements J. Soufflet, Nogent sur Seine, France
3
University of Reims, Reims, France
mcomby@mnhn.fr
Introduction: Fusarium head blight (FHB) is one of the most important diseases on wheat crops worldwide caused by
phytopathogenic fungi, Fusarium culmorum and Fusarium graminearum being the most common and most pathogenic species.
In the present context of pesticides’ use reduction, biological control is promising against diseases such as FHB but requires
finding new effective microorganisms as biological control agents (BCA). Microorganisms naturally occurring within plants,
without causing any damage to their host, can be good candidates as BCA. Indeed such microorganisms, called endophytes, are
well adapted to their host and are considered as good producers of secondary metabolites, required for their survival facing host
defense responses.
Objectives: The aim of the present study was to isolate fungi and bacteria from inner tissues of wheat plants and screen them
for their ability to protect wheat against FHB.
Materials and methods: Endophytes have been isolated from roots and aerial organs of wheat plants. Isolates were identified
by DNA sequencing. One hundred strains were selected and screened in vitro for their ability to inhibit the growth of Fusarium
spp. Then, some strains have been selected to conduct in planta screening tests to study their ability to control FHB in controlled
conditions. Quantitative PCR was developed to quantify the pathogen. Wheat defense genes expression was also studied.
Results: Many isolates have shown in vitro promising potential to control Fusarium spp. Two of the selected strains
demonstrated high protection rate in planta against F. graminearum.
Conclusion: The screening of wheat endophytes in order to find new BCA against FHB might be promising. Our results suggest
that in planta screening is more relevant than in vitro tests to find new BCA.

O END I-5
Evaluation of biological control strategies against soilborne pathogens: from lab experimentation to farming industry
application
V. Dimitrakas, S. Tjamos, D. I. Tsitsigiannis, E. Paplomatas
Agricultural University of Athens, Plant Pathology, Athens, Greece
epaplom@aua.gr
Introduction: Vascular wilt diseases caused by soil borne pathogens like Verticillium dahliae and Fusarium oxysporum, result to
billions of dollars in crop losses worldwide. Management of Fusarium and Verticillium wilt is mainly through chemical soil
fumigation and use of resistant cultivars. However, the biocides used to fumigate soil are environmentally damaging and
resistance appears to be genetically complex. Therefore, the development of alternative control methods, such as the use of
biocontrol agents (BCAs) seem an appealing management strategy for the farming industry.
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Objectives: The aims of this study were to investigate the efficacy of two different BCA release strategies: seed coating and
incorporation in the transplant soil plug, of the already known BCAs Paenibacillus alvei strain K165 and Fusarium oxysporum
strain F2 against Fusarium and Verticillium wilt, along with the molecular aspects of the interaction with the host plant.
Materials and methods: Seeds of eggplant and cucumber were either coated with a powder formulation of K165 or F2 or
planted in pots containing soil amended with powder formulation of each BCA at a rate of 5 and 10% (v/v). At the third-leaf
stage, eggplant and cucumber plants were transplanted to soil infested with V. dahliae microsclerotia or Fusarium oxysporum f.
sp. radicis-cucumerinum chlamydospores, respectively. Symptoms were recorded every 2 days after the onset of the disease.
K165 and F2 rhizosphere colonisation was followed at 20, 27 and 34 days after sowing. RNA was isolated from the stem tissues
of the various treatments at 5 and 10 dpi to monitor the expression of PR genes.
Results: K165 and F2 colonised efficiently the root system of plants and reduced significantly Verticillium and Fusarium wilt
symptoms. In the case of Verticillium,the most suppressive treatment of both BCAs was the incorporation of the BCA in the
transplant soil plug;while in the case of Fusarium, the two BCA release strategies were similarly effective. Both BCAs upregulated
PR expression upon pathogen inoculation.
Conclusion: It was revealed that applying a bacterial and fungal BCA strain as a soil amendment of the transplant plugor seed
coating agentconfers an adequate BCA population size in the rhizosphere and primes plant defence resulting in reduced
Verticilliumand Fusariumwilt symptoms.

O END I-6
Attempts to biologically control Fusarium Head Blight of wheat and the associated trichothecenes
A. El-Hasan, B. Höglinger, F. Walker, R. T. Voegele
University of Hohenheim, Institute for Phytomedicine 360a, Stuttgart, Germany
aelhasan@uni-hohenheim.de
Fusarium graminearum is regarded as the primary causal agent of Fusarium Head blight (FHB) of wheat. In addition to the
extensive yield losses, kernels can also be qualitatively affected by contamination with trichothecenes which exhibit acute
toxicity for humans and livestock. In the present study, the antagonistic potential of seven strains of Trichoderma (2 x T.
harzianum, 3 x T. hamatum, T. virens and Trichoderma sp.) against the mycotoxigenic strain FG260 of F. graminearum were
investigated both in vitro and under greenhouse conditions. All antagonistic strains were able to substantially inhibit mycelial
growth of F. graminearum in dual culture, volatile and cellophane membrane assays. Two strains (T16 of T. harzianum and T23
of Trichoderma sp.) proved to be highly effective in the different assays used. For instance, in the presence of volatile
metabolites emitted by T23 or T16, mycelial growth of the pathogen was retarded by 89.3% or 76.4%, respectively. Similar
suppression of mycelial growth were detected when F. graminearum was inoculated on agar containing metabolites secreted by
both Trichoderma strains. Formulations of all Trichoderma strains were prepared and investigated for their potency to minimize
incidence of FHB and trichothecenes accumulation in wheat kernels under greenhouse conditions. The results revealed that FHB
incidence was reduced when T23 or T16 were applied during anthesis by 78.6 or 66.4%, respectively. Moreover, thousand kernel
weight (TKW) was negatively correlated with FHB incidence. An increase in TKW was observed in kernels treated with T16 or
T23. However, all other strains showed no distinct increase in TKW compared to the infected control where Trichoderma strains
were absent. Furthermore, trichothecenes analysis in the harvested kernels confirmed that some Trichoderma strains were able
to degrade or inhibit the synthesis of trichothecenes. In the presence of the strain T23, deoxynivalenol (DON), 15-A-DON and 3A-DON accumulation in the kernels were reduced by 48.2%, 45.9%, and 88.2%, respectively. All other antagonistic strains
however, distributed between either moderate or slight trichothecenes inhibitors.
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Towards production of active bioinsecticides with plant cell cultures and endophytes from Azadirachta indica
1
1
2
2
1
P. Spieth , R. Lohse , H. Bednarz , K. Niehaus , A. V. Patel
1
University of Apllied Sciences, Fermentation and formulation of biologicals and chemicals, Bielefeld, Germany
2
Bielefeld University, Center of Biotechnology (CeBiTec), Bielefeld, Germany
peter.spieth@fh-bielefeld.de
All parts of Azadirachta indica show a broad spectrum efficacy against insect pests including insecticidal, anti-feedant or insect
repellent activities. The commercial products are obtained only in low concentrations via complex extraction procedure. In light
of the increasing reports on endophytes it can be hypothesized that some of these compounds like Azadirachtins are either
directly produced by endophytic microorganisms or their production is linked to the plant metabolism. Further on, there is
increasing evidence that plant cell cultures can produce Azadirachtin. Both strategies allow to by-pass the cost intensive
transport and extraction of plant metabolites.
Consequently, the overall aim of a BMBF-supported project is to develop a competitive process to produce high amounts of
bioinsecticidal compounds with Neem plant cell cultures and endophytes. Here, we present data on isolation of endophytes and
induction of callus as well as first results of our screening approach.
First, we induced plant cell cultures from various plant tissues with a medium that allows a callus proliferation in more than 50 %
of cultures. Besides, in total 303 endophytes (107 bacteria and 196 fungi) were isolated from plant material of different origins.
Furthermore we developed a method to bind and stabilize more than 85% of the produced Azadirachtin in liquid medium as well
as a high throughput bioassay in 96 well plates based on Spodoptora frugiperda (Sf9) cell cultures. Furthermore, we report first
®
cultivation data obtained with the prototype of a novel automated pipetting and screening system (RoboLector with an
®
integrated BioLector Pro from m2p-labs GmbH). Besides, we will present results on classification of selected endophytes as well
as induced cell lines, submerged cultivation and classification of metabolites via UHPLC-DAD-MS/MS. Finally, we will show
effects of extracted metabolites on Sf9 cell cultures.

O INS I-2
Evaluation of a botainical insecticide for the control of the major cocoa insect pest, Sahlbergella singularis HAGL (1895)
(Hemipera:Miridae) around Ondo Town, Nigeria
O. Awe
Adeyemi College of Education, Biology, Ondo, Nigeria
omolaraawe14@yahoo.com
Mirids, especially Sahlbergella singularis, are the most economically important insect pests of cocoa in West Africa. Their
effective control relies on synthetic insecticides with the attendant challenges including elimination of beneficial natural
enemies and pollinators, development of resistance and unacceptably high pesticide residues in cocoa. An effective and
environmentally friendly control measure is needful. This study was carried out to investigate the efficacy of a new bioinsecticide BioneemEC in controlling mirids.
Phytotoxicity tests were conducted bimonthly by spraying cocoa seedlings and mature trees with the bio-insecticide at 1L/ha.
Laboratory bioassays included direct and indirect (impregnated filter paper) contact toxicity and antifeedant (paired choice test)
tests, using 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 % concentrations. Pyrinex48EC (an organophosphate standard miridcide) and distilled water served
as positive and negative control respectively. Small and large scale field trials of the bio-insecticide were conducted for two mirid
seasons. Residue analyses of cocoa beans after harvesting were determined by HPLC. Descriptive statistics, ANOVA and
regression were used for data analysis.
BioneemEC did not induce any adverse phytotoxicity on cocoa seedlings and mature trees. Total mirid mortality by direct
contact toxicity test was recorded in four minutes at 1.0 and 2.0 % concentrations. This occurred in three minutes for
Pyrinex48EC. Total mortality for indirect contact toxicity test at 2.0 % concentration was achieved in 7 hr. 20 min. Total mortality
at 1.0 % concentration of Pyrinex48EC occurred in 3 hours. Negative control recorded no mortality. BioneemEC treated pods, on
exposure to mirids yielded an average of 8 lesions compared to 17 lesions for Pyrinex48EC and 93 lesions in the negative control
for the antifeedant test. In the small scale field trial, 100 % reduction in pod infection was recorded in 14 and 56 days for
BioneemEC and Pyrinex48EC respectively. BioneemEC was significantly different (p
BioneemEC can successfully replace Pyrinex48EC for mirid control.
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Utilization of Salicylic Acid for the Control of Pod Sucking Bug, Clavigralla tomentosicollis Stal. (Hemiptera: Coreidae) on Four
Pre-hardened Cowpea cultivars
A. Audi, F. Mukhtar
Bayero University Kano, Biological Sciences, Kano, Nigeria
audigenesis@yahoo.com
The experiment was conducted at the Agric Research farm Bayero University Kano (Lat 11° 58 ‘N, Long 8° 25’ E and 457m above
sea level) from September-November, 2014 to evaluate the potential of SA-treatment in the control of Pod sucking bug. The
mean annual rainfall was within the range of 865-1250mm with mean annual temperature of about 22-38°C and relative
humidity of 65-90mmHg. Four different cowpea varieties (IT97K-1069-6, IT98K-205-8, IT89KD-288 and Dan’ila) pre-hardened
with Salicylic acid were established in various replicated field cages in completely randomized pattern. Five-pairs each of fresh
pre-mated bugs were introduced into the various cages. The different cowpea varieties screened showed variable response to
the bug attack (P

O INS I-4
Toxicity of Eucalyptus globulus and Achillea millefolium essential oils and their nano-formulations on tomato leaf minor, Tuta
absoluta (Meyrick)
M. Saber, N. Razzaghi
University of Tabriz, Plant Protection, Tabriz, Islamic Republic of Iran
saber@tabrizu.ac.ir
Tomato leaf miner moth, Tuta absoluta (Meyrick) (Lep: Gelechiidae) is one of the most dangerous pest of tomato in Iran and in
many other countries. Essential oils of some plants can be used as an alternative to conventional insecticides due to their
insecticidal properties and the required safety for humans and environment. Essential oils from Achillea millefolium and
Eucalyptus globulus can be used as insect pest control agent due to consisting secondary metabolites with wide range of suitable
properties including killing, repellency effects on insects and low toxicity to humans. Fumigant toxicity of E. globulus and
A.millefolium essential oils and their Nano-formulations were determined against the second instar larvae of T. absoluta under
o
laboratory conditions at 25 ± 1 C, 65 ± 5% RH and a photoperiod of 16L:8D with 24, 48, and 72 h exposure time. The essential
oils were extracted from dried leaves of E. globulus and flowers of A. millefolium by using Clevenger apparatus. Nanoformulations were prepared by synthesis SBA-15 loaded with different concentrations of essential oils. The results showed that
by increasing the concentration of essential oil and Nano-formulations, the morality was increased at all exposure times. Based
on Probit analysis, the LC50 values of essential oils for E. globulus and A. millefolium were 0.34 and 0.53 μl/L air, respectively. The
LC50 values for nano-formulations of E. globulus and A. millefolium were 1.05 and 1.33 μl/L air. After 72 h exposure, the obtained
LC50 values for essential oils of E. globulus, and A. millefolium were 0.47, 0.80 μl/L air and 0.35, 0.49 μl/L air for their nanoformulations, respectively. The results showed that the pure essential oils present more efficiency at short time (24<h)
compared to their nano-formulation and their effectiveness gradually reduced. But nano-formulations of the oils preserve their
lethality for longer time (72 h or more) because of slow releasing of active compound. Overall, it seems that preparing nanoformulations of the essential oils may improve the efficacy of botanical insecticides and can be used as alternative for
conventional pesticides.

O INS I-5
Insecticidal Joint Action of Mixtures of Piper aduncum Fruit and Tephrosia vogelii Leaf Extracts against the Cabbage Head
Caterpillar, Crocidolomia pavonana
D. Prijono, N. Nailufar
Bogor Agricultural University, Plant Protection, Bogor, Indonesia
priyonojoko@gmail.com
One of the attempts to improve the performance of botanical insecticides is by mixing a certain botanical insecticide with other
botanical insecticides containing compounds that can inhibit the activity of insecticide detoxifying enzymes (Scott et al. 2008).
This study was conducted to assess the insecticidal joint action of P. aduncum fruit and Tephrosia vogelii (Leguminosae) leaf
extract mixtures on the cabbage head caterpillar, Crocidolomia pavonana.
P. aduncum fruit and T. vogelii leaf powder was extracted with ethyl acetate (1:8 w/v) four and three times, respectively, by
immersion method. The number of immersion was determined based on extract yield and insecticidal activity among the
extracts obtained with two to six times immersion of plant materials. P. aduncum and T. vogelii extracts were tested separately
and in mixtures at three concentration ratios (1:5, 1:1, and 5:1) by a leaf-feeding method against second-instar larvae C.
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pavonana. Larval mortality data at 72 hours post-treatment were analyzed by the probit method. The combination index of the
test extract mixtures, calculated based on the independent joint action model (Chou & Talalay 1984), was used as the basis for
determining the type of joint action of the mixtures.
Based on LC50 72 hours after treatment (HAT), P. aduncum and T. vogelii extract mixtures at 1:1, 5:1, and 1:1 concentration
ratios (w/w) were 3.28, 3.13, and 4.55 times, respectively, more toxic than P. aduncum extract alone and 2.51, 2.40, and 3.48
times more toxic than T. vogelii extract alone (Table 1). Based their combinations index, P. aduncum and T. vogelii extract
mixtures at the three concentration ratios were strongly synergistic on C. pavonana larvae, at both LC50 and LC95 levels. Thus, the
use of synergistic P. aduncum and T. vogelii extract mixtures will be more efficient than P. aduncum or T. vogelii extract applied
separately.
References:
Chou TC, Talalay P. 1984. Quantitative analysis of dose-effect relationships: the combined effects of multiple drugs or enzyme
inhibitors. Adv Enzyme Regl 22:27-55.
Scott IM, Jensen HR, Philogene BJR, Arnason JT. 2008. A review of Piper spp. (Piperaceae) phytochemistry, insecticidal activity
and mode of action. Phytochem Rev 7: 65-75.
Figure 1: Toxicity of P. aduncum and T. vogelii extracts and their mixtures against C. pavonana larvae at 72 hours after treatment

Figure 2: Type of joint action of P. aduncum and T. vogelii extract mixtures against C. pavonana larvae at 72 hours after
treatment

O INS I-6
Efforts to use soft Pesticides for the Control of cotton Insect Pests in Sudan
H. Abdelgader
Agricultural Research Corporation, Entomology Section, Wad madani, Sudan
abdelgaderh@yahoo.com
Introduction: In the last decades during the post-war period, the agriculture has developed towards methods that are more
intensive. Among these is increased use of agrochemicals. In the Sudan Gezira, as an example, cotton spraying started as early as
season 1945/46 when only 1% of the cotton area was sprayed once. By 1978/79 the problem caused by the cotton insect pests,
particularly the cotton whitefly (Bemisia tabaci) flared up. The number of sprays per season went up, reaching 9.25 sprays in
season 1978/79, which might be attributed partly to the rapid resurgence of insects' pests as a result of the use of non-selective
insecticides, which badly affected the natural enemies of these pests.
Objective: The joint use of natural enemies and selective pesticides might attribute to environmentally combating insect pest
problems.
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Materials and methods: Studying the side effects of pesticides is of prime importance to save natural population and encourage
their role as biological control agents. This paper discuss the various methods which can be used to study the side effects on
natural enemies and the results of some studies carried on the side effects of some insecticides on natural enemies both at small
and large scale levels in Sudan. The study includes testing the side effects of some insecticides and their impact on bio-safety
(Talstar, Polo, Metasystox, Marshal and the mixture Reldan + Endosulfan) on two Predators at small-scale level at the Gezira
Research Farm, Wad medani. The Impact of Polo (diafenthiuron) on natural enemies in the cotton-based ecosystem of the
Gezira Scheme (Large Scale) was tested in the Study.
Results: The results indicated that Polo was relatively safe both at small scale and large-scale level to the natural enemies
observed during the study.
Conclusion: This study can be considered as a begin of regional testing program in Africa with collaboration of international
organization interested on conserving bio-agent such as the international biological control organization and united nations
agencies.
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Sensing of plant diseases - potential and limitations
E.-C. Oerke, A.-K. Mahlein, U. Steiner
University of Bonn, INRES - Phytomedicine, Bonn, Germany
ec-oerke@uni-bonn.de
Automatable detection, identification and quantification of diseases on a small scale are the prerequisites for a site-specific
application of fungicides, adequate to disease incidence and precise in space and time. Innovative sensor technologies in
combination with informatics and modern application technologies may enable disease control where and when actually
needed. Sensors have to spot specific symptoms at early stages of epidemics in order to enable the operator to initiate effective
disease control. Sensor technologies tested for their suitability and reliability in disease sensing include mechanical, optical
(spectral reflectance, thermography, chlorophyll fluorescence), and (bio-)chemical (e.g. electronic nose) sensors. Independent of
the pros and cons for the technical systems, the biological systems limit sensor use in (decision making for) disease control. As
early symptoms are often inconspicuous, spatial resolution of sensors should be high at the plant level. Pathogens may produce
first symptoms near the ground and subsequently spread to canopy top in relevant intensities. Sensors have to inspect the
relevant lower plant parts, also in case upper parts interfere with the system. Polycyclic diseases caused by airborne pathogens
require other sensing intervals than diseases from stationary pathogens. Pathogen spread and latent infections have to be
considered by using additional safety distances in disease control. The huge amount of data produced by imaging systems has to
be reduced to the essential features in order to facilitate rapid processing. These requirements affect the sensor type and the
way it may be used (e.g. offline vs. online). In case the action threshold for disease control is zero, precision crop protection
technologies may be used for more accurate disease forecasting and the sensing of inoculum (e.g. molecular diagnosis of
airborne inoculum).

O DIS 2
Hyperspectral imaging for the detection of plant diseases in precision crop protection and plant phenotyping
A.-K. Mahlein
University Bonn, INRES-Phytomedicine, Bonn, Germany
amahlein@uni-bonn.de
Hyperspectral imaging is one of the promising methods for a precise, reproducible and objective estimate of plant diseases for
integrated pest management, precision crop protection or in plant breeding for the selection of disease resistant genotypes. This
technique can further support the decision making process for integrated pest management practices in the field or in the
greenhouse. Here the timing of pesticide application has to be precise with an appropriate active ingredient. For this purpose a
detection and identification of plant diseases in an early stage is requisite. Since the response of visual disease rating by the
human eye is not reproducible and depends on several factors, optical hyperspectral sensors are promising tools for detection
and monitoring of plant diseases. One advantage of these measuring methods is the non-invasive and non-destructive nature.
Innovative sensor systems can provide detailed and highly resolved information on crop systems and single plants. Plant
diseases impact the optical properties of host plants depending on the host pathogen interaction in different ways. These
modifications in plant biochemistry or physiology or pathogen specific structures can be assessed by hyperspectral imaging. The
disease specific spectral pattern in time and space can be used for a monitoring of plant diseases.
The potential of hyperspectral imaging was evaluated using the model crops barley and sugar beet and their relevant foliar
diseases. Spectral signatures were assessed with a hyperspectral VIS/NIR camera and with a hyperspectral SWIR camera from
400 to 2500 nm. The spectral data cubes were analysed with advanced automatic classification methods for a differentiation
and quantification of diseased leaf tissue with high accuracy. First results further underline the potential of hyperspectral
imaging for the detection of diseases resistant crop plants. In a next step the developed models will be carried forward to other
crop plants and their relevant fungal diseases. It is assumed, that hyperspectral sensing in combination with powerful data
analysis methods will be of essential support for Integrated Pest Management programs and the selection of resistant crop
plants in a sustainable crop production.
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Metabolite Profiling and Hyperspectral Imaging of Sugar Beet Genotypes Responding to Fungal Pathogen Cercospora beticola
1
2
2
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2
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The fungal pathogen Cercospora beticola is the cause of severe loss of sugar beet root yield worldwide. The infection of the leaf
canopy with C.beticola is resulting necrotic lesions (leaf spot disease). Therefore the plants photosynthetic performance and the
allocation of sucrose to the taproot is heavily reduced. The major toxin produced by C.beticola is a photosensitizer called
cercosporin, which is essential for pathogenicity.
Our aim is to establish a fast non-invasive screening approach for C. beticola resistant cultivars using hyperspectral imaging.
Further we characterize metabolite profiles of sugar beet genotypes with differing level of resistance and investigate the
molecular mechanisms behind compatible and incompatible plant-pathogen interaction.
We conducted metabolite profiling with LC-PDA-Q-TOF-MS (liquid chromatography coupled with photodiode array detection
and quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometry) and hyperspectral imaging of three genotypes with different degree of
resistance towards C.beticola.
Comparison of the semi-polar metabolite (e.g. phenylpropanoids) showed distinct profiles for the genotypes. The total phenolics
content could be correlated to the level of C.beticola resistance displayed by the genotypes. Additionally, hyperspectral imaging
enabled a non-invasive method to distinguish between genotypes. We investigated the contribution of phenylpropanoids to the
hyperspectral signature.
We also compared the abiotic stress response of the selected genotypes using different light intensity to mimic oxidative stress
reaction and evaluate the genotypes’ reaction to modified light conditions as cercosporin is light activated and pathogenicity is
heavily depending on illumination. High resistance levels were associated with a pronounced phenylpropanoid metabolism and
a strong reaction to increasing light intensity.

O DIS 4
The impact of infected spikelet position on the epidemiology of Fusarium head blight (FHB) evaluated by IR-thermography
1
1
2
1
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A. Al Masri , E.-C. Oerke , P. Karlovsky , H.-W. Dehne , A. Al Masri
1
University of Bonn, Institute of Crop Science and Resource Conservation (INRES), Department of Plant Pathology and Plant
Protection, Bonn, Germany
2
Georg-August University of Goettingen, Department of Molecular Phytopathology and Mycotoxin Research, Goettingen,
Germany
almasri@uni-bonn.de
Precision plant protection involves non-invasive sensors for the detection of plant diseases. Implementing these sensors enables
the site-specific application of pesticides and contributes significantly in rationalizing the use of pesticides. The threat of
Fusarium head blight (FHB) is not only limited to quantitative yield but also includes the contamination with mycotoxins. The
position of the primarily infected spikelet of wheat ears influences the development of FHB and consequently affects the grain
yield and its contamination with mycotoxins. IR-thermography was used for detecting and assessing FHB of spring wheat (cv.
Passat) in small scale measurement. Three spikelet within ears were chosen for inoculation with Fusarium graminearum: tip,
middle and base. Randomly infection, resulting from spray inoculated ears, was also included in this study as additional control.
Disease development was measured with a thermal imaging sensor and simultaneous visual ratings (FHB index). The
temperature span within ears proved the best possibility in detecting FHB. Tip infected ears showed the highest temperature
span 14 dpi. Exponential function showed high goodness of fit to diseased kernels gradients over single ears inoculated at the tip
and base. There was no significant difference in thousand kernel weight in comparison to non-infected only in the case of tip
infected ears. FHB index and ΔT (ear temperature -air temperature) were negatively correlated. The correlation varied from
strong for randomly infected ears to weak for middle and base infected ears. Evaluating the yield loss and the potential
contamination with mycotoxins caused by FHB is proved to be promising with the application of IR-thermography.
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New approaches for remote reading the information on the heterogeneity of the distribution of weeds in the areas of the
field for a discrete application of plant protection products
1
2
A. Lysov , V. Fedchenko
1
All-Russia Institute of Plant Protection, Lab of Integrated Plant Protection, St.-Petersburg, Russian Federation
2
Saint-Petersburg State University of Aerospace Instrumentation, St.-Petersburg, Russian Federation
lysov4949@yandex.ru
As part of the concept of intellectual crop, reduce pesticide load on agrocenosis actively working on the creation of highprecision technology differentiated application of plant protection products. These technologies are based on the concept of
precision farming to geocode for the output of information processing field, taking into account the heterogeneity of the
distribution of pests and weed infestation on the treated field.
Existing methods of information retrieval based on two approaches:
1. Geocoding mapping and data processing using geostatistical methods;
2. Removing the data on the distribution of harmful objects in the areas of the field and process control spraying is carried out in
a single process mode. To implement this approach uses the sensitivity of optical or opto-electronic sensors and a database of
reference samples of weeds for image processing. However, these methods of processing information received quite timeconsuming. Therefore, for the processing of the data is discrete distribution of weeds in the field a new method for decrypting
removable media.
Since the shape and color of weeds heterogeneous, automated its allocation is not a simple task. Simply solve the inverse
problem. Typically, crops cultivated plants have uniformly periodic structure and strongly contrasted with the surrounding
objects. In this regard, it is proposed to remove the original image is geocoded primary culture and then determine the level of
infestation areas of the field. To solve these problems is an effective method of image analysis in the frequency domain. To
convert the original image into the frequency domain using the device direct discrete Fourier transform. In the analysis of the
original images and their representations in the spectral region can be seen that the objects with a periodic structure in the
Fourier transform of the given pronounced light spots at some distance from the origin. whereas no such spots periodic missing
objects. This property conversion furer proposed for the analysis of agricultural fields with crops of the periodic structure.
Figure 1: Photo of cabbage field before treatment with filters.

Figure 2: Photo of cabbage field after treatment with filters.
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Monitoring of chestnut health condition using an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
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Chestnut ink disease (Phytophthora cinnamomi) and chestnut blight (Cryphonectria parasitica) are diseases that cause important
damages to European chestnut (Castanea sativa).
After two decades from the first occurrence of chestnut blight in Portugal, the hypovirulence began to be observed in some
locations. The population of these strains is characterized by low diversity. Many of the sub-populations belong to the EU-11
group, which appears only in some orchards in Italy.
Successful treatment depends on the way the population of the fungus extends in the area to be treated. This study refers to the
monitoring of inoculations in Padrela region (north Portugal).
The field evaluation was compared to remote sensing techniques that have the ability to collect information from various
samples over a large area in a short time, especially with recent developments in sensors on spectral and spatial image
resolution. The aerial images obtained by Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) for vegetation monitoring has been motivated by
the benefits as compared to full size airborne operation, namely the combination of high image quality and quick turnaround
times together with lower operation costs and complexity.
For monitoring and evaluating the treated area and know the chestnut decline, were made in June 2014 aerophotogrammetric
flights, covering 483 ha. It was used an UAV (eBee, SenseFly) and were obtained color and near infrared aerial photographs (Fig.
1). Those photographs were compared to aerial images obtained by piloted aircrafts in 2006.
In the period 2006-2014 occurred new chestnut plantations (67 ha), due to the eight multifunctional value of chestnut tree.
However, in the study area the decline of chestnut was 56%. The biotic agents were the principal causes of the mortality and C.
sativa decline, who was confirmed by field observations.
There are advantages on using UAV for the study purposes. Due to the low flying heights, resulting high resolution imagery, and
lower image acquisition costs, compared to piloted aircraft or satellite images. UAV cover wide areas, and are virtually
undetectable (flights 300 m, up ground), so animals won’t be disturbed. The electric UAVs, do not have polluted emissions,
resulting in benefits to the environment.
Figure 1: Chestnut tree affected by C. parasitica and aerial images obtained by UAV.
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Glyphosate-use in North German arable farming differs regionally
S. Andert, J. Bürger, B. Gerowitt
University of Rostock, Crop Health, Rostock, Germany
sabine.andert@uni-rostock.de
Glyphosate (N-(phosphonomethyl)glycine) is worldwide the most used herbicidal substance. Insouci-ant use of glyphosate in
farming is currently criticized in science, society and politics. We conducted an on-farm study and analysed regional use of
glyphosate in North German arable systems. Objective of our research is to reveal influencing factors on glyphosate use
intensity. We hypothesisethat the use depends on cropping systems, which are influenced by regional differences in farm management and socio-economic characteristics. We collected data on glyphosate use in four administrative districts of Northern
Germany. All districts (Diepholz, Uelzen, Fläming and Oder-Spree) have similar sizes. Two regions (Diepholz, Uelzen) are located
in West Germany and two regions (Fläming, Oder-Spree) are in East Germany. Especially farm structures differ between the
West districts and the East districts. Data of all crops cultivated in the region were collected from 15 farms per district for the
period 2005-2014, in total data of 20.000 fields are included in our study. We used the Standardised Treatment Index (STI) to
quantify pesticide use intensity (Roßberg et al., 2002). Variance components of Stand-ardised Treatment Index (STI) were
analysed with a linear mixed-effects model. Glyphosate use intensity differs substantially between the study districts. Farmers in
the Eastern dis-tricts (Fläming and Oder-Spree) used significantly larger amounts of glyphosate. We further prove thatthe
variability of glyphosate use was mainly influenced by the factor “Farm”. Glyphosate use was lowerwhen conventional ploughing
was applied. Hence, Glyphosate use and non-inversion tillage is strongly attributed to large farms. From the result, that noninversion tillage and glyphosate use co-incidences mainly on large farms in the East German Regions we conclude that these
farms either regionally adapt their cropping systems due to climatic reasons or profit economically. The latter is very likely,
because these cropping sys-tems enable farms to save labor and hence, reduce costs. We analysed application, not motivation
data - therefore, we cannot argue whether farmers in the Eastern region are more concerned to take care of their soil by
implementing non-inversion tillage.

O HERB 2
Agronomic Consequences of Glyphosate Use - Field and Farm studies from Germany
1
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H. Steinmann , A. Wiese , M. Schulte , L. Koning , L. Theuvsen , B. Gerowitt
1
Universität Göttingen, Göttingen, Germany
2
Universität Rostock, Rostock, Germany
hsteinm@gwdg.de
Herbicides containing the active ingredient glyphosate are important components of vegetation management in annual and
permanent cropping systems worldwide. The German domestic market for glyphosate products, which are predominantly used
in the aforementioned cropping systems, has shown a positive trend in recent years. Considering that the agricultural structure
in Germany has not changed much in the last few years, the growing market must be due to changes in cultivation practices.
The current re-evaluation process by the European Union of glyphosate has been able to produce little evidence for health or
environmently-relevant problems related to glyphosate; nevertheless, there is an increasing insistence to turn around the trend
in the domestic market. This would mean that cultivation practices would need to re-orient to strategies avoiding or minimising
the use of glyphosate products. There is good reason to reverse the domestic trend when one considers preventing herbicide
resistance in weeds towards glyphosate products, since long-term use in other countries has shown that it can lead to the
development of resistance.
The conference paper attempts to provide an analysis of the current lively debate about glyphosate, outlines possible strategies
to reduce the use of glyphosate products and identifies potential best management practices in the use of glyphosate products.
The discussion takes place on the basis of weed and crop production aspects as well as economic and business aspects.
Therefore, regional field studies and German-wide farm inventories were set up. The current inventory was carried out amongst
2000 professional farmers during winter 2014/15 and reflects the most recent status of glyphosate use and its interactions with
farm management structure.
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Detoxification of chloroacetamide herbicide metazachlor and its relation with short- and long-term trade-off in yield and
quality of Brassica napus
H. Vercampt, J. Vangronsveld, A. Cuypers
Hasselt University, Centre for Environmental Sciences, Diepenbeek, Belgium
hanne.vercampt@uhasselt.be
Introduction: With the growing world population, the agricultural sector is increasingly relying on pesticide-use to ensure food
production. However, the short- and long-term effects of herbicides on crop quality are not yet fully understood. Herbicides
contain active compounds, which act specifically on plant physiology possibly inducing short-term chemical stress in crop plants.
Objectives: In this study, the occurrence of short-term phytotoxic effects of the pre-emergent chloroacetamide herbicide,
metazachlor, are linked to the long-term life history parameters of Brassica napus (rapeseed).
Materials and methods: A semi-controlled mesocosm experiment was set up to study the short- and long-term effects on plant
growth and development and cellular responses; such as pigment and nutrient profile, lipid peroxidation, antioxidative
responses and detoxification processes in the leaves.
Results: In the short term, the aboveground biomass of Brassica napus was affected adversely by metazachlor, accompanied by
morphological changes of the leaf disc. At cellular level, no signs of membrane lipid peroxidation nor changes in the pigment
profile were detected. Total antioxidant capacity measurements in the leaves pointed towards an increase of hydrophilic
antioxidants and a decrease of lipophilic antioxidants. Metabolite measurements of ascorbate (AsA) and glutathione (GSH)
suggest the activation of the AsA-GSH cycle, which plays an important role in the antioxidant defense mechanism. At the end of
the growing season, treated and non-treated crop plants are equal in stem length, aboveground dry weight and seed yield,
suggesting B. napus crop does recover during its growing season from initial chemical stress induced by metazachlor.
Conclusion: Brassica napus displays clear signs of phytotoxicity under pre-emergent application of metazachlor, in the shortterm, in the long-term, treated crop plants seem to recover during the growing season, resulting in comparable stem length,
biomass and seed yield as non-treated crop plants. The results of this study can contribute to select a set of early response plant
parameters, which reflect long-term effects on crop quality and which are consequently useful for herbicide development and
selection of crop varieties.

O HERB 4
Development of an herbicide resistant tomato by mutagenesis techniques
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ALS inhibiting herbicides are characterized by a broad weed control spectrum, low mammalian toxicity, high selectivity and high
activity with low application rates. There are now over 30 herbicides belonging to this group of herbicides that are registered for
use all over the world. These herbicides act by inhibiting the enzyme acetolactate synthase (ALS), a key enzyme in the branched
chain amino acid biosynthesis pathway leading to the formation of leucine, valine and isoleucine. Tomato plants are sensitive to
these herbicides, except some herbicides of the sulfonylurea group which are detoxified by a P450-type oxidase in tomato leaves
and therefore are not effective in root parasites management. Development of a tomato variety resistant to the imidazolinones
herbicides may serve as a reasonable approach for broomrape control, the most troublesome tomato pest in the Middle East.
EMS (ethyl methane sulfonate) mutagenesis was conducted on 20,000 seeds of the commercial tomato line M82. About 100,000
tomato second generation seedlings were screened for resistance to pulsar (imazamox). As a result, a novel tomato mutant HRT1 was obtained. The mutant is resistant to high rates of imidazalinone herbicides pulsar, cadre (imazapic) and arsenal (imazapyr)
in all stages of it vegetation, tissue culture, germinating seeds and tomato plants grown in the field. Several field experiments
-1
demonstrated that even a rate high as 144 g a i. ha did not cause any visual damage or yield loss of HRT1 tomato plants. The
resistance is due to a change in the herbicide’s target site on the ALS molecule as a result of point mutation in the ALS gene
located on chromosome three. The substitution of Alanine to Valine in position 194 which corresponds to Alanine205 in
Arabidopsis confers HRT1 resistance to the imidazolinones.
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Novel Herbicides from Some Plant Essential Oils: Activity, Chemical Constituents and Mode of Action
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Owing to the environmental and toxicological concerns coupled with fast appearing herbicidal resistance in weeds due to
indiscriminate use of synthetic herbicides, a pressing need has arisen for searching new alternatives. The plant essential oils with
little or no mammalian toxicity, less persistence in the environment and chemically and structurally diverse chemical
constituents serve as the obvious choice. Though their use as pure components is uncommon, but their herbicidal formulations
have become quite common especially in organic farming. The use of essential oils on the patterns of herbicides has another
advantage as their active constituents may help in finding novel scaffoldings for the development of new herbicides. The
essential oils extracted from Eucalyptus citriodora, Callistemon viminalis and Melaleuca leucadendra have been found to be
promising for the management of weeds like Echinochloa cruss-galli, Avena fatua, Cyperus rotundus and Phalaris minor that
interfere with rice and wheat crops. The oils were active both at the post and pre-emergence level and their activity increased in
a dose-response manner. In general, the effect was seen more on the grassy weeds compared to broad-leaved ones. Their effect
at post-emergence level was comparable to that of synthetic herbicides. The mode of action of these essential oils has also been
evaluated through various biochemical pathways. During the deliberations of the conference, it is proposed to discuss various
aspects of essential oils as herbicides.

O HERB 6
C4 plant selective herbicides: A new approach to combat C4 weeds of arable crops
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Many of the world’s worst weeds use C4 photosynthesis whereas many economically important crops exhibit C 3 photosynthesis.
One of the differences between these two photosynthesis modes is the enzyme for the first steps of carbon assimilation: C 4
plants use phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase (PEPC) while C3 plants use ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate-carboxylase/oxygenase. This
difference provides the potential for developing novel and selective herbicides specifically controlling C 4 weeds infesting C3
crops.
The aim of our project is to identify compounds that selectively inhibit PEPC of C 4 plants, whereas C3 plants should remain
unaffected; such compounds could become candidates for herbicide development. The project partnership consists of two
groups at the HHU Düsseldorf as well as of two groups at Forschungszentrum Jülich and is placed within the strategy project
BioSC funded by the State of North Rhine-Westphalia [http://www.biosc.de/c4-psh].
The project partners focus on identifying compounds through molecular modelling and screening of databases, as well as on
identifying their binding mode, and mechanism of action and selectivity of the compounds in in vitro assays. Furthermore, the
toxicology of selected compounds on soil bacteria is investigated. At IBG-2: Plant Sciences at Forschungszentrum Jülich, we
screen pre-selected compounds on C4 weeds and C3 crops in leaf disc-assays using chlorophyll fluorescence measurements.
Potential PEPC inhibitors are investigated in detail regarding their effect on plant growth. Gas exchange measurements and an
automated phenotyping platform equipped with a hyperspectral line-scanner are used to assess the effect of the compounds on
the physiological state of C3 and C4 plants.
Several compounds have been identified as potential PEPC-inhibitors in in vitro assays (Paulus et al., 2014) which are now
screened and tested on a whole-plant level.
The development of selective PEPC inhibitors could contribute to solving the problems of lack of new herbicide modes of action
and herbicide resistance development in weeds and broaden the options for effective weed control.
Paulus JK, Förster K, Groth G (2014). Direct and selective small-molecule inhibition of photosynthetic PEP carboxylase: New
approach
to
combat
C4
weeds
in
arable
crops.
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[http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.febslet.2014.04.043]
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Growers participating in the “Agri-environment payments” program shall follow requirements of Regulation 1782/32003 as well
as minimum requirements for fertilizer and plant protection product use and other relevant, mandatory requirements
established by national legislation. According these requirements the same active ingredients of plant protection products must
be used not more than two times per vegetation season and preharvest interval should be 1.5 times longer than indicated on
the label. Plant protection products labelled as "Very toxic" and (or) "Toxic" are forbidden. At the same time, forecasting models
should be incorporated in plant protection system.
The objective of trial is to achieve sustainable application of pesticides by reducing the risks and impacts on human health and
the environment.
The research was carried out at the LRCAF Institute of Horticulture in 2011-2013 in intensive apple orchard. Seven cultivars
'Auksis', 'Alva', 'Connell Red', 'Ligol', 'Lodel', 'Rubin' and 'Shampion' were tested.
Diseases control program was based on internet supported forecasting system iMETOS®sm (Pessl Instruments, Austria). This
system recorded meteorological conditions and calculated apple scab infections at three levels: light, medium and high.
Susceptible to apple scab cultivars were sprayed when the risk of ascospores release or conidia light infection reached more
than 70-80 %.
During the trial scab susceptible cvs. 'Alva' and 'Ligol' on average were sprayed twelve times but remaining cultivars on average
were sprayed nine times. Reduced pesticide program does not guarantee total scab control, therefore damaged fruits should be
thinned manually. Applying environmentally friendly fruit cultivation system high quality fruit yield reached on average 39 t/ha.
Acknowledgements: This work was carried out within the framework of the long-term research program “Horticulture: agrobiological basics and technologies” implemented by Lithuanian Research Centre for Agriculture and Forestry.
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Introduction: Pear-feeding psyllids are the most damaging pests of commercial pear orchards in all pear-growing regions, in
Asian, European, and USA. High-density populations of these insects can cause premature leaf and fruit drop, diminish plant
growth, and reduce fruit size. In addition, their honeydew promotes sooty mold on leaves and russetting on fruits. Pear psyllas
are also considered vectors of pear pathogens such as the bacterium Erwinia amylovora Burrill that causes fire blight and
Candidatus Phytoplasma pyri causing pear decline. Pear decline has.
Since the pear psylla rapidly acquires inherited resistance to pesticides, the range of efficient chemicals for its control is
narrowing down and the applied concentrations are constantly increasing, while consumers demand lower pesticide application
in the orchards. Indeed, psylla control is one of the major obstacles to efficient integrated pest management (IPM) in pear
orchards. Therefore naturally accruing volatile compounds from resistant pear trees as anti psylla insecticides are an attractive
option.
Results: We have identified two pear accessions (Py.760-261 and Py.701-202) from the local Newe Ya’ar live collection as having
resistance to pear psylla and found that these accessions, when used as inter-stock, provide the commercial Spadona scion with
reduced susceptibility to pear psylla. GC-MS volatile metabolic profiling has been performed for the two pear accessions. We
have identified several volatile compounds that accumulate in the leaves of Spadona grafted on these accessions but not in the
leaves of Spadona grown on other rootstocks such as P. Betulifolia or P. communis. Laboratory experiments and applications of
some these volatile compounds were very effective against psylla eggs, nymphs and adults. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first report on the accumulation and application of the volatile compound in Pear leaves against pear Psylla.
Conclusion: Our new discovery may provide a new concept to manage the Pear Psylla Cacopsylla bidens (Šulc) in commercial
pear trees. This approach could be applicable for a variety of other fruits, crops specifically those, which show dramatically Psylla
pest problems.
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The Effectiveness of an Integrated Approach in Controlling Leaf and Ear Diseases in Winter Wheat
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An integrated approach to pathogen control in cereal crops involves combining fungicides with biocontrol agents. The objective
of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of integrated control strategies of infections caused by Zymoseptoria tritici on flag
and penultimate wheat leaves. The composition of the microbiome on winter wheat grain was also analyzed. A field experiment
2
was performed in north-eastern Poland in 2013-2014. Winter wheat (Triticum aestivum L. cv. Bogatka) was sown in 20 m plots.
The experiment had a randomized block design. During the growing season, wheat plants were protected twice or three times,
at the stem elongation (first node) stage (BBCH 31), at the heading stage (BBCH 55) and at the watery ripe stage (BBCH 71) with
triazole, morpholine, strobilurin and chloronitrile fungicides. The third protective treatment involved the use of yeast
8
-3
Sporobolomyces sp. or bacterial Sphingomonas sp. suspensions with the concentration of 10 cells cm . Unprotected plants
served as control. The severity of Septoria leaf blotch was higher in 2014, and all integrated strategies (two fungicide treatments
and one with microbiological agent) proved effective in controlling flag leaf infections (Fig 1). Ear protection with tebuconazole
(BBCH 71) and the bacterial cell suspension reduced the counts of Fusarium fungi on the surface of wheat kernels. Unlike
bacterial and yeast suspensions, tebuconazole considerably inhibited the growth of Penicillum fungi on wheat grain. During the
two-year experiment, wheat plants protected with fungicides (BBCH 31, BBCH 55) and yeast or bacterial suspensions (BBCH 71)
produced the highest yield, by 9.4 and 10.5% higher, respectively, in comparison with the control (Fig 2).
Figure 1

Figure 2
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Effectiveness of management practices on Fusarium wilt intensity in smallholder Gros Michel banana in Costa Rica
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Fusarium wilt (FW), caused by the soil-borne pathogen Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. cubense (Foc) is one of the destructive
diseases of banana. Exclusion of the disease and resistant cultivars are considered the most effective management practices The
use of disease-free tissue culture planting material has also been recommended to reduce the spread of Foc into new fields
through symptomless, but infected corms. Historically exclusion has not been achievable, especially locally and resistant
cultivars are not always available or do not meet market requirements. Therefore, management strategies are needed to reduce
current yield losses and increase plantation life in new plantings in infected soils. In this work the impact of different
management practices on FW intensity was studied in 15 farms of ‘Gros Michel’ bananas in Turrialba, Costa Rica. Experiments
were conducted in five farms from three production areas heavily infected by Foc race 1 (Grano de Oro, Guayabo and San Juan).
Management practices included: a) Use of tissue-culture (TC) planting material; b) Inoculation of TC-plants with endophytes
during acclimatization; c) Use of organic amendments; d) Use of chemical fertilization according crop phenology. Practices were
divided according levels of intervention in Optimum [(OTP: (a+b+c+d)], Medium [MDP: (a+c+d)], Minimal [(MNP: (a)] and Farmer
practices [FMP]. Plants of MNP were managed according to FMP. FW incidence was confirmed in all production areas with
higher disease levels in Guayabo. Independent of production area, MNP plants showed higher FW intensity than all other
practices, including FMP. OPT and MDP provoked a discrete FW reduction in some farms, manifested as longer incubation
period and lower disease progression rate (DPR) when compared with MNP. Although there were not differences at the end of
one crop cycle, OTP and MDP plants showed higher DPR than plants under FMP. This indicates that TC-plants were more
susceptible than conventional planting material even when additional inputs were used. In conclusion, despite some effect of
endophytes and organic amendments, these practices were not enough to reduce FW at field level. Work using different sets of
multifunctional endophytes, soil microorganisms and additional soil-health oriented practices is on-going.

O IPM III-5
Ecologically-based Integrated Pest Management (IPM) Program for Food Security Crops in Central Asia
K. Maredia
Michigan State University, Entomology, East Lansing, United States
kmaredia@msu.edu
Responding to the pest management and food security needs of recently emerged independent countries in Central Asia, a
consortium led by Michigan State University (MSU) implemented a regional Integrated Pest Management (IPM) collaborative
research and capacity building program from 2005 to 2014. Funded by the USAID and MSU, the project activities were
implemented in three countries - Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, and Uzbekistan. The MSU-led consortium included University of
California-Davis, Kansas State University, CGIAR/ICARDA regional program and a number of host-country organizations and local
NGOs engaged in agricultural research and development in the region. The Central Asia regional IPM project was a part of the
Global IPM CRSP Program managed by the Virginia Tech University (now referred as Feed the Future Food Security Innovation
Lab: Collaborative Research on IPM). The project was implemented in two phases. The first five years (Phase I) focused on
strengthening existing biolaboratories, introducing landscape ecological approaches for enhancing biological control of pests
and IPM education and outreach. The second five years (Phase II) focused on the development of IPM packages for three food
security crops - wheat, potato and tomato. IPM education and outreach through student training and farmer field schools was
an integral component of the project. The training and capacity building strategy included in-country and regional workshops as
well as farmers and students field schools with due consideration of gender equity. Furthermore, three young scholars from
Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan were trained at MSU through graduate degree programs in wheat, potato and tomato
IPM. The project provided networking and short-term training opportunities for IPM professionals from the region to attend
international IPM short courses, workshops and conferences. Scholarship, publications and dissemination of research results
through electronic and print media were important outcomes. The project has broken isolation and helped established longterm relationships which will foster the continued development of ecologically-based IPM programs in Central Asia. More
information on the project can be found at: http://www.ipm.msu.edu/international/central_asia_ipm
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The model project “Demonstration Farms for Integrated Pest Management” - a suitable instrument for IPM implementation
in Germany
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The model project “Demonstration Farms for Integrated Pest Management” is part of the German National Action Plan on
Sustainable Use of Plant Protection Products. The project aims to implement innovative findings and suitable methods of
integrated pest management (IPM) into practice, and demonstrate this to other farmers, advisors as well as to the public.
66 agricultural farms from different growing regions all over Germany participate in the project for 5 years. The farms represent
the major production sectors apple growing, viticulture, arable cropping, vegetable growing and hop production. Specific
requirements of IPM based on the general principles of IPM (Directive 2009/128/EC) were defined in project-related IPM
guidelines formulated for each production sector. To ensure a high standard of IPM implementation, demonstration farms
receive intense support and supervision by plant protection experts and hired advisors from the plant protection services of the
federal states. They provide for comprehensive assistance when introducing new procedures. Furthermore, they are responsible
for monitoring of crops, pests and diseases and data collection. Technical advice, monitoring systems and modeling of plant
pathogen/pest systems is provided by the Central Institution for Decision Support Systems in Crop Protection (ZEPP).
The Julius Kühn-Institute (JKI) as a research institution coordinates the overall network and supports activities of the involved
plant protection services. It is responsible for data processing and analysis (e. g. for treatment frequency, risk indicators, nonchemical measures or expenditures for monitoring) as well as interpretation and discussion of results.
Knowledge transfer and public relation work are key objectives of the project. The demonstration farms are encouraged to
organise each year a farm day with field seminars and on-site demonstrations to motivate other farms within their region to
adopt the demonstrated IPM procedures. The project website introduces the participating farms and informs about the project
in general and its results (http://demo-ips.jki.bund.de/).
The work is financially supported by the German Federal Ministry of Food and Agriculture (BMEL) through the Federal Agency
for Agriculture and Food (BLE), grant number 2810MD001.
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Kill or cure? Insights into the controversial interaction between Paenibacillus and Serratia strains with their host plants and
with the plant pathogen Verticillium spp.
D. Rybakova, U. Wetzlinger, M. Schmuck, G. Berg
Graz Univercity of Technology, Institute of Environmental Biotechnology, Graz, Austria
daria.rybakova@tugraz.at
Introduction: Verticillium wilt caused by Verticillium spp. is difficult to suppress and results in severe yield losses in a broad
range of crops including oilseed rape and cauliflower. Five Serratia and five Paenibacillus isolates were previously shown to
antagonistically affect fungal pathogens like Verticillium and have potential application in plant protection.
Objectives: The plant growth promoting (PGP) potential of Serratia and Paenibacillus isolates and their interaction with the V.
longisporum were studied in order to develop a sustainable seed treatment that will protect oilseed rape and Brassica
vegetables from Verticillium wilt.
Materials and methods: The selected Serratia and Paenibacillus isolates were applied to the surface-sterilized seeds of oilseed
rape and cauliflower using bio-priming. The PGP effect and root colonization capacities of the isolates were compared under
gnotobiotic conditions. One strain from each genus was selected and tested for its PGP qualities in sterile and non-sterile soil.
The level of growth inhibition of V. longisporum by volatile organic compounds (VOCs) emitted by cultured P. polymyxa Sb3-1
was determined. Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry was used to identify VOCs produced by P. polymyxa Sb3-1 upon
contact with VOCs released by V. longisporum, and vice versa.
Results: Serratia treatment resulted in different levels of PGP, while Paenibacillus strains damaged roots under gnotobiotic
conditions. P. polymyxa Sb3-1 did not have a significant effect on plant growth in non-sterile soil, however it did promote plant
growth in the sterile soil. It was demonstrated that VOCs produced by cultured P. polymyxa Sb3-1 significantly inhibited growth
of the V. longisporum. Both microorganisms produced VOCs in reaction to one another.
Conclusion: The choice of growth environments in the investigation of plant-bacterium interaction is crucial. The interaction of
P. polymyxa Sb3-1 with V. longisporum via emitted VOCs indicated an ongoing dialogue between these microorganisms resulting
in growth inhibition of the plant pathogenic V. longisporum by the beneficial P. polymyxa.

O END II-2
Plant-Mediated Effects of Soil Amendment using Arbuscular Mycorrhizal Fungi on Colorado Potato Beetle
R. Atlihan, S. Demir, N. Yordem, S. Tufenkci
University of Yuzuncu Yil, Department of Plant Protection, Van, Turkey
ratlihan@gmail.com
Introduction: Plants grown on organically managed soils have been shown to be less favourable hosts for phytophagous insects,
and it is explained by the mineral balance hypothesis. The hypothesis suggests that the organic matter and microbial activity
associated with organically managed soils provides a buffering capability to maintain optimal nutrient and mineral balance in
plants, which in turn affects the performance of phytophagous insects (Phelan, 1997). Soil microorganisms are an important
factor in the health of plants. Symbiotic Arbuscular Mycorrhizal Fungi (AMF) form a key component of the microbial populations.
By improving rooting and plant establishment, enhancing uptake of low mobile ions, improving nutrient cycling and enhancing
plant tolerance to biotic and abiotic stress factors, AMF may be a useful tool to achieve an optimal nutrient balance that results
in both good plant growth and resistance to herbivory in ecologically sound crop management systems.
Objectives: The overall objective of this research was to determine if AMF increases potato tolerance to Colorado potato bettle
(CPB).
Materials and methods: Study was carried out at 24±2°C, 60±10 % RH, and a photoperiod of 14:10 (L:D) h in climate room.
Development, survival and reproduction of CPB were investigated on potted potato plants (Granola cv) treated with
manure+AMF (Glomus intraradices), synthetic fertilizer, and plants untreated. The life history raw data were analyzed using the
age-stage, two-sex life table to obtain population parameters.
Results: Results indicated that AMF affected population growth of CPB. Values of population parameters (the net reproductive
rate (R0), intrinsic rate of increase (r) and finite rate of increase (λ)) were lower on pants treated with AMF. There were
differences in concentrations of mineral in potato leaves, and mineral content of potato leaves explained 35% of the variation in
developmental time and 38% of the variation in reproduction of the CPB among the treatments
Conclusion: We suggest the use of AMF in organic production systems for both good plant growth and resistance to herbivores
References:
Phelan, P. L. 1997. Soil-management history and the role of plant mineral balance as a determinant of maize susceptibility to the
European corn borer. Biol. Agric. Hortic. 15, 25-34.
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A root endophyte induces tolerance to root herbivory in rice
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The root endophytic fungus Piriformospora indica recruits gibberellin (GA) signaling to colonize roots and systemically promotes
plant growth under pathogen attack and salt stress. The rice water weevil (RWW) is a major insect pest of wetland rice. The
adults feed on leaves without major impact on the plant, but the root-feeding larvae cause severe yield loss. We conducted two
glasshouse experiments to investigate whether P. indica can protect rice plants against RWW. Root colonization by P. indica
attenuated the negative impact of RWW on root and shoot biomass without affecting RWW performance, and suppressed larval
induction of jasmonic acid (JA) in roots. Using the JA insensitive COI1-18 and the GA-deficient EUI1-OX mutant, we observed that
JA led to the depression of root growth by adult and larval feeding; an effect that was counteracted by GA. On the other hand,
GA was required for the growth promoting effect of P. indica, while JA was uncovered to be a negative regulator of this function.
We propose that crosstalk between GA and JA mediates the endophyte-induced tolerance towards root herbivory in rice.

O END II-4
The endofungal bacterium Rhizobium radiobacter RrF4 colonizes plant roots and induces growth and health independently of
its fungal host Piriformospora indica
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The Alphaproteobacterium Rhizobium radiobacter F4 (RrF4) forms an intimate mutualistic tripartite symbiosis with the beneficial
endophytic Sebacinalean fungus Piriformospora indica and a broad range of host plants. While attempts to cure P. indica from
RrF4 failed, the bacterium could be isolated nonetheless from the fungus and multiplied in pure culture. Here we report on
RrF4’s genome and the beneficial impact the free-living bacterium has on plants. In contrast to other endofungal bacteria, the
genome size of RrF4 is not reduced. It shows a high degree of similarity to the plant pathogenic Agrobacterium tumefaciens C58,
except vibrant differences in both the tumor-inducing (Ti) plasmid and the megaplasmid which can explain the loss of RrF4’s
pathogenicity. Similar to its fungal host P. indica, RrF4 colonizes roots of monocotyledonous and dicotyledonous plants without
detectable host preference. Microscopic analysis of plant root colonization with GUS- and GFP-tagged RrF4 identified distinct
entry sites at maturation zones, and strong conglomeration at lateral root protrusions. RrF4-colonized plants have increased
plant biomass and enhanced systemic resistance against bacterial leaf pathogens. RrF4-mediated resistance to Pseudomonas
syringae pv. tomato DC3000 was compromised in Arabidopsis mutants indicative of the induced systemic resistance (ISR)
pathway, a phenomenon that earlier also was observed with P. indica-mediated resistance. Consistent with this, RrF4- and P.
indica-induced pattern of defence gene expression in barley roots were similar. In clear contrast to P. indica, but similar to other
endophytic PGPR bacteria, RrF4 colonized not only the root cortex but spread beyond endodermis into the stele. Together our
data show that RrF4 exhibits virtually the same mechanistic beneficial activity on plants as its host fungus P. indica, but shows
differences in the root colonization pattern. Based on our findings we discuss the role of RrF4 in the Sebacinalean symbiosis.
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Effect of Chitooligosaccharides with Different Degrees of Acetylation on Wheat Seedlings under Salt Stress
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Soil salinity can cause abiotic stress and lead to significant inhibition of germination, growth and productivity of crops. Although
chitosan appears to improve the tolerance of plants, the exact physiological mechanism for this mechanism is not currently
understood. As DA is the most important parameter influencing the chitosans’ various properties, how the DAs exactly work in
altering activities of chitosan is unclear.
Accordingly, in this study, we exposed wheat seedlings to salt stress and investigated the effect of exogenous COSs with
different DAs on wheat seedlings. Furthermore, we evaluated the expression of a series of salt-associated genes in wheat by
quantitative RT-PCR to explore the physiological mechanisms of exogenous COS with different DAs on wheat tolerance to salt
stress.
The results showed that treatments with exogenous COSs with different DAs increased the biomass of wheat seedlings;
decreased the concentration of MDA; increased the contents of chlorophyll content, ﬂuorescence and photosynthetic
characters; and improved antioxidant activities of SOD, POD and CAT (Fig.1). RT-PCR analysis showed that expression of three
+
+
antioxidant enzyme genes and two Na /H antiporter genes in wheat were modulated to enhance the tolerance of plant to salt
stress (Fig.2). The results illustrated that COS could protect plants from salt stress damage by modulating intracellular ions
concentration and enhancing the capacity of antioxidant enzymes activities. Furthermore, COS with DA 50% had more effective
activities of alleviating salt stress to wheat seedlings than those with other DAs, which indicated the degrees of substitution of
acetyl group play important roles in the activities of COS.
Figure 1
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Figure 2

O END II-6
Evaluation of novel fungal formulations (Metarhizium brunneum) and botanicals (Neem) in an “Attract-and-Kill strategy”
under field and laboratory conditions targeting wireworms
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Wireworms, the larvae of click beetles, are an important taxon of soil dwelling pests. They attack the subterranean parts of a
wide range of crop plants and have recently evolved into a serious problem in many cultures, mainly due to the lack of specific
control.
The joint projects ATTRACT and INBIOSOIL focus on the development of an innovate technology, taking advantage of the fact
that wireworms orientate towards their host plants via detecting root CO 2-exudates. Providing an alternative CO2-source
(“Attract”-component) combined with a “Kill”-component may be the key for an efficient wireworm control, especially since
insecticides in susceptible crops like potatoes and maize are on the brink of being phased out.
The entomopathogenic fungus (EPF) Metarhizium brunneum has found to be a potential biological control measurement for
wireworms and may play an important role in the reduction of those. Furthermore, botanical insecticides such as Neem may
also be a suitable means to control this pest.
Baker’s yeast, acting as CO2-source was combined with nutrient additives and encapsulated in Ca-Alginate (“Attract”formulation). For “Attract-and-Kill”-applications, NeemAzal® technical (Trifolio-M GmbH) or M. brunneum spores were coencapsulated or the attractive formulation was taken solely and combined with encapsulated M. brunneum spores within a coapplication.
Experiments performed on a laboratory scale have shown that “Attract-and-Kill”-formulations affect wireworm vitality and have
the potential to kill them. These preliminary results have been confirmed in field experiments conducted at four sites in Lower
Saxony. The damage level of wireworm infestation in organically managed potato fields were significantly (although not always)
reduced by the application of “Attract-and-Kill”-formulations.
Our current aim is to improve present formulations and enhance the attractiveness of the capsules by adding phagostimulants,
aiming at leading the wireworm towards the capsule and provoking a bite reflex.
The development of a refined “Attract-and-Kill”-strategy to control wireworm infestation will contribute to reduced pesticide
inputs in sustainable agricultural-horticultural systems and offers potential savings for growers.
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Integrated Pest Management (IPM) in Grain Legumes: An update in Asia
G.V. Ranga Rao, H. C. Sharma
ICRISAT, Integrated Pest Management, Hyderabad, India
g.rangarao@cgiar.org
Introduction: Interactions with the farming communities revealed that majority of the farmers in Asia had adopted chemical
control and initiate the plant protection based on the first appearance of the pest, irrespective of their population, crop stage,
and their damage relationships. The cost of plant protection on various crops ranged up to 40% of the total crop production.
Though IPM has been advocated for the past two decades, only 3.2% of the farmers adopted IPM practices in various crops.
Recent farmer participatory approach adopted by ICRISAT showed positive outcome.
Objectives: To develop, evaluate and share IPM based research to minimize pesticide misuse in legume crops to provide residue
free products to end users with better environment.
Materials and methods: Various IPM options such as resistant varieties, cultural, biological controls, evaluation of thresholds
and need based application of chemicals developed at research stations were evaluated and shared with farmers in on-farm
situations in a participatory approach.
Results: Insect pests are a major constraint in legume production and storage. Legumes pests are often sporadic, and at times
cause complete destruction of crops. There has been a shift in pest spectrum in Asia over the past five decades. Farmer
participatory approach adopted by ICRISAT in collaboration with national agricultural research systems, non- governmental
organizations in a consortium mode proved effective in reducing pesticide use (20-100%) in different crops.
Conclusion: IPM research at ICRISAT in cooperation with NARS and NGOs in a participatory approach farmers adopted pestresistant cultivars, potential agronomic practices, knowledge on natural enemies, and integrating various options and brought
out several indigenous plant protection practices to the forefront to enhance the productivity of grain legumes along with
environmental and operational safety.

O INS II-2
A landscape level monitoring study evaluating the risks posed by neonicotinoid dressed oilseed rape to three hymenopteran
pollinator species
J. Keppler, R. Schmuck
Bayer CropScience AG, Environmental Safety, Monheim, Germany
juergen.keppler@bayer.com
Although higher tier studies did not show unacceptable adverse effects of oilseed rape (OSR) seeds-treated with the
neonicotinoid insecticide clothianidin on honey bees, the EU commission suspended uses of clothianidin in bee attractive crops
by applying the precautionary principle. For their re-authorization a landscape level monitoring study as proposed by the EU &
SETAC Europe Workshop EPIF 2003 was conducted to further address evaluation uncertainties of the existing database for
honey bees and risks posed to other hymenopteran pollinator species (bumble bees, Mason bees) under realistic worst case
exposure.
A typical OSR cultivation area in Northern Germany was selected for this study. The study comprised 2 large-scale areas: a
"control site" with all OSR varieties without an insecticidal seed treatment and a "treatment site" where all OSR varieties had
2
been seed-treated with clothianidin. Both sites covered each an area of 65 km (9 km in diameter). Residues of clothianidin were
analysed in pollen and nectar collected from colonies of all test species as well as in pollen and nectar collected from honey bees
in gauze tunnels on OSR fields.
Key conclusions from the study are as follows:
 The two landscapes serving as a control and a treatment area, were sufficiently similar in regard to topography, climatic
conditions, soil properties and cropping history to scientifically support the study objective.
 The chosen landscape is representative for OSR cultivation areas across Western Europe.
 The residue level in rape pollen and rape nectar samples from the treatment area were at the upper range of residues
found during previous studies in OSR pollen and nectar.
 No short- or long-term adverse effects were observed on the development of any of the three investigated test species
(survival, population growth, reproductive performance) during or after the exposure to a Clothianidin seed treatment in
the treatment landscape.
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Insecticide resistance mechanisms and management in major pests of vegetable crops
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Introduction: The use of chemicals has resulted in selection of operational insecticide resistance in agricultural pests a
phenomenon particularly striking in Mediterranean countries.
Objectives: We aim to investigate the spectrum of insecticide resistance, the underlying mechanisms and the dynamics of
resistant alleles in field populations and to develop tools to facilitate resistance management of the spider mite Tetranychus
urticae, the tomato borer Tuta absoluta and the whitefly Bemisia tabaci.
Materials and methods: Bioassays, biochemical assays and advanced molecular assays, such as next generation transcriptomics,
were used to identify, characterise and analyse insecticide resistance mechanisms. Microsatellite markers, sequence
polymorphism and simple molecular and ELISA based diagnostic tools were used to study the gene flow and the origin and
spread of resistance in field populations.
Results: Striking abamectin, neonicotinoid and diamide resistant phenotypes have been identified in T. urticae, B. tabaci and T.
absoluta respectively. In abamectin resistant T. urticae we identified mutations in the glutamate gated chloride channels and
developed a Taqman assay for their early detection in field populations. Several overexpressed P450s have been associated with
resistant phenotypes in B. tabaci and in T. urticae with variable cross spectrum catalytic efficiency. Sequence analysis of the
putative diamide binding site region of the ryanodine receptor (RyR) in T. absoluta revealed a novel amino acid substitution that
is associated with resistance. Analysis of the geographic distribution, gene flow and origin of known target site resistance
mutations showed that although resistance mutations can arise several independent times their spread in large geographic
areas seems highly depended on human activities. Finally, we developed an ontology-based pesticide resistance database
(Galanthus,http://www.galanthos-prd.gr) in order to facilitate decisions for resistance management strategies.
Conclusion: We investigated the spectrum and the mechanisms of insecticide resistance and the spread of resistance in field
populations both in the context of local resistance management and population and evolution studies. Finally we developed
tools to facilitate resistance management of major agricultural pests.

O INS II-4
Side-effects of pesticides on non-target organisms: 1- In Egyptian cotton fields
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The cotton sector remains one of the major importance to the Egyptian economy Destructive insect pests are the most limiting
factor of the yield. Bollworms, leaf worm are the key pests and lately aphids and whitefly have become also a problem because
of the wide use of pesticides. Although an IPM program is implemented in cotton fields in Egypt, pesticides are still the most
effective tool for controlling the cotton pests. Pesticides’ application has created several problems among such is pest resistance
to pesticides which has become a critical problem in Egypt.
Side effects of some groups of recommended pesticides in cotton fields were evaluated on non-target pests, predators and
pollinators through experimental field trials at two Egyptian Governorates for two growing seasons, 2013 and 2014. Direct
counts of target and non-target organisms, pre-treatment and at three day intervals post treatments for each pesticide/ location
were practiced. Reduction rate in insects’ population was estimated. Side-effects of pesticides on numbers and activities of the
honeybee, Apis mellifera (L.) workers under field conditions were studied. As well, a discriminating concentration technique was
used for rapid monitoring of insecticidal resistance in field-samples of the pink bollworm (PBW), Pectinophora gossypiella
(Saund.) larvae collected from sprayed cotton fields.
Rates of reduction in P. gossypiella population (target pest) ranged 63.2-72.5 and 61.9-74.8% in 2013 and 2014, respectively.
Respective rates in non-target pest species; Aphis gossypii (Glov.), Bemisia tabaci (Genn.) and Tetranychus urticae Koch were
35.6-83.3 and 50.3-83.0%, while they attained 79.2-96.5 and 65.2-91.8% in the populations of the predatory species;
coccinellids, Chrysoperla carnea (Steph.) and spiders. For honeybees, 59.2% mortality was recorded and foraging and nectar
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collecting workers were reduced by 14.5-36.6%. Resistance % in the PBW, collected from sprayed fields was estimated by 19.254.6%. Similar studies on other field and horticulture crops in Egypt have been carried out.

O INS II-5
Effect of emamectin benzoate and spinosad on some biological parameters of the Chrysoperla carnea (Stephens) (Neu.:
Chrysopidae)
M. Saber, S. Vojudi
University of Tabriz, Plant Protection, Tabriz, Islamic Republic of Iran
saber@tabrizu.ac.ir
The common green lacewing, Chrysoperla carnea (Stephens) is one of the best-known biological control agents. In this study, the
lethal and sublethal effects of emamectin benzoate and spinosad were evaluated on the biological parameters of the C. carnea.
o
Rearing of green lacewing and all experiments were done in growth chamber at 26±1 C, 70±5% RH and a photoperiod of 16:8
nd
(L:D) h. Bioassay tests were carried out on 2 instar larvae of green lacewing by residue contact method. The results showed
that the tested insecticides at recommended field concentration had negligible toxicity on larvae of this natural enemy.
According to IOBC standard method, emamectin benzoate and spinosad were classified as harmless. Sublethal effects of tested
insecticides were studied at twice recommended field concentration of each insecticide. Emamectin benzoate and spinosad
increased larval duration by 7.7 and 15.5 % and pupae duration by 7.6 and 11.4 % compared with control, respectively. The
insecticides increased significantly larval mortality rate compared with control but there did not on pupal stage. Fecundity,
fertility and adult longevity were not affected significantly by the insecticides compared with control. Results showed that these
bioratioanl insecticides had the least adverse effects on the green lacewing. Therefore, they have a high potential to be
combined with green lacewing as biological control agent in Integrated Pest Management (IPM) programs.

O INS II-6
Monitoring of acaricide resistance based on RCV and QS methods for adaptive management in Tetranychus urticae Koch
1
2
1,3
D. H. Kwon , T. J. Kang , S. H. Lee
1
Seoul National University, Research Institute of Agriculture and Life Sciences, Seoul, Republic of Korea
2
Rural Development Administration, Department of Horticultural Crop Research, National Institute of Horticultural and Herbal
Science, Jeonju, Republic of Korea
3
Seoul National University, Department of Agricultural Biotechnology, Seoul, Republic of Korea
jota486@snu.ac.kr
Rapid resistance detection system is essential for a proper management of acaricide-resistant populations of Tetranychus
urticae. Residual contact vial bioassay (RCV) and quantitative sequencing (QS) methods were employed to determine acaricide
resistance levels in T. urticae. Among 19 acaricides tested, 12 were applicable to the RCV as they showed dose-dependent
mortalities within 8 h post-treatment. The QS was able to determine the resistance allele frequencies of 12 point mutations
associated with resistance to five acaricides (organophosphate, pyrethroid, abamectin, bifenazate and etoxazole). The
laboratory strains revealed high susceptibility to all the test acaricides with low resistance allele frequencies, but the field
populations collected from rose greenhouses exhibited severe levels of multiple resistance and high resistance allele frequencies
to almost all tested acaricides, indicating high levels of acaricide resistance in most rose cultivation areas in Korea. The RCV and
QS methods would be useful for the selection of appropriate acaricides and for the establishment of an adaptive management
system to control acaricide- resistant T. urticae.
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B-Fast ELISA - a newly developed ELISA technique allowing large scale testing in two hours
W. Menzel, S. Winter
Leibniz Institut DSMZ, Plant Virus Department, Braunschweig, Germany
wulf.menzel@dsmz.de
Intercontinental travel and trade have increased significantly in recent decades and resulted in the emergence of many plant
diseases including those caused by viruses. Several new detection methods have been developed in the past to cope with these
challenges in plant protection, but only very few got adopted for routine testing for various reasons. Enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) is probably still the most successfully established method, even if being limited in its sensitivity
compared to molecular methods, the fact that many separate operating steps have to be carried out and that results are usually
available only the second day. Regarding the latter two shortcomings, a superior ELISA method was developed, allowing
obtaining reliable results within just two hours with a sensitivity being comparable to standard ELISA. Furthermore, the
convenient protocol contains only very few individual steps and hands-on time. Following the simultaneous incubation of a
mixture of capture and detection antibody (conjugate) together with the test sample for 1 hour, the ELISA wells are washed and
substrate is added without any further operating steps. This new ELISA is fully compatible with standard ELISA buffers and
equipment. The availability of such a newly developed rapid diagnostic tool which is suitable for large scale testing based on
standard ELISA platforms will allow a faster response to future challenges in plant virus detection in a globalized environment.

O DIA 2
A case study of FD and BN phytoplasma variability in Croatia: multigene sequence analysis approach
1
1
1
2
2
J. Plavec , I. Krizanac , Z. Budinscak , D. Skoric , M. Seruga Music
1
Institute for Plant Protection, Croatian Centre for Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs, Zagreb, Croatia
2
University of Zagreb, Department of Bioloy, Zagreb, Croatia
martina.seruga.music@biol.pmf.hr
Introduction: Uncultivable bacteria from the genus 'Candidatus Phytoplasma' are associated with grapevine yellows (GY)
diseases worldwide. In Euro-Mediterranean viticultural areas, GY are the most frequently caused by Bois Noir (BN)
phytoplasmas, recently assigned to ‘Ca. P. solani’ species, and Flavescence Dorée (FD) phytoplasmas. Surveys of GY in Croatia
have been continuously conducted since 1997, with BN being widespread, and recently discovered FD being present in restricted
areas of the country.
Objectives: The aim of this research was to assess the variability of genotypes involved in GY pathosystems by using multilocus
sequence typing (MLST) approach on a limited number of samples as well as to evaluate the MLST analysis in finer
discrimination between closely related strains.
Materials and methods: Grapevine, weed and insect vector samples were collected from three locations in continental Croatia
(central and north western part). All samples were tested by conventional PCR/RFLP assays amplifying phytoplasma 16S rDNA. In
order to simultaneously detect FD and BN phytoplasmas in the infected grapevine, TaqMan triplex real-time-PCR assay
amplifying house-keeping gene map was also performed. Species-specific stamp and vmp1 genes together with house-keeping
genes tuf and secY were amplified and sequenced from BN strains. In FD strains, secY, map and uvrB-degV genes were analyzed.
Results: MLST encompassing phylogenetic analyses and/or RFLP analyses revealed a diversity of BN genotypes, with one being
prevalent and identified from both grapevine and the insect vector Hyalesthes obsoletus, corroborating their affiliation to the
same pathosystem. Distinct BN strains found in bindweed and two grapevine samples indicated the presence of different BN
pathosystems involving yet unidentified vector, possibly from the genus Reptalus or unidentified weed. Moreover, a cooccurence of BN and FD phytoplasma in the same vineyard was identified. The genotyping of FD strains from both grapevine and
Scaphoideus titanus has shown the presence of at least two distinct FD genotypes at two different locations, suggesting separate
introductions of the disease in the country.
Conclusions: In this study, MLST proved to be a useful and informative tool allowing a step forward in better understanding of
GY epidemiology in Croatia.
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Development of multiplex PCR and qPCR assays for rapid, accurate and reliable detection and differentiation of select agent
strains of Ralstonia solanacearum
1
2
1
M. Stulberg , J. Shao , Q. Huang
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FNPRU, USDA/ARS, Beltsville, United States
2
MPPL, USDA/ARS, Beltsville, United States
qi.huang@ars.usda.gov
Ralstonia solanacearum causes bacterial wilt and attacks over 450 plant species including ornamentals such as geranium. It also
limits the production of such economically important crops as tomato, tobacco, potato and banana. Traditionally, R.
solanacearum is classified into five races and five biovars. Recent molecular classification, however, makes differentiating closely
related R. solanacearum strains easier by grouping them into four phylotypes and subsequently into more than 50 sequevars.
The phylogenetically coherent race 3 biovar 2 (r3b2) strains cause highly destructive brown rot of potato and bacterial wilt of
geranium, and are capable of causing diseases under cooler temperature. Currently, R. solanacearum is listed as a select agent
pathogen in the U. S. unless testing can verify that it is a non- r3b2 strain. A fast and reliable assay, therefore, is greatly needed
to not only detect R. solanacearum at the species level, but at the same time also signal whether it is an r3b2 strain.
We improved current detection methods for R. solanacearum by developing both multiplex PCR and multiplex qPCR assays to
simultaneously detect target R. solanacearum strains and differentiate r3b2 from non-r3b2 strains, as well as to exclude falsenegatives associated with PCR/qPCR inhibition or unsuccessful DNA extractions in a single reaction. We took advantage of the
publicly available complete and draft genome sequences of strains of the R. solanacearum species complex to target non-phage
related DNA to ensure that the test is accurate. We also designed and included an internal plant DNA control primers and probes
targeting the cytochrome oxidase gene into the multiplex PCR, to improve the confidence and reliability of the assays for r3b2
detection in plant extracts. Our multiplex PCR and qPCR assays were tested successfully against 34 r3b2 and 56 non-r3b2 strains
of R. solanacearum, as well as five out-group bacterial species. Our assays also allowed detection of plant DNA and R.
solanacearum from artificially infected tomato, potato, geranium, and tobacco plants. Our improved detection methods will
help government officials to make timely and appropriate recommendations to exclude this select agent pathogen from the
United States or from other countries where r3b2 is a quarantined pathogen.

O DIA 4
Use of droplet digital PCR and TaqMan assays for the detection and absolute quantification of Penicillium verrucosum in
cereal grain
T. Gräfenhan, S. Patrick, J. Bamforth, M. Roscoe, D. Perry, S. Tittlemier
Canadian Grain Commission, Grain Research Laboratory, Winnipeg, Canada
tom.graefenhan@grainscanada.gc.ca
Real-time PCR is commonly used for the detection and quantification of microbiological contaminants. In temperate climates,
Penicillium verrucosum is the main causal agent of mycotoxin contaminations in cereal grain, which has been stored over a
prolonged period of time. In grain silos, the growth of P. verrucosum often occurs in so called “hot spots”, small pockets
providing conducive conditions for mould growth. The heterogeneous distribution of P. verrucosum and associated mycotoxins,
such as ochratoxin A (OTA), present a challenge for testing large bulk loads of grain. In addition to representative sampling and
homogenization, digital PCR (dPCR) in conjunction with TaqMan assays can be used to detect single copies of genetic markers in
micrograms of template DNA. The new technology has an advantage over real-time quantitative PCR in terms of sensitivity and
precision. For meaningful real-time PCR results, availability of reference materials is critical in order to generate standard curves,
which are not required for dPCR. In this study, the RainDance RainDrop™ Digital PCR system was assessed for absolute
quantification of wheat samples containing traces of P. verrucosum. Total amounts of template DNA used (1000 ng and 5000 ng
DNA) for droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) were closely correlated with the occupancy of the single copy reference gene for wheat
(PCR positive droplet count); but the variation observed in occupancy did not affect quantification of spiked samples. Combining
the target and reference primers/probes in a single PCR reaction (duplex ddPCR) was successfully used for quantification of a
range of low concentrations in spiked samples (ranging from 10 to 0.001%). In naturally contaminated samples, successful
detection and quantification of P. verrucosum was also achieved using up to 5000 ng template DNA per ddPCR reaction.
However, sheared DNA (size 3-5 kb) had to be used to allow for such high concentrations of template DNA, which also resulted
in better separation of fungal and plant clusters from quenched droplets. Overall, positive droplet counts of P. verrucosum
relative to reference counts of plant DNA correlated with levels of OTA contamination in representative wheat samples. In
conclusion, the detection and low-level quantification of toxigenic fungi by droplet digital PCR can serve as a cost-effective proxy
for the risk management of mycotoxin contaminations in shipments of bulk wheat.
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Rhabdocline needle cast - most recent investigations on fungal distribution and genetic variation of Rhabdocline
pseudotsugae Sydow
1
2
1
K. Morgenstern , M. Döring , D. Krabel
1
Technische Universität Dresden, Institute of Forest Botany, Tharandt, Germany
2
Institut für Pflanzenkultur, Schnega, Germany
kristin.morgenstern@tu-dresden.de
Rhabdocline pseudotsugae Sydow is one of the major fungal pathogens in Douglas fir. To date, macroscopic and microscopic
analyses of disease symptoms have resulted in the description of the pathogen as a highly specialized needle parasite. However,
the knowledge of the ecology and biology of R. pseudotsugae is still in a very early stage.
The aim of the present study was to provide initial information on the pathway of infection and the investigation of population
genetic structures of R. pseudotsugae, as a basis for an efficient and purposeful pathogen control and the long-term reduction in
phytopathogenic risk of Douglas fir.
Recent results indicate that R. pseudotsugae causes latent infections in various Douglas fir tissue types (Morgenstern et al. 2013,
2014). Based on these results, seeds originating from German and North American areas were subjected to a systematic testing
by Rhabdocline-specific polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in order to verify the occurrence of the fungus in seeds. Rhabdocline
pseudotsugae was clearly detected in samples from six German and seven North American areas of origin. Twenty one percent
of the tested seeds were infected. This indicates that infected seeds might represent another potential source of infection in
addition to the ascospore-based distribution of R. pseudotsugae.
For the first description of the genetic variation between and within populations of R. pseudotsugae, Douglas fir needles with
fruiting bodies were collected from sampling areas in Saxony and North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany. Different genotypes of the
fungus could be distinguished by using Start Codon Targeted Polymorphism (SCoT)- and Branch Point Signal Sequences (BPS)techniques. The results revealed high genetic diversity between and within the sampled areas.A correlation between fungus
genotypes and infection intensity could not be detected.
Morgenstern K., Döring, M., Krabel D. (2013). Rhabdocline needle cast-Investigations on various Douglas fir tissue types.
European Journal of Plant Pathology. 137(3): 495-504, doi:10.1007/s10658-013-0261-0.
Morgenstern K., Döring, M., Krabel D. (2014). Rhabdocline needle cast - most recent findings of the occurrence of Rhabdocline
pseudotsugae in Douglas-fir seeds. Botany92(6): 465-469.

O DIA 6
The Early Detection of Red Palm Weevil (RPW) in infested Date Palm Trees: A New Molecular and Proteomic Based approach
for its detection and control
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1
University of Agriculture Faisalabad, Entomology, Faisalabad, Pakistan
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jamnazire@yahoo.com
Red Palm Weevil, Rhynchophorus ferrugineus, (Coleoptera: Curculionidae) is considered the most destructive pest of Date Palm
trees. It feeds insides the palm and well hidden from human that makes detection process challenging. The early detection of
Red Palm Weevil (RPW) is very important otherwise, it is impossible to save infested date palm. Intensive efforts have been
made in the development of the RPW detection techniques but no single method is equally sensitive or cost effective and there
is still no good solution for area wide detection. Biotechnology, Molecular biology and Proteomic based approaches are very
useful for the early detection and control of RPW. Here, we designed a new approach based on host-plant resistance on
molecular level. Upon infestation of RPW, the plant synthesizes some important enzymes/defense proteins/signaling molecules/
involved in defense pathways that activate the defense response which can be studied by using molecular markers. Our results
indicated that Red Palm Weevil infested and non infested Date Palms showed a particular response against RPW. By using Semi
quantitative PCR, Real time PCR and SDS-PAGE, the study of early detection of RPW damage and Defense Genes Expression was
very helpful to understand RPW and Date Palm specific Interaction. Our methodology can be a useful tool to study the insectplant interaction and implementation in RPW management.
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Ecological engineering approach for rice insect pest management inChina
Z.-R. Zhu, K. L. Heong, J. Cheng, G. M. Gurr
Zhejiang University, Institute of Insect Sciences, Hangzhou, China
zrzhu@zju.edu.cn
Ecological engineering (EE) for pest management is a win-win approach for human society and nature to regulate crop
herbivores through restoration of “natural” vegetation habitats in which the ecosystem service of bio-controls could be
enhanced and therefore resulted in low population growth rate of pests. The major EE technical context includes: Landscape
perspectives in farm design and planting, Monitoring target pests, Natural enemy conservation and enhancing, Optimization of
cropping, Pesticide use in need-based (abbrev. LMNOP). LMONP will help natural enemies via the provision of Nutrients
(nectar and pollen), Alternative preys/hosts, Touring roads, Umbrella, REproduction supporting (NATURE). The EE is one of the
smarter approaches to couple the different objective-driven farms, from conventional high yield, less-chemical input with ideal
eco-, high-efficiency, and organic production farms. So the brief hypothesis is “EE by LMNOP is a smarter NATURE”. The field
experiments in different production models from high biodiversity mountainous to lower biodiversity plain paddy confirmed this
hypothesis. A smarter communication approach has been implemented for up-scaling this EE which has been applied by large
scale farmers.

O ICO 2
“Lure & Kill”, “Stress & Kill”: Innovative Control Strategies for Herbivorous Pests
1
1
2
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2
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svidal@gwdg.de
Due to EU-regulations the use of synthetic insecticidal compounds has been restricted and will be even further restricted in the
forthcoming years. Alternative, sustainable control strategies need to be developed and established to avoid control gaps for
important crop pests. Various strategies have been proposed to improve pest control (i.e. lure and kill techniques using
semiochemicals, visual cues or combinations of two of these compounds, and a kill component). Most of these control
approaches have, however, been developed for targeting aboveground herbivorous insect pests. Given that over 70 % of insect
species pass through at least one developmental stage in the soil there is an increasing demand for innovative control strategies
for belowground herbivores. Targeting these life stages by controlling agents is, however, hampered by soil properties
restricting the diffusion of control agents and the irregular distribution of the larvae or pupae, resulting in higher costs. Thus one
strategy could be instead of bringing the control agents to the target pests, they could be attracted towards the killing agents.
Since larvae need to orientate by chemical cues in the soil to find the roots of their host plants, artificial cues can be applied to
the soil mimicking growing roots. When larvae are attracted to these application sites, the chances that they will come into
contact with specific killing agents will be enhanced. The stress and kill strategy entails use of an agent (e.g. botanical, low dose
insecticide) that stresses the target and increases its susceptibility to a biological control agent. The stressing agent may be an
antifeedant which, through starvation, increases susceptibility to pathogens or an irritant that increases insect movement and
exposure to potential control agents. The merits and drawbacks of the lure and kill and stress and kill strategies will be
discussed.

O ICO 3
Pheromone blend analysis and cross-attraction among geographically-different Maruca vitrata populations
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The legume pod borer, Maruca vitrata (Lepidoptera: Crambidae), is a pantropical pest on leguminous crops. The larvae are
controlled mainly by insecticides. Pest monitoring by pheromone lures can help to reduce the use of pesticides. (E,E)-10,12160
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hexadecadienal was identified as the major sex pheromone compound of M. vitrata . (E,E)-10,12-hexadecadienol and (E)-102
hexadecenal were described as minor pheromone components . A blend of these components in a ratio of 100:5:5 attracted
2
3
4
4
males in field trapping experiments in Benin , but not in Taiwan , Thailand , and Vietnam . This finding indicates geographic
variation in the sexual communication among M. vitrata populations. To create an effective lure in Southeast Asia, we
investigated the pheromone composition of insect populations from Thailand, Taiwan, and Vietnam compared to a reference
population from Benin. We developed a sensitive GC-MS method using selected ion monitoring to analyze single pheromone
gland extractions. We confirmed the presence of (E,E)-10,12-hexadecadienal and (E,E)-10,12-hexadecadienol in all target
populations, but we did not find (E)-10-hexadecenal. Moreover, the pheromone composition of both detected compounds did
not vary significantly among the insect populations. In wind tunnel tests, we compared the responses of males from Taiwan and
Benin to a) calling females and b) gland extracts of females from both origins in laboratory choice and non-choice bioassays.
Taiwanese and Beninese males were similarly attracted to all pheromone sources. In conclusion, we found no distinct difference
in the sexual communication between Asian and African insect populations. However, we did find a significantly higher
attraction of males to live females than towards lures in the field in Taiwan. This indicates that additional, yet unidentified
compounds may be present at least in the Taiwanese M. vitrata pheromone blend.
The research is part of the Project HORTINLEA, funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research and the
German Federal Ministry of Economic Cooperation and Development within the framework of the program GlobE - Global Food
Security.
1
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Srinivasan et al. 2015. In: New horizons in insect science

O ICO 4
Repellency effects of methyl eugenol on rice pests and their predators
B. Hadi, C. Garcia, S. Villareal
International Rice Research Institute, Crop and Environmental Sciences Division, Los Banos, Philippines
b.hadi@irri.org
Question: Methyl eugenol (ME) is a phenolic compound produced by a number of plant species with a particular characteristic
of attracting some insect species and repelling others. We investigated whether ME has repellency effects on rice pests and their
natural enemies.
Method: We designed a laboratory study utilizing small cages containing food sources (e.g. live rice plants or brown planthopper
eggs) with side openings to allow the individual insects a choice between feeding on- or leaving the food sources. Half of the
experimental units received ME treatments while the other half served as controls. We conducted this study on brown
planthopper and mirid bug as two representatives of rice pests and natural enemies commonly found in rice fields.
We also conducted paired-fields study with ME-impregnated papers deployed in half of the pairs while the other half served as
controls. This setup is replicated four times and populations of rice pest species (brown planthopper, white-backed planthopper
and green leafhopper) and their natural enemies (mirid bug and tetragnatha spiders) were estimated by sweep net sampling
twice a season during vegetative and reproductive stages, subsequently. Here we report the results of our laboratory studies
and one season of field study.
Results: In our laboratory study, the percentages of brown planthoppers staying in the cages to feed on the host plants were
significantly lower in the ME-treated cages compared to controls at 1,24 and 48 hours after the start of the experiment. Similarly
we found that the percentages of eggs consumed by mirid bugs were significantly lower in the ME-treated cages compared to
controls. These results indicated repellency effects of ME on both rice pests and their natural enemies.
In the field study, the population levels of brown planthopper, green leafhopper, white-backed planthopper, mirid bug and
tetragnatha spiders were not significantly different on fields receiving ME treatments compared to controls at both vegetative
and reproductive stages of rice growth.
Conclusion: Our study confirmed the repellency effects of ME on brown planthopper and mirid bug in a small and contained
experimental system. Further investigation is needed to characterize the effect of ME on rice pests and their natural enemies in
a larger scale.
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Automated insect monitoring – what we learned so far
M. Stefancic
Efos d.o.o., Hrusevje, Slovenia
matej.stefancic@efos.si
Agriculture seems to be trapped in constant paradoxes: provide more food without significantly expanding farmable land and
supply top quality products while reducing negative impacts on environment.
One of key issues is impact that pesticides have on environment. Therefore new pest control products are far more targeted and
need to be applied in a timely manner in order to be effective. On the other side field scouting is usually still based on weekly
visit of the traps as it has been for several years. That often results in a situation when development of pest population is not
detected soon enough to effectively use modern (chemical or bio) pesticides.
During the presentation we will show how automated insect monitoring system like Trapview can address key issues in modern
insect monitoring. These are: the need to have pest related data in nearly real-time, optimizing time spent on travel and
providing tools to manage spreading of pests to non-infected areas due to import of food.
A few examples of key pests which can be efficiently monitored with automated traps will be shown and key challenges which
had to be addressed and solved will be presented.
Key challenges include effective trapping of targeted insects, low maintenance requirements, simplifying detection/recognition
of targeted pests and simplifying communication between all stakeholders needed to decide and to take pest control measures.
At the end we will address some of key future issues like how to efficiently deal with some of the most important invasive
species (for example Drosophila Suzukii) and how to incorporate standard field scouting with early warning system provided by
automated traps

O ICO 6
Digital pests monitoring in cole crops (Brassica oleracea)
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According to guidelines of integrated pest management (IPM), assessment of pest density is a meaningful tool for using in crop
protection. The application of insecticides can be limited to the amount necessary due to estimated pest populations and
corresponding thresholds. The currently available estimation methods (e. g. crop monitoring) for insect pests in vegetable crops
under field condition are either very time consuming or not area-specific and for this reason rarely applied in practice.
Therefore, the objective of this research is to develop automated area-specific and easy-to-handle decision support systems at
the example of cruciferous vegetables. This research project is part of the “WeGa- Kompetenznetz Gartenbau”
(http://www.wega-online.org) and is funded by the federal ministry of education and research.
In this study different types of digital decision support systems for detection of certain adult pests under controlled and field
conditions were tested. TrapView, TriangelCameraSystem (TCS) and light grid were the most advanced systems. TrapView (Efos,
Slovenia) is a technically modified delta pheromone-trap for the automatic detection of codling moth (Cydia pomonella L.) and is
commercially available. For the first time, TrapView was used in combination with pheromones for pest of cole crop (e.g. Plutella
xylostella L.). The TCS as well as the light grid were developed in collaboration with the Osnabrück - University of applied
science. The TCS is a video surveillance system for cabbage root fly (Delia radicum L.). Light grid is a photoelectric light system,
which operates on the basis of infrared beams and was used to monitor flying insects. The preliminary results indicate that the
three tested systems are generally well suited for the detection of adult pest. However, further optimizations and testing must
to be done to evaluate the quality of the systems.
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Twenty years of experience of the IPM Wheat Model in Northern Germany (Schleswig-Holstein)
T. Birr, J.-A. Verreet
Institute of Phytopathology, Kiel, Germany
t.birr@phytomed.uni-kiel.de
Increasing intensity of wheat cultivation has been achieved through shorter rotations, high plant populations, and multiple
nitrogen applications. These agronomic practices result in substantial grain yields but also increased pressure from diseases.
Pathogens that have become economically important are Mycosphaerella graminicola, Phaeosphaeria nodorum, Pyrenophora
tritici-repentis, Puccinia recondita, Puccinia striiformis, Tapesia yallundae/T. acuformis, Fusarium spp. and Blumeria graminis f.
sp. tritici. Control of the diseases caused by these pathogens has a high priority in minimizing yield losses (average 2 tons). The
occurrence of individual pathogens and the economic significance of the diseases they cause can vary substantially in different
climatic zones and production systems. Epidemiological development of pathogens strongly depends on the weather. Together
with differences among cultural practices, this leads to differences in the onset, course, and severity of the disease complex
from one year to the next. Decisions on the need to apply fungicides, application timing, and choice of active ingredient have
hitherto been guided largely by experience. Such decisions, however, often cannot be regarded as optimal when economic and
ecological aspects are also taken into account. Spray decisions are often made according to a “precautionary” principle based on
the crop’s growth stage. It cannot be assumed, however, that this system will always control the pathogen population at the
most sensitive stage of its population dynamics at the transition from the epidemiological accrescence to the progression phase.
From the epidemiological point of view, growth stage-oriented treatments are randomly timed and therefore may only be
partially successful, and the possibility of economically and ecologically unjustifiable applications cannot be ruled out. In a multiyear cooperation of the plant protection services of the German states Bavaria and Schleswig-Holstein and the Universities of
Munich and Kiel, an Integrated Plant Protection System (IPM Wheat Model) has been developed for the most important fungal
wheat diseases. From 1995 to 2014, epidemiological and yield studies were carried out within the framework of annual regional
monitoring programs in three different varieties at 10 sites, equipped with online weather forecasting stations. For optimizing
plant protection treatments, an important basic principle was the development of functional pathogen-specific control
thresholds and prognosis systems. Averaged over the years and locations, the fungicide-untreated control achieved a yield of 8.7
t/ha, the stage-oriented, ´professional´ variant (3.7 applications, full application rate) achieved 10.4 t/ha, and the IPM version
(2.0 applications, reduced application rate) 10.2 t/ha. The differences in yield between the stage-oriented and IPM variants were
not significant. In summary, the amount of fungicide active ingredients was reduced by 48% in the IPM variant compared to the´
professional´ variant, with a comparable yield and disease control.

O TTR 2
Plant Medicine (Phytiatry), a University science and Plant Doctor, a necessary profession for the benefit of global agriculture:
Arguments and actions for its establishment
E. Tjamos
Agricultural University Athens, Plant Patholgy, Athens, Greece
ect@aua.gr
Agronomy is continuously evolving according to the needs of Agriculture. Since several related disciplines are gradually emerging
from classical Agronomy to create distinct professions, urgent actions have to be taken for establishing Plant Medicine
(Phytiatry) as a new University Science.
We enlighten the major problems related to the current situation in Plant Medicine concerning education and application and
analyse arguments, emphasizing the fundamental particularity of sciences related to Plant Medicine, along with actions for
upgrading education and specialization and establishing a new profession of Plant Medicine doctors.
Plant Medicine could be a distinct University multidisciplinary science that can deal with basic and applied research in studying
plant diseases and pests, abiotic diseases, plant nutrition and generally management of plant pests and diseases. As a five-years
University course could include over forty different scientific disciplines having as core plant pathology, agricultural entomology
and nematology, weed science, phytopharmacy, disease and pest diagnosis, plant protection strategies, identification of new
diseases, pests and weeds, disease and pest monitoring.
Strong arguments in favor of establishing Plant Medicine as a separate University science are presenting to highlight problems
related to scientifically accurate plant disease and pest diagnosis, related to the need of consulting agronomists or farmers on
quarantine pathogens and pests, deal with complicated problems of postharvest diseases, with mycotoxin aspects on food
safety and suggest measures for managing relative pathogens, able to provide the appropriate plant nutrition instructions and
to guide the farmers to produce quality products. Plant Medicine Doctors able to contribute in ameliorating the negative impact
of farming on the Agricultural Environment and instructing farmers to be in vigilance in protecting both their farms, the
agricultural environment and their health and reduce high costs in crop production. Plant Medicine Doctors able to eliminate the
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problem of amateurism in disease and pest diagnosis and management. As for international actions these must be focused on
the education at Universities, the alarming cases for lack of specialists, the extension plant clinics and the joint International
congresses under the auspices of relative International Societies

O TTR 3
The changing role of science in soil and plant health extension programs
C. Botta, P. Botta
PCB Consulting, Benalla, Australia
cbotta@bigpond.com
Introduction: A review of the long history of soil health extension and research programs across the NE region of Victoria,
Australia, demonstrates a number of clear shifts and trends in extension program design. These shifts and trends bring a number
of new challenges for extension programs.
Objectives: This paper explores these shifts and trends, the challenges for extension and proposes some changes to our
understanding of the role of science in supporting extension programs for soil and plant health.
Materials and methods: This paper draws from a review of soil health extension and research programs across the NE region of
Victoria.
Results: The review demonstratesa clear shift from ‘fixing up’ single issues with soil health such as acidity, salinity, soil fertility
and plant heath issues to taking a more integrated holistic farm and catchment system approach.This in part has been driven by
increasing landholder interest in soil health and sustainable plant production systems and in particular the role of soil biology
and organic matter in agricultural systems. The linking of soil health with plant health and human health clearly demonstrates a
shift towards the adoption of systems thinking into problem solving processes used on farms.
There has also been a clear shift from government driven research and extension programs to community led initiatives.
Philanthropic, government and industry/RDC funding bodies have also begun to recognise the role of community groups as key
extension program delivery vehicles.
These shifts and trends create challenges for crafting and delivering clear soil and plant health extension messages, particularly
when management of soil and plant health often requires understanding of complex soil, farm, catchment systems and markets.
Conclusion: These shifts and challenges have led to a change in our understanding of the role of science in supporting extension
programs for soil and plant health. We have learnt the importance of extension programs fostering discussion, learning and the
development of connections between participants, and the science experts or specialists. Most importantly we have learnt the
importance to work with land managers and producer groups to develop their own solutions.

O TTR 4
Empowering Farmers to Reduce Pesticide Risks in Asia
J. W. Ketelaar, A. L. Abubakar
FAO, Regional Office for Asia and Pacific, Bangkok, Thailand
johannes.ketelaar@fao.org
FAO has a long-standing record of technical assistance and support to its member countries for empowerment of rural
communities in the Asia region to tackle pesticide-related problems from a risk reduction perspective. Use of the most
hazardous pesticides must be eliminated and overuse reduced in favour of effective and environment-friendly alternatives, such
as Integrated Pest Management. In tandem with pesticide management regulatory reform, grass-root level education efforts,
including Farmers Field Schools, are of vital importance to facilitate risk reduction in rural communities. Using innovative and
science-based research methodologies, this paper will outline results of impact assessment work done on community education
for pesticide risk reduction efforts implemented in Cambodia and Vietnam during the 2007-2012 period.
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O TTR 5
Increasing grower awareness and monitoring spread of Heterodera glycines in North Dakota, USA
1
1
1
2
3
S. Markell , J. Jordahl , S. Meyer , P. Glogoza , M. Knudson
1
North Dakota State University, Plant Pathology, Fargo, United States
2
University of Minnesota, Clay County Extension, Moorhead, United States
3
North Dakota State University, Grand Forks County Extension, Grand Forks, United States
samuel.markell@ndsu.edu
Introduction: Planted hectares of soybean (Glycine max) in the U.S. state of North Dakota (ND) has increased from
approximately 0.5M ha to nearly 3M ha since the 1990’s. As a result of this rapid expansion many soybean pathogens common
in other U.S. states have not been identified in ND, and many ND growers are unfamiliar with many soybean diseases. In 2003,
the invasive soil-borne nematode Heterodera glycines (Soybean Cyst Nematode [SCN]) was identified in ND. Soybean cyst
nematode is one of the most important yield-limiting pathogens in the United States but yield losses can be mitigated if the
pathogen is detected early and actively managed before the level of infestation becomes high. However, a lack of awareness
and a negative social stigma associated with SCN has limited grower interest to test for SCN infestation, and made it difficult to
ascertain the geographic spread of the pathogen.
Objective: The objectives of this study were to increase SCN awareness and sampling by growers, and determine the geographic
distribution of SCN in ND.
Materials and methods: In 2013 and 2014, a free and anonymous SCN soil-testing service was provided to growers who
submitted soil-samples in pre-paid sample bags distributed through the Cooperative Extension Service. Distribution of bags was
accompanied by an Extension awareness campaign that included press interviews, advertising, educational seminars, and field
3
day events. Egg count data (eggs/100cm ) were mailed directly to the submitting grower and a low-resolution map of egg counts
was created and publically distributed.
Results: In 2013 and 2014, 193 and 579 SCN-samples, respectively, were submitted by growers using the program. Nematode
eggs were identified in approximately 30% of the samples received and were located in 21 counties, including 11 where SCN had
not been confirmed previously.
Conclusion: Distribution of the SCN maps coincided with an increase in SCN sampling and requests for educational seminars,
interviews and management information; particularly in areas not known to have infested with SCN prior to map distribution. It
is likely that this program will result in proactive SCN management and a reduction of economic loss from this invasive
pathogen.

O TTR 6
Tomato growers’ perception of biocontrol as a driver for adoption and improved extension services
1
2,3
1
1
3
2
1
2
H. Wustenberghs , V. Van Damme , F. Marchand , E. Wauters , H. Casteels , L. Tirry , L. Lauwers , P. De Clercq
1
Institute for Agricultural and Fisheries Research, Social Sciences Unit, Merelbeke, Belgium
2
Ghent University, Faculty of Bioscience Engineering, Department of Crop Protection, Ghent, Belgium
3
Institute for Agricultural and Fisheries Research, Plant Sciences Unit, Crop Protection Research Area, Merelbeke, Belgium
hilde.wustenberghs@ilvo.vlaanderen.be
Introduction: In spite of the decennia-long use of biocontrol in greenhouse tomato production in Flanders (Belgium) and the
legal obligation to practice integrated pest management (IPM) since 2014 (according to the Sustainable Use Directive
2009/128/EC), their implementation in commercial greenhouses still is not optimal and the adoption of innovative techniques
remains slow.
Objectives: Therefore, we study tomato growers’ perceptions and notions on biological pest control and IPM and of the
consecutive steps in their implementation. The acquired insights should provide suggestions to improve extension and advisory
services on crop protection. A higher success in knowledge transfer, should in turn increase the sustainability of tomato
production.
Material and methods: To gain insight in growers’ perceptions of biocontrol, we conduct a series of in-depth interviews,
covering a list of open-ended topics linked to the production practices in general and pest control in particular, such as the
glasshouse holdings’ structure, the people making decisions, their notions about IPM, pest prevention, pest and predator
monitoring, biological or chemical intervention and their opinions and visions about knowledge transfer. The sample group of
tomato growers started with greenhouse holdings’ crop protection managers proposed by extension research centres, and
continued by using snowball sampling. While conducting and analysing the interviews we use a grounded theory approach. This
approach focuses on the social psychology of the actors studied. Data are collected and analysed to identify concepts, ideas and
views and to assess the actors’ interpretation of the problem and the way they solve it. Grounded theory is generated through
the abstraction of concepts and the relations between them from qualitative data, in casu interview transcripts.
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Results: Preliminary results from this study will be presented. The revealed concepts and relations provide insight in the tomato
growers’ perceptions of biocontrol, their attitudes and their motivations for adopting specific practices.
Conclusion: Suggestions can be made to improve crop protection extension services’ interaction with tomato growers and make
their communication about innovations in crop protection practices more effective.
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O LEG I-1
Update on the implementation of the EU legal framework for plant protection products
L. Cordier
European Commission, DG SANTE, Bruxelles, Belgium
lauence.cordier@ec.europa.eu
Introduction: Update on the implementation of the EU legal framework for plant protection products with some highlights on
recent issues.
Objectives: Present to the participants an update on some issues that have recently emerged in the implementation of the EU
legislation on plant protection products.
Issues can cover a broad range of topics such as data requirements, renewal of authorisations, data protection and
confidentiality.
Short Résumé: Since June 2011, I am working in Directorate General Health and Food Safety of the European Commission in
Brussels. I am the legal advisor to the unit E3 in charge of the implementation of EU law on plant protection products
(Regulation 1107/2009) and maximum residue levels (Regulation 396/2005). I provide advice on different aspects of the
implementation of the legislation to Member State Authorities and companies, draft implementing legislation and guidances.
From 2009 to 2011, I worked in the unit in charge of implementing the REACH Regulation in Directorate General Enterprise. I
was in particular involved with restrictions to the placing on the market and use of dangerous chemicals. Before that, I have
been a legal advisor in a unit in charge of different pieces of EU legislation pertaining to chemical substances: fertilisers, drug
precursors, detergents, pyrotechnic articles, and explosives.
I have a law degree from Université de Paris Pantheon Sorbonne (France) and a Master in Comparative Law from George
Washington University (US).

O LEG I-2
Contesting the Use of the Precautionary Principle: Hope over Experience?
D. Abrahams
Steptoe & Johnson LLP, Brussels, Belgium
dabrahams@steptoe.com
The European Commission has broad discretionary powers when it adopts measures on the basis of the precautionary principle.
In theory, such powers do have boundaries, as the measures adopted must be proportional to the chosen level of protection,
non-discriminatory in their application, consistent with similar measures already taken, and based on an examination of the
potential benefits and costs of action or lack of action. In practice, however, arguing that the European Commission has acted in
breach of the precautionary principle may prove to be a challenging undertaking because inter alia the threshold of judicial
review by the Court of Justice of the EU is set at a “manifestly inappropriate” (and therefore very high) level. Our presentation
will review the most recent case-law of the Court of Justice of the EU on challenges to measures adopted on the basis of the
precautionary principle (including, but not limited to plant protection products) and offer insights on when such challenges are
most likely to succeed.

O LEG I-3
Registration of plant protection products in the EU: evaluation within the zonal procedure and national authorisations
A. Gall
BASF SE, APE/DT, Limburgerhof, Germany
astrid.gall@basf.com
EU Regulation (EC) No 1107/2009 concerning the placing of plant protection products on the market was published 21 October
2009 and is applied in all member states since 14 June 2011. As laid down in Article 1 (3) the purpose of the Regulation is
harmonization between the Member States: “The purpose of this Regulation is to ensure a high level of protection of both
human and animal health and the environment and to improve the functioning of the internal market through the
harmonisation of the rules on the placing on the market of plant protection products, while improving agricultural production.”
Harmonization is key to establish the system of zonal evaluation which is requested by the Regulation as a main instrument to
grant national authorisations of plant protection products. Industry experiences so far a lack of harmonization. Examples will be
provided showing that EU-decisions are not yet completely accepted and that consistency throughout the Member States is a
still critical issue. It will be outlined that the lack of harmonization results in severe consequences for the growers and has
economical implications. By describing the current situation in the Member States potential solutions will be provided.
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O LEG I-4
Refusal of zonal registrations or mutual recognition by a national regulatory authority - legal aspects
O. Kracht
Kracht+Strohe Rechtsanwaelte, Cologne, Germany
ortrud.kracht@kracht-strohe.de
The EU Regulation (EC) no 1107/2009 provides for the harmonization of registrations within geographic zones of the EU. Such
harmonization shall be achieved on the basis of the zonal registration or mutual recognition procedure. The relevant Guidance
document provides that other Member States “must not re-evaluate the application.” Instead, the conclusions reached by the
Member State assessing the application for registration shall prevail. The Member State that is requested to issue a national
registration may, however, impose specific risk mitigation measures (Art. 36 para 3 subparagraph 1) or refuse authorization, if
due to specific local conditions, the product in question poses an unacceptable risk to human or animal health or the
environment (Art. 36 para 3 subparagraphs 2-4). This paragraph is interpreted by the German authorities in the sense that an
authorization may be refused due to its own risk assessment. The scope of Art. 36 para 3 subparagraphs 2-4 shall be explained,
and the interpretation of the German regulatory authorities in case of risk assessments that deviate from the assessment report
prepared by another Member State shall be reviewed and legally evaluated in the light of EU law.

O LEG I-5
Suitability criteria for authorisation of products for non-professional users in Germany - industry view
R. Fischer
Industrieverband Agrar, Referat Technik und Umwelt, Frankfurt am Main, Germany
fischer.iva@vci.de
In Germany, suitability criteria for the authorisation of plant protection products for use in home gardening have been in place
since the 1990s. They consisted mainly of use restrictions (e. g. highly toxic products) and specific risk mitigation measures like
package size limitations or ready-to-use formulations.
Following the implementation of Regulation (EC) No. 1107/2009 and Directive 2009/128/EC, the national plant protection
legislation for amateur products was adapted in 2012. Plant protection products for non-professional users should now
preferably fulfil the criteria of Article 47 of Regulation 1107 for low-risk products. In the absence of such products, however,
authorisation is still possible if the updated suitability criteria are met.
The authorisation of products for "non-professional users" in Europe is still handled on a national level and therefore even less
harmonised that that of products for agricultural use. This presentation highlights the regulatory situation in Germany from an
industry perspective.

O LEG I-6
Pesticides for non-professional use - Industry perspective on the regulatory framework
1,2
1,2
1,2
K. Leemans , L. Oger , M. Utenwiehe
1
ECPA, Brussels, Germany
2
CropLife International, Brussels, Germany
laurent.oger@ecpa.eu
Introduction: The home and garden market is a small but important sector of the total pesticide market. Gardeners expect a
variety of products be available for the management of the land that is considered an extension of the living area and
sometimes a means to supplement food supply. There is wide political misconception that all pesticide products are toxic and
hazardous to the environment. Whereas, in many countries regulatory frameworks require that products destined for the home
and garden be safe to use. In the EU, there is a stringent and effective regulatory framework in place based upon the sound
principles of risk evaluation and risk mitigation; however, inaccurate NGO led campaigns and communications place undue
political pressure on the regulatory process and add to wider public and stakeholder misunderstanding as to the benefits and
safety of pesticides.
Results: Available data on the safe use of garden products reveals that incidents of human intoxication are very rare; likewise,
home and garden use of pesticides is a minor contributor to the occurrence of pesticide residues in water. Evidence also reveals
that impacts on bees have been reduced in recent years. These favourable results can be in-part attributed to consumer
awareness of the potential risks of pesticide use, and adherence to produce use instructions. In addition, industry investment in
research and development and best practice stewardship initiatives sees the marketing of reduced risk products and special
guidance to improve the safe and sustainable use of products.
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Industry position: Industry calls for a harmonized approach. Risk assessments should be based on reality, based on science
without discriminatory measures. Industry has every interest in continuing to market products that are safe to use. Continued
improvements are born through innovation, but innovation needs time and especially predictability.
Conclusion: Under the current regulatory framework, home and garden pesticides are available as low hazard-limited risk
solutions. Users should be given the freedom of choice of safe-to-use products to maintain their homes and gardens. Pesticide
producers innovate through research and development programmes to further reduce risks, but this is best achieved under a
stable and predictable legislative framework.
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O BI I-1
Progress and uses of Microbial Control in Chilean Berries
1
2
1
A. France , E. Cisternas , I. Urtubia
1
Instituto de Investigaciones Agropecuarias, Quilamapu, Chillán, Chile
2
Instituto de Investigaciones Agropecuarias, La Cruz, La Cruz, Chile
afrance@inia.cl
The Chilean Berries Industry, including blueberry, raspberry, blackberry, strawberry and currants, has been constantly growing in
the last 30 years. Thus, the country is the main exporter of berries form the South hemisphere and the forth in the world, either
in volume and value. To keep this industry productive and open to the world, insect and disease management are a major
concern. Melybugs (Pseudococcus) is the main aboveground pest, for its direct damage and the quarantine restriction at the
importer countries. Belowground the most challenging pests are the Vine weevils (Coleoptera: Curculionidae), which produce
severe damages at the root system. They are also quarantine pests, making mandatory their control to avoid fruit rejections in
foreign markets. Farmers base their management in chemicals pesticides, but the growing restriction for chemicals and the
public concern about pesticides, encourage the farmers to use Microbial Control, like entomopathogenic fungi (EPF) and
nematodes (EPN). Research has showed that the use of EPF (Beauveria and Metarhizium) are an effective alternative to manage
mealybugs in the orchards. Control range 60, 70 and 92% with 1, 2 or 3 applications before the pest move to the aerial part. Vine
weevils are difficult to control, because larvae are deep into the soil or dwelling the main roots, avoiding physical contact with
pesticides. Therefore, EPN is the most effective measure to control these kinds of insects, because of their ability to search
larvae into the soil or inside the dwellings. EPN has been used against the most important vine weevils: Aegorhinus nodipenis
(Plum weevil), Aegorhinus superciliosus (Raspberry weevil), Asynonychus cervinus (Fuller's rose weevil), Naupactus
xanthographus (Grapevine weevil) and Otiorhynchus sulcatus (Black vine weevil). EPN like Steinernema australe, S. feltiae and S.
unicornum are able to reduce about 70% the adult emergencies from the soil. Research continues looking for better isolates of
entomopathogens to control these and other pests related to berries. Also, mass rearing in vivo and in vitro has been
9
accomplished with yields above 2x10 spores/g of dry rice and 35,000 dauers/ml of EPF and EPN, respectively. Formulations such
as granules, gels and clays are available for berry farmers facilitating the use of Microbial Control.

O BI I-2
Efficacy of using Harmonia axyridis (Coleoptera: Coccinellidae) on Myzus persicae (Hemiptera: Aphididae) on vegetables
under greenhouse conditions
S. Li, X. Guo, S. Wang, J. Zhao, D. Xiao, F. Zhang
Beijing Academy of Agriculture and Forestry Sciences, Institute of Plant and Environment Protection, Beijing, China
ls_baafs@163.com
Myzus persicae is one of the most biologically diverse and widely distributed pests principally due to its ability to transmit plant
viruses. In order to evaluate the control ability and benefit of Harmonia axyridis on M. persicae, releasing H. axyridis to control
M. persicae were investigated as comparing with application of biological insecticide in pimiento and eggplant greenhouse. The
results showed that H. axyridis could continue to depress population density of M. persicae in pimiento greenhouse. The
colonization rate of H. axyridis was 64% which was the peak of M. persicae outbreaks. In addition, the yield of pimiento and
benefit that releasing H. axyridis control M. persicae were higher than biological control. In eggplant greenhouse, releasing H.
axyridis delayed the peak of aphids for one week. The population density of M. persicae was declined by 79% and the
colonization rate of H. axyridis was reach to 86% after increased the number of released H. axyridis. These results indicated that
monitoring the population dynamics of natural enemies and pests in entire stage should be definitely facilitated the ratio of
natural enemy and pest per week after planting 15 days. Releasing H. axyridis in the early two to three months could be costeffective and sustainable in controlling M. persicae in vegetable greenhouses.

O BI I-3
Evaluations of entomopathogenic nano- Beauveria bassiana and Nano beauvericin against rice insect pest under laboratory
and field conditions
M. Sabbour
National Research Center, Pests&Plant Protection, Cairo, Egypt
magasabbour@gmail.com
Chilo agamemnon and Hydrellia prosternalis are the main rice pests they cause a lot of damage to the rice crop. The
entomopathogenic fungi nano-Beauveria bassiana were tested against these two insect pests . LC50 recorded 187 X 104 and 198
X104 spores/ml for Chilo agamemnon and Hydrellia prosternalis , respectively under laboratory conditions. When the toxin
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nano- beauvericin were tested against the two pests, the Lc50 reduced to 44X 104and 49X 104spores/ml for both the tested
insect pests, respectively. Results showed that the percentage of infestation were significantly decreased .to 9 and 8% under
field conditions in the plotes treated with nano- B. bassiana and 1 and 2% in the plots treated with nano- beauvericin. The yield
significantly increase to 6631± 36.80 and 6331± 33.70 and 7456± 30.40 ton/ feddan in the plots treated with nano- B.bassiana
and nano- beauvericin, respectively .

O BI I-4
Improved biopesticide application strategies for insect pest management in Africa
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
S. Niassy , S. Ekesi , S. Subramanian ; K. Fiaboe ; T. Martin ; K. Akutse ; A. Muvea ; J. Nyasani ; B. Mutune ; K. Mfuti , W.
1
1
1
Hundessa ; G. Azandémè-Hounmalon ; N. K. Maniania
1
International Centre of Insect Physiology and Ecology, Plant Health, Nairobi, Kenya
sniassy@icipe.orgsekesi@icipe.org
The development of entomopathogenic fungi as biopesticide for the management of arthropod pests is gaining prominence
across Africa and a number of products have emerged as a result of strong partnership between research institutions and the
private sector. Despite the interest, a number of challenges such as susceptibility to climatic factors, poor shelf life and need for
effective and economical mass production and formulation technologies exists and require technical backstopping. The failure to
address these challenges might preclude adoption of biopesticide by small-scale farmers. Climatic factors such solar radiation,
temperature, relative humidity, rainfall etc affect biopesticide efficacy and persistence. Additionally, the high cost of
biopesticide production is a critical factor in terms of affordability by small-scale farmers limiting their adoption. A crucial
balance between biopesticide efficacy and cost needs to be achieved to ensure affordability and wide adoption by farmers. Over
the past 20 years, icipe has carried out various biopesticide R&D activities to address the aforementioned challenges and
improve their use by growers across Africa. Several approaches that include the use of autoinoculator, spot sprays and other
application strategies have been explored to either prolong the persistence or reduce the required amount of inoculums for field
application. Most of these strategies are developed based on information on pest ecology and using opportunities offered by
new developments in pest management such as attractants (visual and odor-based). Taking into account the versatility of
microbial agents, the use of endophytes has also become a prominent new area of interest. Identified endophytes have been
observed to stimulate plant growth and confer resistance to pest attacks. In the process of improving biopesticide application,
issues related to incompatibility between IPM tools have arisen and strategies to avoid or overcome such obstacle to their
utilization and application will be discussed in the presentation.

O BI I-5
Encapsulation of Metarhizium brunneum as basis for an attract and kill strategy
1
1
1
2
2
2
A. Patel , M. Przyklenk , M. Hanitzsch , M. Brandl , M. Schumann , S. Vidal
1
University of Applied Sciences, WG Fermentation and Formulation of Biologicals and Chemicals, Bielefeld
2
Georg-August-University Goettingen, Department for Crop Sciences, Agricultural Entomology, Goettingen
anant.patel@fh-bielefeld.de
Several soil-borne herbivorous insect pests such as wireworms and western corn rootworm larvae cause tremendous losses in
different crops like potato and maize. The INBIOSOIL project aims at developing innovative beads containing entomopathogenic
fungi (EPFs) as well as novel synergistic co-formulations of EPFs with efficacy enhancing agents to control soil-borne insect pests.
These innovative formulations should display properties such as high mechanical stability, high entrapment efficiency, high shelf
life and optimal nutrient additives for growth and sporulation of EPFs (C/N ratio, pH). For application in the field these
formulations were dried with a focus on high cell survival, low a w values and good re-swelling properties. For scale-up, high
throughput encapsulation technologies like jet cutting and several drying processes e.g. fluidized bed dryer, drum dryer or the
Innojet dryer were investigated, respectively.
Here we report on the encapsulation and drying of novel formulations on lab and technical scale. Furthermore data will be
presented on investigations on the influence of nutrients on sporulation, re-swelling of dried capsules as well as the influence of
fillers on aw value and survival of dried encapsulated aerospores of the M. brunneum isolate BIPESCO 5 and virulence against
Tenebrio molitor larvae.
Dry beads with additives such as starch or other nutrients showed survival up to 80 % for Metarhizium brunneum spores and aw
values down to 0.1 depending on the formulation and drying method. Depending on the composition, dried beads rehydrated in
water to 70-90 % of their initial bead diameter. Furthermore we encapsulated M. brunneum aerospores together with CO2releasing Saccharomyces cerevisiae in a co-formulation to implement an “attract and kill” - strategy to control wireworms and
other soil-borne insect pests in agricultural fields. Selected field results, using M. brunneum (isolate ART 2825) formulated beads
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to control wireworm larvae will be presented by the collaborating group of S. Vidal, demonstrating that these novel
formulations are capable to significantly reduce the wireworm populations in the field.

O BI I-6
Endophytic entomopathogenic fungi for biological crop protection: novel integrated fermentation and formulation strategies
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
V. Krell , D. Jakobs-Schönwandt , R. Lohse , A. Lemke , P. Spieth , L. Hettlage , S. Vidal , A. V. Patel
1
University of Applied Sciences Bielefeld, Engineering and Mathematics, Bielefeld, Germany
2
Georg-August-University Goettingen, Crop Sciences/Agricultural Entomology, Goettingen, Germany
vivien.krell@fh-bielefeld.de
Introduction: Endophytic entomopathogenic fungi like Beauveria spp. or Metarhizium spp. are characterized by a cosmopolitan
distribution, are pathogenic to many different insect orders and are able to endophytically colonize different plant species and
plant parts. Biocontrol of insect pests with these fungi is challenging because of the low efficacy, difficult application and limited
shelf life of the usually insufficiently formulated “active ingredients”. A solution for these problems could be the combination of
a fermentation and formulation strategy to selectively mass-produce fungal biomass for an optimized formulation.
Objectives: The current research project aims at developing novel integrated submerse fermentation and formulation
approaches, namely sprays, beads or seed coatings that will enhance germination, penetration and plant tissue colonization of
these fungi thus systemically protecting plants against herbivorous insects.
Materials and methods: To investigate the impact of formulation on B. bassiana ATP-02 and M. brunneum spp., fungal biomass
was selectively produced as mycelia, microsclerotia, aero-, blasto- and/or submerged conidiospores fundamentally differing in
their cultivation requirements. To develop a spray formulation, different adjuvants were combined with fungal biomass.
Germination and penetration assays were conducted with a GFP-labeled B. bassiana isolate. Furthermore, novel formulations
based on biopolymers were developed.
Results: By using molasses and titanium dioxide as UV-B protecting agents, the viability of B. bassiana spores could be increased
to 57±14 % and 77±11 %, respectively. An improved spray formulation increased germination by over 35 % and germ tube
growth was stimulated leading to a 45 fold increase in length on tomato leaves. Furthermore, penetration was enhanced up to
6
50 % using a spray formulation containing 0.1 % Triton X-114, 1 % molasses, 1 % titanium dioxide and 10 /ml spores. Based on
these promising findings, an integrated fermentation and formulation strategy will also be developed for specific Metarhizium
spp. isolates.
Conclusion: By developing suitable integrated fermentation and formulation strategies, penetration and colonization of plant
tissues by endophytic entomopathogenic fungi can be substantially improved.
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Digital technologies for diagnosing insect pest, disease and weed problems
G. Norton, M. Taylor, D. Barnier
Identic Pty Ltd, Brisbane, Australia
g.norton@cbit.uq.edu.au
Correct detection and diagnosis of pest, disease and weed problems is a critical component of best management practice. This
applies at all levels of decision making, including decisions made by farmers, advisors and by national and international
biosecurity agencies. In recent years, however, a world-wide decline in practical taxonomic and diagnostic expertise has made
correct identification and diagnosis of crop disorders more challenging and this, together with expected changes in the
distribution and abundance of pests, diseases and weeds driven by climate change, has the potential to make plant and crop
diagnosis even more difficult in the future.
To support this diagnostic process, various information technology (IT) approaches have been developed, including image
databases, remote microscopic diagnostics, and various dichotomous and matrix key programs and products. This presentation
describes one of these approaches, based on the Lucid matrix system for identification and diagnostics. Initially launched over
15 years ago, the Lucid software system has been used world-wide to create and deploy a wide variety of multimedia based
identification and diagnostic tools or keys. Since its initial release, Lucid has been continuously updated and improved and a
complementary product, Fact Sheet Fusion - a fact sheet builder - has been developed and released. Using these two software
systems and with support from a help desk and dedicated website at www.lucidcentral.org, domain experts are able to easily
create and provide plant protection decision makers with multimedia identification and diagnostic tools and fact sheets in one
package.
A range of these Lucid based tools will be demonstrated, including USB and DVD based products, online Java and web-server
applications, and Android and iOS smartphone apps based on the latest Lucid Mobile deployment technology. One project
involving the International Rice Research Institute and a number of national rice programs has resulted in the development of
rice diagnostic apps tailored to local languages and situations. As part of this project we are extending Lucid Mobile to include
data collection and reporting functions based on user observations, a facility that we believe could be of value to a range of
plant protection and biosecurity activities in the future.

O DIG 2
Temperature-dependent age- specific demography of grapevine moth (Lobesia botrana) (Lepidoptera: Tortricidae): jackknife
vs. bootstrap techniques
F. Moshtaghi, S. Iranipour, M. J. Hejazi, M. Saber
The University of Tabriz, Plant Protection, Tabriz, Islamic Republic of Iran
shiranipour@tabrizu.ac.ir
Grapevine moth, Lobesia botrana (Lep. Tortricidae) is a key pest of Iran vineyards that lives in a wide range of area with broad
range of temperature fluctuations. Temperature has a key role in population dynamics of insects. This effect may realize via
change in speed of biochemical reactions related to development, survival, and reproduction that consists life history
components of an animal. Hence the best manner of studying this effect is surveying reproductive-life table parameters under
different temperature regimes. In this study eight constant temperatures (5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 32, and 35 ± 1 º C), 60 ± 10% RH,
and 16:8 (L: D) h photoperiod was chosen for demographic studies of the grapevine moth. No development of immature stages
was occurred at 5 and 35ºC and emerged moths were unable to mate successfully at 10, 15, and 32ºC. Overall immature
development decreased from 320.7±3.4 d in 30 ºC to 34.2±0.2 d in 10ºC and further increased to 42.5±0.6 d in 32 ºC. Based on
the stable population growth parameters it seems that 25ºC is being more close to optimum temperature. Maximum value of
-1
intrinsic rate of increase, gross and net reproductive rates were 0.0719 d , 55.5 and 23 females per generation in this
temperature. Both jackknife and bootstrap estimates of mean and standard error were largely similar, hence both may use for
uncertainty estimates. The data suggests cold storage of grape to prevent damage. The certain damage may be expected in the
first generation in spring. Hot summer of our area itself may restrict the pest development of subsequent generations.
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Using Empirical Knowledge to Create Decision-Making Tools for Peanut Pest Management
R. Brandenburg, B. Lassiter, G. Wilkerson, D. Jordan, B. Shew
North Carolina State University, Entomology, Raleigh, United States
rick_brandenburg@ncsu.edu
Introduction: Providing tools to assist farmers in making cost effective and environmentally-sound pest management decisions
is a goal of IPM specialists. Valuable information can be communicated by risk indices derived from empirical data, where
numerical index values are assigned to indicate an enhanced or diminished likelihood of pest damage. This paper presents our
effort to assemble empirical data and apply it in an interactive decision-making tool that provides farmers with information for
more effective pest management decisions.
Objectives:
 Aggregate available research and observational data that provide insight into pest management decision making
 Adapt data to a knowledge base that provides insight into lower or higher risk scenarios
Materials and methods: Program developers relied on results of published research studies and many years of research and
extension experience to create or modify existing risk indices for peanut. Peer-reviewed literature was consulted and any factor
that was documented to increase, decrease or otherwise affect the risk of certain pest problems was organized into a
spreadsheet for each pest. Overall risk values were calculated, and values were adjusted as necessary so that outcomes would
conform to our experience and expectations. As a user changes inputs for cultural practices, pesticide applications, and cultivars,
the program automatically adjusts the risk category for all pests.
Results: The compilation of information was used to develop an “expert” on-line system as a decision-making tool. Growers can
use this toolhttp://www.peanut.ncsu.edu/riskmgmt/to weigh relative risks and cost associated with various agronomic and pest
management practices in the southeastern United States.
Conclusions: The acceptance and use of the on-line risk management tool has been valuable for both extension workers and
farmers. Both groups are also educated through use of the program relative to the interactions among various crop
management practices.

O DIG 4
Enhancing the pest identification experience through custom-designed digital products
T. Walters
U.S. Federal Government, Agriculture, Fort Collins, Colorado, United States
terrence.w.walters@usda.gov
USDA’s Identification Technology Program (ITP) develops web-based interfaces and applications that directly support pest
screening and identification by the plant protection community. ITP delivers a wide diversity of products to its broad clientele
base (off-shore, ports, domestic, and trade) that are custom-designed for specific responsibilities and knowledge of end-users.
Product lines and various interfaces and applications within these lines will be highlighted that address specific stakeholder
requests for products and the profiling of end-users for the future product. A three-year plan will be discussed that is directed
at: 1) increasing efficiency and turn-around time for product development and 2) enhancing services, products, and end-user
experiences.

O DIG 5
Diagnosis, monitoring and advice: smartphones respond to these challenges of plant health.
A. Jean-Marc, O. Maxime, G. Jonathan, B. Dominique
Inra, UMR 1065 save, Villenave D'Ornon, France
jogaudin@bordeaux.inra.fr
Plant diseases remain a threat to crops and always cause significant losses if they are not well identified, monitored, and
controlled. With Information and Communication Technology (ICT), several complementary applications in plant health have
been developed at INRA and grouped under the e-phytia website. These applications allow the user to identify diseases of
several crops through an image diagnostis module, and to consult comprehensive sheets on symptoms, biology of diseases and
pests, but also on control methods.
Mobile applications are distributed under the name Di@gnoplant: they provide diagnosis and advice in the field with a
smartphone or tablet. Another mobile application, Vigipl@nt, is now available: it allows epidemio and biomonitoring, image
diagnosis. The observations are dated and geotagged with the smartphone, and then transferred to e-phytia database.
Furthermore, it is now possible to combine the performance of these two types of applications to provide in the field diagnostis174
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monitoring-advice mobile tools in plant protection. Using these performances, the application of citizen science AGIIR allows you
to map in France invasive insects such as the Asian hornet, and the pine processionary caterpillar.
The continuum of knowledge and observations organized from research to the field, and vice versa, through e-phytia website
and associated mobile applications will be presented (cf. Figure), this in the context of a sustainable crop protection.
Figure 1: INRA website e-phytia and associated mobile applications

O DIG 6
Improving information flow within the Plantwise programme using Information and Communication Technology
1
2
1
1
2
1
S. Hobbs , W. Ochilo , T. Holmes , C. Finegold , M. Oronje , H. Wright
1
CABI, Wallingford, United Kingdom
2
CABI, African Regional Centre, Nairobi, Kenya
s.hobbs@cabi.org
Introduction: Plantwise is a global programme, led by CABI, to help smallholder farmers get the knowledge they need to reduce
crop loss caused by pests and diseases. This is achieved by working closely with national partners to establish sustainable
networks of local plant clinics, run by trained plant doctors, where farmers can find practical plant health advice. Plant clinics are
reinforced by the Plantwise knowledge bank, a gateway to online and offline actionable plant health information, including
diagnostic resources, pest management advice and front-line pest data for effective global vigilance.
Objectives: Exchanging information with plant doctors is a crucial element of Plantwise but can be highly problematic
logistically. This work was to understand how mobile technologies could improve the current clinic model.
Materials and methods: Countries were assessed for their readiness for use of tablets and Kenya was selected for initial trials.
Appropriate apps were licenced or created for exchanging information. A training course for plant doctors was written and
delivered to selected plant doctors during a pilot phase. Following a lessons learned assessment, the use of tablets was rolled
out to a wider set of plant doctors for regular use.
Results: Plant doctors were generally very quick to understand the technology and determine how it could improve their
workflows. Many benefits were seen, such as quality and speed of delivery of information from clinics, accuracy of diagnosis and
treatment of crop problems, and the exchange of images. Plant doctors also found new ways of using the tablets, such as setting
up self-help groups. Some further challenges were met, including ensuring that the treatment advice could be easily shared with
farmers through SMS.
Conclusion: Tablets were found to improve the work of the plant doctors and feedback from them and farmers was very
positive. Tablets will now be tested under a full Monitoring and Evaluation process and trialled in further Plantwise countries in
2015.
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The formula for fungicide sustainability
1
1,2
1
1
R. Oliver , F. van den Bosch , M. Tucker , F. Lopez Ruiz
1
Curtin University, CCDM, Perth, Australia
2
Rothamsted Research, Harpenden, United Kingdom
richard.oliver@curtin.edu.au
Fungicides are a critical component of food security worldwide contributing about $8 extra productivity for every $1 spent.
However this fungicidal crop protection is threatened by ever-increasing regulatory stringency and the development of
resistance. The implementation of validated strategies for the maximisation of the effective life of existing and new fungicides is
of the upmost importance.
Our research brings together two strands; one, an analysis of the status of fungicide resistance in pathogens of grain and grape
crops in Australia and two, reviews of experimental and modelling data on resistance management strategies. The results show
that Australia is suffering from resistance issues in a way that is entirely in agreement with the modelling predictions. Pathogens
with short generation times and large population sizes are showing high levels of fungicide resistance that is having major
impacts (>$100m p.a.) on both the grain and grape industries. Pathogens with moderate generation times are showing worrying
if sporadic signs of resistance. If current fungicide regimes are continued, we can confidently predict that further resistance
problems will develop and intensify.
The modelling can be used both to protect so-far effective fungicides and to suggest solutions when resistance has developed.
The results show that
 When resistance can be detected at > 1%, the only remedy is to significantly reduce use of the affected fungicide or even
the entire mode of action group. This implies that phenotypic screening methods are generally unsuitable.
 When resistance is present at levels < 1%, lower doses, mixtures and alternations of fungicide modes of action will
prolong the effective life of the at-risk fungicide. Intensive monitoring will then be needed to gather the information need
to adjust the fungicide regimes.
 Negative cross resistance within a mode of action has potential to add to the armoury of tools available for prolonging
effective life of products

O FUN I-2
Mixtures or alternation? Assessing fungicide anti-resistance strategies
1
2
1
J. Elderfield , F. van den Bosch , N. Cunniffe
1
University of Cambridge, Department of Plant Sciences, Cambridge, United Kingdom
2
Rothamsted Research, Computational and Systems Biology, Harpendon, United Kingdom
jade2@cam.ac.uk
Introduction: Fungicide resistance threatens agricultural disease control. Two anti-resistance strategies are applying a high- and
low-risk fungicide in series (alternation) or parallel (mixtures). These strategies have been compared extensively in the modelling
2
literature but results have been inconclusive. The structure of the underlying epidemiological models appears to strongly affect
the conclusions.
Aims: To identify under which conditions mixtures or alternation are more likely to lead to slower spread of resistance,
considering the aspects of mathematical models which might bias results in either direction.
Methods: We use a series of computational and mathematical models (Fig 1). We compare predictions from analyticallytractable models with progressively more complex simulation models and particularly focus on how the shape of fungicide doseresponse curves affects strategy performance. We use a range of metrics to compare the strategies, from the simple based
purely on the spread of resistance to the more complex including economic considerations.
Results: We develop an analytic criterion which allows the better strategy to be identified in our simplest models. This allows us
to predict for which combinations of doses of fungicide either strategy out-performs the other. The broad predictions hold in the
more complex models, but exact results depend strongly on the particular parameters used (Fig 2).
1
Conclusions: Our results contrast with the recent modelling literature which favours mixtures and show that robust predictions
require models to be selected and parameterised carefully. We plan to fit our models to field data, allowing predictions for
specific host-pathosystems.
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Figure 1: The models used in our analysis. Dotted lines on the dose-response curve show that a half-dose gives more than half
the effect.

Figure 2 Predictions from a simple analytical model and the SIR model for different parameter combinations. On the y-axis is the
dose of high-risk fungicide relative to the maximum legal dose, and on the x-axis is the dose of the low-risk. In the red area
mixtures perform better and in the yellow, alternation. The green line shows the predicted boundary between the areas.

References:
1. Hobbelen et al. 2013. Phytopath. 103:690-707
2. van den Bosch et al. 2014. Annu. Rev. Phytopath. 52: 1-21
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Resistance mechanisms to anilinopyrimidines fungicides in Botrytis cinerea
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G. Scalliet , A. Mosbach , S. Widdison , A. Farmer , D. Edel , N. Desai , R. Dietrich , A. Corran
1
Syngenta Crop Protection Munchwilen AG, Stein, United Kingdom
2
General Bioinformatics, Bracknell, United Kingdom
3
NCGR, Santa Fe, United States
4
Metabolon, Research Triangle Park, United States
5
Syngenta Crop Protection, Research Triangle Park, United States
gabriel.scalliet@syngenta.com
Anilinopyrimidines (AP) fungicides (cyprodinil, mepanipyrin, pyrimethanil) were first introduced in various European countries
more than 20 years ago. These fungicides still constitute an integral part of the plant protection program in various crops
worldwide such as grapes, apple and cereals. Anilinopyrimidines fungicides display good efficacy for the control of a range of
Ascomycetes and Adelomycetes pathogens such as Botrytis cinerea, Sclerotinia sclerotiorum, Venturia inequalis, Pyrenophora
teres and Rynchosporium secalis. In most of these pathogens resistant field isolates have been reported at low to moderate
frequency but so far the underlying resistance mechanisms have not been deciphered. In order to characterize AP resistance
mechanisms in Botrytis cinerea, two complementary approaches were undertaken. First approach was the induction of
®
resistance by random mutagenesis in the laboratory followed by their molecular characterization using Illumina sequencing and
reverse genetics. Second approach was the generation of mapping populations from crosses between resistant field isolates and
reference strains, the fine mapping of the genetic factors and their validation were performed by reverse genetics.
The characterization of our collection of laboratory mutants led to the identification of nine different resistance mechanisms
affecting nine different genes. Amongst these, one was also found in the field, and another, not present in our collection of
laboratory mutants was mapped de novo from a cross between a sensitive and a resistant field isolate. Based on our monitoring
of Botrytis cinerea field populations we could determine that these two resistance mechanisms account for over 80% of the
resistance in the field.
Such diversity of possible Fungicides resistance mechanisms is so far unique. These results, in addition to AP treatment-related
metabolomics and transcriptomics information enable us to progress our understanding of the mode of action for this class of
fungicides.

O FUN I-4
Dynamics of fungicide resistant Botrytis populations in strawberry fields
1
1
1
2
1
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S. Rupp , S. Rumsey , C. Plesken , R. Weber , M. Leroch , M. Hahn
1
TU Kaiserslautern, Biology, Kaiserslautern, Germany
2
Obstbauversuchsanstalt, Jork, Germany
rupps@rhrk.uni-kl.de
Introduction: Botrytis cinerea is the major pathogen on strawberries and causes high yield losses. Fungicides are used to control
grey mould, but resistance frequencies in Botrytis field populations have dramatically increased over the last years.
Objectives: We have investigated the dynamics of fungicide resistance, the corresponding mutations, and the genetic diversity
of Botrytis field populations.
Methods: Botrytis strains were isolated from infected tissue, purified, and tested for fungicide resistance. DNA was prepared
and used for analysis of resistance mutations and genetic markers. A PCR-based protocol was developed to quickly differentiate
between Botrytis groups and species for a high number of isolates.
Results: Botrytis isolates collected from German strawberry fields in 2012 to 2014 showed high resistance frequencies and
increasing numbers of multi- and superresistant strains, with resistances against several or all registered site-specific fungicides.
Only fludioxonil remained partly active against these strains in greenhouse experiments, because no highly fludioxonil-resistant
strains appear in the fields. Striking seasonal changes in resistance frequencies were observed. Resistance frequencies increased
after spraying and decreased in the following spring. They remained at high levels in intensively sprayed fields, whereas low
levels of resistance were usually found in unsprayed fields. Botrytis populations on strawberries were genetically
heterogeneous, they consisted of several subgroups of B. cinerea and, in low abundance, the related species B. pseudocinerea.
B. pseudocinerea was detected more often in unsprayed fields, and before treatments in sprayed fields. Surprisingly, all B.
pseudocinerea strains analysed were fungicide sensitive and, in contrast to B. cinerea, contained an intron in cytB, which
prevents the development of QoI resistance.
In the course of our studies, a new species, called Botrytis fragariae, was discovered, which was observed in high frequencies in
one of the strawberry fields.
Conclusions: The increasing frequencies of fungicide resistance in strawberry fields and other crops present a serious challenge
for grey mould control, which demands new disease management strategies.
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Fungicide resistance in cereal pathogens
G. Stammler, A. Rehfus, R. Bryson, D. Strobel
BASF SE, Limburgerhof, Germany
gerd.stammler@basf.com
Various fungal pathogens in cereals have significant impact on yield and quality. In wheat, Zymoseptoria tritici, Blumeria
graminis f.sp. tritici, Puccinia triticina, Oculimacula spp., Pyrenophora tritici-repentis and Fusarium spp. are important pathogens
and in barley B. graminis f.sp. hordei, Rhynchosporium secalis, Pyrenophora teres and Ramularia collo-cygni. Fungicides for
cereal disease control include Qo inbibitors (QoIs), sterol biosynthesis inhibitors (SBIs) and succinate-dehydrogenase inhibitors
(SDHIs). QoIs were first introduced in 1996 and in countries with intensive QoI use, resistance has developed in Z. tritici, B.
graminis, P. tritici-repentis and R. collo-cygni, which is conferred by mutation G143A in the cytochrome b gene. This mutation
has so far not been detected in P. triticina, P. teres and only rarely in R. secalis. These pathogens are still controlled by QoIs. SBIs
have been used for more than 30 years for control of cereal diseases and changes in SBI-sensitivity have been described for most
target pathogens. Resistance development follows a stepwise mode with low to moderate resistance factors. Mutations in and
overexpression of the cyp51 gene are the main mechanisms for reduced sensitivities; interestingly, in some cases of mutations,
SBIs are differentially affected. Nevertheless, SBIs are still the backbone in cereal disease control programs. More recently, the
new generation of SDHI fungicides has been introduced worldwide against many cereal diseases. From field isolates of P. teres
and laboratory mutants of Z. tritici it is known that mutations in different SDH-subunits which make up the binding site of
ubiquinone and SDHIs influence binding affinity thus reducing sensitivity. Extensive monitoring programs are running to identify
sensitivity changes for all fungicide classes and their target pathogens. Newest monitoring data and mechanisms responsible for
sensitivity changes are presented.

O FUN I-6
Multi-drug-resistance (MDR) in septoria leaf blotch
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sabine.fillinger@versailles.inra.fr
Context: Multidrug resistance (MDR) is a common trait developed by many organisms to counteract chemicals and/or drugs.
The basic MDR mechanism relies on an overexpressed efflux transport system that actively expulses the toxic agent. In fungi,
MDR has been extensively studied in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, but also plant pathogenic fungi, e.g., Botrytis cinerea, are
concerned by this phenomenon. In agriculture, it is currently under investigation if MDR strains may threaten the efficacy of
fungicide treatments. MDR strains were detected in septoria leaf blotch (Zymoseptoria tritici) field populations since 2008
(Leroux & Walker, 2011). These strains are cross resistant to fungicides with different modes of action.
Results: We have shown that this resistance is due to active fungicide efflux, potentially through the overexpression of one
membrane transporter gene, MgMFS1 (Omrane et al., 2015). The inactivation of MgMFS1 abolished the MDR phenotype in at
least one field strain. A bulk-segregant analysis (BSA) of two MDR isolates coupled to next generation sequencing showed a clear
co-segregation between the MDR phenotype and the left arm of chromosome 7 covering MgMFS1 (Fig.1). We identified a 519
bp insert (LTR-like) in both MDR strains as well as in other MDR field strains. Genotyping of the progenies for the promoter
insert showed a clear, but not exclusive correlation between the MgMFS1 promoter insert and the MDR phenotype. Current
investigations are underway to analyze if the LTR-like insert - alone or in combination with a second mutation - confers the MDR
phenotype through MgMFS1 overexpression.
Conclusions: MDR is new resistance phenomenon in Z. trtici. It operates through fungicide efflux and involves overexpression of
at least one major membrane transporter. Its evolution may be due to retrotransposon reminiscence, but additional mutations
may be involved. The combination of mdr mutation(s) to target site mutations may threaten most fungicide treatments against
septoria leaf blotch.
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Figure 1: A/ Flow chart of the applied BSA procedure; B/ Region of chromosome 7 with the highest distortion. SNPs and INDELs
inducing non-synonymous substitutions are indicated by the stars.

Reference:
Leroux & Walker (2011) Pest manag. sci. 67 (1):44-59.
Omrane et al. (2015) Env. Microbiol., in press
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Plantwise - a global alliance for plant health support
U. Kuhlmann, W. Jenner
CABI, Delemont, Switzerland
u.kuhlmann@cabi.org
Plantwise is a global programme, led by CABI, to increase food security and improve rural livelihoods by reducing crop losses.
Working in close partnership with relevant actors, Plantwise strengthens national plant health systems from within, enabling
countries to provide farmers with the knowledge they need to lose less and feed more. As Plantwise addresses all problems on
all crops, it applies equally well to a specific crop like maize. This is achieved by establishing networks of plant clinics, based on a
similar approach to human health clinics, where farmers can find advice to manage and prevent crop problems. Agricultural
advisory staff trained as plant doctors learn methods to identify any problem on any crop brought to the clinics, and provide
appropriate recommendations guided by national and international best practice standards. Plant clinics are reinforced by the
Plantwise knowledge bank, a gateway to actionable plant health information with online and off-line resources for pest
diagnostic and advisory services. Plant clinic records are collated and analysed to support the quality of advice given to farmers
and inform decision-making. By putting knowledge into the hands of smallholder farmers, Plantwise is able not only to help
them lose less and feed more, but also to gather data which can assist all stakeholders in the plant health system- from research,
agro-input supply, extension and policy-making. Most importantly, Plantwise is a development programme which cooperates
with a number of international and national organisations working to remove constraints to agricultural productivity. By
enabling partners to embed and sustain networks of plant clinics to help farmers, national plant health systems are growing
stronger and building functioning link between actors. Countries are now utilizing knowledge bank resources to improve
national vigilance. As a result of the Plantwise programme, increased numbers of women and men working in agriculture will
have access to appropriate, timely and locally-relevant knowledge on plant health management for generations to come.

O CABI 2
Plantwise knowledge bank - a key crop pest information resource for developing countries
1
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S. Hobbs , M. Oronje
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CABI, Wallingford, United Kingdom
2
CABI Afica Centre, Nairobi, Kenya
m.oronje@cabi.org
The Plantwise knowledge bank plays a central role in the provision of crop protection information to all stakeholders in the Plant
Health System. It holds validated information on the diagnosis, treatment and distribution of crop pests from global and local
sources. Available as an open access online resource atwww.plantwise.org/knowledgebankthe information contained can also
be made available in many different formats, such as print, offline, apps and SMS messages. Content can be readily translated
and filtered to allow each Plantwise country to access appropriate content that focuses only on those pests which are present in
the country or a threat to the region. This information is also available to be integrated with other local projects aimed at
improving extension work, e.g. it has been included in the e-extension development in Kenya.
By agreement with each country, the knowledge bank also acts as a central store for information being collected from the plant
clinics, under appropriate access control. These data include farmer details, crop seen, problem diagnosed and solution
recommended. Plantwise assists with developing in-country capacity in the processes of data collection, management,
validation and analysis. Local experts then assess the: distribution of pests; crops grown; and research needs. Importantly this
also helps in the assessment of the quality of advice provided by the plant doctor and can identify any on-going development
and training needs. The data held can also form a basic source for Monitoring and Evaluation. It is crucial to incentivise the
countries to recognise the value of the data in order to secure long term sustainability.
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Improving the national plant health systems of countries through plant clinics: the cases of Rwanda and Malawi
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Crop losses to pests are a great concern in agriculture all over the world. Farmers can experience crop losses as high as 80% in
cotton, 40% in maize, and in worst incidences, maize lethal necrosis disease (MLND) can result in 100% yield loss. Since 2011 the
CABI led Plantwise initiative has been working to provide the support needed to make plant health systems of countries more
responsive to crop losses including those due to pest damage in small holder farms. Plant clinics operated by agricultural
extension services are the main pillars employed by Plantwise to contact farmers and provide them with advice needed to
manage plant health problems. This service is supported by Plantwise Knowledge Bank, a technical resource for supporting
diagnosis at the framer, extension worker, agricultural research and regulatory service (phytosanitary and pesticide) levels. Plant
clinics were started in Rwanda and Malawi in 2011 and 2013, respectively. The suitability of employing the use of plant clinics as
part of the strategy for building capacity of countries to develop integrated plant health systems needed for improved
management of pests in countries by targeting interventions at small scale farmer fields in the two countries is discussed. The 62
and 42 plant clinics that are currently operational in Rwanda and Malawi, respectively have addressed a total of 3,721 plant
health queries arising from visits to plant clinics by 3,510 farmers (1,734 in Rwanda, and 1,776 in Malawi) as at December 2014.
The role of plant clinics in early detection of new pests, exemplified for maize lethal necrosis (MLND) is discussed. Some other
pests whose occurrence on diverse crops has been detected at clinics in the two countries are also presented and discussed.
Steps for making clinics functional and future opportunities are presented. Types of data which are generated from plant clinics
and their potential uses by diverse stakeholders in national plant health systems are presented and discussed.

O CABI 4
Lessons learnt on information needs for plant health advisory services through monitoring and evaluation and use of gender
disaggregation of plant clinic data
F. Williams, W. Otieno
CABI, Nairobi, Kenya
f.williams@cabi.org
The development of plant clinic networks as part of national plant health systems is one of the aims of Plantwise programme.
Plant clinics are designed for easy access to advice on plant health problems by smallholder farmers. Performance of plant clinics
is monitored through monitoring and evaluation (M&E) processes conducted at local, national and programme levels focussing
respectively on plant clinic operations; relevant policy questions and assessment of the programme. Under Plantwise, all data
collected during M&E are gender disaggregated to facilitate detailed analysis and to enable good understanding of the different
information needs of male, female, young and old farmers that use plant clinics. Analysis of the data also makes it possible to
evaluate the effectiveness of the Plantwise approach in reaching different farmers. Studies in Kenya and Uganda indicate that
agro-dealers are a key source of advice to most farmers. However, farmers who use plant clinics prefer getting such advice from
plant doctors. A separate study in Uganda found the effectiveness of plant clinics is due to the direct contact of extension
officers with farmers and the ways information from plant clinics can be shared through other channels. The same studies
indicate that attendance at plant clinics by women farmers is variable between and within countries. This confirms that plant
health systems go beyond the formal government systems and include private sector and civil society actors. Since these actors
operate in a changing environment, the plant health system should be adaptive and owned by all actors. Such a system can
allow greater inclusion of women. However, further research is needed to understand how to address system challenges to
increase inclusion of women. Since some partners seem to perceive M&E as a policing tool, there is need for shared learning on
the purpose and objectives of M&E to enable improved engagement with Plantwise implementing partners and a shift of local
and national processes towards self-assessment and peer review.
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Institutionalization of plant clinics within national plant protection services: Experiences of Uganda
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K. Bulegeya , B. Tukahirwa , D. Oruka , W. Otieno , J. Mulema
1
Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industry and Fisheries, Department of Crop Protection, Entebbe, Uganda
2
National Agricultural Advisory Services, Entebbe, Uganda
3
CABI, Nairobi, Kenya
g.grosskopf@cabi.org
Pests present the greatest challenge in endeavours to increase crop based agricultural production in Uganda. They contribute
30-40% of all crops loses at pre- and post-harvest stages of production chains. Supporting farmers to improve the management
of pests is largely dependent on agricultural extension services. In Uganda these services are decentralised and are provided by
district local governments (DLGs) rather than the national government. Plant clinics were introduced in Uganda in 2005 to
support extension services in providing information to farmers on pest diagnosis and management. At the time, the department
of crop protection, (DCP) in the Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industry and Fisheries (MAAIF) along with non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) viz. Caritas Uganda and SASAKAWA Global 2000 and the districts of Mukono and Soroti implemented
started operating a few clinics. Shortly afterwards, SOCADIDO, Self Help Africa and Rwenzori Information Centred Network also
became active players plant clinic operations in the districts of Kayunga, Iganga, Katakwi, Serere and Bukedea, Ngora and Kumi.
Currently 160 plant clinics have been established in 88 districts and are operated majorly by DLGs with the DCP as the custodian
of plant clinic data. Plantwise initiative is moving towards sustainability because all trainings and backstopping of clinic
operations is now done by Ugandan institutions including Makerere University, National Agricultural Research Organisation and
DLGs. Having included Plantwise approach in the development strategy and investment plan of MAAIF (2010-2015), it is
envisaged that sustainability of the initiative as a government function and the resultant operational integrated plant health
systems for Uganda will be one of the key achievements of this strategy. The experiences in P approach in Uganda and potential
benefits of an integrated plant health system are presented in this paper.

O CABI 6
Transfer of technology towards food security
M. P. Srivastava
Haryana Agricultural University, Plant Pathology, Gurgaon, India
mpsrivastava28@gmail.com
Food security has become a matter of concern due to unabated rise in population, reduction in arable land and losses due to
pests, causing 40% yield reduction worldwide. Many diseases have caused famine and changed the history of mankind. Lack of
timely diagnosis is responsible for losses. Therefore, knowledge transfer to growers is vital to boost food security. Transfer of
technology/implies extending knowledge to the growers by traditional tools and modern information technology repeatedly to
boost their knowledge bank in saving the crops from pests favouring sustained productivity to meet food requirement of evergrowing millions. Traditional tools employed were training - general or theme-based, demonstration, field days, campaigns,
advisory, communication- print & electronic media (multimedia, radio, SMS and satellite channel). Vibrant communication has
greater impact on technology transfer While electronic devices are effective, print had its own relevance, as these can be
referred in need. The print material included leaflets, handbills, posters, diversified bulletins on crop diseases, question-answer
series, booklets and innovative periodicals- Plant Protectionist in Hindi, Plant Disease Warning and Plant Pathology Courier.
Plant Disease Warning was issued as and when outbreak of disease was anticipated and messages contained were frequently
flashed by All-India Radio (AIR) as a result of tie-up between Haryana Agricultural University & AIR, which helped in averting the
epiphytotics. Plant Pathology Courier was issued twice a year and was loaded with latest information of practical relevance and
was mailed to all concern. The three publications were much in demand beyond Haryana. Several problems were solved during
plant health camp. Farmers were advised to prefer IPM and shed total reliance on pesticides. To sensitize users and dealers
week-long Pesticide Safety was observed. As a result of continuous motivation, seed treatment in rice, pearl-millet,
wheat/barley and gram, peas and vegetable crops has become a common cultural practice amongst farmers besides use of
resistant varieties. Empowering growers with latest know-how and knowledge helped in reducing losses and minimizing
expenditure on pesticides and maintaining bio-diversity and realizing sustained productivity and improving food security.
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Hazard v. Risk in EU Chemicals Regulation
K. Nordlander
Sidley Austin, Brussels, Belgium
knordlander@sidley.com
Hazard is the potential of something to cause harm, whereas risk is the likelihood of harm occurring. Chemicals regulation is
generally focused on minimizing the risks associated with chemicals. In the EU, however, the hazard classification of individual
chemicals can impact significantly the regulation of products containing those chemicals, regardless of the actual risks that the
products may pose to human health or the environment. A discussion is needed on how the EU can move towards a better and
more coordinated legal framework for the regulation of chemicals through sound risk assessment.
Risk assessment in the EU rests on three components. Hazard identification assesses the nature and severity of the possible
adverse effects that a chemical can cause humans or the environment. Exposure assessment is the evaluation of the nature and
probability of human or environmental exposure to the chemical. Finally, risk assessment determines the likelihood that adverse
affects may occur in the light of the intrinsic hazard of chemicals and the anticipated exposure.
EU regulations are based both on hazard identification (e.g. REACH, plant protection products, cosmetics) and on risk
assessment (e.g. medicinal products, general product safety). However, regulatory action triggered by hazard identification
(without a risk assessment) can lead to inappropriate regulatory consequences downstream; intrinsic hazard does not
determine by itself whether a product is ‘safe’ (the extent to which it poses risks), and such regulatory action may lead to
restrictions on beneficial products, entail a loss of consumer benefits, discourage innovation and increase the use of products
with equal or greater risks. Next to these unwanted consequences downstream, the hazard-based approach tends to be at odds
with WTO rules and has raised concerns with EU trading partners.
[1] Kristina Nordlander is a Partner at Sidley Austin LLP in Brussels.

O LEG II-2
Challenges, recent developments and need of more harmonization in human health risk assessment
J. Schubert, V. Ritz, B. Stein, R. Solecki
German Federal Institute for Risk Assessment, BfR, Safety of Pesticides, Berlin, Germany
jens.schubert@bfr.bund.de
Introduction: The evaluation and approval of active substances and the authorisation of plant protection products in the
European Union (EU) in accordance with Regulation (EC) Nr. 1107/2009 places high demands on all parties involved in this
complex process. This holds true for the applicants, who must accommodate for new data requirements and provide the
necessary documentation; competent authorities in the Member States and EU (European Food Safety Authority, EFSA), who
verify and evaluate the provided documents; and the EU Commission, who make the final decisions on the approval of the active
substances. Therefore a high level of harmonisation is necessary in order to observe the deadlines set forth by Regulation (EC)
Nr. 1107/2009.
Objectives: Both the latest developments in health assessment made in the process of harmonization of the approval of active
substances and authorization of plant protection products, as well as the existing need for action will be presented here. Two
examples of currently challenging issues will be discussed: cut-off criteria and negligible exposure.
Results: The harmonisation of authorisation procedures for plant protection products in the EU is on the right track. However, in
terms of a further optimisation of all process steps, additional efforts are needed.
Conclusion: In the European Union (EU) the authorisation of plant protection products and approval of the active substances
contained therein in accordance with Regulation (EC) Nr. 1107/2009 places high demands on all parties involved in this complex
process. At the same time, a high level of protection for consumers, operators, workers, residents and bystanders is ensured and
the decision-making process is transparently represented.

O LEG II-3
New approaches and better harmonisation of operator, worker, bystander and residential risk assessment
C. Grosskopf, S. Martin
Federal Institut for Risk Assessment, Safety of Pesticides, Berlin, Germany
claudia.grosskopf@bfr.bund.de
A prerequisite for the approval of plant protection products in Europe is the estimation of operator, worker, bystander and
resident exposure as the basis for a quantitative risk assessment. Because no harmonised European approach existed so far, the
Member States developed their own strategies and models resulting in different estimates for the same exposure scenarios.
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With the implementation of zonal registrations this practice has become questionable as different exposure estimates are not
compatible with a joint authorisation of plant protection products in Europe.
The European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) recently addressed this problem in a guidance document for operator, worker,
[1]
bystander and resident exposure . In this guidance a systematic review of all available exposure data and models was
presented and, where possible, recommendations for a standard approach were given. New developments such as the
Agricultural Operator exposure Model (AOEM) or the Bystander and Resident Exposure Assessment Model (BREAM) were taken
into account. Both models will replace exposure data that were collected in the 1980ies and will contribute to more appropriate
and accurate exposure estimations. The concept for bystander and resident exposure was amended in the guidance: four
exposure pathways - spray drift, vapour, surface deposits and entry into treated crop - will be considered separately and in case
of resident exposure also added up.
Although some questions remain open the guidance document is a major step forward to a harmonisation of evaluation
principles. Further work such as from the BROWSE project or the greenhouse AOEM project will close gaps and improve current
exposure calculations.
[1] EFSA (European Food Safety Authority), 2014. Guidance on the assessment of exposure of operators, workers, residents and
bystanders in risk assessment for plant protection products. EFSA Journal 2014; 12(10):3874, 55 pp.,
doi:10.2903/j.efsa.2014.3874

O LEG II-4
Challenges and concepts for cumulative risk assessment of pesticides
B. Stein, R. Pfeil, B. Michalski, S. Martin, R. Solecki
Federal Institute for Risk Assessment, Department Safety of Pesticides, Berlin, Germany
bernd.stein@bfr.bund.de
Introduction: Cumulative risk assessment (CRA) is of major importance and one of the biggest challenges for the near future as a
legal requirement within the EU for active substances used in plant protection products (PPP). It is important to develop a
methodology to take into account cumulative effects for combination of active substances or combination of active substances
with co-formulants. The implementation of cumulative aspects in regulatory decisions is in high demande and promoted by EU
parliament, EU Commission, European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) and national authorities.
Objectives: Based on EFSA’s work on CRA, the Federal Institute for Risk Assessment (BfR) drafted a concept on how to account
for cumulative aspects in the regulatory context in risk assessment. The BfR draft concept uses dose-addition of individual active
substances/co-formulants as the toxicological standard concept for CRA and proposes a tiered approach. It recommends starting
with the calculation of a hazard index (HI) for all relevant substances contained in the PPP. Proceeding to higher tiers is currently
foreseen if the HI is larger than 1, i.e. an unacceptable risk cannot be excluded. In higher tiers, the HI should be calculated with
respect to common targets and might consider effect-specific NOAEL’s (No Observed Adverse Effect Level) or relative potency
factors, if available. Refinements should consider both the toxicity and the exposure of the CRA and will depend on availability of
relevant data. Chronic exposure assessment needs to take into account all relevant substances contained in the PPP under
consideration, but also the residue background of other pesticides in food, which have to be derived from representative food
monitoring programmes.
Results and conclusion: Application of this concept as part of the routine risk assessment for PPP is envisaged as soon as
suitable experience has been gained in a testing phase and after discussion with risk assessors, regulators and stakeholders
interested or directly involved in risk assessment. It is planned that BfR will review the chronic CRA for each active substance and
each CAG regularly as soon as all essential monitoring data are available. It is planned to carry out case studies on the impact on
regulatory decisions.
The BfR concept for cumulative dietary risk assessment is part of the publication “Human health risk assessment from combined
exposure in the framework of plant protection products and biocidal products”, Bernd Stein, Britta Michalski, Sabine Martin,
Rudolf Pfeil, Vera Ritz and Roland Solecki in J. Verbr. Lebensm (2014) 9:367-376.
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Bayer SweepAir: A concept study of a technology for mitigation of dust emission during planting of treated seeds
L. Vrbka, R. Friessleben, A. Chapple
Bayer CropScience AG, Monheim am Rhein, Germany
lubos.vrbka@bayer.com
Significant efforts are currently oriented at minimising the possible negative effects of dust from seed drilling operations.
Although the main focus lies on the questions related to the environmental exposure, the experience shows that any reduction
in the amount of dust available for emission in the environment will also have a positive effect in the area of operators and
bystanders.
In the overall strategy aimed at dust reduction through the overall process chain (from untreated seeds to the sowing
operation), the mitigation of dust emissions during sowing of treated seeds plays a very important role. The Bayer SweepAir
technology, developed as a concept prototype, shows that it is possible to reduce the amount of dust emitted by a corn planter
by more than 99 %.
The presentation will provide an overview of all aspects related to dust mitigation, with particular focus on sowing machinery
and SweepAir technology. Comparison with other technological modifications will be provided.
The final part of the talk will be dedicated to questions associated with the implementation of dust reducing solutions in
agricultural practice.

O LEG II-6
Mitigating Environmental Risk for Plant Protection Products - Results of the SETAC MAgPIE workshop
G. Goerlitz
Bayer CropScience AG, Environmental Safety, Monheim, Germany
gerhard.goerlitz@bayer.com
Introduction: Risk mitigation measures are of increasing importance to allow the use of plant protection products (PPP) in
compliance with the requirements for environmental protection as defined by regulatory authorities in Europe (EC Regulation
1107/2009). In order to promote implementation and acceptance of risk mitigation measures in decision making as well as in
the risk assessment procedures, a workshop was organised under the auspices of SETAC and European Commision..
Objectives: The objectives were to (i) adress environmental risks to wildlife including vertebrates and invertebrates, flora and
microorganisms, biodiversity as well as surface- and groundwater quality; (ii) discuss current practices and future developments
with all stakeholders, i.e. experts from national authorities, research sector, industry and farmers to eventually (iii) provide
Stakeholders with a toolbox of appropriate mitigation measures and a network to share information.
st
Materials and methods: The workshop was organised in 2 sessions during 2013: the 1 to identify the most promising risk
nd
mitigation tools and explore ways to improve harmonisation and a 2 to determine how to account for these risk mitigation
options in the risk assessment and check their efficacy. Approximately 75 experts from 23 European countries, the US EU
Commission and EFSA participated.
Results: For each of the areas considered i.e. groundwater, surface water, in-field terrestrial and soil organisms, and off-field
terrestrial organisms, existing risk mitigation measures were collected and analysed for their efficiency, their potential use in risk
asessment, and their practicallity for farmers and regulators. An inventory of voluntary initiatives and stewardship programmes,
experiences in risk management, proposals for the new or adapted S phrases was also perfroemd and the needs for further
developments identified. The outcome of these analysis constitutes a risk mitigation toolbox from which the tools being the
most appropriate for specific legal, agronomical and environmental conditions can be chosen by individual Member States
whilst ensuring a European harmonised level of protection.
Conclusion: The proceedings are in preparation and are intended to be finalized in 2015. Additionally a website wil be installed
to share information between stakeholders, and provide coomunication to farmers.
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Introduction and acclimatization of entomophagous: pro et contra
N. Beliakova, V. Pavlyushin
All-Russian Institute of Plant Protection, biological control, St-Petersburg, Russian Federation
biocontrol@vizr.spb.ru
Traits, determining effectiveness of entomophagous in biological control, are often related with its high invasion potential.
Because of it, as promising biocontrol agents we select from the natural environment species that are potential inviders. In
recent decades, frequency of cases of entomophage invasion, introduced earlier for biological plant protection, has increased.
In some cases invasion activity of former agents of biocontrol caused negative consequences, including replacement or
disappearance of several indigenous species, which previously occupied the dominant or subdominant position in the species
communities. Among polyphagous predators the Multicolored Asian lady beetle Harmonia axyridis is a demonstrative example
of introduced entomophagous, this became an invasive species. In this regard, one of the important aspects of the work on
development of entomophagous bioresources is their invasive potential evaluation. In the present work attempted to define
features that distinguish potential inviders of promising biological control agents. Screening was based on our collection
entomophages (including Cheilomenes sexmaculata and Propylea dissecta).
Currently, in the south of Russia we found several populations of entomophagous (Cryptolaemus montrouzieri, Lysiphlebus
testaciepes, Perillus bioculatus, Serangium parcesetosum, H. axyridis), that were introduced about 30-40 years ago. Some
biological traits of these entomophagous and approaches to its applying are discussed.

O BI II-2
Steps in introducing Lathrolestes ensator, a parasite of the apple sawfly, Hoplocampa testudinea, in North America
1
2
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C. Vincent , M. Appleby , A. Eaton , J. Lasnier
1
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Horticultural R&D Centre, Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu, Qc, Canada
2
OMAFRA, Guelph, ON., Canada
3
University of New Hampshire, Department of Biological Sciences, Durham, N.H., USA, United States
4
Co-Lab R&D, Division de Ag Cord Inc., Granby, QC, Canada, Canada
ch20100@yahoo.ca
The Apple Sawfly, Holocampa testudinea Klug (Tenthredinidae), origins from Northern Europe. Its only known host is the apple
tree. It was found for the first time in North America in 1939 in Long Island, NY, and, from there invaded New England States and
entered Quebec, Canada, in 1979. As of 2014, it was found in Ontario, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. Because it disrupted
protection programs of apple orchards, and because it had no known natural ennemies in North America, a classical biological
program was initiated by importing the larval endoparasite Lathrolestes ensator Brauns (Ichneumonidae) from Western Europe
through a contract to CABI (Delémont, Switzerland). From 1994 to 2001, a total of 604 living adults were released in an
insecticide-free apple ochard of Frelighsburg, Qc, Canada, after a passge through a quarantine facility in Ottawa, Ont.. This
procedure, that aimed to exclude any undesirable species, had two major drawbacks. Firstly, some shipments experienced high
(ca. 50%) mortality of adults before they were released. Secondly, the procedure failed to provide optimal synchronism of adult
parasitoids with their hosts. In 2001, it was demonstrated that L. ensator successfully established in Frelighsburg, Qc. It has also
invaded an adjacent orchard such that two sources orchards (hereafter orchards A and B) provided L. ensator for dissemination
in orchards of other localities from 2002 to 2014. L. ensator was disseminated by collecting applets showing secondary damage
and releasing them under the canopy of apple trees in selected apple orchards of Quebec, Ontario and New Hampshire.
Dissection of sub-samples of applets collected in orchards A and B revealed that H. testudinea larval parasitism ranged from 24
to 87%. L. ensator is now established in several orchards of Quebec.
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Enhancement of Natural Enemies through the Use of Flowering Medicinal Plants in Syria
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M. El Bouhssini , W. Dawalibi , N. Kaake , S. Khoja , D. Landis , M. Abdulhai , N. Trissi , G. Delvare
1
International Center for Agricultural Research in the Dry Areas (ICARDA), BIGM, Rabat, Morocco
2
Agricultural Research Center, Aleppo, Syrian Arab Republic
3
The University of Aleppo, Aleppo, Syrian Arab Republic
4
Michigan State University, East Lansing, United States
5
Cirad , Montpelier, France
m.bohssini@cgiar.org
Enhancement of natural enemies through habitat management is an important component of conservation biological control.
Many predators and parasitoids require non-prey food such as pollen and nectar to complete development. The availability of
suitable nectar may also enhance one or more natural enemy life history traits, such as longevity and fecundity, which may in
turn increase their impact on herbivore populations. This study investigated the attractiveness of eight species of medicinal
flowering plants (Nigella sativa, Cuminum cyminum, Coriandrum sativum, Foeniculum vulgare, Pimpinella anisum, Linum
usitatissimum, Carthamus tinctorius, Fagopyrum esculentum) to beneficial insects in Syria in 2010 and 2011. The results showed
that flowers of C. sativum, F. vulgare, P. anisum and C. tinctorius were very attractive to natural enemies, mainly Chrysoperla sp.,
Trissolcus sp., Spharophoria sp., Bracon sp., and Coccinellidae. C. sativum was also found to increase % parasitism by Trissolcus
grandis, an egg parasitoid of Sunn pest (Eurygaster integriceps). These flowering medicinal plants could be incorporated into
cropping systems to conserve and enhance natural enemies and also provide a direct source of income for farmers. Our study
suggests a potential interest in growing specific plant species which attract natural enemies of the pests that are most common
in the surrounding crops, but do not provide resources to crop pests themselves. Screening individual plant species for their
attractiveness to natural enemies allows selection of the best plants. With this information, a community of native plant species
can be developed for this purpose.

O BI II-4
The stability of classical biological control in New Zealand simplified pastoral ecosystems
F. Tomasetto, S. Goldson, A. Popay, M. McNeill
AgResearch Ltd., Lincoln Research Centre, Lincoln, New Zealand
federicotomasetto@gmail.com
Introduction: New Zealand’s pastoral landscapes can superficially appear similar to grassland areas elsewhere but in reality they
are significantly different. The antipodean ecosystems comprise very low levels of biodiversity and although they may indeed
contain some New Zealand-endemic invertebrate species, these usually do not include key exotic pest-suppressing species such
as parasitoids, generalised predators and predatory spiders. The lack of biotic resistance to invasive species coincides with
unfilled niches and explains why 90% of the country’s pasture pests comprise exotic invaders.
It is against this background that over the last 30 years in New Zealand, there has been a major biological control triumph in
perennial ryegrass (Lolium perenne) pasture ecosystems in that the endoparasitoid wasp Microctonus hyperodae Loan has
controlled the severe pest of Gramineae the Argentine stem weevil Listronotus bonariensis (Kuschel).
Objectives: This contribution discusses now-emerging evidence of a breakdown in the biological control of the Argentine stem
weevil (ASW), possibly through the acquisition of some kind of host resistance to the parasitoid.
Materials and methods: For the purposes of this study, an abundance of historical parasitism data collected in the 1990s
provided a strong basis against which to compare 2014 parasitism levels.
Results: Data collected have now shown that annual ASW parasitism levels by M. hyperodae are less than half of those
measured in the 1990s when there was good evidence for very significant pest suppression. This result is highly consistent with
earlier findings that showed that overwintering levels of parasitism had dropped by the same amount over the last 10-15 years.
Conclusions: Based on these results, the question then arises as to what the mechanism might be. Given both the ecological
setting and biological characteristics of both the weevil and the parasitoid, it is fair to speculate that selection by the wasp has
led to resistance by the weevil. Thus, it may well be that the very thing led to the success of M. hyperodae in suppressing L.
bonariensis could now be the cause of its undoing. The empty habitat, devoid of biotic resistance and refugia has after 20 years
permitted both the weevil and the parasitoid to thrive to the extent that resistance to the parasitoid has started appear.
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The role of green spaces in biological control of Sunn Pest (Eurygaster spp. (Scutellaridae: Heteroptera)) Konya
Province´Turkey Sample*
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3
Selcuk University, Field Crops, Konya, Turkey
meruysal@selcuk.edu.tr
Natural or man-made, green spaces has now taken on a new value and function, the importance of which is widely acclaimed
within the parameters of sustainable development. The protection of natural balance and biodiversity are one of the most
important functions of green spaces. The increasing importance of biological control against pests had also recently increased
the importance of green spaces in terms of plant protection. Then, the improving of environmental conditions of local natural
enemies located in the food chain is vital precaution in the biological control. Afforestation and arrangement of green space is
the first and most important step to be taken in this regard.
In Konya Province of Turkey, 10-12.5 million hectares of cereal are grown in every year, and therefore it called as “Cereal store
of the country”. Sunn pest (Eurygaster spp.) is the most important cereal pest in Turkey. Chemical control measures started in
1950’s have been carried out increasingly. Trissolcus spp. (Hymenoptera: Scelionidae) is the most effective biological control
agent to decrease the population level of the Sunn pest. However these parasitoids are generally present in Turkey, except a few
parts where polyculture farming is widespread; they are insufficient to solve the problem. Thus, to increase their population and
be more effective they should be supported.
It is a known fact that there are few studies on “protection and creation of green spaces in nature regarding to natural enemyhost relations” which is thought to provide great contributions to biological control of the problem. However, in near future, in
terms of frame of IPM, the importance of this subject will definitely further increase
The Turkish ministry of agriculture has started national sunn pests project in 2004 to develop and dissemination of biological
control.
In this study, the afforestation efforts aimed supporting IPM studies against sunn pest in Konya province were summarized.
Some recommendations were also developed about green space planning and plant species which can be useful in that
programme.
This study was supported by Selcuk University, coordinatorship of scientific research projects

O BI II-6
Biological control: challenges and opportunities for controlling cowpea insect pests in West Africa
M. Tamo
IITA, Cotonou, Benin
m.tamo@cgiar.org
We are presenting challenges and opportunities for the development and deployment of a ‘biological control pipeline’
addressing insect pest problems in cowpea (Vigna unguiculata) in West Africa. Biodiversity and population genetic studies have
been carried out to guide the identification of novel biological control candidates, which are subsequently assessed for their
potential in sustainably reducing pest populations. Pre-release assessment studies are targeting critical questions such as
potential impact on biodiversity and biosecurity in general, together with factors leading to successful establishment such as
host finding capacity and intra-guild competition. Also, experience from the field has indicated the importance of the right
deployment system for establishing a population of the released natural enemy through inoculative releases. Using the case
study of the legume pod borer Maruca vitrata, the presentation leads through the various steps of this development-todeployment process, including partnerships with e.g. social enterprises. The same approach is also presented for the
development of bio-pesticides against the same target pest, as one of the valuable components of integrated pest management
(IPM) for cowpea.
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Implementation the decision support system for early warning of cucumber diseases in solar greenhouses
M. Li, M. Chen, W. Li, H. Wang, J. Qian, X. Yang
China National Engineering Research Center for Information Technology in Agriculturen(NERCITA), Intelligent System, Beijing,
China
lim@nercita.org.cn
Question: Solar greenhouses are one of the most popular facilities for vegetable and fruit production in north of China, which
have significant contribution to solve the problem of fresh vegetable supply in winter for China’s citizens. However, with proper
temperature and high relative humidity, the diseases are the important limited factor for vegetable production and quality in
solar greenhouses. Then the improper treatments, such as over-use of pesticides after disease occurrence and regular spraying
irrespective of the diseases happen or not, may result in product pesticide residue and quality safety risk. Thus we developed an
early warning system for managing the disease and reducing pesticide usage, which is also a decision support system for
precision plant protection in greenhouses.
Methods: The system has several characteristics for implementation: real-time data collection, primary infection model,
integrated management. The outside greenhouse weather parameters, temperature, relative humidity and solar radiation were
recorded by the weather stations every day at 30 min intervals. The data were transferred from the greenhouses to the
database server using GPRS. Based on the input parameters that were both readily available and appropriately limited in
number, EWMPICD (early warning model for primary infection of cucumber diseases, e.g. downy mildew, powdery mildew and
grey mildew) was developed based on monitoring data, early warning theory and plant disease epidemiology. Because the leaf
wetness duration (LWD) played an important role in disease warning systems for crops in solar greenhouses and was difficult to
monitor, the estimation model was investigated to form a practical estimation solution for LWD based on other parameters. The
infection condition early warning submodel was developed by using a threshold method based on the combination of LWD and
mean temperature in LWD. The temperature was chosen as the warning indicator for incubation, and the incubation early
warning submodel was defined using nonlinear regression methods. The traceability algorithm of warning sources was
developed in relation to expert knowledge and in terms of a mode of disaster mitigation that involved cutting the disaster chain
from the headstream. The methods for controlling the diseases were based on good agricultural practices (GAP).
Results: The system has been implemented in Beijing and Tianjin involving potential users during the system development and
testing to obtain a better effect.
Conclusions: Feedback collected during development, testing and practical use of the system suggested that potential users
were likely to use the decision support system.

O MF I-2
Using expert knowledge to estimate risk priorities: an organism ranking tool
C. M. McDonald, M. J. Newfield, D. Kluza, C. Reed
Ministry for Primary Industries (MPI), Wellington, New Zealand
claire.mcdonald@mpi.govt.nz
Introduction: Assessing the biosecurity importance of an organism or disease is essential when decision-makers and risk
managers have to prioritise resources across the biosecurity system. The Ministry for Primary Industries has developed an
Organism Ranking System to provide an organisation-wide view on priority organisms after considering the impact of that
organism to New Zealand. Plant pests currently assessed include those whose invasion biology is well known as well as emerging
risks.
Objectives: Two methods were assessed for their ability to incorporate expert knowledge and uncertainty in calculating the risk
ranking score for plant pests. The outputs of the risk ranking model are also summarised and potential uses illustrated.
Materials and methods: A modification of the Group Delphi technique was used to populate the parameters of a risk ranking
model with expert knowledge. This method produces a range of possible values to be used for each parameter in the model. The
model ranks the organisms using a combination of economic impact, probability of entry into New Zealand and probability of
spread once in New Zealand. To generate values for each parameter in the model, two methods were used: calculating a median
value for each parameter and fitting a Beta-PERT distribution to the data. The outputs from each method were compared and
assessed in terms of their usability for decision making and work prioritisation.
Results: Populating the organism ranking model with median values from the expert answers provided a quick and simple
method to estimate the risk ranking score. However, the median value was only representative when there was agreement
among experts and did not capture important differences. Values generated by the beta-PERT distribution represented the
range of answers more effectively, and therefore uncertainty could be incorporated into the final ranking score.
Conclusion: The organism ranking system enables expert knowledge to be used in assessing the potential risk of pest species of
concern. Fitting a distribution to the range of expert answers enables uncertainty in individual parameters to be accounted for in
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the ranking score. Overall outputs as well as individual parameters can be examined to further understand aspects of the risk
ranking score for specific organisms.

O MF I-3
A comparison of two ecological niche modeling software in predicting potential distribution of Ectomyelois ceratonia
Lepidoptera: Pyralidae
1
2
1
J. Gharabaghi , A. Sarafrazi , M. Gheibi
1
Department of Entomology, Shiraz Branch, Islamic Azad University, Shiraz, Iran, Islamic Republic of Iran
2
Insect Taxonomy Research Department, Iranian Research Institute of Plant Protection, Tehran, Iran, Islamic Republic of Iran
gharabaghijavaneh@gmail.com
Ectomyelois ceratonia is one of the most important pests on a wide range of products around the world and a major pest in
pomegranate garden Iran. In this study, we used two ecological niche models, Genetic Algorithm for Rule-set Production (GARP)
and Maximum Entropy (Maxent), along with the geographical distribution of its host pomegranate (Punica granatum) to predict
the potential geographical distribution of Ectomyelois ceratonia. The results suggested that the suitable distribution areas based
on GARP were generally consistent with those based on Maxent, but GARP predicted distribution areas that extended more in
size than did Maxent. The results also indicated that the suitable areas for carob moth infestations were mainly west, south
west, north and north western Iran. In addition some provinces in central and south east of Iran were ranked as low suitability to
unsuitable areas. A jackknife test in Maxent showed that the precipitation of wettest month and Annual mean temperature
played the most important roles in distribution modeling of carob moth, while mean diurnal range and maximum temperature
of warmest month were less important.

O MF I-4
Artificial neural networks for forecasting development of wheat disease
T. Ibragimov, I. Ibragimova, S. Sanin
Russian Scientific Research Institute of Phytopathology, Bolshie Vyazemy, Russian Federation
tibragimov@yandex.ru
Modeling and subsequently based on this forecasting the development of wheat disease is difficult from nonlinear
dependencies and large-scale factors influence the process. One of the possible ways to overcome these and other difficulties in
the construction of forecasting systems is the use of artificial neural networks. Prediction problem can be divided into two main
classes: classification and regression. Regression problems can be solved using the following types of networks: multilayer
perceptron, radial basis function, generalized regression network and linear network. As parameters in our study were used:
 The observed degree of development of wheat disease (septoria tritici blotch of wheat (Mycosphaerella graminicola
(Septoria tritici)), powdery mildew of wheat (Blumeria graminis), leaf rust of wheat (Puccinia triticina)) at the time of the
forecast;
 The average temperature;
 The number of days with precipitation at;
 Phenological stage of development wheat at the time of the forecast;
 Average moisture content of the atmosphere;
 Average annual rainfall and other factors.
Projected output parameter - the degree of development of wheat disease to phase 75. Used software packages Neuroph,
KNIME et al., with built in neural networks forecast of the following types: linear networks, radial basis function and multi-layer
perceptron. Obtained results showed that for such a set of input parameters, there is a tendency receive neural network
satisfactory prediction of the disease. So with the use of neural network - multilayer perceptrons managed to accurately predict
septoria leaf blotch and leaf rust epidemic of wheat on the territory of Russia.
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O MF I-5
Improving the Degree-day model for forecasting Locusta migratoria manilensis (Meyen) (Orthoptera: Acridoidea)
Z. Zhang, X. Tu
Institute of Plant Protection, Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Beijing, China
zhangzehua@caas.cn
The degree-day (DD) model is an important tool for forecasting pest phenology and voltinism. Unfortunately, the DD model is
inaccurate, as is the case for the Oriental migratory locust. To improve the existing DD model for this pest, we first studied locust
development in seven growth chambers, each of which simulated the complete growing-season climate of a specific region in
China (Baiquan, Chengde, Tumotezuoqi, Wenan, Rongan, Qiongzhong, or Qiongshan). In these seven treatments, locusts
completed 0.95, 1, 1.1, 2.2, 2.95, 3.95, and 4.95 generations, respectively. Hence, in the Baiquan (700), Rongan (2400),
Qiongzhong (3200), and Qiongshan (2400) treatments, the final generation were unable to lay eggs. In a second experiment, we
reared locusts for a full generation in growth chambers, at different constant temperatures. This experiment provided two
important findings. First, temperatures between 32 and 42°C did not influence locust development rate. Hence, the additional
o
heat provided by temperatures above 32 C did not add to the total heat units acquired by the insects, according to the
o
traditional DD model. Instead, temperatures above 32 C represent overflow heat, and can not be included when calculating
o
total heat acquired during development. We also noted that females raised at constant 21 C failed to oviposit. Hence,
o
temperatures lower than 21 C should be deducted when calculating total heat acquired during adult development. Using our
experimental findings, we next micmiked 24-h temperature curve and constructed a new DD model based on a 24-h
temperature integral calculation. We then compared our new model with the traditional DD model, results showed the DD
deviation was 166 heat units in Langfang during 2011. At last we recalculated the heat by our new DD model, which better
predicted the results from our first growth chamber experiment.

O MF I-6
Modeling academic knowledge using semantic networks in integrated pest management of cereal stem borers
1,2
1
P. Martin , P. Silvie
1
CIRAD, UPR AIDA, Montpellier, France
2
LIRMM, Computer science, Montpellier, France
pierre.martin@cirad.fr
Question: In conservative biological control, the local landscape is managed in a way that ensures the survival of natural
enemies. Our hypothesis is that some components of the landscape, especially secondary host plants of pests, can be identified
using trophic chains and food webs published in the literature. This hypothesis was evaluated considering cereal stem borers in
a lowland region of Benin characterized by a complex agro-ecological context. A mosaic of crops (maize, sorghum, rice, cotton,
gardening...) occupies 49% of the area in the rainy season, the rest being comprised of fallow and natural areas.
Methods: The first step was to construct a semantic network using data from 70 scientific papers published between 1957 and
2014, among them 11 review articles, concerning lepidopteran cereal borers in Africa. The data introduced in the semantic
network are trophic chains, their geographical location and the bibliographic references. The second step was to extract, from
this semantic network, the part related to food webs including the cereal borers studied (Busseola fusca, Sesamia calamistis
[Noctuidae] and Coniesta ignefusalis [Crambidae]) and their wild host plants (9 species of Cyperaceae and 23 species of
Poaceae) observed in the landscape. This subnet included location and bibliographic reference. The last step was to check the
consistency of the combination of geographic locations juxtaposed in the subnet, as well as the bibliographical references.
Results: The resulting semantic network describes 3004 trophic chains distributed in 40 territories and 13 regions. The
extraction of the food web related to the three species of borers helped identify 15 species of plants able to host borers. Among
them, Rottboellia cochinchinensis is able to host, indirectly via the host borer, two Hymenoptera that are larval parasitoids of the
borers, i.e. Goniozus indicus (Bethylidae) and Xanthopimpla stemmator (Ichneumonidae).
Conclusion: The pertinence of our analysis is determined by the accuracy of the data provided by the authors. Some studies
lacked information on the precise location of the observation or gave an incomplete description of the local ecology. In addition,
some reviews did not cite previously published work, raising questions about the value of these reviews or of the uncited
studies.
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O FUN II-1
Fungicide sensitivity status and Resistance Management of Phakopsora pachyrhizi after first detection of QoI target site
mutants in Brazil
A. Mehl
Bayer CropScience AG, Research Disease Control, Monheim, Germany
andreas.mehl@bayer.com
Introduction: Asian soybean rust (P. pachyrhizi) has turned out since 2003 to be a very devastating soybean disease in Brazil and
fungicides used for control belong mostly to QoI and DMI compounds. During 2008, a weaker efficacy of straight applied DMIs
was reported for the first time in regions of Mato Grosso and Mato Grosso do Sul whereas DMI-QoI mixtures performed very
well. Since then, such mixtures were preferably applied to ensure proper disease control and resistance management, especially
for DMIs. The resistance risk for QoIs was regarded to be low due to the presence of an intron, which does not allow the
occurrence of the target site mutation G143A. However, in season 2014, reduced field performance of QoI containing products
has been reported in some Brazilian soybean growing regions. DNA analysis of respective samples carried out at Bayer
CropScience identified for the first time presence of the mutation F129L. Adherence to FRAC QoI and SBI guidelines is discussed
under the light of these new findings.
Objectives: This study show results of latest DMI and QoI resistance research and discuss consequences of the new F129L
mutants in regard to their relevance in practice as well as options for future sound resistance management strategies for the use
of DMI and QoI fungicides in soybean.
Materials and methods: Sensitivity analysis of Brazilian soybean rust populations were performed in vivo by EC50 evaluation,
molecular biological analyses by pyrosequencing.
Results: Molecular methods were developed to detect target site modifications in the cyt b gene of P. pachyrhizi and the
mutation F129L has been detected for the first time in Brazilian soybean rust samples. First greenhouse studies with selected
populations bearing high frequency of F129L did not show reduced sensitivity towards trifloxystrobin in vivo.
Conclusion: Current investigations showed presence of the target site mutation F129L in soybean rust samples, but give up to
now no hint for an impact on the efficacy of trifloxystrobin in vivo. Further studies are initiated to evaluate possible sensitivity
changes towards other QoIs as well as to characterize the F129L mutants in more detail, e.g. in regard to their virulence and
competitiveness towards wild-type populations and in vivo sensitivity towards other fungicide classes. As sensitivity shifts of
soybean rust towards DMIs have been described earlier, strict adherence to FRAC QoI and SBI guidelines and sound antiresistance management strategies remain of high importance for future disease control.

O FUN II-2
Decreased sensitivity of R. solani to Quinone outside inhibitor (QoI) fungicides did not adversely impact control by QoI and
other classes of fungicides
M. Khan, S. Arabiat
North Dakota State University & University of Minnesota, Plant Pathology, Fargo, United States
mohamed.khan@ndsu.edu
Introduction: Rhizoctonia damping-off and crown and root rot caused by Rhizoctonia solani are the major diseases affecting
sugar beet in the United States. Growers rely on fungicides to control these diseases. Azoxystrobin, a quinone outside inhibitor
(QoI) fungicide was used since 1999 for controlling R. solani. Resistance became a concern after resistance to R. solani AG-1-1A
was reported.
Objectives: Determine baseline sensitivity of R. solani AG-2-2 IIIB to different classes of fungicides; determine any shift in
sensitivity over time; and efficacy of fungicides at controlling the pathogen in the greenhouse.
Materials and methods: Sensitivity of R. solani isolates to different classes of fungicides were evaluated in vitro using mycelium
radial growth assay and by evaluating disease severity 3 weeks after inoculating plants treated with different fungicide classes in
the greenhouse. One hundred and five R. solani isolates collected from sugar beet were used in this study; 27 were collected
before the use of QoI fungicides and were used for the baseline study and 78 isolates collected between 2005 and 2012 were
evaluated for shift in fungicide sensitivity.
-1
Results: The mean EC50 values for baseline isolates were 49.7, 97.1, 0.3, 0.2, and 0.9 µg ml and for non-baseline isolates were
-1
296.1, 341.7, 0.9, 0.2, and 0.6 µg ml for azoxystrobin, trifloxystrobin, pyraclostrobin (QoIs), penthiopyrad (SDHI), and
prothioconazole (DMI), respectively. The mean EC 50 values of azoxystrobin, trifloxystrobin, and pyraclostrobin increased with a
-1
change factor of 6.0, 3.5, and 2.7, respectively. Frequency of isolates with EC 50 values >10 µg ml for azoxystrobin and
trifloxystrobin increased in non-baseline isolates by 30%. There was no change in sensitivity between baseline and non-baseline
isolates for penthiopyrad and a slight increase in sensitivity for prothioconazole. All fungicides used at labeled rates effectively
controlled R. solani in vivo.
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Conclusion: Over time, sensitivity of R. solani to QoIs decreased, but the QoIs, SDHI and DMI fungicides at labeled rates
effectively controlled the pathogen in vivo. Monitoring and testing for fungicide sensitivity, along with the baseline data, can be
used to determine when different fungicide classes should be used to control R. solani and manage fungicide resistance.

O FUN II-3
Solatenol™, an SDHI fungicide setting new standards in disease control
1
2
2
3
4
O. Rambach , S. Bieri , H.-U. Haas , D. Bartlett , S. Dale
1
Syngenta Crop Protection AG, Product Biology, Basel, Switzerland
2
Syngenta Crop Protection AG, Product Support, Stein, Switzerland
3
Syngenta Crop Protection AG, Product SUpport, Jealott's Hill, United Kingdom
4
Syngenta Crop Protection AG, Fungicide Asset Management, Basel, Switzerland
odile.rambach@syngenta.com
Solatenol™ is a new broad spectrum foliar fungicidally active ingredient discovered and developed by Syngenta. It is the third
Syngenta succinate dehydrogenase inhibitor (SDHI), and the second in the benzonorbornene amide subclass.
The strong affinity to the target enzyme succinate dehydrogenase results in very high intrinsic activity on various pathogens
(rusts, powdery mildews and leaf spots). Combined with a strong association with the plant’s wax layer, it provides reliable, long
lasting disease control even under unfavourable conditions (e.g. wet weather). Solatenol™ has been tested on many important
crops and has shown excellent activity on a wide range of destructive plant pathogens.
Solatenol™ was selected and has been proven to have an outstanding and reliable activity against soybean rust (Phakopsora
pachyrhizi) in extensive greenhouse and field trials. The high intrinsic activity as well as the slow uptake and translaminar
movement into the plant result in a long lasting effect with protection outside and inside of the plant tissue. It has consistently
delivered good performance at rates as low as 30 g/ha with superior soybean rust control to all current, commercially available
fungicides. In mixture with azoxystrobin, it is registered and sold as Elatus™ in the major South American soybean markets
(Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay, Argentina and Bolivia).
In addition to its excellent performance against the soybean rust, Solatenol™ at 75 g/ha is also active on a broad spectrum of
wheat (Zymoseptoria tritici, Puccinia striiformis, Puccinia recondita) and barley diseases (Puccinia hordei, Ramularia collo-cygni,
Rhynchosporium secalis, Pyrenophora teres). In 2014, during the rust epidemic in Europe, it has shown outstanding and longer
protection than the current standards. Solatenol™ is also very active against key diseases in other crops including pome fruits
(Venturia inaequalis), potatoes (early blight), vegetables (powdery mildew, early blight, anthracnose), corn (Puccinia sorghi,
Cercospora zeae-maydis), peanuts (Puccinia arachidis, Sclerotium rolfsii).
Solatenol™ is safe to the crops when applied alone and in mixtures, e.g. with DMI, QoI compounds, or a range of other partners.
Solatenol™ has been submitted for registration in key markets and on multiple crops.

O FUN II-4
The threat of Succinate-Dehydrogenase Inhibitors (SDHIs) resistance evolution in cereal pathogens
S. Torriani, R. Frey, C. Buitrago, J. Wullschleger, G. Scalliet, H. Sierotzki
Syngenta, Stein, Switzerland
stefano.torriani@syngenta.com
The evolutionary forces shaping fungicide resistance varies with respect to the different fungicide classes and between different
fungal genera or species. The chemical group of the pyrazole-carboximides represents the new generation molecules of
Succinate DeHydrogenase Inhibitor (SDHI) fungicides, known as complex II respiration inhibitors. SDHI were discovered more
than 40 years ago. However the first generation of compounds had narrow spectrum, therefore these substances remained
limited to few diseases. Next generation SDHIs display broader spectrum controlling a variety of diseases in different crops. To
date, resistance has been reported in 14 fungal pathogens. The target of SDHI fungicides is the succinate dehydrogenase (SDH)
complex in the mitochondrial respiratory chain. SDH consists of four subunits (sdh-A, to sdh-D). Resistance was described as
monogenic and several target site mutations have been detected targeting three sdh subunits (sdh-B to sdh-D). In Pyrenophora
teres, the major barley pathogen, ten mutations associated to sensitivity reduction were reported (sdh-B H277Y, sdh-C K49E,
R64K, C75S, G79R, H134R, S135R and sdh-D D124E, H134R, D145G). The most frequent mutations in natural population were
sdh-C G79R and sdh-B H277Y. Resistance factors were low for sdh-B H277Y and moderate for sdhC-G79R. To the present
recombination did not combine multiple mutations in one genotype. Zymoseptoria tritici, the principal wheat pathogen, isolates
harboring mutations sdh-B N225T and sdh-C T79N, W80S, N86S were reported in natural population at low frequency.
Resistance factors associated were low. Today field performance reduction of SDHIs were not reported, however this depends
on the strength of the resistance reduced sensitivity and its frequency in a particular population. Here we describe the
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evolutionary forces shaping SDHI resistance in field and we will discuss the evolution of single target genes and how their
combination into a functional enzyme might shape the response to fungicide.

O FUN II-5
Relevance of point mutations in the target gene of SDHI fungicides for growing cereals
H. Schmitz, A. Mehl, J. Kleemann
Bayer CropScience AG, Disease Control Biology, Monheim, Germany
helena.schmitz@bayer.com
Apart from demethylation inhibitors (DMIs) and quinone outside inhibitors (QoIs), succinate dehydrogenase inhibitors (SDHI)
nowadays belong to the most important fungicide classes being used in crop protection. The quartery structure of the target
enzyme SDH consists of four distinct subunits and the ligand binding site is located at the interface of the subunits B, C and D.
Since 2003, extensive monitoring programs have been implemented and mutation analysis initiated. Several target site
mutations have been detected at different positions in the subunits B, C and D of different pathogens in both, lab mutants and
in field isolates. However, as the positions of mutations can differ from pathogen to pathogen and even different substitutions
of one and the same amino acid may occur within one species, the cross-resistance pattern between different SDHI fungicides is
quite complex.
Since 2012, occurrence of only single field isolates of Mycosphaerella graminicola with target site mutations were reported,
while in Pyrenophora teres a higher number of isolates with diverse mutations were detected and, furthermore, found more
frequently in Europe. However, the field performance of products containing SDHIs was not affected, neither for the control of
M. graminicola nor for net blotch.
Objectives were to (i) determine the sensitivity status of current pathogen populations and (ii) to evaluate the relevance of
different SDH genotypes for agricultural practice.
Sensitivity analysis of fungal strains with different genotypes was performed in vitro by EC50 evaluation or in vivo by evaluation
of the level of efficiency of formulated products. For molecular biological analyses, pyrosequencing was used.
Reduced sensitivities of mutated isolates in vitro were also confirmed in vivo. At the same time, differences in virulence could
partly be observed, which may be linked to fitness penalties.
Current investigations showed differences in the virulence of lab mutants and suggest fitness penalties, especially of mutants
with highest EC50 in vitro. However, the occurrence and spread of possible future SDHI mutants is not foreseeable. Therefore,
there is further need for intensive sensitivity monitoring and resistance research, including detailed investigations on resistant
lab or field strains, to analyze the relevance of putative mutations. Moreover, strict adherence to FRAC SDHI guidelines and
sound anti-resistance management strategies remain of high importance for future disease control.

O FUN II-6
Impact of carboxamide intensity on disease control in wheat and SDHI & DMI sensitivity of S. tritici
G. Meyer
Bayer CropScience Germany, Langenfeld, Germany
gunter.meyer@bayer.com
Introduction: With the introduction of the Pyrazole-Carboxamides into the German market in 2011, the question was raised, if
the SDHI mode of action is prone to a similar risk of resistance development as QoIs and if the resistance management
guidelines of the FRAC were strict enough. Especially the maximum number of applications with 2 x SDHI per season was
discussed intensively in regard to S. tritici in wheat.
Objectives: A trial program was started in 2011 by Bayer CropScience Germany in cooperation with official advisors from several
federal states to assess the benefit of SDHI on the disease control and yield in wheat and monitor the impact of SDHI
applications on the sensitivity of S. tritici towards Bixafen and Prothioconazole under different spray strategies and
environmental conditions.
Materials and methods: 31 trials were conducted since 2011 all across Germany, containing five treatment lines, representing
0%, 50% and 100% of the maximum number of SDHI applications per season:
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BBCH 30-37
BBCH 39-59
untreated
0 x SDHI
SBI
SBI + QoI
1 x SDHI late
SBI
SBI+QoI+SDHI
1 x SDHI early
SBI+SDHI
SBI+QoI
2 x SDHI
SBI+SDHI
SBI+QoI+SDHI
Leaf samples were collected and and tested at Epilogic (Freising) resp. Bayer CropScience for their EC50 values for Bixafen and
Prothioconazole in vitro.
Results: The results show clearly a benefit of SDHI application in the disease control in wheat. The efficacy against S. tritici rises
from 66 % without SDHI, to 70-75% with 1x SDHI and finally to 80% with 2x SDHI, correlated with a significant lower variation
and higher yields. In regions with an early disease pressure, a timely application of SDHI at BBCH 30-34 followed by a SDHI free
solution at BBCH 49-55 reduced the severity of S. tritici over the whole season more than the vice versa strategy.
The resistance monitoring of S. tritici in all trials showed no differences for Bixafen and Prothioconazole with regard to the
number of SDHI applications, locations or years.
Conclusion: Especially with early disease pressure, the timely application of a SDHI at early growth stages is crucial for the
control of S. tritici over the whole season. It´s superior efficacy delays the disease development and reduces the curative burden
of the following application. Overall under continuous disease pressure, the application of two times SDHI per season is the best
way to control S. tritici and safeguard yields. According to the monitoring results, there is also no hint for this strategy for an
increased danger of a resistance development.
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Educational needs for integrated managment of sustainable production systems
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University of Florida, Gainesville, United States
ghein1@unl.edu
A myriad of national and international issues challenge the economic and environmental sustainability of plant production
systems, e.g. globalization, resiliency in the face of a changing climate, feeding an ever increasing population, etc. Improved
student capacity (including increased student numbers and educational direction) is repeatedly cited as a necessary component
in addressing these challenges. In order for these production systems to be sustainable at all levels, they must be more
knowledge intensive, creating a greater need for individuals with comprehensive skills necessary for management, diagnostics,
and problem solving. There is also a need to integrate educational and extension experiences into these programs to produce
graduates with the translational skills. Internationally, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) has
presented a new paradigm called sustainable crop production intensification to produce more but continuing to conserve
natural resources. This approach is also considered ‘knowledge intensive’ and will require highly trained practitioners capable of
dealing with management, diagnosis and problem solving across the entire production system.
The historical single-discipline model for graduate student training, while still relevant, is not sufficient to meet these challenges.
There is a shortage of broadly trained professionals who understand the complex interactions affecting plant production
systems and are capable of diagnosing problems and managing production systems. These professionals also need to effectively
adapt technology advances to real world production situations and translate these advances to the producers. These issues have
created an opportunity to embrace an additional graduate education model developed to insure the economic competitiveness
and environmental sustainability of plant production systems.
The Doctor of Plant Health (DPH) program at the University of Nebraska - Lincoln and Doctor of Plant Medicine (DPM) program
at the University of Florida are professional doctoral-level programs that focus on providing interdisciplinary training across all
aspects of plant health. Comprehensive education across disciplines is coupled with the requirement for extensive internship
experience. These plant practitioners (i.e. plant doctors) will have the knowledge, skills, and abilities to provide industry,
government, and academia comprehensive diagnostic and integrated management expertise for all plant production systems.
The DPM and DPH programs provide a dramatically different model for graduate education to supply professionals capable of
meeting a variety of applied needs. Graduates of these professional programs, i.e. plant doctors, will help provide the
st
knowledge intensive leadership required for sustainable plant production systems in the 21 Century.

O EDU 2
From the establishment of ENDURE to C-IPM: the importance of networking in IPM implementation in Europe
1
2
3
1
4
A. Messéan , S. Dachbrodt-Saaydeh , P. Kudsk , J. R. Lamichhane , F. Lescourret
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INRA, Avignon, France
messean@grignon.inra.fr
Among numerous challenges that integrated pest management (IPM) faces in Europe, lack of budget, knowledge transfer into
practice and communication both at country level and between the Member States are major obstacles hindering IPM research
and implementation. There is an increasing awareness that networking is the most powerful means to overcome such problems
in European agriculture. IPM is a complex and multi-faceted approach which need continuum of integration of new and
innovative crop protection measures. Consequently, a large number of actors are involved in the sector of crop protection who
need to be coordinated through effective communications and dynamic collaboration to make any IMP action successful. To this
aim, the European Network of Excellence ENDURE, which was built almost a decade ago, successfully links leading European
institutes committed to IPM research and implementation. Many European IPM research projects, such as PURE, take stock of
the outcomes and lessons learned from ENDURE. In addition, ENDURE paved the way for C-IPM, a new networking project of 21
European countries focusing to create added value and synergies by coordinating national research and extension efforts and by
pooling national resources. The aims are the identification of future research and development priorities; provide
recommendations on national and jointly executed European research to ensure food security and simultaneously adopting
sustainable crop protection strategies.
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Agronomic evaluation of IPM strategies in European winter-wheat and maize production
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Within the framework of the EU project PURE, long-term experiments were conducted to evaluate two IPM strategies (IPM1 and
IPM2) against current practice (CP) in winter wheat based (6 locations) and maize-based (3 locations) cropping systems.
Furthermore 15 on-farm experiments were set up in grain maize to study the effect of specific IPM tools on weeds and the
European corn borer (ECB) (Ostrinia nubilalis Hübner).
In winter wheat weeds, diseases and pests were effectively controlled in CP and IPM1 while unsatisfactory control was
sometimes observed in IPM2. IPM1 yields were either comparable to or lower than CP while IPM2 yields were generally lower.
Pesticide use was significantly lower in IPM1 and IPM2 compared to CP. In some cases yield losses could be attributed to
changes in cropping practice, e.g. delayed sowing, while in other cases it was caused by an insufficient pest control. Lessons
learnt were that variety mixtures can be a very effective tool to reduce disease pressure and thus fungicide use and that interrow cultivation can be an alternative to herbicides in winter oilseed rape. In contrast the performance of weed harrowing was
variable. Omitting the use of pesticides can result in pronounced yield losses in winter wheat but the study revealed that there is
considerable scope for reducing pesticide use without significant yield penalties by adopting IPM.
Overall CP provided better weed control and higher maize yields than IPM2 whereas no differences in weed control and yields
were observed between CP and IPM1 at 2 of the 3 locations. Total broken plants by ECB were higher under the IPM2 strategy
compared to IPM1 and CP. Overall, the IPM tools tested in the on-farm experiments provided sufficient weed control without
significant differences in yields and greatly reduced the reliance on herbicides. Only exception was mechanical weed control
with no supplemental use of herbicides. Against the ECB all tested IPM tools provided the same level of control as the
conventional use of insecticides. It can be concluded that IPM implementation and success in maize-based systems depend on
specific local conditions as well as the level of weed and pest pressures. Knowing the history of the field in terms of weeds and
monitoring pests and weeds during the growing season will determine the choice of IPM tools and the level of IPM
implementation.
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O EDU 4
Economic and environmental evaluation of IPM strategies in winter wheat and maize cropping systems (PURE 2011-15)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
S. Dachbrodt-Saaydeh , V. P. Vasileiadis , W. van Dijk , M. Lefebvre , M. Benezit , C. Colnenne-David , L. Furlan , I. J. Holb , R.
9
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Kierzik , F. Leprince , A. Newton , C. Toque , M. Sattin , P. Kudsk
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Julius Kühn - Institute, Institute for Strategies and Technology Assessment, Kleinmachnow, Germany
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INRA, UMR 211, Thiverval-Grignon, France
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National Research Institute, Plant Protection Institute, Poznan, Poland
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11The James Hutton Institute, Dundee, United Kingdom
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ARVALIS, Institut du Vegetal, Boigneville, France
12
Aarhus University, Department of Agroecology, Slagelse, Denmark
silke.dachbrodt-saaydeh@jki.bund.de
Introduction: The European Directive 2009/128/EC requires the reduction of risks for human health and the environment as
well as the mandatory implementation of the general principles on IPM. To meet the challenge European farmers may need to
adapt their cropping systems.
The EU project PURE (Pesticide Use-and-risk Reduction in European farming systems with Integrated Pest Management, 201115) tested practical IPM solutions to reduce the dependence on pesticides in major European cropping systems, including arable
cropping systems based on either winter wheat (typical for northern Europe) or grain maize (typical for central-southern
Europe). The evaluation of the economic feasibility and the environmental impact of IPM systems are important to ensure the
uptake of IPM by farmers.
Methods: Three-year on-station experiments were conducted to evaluate wheat- and maize-based rotations with different IPM
level (IPM1 and IPM2) against the conventional crop protection system (CS). The winter wheat and maize systems were tested in
typical regions in northern Europe (6 regions) and central-southern Europe (3 regions), respectively. The IPM strategies included
in modification of crop rotation, selection of resistant varieties, use of advanced decision support systems, band application of
herbicides, mechanical weeding, reduced dose rates, use bio-pesticides and non-chemical alternatives.
The ex-post assessment of the sustainability of IPM systems was conducted using an adapted version of the DEXiPM model,
including SYNOPS for the environmental risk assessment and a cost-benefit-assessment.
Results: Overall, IPM strategies were found to have lower environmental impact mainly due to significantly reduced pesticide
use in both IPM systems. Whereas their economic sustainability depended on possible yield reductions, changes in costs of IPM
tools and methods and type of crops in the rotation compared to conventional systems. Winter wheat and maize across the
tested regions yields in IPM1 were comparable to or in some cases lower than CS while yields in IPM2 were generally lower. The
results indicate that IPM systems can achieve a reduction of the environmental risks. The economic results deviate from
conventional systems depending on the region and the possible yield penalties of the new IPM elements.

O EDU 5
Multimedia instructional AIDS for teaching Nematology
E. McGawley
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, United States
emcgawley@agctr.lsu.edu
st

Teaching in general, and in the plant protection sciences in particular, is a challenging endeavor in the 21 century. A large
blackboard and a package of multi-colored chalk have been replaced by a large monitor and a range of multi-media resources.
Hardbound textbooks are increasingly being replaced by or supplemented with software bound instructional modules. In order
to successfully “engage” students, instructors must come to class armed with seasoned experience in the subject, a keen
awareness of the students foundation in science and a genuine enjoyment for the teaching activity. Introduction to Nematodes,
a multimedia, multi-platform, multi-layered slide production by E.C. McGawley, C. Overstreet, M.J. Pontif and A.M. Skantar
brings this new technology to the teaching of nematology. The presentation, two years in production, is available for free (for
educational purposes) download from the websites <nematologists.org>, <ontaweb.org> and <nematode.net>. Additionally, a
full color poster depicting Common Genera of Plant-Parasitic Nematodes has been published to these websites very recently and
is also available for free download. To date, there have been over 5,000 downloads of the “Intro” presentation and almost 300
of the “Common Genera” one. The nematology community is encouraged to contribute to these ongoing education aids
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designed to foster quality instruction in nematology and produce an increased awareness of the importance of nematodes in
agriculture.

O EDU 6
International Association for the Plant Protection Sciences
S. Heinrichs
VA Tech, OIRED, Blacksburg, VA, United States
eheinrichs2@unl.edu
The first International Plant Protection Congress was held in Louvain, Belgium in 1946 and subsequent congresses have been
scheduled at 4-year intervals. At the XIII IPPC, held in the Hague in 1995, a recommendation was made to establish the
International Association for the Plant Protection Sciences (IAPPS). The purpose of IAPPS was not only to provide an umbrella
organization for the IPPCs but also to provide a forum and structure for the coordination and integration of the plant protection
sciences on a global basis. This recommendation was acted upon and IAPPS was formally established at the XIV IPPC held at the
International Conference Centre, Jerusalem 25-30 July, 1999.
IAPPS Mission: Promote the Integrated Pest Management (IPM) approach in research and in the practical application of the
plant protection sciences worldwide.
IAPPS Goal: To insure production of sufficient food, feed and fiber for a growing world population. With the need for increased
food production, effective and sustainable plant protection practices will have an increasingly important role to play.
IAPPS Activities: To achieve its goals IAPPS organizes the following activities:
 Operates through a Governing Board whose members represent 15 world regions.
 Provides oversight of the International Plant Protection Congresses (IPPCs), a major international forum for integrating
and disseminating crop protection information and technology.
 Sponsors the Elsevier published Crop Protection journal that includes articles on integrated pest management research
and technology transfer.
 Collaborates with regional and national plant protection organizations to organize symposia and workshops on specific
plant protection topics.
 Manages a collaborative website (www.plantprotection.org) dedicated to providing online access to information and
training resources for plant protection.
 Produces Global Plant Protection News (http:///iapps2010.wordpress.com) with the latest news on all aspects of plant
protection.
 Presents International Plant Protection Awards of Distinction (IPPADs) to eminent scientists that have made an
internationally recognized contribution to the plant protection sciences.
 Promotes individual memberships for 1) Students, 2) Developing country Scientists, and 3) Industrialized Country
Scientists; Corporate Memberships for national, regional and international (CGIAR, AIRCA, , governmental, NGOs)
organizations and agencies with a negotiated fee; and Affiliate Memberships with national, regional, and international
societies without fees.
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O LEG III-1
Minor Uses
L. Wozniacki
European Crop Protection Association, Brussels, Belgium
lukasz.wozniacki@ecpa.eu
Speciality crops are a prerequisite for healthy nutrition. They represent a market worth €70 billion/year and 22% of the total
value of annual EU agriculture output. While the magnitude of pest problems faced in these crops is similar to major crops,
many efficient plant protection solutions are often unavailable for economic reasons. Therefore, helping new minor uses
authorisations play an essential role in supporting the food chain. My presentation will provide an overview of EU regulatory
framework for minor uses and will highlight the industry’s view on barriers to the authorisation of products for minor uses;
some of those barriers include the data requirements and the onerous product authorisation process, which includes a zonal
process and mutual recognition. Furthermore, the presentation will present the recent developments in the European
Commission plans to establish EU platform for Minor uses as well as EU Minor Uses Database (EUMUDA); EU Technical Working
Group. Finally, I will include an outline of stakeholders activities.

O LEG III-2
Overview jurisdiction on PPP-imports in Germany
P. E. Ouart
Dr. Ouart & Collegen Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft m.b.H., Freiburg, Germany
dr.ouart@ouart.de
Introduction: Due to the reform as a result of EU-VO 1107/2009 and the new german PflSchG 2012, the legal conditions for EUParallel Trade and the import of plant protection products to Germany have changed. The legal provisions for EU-Parallel Trade
have been modified in the way that in order to attain an import licence the importer has to fulfill stricter requirements as in the
past. Furthermore illegal imports are now subject to criminal liability.
Objectives: This lecture is giving the audience an overview of the new legal requirements for EU-Parallel Trade and the import of
plant protection products in detail as well as the actual impact of legislative changes on the market for plant protection products
in general.
Materials and methods: The lecture will be held orally combined with a power point presentation.
Results: According to transitional provisions the old import licences remain valid until the end of authorisation of the reference
product and therefore for many years. The legality of imports is therefore depending on the issuing date of the authorisation.
th
The main difference between the old and the new law is since June 14 2011 the mandatory “manufacturer identity” between
the import product and reference product as well as the criminal liability of illegal imports.
Conclusion: As a conclusion, we support the legal change and the stricter requirements for EU-Parallel Trade in respect of the
high rate of illegal imports to Germany in the past. The new additional legal requirements protect not only the original producer
of plant protection products and their financial investment but also the ultimate buyer against the health and environmental
risks resulting from illegal imports.

O LEG III-3
Access to regulatory data (Aarhus transparency rules for environmental information)
G. Gerardine
BASF SE, Central Legal Department, Ludwigshafen am Rhein, Germany
gerardine.garcon@basf.com
Plant protection products cannot be placed on the market without approval by public authorities. Companies have to submit a
large amount of regulatory data in the approval procedures to demonstrate the safety of their products. Such data represent a
substantial investment and contain confidential business information (CBI). However, the data may be the target of requests for
access under the so-called transparency rules. In particular, the Aarhus Convention, an international treaty signed by more than
45 states, allows any person to request, without giving any reason, access to environmental information in a broad manner.
Further, public authorities have to ensure that such information increasingly becomes available via the internet.
The Aarhus provisions allow public authorities to refuse disclosure of information based on the protection of CBI, after having
balanced the interests involved. However, this exception is interpreted narrowly and cannot be claimed for information on
emissions into the environment. The scope of the access to information rights to regulatory data is strongly disputed and
challenged in court. Industry is concerned that any failure to effectively protect CBI contained in regulatory data from disclosure
bears the risk of misuse when access is sought by competitors.
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Consequently, a diligent weighing of the interests involved is required in access to regulatory data cases, respecting
proportionality and also any overriding legal framework. Many legislations provide for sector-specific rules regarding the
protection of CBI contained in regulatory data which may not be underminded. A confirmation of the precedence of such rules
will help to stimulate the innovativeness of the industry and promote better plant protection products for a sustainable future.

O LEG III-4
Content of and experiences with the plant protection products advertisement provision of Article 66 of the EU Regulation
1107/2009
T. Greve
Spiess-Urania Chemicals GmbH, Hamburg, Germany
greve@spiess-urania.com
th

The Regulation (EC) No 1107/2009, which replaced the former EU Plant Protection Directive 91/414 by the 14 of June 2011 and
which has direct legal effect in all EU member states, contains regulations for advertisement of plant protection products in
Article 3 no. 31 and in Art. 66.
The key term "advertising" is defined in Article 3, No. 31 of Regulation (EC) No 1107/2009: ‘advertisement’ means a means of
promoting the sale or use of plant protection products (to anyone other than the authorization holder, the person placing the
plant protection product on the market and their agents) by printed or electronic media ". This definition of the key term
"advertising" is to be analyzed and the resulting questions shall be answered.
Art. 66 of Regulation (EC) No 1107/2009 contains a set of specific regulations for advertisement of plant protection products.
The individual statutes and requirements are presented and analyzed. The resulting practical problems are raised and answered.

O LEG III-5
Demarcation pesticides of biocidal products
J. Hausner
BVA, Bundesverband der Agrargewerblichen Wirtschaft, Berlin, Germany
judith.hausner@bv-agrar.de
Demarcation pesticides of biocidal products is of practical importance because it gives decision weather phytosanitary
legislation or biocidal (chemical) legislation shall apply. This has direct impact on all regulated areas from approval of acitve
substances over authorisation of products to sales and use as well als official controlls. The EU Commission published a guideline
which is not legally binding but nevertheless has far-reaching consequences for borderline cases and especially for rodents.

O LEG III-6
State of scientific and technical knowledge
V. Kaus
Industrieverband Agrar e.V., Legal and Economic Affairs, Franfurt am Main, Germany
kaus.iva@vci.de
Art. 36 para 1 of EU Regulation 1107/2009 (Plant Protection Products Regulation) "Examination for authorisation" states that
the Member State examining the application shall make an indipendant objective and transparent assessment in the light of
current scientific and technical knowledge using guidance documents available at the time of application. In the presentation it
will be discussed who has the task to define the current scientific and technical knowledge and how the current scientific and
technical knowledge has to be implemented into authorisation procedures.
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O BI III-1
Investigating of diversity and species richness of the wheat aphids and introduce of their coccinellid predators in Urmia, WestAzerbaijan
N. Shayesteh, H. Ranji
Urmia University, Plant Protection, Urmia, Islamic Republic of Iran
profshayesteh@yahoo.com
West Azerbaijan Province is a mountainous area in the northwest of Iran that has a high potential for the production of
grains/cereals. The diversity of active aphids in the wheat farms of West Azerbaijan was studied for two years during 2010 and
2011 and the diversity of aphids species and their coccinellids predators was examined. The present study identified 6 harmful
species of aphids and 5 species of lady-bugs that are their main enemies at different vegetative stages of wheat growth. In 2010,
Schizaphis gramimun (Rondanii) species was the most frequently found species and was considered the dominant species in the
area. The highest species richness of the collected aphids of the grains was 5 species in the mid-May in 2010. The highest degree
of Shannon diversity index (1.81) was also related to 2nd of May, in 2010 and the least amount of the same index (0.65) was
found in 1st of July in the same year. In 2011, Metopolophium dirhodum (Walker) species had the most frequency rate and was
regarded as the dominant species. The highest species richness of the collected aphids of the grains was observed during the
mid-June in 2011. The highest degree of Shannon diversity index (1.25) was related to 15th of April in 2011 and the least amount
of the same index (0.81) was found in 11th of March in that year.

O BI III-2
Can endophytes be used more extensively for biocontrol?
T. Glare, A. C. McKinnon, M. Moran-Diez, M. Raad, J. Brooke, M. Rostas
Bio-Protection Research Centre, Lincoln, New Zealand
travis.glare@lincoln.ac.nz
Introduction: Research groups around the world are investigating the occurrence and potential usefulness of entomopathogenic
fungi, known to have direct infective ability on a range of insects, which also have endophytic lifestyles. Originally thought an
oddity of a strain of Beauveria bassiana, over 20 years of steadily increasing research has determined that a range of insectkilling fungi are able to colonise plants at least some of the time.
Objectives: Our laboratory has been investigating the endophytic occurrence of Beauveria spp. which are common pathogens of
insects in New Zealand. It is surprising how many plant species have Beauveria endophytes. In New Zealand, however, all
occurrences appear to be one species, B. bassiana. We have recovered B. bassiana from plants as diverse as Pinus radiata,
brassica, maize and dandelions.
Materials and methods: Our investigations centre on occurrence, genotypic association, effect on plant and pests, and stability
of Beauveria and other endophytes. Through genome sequencing, transcriptomics, PCR, fluorescent assisted microscopy and
bioassay, we are examining where fungi occur in plants and how they operate.
Results: In some cases B. bassiana presence can affect the growth of the plant, either positively or negatively. It is much harder
to determine effect on insects. We have found some small effects in specific instances, rather than large impacts, but also
effects on gene expression in the plant. This work is ongoing, but the multiple actions of some fungi as endophytes against both
pests and disease may have utility for biocontrol.
Conclusion: The aim of investigating these entomopathogens as endophytes is to attempt to replicate the success of the grass
endophytes Ephiclöe, which provide pest resistance to plants and are present in almost all ryegrass sold in New Zealand.

O BI III-3
Trichopria drosophilae: a potentially successful control agent of Drosophila suzukii
1,2
1
1
1
1
3
1
N. Amiresmaeili , C. Jucker , A. Rocco , P. Girgenti , M. Colombo , E. Marchetti , D. Lupi
1
University of Milan, DeFENS, MILAN, Italy
2
Fondazione Minoprio, Vertemate Minoprio, Italy, Italy
3
University of Bologna, DipSA, Bologna, Italy
nasim.amiresmaeili@unimi.it
Drosophila suzukii (Matsumura, 1931) (Diptera: Drosophilidae) native to South East Asia is one of the most important invasive
pests of unripe fruits which invaded European countries from 2008. Insect damage is due to egg-laying inside unripe cane fruits
and stone fruits, high reproductive capability and numerous overlapping generations per year. During 2013 and 2014, different
field and laboratory surveys had been developed in order to detect the natural enemies of D. suzukii in Lombardy and Emilia
Romagna (Northern Italy). Among the parasitoids detected, Trichopria drosophilae Perkins, 1910 (Hymenoptera: Diapriidae)
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appears to be one of the most promising enemies of this hazardous pest in these areas. Laboratory tests were developed to
improve the poor knowledge on T. drosophilae biology and the relationship between this parasitoid and drosophilids (D. suzukii
included). A trial was aimed at evaluating the duration of the pupal development of D. suzukii and of the natural host Drosophila
melanogaster Meigen, 1830. Following this experiment, one-day old pupae of both species were exposed to T. drosophilae
under no-choice conditions. Furthermore, trials at 25±0.5°C allowed to evaluate the reproductive capability of T. drosophilae on
D. suzukii and on native drosophilids, while trials at different temperatures (between 0°C and 40°C) allowed to evaluate adult
survival in different environmental conditions. The results showed a good adaptability of T. drosophilae on D. suzukii. One-day
old D. suzukii and D. melanogaster pupae were successfully parasitized by T. drosophilae with no significant difference between
these two species. Adults were able to survive from 5 to 33°C. Therefore, 34°C were established as the upper thermal limit for
adult survival. At lower temperatures, adults were able to survive more than four months but did not reproduce. The
information acquired so far is in line with the biology of D. suzukii which prefers milder temperature, and confirm the hypothesis
that T. drosophilae can be a successful control agent of this hazardous pest.

O BI III-4
High temperature, plant water stress and performance of an aphid parasitoid
1
1
1,2
K. Krüger , L. Beetge , R. Kfir
1
University of Pretoria, Zoology and Entomology, Pretoria, South Africa
2
ARC-Plant Protection Research Institute, Insect Ecology, Pretoria, South Africa
kkruger@zoology.up.ac.za
Introduction: Regional increases in heat waves and drought due to climate change may alter the distribution and abundance of
affected insects. Water-deficit stress can enhance the nutritional value of plants to phloem-feeding insects such as aphids,
leading in turn to higher rates of parasitism. Heat stress may influence growth parameters of insects negatively, but insects may
recover during cooler periods. Little is known about their combined effect on parasitoids of insect herbivores.
Objectives: We evaluated the effect of high day-night temperatures and moderate water-deficit stress on the development,
survival and reproduction of Aphidius ervi (Hymenoptera: Braconidae) parasitizing the potato aphid Macrosiphum euphorbiae
(Hemiptera: Aphididae), on potato, Solanum tuberosum (Solanaceae).
Materials and methods: Life history parameters of A. ervi were determined at ambient and high day-night temperatures (25/15
ºC and 30/20 ºC) using aphids on preconditioned potato plants subjected to either water deficit stress (25-30% pot capacity) or
well-watered plants (80-100% pot capacity). Stomatal conductance and amino acid concentrations were measured as indicators
of plant water stress and nutritional status.
Results: Percentage of mummies formed reached 61% on water-stressed plants at ambient, 35% and 33% on well-watered
plants at high and ambient, and 27% on water-stressed plants at high day-night temperatures. Egg to adult development time
and adult longevity were not affected by high day-night temperatures. More parasitoids emerged from parasitized aphids reared
on water-stressed plants at ambient temperature than any other treatment. The lowest number of offspring was recorded from
parasitized aphids on water-stressed plants at high temperatures. Stomatal conductance was lower and total essential amino
acid concentration was higher in water-stressed than well-watered plants at both regimes.
Conclusion: Heat waves and drought frequently occur concurrently. The combined effect of high day-night temperatures
together with water deficit-stressed plants may reduce parasitoid population growth and any beneficial effects that higher
amino acid concentrations in water deficit-stressed potato plants may have on A. ervi parasitizing M. euphorbiae.

O BI III-5
Effect of host unavailability durations on parasitism behavior of Ooencyrtus fecundus Ferriere &Voegele (Hym.: Encyrtidae)
egg parasitoid of sunn pest
S. Iranipour, A. Bazavar, R. Karimzadeh
The University of Tabriz, Plant Protection, Tabriz, Islamic Republic of Iran
shiranipour@tabrizu.ac.ir
Sunn pest Eurygaster integriceps Puton is the most important pest of wheat and barley in Iran. Egg parasitoids (Hym.,
Scelionidae and Encyrtidae) are the most promising natural enemies of this pest. Unfortunately these parasitoids are in a high
risk of encountering with durations of host absence early season; hence in this study we evaluated the effect of different
intervals of host unavailability on the egg parasitoids in terms of parasitism rate. Ooencyrtus fecundus Ferriere & Voegele (Hym.:
Encyrtidae), which is a widely and continuously distributed species in wheat fields were chosen for experiments. The wasp
specimens were collected from Garamalek and Kujuvar villages, located in west of Tabriz, East Azarbayjan province, Iran. The
experiments were conducted under laboratory conditions (25±1ºC, 50±10% RH and 16L: 8D h photoperiod) with five treatments
including a control (complete access of wasps to the hosts), access every other days, every third days, once a week and complete
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access following a six day prevention period in 15 replications. The results revealed that parasitism rate decreases by increasing
unavailability intervals of host. The least value of total fecundity as well as instantaneous population growth rate was occurred
in fourth treatment (access once a week). These values were 42.93±4.11 egg/female and 0.129±0.004/d respectively. The least
value of net reproductive rate recorded for the same treatment is being 23.57±2.25. In the case of compensation of the lost
fecundity during the access days, results showed that a partial compensation was occurred in all treatments.

O BI III-6
Signals of Significant Evolution Revealed by Sequence Analysis of Intragenomic rDNA-ITS2 sequences of Diadegma
semiclausum (Hymenoptera: Ichneumonidae)
1
1
2
E. A. Ebraheem Al-Jouri , Y. Abu Ahmad , S. Ramasamy
1
General Commission for Scientific Agricultural Research (GCSAR), Damascus, Syrian Arab Republic
2
AVRDC-The World Vegetable Center, Tainan, Taiwan
jouri@myway.com; abuahmad@yahoo.com
The parasitoid, Diadegma semiclausum (Hymenoptera: Ichneumonidae) is one of the most effective parasitoids of diamondback
moth (DBM), Plutella xylostella in the lowland areas of Homs, Syria. Molecular evolution studies are useful tools to shed light on
the molecular bases of insect geographical spread and adaptation to new hosts and environment. In this study, molecular
evolution analysis was performed based on the 42 ribosomal internal transcribed spacer-2 (rDNA-ITS2) sequences representing
the D. semiclausum and eight other Diadegma spp. from Syria and worldwide. Possible recombination events were identified by
RDP4 program. Three potential recombinants of the D. chrysostictos-UK1, D. chrysostictos-UK2 and D. rapi-Australia were
detected. After detecting and removing recombinant sequences, the ratio of non-synonymous (dN) to synonymous (dS)
substitutions per site (dN/dS = ɷ) has been used to identify codon positions involved in adaptive processes. Bayesian techniques
were applied to detect selective pressures at a codon level by using five different approaches including: fixed effects likelihood
(FEL), internal fixed effects likelihood (IFEL), random effects method (REL), mixed effects model of evolution (MEME) and
Program analysis of maximum likelihood (PAML). Among the 43 positively selected sites that differed significantly between
clades of Diadegma species, fifteen sites under positive selection were only found in D. semiclausum. Additionally, all D.
semiclausum branches tree were highly found under episodic diversifying selection (EDS) at p ≤ 0.05. Our study provides
evidence that both recombination and positive selection have significantly contributed to the molecular diversity of Diadegma
spp., and influence in their fitness.
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O MF II-1
Development and validation of environmental disease predictive model for chickpea blight (Ascochyta rabiei) under semi-arid
conditions
1
2
2
3
S. Ahmad , M. A. Khan , S. T. Sahi , R. Ahmed
1
Department Plant Pathology, University College of Agriculture, University of Sargodha, Sargodha, Pakistan, Pakistan
2
Department of Plant Pathology, University of Agriculture, Faisalabad, Pakistan, Pakistan
3
Department of Agronomy, University of Agriculture, Faisalabad, Pakistan, Pakistan
salmanahmad@uos.edu.pk
Due to lack of resistance in indigenous chickpea (Cicer arietinum L.) germplasm of Pakistan, chickpea blight is controlled through
fungicides. Excessive use of fungicides is causing resistance in the pathogen and creating fatalistic effect on the semi-arid
environment of the country. Disease predictive model under such situation is the dire need, so that, excessive use of fungicides
could be avoided by forecasting early onset of disease. Objective of this study was to develop a chickpea blight disease
predictive model based upon environmental variables i.e. maximum and minimum temperatures, relative humidity (RH), rainfall
and wind speed for timely application of fungicides. For this purpose, environmental factors and chickpea blight disease severity
data of five years (2006-10) were used. Correlation analysis was performed to determine the relationship of environmental
variables with disease severity. Significant correlation was found between all environmental variables and disease severity.
Stepwise regression analysis was used to develop model. In the model, maximum and minimum temperatures, RH, rainfall and
2
wind speed caused significant variability in disease development (R = 72%). Model was then validated with two years (2011-12)
environmental and disease severity data. Two year model validated the model on the basis of closeness of coefficient of
2
determination i.e. R = 82%, slope and intercept. Statistical indices i.e. root mean square error (RMSE) and error (%) were used
to check the performance of the model. Overall, RMSE and error between observed and predicted values were ≤ ± 20
representing the model as a good model. Multiple regression model developed through this study is first time study under semiarid conditions of Pakistan, and would help in predicting accurate blight disease on chickpea crop.

O MF II-2
Evaluation of strawberry grey mould management using iMETOS®sm forecasting model
1
1
1
2
A. Valiuškaitė , N. Rasiukevičiūtė , L. Duchovskienė , S. Supronienė
1
Lithuanian Research Centre for Agriculture and Forestry Institute of Horticulture, Plant protection laboratory, Babtai, Lithuania
2
Lithuanian Research Centre for Agriculture and Forestry Institute of Agriculture, Department of plant pathology and protection,
Akademija, Kedainiu dist., Lithuania
a.valiuskaite@lsdi.lt
Research on the efficiency of forecasting models for pest and diseases in horticultural plants under Lithuanian climate conditions
using internet forecasting system iMETOS®sm was started at the Instituteof Horticulturein 2007. Fruit rot pathogens reduce the
yield and quality of plant production and cause material economic loss. Forecasting model presents the favourable B. cinerea
risk periods on the basis of the interaction between air temperature and leaf wetness duration. Development a decision support
system to help producers decide when to apply fungicides.
The aim of study was to evaluate strawberry grey mould management using iMETOS®sm.
The research was carried out at the LRCAF Institute of Horticulture 2008-2009 and 2013-2014. There were compare two plant
protection systems: conventional and the forecasting model. Strawberry field experiments carried out in cv. ‘Elkat’, planted at a
spacing of 0.8 x 0.3 m. on two rows white film-mulch. The treatments were replicated four times at randomized complete block.
iMETOS®sm B. cinerea model recommends using fungicides when the infection risk is more than 60% for 3 days. The trial design
-1
-1
involved the following active ingredients at rates boscalid + piraclostrobin 1.8 kg ha and ciprodinil + fludioxonil 1.0 kg ha . The
incidence and frequency occurrence of contamination fruits were assessed after 4 and 8 days after storage.
Using forecasting model there was least rotten strawberry in 2008-2009 and 2013. The model in 2008 was more efficient 8.68
points compared with conventional system,7.05 in2009 and4.67 in2013. Forecasting model reduced the spread of grey mould in
strawberries after 4 and 8 days of storage compared with control.
Acknowledgements: This work was carried out within the framework of the long-term research program “Horticulture: agrobiological basics and technologies” implemented by Lithuanian Research Centre for Agriculture and Forestry.
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O MF II-3
iMETOS®sm Botrytis cinerea forecasting model harmonisation for onion IPM
1
1
1
2
N. Rasiukevičiūtė , A. Valiuškaitė , L. Duchovskienė , S. Supronienė
1
Lithuanian Research Centre for Agriculture and Forestry Institute of Horticulture, Plant protection laboratory, Babtai, Kaunas
dist., Lithuania
2
Lithuanian Research Centre for Agriculture and Forestry Institute of Agriculutre, Department of plant pathology and protection,
Akademija, Lithuania
n.rasiukeviciute@lsdi.lt
Botrytis cinerea Pers.: Fr cause two important onion diseases leaf fleck and neck rot. The development of pathogens infection
highly depends on inoculums of the pathogen, spore release and the influence of parameters as air temperature, duration of
leaf wetness, relative humidity. Disease forecasting models indicate favourable conditions for infection risk, therefore fungicides
application are made more accurate. iMETOS®sm B. cinerea forecasting model indicates the possibility to develop leaf fleck on
the basis of the interaction between air temperature and leaf wetness duration. The aim of study was to evaluate the favourable
conditions for onion leaf fleck spread according forecasting model.
The research was carried out at the LRCAF Institute of Horticulture in 2012-2014 on onion cv. 'Stuttgarter Riesen'. In order to
evaluate the fungal infections incidence and occurrence assessed after 2, 4 months of onion bulbs storage. Model recommends
using fungicides when the infection risk is more than 60% for 3 days. According this point were calculated risk development
periods when infection risk was at least 3 and more days.
B. cinerea forecasting model data showed, that risk periods for onion leaf fleck depends from meteorological conditions through
plants growth season and differ every year. In 2012 and 2014 were similar conditions. It was calculated four risk periods of B.
cinerea development in 2012: in June -1, in July -3 risk periods; and six periods in 2014: in June -4, July -2. Due to different
conditions in 2013 were two risk periods in July. Mycological analysis of onions bulbs showed high of density Botrytis spp., the
occurrence of damage was detected 41% of bacteria, 7% - insects, 9% - physiological and 44% - fungi damage all three
experimental year.
Acknowledgments: This work was carried out within the framework of the long-term research program “Harmful organisms in
agro and forest ecosystems” implemented by Lithuania Research Centre for Agriculture and Forestry.

O MF II-4
Take-off time of the small brown planthopper, Laodelphax striatellus (Hemiptera: Delphacidae) in East China
1
1
1
2
3
3
S. Sanada-Morimura , A. Otuka , M. Matsumura , Y. Zhu , Y. Zhou , G. Zhang
1
NARO Kyushu Okinawa Agricultural Research Center, Agro-Environment Reserach Division, Kumamoto, Japan
2
Plant Protection Station of Jiangsu Province, Nanjing, China
3
Jiangsu Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Institute of Plant Protection, Nanjing, China
sanadas@affrc.go.jp
Introduction: The small brown planthopper, Laodelphax striatellus (Fallén) transmitting Rice stripe virus (RSV) is an important
economic insect pest of rice in East Asia. Recently, occurrence of L. striatellus and RSV disease have re-emerged in East Asia. In
early June 2008, an outbreak of the first generation of overwintering L. striatellus occurred in the eastern part of China. Then,
they migrated oversea into the western part of Japan and caused serious disease damage to rice. Prediction of such overseas
immigration provides useful information for controlling immigrant insects and their disease efficiently.
Objectives: Take-off time of the first generation of the overwintering population is necessary for the immigration prediction
simulation and the objective of this study is to investigate the insect’s take-off timing in Jiangsu Province, the source area, in late
May to early June.
Materials and methods: A tow net trap mounted at the top of a pole 10 m above the ground was placed by a wheat field in
Tongzhou, Jiangsu Province during May 25 to 13 June in 2012.
Two canopy traps with a digital video camera were placed in wheat fields in Dongtai, Jiangsu Province, and monitoring started
on June 1 and ended on June 6, 2013. Insects in the video movie were counted hourly.
Results: Insects were caught in the net trap during June 8 to June 12, 2012. The number of trapped insects peaked at 1800 h
CST. There were also some catches during the daytime, from 0900 to 1500 h CST. The catches during the night (from 2100 to
0440 h CST) and dawn (from 0440 to 0700 h CST) were relatively small.
During the day and evening, the number of the insects that entered into the canopy traps changed hourly, but increased
gradually towards the evening and peaked at 1700 h. Few insects were trapped in canopy traps during the night, at dawn or in
the early morning (1935-0700 h CST);
Conclusion: Laodelphax striatellus emigrated from wheat fields mainly in the early evening, before dusk. The insects also
emigrated during the daytime but rarely emigrated at dawn, showing a pattern that is unlike the bimodal emigration at dusk and
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dawn of two other rice planthoppers, the brown planthopper, Nilaparvata lugens (Stål), and the white-backed planthopper,
Sogatella furcifera (Horváth). This take-off timing is used as basic information for the immigration prediction simulation.

O MF II-5
Annual Yield Losses Associated with Southern Rust of Maize and their Use for Disease Management Decisions
C. Hollier
Louisiana State University, Plant Pathology and Crop Physiology, Baton Rouge, United States
chollier@agcenter.lsu.edu
Global distribution of southern rust of maize is primarily tropical or subtropical, mainly due to the pathogen’s temperature and
moisture requirements. Historically, worldwide epidemics have caused severe losses (up to 85%) leading to localized starvation
primarily in West Africa. Epidemics are common for the tropics and subtropics while in temperate areas disease development is
observed annually but epidemics are intermittent, making disease management decisions difficult for growers. Annual yield loss
information (yield and quality impact) was lacking as an input for growers to make informed rust management decisions. The
objective of this study was to determine yield losses due to southern rust as a component of a rust management system.
Therefore, yield losses were determined annually in multi-location plots across the Gulf States of the United States each
measured by multiple techniques (plot experiments and on-farm surveys) to determine presence and impact of southern rust on
local maize plantings. Yield losses were determined to be 15.2, 1.0, 3.2, 3.9 and 18.9% from 2010 through 2014, respectively. In
years where southern rust losses were highest, adequate, but not excessive moisture occurred during the grain development
period. Whereas, in low yield loss years, high rainfall occurred during the reproductive period leading to the speculation of
urediniospores being washed from their traditional aerial distribution or from the leaf lamina after deposition but prior to
2
infection. Correlations were high (R = 80.9%) comparing high yield loss to high southern rust development. Work continues to
determine yield losses associated with rust development at various maize growth stages.

O MF II-6
Migration prediction systems for three rice planthoppers and a wind-borne immigration analysis system for the oriental fruit
fly
A. Otuka
National Agriculture and Food Research Organization, Kyushu Okinawa Agricultural Research Center, Koshi, Japan
aotuka@affrc.go.jp
A variety of insect pests fly overseas into Japan that consists of many islands. Rice planthoppers, important pests of rice plant,
are such examples. The brown planthopper and the white-backed planthopper migrate mainly from southern China into Japan in
summer rainy season from late June to early July, whereas the small brown planthopper sometimes immigrates from eastern
China in early June and transmits Rice stripe virus. It is essential for pest management to know the timing and area of their
immigration into rice fields.
The oriental fruit fly is an insect pest that attacks tropical fruits and vegetables. This species was eradicated from Okinawa
Prefecture, the most southwestern part of Japan, in 1986. Although the state of eradication in Okinawa is maintained, insects
are sometimes caught in monitoring traps every year. One of the possible re-invasion routes is wind-borne immigration from
neighboring source areas, Taiwan and the Philippines. It is a natural phenomenon. The other route is accidental importation of
infested fruits carried by human. It is possible for the former case to analyze wind data in order to suggest whether trap catch is
due to wind-borne immigration. Such suggestion may be useful for plant quarantine officers who are responsible for keeping the
state of eradication.
Therefore, migration prediction systems of rice planthoppers for plant protection officers, and a wind-borne immigration
analysis system of the oriental fruit fly for plant quarantine officers have been developed.
For the migration prediction systems, there are two types of prediction models: one for the brown planthopper and the whitebacked planthopper, the other for the small brown planthopper. The both models predict the arrival timing and area of
planthoppers using weather forecast data, but have several differences in modeling of take-off time, source areas, flight
duration and so on. The predicted information is presented to plant protection officers by email and web-based service called
“JPP-NET” operated by the Japan Plant Protection Association.
The wind-borne immigration analysis system for the oriental fruit fly is windows software that presents re-invasion risk index
and trap catch. The index is calculated based on the daily-basis frequency of arrival of airstreams from the possible sources to
islands of Okinawa for previous 14 days. The period corresponds to an interval of sample collection in the monitoring traps. The
index, therefore, becomes 0 to 14. Larger values indicate that winds from the source arrived in Okinawa Prefecture more
frequently, and zero shows there was no winds from the source. If an insect was caught in a monitoring trap during the risk
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index was high, the insect is suggested to be a wind-borne immigrant. Plant quarantine officers use the system to suggest the
fly’s wind-borne immigration and to understand the situation.
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O FUN III-1
Study on fungicide-induced/primed molecular and physiological effects on barley (Hordeum vulgare L.)
D. Cai, M. Carstensen, F. Behrens
Institute of Phytopathology, Christian-Albrechts University of Kiel, Molecular Phytopathology, Kiel, Germany
dcai@phytomed.uni-kiel.de
Plants can be induced/primed by various biotic and abiotic stresses giving unique physiological states like enhanced disease
resistance or tolerance to certain abiotic stresses. This effect has been observed by infection with necrotizing pathogens or
colonization of plant roots by beneficial microorganisms as well as by stimulation of various natural and synthetic compounds.
Understanding of the molecular mechanisms underlying might provide novel approaches to exploit the genetic potential of
plants for increasing plant resistance to pathogen attack as well as tolerance to environmental stresses in the practice, and is
therefore of great scientific and practical importance.
It has been demonstrated that several fungicides are able to enhance plant tolerance to various biotic and abiotic stresses and
give positive physiological effects on plant in addition to their fungicidal activity. To understand the mechanism underlying, we
analysed the transcriptome change of barley in response to the fungicide application. Transcriptomes of the samples treated by
the fungicide were investigated by RNAseq in comparison with the reference. Differentially expression genes (DEG) in response
to the treatment were identified and selected. Sequence analysis and functional annotation in silico as well as lab.-validation
identified a subset of candidate genes of interest. Here, we report our recent results of analysis of transcriptome data and the
identification of candidate master-switch genes, and pathways, which are associated with the fungicide effects observed in
barley and Arabidopsis thaliana as well.

O FUN III-2
Enhance endogenous plant defences by isotianil, a new resistance inducer
1
1
1
1
2
C. A. Braun , C. van Breukelen-Groeneveld , H. Sawada , K. Tietjen , V. Toquin
1
Bayer CropScience AG, BCS AG-R&D-SMR-DC-DCM-P&PS, Monheim am Rhein, Germany
2
Bayer CropScience SAS, BCS Fr-BCSF-RECH-S&B-MCT, Lyon, Germany
christophandreas.braun@bayer.com
Introduction: Isotianil is a new plant defence inducer that controls leaf blast and bacterial leaf blight in rice and black sigatoka in
banana. Discovered by Bayer in 1997, isotianil has been jointly developed by Bayer CropScience (BCS) and Sumitomo Chemical
Co., Ltd., and is being distributed under the brand name ROUTINE by BCS. Isotianil does not exhibit by itself any fungicidal
activity against pathogens but protects plants against infection when applied at an early developmental stage.
Objectives: Elucidation of the mode of action of isotianil
Material and methods: To elucidate the molecular mechanisms of isotianil-induced resistance, gene expression profiling
experiments were performed using an Affymetrix array of the rice whole genome. This data was verified using qPCR. Further
experiments supporting the current mode of action hypothesis focusing on the NPR proteins have been carried out and will be
described in more detail during the presentation.
Results: Isotianil, applied at a dose range used in agronomical conditions and without pathogen pressure, induces only few
changes in gene expression. These genes directly responsive to isotianil are involved in salicylic acid catabolism and pathway.
Upon pathogen challenge, isotianil primes rice plants for an increased defense genes activation compared to simple infection.
The onset of resistance is accompanied by a potentiated SAR response including enhanced activation of PR genes and of genes
involved in secondary metabolisms such as phenylpropanoid and flavonoid pathways.
Conclusion: Isotianil mode of action very probably involves the salicylic signaling pathway in plants but acts differently from
other host defense inducers also targeting this defense pathway, e.g. acibenzolar-S-methyl.

O FUN III-3
Elicitor screening to protect wheat against Zymoseptoria tritici
1
2
1
1
1
1
G. Le Mire , A. Siah , M. Deleu , M. Ongena , M.-L. Fauconnier , M. H. Jijakli
1
ULg - Gembloux Agro Bio Tech, Gembloux, Belgium
2
Agricultural Institute of Lille (ISA Group), BioGAP, Lille, France
geraldine.lemire@ulg.ac.be
Plants face an array of biotic and abiotic stresses in their environment, making it necessary to use various chemical inputs to
maintain satisfactory yield. Today, conventional agriculture is evolving towards more sustainable practices, out of respect for
human health and the environment. Elicitors are considered as promising biological control tools and draw major interest in IPM
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strategies. These plant-immunity triggering compounds, also called “stimulators of plant natural defenses”, induce a general and
systemic resistance in the plant to various diseases.
Although numerous elicitors have already been identified and some of them reached the market since the late 1970s, further
investigations are still required to better understand the mode of action of these molecules in the plant and ensure a consistent
efficiency under various field conditions. Few elicitors have yet been successfully tested and formulated to protect
monocotyledonous crop plants such as wheat, which is cultivated over large areas in Europe.
This study focuses on the screening of ten potential elicitor products of various origins and structures to protect winter wheat
against the fungal pathogen Zymoseptoria tritici. Greenhouse trials were carried out to measure the ability of the different
products to reduce disease foliar symptoms (necrosis, chlorosis and pycnidia). Topical spraying treatments with 3 different
concentrations of each product were carried out 5 days before pathogen inoculation. Disease severity (% of symptoms on the
total surface of the third leaf) was then scored every 2 days up to 28 days post-inoculation. In addition, phytotoxicity and biocide
activity of these products was evaluated under greenhouse and laboratory conditions, respectively.
The corresponding results will be presented and discussed with the perspective to choose the best elicitor candidates and to
undertake investigations on the signaling pathway and the influence of environmental parameters on the elicitation capacity.

O FUN III-4
Chemical control of the late root and crown rot in sugar beet caused by Rhizoctonia solani
1
2
1
A. Bartholomäus , S. Mittler , M. Varrelmann
1
Institut für Zuckerrübenforschung, Phytomedizin, Göttingen, Germany
2
Syngenta Agro GmbH, Maintal, Germany
bartholomaeus@ifz-goettingen.de
Introduction: The late root and crown rot (RCR), caused by Rhizoctonia solani, is a severe disease in sugar beet world-wide and
is responsible for considerable economic losses in Germany every year. In Germany control measures are restricted to
cultivation management and growth of resistant cultivars, which show a high yield penalty under non-diseased conditions. In
other countries where RCR is prevalent, fungicides are used successfully for disease control. However, no fungicides are
registered in Germany.
Objectives: The efficacy of two fungicides and the interaction of fungicide treatment and plant resistance level was analyzed in
six independent field trials with artificial as well as natural infestation.
Materials and methods: Two fungicides containingactive substances belonging to the triazole and strobilurin group in different
formulations were applied at BBCH16 and BBCH31 to sugar beet cultivars carrying different levels of resistance. Disease
development was monitored during the vegetative growth of the plants. At harvest the influence of fungicide treatment on final
disease severity as well as on beet yield and quality was evaluated.
Results: The application of both fungicides resulted in a comparable level of disease control and disease severity was decreased
from up to average 82% rotten beet surface to 16% in artificially inoculated plots. In the trial, showing the highest disease
severity, fungicide application increased white sugar yield from 7.6 to 13t/ha in the resistant cultivar, from 5.7 to 13.7t/ha in the
intermediate resistant cultivar and from 3.3 to 14.1t/ha in the susceptible cultivar.
Conclusion: The results of this trial series demonstrate the great efficacy of both tested fungicides to control RCR in sugar beets.
Currently available control measures (agronomic measures and plant resistance) are not able to achieve a sufficient level of
protection. Therefore an integrated approach combining plant resistance with chemical control can significantly improve RCR
management in sugar beets.

O FUN III-5
Evaluation of a novel fungicide for management of Plasmopara halstedii on sunflower (Helianthus annuus)
1
2
3
1
1
1
1
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R. Humann , K. Johnson , T. Gulya , S. Meyer , J. Jordahl , E. Crane , A. Friskop , M. Wunsch , S. Markell
1
North Dakota State University, Plant Pathology, Fargo, United States
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DuPont, Field Development, Grand Forks, United States
3
United States Department of Agriculture- Agricultural Research Service, Northern Crop Science Lab, Sunflower Research Unit,
Fargo, United States
4
North Dakota State University, Carrington Research Extension Center, Carrington, United States
ryan.m.humann@ndsu.edu
Introduction: Sunflower, Helianthus annuus, is an economically important crop cultivated on more than 25 million hectares
worldwide. Sunflower is grown for vegetable oil, human food, bird-food markets, and ornamental purposes. Downy mildew,
caused by Plasmopara halstedii, is a yield-limiting disease occurring on every continent where sunflowers are cultivated except
Australia. Downy mildew is particularly a problem for sunflower producers in the north central United States (U.S.) and in most
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European Union (E.U.) countries. In the past, two FRAC 4 fungicides, metalaxyl and mefenoxam were used as seed treatments to
manage downy mildew, until insensitive P. halstedii isolates became widespread in both the U.S. and the E.U. Currently, only
one FRAC 11 fungicide, azoxystrobin, is labeled in the U.S. for the suppression of downy mildew. Thus, there is a need for other
fungicides, with a different mode of action, which might offer better management of downy mildew.
Objective: The objective of this study was to evaluate the field efficacy of a novel fungicide compound, oxathiapiprolin, applied
as a seed treatment for the management of downy mildew on sunflower.
Materials and methods: Thirteen field trials were conducted from 2011 to 2014 in three locations of north central U.S. The trials
were planted in a randomized complete block design, artificially inoculated with P. halstedii zoosporangia, and irrigated to
facilitate the infection process. Incidence levels were determined by recording systemically infected plants three times
throughout the growing season.
Results: In trials with measurable disease pressure, all treatments that contained oxathiapiprolin had significantly lower
incidence levels than the non-treated, inoculated checks and had the same or significantly lower incidence levels than
azoxystrobin at the current U.S. labeled rate.
Conclusion: The results indicate that oxathiapiprolin could provide another fungicidal seed treatment option for the
management of downy mildew on sunflowers. If oxathiapiprolin was used in combination with a compound of a different mode
of action, it could help forestall or delay fungicide resistance development which could have significant long-term management
impacts.

O FUN III-6
Controlling sclerotinia sclerotiorum in oilseed rape by use of a dropleg device
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2
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dominik.dicke@rpgi.hessen.de
Introduction: In the past, different fungicides and insecticides have been found in the stored pollen in beehives, resulting from
pesticide applications during oilseed rape flowering. This causes an area of conflicts between farmers and beekeepers. Field
trials from University of Hohenheim showed that it is possible to significantly reduce the amount of pesticides in beehives by
spraying below the canopy with dropleg nozzles. But there is a lack of information, whether sclerotinia sclerotiorum can
effectively be controlled with droplegs.
Objectives: Trials were carried out in 2014 on three oilseed rape fields in North-, Middle and East of Hesse, Germany to study
whether sclerotinia sclerotiorum can effectively be controlled with dropleg nozzles.
Figure 1: Sprayer with dropleg nozzles

Material and methods: Randomized block designs with the variants “no pesticide (control)”, “dropleg nozzles” and “standard
nozzles” were established with three and four repetitions. Each “pesticide variant” was treated with a mixture of a fungicide
(Boscalid) and an insecticide (Tau-fluvalinate) to control sclerotinia sclerotiorum and cabbage seed weevil in BBCH 63-65. The
beetles were rated short time before spraying and damage on seed pouches thirty days after spraying. Sclerotinia was rated in
BBCH 75-80. Yield was measured at harvest.
Results: The fields were “cabbage seed weevil free” before spraying. No damage on seed pouches was observed. In the
unsprayed controls up to 40% of the oil seed rape plants were infested with sclerotinia sclerotiorum. With dropleg- and standard
nozzles high reductions of sclerotinia sclerotiorum near zero could be realized. The differences of the sprayed compared with the
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unsprayed control were significant. Both nozzle types reached equal efficiency factors. Yield was significantly higher in the
sprayed compared to the unsprayed variants. No significant differences in yield were observed between the nozzle types.
Conclusion: Sclerotinia sclerotiorum could be effectively controlled with dropleg nozzles. This technology may be a promising
way to couple the interests of beekeepers and farmers. However, further experiments have to be conducted to study the
control effect of dropleg nozzles on cabbage seed weevils.
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O WS TA 1
First level IPM practices for Tuta absoluta Meyrick ( Lepidoptera: Gelechiidae) according to the cropping system in two far
regions in Algeria
Y. Guenaoui, A. Dehilz
University of Monstaganem, Agronomy, Mostaganem, Algeria
guenaouiy@yahoo.com
In Algeria, Tuta absoluta ( Meyrick) has been first reported in 2008 in the province of Mostaganem where farmers were among
the first suffering strong attacks on tomato crops. It became the first major pest because it has found all suitable conditions to
spread over the country. Since 2009, the Algerian Ministry of Agriculture has planned a strategy according to a regional IPM
program executed by FAO with a system of Farmer Field School providing practical training to tomato growers. Six years after its
invasion, the incidence of T.absoluta became less severe. Because our greenhouses differ strongly from those in European
countries it will be very hard to apply adequate IPM strategy used in Europe. Despite an increasing interest on conservative
biological control to manage T. absoluta we faced a very strong insecticide market limiting the development of the Integrated
Pest Management. The aim of our paper was to evaluate alternative methods of control including trapping, use of natural
enemies and bio-pesticides and to analyze results of fields and laboratory experiments conducted in different agrological
conditions with traditional practices. We listed constraints and advantages. In unheated plastic greenhouses equipped with sex
pheromone traps and insect proof nets we tested the role of both systems. Male captures were not always correlated with
damage on leaves or fruits because the farmers should open the greenhouses for reducing high temperatures.
Therefore we need more knowledge on biology of the pest and its natural enemies in order to avoid mistakes. We also should
explain how the abundance of weeds around tomato crops could play an important ecological role in biodiversity by harboring a
complex of beneficial arthropods. The most direct way of preventing the infestations of T. absoluta is to cultivate healthy plants
in early season (under plastic houses) or in open fields. In the Oued Righ Valley (Southeastern Algeria) farmers cultivating
tomato under palm date trees with a traditional system cropping, combining several vegetables with aromatic plants were able
to produce tomatoes for the local market without any chemical control. We should persuade farmers to believe in IPM strategy
encouraging them to increase biodiversity for reducing vulnerability for environment.
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O WS BUG 1
Population dynamics and IPM of mirid bugs in multiple crops in northern China
H. Feng, G. Li, C. Tian, F. Qiu, C. Lu
Henan Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Institute of Plant Protection, Zhengzhou, China
feng_hq@163.com
The mirid bugs, predominantly, Apolygus lucorum and Adelphocoris suturalis (Hemiptera: Miridae), became major pests on
cotton after several years of widely adoption of transgenic Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) cotton expressing Cry1Ac toxin in northern
China. The A. lucorum damage not only cotton, but also various vegetables and fruit trees, and has become an area-wide pest in
multiple crops in northern China. The frequent spray of pesticides for controlling mirid bugs increased input of farmers that
counteracted the benefits of planting Bt cotton, and caused negative effects to the environment. The biology and ecology of
these mirid bugs were intensively investigated in recent ten years to lead effective IPM strategies. The investigation of
population dynamics of these mirid bugs indicated that they overwinter with diapause eggs in weeds and fruit trees adjacent to
cotton fields and produce one or two generations on them in the following spring, thus, we suggested to eradicate weeds by
burning, spraying herbicide and/or mechanical methods, remove branch stubs of fruit trees, and spray pesticides on the newly
hatched nymphs in early April. The adults were found to move into cotton fields during squaring stage in mid-June and
reproduce two subsequent generations causing severe damage on cotton, thus we suggested to spray pesticides in squaring
stage to control the immigrants. Mung bean and red bean were found attractive to adult A. lucorum and A. suturalis,
respectively, and blooming carrot was attractive to adults of both species, thus we suggested to plant these crops as trapping
crops. Artificial diets for both species were invented and used for screening effective pesticides, monitoring pesticide resistance,
and mass rearing mirid bugs to produce parasite wasps leading biological control.

O WS BUG 2
Stink bug management in macadamia orchards: Updates and latest recommendations
S. Schoeman
Agricultural Research Council, Pest management, Nelspruit, South Africa
schalk@arc.agric.za
Stink bug monitoring was carried out during the past season in macadamia orchards with the branch tapping as well as the
thermal fogging methods. Three nymphal peaks could clearly be defined. The availability of food is possibly the main driver of
immigration of Bathycoelia distinct into and out of the orchards. When young developing nuts were present increasingly higher
numbers of this insect was recorded in the orchards. After maturity, population numbers of the two spotted bug decreased but
interestingly, the winter complex consisting of a range of lesser important stink bugs quickly filled this rapidly emptying niche. In
order to understand migration patterns of stink bugs, other subtropical crops (avocados, mangos and litchis) were also
monitored with a thermal fogging machine. Although Pseudotheraptus wayi was prevalent throughout summer in macadamias,
considerably larger numbers were recorded during April. It would also appear as if this insect utilizes litchis as a temporary
winter refuge because relatively large numbers of adults were recovered in this crop during June/July. A discrete spray
consisting of an environmentally friendly product during this time might break this seemingly continuous cycle in subtropical
crops and could possible help to reduce overall spray applications in the subtropical fruit industry in general. A case of apparent
resistance against synthetic pyrethroids was investigated in a macadamia orchard (cv. 791) just outside Nelspruit. Due to the
continuous bearing tendency of this cultivar, bugs were regularly exposed to pyrethroids. The effect of Cypermethrin EC 200g/L
was quantified on these insects as well as insects that were obtained from a traditionally unsprayed area. Approximately 30%
and 15% of the suspected resistant individuals died after receiving double and single rates of Cypermethrin respectively. During
the same period 100% mortality was observed after applying the standard registered rate to the natural population. This
reinforced the belief that some form of resistance might currently be present in South African populations of B. distincta.
Reasons for resistance as well as implications for the industry are discussed. Future plans in managing apparent resistance is also
highlighted.
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Spectral preference and use of light traps for the population monitoring of the southern green stink bug, Nezara viridula.
1
2
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Introduction: The southern green stink bug, Nezara viridula (L.) (Heteroptera: Pentatomidae) is a serious agricultural pest
throughout the world. In recent years, N. viridula has been expanding its range northward in Japan, probably due to the global
warming. In Japan, automatic daily monitoring using light traps has been conducted at agricultural experiment stations or plant
protection centers in every prefecture for forecasting pest outbreaks. However, there is little information on N. viridula caught
in light traps, and therefore light trap data have not been well utilized for this species.
Objectives: Our objectives are to develop a monitoring system and monitoring traps for N. viridula using light sources.
Materials and methods: We analyzed light trap (60W incandescent lamp) data set around Kyushu. We also investigated the
behavioral preference for wavelengths using light-emitting diodes (LEDs) of five different peak wavelengths (373, 444, 464, 534
and 583 nm).
Results: There are strong correlations between winter temperatures and total numbers of bugs caught before August. Total
numbers of bugs caught after August strongly correlate with those of before August. In free-flying preference experiments, both
male and female adults strongly preferred the ultraviolet light (373 nm) among five LEDs.
Conclusion: Winter temperatures and numbers of bugs caught before August are good indicators of monitoring N. viridula
population. Ultraviolet LED could be useful light source to develop the monitoring traps.
Figure 1: The relationships between winter temperatures and total numbers of N. viridula caught before August.

Figure 2: Spectral preference of N. viridula males for five different wavelengths of light. Different letters above columns indicate
significant differences (p < 0.05) using multiple comparison test for proportions (Zar, 1996).
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O WS BUG 4
Role of male seminal products in regulating female reproduction in Lygus hesperus
C. Brent
United States Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service, Maricopa, United States
colin.brent@ars.usda.gov
Lygus hesperus Knight (Hemiptera: Miridae) is a highly adaptable polyphagous plant bug that threatens numerous crops in the
southwestern United States. Despite their importance, the development of new control measures is hampered by limited
knowledge of their basic biology. One potentially exploitable aspect of their life history is that of reproduction. Newly mated
females enter a multi-day refractory period during which their sexual receptivity and attractiveness to courting males is greatly
reduced, while their rate of egg-deposition increases. These behavioral changes appear to be induced by male-derived factors
delivered in the spermatophore during copulation. Investigation of the spermatophore composition revealed several unique
proteins in the water soluble fraction, one of which is similar in size to the D. melanogaster sex peptide, a male derived
compound known to inhibit receptivity in female flies. L. hesperus spermatophores also contain substantial quantities of juvenile
hormone and the fatty molecule myristyl acetate. The former is a key endocrine regulator of reproductive behavior and
physiology in most insects, and topical application of the latter can reduce the attractiveness of virgin females. Some of the
behavioral effects of mating on females appear to be mediated by induced expression changes in brain biogenic amines,
including induced changes to dopamine levels by juvenile hormone. The results support the hypothesized role of males in
manipulating the post-mating behavior of females and male competitors, and suggest this is achieved through multiple
components that act in concert to induce both short- and long-term effects. It may be possible to exploit this system to develop
highly targeted control measures.

O WS BUG 5
Seasonal abundances of a bean bug and its natural enemy in seminatural and arable habitats in agricultural landscapes
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NARO Tohoku Agricultural Research Center, Agro-Environment Research Division, Iwate, Japan
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Gifu University, Laboratory of Insect Ecology , Gifu, Japan
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Forestry and Forest Products Research Institute, Department of Forest Entomology, Ibaraki, Japan
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Ibaraki Agricultural Center, Agricultural Research Institute, Ibaraki, Japan
tabuchik@affrc.go.jp
Introduction: Recent studies have demonstrated that the abundances of insect pests and invertebrate natural enemies in crop
fields are largely influenced by land use patterns, such as the amount and spatial arrangement of source (i.e., seminatural)
habitats. Insect pests and their natural enemies move to crop fields from surrounding source within a species-specific spatial
scale. Thus, the availability of natural pest control can be affected by their own dispersal patterns and associated distribution
patterns. Such natural pest control service is important for designing environmentally friendly crop protection systems.
Objectives: To determine differences in distribution patterns between the soybean pest Riptortus pedestris (Hemiptera:
Alydidae) and its egg parasitoid Ooencyrtus nezarae (Hymenoptera: Encyrtidae) in source and cultivated habitats.
Materials and methods: We compared their abundances in soybean fields and forest edges, which were assumed to be the
overwintering sites of R. pedestris. We set synthetic attractant-baited traps for both species over 2 years. During one of the two
years, we also examined the rate of parasitism using an egg trap.
Results: The numbers of both R. pedestris and O. nezarae trapped at forest edges were higher than the numbers caught in
soybean fields, suggesting that forest edges are important source habitats. Compared with R. pedestris, the abundance of O.
nezarae in soybean fields was considerably lower than in forest edges, presumably due to differences in their dispersal abilities
and their responses to landscape structure and resource distribution. Better pest control service by O. nezarae was provided at
forest edges than in soybean fields.
Conclusion: Spatial arrangement and distance from the forest edge should be considered when using pest control by O. nezarae
in soybean fields.
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Figure 1: Mean (±SE) numbers of (a) R. pedestris and (b) O. nezarae caught per trap in soybean fields and forest edges in 2009.
The data, obtained from one or two traps per site in 2009 were averaged to represent each site. Seventeen study sites were
located in soybean fields in 2009, and 11 sites were located in forest edges. Each star besides plots indicates GLMM results (p
&lt; 0.01).

O WS BUG 6
Evaluation of aggregation pheromone trap for the monitoring and controlling bean bug
M. M. Rahman, E. Kim, M. M. H. Bhuyain, D. Kim, U. T. Lim
Andong National University, Bioresource Sciences, Andong, Republic of Korea
utlim@andong.ac.kr
Introduction: Bean bug, Riptortus pedestris (F.) (Hemiptera: Alydidae), is an important pest of soybeans in Korea and Japan. A
synthetic aggregation pheromone trap has been commercialized and used in soybean fields in Korea for both monitoring and
mass-capture of this bug.
Objectives: As the trap’s efficacy in reducing the pest population or crop damage is unknown, in a series of studies we evaluated
the aggregation pheromone trap in both experimental and commercial soybean fields located in Andong, Korea.
Materials and methods: Two treatments, one with traps deployed for the entire cultivation period and one with no traps, were
tested in six small experimental fields. Separately, in a second experiment, three treatments (one with traps deployed for the
entire cultiva¬tion period, one with traps deployed until September, and one with no traps) were tested in 12 commercial fields.
Results: While the numbers of R. pedestris were not different between the treatment and control until August, the pest’s
abundance increased significantly in the treatment in fall period. Relative to the density of R. pedestris in the field, trap catch
rate was low during the fall when the field population was abundant and high in early summer when the field population was
very low. Installation of aggregation pheromone traps in plots caused crop damage from R. pedestris to increase compared to
the control in experimental fields, while similar levels of damage among the treatments were observed in the commercial fields.
Conclusion: R. pedestris populations increased significantly during the fall in the presence of the aggregation pheromone trap,
which should therefore be used with great caution. The reasons for the higher population level of R. pedestris observed during
the fall period were discussed.

O WS BUG 7
Occurence and Genetic Diversity of the Brown Marmorated Stink Bug (Halyomorpha halys) in Europe
1
2
T. Gariepy , T. Haye
1
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Entomology and Biological Control, London, Ontario, Canada
2
CABI Europe, Delemont, Switzerland, Switzerland
tara_gariepy@yahoo.ca
The Brown Marmorated Stink Bug (BMSB), Halyomorpha halys, has recently established in Europe and continues to spread to
new regions. This bug is a serious pest of a wide variety of economically important field, fruit and vegetable crops, as well as
ornamental plants. With a broad host range of over 200 host plants, the BMSB threatens the a number of agricultural crops. In
addition, this pest overwinters in man-made structures and has become a nuissance pest in urban areas. Here we discuss the
genetic diversity of this pest in the native range of Asia, as well as in recently invaded areas in Europe and North America.
Information on the genetic diversity may help pinpoint the source of the invasive population(s) and helps track the movement
and spread of this pest in newly invaded areas.
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The Planting Potato with Science Project: Potato Virus Science for Children Plant Protection Perception.
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2
Julius. Kühn-Institut (JKI), German Phytomedical Soc (DPG), Braunschweig, Germany, Germany
3
Prefeitura Municipal de Limeira - Secretary of Education, Profa Jamile Caram Souza Dias Elementary School, Limeira, state of
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jcaram@iac.sp.gov.br
Introduction: The Brazilian agro-business stands on top of a positive trade balance; linking economical-social-agro-ecological
prosperity to plant protection, demanding plant health science knowledge. Such conscience has driven us to volunteer on a
project named:"Planting Potato with Science - PPwS". Since 2008 at Prof. Jamile's Elementary Municipal School, in Limeira, SP,
40-60 students (9-10 yrs/4th-5th grades) have been on a hands-on learning of basic plant health science (ref. 1).
Methodology: In a donated greenhouse with concrete benches, each student (2-3 x/week) monitor 2-4 health x 1 virus infected
potato plant (Solanum tuberosum), comparing: steam-leaves-tuber size, weight, quantity. The role insects (aphids, whiteflies,
trips) play on transmitting viruses from sick to health plants (from home garden to farm crops) is demonstrated at the
"Transmission Day", which takes place at the 40-50th days.
Results and discussion: The potato has shown to be an ideal plant for the goals of this educational & technology transfer
project: (1) cycle of 80-90 days = school period; (2) susceptible to many insect-transmitted virus diseases (ex.: PVY, PLRV),
allowing comparative (health x sick) notes on symptoms/growth; mathematics and metric system application; (3) vegetative
(tuber) propagation, demanding annual import of virus-free tuber/seed-potato stocks renewal, adding a real risk of introducingspreading new or quarantine tuber/soil-borne pathogens and pests. The last is a fact for potato production in Brazil. Thus,
instead of planting whole tuber/seed-potato (conventional), students learn that planting sprouts only, detached from virus-free
tuber/seed-potatoes, can be a more sanitary safe "seed-potato". This is what the Sprout/Seed-Potato Technology has been
revealing to the seed-potato import-export market, a world-wide movement (ref. 2). The digging potato tubers for final
comparisons are followed by taking them to the kitchen: cooking and tasting what the students grew.
Conclusion: The PPwS project has been an innovative approach toward exposing elementary school students into basics of
scientific work through an early hands-on plant health x diseases (viruses) manipulation. The PPsW project have tutoring
discussions among plant pathologists, teacher, parents, education authorities, agronomists and common people on the
importance and impact of plant protection to the Brazilian agro-economical-social-environmental continued prosperity. The
PPwS project can be instrumental on effective-integrated plant-protection actions, raising young plant protection guardians
whose uniform is conscience and perception of what plant protection is all about.
References:
1- http://carambatatasemvirus.blogspot.com.br/2015/01/projeto-plantando-batata-com-ciencia.html
2Souza-Dias,
et
al.,
2008.
http://www.potato.ro/en/eapr2008-brasov.com/files/EAPR08-AB-pdf/EAPR2008ABSTRACTS_BOOK.pdf)
Figure 1
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Figure 2

O WS KT 2
Non-Government Organization and Plant Health Clinic: Beacon for Plant Health of Urban Horticulture
M. P. Srivastava
Haryana Agricultural University, Plant Pathology, Gurgaon, India
mpsrivastava28@gmail.com
Ever-growing population and urbanization has been responsible for reducing greenery and ecological balance. Urban
horticulture is aimed at orchestrating a brighter urban world by recreating greenery and ecological balance by promoting
cultivation of fruits, vegetables, plant on road side, park and kitchen garden etc. Non-government Organization (NGO) and Plant
Health Clinic (PHC) play a vital role in dissemination of knowledge on growth and protection of plants, which not only provide
fruits/vegetables/ornamentals, glorify environment and decrease pollution. Here I will cite the contribution of NGO and online
PHC towards knowledge transfer for boosting plant health and environment. Association for Promotion of Peepal and Neem
(APPAN) - a NGO headed by me was formed to reduce pollution and improving ambience by promoting Peepal (Ficus religiosa)
and Neem (Azadirachta indica). With long experience of diagnostic/ advisory experience and passion to serve the people, after
retirement, prompted me to start www.xsgrowth.com in 2008 to provide online diagnostic and advisory service free of cost.
While APPAN, promoted peepal and neem, by providing technology to residents/builders and free saplings for plantation on
roadside, park and temple premises, XSGowth PHC offered technology for protection. These plants did not suffer from any
ailments except man invasion on Neem, detaching tender shoots as disposable tooth brush with inherent germicidal property. In
kitchen garden, damping off was commonly observed. Fruit- and shoot borer appeared prevalent in eggplant and okra, where
detaching affected shoot/ fruits and burial in soil was advised. Eradication of Cuscuta, parasitizing a wide range of plants,
involved mechanical removal followed by sun-baking/burning. Lime, guava and papaya are the main fruit plants for which
owners are apprised about prevalent / expected problem and provide the prescription. Pesticide use was discouraged until
necessary; rather bio- and neem-based pesticides and reliance on IPM was encouraged. Solution to most problems is provided
online. Urbanites sought solution online or though telephony. Online solution may be effective if the stakeholder is able to
project right symptoms and history of the problem. Tango between NGO & XSGrowth was helpful in promoting urban
horticulture and their protection. The people conversant with internet sought online advice, while others approached traditional
plant clinic. NGO and Plant Clinics truly are the beacon for disseminating knowledge.
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The specific composition of micromycetes-contaminants of children foods in Syria and there toxigenic activity
O. Youssef, F. Hamed
General Commission for Scientific Agric. Research (GCSAR), Plant Protection, Al – Qamishly, Syrian Arab Republic
om_youssef@yahoo.com
For the investigation of micromycetes-contaminants in children foods and their toxigenic activity, 173 samples of children foods
traded in local markets in al-Hasakah governorate -northeastern Syria- were collected and tested during the period (2011-2012).
The tested samples were included in 4 food groups: oily seeds (35 samples), potato & maize chips (53 samples), biscuits (45
samples) and powdered milk & sugars (40 samples).The Sample investigation was undertaken in the plant diseases laboratory in
Al-Qamishli Agricultural Research Center. The results of the analysis showed that most of the samples tested were contaminated
with fungi in varying degrees ranged between 1× 10² and 5×10⁷ spore / gram of food substance. Only 2.3% of the samples tested
exceeded 10⁴ spore / gram of food substance. The results of the investigation also led to isolating and identifying 566 isolates to
21 different species of fungi, belonging to 8 fungal genuses, 4 families, 3 orders & 2 classes of fungi (Zygomycetes &
Hyphomycetes). The largest number of fungal species belonged to the genuses: Aspergillus (7 species) & Penicillium (6 species),
to a lesser extent the genus: Fusarium (3 species) and one species for each of the genuses: Alternaria, Rhizopus, Mucor,
Stemphilium & Cladosporium. The species (A. niger, A. flavus, P. cyclopium, R. stolonifer and A. alternate) were detected on all
the tested samples. The toxicity test conducted by biological methods for 82 pure fungal isolates: 28 of Aspergillus flavus, 10 of
A.niger, 5 of A.ochraceus, 15 of Penicillium spp, 7 of A. alternate and 17 of Fusarium spp. in laboratory conditions indicated that
26 isolates (31.7%) showed different rates of toxicity on germination of chickpea and corn seeds and on activity of Bacillus sp. in
lab conditions, which indicates that the tested isolates had produced toxic substances. There is a need to undertake suitable
actions to reduce fungi activity to prevent the potential health hazards of the poisonous mycotoxins on the consumer.

P MYC 2
Assessment of plant diseases and mycotoxins in organic and conventional farming
1,2
1,2
L. Sundheim , G. Brodal
1
Norwegian Scientific Committee for Food Safety, Oslo, Norway
2
Norwegian Institute for Agricultural and Environmental Research, Ås, Norway
leif.sundheim@bioforsk.no
The Norwegian Scientific Committee for Food Safety assessed the effect of organic and conventional production systems on
plant health based on a review of scientific literature relevant for temperate climate. Some studies found higher root rot
incidence in organic than in conventional cereals, while others report on no difference. For leaf and head diseases of cereals no
consistent differences are found. There are reports on lower incidence of head blight caused by Fusarium spp. in organic then in
conventional cereals, but there are also studies that find no difference in Fusarium incidence between the cultivation systems.
Results from comparison of mycotoxin content in organic and conventional cereals vary. Most studies found no difference in
DON content between the cultivation systems, and the majority of the remaining studies reported on lower levels of DON in
organic than in conventional cereals. Organic cereals contain lower levels of T-2 and HT-2 toxin than conventionally grown
cereals in most studies. Late blight is severe in susceptible potato varieties, and only resistant cultivars can be cultivated
organically in climate with annual epidemics. The limited number of comparative studies on other potato diseases does not
provide sufficient data to conclude on their incidence in the two production systems. Apple scab and grey mould of strawberries
are severe in organic production because less efficient control methods are available than in conventional orchards. Four studies
showed higher mycotoxin contamination in organic than in conventional apples, while seven studies reported on no difference
in contamination. The few comparative studies on vegetable diseases do not provide sufficient information to conclude on
differences between the production systems. Only few comparative studies of quality in organic and conventional seed and seed
potatoes have been published, and it is not possible to conclude on quality differences. However, in some studies a higher
proportion of seed borne diseases were found in organic than in conventional seeds.
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Effects of water supply and atmospheric CO2 enrichment on the Fusarium toxin contamination of maize
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E. Oldenburg , S. Schittenhelm , F. Ellner , R. Manderscheid , M. Erbs , H.-J. Weigel
1
Julius Kühn-Institut, Braunschweig, Germany
2
Julius Kühn-Institut, Berlin, Germany
3
Thünen-Institute, Braunschweig, Germany
elisabeth.oldenburg@jki.bund.de
As a consequence of rising atmospheric CO 2 concentrations [CO2] a significant global increase of air temperature is predicted
and more frequent summer droughts are expected for Central Europe. These changes will have a pronounced impact on
cropping systems because climate and weather conditions influence growth and health of cultivated plants decisively. Major
fungal pathogens causing infectious diseases which endanger food and feed safety by mycotoxin production in maize belong to
the genus Fusarium. In cooler regions of Europe F. graminearum and F. culmorum producing toxins like deoxynivalenol (DON)
are the most important toxinogenic species which infect maize in the field. Multiannual experimental field trials were performed
in Braunschweig cultivating maize either under different water supply (either site-specific precipitation or reduced to 50 %)
-1
-1
using rain-out shelter or in combination with different [CO 2] (either ambient: 378 µl CO2 l or set to 550 - 600 µl CO2 l during
daylight hours) using free air CO2 enrichment (FACE) equipments to evaluate the potential effects of water availability and CO2
enrichment on Fusarium toxin contamination of maize. The level of DON representing the main Fusarium toxin found in whole
-1
plant, ear or grain samples ranged considerably between cultivars and years. High DON concentrations of >2 up to 9 mg kg
-1
were observed in the years 2007, 2008 and 2013 with clearly lower levels, however, ranging between 0.1 and 1.8 mg kg in
2009, 2010, 2011 and 2012. Concentrations of 3-acetyl-DON detected in 2012 and 2013 reached about half the level of DON,
whereas traces of zearalenone or nivalenol were occasionally found in some ear samples. With respect to DON concentrations
detected in maize regarding all seasons, no statistically significant main or interactive effects were observed for the [CO2] and
water treatments. These results indicate that other factors (e.g. cultivar, year) might have a stronger influence on Fusarium toxin
contamination than drought and the increase of atmospheric CO 2 concentration.

P MYC 4
RNA interference-mediated control of Aspergillus flavus in maize
J. Cary, K. Rajasekaran, M. Gilbert, C. Sickler, Q. Wei, D. Bhatnagar
USDA-ARS-SRRC, New Orleans, United States
jeff.cary@ars.usda.gov
Introduction: Aflatoxigenic Aspergillus flavus is a frequent contaminant of agricultural commodities such as corn, peanut, tree
nuts and cottonseed. Ingestion of foods, especially corn, contaminated with aflatoxins has been implicated in acute toxicoses
while chronic, low-level exposure can lead to immune suppression and liver cancer in humans. RNA interference (RNAi) is a form
of host-induced gene silencing (HIGS) that has evolved in most eukaryotes as a means of defense against viruses. RNAi silences
targeted genes by degrading mRNA before it is translated into protein. RNAi has been used to increase disease resistance in
plants susceptible to infection by pathogenic fungi. In these studies, fungal mRNAs destined for translation into proteins critical
for growth and virulence were degraded by small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) produced by the plant RNAi machinery and
subsequently translocated into the invading fungal pathogen.
Objective: Develop and evaluate maize transformed with an RNAi vector targeting A. flavus alpha-amylase (amy) mRNAs that
are critical for fungal growth and aflatoxin production.
Materials and methods: A binary RNAi vector expressing hairpin RNA (hpRNA) targeting the A. flavus amy gene was constructed
and transformed into Hi-II maize via Agrobacterium. R0 seed from transgenic maize events was infected with a GFP-expressing A.
flavus strain in an in vitro kernel screening assay (KSA). After 7 days infected seeds were analyzed for fungal growth, aflatoxin
and amy gene expression. Fluorescence emanating from the fungus was used as a measure of fungal growth.
Results: Preliminary results indicated significant reduction in both fungal growth and aflatoxin levels in several amy-RNAi
transgenic lines compared to control. qRT-PCR of A. flavus amy gene expression correlated well with those amy-RNAi corn lines
that demonstrated the greatest reductions in A. flavus growth and aflatoxin production.
Conclusions: In vitro studies indicate that host induced gene silencing of A. flavus amy gene expression resulted in a significant
inhibition of A. flavus growth and aflatoxin production in some of the transgenic maize lines.
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Generation of recombinant antibodies against fumonisins and fumonisin-producing pathogens
1,2
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1
1
Z.-Q. Hu , H.-P. Li , P. Wu , Y.-C. Liao
1
Huazhong Agricultural University, Wuhan, China
2
Guiyang Medical College, Guiyang 550004, China
yucailiao@mail.hzau.edu.cn
Fumonisins and fumonisin-producing fungi are distributed worldwide and particularly interested to agriculture and food safety.
Fumonisin B analogs, particularly FB1, FB2, and FB3, are major mycotoxins found in cereals. A simple analytical method to detect
poisonous mycotoxins and mycotoxin-producing pathogens is essential for forecasting pathogens and controlling mycotoxins.
We describe methods for convenient and sensitive detection of fumonisins and associated fungal pathogens with recombinant
antibodies. Highly reactive scFv antibodies specific to surface targets of Fusarium verticillioides and fumonisin FB1, respectively,
were selected from immunocompetent libraries by phage display. The antibodies against Fusarium pathogens were verified to
bind on the surface of conidiospores and on their hyphal surface while scFvs against FB 1 were isolated and cross-reactivated to
FB2, and FB3. Surface plasmon resonance measurements confirmed that the generated recombinant antibodies display a high
affinity to their respective antigens. The coding sequences of pathogen-specific scFv antibodies were genetically fused to an
alkaline phosphatase gene and the scFv-AP fusions were expressed in bacteria. Both the antibody properties and enzymatic
activity was retained and used for immunoassays of naturally contaminated samples. Fumonisin-specific scFv antibodies had no
cross-reactivity to deoxynivalenol, nivalenol and aflatoxin that are frequently present in food/feed samples together with
fumonisins. Validation assays with naturally contaminated samples revealed a good agreement between the antibody-based
assay results and chemical analysis results of fumonisins. These results indicated that the isolated recombinant antibodies can
be used for the rapid, accurate, and specific detection of contamination of fumonisins and fumonisin-producing fungi in
agricultural samples.

P MYC 6
Isolation and preliminary study of aflatoxin B1-destroying metabolites secreted by Phoma glomerata and Gliocladium roseum
L. Shcherbakova, S. Popletaeva, T. Nazarova, O. Mikityuk, V. Dzhavakhiya
Russian Rechearch Institute of Plant Pathology, Bolshie Vyazemy, Russian Federation
larisa@vniif.ru
Pre- and post-harvest infection of crops by Aspergillus flavus can result in contamination of feeds, other agricultural output and
foodstuffs with aflatoxin B1, a highly durable hepatotoxic and carcinogenic mycotoxin. Different chemical and physical agents
that destroy B1 are currently available, but all of them are imperfect in terms of safety, economy or the treated product quality.
Aflatoxin-destroying fungi or bacteria look more promising as alternative decontamination agents, but they often produce
undesirable metabolites, which worsen taste, aroma, and nutritional value of the products. At the same time, use of microbial
B1-catabolizing enzymes would avoid disadvantages of decontamination by microorganisms.
The aim of this research was to isolate and investigate some properties of B1-degrading metabolites from culture liquid filtrates
(CLF) of Phoma glomerata (Pg) and Gliocladium roseum (Gr), which we previously found to be B1 destructors and secret the
target activity extracellularly.
To isolate high-molecular weight metabolites (HWM), the CLF were fractionated by ultrafiltration. HWМ, which precipitated
with ammonium sulfate at 70% saturation, were dissolved in and dialyzed against a multicomponent buffer (1) followed by
change the buffer to distilled water and freeze drying. To assay toxin degradation, B1 was incubated (27°С, 72 h) in the obtained
samples, which were previously sterilized through 0.22-µm Millipore filters. Residual B1was extracted and quantified by HPLC
(1).
B1-destroying activity secreted by the fungi was strongly associated with HWM (above 5 kDa).
Pg- and Gr-HWM were pH-sensitive, demonstrated different degradation dynamics, and destroyed 78% (Pg) or 69% (Gr) of
added B1 at pH 8.3. Anion-exchange chromatography of
Pg-HWM allowed revealing a fraction that destructed 98% of B1. Proteinase K significantly reduced catabolic activity of both Pgand Gr-HWM. Addition of PMSF to the reaction mixture congaing B1, HWM and the proteinase resulted in reactivation of the
toxin degradation process.
These results showed that B1 was destroyed by fungal proteins, which most likely were extracellular enzymes.
This work was funded by Russian Science Foundation (#14-16-00150).
1. Shcherbakova L. et al. Jundishapur J Microbiol., 2015, 8(1) e24324.
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Regulation of the Deoxynivalenol-Induced Toxicity Response in A.thaliana
Y. Wang, Y. Liu, J. N. Selvaraj
Institute of Agro-products Processing Science and Technology, Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Beijing, India
wangyan062006@163.com
Mycotoxin, such as the trichothecene deoxynivalenol (DON) produced by some Fusarium species, are not always essential for
initiating disease but are often linked with increased aggressiveness. The effect of DON on cell function has been most
extensively studied in animal cells in attempts to understand its toxicity. We aimed to assess the effects of DON on plant such as
Arabidopsis thaliana and how plant defence responses happened.The growth and morphology of A.thaliana growing on media
containing DON was investigated. The inhibition of germination of A.thaliana seeds decreased. DON exposure inhibited plant
growth obviously, especially preferentially inhibited root elongation. Trypan blue staining for measuring of cell death, 3,3’diaminobenzidine (DAB) staining for reactive oxygen species (ROS), method of Nakano for measuring of SOD,CAT and POD
activities were used. It showed that DON exposure could cause necrotic lesions in detached leaves and ROS production was
stimulated, suggesting DON is toxic to A.thaliana and ROS pathways involved in the DON-induced toxicity. Ultrastructural
examination of A.thaliana leaves exposed to DON showed that the separation of the plasma membrane from the cell wall, fold
formation, chromatin condensation, destruction in the structures of the mitochondria and chloroplasts, uneven thickness of the
membrane, and distorted nuclear membrane and nuclei. When A.thaliana seedlings exposed to DON, the number of starch
granules and peroxisome increased. qRT-PCR was used for the relative expression level of the salicylic acid-inducible marker
gene PR1, respiratory burst oxidase homologue AtrbohC and AtrbohD, and ascorbate peroxidase APX. A continuous increase in
the ROS content with the increase of toxin concentration was observed. The application of toxin to excised A.thaliana leaves
significantly accelerated the increase in MDA.

P MYC 8
Fusarium and Gibberella ear rot of maize:
Susceptibiliy of varieties cultivated in Switzerland and impact of coinfections on mycotoxin contamination
S. Stéphanie
Agroscope, IPV, Nyon, Switzerland
stephanie.schuerch@agroscope.admin.ch
Question: Maize ears are often infected by fungi belonging to the genus Fusarium. These pathogens produce mycotoxins which
can contaminate the harvest so severely that it can not be fed to animals. Many factors contribute to disease development, such
as cultural practices (e.g. crop rotation), meteorological conditions and host resistance.
 Can hybrid resistance help manage Gibberella ear rot and mycotoxin contamination?
 How can we evaluate hybrid resistance?
 What is the impact of infections by multiple Fusarium species on mycotoxin biosynthesis?
Methods: Macroconidial suspensions of F. graminearum and F. verticillioides were used to inoculate maize hybrids in the field at
flowering either by injecting the suspension in the silk channel or by perforating the grains with needles previously dipped in the
suspension.
Results: Artificial inoculation allowed a stable evaluation of Gibberella ear rot resistance. A strong correlation between
symptoms expression and deoxynivalenol (DON) levels was observed. For some hybrids, there were discrepancies in disease
levels between inoculation methods (silk channel or grain inoculation). Results from two varieties with very different resistance
profiles inoculated over seven years with F. graminearum showed that the meteorological conditions during and after flowering
explained slightly more variation than the factor “variety”. Among the 38 maize hybrids tested between 2008 and 2014,
significant differences in resistance were observed. Symptoms development was lower for the 17 hybrids co-inoculated with the
two Fusarium species compared to single-species inoculation. F. graminearum and F. verticillioides coinfection reduced DON
levels in all hybrids, but increased fumonisin levels in 12 hybrids.
Conclusions: Artificial inoculations of maize ears allowed a stable ranking of the varieties according to their resistance to F.
graminearum infection. Silk channel and grain inoculations evaluate most likely different types of resistance. After crop rotation
and weather conditions, disease resistance may be a valuable tool to manage mycotoxin contamination. The impact of
coinfection on mycotoxins biosynthesis may explain why symptoms expression and mycotoxins levels sometimes don’t correlate
well in naturally infected ears.
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Trichothecene mycotoxin levels in winter wheat in Ontario, Canada
L. Tamburic-Ilincic
University of Guelph, Ridgetown Campus, Ridgetown, Germany
ltamburi@uoguelph.ca
Fusarium head blight caused by Fusarium graminearum is a serious disease of wheat (Triticum aestivum L.). Deoxynivalenol
(DON) is the mycotoxin most commonly detected in contaminated wheat grain in Ontario, Canada. The objective of this study
was to evaluate the level of trichothecene mycotoxins in winter wheat grain in Ontario from 2009, 2010 and 2013. The
harvested grain was sampled to determine DON, 15-acetyl DON, 3-acetyl DON, nivalenol (NIV), T-2 and HT-2 toxins using a
GC‐MS system with a detection limit of 0.06, 0.05, 0.05, 0.12, 0.06 and 0.04 µg/g, respectively. The average DON level was 0.7
µg/g, 0.3 µg/g and 3.3 µg/g in 2009, 2010 and 2013, respectively. NIV was not detected in any sample in 2009 and 2010, while
was detected just in one sample in 2013 at level 0.14 µg/g. T-2 and HT-2 toxins were detected in one sample in 2009 at level
0.07 µg/g and 0.06 µg/g, respectively, while they were not detected in 2010. In 2013, T-2 and HT-2 ranged from 0.08 µg/g to
0.14 µg/g and from 0.04 µg/g to 0.80 µg/g, respectively. In 2013, DON level was high in general, but lower mean levels of DON
were detected in hard red wheat than in soft white wheat (1.5 vs. 4.1 µg/g, 3.3 vs. 11.8 µg/g and 5.2 vs. 19.8 µg/g at Ridgetown,
Inwood and Centralia, respectively). 15-acetyl DON and 3-acetyl DON were not detected in 2009 and 2010 in Ontario. In 2013,
15‐acetyl DON were detected at all three locations, while 3‐acetyl DON were detected in soft white winter at one or two
locations. Several times higher average levels of DON were detected in 2013 compared to previous years, with some winter
wheat lines showing a level of tolerance to mycotoxins accumulation. We recommend future monitoring of trichothecene
mycotoxins in winter wheat in Ontario, Canada.

P MYC 10
Connection among host of origin, Patulin production and aggressiveness in a Penicillium Expansum population
1
1
1
2
1
S. M. Sanzani , C. Montemurro , V. Di Rienzo , M. Solfrizzo , A. Ippolito
1
Università degli Studi di Bari "Aldo Moro", Dipartimento di Scienze del Suolo, della Pianta e degli Alimenti, Bari, Italy
2
Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, Istituto di Scienze delle Produzioni Alimentari , Bari, Italy
simonamarianna.sanzani@uniba.it
Penicillium expansum is the causal agent of blue mould, one of the most economically damaging postharvest diseases of pome
fruits, which can affect even several other hosts as sweet cherries and table grapes. Although several reports on the role of
mycotoxins in plant pathogenesis were published, their influence on host preference amongst producing fungi is still largely
unknown. In the present study the complex interaction host/aggressiveness/patulin production in P. expansum was
investigated. Three P. expansum strain groups, originating from apples, sweet cherries, and table grapes (7 strains per host)
were grown on their hosts of isolation and derived artificial media. Strains within each group proved to be more aggressive and
produced more patulin when grown on their host of isolation. Table grape strains were the most aggressive (81% disease
incidence) and strongest patulin producers (up to 554 μg/g). The difference in aggressiveness was appreciable only in the
presence of a living host, suggesting a significant influence of the host on P. expansum ability to cause the disease.
Incidence/severity of the disease and patulin production proved to be positively correlated, supporting the role of patulin as
virulence/pathogenicity factor. The existence of genetic variation amongst isolates was confirmed by the High Resolution
Melting (HRM) method that was set up herein, which permitted to discriminate P. expansum from other species (P.
chrysogenum and P. crustosum) and, within the same species, amongst the host of origin. Host effect on toxin production
appeared to be exerted at a transcriptional level.

P MYC 11
Ecology, epidemiology and control of the mycotoxigenic fungi Aspergillus spp. in pistachio orchards in Greece
M. D. Kaminiaris, D. I. Tsitsigiannis
Agricultural University of Athens, Crop Science-Plant Pathology, Athens, Greece
mikekaminiaris@gmail.com
Mycotoxin contamination of agricultural commodities is considered a serious food quality and safety issue worldwide. One of
the most highly carcinogenic mycotoxins is aflatoxin (AF) produced by Aspergillus flavus and A. parasiticus. AF has often been
detected in high concentration levels in pistachio nuts. The goal of this study is to evaluate the AF contamination of pistachio
nuts in a main pistachio producing area of Greece, the Island of Aegina and to propose sustainable integrated management
solutions. The specific objectives are to: a) assess the geographical and physiological population divergence and distribution
among Aspergillus spp. in pistachio nuts and orchards, b) assess the dynamics of the population composition of AF producers
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during the pistachios growing season, c) determine the AF content in nuts and study the epidemiology of AF contamination in
correlation with meteorological data, d) evaluate novel biocontrol strategies with the study of antagonistic activity of a
collection of yeasts and atoxigenic Asperigillus isolates against A. flavus in laboratory and field experiments and e) evaluate the
efficacy of several fungicides in laboratory and field experiments against Aspergillus. Surveys and sample collection from 20
pistachio orchards located at different regions on the Island of Aegina showed that both Aspergillus section Flavi and section
Nigri could be isolated from all parts of healthy and damaged pistachio fruits (hull, shell, nut). However, the population
dynamics of the mycotoxigenic fungi were greatly diffentiated among the Island orchards. A collection of 500 Aspergillus section
Flavi strains has been created and analysed for morphological differentiation, sclerotium size and AF production in order to
estimate the diversity of fungal population. One of the most efficient strategies to reduce aflatoxin levels in several crops at preand post-harvest stage is the application of native biological control agents in the field. One of the mechanisms of contamination
reduction is through competitive exclusion of the aflatoxin-producing fungi by the application of non-aflatoxigenic strains. The
ultimate aim of the current research is to reduce aflatoxin contamination in pistachio orchards by selecting and applying the
most suitable non-toxigenic strains of Aspergillus in the field.

P MYC 12
The role of the global regulator of secondary metabolism AcLaea in Aspergillus carbonarius physiology, virulence and
ochratoxin A production
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2
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M. Iliadi , A. Kapetanakou , P. Skandamis , D. I. Tsitsigiannis
1
Agricultural University of Athens, Crop Science-Plant Pathology, Athens, Greece
2
Agricultural University of Athens, Food Science & Technology - Food Quality Control and Hygiene, Athens, Greece
dimtsi@gmail.com
Aspergillus carbonarius is considered one of the main fungi responsible for the sour rot in grapes and for the production of the
carcinogenic mycotoxin ochratoxin A. The regulatory mechanisms of OTA production by A. carbonarius remain still largely
unknown. In A. nidulans the global regulator of secondary metabolism laeA encodes a nuclear methyltransferase protein that is
required for the expression of secondary metabolite genes while its presence is considered indispensable for mycotoxin,
antibiotic and mycelial pigment biosynthesis. BLAST analysis of the genome of A. carbonarius with the laeA gene of A. nidulans
resulted in the presence of an orthologous gene named AclaeA. The goal of this study was to investigate the role of the
regulatory gene AclaeA in physiology, virulence and ochratoxin A production by deleting this gene from the genome of the wild
type A. carbonarius strain 5010. AclaeA was deleted by targeted gene replacement using Agrobacterium tumefaciens mediated
transformation. The evaluation data on morphological characteristics, virulence experiments in red and white grape varieties
and ochratoxin analysis of ΔAclaeA mutants showed that ΔAclaeA strains were defective in growth and in OTA production and
were less virulent producing 40-50% less conidia in three different cultivars of grape berries. Current studies are focused on the
global regulatory role of AclaeA in secondary metabolism of A. carbonarius at transcriptional and metabolomics level. The study
of the regulatory gene AclaeA can contribute to a broader understanding of the role of secondary metabolites during the A.
carbonarius - grapes interactions.

P MYC 13
Elucidation of the interactions between the mycotoxigenic fungi Fusarium proliferatum - Fusarium verticillioides and maize
germplasm
1
1
2
1
1
M. Iliadi , A. Gkatzouni , P. Terzopoulos , E. Paplomatas , D. I. Tsitsigiannis
1
Agricultural University of Athens, Crop Science-Plant Pathology, Athens, Greece
2
SPIROY Company, House of Agriculture, Athens, Greece
dimtsi@gmail.com
Fusarium verticillioides and Fusarium proliferatum cause ear and grain rots and produce the carcinogenic mycotoxins fumonisins
in maize that are very harmful to human and animal health. Fusarium infection and fumonisin contamination occur as maize
kernels reach to physiological maturity, and increase during the season up to the average harvest date. A major strategy to
control these pathogens and to reduce the detrimental effects of fumonisins is breeding of less susceptible plant genotypes. The
objectives of the current study were to characterize at species level different Fusarium species isolated form maize plants in
Greece and to evaluate a number of hybrid lines after infection with a mixture of four different F. verticillioides and F.
proliferatum strains. The goal was to collect data on disease incidence and severity and fumonisin production and if there is a
positive association between visible symptoms caused by Fusarium infection and mycotoxin concentration. In in vitro
experiments of corn kernels infections, a number of hybrids showed a significant reduction in symptom development and in
conidia and fumonisins production. The hybrids that showed significant resistance in in vitro tests were further evaluated in field
trials and several lines showed a significant reduction in fumonisin contamination and Fusarium disease severity. A better
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understanding of the resistance mechanisms would facilitate the implementation of strategic agriculture to breeding of resistant
germplasm and to contribute to reduction of ear rot and production of fumonisins in maize.

P MYC 14
Isolation of mycotoxigenic fungi of Aspergillus spp. and Fusarium spp. and detection of aflatoxins and fumonisins from maize
fields in Greece
A. Gkatzouni, M. Iliadi, D. I. Tsitsigiannis
Agricultural University of Athens, Crop Science - Plant Pathology, Athens, Greece
anna_gk_2009@hotmail.com
Various species of Aspergillus and Fusarium cause ear and grain molds in maize, and produce carcinogenic mycotoxins (i.e.
aflatoxins and fumonisins) that are particularly harmful to humans and animals. Aspergillus spp. and Fusarium spp. infection
starts usually at physiological maturity of the seed at preharvest level and increase up to storage at postharvest level. The goals
of this study are to estimate the disease incidence and severity of ear rots and evaluate the aflatoxin and fumonisin
contamination in maize fields in major production areas of Greece, with varying climatic conditions, and to propose sustainable
management strategies. Maize ear samples were collected from 70 different fields from the counties of Thessaly (central
Greece) and Macedonia (Northern Greece). The principle objectives of these surveys are to assess the geographical and
physiological divergence and distribution among Aspergillus spp. and Fusarium spp. in maize, to assess the dynamics of the
population composition of aflatoxins and fumonisins producers during the maize growing season, to determine aflatoxins and
fumonisins content in maize ears and to study the epidemiology of toxins contamination in correlation with meteorological data.
Experimental data showed that both Aspergillus and Fusarium could be isolated from all parts of corn ears. A collection of about
1000 fungal isolates has been created and analyzed for morphological, microscopic and molecular differences. The mycotoxin
contamination levels were assessed by homogenization of corn kernels and determination of the toxins by the ELISA method.
Analysis showed that a very critical step for mycotoxin production and the disease severity is maturity of the seed, humidity
levels and environmental conditions depending on the mycotoxin. A better understanding of the epidemiology of Aspergillus
spp. and Fusarium spp. and their associated mycotoxins in Greece would facilitate the implementation of an integrated
management approach to control and reduce ear rots and mycotoxins contamination in maize

P MYC 15
Biological and chemical control of the aflatoxigenic fungus Aspergillus flavus in maize
C. Lagogianni, D. I. Tsitsigiannis
Agricultural University of Athens, Crop Science-Plant Pathology, Athens, Greece
christinalagogianni@hotmail.gr
Aspergillus species cause significant diseases (molds) in field crops (including maize), grapes, nuts and dried fruits at both preand post-harvest level. These molds are usually associated with the production of various mycotoxins such as the carcinogenic
aflatoxins. In this study, several formulations and non-pathogenic biotic factors were evaluated for the control of Aspergillus
flavus and aflatoxins in maize crops. In vitro experiments were performed on maize kernels with the following factors: a) Zeolite,
a mineral with special physicochemical properties, b) Agri-Fos 600®, a commercial product based on potassium phosphonate
anions that induce the immune system of plants, c) Trianum®, a commercial product based on the fungus Trichoderma
harzianum that works by stimulating the growth of the root system and inhibiting the infection and colonization of pathogenic
fungi, d) Botector®, a commercial product containing the yeast Aureobasidium pullulans whose action is based on inhibition of
the pathogen colonization due to space and nutrient, e) Paenibacillus alvei K-165, an antagonistic rhizobacterium that induces
systemic resistance of plants, f) Serenade Max®, a bio-fungicide/bio-bactericide that also stimulates natural plant defense
mechanisms and has demonstrated increased plant growth effects, g) Vacciplant® , a commercial product that contains
laminarine, a promoter of the immune system of plants, and h) a non-toxigenic strain of Aspergillus flavus. Finally, the fungicides
Switch®, Geoxe®, Granuflo®, Cantus®, Chorus® and Quadris® were tested. All biocontrol and chemical products were applied in
maize kernels by immersing the seeds for 30 min at highest label doses. The infection with conidia of A. flavus was carried out
6
24h later by applying on each corn kernel a droplet of 10 μl (10 conidia/ml). In preliminary field experiments, Zeolite, Agri-Fos
600®,Trianum®, Botector®, a non-toxigenic strain of A. flavus and the chemical Switch® were applied on maize plants in the field
by spraying 3 days before infection with A. flavus. The above formulations were also applied by injection on the cob with a
second booster dose on the day of infection with the toxigenic strain of A. flavus. The role of these treatments on disease
incidence and severity as well as aflatoxin contamination data will be presented.
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Effect of fungicides on fitness and ochratoxin A production in Aspergillus tubingensis wild population
L. Kanetis, K. Antoniou, I. Pantelides, D. Tsaltas
Cyprus University of Technology, gricultural Sciences, Biotechnology and Food Science, Limassol, Cyprus
dimitris.tsaltas@cut.ac.cy
Ochratoxin A (OTA) is a mycotoxin commonly present in cereals, grapes, coffee, cocoa and their processed products. The toxin is
produced by several species of the Aspergillus and Penicillium genera. In the last decade, OTA has received increased attention
worldwide because of its hazard to human and animal health. Due to this toxicity, the International Agency for Research on
Cancer (IARC) has classified OTA as a group 2B carcinogen. The use of fungicides is a strategy to prevent mycotoxin production
but it has been reported that some influence positively or negatively OTA production.
In this study we investigated how selective (cyprodinil and fludioxonil) and non-selective (sulphur and copper) fungicides can
affect OTA production by A. tubingensis isolates. In addition the rate of mycelia growth of these isolates was also studied and
whether they can develop resistance to cyprodinil and fludioxonil. For both resistant and sensitive isolates, EC50 values as well
as baseline sensitivities were measured and six resistant isolates for each fungicide were tested for fitness parameters (mycelia
growth, spore production and germination).
Our results show that OTA production for all tested isolates was generally low, showing higher values at 30°C incubation.
Sulphur induced higher mycelial growth while copper did not show any difference from control. Copper also induced in some
isolates higher OTA production values. Lastly, resistant isolates to both selective fungicides, produce higher levels of OTA than
wild type. In all fitness parameters we observed the negative effect of both selective fungicides. The results will be further
discussed in view of literature review and deeper statistical analysis.

P MYC 17
Fusarium species complex and fumonisin on maize grains in Ethiopia
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Fusarium species are the most frequently isolated fungi in maize in several growing areas. Infection of maize by Fusarium
species reduces grain yield, and quality due to mycotoxin contamination that poses a health risk to humans and animals. Twohundred maize grain samples were obtained from 20 different locations of Ethiopia, analyzed for the composition and
prevalence of Fusarium species in addition to fumonisin contamination. About eleven Fusarium spp. were identified based on
morphological criteria and by sequencing the partial translation elongation factor 1-alpha (EF-1α) gene. Fusarium verticillioides
and F. graminearum species complex were the dominant species contributing for 42% and 22.5% of all isolates, respectively. The
spectrum and prevalence of Fusarium species differed among the locations investigated. Fumonisin analysis showed 77% of the
-1
-1
samples were positive for the toxin with concentrations ranging from 25 to 4500 mg kg (mean: 348 mg kg and median: 258
-1
mg kg ). Slight variation in fumonisin concentration was also observed among locations. Overall results indicate wide spread
infection of maize by several Fusarium species and contamination by fumonisin toxins. These findings demand for measures to
reduce the impact of these fungal species and the associated toxic compounds by implementation of good agricultural practices.

P MYC 18
Cultural, Morphological Variability and Biological Control of Aflatoxins Produced by Aspergillus flavus Isolates in Maize
R. Kumar Mahal
Acharya N.G.Ranga Agricultural University, Hyderabad, Plant Pathology, Tirupati, India
reddikumar.mahal@gmail.com
Different isolates of Aspergillus flavus cultured from soil and seed samples of maize collected from different districts of
Andhrapradesh and Kolar district of Karnataka state were evaluated with potential fungal antagonist, Trichoderma viride isolate
TIF -16 showed highest inhibition percentage ( 95.55) with high mycoparasitic activity. The seeds being colonized with A.flavus
isolates were subjected to quantification of Aflatoxins using High Performance Liquid Chromatography ( HPLC). The A .flavus
isolate AFT-16 produced highest B1 toxin level (4625.32 ppb) and AFT-19 produced highest B2 toxin level ( 5427.58 ppb) which
are isolated from seed. From these studies, prevalence of afB1 toxin and also the presence of afB2 toxin in one sample of
infected maize kernels was documented. Treatment of maize plants with talc based formulation of T. viride significantly reduced
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A. flavus infection and production of aflatoxin in maize kernels. When the cobs were challenge - inoculated with A.flavus 3 days
after application of T.viride, the aflatoxin content in maize kernels was decreased from 11.5 to 0.12 ppb.

P MYC 19
Study of the contaminant Mycoflore of the Biofilms of the docks of storage of cereals and research of Aflatoxines and the
Ochratoxine A
A. Belhadj
University of Tahri Mohamed, Bechar, Algeria
samadkrice@yahoo.com
Food diseases constitute one of their current public health problems most prevalent in the international scale. These diseases
are caused by various agents, especially pathogens. In addition to viruses and pathogenic bacteria, toxinogen fungi pose a
danger to the health of man and animals by the secretion of highly toxic substances during their proliferation in foods of plant or
animal origin.
The bad conditions of grain storage are a favorable climate for the development of a big number of microorganisms, and this
increases the susceptibility of attack by molds and biofilm formation.
In this context, achieving a mycological and mycotoxicological comparative study on the grain biofilm in storage silos in the
regions of Bechar is necessary.
The results of various mycological and mycotoxicological analyzes showed the severe contamination of our samples with a
5
higher rate (13.5X10 UFC/g).
The dominance of Penicillium and Aspergillus were very common on all samples, and species identification revealed different
species that we cite: A.niger, A.flavus-parasiticus, A.fumigatus, A.candidus, A.clavatus, P.rubrum, P.verrucosum, P.expansum,
P.lilacinum. The diversity of these species is an indicative of bad storage. The genres Fusarium, Ulocladium, Geotrichum and
Rhizopus were also revealed.
Research of mycotoxins on different simples by the CCM method reveals the presence of Aflatoxin B1, Aflatoxin G1 and
Ochratoxin A.

P MYC 20
The relation under the productions of blastospores and destruxins in Metarhizium anisopliae with virulence against Plutella
xylostella
Q. Hu, B. Zhang
Pesticide Science, College of Agriculture, Guangzhou, China
hqbscau@126.com
Destruxins are kinds of cyclo-peptidic mycotoxins produced by entomopathogenic fungus, Metarhizium anisopliae. This fungus
also produces blastospores in submerged culture. Both blastospores and destruxins are candidates for insectide, but, the
relation under the both productions and the impact factors are not clear yet. The current experiment surveyed the effects of
inoculums, rotation, dissolved oxygen (DO) on the productions of blastospores and destruxins A and B (DA and DB) in
submerged culture of M. anisopliae. The results indicated that DO levels were influenced by inoculum amounts and rotation
speeds, meanwhile, the productions of DA, DB and blastospore were also closely influenced by those factors. Totally, when DO
values >40%, destruxins and blastospores achieved higher productions, while at DO values <40%, obtained lower productions.
The regression analysis suggested that the productions of blastospores, DA, and DB were positively correlated with DO levels.
Meanwhile, the positive correlations between the productions of DA or DB and blastospores were also found. In addition, the
6
virulences of blastospores and conidia were bioasseyed. The LC50 value of blastospores was 8.07 × 10 spores/mL at 4 d after
6
treatment, while the conidia had a LC 50 of 12.28 × 10 spores/mL. The experiment will give new insights into production of
destruxins and blatospores of M. anisopliae.
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Identification of novel sources of mycotoxin contamination of Shea butter along the processing chain
1
2
2
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fiokun2002@yahoo.com
Introduction: Shea butter is useful in drug and cosmetic industries, among others. It is also a source of income for the local
people in the communities where it is produced in Nigeria. It has been observed that microbes which contaminate shea butter
reduce its quality and render the butter inappropriate for certain uses. Identification of microbes and sources of contamination
are important.
Objectives: To determine the novel sources of mycotoxin contamination of shea butter along the processing lines with the aim
of improving the quality of the butter.
Materials and methods: The identification of postharvest and processing practices of local shea butter processors in Niger and
Kwara States of Nigeria using the semi-improved and traditional methods of shea butter processing was carried out by the
personal interviews and observation methods. The enumeration of moulds and yeast associated with the sources of crosscontamination was determined using the serial dilution the method.
Results: The results revealed that the method of shea butter processing was a key to determining the level of hygienic practices
of processors, butter storage, vulnerability of the processing lines to microbial contamination and livelihood improvement and
interventions from shea butter development agencies. The identified sources of contamination were dirty processing
environments and utensils, poor hygienic conditions of the processors and the use of dirty water. The micro-organisms isolated
included Aspergillus sp, Penicillium sp and yeast cells. This processing method provided a platform for cross-contamination of
the processing equipment/utensils, raw materials and finished products by fungi and possibly, disease transmitting vectors. The
combined effect of the continuous cross-contamination process caused quality deterioration of Nigerian shea butter.
Conclusion: For the quality of shea butter to be improved on, there is the need to develop measures for controlling the
processing stages against direct and indirect cross-contamination by microbes and disease vectors.

P MYC 22
Biocontrol strategies to reduce Fusarium Head Blight and deoxynivalenol accumulation in wheat
J. Palazzini, N. Yerkovich, E. Alberione, A. Torres, S. Chulze
Universidad Nacional de Rio Cuarto, Microbiology and Immunology, Rio Cuarto, Argentina
atorres@exa.unrc.edu.ar
Fusarium head blight (FHB) caused by Fusarium graminearum species complex is a devastating disease that causes extensive
yield and quality losses to wheat in humid and semi-humid regions of the world. The disease can cause not only yield losses but
also grain contamination with mycotoxins such as deoxynivalenol (DON). Several epidemics have occurred in Argentina in the
last 50 years. Control of the disease is partially achieved by crop rotation, fungicide application, bredding for resistance and
tillage practices, but reduction of FHB is not allways succesfull. Biocontrol strategy can be used as part of an integrated pest
management. The objetives of this study were: 1- to evaluate the biological control effect of two bacterial formulations on FHB
disease incidence, severity and DON accumulation under a field trial and 2- to evaluate the formulated strains on wheat stubble
to reduce F. graminearum inoculum after harvest. Bacillus methylotrophicus RC 218 and Streptomyces sp. RC 87B were applied
both at anthesis period for FHB parameter´s control and over wheat stubble left after harvest for F. graminearum control. FHB
incidence and severity were visually estimated, DON content was assessed by HPLC after harvest. On stubble, F. graminearum
prevalescence was monitored by TaqMan PCR during three months. A significant disease severity and DON reduction were
observed at the field trial with the formulated strains applied alone or in combination (25.8-30% and 85-100% for severity and
DON reduction, respectively); but no reduction on disease incidence was achieved. On wheat stubble, Streptomyces sp. 87B
reduced F. graminearum inoculum after 40 days (82%). After three months, F. graminearum inoculum was reduced to
undetectable levels under the Streptomyces sp. 87B treated plot, meanwhile in the control plot the pathogen was detected (9.85
pg DNA/mg). No biocontrol activity with Bacillus methylotrophicus RC 218 was observed on stubble. The two formulated
biocontrol strains showed high potential for contributing to the reduction of FHB on wheat at different levels in the F.
graminearum life cycle.
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Potential insecticide chitinases and proteases isolated from Trichoderma asperellum on Cerataphis brasiliensis
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Nowadays many replacement control alternatives to chemical control has been researched. One of fungi commonly used in
disease control plants is Trichoderma. However, little research has been reported on insects. Aiming to evaluate the potential of
the insecticide T. asperellum on Cerataphis brasiliensis through chitinase enzymes and proteases, six Brazilian isolates were
selected. The isolates were grown in liquid medium with and without production of enzymes, individually in vials containing
selective medium (0.3 KH2PO4, 0.03 g MgSO 4, 0.2g yeast extract and 0.3 g NaCl) containing chitin to Induction of chitinase and
protease protein, remained for 5 days and 10 days of shaking at 26 ° C (± 2°C), respectively. Then filtering was performed in
Millipore filter (0.45 micron), and 1 ml of each isolate filtrate was applied on 10 insects with 4 replications, put in petri dishes
and kept in a room with 26 ° C temperature (±2°C). The treatments were: sterile water, Beauveria bassiana fungus as standard
and isolates of T. asperellum UFRA T 129, 166, 127, 192, 175 and 57. We evaluated mortality for 15 days. The results showed
that the liquid containing the enzymes chitinase and protease caused mortality from 80% to 100%, not differing from standard
treatment with B. bassiana, while the treatment with water ranged from 10 to 20%, however, the liquid no enzyme induction
growth caused mortality lower than 60%. It is suggested that the chitinase enzymes and proteases are involved in insecticide
produced by T. asperellum, similar to that produced by B. bassiana entomopathogenic fungi.

P MYC 24
Deoxynivalenol glucosylation in commercial durum wheat cultivars under field conditions
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atorres@exa.unrc.edu.ar
Fusarium head blight (FHB) is a major fungal disease affecting wheat worldwide and it is caused mainly by species within the
Fusarium graminearum species complex. The disease can severely reduce grain yield and quality and the infected grains could
be contaminated with mycotoxins such as deoxynivalenol (DON). DON is phytotoxic and it is considered a virulence factor of the
fungus, affecting the protein synthesis in plant cells. As a consequence, the formation of the “masked” mycotoxin
deoxinyvalenol-3-glucoside (D3G) results from a defense mechanism the plant uses for detoxification. This ability has been
associated to resistance to FHB. The objective of this study was to evaluate de capacity of commercial durum wheat varieties to
glucosylate DON to DON-3G under natural conditions in order to select promising varieties for wheat breeding programs
screening for FHB-resistant germplasm. Wheat grain samples were obtained from commercial cultivars from 2013 and 2014
harvest seasons in different localities (Balcarce, La Dulce, and Miramar) from the main durum wheat-producing area in
Argentina. DON, its acetylated forms (3/15 ADON) and DON-3G were analyzed by HPLC MS/MS. A three way ANOVA was used to
compare total DON content and % glucosylation versus variety, year and location. There were statistically significant interactions
between year x location, year x variety and location x variety (p≤ 0.001) in DON accumulation. There was a significant difference
in the total DON concentration between years, with a media of 1554.8 and 1954.8 μg/kg in 2013 and 2014,respectively. Also
significant differences were found between locations with the highest levels in Miramar and Balcarce. There was a positive
correlation (r=0.89) between the DON and DON-3G content in the grains, and a negative correlation between DON content and
% glucosylation. The level of glucosylation was not significantly different, and was not affected by the factors year and location.
Furthermore, Buck Granate showed a good glucosylation activity towards DON and it is a promising candidate for further studies
in wheat breeding programs.
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In vitro and Screenhouse Toxicity of Derivatized Citrulline from Water Melon (Citrullus lanatus) on Meloidogyne incognita
O. Fabiyi
University ofIlorin, Crop Protection, Ilorin, Nigeria
fabiyitoyinike@hotmail.com
Root-knot nematodes are vegetable pests. The most destructive responsible for yield loss in Corchorus olitorius is Meloidogyne
incognita, with characteristic pronounced galls on roots of plant. A nematicide used for control is carbofuran. Because of its high
water solubility, low adsorption coefficient, it is mobile in soil, has potential to contaminate lakes, streams, and groundwater.
Hazards caused by synthetic nematicides justify the search for bionematicides. Derivatized citrulline from water melon was
investigated on C. olitorius infected with M. incognita in vitro and screen house, to establish its potential as substitute for
carbofuran. White outer part of C. lunatus (2kg) was macerated and extracted with ethanol. Extract was decanted, allowed to
stand for 2hrs. 2g of methylamine hydrochloride was added, and refluxed for an hour; allowed to cool to room temperature. 1g
of sodium nitrite was added. Mixture was cooled (ice/NaCl). This cold mixture was added slowly into an ice-cold solution of
10mL conc.H2SO4 and 10g ice. Whitish crystals were obtained, filtered by suction and dried. In vitro experiment consisted of
three treatments (citrulline, carbofuran, crude extract of C. lunatus) at four levels with three replicates. Randomised complete
design was used with 36 counting dishes. Treatment was dissolved in water at 3, 5 and 8mg. Screenhouse had 36 buckets;
treatments were dissolved in 100mL water and applied in banded form at the base of plant. In the laboratory, highest (8mg)
concentration of treatments after 30mins was more effective than the lowest concentration (3mg). 96.12% mortality was
observed for citrulline, as opposed to 45 and 11% observed in carbofuran and crude extract of C. lunatus. Result was consistent
with screenhouse, where plants treated with the highest concentration of materials had reduced nematode population and
improved vegetative growth. Plants treated with all the levels of citrulline had the best vegetative growth and there was no root
-1
galling. Infrared result of citrulline showed bands at 3431cm which is characteristic of a primary amide. Bands at 1506 and
1
1456cm- supports presence of amide group. From the C-NMR (200MHz CDCl3), resonance at 0.8-1.37ppm is attributed to
methyl, and methylene protons. Down field signals at 4.6ppm can be ascribed to olefinic protons. Citrulline can serve as an
alternative to the toxic synthetic nematicide.

P NEM 2
Vegetable Production Sustanability: Controlling nematode infection in Corchorus olitorius using Eucalyptus officinalis
O. Fabiyi
University ofIlorin, Crop Protection, Ilorin, Nigeria
fabiyitoyinike@hotmail.com
Synthetic nematicides often very expensive cause environmental damage when used indiscriminately. Consequently, the
nematicidal properties of chromatographic fractions from Eucalyptus officinalis were investigated. The fractions were partially
characterized using Fourier transform infra-red (FT-IR) and gas chromatography mass spectroscopy (GCMS) analysis. The
constituent of E. officinalis as revealed by the GCMS result include eucalyptol (14.30%), α-pinene (3.80%), citronellol (3.20%), αterpeneol (22.30%) and 1, 8-cineole (28.00%). The IR spectral data obtained also supports that 1, 8 cineole and α terpeneol are
the main constituents of the Eucalyptus officinalis fractions. In the laboratory, the fractions obtained from the methanol extract
chromatographed on silica gel 100-120 mesh grade produced significantly (p&lt;0.05) higher nematicidal activity with 40.70%
mortality as against 23.60% recorded for the n-hexane partition of the aqueous extract. This was followed by dichloromethane
partition of the residual aqueous extract and n-hexane crude extract filtered on aluminium oxide column which had 35.11% and
30.12% respectively. On the field, the chromatographic fraction of the methanol extract (MeOH/si-gel/cc1 and MeOH/si-gel/cc2)
produced significantly (p&lt;0.05) higher plant height, number of leaves and branches. Corchorus olitorius plants that were
treated with synthetic nematicides and the chromatographic fractions were significantly taller with more leaves per plant and
they had neither nematodes nor galls compared to the untreated control. Few nematodes were recovered from the soil treated
with the fractions. Growth stimulation was highest in Corchorus olitorius plants which were treated with chromatographic
fractions from methanol extract and carbofuran at the highest concentration. Eucalyptus extracts thus have bio-nematicide
potential.
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Evaluation of two species of water ferns, Azolla, Caroliniana and A. Pinnata as soil amendsments against meloidogyne
javanica infecting tomato in Egypt
A. Ismail
National Research Center, Plant Pathology, Giza, Egypt
iismail2002@yahoo.co.uk
The impact of dry materials of Azolla caroliniana and A. pinnata on controlling Meloidogyne javanica on tomato cv. Super StrainB was carried out under greenhouse conditions 25±5°C. The treatments were applied at the rates 25 and 50 gm of dry materials
of each species / pot. Application of A. caroliniana and A. pinnata succeeded in reducing the development and reproduction of
M. javanica and improved tomato growth when compared with those of the check. A. pinnata was more efficient in reducing
number of nematode stages based on galls, egg-masses, females, developmental stages in roots, as well as, number of juveniles
in soil per plant at both rates as compared with A. caroliniana did. Also, the growth of tomato plants was affected due to the
application of azolla. Addition of azolla to the plant soil caused remarkable increase in all plant growth parameters. The higher
dose was more effective than the lower one. However, A. pinnata resulted in increasing the plant growth much more than A.
caroliniana.

P NEM 4
Sustainable Phytonematode Management through Meliaceous plants
M. A. Siddiqui
Aligarh Muslim University, Botany, Aligarh, India
smansoorbot@gmail.com
Phytonematodes are ruinous soil antagonists of vegetables causing enormous productivity loss to world agriculture thus leading
to food insecurity. Synthetic nematicides although form a primary strategy to weed out these pests but due to their high cost
and inherent environmental hazards many developed countries have withdrawn them from the market. More emphasis is given
nowadays on plant based organics for nematode management for their easy availability and ecological feasibility. In the present
study the soil amendment with fresh floral parts and decomposed fruits, leaves and bark of Azadirechta indica A. Juss.
/margosa/ neem and a related species Melia azedarach L. / persian lilac/ bakain were found to be highly effective in reducing
the natural infestation of plant parasitic nematodes around Solanum lycopersicum and Solanum melongena. In separate
experiments the root-knot development caused by Meloidogyne incognita and population of Rotylenchulus reniformis on S.
lycopersicum and S. melongena were also managed significantly by the above treatments. Highest inhibition was observed when
plants were treated with the decomposed fruits of margosa/ neem and persian lilac. As a consequence of reduced root galling
and populations of plant parasitic nematodes, the growth of the test plants improved significantly. Hence, it may be concluded
that plant parts as biomanagement are effective tools in controlling phytonematodes and are ecologically safe and feasible for
sustainable agricultural productivity. These findings may go a long way for the plant protection programme.

P NEM 5
Inducing the systemic resistance of tomato plants by root-knot nematode females extract against Meloidogyne javanica
infection
A. Ismail
National Research Center, Plant Pathology, Giza, Egypt
iismail2002@yahoo.co.uk
Females of Meloidogyne javanica were homogenized with distilled water in the proportion of 20 individuals / 3 ml of water. The
dilute homogenate was applied as foliar spray at the rate of 3 ml / plant to tomato plants inoculated with Meloidogyne javanica.
While some nematode females extract (NFE) treatment were pre-inoculation, others were post-inoculation. NFE treatment was
also given to uninoculated groups of pots. Evidently, nematode females extract (NFE) significantly (P≤ 0.05% and or 0.01% levels)
increased growth of plants and reduced nematode infection. The pre-inoculation treatment was more effective than postinoculation one. Clearly, the nematode females extract is thought to induce systemic resistance in tomato plants.
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Association and impact of nematode pests on indigenous leafy vegetable Amaranthus species
N. Ntidi
ARC-Grain Crops Institute, Nematology, Potchefstroom, South Africa
ntidin@arc.agric.za
Indigenous leafy vegetables (ILV), i.e. Amaranthus species, significantly contributes towards traditional diets and food security of
people in urban and rural areas due to their medicinal properties and rich micronutrient levels. However, nematode pests
reduce their yields. Objectives of this study were to i) conduct a nematode audit in the Gauteng province in areas where
Amaranthus spp. are used as a food source, ii) assess the effect of initial population levels (Pi) of two root-knot nematode
species (RKN; M. incognita and M. javanica) on a good- (A. arusha) and poor-host (A. thohoyandou) domesticated Amaranthus
sp. and iii) determine the effect of the two RKN species on the nutritious value of the two accessions. Nine parasitic nematode
genera were identified from soil and root samples, the predominant genera being RKN. Pi-level trials showed that root masses of
poor-host plants were significantly (P≤0.05) higher than that of good host plants. The number of egg masses/per root system
were significantly (P≤0.05) higher for the good host versus that of the poor host. Nutrient trials showed that root and leaf
masses for the two inoculated accessions were not significant (P≤0.05). However, egg masses as well as eggs and J2
numbers/root system for the good host were significantly higher than those for the poor host and the un-inoculated controls.
Significant differences were only recorded for nitrogen and protein between the un-inoculated control treatments of the two
accessions, values for the poor host being higher than that for the good host. Data of this study already assist people to plant an
ILV accession which reduce RKN soil populations, contributing towards sustainable production of ILV and other food crops.
Higher protein levels in leaves of the poor-host accession will benefit dietary requirements of consumers, while the same trend
for nitrogen will favour sustainable crop production since no or lower nitrogen fertiliser could be used.

P NEM 7
Nematicidal potential of extracts from some selected plants against the root-knot nematode, Meloidogyne incognita
B. Aminu-Taiwo, B. Fawole, A. Claudius-Cole
University of Ibadan, Crop Protection and Environmental Biology, Ibadan, Nigeria
bukkyaminu@yahoo.com
The effects of water extracts of leaves of Tagetes erecta, Tithonia diversifolia, Chromolaena odorata and Occimum gratissimun,
each at 3.3, 5.0, 6.6, 8.3 and 10.0% w/v, on eggs and second stage juveniles of Meloidogyne incognita were investigated in vitro.
The efficacy of dry milled leaves of these plants at 1 t/ha and 2 t/ha and carbofuran at 1.5kg a.i./ha and 2.5kg a.i./ha were also
evaluated against M. incognita in a screen house.
Fifty M. incognita eggs in water suspension were dispensed into glass blocks and 1ml of each extract at different concentrations
were added. Fifty freshly hatched juveniles were also dispensed into glass blocks to which 1 ml of each plant extracts at the
different concentrations were also added. Distilled water served as control. Hatched eggs were counted every 24 hours for 10
days while juveniles were observed for mortality every 24 hours for five days. In the screen house, 48 pots were filled with
sterilized soil. Treatments were carbofuran (1.5 and 2.5 kg a.i./ha), milled dried leaves of these plants at 1t/ha and 2t/ha each
and untreated control. Two days later four seeds of cucumber were sown in each of the 48 pots. One week after germination,
the seedlings were each inoculated with 10,000 M incognita eggs. The treatments were arranged in a completely randomised
designed with four replicates. Data were collected on Vegetative Growth (VG), Gall Index (GI), nematode reproduction and yield
(g). LC50 was also determined. All data were analysed using ANOVA (p=0.05) and means were separated using Duncan Multiple
Range test at 5% probability.
Water extracts of T. erecta inhibited egg hatch by 90.5% at the highest concentration and was significantly higher than egg hatch
observed in O. gratissimum which produced the lowest egg hatch inhibition of 70.7%. T. erecta also caused 100% juvenile
mortality within 24 hours of exposure. T. erecta extract was the most potent among the plant extracts used with LC 50 of
-1
0.31mg/ml . In the pot experiment, T. erecta, C. odorata, carbofuran and O. gratissimun reduced GI by 62.5%, 65%, 75% and
75.5%, respectively. Similarly, root-knot nematode (RKN) population was reduced by 85.4% in T. erecta-treated pots; C. odorata
caused 87.6% reduction and Carbofuran 93.1%. The results of this study suggest that application of these plants as botanical
pesticides in the management of RKN is highly promising, especially as they are readily available in Nigeria.
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The Development and Life Cycle of Root-Meloidogyne incognita in Cucumber (Cucumis sativus L.) roots
B. Aminu-Taiwo, B. Fawole, A. Claudius-Cole
University of Ibadan, Crop Protection and Environmental Biology, Ibadan, Nigeria
bukkyaminu@yahoo.com
The knowledge of biology of any pest is very essential in the formulation of appropriate management strategies. With this
information, it is possible to identify the most vulnerable stage of the pest.From this, decision can be taken on the timing and
the type of control measure(s) to adopt. From thisTherefore, decision can be taken on the timing and type of control measure(s)
to adopt. Therefore, life cycle and development of the root-knot nematode, Meloidogyne incognita, in the roots of cucumber (cv
Marketmore) were studied in a screen house of the National Horticultural Research Institute, Ibadan, Nigeria.
Two seeds of cucumber were planted in nursery bags containing 5litreofsteam- sterilized sandy-loam soil. Plants were
inoculated with 5,000 freshly hatched second stage juveniles of M. incognita three days after germination. Twenty four hours
later, and subsequently on a daily basis, two seedlings were randomly uprooted and the roots were cleaned and stained using
0.1% acid fuschin in lactoglycerol method. After de-staining, Rroots were examined for nematode penetration and stages of
0
0
nematode development. Environmental temperature during the study ranged from 30.3±2.3 C to 31.1±3.0 C, relative humidity
o
o
ranged from 65.6±9.6% and 88.1±5.2%, and the soil temperature was 27.5 C and 34.1 C.
The development of M. incognita spanned 22 days after inoculation. Penetration was first observed 24 hours after inoculation.
The second stage juveniles (J2) (405.0µ) moulted to third stage juvenile (J3) (428.57µ) 10 days after inoculation. Two days later,
fourth stage juvenile (J4) emerged andmeasuredwasa mean length of457.14µm in length. The young females were noticed 16
days after inoculation andadultmaturefemales were observed 18 days after inoculation with gelatinous matrix or egg sac. Eggs
were observed for the first time in the egg sac at 20 days after inoculation and two days later that is 22 days after inoculation,
the eggs hatched to J2 with a mean length of 500.0 µ andthewidth of 28.57 µ.
This suggests that two or more generations of root-knot nematode are possible in a cucumber farm within a growing season.
The short generation cycle observed in cucumberproductionplantsmay leadsto a quick population build up of root-knot
nematodewhich would severely attack cucumbercausing yield and quality reduction. This will also leave a large population of
root-knot nematode in the soil for subsequent crops.

P NEM 9
Occurrence of dagger nematodes (Xiphinema spp.) in the Republic of Armenia and region of Nagorno Karabakh.
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Istituto per la Protezione Sostenibile delle Piante (IPSP), Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche (CNR), Bari, Italy
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Institute for Sustainable Agriculture (IAS), Spanish National Research Council (CSIC), Cordoba, Spain
barbarusha@rambler.ru
Grapevine is a traditional and the most important crop for Armenian agriculture. Nematodes of the genus Xiphinema are
migratory root ectoparasites that feed mainly on the root-tips of a wide range of wild and cultivated plant species. Several
species also transmit nepoviruses.
There is few information regarding the occurrence and distribution of Xiphinema species in theRepublic ofArmenia, especially
virus vector species. The data concerning fauna of plant parasitic nematodes of Nagorno Karabakh region is absent.
The aim of this research was to analyze the occurrence of Xiphinema species in vineyards of the Republic of Armenia and region
of Nagorno Karabakh. For that, plants and soil samples were collected from four mountain regions (Tavush, Vayots-Dzor,
Aragatsotn, Kotayk) and two regions of Ararat valley (Armavir, Ararat) of the Republic of Armenia and two regions of Nagorno
Karabakh (Martuny and Askeran).
Soil samples including fine roots in the rhizosphere of Vitis vinifera “Areni”, “Ararati”, “Mskhali”, “Rkatsiteli”, “Voskehat”
varieties with symptoms Grapevine fanleaf virus (GFLV) infection were collected.
Morphological and molecular identification of the isolated species was carried out. Morphological measurements were
performed on temporary and permanent glycerin slides. Molecular identification was carried out by using the D2-D3 expansion
segments of the 28S rRNA gene and the ITS region of individual nematodes from Vayots-Dzor, Aragatsotn regions and Ararat
valley.
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The occurrence of Xiphinema species was 85% and 100%, respectively, in vineyards of Armenia and in the region of Nagornо
Karabakh. Four species of Xiphinema (X. brevicolle, X. diversicaudatum, X. index, X. vuittenezi) were identified in the Republic of
Armenia. Xiphinema index and X. pachtaicum were detected in Nagorno Karabakh region for the first time. The occurrence of X.
index and X. vuittenezi in Ararat valley, Vayots-Dzor and Aragatsotn regions was, also, confirmed by molecular methods.
Many plants of grapevine showed typical symptoms of GFLV. Identification and distribution of GFLV in the Republic of Armenia
and role of Xiphinema species in transmission of viruses are the objectives of our future scientific researches.

P NEM 10
What role do common weeds play in sugar beet rotations in the presence of Heterodera schachtii?
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M. Ahmad , S. Sedaghatjoo , A. Westphal
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University of California, Riverside, Nematology, Parlier, CA, United States
andreas.westphal@ucr.edu
Weeds can serve as alternate host of nematodes and constitute an additional problem in nematode management. In Germany,
intensive cultivation of sugar beet in 3-year crop rotations with small grains provides long fallow periods. In previous studies,
only few weed species and then at high population densities developing during this fallow period increased population densities
of Heterodera schachtii whereas most of the frequently observed weeds did not. This lack of reproduction could be related to
the time of year and also differ among geographically distinct weed populations. In a one-year microplot experiment during the
typical vegetation period of sugar beet, Capsella bursa-pastoris, Chenopodium album and Thlaspi arvense were assessed for
their suitability as host plants of H. schachtii. Only limited reproduction was found under the weed species compared to sugar
beet. In a greenhouse study, the reproduction of H. schachtii on ten Chenopodium album populations collected from different
geographical origins of Germany was determined. Reproduction of H. schachtii on the populations of Chenopodium album was
compared with that of susceptible and resistant cultivars of sugar beet and oilseed radish. Reproduction of H. schachtii varied
among the C. album populations, but at a much lower reproduction level than on the susceptible sugar beet and oilseed radish.
Population parameters were similar to those under resistant sugar beet. The results of low reproductive potential on
Chenopodium album supported the hypothesis that the risk for H. schachtii population buildup under these weeds may be
limited, and support previous recommendations that under typical field conditions during stubble periods, weed management
for nematological reasons appears not necessary.

P NEM 11
Use of organophosphate nematicides to increase efficiency of Xiphinema index extraction by the Baermann funnel method
Y. Oka
Agricultural Research Organization, Gilat Research Center, M.P. Negev, Israel
okayuji@volcani.agri.gov.il
The dagger nematode Xiphinema index causes serious damage to grapevines in many Mediterranean countries, and monitoring
its populations in soils is important its management. Nematodes are most easily extracted by the Baermann funnel method, but
extraction efficiency of X. index is generally low.
Question: Will combining the Baermann funnel method with nematicide treatment increase the efficiency of X. index
extraction?
Methods: X. index-infested soil was treated with nematicides, and incubated for 3 or 7 days before extraction by the Baermann
funnels. Alternatively, Baermann funnels were filled with nematicide solutions instead of water. Extraction efficiency of the
Baermann funnel method combined with nematicide treatments was compared with that of an elutriation and sieving method.
Results: Treatment of X. index-infested soils with the organophosphate nematicides, fenamiphos and cadusafos, at
concentrations of 2.0 and 4.0 mg/L soil, followed by incubation for 3 or 7 days, increased the number of X. index extracted in
Baermann funnels to as much as four times the number from untreated soil. Fluensulfone, a heterocyclic fluoroalkenyl sulfone,
did not increase the number of extracted X. index at these concentrations, but it did at 8.0 mg/L soil. When fenamiphos
solutions of 1.0 and 2.0 mg/L were used in the Baermann funnels instead of water for the nematode extraction, the number of
extracted X. index was up to three times higher than that from funnels filled with water. The extraction efficiency of these two
methods using fenamiphos was not lower than that of the elutriation and sieving method.
Conclusions: These methods, using organophosphate nematicides, are simple, practical and provide efficient extraction of X.
index from soil using Baermann funnels.
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Resistance in sunflower to South African root-knot nematode species
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2
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S. Steenkamp , D. Fourie , M. Pretorius
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2
North-West University, Unit for Env. Sciences and Management, Potchefstroom, South Africa
steenkamps@arc.agric.za
Sunflower is an important oil-seed crop in South Africa and is parasitized by root-knot nematodes, which is an economicalimportant pest in local crop-production areas. At present no synthetically-derived nematicide is registered for nematode control
per se on sunflower and the crop is used in maize cropping systems, with potato and soybean also being included as rotation
crops. All these crops are highly susceptible to root-knot nematode pests. Genetic host-plant resistance is an effective
management method in keeping root-knot nematodes below economic threshold levels. Currently there are no known rootknot nematode-resistant sunflower cultivars available on the South African market. The objective of this study was to test 21
commercially-available sunflower cultivars from various seed companies for resistance to Meloidogyne incognita and M.
javanica in the greenhouse, respectively. A susceptible tomato cv. Floradade was included in both trials as the susceptible
standard. Parameters used to select for resistance included reproduction factors (Rf), egg-laying female (ELF) indices and
number of eggs and second-stage juveniles (J2) per root system. Nematode data was collected 56 days after inoculation and
subjected to statistical analysis (ANOVA). The degree of resistance was assigned to each genotype according to Canto-Saenz’s
quantitative scheme. Tomato plants in both experiments had high root-knot nematode parameters, indicating the successful
execution of the experiments. Substantial variation existed among the sunflower cultivars in terms of their host status to the
two respective Meloidogyne spp. Cultivar Procol 101CL showed resistance to M. incognita since it had a mean Rf of 0.5, ELFindice value of 0.6 and 2 534 eggs and J2 per root system. None of the sunflower cultivars tested, however, exhibited resistance
to M. javanica. This is the first report of root-knot nematode- resistance in sunflower in South Africa. This sunflower cultivar can
be included in the sunflower breeding programme to breed for root-knot nematode resistance. Ultimately, it can already be
used by producers to reduce population levels of M. incognita where it poses problems and this way contribute towards
sustainable crop production.

P NEM 13
Efficacy of three species of entomopathogenic nematodes against the corn stem borer, Sesamia cretica Led. (Lep.: Noctuidae)
S. AghaAbbasi, A. Saeidizadeh, A. Askarianzadeh, H. Abbasipour, J. Karimi
Shahed University, Plant Protection, Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran
habbasipour@yahoo.com
The corn stem borer, Sesamia cretica Led. (Lepidoptera: Noctuidae), is a main pest of maize in Iran. Attacks by S. cretica are
usually high on early plantations of May, when the first generation of adults emerges after a period of larval hibernation. The
present study aimed to evaluate the efficacy of three species of entomopathogenic nematodes including Heterorhabditis
bacteriophora, Steinernema carpocapsae and S. feltiae as biological agents. During the study, the responses of larvae at 25±2°C
for three periods of 24, 48 and 72 h with different concentrations of 0, 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600, and 3200 third instar larvae
of nematode (infective stage=IJs) per milliliter into 10 cm Petri dishes containing filter paper soaked with 1 ml of nematodes
suspension was performed. Also the stem contains a number of pest larvae soaked in a 10 ml suspension and placed in plastic
containers. The results showed that highest mortality caused by theses nematodes was 100% both in stem and Petri dishes.
With increasing nematode population level and exposure time mortality of P. xylostella larvae was increased. Based on the
obtained results S. feltiae species caused the greatest mortality both in stem and Petri dishes condition and then S. carpocapsae
and H. bacteriophora had the highest effect. Among the tested three times of exposure, 72 hours has caused the highest
mortality in S. cretica larvae. In general it is recommended to apply these nematodes in suitable condition for controlling the
corn stem borer.
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Efficacy of entomopathogenic nematode, Heterorhabditis bacteriophora against the diamondback moth, Plutella xylostella
(L.) in laboratory condition
1
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The diamondback moth, Plutella xylostella (L.), is a global pest which has a large spread in tropical and subtropical and around
the world does damage to cabbage and other plants of Brassicasae family. This pest is able to attack their hosts in the
greenhouse and field. In vitro studies was carried out on the diamondback moth, Plutella xylostella larvae using an insect
entpmopathogenic nematode isolate, Heterorhabditis bacteriophora obtained from the Koppert company, Netherlands. Larvae
of P. xylostella were collected from cabbage farms around Mashhad city of Iran. During the study, the responses of larvae at 25
°C for three periods of 24, 48 and 72 h with different concentrations of 0, 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1600, and 3200 third instar
larvae of nematode (infective stage=IJs) per insect into 10 cm Petri dishes containing filter paper soaked with 1 ml of nematodes
suspension was performed. Maximum mortality caused by H. bacteriophora nematode was 60% at 24 h, 80% at 48 h and it was
100% at 72 hours. With increasing nematode population level and exposure time mortality of P. xylostella larvae was increased.
Based on probit analysis, LC50 values of H. bacteriophora nematode in three test periods were 1484.57, 544.97 and 242.67 IJs
per insect, respectively. Initial ANOVA was performed for H. bacteriophora nematode. The effect of both nematode population
levels (IJ) and exposure time (ET in hour) on third instar larvae of the diamondback moth, P. xylostella (df = 6; F <0.001) and (df =
2; F <0.001) was significant respectively. In general it is recommended to apply this nematode in suitable condition for
controlling diamondback moth.

P NEM 15
Potency of entomopathogenic nematodes on the tomato leaf miner Tuta absoluta (meyrick) (Lepidoptera - Gelechiidae)
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The tomato leaf miner Tuta absoluta (meyrick) is considered as causing the greatest loss of tomato plantations in Egypt since its
introduction in 2009. The potential of entomopathogenic nematodes in suppressing the insect developmental stages has been
evaluated under laboratory conditions. The tested native isolates were Heterorhabditis bacteriophora (Hb), Heterorhabditis
indica (Hi), Steinernema carpocapsae (Sc) and the imported isolate Heterorhabditis bacteriophora (Hb88). It appears that the
first larval instar is more susceptible to infection with all tested nematodes strains judged from the LC50 values. These values
were 57.17, 57.61, 62.57 and 72.49 IJs after treatment with H. bacteriophora (Hb), H. bacteriophora (Hb88) , H. indica (Hi) and S.
carpocapsae (Sc), compared to 58.9, 61.95, 114.7 and 76.95 IJs, after treatment of fourth larval instar with the same isolates,
respectively. The pupal stage was least susceptible. Valus of LC95 run in the same way. So these nematodes can be
recommended for use in IPM strategies and which may alternate the application of hazardous chemical insecticides.

P NEM 16
Effects of amino acid treatments on nematodes
R. Bluemel, D. Fischer, M. W. Grundler
University Bonn, Molecular Phytomedicine, Bonn, Germany
rbluemel@uni-bonn.de
Amino acids (aa) are naturally occurring substances that are important for all living organisms. The application of certain aa at
different concentrations affects various life stages of a broad spectrum of nematode species. However, the mechanistic details
for the observed effects remain elusive till now. To investigate this question, we analyzed the effects of methionine (Met), lysine
(Lys), threonine (Thr), isoleucine (Iso), 2-ketobutyric acid (Ket), homoserine (Hom) and tryptophan (Try) on the free-living
nematode Caenorhabditis elegans and the plant parasite Heterodera schachtii. The activity and development of C. elegans was
decreased by Try applications. No aa had an effect on the activity of H. schachtii. Interestingly, soaking J2 stage nematodes in aa
solutions for twenty-four hours, led to more female nematodes per plant for Lys, and less for Thr. The strongest effects were
observed when aa were supplemented to the nutrient-medium in a monoxenic culture of the host plant, Arabidopsis thaliana.
This approach reduced the number of female nematodes per plant for Iso, Met, Thr, and Ket. Additionally, slight negative effects
could be detected on the adult female sizes. Interestingly, these effective aa all belong to a group of metabolites that are
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derivatives of Hom. In this study we were able to separate the direct effects of aa applications to pre-infective juveniles, from
effects that may also involve the host plant.

P NEM 17
Potential of Crotalaria juncea as cover crop for nematode suppression under Central Europe conditions
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In Central Europe, cruciferous cover crops are grown for suppression of plant-parasitic nematodes prior to planting a main crop
for example sugar beet. However, repeated cropping of crucifer in rotations can increase incidence of some soil-borne diseases,
e.g., clubroot, and the availability of alternative cover crops is highly desirable. The tropical legume Crotalaria juncea acts as
non-host or resistant host to several plant-parasitic genera, produces nematotoxic secondary metabolites, and can enrich soils
with nitrogen. The potential for cultivating C. juncea under Central Europe climate conditions for nematode-suppressing
purposes was examined. Two cultivars of this plant were available for this study. In a first step under controlled conditions, the
host status of C. juncea to Globodera pallida, G. rostochiensis, Heterodera avenae, H. filipjevi, and H. schachtii was examined. In
a second step, two planting date studies were conducted plots: (I) in steamed soil in small plots, (II) in steamed soil inoculated
with H. schachtii after the soil heating in microplots. In each experiment, Rhizobium-inoculated seeds were planted at the
beginning of April, May, June, July and August. Plant measurements including height and nodulation were taken during the
season and at harvest in the second half of September. In the nematode-infested plots, nematode population densities were
determined at plant harvest and one month after incorporation of the plant material. Overall, C. juncea grew well after most
planting dates and was a non-host or poor host for the cyst nematodes tested. Infectivity of H. schachtii was low in the microplot
experiment. The combined benefits of nitrogen fixation with nematode suppression of this tropical legume appear a valuable
enrichment of intensive productions systems.

P NEM 18
Influence of aqueous ozone treatments on tomato-Meloidogyne incognita interaction
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Annually significant tomato yield losses are caused by climate changes and pests and diseases attacks. Root-knot nematodes
(Meloidogyne spp.) are the most damaging pests on the base of their wide distribution in tropic and sub-tropic climates and
their wide host range. They modify host root tissue using effector proteins to create feeding sites as their source of nutrition. To
develop alternative control strategies to nematode infections, we have considered aqueous ozone treatments (AOT) as a
possible tool. Although gaseous ozone is phytotoxic, previous studies demonstrated that ozone in aqueous phase is effective to
contain pests. The purposes of this study were to confirm the impact of AOT on tomato-M. incognita interaction and to analyse
its role in plant defence response.
Ozonated water was produced in situ by an ozone generator at 10 ppm and directly applied to tomato roots. Treatments were
performed daily (10 ml/pot) for 4 days as soil drench on 14 days old tomato plants maintained in a growth cabinet (25 ± 2 °C).
Nematode infection control by ozone treatments was set up by infecting untreated and treated plants with J2s of M. incognita.
A number of plants were used 2, 4 and 7 days after nematode infection for biochemical and molecular analysis. Other plants
were transferred in a glasshouse at 25 ± 2 °C and after 60 days they were uprooted and dry shoot and root fresh weights
recorded. Root gall index, eggs and J2s/g root, total nematode population density and reproduction rate were evaluated. AOT
significantly decreased severity of root gall index and soil nematode population in comparison to untreated plants.
Tomato sensitivity to AOT was verified as reactive oxygen species production (ROS) in both treated and untreated root galls and
compared with uninfected treated and untreated roots. A higher significant ROS production was observed in ozone treated
uninfected roots in comparison to treated and untreated infected roots. As antioxidant mechanisms play an important role in
the response of plant to the combination of abiotic and biotic stresses, the effect of AOT on the expression of different genes
involved in ROS scavenging, such as CAT, SOD and APX, was also evaluated. AOT by altering gene expression, ROS production
and inducing a non specific defense response can be considered a useful tool to contain nematode infection.
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The fungicide fluopyram exhibits nematicide activity toward Rotylenchulus reniformis
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Multi state trials observed cotton (Gossypium hirsutum L.) cultivar and nematicides as they influenced reniform nematode
(Rotylenchulus reniformis) population development and cotton yield. Stoneville 4946 B2RF (ST4946) is tolerant to reniform
nematode and Fiber Max 1944 GLB2 (FM1944) is highly susceptible and these cultivars were selected based on these yield
performances. Two standard nematicide treatments, Temik 15 G (aldicarb), applied as an in furrow granule at 4.4 kg/ha was
included as the historical standard, and Aeris (thiodicarb) applied as a seed treatment at 0.75 mg ai per seed was included at the
standard seed treatment nematicide. Velum Total (imidacloprid + fluopyram) was applied at planting as an in furrow spray (216
ml/ha) over the seed treatment Aeris (0.75 mg ai/seed). Gaucho + Fluopyram (0.375 mg ai/seed + 0.175 mg ai per seed)
comprised a new premium seed treatment nematicide option. Aeris (0.75mg ai per seed) followed by a foliar sprays of Vydate
CLV (205 ml/ha at the 2 - 8 leaf stage). Gaucho 600 (0.375 mg ai/seed) represented the non nematicide control and was included
to assess the nematode disease pressure in each field. Analysis of the data found no significant cultivar by nematicide
interactions indicating the nematicide treatment responses were similar on both cotton cultivars. Cotton plant stand was similar
across cultivars. The nematode tolerant variety ST 4946 vigor ratings were similar to the susceptible variety FM 1944.
Nematicides did affected vigor with the Velum Total in furrow spray over the Aeris seed treatment, and Aeris seed treatment
plus the foliar Vydate CLV spray, and the industry standard Temik 15 G supporting the most vigorous plants compared to the
Gaucho seed treatment. ST 4946 supported lower nematode population densities than FM 1944 at the 30 day after planting
sampling period. The Velum Total plus Aeris nematicide treatment reduced nematode densities (P< 0.05) 54% compared to
Gaucho seed treatment. Seed cotton yields were affected by cultivar and nematicide. ST 4946 produced 5% more seed cotton
than the susceptible variety FM1944. Velum Total plus Aeris produced similar yields to Temik 15G which was significantly more
cotton that the Gaucho seed treatment. The Velum Total plus Aeris increase was 10-40 % higher or an average of 275 kg/ha of
seed cotton averaged over all tests.

P NEM 21
A best way of chemical epigenetics to enrich secondary metabolites of Aspergillus niger y-61 with nematicidal activity
J. Qiu, T. Liu, W. Liu, D. Dong
Institute of Plant and Environment Protection, BAAFS, Beijing, China
qiujiyan@126.com
A fungal metabolites from strain of Aspergillus niger y-61 can be used to control the root knot nematode but no more value
compounds were obtained from metabolites indicated by bioassay. Many of bioinformatically discovered secondary metabolism
gene clusters are kept silent under standard laboratory conditions including fungi. The chemical epigenetics is a useful way to
activate the dormant of secondary metabolite biosynthetic pathways. In our earlier studies on the secondary metabolites of A.
niger y-61, oxalic and citric acids with the function of anti-nematode have been identified. To obtain new compounds from this
strain, the DNA methyltransferase inhibitor 5-azacytidine were used in medium with concentration of 50 μM and the result of
test showed the secondary metabolite products have changed a lot compared with control samples, the products from treated
by 5-azacytidine one including Tensyuic acid C, Pyrophen , Cyclo-L-Ala-L-Leu, Aspernigrin A and a new compound were found;
The secondary metabolite products from untreated control samples showed no one of them have above compounds appears.
All of the metabolites products have nematicidal activity against second Junile (J2) of Meloidogyne incongnita in vitro test. The
result confirmed that the use of chemical epigenetic modifies is an effective technique for screening and discovering new bioagents by promoting the expression of silent biosynthetic pathways to produce unique secondary metabolites from fungi.
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Nematicidal effect of composted organic wastes and fertilizer applications on potato-cyst nematodes
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The addition of organic material to soil can be an effective alternative to environmentally unsafe chemical treatments for the
control of plant parasitic nematodes. The effects of vermicompost and aqueous solutions of vermicompost (vermicompost tea)
alone or mixed with urea on the development and survival of two potato-cyst nematodes, Globodera rostochiensis (pathotype
Ro1) and G. pallida (pathotype Pa2) and on the growth parameters of the host potato plants were evaluated. Amendments to
the soil with these materials significantly decreased the number of cysts/100 g of soil, the number of eggs and juveniles/cyst and
the number of eggs and juveniles/g of soil of both species in comparison with the untreated controls. The suppressive effect was
significantly higher at the highest than the lowest treatment dose for all tested materials. G. rostochiensis was more sensitive
than G. pallida to all tested materials. The aqueous solutions of vermicompost alone or in combination with urea were more
effective than the solid vermicompost for controlling both species. Vermicompost and the vermicompost teas had positive
effects on plant fresh stem weight and stem height. The application of vermicompost tea substantially decreased the amount of
material needed compared to the solid vermicompost. These amendments are thus promising for the control of potato-cyst
nematodes in sustainable agricultural systems.
Acknowledgement: This study was supported by the VEGA scientific grant agency, grant No. 2/0079/13, the CNR/ASM
Agreement (2015-2016) and the PhD program of N. Poiras.
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Host-status and host-sensitivity of African ginger and African geranium to Meloidogyne incognita
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Sustainable development in the context of international restrictions of synthetic nematicides calls for urgent introspections on
uses of indigenous plants as alternative crops for management of highly destructive root-knot (Meloidogyne species)
nematodes. African ginger (Siphonochilus aethiopicus) and African geranium (Pelargonium sidoides) - indigenous to Southern
Africa, have attractive attributes to serve as alternative crops. However, the degree of nematode resistance in the two plant
species is not documented. Two separate tests were conducted to assess the degree of nematode resistance in the two plant
species. In each trial three-week-old seedlings were inoculated with 0, 35, 70, 175, 350, 875, 1750 and 4375 eggs and secondstage juveniles of M. incognita, arranged in a randomised complete block design, with 6 replications. Fifty-six days after
inoculation, the reproductive factors (RF) for M. incognita on S. aethiopicus were less than one, whereas, P. sidoides recorded RF
values above one at higher inoculum levels. Generally, when RF is less than one and nematode infection does not lead to plant
injury, the target plant is viewed as being resistant to the test nematode. Also, when the RF values above one occur and the
plant does not suffer any damage, the target plant is tolerant. In conclusion, S. aethiopicus and P. sidoides were resistant and
tolerant, respectively, to M. incognita. Therefore, S. aethiopicus is an ideal crop for use as an alternative crop in areas with high
M. incognita levels, whereas P. sidoides is not suitable for use in crop rotation systems since it will inherently enhance the buildup of nematode population densities for subsequent crops.

P NEM 24
Degree of nematode resistance in Moringa oleifera and Artemisia annua to Meloidogyne incognita
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Moringa oleifera and Artemisia annua are widely used as alternative crops in various tropical and subtropical regions,
particularly in developmental projects for ameliorating malnutrition and malaria, respectively. However, the root-knot
(Meloidogyne species) nematodes are detrimental in the successful implementation of crop-related developmental projects.
Increasing restrictions on synthetic nematicides have since dictated that in any crop-related developmental projects the
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potential uses of host resistance in nematode management be assessed prior to large scale production. Two trials were
established separately to determine the host-status and host-sensitivity of M. oleifera and A. annua to M. incognita. Eight
nematode levels were arranged in a randomised complete block design, with 6 replications. Fifty-six days after inoculation, the
reproductive factor (RF) values on both plants were below unity aat all levels of inoculation and there was no nematode effect
on plant growth and development. In plant nematology, when RF is less than unity and the host plant does not suffer any yield
loss in response to nematode infection, the test plant is viewed as being resistant to the test nematode. In conclusion, M.
oleifera and A. annua were resistant to M. incognita and could therefore serve as alternative crops for management of
population densities of Meloidogyne species in smallholder farming systems of South Africa.

P NEM 25
Characterization of nematode pests of Enset (Ensete ventricosum Welw. Cheesman) and their management
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Enset (Ensete ventricosum Welw. Cheesman) is an important starch staple crop, cultivated primarily in southern and south west
Ethiopia. Related to the banana family, enset is similarly infected by plant parasitic nematode. From previous survey studies
Pratylenchus goodeyi appears to be the dominant nematode pest, which is believed to contribute to reduced productivity of
enset. However, while surveys have demonstrated high P. goodeyi infection levels, there is relatively scant information on how
damaging the nematode is to enset production. There is also little information on the variability of the nematode pest in terms
of levels of pathogenicity on enset and if so, how this may relate to variability in climate and temperature zones under which
enset is grown. Our study is being undertaken to assess the possible damage of nematode pests, with emphasis on P. goodeyi,
and in relation to the presence of other diseases and how climate and agro ecology may affect this.
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Occurrence and geographical distribution of root lesion nematodes, Pratylenchus thornei and Pratylenchus neglectus,
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Root lesion nematodes (RLN), Pratylenchus thornei and P. neglectus are widespread among wheat fields with high population
density, particularly where cultivation is intensive and wheat is grown after wheat without crop rotation in Turkey. The
occurrence of root lesion nematodes (RLN) among major cereal growing areas in Eastern Mediterranean, Central Anatolian, and
Eastern Anatolian, Marmara and Ege region were mostly observed. P. thornei and P. neglectus were identified as the common
root lesion nematodes in these regions. The cereal cultivating areas in Eastern Mediterranean, Central Anatolian, and Eastern
Anatolian, Marmara-Ege region were infected by root lesion nematodes 83.5, 37.0, 33.0 and 73,23 %, respectively. Population
densities of P. thornei and P. neglectus were low during the cold snow period and it increases gradually until June/July, whereas
it rapidly decreases over the summer period in Central Anatolian. Root lesion nematodes are known to cause yield losses by 1932% in Turkey. Because of wide host range and lacking information on resistance, there are few chances to control these
nematodes by crop rotation and use of resistance cultivars. Nowadays, most of studies have been focused on screening of wheat
germplasm for resistance for Pratylenchus thornei and P. neglectus.
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Root-knot nematodes, Meloidogyne spp. from AL-Qassim Fields, Saudi Arabia
S. Al-Rehiayani
Qassim University, Plant Production and Protection, Buridah, Saudi Arabia
alreh@yahoo.com
Root-knot nematodes, Meloidogyne spp. are the most important group of plant parasitic nematodes that occur in Saudi Arabia.
A total of 11 populations of Meloidogyne spp. were collected from representative horticultural fields of Al-Qassim region of
Saudi Arabia and maintained at the Experimental Center of College of Agriculture and Veterinary Medicine, Qassim University.
Populations were collected from the root system and a single egg mass of each population were picked and reproduced by
inoculating pot-growing tomato. Meloidogyne species were characterized using perineal morphology. The result indicated the
presence of M. incognita (8), M. javanica (3). Meloidogyne incognita populations were tested for identifying races of the
nematodes using modified North Carolina Differential Host Test. Races 2 and 4 of M. incognita were identified. These findings
are essential for developing cropping system designed for Root-knot management in Al-Qassim Fields.
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Common bean (Phaseoulus vulgaris L) is important food crop with a rich source of nutrient contents; however they are highly
susceptible to root knot nematodes. Characterization the resistance reaction of common bean sources against root knot
nematodes is extremely important in terms of improving resistant cultivars. In this study, over 80 common bean genotypes were
screened against the root knot nematode to reveal the resistance response under the growth chamber conditions. The
evaluation was determined by using the root galling severity, the nematode egg mass production, roots and shoot weight.
Results indicated that 14% of common bean genotypes were found to be resistant (immune + resistant and moderately
resistant) and 60% of bean genotypes were shown to be susceptible (moderately susceptible + susceptible + highly susceptible)
reactions. Moreover, positive correlation was observed between the resistance and plant weight. This work provides important
information for plant breeders to enable the nematode resistant common bean materials for breeding studies.

P NEM 29
Long-introduced woody plants in insular botanical garden: the effect on the complex of plant-parasitic nematodes
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The effects of prolonged cultivation of introduced plants on soil nematode communities in general and on plant parasites in
particular have not been studied enough. Investigation of parasitic nematodes has the high practical significance for agriculture
and plant growing: they may represent quarantine objects, pests dangerous to crops, virus transmitters, etc. The aim of this
study was to explore the complex of plant-parasitic nematodes in the rhizosphere of introduced woody plants in botanical
gardens as compared with that in natural forest habitats. Surveys were carried out in the botanical garden on Valaam Island
(Lake Ladoga, Republic of Karelia, Russian Federation, 61°23'25" N, 30°57'17" E). Soil samples were collected from the
rhizosphere of 10 introduced tree species: Abies balsamea, Abies sibirica, Pinus sibirica, Larix sibirica, Acer platanoides, Fraxinus
excelsior, Ouercus robur, Tilia platyphyllos, Ulmus glabra, Malus domestica. Natural biocenoses (Picea abies and Pinus sylvestris
forests) were taken for reference. Nematode extraction from the soil, fixation and identification were performed according to
classical methods. The soil nematode fauna associated with introduced woody plants on Valaam Island was represented by 65
taxa; ten of them were obligate and five were facultative plant parasites. Nematode species rare for Karelia were found:
Cephalenchus leptus, Longidorus elongatus, Paratrichodorus pachydermus. Plant parasitic nematodes accounted for 8.0 to 48.5%
of the total fauna. The highest diversity and numeric dominance of this group in the nematode community were detected under
young Abies balsamea (7 taxa, 48.5%) and in the orchard with Malus domestica (7 taxa, 41.6%). Natural forests, on the contrary,
featured a prevalence of nematodes associated with plants, and a low contribution of plant parasites to the fauna (0.1-5.9 %). It
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was established that prolonged cultivation of plants introduced into botanical gardens affected soil nematode communities:
plant-parasitic nematodes became more diverse and abundant; their contribution to the community structure was obviously
increased as compared with natural forests. The study was co-funded by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, grant № 1504-07675.
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Dimethyl disulfide (DMDS), found in nature in several plants belonging to Alliaceae and Brassicaceae families, is able to control
soilborne pathogens, weeds and phytoparasitic nematodes. To verify its efficacy three field trials were carried out on carrot in
Abruzzo, Apulia and Lazio regions (Italy) (trials A, B and C, respectively) against the carrot cyst nematode Heterodera carotae.
The soil was subdivided in plots 50 x 4.8 m for shank application with machines. Each plot was subdivided in 5 sub-plots to
provide replications for each treatment. In trials A and B treatments were: i, ii and iii, DMDS as shank formulation (Accolade
99.1%) at the rates of 180, 280 and 380 L/ha. In the trial C treatments were DMDS at rates of 280 and 470 L/ha. In all trials 1,3 D
(Telone 97) at 140 L/ha was used as standard with untreated as controls. DMDS was applied three weeks before sowing in a wet
soil (70% of the water holding capacity, soil T &gt; 20 °C). Fumigated plots were covered with plastic films virtually impermeable
(VIF) for 2 weeks. One week later soil aeration, carrot seeds were sown in each plot. Soil samples were collected before and
after treatments and at the carrot harvest. Cysts were extracted by the Fenwick can and their number/100 g dried soil and
number of eggs and juveniles inside cysts determined. In the trial B, after fumigations, the extracted cysts from soil of all plots
were subjected to an hatching test to verify the vitality of the eggs inside the treated or untreated cysts. At the harvest the
weights of marketable and unmarketable carrots were recorded. After treatments and at the harvest no significant differences
were evident among treatments including the untreated controls in the number of cysts/100 g dried soil. However, from the
hatching tests resulted that the number of viable eggs in the untreated cysts was significantly higher (35%) than those in the
different treatments (0.01 - 0.36%). Marketable carrot yield in all treatments and trials was significantly higher than those in the
untreated controls. In the trials A and C no significant difference was evident among the DMDS tested rates also compared with
1.3 D, whereas in the trial B the significant highest marketable carrot yield was observed in the highest DMDS rate (380 L/ha).
Finally, from our data, DMDS can be considered a very effective fumigant to control carrot cyst nematode.
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The potato cyst nematode (PCN) Globodera pallida causes considerable yield losses to the main Italian and Dutch potato
growing areas. Dimethyl disulfide (DMDS), on the base of recent studies can control phytoparasitic nematodes, soilborne
pathogens and weeds. Two field trials were carried out to verify its efficacy on potato in Italy (Conversano, Bari province) and in
The Netherlands (Nieuwe Pekela, Groningen province) (trial IT and NL, respectively) against G. pallida. The soil was subdivided in
2
plots of 200 m for shank application with machines. Each plot was subdivided in 5 (IT) or 4 (NL) sub-plots to provide replications
for each treatment. In both trials DMDS treatments were: i, ii and iii, Accolade in shank formulation (DMDS, 99.1%) at the rates
of 180, 280 and 380 L/ha. Mocap (ethoprofos 10%) was used at 100 Kg/ha and Monam (metam sodium 510 g/L) at 300 L/ha, as
standard controls in Italy and The Netherlands, respectively. The lowest dose of DMDS in the trial NL was also applied mixing the
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soil by a spading machine and then pressing it with a roller. In both trials untreated soils were used as controls. DMDS was
applied three (IT) and five (NL) weeks before sowing. Fumigated treated plots were covered for two (IT) and four (NL) weeks
with plastic films virtually impermeable (VIF) with the exception of the metam-Na. One week later soil aeration, potato were
sown in each plot. Soil samples were collected before and after treatments and at the potato harvest. Cysts were extracted by
the Fenwick can and their number/100 g dried soil and number of eggs and juveniles inside cysts determined. At the harvest the
weights of potato tubers were recorded. No significant differences were evident among treatments including the untreated
controls in the number of cysts/100 g dried soil in the I trial. In NL trial all treatments significantly reduced the number of cysts in
comparison to the untreated control. Marketable potato yields (MPY) in all DMDS and Ethoprofos (IT) and metam-Na (NL)
treatments were significantly higher than in the untreated control. Among DMDS treatments at different rates in both trials no
significant differences were recorded. MPY in Ethoprofos treatment was significantly lower than those recorded in all DMDS
treatments. Concluding, DMDS treatments could be positively and favourably considered in PCN sustainable control.
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Root-knot nematode (Meloidogyne spp.) are one of the most important harmful agent in many economically important crops in
world. These nematodes pose a serious agricultural threat due to their large host range and because many plants lack natural
nematode resistance mechanism. In temperate climates of the world Meloidogyne incognita, M. javanica and M. arenaria,
whereas M. hapla, M. chitwoodi and M. fallax are seen as common in the cool climate. So far 8 root-knot nematode species,
Meloidogyne incognita, M. arenaria, M. chitwoodi, M. exigua, M. hapla, M. javanica, M. thamesi, M. ethiopica and M. artiellia,
were found in various agro-ecological regions in Turkey. Results of a survey connected with 79 Meloidogyne samples showed
that four root-knot nematode species, M. incognita, M. arenaria, M. javanica and M. chitwoodi were the most common in
Turkey in range of 28, 27, 35 and 10%, respectively. Several races of some above mentioned species had been identified in
various agro-ecological regions in different particularly vegetable and horticultural crops in Turkey. The studies indicated that M.
incognita race 1, race 2, race 4, race 5, race 6; M. arenaria race 2, race 3; M. javanica race 1, race 5 and M. chitwoodi race 1,
race 2, were found in Turkey. There are many tomato varieties having resistance gene (Mi), also grafted seedlings on the market.
Recently alternative control methods like soil solarization alone, solarization+low dose fumigant, solarization+biofumigation
applications are being recommended for greenhouses in Turkey.
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Nemarioc-AL phytonematicide consistently stimulated growth of tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) and suppressed population
densities of Meloidogyne species under diverse environments. However, information on its soil allelochemical residual (SAR)
effects on growth of successor crops and related population nematode densities is scant. A field trial was therefore conducted to
investigate the SAR effects of nemarioc-AL on growth of cowpea (Vigna unguiculata) as a successor crop and the related
population nematode densities. The SAR conditions were created in a 5 × 5 factorial tomato experiment, with the first and
second factors being concentrations and application intervals, respectively. The concentration × application interval contributed
21% to total treatment variation (TTV) in number of nodules, with permutations consistently reducing number of nodules. The
concentration factor contributed 12% and 8% to TTV in dry seed mass and number of nematodes, respectively, increasing (3983%) dry seed mass and decreasing (88-94%) nematode densities. The application interval contributed 7% to TTV in dry shoot
mass and number of nematodes each, increasing (39-69%) dry shoot mass and reducing (45-92%) nematode densities. In
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conclusion, appropriate permutations of concentration and application interval are necessary to allow for cowpea production as
a successor crop to a tomato crop after using nemarioc-AL phytonematicide.
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The Columbia root-knot nematode (Meloidogyne chitwoodi Golden et al.) is a quarantine organism in Turkey as well as Europe.
This nematode is of economic importance to several crops, especially in potatoes, that tuber quality is seriously decreased. M.
chitwoodi is identified in potato fields in Nigde, Nevşehir and İzmir, where almost half of total potato production in Turkey is
located. Unfortunately, there is no registered product to control this nematode in Turkey. In this study biological efficiency of
Fluoypyram product (Velum Prime 400SC) against M. chitwoodi had been assessed on potato tuber in naturally infested fields in
Niğde and İzmir. Fluopyram was sprayed onto soil just before planting of potatoes, using 60 ml+60 ml/da (divided dose, applied
at planting time and one month after) and 80, 100, 120 ml-cc/da doses (at planting). This experiment was performed in a
completely randomized design with four replications. Tuber evaluation was done at harvest time and two months after harvest,
using a 0-6 scale to describe tuber quality. The result clearly showed that the efficacy of Fluopyram against root knot nematode
damage on tubers was 78.35, 75.25, 82.02 and 93.06 % in Nigde, 83.65, 69.46, 76.21, 89.19 % in İzmir respectively (P < 0.05).
The findings of these experiments show, that using Fluopyram is a practical and effective way to control the M. chitwoodi.
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Introduction: Ethiopia developed to one of the top producers of roses worldwide. However, this booming business is facing
severe threats such as caused by the root-knot nematode Meloidogyne hapla. Ensuring high quality rose production in the
future requires management strategies for M. hapla. One such strategy is seen in resistant and/or tolerant rose rootstocks.
Objectives: To study the population dynamics and damage threshold levels of M. hapla on common rose rootstock species.
Materials and methods: In greenhouse experiments, the relationship between initial population densities (Pi) of M. hapla on
growth of three rose rootstocks (Rosa corymbifera 'Laxa', R. multiflora and R. canina 'Inermis') and nematode population
development was studied. Each plant species was inoculated with ranges of nematode densities of 0, 0.062, 0.125, 0.25, 0.50, 1,
-1
2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128 second-stage juveniles (J2) g soil and were allowed to grow for 80 days. At evaluation, plant growth
and nematode parameters were recorded. Population dynamics of M. hapla were calculated based on the Seinhorst population
model (Pf= (M * Pi)/ Pi + M/a) and damage threshold levels were calculated using the Seinhorst yield model (y= Ymax*(m+ (1m)*0.95^ (Pi-T/Pi))).
-1
Results: Tolerance limits (T) for M. hapla were 0.04, 0.09 and 0.01 J2 g soil and minimum yields (m) were 0.65, 0.471 and 0.427
for R. corymbifera, R. multiflora and R. canina, respectively. The reproductive factor (Pf/Pi) was higher at low initial nematode
population densities for all rootstocks and then decreased to below maintenance level with increasing initial population density.
Root gall severity consistently increased with initial nematode population density. Further, number of root-galling against final
nematode population per gram root fresh weight showed a strong positive relationship. Rosa multiflora supported the
-1
population of M. hapla to a maximum population density of (M) 27.53 J2 g soil with an estimated average multiplication rate
-1
(a) of 24.39. For R. corymbifera and R. canina the maximum population densities were 6.08 and 4.78 J2 g soil and the
multiplication rates 4.34 and 3.62, respectively.
Conclusions: It was demonstrated that all three rootstocks are sensitive to even low initial nematode densities and are excellent
host for M. hapla.
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Identification and Incidence of Plant Parasitic Nematodes at Vegetable Production Areas in Lakes Region of Turkey
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Lakes region having a number of lakes is located in the high plateau of the western Taurus Mountains of West Mediterranean
region. This region is very important for vegetable production areas as significant portion of total vegetable needs of Turkey on
the summer and early fall season. Plant parasitic nematodes and soilborne pathogens have a limiting effect on the vegetable
production. Also, there was limited knowledge about plant parasitic nematodes in this region.
The aim of this study was to determine identification and incidence of plant parasitic nematodes in the Lakes region. A hundred
sixty soil and root samples were collected from intensive vegetable growing areas in September and October, 2014. Free living
and migratory nematodes were extracted from soil by using modified Baermann Funnel tecnique and sedantary endoparasitic
root-knot nematodes were obtained from roots under stereo binocular microscope by using a small needle and forceps. Free
living and migratory nematodes were made preparation according to Seinhorst (1959) procedure and identified by
morphological characters. For root-knot nematodes, perineal pattern model was prepared into a drop glycerine and processed
as described by Hartman and Sasser (1985).
Meloidogyne spp., Pratylenchus spp., Geocenamus spp., Paratylenchus spp., Helicotylenchus spp. and Tylenchus spp. were
common plant parasitic nematodes in vegetable growing areas of Lakes region and their frequencies were detected 51.8 %, 31.2
%, 38.7 %, 8.1 %, 16.8 % and 21.3 %, respectively. Root-knot nematodes were the most important genus and caused significant
crop losses in the region annually. Dissemination ratios of root-knot nematodes were 39.1 %, 26.5 %, 23.4 and 3.2 % for
Meloidogyne hapla, M. incognita, M. javanica and M. arenaria, respectively. The other 7.8 percent of root-knot nematodes were
not identified according to perineal pattern model. Additionally, Pratylenchus penetrans formed high population densities in
several locations having sandy loam soil and caused serious crop damage with soil borne fungal and bacterial pathogens.
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Introduction: Roses are grown in more than 80% of the existing cut-flower producing farms in Ethiopia, and are increasingly
facing serious nematode problems. During a survey in 2011 and 2012, Meloidogyne hapla, considered mainly a temperate
species, was detected in several greenhouses in Ethiopia parasitizing rose plants.
Objectives: To characterize the M. hapla populations from Ethiopia using morphological and molecular parameters and compare
them with populations from outside Ethiopia.
Materials and methods: Soil samples were collected from 12 randomly selected farms distributed in six districts around Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia. Pure isolates of 125 Meloidogyne spp. from six farms were established from single egg masses on tomato cv.
Moneymaker. Morphological characters based on light and scanning electron microscope images together with morphometric
measurements of females, males and second-stage juveniles (J2) were compared with populations of M. hapla from different
countries. In addition, molecular characterization was performed based on the 28S D2-D3 expansion segments within the
ribosomal DNA and the region located between cytochrome oxidase unit II and the 16S rRNA gene of the mitochondria (mtDNA).
Results: Based on molecular and morphological data, eighty-two of the isolates were identified as M. hapla. Morphological
characters of females, males and J2 were in line with descriptions of other M. hapla populations with few exceptions. The
female perennial pattern of the Ethiopian populations fitted the original description but was smaller than that of the population
described by Jepson. J2 body size was larger compared to previous descriptions from Hawaii and East Africa and the a ratio value
was much greater than for the East African population but similar to the Hawaiian population. Phylogenetic relationships of the
Ethiopian M. hapla population with other related Meloidogyne species on the bases of both mtDNA and D2-D3 expansion
segment sequence analysis revealed highly supported clades containing the Ethiopian isolates as well as other published isolates
from different countries.
Conclusions: The Ethiopian populations of M. hapla shared common morphological and molecular characteristics with
populations from outside Ethiopia.
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Novel galling patterns of Meloidogyne Incognita on selected Maize Genotypes
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Root-knot nematodes are associated with galls which are indices of root damage and host suitability. Meloidogyne incognita is a
threat and serious challenge in crop production. This research work investigated galling patterns in maize. In this study, maize
seedlings were inoculated with M. incognita one week after germination at a density of 5,000 eggs and second stage juveniles
per plant in a sterilized top soil volume of 5,000ml per pot. Six elite maize genotypes were used: Oba Super 1, 8535-23, 9134-14,
Sint Marzoca Larga, Oba Super 2 and Western Yellow. The treatments were replicated four times. Plants were observed daily
and watering of plants was carried out as needed. The experimental set-up in the screenhouse was terminated twelve weeks
after planting. Roots were washed with tap water and damp dried with paper towel. Galling index was rated on a scale of 1 to 5,
reproductive factor (Rf) was calculated by dividing final nematode density with initial nematode density and galling patterns
were determined under the compound optical microscope. The mean galling index ranged from 1.2 to 2.5. Rf ranged from 0.04
to 0.62. The following galling patterns, some of which were novel, were observed: sub-terminal globose gall, tentacle-like
terminal galls, coiled gall, club-like gall, bead-like galls, massive galls, tumour-like galls, sub-terminal trio-globose galls, broad
terminal curved galls, sparingly galled roots, elbow-like gall, ruminant (Goat) heel-like galls, hyper galls (galling of the galls),
single sided degenerative massive galls, terminal spear-like galls, terminal degenerative galls, clustered galls and curved club-like
spotted gall (compound eye) gall. The galling patterns were as a result of the maize genotypes reactions to M. incognita
infection.
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The fungus Dactylella oviparasitica (syn. Brachyphoris oviparasitica) is a hyperparasite of the sugar beet cyst nematode
Heterodera schachtii. It was discovered as the primary biological entity responsible for a long-term (>35 years) population
suppression of H. schachtii in field 9E at the University of California Riverside’s Agricultural Operations. The objective of this
project was to compare the virulence of three genetically different strains of D. oviparasitica (DO50, ARF, DOSt) for their
potential as biocontrol agents against H. schachtii. Fungal cultures grown on water agar were tested for their ability to inhibit
egg development and maturation in white females of H. schachtii reared on cabbage in greenhouse cultures. White females
were washed from roots 3 or 5 weeks after inoculation with J2 and surface sterilized in 0.6% hypochlorite for 5 minutes. After 5
days incubation on the fungal plates, females were removed onto water agar plates and crushed to release and enumerate eggs.
DO50 was significantly more virulent than either ARF or DOSt. No viable eggs were present after incubation of 3-week-old
females on a water agar culture of DO50, while DOSt and ARF reduced the number of eggs by 60% compared to females
incubated on water agar plates without fungi. The susceptibility of eggs within females to fungal parasitism declined as the
females matured. Neither ARF nor DOSt significantly reduced the number of eggs in 5 week old H. schachtii females while DO50
reduced the number of eggs by 60%. These results confirm our earlier findings that biological control of H. schachtii by D.
oviparasitica is primarily targeted to developing females and eggs. Moreover, the findings indicate that efficacy of parasitism
differs considerably among strains of the fungus.
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Soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merr.) is an oilseed crop that is increasingly expanding in terms of its production in South Africa.
Various plant-parasitic nematode species parasitise local soybean crops, with Meloidogyne incognita and M. javanica being
listed as the predominant nematode pests that parasitise crops that are included in soybean-based cropping systems.
Information on nematode-soybean associations exists locally for conventional soybean crops but not for their Roundup Ready
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peers, which constitute more than 65% of modern plantings. Nematode surveys were thus conducted during 2012 and 2013
during which soil and root samples were obtained at 11 localities where conventional and Roundup Ready soybean crops were
grown in close proximity. Grass in natural areas adjacent to soybean fields was sampled concurrently to assess the status of both
plant-parasitic and non-parasitic nematode assemblages in such ecosystems. Results indicated that Meloidogyne incognita and
M. javanica was generally the predominant nematode pests associated with both conventional and Roundup Ready soybean
roots. Population levels of these root-knot nematode pests ranged from ca. 23 000/50g roots of Roundup Ready to ca.175
000/50g roots of conventional soybean cultivars. Interestingly, natural grass hosted up to ca. 1 800 Meloidogyne spp. eggs
J2/50g roots. Other plant-parasitic nematodes that were recorded from root and soil samples from soybean fields and natural
vegetation were Pratylenchus spp Helicotylenchus spp., Rotylenchus spp., Scutellonema spp., Criconemoides spp., Criconema
spp., Tylenchorynchus spp and Neotylenchidae. In terms of non-parasitic nematodes a variety of fungivores, bacterivores,
omnivores and predators were recorded in the soil samples from soybean as well as natural veld sites. Bacterivores generally
dominated in terms of their population levels and diversity. Results of this study suggested that there is in essence no difference
in nematode assemblages present in soils where conventional and Roundup Ready soybean crops are cultivated in South African
production areas.
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Introduction: The northern root knot nematode, Meloidogyne hapla Chitwood, causes severe damage to carrots, tomatoes and
many other crops. In Canada, some fumigants have been withdrawn from the market, and new regulations will restrict the use
of fumigants. Vegetable growers will benefit from effective, non-fumigant methods for nematode management.
Objectives: To identify products that provide effective control of root knot nematode and reduce nematode damage on carrots
and tomatoes.
Materials and methods: Growth room trials were conducted with carrots and tomatoes grown in muck soil (pH~6.8, organic
matter 70-80%%) inoculated with M. hapla eggs. The treatments were: metam sodium 210 L a.i./ha, capsaicin plus oleoresin of
capsicum (C+OC) 59 L a.i./ha, oriental mustard seed meal 840 kg a.i./ha, abamectin 2 L a.i./ha, and fluensulfone 4 kg a.i./ha.
Dazomet 392 kg/ha, was applied in some trials. Inoculated and non-inoculated checks were included. Products were applied to
soil in bins, sealed for 3 weeks, then opened prior to seeding. Damage to roots was assessed 3 months after seeding. Marketable
yield for carrots and top growth of tomatoes was also recorded. Field trials were conducted with products applied using label
rates, methods and time prior to seeding. These were compared to chloropicrin shank-injected below the carrot seed at seeding.
All of the products, plus some combinations were assessed in one trial. In a second trial, chloropicrin was compared to C+OC and
an untreated check.
Results: In the field, all products reduced nematode damage. Standard fumigants chloropicrin and metham sodium, and the
non-fumigant nematicide flufensulfone increased plant growth and marketable yield of carrots. Results in growth room trials
were similar; metham sodium, abamectin, dazomet and flufensulfone reduced nematode damage compared to the untreated,
inoculated check.
Conclusions: Standard fumigants effectively protect vegetable crops from nematode damage. New product, flufensulfone,
reduced nematode damage, as did abamectin and dazomet.
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The global distribution of cereal cyst nematode (CCNs) is considered a major economic restriction to rainfed wheat production
systems, especially where monoculture system exist. The genus Heterodera includes 12 species that adversely affect the roots of
cereals and grasses. The CCN species were identified using using both sequence analysis of the Internal Transcribed Spacer
region of the ribosomal DNA (ITS-rDNA) phylogenetic analysis using ITS-rDNA sequences, and classical methods in Turkey. The
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populations of CCNs can be differentiated by differences in hatching cycles (ecotypes) and in virulence to the hosts (pathotypes).
CCNs have a complex of 12 species and 11 intraspecific pathotypes that invade roots of cereals and grasses. CCN Virulence
groups (pathotypes) are differentiated by testing unknown populations against a matrix of cereals in “The International Cereal
Test Assortment for Defining Cereal Cyst Nematode Pathotypes”. Three main CCN species which are attacking cereal crops and
considered economically important: Heterodera avenae (Wollenweber) and Heterodera filipjevi (Madzhidov) Shelter and H.
latipons (Franklin) and have been reported from wheat-growing areas of different parts of Turkey. Moreover, the pathotype of
H. avenae and H. filipjevi were studied. To determine the pathotype of H. avenae, Karlik (Adana-Sarıcam), Imece (Hatay-Kırıkhan)
and Besaslan (Hatay-Reyhanlı) populations were used whereas Afsin (Merkez), Elbistan (Büyük Yapalak) and Yozgat (Çiçek Dağı)
populations were used to determine the pathotype of H. filipjevi in the Eastern Mediterranean and Central Anatolian Regions of
Turkey. According to the results, all populations for each species demonstrated similar reactions and the H. avenae populations
were consistent with reactions for the Ha21 pathotype of the Ha1 group, whereas H. filipjevi populations were determined as Ha
33 pathotype. However, comprehensive studies should be conducted with more populations to check H. avenae and H. filipjevi
pathogenic and biochemical characteristics. East Anatolian nematod project (Tubitak, 112O565) will be identified rest of
population of CCN species in Turkey.
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This study was conducted to determine the toxicity of 10 essential oils (Artemisia absinthium, Citrus bergamia, Eucalyptus
citriodora, Hypericum perforatum, Lavandula officinalis, Mentha arvensis, Ocimum basilicum, Piper nigrum, Thymus serpyllum,
Zingiber officinale) against second stage juveniles of the root-knot nematode Meloidogyne incognita under laboratory
conditions. The aqueous solutions of these essential oils have been applied to the second stage juveniles in three different
concentrations (1, 3 and 5%), at four different application times (12, 24, 48 and 72 hours). The interactions between the
variables have been examined both at each time point with one way ANOVA and over time with repeated measures ANOVA.
According to the results of the one way ANOVA, A. absinthium, L. officinalis, P. nigrum, C. bergamia and M. arvensis have the
most toxic effect in all concentrations and times. The repeated measures ANOVA showed that the interactions of essential oiltime and essential oil-concentration were statistically significant, and it is concluded that L. officinalis, A. absinthium, P. nigrum,
C. bergamia and M. arvensis have the most toxic effect in all concentrations and times, respectively.
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#Determining the efficacies of some plant essential oils on root knot Nematode Meloidogyne incognita (Kofoid & White,
1919) (Nemata: Meloidogynidae)
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In the first part of this study, the toxic effects of 10 essential oils (Artemisia absinthium, Citrus bergamia, Eucalyptus citriodora,
Hypericum perforatum, Lavandula officinalis, Mentha arvensis, Ocimum basilicum, Piper nigrum, Thymus serpyllum, Zingiber
officinale) have been tested under the laboratory conditions in three different application doses (1%, 3% ve 5%) and at four
different application intervals (12, 24, 48 and 72 hours) against the second stage juveniles of the root-knot nematode
Meloidogyne incognita (Kofoid & White, 1919). In the second part of the study, the effects of above mentioned essential oils
against the rate of root-knot in the plant roots, the number of M. incognita egg masses around the root and the length of the
tomato plants, which were infected with the root-knot nematode larvae and grown in pots in a climate chamber, have been
examined. As a result of the laboratory trials, A. absinthium has the most toxic effect in its 5% application dose at the 72nd hour
with a 96.92±0.68 mortality rate. It is also observed that the essential oils L. officinalis, P. nigrum ve C. bergamia have quite
similar effects with A. absinthium. These essential oils were followed by E. citriodora, M. arvensis ve T. serpyllum with a
mortality rate over 70%. As a result of the pot trials, it was also examined that the same essential oils have been the most
efficient ones according to the all observed features.
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Effects of some indigenous plant extracts on mortality of root lesion nematode
(Pratylenchus thornei Sher & Allen) in vitro
1
2
3
Į Kepenekci , H. Toktay , D. Saglam
1
Gaziosmanpasa University, Plant Protection Department, Tokat, Turkey
2
Nigde University, Faculty of Agricultural Sciences and Technologies, Nigde, Turkey
3
University of Ahi Evran, Plant Protection Department, Kırşehir, Turkey
Root lesion nematodes of genus Pratylenchus (RLN) feed and reproduce in the root cortex of many plant species. They migrate
through root tissue cause extensive root damage, and result severe reductions in growth and yield in crops. Root-lesion
nematode Pratylenchus thornei Sher & Allen, a polyphagous, migratory endoparasitic nematode, is an important pathogen of
cereals, vegetable and ornamental plants in Europe, Africa, North America, Asia, the Middle East and Australia. Our objective
was to determine the virulence of plant extract against RLN (major wheat root-lesion nematode, P. thornei) under in vitro
condition. RLN was produced on carrot culture using pure culture from Biological Control Research Station in Adana (Turkey). In
vitro tests were evaluated the effects of plant extracts from three different indigenous plants: henbane, Hyoscyamus niger (Hn);
bead-tree, Melia azedarah (Ma) and common cocklebur, Xanthium strumarium (Xs) on P. thornei. The nematode juveniles
exposed 12, 24, 48, 72 and 96 hours in three concentration of plant extracts. Effect of plant extract on P. thornei mortality;
-1
suspensions of P. thornei (100 nematodes ml ) in distilled water. One ml of nematodes suspensions and 0.5, 1 or 1,5 ml of
extract in 4 ml distilled water were transferred in sterilized Petri dishes in five replicates while, distilled water served as a check
and all dishes were kept at 28±2 °C. P. thornei were considered dead if they did not move when probed with a fine needle. The
plant extracts of Hn, Ma and Xs exhibited highly promising mortality 100% after 72 hours exposure. All plant extracts were found
to be effective in reducing P. thornei.
Acknowledgments: We thank to Plant Protection Central Research Institute, Ankara, Turkey which supplied the plant extracts.
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Effects of some indigenous plant extracts of root-knot nematode (Meloidogyne incognita in tomato natural grown
greenhouse conditions
1
2
Į Kepenekci , D. Saglam
1
Gaziosmanpasa University, Plant Protection Department, Tokat, Turkey
2
University of Ahi Evran, Plant Protection Department, Kırşehir, Turkey
Plant parasitic nematodes such as root-knot nematodes (RKNs) are major threat to vegetables, fruits and ornamental plants
which caused loss of production by causing knots in the roots. Control of root-knot nematode like Meloidogyne incognita is not
easy in field and greenhouse conditions. Using commercial pesticides are negative side effect to environment and human health.
Researches focus on alternative control methods. One of the best alternative methods of nematode control is to use plant
extracts. The aim of this study was to determine four different indigenous plant extracts of Juglans regia (Jr), Rhododendron
sp.(R), Hypericum perforatum (Hp) and Helichrysum arenarium (Ha) were evaluated for effect on M. incognita in greenhouse
(Greenhouse soil was heavily infected by RKNs. RKNs are big problem in vegetable growing area in Mediterranean zone) from
July 2014 to January 2015 in Fethiye, Muğla, Turkey. Ilgin F1-Tomatoes (Lycopersicon lycopersicum) variety was used for the
th
th
experiment. Plant extracts were applied 4 times (early planting, with planting, 15 day after planting, 30 day after planting). Ql
Agri 35 SL(BASF) and Vydate L (DUPONT) nematicide were used as a positive control. Negative control was only applied water by
-1
drip irrigation. The experiment contained 3 dose (2.5, 3.75 and 5 L da ) and four replicates for each treatment and arranged in a
randomized block design. At the end of growing season the efficiency of the applications were determined according to the gall
index of the root based on 0-10 Zeck scale and yield of tomatoes were observed. The results showed that Jr and Hp were found
more effective than the other plant extracts. All doses of Jr aqueous extracts could significantly reduce the nematode infection,
the number of galls in root and showed promising nematicidal activity on root-knot nematode.
Acknowledgments: We thank to Plant Protection Central Research Institute, Ankara, Turkey which supplied the plant extracts.
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Effects of some indigenous plant extracts on the inhibition of root-knot nematode (Meloidogyne javanica) eggs hatching and
the survival of juveniles on tomatoes in greenhouse pot experiments
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3
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Į Kepenekci , D. Erdogus , D. Saglam , A. Tulek
1
Gaziosmanpasa University, Plant Protection Department, Tokat, Turkey
2
Plant Protection Central Research Institute, Department of Entomology, Ankara, Turkey
3
University of Ahi Evran, Plant Protection Department, Kırşehir, Turkey
4
Thrace Agricultural Research Institute, Edirne, Turkey
One of the major pests of the vegetables is root knot nematodes (Meloidogyne spp.) (RKNs) which cause loss of production due
to galling and reduction root development and shoot growth. Herein, the effects of plant extracts from five different plants:
pepper (Capsicum frutescens) (Cf), henbane (Hyoscyamus niger) (Hn) (Solanaceae), bead-tree (Melia azedarah) (Ma)
(Meliaceae), Common Cocklebur (Xanthium strumariumL.) (Xs) and yarrow (Achillea wilhelmsii) (Aw) (Asteraceae) were
evaluated on eggs and juvenile of RKN [Meloidogyne javanica (Treub) Chitwood]. Experiments were carried out on greenhouse
conditions from March to May 2013. The experiments contained five replicates (pots) for each treatment. Suspensions of
concentrations of 3, 6 and 12% were prepared. According to treatment, M. javanica 3000 eggs (egg hatching test) and 1000 J2s
(mortality test) were applied to the root of tomatoes. Both experiments were tested 9 weeks. Each experiment was arranged in
a randomized block design. All of the plant extracts showed different level of anti-nematode activity. The results were indicated
by 12% concentration of Hn and Xs plant extracts were found more efficient than the same concentration of Ma, Cf and Aw
extracts against the egg hatching. J2 penetration and number of the galls were significantly reduced when applied % 12
concentiration of Ma and Xs extracts. Results indicated that Hn, Xs and Ma have potential to be used biopesticide in the control
of M.javanica.
Acknowledgments: We thank to Plant Protection Central Research Institute, Ankara, Turkey which supplied the plant extracts.
This study was supported by the Scientific and Technical Research Council of Turkey (TÜBITAK 111O784).
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Nematode assemblages as bio-indicators of soil quality in conservation and conventional agricultural regimes in South Africa
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driekie.fourie@nwu.ac.za
Conservation agriculture (CA) relies on interventions that promote soil quality by increasing population and/or diversity levels of
beneficial organisms, while still aiming to optimise crop production. The trend is increasing in South Africa but of importance is
how CA impact on parasitic and beneficial nematode assemblages and how soil quality could be defined in terms of the ratio
between nematode trophic groups. The objective of the study was to monitor nematode assemblages over time in CA
conventional crop production systems by determining whether and how such organisms can be used as indicators of soil health.
Two rain-fed trial sites, one in the North-West and the other in the Free State provinces, were monitored where distinctly
different maize production conditions are practised. Conventional tillage and CA practices with different maize-based crop
rotations (monoculture maize, maize-sunflower, maize-cowpea, maize-babala-sunflower and maize-babala-cowpea) were
compared in terms of various physical and biotic parameters. For nematode analyses, soil was annually sampled from all plots in
both trials before planting, while soil and root samples were also obtained at (60 and 100 days) post-plant. Beneficial nematodes
are identified to trophic and plant-parasitic ones to species level. Results indicated that Meloidogyne, Pratylenchus,
Rotylenchulus spp. and Hoplolaimidae generally were the predominant nematode pests that parasitize crops in both crop
systems. High population levels of these genera were particularly present in monoculture maize and maize-babalasunflower/cowpea rotations. An interesting trend emanating from this research is the presence of high RotylenchuIus sp.
population levels in root and soil samples from particularly CA plots at one of the sites. This is the first record of this
phenomenon and warrants further investigation. In terms of beneficial nematodes, Rhabditidae and particularly Cephalobidae,
generally dominated in terms of their numbers and diversity in the majority of soil samples. Fungivore populations followed,
with Aphelenchus and Aphelenchoides being predominant. Predators were present in low numbers and diversity. Also, strong
associations for crops and cultivation practices existed with regard to nematode population levels and diversity. For example, at
the one site maize and babala maintained higher Rotylenhulus spp. and Hoplolaimidae numbers, whereas at the same crops
maintained higher Meloidogyne, Pratylenchus and Tylenchorhynchus spp. numbers at the other site.
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The influence of minimum tillage, subsidiary crops, and compost amendments on plant-parasitic nematodes in organic
agriculture
1
2
1
J. H. Schmidt , J. Hallmann , M. R. Finckh
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Kassel University, Department of Ecological Plant Protection, Witzenhausen, Germany
2
Julius Kühn-Institut, Federal Research Centre of Cultivated Plants, Institute for Epidemiology and Pathogen Diagnostics, Münster,
Germany
johannes.hallmann@jki.bund.de
Introduction: Plant-parasitic nematodes are a major constraint to organically grown crops. Factors such as long term crop
rotations and at high weed pressure seem to particular support nematode taxa with a broad host spectrum such as Pratylenchus
spp. and Meloidogyne hapla. With minimum tillage increasingly applied in organic farming, the question raises, if those
conditions will foster plant-parasitic nematodes.
Objectives: To study the effect of minimum tillage, cover crops, living mulches and compost applications on the population
dynamics of plant-parasitic nematodes.
Materials and methods: Two-year field experiments were conducted to monitor the population dynamics of plant-parasitic
nematode genera throughout a crop rotation of winter wheat and potatoes. The winter wheat was either undersown with
clover living mulches or followed by winter cover crops (oilseed radish/ lopsided (black) oat mixture or summer vetch). Compost
was applied prior to sowing winter wheat at 5 t DM/ha and prior to planting potatoes at 10 t DM/ha. Soil samples for nematode
assessments were taken in Month (M) 1 prior to breaking down the clover grass pre-crop, after wheat (M11), prior to breaking
down cover crops and living mulches (M18), and after potato (M24).
Results: Initial plant-parasitic nematode numbers decreased over the two year period from 1416 nematodes per 100 ml soil to
527 nematodes per 100 ml soil. Population densities of plant-parasitic nematodes were slightly higher under minimum tillage
compared with ploughing, whereas compost as well as cover crops and living mulches did not have a major effect on nematode
densities. In contrast, there was an effect of the main crop on nematode population dynamics. Helicotylenchus spp. and
Pratylenchus spp. increased under winter wheat while Tylenchorhynchus dubius and Paratylenchus projectus decreased slightly.
Quite interestingly, all plant-parasitic nematode genera decreased under potatoes although potatoes are a host for most of the
nematode taxa found in the soil.
Conclusions: Although plant-parasitic nematode numbers decreased over the experimental period, minimum tillage seemed to
support slightly higher numbers compared with ploughing.
Acknowledgement: The study was supported by the EU 7th Framework programme project OSCAR (289277) (www.oscarcovercrops.eu).
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Biofumigation using mustard for nematode disease control - Canadian contributions
Q. Yu
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Eastern Cereal and Oilseed Research Center, Ottawa, Canada
qing.yu@agr.gc.ca
Biofumigation sensu stricto refers to the suppression of pests, weeds, pathogens and nematodes by volatile biocidal compounds
mainly isothiocyanates released from Brassicaceous plants when glucosinolates in their tissues are hydrolysed. Biofumagation
for soil borne diseases, and pest control, results have not been consistent. In Canada, recent research using Canadian oriental
mustard (Brassica juncea L.) has shown great potential for nematode control. Allyl isothiocynate (AITC) is the most toxic
isothiocynates on several nematode pests such as root-lesion nematodes (Pratylenchus spp.), cyst nematodes (Heterodera spp.)
and root-knot nematodes (Meloidogyne spp.), and the toxicities are species selective. Canadian variety Forge has the highest
concentration of AITC, reaching up to 1% in it seeds. Different materials such as bran, seed meal and defatted seed meal have
significant different concentrations of AITC, therefore were shown different nematicidal activities. Physical properties such as
particle size; and environmental factors such as amount of water applied after application of materials also had effect on the
efficacy.
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A survey of nematode-parasitic fungi for biocontrol of the cereal cyst nematode Heterodera filipjevi
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2
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3
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samad.ashrafi@jki.bund.de
Parasitism caused by cereal cyst nematodes (CCNs) is a major limiting biotic factor in cereal cropping systems. CCNs are
classified in the Heterodera avenae group among which H. avenae, H. filipjevi and H. latipons have been reported to cause
economically significant yield losses. Integrated management strategies including biological control are necessary for achieving
long term effective control of this group of plant parasitic nematodes.
In field trials on the experimental fields of CIMMYT at Yozgat, Turkey, a sharp decline of the final population of H. filipjevi has
been demonstrated. This suggested the presence of soil suppressiveness against H. filipjevi hypothetically caused by nematodeantagonistic fungi or bacteria. Therefore, the present study was conducted to: i) isolate and identify naturally occurring fungi
associated with H. filipjevi; ii) evaluate the antagonistic effects of the fungal isolates against H. filipjevi.
In the first screening, 121 fungal isolates were obtained from H. filipjevi cysts or wheat root samples. A green house screening
was then carried out to evaluate the biocontrol potential of the obtained fungal isolates against H. filipjevi. All fungal isolates
were identified using light microscopy and molecular phylogenetic analyses. The ten isolates showing the strongest biocontrol
potential reduced the final nematode populations by up to 50%. These isolates belong to the following species: Pochonia
chlamydosporia, Paecilomyces fumosoroseus, Acremonium persicinum, Gliomastix murorum and Fusarium acuminatum. The first
three species belong to the Clavicipitaceae, which comprise the ergot fungi and many invertebrate pathogens.
In further screenings molecular characterisation of nearly 50 additional fungal isolates of field-collected cyst samples indicated a
variety of fungal species belonging to the genera of Embellisia, Ophiosphaerella, Pleospora, Ilyonectria, Periconia, Arthrobotrys,
Lecanicillium and also a potentially new fungal species belonging to the family of Bionectriaceae. The presence of this
bionectriaceous species in cysts and single eggs could be repeatedly demonstrated using both culture dependent and
independent methods. The fungus is slow growing and could be isolated from the eggs of old cysts and young gravid females.
This suggests that egg colonisation can be initiated in the early stages of cyst formation and the fungus is capable of long-term
surviving. Some of the here reported fungus-nematode associations might be exploited for the biological control of CCNs in
future.

P NEM 53
Occurrence and distribution of root-knot nematodes (Meloidogyne spp.) in kiwifruit (Actinidia deliciosa A. Chev) orchards in
Black Sea Region of Turkey
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1
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2
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farukakyazi@hotmail.com
Kiwi fruit (Actinidia deliciosa A. Chev.) has become one of the popular commercial fruit crop in Turkey. The root-knot nematodes
(Meloidogyne spp.) is one of the major pathogen of kiwi fruit worldwide and limited fruit production. In this study, a survey of
root-knot nematodes (Meloidogyne spp.) was conducted in various kiwi fruit growing areas in the Black Sea region of Turkey.
Root and soil samples were collected from 57 orchards representing five provinces (Artvin, Giresun, Ordu, Rize, Trabzon) of Black
Sea region of Turkey during autumn season. The infected roots were observed under a stereomicroscope at 40x magnification.
Second stage juveniles (J2) were extracted from soil samples by using modified Bearman Funnel Technique. Out of 57 samples,
46 showed the root-knot nematodes infection with an overall incidence of 80.7%. The percent incidences of disease ranged
between 33 and 100% in five provinces. All samples collected from Ordu province identified as Meloidogyne incognita.
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Parasitism of Zonocerus variegatus (Linnaeus, 1758) (Orthoptera: Pyrgomorphidae) by Mermis sp. (Nematoda: Mermithidae)
in the agro-systems of Mbankomo and Zamakoé (Cameroon)
1
1
1
1
1
S. Kekeunou , A. Nyemb , A. Nzoko , B. Bapfubusa , C. F. Bilong Bilong
1
University of Yaounde 1, Animal Biology and Physiology, Yaounde, Cameroon
skekeunou@gmail.com
Introduction and objective: Zonocerus variegatus (Linnaeus, 1758) (Orthoptera: Pyrgomorphidae) is known as an agricultural
pest in West and Central Africa (Kekeunou et al. 2006).
The search for a strategy to protect food crops against this pest led us to study its parasitism by Mermis sp. (Nematoda:
Mermithidae).
Materials and methods: For this purpose, two batch of Z. variegatus were collected once a month in Mbankomo and Zamakoé,
from September 2012 to August 2013. The individuals of the first batch were dissected and those of the second batch were
raised in the laboratory.
Results: The results showed that, Mermis sp. is an endoparasitic that lives in the body cavity of Z. variegatus. Mermis sp.
parasitized stages 3, 4, 5 and 6 larvae and adults of Z. variegatus. Its size and weight increased with the grasshopper’s stage of
development. The prevalence was 6 times higher in the field (4.77 ± 1.47) than dissection (0.71 ± 0.52). The parasite abundance
was about 7 times higher in the field (0.11 ± 0.02) than in the dissection (0.016 ± 0.016). The emergence of the nematode has
always resulted in the death of the grasshopper. The death of Z. variegatus would be linked to the loss of tissue fluid and
dehydration related to perforations of the body through the emergence of the parasite; either depleted food reserves or related
diseases induced by microbial infections (Toye, 1982).
Conclusion: These results contribute to a better understanding of the biology and ecology of Mermis sp., species potentially
useful in biological control against Z. variegatus.
Reference:
Kekeunou S, Weise S, Messi J, Tamo M (2006) Farmers’ perception on the importance of Zonocerus variegatus (Orthoptera:
Pyrgomorphidae) in Humid Forest Zone of Southern Cameroon. Journal of Ethnobiology and Ethnomedicine 2 (17),
www.biomedcentral.com.
Toye A S(1982) Studies on the biology of the grasshoppers Zonocerus variegates (L) (Orthoptera: Pyrgomorphidae) in Nigeria.
University of Ibadan Ibadan. Nigeria. Insect Sciences and its Application 3 (1), 1-7.
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Biological Management of Meloidogyne incognita Using Entomopathogenic Bacterial Cell Suspensions with other Bioproducts in Eggplant
A. Muhammad, I. Muhammad, N. Javed, S. Lali
Uni. of Sargodha, Pakistan, ENTOMOLOGY, Sargodha, Pakistan
aatif.pak@gmail.com
In vitro assessment was performed with bacterial cell suspensions of Xenorhabdus spp. and Photorhabdus spp. with bio-products
(abamectin, emamectin and azadirachtin) against Meloidogyne incognita on egg plants (Solanum melongena L.). Bacteria were
isolated from Steinernema asiaticum and Heterohabditis bacteriophora, respectively. Maximum control for number of females
was observed in combine treatment of Xenorhabdus spp.+ abamectin i.e. 63.6%, while 60.7% control in case of Photorhabdus
spp.+ abamectin treatment and 57% in abamectin treatment, whereas minimum control was observed in azadirechtin treatment
i.e. 45% as compared to control treatment. In case of reproduction factor, Photorhabdus spp. + abamectin treatment proved the
most effective against M. incognita, whereas azadirachtin and emmamectin treatments were the least effective. The results
clearly showed synergistic effect of bacterial cell suspensions and abamectin in controlling M. incognita population.
Compatibility and the combined action of bacteria (Xenorhabdus spp. and Photorhabdus spp.) with bio-products is the first time
study in Pakistan
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Root Knot Nematode Meloidogyne spp. on Pepper in Indonesia and its Control
A. Munif
Bogor Agricultural University-IPB, Plant Protection-Faculty Agriculture, Bogor, Indonesia
abdulmunif@ipb.ac.id
Root knot nematode (RKN) Meloidogyne sp. cause damage and losses significantly to black pepper in Indonesia. The objective of
this study was to identify Meloidogyne species that cause yellow disease on pepper in Bangka, Indonesia using Polymerase Chain
Reaction (PCR) based molecular character and tracing nucleotides and to evaluate the effect of endophytic bacteria and organic
material for controlling the nematodes. Endophytic bacteria that used in this study were isolated from roots of pepper plants
and some of selected endophytic bacteria collection. DNA extraction was obtained from adult female nematodes. PCR was
performed using specific primers for Meloidogyne incognita, Meloidogyne arenaria, Meloidogyne javanica, and Multiplex PCR
for (Meloidogyne chitwoodi, Meloidogyne fallax, Meloidogyne Hapla). M. incognita and M. Arenaria was found in Bangka. The
result indicates that M. incognita and M. arenaria from Bangka are similar with species of M. incognita and M. arenaria from
other countries according to the Genebank. The results showed that application of endophytic bacteria and organic materials
were able to suppress the number root galls caused by M. incognita and the juveniles of nematode in the soil and also to
increase the plant growth of pepper in the greenhouse.

P NEM 58
Effects of the biological control agents (Trichoderma album and Bacillus megatrium) against citrus nematode (Tylenchulus
semipenetrans) on Baladi Orange and Lime cultivars
A. El-Zawahry, A. Khalil, A. Diab, R. Mostafa
Assiut University, Plant Pathology, Assiut, Egypt
aaelzawahry@yahoo.com
In vivo test, there were found significant differences between the two highest rates (25.0 and 30.0 g/l) of both bioagents. T.
album at 30 g/l was more effective in reducing the nematode population J 2 in soil and females in roots on Baladi Orange and
Lime varieties, and gave the highest percentage of reduction on lime (89.2%) followed by B. megatrium (88.4%), whereas T.
album gave reduction on Baladi Orange (88.3%) followed by B. megatrium (87.4%). Nemathorin G10% as nematicide was used
for comparison recommended dose (12.5kg/ feddan), Result gave the highest value of nematode reduction percentage (94.9%)
on Orange and (94.7%) on lime. The biocontrol agents also increased the plant growth in Baladi Orange (22.5%) and Lime
(17.8%).

P NEM 59
Different citrus juices and oils as soil amendments used in control of Meloidogyne incognita on tomato.
G. Tefu, M. Daneel, W. Steyn, T. Selabela
ARC-ITSC, Crop Protection, Nelspruit, South Africa
grace@arc.agric.za
Glasshouses experiments were conducted to evaluate the effect of soil amendments with extracted juices and oils of different
citrus plants (grapefruit, lemon, lime, naartjie and sweet orange) for the control of Meloidogyne incognita. Soil was inoculated
with 3000 root-knot nematode eggs after which the treatments were applied and 3 days later tomato seedlings were
transplanted in each bag. The height of the tomato plants was measured bi-weekly and root weight, plant mass, root system,
gall index and nematode numbers were determined at 56 days after transplanting. The organic amendment consisting of orange
juice gave persistently the best improvement in growth as well as best reduction of nematodes. Citrus oils consistently
performed weaker than the juice and a clear difference was observed between the different juices with orange followed by
naartjie, grapefruit, lime and lemon. Lime and lemon were similar to the controlFurther studies are required to confirm the
potential of these organic amendments in the control of Meloidogyne incognita in the field.
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An annexin-like protein from the Cereal Cyst Nematode Heterodera Avenae suppresses plant defense
C. Chen, S. Liu, Q. Liu, J. Niu, P. Liu, J. Zhao, H. Jian
China Agricultural University, Beijing, China
hengjian@cau.edu.cn
Heterodera avenae is one of the most important cereal cyst nematodes (CCNs) in the world. Parasitism genes encoding secreted
effector proteins of plant-parasitic nematodes play important roles in facilitating parasitism. An annexin-like gene was isolated
from the cereal cyst nematode H. avenae (termed Ha-annexin) and had high similarity to annexin 2, which encodes a secreted
protein of Globodera pallida. Ha-annexin encodes a predicted 326 amino acid protein containing four conserved annexin
domains. Southern blotting revealed that there are at least two homologies in the H. avenae genome. Ha-annexin transcripts
were expressed within the subventral gland cells of the pre-parasitic second-stage juveniles by in situ hybridization. Additionally,
expression of these transcripts were relatively higher in the parasitic second-stage juveniles by quantitative real-time RT-PCR
analysis, coinciding with the time when feeding cell formation is initiated. Knockdown of Ha-annexin by method of barley stripe
mosaic virus-based host-induced gene silencing (BSMV-HIGS) caused impaired nematode infections at 7 dpi and reduced
females at 40 dpi, indicating important roles of the gene in parasitism at least in early stage in vivo. Transiently expression of HaANNEXIN in onion epidermal cells and Nicotiana benthamiana leaf cells showed the whole cell-localization. Using transient
expression assays in N. benthamiana, we found that Ha-ANNEXIN could suppress programmed cell death triggered by the proapoptotic mouse protein BAX and the induction of marker genes of PAMP-triggered immunity (PTI) in N. benthamiana. In
addition, Ha-ANNEXIN targeted a point in the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) signaling pathway downstream of two
kinases MKK1 and NPK1 in N. benthamiana. In conclusion, Ha-annexin from the cereal cyst nematode suppresses plant defense
to facilitate parasitism.

P NEM 61
The New ‘Kit’ in Town for Nematode Diagnostics
R. Landeweert
ClearDetections, Wageningen, Netherlands
renske.landeweert@cleardetections.com
Plant pathogenic nematodes pose huge problems to farmers around the world. Some nematode species have a dubious
reputation as parasites of major food crops such as potato, sugar beet and soybean. Among the most notorious ones are cyst
(e.g. Globodera rostochiensis and G. pallida), root knot (e.g. Meloidogyne chitwoodi, M. fallax and M. minor), stem and bulb (e.g
Ditylenchus dipsaci and D. destructor), and foliar nematodes (various Aphelenchoides species). Annually, the global damage to
agricultural crops caused by nematodes amounts to $80 billion. The use of agrochemicals to control these pathogens is under
pressure and sustainable disease management becomes of utmost importance, requiring fast, affordable and reliable pathogen
detection methods. However, current nematode inspections are based on microscopic examinations, which are laborious,
expensive and lack the required resolution. An adequate solution would be a radical switch to new identification technologies
that do not depend on (subtle) external characteristics.
Molecular diagnostics solve this problem: Real-time PCR based assays make use of unique DNA motifs in each nematode species
or genus, and can detect and quantify individual nematode species within complex DNA backgrounds (Holterman et al., 2006).
Molecular based detection of nematodes has a much higher resolution than microscopic detection and therefore allows for
more specific identification and detection.
On the basis of a proprietary, phylum-wide, small subunit ribosomal DNA (SSU rDNA)-based framework consisting of ~ 2,800 fulllength nematode sequences, we have developed over 25 diagnostic Real-time PCR assays for plant pathogenic nematode
species. These Real-time PCR nematode assays are offered as all-inclusive diagnostic kits to agricultural service and inspection
laboratories worldwide, allowing these laboratories to perform nematode analyses that are fast, sensitive, specific, objective
and independent of nematode life stage and sample size. A number of examples will be presented during this meeting.
ClearDetections offers agricultural (inspection) laboratories a turn-key solution that could completely replace the current
routine detection through microscopic examination, enabling large scale, sensitive and accurate detection of plant pathogenic
nematodes.
References: Holterman M; Van der Wurff A; Van den Elsen S; Van Megen H; Bongers T; Holovachov O; Bakker J; Helder J (2006)
Phylum-wide analysis of SSU rDNA reveals deep phylogenetic relationships among nematodes and accelerated evolution toward
crown clades. Molecular Biology and Evolution; 23 (9): 1792-1800.
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Efficiency Of The Entomoparasitic Nematodes On The Peach Fruit Fly, Bactrocera Zonata (Saunders) And The Cucurbit Fruit
Fly, Dacus Ciliatus (Loew) (Diptera : Tephritidae)
B. E. Fetoh
Plant Protection Research Institute, ARC, Dokki, Giza, Egypt, Dokki, Egypt
drabadrelsabah@hotmail.com
Laboratory experiments were performed to evaluate the parasitic and lethal effects of the entomoparasitic nematodes Hb
(Heterorhabditis bacteriophora Poinar) and Sc (Steinernema carpocapsae All strain) on the full grown larvae, newly formed
pupae and seven days old adults of the peach fruit fly, Bactrocera zonata and the cucurbit fly, Dacus ciliatus. Mortality rates
ranged from 9.3 to 42.7%, 12.7 to 52.3 % for the full grown larvae of both B. zonata and D. ciliatus treated by Sc nematode,
respectively, and from 67.3 to 100%, from 46.3 to 100% for the full grown larvae of both B. zonata and D. ciliatus treated by Hb
nematode, respectively, whereas mortality rates of pupae ranged from 2.7 to 32.7% for the pupae of B. zonata treated by Sc
nematode, from 1.7 to 23.3% for the pupae of D. ciliatus treated by Sc nematode , from 12.7 to 51.7 % for the pupae of B.
zonata treated by Hb nematode and from 6.3 to 39.3 % for the pupae of B. zonata treated by Hb nematode. Furthermore, the
mortality rates varied from 35.0 to 78.7% , from 7.7 to 50.3% for 7 days old adults of both B. zonata and D. ciliatus treated by Sc
nematode, respectively, from 41.7 to 90.3 and from 17.0 to 67.7 % for 7 days old adults both B. zonata and D. ciliatus treated by
2
Hb nematode, respectively. LC50 and LC90 values were 325.3, 286.2, 1718.6 and 1650.0 IJs/ cm for larvae of B. zonata and D.
2
ciliatus treated with Sc nematode, 28.8, 56.7, 167.2 and 156.1 IJs/cm for larvae of B. zonata and D. ciliatus treated with Hb
2
nematode, 540.2, 447.4, 1785.4 and 2009.8 IJs/ cm for pupae of B. zonata and D. ciliatus treated with Sc nematode, 235.0,
2
420.8, 1167.0 and 1941.5 IJs/ cm for pupae of B. zonata and D. ciliatus treated with Hb nematode, 116.8, 261.6, 319.3 and
2
2
375.0 IJs/ cm for adults of B. zonata and D. ciliatus treated with Sc nematode and 77.3, 196.7, 290.8 and 253.7 IJs/ cm for
adults of B. zonata and D. ciliatus treated with Hb nematode, respectively. From the obtained results we can conclude that the
entomoparasitic nematodes: Hb Heterorhabditis bacteriophora Poinar) and Sc (Steinernema carpocapsae All strain) were
effective on the different stages of B. zonata and D. ciliatus , Hb nematode was more virulent than Sc nematode and the larvae
and adults of B. zonata and D. ciliatus were more susceptible to the nematodes infection than the pupae as effective and
virulent parasites.

P NEM 63
Pathogenic Nematode Identification on Angelica Disease and Its rDNA-ITS Sequence
M. Chen, Y. Qi, N. Xi
Gansu Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Lanzhou, China
cmppi@163.com
The diseased angelicas were surveyed from the main producing areas in Minxian, Zhangxian, Dangchang and Huichuan, Gansu,
China infested with nematode. No obvious symptoms were found above ground parts of diseased plant, which main occurred
roots. During early infected stage, no symptoms demonstrated on root appearance. Infection site of brown and rot like chaff
was seen at longitudinal section. Then the root epidermis became yellow longitudinal crack, its deep reached about 1 ~ 2 mm,
and many root hairs were obtained around them. When the disease index became serious, cortex tissue of the whole root
showed stem rot. Roted parts were not reached cambium zone, but individual root rot reached vascular tissue.
Female, Body 789～1131µm long. Body 26～35µm wide. Stylet 10～11.5 µm long. Tail 51～75 µm long. Male, Body 930～1248
µm long. Body 28～30 µm wide. Stylet 9.5～11.3 µm long. Tail 59～87 µm long. Body was slightly to the ventral surface of bend,
ring pattern clearly. Lip flat, slightly constricted or head slightly narrower than its connection body width. The lateral zone width
about body width 1/5, lateral line 6. Stylet base ball was small and round. Oesophageal bulb like spindle, and front end after
esophageal gland from the back covered intestine. Vent located esophageal gland position, crescent in the excretory pore
former. The female single was ovary and protrusive. Vulva was clear,which located at the rear of body. Uterine sac obviously,
the length was about anal vulva distance 2/3. Tail was conical, slightly to the ventral bending, thin end round. Males and females
were similar to the front. Spicule on dichotomy, to the ventral bending, its wide like big two digitationes. To the horizontal
position and the umbrella from the spicular apex began extending back to the end of tail. Gubernaculum was short and simple.
According to the morphological characteristics, 4 different areas of entomopathogenic nematodes was Ditylenchus destructor.
rDNA-ITS-PCR
amplification
of
4
different
nematode
samples
with
ITS
universal
primer
rDNA1
（5′-TTGATTACGTCCCTGCCCTTT-3′）and rDNA2（5′-TTTCACTCGCCGTTACTAAGG-3′）obtained sequence length about 940 bp.
Compared with the region of rDNA-ITS sequence and GenBank (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) database, the Nucleotide
sequence of BLASTN reported at home and abroad of D. destructor ITS region sequence homology reached 99%. Morphological
and molecular biological feature data showed that 4 areas of our province Minxian, Zhangxian, Dangchang and Huichuan
angelica disease pathogenic nematode was D. destructor.
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Nematocidal properties of Thymus sp. plants - results of the model study on Ditylenchus dipsaci
O. Douda, M. Zouhar
Crop Research Institute Prague, Praha, Czech Republic
douda@vurv.cz
Restriction of pesticide usage in recent years leads to the lack of chemicals available for crop protection against plant parasitic
nematodes. In the case of Stem and Bulb Nematode (Ditylenchus dipsaci) especially preventive treatment of seed garlic and
bulbous ornamental plants is of crucial importance. Currently the only official method utilizes hot water treatment however this
technique could result in damage of the seed material and its reliability is questionable. With the need of obtaining new
methods of seed material protection against D. dipsaci nematode pilot study was conducted to evaluate nematocidal effects of
essential oil from Thymus serpyllum, Thymus vulgaris and pure Thymol on mortality of D. dipsaci under in vitro conditions.
Results show overall good efficiency of the all tested chemicals on D. dipsaci mortality with the best effect of the oil from
Thymus vulgaris. Next research would focus mainly formulation of this oil for practical utilization and detailed study of its
phototoxic properties.
The research was supported by the Czech Ministry of Agriculture, project number QJ1310226.

P NEM 65
Morphological characterization and comparison of the two populations of Sugar Beet Nematode (Heterodera schachtii) from
the Czech Republic
O. Douda, M. Zouhar, J. Chochola, P. Fridrich
Crop Research Institute Prague, Praha, Czech Republic
douda@vurv.cz
Sugar beet production constitutes important and traditional segment of agriculture business in the Czech Republic. Considering
pests of sugar beet the H. schachtii still presents problem. Even if resistant cultivars are widely available research of alternative
methods of sugar beet protection against this pest should be investigated. Monogenically based resistance of current sugar beet
cultivars could be overcome in the future so designing of functional antiresistant strategy with direct protection measures would
be great benefit for sugar beet producers. As the first step of research the new management techniques for H. schachtii two
infested plots were selected for future field experiments, sampled and present H. schachtii cysts were characterised using
classical morphological approach. Obtained data were compared both mutually and with data available for this nematode
species from other countries. Results show that both characterised populations posses morphological characteristics typical for
H. schachtii species.
The study was supported by the Technology Agency of the Czech Republic, project number TA04021117.

P NEM 66
Occurrence and pathogenicity of Meloidogyne enterolobii on vegetables in Nigeria
A. Claudius-Cole, B. Fawole, J. Starr
University of Ibadan, Crop protection and Environmental Biology, Ibadan, United States
bi_cole@yahoo.com
Resistant tomato and pepper varieties were evaluated for their reaction to a local population of root-knot nematodes at the
University of Ibadan, Nigeria. The pot experiment was laid out in a completely randomised design with five replications. Varieties
used included three M. incognita-resistant tomato and pepper varieties each, one local susceptible tomato variety and two local
pepper varieties. The local Meloidogyne population was obtained from the root-knot nematode (M. incognita) inoculum plot of
the Nigerian Institute of Horticulture (NIHORT). Twelve weeks after planting, the crops were evaluated for galling, nematode
populations per plant and reproductive factor (RF). All the plants were heavily galled (GI 2.6-4.5) and were moderate to good
hosts (RF 2.7 - 7.1 in tomato and 2.2 - 4.4 in peppers) to the local population. Ten egg masses were thereafter selected from
each plant and cultured on local susceptible tomato cv kerewa. Single egg masses picked from the individual cultures were
hatched at room temperature, individually hand-picked, killed and preserved in 70% ethanol. Samples were identified using
SCAR primers in PCR reactions. Seventy percent of the populations were identified as M. enterolobii, 23% as M. incognita and 7%
as M erenaria. This refutes the original reports that M. incognita is the most prominent root-knot nematode in south-western
Nigeria and is the first report of M. enterolobii on vegetables in Nigeria.
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Figure 1: Galling index and reproducive factor of local population of Melodogyne incognita on resistant varieties of pepper and
tomatoes.
No attachment submitted
Figure 2: Pathogenicity of Meloidogyne spp. on M. incognita-susceptible and resistant varieties
No attachment submitted

P NEM 67
Reproduction and Biology of Scutellonema Bradys in roots of tropical cover crops
A. Claudius-Cole, B. Fawole
University of Ibadan, Crop protection and Environmental Biology, Ibadan, Nigeria
bi_cole@yahoo.com
One of the options for the management of Scutellonema bradys is the use of non-host crops such as cover crops. This study
evaluated the ability of S. bradys to reproduce in the roots of selected cover crops. Two pot trials were set up with 10 cover
crops and compared to a known susceptible control in a completely randomized design with 5 replicates. Plants were inoculated
with 2000 S. bradys two weeks after planting. Fresh shoot and root weight, number of nematodes in roots and soil, and
reproductive factor (RF) of the nematode were taken at harvest, 10 weeks after planting. A second experiment was set up with
the same crops and inoculated with 500 adult nematodes. Plants were harvested daily for 45 days. The roots from each
harvested plant was stained in lactogylcerol and observed for stages of nematodes present. Tagetes erecta, Stylosanthes
guianensis, Centrosema pubescens, Pueraria phaseoloides, Aeschynomene histrix and M. pruriens were designated as poor hosts
based on significant reduction of S. bradys populations in their roots and RF less than 1. Also these cover crops lengthened or
terminated the life cycle of S. bradys. Cajanus cajan was regarded as a trap crop because it supported initial nematode
penetration but hindered reproduction of S. bradys. On the other hand, Lalab purpureus, Crotalaria ochroleuca and Crotalaria
juncea were good hosts and similar to the susceptible Vigna unguiculata in their reaction to S. bradys. Cover crops that
negatively affect the development and life cycle of S. bradys have the potential to manage the nematode in yam based cropping
systems.
Table 1: Number of S. bradys in roots and soil associated with inoculated cover crops and the Reproductive factors (RF)
No attachment submitted
Figure 1: Root lesion index on roots of cover crops inoculated with S. bradys.
No attachment submitted

P NEM 68
Morphological and molecular identification of potato cyst nematodes populations from Ain Defla region of Algeria
1
1
2
2
2
N. Tirchi , A. Mokabli , A. Troccoli , F. De Luca , E. Fanelli
1
University of Khemis Miliana, Ain Defla,Algeria, Agronomy, Khemis Miliana, Algeria
2
CNR, Bari, Istituto per la Protezione Sostenibile delle Piante (IPSP), Bari, Italy
tirchin1977@yahoo.fr
Potato cyst nematodes PCNs are the most economically damaging pathogens of potato crop worldwide. The fast and correct
species identification and diagnosis is the key element for the management of those pests. A survey was conducted in potato
growing areas of Ain Defla region of Algeria in 2013. Sixteen PCNs populations belonging to five localities were characterized by
morphological techniques. Then six representatives PCNs populations were analyzed by PCR- RFLP and sequencing ITS rdna.
With this approach, we identified for the first time, the species of potato cyst nematodes in this region. Both species G.
rostochiensis and G. pallida are present either separately or in mixed populations. We have shown the existence of intraspecific
genetic variability within G. pallida and G. rostochiensis populations. Concerning the origin of populations present in Ain Defla,
phylogenetic study supported the hypothesis of a multi-introduction for G. pallida and that a country from Europe or Canada
was the “transition host” for G. rostochiensis. Other surveys can be done to complete the information on the distributions of
PCNs in this area.
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Incidence of plant-parasitic nematode infections and aflatoxin production in groundnut kernels
1
1
1
2
S. Phokane , E. Ncube , B. Flett , D. Fourie
1
ARC-Grain Crops Institute, Plant Pathology, Potchefstroom, South Africa
2
University of North West, Nematology, Potchefstroom, South Africa
PhokaneS@arc.agric.za
Groundnut (Arachis hypogaea) is a nutritious cash crop for subsistence farmers. Such crops are often damaged by plant-parasitic
nematodes and infected by Aspergillus flavus, hence impacting adversely on groundnut quality and yield. Consumption of
aflatoxin-contaminated groundnut pods/kernels can lead to acute or chronic aflatoxicosis in humans and animals. The aims of
this study were to i) identify nematode pests that parasitise groundnut hulls and kernels and ii) quantify aflatoxin production in
groundnut kernels. Groundnut pod samples were collected at harvesting from the Jozini, Manguzi and Mbazwana districts in the
KwaZulu-Natal Province of South Africa during the 2012/13 and 2013/14 growing seasons. Plant-parasitic nematodes were
extracted from groundnut hulls and kernels by soaking such plant parts in tap water for 24 h at 25 ºC. Nematodes obtained were
subsequently counted and identified using a stereomicroscope. The LC-MS/MS technique was used to quantify aflatoxin levels in
groundnut kernels. Ditylenchus africanus (peanut-pod nematode) as well as individuals belonging to the genera Pratylenchus
(lesion nematode), Helicotylenchus (spiral nematode) and Meloidogyne (root-knot nematode) spp. were identified from hulls
and kernel samples. Their population levels were generally higher in the hull than in kernel samples for both seasons. The
peanut-pod nematode was, however, the predominant nematode pest in both hulls and kernel samples. During the 2012/13
season, none of the groundnut-kernel samples obtained from all three districts were contaminated with aflatoxins at harvest.
However, relatively low levels of aflatoxins were detected in samples that were stored. There was significant aflatoxin
contamination (above 500 ppb per 1 g sample) in kernels at harvest and at storage from Manguzi and Mbazwana during the
2013/14 season. Groundnut kernels from Jozini had less nematode numbers and were least contaminated with aflatoxins,
whereas those from Manguzi had high nematode numbers and the highest aflatoxin contamination. The extent of variation in
this study necessitates further investigations on nematode survival under stress conditions in a controlled environment and
application of an atoxigenic A. flavus strain for potential biocontrol of the aflatoxin-producing strains.
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Effect of temperature on bionomics of invasive pest and its native parasitoid
1
2
3
M. M. Rashid , K. Abdullah , M. Tariq
1
Gomal University, Dera Ismail Khan, KP, Pakistan, Entomology, Dera Ismail Khan, Pakistan
2
Pakistan Central Cotton Committee, Ministry of textile Industry, Islamabad, Pakistan
3
PMAS, Arid Agriculture Universiy, Entomology, Rawalpindi, Pakistan
mamoondik@yahoo.com
The present study used a mealybug-parasitoid cotton system to evaluate the effects of global warming on bionomics of invasive
pest (Phenacoccus solenopsis Tinsley (Sterrhnorhycha: Pseudococcidae)) and its native parasitoid (Aenasius bambawalei Hayat
(Hymenoptera: Encyrtidae)) under a range of temperatures i.e. 20°C, 25°C, 30°C, 35°C and 40°C. High temperatures (30°C, 35°C,
40°C) significantly reduced developmental duration of immature longevity and also reduced the overall longevity for both male
and female P. solenopsis, whereas, the survival percentage of all immature stages was higher at 30°C. The reproductive potential
of P. solenopsis was recorded higher at 30°C. Pre-oviposition duration was significantly shorter at 30°C and post-oviposition
period was longer at same temperature, whereas, the oviposition duration was shorter at higher temperatures (35°C and 40°C).
Percentage parasitism by A. bambawalei was significantly greater both at 30°C and 35°C, whereas, percentage parasitoid
emergence and number of female parasitoids were significantly higher at 30°C compared with other temperature. The present
study demonstrated that higher temperatures had negative impacts on development and survival of invasive pest and also had a
negative impact on the efficacy of its native parasitoid which may have profound effects on the community composition of
terrestrial ecosystem.
Figure 1

Figure 2
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P PLANT 2
Rice Pollen Characteristics as Influenced by High Temperature and Exogenously Applied Plant Growth Regulators
S. Fahad, J. Huang
Huazhong Agricultural University Wuhan China, Plant Science, Wuhan, China
shah_fahad80@yahoo.com
Increasing temperature due to global warming has emerged a gravest threat to rice production. Present study was conducted to
determine the influence of high temperature and exogenously applied plant growth regulators on pollen fertility, anther
dehiscence, pollen germination, antioxidant activities and metabolites in pollens of two rice cultivars (IR-64, Huanghuazhan).
Plants were subjected to high day temperature (HDT: 35˚C ± 2 during day time), high night temperature (HNT: 32˚C ± 2 during
night time), and ambient temperature (AT: 28˚C ± 2 throughout the day) in controlled environment growth chambers. We used
four different combinations of ascorbic acid (Vc), alpha-tocopherol (Ve), brassinosteroids (Br), methyl jasmonates (MeJA), and
triazoles (Tr) in this study. A nothing applied control was also maintained for comparison. Our results depicted that high
temperature severely reduced the pollen fertility, anther dehiscence, pollen retention and germination, metabolites
synthesisand significantly altered the antioxidant activities in pollens of both rice cultivars. Nonetheless, exogenous application
of various PGRs assuaged the adverse effects of high temperature and Vc+Ve+MejA+Br was found the best combination than
rest of treatments in terms of all studied attributes. Overall, the damaging effects of HNT were more than those of HDT.
Contradictions were also apparent between cultivars regarding their response to high temperature stress. Higher pollen fertility,
better anther dehiscence, higher pollen retention and germination were observed in Huanghuazhan compared with IR-64 under
high temperature, which were possibly due to increased activation of antioxidants and higher synthesis of metabolites, thus
more stress resistance of this cultivar.
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P PLANT 3
Population dynamics of white fly (Bemisia tabaci Genn.) on ladysfinger (Abelmoschus esculentus L.) in the sub-Himalayan
region of north-east India and their sustainable management by using biopesticides
S. Ghosh
BCKV (Agricultural University), Agricultural Entomology, Kalyani, West Bengal, India, India
skghosh1969@gmail.com
Ladysfinger (Abelmoschus esculentus L.) is susceptible to various pests of which white fly (Bemisia tabaci Genn.) causes heavy
damage. The study on incidence revealed that the pest was active throughout the growing period with a peak population (3.98
rd
nd
rd
white fly /leaf) and (4.33 /leaf) during 20 SMW (May) in the pre-kharif crop and during 42 -43 SMW (October) in the post
kharif crop respectively. Sudden fall of population was found during July because of heavy rains. White fly showed nonsignificant positive correlation (p=0.05) with temperature and relative humidity and significant negative correlation with weekly
total rainfall. This study evaluated the efficacy of extracts from Polygonum hydropiper L. flower (locally available weed),
microbial insecticides like spinosad 45 SC (Saccharopolyspora spinosa Mertz) and Beauveria bassiana Vuillemin against B. tabaci
infesting ladysfinger. Better white fly control (> 50% population suppression) was achieved with spinosad and extract of
Polygonum flower. The Polygonum extract was very effective against the white fly, achieving more than 60 % mortality at 3 and
7 days after spraying. Spectophotometric scanning of crude methanolic extract of Polygonum flower showed strong absorbance
wave length between 645-675 nm. Considering the level of peaks of wave length the flower extract contain some important
chemicals like Spirilloxanthin, Quercentin diglycoside, Quercentin 3-O-rutinoside, Procyanidin B1 and Isorhamnetin 3-Orutinoside. These chemicals are responsible for pest control. Plant extracts and microbial insecticides have less or no hazardous
effects on human health and the environment, therefore they can be incorporated in IPM programmes and organic farming in
vegetable cultivation.
Figure 1

Figure 2
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P PLANT 4
Drought alters the expression of a candidate Zea mays p-coumarate 3-hydroxylase gene and caffeic acid biosynthesis
Z. Kolo, N. Ludidi
University of the Western Cape, Department of Biotechnology, Bellville, South Africa
nludidi@uwc.ac.za
The enzymatic activity of p-coumarate 3-hydroxylase (C3H) synthesize caffeic acid from p-coumaric acid. We recently showed
that exogenously applied caffeic acid confers salinity tolerance in soybean (Glycine max) by inducing antioxidant enzymatic
activity to promote enhanced scavenging or reactive oxygen species, thus limiting salinity-induced oxidative stress. Recent
evidence also establishes that pre-treatment of plants with exogenously supplied caffeic acid improves plant tolerance to
osmotic stress by improving plant antioxidant capacity and enhancing biosynthesis of compatible solutes. We aimed to identify a
C3H in maize (Zea mays) and evaluate the effect of drought on the spatial and temporal expression of the gene encoding the
candidate maize C3H (ZmC3H). Primary sequence analysis shows that ZmC3H shares 71% identity with an Arabidopsis thaliana
C3H that is implicated in the control of Arabidopsis cell expansion, growth and responses to stress. In silico ZmC3H promoter
analysis reveals the presence of cis-acting elements that interact with transcription factors implicated in plant responses to
drought. Spatial expression analysis by semi-quantitative RT-PCR shows that ZmC3H is expressed in both leaves and roots under
normal conditions. However, drought represses the expression of ZmC3H in leaves whereas it up-regulates its expression in
roots. These changes in ZmC3H expression correlate with the changes in the content of caffeic acid in maize in response to
drought. We illustrate the implications of these changes in the expression of the gene in relation to maize responses to drought
and discuss the potential of regulating caffeic acid biosynthesis towards genetic improvement of maize tolerance to drought
stress. These findings have implications for food security because of the potential of the implications of the study for drought
tolerance in maize.

P PLANT 5
Application of biological and chemical agents as alternative fungicides for management of brown spot disease on rice (Oryza
sativa L.)
1
2
1
E.-S. H. Ziedan , E. S. H. Farrag , A. F. Sahab
1
National Research Centre, Plant Pathology Department, Dokki, Cairo, Egypt
2
South Valley University, Agricultural Botany Dept (Plant Pathology), Faculty of Agriculture, Qena, Egypt
ziedanehe@yahoo.com
Brown spot is one of the important foliar disease on rice plants (Oryza sativa L.) in the world as well as in Egypt causing a
considerable yield loss. Bipolaris oryzae fungal is the causal brown leaf and grain spot disease of rice plant during growing
season. In vitro, antifungal activity of benzoic acid, hydroquinone and antagonistic potential of biocide rhizo- N ( Bacillius subtilis)
were tested against B. oryzae growth and sporulation. Soaking rice seeds( Cv. Giza 101) before sowing for 24 hours of each
suspension of benzoic acid , hydroquinone, and biocide rhizo- N ( Bacillius subtilis) at 5g/L led to a significant reduction of
fungalflora associated with germination seeds and significantly increased seed germination % than the untreated seeds. Under
natural field conditions, all biotic and abiotic agents were significantly decreased percentage of brown spot disease of rice plants
and disease severity on leaves and grains in addition, significant increase grain yield . Benzoic acid was the best agent
significantly reduced brown spot disease incidence on rice plants and grain yield.

P PLANT 6
Thrips pest of vegetables in Biskra an arid provence of Algeria
R. Sabah
University, Agriculture, Biskra, Algeria
sabah_razi@yahoo.fr
Thrips of Algeria have been rarely studied. A survey of thrips on vegetables plants was conducted during 2010-2011 in three
sites of Biskra an arid province in Algeria. Scouting for thrips was carried out on plants and flowers from ten locations: several
thrips species belonging to 6 genera were recorded. Melanthrips fuscus, Aeolothrips intermedius, Rhipidothrips gratiosus,
Frankiliniella occidentalis, thrips physapus, thrips angusticeps Thrips tabaci and Odontothrips loti. The two last species were the
most abundant. However, majority of the thrips are cosmopolitan in distribution and recorded as pest species, they can harm
crops. These include Frankliniella occidentalis that may transmit Tospovirus
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P PLANT 7
Quantification of climate change impacts on agricultural pests
1
2
S. Stöckli , P. Calanca
1
Research Institute for Organic Agriculture (FiBL), Crop Sciences, Frick, Switzerland
2
Agroscope, Institute for Sustainability Sciences, Reckenholz, Zürich, Switzerland
sibylle.stoeckli@fibl.org
Temperature is the dominant abiotic factor determining development rates, preproduction and migration of many insects.
Climate change will therefore alter population abundance, geographical distribution and seasonal phenology of important
agricultural pests. Scenarios concerning possible impacts of climate change on pests are necessary to identify adapted plant
protection strategies and sustainable plant management options. Model-based studies are a valuable method for estimating the
impacts of climate change on insect pests. Such projections are not easy to develop, because impact models often require a high
temporal and spatial resolution of future climate data and long-term field observations are necessary for model calibration and
validation.
Over the last decades impact studies have been aided by advances in climate modelling. For instance, the Swiss climate research
network produced regional and localized climate change scenario information that provide an unprecedented opportunity for
the impact modelling community in terms of spatial resolution. Nevertheless, the question of how to estimate the impact of
climate change on pests across spatial and temporal scales remains open. In this contribution, we will discuss different issues
related to impact modelling and its application to climate change adaptation at the example of a key apple fruit pest, the codling
moth (Cydia pomonella L.).
Finally we consider research needs to improve assessments of climate change impacts on agricultural pests. Among other issues
we address the needs for: (i) information about relevant species traits increasing the sensitivity of the species to climate change;
(ii) improved knowledge on non-seasonal mortality, indirect effects of climate change and interactions (i.e. drought and pest);
(iii) improved knowledge concerning the effectiveness of predators and parasitoids under changing climate to model complex
trophic interactions; (iv) coupling pest models with crop suitability models and ecological niche models, a step required to obtain
a comprehensive risk analysis.

P PLANT 8
Analysis of Genetic Diversity of Glycine soja Germplasm Resources in Shaanxi Province of China
W. Li, S. Li, G. Bai
Xi’an Botanical Garden of Shaanxi Province, Xi’an, China
jake219@163.com
Wild soybean (Glycine soja) is commonly accepted as the progenitor species of the cultivated soybean (Giycine max). Wild
soybean has its distribution in central and northern parts of East Asia, including china, Korean peninsular and Japan, as well as
the far east of Russia. China is the origin and diversification centers of the Wild soybean that is found in all provinces of China.
Except for Xinjiang,Qinghai,and Hainan. Wild soybean possesses agronomically beneficial traits, such as high protein and
nitrogen fixation, adaption to severe condition, and resistance to insects and diseases. As valuable genetic resources, wild
soybean comprises an extraordinarily important gene Pool for soybean breeding,particularly when the genetic background of
cultivated soybean becomes narrow under its extensive modern agricultural Practices. Therefore it is urgently important to
conserve Wild soybean genetic resourees,given that a great number of Wild soybean Populations have gone extinction or been
significantly reduced due to the deterioration of their natural habitats under human influence,including urbanization,road
construction and change of farming systems. yet little research has been done on genetic diversity in natural populations of wild
soybean in China.
In order to evaluate the genetic diversity of the wild soybean in the different region of Shaanxi Province, 13 SSR primers were
used to analyze genetic diversity and genetic structure among 6 natural populations of Wild Soybean and 1 population of
cultivated Soybean as comparison. We detected 113 alleles in 13 microsatellite loci; the mean number of alleles per locus (A)
was 8.69; the effective number of alleles per locus (Ne) was 5.632; the mean expected heterozygosity (He) was 0.482; and the
mean observed heterozygosities per locus (Ho) was 0.080. The Shannon diversity index (I) was 0.657, with the proportion of
genetic differentiation among populations (FST) 46.5%. The research shows that the genetic diversity of wild soybean with a
higher level in Shaanxi Province, The genetic diversity of wild soybean generally higher than cultivated soybean. Along with the
altitude increasing, the genetic diversity of wild soybean variation is low. The wild soybean germplasm resource is rich in central.
South of Shaanxi province, and this population has high genetic diversity speculated that the region is the center of genetic
diversity of wild soybean in Shaanxi province。
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P PLANT 9
Changes in the transcriptome of rice infected with Magnaporthe oryzae in response to elevated temperature
1
2
3
G. Onaga , K. Wydra , A. von Tiedemann
1
International Rice Research Institute, East and Southern Africa, Bujumbura, Burundi
2
Erfurt University of Applied Sciences, Horticulture - Plant Production and Climate Change, Erfurt, Germany
3
Georg-August-Universität Göttingen, Abteilung für Allgemeine Pflanzenpathologie und Pflanzenschutz, Department für
Nutzpflanzenwissenschaften, Göttingen, Germany
geoffyonaga@gmail.com
It is currently hypothesized that climate change may lead to global warming, and temperatures might increase by 2-5°C at the
end of the twenty-first century. However, the consequences of the expected temperature elevation on plant pathogen
interaction have continued to provide conflicting results due to several interacting factors. The rice-M. oryzae pathosystem is
well-studied at both the phenotypic and genomic level, and is suitable for understanding the mechanisms underlying plant
pathogen interaction at high temperature.
o
o
We used RNA-seq to test whether an increase in temperature from 28 C to 35 C (HT, high temperature) has an influence on rice
transcriptome in the interaction of Magnaporthe oryzae (Mo) with rice.
Two rice genetic backgrounds, Li-Jiang-Xin-Tuan-He-Gu (LT) and Co39 (CO), carrying the resistance gene Pi54, were compared
after exposure to HT for 7 days and Mo for 48 hours. We analyzed the phenotypic and transcriptional changes in response to HT
and Mo as single stress factors as well as their combination.
o
o
Our data revealed that high temperature, despite reducing the expression of Pi54 at 35 C compared to 28 C, induced resistance
o
to M. oryzae in both LT and CO. In contrast, CO had a more severe disease phenotype compared to LT at 28 C. The
transcriptome data revealed that 81% and 74% of the transcripts were shared between double stress (HT+Mo) and single stress
(Mo), whereas 35% and 15% were shared between HT+Mo and HT in LT and CO, respectively. From the shared transcripts
between HT+Mo and HT, 42% and 65% were down-regulated in LT and CO, respectively. In both backgrounds, up-regulated
genes common to pathogen and HT stresses were related to transferase, oxidoreductase and nucleic acid binding,whereas
hydrolase activity was more related to down-regulated genes. In response to HT, heat acclimation and pseudouridine synthesis
were higher enriched in LT, whereas starch biosynthesis and sucrose transport were higher enriched in CO.
Our data suggest that R gene mediated resistance is more dependent on the genetic background compared to temperature.
High temperature appears to play an additive role in improving resistance against M. oryzae, but the effect likely varies between
rice genotypes. Cellular processes related to HT response are apparently more affected in LT compared to CO.

P PLANT 10
Contribution of chemical crop protection to carbon footprints of crops
T. Feike, J. Schwarz, C. Wagner, B. Klocke
Julius Kühn-Institut, Federal Research Center for Cultivated Plants, Institute of Strategies and Technology Assessment,
Kleinmachnow, Germany
til.feike@jki.bund.de
Introduction: Agriculture is responsible for approximately 14% of global anthropogenic greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and
thus contributes significantly to global climate change (GCC). At the same time GCC constitutes a serious threat to satisfying the
increasing demand for food. In this respect chemical crop protection, which in public debates often has a negative connotation
with regard to its environmental impact, obviously contributes to securing crop yields and may thus potentially help to mitigate
climate change.
Objectives: Therefore the current study aimed at assessing GHG emission and respective product carbon footprint (PCF) of
major agricultural crops under different chemical plant protection intensities.
Materials and methods: Building on detailed crop production data of a long-term (11 year) field experiment conducted at
Dahnsdorf experimental station in northeast Germany, GHG emissions per hectare and PCF per unit of harvest product were
evaluated for major crops. Comparative assessment was conducted for three plant protection intensities, namely situationrelated application (100%), application rates reduced by half (50%), and untreated control (0%).
Results: It was shown that under the 100% treatment the contribution of chemical crop protection to total GHG emission was
less than 2%. At the same time the crops under intensive crop protection realized in average 20% to 60% higher yields compared
to the 0% treatment. Over all experiment years, this resulted in reduced PCFs of between -14% for rapeseed and -26% for wheat
in the 100% compared to the 0% treatment. Comparing the 100% and 50% treatments lower PCF need to be noted in the 50%
treatment for first experiment years. However, for the second period of the experiment a steadily increasing advantage in PCF
could be observed for the 100% treatment. There is strong evidence that this was caused by an increasing weed infestation and
related competition, resulting in significant yield reductions in the 50% treatment.
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Conclusion: It can be concluded that chemical crop protection exerts a strongly positive effect on crops’ PCFs under
conventional crop production. Reductions in chemical crop protection doses need to be conducted with great care to avoid
potentially negative long-term effects on field conditions and crops’ PCFs.

P PLANT 11
Wild Plants as Sources of the Permanency of Viruses Infecting Cultivated Plants: Case of Cassava Begomoviruses in Togo
D. K. Adjata, A. Y. Woegan, A. S. Mivedor, Y. M. D. Gumedzoe
University of Lomé, Plant Protection, Lomé, Togo
djodji.adjata@gmail.com
A study was carried out on some wild plants in order to understand the permanency of Cassava Begomoviruses diseases in Togo.
Leaves were collected in cassava fields from cassava and some wild plants (Albizia zygia (DC) J.F. Mabr, Senna hirsuta (L.) H.S.
Irvin and Barneby, S. obtusifolia (L.) H.S. Irvin and Barneby, S. occidentalis (L.) Link., Manihot glaziovii Müll. Arg., Pupalia
lappacea (L.) Juss., Strophanthus hispidus DC) that exhibiting leaf curling, distorting and chlorotic lesions near the veins and
stunting which were similar to the symptoms of Begomovirus infection and were analyzed by PCR assays with degenerate
primers. Symptomatic leaf tissues from some of these infected plants were ground in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (1:1, w/v pH7.0)
and squeezed through double layered muslin cloth and the filtrate was mechanically inoculated to several indicator species.
Consistent amplification of DNA fragment was obtained (770 bp fragments) from symptomatic plants. The PCR analysis revealed
the association of Cassava mosaic begomovirus in Albizia zygia, Senna obtusifolia, Manihot glaziovii, Pupalia lappacea,
Strophanthus hispidus. The presence of the virus was confirmed in host inoculated plants. The presence of the virus was
confirmed in inoculated host plants analysed by PCR.

P PLANT 12
Drought stress and its effect on parameters associated with soft rot resistance of potatoes
C. Wegener, G. Jansen, H.-U. Jürgens
Julius Kühn-Institute (JKI), Institue for Resistance Research and Stress Tolerance, Sanitz, Germany
christina.wegener@jki.bund.de
Introduction: Drought stress will become a growing risk for crop production worldwide. Potatoes are highly susceptible to
drought, which may not only affect yield but also the resistance of tubers to pathogens such as Pectobacterium carotovorum
(Pc) causing soft rot diseases. It is important thus to get a better knowledge on drought stress responses and their impact on
resistance determining factors.
Objective: Therefore, the effect of drought stress on anthocyanins (Ac), antioxidants, soluble phenols, proteins, free amino acids
(AAS), fatty acids (FA), peroxidase (POD) and lipid acyl hydrolase (LAH) enzyme activities expressed in tuber tissue was
evaluated.
Methods: Studies were carried out on three potato genotypes grown in the glasshouse under control (sufficient water supply)
and drought stress conditions. The tubers of the two variants were tested for antioxidants measured on a Photochem
Instrument. Amounts of Ac, soluble phenols and proteins as well as POD and LAH were analysed on a UV photometer. AAS were
assayed by HPLC and FA by GC.
Results: Drought stress had no significant effect on Ac, antioxidants, phenols and POD. But, drought stress significantly increased
the level of soluble proteins (P ≤ 0.0001) and LAH (P ≤ 0.001), lipolytic enzymes involved in changes of membrane lipids. Also
AAS were elevated in the drought stressed tubers as well as the portion of α-linolenic acid (ALA) in total lipids.
Conclusions: These results highlight the role of AAS, soluble proteins, LAH and ALA in drought stress responses. Enhanced αlinolenic acid levels may also be beneficial for the soft rot resistance which was found to be enhanced in the drought stressed
tubers. ALA functions as a precursor for jasmonic acid and oxylipins associated both with plant resistance.

P PLANT 13
Climate changes lead to changes in precipitation - how does this influence the black dot disease of potatoes?
1
2
1
K. E. Hauer , H. Huss , M. Müller
1
Institute for Plant Sciences, University of Graz, Graz, Austria
2
Experimental station, Lambach-Stadl-Paura, Austria
karina.hauer@edu.uni-graz.at
Introduction: Colletotrichum coccodes is a pathogenic fungus that causes the black dot disease of potato (Solanum tuberosum).
The phytopathogen is able to colonise and affect all vegetative plant organs [1], e.g. leaves, stolons and tubers, especially on
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senescent or stressed plants [2]. During the last few years the pathogen´s importance has increased internationally [3], [4]. In
Austria (experimental station Lambach/Stadl-Paura, Upper Austria) significant yield losses were observed since 2007 [5].
Objectives: The aim of this study is to investigate how different precipitation amounts influence the black dot disease
concerning its symptoms as well as crop failures.
Materials and methods: Different cultivars of S. tuberosum were grown in climate chambers as well as field-grown. The impact
of different precipitation amounts and water management, respectively, on pathology and harvest results was investigated.
These analyses were done by inter alia resistance rating, determining the weight of tubers and analysing the influence of black
dot disease on the plants´ photosynthesis power.
Results: The amount of precipitation during the growing season influences the potato black dot disease significantly. This is
particularly valid with regard to hot-dry summers such as in 2013.
Conclusion: Further investigations concerning the effects of climate change (especially precipitation and temperature) on black
dot disease should be made to increase the understanding of this weakness parasite.
[1] Johnson D. A., Miliczky E. R., 1993, Plant Disease 77, 13-17.
[2] Andrivon D., Lucas J.-M., Guérin C., Jouan B., 1998, Plant Pathology 47, 440-445.
[3] Tsror (Lahkim) L., Erlich O., Hazanovsky M., 1999, Plant Disease 83, 561-565.
[4] Lees A. K., Hilton A. J., 2003, Plant Pathology 52, 3-12.
[5] Huss H., Hein W., 2008, Der Pflanzenarzt 3/2008.

P PLANT 14
Association Among Virulence, Temperature Tolerance and Triadimefon Resistance of Blumeria graminis f. sp. tritici
J. Fan, Q. Shi, Y. Zou, X. Duan, Y. Zhou
State Key Laboratory for Biology of Plant Disease and Insect Pests, Institute of Plant Protection, Chinese Academy of Agricultural
Sciences, Beijing, China
fanjieru1981@126.com
Evolution of plant pathogen populations was affected by many factors, such as host resistance, fungicide applying, and
environment factors. To explicit the association among virulence, temperature sensitivity, and azole resistant of Blumeria
graminis f. sp. tritici (Bgt), 129 isolates collected from nine provinces/cities in China was tested. Furthermore, the relationships
among them were figured out.
Virulence gene diversity showed that index was highest in Sichuan Province (0.2241) and lowest in Zhejiang province (0.0968).
Triadimefon sensitivitiy showed that median EC50 was 109.97 mg/L with the coeffective 107.2，and the mean resistance factor
(RF) was 52.62. The resistant frequency of all isolates to triadimefon was up to 99.21%. Temperature sensitivity showed that the
range of ET50 was 21.34-24.46 °C and the mean ET50 was 23.14°C. Among those isolates, ET50s of 58.76% isolates were within 23 24 °C range, and ET50s of 3 isolates were above 24 °C, which was defined high temperature tolerance.
Fitness of high temperature tolerant and sensitive isolates were characterized. The latent period of temperature tolerant
isolates in 23°C was as same as in 18 °C, and was lower in comparison with sensitive isolates. Wheat infection and conidiation of
temperature tolerance was higher compare to sensitive isolates. Take all data together, the fitness of high temperature
tolerance in higher temperature (23°C) were higher compare with temperature sensitive isolates.
The association among triadimefon-sensitivity, temperature sensitivity and virulence diversity of Bgt isolates showed that there
was a logarithmic function (r=0.2404, P=0.0096) relationship between EC50 and numbers of virulence genes of Bgt isolates, and a
negative correlation between temperature sensitivity and virulence diversity.
Those data suggested that high temperature tolerance and azole resistant isolates appeared in the fields. The fitness of
temperature tolerance in high temperature was higher in comparison with sensitive isolates. The more virulence of the
populations, the more resistant to triadimefon, but the less sensitive to temperature. These data may provide a reference for
reasonable utilization of resistance varieties, as well as the use of triazole fungicides.
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P PLANT 15
The Interaction of Temperature and Light on the Vegetative and Reproductive Growth of Vitis vinifera cv. Shiraz in the field
condition
S. Abeysinghe, D. Greer, S. Rogiers
University of Charles Sturt, National Wine and Grape Industry Center, Wagga Wagga, Australia
sabeysinghemudiyanselage@csu.edu.au
Introduction: Heat events are common occurrences during the summer months in many parts of the warm regions in Australia.
One of the ameliorative practices to cope with the negative effects of high temperatures is using artificial cover over the vines
and grapes in the vineyard. However, an alteration of the vine microclimate can affect vine growth and development and grape
berry traits which in turn can effect the wine quality.
Objectives: This study provides an understanding of the impact of artificial shade on the vegetative and reproductive growth of
the Shiraz vines over the three years in the field conditions including summer heat events.
Material and Methods: In the three growing seasons (2011/12, 2012/13 and 2013/14), open canopy vines were compared with
vines exposed to three different light intensities. These were obtained by using artificial shade cloth of differing densities
notably, no light reduction (open canopy), hereafter referred to as ‘Control’; 10% light reduction, hereafter referred to as ‘light
shade’; 30% light reduction, referred to as ‘medium shade’, and 50% light reduction hereafter referred to as ‘heavy shade’.
Results: The vegetative and reproductive growths were affected by the different shade treatments. With respect to the control
berries, the light shade berries had markedly higher sugar content and yield during the summer heat events. In addition,
anthocyanin and berry bio mass also increased which are important quality characters for the wine industry. The medium shade
berries enriched with the higher sugar content even subjected to high temperature events and had lower pH and higher acidity.
Moreover the berry growth, bio mass accumulation and yield were not affected under the characteristic high temperature
during the summer. Similarly, dynamics of berry expansion and bio mass accumulation were not penalised. The heaviest shade
berries had lower pH and higher acidity under the warm climate conditions and higher dynamics of berry expansion under the
cool climate conditions.
Conclusion: Shade treatments were highly effective in sugar accumulation, anthocyanin biosynthesis, higher acidity, berry
growth and yield during the summer high temperature events. Unequivocally, this will be a potential risk reduction mechanism
of summer heat events in Australian viticulture.

P PLANT 16
Studies of the uprising disease Ramularia leaf spot for the improvement of an established Integrated Pest Management
system to match challenges of a changing climate
1
1
1
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M. Hess , H. Sghyer , H. Hausladen , S. Weigand
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Technische Universität München, Phytopathology, Freising, Germany
2
Bavarian State Research Center for Agriculture (LfL Bayern), IPS 3, Freising, Germany
m.hess@tum.de
Introduction: Long term surveys show a shift in pathogen population in Bavaria. As a consequence the efficiency of established
control strategies has been reduced. Unsatisfying barley yields concerning quantity and quality have been dominantly attributed
to the occurrence of heavy leaf spotting caused by environmental factors and Ramularia leaf spotting (RLS). Ramularia collo
cygni (Rcc), the biotic cause of RLS, has been detected in most barley growing regions in the world and although it was not
included in established Integrated Pest Management (IPM) systems it had a strong impact on fungicide use.
Objectives: Improvement of an established IPM strategy, Gerstenmodell Bayern, by integrating the control of RLS. The
investigation of the pathogen biology is the basis for optimized control.
Material and methods: In a joint project between the Technische Universität München and the Bavarian State Research Center
different sites in Bavaria were monitored and specific fungicide trials conducted. The project has the advantage of intense
observations in a region with high incidence and high agricultural and climatic variability. An improved strategy was developed
and evaluated based on the experience of the fungicide trials.
Seed- and airborne inoculum, systemic infection and the impact of weather data were studied for a further improvement of the
strategy.
A high number of isolates were collected for fungicide sensitivity and population genetic studies.
Results: The fungicide trials proved the high impact of the disease complex on yield quantity and quality. The monitoring
showed a broad and regular occurrence on all sites. Results with an improved strategy generally gave a positive yield benefit
under different environmental conditions.
Although Rcc showed high presence on seed and seed transfer is likely, epidemics were dominantly influenced by seasonal
effects. A new seed treatment gave good control.
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Conclusions: Including RLS into IPM showed an important improvement. This points out the necessity of continuous adaptation
to match the challenges of economic, political and climate changes. Fungicides prove good control for the moment. Still there
remain open questions in the evolution of Rcc becoming a dominant pathogen. Advances in our understanding of the fungus
could lead to longer term solutions.

P PLANT 17
Effects of Climatic Changes on Fire Blight Disease
K. K. Bastas
Selcuk University, Plant Protection, Konya, Turkey
kbastas@selcuk.edu.tr
Plant health is predicted to generally suffer under climate change through a variety of mechanisms, due to mismatches between
ecosystems and their climate and the more frequent occurrence of extreme weather events. There is potential for an overall
increase in the number of outbreaks and northward migration of a wide variety of pathogens in the northern hemisphere as a
result of global warming. Climate change affects disease management with regard to timing, preference and efficacy of
chemical, physical and biological measures of control and their utilization within IPM strategies. Fire blight disease caused by
Erwinia amylovora is the most serious current and long-term threat to pome fruits and unfortunately, it is still spreading
geographically into new apple and pear growing areas. Warm and damp weather during flowering promotes spread of the
disease. Data indicated that warmer springs will increase the rate of cell division within the immature fruit and more, smaller
cells will lead to a crisper apple, better able to use the water available to it. The warmer springs could simply encourage the
trees to grow more, rather than putting their energies into developing better fruit. Climate change and global warming will
promote such condition in the future. With increasing temperatures and humidity due to global warming, fire blight is likely to
reach devastating proportions in several countries with a similar climate. Most models use daily temperature and rainfall
records, but there is now increasing use of surface wetness records to supplement grower observations of dewfall. The
incidence of damaging storms varies widely among different climatic areas, but records of unusually heavy rain, hail, and strong
gusty winds are important throughout the growing season. Evaluations of Maryblyt, Cougarblight, and Billing’s Integrated
System have been made over periods of 10 to 15 years in Europe, Asia, Australia and the United States. Research is needed in
warmer climates on the effects of high daily temperatures (above 30°C) on fire blight epidemiology. There is a need for more
sophisticated ‘big picture’, modeling studies that establish where climate change is likely to result in damaging fire blight
epidemics.

P PLANT 18
Evaluation of different cultivars of Olea eropeae L.to attack of Bactrocera olea in Mediterranean climate.
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teresa.carvalho@iniav.pt
The olive fly (Bactrocera oleae Gmel.) is considered the pest that most adversely affects the olive grove, across the
Mediterranean basin. Knowledge of resistance / susceptibility of germplasm Olea Europeae L. in Mediterranean countries is
important to face the challenge of climate change and know how to drive a breeding program of the olive tree, in this issues.
The use of resistant / tolerant cultivars may also be a resource to a significant reduction in the use of insecticides to control this
pest, to protect subsidiary species and increase of organic olive oil production. To this goal, several olive cultivars (Spanish,
Portuguese and Greek) were tested at Elvas (Portugal) in three consecutive years. The results showed significant differences
among cultivars in susceptibility-tolerance sense. Among the olive cultivars studied were found resistant (R), moderately
resistant (MR) and susceptible (S) cultivars. In addition to the differences observed between cultivars climate conditions / year
appears to influence the fly attack.
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P PLANT 19
Possible impact of climate change on the epidemic development and the fungicidal protection treatment of Cercospora leaf
spot disease (Cercospora beticola sacc.) in sugar beets for Rhineland-Palatinate and the southern part of Hesse
P. Kremer, J. Schlüter, P. Racca, H.-J. Fuchs, C. Lang
Johannes Gutenberg-University Mainz, Institute of Geography, Mainz, Germany
pkremer@students.uni-mainz.de
The possible impact of climate change on the plant protection of the leaf spot disease Cercospora beticola sacc. (CLS) in sugar
beets was analyzed by means of the forecasting models CERCBET1 and CERCBET3. In practical use, CERCBET1 projects the day of
the year when 1 % (CE1) and 50 % (CE50) of the fields in a region are potentially infested by CLS. If CERCBET1 projects the
attainment of CE50, the fungicidal strategy is being simulated and recommended by CERCBET3 on the basis of three-day
weather forecast data of the German weather service. Besides these weather data, the model needs site-specific farmer input
data such as attached variety, site characterization and the already conducted fungicidal treatment.
Other than that, CERCBET1 is usable as a model on the impact of climate change. The model was used in this context with REMO
(REgional MOdel) climate projection data as input. The possible impact of climate change on the occurrence of CLS was studied
in three time windows: a baseline period ‘B’ (1971-2000), a medium-term period ‘K’ (2021-2050) and a long-term period ‘L’
(2071-2100). Also Moreover, the ontogenesis of the sugar beet plants was simulated with the aid of a leaf-growth model
simulating the leaf formation in early growth stages. The simulation results of CERCBET1 and the leaf-growth model were
compared in order to draw conclusions on whether CLS would potentially occur in a different leaf stage. The date of completion
of the 20- and 40-leaf stages (B20 and B40) was examined.
The comparison of the time windows B and K indicates that CLS1 has an earlier occurrence of 4 days, CLS50 of 5.7 days, and
CLS100 of 7 days. In period L, CLS1 is achieved 20.9 days, CLS50 23.9 days, and CLS100 27.5 days earlier than in period B. The
leaf-growth-stages shift slightly less forward than the CLS occurrence. For period L, B20 is projected 9.5 days and B40, 14 days
earlier than in period B. An increasing number of fungicide applications could be one consequence.
Figure 1
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P PLANT 20
Malacological Diversity on Four Lamiaceae in the Region of Tlemcen (Northwest Algeria)
A. Damerdji
University of Tlemcen (Algeria), Dpt. of Ecology and Environment, Tlemcen, Algeria
damerdji_halim@yahoo.fr
The region of Tlemcen is located in the northwestern part of Algeria. Its arid climate leads to the degradation of vegetation in
open formation, where can be found the doum, the diss and broom. Other aromatic species such as rosemary, thyme, lavender
and horehound are considered as well. The four previous aromatic species belong to the family Labiatae for their morphological
and botanical characters. The authors propose to design an approach to identify the diversity of malacofauna found on these
different Lamiaceae. These are certainly a nutritional source for this malacological fauna. So, a survey was performed in various
stations. The malacological richness is estimated to be 19 for thyme, 18 for rosemary, 14 for lavender, and finally 7 for
horehound. It includes four families, namely Milacidae, Sphincterochilidae, Helicidae and Subulinidae. Milacidae are present
only in horehound and lavender stations. On the other hand, the Sphincterochilidae, namely Sphincterochila candidissima, is
absent on horehound and lavander. Rumina decollata is the only species in the family Subulinidae. As for the family Helicidae, it
is the richest and includes two specific subfamilies: Helicinae and Helicellinae. The first subfamily consists of 12 species of
lavender, 11 species of thyme, and 10 species of rosemary. The second subfamily includes 7species of lavander, 6 species of
thyme, and rosemary respectively. In addition, the author tries to look for the malacological species specific to each of these
plants and those who are common to them as well. Finally, the vertical distribution of gastropods is given.

P PLANT 21
Crop protection prioritization to diseases of chickpea and pigeonpea in present climatic variations
M. Sharma
ICRISAT, Legumes Pathology, Hyderabad, India
mamta.sharma@cgiar.org
Increase in the frequency of climate extremes is likely to influence the distribution, establishment, survival and spread of
pathogens. We initiated investigations to study changing scenario of diseases in two largest cultivated pulses - chickpea and
pigeonpea to prioritize the crop protection measures. These pulses are largely grown in rain-fed environments that are most
vulnerable to climate change. Changes in the disease spectrum in chickpea and pigeonpea for the past one decade were
monitored through extensive surveys and analysis of disease and weather data indicated shift in the occurrence and distribution
of diseases as well as emergence of new diseases. In chickpea, dry root rot (Rhizoctonia bataticola) is becoming more intense in
typically tropical-humid areas, while viruses and rusts dominate in warm but dry zones. Rise in temperature coupled with
reducing soil moisture was found responsible for increasing incidence of dry root rot. Extension in the range of Ascochyta blight
and Botrytis gray mold in chickpea to new niches have been recorded due to the extended winters. Sporadic occurrence of
diseases like rust, anthracnose, stunt and powdery mildew has also been observed. In pigeonpea, increased incidence of
Phytophthora blight (Phytophthora cajani), is witnessed and a high correlation between rainfall, humidity and disease has been
observed. Incidence of Alternaria blight, Macrophomina phaseolina and Fusarium acuminatum was also found in some regions.
Expression of disease resistance in relation to climate change variables temperature and elevated CO 2 levels (550 and 700ppm)
maintained under Open top chambers (OTC) and Free Air CO 2 Enrichment (FACE) indicated varied responses. Advancement in
the incubation period in wilt and increased incidence of sterility mosaic disease in pigeonpea was found. Important challenges
and opportunities will be highlighted for long-term planning to prioritize crop protection strategy to address future needs in
these two legumes. Published and unpublished findings will be used to illustrate approaches and strategies to generate new and
useful knowledge.

P PLANT 23
Management of Verticillium wilt with selective bacterial biological control agents in cotton
1,2
2
2
1
2
M. I. Khaskheli , J. L. Sun , S. P. He , M. M. Jiskani , X. M. Du
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Sindh Agriculture University, Plant Protection, Tandojam, Pakistan
2
State Key Laboratory of Cotton Biology/Cotton Research Institute, Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences,, Anyang, Henan,
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mikhaskheli@gmail.com
Biological control agents (BCAs) show promise as safe and sustainable tools for integrated plant disease management. The
objective of the present study was to determine the potential of BCAs acting alone or in combination with safe chemicals against
Verticillium wilt in cotton under in vitro and greenhouse conditions. Nine BCAs tested by dual culture and volatile metabolite
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assays showed significantly varied responses. Bacillus subtilis was the most effective, followed by B. megaterium, B.
amyloliquefaciens, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and P. fluorescens, and their efficacies were further enhanced by their use in
conjunction with safe chemicals. Under greenhouse test conditions, B. subtilis provided the greatest reduction in Verticillium
wilt severity when used alone or in combination with safe chemicals, followed by B. amyloliquefaciens and then P. aeruginosa;
similar results were obtained for the increase in plant height, fresh weight, and number of leaves. The findings of current study
offer insights about the biological basis for managing Verticillium wilt in cotton crop and should ultimately assist growers and
managers.

P PLANT 24
Wheat and barley production and protection in Morocco during 2013-14 growing season
1
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R. Abdelhamid , L. Saadia , N. Kumarse , F. Dusunceli
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2
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3
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Septoria leaf blotch, yellow rust and leaf rust are the most damaging diseases on wheat whilst net blotch is so on barley. The
objective of this survey was to assess the prevalence, incidence and severity of wheat and barley diseases across Morocco. The
survey was carried out from mid-April to mid-June 2014 and the growth stage ranged from heading to physiological maturity.
The data recorded were host species and its growth stage, visual assessment of grain yield and incidence and severity of the
main diseases. A total of 84, 35 and 26 fields of bread wheat, durum and barley were inspected respectively.
The survey revealed that the most prevalent diseases on both bread and durum wheats were Septoria-like diseases (SLD), leaf
rust, yellow rust and root rot complex. The same trend was observed during previous seasons except for yellow rust. The latter
disease was, in previous seasons, limited to areas near mountains whilst during this season, it was observed on bread wheat in
all inspected areas and on durum wheat in 5 out of the 7 inspected areas. Common bunt and Powdery mildew were less
prevalent and were observed on both bread and durum wheats whilst Loose smut was observed on only one bread wheat field.
In contrast, stem rust was not detected at all.
On barley, the observed diseases were Net blotch, Scald, Barley stripe, Leaf rust, Root Rot, Powdery mildew, Loose smut and
Covered smut with the former one being the most devastating disease. Both Spot-type and Net-type net blotch diseases induced
respectively by Drechslera teres f.sp. maculata and D. teres f.sp. teres were simultaneously detected even on the same leaf.
Crop growth conditions ranged from poor to excellent conditions and grain yield ranged from 2 to 60q/ha. Moreover, the
estimated average grain yield across regions was 21.6, 19.9 and 14.0 q/ha for bread, durum and barley respectively. Almost all
inspected fields of bread, durum and barley were under irrigated regime at Doukkala and Middle Alas.

P PLANT 25
Mycorrhization in Urban Tree Species Tested for Future Climate Conditions: Microanalyses, Enzyme Profiling, and Sequencing
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2
J. V. Herrmann , U. Gilge , A. Schartl , A. Schuessler
1
Bavarian Statre Institute for Viticulture and Horticulture, Analytics, Veitshoechheim, Germany
2
SYMPLANTA Laboratory, Munich, Germany
josef.herrmann@lwg.bayern.de
Urban trees grow in an unnatural environment. Limited tree pits, degraded, compacted soil with disturbed water and air
balance, multiple pollutants, as well as frequent mechanical damage affect their vitality. Additionally, climate change causing
rising temperatures with increased drought stress, and the appearance of new pests have exacerbated this stressful condition.
Under such adverse circumstances mycorrhizal associations may play an even more beneficial role for plant health.
In an urban trees selecting program diverse tree species, representing different mycorrhizal preferences, were planted at three
sites with differing climates in 2010. At planting half of the trees were inoculated with a mycorrhiza product (INOQ).
Fine roots of selected trees have been sampled from the root balls and since 2011 twice a year. Besides microanalysis of
mycorrhization, activities of extraradicular enzymes relevant to tree nutrition and connected to mycorrhizal colonization were
profiled in a microplate multiple test (Courty et al. 2005). Fungal species in the rhizosphere were identified by molecular
biological analyses, including 454 deep amplicon-sequencings (SYMPLANTA) for root samples taken in 2012.
In all trees tested mycorrhizal fungi could be detected microscopically. The frequency was always higher than 50% and displayed
seasonal changes. Intensity of endomycorrhizal colonization averaged 15%.
Activity profiles of extraradicular enzymes exhibited a high diversity. The patterns were tree species specific. In addition,
seasonality could be detected with higher activities in spring compared to summer and autumn.
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Sequence analyses revealed a complex species assemblage of saprophytic, parasitic, ecto and endo- mycorrhizal fungi with
individual patterns. Preferential associations between tree and fungal species could be detected.
Neither method revealed a difference between inoculated and non-inoculated trees.
In samples from the urban tree selecting program microanalysis, extraradicular enzyme profiling and sequencing of rhizosphere
fungi exhibited individual patterns with tree species specificity. Seasonal changes could be observed in the degree and intensity
of mycorrhization as well as in activity profiles of extraradicular enzymes. An effect of additional inoculation at planting could
not be detected.

P PLANT 26
Predicting the effects of climate change on the plant/pest interaction of Strawberry and the Two Spotted Spider Mite
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2
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2
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edward.dobbs@emr.ac.uk
Introduction: The two spotted spider mite (Tetranychus urticae) is a very successful polyphagous pest that can infest >1100
different plant species including diverse crops such as strawberry, apple, maize, tomato and grape. They favour hot and dry
conditions, growing particularly well in the warmth of greenhouses. This means that the problem of T. urticae infestation for the
agricultural industry is likely to become worse in areas of Europe which are predicted to become hotter and drier in the future
(eg Southern Britain and Western Europe)
Objectives: Model population dynamics of spider mite infestation on strawberry plants under climate change conditions.
Study the transcriptomic changes in spider mites (T. urticae) and strawberry plants (Fragaria ananassa) during infestation under
climate change conditions (high temperature, deficit irrigation).
Materials and methods: For modelling, strawberry plants will undergo either irrigation deficit or normal irrigation and be
infested with adult female strawberry-adapted mites which were previously cultured on plants undergoing the relevant
irrigation regime. The mites will be removed after 24 hours, leaving the eggs. The mite populations will be observed over 3
weeks and the data will be used for predicting mite population dynamics under irrigation deficit conditions.
For plant/pest interactions, strawberry plants will undergo either irrigation deficit or normal irrigation and be infested with adult
female strawberry-adapted mites which were previously cultured on plants undergoing the relevant irrigation regime. Plant and
mite samples will be taken at frequent intervals in the first 12 hours post-infestation and also after one and two days. The
samples will be used to determine changes in the transcriptome using Next Generation Sequencing.
Conclusion: Experiments are currently ongoing so our initial conclusions will be presented for the first time at the IPPC.
The authors would like to acknowledge FACCEJPI-ERA-NET-Plus funding for the GENOMITE project.

P PLANT 27
Environmental Factors and Management Practices Related to the Epidemics of Black Pod Disease of Cacao in Sulawesi,
Indonesia
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To obtain a comprehensive understanding of factors related to the epidemic of black pod disease (BPD) of cacao, the
development of the disease, environment parameters (altitude, distance to pristine forest, land use history), management
practices (weeding frequency, degrees of shading, fertilizer application, canopy cover), and the age of host trees were
investigated in 86 plots in two subdistricts adjacent to Lore Lindu National Park, Sulawesi, Indonesia. The study was conducted
from November 2007 to August 2008. A simple correspondence analysis was performed to examine the association between the
epidemic and the studied parameters. The result show that weeding frequency, altitude, preceding cropping practices, and land
use history before establishing cacao plantation were significantly associated with the epidemic of black pod disease of cacao,
while application of nitrogen fertilizer, distance to pristine forests, plant age, canopy cover and degree of shading by shade trees
were not associated with the disease development. The highest incidence of BPD was significantly associated with an altitude
above 600 m asl, in plots with preceding intensive inputs of pesticides and fertilizers, with high frequency of weeding, and in a
plots with previously pristine forest or perennial plants.
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P PLANT 28
Morphological and Molecular Characterization of Bemisia tabaci Genn. Spread in Syrian Coast
H. Barhoum, A. Mouhanna
Damascus University, Plant Protection, Damascus, Syrian Arab Republic
humam-bm@hotmail.com
Introduction: Bemisia tabaci (Gennadius) is one of the most devastating tropical and subtropical agricultural pest. It has been
known in Syria since 1966. The Syrian coast is a suitable environment for whitefly populations where they are able to multiply
rapidly during spring, summer and autumn and complete 8 generations in a year.
Objectives: To detect genetic variations among the whitefly populations which spread on the Syrian coast by using RAPD-PCR;
and to determine the biotypes of this insect via mtCOI and the possibility of finding morphological differences that can be relied
upon to distinguish these biotypes of whitefly populations.
Materials and methods: In 2011 about 44 insect samples were collected from the Syrian coast and reared for eight successive
generations. DNA was extracted according to the protocol described by Barro & Driver (1997). The 18 primers were used for
RAPD-PCR and the universal COI primers. The method used for preparation of slide mounted specimens is similar to that used by
Martin (1987) and Wilkey (1962).
Results: 11 out of 18 specific primers for RAPD technique showed polymorphism with 169 polymorphic fragments and
polymorphism percentage reaching 86.39 %. OPA-13 primer gave the highest number of amplified fragments with 29 bands and
93.1 % polymorphism percentage, whilst the least number of amplified fragments was four bands with 50 % polymorphism
percentage gained by OPF-02 primer (Table 1).
The phylogenetic tree (Fig. 1), resultant from nucleotides sequencing of cytochrome c oxidase I (COI) gene, showed the
existence of four biotypes common at the Syrian Coast, nonB, Q, B and M biotypes. Bootstrap value obtained by mtCOI
technique was between 59 to 100 %. The four sequences have been submitted to the GeneBank databases under the following
accession numbers: syMB-25 (KP202968), syMB-1 (KP342512), syMB-20 (KP342513) and syMB-41 (KP636539).
Common biotypes in the Syrian Coast were characterized morphologically, depending on some of morphometric parameters
and morphology. Local biotypes were arranged according to morphometric parameters as follows; M > Q > B = nonB.
Conclusion: This paper is the first report of the geographic distribution of B. tabaci biotypes and their morphological in the
Syrian Coast. The cluster analysis by using RAPD-PCR showed that the phylogenetic tree was divided into three classes. Four
samples were identified using whitefly mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase I sequence analysis. They were the Q, B, nonB and M
biotypes of Bemisia tabaci. Local biotypes were arranged according to morphometric parameters as follows; M > Q > B = nonB.
Figure 1

Figure 2
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P PLANT 29
Evaluation of fungicides against anthracnose of chilli caused by Colletotrichum capsici under field conditions
K. Raj, N. Singh, A. Dahiya
CCS Haryana Agricultural University Hisar India, Plant Pathology, Hisar, India
kushalraj2008@gmail.com
Anthracnose disease is one of the major economic constraints to chilli production worldwide, especially in tropical and
subtropical regions. Anthracnose of chilli is caused by more than one Colletotrichum species including C. acuatum, C. capsici, C.
gloeosporioides and C. coccodes. Colletotrichum is one of the important plant pathogens worldwide causing diseases in a wide
range of hosts including cereals, legumes, vegetables, perennial crops and tree fruits. Among these hosts, chilli (Capsicum spp.)
an important economic crop worldwide is severely infected by anthracnose which may cause yield losses of up to 50%. Typical
anthracnose symptoms on red chilli fruit include sunken necrotic tissues, with concentric rings of acervuli. Fruits showing
blemishes have reduced marketability. Fungicides play an important role in management of the disease. This experiment was
conducted in field area of Plant Pathology at CCS HAU Hisar on cv Pusa Jawala to find out efficacy of the new fungicides against
the diseases. Among the different chemicals tested for the management of the disease three sprays of Propiconazole @0.1% at
an interval of 12-15 days efficiently superior to manage / reduce the disease to the extent of 2.6% with increase in 85% yield
followed by Hexaconazole @0.1%, Mancozeb @0.3% and Mancozeb @0.2% in comparison to control (20 % disease intensity).

P PLANT 30
Oxidative damage and photoprotectives roles of phenolic compounds in leaves of Acacia arabica (Lam) Willd submitted to
drought stress.
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Introduction: Drought is a major environmental stress that has many threats on the growth and development of plants,
especially in arid and semi-arid areas prone to desertification, mainly due to climate change. Acacia arabica (Lam) Willd.
(Mimosoideae) is a fast growing tree native to Africa, frequently recommended to rehabilitate and restore degraded habitats
due to natural events or human activities. This species has a high agroforestry potential in semi-arid regions of Africa.
Objectives: The aim of this work was to study how water deficit affected the physiological and biochemical behaviors of A.
arabica seedlings, and determine the intervention of phenolic compounds in the oxidative stress caused by water stress.
Materials and methods: A. arabica plants of 6 week-old maintained under greenhouse conditions are submitted to water deficit
by irrigation suppression for 32 days. Control and stressed leaves were analysed 7, 15, 22 and 32 days. RWC was evaluated
according method of Barrs and Weatherley [1]. Fv/Fm measurements were carried out using chlorophyll fluorimeter. MDA was
quantified by method of Heath and Packer [2]. Extraction and determination of total phenolics and anthocyanins were
performed using method described respectively by Singleton et Rossi [3] and Mancinelli [4]. PAL activity was measured
according to Olsen et al. [5].
Results: Water stress caused a decrease of RWC and a decline of Fv/Fm which was more prominent on day 22 and 32 of stress
duration. Drought induced oxidative stress at the end of treatment by the accumulation of MDA. An increase in MDA
concentration occurred only at high stress intensities, suggesting lipid peroxydation as a consequence of oxidative stress. In
contrast, the severity of water stress (32 days after stress), causes an increase in phenylalanine ammonia-lyase activity (PAL; EC
4. 3. 1. 5), crucial enzyme in phenylpropanoid metabolism and consequently, produced important content of total phenolics and
anthocyanins.
Conclusion: Increased PAL activity can be considered an important mechanism contributing to increasing accumulation of
phenolic compounds in response to water stress and was expected to contribute to enhancing the antioxidant capacity of the
cell and to the physiological adaptation of the Acacia arabica plants to water stress.
References:
1 Barrs, H.D., Weatherley, P.E. (1962). Australian Journal of Biological Sciences, 15(3), 413-428.
2 Heath, R. L., Packer, L. (1968). Archives of biochemistry and biophysics, 125(1), 189-198.
3 Singleton, V. L., Rossi, J. A. (1965). American journal of Enology and Viticulture, 16(3), 144-158.
4 Mancinelli, A. L. (1984). Plant physiology, 75(2), 447-453.
5 Olsen, K. M., Lea, U. S., Slimestad, R., Verheul, M., & Lillo, C. (2008). Journal of plant physiology, 165(14), 1491-1499.
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P PLANT 31
Efficacy of bacterial isolates from five soils against Aspergillus flavus and Fusarium verticillioides
T. O. Adejumo, O. O. Ologuntuyi, A. S. John
Adekunle Ajasin University, Department of Microbiology, Akungba-Akoko, Nigeria
toadejumo@yahoo.com
Bacterial species, including the Actinomycetes were isolated from five soil samples from Akua and Ibaka areas of Akungba
Akoko, Ondo State, Nigeria and were screened for their ability to reduce radial growth of mycotoxigenic fungi: Aspergillus flavus
and Fusarium verticillioides. The isolates include Pseudomonas fluorescens, P. aeroginosa, Bacillus subtilis, B. cereus, B.
megaterium, B. globiosporos, B. thurigiensis, Actinomyces spp, Mycobacterium spp, Rhodococcus spp, Norcadia spp,
Streptomyces spp and Streptomonospora spp. The results indicate that all the bacterial species exhibited varying degrees of
biological control potential against the tested fungi. Out of all the bacterial species, P. fluorescens and B. subtilis showed more
effective biocontrol potential against the tested fungi with the reduction of radial growth by 2.33cm and 0.59cm, while B.
globiosporos was the least effective with reduction of radial growth by 0.03cm for Aspergillus flavus. Among the Actinomycetes,
Streptomyces spp had the highest inhibition zones of 1.60 cm against Aspergillus flavus and 2.10 cm against Fusarium
verticillioides respectively, while Streptomonospora spp had the least. The results showed the antimicrobial activity of the
bacterial species, and thus indicate the potential of using them as biofungicidal agents in reducing the damages and threat
caused by Aspergillus flavus and Fusarium verticillioides in crop production.

P PLANT 32
Microtubules serves as „Thermometer“ under cold stress in grapevine
L. Wang, P. Nick
Botanical Institute, Karlsruhe, Germany
lixinwang34@gmail.com
Plant microtubules, in addition to their role in cell division and axial cell expansion, may function as alternative sensor for
gravity, temperature fluctuation, osmolarity alteration as well as pathogen attack. The disassembly and reassembly of MTs in
response to cold stress indicates its role as a „Thermometer“ by which the plants can sense and adapt to low temperature. This
study aims to understand the relationship between MT and cold sensing as well as other partners participate in cold signaling in
grapevine and facilitate the development of strategies to improve cold tolerance of grapevine.
Questions:
1) How MTs respond to cold stress?
2) What is the response of other stress/adaptation related signals/events during cold stress?
3) What is the optimal conditions for inducing efficient cold hardening.
4) Developing approaches ( adjusting the changes of MTs ) to engineer cold resistance through acceleration of cold hardening or
increase the amplitude of cold resistance.
Materials and methods: The Vitis suspension cell cultures of V. Rupestris _GFP-AtTUB6 were used in this experiment. Different
signals involved in cold stress were tested through different inhibitors and activators. For instance, calcium ions inhibitor GdCl3 ,
blocking the calcium ion channel on the membrane; Membrane fluidity inhibitor DMSO and activator benzyl alcohol (BA); and
others like Diphenyleneiodonium(DPI), Sodium nitroprusside (SNP), Pertussis toxin and Aluminum Tetrafluoride.
Results (parts):
Result 1: MTs depolymerize within 30 mins after being exposed to cold stress. (Figure.1)
2+
Result 2: Blocking of Calcium fluxes through GdCl3 and chelation of Ca via EGTA inhibit the depolymerization of MTs in response
to cold stress (Figure.2)
2+
Result 3: Membrane perforation using DMSO as well as [Ca cyt] increase through could induce MTs depolymerization at 27℃and
increasing membrane fluidity through Benzyl alcohol could restrain the depolymerization of MTs under cold stress. (Figure.3)
Result4: Blocking of ROS production through DPI treatment could inhibit the depolymerization of central and cortical MTs in
response to cold stress. (Figure.4)
Conclusions: In this study, cold-activated calcium channels and the changes of membrane fluidity working together act as
modulators to adjust the changes of MTs under cold stress, During this pathway, reactive oxygen species, Jasmonic acid,
phospholipase D and G proteins were all activated and synthesized a complicate signal transduction system and MTs are in the
core position, i.e. they would function as “thermometers”. The efficiency of this “thermometer” function would depend on the
degree of microtubule dynamics. Within taxol and oryzalin treatment could further demonstrated that the initial microtubule
disassembly is sufficient to trigger cold acclimation. This could be a new method to engineer cold resistance through
acceleration of cold hardening or increase the amplitude of cold resistance.
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Figure 1

Figure 2
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P PLANT 33
Population genetic analyses of South African Venturia inaequalis isolates from four apple growing regions
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Introduction: Apple scab caused by Venturia inaequalis, is one of the most important diseases of apple (Malus pumila), in terms
of economic crop losses, in South Africa and world-wide. The disease is mainly controlled by fungicides, and up to when 100%
crop losses will occur when no fungicides are sprayed.
Objective: The aim was to characterise the V. Inaequalis populations from four climatically different apple growing regions of
South Africa at the molecular level to determine if there are any differences between them.
Material and methods: In the 2013/14 apple growing seasons, apple scab isolates were collected during October to December
2013 (summer months) from lesions on leaves and fruit from the four apple growing regions in South Africa, namely Lower and
Upper Langkloof, Elgin and Ceres apple growing regions. DNA was extracted from 250 (2013/14) isolates and species
identification was done and confirmed by using ITS sequencing. Eight microsatellite markers were used for genotyping the South
African V. inaequalis population.
Results: Five ITS haplotypes were identified. Results from microsatellite genotype analyses, indicate that the South African V.
inaequalis populations are highly variable and sexually outcrossing (Vo/Ve = 1.18; P = 0.55). Each region’s population was found
to have ‘private’ alleles indicating moderate differences between them (Fst = 0.15; P = 0.001). Little population differentiation
was found between the Ceres and the two Langkloof populations although these were more than 500 km apart. There were
moderate differences between the other populations.
Conclusion: The differences between the populations, may have implications on the apple scab control and that different
management practices will be needed to control the disease in these different areas. The disease may also have adapted to the
different climatic conditions in these areas.

P PLANT 34
Evaluation of bioagents for management of downy mildew of pearl millet caused by Sclerospora graminicola (Sacc.) Schroet
P. Sangwan, K. Raj
College of Agriculture, CCS Haryana Agricultural University, Plant Pathology, Hisar, India
choudhary.shweta737@gmail.com
Downy mildew of pearl millet incited by Sclerospora graminicola (Sacc.) Schroet is the most widespread and destructive disease
of pearl millet in India and other pearl millet growing area of the world. This disease is a major factor limiting full exploitation of
high yield potential hybrids in India. The field trials were conducted in Department of Plant Pathology research area of CCS
Haryana Agricultural University Hisar with the objective to evaluate different biological agents for the management of pearl
millet downy mildew with an attempt to develop an ecofriendly management strategy through seed treatment. Pearl millet
seeds of moderately resistant hybrid B 2301 were treated with Bacillus pumulis (INR 7 @10 g/Kg), Chitosan @ 2.5 g/Kg seed,
Chitosan + Bacillus pumulis @ 10 g/Kg, Trichoderma viride @ 4g/Kg, Trichoderma harzianum @ 4g/Kg, Pseudomonas fluorescens
(Pf1 @ 10g /Kg), chemical treatment with Apron SD 35 @ 6 g/Kg seed , normal control and then sown under sick plot and
observation on field emergence, disease incidence at 30 and 60 DAS were recorded. Among the different treatment field
emergence was maximum in treatment Bacillus pumulis (INR 7) + Chitosan and the disease incidence was minimum among the
different biological agents and significantly better then control and almost equivalent to the chemical treatment of Apron SD 35
@ 6g/Kg seed.

P PLANT 35
Host feeding resistance of Sitobion avenae (F.) harbouring bacterial secondary symbionts (BSS) against Aphelinus abdominalis
(Dalman) at different temperatures
S. Ali, Z. Abbas, S. Vidal
University of Göttingen, Crop Sciences (Entomology), Göttingen, Germany
sajjad.ento@gmail.com
Parasitoids are important components of almost all terrestrial ecosystems. The interactions between host and parasitoid species
is largely depending upon host genotype and climatic conditions. Host feeding benefit parasitoids to enhance their longevity and
fecundity. However, abiotic stresses like temperature significantly affects host feeding. Aphid resistance against environmental
stress depends on extracellular bacterial secondary symbiont (BSS). The interactions between Sitobion avenae (F.) and Aphelinus
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abdominalis host feeding behaviour were tested with and without bacterial secondary symbionts (Hamiltonella defensa and
Regiella insecticola) at variable temperatures. Genetically identical wheat aphid clones possessing BSS (+ve) or lacking BSS (-ve)
were used in these experiments. Choice and no choice experiments revealed that BSS increased resistance in wheat aphids
against A. abdominalis host feeding at all tested temperatures, thus reducing aphid mortality. A. abdominalis host feeding
efficiency directly correlated with increasing temperatures. In choice experiments A. abdominalis consumed more S. avenae
without BSS as compared to those harboring BSS. Variation in host feeding resistance was also observed in genetically different
S. avenae clones. Our results explain the role of endosymbiotic bacteria in improving the fitness in S. avenae clones, a key to
their successful spread among many insect populations, particularly in aphids.

P PLANT 36
Efforts to reduce degradation of land by cultivation of Vetiveria in Alahan Panjang Solok Regency, West Sumatra Indonesia
J. Yuni
Andalas University, Soil Science, Padang, Indonesia
yuni_soil@yahoo.co.id
Agricultural land in Alahan Panjang Batu Bagirik district, Lembah Gumanti, Solok Regency West Sumatera for crop development
is intensive agricultural land used by farmers. The agricultural land in Alahan Panjang, Batu Bagirik district. Lembah Gumanti,
-1
Solok had potential for the development of the wheat crop, with the result of the weight of 1000 seeds g from 47.90 to 49.88.
Although the opportunity for agricultural cultivation, the land is prone to landslides and erosion, due to the level of the slope,
rainfall is relatively higher, and the ground is unstable. The bulk density of the soil at Alahan Panjang Batu Bagirik district was
-3
0.40 - 0.45 gcm . The application of cultivation techniques using plant fence hall vetiver (Vetiveria zizanioides L.) on agricultural
land is expected to reduce land degradation in Alahan Panjang Solok, West Sumatra Province. The main benefit of the expected
results of the activities is the planting of vetiver as the fencing hall can increase the organic matter content and reduce erosion
after several years of growing wheat, and ultimately obtained an increase in the fertility of physics, chemistry and biology as well
as wheat crop yield and income local farmers, both of crops of wheat and vetiver, so it will be beneficial to the welfare of the life
of local farmers, especially farmers' groups who follow a program of planting wheat in a wheat-based industrial village. Also the
officers and field extension and Indonesian society in general.

P PLANT 37
Influence of the climate changes from spring period concerning maize leaf weevil (Tanymecus dilaticollis Gyll) attack at maize
crops in south-east of the Romania
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Maize leaf weevil (Tanymecus dilaticollis Gyll) is one of the most dangerous pest of maize crops in south and south-east of the
Romania. The pest attack occurs when maize is in first vegetation stages, between plants emergence (BBCH 10) and four leaf
stages (BBCH 14). Every year, approximate 1 million hectares with maize are attacked by T. dilaticollis. In some cases, maize
plants emerged from the untreated seeds can be destroyed. The insect activity is favored by high temperatures and draught
from spring period, especially last decade of April and first two decades of May. In this paper, there were presented effect of the
climatic conditions from spring period concerning attack of the maize leaf weevil, both at maize untreated and treated plants.
Field experiences were carried out at NARDI Fundulea, Calarasi County, Romania, between 2011 and 2014. Attack intensity is
evaluated when maize plants are in four leaf stage (BBCH 14), according a scale from 1 to 9, elaborated by Paulian (1972), where
1 represented an unattacked plant and 9 completely destroyed plant. At maize untreated plants, higher attack intensity of T.
dilaticollis was registered in 2012 (I=6.7) and 2013 (I=6.3). In 2014 attack intensity of maize leaf weevil at untreated plants was
5.9 while in 2011 was 5.2. From four years taken in study, the most favorable for the pest attack was 2012. Rainfalls amount and
average air temperatures registered in last decade of April and first two decades of May in 2012 were over multiyear averages.
However more then 60 % of the precipitations registered in second decade of May, 2012, occur in one day. As result, even if the
total amount of rainfalls registered in first two decades of May, 2012, were over multiyear average, maize leaf weevil attack was
higher. Rainfalls distribution from period when maize plants are in first vegetation stages can favor T. dilaticollis attack. In
different climatic conditions from spring period, between 2011 and 2014, seed treatment with clothianidin, imidacloprid and
thiametoxam active ingredients provide effective protection of the maize plants, in first vegetation stages, against maize leaf
weevil attack. After EU directive 485/2013 no insecticides remain available for maize seed treatment against T. dilaticollis in
Romania.
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P PLANT 38
Comparative efficacy of certain plant extracts alone and combination with profenofos against Spodoptera littoralis (Boisd.)
(Lepidoptera: Noctuidae)
M. Fathy
Plant Protection Reserch Institute, ARC, Dokki, Giza, Egypt, Cotton Leafworm Research, Dokki, Giza, Egypt
mfathy76@yahoo.com
This study was to evaluate the efficacy of some plant extracts for controlling cotton leaf worm. Ethyl alcohol, acetone and
petroleum ether extracts of three plant species belonging to three different botanical families [Strychnos nux-vomica L.
(Loganiaceae), Euphorbia lathyris L. (Euphorbiaceae) and Datura stramonium L. (Solanaceae)], a chemical insecticide; profenofos
and their combinations were tested against second and fourth instars of Spodoptera littoralis under laboratory conditions.
Obtained results revealed that, the ethanol extract of S. nux-vomica was the highest effective among all plant extracts, where
nd
th
the corrected mortality percentages were 92.31, 80.77, 57.69 and 26.92% to 2 instar and 88.68, 73.58, 33.96 and 11.32% to 4
nd
instar at concentrations 0.5, 0.25, 0.125 and 0.0625%respectively. Calculated LC 50's were 0.109, 0.22 and 0.34% to 2 instar and
th
0.168, 0.374 and 0.518% to 4 instar for ethanol, petroleum ether and acetone extracts respectively. Acetone extracts of all
plants were of lower effect.The chemical insecticide profenofos proved of higher efficacy than plant extracts (LC 50's = 0.0018 and
nd
th
0.0027% for S. littoralis 2 and 4 larval instars, respectively).The Co-toxicity factor reached 76 and 60 when mixing S. nuxnd
vomica + Profenofos and D. stramonium + Profenofos at ratio 1:1 against S. littoralis 2 instar larvae, thus indicating a
th
potentiative effect. While treatment of the 4 instar larvae by the same mixtures resulted a co-toxicity factor below 20 at all
mixing ratios indicating, only, an additive effect against this instar. This study observed that the ethanol extract of S. nux-vomica
nd
th
had the highest efficacy on S. littoralis 2 and 4 instar larvae than all the remaining extracts.

P PLANT 39
Destruction of antioxidant property in Hibiscus sabdariffa leaves by signals from GSM Antennae
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2
2
2
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Introduction: Hibiscus sabdariffa L. is a popular vegetable whose leaves and calyces have been widely used, with claims to have
the potentials for treatment of several ailments such as hypertension, pyrexia, liver damages, leukaemia and a host of other
diseases. These feats are attributed to its high content of antioxidants, the purpose for which it is cultivated and consumed.
Objective: This is to assess the impact of the electromagnetic radiation from 900 MHz GSM antennae on the antioxidant
property of the leaf of H. sabdariffa.
Materials and methods: Seeds of H. sabdariffa were raised in eleven liters’ sized containers filled with garden soil and placed at
100 m, 200 m, 300 m and 400 m from the GSM mast. Four locations in Niger State, Nigeria were used including a control site,
without GSM signals. Signals distribution were determined with Model AM-10 RF meter (Acoustimeter) designed by EMFields,
United Kingdom.
The fresh leaves were harvested after 24 weeks of the plant growth in the aforementioned locations and were subjected to
assay for the free radical scavenging activity using 3.96 mg DPPH (2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl).
Results: The control plants gave a value of 71.62%, while all samples exposed to GSM ray emissions gave much lower values. For
instance, leaf samples in location A 100 m gave 50.5 %, 200 m (30.5 %). 300 m (25.0 %) and 400 m (42.0 %). In location B 100 m,
the value was 45 %, 200 m (26.8 %), 300 m (27.3 %) and 400 m (40.2 %). Samples from location C 100 m gave a value of 47.0 %,
200 m (38.5 %). 300 m (33.2 %) and 400 m (39.0 %). The results revealed a general decrease in the antioxidant potentials in the
exposed plants compared with that of the control, indicating depleting impact of the ray emissions from the 900 MHz antennae
on this property of the plant.
Conclusion: The study showed that the seemingly weak electromagnetic radiation from the 900 MHz GSM antennae destroyed
the antioxidant potentials of Hibiscus sabdariffa, which is also a measure of its medicinal value for which the crop is grown and
consumed.
This study therefore is very important in assessing the impact of the ray emissions from the GSM antennae on the sustenance of
plant biodiversities, more so that the world at large is facing the great challenges of food security. The study also throws more
light on the assessment of the environmental impact of the radiations from the GSM antennae on living things and the earnest
need to address this issue in order to protect man, his crops and other life forms.
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Occupational Pesticide Exposure in Southwestern Nigeria
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In Southwestern Nigeria, pesticide use is one of the most significant occupational health exposure risks for agricultural workers,
especially those involved in producing arable crops. Pesticides are used extensively based on the idea of preventive spraying to
protect the crop to ensure good yields and are often handled and applied irresponsible and incorrect. Farmers, labourers, and
rural communities are jeopardised by the high dependence on pesticide in arable production and are exposed to pesticides on a
daily basis. Farmers often do not use effective Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and labourers, often women, are present in
the field during spray activities. This leads to unacceptable levels of risks due to pesticide exposure and related health impact. At
the moment there is limited awareness about the chronic negative health effects of exposure to pesticides such as cancer,
infertility and miscarriages and especially women receive no or limited information on pesticides. A case study of World bank
intervention training on safe and effective use of pesticides in Ekiti State, Nigeria in order to curb non-compliance resulting in
injuries and deaths is a positive development. The approach on safe and effective use of pesticides involves collaboration with
local stakeholders like e.g. local government, agriculture and health extension, health clinics, farmers and female labourers, and
the local rural community. Intervention activities consist of among others training, workshops, coaching activities, organising
dialogues, development and distribution of awareness raising material and implementation of mitigation measures. Hence,
integrated pest management offers the best approach to mitigating occupational pesticide exposure in southwestern Nigeria.

P PLANT 41
Entomological situation on native grapevine cultivars in Albania
F. Rexhaj, S. Shahini, A. Ramadhi, E. Kullaj, B. Bardhi, L. Jani, Z. Shahini
Agricultural University of Tirana, Plant Protection Department, Durres, Albania
florie.rexhaj@hotmail.com
Introduction: Cultivation of grape inAlbaniahas an ancient tradition and it is advantaged by suitable climatic conditions for a
quality grape production. This fact is testified by its extension over whole territory of the country, as well as, by the existence of
a great number of native cultivars, which are distinguished for quantitative productivity and they are well accepted by market.
Albanian farmer knows well enough traditional technique of grape cultivation, based on generation experience and area’s
specificities. Recently, farmers are going gradually through from agro technique traditional means at cultivating systems based
on modern and rational criteria. Those objectives can be achieved using integrated protection which consists in well recognition
of phytosanitary problems of grape, in rational evaluation of every chemical intervention.
Methods: The experiment was carried out in Durresarea. The varieties selected for experiment was a native cultivar “Shesh i zi”.
To identify the infected vegetative plant parts the analyzed plants were taken randomly in experimental field. The samples were
analyzed in lab conditions under microscope for identification of pest species. In the same time the dynamic population of L.
botrana monitoring was another goal of study. The adult flight of Lobesia botrana was monitored by setting up four pheromone
traps. Captured adults were counted every week the population estimates of second and third generations were always carried
out by periodical sampling of larval stages on bunches. Damage evaluation of 2-th and 3-rd is the basis of the economic
thresholds.
Results: There are many species of insects which attacks native cultivars (Shesh I zi) of viticulture inAlbania. They are as follow:
Derpanothrips reuteri Uzel; Frankliniella occidentalis (Pergande); Thrips spp.; Empoasca decipiens Paoli; Empoasca vitis (Goethe);
Scaphaideus titanus Ball; Zygina flammigerra Geoffroy; Zygina rhamni Ferrari; Viteus vitifoliae (Fitch); Planococcus spp.;
Pseudococcus spp.; Parthenolecanium spp.; Lobesia botrana (Denis et Schiffermuller); Otiorrhynchus spp.
Conclusions: Only some of the abovementioned species could be considered as main pests of grapevine, which could infect
plants during the year in a high level, with such a population density that could caused damages continuously and primary
treatments are needed. We consider the main pests of grapevine (native cultivars) in Albania, Lobesia botrana and Viteus
vitifoliae.
References:
Pollini A. et. Al.. Insetti donasi alle piante da frutto
Integrated pest control in viticulture. Proceeding of a meeting of EC expert’s Group / Portoferraio, 26 - 28, September 1985.
Shahini Sh.-Varaku S. Manuale di viticoltura biologica. Le aversita principali della vite in Albania.
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Evaluation of the Toxicity and Developmental Effects of New Plant Essential Oil Formulations against the Eggs of Bemisia
tabaci B Biotype
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Bio-pesticides are one of the main alternatives to conventional insecticides. Several plant based products have been tested
against the silverleaf whitefly (SLW). From literature, some results showed that plant extracts can be used as potential effective
method to control Bemisia tabaci B biotype. Essential oil formulations are one of the alternatives that could manage this pest.
After several preliminary tests, some botanical products showed ovicidal, nymphicidal and/or adulticidal effects against SLW
developmental stages. Formulations prepared from those effective products and tested against SLW developmental stages. This
study assessed the insecticidal effects of three formulations (F1, F2 and F3) that contain essential oil and surfactants under
laboratory conditions. These formulations were tested at different concentrations (0.25%, 0.44%. 0.69%, 1%, and 1.23%)
comparing with the control against the egg stages of SLW using a spraying method. Additionally, LD 50 and LD90 values were also
estimated and then LD90 values were tested for phytotoxicity effects. At 1.23% mortality rates of the F1, F2 and F3 formulations
were 85%, 70.8% and 69.2%, respectively. The LD50 and LD90 of the formulations were (0.73% and 1.59%), (1.02% and 3.43%)
and (1.05% and 2.69%), respectively. The LD90 values of F2 and F3 showed severe phytotoxicity effects on leaves whereas a slight
phytotoxicity effect on the edge of the leaves when the LD90 value of F1 was sprayed. The symptoms of unhatched eggs were,
shriveled and dark brown egg cases. However, in some eggs, embryos managed to hatch but they died after hatching without
leaving egg shell. From these results, those formulations that showed an insecticidal effect could be used as potential
biopesticide against the eggs of silverleaf whitefly.
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Post Harvest Treatment of Potato Tubers for protection against Phthorimaea operculella (Zeller) Infestation using Extract of
Agrotis ipsilon (Hufn.) Larval Frass
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The oviposition deterrent of ethanolic extract of Agrotis ipsilon (Hufn.) larval frass to Phthorimaea operculella (Zeller) adult
females was evaluated under laboratory conditions. High concentrations of frass extracts were more effective than low at all
st
rd
treatments. Frass of young larvae (from 1 to 3 instars) fed on natural host obtained more deterrent effect than others fed on
th
th
semi-artificial diet while the opposite was found at treatments with older larval instars (from 4 to 6 ) of the tested noctuid
insect. The difference between the mean numbers of laid eggs was almost insignificant when the larvae fed on natural host as
well as fed on semi-artificial diet. Ester form of several fatty acids (Palmitic acid, Myristic acid, Linolinic acid, Octadecanoic acid,
Oleic acid, Ethyl9-Hexadecenoate and 7,10,13-Hexadecatrienoic acid) were identified during fractionation of the extracts using
GC/MS technique. Palmitic acid and Myristic acid were mainly the most effective fractions.
Figure 1: GC/MS analysis of hexane extract of frass of A. ipsilon L1-3 instars larvae fed on castor oil leaves.

References:
Ahmed, A.A.I., Hashem, M.Y., Manal M. Adel, Mohamed, S.M., Khalil, Shimaa S.H., 2013. Impact of Spodoptera littoralis (Boisd)
and Agrotis ipsilon (Hufn.) larval frass on oviposition of conspecific insects. Archives of Phytopathology and Plant Protection, 46
(5), 575 - 592.
Anderson, P., Löfqvist, J., 1996. Oviposition deterrents from potato, wheat germ, larval frass and artificial diet for Agrotis
segetum (Lepidoptera: Noctuidae). Environmental Entomology.,25(3), 653-658.
Anderson, P., Hilker, M., Löfqvist, J., 1995. Larval diet influence on oviposition behaviour in Spodoptera littoralis. Entomologia
Experimentalis et Applicata, 74, 71-82.
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Postharvest decay of persimmon fruit in Spain
L. Palou, V. Taberner
IVIA, Pathology Laboratory, Postharvest Technology Center (CTP), Montcada, Valencia, Spain
palou_llu@gva.es
Introduction: In recent years, the cultivated area of persimmon(Diospyros kaki Thunb.) in Spain has increased to more than
13,000 ha, mainly located in Valencia province (90%). Most of this area is planted with cv. ‘Rojo Brillante’, an autochthonous
cultivar of very high quality subjected to a growing demand by export European markets. This is basically due to the general
adoption by Spanish growers of new postharvest technology (application of CO 2 at very high concentration) to efficiently remove
the natural astringency of the fruit, which allows persimmons to be commercialized with a crisp texture and considerably
extends fruit postharvest life. However, the incidence of postharvest diseases is an important factor limiting such extension of
fruit storability.
Objectives: The aim of this study was to identify the most important pathogens causing postharvest decay on ‘Rojo Brillante’
persimmons grown in Spanish environmental conditions.
Materials and methods: For two consecutive seasons, ‘Rojo Brillante’ persimmons from two different orchards in the area of
L'Alcudia (Valencia, Spain) were used to determine the etiology of postharvest diseases on both intact and artificially wounded
fruits that were kept in humid chambers at 25ºC for up to 9 weeks. Diseases were also determined in persimmons commerciallyhandled in a local packinghouse (no postharvest fungicide treatments are currently allowed in Spain) and stored at 1ºC for up to
5 months. Fungal isolates were incubated in potato dextrose agar (PDA) medium at 25ºC for purification and identification. In
some cases pathogenicity tests were performed.
Results and conclusion: The main fungus causing disease on intact fruits was Alternaria alternata (black spot), for which a
specific disease severity index (ponderate score from 0 to 5) was established for ‘Rojo Brillante’ persimmons. Other pathogenic
fungi isolated from intact or cold-stored fruits were Pestalotiopsis clavispora, Lasiodiplodia theobromae, Neofusicoccum
mediterraneum, N. luteum (stem-end rots), Botrytis cinerea (gray mold) and Colletotrichum gloeosporioides (anthracnose). Black
spot, blue mold caused by Penicillium expansum and, to a much lesser extent, rots caused by Rhizopus stolonifer, Cladosporium
spp. and Trichoderma spp. were the most common diseases on artificially wounded fruits.

P POST 3
Quantification of pesticide residues in grains from four major markets in Akure, Ondo State, Nigeria.
J. Akinneye, A. Alabadan, J. Abolade
Federal University of Technology, Department of Biology, Akure, Nigeria
josephakinneye@yahoo.co.uk
Use of pesticides in crop protection against destructive pests often leads to the accumulation of residues of these chemicals in
foods. Pesticide residues found in food stuffs are commonly associated with direct application of pesticides on crops to attack
pests on farmland as well as protect produce during storage. This study focused on the determination of the concentrations of
organophosphate and organochlorine pesticides in grain samples from major markets in Akure, Ondo State comparing it with
established safety values.
Grain samples of beans, local rice, wheat and maize were purchased from different markets in Akure and analysed for residues
of organophosphate and organochlorine pesticides. Extraction of grains was done using standard methods. Clean-up to remove
co-extractives was done using Solid Phase Extraction with silica and sodium sulphate. Chemical analysis was done using gas
chromatography with mass spectrometric detector (GC-MS) and Electron Capture Detector (GC-ECD) after careful extraction and
clean-up.
The results of the study showed that all the samples contained residues of more than one organophosphate and organochlorine
pesticides. Mean concentrations ranged from 0.01 to 5.99ppm. Maximum residue limits (MRL) of some organochlorine pesticide
were exceeded in up to 80% of samples, while the organophosphate pesticides were all below the maximum residue limit
described by FAO. Organochlorine pesticides were the most detected pesticides in all grains.
Due to the results of this research, it is important for regulatory agencies to monitor the type and concentration of pesticides
used as grain protectants in storage. It will also be necessary to sensitize farmers and traders on the type of pesticide and best
method of pesticide application that may prevent direct contacts with grains meant for consumption.
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Inoculum sources of the post-harvest pathogens Neofabraea spp. and Cadophora spp. in Dutch apple and pear orchards
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Post-harvest diseases of apple and pear cause significant economic losses during long storage. Quiescent infections by fungal
pathogens such as Neofabraea alba, N. perennans, Neonectria galligena, Phytophthora spp., Alternaria spp., Fusarium spp.,
Cadophora spp. and Stemphylium vesicarium can occur in Dutch orchards and lead to post-harvest fruit rots in storage.
Knowledge on the occurrence of the different post-harvest diseases and their epidemiology is very limited. The objective of the
study was to identify the inoculum sources of main post-harvest pathogens and to gain insight into their population dynamics.
Samples of various necrotic residues and tree parts were collected in 10 apple and 10 pear orchards during the growing season
2012 monthly from May until September and in December from 4 replicate plots in each orchard. Species-specific primers and
probes were developed for N. alba, N. perennans and C. luteo-olivacea. TaqMan-PCR assays were used to quantify the amount
of DNA of each of the three pathogens in the environmental samples from the orchards.
N. perennans was found only in few samples whereas N. alba and C. luteo-olivacea were abundantly present on necrotic tissues
of apple and pear such as mummies, cankers and dead leaves. Interestingly, these pathogens were also found in varying
amounts on necrotic tissues of other plant species present on the orchard floors such as various weeds and grasses. The
concentration of pathogen DNA in the various substrate types varied during the growing season. Population dynamics also
differed between individual orchards indicating that orchard characteristics and management strategies may influence the
development of the pathogen populations.
The new knowledge on the major inoculum sources of fruit rot pathogens in apple and pear orchards is essential for the
development of preventative sanitation measures which reduce the risk of pre-harvest infections by the pathogens followed by
post-harvest losses. The inoculum load can be reduced by physical removal of the sources, enhancing decomposition or
application of competitive biological control agents. The new knowledge on the variation of populations dynamics between but
also within orchards can be used to identify major factors affecting pathogen survival and multiplication during the growing
season.

P POST 5
Postharvest biocontrol of brown rot of peach with a chitinase produced by Metschnikowia fructicola
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Brown rot caused mainly by Monilinia laxa and Monilinia fructicola is considered the main postharvest disease of stone fruit.
Biological control using antagonistic yeasts has been explored as one of several promising alternatives to chemical fungicides.
Under semi-commercial conditions, Metschnikowia fructicola strain AP47 showed a high efficacy in controlling brown rot caused
by Monilinia spp. on stone fruits. The yeast was able to produce chitinase enzymes in the presence of pathogen cell wall. A novel
chitinase gene MfChi was amplified from the genomic DNA of M. fructicola AP47. MfChi was highly induced in Metschnikowia
fructicola after interaction with Monilinia fructicola cell wall, suggesting a primary role of MfChi chitinase in the antagonistic
activity of the yeast. MfChi gene was overexpressed in the heterologous expression system of Pichia pastoris and the
recombinant chitinase showed high endochitinase activity. The antifungal activity of the recombinant chitinase was investigated
against Monilinia fructicola and Monilinia laxa in vitro and on peaches. The chitinase significantly controlled the spore
germination and the germ tube length of the tested pathogens in Potato Dextrose Broth medium and the mycelium diameter in
Potato Dextrose Agar. The enzyme, when applied on peaches cv. Redhaven, successfully reduced brown rot severity.This work
shows that the chitinase MfChi could be developed as a postharvest treatment with antimicrobial activity for fruit undergoing a
short shelf life.
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Use of gamma radiation to disinfestation of Chamomilla recutita from Sphaericus gibboides (Coleoptera: Ptinidae).
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This specie infests dried products of plant origin, grain and flour, dehydrated herbs and spices. The present study aimed to using
different doses of gamma radiation with the aim of disinfestation of dehydrated Chamomilla recutita and to determine the
lethal dose of gamma radiation on Sphaericus gibboides. The C. recutita material was infested with adults of S. gibboides, divided
into 5 portions within of 30g with 20 individuals each. The last one month after infestation, insects adult were removed and
using Radiator Multipropósito Cobalt-60 dose rate during the tests of 6 kGy/h, the plots were subjected to increasing doses of
gamma radiation of 0 (control), 0.25; 0.50; 0.75; 1.00; 1.25; 1.50; 1.75 and 2.00 kGy. The determination of the lethal dose for
adults S. gibboides, proceeded radiating 4 replicates per treatment each containing 25 insects adults. The doses used were: 0.6,
0.8, 1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6; 1.8; 2.0, 2.2, 2.4, 2.6, 2.8 and 3.0 kGy. The lowest dose at no emergence of adult S. gibboides in C. recutita
material tested was to 0,25 kGy. The dose of 2,2 kGy reached 100% mortality for adults of S. gibboides. The LD50 and LD90 was
1,55 and 2,36kGy, respectively.

P POST 7
New non-thermal postharvest technologies reducing strawberry fruit contamination
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New anti-microbial technologies are innovative and effective measure for reduce postharvest losses. Botrytis cinerea Pers.:Fr.
infections caused seriously reduce yield and post-harvest quality. High-power pulsed light is an emerging non-thermal food
technology that influences decontamination of objects by broad spectrum light. β-Na-chlorophyllinogen (Na-Chl II) is known as
photosensitizer in photodynamic therapy, it is known as water-soluble food additive (E140) which is used as food toner. This
study aimed to evaluate the efficacy of non-thermal measures for reducing B. cinerea in postharvest strawberry fruit.
The postharvest of Na-Chl II photosensitization effect on strawberry cv. 'Dar Select' were investigated at the LRCAF Institute of
Horticulture in 2013. Experimental treatments included 1) control + not illuminated untreated fruit, 2) Na-Chl II + illuminated
visible light and 3) sterile water + illuminated visible light. Strawberry fruits were incubated with photosensitizer Na-Chl II and
then illuminated 30 min. with visible light (λ=400 nm with energy density of 20 mW/cm2). Fruits assessments were after 6, 8, 12
o
days on stimulated storage at 5-7 C.
Mycological analysis of fruits showed that fungi of the genus Botrytis showed a high relative density and were detected in all
treatments. The decontamination of strawberries by Na-Chl II was effective compared to control and water. Na-Chl II reduced
the spread of grey mould in strawberries after 6, 8 days on stimulated storage, compared with control there was less 20% and
15% rotten fruits accordingly. Evaluating strawberry we find out that using Na-Chl II after 8 days of storage there was 5 points
more healthy fruits comparing with control and 4 points with water.
The photosensitizer Na-Chl II prolongs strawberry fruits shell life.
Acknowledgement: This research was funded by a grant SVE-02-2012 from the Research Council of Lithuania.
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Effect of inorganic salts on Colletotrichum musae and Fusarium solani - causal organisms of crown rot disease of banana
A. Bhattacharyya, S. Chakraborty
Assam Agricultural University, AICRP on Fruits, Jorhat, India
ashok_yya@yahoo.co.in
Eight inorganic salts viz. Boric acid, Calcium carbonate, Calcium chloride, Calcium nitrate, Sodium bi carbonate, Sodium
carbonate, Sodium chloride, Zinc sulphate were tested in vitro at five concentrations ranging from 0.1 to 0.5 per cent against
Colletotrichum musae and Fusarium solani - the causal organisms of crown rot disease of banana. The conidial germination of
both the fungi was completely inhibited by Boric acid (0.4%), Calcium carbonate (0.5%), Calcium chloride (0.5%), Sodium bi
carbonate (0.4%) and Sodium chloride (0.5%). The other three salts viz. Calcium nitrate, Zinc sulphate, Sodium carbonate could
not inhibit the conidial germination up to 100 per cent at the concentrations tested. The promising five inorganic salts, effective
to inhibit the conidial germination of C. musae and F. solani were tested against crown rot disease of banana. Of the salts, Boric
acid (0.4%) was found to be the most effective against the disease resulting highest crown rot reduction per cent.
The studies on textural and visual qualities and also sensory evaluation indicate that the maximum shelf life (14 days) was
recorded under Boric acid (0.4%) followed by Calcium chloride at 0.5 per cent (12.5 days) against 9.5 days under control.

P POST 9
Evaluation of hardening and darkening of common beans during storage by HR-MAS NMR
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Introduction: Most foods can have easily deteriorate, especially in plants it starts immediately after harvest. Thus, conservation
methods are important to ensure the quality of food products.
The beans storage at relatively high temperature conditions cause the development of Hard-to-Cook and Hard-to-Shell
1
phenomena, reducing the grain's ability to absorb water and increasing cooking time . Several conditions can be used for
storage, such as different temperatures and modified atmospheres. Understanding the phenomena that occur during the grain
storage is important to reduce post-harvest losses.
Objectives: Use the NMR to analyze the variation in the metabolic profile of bean cultivars stored at controlled temperatures
and modified atmosphere. Establishing the correlation between the metabolic variation with darkening and hardening grains
proposing the best storage condition.
Materials and methods: Four recently collected bean cultivars were stored at controlled temperatures (-20, 15, 21 and 37 °C)
1
and modified atmosphere (vacuum and nitrogen), and analyzed by H HR-MAS NMR. The spectra were obtained in triplicate, 5
kHz spinning speed, 28 °C and 256 scans, on a Bruker Avance III 500 spectrometer.
Results: The major change in the grain metabolic profiles occurred in carbohydrates, fatty acids and oligosaccharides levels, as
observed in Figure 1. It is remarkable that fatty acids increases the hydrophobicity of the grain contributing with the hardening
of beans.
There was also observed variation in the phenolic compounds content, especially anthocyanins, whose oxidation minimized
their content and were related to the darkening of the grain.
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Figure 1: H HR-MAS NMR spectra highlighting the bean metabolic profiles variation during storage. A) recently harvested and B)
storage during 108 days at 21 °C.

The lower storage temperature presents good grain quality maintenance. On the hand, better results were observed storing
beans at nitrogen atmosphere.
Conclusion: The most efficient and economical way in the common bean storage, ensuring better grain quality, is to use
modified atmosphere by nitrogen, preventing loss post-harvest and consequent decrease in the rejection by consumers.
1
References: GARCIA, E. et al. Journal of Agriculture and Food Chemistry, 46, 2110-2116, 1998
Acknowledgments: CNPq and FAPEG
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Taxonomic identification of antifungal strain ZLZ261 and its activity assay on the control against Monilinia fructicola
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Introduction: Antifungal strain ZLZ261 was isolated from a tundra at the altitude of 4530 metres in Xizang, China, and presented
a distinct inhibitory activity in vitro to Monilinia fructicola, the main pathogen of peach brown rot in China. Based on 16S rRNA
gene sequences, the strain should belong to the genus Collimonas.
Objectives: The study was aimed at confirming the taxonomic status in species level of ZLZ261 and its control effect against
peach brown rot, one of the major fruit diseases during post harvest and storage inChina.
Materials and methods: Strain ZLZ261 and the pathogen M. fructicola were isolated by ourselves. Reference strains C.
T
T
T
fungivorans CCUG 48868 , C. arenae CCUG 54727 and C. pratensis CCUG 54728 were provided by CCUG, Sweden. For the
taxonomy, the DNA homology analysis by DNA-DNA hybridization from renaturation rates in liquid phase and the carbon
sources utilization test with Biolog were launched. The bioassay method to determine the inhibition zone diameters and the
inoculation test on peach fruits were used for antifungal activity and control effect assay.
T
Results: The hybridization experiment showed that the DNA homologic hybrid rates between strains ZLZ261, CCUG 48868 ,
T
T
CCUG 54727 and CCUG 54728 were 45.32%, 32.52% and 83.99% respectively, in which the DNA homology of ZLZ261 with C.
T
pratensis CCUG 54728 was within the species bound approved by International Committee on Systematic Bacteriology. Biolog
test resulted in the same utilization of 51 carbon sources and the difference utilization of 11 carbon sources between the 4
T
strains of Collimonas. Especially, ZLZ261 was different from C. pratensis CCUG 54728 on the utilization of succinamic acid,
urocanic acid and glucose-6-phosphate. The 23 mm diameter of inhibition zones against M. fructicola and the 86.21% control
effect on the brown rot of peach fruits were presented by the fermentation broth of ZLZ261 in average.
Conclusion: The antifungal strain ZLZ261 was identified as the species C. pratensis, and possessed of good control effect on
brown rot of peach fruits caused by M. fructicola.
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Postharvest management of Monilinia rot of peach by DA-meter, a non-destructive technique
A. Spadoni, I. Cameldi, M. Mari
University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy
marta.mari@unibo.it
Monilinia rot occurring in the postharvest phase can be a serious cause of fruit losses. Therefore, rapid, sensitive and reliable
methods for the precise assessment of peach fruit ripening and, consequently, a probable incidence of Monilinia rot in
asymptomatic fruit become crucial for effective fruit management. In the last few years, the development of non-destructive
techniques to evaluate fruit ripening and assess internal quality attributes has increased. Among these, non-destructive
approaches seems particularly promising, as the DA-Meter, that measures the new ripening Index of Absorbance Difference (I AD)
correlating with the actual flesh chlorophyll-α content and fruit ethylene production. The relationship between IAD with quality
parameters, ethylene emission and brown rot incidence in artificially infected peaches were investigated on “Springbelle”,
“Redhaven” and “Royal Summer” peach. Peach fruit of each variety were initially analyzed by a portable DA-Meter for the
ripening IAD. In order to define the ripening classes, ethylene emission of five to ten fruit per I AD class was assessed before
storage. After ethylene measurement, each varieties was divided in two I AD classes: specifically, class I: 0.2 -0.4 (climacteric peak)
and class II: 0.5-0.9 (onset of climacteric) for ‘Springbelle’, class I: 0.0-0.3 (climacteric peak) and class II: 0.4 -0.6 (onset of
climacteric) for ‘Redhaven’ and class I: 0.5-1.0 (climacteric peak) and class II: 1.1-1.5 (onset of climacteric) for ‘Royal Summer’
peaches. Fruits, previously classified in two IAD classes, as reported above, were wounded with a sterile nail (2x2x2mm) and
3
-1
inoculated with 20 μL of the M. fructicola conidia suspension adjusted to 10 mL . Fruits were stored at 20°C for 3 d and
evaluated for lesion diameter. Fruit classified in two different classes of IAD, class I more ripe than class II, revealed a diverse
susceptibility to the pathogen. The severity of disease was significantly higher in peaches of class I than those of class II; the
lesion diameters ranged from9.3 mm (‘Springbelle’) to21 mm (‘Redhaven) in class I, and from3.8 mm (‘Springbelle’) to15.8 mm
(‘Redhaven’) in class II. The results obtained in our study indicated, for the first time that the IAD can be an “easy to use”
parameter to improve the final destination of the product at harvest.

P POST 12
Freeze-dried Lens Culinaris: Analysis of texture applying non-destructive techniques.
1
1
2
V. Messina , F. Pieniazeck , A. Sancho
1
CITEDEF, Buenos Aires, Argentina
2
INTA, Buenos Aires, Germany
vmessina@citedef.gob.ar
Introduction: One of the most important quality parameters in lentils is colour and texture; changes in any of these parameters
affect costumer’s acceptance.
Objectives: The aim of the present research was to compare soaked-cooked and soaked-cooked-freeze dried (rehydrated) lentils
in order to increase shelf life applying image analysis as a nondestructive, economic and rapid method to estimate mechanical
texture property.
Material and methods: Colour and texture image, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and mechanical texture were analyzed.
Results and discussion: SEM image showed that freeze-dried samples had similar structure to soaked-cooked samples.
Significant differences (P<0.05) within samples were observed for colour (lightness). Freeze-dried (rehydrated) samples showed
higher lightness associated with the freezing process before drying samples. Differences in colour also depend on the
dehydration and rehydration kinetics of the drying method. In order to evaluate image texture features for estimation of
mechanical texture of lentils, linear regressions were conducted with texture image (contrast, homogeneity, entropy, correlation
and energy) with mechanical texture (adhesiveness, chewiness, cohesiveness, gumminess and hardness). Texture images
showed good correlations with hardness, adhesiveness, gumminess and chewiness. Multiple Linear Regression between
2
mechanical texture and image texture features could predict high correlation of coefficient for hardness (R = 0.994), chewiness
2
2
2
(R =0.791), adhesiveness (R =0.873) and gumminess (R =0.862).
Conclusions: Results suggested that freeze-dried lentils showed difference among colour (lightness), but showed similar
microstructure, image and mechanical texture when it was compared to soaked-cooked samples. Freeze-drying treatment is
optimal de increase shelf life without losing quality factors. On the other hand image texture can be applied as a nondestructive,
economic and rapid method for estimation of quality.
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Rapid assessment on quality of fresh Daucus carota L. grown under organic and conventional farming systems
1
2
2
3
4
V. Messina , A. Sancho , G. Grigioni , A. Descalzo , A. Lopez
1
CITEDEF, Buenos Aires, Argentina
2
INTA, Buenos Aires, Argentina
3
4LABINTEX-UMR-Qualisud, INTA-CIRAD, France, France
4
UNCUYO, Buenos Aires, Argentina
vmessina@citedef.gob.ar
Introduction: Carrot (Daucus carota L.) is an important vegetable crop worldwide, consumed by humans during the whole-year
period in different forms. The most important quality attributes of carrot roots delivered for fresh market are root size, shape,
uniformity, colour, texture and internal quality aspects.
Objectives: The aim of this research was to develop a rapid assessment on quality of fresh carrots grown under organic and
conventional farming systems using odour pattern, colour and falcarindiol content as quality factors.
Material and methods: Carrots of different cultivars were harvested under two different farming systems (conventional and
organic). In order to evaluate quality changes odour pattern was performed with an electronic nose composed by metal oxide
sensors. Falcarindiol content was analyzed with a HPLC. Colour parameters were studied using a Spectrocolourimeter.
Results and discussion: Significant differences (P<0.05) were observed in colour and falcarindiol content within cultivar and
farming system. Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) with stepwise procedure was applied in each farming system to evaluate
odour pattern. Organic system showed two discriminant functions (DF), explaining 95.7% and 3.0% of the total variance (98.7%),
with a success rate of correct classification of each sample in their respective group of 98.1% and 91.0% of the original cases and
after cross validation. Conventional system showed two DF, explaining 93.5% and 4.1% of the total variance (97.6%), with a
success rate of correct classification of 96.1% and 91.5% (respectively). LDA applied to electronic nose data, colour and
falcarindiol showed that in both farming systems, DF1 was associated with metal oxide sensors type LY and falcarindiol content,
being DF2 related to colour. Results revealed that conventional carrots can be differentiated by colour values L*, a*, falcarindiol
content and LY sensors; organic carrots by colour value a*, falcarindiol content and LY sensors. L* parameter was very
remarkable to differentiate organic carrots form conventional system.
Conclusions: Colour, falcarindiol content and metal oxide LY type sensors showed to be a good match to approach a quick
quality in field. With this approach to quality, this will be a useful tool to incorporate in horticulture field

P POST 14
First study on causal agents of post-harvest soft and dry rots in vegetables store and cold-room of Erbil province, Iraq
1
2
2
P. Brokanloui Madloo , A. Ibrahim Musa , A. Hersh Abdllah
1
Salahaddin University, Plant protection, Erbil, Islamic Republic of Iran
2
Iraq
paribroukani@gmail.com
Post-harvest soft and dry rot are considered as destructive diseases of vegetables and occur worldwide. In north of Iraq also
especially Erbil region a huge proportion of harvest are discarded because of wrong disease management. However, no research
is available on this problem so the present study gives inclusive information regarding the main pathogens to suggest proper
disease prevention and control strategies. During six months, several stores were surveyed in order to etiological study of
potato, tomato and capsicum that exhibited either soft or dry rot symptoms. The fungal and bacterial pathogens separated from
infected samples and identified through special identification methods. Pathogenicity tests carried out on health samples which
were same cultivars by common plant pathological methods. According to results, Alternaria solani, Fusarium solani, Ralstonia
solanacearum and Bacillus sp. identified as major fungal and bacterial diseases agents of vegetables. In order to reach a
successful disease control it is necessary to be familiar with all potential pathogens. For the first time, this study provided
important information about post-harvest soft and dry rot pathogens on the most popular vegetables in Erbil, Iraq and the result
could be useful to issue correct control methods.
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Novel Biodegradable Coating to control postharvest Anthracnose and maintain quality of fresh fruits and vegetables
A. Ali
University of Nottingham Malaysia Campus, Kula Lumpur, Malaysia
asgar.ali@nottingham.edu.my
Fresh fruits and vegetables have relatively short postharvest life. Their storage life is limited by several factors including
transpiration, postharvest diseases, increased ripening and senescence. Many storage techniques including low temperature,
controlled atmosphere and modified atmosphere storage have been used for retention of freshness of fruits and vegetables. But
these processes are capital intensive and costly to run. Synthetic fungicides have also been used for controlling postharvest
diseases. However, persistent use of these fungicides has resulted in the emergence of resistant strains and also posed more
risks to human beings and environment. Therefore, more emphasis has been given to discover sustainable, non-chemical
alternative techniques. A novel approach is the use of edible coatings obtained from waste materials which are biodegradable
and environmentally friendly in nature. These can generate a modified atmosphere around the fruit by providing a semipermeable barrier to gaseous exchange, reduce respiration rate and water loss. Gum arabic is a dried gummy exudate from the
stems or branches of Acacia species. It is the most extensively used hydrocolloid in industrial sector because of its
emulsification, film forming and encapsulation properties. Chitosan is another polysaccharide obtained from the exoskeleton of
crustaceans, such as shrimps and crabs. It has become a potent alternative treatment for extending storage life and to control
decay of fruits and vegetables due to its natural antimicrobial effects and elicitation activities in plant tissues. Propolis is a
resinous substance, obtained by honey bee from different parts of plants. It has several antimicrobial and antifungal properties.
It can also be used as an edible coating to control anthracnose of fresh fruits and vegetables. Therefore, edible coatings based
on gum arabic, chitosan and propolis was developed which presents a simple, inexpensive and effective alternative for
controlling anthracnose, enhancing quality and maintaining shelf-life of fresh fruits and vegetables, particularly in cold storage.

P POST 16
1. Effect of Postharvest Nitric oxide and Chitosan Treatments on Quality Attributes and Control of Fungal Decays of Peach
(Prunus persica cv. zaaferani)
1
2
A. Esfandi , N. Shayesteh
1
Payame Noor University, Agriculture department, Khoy, Islamic Republic of Iran
2
Azad University, Pests Control , Mahabad, Islamic Republic of Iran
afsoonesfandi@yahoo.com
The effects of postharvest nitric oxide and chitosan treatments on quality attributes of peach (Prunus persica cv. zaaferani) fruits
were evaluated. This experiment was carried out as a factorial experiment with a complete randomized design. Treatments were
-1
nitric oxide (at concentrations of 0, 5 and 10 µmol L ) with 4 replications, chitosan (at concentrations of 0, 0.5 and 1% w/v) and
0
storage time (10, 20 and 30 days after treatments). Fruits after treatment with chitosan and nitric oxide were kept at 4 C and
85-95% RH. Fruit quality attributes, including weight loss, firmness, total soluble solids (TSS), titrable acidity (TA), pH, ascorbic
-1
acid, decay index and browning percentages were evaluated. Results showed that the fruits treated with 5 and 10 µmol L nitric
-1
oxide had the less amount of pH in compared to control. During 10 days of storage, 1% chitosan+ 10 µmol L nitric oxide had the
th
-1
highest amount of ascorbic acid but in 20 day of storage 5 µmol L nitric oxide was the highest. Also, fruits treated with 5 µmol
-1
th
L nitric oxide had the highest amount of TA and fruits treated with 1% chitosan had low changes in TA amount. In 20 day 5
-1
µmol L nitric oxide and 1% chitosan showed the lowest amount of TSS. At the end of storage period, fruits treated with 10
-1
µmol L nitric oxide had the lowest amount of TSS. During the storage period, the percentage of weight loss were highest in the
th
control treatment. In 30 day of storage period, fruits treated with 1% chitosan showed the lowest amount of weight loss, but
there was no significant differences with 0.5% chitosan and fruits treated with both nitric oxide+ chitosan. At the end of storage
-1
period, 0.5% chitosan+ 5 µmol L nitric oxide treatment had the most effect on decay index of peach fruits and 1% chitosan+ 5
-1
µmol L nitric oxide had the most effect on browning of peach fruits. By the way, in the control the highest amount of decay
were observed in comparision with the other treatments.
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The use of essential oils in combination with controlled atmosphere to control postharvest decay caused by Botrytis cinerea
and Penicillium expansum on apples
1,2
3,4
1
5
N. Mbili , U. L. Opara , F. Vries , C. L. Lennox
1
Agricultural Research Council Infruitec-Nietvoorbij, Postharvest and Wine Technology Division, Stellenbosch, South Africa
2
Stellenbosch University, Department of Plant Pathology, Stellnbosch, South Africa
3
Stellenbosch University, Department of Horticultural Science, Stellnbosch, South Africa
4
Stellenbosch University, Department of Food Science, Stellnbosch, South Africa
5
Stellenbosch University, Plant Pathology Department, Stellenbosch, South Africa
mbilin@arc.agric.za
Fungal infections are the main source of postharvest rots of fruit during storage and transport, and cause significant economic
losses. Increasing consumer concern regarding food safety and demand for organically produced fruit makes it necessary to
search for natural environmentally friendly alternative methods for disease control. Preventative application of essential oils
through thermofogging and dipping were tested in vivo for their potential to inhibit postharvest decay caused by Botrytis cinerea
and Penicillium expansum on ‘Granny Smith’, ‘Golden Delicious’ and ‘Pink Lady’ apples. Treated fruit were stored at controlled
atmosphere (‘Granny Smith’ and‘Pink Lady’: 1.5% O 2 + 1% CO2,-0.5°C and ‘Golden Delicious’: 1.5% O 2 + 2.5% CO2,-0.5°C) for 28
days followed by 7 days at 20°C. After storage, lesion diameter was measured and expressed as percentage inhibition relative to
control treatment. Application of essential oils (alone and mixtures) through thermofogging significantly (P < 0.0001) inhibited B.
™
cinerea and P. expansum on all three cultivars compared to Rovral , ethanol and control treatments. Essential oil mixtures
showed the highest inhibition of B. cinerea and P. expansum on all three cultivars compared to single application of essential
oils. In case of dipping of fruit, Rovral™ and essential oils provided the best inhibition of B. cinerea and P. expansum on each
apple cultivar compared to ethanol and control treatments. The results suggest the possibility of using essential oils in
combination with controlled atmosphere as natural fumigants for controlling postharvest diseases of apples.

P POST 18
Residues and effects on the aroma profile of apples after phosphine fumigation
1
2
1
2
D. Klementz , J. Schubert , D. Ulrich , H. Jungnickel
1
Julius-Kuehn Institute, ÖPV, Berlin, Germany
2
German Federal Institute for Risk Assessment, Berlin, Germany
dagmar.klementz@jki.bund.de
The fumigation of stored products is common practice to prevent the infestation and spread of pests through international
trade. The fumigants most frequently used for quarantine and pre-shipment (QPS) purpose are methyl bromide, phosphine and
sulfuryl fluoride. However, little is known on the effects caused by these substances on the fumigated goods. Based on the
Montreal Protocol, the non-QPS use of methyl bromide was phased out by 2005 in developed countries and will be banned by
2015 in developing countries. One of the substitutes used is phosphine. Apples are fumigated prior to export to control eggs of
pest insects like the codling moth (Cydia pomonella). In this study we addressed the question whether phosphine fumigation
affects the aroma profile of apples (Malus domestica 'Royal Gala'). For this purpose a headspace solid-phase microextraction
(HS-SPME) technique was developed and coupled to subsequent gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS). The apples
were fumigated for 48 h with a phosphine concentration of 2000 ppm. Following the fumigation procedure apples were aired
and stored under controlled conditions. Samples for the analysis of the aroma profile were taken at day 1, 5, 9, 14, and 35 after
fumigation has ended. The apples were processed and subsequently analyzed by HS-SPME-GC-MS. The results obtained for the
fumigated samples were compared to untreated control samples using multivariate statistics (discriminant analysis). A second
question addressed concerns the adsorption and desorption behavior of phosphine from apples under different conditions as
well as the chemical residues. The impact of the initial fumigation concentration and of the storage temperature was analyzed.
The phosphine concentration was thereby monitored using GC-MS instrumentation. This study shows that fumigation can affect
the aroma profile of the goods fumigated and that further research is needed. Significant data are being obtained and will be
presented.
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The mode of antifungal action of lemongrass (Cymbopogon citratus (DC.) Strapf) essential oil on Botrytis cinerea
1,2
3,4
1
2
N. Mbili , U. L. Opara , F. Vries , C. L. Lennox
1
Agricultural Research Council Infruitec-Nietvoorbij, Postharvest and Wine Technology Division, Stellenbosch, South Africa
2
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3
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4
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mbilin@arc.agric.za
The essential oil of lemongrass (Cymbopogon citratus (DC.) Strapf) was demonstrated in our previous studies as a potential
source of an eco-friendly antifungal agent however, the antifungal effects of this essential oil on the morphology and
biochemistry of Botrytis cinerea has not been documented. To elucidate the mechanism of the antifungal action, the effect of
the essential oil was investigated using light microscopy, scanning electron microscopy and fluorescence microscopy. Moreover,
light and scanning electron microscopy observations on hyphae exposed to lemongrass essential oil showed morphological
alterations in hyphae, such as damaged cytoplasmic membrane, clear separation of cytoplasm from cell wall, vacuolation, and
shriveling. B. cinerea hyphae treated with lemongrass essential oil showed strong propidium iodide fluorescence in the cytosol.
Lemongrass essential oil increased the concentration of potassium ion and cellular materials in the medium. The glucoseinduced reduction in external pH of B. cinerea was inhibited by lemongrass essential oil in a time and concentration dependent
manner. These observations indicate that the antifungal activity of lemongrass oil results from its ability to disrupt permeability
barrier of the plasma membrane, attack on the cell wall integrity and retraction of cytoplasm in the hyphae, and ultimately
death of the mycelium.

P POST 20
Determining the efficacy of ozone technology against red flour beetle, Tribolium castaneum (Herbst), under high
temperatures
M. Hasan, S. Akhtar, I. Faraz
University of Agriculture Faisalabad, Entomology, Faisalabad, Pakistan
mansoorsahi2000@yahoo.com
Ozone gas (O3) as a fumigant substitute has shown potential for controlling insect pests of stored products. Additionally,
extreme temperatures have been used to control insects in food processing structures. However, both have disadvantages and
it is thought that combining both control methods could reduce the negative effects of both strategies, when used separately. In
this study, efficacy of ozone for controlling adults, one of the most important insect pests in storage facilities, was evaluated at
high temperatures. Insects were exposed to a continuous stream of 100ppm ozone for 6, 12, 18, 24, 30 and 36 hours at 35 and
40oC. Results indicate that there is a direct relationship between these two factors i.e temperature & exposure time with the
mortality of T. castaneum. Mortality increased with increasing temperature and exposure time. 100 % mortality was achieved at
36 and 30 hr with 35 and 40oC.

P POST 21
Study of the potential use of essential out from Syzygium Aromaticum in Dioscorea Rotundata rot control
1
2
3
3
L. C. Nguemnang Mabou , M. L. Sameza , P. M. Jazet , F. Fekam Boyom
1
University of Yaoundé 1, Biochemistry, Yaoundé, Cameroon
2
University of Douala, Biochemistry, Douala, Cameroon
3
Cameroon
christellemabou@yahoo.fr
The post harvest rots due to fungi cause enormous losses of crops and the mycotoxins they produce are involved in many
human and animals diseases. The essential oil of S. aromaticum fruits was investigated for its antifungal activity on yam
pathogenic fungi in order to identify natural products for plant disease control. The chemical composition analysis of the
essential oil was carried out using gas chromatography (GC) and gas chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry (GC/SM).
Fungi species were isolated and identified through macroscopic and microscopic identification methods.The antifungal
parameters of the essential oil were determined in vitro using solidand liquid dilution methods and in situ by direct inoculation
method.Many compounds were identified amongst which Eugenol(79.4 %) and Eugenol acetate (9.2 %) were the main
components accounting for 99.7 % of the total oil.The fungi isolated and identified were Fusarium solani and Rhizopus stolonifer.
Pathogenicity test was carried out to confirm these organisms as the pathological agents of the Dioscorea rotundata postharvest rot. The results of the present study showed that S.aromaticum essential portrayed MIC values of 200 and 300 ppm
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respectively on the mycelium growth of R. stolonifer and F. solani, 31.25 and 250 ppm on their spore’s germination
respectively.The results of in situ studies showed that S.aromaticum essential oil decreased the disease severity compared to
the control (inoculated and not untreated).
These results show that the essential oil of S.aromaticum fruits might be used for the post-harvest protection of Dioscorea
rotundata.

P POST 22
Combination of Fludioxonil and LI-F type antibiotics produced by Paenibacillus polymyxa for controlling against citrus green
mold
Y. Xiao, Y. Gao, M. Hu, G. Zhong
Key Laboratory of Pesticide and Chemical Biology, Ministry of Education, South China Agricultural University, Guangzhou, China
xiaoying129129@163.com
Green mold, caused by Penicillium digitatum, is one of the most important postharvest decays of citrus fruit. The conventional
synthetic fungicides are very effective against this pathogen while intense application of synthetic fungicides undoubtedly
causes concerns over the environment and human health. The use of biological agents in postharvest decay control as
alternative to synthetic fungicides has drawn public attention in the last two decades.
The extraction process of secondary metabolites LI-F type antibiotics (LI-Fs) produced by Paenibacillus polymyxa SG-6 was improved
and synergistic effects of LI-Fs mixed with fungicides were investigated in this study.
Inhibitory effect of citrus green mold by LI-Fs, fludioxonil, imazalil, prochloraz, pyraclostrobin, propiconazole were measured and
the six fungicides had strong inhibitory activity on mycelial growth of citrus green mold. Growth rate of mycelia of citrus green
mold was determined to screen the efficiency ratio of LI-Fs and fungicides. The optimal mixed ratio of LI-Fs and fludioxonil
against mycelia growth of citrus green mold was demonstrated to be 8:2 with the synergism ratio of 2.22. However, there were
no significant synergistic effects of other fungicides when mixed. Preservation effects of LI-Fs- fludioxonil mixture at different
concentrations were studied with citrus fruit as the test materials. The mixtures could significantly control the natural incidences
of citrus green mold comparing with control in storage conditions of 25 ℃for 4 weeks and at 6 ℃for 4 weeks followed by 25
-1
℃for 2 weeks. In especial, when mixed concentration was 500 mg.L , the natural incidences of citrus green mold in both storage
conditions were 17.78% and 10.18%, which were significantly higher than the single agent.
According to the test results, it was the first time that LI-Fs mixed with chemicals as a new kind of fruits preservation agent was
proposed, which laid the foundation for the further research and development.
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Mass production, formulation and application of Trichoderma for soil borne disease management of vegetable crops
1
1
1
2
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2
Ohio State University, Plant Pathology, Wooster, American Samoa
nahar321@yahoo.com
Trichoderma, a bio-control agent has gained maximum attention due to its effectiveness to control a large umber of soil-borne
plant pathogenic fungi (Fusarium, Slerotium, Rhizoctonia, Pythium and Phytophthora) and root-knot nematodes without
adversely affecting beneficial microbes. There are two major methods of inoculum (spore) production of Trichoderma spp. viz.,
solid state form and liquid state form. In solid form, the fungus is grown on various barley grain, maize bran, grass pea bran, rice
husk and sawdust. The solid state productions are used mainly for direct soil application nurseries or greenhouses (small scale
production) to suppress the soil-borne diseases. In liquid form, Trichoderma is grown large scale in yeast enriched Richrds
solution or yeast enriched potato dextrose broth. Biomass (spore and mycelium) from the liquid form can be directly used for
decomposing organic materials in composting house, where the final product is considered as bio-fertilizer (Tricho-compost) or
preserved them by making different formulations such as talc base. Shelf life of talc base Trichoderma can be six months or one
year depending on temperature and moisture contained in formulated products. Tricho-compost can effectively control soilborne diseases of vegetables and some field crops. However, as Tricho-compost is heavily volumetric in nature, it is expensive
and laborious to take long distance. On the other hand, talc base Trichoderma is easy to handle and carry in long distance. Talc
base Trichoderma may be used for production of Tricho-compost or for spraying on foliage to control air borne diseases or
drenching in root zone to control soil borne diseases. After seven months the spore of Trichoderma was found alive in talc
formulation. However, apart from the counts of live spore, bio-efficacy was examined against diseases of vegetable crops to
ensure effectiveness of the products.

P SOIL 3
Nursery evaluation of indigenous and exotic apple cultivars against alternaria blight in kumaun region of Uttarakhand
M. Mer
Central Institute of Temperate Horticulture, Horticulture, Mukteshwar, India
mermukeshsingh86@gmail.com
Alternaria leaf spot (caused by Alternaria sp.) is an emerging disease of apple nursery field. Alternaria leaf spot causes unsightly
necrotic spots or blotches on the leaves which when viewed under magnification often have concentric rings of darker brown
within the lesion. The symptoms first appeared minutely in the month of June and continuously grow more in number and size
in July, August and September months. Alternaria also causes leaf yellowing followed by leaf drop. By the end of season the
apple plants appear very thin with foliage concentrated at the drop. There is speculation that the very cool and wet spring and
rainy summer of 2012, 13-14 provided ideal environmental conditions for the growth of this pathogen. A study was conducted
during 2012, 13-14 to evaluate 31 variety of apple (Malus domestica Borkh.) propagated in MM-rootstock series and seedling
rootstock for alternaria blight disease in farmer’s field and CITH RS Mukteshwar. The apple variety CITH Apple Lodh-1 in seedling
rootstock, CITH-Apple Lodh-1, Chaubatiya Princess on MM-106, MM111 have been found 20-25% susceptible for alternaria
blight respectively. The Skyline Supreme, Oregon Spur, Red Spur, Red Delicious, Vance Delicious have been observed the 10-15
% susceptibility upon seedling rootstock. The variety Gala Mast, Mollis Delicious, Golden Delicious, Chaubatiya Anupam on
MM111 and Prima, Mayan on seedling rootstock have been found resistance to alternaria blight. The present study showed that
the cultivars Gala Mast, Mollis Delicious, Golden Delicious, Chaubatiya Anupam were showed highly resistance to alternaria
blight disease.

P SOIL 4
Utilization of Rice Straw, Uncomposted and Composted Swine Manure to Suppress Soil-Borne Pathogens in Selected
Cruciferous Vegetable in the Philippines
R. Alberto, D. C. Corpuz
University, Crop Protection, Munoz, Philippines
travert2157@gmail.com
This study was conducted in a field plots to determine the effects of rice straw, composted and uncomposted swine manure on
the incidence of damping off caused by Sclerotium rolfsii and Fusarium sp. on pechay, mustard and radish in Nueva Ecija.
Treatments were based on the presence or absence of rice straw in combination with composted and uncomposted swine
manure. Plots were artificially infested with Sclerotium rolfsii and Fusarium sp. Disease incidences as well as yields were
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assessed at intervals. In pechay, mustard and radish, lowest incidence of damping off occurred in plots incorporated with rice
straw + composted swine manure. Highest marketable yield was obtained in plants grown in plots incorporated with rice straw +
composted swine manure. Other than the negative control, the incidence was highest in mustard and pechay plots where only
rice straw was amended.

P SOIL 5
Study of agressivity of Fusarium culmorum isolates associated with root rot and head blight of wheat in Algeria
B. Houda, B. B. Fayza
Ecole Nationale Supérieure Agronomique, Botanique, Algiers, Algeria
hou.boureghda@gmail.com
Root rot and Fusarium head blight of wheat are considered among the most serious and widespread diseases in the world. They
are leading cause of economic losses which may reach 50 % and also of mycotoxins accumulation in wheat seeds. In Algeria
these last year the most predominant species is F. culmorum which can be associated with root and collar rot and head blight.
This investigation focused on the study of the pathogenicity of a collection of F. culmorum isolates obtained from the ear, the
collar and root of samples of different variety of wheat harvested in the Central North region of Algeria. Pathogenicity tests were
assessed by using two methods: soil inoculation (to evaluate disease severity on the collar and the root of wheat seedlings) and
ear infection during flowering stage (to evaluate disease severity on the spikes). The aggressiveness of Fusarium isolates
evaluated by soil inoculation and estimated by a disease scale ranging from 0 to 3 showed that all F. culmorum isolates were
able to induce disease on the collar and root. Data recorded showed that disease index varied between 0.5 and 1.8, the most
aggressive isolates (FC 09-11) was obtained from the ear, and the less aggressive one FC 10-11 was also obtained from the ear.
Spikes inoculation showed also a variability of disease index which varied from 2.25 to 7.88 following a disease scale ranging
from 1 to 9. The most aggressive isolate was FC 09-11 with an index of severity of 7.88 and the weakest one was FC 10-11 (2.25).
Results obtained in this study showed that F. culmorum isolates obtained from roots and diseased collar were able to induce
symptoms on the ear and also those obtained from the spikes were aggressive on the collar and root. Significant correlation (r=
0.5) between disease index on the collar and on the ear was observed for F. culmorum isolates.

P SOIL 6
Cloning, characterization and expression of a novel laccase gene Pclac6from Phytophthora capsici
B. Feng, P. Li
Yun Cheng University, Yun Cheng, China
lipeiqianfly@126.com
Phytophthora capsici is an aggressive plant pathogen that affects solanaceous and cucurbitaceous hosts. A novel laccase gene
pclac6 and its corresponding full-length cDNA were cloned and characterized from Phytophthora capsici for the first time. The
1683 bp full-length cDNA of pclac6 encoded a mature laccase protein containing 560 amino acids preceded by a signal peptide
of 23 amino acids. The deduced protein sequence of PCLAC2 showed high similarity with other known fungal laccases and
contained four copper-binding conserved domains of typical laccase protein. In order to achieve a high level secretion and full
activity expression of PCLAC6, expression vector pPIC9K with the Pichia pastoris expression system was used. The recombinant
PCLAC6 protein was purified and showed on SDS-PAGE as a single band with an apparent molecular weight ca. 69.5 kDa. The
high activity of purified PCLAC6, 76 U/mL, at the seventh day induced with methanol, was observed with 2,2’-azino-di-(3ethylbenzothialozin-6-sulfonic acid) (ABTS) as substrate. The optimum pH and temperature for ABTS were 4.0 and 30 °C,
respectively. The reported data add a new piece to the knowledge about P. Capsici laccase multigene family and shed light on
potential function about biotechnological and industrial applications of the individual laccase isoforms in oomycetes.

P SOIL 7
Minimum Tillage to prevent Soil Erosion - control of Wetsern Corn borer and Fusarium desease by Insecticide - and Fungicide
spraying
J. Rosner
Government of Lower Austria, Agriculture, Tulln, Austria
josef.rosner@noel.gv.at
In Austria more than 400.000 ha arable land are seriously endangered by soil erosion. Soil loss, nutrient loss, water runoff and
pesticide loss are environmental risks and also danger for settlements. Minimum tillage systems can significantly reduce soil
erosion and all the negative consequences. In combination with effective cover crops we can introduce the system of permanent
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covered arable land with a maximum protection of soil against soil erosion, surface runoff, nutrient - and pesticide loss. The
technical requirement and the farmers know how are necessary. These advantages are combined with the risk of Fusarium sp.
caused by straw residues of wheat and corn on the soil surface and occur of the European corn borer, if straw residues of corn
are not shredded and incorporated consequently.
In that case minimum tillage trials and measurements of soil erosion were done for 20 years in Lower Austria. In this period the
interest more and more focused to plant diseases and Fusarium sp. was examined more in detail. New fungicides were
introduces in the last two years so that researches became possible. 22 Variants could be tested:
The results demonstrate a significant reduction of Mycotoxines ZEA and DON in the year 2013 and 2014. 2013 DON was reduced
by Fungicides from 1812 ppb in the untreated control to less than 1000. 2014 the DON - value in the control was 4014. With
Fungicide spraying in EC 59 this value could be reduced to 665 - 1023 ppb.
The insecticide trials for the control of European Cornborer showed also good options. These trials were applied with assistance
of light traps catches in comparison to the forecast model proPlant. A yield - increase from 9 - 26 % appeared and a reduction of
DON 2013 was investigated. The lodging of corn could be reduced significantly and the quality of the harvest ensured.

Figure 1

P SOIL 8
Assessment of Inoculum Decline in Ex Basal Stem Rot (Ganoderma boninense) Hole in Replanting Area
S. Budianto
Bah Lias Research Station PT. London Sumatera, Crop Protection, Pathology Section, Research, Medan, Indonesia
sisko.budianto@londonsumatra.com
Basal Stem Rot is caused by Ganoderma boninense is the most important soil borne disease in palm oil plantation, which the
most infection through root contact. Ganoderma brackets usually develop on the cut roots in sanitation holes, especially in ex
BSR hole. Finding out how much inoculum exist in these holes, the depth at which the inoculum will develop and how long it
survive in the hole, will be useful information to be correlated with applying Trichoderma to sanitation hole to suppress of
Ganoderma mycelium growth. The aims of this trial was to investigate decline periode of inoculum remaining in ex BSR hole.
This trial was conducted in palm oil plantation, Bah Lias Estae, London Sumatra. This trial used randomized block design with 8
treatments and 20 replicates. The treatments were dig out the BSR palms and dig a hole 1.5 x 1.5 x 1.5 m deep, count
Ganoderma brackets developing on cut root on the surface of sanitation hole (0 cm) and depth from the surface of sanitation
hole (20 cm, 40 cm, 60 cm, 80 cm, 1 m, 1.2 m and 1.5 m). This trial was started in December 2010. Observation of the number of
Ganoderma brackets growing inside the sanitation hole and the survival time of the basidiocarps growing inside the hole was
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recorded every two weeks. First observations were conducted in February 2011. The results showed that after 44 months
observation different numbers of Ganoderma brackets grew at different levels in the sanitation hole. No Ganoderma bracket
grew on the surface of sanitation hole. The highest number of Ganoderma brackets growing was observed at a depth of 60 cm.
54 brackets were observed in 20 holes at this depth so a mean of approximately 3 bracket/hole at this depth. Binomial analysis
also conducted and the results showed that there was no significant difference (fpr>0.01) between mean Ganoderma bracket
growing at each depth. Ganoderma brackets developing on cut roots on the inside of the sanitation hole did not develop every
month. The highest number developed in the first months after sanitation hole was made. After that period, brackets only
developed rarely. Ganoderma brackets growing on cut roots inside the sanitation holes can survive from 1 day to 284 days but
most basidiocarps growth survive around 22 days. From this observation, it is recommended to estate to apply directly
Trichoderma after the sanitation holes are dug.

Figure 1

Figure 2
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P SOIL 9
The cereal nematodes; Heterodera avenae and Pratylenchus thornei associated with wheat yield reduction in Eastern
Mediterranean Region of Turkey
1
2
3
4
3
M. Imren , H. Toktay , E. B. Kasapoğlu , A. A. Dababat , I. H. Elekcioglu
1
Abant İzzet Baysal University, Faculty of Agriculture and Natural Science, Plant Protection, Bolu, Turkey
2
Niğde University Faculty of Agricultural Sciences, Plant Production and Tecnologies, Niğde, Turkey
3
Çukurova University, Faculty of Agriculture, Plant Protection, Adana, Turkey
4
International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center, Plant Pathology, Ankara, Turkey
m.imren37@gmail.com; halilelekcioglu@gmail.com
Wheat (Triticum spp.) is one of the most important field crops in Turkey where both bread and durum wheat types are
cultivated under irrigated and non-irrigated conditions. Wheat yield is affected by biotic and a biotic factors. Among the biotic
factors, plant parasitic nematodes attack wheat crop and cause serious economic losses worldwide. Especially, the cereal cyst
nematode Heterodera avenae (Wollenweber) and root-lesion nematode Pratylenchus thornei (Sher et Allen) are found
predominantly in spring wheat-growing areas in Adana province in the Eastern Mediterranean region of Turkey. It has been
reported that these nematode species are associated with loss of grain yield under field conditions in this region of Turkey.
According to the results, H. avenae resulted in a reduction in wheat grain yield of up to 25.7% in the susceptible variety (Seri 82)
and P. thornei caused a reduction of 19.85% in the susceptible wheat variety (Gatcher). So far the most promising strategy to
control cereal nematodes is by using the resistant varieties. Therefore, the International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center
(CIMMYT) and Turkey breeding programs are collaborating and developed hundreds of wheat lines with high levels of resistance
to both CCN and RLN. More research is being carried out to investigate the background of the resistance sourced by the use of
association mapping technique.

P SOIL 10
Occurrence and Distribution of Entomopathogenic Nematodes (Steinernematidae and Heterorhabditidae) in Kayseri Province,
Turkey
1
2
3
4
1
1
1
5
R. Canhilal , M. Imren , L. Waeyenberge , H. Toktay , Y. Deniz , Y. E. Özdemir , S. Doğan , I. H. Elekcioglu
1
Erciyes University, Faculty of Agriculture, Plant Protection, Kayseri, Turkey
2
Abant İzzet Baysal University, Faculty of Agriculture and Natural Science, Plant Protection, Bolu, Turkey
3
Agricultural Research Centre Burg, Plant Protection, Ghent, Belgium
4
Niğde University Faculty of Agricultural Sciences and Tecnologies, Plant Production and Tecnologies, Niğde, Turkey
5
Çukurova University, Faculty of Agriculture, Plant Protection, Adana, Turkey
r_canhilal@hotmail.com; halilelekcioglu@gmail.com
Entomopathogenic nematodes (EPNs) have potential for biological control of insect pests. A total of 82 species of
entomopathogenic nematodes have been identified worldwide belonging to Steinernema (65 species), Neosteinernema (1
species) and Heterorhabditis (16 species). Seven and four species of Steinernema and Heterorhabditis respectively were
identified in Turkey. Particularly here we sought to determine the species of EPN in agricultural areas as well as in natural
habitats in Kayseri, Turkey during 2010-2011. Nematode isolates were identified based on morphology and sequence analysis
using ITS regions of ribosomal DNA. Sixty one entomopathogenic nematode isolates were obtained from 174 soil samples from 5
different habitats. Positive soil sample ratio was 35%. Forty-one of these isolates were identified as Steinernema feltiae. Two of
them were S. carpocapsae, one of them was S. bicornutum, three of them were Steinernema sp., and fourteen of them were
Heterorhabditis bacteriophora. S. bicornutume is the first report from Turkey. Based on morphology and sequence analysis,
three isolates correspond to genus Steinernema were not identified as a species. More detailed studies are indispensable to
decide whether these isolates represent a new species or not.

P SOIL 11
Aggressiveness of Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. medicaginis on Alfalfa
1
1
2
3
C. Eken , N. Alkan , S. Albayrak , M. Türk
1
Suleyman Demirel University, Agricultural Biotechnology, Isparta, Turkey
2
Ondokuz Mayıs University, Bafra Vocational School, Samsun, Turkey
3
Suleyman Demirel University, Department of Field Crops, Isparta, Turkey
cafereken@sdu.edu.tr
Alfalfa (Medicago sativa L.) is a perennial forage legume with a worldwide distribution consisting one of the world’s most
valuable forages. Diseases can reduce the production and life cycle of alfalfa stand Fusarium spp. that cause crown and root rot
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as well as Fusarium wilt, has been implicated as the cause of alfalfa plant death and decreased yield quantity and quality.
Fusarium oxysporum Schlechtend.:Fr. causes vascular wilt diseases on many different crops, and over 120 formae speciales. F.
oxysporum f. sp. medicaginis (Weimer) Snyd. and Hans. (FOM) is the usual incitant of Fusarium wilt of alfalfa. The typical
symptoms of Fusarium wilt, which include chlorosis, wilting, stunting and death of plant, increase in severity and incidence
during subsequent growing season. Alfalfa plants showing symptoms were sampled in different localities from Lakes Region in
Turkey. Symptomatic crown and root samples were cut about 5 mm and surface disinfected with 70% ethanol for 1 min. Then
the cuttings were rinsed quickly sterile distilled water, blotted dry on filter paper and placed on Potato Dextrose Agar (PDA) in
Petri dishes and incubated at 25 ± 1°C for 7 days. Mycelium developed from the tissue cuttings was sub-cultured onto PDA and
single spore technique was used to purify the Fusarium isolates. FOM was consistently isolated from diseased plants.
Pathogenicity tests with twenty four isolates were conducted with agar plate assay. There were significant differences among
aggressiveness of isolates of FOM from alfalfa. In pathogenicity tests on alfalfa (cv. Gea), the FOM isolate IA-29 was the most
aggressive among 24 isolates from alfalfa. Some isolates (IA-10 and IA-18) were non-pathogenic. Fusarium oxysporum consists of
pathogenic and non-pathogenic strains that are morphologically indistinguishable.

P SOIL 12
Development of a Co-encapsulation of baker’s yeast, maize starch and Beauveria bassiana attractive towards western corn
rootworm
1
2
2
1
M. Vemmer , M. Schumann , S. Vidal , A. V. Patel
1
University of Applied Sciences, Department of Engineering and Mathematics, WG fermentation and formulation of biologicals
and chemicals, Bielefeld, Germany
2
Georg August University, Department of Crop Sciences, Agricultural Entomology, Göttingen, Germany
anant.patel@fh-bielefeld.de
Soil-dwelling larvae of pest insects like western corn rootworm (Diabrotica virgifera virgifera) cause considerable economic
damage in agricultural production systems. As CO2 is known as an attractant for western corn rootworm larvae there is a high
interest in CO2 emitting formulations for an “attract-and-kill” strategy. Ca-alginate encapsulation of baker’s yeast has previously
been shown to result in a slow release of CO 2 in soils. The objective of this research project was to develop a formulation which
releases CO2 during at least four weeks by providing a co-formulated nutrient source. The challenge was to identify a nutrient
source which can be encapsulated in a biocompatible material and utilized by the baker’s yeast.
Addition of starch extended and increased CO 2 release resulting in the formation of significant CO 2 gradients in a defined soil
during several weeks. The missing starch degrading activity of baker’s yeast was compensated by random soil microorganisms or
co-encapsulated Beauveria bassiana producing exoenzymes with amylase activity. In a non-destructive observation device we
further demonstrated that the co-formulation with baker’s yeast, maize starch and B. bassiana was attracting western corn
rootworm larvae within the first two hours after their insertion, but was neither able to keep the larvae at the target point nor
to affect their vitality (Fig. 1). We speculate that incubation time of six days was too short for fungal sporulation, which is
needed for a successful infection. Additionally, we assume that attractiveness needs to be increased by other stimuli to prolong
contact between larvae and the entomopathogenic fungus in order to increase the chance for a infection by the conidia.
Figure 1: Percentage of dispersed larvae observed in section “Maize” (black) and “Beads” (grey) 4 hours (A) and 24 hours (B)
after insertion of western corn rootworm larvae. (Wilcoxon test between each section; * = P S. cerevisiaeH 203, maize starch
and B. bassiana.
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P SOIL 13
Selection of microorganisms from suppressive compost to control soil-borne pathogens on potted vegetables
1,2
2
1
M. L. Gullino , M. Pugliese , A. Garibaldi
1
University of Torino, Centro Agroinnova, Grugliasco, Italy
2
University of Torino, DISAFA, Grugliasco, Italy
marialodovica.gullino@unito.it
Introduction: Soil-borne diseases are the cause of severe losses of economically important crops and the use of organic
amendments and compost is an alternative approach for their control. Compost suppressiveness has been widely studied,
suggesting an important role for the microbial component of compost and the possibility to isolate antagonists from high quality
composts.
Objectives: The objective of the present work was to isolate microorganisms from a suppressive compost and to test them for
their activity against soil-borne pathogens on vegetable crops.
Materials and methods: A compost from green wastes and municipal biowastes that showed a good suppressive activity in
previous trials was used as source of microorganisms. Serial diluted suspensions of compost samples were plated on different
media: selective for Fusarium sp., selective for Trichoderma sp., potato dextrose agar (PDA) for isolation of fungi, lysogeny broth
(LB) for isolation of bacteria. Colonies were isolated from plates and tested in greenhouse on potted plants against Fusarium
oxysporum f. sp. basilici/basil, Pythium ultimum/cucumber and Rhizoctonia solani/bean. Antagonistic microorganisms were
-1
-1
blended into a peat substrate at 10 g L or 10 ml L 14 days before seeding. Pathogens were mixed into the substrate at 1 g of
-1
wheat kernels L 7 days before seeding. Seeds of basil, cucumber and bean were sown into2 L pots in greenhouse. The number
of alive plants and above ground biomass were measured 20-30 days after seeding.
Results: Three fungi were able to significantly control F. oxysporum f. sp. basilici on basil and one of them was effective also
against R. solani. Other 8 microorganisms, including 6 bacterial strains and 2 fungi, significant increased the number of alive
plants in the pathosytem P. ultimum/ cucumber.
Conclusions: Among all isolated microorganisms, bacterial strains showed to significantly control the pathogens better than
fungi. However none of the microorganisms was able to control the three soil-borne pathogens together.

P SOIL 14
Evaluating systemic semi-selective chemicals for the management of apple replant disease in fumigated and non-fumigated
orchards systems
M. Nyoni, M. Mazzola, A. McLeod
Stellenbosch University, Plant Pathology, Stellenbosch, South Africa
adelem@sun.ac; zaadelem@sun.ac.za
Apple Replant Disease (ARD) is a phenomenon where apple trees are stunted when replanted onto old apple soil. The main
soilborne organisms that cause ARD include oomycetes, fungi and nematodes. Preplant soil fumigation with broad spectrum
fumigants, mainly mixtures of chloropicrin (Chl) and 1,3-dichloropropene (1,3-D), has been the standard method for control of
ARD. In South Africa, oomycetes (certain Pythium spp. and Phytophthora cactorum) and Pratylenchus spp. have been identified
as the most virulent ARD pathogens, along with Cylindrocarpon spp. and binucleate Rhizoctonia spp. that are generally less
virulent. Semi-selective chemicals that target oomycetes and nematodes might thus have potential for suppressing ARD in South
Africa. The aims of the study were to (i) evaluate in two orchard trials the efficacy of two fumigants varying in Chl and 1,3-D
content (33.3% Chl:60.8% 1,3-D vs. 57% Chl:38% 1,3-D), and semi-selective chemicals (fenamiphos, metalaxyl, potassium
phosphonate) applied to fumigated and non-fumigated soil and (ii) to elucidate the ARD etiology of the two orchard soils under
glasshouse conditions. Evaluation of tree growth responses (increases in trunk diameter, total shoot length and leader length)
after the first growing season showed similar trends for both trials. All fumigant treatments had significantly better growth than
the untreated controls. The semi-selective chemicals applied to non-fumigated soil did not significantly increase tree growth.
However, in both trials there was a trend for this treatment to contribute towards improved growth. The semi-selective
chemicals in combination with a fumigant also did not significantly enhance growth relative to the fumigant treatment alone.
Fumigants containing different Chl and 1,3-D contents performed equally well. The glasshouse trial has been completed for the
one orchard soil, which showed that the orchard soil had a severe ARD status. This was evident since soil pasteurization
significantly enhanced seedling growth and soil dilution of 15% (v/v) non-treated soil into pasteurized soil caused pathogen reinfestation and significant seedling growth reductions. The etiological agents identified included Cylindrocarpon spp., Pythium
vexans, Pythium irregulare, Phytophthora cactorum and Pratylenchus spp.
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P SOIL 15
Clubroot of oilseed rape epidemics, virulence of Plasmodiophora brassicae and possible management strategies
N. Zamani-Noor
Julius Kühn-Institut, Institute for Plant Protection in Field Crops and Grassland, Braunschweig, Germany
nazanin.zamani-noor@jki.bund.de
Clubroot, caused by Plasmodiophora brassicae, has been one of the most destructive diseases of oilseed rape in Germany and
recently has become a more frequent problem worldwide. Our previous field studies showed the number of very virulent
pathotypes has increased over the past years and subsequently commercial resistant cultivars become susceptible (Zamani
Noor, unpublished data). Therefore, understanding the type of the pathotype is useful for developing better strategies to study
the disease epidemiology, which should lead to more effective control of the disease. The pathotype classification of 45 new
populations of P. brassicae has been determined during 2013 to 2014 from infected root samples of oilseed rape collected in
different states of Germany on the differential hosts of Somé. In total, the collected isolates were classified to 4 different
pathotypes, among them eight isolates were highly virulent on the resistant oilseed rape cultivar Mendel.
Additionally, it was described that when lime or calcium cyanamide are applied to the infected soil, the soil became suppressive
to clubroot (Hwang et al. 2011; Dixon 2012). Therefore, field experiments with natural infection on three different locations in
Germany were carried out in 2014 to evaluate control strategies for improving resistance in susceptible and resistant cultivars by
investigating the effect of different fertilizers application (Calcium cyanamide and burnt lime) at different times during the
growing season. The preliminary results indicated well variations between the treatments. Changing the time of application had
significant effect on the final severity of the disease (P ≤ 0.05). Clubroot incidence and severity, relative to untreated control,
were significantly lowered by application of fertilizer at later growth stages. In compare to calcium cyanamide, burnt lime
application has lower effect.
References:
Dixon, G.R., 2012. Calcium cyanamide - a synoptic review of an environmentally benign fertiliser which enhances soil health.
Acta Hortic 938: 212-217.
Hwang, S.F., S.E. Strelkov, G.D. Turnbull, V. Manolii, R.J. Howard, M. Hartmann, 2008. Soil treatments and amendments for
management of clubroot on canola in Alberta. Can. J. Plant Pathol 90: 410.

P SOIL 16
Using conditional probability to predict inoculum level of Verticillium dahliae from commercial potato fields in Michigan, USA
L. Steere, N. Rosenzweig, W. Kirk
Michigan State University, Plant, Soil, and Microbial Sciences, East Lansing, United States
steeregr@msu.edu
Introduction: A recent survey of potato (Solanum tuberosum) growers in the U.S. state of Michigan identified that soilborne
pathogens were a concern to potato grower’s ability to continue to meet the high demands for marketable potatoes for both
the processing and fresh market. Of these soilborne pathogens, Verticillium dahliae is one of the most economically important
pathogens from a marketability standpoint due to direct correlation with potato early die (PED) and its persistence in the soil.
Objectives: A statewide soil evaluation was conducted, following the distribution of a grower survey, to study soilborne
pathogens and their interactions with multiple abiotic and biotic factors. The use of geostatistics and geographical information
systems (GIS) were incorporated into this study to assess the spatial distribution of colony forming units (CFUs) of V. dahliae
across fields and to use geostatistical methods to determine V. dahliae inoculum levels throughout entire fields from 20 soil
samples/field.
Materials and methods: Three fields were used in this study to illustrate this technique. Furthermore, the research team
incorporated the use of a nonlinear Kriging method (indicator Kriging) to create conditional probability maps of soilborne
pathogen inoculum levels and predict where inoculum levels would result in infection and significant disease incidence and
severity.
Results: The methods presented in this study evaluated mapping of soilborne plant pathogens as potential practical disease
management tool for commercial potato crop production. Cross-validation statistics analysis of data for the three fields with a
low-, high- and variable-risk based on spatial distribution of CFUs. A conditional probability map was generated of a low-risk
field, a high-risk field and variable-risk field. Field maps spatially represented the probability of PED incidence based on a 5
CFU/10 g of soil threshold.
Conclusion: The procedures discussed, when incorporated into commercial integrated disease management, will allow for more
accurate prediction and treatment of potato diseases, such as PED, associated with V. dahliae. The ability to sample a relatively
few data points to predict values for an entire field could greatly influence how integrated disease management is conducted in
the future.
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P SOIL 17
The Epidemiology of Bacterial Fruit Blotch Disease of Watermelon in Eastern Mediterranean Region
R. Cetinkaya Yildiz, A. Karatas
Biological Control Research Station, Plant Pathology, Adana, Turkey
yildizcr@yahoo.com
Bacterial fruit blotch of watermelon caused by Acidovorax citrulli is an economically important disease in Turkey. Even though all
cucurbit species (cucumber, watermelon, squash and melon) are the potential hosts of this seed borne pathogen, the most
common host of the disease is watermelon. After the first occurrence of the disease determined in 2005, the major outbreaks
were occurred in 2009 and 2010 in the Eastern Mediterranean region. The present status of the disease in Adana, Mersin and
Osmaniye provinces during 2011 and 2012 was determined in this study. Totally 51 strains were isolated from diseased
watermelon fruits in the region since 2009. The strains were identified by traditional methods and species specific PCR. Diseased
plants and fruits had been eradicated and infected fields in the region have been banned during for four years for cucurbit
cultivation by Republic of Turkey Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Livestock. Additionally, in the study, survival of the pathogen
in non-vegetation period on/in seed and soil was investigated. A 100 mg/l rifampicin resistant regional strain was used in the
study of overwintering of the pathogen on/in seed and soil. It’s determined that the pathogen can survive in the soil samples
taken from Osmaniye and Adana provinces for 180 and 150 days, respectively and in the watermelon seeds stored in room
temperature during 9 months

P SOIL 18
Aphanomyces trifolii, an Evolving, Causal Agent of Severe Root Disease in Annual Clovers in Australia
1
1
1
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Introduction: Subterranean clover (Trifolium subterraneum) is grown extensively as a pasture legume in southern Australia (29
M ha) and elsewhere and is the most important pasture legume in Australia. However, various soil-borne pathogens severely
curtail its establishment, productivity and long term persistence, with severe reductions in livestock carrying capacity and whole
farm profitability. This decline in pasture production has been positively associated with several root rot diseases, including
Aphanomyces, misidentified for decades as A. euteiches until recently confirmed as the new species A. trifolii.
Objectives: To identify host resistance to A. trifolii in subterranean clover and to compare virulence and phylogeny of collected
isolates from southern Australia.
Materials and methods: A series of controlled environment experiments were undertaken to define virulence and physiological
variation of isolates of A. trifolii and to identify appropriate host resistances.
Results: Cultivars Dalkeith, Bacchus Marsh, Riverina and Yarloop are the first host resistances identified against A. trifolii in
subterranean clover. Investigations of virulence and the population phylogeny across isolates of A. trifolii confirmed extensive
variation in virulence and physiological specialisation, with three distinct clades, two of which were distinct from isolates
collected previously, signalling greater genetic diversity present in current compared with historical populations. Host
resistance(s) against a mixture of 20 A. trifolii isolates representing the current pathogen population have now been identified
for the first time.
Conclusion: This is the first study to show physiological specialisation in A. trifolii in subterraneum clover and the first to identify
host resistances against these different pathotypes. Our study confirms A. trifolii as a significant but largely unknown contributor
to severe root disease of subterranean clover in southern Australia.

P SOIL 19
Efficacy of dimethyl disulfide against Fusarium wilt and weeds on lettuce.
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3
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The management of soil-borne pathogens is complicated by the limited number of registered chemicals and by restrictions in
the use of pre-plant fumigants.
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Three experimental trials were carried out in Northern Italy in order to evaluate the efficacy of soil disinfestation treatments
based on dimethyl disulfide (DMDS) applied by shank injection under virtually impermeable transparent films for 14 days, under
2
2
open field conditions. The effectiveness of DMDS at 30, 40, 60 g/m alone or combined with metham sodium (DMDS 40 g/m +
2
Metham 14.1 ml/m ) was compared with that of dazomet against Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. lactucae race 1 on lettuce. The
efficacy of DMDS in controlling monocot e dicot weeds was also evaluated. Trials have been carried out both in a sandy loamy
soil naturally infested by Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. lactucae, and in artificially infested soil. In the presence of a disease
2
incidence ranging from 23.4 to 78%, DMDS at 40 and 60 g/m showed the best effectiveness in Fusarium oxysporum f. sp.
2
lactucae control. DMDS, at the dosage of 30 g/m , did not always ensured satisfactory reduction of Fusarium wilt on lettuce
2
compared to dazomet. DMDS at 40 and 60 g/m , significantly reduced the total weed population compared with the untreated
control, showing a good effectiveness (from 70% to 87% of control) against Portulaca oleracea, the prevalent species in the
experimental sites. Also the combination of DMDS and metham sodium provided a consistent effect in Fusarium wilt reduction,
as well as weed control. The improved plant health provided by the tested soil disinfestation treatments constantly caused
significant yield increases.

P SOIL 20
No evidence of stem bleeding transmission by ambrosia beetles to coconut palms in Brazil
1
2
3
1
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E. C. Guzzo , J. D. S. Neves , S. F. Santana , A. S. Negrisoli Junior , A. V. Teodoro
1
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2
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Embrapa Tabuleiros Costeiros, Aracaju - SE - Brazil, Brazil
elio.guzzo@embrapa.br
The coconut palm (Cocos nucifera) is a valuable source of food and material throughout the tropics. Coconut plantations are
attacked by several diseases, such as the stem bleeding, caused by the fungus Thielaviopsis paradoxa (syn. Chalara paradoxa,
Ceratocystis paradoxa). Infections can initiate from T. paradoxa spores or mycelium that survive on decaying plant litter and are
spread from soils to coconut stems by splashing rain or irrigation water. It is known that the coconut stem borers
Rhynchophorus palmarum and Metamasius hemipterus (Coleoptera: Curculionidae) can carry viable spores of T. paradoxa, being
able to disseminate the disease. However, little is known about stem bleeding transmission by other stem borers, such as
ambrosia beetles (Coleoptera: Curculionidae: Scolytinae). Here, we aimed at investigating whether coconut palm-infesting
ambrosia beetles could disseminate stem bleeding since this knowledge could be of great importance when designing disease
control and prevention strategies. Adult ambrosia beetles were collected directly from stems presenting stem bleeding
symptoms (black stains coming from a hole or wound and seeping down the stem). In order to verify if T. paradoxa could be
carried either on the insect cuticle or in its digestive tract, ambrosia beetles were straightly inoculated in Petri dishes containing
PDA (potato-dextrose-agar) culture medium (treatment 1); and externally disinfected with 70% alcohol solution (2 seconds) and
sodium hypochlorite (60 seconds), washed with distilled water, macerated, and subsequently inoculated in Petri dishes with PDA
o
medium (treatment 2). Petri dishes were kept under an incubation chamber at 25±1 C and daily evaluated, during seven days.
The experiment consisted of a completely randomized design with 60 replications (insects) per treatment. Results showed no T.
paradoxa germination from either cuticle or digestive tract of insects evaluated. The fungus Aspergillus sp. grew in PDA medium
but it was considered a contaminant. We found no evidence that ambrosia beetles could carry viable spores of T. paradoxa that
could infect healthy coconut palms and disseminate stem bleeding disease.
Acknowledgements: We thank the Conselho Nacional de Desenvolvimento Científico e Tecnológico (CNPq) and H.Dantas - Coco
Verde de Sergipe.
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Predatory mites of the superfamily Bdelloidea (Acari: Trombidiformes: Prostigmata) from Iran
1
1
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M. Bagheri , S. Paktinat-Saeej , A. Saboori
1
University of Maragheh, Plant Protection, Maragheh, Islamic Republic of Iran
2
University of Tehran, Plant Protection, Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran
mbagheri20022002@yahoo.com
Members of the superfamily Bdelloidea have an important role in the biological control of small insects, scales, mites and
nematodes in agricultural ecosystems. These mites found in a variety of habitats including leaf litter and soil, agriculture fields
and stored products. During 2013-2014 a faunistic survey of Bdelloid mites associated with crop fields and orchards was
conducted in Mazandaran province, Iran. Different samples were transferred to the laboratory and put into the Berlese-Tullgren
funnel. The extracted mites were cleared by Nesbitt’s fluid and mounted in Hoyer’s medium. During this study, the genus
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Neobiscirus Gomelauri, 1963 and Trachymolgus purpureus Fisher & Dowling, 2011 are recorded for the first time from Iran and
the specimens collected were identified as: Bdellidae: Neobiscirus sp. nov.; Bdella muscorum Ewing, 1909; Bdella longicornis
(Linnaeus), Latreille, 1795; Biscirus silvaticus )Kramer, 1881(; Cyta coerulipes Duges, 1834; C. lattirostris Hermann, 1804;
Hexabdella persiaensis Paktinat Saeej & Bagheri, 2014; Spinibdella cronini (Baker & Balock, 1944); Trachymolgus purpureus
Fisher & Dowling, 2011; Cunaxidae: Cunaxa setirostris (Hermann, 1804); Cunaxoides croceus (Koch, 1838); Pulaeus sp.; Lupaeus
sp.

P SOIL 22
Development of a substrate for the production of seedlings optimized with regard to plant nutrition and suppressiveness to
soil borne diseases.
V. Hofer, J. G. Fuchs, M. Koller, T. Oberhänsli, L. Tamm, M. Maurhofer Bringolf, B. Thürig
FiBL, Crop Sciences, Frick, Switzerland
veronika.hofer.vh@gmail.com
Introduction: The soil-borne pathogen Pythium ultimum causing damping-off disease is responsible for high yield losses in
organic vegetable production and is difficult to control. It has been shown before that composts have the potential to control
soil-borne diseases. Yet, quality of composts is variable, depending on factors such as the starting material, the composting
process and the maturity of the compost and can change during storage.
Objectives: The aims of the present study were to evaluate (i) whether suppressiveness of a high quality green compost can be
improved by adding selected nitrogen fertilizers and/or BCOs, and (ii) whether the addition of BCOs to standardized substrates
results in suppression levels comparable to a high quality compost.
Material and methods: Cress-P. ultimum and cucumber-P. ultimum were used as model bioassays. Substrate mixes based on
70% peat and 30% compost or coco fibers were amended with different organic nitrogen fertilizers and/or different
commercially available biocontrol organisms and were tested for their suppressiveness to P. ultimum.
Results: The results showed that compost was essential for suppressiveness against P. ultimum and a chitin-containing fertilizer
strongly improved this effect. In contrast, none of the five tested BCOs could improve the suppressiveness of the compost or a
standardized substrate.
Discussion: Compared to single BCO, the complex microbial community of a compost amended with an adequate fertilizer was
highly suppressive against the soil-borne pathogen P. ultimum.
Conclusion: By using an appropriate compost, production of healthy and robust seedlings is feasible even in the presence of high
levels of pathogens.

P SOIL 23
Evaluation of biological control properties and characterization of three Brazilian Plant Growth Promoting Bacteria
E. Bach, L. Maria Pereira Passaglia
UFRGS, Genetics, Porto Alegre, Brazil
whosdadgirl04@yahoo.com
Fungal diseases are an important source of plant stress and are responsible for big amounts of annual crop loss. The use of
microorganisms to control plant diseases is a promising and eco-friendly alternative to chemical pesticides. Thus, the aim of this
work is to characterize and evaluate the biocontrol properties of three Brazilian Plant Growth Promoting Bacteria. Bacillus
T
mycoides B38V, Burkholderia cepacia 89, and Paenibacillus riograndensis SBR5 were characterized for enzyme production;
4
biofilm formation; oil emulsification; and soft-rotting of potato. Antagonistic activities were evaluated by seeding 10 spores of
8
-1
20 phytopathogenic fungi in King B and PDA agar plates followed by inoculation of 20 µL of 10 UFC mL of each bacterium.
Similarly, antagonistic tests were done against phytopatogenic and Gram positive bacteria. Inhibitory effect was verified through
halo formation. Greenhouse assays were carried out to investigate plant growth promotion of four cultivars of wheat and
disease protection of strain 89 against Bipolaris cynodontis, Drechslera tritici-repentis and Fusarium graminearum. All bacteria
were proteolytic and none were able to produce urease or chitinase, which could be related to antifungal activities. No bacteria
T
provoked soft-roting of potato tubers. B. cepacia 89 and P. riograndensis SBR5 solubilized at least 4 of the substrates tested,
T
suggesting important nutritional abilities to compete in the rhizosphere. Strains B38V and SBR5 did not form any halo in the
antagonistic assays, although the former presented a type of competition as it at least was not overgrown by the fungi. B.
cepacia 89 showed a broad spectrum of antifungal activity, inhibiting almost all fungi tested. No activity against bacteria was
detected. Despite being previously characterized by our group as having plant growth promoting abilities, these bacteria had
presented no effect on wheat. Besides, B. cepacia 89 had not protected wheat from fungal diseases in the conditions tested. B.
cepacia 89 has potential to be used as plant inoculant and biocontrol agent, although the conditions of inoculation might be
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optimized so the bacterium could be able to express its beneficial activities shown in vitro also in vivo. Further experiments are
underway to identify the antagonistic metabolite(s) being produced.

P SOIL 24
Distribution of physiological races of Fusarium oxysporum f.sp. pisi in western Algeria
M. Aoumria
University, Mascara, Mascara, Algeria
merzougaoumria@hotmail.com
Wilt caused by Fusarium oxysporum f.sp pisi (FOP) is a serious constraint to peas production in Algeria. It is a major yields
limiting factor in the production zones. The disease could cause appreciable yield losses under favorable environmental
conditions. The objective of this study is to identify and evaluate the importance and frequency of the wilt disease,
characterization of physiological races of FOP and their geographical distribution in western Algeria.
A surveys were conducted in four different agro-climatical zones in western Algeria (coastal plains, interior plains, High plateaus
and Sahara). Several pea fields were surveyed during the period from 2007 to 2011 at different stages of the plant growth
(seedling stage, flowering and pod-formation). Wilt affected plant were collected from all regions. Isolations were made from
the rhizosphere, root and stem pieces (five per plant). The pathogens associated with pea wilt samples were isolated and
cultured on PDA, and incubated at 25°C for 7 days. Fungi were purified by single spore and identified.
The pathogenicity of 52 isolates of FOP and one nonpathogenic isolate was determined by inoculating each of the differential
lines. The root prune and dip technique it’s using. Plants were visually assessed at the 10-12 nodes stage 28 days after
inoculation using the following 0-5 rating system.
The wilt was prevalent in all pea growing areas prospected. The percentage of wilt was from 7.30% to 33.98% for the entire
western region of Algeria. An isolates collection of Fop was investigated. Five- two isolates were assigned to races 1, 2, 5 or 6 by
virulence tests on a series of differentials sets. Races 1and 2 were more common in all areas with 61.47% and 19.2%
respectively, race 6 was present at 11.52%, it is absent in the Sahara. For race 5, only two isolates were identified in the coastal
plains. In addition to the 4 races, two new or unknown pathovars of Fop were identified in the interior plains. Variability in
cultural characteristics was observed among isolates. This study is the first report of peas Fusarium wilt races distribution in
western Algeria.
This study allowed us to put in evidence the presence of pea wilt in all regions surveyed, we have established a geographic
distribution map of four races of the FOP at the western Algerian regions. Races of the fungus and the population types present
in the environment area need to be evaluated for disease control management. Specifically this information assists when
examining newly bred cultivars and for the development of new resistant cultivars.

P SOIL 25
Comparative studies of structural and functional diversity of soil microbiomes in the rhizosphere and bulk soil in an energy
crop rotation using denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE)
N. Messan Biova, W. Mark, V. T. Andreas
Georg-August-University of Göttingen, Section of Plant Pathology and Crop Protection, Göttingen, Germany
messan.nditsi@yahoo.de
Introduction: The demand for high yielding energy crops such as maize, oil seed rape (OSR) and wheat has enormously
increased worldwide. From previous studies, the influence of cultivars and cropping practices on the soil microbial communities
is known. However, there is limited knowledge about the interactions between crop species and the soil microbial community in
long term energy crop rotation systems. The better understanding of the changes in the diversity and abundance of soil
microbial community is indispensable for efficient control of soil borne diseases.
Objectives: The aim of this project was to study the effect of crop rotation on major soil borne root diseases of wheat and to
analyze the changes in the soil microbial communities under different energy crop rotations based on maize, OSR and wheat.
Materials and methods: A field experiment consisting of four crop rotations (maize monoculture (FF1), OSR - Wheat (FF2), OSR Maize - Wheat (FF3), and OSR - wheat- maize - wheat (FF4)) was conducted for six consecutive years. After six years of rotation
(spring 2014), bulk and rhizosphere soil samples were collected from wheat plots at growth stage BBCH 34-37 and the diversity
of the soil microbial community was analyzed using DGGE. The identity of the microbial community in the bulk soil is being
analyzed by pyrosequencing.
Results: Results of the rhizosphere samples revealed a significant impact of plant species on the diversity of the microbial
community. In contrast, analysis of the bulk soil showed a significant difference between crop rotation FF1 and FF2, FF1 and FF3,
FF2 and FF3, FF2 and FF4 in the fungal community. Similarly, analysis of the DGGE profiles of bacterial taxa showed significant
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difference between maize monoculture and crop rotation FF3 (OSR - maize - wheat), and between crop rotation FF2 (OSR wheat) and FF3 (OSR - maize - wheat).
Conclusions: The crop species had the strongest effect on the rhizosphere microbial community regardless of crop rotations.
Regarding to the bulk soil the bacterial and fungal communities were mainly affected by the differences in crop rotations. A
future analysis of the microbial community in the bulk soil by pyrosequencing will provide a more in-depth understanding of the
effects of crop species and energy crop rotations.

P SOIL 26
Characterization of Macrophomina phaseolina from sugar beet using SSR markers
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2
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Introduction: Soil-borne fungus Macrophomina phaseolina (Tassi) Goid. is a plant pathogen that causes charcoal rot by infecting
the root and lower stem of over 500 plant species. This polyphagous plant pathogen attacks many cultivated plants, including
sugar beet. Although charcoal root rot, caused by Macrophomina phaseolina, appears regularly in Serbia, it is most destructive
sugar beet pathogen during extremely warm and dry seasons. Isolates of M. phaseolina have shown variation in morphological
and physiological characteristics, as well as in the pathogenicity or host specificity. Genetic variation has also been detected
using DNA markers, such as RAPD and SSR.
The objective of our study was to use SSR in assessing the genetic diversity of M. phaseolina isolates from sugar beet within local
geographical area.
Material and methods: In the experiment were used 58 M. phaseolina isolates, 56 from sugar beet, 1 from maize and 1 from
soybean, which were screened using 24 SSR primer pairs. The optimization of PCR reaction foyer each primer was done by using
two MgCl2 concentrations (1.5 mM and 2.5mM), and two types of amplification protocols. At the moment, the work is in the
progress; the optimizations is done and until the submission of the abstract isolates were screened by 10 SSR primer pairs.
Estimation of genetic variation will be carried out by using the POPGENE software package for calculation of the following
parameters: number of polymorphic loci and their percentage, effective number of alleles per loci, expected heterozygosity and
Shanon’s information index. For estimation of variance components among the isolates, analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA)
will be performed. Cluster analysis of SSR marker results for M. phaseolina isolates will be done using the unweighted paired
group method and arithmetic averages (UPGMA) algorithm implemented in the SAHN program of NTSYSpc. Robustness of the
clustering pattern will be tested by bootstrap analysis.
Results: The results will be correlated with already known isolate traits, such as culture characteristics and pathogenicity.

P SOIL 27
Biodiscovery of compounds from Plant Growth-Promoting Rhizobacteria (PGPR) and their role in stimulating Pseudo-Chemical
responses in Phytophthora Cinnamomi
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1
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2
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Several advances have been made in our understanding of how soil-borne pathogens interact with plants and of how we may
provide resistance in natural systems, but our ability to control these diseases is still very much limited. Phytophthora
cinnamomi continues to cause devastating disease in major agricultural crops and native vegetations worldwide and
consequently threatening our global biodiversity. In this study, we screened approximately 400 bacterial isolates from our
rhizosphere soil microbial collection and selected 28 isolates based on their biocontrol activity against P. cinnamomi. We then
carried out chemical extractions of compounds from six bacterial isolates with high anti-oomycete activity and discovered four
bioactive diketopiperazines (DKP) isomers, namely cyclo(Phe-4-hydroxy-Pro) (A), cyclo(Phe-Pro) (B), cyclo(Phe-Phe) (C) and
cyclo(Trp-Pro) (D). One of the DKPs (compound D) significantly stimulated the production of nitric oxide (NO) in P. cinnamomi
under fluorescence microscopy (figure 1). This may suggest that the bacterial DKP induced pseudo-chemical defence responses
in the pathogen, allowing the pathogen to produce NO as a defence signal and making it detectable for plants to respond. We
also discovered that while NO production is induced, superoxide dismutase (SOD) activity is greatly inhibited (figure 2),
confirming the defence-signalling role of NO in P. cinnamomi due to the loss of the primary defence strategy in combatting
superoxide radicals by SOD. This work provides us with a good background on the discovery of potential biocontrol agents
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against P. cinnamomi diseases. The isolated strains and their bioactive compounds may provide a promising strategy to control
soil-borne pathogens, in particular P. cinnamomi.
Reference: 1.Khalil Z., Kalansuriya P., Capon R. 2014.Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) stimulation of fungal secondary metabolism.
Mycology: An international journal of fungal biology. Vol. 5, 3, pp. 168-178.
Figure 1

Figure 2
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Fusarium solani causing lemon verbena root rot in Iran
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Introduction: Lemon verbena (Lippa citriodora) is a medicinal plant with a recently increased plantation in south of Iran. Leaf
chlorosis and necrosis associated with root rot symptoms were observed in visits to lemon verbena farms and greenhouses of
Kerman province (southeast of Iran) in November 2012. More than 45% of 140 randomly examined plants were symptomatic.
Objectives: This research was performed to study the etiology of lemon verbena root rot in Kerman.
Materials and methods: The infected root tissues were surface sterilized, cultured onto PDA and incubated in the dark at 25°C
for 7 days. Pathogenicity tests for the fungal isolats were performed using inoculated wheat seeds. Fungal DNA was extracted
from seven day old mycelium using CTAB buffer. Universal fungal primers were used to amplify the internal transcribed spacer
(ITS) region of the rRNA gene complex, incorporating ITS1, the 5.8S gene, and ITS2.
Results: Cream colored colonies developed from all samples, with thin-walled, hyaline, ovoid, 1-2 celled microconidia.
Macroconidia were 3-5 septate, thick walled, hyaline and slightly curved. Chlamydospores were rounded, thick-walled, single,
double or several in chains. Based on the morphological features, the isolated fungi were identified as Fusarium solani.
Amplification of the internal spacer (ITS) region of rDNA of a representative isolate using the universal primers ITS1F and ITS4
resulted in a 531bp fragment which showed 99% identity with other corresponding F. solani sequences and clustered with other
F. solani isolates in phylogenetic analysis.
Conclusion: To our knowledge, is the first molecularly evidenced report of F. solani on lemon verbena in the world.
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Possible utilization of organic and bio-organics with inorganic fertilizers on growth and yield attributes of okra in relation to
the management of plant pathogens
S. Tiyagi, S. Ansari, R. Rizvi, R. Ansari, A. Sumbul, I. Mahmood
Aligarh Muslim University, Botany, Aligarh, India
sartaj_a2000@yahoo.co.in
A field experiment was conducted for three summer seasons of 2011-2014 at Agricultural Research Farm of Aligarh Muslim
University to assess the nutritional potential of soil application of seasamum cake, bio-organics such as Azotobacter
chroococcum and Glomus fasciculatum individually and concomitantly along with different recommended doses of inorganic
fertilizer on growth and yield attributes of okra (Abelmoschus esculentus ) in relation to the eco-friendly management of plant
pathogens like plant-parasitic nematodes and soil-inhabiting fungi. Significant reduction was observed in the multiplication of
plant-parasitic nematodes in all the treated beds with sesamum cake and bio-organics along with recommended doses of
inorganic fertilizers when applied individually as well as concomitantly. The different treatments also brought significant
inhibition in the frequency occurrence of pathogenic fungi such as Fusarium oxysporum, Rhizoctonia solani, Macrophomina
phaseolina etc. however, frequency occurrence of saprophytic fungi was increased significantly as compared to untreated
control. Number of root-galls, root-rot as well as index greatly reduced due to the incorporation of such organic and bio-organics
along with different doses of inorganic fertilizers. The highest improvement was recorded in the growth and yield attributes of
okra such as fresh as well as dry weights, fruit weights/plant, number of total fruits/plant, ascorbic acid content and chlorophyll
content when these bio-organics added concomitantly along with sesamum cake and 100% recommended dose of nitrogenous
fertilizers. Glomus was found to be less effective than Azotobacter in singly as well as in other combinations. Agronomic
parameters like N, P and K contents in plants as well as in soil considerably increased in all most all the treatments irrespective
of combinations but more prominently in dual inoculation of both these bio-organics this type of investigation will be beneficial
in organic agricultural system to enhance the organic production of crop without addition of pesticides and synthetic chemicals
which constantly altered the ecological harmony among microorganisms existing in soil environment.

P SOIL 30
Biological control of Fusarium root rot of beans by Trichoderma hamatum and silicon treatments
E. Khosro Anjom, A. Sharzei, N. Sahebani
University of Tehran, Entomology and Plant Pathology, Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran
asharze@ut.ac.ir
Introduction: Root rot caused by Fusarium solani f. sp. phaseoli (Fsp) is one of the most common diseases of beans. Trichoderma
spp. are well known as parasites of fungal plant pathogens; however, certain strains can also induce systemic resistance in plants
against several pathogens. Silicon (Si) is the second most abundant element in the lithosphere and plays an important role in the
biota.
Objectives: This research was performed to study the inhibitory effect of simultaneous application of of T. hamatum (Th) and
silicon amendment against Fsp both in vitro and in vivo.
Materials and methods: In vitro experiments were conducted either by examination of dual cultures or exposing Fsp to volatile
compounds of Th. Fsp was grown on PDA amended with eight concentrations (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 mM) of silicon dioxide
(SiO2). To perform in vivo experiments, bean seeds were surface sterilized with 0.5%sodium hypochlorite, washed with sterile
distilled water and cultured into the soil. Simultaneously, Fsp and/or Th grown on autoclaved wheat seeds were added as
inoculums (30g/kg soil). SiO2 solution (2mM) was added to the soil at a ratio of 1:10 (v/w). Plants were incubated under
greenhouse conditions for five weeks and examined for root rot symptoms and growth parameters such as plant height, fresh
and dry weight of roots and foliage.
Results: Results showed that the highest inhibition of Fsp mycelial growth was observed in dual culture plates and plates
exposed to volatile exudates of Th in the presence of 2 mM SiO2, so this concentration was selected for in vivo experiments. In
greenhouse experiments, treatments with either Th or SiO2 showed reduced disease symptoms; however, the most significant
disease reduction and improvement of plant growth and yield parameters was observed in simultaneous treatments with Th and
SiO2.
Conclusion: This finding highlights the role of integrated application of a biological control agent and silicon in management of
Fusarium root rot of beans.
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The importance of the low temperature threshold for clubroot development on canola
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Background: Many studies have been conducted to understand the relationship between temperature, infection by
Plasmodiophora brassicae, and the development of clubroot. The focus has been on optimum temperatures, but research has
also shown that seeding into cool soils can reduce symptoms, and cool temperatures prior to harvest suppress symptoms. A
greater understanding of the low temperature threshold that prevents or inhibits disease development will improve disease
forecasting and timing of seeding of crops and research trials.
Objective: To determine the relationship between temperature and clubroot symptom development with emphasis on
identifying the low temperature threshold.
Methods: Canola was seeded in to soil, naturally infested with P. brassicae, at 2 week intervals from 2011- 2014, to provide a
range of temperature and soil moisture conditions. Plants were harvested from each rep 4 and 6 weeks after seeding and
clubroot severity was assessed. Mean soil and air temperatures were recorded, as was daily rainfall. Correlation analysis and
stepwise regression was used to determine the relationship between clubroot severity at 6 weeks after seeding, and soil and air
o
temperature, rainfall and day degrees with a base of 12, 14 and 17 C.
o
Results: In field trials, day degree accumulation (base 14 C) in the first two or three weeks after seeding was the best indicator
of clubroot incidence or severity at 6 weeks after seeding, especially where soil moisture was not limiting or excessive. Day
o
degree calculations with a base threshold of 12.5 and 17 had lower correlation coefficients than day degrees with a 14 C base.
Air temperature was more closely correlated to clubroot development than soil temperature.
o
Conclusions: Day degree calculations with a minimum threshold of 14 C, were best for predicting clubroot development. The
number of days when mean temperatures are above this threshold may be a better indicator of clubroot development, than
mean temperature or day degrees. These results are consistent with controlled environment studies which showed infection of
o
o
root hairs at 10 C, but very low rates of cortical infection at 15 C.

P SOIL 32
Spatial behavior of fusariosis in black pepper
M. Silva, I. Gonyijo, F. Partelli
Universidade Federal do Espírito Santo, Ciências Agrárias e Biológicas, São Mateus, Brazil
marcelobarretodasilva@gmail.com
For the plant epidemiology, the spatial behavior study is an important tool used to understand and support the management of
plant diseases. Black pepper is the third item of agricultural exports from Espírito Santo State, Brazil. Plant death caused by the
fungus Fusarium solani f. sp. piperis is a major disease of black pepper. This disease limits the expansion and economic
performance of the crop. The present study look for describe the spatial behavior of fusariosis during the beginning of the
disease in a field. The spatial spread of the disease was monitoring in a field with 500 plants, with three years old and spacing of
3x2m. The position of each plant was identified geographically. The spatial pattern of the diseased was analyzed using the
Taylor's law and the technique of Kriging. The disease intensity was assessed during six months at 60 days intervals. For the
disease evaluation was used a scale of one to nine, were one means no symptoms of the fusariosis and nine means died plant.
The percentage of diseased plants observed in each evaluation was 2, 11.2 and 14.2%. The indices of spreading the infection
(observed sample variance/binomial variance) was equal to 0.90 in the first evaluation, 1.94 and 1.98 in the second evaluation in
the third respectively. Using the Kriging, at the first evaluation was observed the nugget effect, indicating the absence of spatial
dependence between diseased plants. The spatial dependence index increased from the second to the third evaluation, ranging
from 1.78 to 5.00.The results obtained utilizing the both technic of analysis showed that disease begin with a random distribution
and at the second and third evaluation showed a spatial dependence and begin the define groups of diseased plants. The
random initial distribution is an indication that the disease could be introduced through infected seedlings or woodpiles. The
aggregate distribution with spatial dependence structure is one of the characteristics of the soil-borne pathogen, spreading
plant-to-plant. The Kriging improved the study of the behavior of the disease by providing the index of spatial dependence and
estimate the map with the spatial distribution of the disease.
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Biological control of charcoal rot of mungbean by Trichoderma harzianum and shoot dry biomass of Sisymbrium irio
A. Javaid, L. Afzal, A. Shoaib
University of the Punjab Lahore, Pakistan, Institute of Agricultural Sciences, Lahore, Pakistan
arshadjpk@yahoo.com
A pot experiment was carried out for biological control of charcoal rot of mungbean [Vigna radiata (L.) Wilzeak] caused by
Macrophomina phaseolina (Tassi) Goid. Pot soil was made sick with inoculum of M. phaseolina. Dried powdered leaves of
Sisymbrium irio L., a weed of family Brassicaceae, were mixed in soil at 1, 2 and 3% (w/w) with and without application of
-1
Trichoderma harzianm Rifai, a fungal biological control agent. The highest grain yield (3.62 g pot ) was recorded in combined
application of T. harzianum and 1% S. irio leaves amendment that was 62% and 805% higher than negative and positive control
treatments, respectively. Application of S. irio leaf amendment and T. harzianum generally enhanced leaf protein, sugar and
chlorophyll content, and catalase activity. The present study concludes that T. harzianum in combination with 1% dry leaves of S.
irio as soil amendment can be used to achieve maximum grain yield under biotic stress of M. phaseolina.

P SOIL 34
Integrated solution proposals for nematode control based on the current and upcoming Bayer CropScience portfolio
H. Dauck
Bayer CropScience AG, SBM - FVI, Monheim, Germany
hartwig.dauck@bayer.com
Many broad-spectrum fumigants for soil disinfection or highly effective chemical nematicides of the organophosphate (OP) or
carbamate class are of toxicological or environmental concern, and will disappear of be severely limited in their use. Thus, the
risk of crop damage is increasing, and easy and effective nematode control is becoming more difficult for growers. Today there
are rather few alternatives available to manage serious nematode pressure. A number of new chemical and biological products
are developed by the crop protection industries which have better safety profiles, but are not quite as powerful as the old
solutions. Thus, it is advisable to combine the use of the new products in an integrated approach, providing diversity by making
use of their specific properties and strength. We will discuss examples fur such integrated solution proposals based on the
current and upcoming Bayer CropScience portfolio for nematode control.

P SOIL 35
Races of Phytophthora sojae in Ontario during 2010 - 2012
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1
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A. G. Xue , G. Marchand , Y. Chen , E. Cober , A. Tenuta , S. Zhang
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Eastern Cereal and Oilseed Research Centre, Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Ottawa, Canada
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Northeast Agricultural University, Soybean Research Institute, Harbin, China
allen.xue@agr.gc.ca
Phytophthora root rot (PRR), caused by the oomycete Phytophthora sojae, is a devastating disease of soybean worldwide, and
has been present in Canada since the 1950s. Major resistance to P. sojae (Rps) genes have been deployed by soybean breeders
to mitigate yield losses, which has caused shifts in the pathogen population to more complex pathotypes and the emergence of
new races. To determine the occurrence and frequency of races of P. sojae in Ontario, where most Canadian soybean is grown, a
total of 359 single-zoospore P. sojae isolates were obtained from plant and soil samples collected from 203 soybean fields and
two PRR nurseries during 2010-2012. Twenty-four races and two intermediate reaction types (IRT) of P. sojae were identified
from the 359 isolates on a set of eight soybean differentials, each containing a single resistance Rps gene. Race 25 was the
predominant race, representing 16.4% of the pathogen population in commercial fields. Races 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 28, and 45 were
commonly detected, each of these races represented 5 to 11% of the pathogen population. Twelve races and one IRT were
identified from 44 P. sojae isolates obtained from the PRR nursery in Ottawa, and 12 races and one IRT identified from 52
isolates from the PRR nursery in Woodslee. Races 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14, 22, 25, and 28 were commonly detected in these nurseries.
Of the 24 races, 18, including the predominant race 25, were identified for the first time in Ontario. These results suggest that
the race profile of P. sojae in Ontario has changed and new sources of resistance are needed for the development of resistant
cultivars. The common races in the two RPR nurseries were similar to what were found in commercial soybean fields, suggesting
that both PRR nurseries are appropriate and effective for screening soybean germplasm for cultivar development for Ontario.
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Identification of compatibility factor genes involved in the plant-fungus interaction and their potential use in breeding for
Verticillium longisporum resistance in oilseed rape (Brassica napus)
R. Hossain, D. Schenke, D. Cai
Christian-Albrechts University, Molecular Phytopathology, Kiel, Germany
r.hossain@phytomed.uni-kiel.de
The hemibiotrophic soilborne fungus Verticillium longisporum represents one of the important pathogenic fungi in oilseed rape
(Brassica napus). So far, only minor genetic variation in resistance to the fungus could be identified in oilseed rape germplasm.
To develop resistance against the fungus in oilseed rape, we followed a strategy based on the molecular understanding of plantfungus interaction and the identification of genes, which are required for a compatible plant-fungus interaction. By comparative
transcriptome analyses and subsequent loss of function characterization in Arabidopsis, three genes were identified as putative
compatibility factors. These genes were highly upregulated at early infection stages in oilseed rape after infection with V.
longisporum. Knock-out of the candidates resulted in a significantly reduced susceptibility to the fungal infection, suggesting
their crucial role in the compatible plant-fungus interaction. To identify corresponding oilseed rape mutants, an EMS-mutant
TILLING population has been screened, giving rise to a set of mutants for each gene. Here, we report recent results of molecular
and functional characterization of the three putative compatibility factor genes in respect of their role in the modulation of a
compatible plant-fungus interaction as well as their potential use for breeding of V. longisporum resistance in oilseed rape.

P SOIL 38
Effect of Brassica pellet on the survival and pathogenicity of Phytophthora nicotianae, the causal agent of root and crown rot
of red pepper in western Spain
M. Rodríguez-Molina, P. Serrano-Pérez, C. Palo-Osorio, E. Palo-Núñez
CICYTEX. Instituto de Investigaciones Agrarias Finca La Orden-Valdesequera, Guadajira, Badajoz, Spain
paulaserrano@outlook.com
Phytophthora nicotianae is the principal causal agent of root and crown rot disease of red pepper plants in Extremadura
(western Spain). Biofumigation with Brassica pellet in spring, before the pepper crop establishment was assayed as control
method of the disease, since the hydrolysis products of GSL in tissues of Brassica species are potential fungicides. The
experiment was conducted at the Agricultural Research Centre Finca La Orden (Southwestern Spain) and the treatments were:
Brassica pellet, Brassica pellet and plastic cover, Brassica pellet and Brassica cover crop (B. nigra and S. alba), Brassica pellet and
Brassica cover crop and plastic cover. Controls were fallow plots with or without plastic cover. The experimental design was a
randomized complete block design with four replications. Cover crops were seeded in autumn and incorporated into the soil
-1
-1
(mean Brassica fresh biomass: 27.6 t·ha ) with a disk together with the Brassica pellet (3 t·ha ) on 27 March. Biological probes
were prepared with 100 g of disinfected soil inoculated with chlamydospores of P. nicotianae (5000 chlamydospores/100 g of
soil) and wrapped in agryl cloth. Biological probes were buried at 15 and 30 cm depth. Sprinkler irrigation was run and the
corresponding plots were covered with plastic (PE 0.05 mm). On 10 May plastics were removed, the biological probes were dug
out and a bioassay was established. One pepper seedling at the 2 to 4 true-leaves stage was transplanted in the soil of each
biological probe. Plants were grown in a climatic chamber and disease symptoms were recorded every week during 2 months.
Fragments of roots and crown of symptomatic plants were analysed on PDA and PARP media and soil from rizospheres was
analysed using carnation petals as baits. Data were analysed by Mann-Withney tests. P. nicotianae inoculum survived in all
treatments. Brassica pellet+Brassica cover crop with plastic treatment achieved the lowest pathogenicity and it was the only
treatment significantly different from the control with plastic. However, no significant differences were found when it was
compared with Brassica pellet or control with plastic treatments. The decrease in pathogenicity of P. nicotianae may be related
to liberation of isothiocianates from GSL and to factors associated with the application of plastic, like anaerobiosis.

P SOIL 39
Control of Phytophthora nicotianae using Brassica pellet and Chicken Poultry pellet incorporated into the soil under
controlled conditions.
P. Serrano-Pérez, M. Rodríguez-Molina, C. Palo-Osorio, E. Palo-Núñez
CICYTEX. Instituto de Investigaciones Agrarias Finca La Orden-Valdesequera, Guadajira, Badajoz, Spain
paulaserrano@outlook.com
®

This work was carried out to test, in laboratory conditions, the effectiveness of Brassica seed meal (Biofence ) and chicken
poultry (CP), both in pelletized forms, against Phytophthora nicotianae, the main causal agent of root and crown rot disease of
®
-1
red pepper plants in Extremadura (western Spain). The treatments were: Biofence (1.5 and 3 g·l of soil, which are equivalent
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-1

-1

-1

to a rate of 3 and 6 t·ha in the field) and CP (7.5 and 15 g·l of soil, which are equivalent to a rate of 15 and 30 t·ha in the
field). Disinfected soil was inoculated with P. nicotianae V8-vermiculite inoculum in order to obtain a concentration of 37
-1
CFU·ml of soil. Besides these treatments, a control without P. nicotianae inoculation was also included. These materials were
thoroughly mixed with soil in a 10l container, wetted to water-holding capacity and the containers were sealed with plastic (PE
0.05 mm). The containers were kept in climatic chamber for a period of 4 weeks and controlled temperature (14 ºC to 19 ºC).
Then, plastic covers were removed and soil from each container was analysed using carnation petals as baits to detect P.
nicotianae. After a week of aeration, one pepper seedling at the 2 to 4 true-leaves stage was transplanted per pot with 1l of
treated soil + vermiculite (1:1, v:v). The experiment was performed in a completely randomized design with 4 repetitions and 10
plants (pots) per repetition. Plants were grown in a climatic chamber and disease symptoms were recorded every week during 2
months. Fragments of roots and crown of plants were analysed on PARP medium and soil from rizosphere of each plant was
analysed using carnation petals as baits. Data of incidence (percentage of diseased plants), infectivity (percentage of plants with
infested roots or crown) and viability (percentage of plants with positive isolation with baits) of the inoculum were calculated.
®
After the experiment, inoculum was not detected in the two treatments with Biofence and any diseased plant was recorded in
these cases. However, CP treatments were not different from control, although the disease incidence in plants was very low
compared to control. Results suggest that Brassica pellet has potential for being evaluated in field conditions under moderate
soil temperatures.

P SOIL 40
Evaluation of phytotoxicity of Brassica pellet and Chicken poultry pellet
P. Serrano-Pérez, M. Rodríguez-Molina, C. Palo-Osorio, E. Palo-Núñez
CICYTEX. Instituto de Investigaciones Agrarias Finca La Orden-Valdesequera, Guadajira, Badajoz, Spain
paulaserrano@outlook.com
®

Phytotoxicity of Brassica seed meal “Biofence ” (BSM) and chicken poultry (CP), both in pelletized forms, has been determined
by germination bioassays using sensitive species to phytotoxic metabolites. It was evaluated using mustard (Sinapis alba) and
radish (Rhapanus sativus) seeds. A sterile filter paper was placed inside a 55-mm Petri plate and ten disinfected seeds were
placed on it. Dilutions of pellets were prepared using distilled water in different w:v ratios, 1:5 for BSM and 1:8 for the extract of
CP. From these dilutions the following concentrations were prepared: 100%, 50%, 25%, 10%, 5% and 0%. One millilitre of each
dilution was used to moisten the filter paper and the plates were closed. Ten replicates per dilution and species were prepared.
Seeds were incubated at 25 ºC in darkness and germination and root length were recorded after three days. If primary root was
³ 1 mm, seed germination was considered positive. The Relative Germination Percentage (RGP), Relative Root Growth (RRG) and
Germination Index (GI) were calculated for each dilution and species. Furthermore, phytotoxicity was also determined by
germination of the species above mentioned incorporating into a disinfected substrate (peat+vermiculite 3:1, v:v) different dose
-1
-1
-1
of BSM (1.5 and 3 g·l of substrate, which are equivalent to a rate of 3 and 6 t·ha in the field) and CP (7.5 and 15 g·l of
-1
substrate, which are equivalent to a rate of 15 and 30 t·ha in the field). The substrate and pellets were thoroughly mixed in a 1l
pot and ten seeds were sown per species and dose. Control without pellets was included. Ten replicates per dose and specie
were prepared. Pots were kept in a climatic chamber and percentage of germination was recorded after one month. Data were
analysed by ANOVA followed by a Duncan test. In the first experiment, the GI with CP was gradually drecrasing for increasing
concentration higher than 10% and no germination was recorded with 100% dilution in mustard seeds. Similar results were
found with BSM, where no germination was observed either with 100% concentration in radish seeds or with 50% and 100%
concentrations in mustard. Mustard seeds were more sensitive. No phytotoxicity was observed in seeds germinated in pots with
any dose or species. These results suggest that it is unlikely that BSM and CP produce phytotoxic effects using field dose.

P SOIL 41
Evaluation of vertical and horizontal resistance to Phytophthora root and stem rot in Canadian short-season soybean cultivars
G. Marchand, M. Yan, C. Giorgetti, X. Wang, E. R. Cober, A. G. Xue
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Eastern Cereal and Oilseed Research Centre, Ottawa, Canada
allen.xue@agr.gc.ca
Introduction: Phytophthora root and stem rot (PRSR) is a destructive disease of soybean throughout the world. The causal
agent, the soil borne oomycete Phytophthora sojae, causes seed rot, seedling damping-off and root rot in adult plants. There are
two forms of genetic resistance to this pathogen: (1) vertical or complete resistance, mediated by Rps genes, of which at least 14
are known to be located at eight loci in the soybean genome, and which provide protection against specific races of P. sojae in a
gene-for-gene model; and (2) horizontal or partial resistance, identified by QTLs, which is effective against most isolates of P.
sojae. Resistance has been deployed by soybean breeders in order to mitigate yield losses caused by P. sojae, and new
germplasm is routinely screened for resistance in P. sojae nurseries.
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Objectives: The objectives of this study were (1) to determine vertical resistance to six races of P. sojae and corresponding Rps
genes; and (2) to determine horizontal resistance to P. sojae in a set of Canadian short-season soybean cultivars.
Materials and methods: Approximately 100 Canadian soybean cultivars and breeder lines were tested for resistance to P. sojae
under controlled conditions in the greenhouse. The hypocotyl wounding method was used to screen for vertical resistance using
six different races, and the root layer inoculum method was used to screen for horizontal resistance. Pedigree analysis was also
performed using available information on parents and ancestors and compared with the experimental results.
Results: Various patterns of resistance to the six races of P. sojae used to test for vertical resistance revealed the presence of at
least three Rps genes in the soybean lines tested: Rps1a, Rps1c and Rps6. This corroborated with expectations based on
pedigree analysis. Degrees of horizontal resistance varying from low to high were observed in the set of soybean lines tested.
Lines displaying a moderate to high degree of horizontal resistance were identified.
Conclusion: Both vertical and horizontal resistance exists in Canadian short-season soybean germplasm. The lines identified as
sources of both types of resistance can be used by soybean breeding programs for the development of short-season soybean
cultivars with improved resistance to PRSR.

P SOIL 42
Impact of pollination on smut infection in maize cobs
1
2
M. Aydoğdu , N. Boyraz
1
West Mediterranean Agricultural Research Institute, Plant Protection, Antalya, Turkey
2
Selcuk University, Plant Protection, Konya, Turkey
nboyraz@selcuk.edu.tr
Ustilago maydis (DC) Corda, causal agent of corn smut, can form enormous swellings called as galls on maize cobs. The infection
process of maize ear by U. maydis is similar to its natural pollination. In other words, in case of reaching of infective hyphae of
the fungus into ovaries of ears through silk, instead of pollen, ear infection occurs. As such, pollination may affect disease
development in maize ovaries. Thus, a 2-year study under ecological conditions of Antalya was conducted to determine effect of
pollination on U. maydis infection in cobs. In the field experiments, 8-maize-cultivar belonging to various maize variety groups
including dent corn, flint corn, sweet corn and popcorn were used as host plants. Inoculations were performed by injecting
inoculum into ear silk of each cob of the plants in inoculated plots. This application was separately executed both 3 days later in
silk emergenge (before pollination) and 3 days later at the onset of natural pollination of the hosts, during silk browning (after
pollination). For each treatment, control plots were also set up. In conclusion, mean disease severity and incidence among the
varieties in the before pollination treatments varied from 0.9 to 7.3 and from 9.3 to 31.8% whereas in the after pollination
treatments, those were 0.2-2.2 and 5.8-24.5% respectively. However, mean disease severity of all the hosts in the before and
after pollination treatments were at the rates of 3.8 and 0.9 but mean disease incidence of those were 20.7 and 15.7%
respectively.

P SOIL 43
Molecular characterization of Fusarium spp. causing peanut brown root rot and strategies for their biocontrol
M. Ganuza, N. Pastor, F. Casasnovas, M. Reynoso, M. Rovera, A. Torres
Universidad Nacional de Rio Cuarto, Microbiology and Immunology, Rio Cuarto, Argentina
atorres@exa.unrc.edu.ar
Argentina is a major peanut-producing country. During the 2011/12 season, peanut production exceeded 680 000 tons. Most of
the peanuts are exported to the European Union and the USA. Diseases caused by soil pathogenic fungi limit peanut production.
Peanut brown root rot (PBRR) was first described in Argentina in 1992. The etiological agent responsible was reported as
Fusarium solani (Mart.) Appel and Wollenweber, but the pathogen was not well described. Koch’s postulates were completed
with strains from this group to show that these strains are responsible for this disease. We used a combination of morphological
and molecular markers, amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLPs), and molecular sequence analysis of internal
transcribed spacer region (ITS) of the translation elongation factor 1-alpha gene (TEF-1α), and the α-tubulin gene in 15 Fusarium
isolates obtained from peanut plants exhibiting symptoms of root rot, to characterize strains of this pathogen in the Fusarium
solani species complex (FSSC). Also, evaluation of the efficacy of bioagents application against PBRR disease incidence was
carried out under greenhouse conditions. The evaluated bioagents were Trichoderma harzianum ITEM 3636 and/or
Pseudomonas sp. RC-93 alone and in co-inoculation. The disease was significantly reduced at all treatments comparing with
untreated plants. Based on unique pathogenic capabilities, the genetically close relationship identified with the AFLPs, and the
evidence of a monophyletic clade in the phylogenetic analysis, we conclude that Fusarium solani strains causing PBRR formed
part of a distinct lineage previously known to be associated with soils, FSSC 3+4, to which the name F. falciforme has been
associated. Recently, and due to the fact that these two groups are not well supported individually in phylogenetic analyses,
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they have been combined provisionally into a single phylogenetic species, FSSC 3+4, in the absence of strong support for their
respective distinctiveness. Since both T. harzianum ITEM 3636 and Pseudomonas sp. RC-93 exhibited several traits beneficial to
the plant host and showed promising results when applied as bioinoculants, they may be used to develop new, safer and
effective formulations as an alternative or supplement to chemical fungicides and/or fertilizers.

P SOIL 44
Sources of Resistance to Ashy Stem Blight Caused by Macrophomina phaseolina in the Cowpea Major Gene Pool Two
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Cowpea (Vigna unguiculata L. Walp) is an important source of inexpensive protein and income in sub-Saharan Africa and
elsewhere. However, in agro-ecological zones with arid climate where Macrophomina phaseolina is prevalent, the economic and
nutritional benefits of cowpea are reduced by yield loss from ashy-stem-blight. Host-plant resistance is the most effective
strategy to mitigate M. phaseolina damage to cowpea; however, only limited sources of resistance to this pathogen have been
identified. Forty-eight cowpea genotypes, from the southern East Africa germplasm which comprises cowpea gene pool 2, were
evaluated for M. phaseolina resistance in a 3-year (2012-2014) series of field experiments conducted under natural infestation
at UC-Riverside. Based on ANOVA for cumulative plant mortality (CM) and correlations of percent plant mortality (%M) with
environmental stress index (ESI, r = 0.53, P < 0.0001) and plant senescence score (SSc) 6 genotypes were consistently highly
resistant to ashy-stem-blight disease with %M < 5, while 20 resistant genotypes had % M in a range of 6-12 %. In addition, 17
(%M 12.1-18) and 5 (%M 20-26) genotypes were classified as susceptible and highly susceptible, respectively. Plant senescence
was significantly correlated with susceptibility to the disease (r = 0.56, P < 0.0001); however, one early maturing resistant
genotype showed delayed senescence. These new sources of M. phaseolina resistance provide an important resource to cowpea
breeders for variety improvement in marginal production areas.

P SOIL 45
Virulence and molecular polymorphism in P. brassicae isolates from Germany
S. Becke, S. Christine
University Rostock, Plant Health and Crop Protection, Rostock, Germany
becke.strehlow@uni-rostock.de
As revealed out by using differential host tests Plasmodiophora brassicae field isolates in Europe display great pathogenic
variation. However, little is known about the genetic and molecular basis of pathogenicity. The objective of this study was to
differentiate Plasmodiophora field isolates from different regions in Germany according to genotype and virulence phenotype,
and to detect genetic polymorphisms directly related to pathotype classification. In total, 28 isolates of Plasmodiophora were
collected from regions that differ in oilseed rape cropping history, oilseed rape acreage and incidence of clubroot. Using AFLP
analyses every isolate displayed an unique genotype pattern indicating that P. brassicae is a genetically diverse species.
Regarding the differential host test, out of 8 Brassica lines tested, six reacted differentially to the isolates. Three isolates were
virulent against ‘Mendelson’ and originated from the same region. Correspondence analysis (CA) grouped the AFLP genotypes as
well as the virulence phenotypes into the same two clusters based on the geographic origin. Procrustes test showed that the
genotype and phenotype pattern were significantly correlated. Hypotheses about association of genotypes and virulence
phenotypes with different spatial scales were tested with generalized linear model (GLM): The region, reflecting the cropping
history, had a significant effect on genotypes and virulence phenotypes. We propose that geographic differentiation results from
low levels of gene flow due to the limited dispersal of this soil-borne pathogen and from localized selection pressure as unifying
force. Random forest identified DNA fragments related to pathotype classification. Further research has to clarify if these DNA
fragments can be used for marker assisted identification of pathotypes. Markers for virulent pathotypes against ‘Mendelson’
could be an important tool in the monitoring for these pathotypes provided by the breeding company of ‘Mendelson’.
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The Impact of Wilt Disease Caused by Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. lycopersici-radicis on the Tomato (Solanum lycopersicum
Mill.)
A. Aksu Altun
GAP Agriculturel Research Institute, Plant Protection, Sanliurfa, Turkey
aycinaksu@hotmail.com
The tomato (Solanum lycopersicum Mill.) is world’s most produced, consumed and trade issues of agricultural products and also
is considered as indispensable human nutrition products and due to its wide variety of uses in food industry such as canned
tomato paste, ketchup, pickles, the tomatos is a one of the very important vegetable. This study aimed to determine the given
response of three different tomato varieties against the Fusarium oxysporum f. sp lycopersici-radicis. The study was carried out
in 2009 in air-conditioned rooms that belonging to Adana Directorate of Biological Control Research Station. In this experiment,
3 different tomato varieties (Malike F1, F1 and Diamond Izmir F1) were infected with Fusarium before planting and after a
period of 0-35 day, the ratio of the diseases was determined by dismantling the tomato varieties. In the addition, symptoms
formation during the growth of the infected plants has been observed. İn the study results, growth retardation in the diseased
tomato plants, wilt and death were observed. From these three different tomato varieties, the resistant and non-resistant
varieties against the disease were identified.

P SOIL 47
The Research of the Comprehensive Control Technology to Fusarium Wilt Disease
F. Chen, X. Yang, L. Gan, H. Ruan, Y. Du, N. Shi
Institute of Plant Protection, Fujian Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Fuzhou, China
chenfuruzb@163.com
With the selective pressure of the crude toxin in Fusarium oxysporum f.sp.cubense,the new banana cultivar showing good
comprehensive characters, named ‘Min jiao NO.6’ was screened by ‘Taiwan’ tissue cultured seedling of banana. The wilting
index of ‘Min jiao NO.6’ was 12.75 in the crude toxin of Fusarium oxysporum f.sp.cubense, and the contrast wilting index of
‘Tianbao Rod ’ that was the susceptible cultivar reached 48.89. The result showed that ‘Min jiao NO.6 ’ has strong resistance
ability to fungi toxin. The ‘Min jiao NO.6’ was planted in Tianbao town, Pantuo town, Longshan town, Chenxiang town and Tingxi
town in the year of 2010 and 2012. It showed there were no occurrence of Fusarium wilt of banana in five areas. In contrast of
‘Taiwan’ banana, ‘Minjiao NO.6’ had excellent and stable growth characters. Inaddition, the Bacillus subtilis T122F strain was
gained in health banana plant in banana wilt disease area. Biocontrol of Bacillus subtilis T122F strain and its metabolite to
Fusarium oxysporum f.sp. cubensewere detected through bioassay. The results showed the inhibitory rates to mycelia growth
were 87.11% and 85.96%, it was also found that the inhibit rate of metabolite to spore germination was up to 79.52%. The result
of potexperiment showed that the control effect of 20000000000/g Bacillus subtilis biocontrol agent (T122F) produced by
Pucheng green shell biology company was 63.44% in 100 fold diluted solution, nearly by 1000 fold diluted solution of 45%
prochloraz emulsifiable. Based on the above research, the comprehensive control technology to Fusarium wilt disease, mainly
on planting resistant cultivar ‘Min jiao NO.6’ and biocontrol agent (T122F) was proposed. The experiment of this control
technology was tested in the five banana producing areas, about 14 hectare in Xiangchen and Changtai town. The results
showed that the control effect to Fusarium wilt of banana were 99.5 to 100% in two years, and the yield was as much as other
main cultivars in the location. The prevetion technology could control the damage and extension of Fusarium wilt desease,
improve the quality of banana product, and protect agricultural ecology.
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Soil-borne Fungi of the Harran Plain in Sanlıurfa-Turkey and Salinity Relations
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Not only plants and also soil microorganisms live and reproduce in soil environment. Factors such as compositions in the soil and
the amount of detritus ambient conditions, soil pH, temperature and humidity impact number of microorganisms, and their
activities. This research was conducted in agricultural areas of the Harran Plain in the province of Şanlıurfa. In this study, fungal
flora of the areas under cultivation was investigated and their relationships with soil properties were determined. Soil-borne
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fungal pathogens were determined in 9 soils from 240 soil samples collected in different soil series at 0-30 cm depth in the
5
Harran Plain of Sanlıurfa province of Turkey during 2012-2013 years. These are Aspergillus sp., (12x10 cfu/g soil), Trichoderma
5
5
5
5
harzianum (5x10 cfu/g soil), Penicillium sp., (5x10 cfu/g soil), Fusarium spp., (21x10 cfu/g soil) and Verticillium sp.,(1x10 cfu/g
soil). In order to investigate the relationships between soil variables and the existence of fungi, soil samples from the Harran
Plain were grouped based on soil chemical, physical and biological properties using K-means non-hierarchical clustering method.
In addition, Principal Component Analyses method was used. According to the results obtained, there have been found
relationships between soil-borne fungal pathogens and soil quality parameters such as soil electrical conductivity, soil organic
matter, K and Katalaz enzyme activity and soil salinity supports the existence and living environment of fungi.
This study is a part of project supported by TUBITAK-TOVAG (Project Number: 111O706).
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Inhibitory Influence of Organic and Inorganic Sodium Salts and Synthetic Fungicides Against Bean Root Rot Pathogens
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The efficacy of 20 organic and inorganic sodium salts, and two synthetic fungicides against eight bean root rot pathogens
(Fusarium equiseti, F. proliferatum, F. semitectum, F. solani f. sp. phaseoli, F. verticillioides, Rhizoctonia solani AG4-HG I,
Macrophomina phaseolina and Sclerotium rolfsii) were evaluated in this study. Accordingly to preliminary in vitro tests, only
captan, benzoate and metabisulfite (2 %) were able to completely inhibit mycelial growth of all eight fungi. Moreover, no
significant differences were observed among the inhibitory effect of these three compounds and EDTA (P ≤ 0.05). With few
exceptions, the ED50 values indicated captan to have a greater effect against fungi than benzoate, EDTA and metabisulfite.
However, captan, benzoate and EDTA all had MIC values that varied greatly from that of metabisulfite. Whereas captan,
benzoate and EDTA showed fungitoxic activity against all fungi tested at concentrations greater than 0.1 %, metabisulfite
showed fungitoxic activity against all fungi tested at concentrations of 0.025-0.25 %. Soil bioassays showed 0.25 % metabisulfite
to completely inhibit mycelial growth of F. proliferatum, F. semitectum, R. solani AG-4 HG I, M. phaseolina and S. rolfsii, but not
F. equiseti, F. solani f. sp. phaseoli and F. verticillioides. Higher concentrations of captan and benzoate were required to achieve
total inhibition in soil bioassays when compared to metabisulfite, whereas EDTA was not able to completely inhibit growth of
any of the fungi tested, even at the highest concentration. Moreover, the application of 1.0-2.0 % EDTA was found to be
phytotoxic to bean seeds in terms of both seed germination and root elongation, whereas 0.1-0.75 % captan, 0.1-0.75 %
benzoate and 0.1 % metabisulfite did not exhibit any phytotoxicity in terms of germination; 0.5 % captan, 0.1 % benzoate and
0.1 % metabisulfite did, however, have a negative effect on root elongation. The results of pH studies also demonstrated all
eight fungi tested to be capable of growth in both acidic and basic environments, although the growth of some species was
inhibited at the lowest value tested (pH 2), and the growth of all species was totally inhibited at the highest value tested (pH 12).

P SOIL 50
Varied root exudates and enriched rhizospheric biodiversity by grafting can contribute to resist the watermelon fusarium
disease
N. Ling, Y. Song, M. Wang, Y. Sun, Q. Huang, S. Guo, Q. Shen
Nanjing Agricultural University, Nanjing, China
nling@njau.edu.cn
Question: Grafting watermelon onto bottle gourd rootstock is commonly used method to generate resistance to Fusarium
oxysporum f. sp. niveum (FON), but knowledge of the effect of the root exudates and rhizosphere microbiome of grafted
watermelon on this soil-borne disease remains limited. We hypothesize that root exudates of watermelon after grafting,
especially the compositions and contents of the allelochemicals, may shift, the shifted root exudate profiles may result in
variations in their rhizospheric microbiome, and in these changes there would be the existence of an indirect positive soil
feedback effect in pathogen-resistance potential.
Methods: A recirculating hydroponic culture system was developed to continuously trap root exudates, and the root exudate
profiles of the bottle gourd, grafted-root watermelon and own-root watermelon were determined by HPLC. A field experiment
with fusarium-infested soil was conducted, and the bacterial communities in the plant rhizospheres were investigated by 454
pyrosequencing.
Results: The composition of the root exudates released by the grafted watermelon differed from the un-grafted watermelon.
We identified chlorogenic acid and caffeic acid presented in root exudates from grafted-root watermelon but not from ungrafted watermelon. Both the phenolic acids could inhibit FON conidial germination and growth in a dose-dependent manner,
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and FON was much more susceptible to chlorogenic acid than to caffeic acid. Moreover, clear distinctions in microbial activity
and bacterial community between grafted and un-grafted watermelon rhizosohere were obtained. Compared with grafted-root
watermelon, ungrafted watermelon recruited significantly higher beneficial bacterial genera, such as Bacillus spp. and
Paenibacillus spp., suggesting the grafted watermelon root could not have the ability to harbor highly beneficial bacteria to exert
soil-borne disease resistance. However, a significantly higher Shannon-Wiener index at any reads level was found in the
rhizosphere of grafted watermelon compared with ungrafted watermelon.
Conclusion: The root exudates profile showed some contribution both in inhibiting FON and in assembling the rhizosphere
microbiome. Root-associated bacteria of grafted watermelon possess a broader niche overlap which would provide the potential
to exclude the pathogen challenge. We proposed that the grafted watermelon might exert soil-borne disease resistance by
secreting the pathogen-suppressive phenolic acids and by maximizing the niche occupancy of rhizosphere rather than by
recruiting more beneficial bacteria.
Reference:
Ling et al., 2015. The response of root-associated bacterial community to the grafting of watermelon. Plant and Soil. DOI:
10.1007/s11104-015-2399-3
Ling et al., 2013. Root Exudates from Grafted-Root Watermelon Showed a Certain Contribution in Inhibiting Fusarium
oxysporum f.sp. niveum. PLoS ONE 8(5): e63383.
Figure 1

Figure 2
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Temperature Responses, Pathogenicity and Genetic Diversity of Macrophomina phaseolina Isolates from Melon in Turkey
1
1
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ftok@mku.edu.tr
Temperature responses, pathogenicity and genetic diversity of Macrophomina phaseolina isolates from melon were studied
using RAPD and SSR markers in this study. Fifty isolates of Macrophomina phaseolina from melon plants collected from 5
different locations in Eastern Mediterranean Region of Turkey. All the isolates were subjected to growth rate tests at 15, 20, 25,
30, 35 and 40°C. Optimum growing temperature was found to be 30ºC but there was no correlation between location and
growth rate at optimum growing temperature. Chlorate phenotype of each isolate was determined after growing on a minimal
medium containing 120 mM potassium chlorate. Three chlorate phenotypes; Feathery, Dense and Restricted; were
differentiated by their chlorate sensitivity. Among the isolates, 46% were Feathery, 44% were Dense and 10% were Restricted. In
the other words, 90% were tolerant but 10% were chlorate sensitive. In the pathogenicity tests, the isolates were very
pathogenic on melon and watermelon, moderately pathogenic on sunflower and soybean, mildly pathogenic on maize and not
pathogenic on sugar beet. Dense isolates were more virulent on melon and watermelon but there was no correlation between
virulence and phenotype on the other hosts. Polymorphic bands with the RAPD primers were 35% but 55% with SSR primers.
RAPD primers were not able to differentiate isolates in at least two clusters but SSR primers differentiate the isolates in three
clusters. Two clusters were combined of mostly chlorate tolerant (Dense and Feathery) with 90% and the last cluster included
mostly chlorate sensitive isolates. We found no correlation between location and SSR groups but there was a high correlation
between chlorate sensitivity and SSR groups. It seems to be SSR technique was more efficient than RAPD for the molecular tests.

P SOIL 52
Studies on integrated and ecofriendly management of Fusarium wilt in tomato (Lycopersican esculentum)
R. K. Pandey
Bundelkhand University Jhansi, Department of Botany, Jhansi, India
rkp_vam@rediffmail.com
Tomato subjected to attack by several pathogens, which cause serious diseases as foliar diseases, soil rots, blights and wilt.
Among them wilt is major constrain to the production of tomatoes. Wilt diseases are caused by pathogens that invade the
vascular system (xylem tissue) and disrupt water flow through the plant. Fusarium wilt is the major wilt disease of tomato.
strong Fusarium is known as soil borne fungi. These fungi are facultative parasite. They produce dormant structures, mostly in
the form of chlamydospores. Micro- and macro conidia are produced on branched and unbranched monophialids. The fungi
have caused plant diseases such as crown rots, head blights, scabs, vascular wilts, root rots, and cankers. Fusarium spp. generally
produces symptoms such as wilting, chlorosis, necrosis, premature leaf drop, browning of vascular system, stunting, and
damping-off. Fungicides are main tool for controlling fungal diseases nevertheless; fungicides have many undesirable attributes
(Bastos, 1996). In All the three isolates of Trichoderma viz. T. harzianum, T. viride and T. virens were observed readily
interacting with F. solani. The mycoparasite grow towards host, ran parallel and coiled around host hyphae leading to
lysis. Similar findings were observed by Goswami and Islam, 2000; Shabir-U-Rehman et al., 2013, Geetha and Bhadraiah 2012,
Most Trichoderma strains produce volatile and non-volatile toxic metabolites. In the present study all the selected isolates of
Trichoderma appears to produce volatile and non-volatile antibiotics inhibitory to the growth of F. solani. Similar findings has
been demonstrated by Devi et al., 2013; Hutchinson and Cowan, 1972; Pandey and Upadhyay 1997; Karunanithi and Usman,
1999. Evaluation of fungicides against pathogens showed that the fungicides inhibited growth of the test fungi F. solani to
varying extent at different concentration. 15% Bavistin gives complete inhibition while 10.23% and 19.09% inhibition of F. solani
was observed at 15% amendment of media by ridomil and Copper-oxychloride respectively. Similar studies has been
demonstrated by Maitlo et al., 2013; Nasreen and Ghaffar; Shabir-U-Rehman et al., 2013; Abed et al., 2013; Sumana et al., 2012;
and Arunodhayam et al., 2014. For field application of a potential fungal biocontrol agent, an inert immobilizing substrate is
essentially required which could carry maximum number of propagules of the biocontrol agent with minimum volume and
necessarily maintain integrity of the organism. Bentonite based bioformulation > neem oilseed cake> Bavistin >ridomil > talc
based bioformulation. Similar findings observed by Arunodhayam et al. (2014)., Sultana and Ghaffar (2013)., Shabir-U-Rehman
et al. (2013). From the present study it is concluded that Trichoderna species have the potential to suppress the colony growth
of Fusarium solani, which is cause of wilt disease of tomato. Further studies are required to develop biopesticides based on
above biocontrol Trichoderma isolates for the management of tomato wilt and to enhance overall yield, to decrease the
economic crises, food shortage and mostly minimize the use of chemicals which have deleterious effect on environment.
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A new approach to fungal and Oomycete soilborne pathogen identification in common bean grown in eastern and southern
Africa
J. Steadman, G. Godoy-Lutz, C. Mukuma, S. Fernandes
University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Plant Pathology, Lincoln, United States
jsteadman1@unl.edu
Introduction: Common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris) is among the most important crops for nutrition, food security and fighting
poverty and hunger in eastern and southern Africa. Root and crown rot diseases cause severe yield losses and are especially
problematic in areas with deficit or excess water. A number of soilborne pathogens within different species of fungi and
Oomycetes can be the primary causes of root rots, but little is known about specific pathogens in Africa.
The objective is to compare two methods to identify and characterize soilborne pathogens associated with plants showing
root/crown rot symptoms in initial diverse germplasm screening nurseries in two representative dry bean production areas each
in Zambia and Mozambique.
Materials and methods: Using DNA analysis on tissue samples taken at the root disease symptom and healthy root or crown
tissue interface facilitates identification of fungal pathogens. Specifically, plant tissue with a small amount of water is crushed in
a plastic bag, pipetted onto FTA cards and shipped to a laboratory where DNA is sequenced by 454 pyrosequencing. Specific
primers identify fungal genera and species in the sample. A part of the same tissue sample is extracted with a scalpel, plated on
agar media and allowed to grow while transferring fungal hyphal tips until the culture is purified. DNA is isolated from hyphae of
each fungal culture, sequenced and probed with primers to identify genus and species.
Results: Fusarium oxysporum and Fusarium solani were the most frequently isolated pathogens in both Zambia and
Mozambique bean fields. The DNA 454 pyrosequencing confirmed the frequency of Fusarium species, but other fungi were also
identified. Pathogenicity information is available for other Fusarium spp and other fungi found in cultures from root rot
symptom isolations.
Conclusion: Further research is required to be certain that use of pyrosequencing for DNA identification of fungal pathogens
does not compromise pathogenicity. Any common fungal root rot pathogen will need to have pathogenic isolates available to
use in screening for resistance in beans.
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Fungi associated with stem borer frass in maize stems
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Busseola fusca stem borers are one of the major pests of maize in South Africa (RSA). Larvae feed in whorl tissue, eventually
tunnelling into stems where they cause damage of great economic importance. Feeding of larvae inside maize tissue often takes
place in close proximity to its frass, which could eventually lead to the development of maize diseases. The aim of this study,
therefore, was to determine fungal pathogens associated with B. fusca frass in maize stems. Non-transgenic maize plants with
visible B. fusca damage were randomly collected in B. fusca-endemic localities at Buffelsvlei (11 plants), Sannieshof A (30),
Coligny (30) and Sannieshof B (26) during the V3-V4 growth stage. The stems were cut open and B. fusca frass was collected into
sterile tubes. Debris isolation and dilution plating techniques were applied on the frass, followed by plating-out on PDA and
o
incubation for 4 days at 25 C. Developing colonies were purified and grouped according to morphology. Fungal species were
identified based on BLAST results from ITS, TEF1 or RPB2 gene regions on MycoBank. Results indicated that Acremonium zeae,
Aspergillus flavus, A. niger, Fusarium chlamydosporum, F. incarnatum/F. equiseti complex, F. oxysporum, F. subglutinans, F.
verticillioides, Mucor circinelloides, Rhizopus oryzae, and Talaromyces flavus were associated with the B. fusca frass. A potential
new fungal species was also discovered and is currently being studied and described, thus increasing knowledge on fungal
biodiversity in maize production in RSA. Fusarium spp. and Aspergillus spp. produce mycotoxins harmful to human and animal
health. Their presence in the frass suggests that larvae are vectors of fungal spores. In addition, wounds produced during larval
feeding, and the associated nutrient exudates, provide an environment conducive for fungal growth. From this, it proved that
the control of stem borers is an important element in the integrated management of maize stem and ear rot diseases.
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Characterization and Pathogenicity of three subgroups of Rhizoctonia solani AG 4 isolated from winter squash in the Black Sea
region of Turkey
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During the growing season of 2011, a total of twenty four Rhizoctonia solani isolates were isolated from diseased winter squash
(Cucurbita maxima Duch.) plants, collected from Amasya, Ordu, Samsun and Sinop provinces in the Black Sea region, Turkey. The
isolates of R. solani associated with root rot of winter squash were examined for their cultural characteristics, anastomosis
groups, nucleotide sequence variations in the internal transcribed spacer (ITS) regions including the 5.8S gene of nuclear
ribosomal DNA (rDNA) and pathogenicity. The ITS 5.8S region was amplified using a pair of primers, ITS-4 and ITS-5. Sequences
of these isolates were aligned with other known Rhizoctonia sequences from the NCBI GenBank and phylogenetic analysis were
used to determine phylogenetic relationships. Twenty four isolates of R. solani were further divided into three subgroups, AG 4
HG-I (13), AG 4 HG-II (6) and AG 4 HG-III (5), belonging to AG 4 based on the similarity of the nucleotide sequence of the ITS-5.8S
rDNA. Thirteen of the isolates belonged to AG 4 HG-I which was the most frequent group (54.2%) in all fields surveyed.
Morphological characteristics of three subgroups of R. solani AG 4 were recorded on potato dextrose agar (PDA; Oxoid Ltd,
o
Basingstoke, UK). After 3 weeks of incubation in the dark at 25 C, R. solani AG 4 colonies became brown or grayed-brown. The
sclerotia diameters were changed from 0.19 to 1.20 mm, generally occurred grey-brown coloured at first, but became dark
brown with age. All Rhizoctonia isolates tested for growth rates grew at temperatures of 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 and 35 °C, whereas
they were completely inhibited at both 5 and 40 °C. The results of pathogenicity tests showed that the differences in virulence
among three subgroup isolates of R. solani AG 4 were statistically significant (P<0.05). The disease severity index (DSI) of the R.
solani AG 4 isolates ranged from 2.0 to 5.0. Especially, AG 4 HG-I and AG 4 HG-III isolates had the highest virulence (DSI: 3.8-5.0)
on winter squash seedlings. To our knowledge, this is the first report of AG 4 HG-I, AG 4 HG-II and AG 4 HG-III occurring on
winter squash, one of the most important cucurbit species in Turkey.
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Different forms of green manures to control Verticillium dahliae
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Introduction: Incorporating green manure plants can reduce the number of microsclerotia (MS) of V. dahliae in the soil. Part of
this effect is caused by the release of volatile molecules.
Objectives: Investigate the influence of the form of green manures i.e., as fresh or dried plants, or as silage, through the release
of volatile substances on the viability of V. dahliae MS or mycelium.
Materials and methods: Two brown mustard (Brassica juncea) cultivars (a high and a low glucosinolate content type), a rye
(Secale cereale) and a Sudangrass (Sorghum bicolor x S. sudanense) cultivar grown in a greenhouse were used to produce fresh,
dried and silage plant material. The plant material was crushed and then placed in an airtight jar. Two additional treatments
were a chemical fumigation using dazomet and a control treatment with no amendment. After adding water, four petri dishes,
two inoculated with V. dahliae MS and two with mycelium plugs, where placed in the jar, which was immediately closed
hermetically. After 24 h incubation at 19°C in the dark, petri dishes were removed from the jar and incubated at 24°C for 2 wks.
Germination of MS and growth of mycelium was measured after 1 and 2 wks incubation.
Results: The fresh and dried plant material of the high-glucosinolate brown mustard cultivar ISCI-99 had a fungitoxic effect on
both the MS and the mycelium of V. dahliae. Even after 2 wks, no MS germinated and the mycelium did not grow. The dried
form of Sudangrass cultivar Susu and the chemical fumigant dazomet had a fungistatic effect. MS germination and mycelium
growth were significantly reduced after 1 wk of incubation but no more after 2 wks. None of the other treatments had an effect
on V. dahliae.
Conclusions: The effect of the release of toxic compounds by a brown mustard cultivar with a high glucosinolate content is
known as biofumigation. This effect was not affected by the drying procedure, but when transformed to silage, the plants lost
the ability to produce toxic volatiles. Another case is Sudangrass where drying the plant enhanced the effect of the plant
compared to the fresh or silage form.
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Soil borne pathogens associated to Trifolium subterraneum and T. alexandrinum used as subsidiary crops in different
cropping systems in two climatic regions in Morocco
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The use of legumes as cover crop (CC) or living mulch (LM) in cropping systems can provide ecological and agronomical benefits
including protecting soils from erosion, improving soil fertility (especially nitrogen availability), increasing microbial diversity and
suppressing weeds. However, the benefits of legumes crop can only become effective if they are healthy. Legumes can be
affected by several soil-borne pathogens that not only reduce productivity but also Nitrogen fixation. Experiments were
conducted in two different climatic regions in Morocco (semi-arid and sub-humid regions) to test three cropping systems (C:
wheat only, Cc: pure wheat followed by cover crop of Trifolium alexandrinum and LM: intercropped wheat with T. subterraneum
as living mulch) and two Nitrogen rates effect (N1: 50 kg/ha and N2: 100 kg/ha of nitrogen fertilizer) followed by maize. Root
and foot diseases were important in sub-humid conditions on both clover species. Dominating pathogens isolated were
Fusarium species. Only 5% of the isolated species belonged to the Ascochyta complex (Mycospharella pinodes and Phoma
medicaginis). These were associated to T. alexandrinum. Several species of Fusarium could be identified from each crop. In the
semi arid experiment site, F. redolens and F. culmorum dominated in both species, in the sub- humid experimental site, F.
equiseti, F. culmorum and F. avenaceum dominated. The presence of some of these Fusarium species (e.g. F. culmorum, F.
avenaceum. F. graminearum) in legumes has to be carefully considered as they can be also pathogenic on cereals and maize
where they can produce several carcinogenic mycotoxins. To take full advantage of legume species in any cropping system, their
potential as hosts as well as their epidemiological role need to be fully understood.
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Introduction: Verticillium wilt of olive (VWO), caused by Verticillium dahliae Kleb., is one of the most serious biotic threats to
olive in Lebanon. Genetic diversity in V. dahliae populations has traditionally been studied by means of vegetative compatibility
grouping. Four vegetative compatibility groups (VCGs) have so far been identified among isolates infecting olive worldwide:
VCG1A including highly-virulent isolates of the Defoliating pathotype, VCG2A, VCG2B, and VCG4B.
Objectives: The study aimed at i) assessing the genetic diversity of a representative collection of V. dahliae isolates infecting
olive in Lebanon, and ii) identifying differences in virulence among isolates belonging to different VCGs.
Materials and methods: A collection of 57 isolates from 39 olive orchards distributed in the main olive growing areas in Lebanon
was tested using nitrate-non-utilizing (Nit) mutants. Nit mutants were generated from all isolates on water agar chlorate
medium, phenotyped into Nit M and Nit 1/3 mutants, and then used in complementation tests with international testers.
Virulence of representative isolates for each VCGs was assessed by biological assays on cotton seedlings, in order to determine
the relative area under the disease progress curve (RAUDPC).
Results: From 570 chlorate-resistant sectors, 248 Nit mutants were generated from all tested isolates, of which 7% were
characterized as Nit M. The most prevalent was VCG2A (31.6%), followed by VCG4B (21.1%) and VCG2B (7.0%); none of the
isolates was assigned to VCG1A. Twenty isolates did not complement with any tester and three were self-incompatible. VCG2A
was spread in all the Lebanese regions, whereas VCG2B was restricted to Bekaa region. In general, isolates assigned to VCG4B
were the most virulent on cotton plants with an average RAUDPC (39.1%), significantly (P<0.05) higher than that of VCG2A and
VCG2B (29.6% and 28.3%, respectively).
Conclusion: Despite VCG assignment provides useful information on the diversity of V. dahliae populations, it would be useful to
determine the pathotypes of the tested isolates using molecular tools and to characterize the different VCGs by using molecular
approaches.
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Weevil Feeding Site Preference on Maize Grain: Implications and Clues for Successful Breeding Programmes against Sitophilus
zeamais Motschulsky
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The possibility of Sitophilus zeamais Motschulsky to show feeding preference for a particular grain side and side area, its
implications and value in resistance maize breeding programmes were investigated in the laboratory at ambient temperature
o
(32.7 C) and relative humidity (70.4 %) using standard techniques. Twenty elite maize varieties were used and these are:
TZBRCOMP.2C1F1, TZBRELD3C5, PVASYN3F2, PVASYN6F2, DTSYN-11-W, BR9943DMRSR, IWDC3SNY-W, WHITEDTSTRSYN,
2008DTMA-YSTR, 2000SYNEE-WSTR, ILE-1-0B, IFEMAIZEHYBRID-1, IFEMAIZEHYBRID-2, IFEMAIZEHYBRID-5, IFEMAIZEHYBRID-6,
ARTCOMPOSITE-A-Y, ARTCOMPOSITE-B-Y, ART/98/SW1-Y, ART/98/SW4-0B and ART/98/SW5-OB. The first ten were obtained
from the Maize Breeding Units of International Institute for Tropical Agriculture (IITA), Ibadan, Nigeria while the rest were
obtained from Institute of Agricultural Research and Training (IAR&T), Moor Plantation, Ibadan, Nigeria. The flat side of a maize
grain at the point of penetration was significantly preferred by the weevil (P ≤ 0.05) because it possibly provided the weevil with
much needed space for anchorage and feeding. The South locus of the flattened side of a maize grain was significantly preferred
by the weevil (P ≤ 0.05) possibly because of its closeness to the nutrient - rich embryo and the soft nature of the locus in
question. However, it was established that the preference shown to the South area of the grain - flat side has implications for
seed viability. The findings of the study provided useful clues in breeding for resistance to weevil infestation in stored maize.
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Comparative lethality of three plant powders, a diatomaceous earth and their mixes to adults of four storage beetles
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Introduction: There is a dearth of research directly comparing the lethality of diatomaceous earths, insecticidal botanical
powders and their combinations to storage insect pests. The study was carried out to compare the lethality of powders of Oryza
®
sativa husk, Eugenia aromatica dry flower buds, dry fruits of Piper guineense, a diatomaceous earth (Silico Sec ) and their
mixtures to adults of Callosobruchus maculatus, Sitophilus zeamais, S. granarius and Lasioderma serricorne.
Methods: The lethality of powders made from rice husk (RHP), dry fruits of P. guineense (PGP), dry flower buds of E. aromatica
(EAP) and a diatomaceous earth (SilicoSec) (DE) to adults of S. zeamais, S. granarius, L. serricorne and C. maculatus was
investigated under controlled conditions of 25° C and 70% r. h. The materials were tested singly and combinations with DE (1:1,
3:1 and 1:3 ratios) at 2% of grain weight in glass Petri dishes against 20 adults of each beetle. Adult mortality was observed up to
10 days post treatment.
Results: DE produced 100% mortality in L. serricorne and C. maculatus at 1 day post treatment followed by EAP, 90.0% for L.
serricorne and for C. maculatus 86.7%. DE and EAP caused 100% mortality of S. zeamais and S. granarius at 10 days post
treatment. The adult storage beetles irrespective of species and at all times of observation suffered significantly lower mortality
when exposed to grain treated with RHP and PGP. The combinations of EAP and DE (ratios 1:1, 3:1 or 1:3) produced generally
higher mortality in S. zeamais and S. granarius than other combinations 3, 5 and 7 days post treatment; producing 100%
mortality of the beetles by 10 days post treatment. One day post treatment EAP/DE combinations produced significant mortality
(100%) in C. maculatus and L. serricorne. DE combined with PGP and RHP enhanced their lethality to the beetles. EAP and DE
applied at 0.01, 0.02, 0.03 and 0.04 g/20 g of grain produced 100% mortality of C. maculatus adults at 4 days post treatment.
Conclusions: DE and EAP applied at 2% of grain weight are lethal to adults of C. maculatus, S. zeamais, S. granarius and L.
serricorne and may effectively prevent grain damage by these insects. DE and EAP applied at 0.05% of grain weight are also
sufficiently lethal to C. maculatus. The lethality of DE against adults of the four storage beetles was not mitigated by mixing with
EAP, RHP or PGP. DE enhanced the lethality of PGP and RHP to the adult beetles. There is great promise in combining DE and
botanicals for stored products protection against insect depredations.
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Efficacy of Azadirachta Indica and Cymbopogon Citratur as storage grain protectants against Callosbruchus Maculatus and
Sitophilus Zeamais
M. Ojebode, C. Olaiya
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The agrochemical industry is faced with increasing demand for the development of new crop protection agents that are safe for
the environment and consumers. Presently, over 40% of crops is lost as a result of application of non-selective crop protection
agents. This research aimed at contributing to the baseline data on the status of natural insect-repelling and insecticidal agents;
that is bioactive compounds extracted from plants that can serve these purposes especially for cowpea and maize plants. It also
aimed at developing storage crop protection agents that would do no harm to crops, farmers and consumers but would
preferentially get rid of pests. The need to develop pest control measures as alternative to chemicals is a priority for scientists
worldwide. Therefore, it is critical to find a cost effective and non-toxic method to prevent pest attack and increase market value
of the target crops. In this study, Azadirachta indica (Neem), was used as pest control agent for storage insect pests of maize and
cowpea. The pest repelling property of Cymbopogon citratur (Lemon grass) was also investigated and results were analysed
statistically. This led to the development of technique adoptable for small holder farmers and food crop store keepers thereby
increasing food supply at a reduced cost.

P SPP 4
Monitoring the activity of the egg parasitoid Trichogramma evanescens (Hymenoptera, Trichogrammatidae) on an industrial
Big Bag after release
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The control of stored-product moths within bagged commodities is difficult because the developmental stages of the moths are
protected by the bagging material from the application of contact insecticides. Moreover, only a limited number of contact
insecticides are registered for storage of organic products, and insecticide residues should not be present on packages. An
alternative approach is the release of egg parasitoids outside the bags for biological control of moth eggs and consequently the
prevention of moth infestation. Semi-field trials were carried out with the aim to identify a method to monitor the host finding
efficiency of the parasitic wasp Trichogramma evanescens on industrial Big Bags, which are used by the food processing industry
to store products prior to processing. The Big Bag used in the experiments had the standard size of 177 cm height x 100 cm
width x 90 cm length. Eight sticky surfaces (5 x 3.5 cm) were placed onto the Big Bag at different distances from the T.
evanescens release point. A total of about 500 to 6000 Trichogramma adults were released. The T. evanescens release units
were not removed for the three weeks experimental period but the sticky surfaces were removed weekly and the number of T.
evanescens that were trapped was counted and sexed. In a second experiment, the sticky surfaces were replaced by moth eggs
glued on paper to monitor parasitism. Parasitoids were captured at all positions on the Big Bag, showing the small wasps (body
length: 0.3 mm) are capable of foraging on the whole surface. There was a significant difference in the mean the number of T.
evanescens trapped on the sticky patches depending on the number of parasitoids released. The use of sticky traps versus moth
eggs for monitoring the activity of T. evanescens is discussed.

P SPP 5
Evaluation of the efficacy of some insectticidal plant materials against dry wood termite infestation
S. I. Okweche, P. M. Hilili, P. B. Ita, S. I. Okweche, P. M. Hilili, P. B. Ita
University, Forestry and Wildlife Resources Management, Calabar, Nigeria
idokosi@yahoo.comidokosi@yahoo.com
Laboratory study was conducted to determine the efficacy of six insecticidal plant extracts Gmelina arborea leaf, Afromanum
melegueta, Zingiber officinale, Morinda citrofolia, Moringa oleifera (seed and leaf) and Garcinia kola on the management of
0
African wood termite under ambient conditions of temperature and relative humidity (30 c and 72%). Wood termites were
collected from the wood workshop of the Department of Forestry and Wildlife Resources Management, University of Calabar,
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Nigeria. Twenty termites were introduced into a covered container and treated with three levels (0.0g, 0.5g, 1.0g,) of the various
plant powders. The experiment was laid out in a completely randomised design (CRD) and replicated four times with a factorial
arrangement of treatments. Mortality rate was recorded at 12, 24, 36, 48, 60, 72, 84 and 96 hours exposure periods
respectively. A melegueta and G kola were effective at 60 hours of exposure for 0.5g rate of application recoding 95% mortality
rate while Z officinale, M oleifera recorded 100% mortality after 84 hours of exposure. At 1.0 g rate of application, M oleifera
seed recorded 95% mortality after 60 hours and 100 % at 72 hours followed by M oleifera leaf and A melegueta recording 100
and 95 % mortality at 96 hours of exposure. No mortality was recorded in the untreated experiment throughout the experiment.
Conclusively, A melegueta, G kola, Z. officinale and M. oleifera can be used on the control of wood termite due to higher percent
mortality recorded on application and as a substitute for synthetic insecticides.

P SPP 6
Study on olive oil characteristics in infected and uninfected fruits by olive fruit fly
S. Khalighi
Ministry of Agriculture, Olive Department, Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran
khalighi_sa@yahoo.com
Olive Fruit fly is one of the important and major olive pests in the world .It became widespread in olive growing regions of our
country in 2004 and damaged economical injury to the olive orchards of these regions. This pest larvae causes olive oil
qualitative and quantitative reduction because of entering pathogenic fungus and quality reduction in olive oil specially after
harvesting and in fruit storing time until oil extracting as well as fruit falling before harvesting. This research purpose is study the
effect of infected and uninfected olive fruits by olive fruit fly larvae storage duration on some qualitative and quantitative
characteristics of olive oil. This experiment was conducted in RCBD with six treatments and three replications on Zard olive
cultivar, included:
1 control: (uninfected fruits, immediately after harvesting)
2 infected fruits immediately after harvesting.
3 infected fruits, a week after storing
4 infected fruits, two weeks after storing
5 infected fruits, three weeks after storing
6 infected fruits, four weeks after storing
Oil was extracted centrifuge after sampling and splitting flash from fruit stone and was sent to oil seed laboratory for measuring
qualitative characteristics. Obtained data were analyzed by MSTATC statistical programs and LSD method used for means
comparing. Acidity mean comparison showed that there wasn’t any significant difference between control and second and third
treatments and it had low acidity and good quality. Highest oil acidity was observed in fifth and sixth treatments (5.070%,
7.627% respectively), that shows sever reduction in oil quality after three or four weeks of storing fruits.

P SPP 7
Characterization of inorganic and organic-clays modified materials: an approach for adsorption of an insecticidal terpenic
compound
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Two organic molecules and two inorganic polymers have been used to modify the structure of bentonites as to obtain a high
adsorption capacity of thymol, an insecticidal terpenic compound. The selected organic molecules were cetyl and phenyl
trimethyl ammonium chlorides (CTMA and PTMA); the inorganic compounds were aluminum hydroxyl and iron hydroxyl
polymers. Organic bentonites were obtained after treatment with CTMA and PTMA solutions. Inorganic bentonites were
obtained after treatment with polymeric solutions of Al x(OH)y and Fex(OH)y. Materials were characterized by several
physicochemical techniques including X-ray diffraction (XRD), thermal gravimetric and differential analysis (TGA, TDA), infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR) and nitrogen adsorption-desorption. Adsorption capacities of modified and unmodified bentonites for
terpenic compounds were also carried out. Results show that the organic cations have been intercalated successfully into the
bentonite interlayer space. XRD measurements show that PTMA and CTMA induce an interlayer space expansion of 4.1 Å and
10.5Å, respectively. The increase of specific surface areas of materials treated with metallic polycations attests the occurrence of
exfoliation. The highest adsorption capacity of thymol is obtained with bentonites modified by alkylammonium, which proves
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that the modification of the interlayer space is an interesting way to improve adsorption properties of clays usable as support
for natural insecticides.

P SPP 8
Estimation of losses in some advanced sorghum genotypes caused by red flour beetle, Tribolium castaneum (Herbst)
(Tenebrionidae: Coleoptera)
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yashmashahid1@gmail.com
Red flour beetle, Tribolium castaneum (Herbst), is a cosmopolitan stored grains insect pest posing severe threat to post-harvest
storage of grain foods such as sorghum (Sorghum bicolor L. Moench), which is a major staple crop of Pakistan. This study was
undertaken to investigate the quantitative and qualitative losses induced by T. castaneum to some advanced sorghum
genotypes viz; Hegari, F-114, J.S-2002, M.R.Sorghum-2011 and P.C-1 and to screen out the most resistant genotype against this
insect pest. Quantitative (insect pest adult emergence, damaged grains percentage, frass weight and grains weight loss) and
qualitative (crude protein, fat, ash and fiber contents) were determined after a 90 days incubation of sorghum grains in dark at
o
three different temperatures i.e. 28, 32 and 35 C. M.R.Sorghum-2011 was found to be the most susceptible genotype while the
genotype Hegari was found the most resistant one against T. castaneum. On an average basis, maximum adult emergence and
frass weight were recorded in M.R.Sorghum-2011, while those were found minimum in Hegari genotype. Regarding qualitative
losses, minimum losses induced by T. castaneum infestation were recorded in Hegari followed by J.S-2002, F-114 and P.C-1,
while high nutritive losses were observed in M.R.Sorghum-2011. Furthermore, qualitative losses to sorghum grains were high for
o
o
o
all genotypes at 32 C, followed by 35 C and were least at 28 C. The results will aid in future breeding programs for finding
promising sorghum genotypes (such as Hegari) and for better assessment of storage losses due to T. castaneum.

P SPP 9
Insecticidal activity of Cleistopholis patens (Benth) against Plodia interpunctella (Hübner) and its toxicological effect on albino
rat
J. Akinneye, S. Olorunsogbon, J. Owoeye
Federal University of Technology, Department of Biology, Akure, Nigeria
josephakinneye@yahoo.co.uk
The moth, Plodia interpunctella (Hübner) is a major pest of stored grains in which it causes marked economic losses. This study
investigated the insecticidal activity of parts of Cleistopholis patens against the developmental stages of the moth in stored
maize grains. Powders and oils from the root bark, stem bark and leaves of C. patens were tested as both contact and fumigant
insecticides in the laboratory.
The efficacies of the powders and oils as contact insecticides were evaluated by admixing different concentrations (0.5, 1.0, 1.5,
2.0 and 2.5g) to maize grains containing developmental stages of the moth. Fumigant toxicity was evaluated by hanging the
powder contained in a muslin sack and oils impregnated in cardboards in containers containing the maize grains and
developmental stages of the moth. Egg hatchability, adult emergence, larvae mortality and adult mortality of the moth were
used as indices of the insecticidal activities at 24hrs, 48hrs, 72hrs, and 96hrs post-treatment period. The toxicological effects of
the powders and oil extracts from the plant were evaluated on the liver and kidney of albino rat. Liver function indices such as
Aspartate aminotransferase (AST), Alanine aminotransferase (ALT), and Alkaline phosphatase (ALP) were determined. Kidney
function indices such as Urea, Total bilirubin, direct bilirubin, and creatinine were also evaluated.
Results showed that powders and oils from the root bark and stem bark of C. patens completely inhibited egg hatching and adult
emergence as both contact and fumigant insecticide. Also, they evoked 100% mortality at 2.5% protectant concentration at
96hrs post-treatment period against larvae and adult P. interpunctella.The leaf powder was the least effective as both contact
and fumigant insecticide as it achieved
No significant difference was observed in the biochemical parameters of the liver and kidney of animals fed with basal diet
containing the powders and oils of different concentrations when compared with the control. It is thus suggested that C. patens
powders and oils were not toxic to the organs and can be recommended as protectant against P. interpunctella in stored maize
grains.
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P SPP 10
Residual toxicity of pirimiphos-methyl on concrete surface to the rusty grain beetle, Cryptolestes ferrugineus (Stephens)
(Coleoptera: Laemophloeidae)
M. R. Potenza, A. A. Farias, M. A. C. Silva, M. E. Sato
Instituto Biológico, CPDPA, São Paulo, Brazil
mpotenza@ig.com.br
Cryptolestes ferrugineus (Stephens) is a cosmopolitan insect pest of stored products including wheat, barley, flour, peanuts,
sorghum, oilseeds, cassava root, dried fruits, chillies and packaged and processed foods. Concrete is a typical surface in Brazilian
warehouses and food processing plants. The aim of this work was to evaluate the residual toxicity of pirimiphos-methyl
emulsifiable concentrate (50% EC) on concrete surface to C. ferrugineus. Concret surfaces were treated with nine different
2
concentrations (from 50 to 250 mg of a.i. per m ) of pirimiphos-methyl, using a compression sprayer at working pressure of 45
2
psi and cone spray nozzle. Five round concrete surfaces (0.0061m by 0.017m) infested with 20 adult insects were used for each
2
treatment. The insects were exposed to pirimiphos-methyl residue (on a concrete surface area of 0.0033m ) four hours after
treatment. The mortality was assessed at 1, 2, 3, 4 and 24 hours after exposing the beetles to the insecticide residues. Additional
bioassays were carried to observe the effects of 30-day and 60-day-aged pirimiphos-methyl residues on the mortality of C.
ferrugineus. For the bioassays of 30 and 60-day-aged residues, the mortality was assessed up to 72 hours after exposing the
insects to the treated surfaces. The residue of pirimiphos-methyl on concrete was effective to control C. ferrugineus. The lethal
2
concentration (LC50 and LC90) values for the first day pirimiphos-methyl residue were less than 50 mg a.i. per m . The LC50 value
2
increased significantly for the 60-day-aged residue (98.6 mg a.i. per m ). The lethal time (LT50) value of the highest concentration
2
(250 mg a.i. per m ) of pirimiphos-methyl was less than 1.0 hour for the first day residue. For the 60-day-aged residue, this value
(LT50) increased to 8.2 hours.

P SPP 11
Ovicidal Efficacy of Xylopia aethiopica and Parinari macrophylla extracts against Sitotroga cerealella (Olivier) Infesting Stored
Paddy Rice.
A. Adeyemo, S. Adesanya, F. Arogundade
Federal University of Technology, Department of Biology, School of Sciences, Akure, Nigeria
acadeyemo@futa.edu.ng
Introduction: Powders, extracts and essential oils from different plant species have been reported to possess ovicidal, larvicidal,
antifeedant and repellent properties against various insect pests and are regarded as environmentally compatible pesticides
(Isman 2000; Cetin et al., 2004). Notably amongst them is Sitotroga cerealella.
Objectives: The work is focused on investigating seed extracts of Parinari macrophylla and Xylopia aethiopica in the control of
Sitotroga cerealella in paddy rice.
Materials and methods: Oils extracted from the seeds of Parinari macrophylla and Xyloipia aethiopica according to the methods
of Ashamo and Akinnowonu (2012) were tested against Sitotroga cerealella at 10000 - 30000 ppm/ 20g of paddy rice.
Parameters tested includes adult emergence of moth, developmental period (days), % weight loss in treated paddy rice.
Results: Petroleum ether extract significantly (PP. macrophylla had the highest insecticidal activity at 30000ppm compared to X.
aethiopica at that same concentration. Developmental period was highest at 20000 ppm (44.00%) and lowest in the controls
(30.00, 30.33 and 30.67%). Phytochemical investigations of the plants revealed the presence of terpenoids, saponins, tannins,
cardiac glycosides, alkaloids, steroids, anthraquinones and flavonoids.
Conclusion: It is quite obvious that biopesticides have a potential in modern stored product protection. The use of plant
products especially oil is an aspect of biological control utilizable as a component of integrated pest management.
Reference:
Ashamo, M. O. and Akinnawonu O. (2012). Insecticidal efficacy of some plant powder and extracts against the Angoumois grain
moth, Sitotroga carealella (Olivier) (Lepidoptera: Gelechiidae) Archives of Phytopathology and Plant Protection 49: 9. 1051-1058
Cetin H, Erler F and Yanikoglu A. (2004). Larvicidal activity of a botanical natural product, AkseBio2, against Culex pipiens.
Fitoterapia 75: 724-728.
Isman M.B. (2000). Plant essential oils for pest and disease management. Crop Protection. 19: 603-608.
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P SPP 12
Green Botanical Powders as Affordable Insect Pest Protectant Against Post- Harvest Losses Associated With Grains
1
1
1
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Introduction: One of the most promising ways to reduce dependence on synthetic pesticides in agriculture is to cultivate insect
resistant crops. However, since multiple resistances to all insects is not likely, it is important that resistance can be combined
with eco-friendly methods such as use of plant powders in the management of stored product insect pests such as Sitotroga
cerealella in paddy.
Objectives: The work aimed at determining the efficacy of powders (leaves and seeds) of three plants (Ricinus communis,
Aframomum melegueta and Helianthus annuus) in controling S. cerealella in stored paddy rice.
Materials and methods: Studies were carried out to determine the efficacy of three plant materials (A. melegueta, R. communis
and H. annuus against Sitotroga cerealella, an insect infesting paddy rice (Oryzae sativa (L). Powders of the tree indigenous
plants were applied at 0.1- 0.8g/ 20g of paddy rice previously screened moderately and most susceptible rice varieties under
laboratory conditions (28 -32°C and 75-80% relative humidity).
Result: Among the plant materials tested, A. melegueta leaf and seed powders were able to achieve high moth mortality at
various concentrations and exposure period. Both leaf and seed powders of this plant were able to evoke 100% at high
concentrations in variety that was most susceptible in the earlier experiment. The seed powder completely prevented adult S.
cerealella emergence. Efficacy of plant powders is dose dependent.
Conclusion: In the light of the findings of this study, it is therefore recommended that R. communis, A. melegueta leaf and seed
powders and extracts which had multiple insecticidal effects in the management of Angoumois grain moth S. cerealella
infestation on harvested paddy rice.

P SPP 13
Chemical composition and in vitro biological activities of essential and vegetable oils from four Cameroonian spices as
potential protectants of stored grain against insects and microorganisms infestations
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Introduction: Once the crops are mature, they become the food for insect pests. Feeding by these insects favors the
development of microorganisms such fungi which leads to the production of allergenic compounds and mycotoxins which do not
only result in a significant loss of seeds quality in both nutritional and economical values, but, are also associated with
carcinogenicity in humans and animals. Facing this problem of public health, researchers are engaged in the development of
both synthetic and bio-pesticides to preserve the quality of grains. Because of the side effects of synthetic pesticides, our
research team is committed for a number of years in the search for strategies to preserve seeds quality and health of the
consumers through the use of some Cameroonian spices.
Objectives: The objective of our work is:
 to obtain essential and vegetable oils from six select Cameroonian spices and carry on their chemical characterization.
 to evaluate the efficacy of these oils against some major grain pests found in Cameroon- to find out the most appropriate
formulation of these oils as those generally possessing this potential also present some limits;- to identify microorganisms
present on stored grains and evaluate the antimicrobial properties of these formulations;- to preserve the consumers
health through the reduction of free radicals produced by insects when feeding and the inhibition of proliferation of
cancer cells which can be observed after eating grains containing high amount of mycotoxins.
Material and methods: Oils obtained by steam extraction and hydro distillation from seeds and barks of six Cameroonian spices
were analyzed for their chemical composition by GC-FID and GC-MS, and for in vitro biological activities namely insecticidal,
antioxidant, cytotoxicity and antimicrobial properties.
Results: The oils were highly toxic to adult insects and the mortalities generated by the aromatized powders based on clay and
essential oils were in general significantly high, and both oils greatly reduced the F 1 progeny insect production and grain weight
loss. Moreover the essential oils exhibited a strong inhibitory effect on some human cancer cells (T98G cells, MDA-MB 231 cells,
+
A375 cells and HCT116 cells), and a good scavenging activity against DPPH and ABTS radicals.
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Conclusion: The significant activities detected make these oils worthy of further investigation as promising chemopreventive
agents to be exploited in the African pharmaceutical market.

P SPP 14
Evaluation of the resistance of Bt and non Bt maize varieties against Sitophilus zeamais (Coleoptera: Curculionidae)
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The weevil Sitophilus zeamais (Coleoptera: Curculionidae) is a serious maize pest worldwide that infests grains in the field and
under storage conditions, leading to great economic losses. Host plant resistance is an environmentally safe control method
compatible with most others. Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) proteins have been used to confer resistance to maize against
caterpillars and cross resistance to weevils would be desirable. We aimed at evaluating the resistance of Bt and non Bt maize
varieties against S. zeamais. Samples (20g) of each variety were infested with 20 unsexed adult weevils in plastic vials which
o
were kept in laboratory (25 C). Insects were allowed to mate and oviposit during 4 days before being removed. The number of
insects emerged was registered daily and the total number of adults emerged and the duration of developmental time were
calculated. The experiment consisted of a completely randomized design with 11 treatments (maize varieties), with five
replications (vials) per treatment. Data were submitted to Anova followed by Scott-Knott test (P≤0.05). Significant differences
among treatments were observed for both variables evaluated. A low number of insects emerged and the highest
developmental time (desirable traits) were observed for the non Bt variety SAX 790, which was considered the most resistant
among the varieties evaluated. Varieties P 4285 H, BIOZ 2535, 2B 707 PW and DKB 285 PRO had intermediate values and the
remaining were considered susceptible to S. zeamais. Our results indicate that maize varieties expressing Bt proteins on leaves
do not affect the grain-feeding S. zeamais, and cross resistance against caterpillars and weevils is not expected to occur.
Table 1: Means of Sitophilus zeamais adults emerged and developmental time (days) in different maize varieties. Means
followed by the same letter within columns do not differ based on Scott-Knott test (P≤0.05).
Maize varieties
Bt proteins
Adults
emerged Developmental time
(total)
4M 50
107.40
a
35.68
c
RB 9005 PRO
Cry1A.105 + Cry2Ab2
80.00
a
35.95
c
CD 316
74.00
a
36.25
c
AG 4051
73.80
a
36.92
c
AG 9045 PRO
Cry1A.105 + Cry2Ab2
70.60
a
35.17
c
P 4285 H
Cry1F
57.40
b
37.76
b
BIOZ 2535
52.40
b
39.09
b
2B 707 PW
Cry1A.105 + Cry2Ab2 + Cry1F
46.20
b
38.00
b
SAX 790
38.60
b
41.72
a
DKB 285 PRO
Cry1A.105 + Cry2Ab2
29.60
b
38.47
b
RB 9110 YG
Cry1Ab
16.60
b
37.11
c

P SPP 15
GC-MS analysis of Clerodendrum capitatum as fumigant against stored grain insect pest
1,2
1,2
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Institute of Bioresources & sustainable Development, Insect Resources, Imphal, Manipur, India, India
mobolade72@gmail.com
Natural sources for novel bioactive molecules hold promise to mitigate the short comings associated with the use of synthetic
insecticides in prevention of post-harvest grains loss. In this study natural bioactive molecules were isolated from the leaves of
Clerodendrum capitatum and analyzed by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS). Tetraneurin - a - diol (8.87%),
Octadecanoic acid, 2-hydroxy-1,3-propanediyl ester (34.26%), Octadecanoic acid (32.96%), Hexadecanoic acid, 1(hydroxymethyl)-1,2-ethanediyl ester (31.91%), 1-Isopropyl-4,8-dimethylspiro[4.5]dec-8-en-7-one (14.94%), Tricyclo
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[20.8.0.0(7,16)] triacon tane, 1(22),7(16)-diepoxy- (14.80%), E,E,Z-1,3,12-Nonadecatriene-5,14-diol (19.28%) and E-8Octadecacen-1-ol acetate (9.41%). The fumigant activity of C. capitatum bioactive molecules exerted significant adult mortality
against Tribolium castaneum and Sitophilus oryzae. These findings suggested that the volatile molecule of C. capitatum has
potential to be developed as a new natural fumigant for the control of stored grains insect pests.

P SPP 16
Study of the biological activity of the entomopathogenous Beauveria bassiana (Vuil., 1912) on the biochemistry and structure
of the cuticle of Schistocerca gregaria (Forskål, 1775) .
H. Fatma, B. Fatma, D.-M. Bahia
Université M'hamed Bougara Boumerdes, Biologie , Boumerdes, Algeria
fatmahalouane@yahoo.fr
This work was undertaken in order to help identify the biological activity of the entomopathogenic Beauveria bassiana AGAINST
the cuticle of adult individuals and 5th stage larvae of Schistocerca gregaria viewpoint biochemistry and structure.
5
The application of entomopathogenic B.bassiana with the dose 1.69 × 10 spores / ml on the cuticle of L5 and adults of
S.gregaria showed a significant reduction in the dry weight of the cuticle from 36 , 50mg to 32.93 mg in L5 and 46.49 mg to
42.31 mg in adults. The same is true for the chitin content is increased from 7.38 mg to 6.44 mg in L5 and 7.41 mg to 4.20 mg in
adults. For proteins, the amount dropped to 29.12 mg 26.48 mg in L5 and 39.08 mg to 37.88 mg in adults. The larval cuticle of
the fifth stage S.gregaria highlighted by differential staining with Heidenhain azan, shows the presence of the epicuticle, the
exocuticle and endocuticle.
The epicuticle colored red is as a thin layer on the surface of the cuticle and L5 S.gregaria exocuticulaire least orange colored
thinner than the first part of a colorless and a greater thickness corresponds to the endocuticle .
The Sensibility of larvae cuticle was dependent of an apparent disturbance on the structure of the cuticle. Indeed the third day
of treatment it has been observed a complete disappearance of the epicuticle and a sharp decline in the thickness of the exo
and endocuticle and that compared to the control larvae cuticle or three layers are distinct and exposed with a visibly thicker.
The breakdown of cuticular layers larvae treated is probably due to degradation by proteolytic enzymes and chitinolytic the
infectious unit of our fungal strain, spore which was spotted a few cells in parts of the cuticle digested.

P SPP 17
Relative susceptibility of four coleopteran stored product insect species to diatomaceous earth SilicoSec®
M. Lawan, B. G. Kabir
University of Maiduguri, Crop Protection, Maiduguri, Nigeria
lawantette@gmail.com
Laboratory bioassays were conducted to evaluate the insecticidal eﬀect of diatomaceous earth SilicoSec against four storedproduct beetle species, Callosobruchus maculatus (F.), Rhyzopertha dominica (F.), Sitophilus zeamais (Motschulsky.), and
Tribolium castaneum (Herbst) in cowpea, wheat and maize. SilicoSec was applied at four dose rates: 250, 500, 750 and 1000
mg/kg of commodity. Adult mortality in the treated commodities was measured after 3 and 5 days for C. maculatus and 3, 7 and
14 days of exposure for R. dominica, S. zeamais and T. castaneum. Progeny production was assessed after 40 days in case of C.
maculatus and 56 days in the case of the other species. Results showed that insect species varied in their sensitivity to SilicoSec,
with S. zeamais being most susceptible, but no significant differences in mortality levels observed between R. dominica, C.
maculatus or T. castaneum after three days of exposure. After 5 days of exposure all C. maculatus dies on cowpea treated at
1000 mg/kg. Similarly, after 14 days of exposure adults of all the three other insects species died on grains treated at 1000
mg/kg. These were ranked in decreasing order of susceptibility to SilicoSec S. zeamais > T. castaneum > R. dominica. DE
treatment also substantially (30 to 100%) suppressed progeny production in all the insect species. The external feeder T.
castaneum was severely affected in terms of progeny suppression. The implications of these findings to DE-based control
strategy are discussed.
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P SPP 18
Bioactivity of binary mixture of NeemAzal, Azadirachta indica seed powder and Plectranthus glandulosus leaf powder against
Sitophilus zeamais
1
2
2,3
K. Tofel Haman , E. Nukenine Nchiwan , C. Adler
1
The University of Bamenda, Cameroon, Biological sciences, Bamenda, Cameroon
2
The University of Ngaoundere, Biological science, Ngaoundere, Germany
3
Julius Kühn-Institut Berlin, Stored product protection, Berlin, Germany
tofelhama@yahoo.fr
Sitophilus zeamais Motschulsky (Coleoptera: Curculionidae) are very serious storage pests of maize. Chemical synthetic residual
insecticides, which degrade the environment, are widely used for the control of these pests. Alternative control methods are
required to minimize the hazardous effects of such insecticides. Botanical insecticides are more biodegradable and could be a
source of more environmental-friendly insecticides. At various proportions (100 + 0, 75 + 25, 50 + 50, 25 + 75 and 0 +100%, the
mixture of P. glandulosus + NeemAzal powders and P. glandulosus + A. indica powders were tested on adult mortality, inhibition
of offspring production, grain damage and their persistence on maize. Generally, the binary combinations of P. glandulosus and
A. indica seed powder on the one hand, and P. glandulosus and NeemAzal in the other hand, were antagonistic, regarding their
toxicity to S. zeamais. The mixed 75% NeemAzal + 25% P .glandulosus of powder led to a higher mortality (100%) of S. zeamais
3-d post exposure at the dose of 5 g/kg while the mixture of 25% P. glandulosus and 75% A. indica powder caused 50% mortality
at the highest tested rate (20 g/kg) 14-d post exposure which was far less than that when the botanicals were applied alone. As
they were applied alone, P. glandulosus and A. indica recorded respectively 100% mortality within the same exposure time (14d) and dose (20 g/kg). The binary combination of the powders produced more progeny and incurred more grain damage,
compared to the cases with the individual powders as P. glandulosus and A. indica were mixed. The opposing effect was
observed with the mixture of P. glandulosus and NeemAzal. The 75% P. glandulosus + 25% NeemAzal mixture persisted on grains
up to 180-d at all dose levels. Mixing these products could not be advantageous in adult mortality since the binary mixture gave
similar result as when they were applied alone. And powder from NeemAzal and P. glandulosus leaves stand as good candidates
to protect maize against the emergence of S. zeamais during storage.

P SPP 19
Post harvest problems in North Cameroon
1
2
3
K. Tofel Haman , E. Nukenine Nchiwan , C. Adler
1
The University of Bamenda, Cameroon, Biological sciences, Bamenda, Cameroon
2
The University of Ngaoundere, Biological science, Ngaoundere, Cameroon
3
Julius Kühn-Institut Berlin, Stored product protection, Berlin, Germany
tofelhama@yahoo.fr
North Cameroon is confronted in its great majority with the problem of food insecurity which strikes the rural populations in a
recurring way. The income of more than 70% of population relies in a large extent on the agriculture which is unfortunately less
productive. The uncertain climatic conditions pose a real problem of the post harvest management. The inappropriate
structures of storage lead to the insect attacks which damage the stored products. Without any protection up to 60% of the
stored products are lost. More so, the unavailability and the misuse of the chemicals remain a challenge. Some NGOs are
promoting community attics with an aim of setting up a local device of management of stored products deficit. Also the use of
local botanicals is to support since some farmers mix their stored products with plant parts. One of known insecticidal plant
Azadirachta indica and some aromatic plants which are present locally are subject of our interest and could be integrated to the
management of stored products protection.

P SPP 20
Efficacy of Essential Oils to Control Maize Grain Weevil (Sitophilus zeamais Motschulsky)
W. Auamcharoen, J. Yongram, A. Chandrapatya
Kasetsart University, Entomology, Bangkok, Thailand
fagrwda@ku.ac.th
The efficacy of essential oils from peel of Metha cordifolia Opiz ex Fresen, peel of Citrus aurantifolia (Christm.) Swingle, fruit of
Dacydium elatum (Roxb.) Wall. ex Hook, leave of Lantana camara L., rhizome of Zingiber officinale Roscoe, stem of Litsea cubeba
(Lour.) Persoon, flower of Illicium verum Hook. f., peel of Citrus hystrix DC., seed of Foeniculum vulgare Mill., bark of Styrax
apricus Fletcher, flower of Melaleuca quinquenervia (Cav.) S.T. Blake, bark of Syzygium aromaticum (L.) Merrill & Perry, leaves of
Ocimum basilicum L., peel of Citrus maxima (Burm.f.) Merr. and seed of Myristica fragrans Houtt. were tested against Maize
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grain weevil, Sitophilus zeamais Motschulsky for repellent, fumigant, contact and antifeedant activities. The maximum
repellency action, 84 and 80 was found when Z. officinale oil, at the concentrations of 1.5 and 2.0% were applied for after 3 and
5 h, respectively. The fumigant test of O. basilicum oli resulted in 100% mortality, at volume 55, 70 and 85 µL at 24 h after
treatment. Myristica fragrans oil showed the highest rate (56%) at the concentration of 2.5% at 72 h by contact test. Dacydium
elatum oil demonstrated 46% feeding deterrence index, at the concentrations of 2.0% at 72 h after treatment.

P SPP 21
Exploitation of Origanum dictamnus oil vapour to control Botrytis cinerea postharvest development in key horticultural
products of Crete
1
2
1
3
1
A. Stavropoulou , N. Tzortzakis , D. Goumas , N. Magan , K. Loulakakis
1
Technological Educational Institute of Crete, Department of Agricultural Technology, Heraklion, Greece
2
Cyprus University of Technology, Department of Agricultural Sciences, Biotechnology & Food Science, Limassol, Greece
3
Cranfield University, School of Applied Sciences, Bedfordshire MK43 0AL, United Kingdom
loulakak@staff.teicrete.gr
The degree of postharvest losses of fruit and vegetables due to attack by microorganisms worldwide is significant. In addition,
the use of chemicals increases consumer concerns regarding food safety. Recent studies indicate that exploitation of natural
compounds such as essential oils (EOs) may provide an alternative and friendlier way for the preservation of fresh produce. In
this research project the efficacy of dittany (Origanum dictamnus L.) essential oil for the control of Botrytis cinerea, a common
postharvest pathogen of three economically important Cretan vegetables, tomato, pepper and eggplant was examined.
Pathogen development (vegetative or reproductive phase) in culture medium or in fruits was evaluated after treatment with
dittany EO (0, 50, 100, 250 ppm) in vitro and in situ when stored at 12°C and 95% RH during or following exposure to EO
volatiles. In vitro, fungal development was completely inhibited by the application of 100 or 250 ppm of EO volatiles. In
inoculated fruits, the application of 50 ppm EO resulted in suppressed disease development by reduced lesion growth and fungal
sporulation, where increasing EO concentration led to greater effects. Pre-exposure of the three fruits to volatiles, before fungal
inoculation, revealed reduced lesion growth, indicating that dittany EO probably caused induced resistance of fruits against the
pathogen. Moreover, EO application did not affect quality-related characteristics of fruits in general, while skin lightness and
pulp lightness of eggplant fruits was improved under the presence of dittany EO volatiles. Overall, the results suggest that
dittany EO volatiles may be considered as an alternative food preservative treatment, significantly reducing or eliminating B.
cinerea infection during fruit storage.
This research has been co-financed by the European Union (European Social Fund - ESF) and Greek national funds through the
Operational Program "Education and Lifelong Learning" of the National Strategic Reference Framework (NSRF) - Research
Funding Program: ARCHIMEDES III. Investing in knowledge society through the European Social Fund.

P SPP 22
Evaluation of Anti-fungal Activities of the Leaf Extract of Two Endemic Aloe Species Against Aspergillus species that Affect
Groundnut (Arachis hypogaea L.)
1
2
D. Alamnie , A. Kebede
1
Haramaya University, Biotechnology, Dire Dawa, Ethiopia
2
Haramaya University, Biology, Dire Dawa, Ethiopia
dinalamnie@gmail.com
Medicinal plants are a rich source of antimicrobial agents by producing many secondary metabolites which constitute an
important source of microbiocides, pesticides and many pharmaceutical drugs. These bioactive compounds from plants are
naturally produced in the plants as secondary metabolites; tannins, flavonoids, essential oils, alkaloids, lecithin and polypeptides
are also show antimicrobial effect and serve as plant defense mechanisms against pathogenic microorganisms. There are several
species of fungi that infect or contaminate at three different stages such as prior to harvest while the nuts are on the tree, after
harvesting if the groundnuts remain wet; and in storage, especially when groundnuts are stored under adverse conditions.
These are Aspergillus, Fusarium, Penicillium and Alternaria species which are mainly found associated with cereals and nuts
reducing the yield and decreasing the viability of the seed germination capacity.
Thus, the present study is intended to evaluate the in vitro antifungal activities of the extracts of the leaves of two endemic Aloe
species (Aloe harlana Reynolds and Aloe megalacantha Bake) which are found in Harla and Dengego valleys and Chiro selected
on the basis of their reported ethnobotanical significance against seed-borne fungal pathogens isolated from groundnuts
(Arachis hypogaea L.).
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P SPP 23
Toxicity study of different amounts of ozone on Sitophilus granarius (L.), Tribolium castaneum (Herbst) and Rhyzopertha
dominica (F.) under storehouse conditions
R. Sadeghi
University of Tehran, Iran, Department of Entomology and Plant Pathology, College of Aboureihan, Pakdasht, Islamic Republic of
Iran
rsadeghi@ut.ac.ir
Introduction: Due to economical importance of stored product insect pests and resistance to phosphine and methyl bromide, it
is necessary to replace these insect control agents with novel and suitable compounds.
Materials and methods: To this end, the toxicity of ozone (90 and 180 mg/l) was evaluated under storehouse conditions on
three important stored product insects Sitophilus granarius, Tribolium castaneum and Rhyzopertha dominica. These experiments
were carried out in the storehouse contained foodstuffs, such date, wheat and rice. The toxicity of the gas was determined after
24 h of exposure.
Results and conclusion: Cononcomitantly with these trials, the lethal impact of ozone on the S. granarius, T. castaneum and R.
2
dominica in different depths (50, 100 and 150 cm) of date, wheat and rice was estimated as well. Calculated R values showed
that, 90 and 180 mg/l of ozone caused 99% mortality on S. granarius in rice and T. castaneum in date, whereas 99% mortality
was recorded of R. dominica in rice by 90 mg/l of ozone.

P SPP 24
Toxicity and persistence of spinosad on wheat and rice grains against Rhyzopertha dominica and Tribolium castaneum
H. A. A. Khan, T. Khan, S. Ali
Agricultural Sciences, Lahore, Pakistan
azhar_naturalist@yahoo.com
Introduction and objective: Insect pests in stored grains have been reported to develop a considerable level of resistance to
commonly used grain protectants worldwide. Moreover, negative effects of conventional grain protectants on public health and
environment necessitate the need to explore newer, reduced-risk pesticides in stored-product protection. Spinosad is a
relatively new insecticide of low mammalian toxicity and has a broad spectrum of target species, including stored insect pests. In
the present study, we were interested to assess the persistence and toxicity of spinosad on wheat and rice grains against two
major stored pests Rhyzopertha dominica and Tribolium castaneum.
Methods: Spinosad solution was applied to 2 kg lots of wheat and rice grains separately at four concentrations viz., 2, 1, 0.5,
o
0.25 ppm. Treated commodities were kept for six months at 26 ± 2 C and 60 ± 5% RH. The mortality bioassays were done by
taking samples from each concentration-commodity combination at 30 day interval for six consecutive months.
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Results: The results revealed that R. dominica showed complete mortality at 0.5 and 0.25ppm for up to 2 months, 1ppm for up
to 4 months, and 2ppm for up to 6 months. In contrast, T. castaneum showed complete mortality at only 2ppm concentration
for up to 1 month. There was no significant effect of the grain type on mortality of both tested species.
Conclusion: The study concludes that spinosad could provide effective protection of stored wheat and rice against R. dominica
for up to 4 months. However, it is not suitable to provide long term protection against T. castaneum.

P SPP 25
Volatile organic compounds mediating orientation of Callosobrucus maculatus (Fabricius, 1775) (Coleoptera: Chrysomeloidae:
Bruchinae) towards dried green peas
1
1
2
A. Ndomo-Moualeu , C. Ulrichs , C. Adler
1
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Berlin, Germany
2
Julius Kühn Institute, Stored Product Protection, Berlin, Germany
agnes.ndomo@jki.bund.de
Cowpea weevil, Callosobruchus maculatus is a stored product insect of Africa and Asia that presently ranges throughout the
tropical and the subtropical world. It infests stored legume seeds including peas (Pisum sativum L.). The determination of
attractive compounds in dried green peas could be of a great interest for the development of an attractive lure for the
monitoring or control of C. maculatus. The goal of this study is to investigate the perception of volatile organic compounds
emanating from dried peas by C. maculatus and the behavior induced by these compounds. The volatile organic compounds
from the headspace of dried peas were actively sampled by closed-loop-stripping analysis method. They were then analyzed by
gas chromatography coupled to two detectors, a mass spectrometry for the determination of volatile compounds and an
electroantennograph for the identification of volatile compounds perceived by adult male and female C. maculatus. In addition,
the behavioral effects of mixtures (binary, tertiary, etc.) of electrophysiologically active compounds in the beetle were evaluated
in a Y-tube olfactometer. The results of the present study will be presented and discussed based on literature data.

P SPP 26
Effects of Rosemary Essential Oil on Edible Chickpea and Callosobruchus maculatus (F.)
1
2
H. Cetin , M. Gudek
1
Selcuk University, Plant Protection, Konya, Turkey
2
Ataturk University, Erzurum, Turkey
hcetin@selcuk.edu.tr
Legumes are an important source of protein for people and have an important place in vegetable sources. Larvae of Cowpea
weevil (Callosobruchus maculatus (F.)) causes a significant loss in stored legumes. Rosemary, Rosmarinus officinalis L., essential
oil has high fumigant toxicity against stored-product insects. Effects of rosemary essential oil vapor on the properties of edible
chickpea are unknown. In this study, the fumigant effects of R. officinalis essential oil vapor on C. maculatus egg and larvae and,
also on hydration coefficient, cookability, color and taste of chickpea grain were assessed. Effectiveness studies of rosemary
essential oil were carried out at 28±2⁰C temperature, %55±5 relative humidity (RH) and darkness in growth chamber. The eggs
-1
on chickpea and larvae in chickpea of C. maculatus were exposed to 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 µl L air doses of rosemary
th
th
essential oil. The highest egg mortality rates were obtained as 71% at the 24 hour and 100% at the 48 hour with 60 µl/l air
-1
doses. The most effective dose (50 µl L air) of rosemary essential oil were on larvae mortality rates as 87%, 95% and 100% at
th
th
nd
-1
the 24 , 48 72 , respectively. In addition, edible chickpea seeds were subjected to 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 µl L air doses of
rosemary essential oil for the 24 and 48 hours. The highest dose applied of the essential oil and the longest exposed time did not
show negative effect on the hydration coefficient, cookability, color of chickpeas. The chickpea seeds, rosemary essential oil
vapor exposed, were ventilated for 1 hour, and then they cooked for 90 min. and the seeds were tasted by 10 different persons.
-1
According to taste tests, flavor of the chick pea seeds was changed in 40% of the ratio at 10 µl L air. In the further studies, the
taste effects of rosemary should be studied to reduce on chickpeas. Rosemary essential oil vapor was detected first time as
potential bio-fumigant in the management of Callobruchus maculatus on seed chickpeas and it may use in IPM programs.
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P SPP 27
Development of Callosobruchus maculatus (Fab.) on previously infested cowpea seeds
1
1
2
B. G. Kabir , M. Lawan , A. Khalifa
1
University of Maiduguri, Crop Protection, Maiduguri, Nigeria
2
LCRI, Agronomy, Maiduguri, Nigeria
kabir@unimaid.edu.ng
A laboratory experiment was conducted to evaluate the impact of previous infestation of cowpea seeds on progeny
development of Callosobruchus maculatus (Fab.). Samples of cowpea seeds containing 0 (check) 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100%
previously infested seeds were reinfested with 5 pairs of C. maculatus adults for seven days. Number of progeny, days to fist
progeny emergence, median length of developmental period and weight losses sustained by cowpea seeds were measured.
Result showed significant differences in number of progeny and seed weight loss among treatments. Progeny numbers
decreased from 86.0±4.8 in the previously uninfested check to 16.4±1.7 in treatment containing 100% previously infested seeds.
Days to fist adult emergence and median development period ranged from 18.8±5.3 to 24.8±1.0 days and from 27.5±0.5 to
29.1±1.0, respectively with no significant differences among treatments. Seed weight loss decreased with increase in percentage
of previously infested seeds. The importance of these finding to cowpea storage are highlighted.

P SPP 28
Studies on the effect of Azadirachta indica seed oil on the oviposition and adult emergence of cowpea bruchid
(Callosobruchus maculatus) (Coleoptera:Bruchidae) on Cowpea seed (Vigna unguiculata) conducted at Bayero University,
Kano State of Nigeria
N. Abdullahi
Bayero University Kano, Biological Science, Kano, Nigeria
anuradeen@gmail.com
Cowpea is an important legume of worldwide importance. The effect ofAzadirachtaindicaseed oil on the oviposition and adult
emergence of Callosobruchusmaculatus from cowpea seeds was conducted at Zoologyunit of Bayero University,Kano under
ambient condition of temperature and relative humidity.C. maculatus was collected from an infested cowpea collected from
BUK New site. The insect was identified based on their morphological characteristics. C. maculatuswas reared on cowpea seeds
at the Zoology Laboratory. Cowpea seed used for the bioassay was collected from International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (
IITA) Kano and was disinfested in the freezer for 3weeks. The moisture content of the seed was also determined. The seed of A.
indicawas collected and identified at Afforestation Programme Coordinating Unit (AFCU). Oilwas extracted from the seed.
Bioassay was conducted in petri dishes. Three (3) different concentrations of oil from the seed of A. indicawere separately mixed
with 20g of cowpea in separate petri dishes.Five (5) pairs of newly emerged C. maculatus(24hrs old) were introduced into each
petri dish. Control treatment was also set along. The number of eggs laid and adultC. maculatus emergence was counted on
each treatment. All the seeds coated with the oils significantly (P<0.05) recorded lower egg count and lower adult emergence of
C. maculatus when compared to the control treatment. A. indica oil at 1.0ml and 1.5ml (5%v/w and 7.5%v/w) were the most
effective recording the least egg count (0±00) and the least adult emergence (0±00)respectively.The need for further studies to
investigate the active compound in the oil responsible for deterring oviposition and adult emergence is therefore of paramount
importance.

P SPP 29
Effect of Aceton (C3H6O) Steams on Plodia interpunctella Hb. in stored rice ecosystems
N. Shayesteh
Islamic Azad University, Mahabad, Iran, Plant Protection, Faculty of Agriculture and Natural Science, Mahabad, Islamic Republic
of Iran
profshayesteh@yahoo.com
Rice is an important staple food throughout much of the world and is damaged by several insect species during storage. Insects
cause considerable quantitative and qualitative and viability losses in stored rice every year. The quantitative as mass losses
caused by insect are 5-25% per year. The species of insects infesting stored rice, their pest status, sources and mode of
infestations, and losses caused by them are discussed with emphasis on rice storage ecosystems in tropicalcountries. Seventeen
species of insects are reported to infest stored rice, with Plodia interpunctella Hb Olivier the main pest. Insect pest management
in stored rice using holistic ecosystem approaches involves alterations of a biotic components (e.g., grain moisture, temperature
inside the storage, condition, type and inner atmosphere of storage structures) in addition to the use of synthetic and botanical
grain protectants.For evaluating the efficacy of acetone (C3H6O) for control of this pest and determining distribution and
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penetration rate of the gas vapours, experiments were performed in two empty and full containers. Applied concentrations for
empty and full containers were 0, 20, 30, 60, 120 and 120, 240, 340, 440 µL/L respectively, with exposure times of 20, 48 and 72
0
hours. These experiments were done at 15 and 27 C with 4 replications. Mortality rose with increasing exposure time in all
0
0
experiments. Thus mortality at 27 C was higher than at 15.C . In all experiments mortality increased at higher concentrations.
The eggs were the most sensitive developmental stage and the pupa was the least susceptible.

P SPP 30
Insecticidal effects of Thuja occidentalis (Cupressaceae) essential oil on Stegobium paniceum L. (Col.: Anobiidae)
N. Shayesteh
Islamic Azad University, Mahabad, Iran, Plant Protection, Faculty of Agriculture and Natural Science, Mahabad, Islamic Republic
of Iran
profshayesteh@yahoo.com
In order to find recyclable, environment friendly and easy accessible insecticides, the essential oils of Thuja occidentalis L.
(Cupressaceae), was used against the adult stages of Stegobium paniceum L. Analysis of Thuja occidentalis L. essential oil used
for insect fumigation by phase gas chromatography revealed the presence of 22 compounds including α-thujone (49.64%),
fenchone (14.06%), and β-thujone (8.98%). The experiment was conducted in 6 replications using a completely randomized
design of factorial experiment. The essential oil was prepared by water distillation method. Experiment was carried out at 30±2
°C and 60±5% R. H. under dark condition. Concentrations are included 0.00375, 0.00493, 0.00650, 0.00855, 0.01125 μl/l air and
a control (untreatment), after 24 h, respectively. At the concentration of 0.01125 μl/l air essential oil of Lasioderma serricorne
(F.) caused 100% mortalities of adults, respectively. A value of 50% lethal concentration on adults was 0.00650 μl/l air for ,
Stegobium paniceum L. respectively.

P SPP 31
Detection of resistance level in Tribolium castaneum (H.) against commonly used insecticides
F. Manzoor
Lahore Women University, Zoology, Lahore, Pakistan
doc_farkhanda@yahoo.com
Insecticide resistance to pyrethroids (deltamethrin 2.5% SC, deltamethrin 1.5% EC, alpha cypermethrin 10% SC, permethrin 0.5%
WP) and organophosphate (DDVP 50% EC) insecticide was evaluated in red flour beetle, Tribolium castaneum (Herbst).
Insecticide bioassays were carried out by exposing adult insects to different doses of insecticides on insecticide impregnated
filter paper and as a residual film in Petri plate. Mortality was recorded after 48 hours of treatment. Resistant insects were
identified on the basis of their LC50 values. Highest resistance was observed against DDVP 50% EC followed by Permethrin 0.5%
WP, Deltamethrin 1.5% EC, Alpha cypermethrin 10% SC and Deltamethrin 2.5% SC. MATERIALS AND METHODS: Rearing of
insects Bioassays Filter paper method:Filter paper (Whatman No. 1) was cut according to the size of Petri plate and placed inside
it. One ml of each concentration was dropped on filter paper with the help of glass pipette to soak the filter paper uniformly.
Eight concentrations were made for each insecticide and each treatment was performed in triplicates. For comparing the results
with control, only acetone was applied to control Petri plates. The Petri plates were then kept open for 5-10 minutes so that the
acetone was fully evaporated. Thirty adult beetles were introduced in each Petri plate and Petri plates were covered to prevent
the escape of any insect. After 48 hours of exposure, mortality was recorded. The experiment was carried out under laboratory
conditions at 30 ± 1°C.Residual film method: Glass Petri plates were used for the residual treatment of insecticides on glass
surface (Busvine, 1971). Eight doses were prepared for each insecticide and three replicates were taken for each treatment.
Concentrations were applied at the rate of 1ml/plate on the centre of Petri plates that were rotated manually for equal
spreading of insecticides. Only acetone was used for control plates. After the evaporation of acetone, thirty adult beetles of each
test insect were separated and added in each Petri plate in the absence of food. Treated Petri plates were kept at 30 ± 1°C in
incubator. Mortality was checked out after 48 hours of insecticide exposure. RESULTS:Percentage mortality of T. castaneum (H.)
was calculated after treatment with eight different concentrations of tested insecticides by filter paper method and residual film
method (Table 1). It was observed that mortalities were increased with increasing concentrations of insecticides. 0.00%
mortality was found in control experiment. Analysis of variance revealed that there was significant difference between different
concentrations of tested insecticides. LC50 values of deltamethrin 2.5% SC, deltamethrin 1.5% EC, alpha cypermethrin 10% SC,
permethrin 0.5% WP and DDVP 50% EC were 16.033, 27.630, 25.720, 46.226 and 111.355 μg/ml for filter paper method while
for residual film method, the LC50 values were 32.992, 49.256, 41.780, 56.041 and 463.718 μg/ml respectively (Table 2; Table 3).
Insecticides were arranged in ascending order of toxicity on the basis of LC50 values. CONCLUSION The toxicity order was
Deltamethrin 2.5% SC > Alpha cypermethrin 10% SC > Deltamethrin 1.5% EC > Permethrin 0.5% WP > DDVP 50% EC.
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P SPP 32
Effects of microwave energy on stored raisins pest
1
1
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R. Mirabi Moghadam , R. Sadeghi , M. Taghizadeh
1
College of Aboureihan, University of Tehran, Iran, Department of Entomology and Plant Pathology, Tehran, Islamic Republic of
Iran
2
Ferdowsi Universit of Mashhad, Department of Food Science Industry, Mashhad, Islamic Republic of Iran
rsadeghi@ut.ac.ir
Introduction: The control of stored pests is an important stage of dried fruits post harvesting procedure. Microwave heating is a
friendly environmental treatment technique for controlling the stored pests.
Materials and methods: In this study, microwave heating was used to control of two species of major stored pest of Iranian
raisin. The samples of raisins (70 gr each) were infested with adults of Oryzaephilus surinamensis and larvae of Oryzaephilus
surinamensis and were subjected to microwave oven operating at 2450 MHz, at 450,720 and 900 W power for 20, 30, 40 and 50
seconds.
Results: The results showed, for all experiments the mortality was increased with increase of exposure time. Also a direct
positive relationship between the mortality rates and microwaves irradiation power levels was obtained. Complete mortality
was achieved for pests when the power was 900 W and the exposure time was 50 seconds. Therefore this method can be
replaced with common chemical pest control.

P SPP 33
Phototactic response of the main grain storage pests of China to light-emitting diodes
Z. Wang, Y. Qi, Y. Ren, Y. Li, Y. Cao
Academy of state administration of grain, grain and oil storage technique, Beijing, China
wangzm30@sina.com
To develop more efficient methods to monitor main grain storage pests, experiments were conducted to determine whether
light
functioned
as
an
attractant
for
them.
Light-emitting
diodes
(LEDs)
of
various
wavelengths（310nm、395nm、450nm、530nm、580nm、630nm） were examined as light sources because they produce
bright, narrow light spectra. Comparisons of responses to light spectra across the electromagnetic spectrum as follow: 1.
Cryptolestes pusillus(Seh.) adults preferred 5 wavelength, except UV LED, blue (450nm) was the wavelength most attractive to
Cryptolestes pusillus, followed by 530nm, 395nm, 630nm and 580nm. 2. Cryptolestes turccus (Grouvelle) has positive phototaxis
only to 530nm, 395nm, 630nm and the most attractant light was 530nm; 3. Sitophilus oryzae (Linnaeus, 1763) showed repellent
effects to specific light wavelengths from UV to 580nm, only attracted by red light(630nm). 4. Tribolium
castaneum（Herbst）was attracted by UV(310nm) and blue(450nm) and repelled by 530nm, 395nm, 630nm and 580nm light
wavelengths; 5. To Tribolium confusum, Phototaxis from strong to weak as follow: 630nm＞530nm＞580nm＞310nm＞395nm.
New traps can be designed to take full advantage of the positive phototaxis of those grain storage pests.

P SPP 34
Insecticidal potential of natural zeolite formulations against stored-grain beetle pests: the effect of particle size
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2
University of Thessaly, Department of Agriculture, Crop Production and Rural Environment, Laboratory of Entomology and
Agricultural Zoology, Volos, Greece
christosrumbos@yahoo.gr
Question: In recent years there has been an increased interest for the use of inert dusts, especially diatomaceous earth, for the
protection of stored-grains against postharvest insects (Subramanyam and Roesli, 2000). Zeolites are inert dusts that, like
diatomaceous earth, also contain natural silica and are extensively used in agriculture, mainly for the enhancement of soil
properties and as animal feed additive. However, information on the efficacy of natural zeolites against stored-product insects is
limited. In the present study the insecticidal effect of natural zeolite (clinoptilolite) formulations was investigated against three
major stored-product beetles. Moreover, the effect of particle size on the insecticidal efficacy of the tested zeolites was also
examined.
Methods: The insecticidal efficacy of natural zeolite formulations was assessed against adults of Sitophilus oryzae (L.)
(Coleoptera: Curculionidae), Tribolium confusum Jacquelin du Val (Coleoptera: Tenebrionidae) and Oryzaephilus surinamensis
(L.) (Coleoptera: Silvanidae). Zeolite formulations of different particle size were applied to wheat at rates of 250, 500 and 1000
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ppm and treated wheat was shaken manually to achieve equal distribution of the zeolite particles inside the grain mass.
Untreated wheat served as control. Insect mortality was assessed after 2, 7 and 14 d of exposure of insects on treated and
untreated wheat. Progeny production was also assessed after an additional period of 65 days.
Results: Complete control (100%) was not achieved in any of the tested insect-zeolite combinations. Tribolium confusum was
the most tolerant to zeolite among the species tested. In several cases, zeolite formulations with small particles had stronger
insecticidal effect compared with ones with larger particles.
Conclusions: The present study demonstrated the insecticidal potential of natural zeolites against the stored-product insects
tested. Moreover, it was shown that particle size is a physical property that can affect the insecticidal effect of zeolites and
should always be taken into consideration when choosing zeolite formulations for stored-grain protection. Similar results
demonstrating the effect of particle size on the insecticidal action have been previously shown for diatomaceous earth (Vayias
et al., 2009).
Subramanyam Bh., Roesli R., 2000. Inert dusts. In: Subramanyam Bh., Hagstrum D.W. (Eds.), Alternatives to Pesticides in StoredProduct IPM. Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordreecht, pp. 321-380.
Vayias B.J., Athanassiou C.G., Korunic Z., Rozman V. 2009. Evaluation of natural diatomaceous earth deposits from south-eastern
Europe for stored-grain protection: the effect of particle size. Pest Management Science 65: 1118-1123.
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P VIRUS 1
Role of BION and Allopurinol in Inducing Systemic Acquired Resistance against Potato Virus Y in Potato Plants
1
2
2
A. Ahmad , T. Moustafa , F. Abo EL-Abbas
1
General Commission for Agricultural Scientific Research, Plant Pathology, Tartus, Syrian Arab Republic
2
Ain Shams University, Plant Pathology, Cairo, Egypt
aboel_abbas@yahoo.com; auahmad008@gmail.com
Two chemical inducers, BION and Allopurinol, were used in three concentrations (0.2, 0.5 and 1 mM) to induce systemic
resistance in potato plants against potato virus Y (PVY), and to limit and suppress the incidence and development of virus
infection. The results showed that BION and Allopurinol had significant effect on development of virus infection, they reduced
the disease severity and percentage of infection. The progress of PVY infection was rapid in control plants (untreated plants),
most of those plants developed severe mosaic symptoms, and some leaves showed leaf deformation, percentage of infection
reached to (100 %) and disease severity ranged between (15.8 and 41.6) at 25 and 35 days post inoculation (dpi) respectively. In
contrast, mild mosaic and mosaic was observed on few BION and Allopurinol-treated plants with delay in time of symptoms
appearance, and percentage of infection ranged between (30 and 46 %) , while disease severity ranged between (3 and 12.3)
according to concentration. In addition to, BION and Allopurinol reduced stunting rate of treated plants comparison with
untreated ones, stunting rate of treated plant ranged between( 13 and 33.2 %) while, reached to( 46.5 %) in untreated plants at
45 dpi. Yield of treated plants was reduced and ranged between ( 15.6 and 39.9 %), this reduction was less than in untreated
plants (73.4).Treatments led to reduce virus concentration in BION and Allopurinol-treated plant comparing to untreated ones.
BION had more efficacy in controlling PVY infection than Allopurinol, and the concentration 1mM had clear significant effect at
probability level 5 %.

P VIRUS 2
Proteomic analysis to identify resistant stretegies adopted by host plants upon begomovirus infection
B. S. Bhatt, A. K. Singh
Federal University of Technology, Minna, Nigeria, Biological Sciences, Minna, India
bhavin18@gmail.com
Introduction: Compatible pathogen incidence on plants changes spatial and temporal expression of genome of host plants.
Among biotic stress, viruses threaten and contribute majorly to crop loss. Such losses due to viral diseases results in high yield
penalty, qualitatively and quantitatively. The molecular events happening during such defense response is utmost importance of
study to develop resistant cultivar or variety. Begomoviruses have emerged as major constraint for vegetable production.
Studies of interactome of infection will provide valuable insights in understanding combating stretegies of host plants.
Objectives:
1 Molecular charecterization of begomovirus infection on French bean (Phaeolus vulgaris L.) from India.
2 Proteomic analysis of host pathogen interaction upon viral infection.
Materials and methods: French bean is one of the most important vegetable crops of India which is consumed widely. We have
cloned and sequenced begomoviral genomic components associated with bean dwarf mosaic disease (BDMD) manifested leaf
samples from Varanasi, India. Proteomic analyses of leaf samples agroinnoculated with MYMIV were conducted for studying
modulation of host proteome.
Results: Sequence analyses confirmed bipartite nature of begomovirus and MYMIV is causal agent of BDMD. Agro-inoculation
studies on N. benthamiana and French bean plants further confirm bipartite nature of virus. Accumulation, symptom expression
and systemic spread of disease require cognate DNA B molecule (Fig. 1). Proteomics data showed that relative expression levels
of most of identified proteins were upregulated. These proteins were mainly involved in defense (25%) signal transduction
(15%), energy (15%) and metabolic regulation (20%) (Fig. 2). In our studies, molecular characterization in conjugation with
proteomics approach was implemented to get information for molecular events occurring during plant virus interaction.
Moreover, our analysis revealed that mock plants had no significant protein profile alteration as compared to virus inoculated
plants demonstrating that virus infection initiates modulation of proteomic profile.
Conclusion: In bipartite begomoviruses, DNA A component of virus can autonomously replicate but absence of movement
protein restricts their transfer to neighboring cell, which in turn, restricts disease spread and hence the level of defense
response. In our studies, we found that, most of the proteins involved directly or indirectly to defense, shoots up at higher level
when both DNA A and DNA B components inoculated than DNA A components alone. This suggests an activation of SAR in
inoculated plants, which restricts virus copy number accumulation. More in depth insights into host protein modulation will
clear defense pathways taken up by host plants.
In summary, all of the above proteins showed changed abundances induced by MYMIV infection on French bean leaves. SAR and
induced resistance might be a combinatorial effect of altered interactome of these proteins.
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Figure 1

Figure 2
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P VIRUS 3
Provision of virus indexing services and disease - Free farmer prefered tissue culture banana germplasm for regional food
security
1
2
2
2
L. Mimano , L. Karanja , L. Wasilwa , C. Kimani
1
Cross Frontier International Ltd, CFI, Nairobi, Kenya
2
Kenya Agricultural Livestock and Research Organization, Njoro, Kenya
lucymimano@gmail.com
Introduction: Viruses are a major constraint in banana production, germplasm multiplication and exchange as well as to genetic
improvement through traditional breeding. Banana virus diseases can cause yield losses of up to 100% and indexing of material
from primary tissue culture distributers is essential to stop or at least slow down disease spread. Crossfrontier International Ltd
has been established to provide virus indexing services as well as affordable quality farmer preferred tissue culture banana
germplasm in the East and Central Africa region.
Methods: Indexing was done using molecular techniques and tissue culture by meristem culture.
Results: Twenty-four percent of bananas which are a source of tissue culture mother plants sampled were positive for BSV virus.
Conclusion: CFI will participate in production of food for all through virus indexing by ensuring disease free tissue culture
production and distribution in the East and Central African region.

P VIRUS 4
Complete genome sequence of a carrot virus S isolate from rock samphire from Spain
W. Menzel, S. Winter
Leibniz Institut DSMZ, Plant Virus Department, Braunschweig, Germany
wulf.menzel@dsmz.de
In 2008, the 3’-terminal sequence (2.2 kb) of a hitherto unrecognized Carlavirus species from a carrot (Daucus carota, fam.
Apiaceae) sample collected in a commercial carrot field near Bingenheim/Germany was determined and the name carrot virus S
was coined. Unfortunately, the virus could not be maintained and the rest of the genome remained undetermined. All attempts
to rediscover this virus in the following years in hundreds of carrot samples and samples of other Apiaceae originating from
different carrot growing regions in Germany were not successful. In November 2012, a severely chlorotic rock samphire sample
(Crithmum maritimum, fam. Apiaceae) was collected in the north of Mallorca/Spain. Of that sample, a virus could be
mechanically transmitted to Nicotiana hesperis and subsequently the complete genomic sequence could be determined (8.6 kb).
Regarding its putative genome organization it could be assigned to the genus Carlavirus. Comparisons with sequences stored at
GenBank showed that it shared the highest sequence identities with the previously reported carrot virus S isolate from
Germany. Even if the nucleotide and amino acid sequence identities for the coat protein gene are close to or just below the
demarcation thresholds (74% nt and 79% aa identity; thresholds being at 72% and 80%, respectively), the isolate should be
regarded as deviant isolate of carrot virus S. The Spanish carrot virus S isolate could also be mechanically transmitted to
different Apiaceae, including carrot, coriander, fennel and celery, which remained symptomless under greenhouse conditions.
This first report outside Germany is the second documented discovery at all, but probably indicating that it is a genetically
variable virus which is wide spread in Europe even if it does not occur frequently. The Spanish isolate is available at the DSMZ
Plant Virus Collection under the accession number PV-1090.

P VIRUS 5
Characterization of a new tobamovirus infecting pepper in Morocco
W. Menzel, S. Winter
Leibniz Institut DSMZ, Plant Virus Department, Braunschweig, Germany
wulf.menzel@dsmz.de
In 2010, a sweet pepper (Capsicum annuum) sample showing mosaic symptoms was collected in Morocco and kindly provided
by A. Remah (IAVCHA, Agadir). By electron microscopy, tobamovirus-like rod-shaped particles could be observed. Following
mechanical inoculation, the virus systemically infected different Nicotiana species (N. benthamiana, N. tabacum ‘Samsun nn’, N.
t. ‘Xanthi nc’, N. glutinosa ‘24A’), Capsicum annuum and Solanum lycoperiscum which displayed mottling or mosaic symptoms
on systemic leaves, except N. glutinosa ‘24A’ which reacted with crinkling and top necrosis. Plants of Nicotiana rustica ‘NRT 63’
and Chenopodium quinoa showed only weak chlorosis on inoculated leaves and the virus seemed not to move systemically.
Based on dsRNA isolated from N. benthamiana, the complete genomic sequence (6,412 nt) was determined. Sequence analysis
revealed the typical genome organization of a tobamovirus. The highest nucleotide sequence identity to any other sequence
stored at GenBank was 75% to an obuda pepper virus isolate, followed by isolates of paprika mild mottle virus (73%) and yellow
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tailflower mild mottle virus (69%). Based on the molecular ICTV species demarcation criterion (less than 90% overall nucleotide
sequence identity) and the predicted genome organisation, this virus can be regarded as an isolate of a new species within the
genus Tobamovirus. The virus was named capsicum mild mottle virus (CapMMV) and is available at the DSMZ Plant Virus
Collection under accession no. PV-1013.

P VIRUS 7
Influence of vector gender of western flower thrips (Frankliniellanaoccidentalis) in the transmission of tomato spotted wilt
virus (Tospovirus)
P. Ogada, H.-M. Poehling
Leibniz Universität, Phtomedicine, Hannover, Germany
pamogada@yahoo.com
The transmission of Tomato Spotted Wilt Virus in nature is influenced by a range of factors which have led to high variability in
its transmission efficiency within a vector population. Some of these factors include: host plant suitability, virus isolate, vector
gender, timing, individual thrips genetic constitution, feeding style among others, together with their interactions. The
contribution of vector gender to the complex virus-vector-host plant interaction was studied using Frankliniella occidentalis
(Pergande) (western flower thrips (WFT)) reared on either Tomato Spotted Wilt Virus (TSWV) infected or uninfected Capsicum
annum L. (Solanaceae) leaflets throughout their larval stages. Later pupae were individually transferred on healthy leaf disks to
examine the differences in; survival, development rate, transmission efficiency and feeding behavior between males and
females. Comparison of fitness and behavioral aspects between F. occidentalis sexes showed that males had significantly higher
longevity (F1,403 =72.54, P<0.001), lower mortality (F1,47 =76.01, P<0.001) and higher development rate (F 1,239 =166.22, P<0.001)
compared to females, while in the comparison of feeding behavior, females were found to feed more intensively than males
(F1,239 =324.81, P<0.001), regardless whether they were exposed or unexposed to TSWV. Conversely, transmission efficiency of
the virus was found to be significantly higher in males compared to females (F 1,44 = 7.09, P = 0.0109). These findings are
envisaged to contribute in deeper understanding of the high variability of F. occidentalis vector competence (the ability of a
vector to acquire, multiply and transmit a virus) in the transmission of TSWV within a population, which will further help in the
development of a model for a sustainable control strategy for F. occidentalis as well as TSWV.

P VIRUS 8
Sweet potato virus detection, characterization, elimination and management in Ethiopia
1,2
2
3
1
D. H. Buko , A. Gedebo , C. Spetz , A. K. Hvoslef-Eide
1
Norwegian University of Life Science, Plant Science, Ås, Norway
2
Hawassa University, School of plant and Horticultural Science, Hawassa, Norway
3
Bioforsk Plant Health, Ås, Norway
derejehailebuko@yahoo.com
Sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas) is a root crop with worldwide importance from the family Convolvulaceae. In area coverage and
production, it is the third most important root and tuber crop in Ethiopia, next to enset (Ensete ventricosum) and potato. At
least 20 million Ethiopians use sweet potato as a seasonal staple crops when there is a shortage of other foodstuffs (Tofu et al.,
2007). Plant viruses remains as an important threat to sweet potato production and quality, in particular in Sub-Saharan Africa
including Ethiopia. In Ethiopia, studies have shown that most of the sweet potato collections and farmers’ fields are infected
with viruses (Abraham, 2010, Tewodros et al., 2011). Because of viral diseases, multiplication and distribution of unclean sweet
potato plating materials for the millions of poor farmers is spreading diseases rather than contributing to improved yield. Little is
known about the viruses associated with sweet potato in Ethiopia. In addition, production and quality are declining because of
no provision of virus free planting materials for farmers. A research project initiative was launched between Hawassa University
(Ethiopia) and NMBU (Norway) financed by Norad (Norwegian Development Agency) under the NORHED program. A sub-project
of NORHED (agreement no ETH-13/0017) is working to detect and characterize the viruses, eliminate viruses from farmers
preferred sweet potato varieties, evaluate the relative tolerance of the cultivars and thereby improve productivity and
livelihoods through providing clean planting materials for the sweet potato growing farmers of Ethiopia. The presentation will
present our progress so far in cleaning stocks for viruses and the way forward.
Abraham A, 2010. Associated viruses threatening sweet potato improvement and production in Ethiopia. African Crop Science
Journal 18: 207- 213.
Tewodros T. Tileye F. and Adane A. 2011. Survey and serological detection of sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas (L.) Lam.) Viruses in
Ethiopia. J. Appl. Biosci. 2011: 41: 2746 - 2756
Tofu A, Anshebo T, Tsegaye E, Tadesse T, 2007. Summary of Progress on Orange-Fleshed Sweet Potato Research and
Development in Ethiopia. Proceedings of the 13th ISTRC Symposium. pp. 728-731.
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P VIRUS 9
Evolution of Sugarcane yellow leaf virus Isolates Based on Sequence Analyses of Coat and Movement proteins
1
2
3
4
Y. Abu Ahmad , P. Gayral , P. Rott , M. Royer
1
General Commission for Scientific Agricultural Research (GCSAR) , Plant Protection, Damascus, Syrian Arab Republic
2
Université François Rabelais, Faculté des Sciences et Techniques, Tours - France, France
3
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4
Cirad, UMR Agro.M-Cirad-Inra Biologie et Génétique des Interactions Plante-Parasite (BGPI), Montpellier, France, France
y_abuahmad@yahoo.com
Sugarcane yellow leaf virus (SCYLV) is an economic threat to the sugarcane industry worldwide. Significant genetic diversity
occurs in SCYLV. In order to investigate its genetic evolution, three new complete genomic sequences of isolates collected from
Colombia, Cuba and Reunion Island were compared with the 30 Sequences available in GenBank. Phylogenetic analysis showed
that all isolates were clustered into two distinguishes super-populations: the first I comprises the majority of genotypes (BRA,
CHN3, HAW, PER and REU) and the second II comprises CHN1, IND, CUB genotypes. The II diverged in more than 23% in amino
acid sequence from I and may be represent even new recombinant polerovirus species infecting sugarcane. Recombination
breakpoints were also identified in SCYLV genome based on complete/ partial sequences, it was shown that the whole SCYLV
genome is prone to recombination, except in coat protein (CP) and movement protein (MP). Among the 21 recombinants
detected, our isolates were included. The ancestral PER, BRA, CUB & CHN1 genotypes have contributed to the REU genotype,
while IND4, HAW73-6110, CHN1 ancestral isolates has contributed to the CUB genotype. Selection pressures exerted on
overlapping and non-overlapping regions of CP&MP genes were measured as the mean number of nonsynonymous (dN)-tosynonymous (dS) nucleotide substitutions per site (dN/dS ratio) using PAML and HYPHY packages. Our results revealed that CP is
more variable and evolve adaptively more than MP in SCYLV. These results elucidate the molecular evolutionary lineages
characteristics and allow the proposal of its significant respond to the needs of adaptation to changing vectors, hosts and
geographical locations.

P VIRUS 10
Towards the isolation of resistance genes against soil-borne barley yellow mosaic virus disease (BaYMV, BaYMV-2, BaMMV)
1
1,2
1
1
2
2
1
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1
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2
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katja.perner@jki.bund.de
One of the most important diseases of winter barley in Europe and East Asia is barley yellow mosaic virus disease caused by
different strains of Barley yellow mosaic virus (BaYMV) and Barley mild mosaic virus (BaMMV) leading to yield losses up to 50%
in susceptible winter barley crop. Due to the transmission by the soil-borne plasmodiophorid Polymyxa graminis, chemical
measures to prevent high yield losses are neither effective nor ecological sound. Thus, breeding for resistance is of prime
importance in order to ensure winter barley production in the growing area of infested fields. Up to now, nine different loci
conferring resistance to the different strains of BaMMV and BaYMV are known. In order to get detailed information on the
structure and function of resistance genes effective against yellow mosaic disease, map based cloning was conducted to isolate
the resistance genes rym13 located in the telomeric region of chromosome 4HL and a gene, being only effective against BaYMV
and BaYMV-2 located in the centromeric region of chromosome 5H.
For marker saturation of the target intervals all available sequence information in barley and the synteny to rice, sorghum,
Brachypodium and sequence information of barley included in the genome zipper was used. Phenotyping of respective
segmental RILs derived from high resolution mapping populations comprising 5000 F 2-plants each was conducted by mechanical
inoculation (BaMMV) and in field tests (BaMMV/BaYMV/BaYMV-2) followed by DAS-ELISA. Based on marker saturation and
phenotyping of 691 RILs the resistance gene located on chromosome 5H was mapped in an interval of 0.27% recombination. By
an additional exome capture sequencing approach of the parental lines, 249 morex contigs containing 256 genes were located in
this interval. Out of these, two candidate genes were identified of which one is co-segregating with the resistance locus. For
rym13 in addition genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) of 132 RILs and deep sequencing of two differentiating segmental RILs was
conducted, which leads to the identification of candidate genes which are presently re-mapped in the high resolution mapping
population. The availability of respective genomic tools in barley facilitates an enhanced isolation of resistance genes
transferring breeding for BaMMV/BaYMV to the allele level in the future.
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P VIRUS 11
Study of critical points that lead of spotted wilt (Tospovirus) outbreaks in sweet pepper in Uruguay
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1
2
1
1
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1
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2
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jpaullier@inia.org.uy
Tomato spotted wilt virus causes important damages in greenhouse sweet pepper in Uruguay, even in resistant varieties. Some
growers have more losses due to some specific conditions that favor the disease. The effect of insect-proof nets (50 mesh) in
seedbed and crop and cultivars with and without Tsw gene on spotted wilt incidence and its vector (thrips) was studied during
2011-2014. Five replications were planted in two greenhouses, one of them net-isolated. Treatments were net during
seedbed/crop and varieties. Number and kind of thrips (inside and outside greenhouses) were periodically evaluated in yellow
sticky traps and in weeds and pepper flowers. Percentage of infected (DAS-ELISA) and symptomatic pepper plants was recorded.
TSWV infection on weeds was analyzed. In 2011-2012, TWSV was on the property before trial and spread quickly destroying all
crops. This was associated with a high number of thrips in traps and flowers and a large number of weeds (some infected).
Conversely 2012-2013 and 2013-2014 seasons were had fewer infected plants, less weeds (few infected). 2012-2013 infection
started on plants from non covered seedbeds and this of 2013-2014 in the non netted greenhouse. In both disease did not
spread highly. The number of thrips/day in the outside of greenhouses was smaller during 2012-2013. All varieties (Troyano,
Yatasto, Kaiman, resistants and Margarita susceptible) were not different on frequency and intensity of symptoms. Sanitary
measures, as weed eradication and production of seedlings under net, were implemented by the grower after plant removal in
2012. This could account to the subsequent disease reduction. The results remark the importance of preventive disease
management by elimination of inoculum sources (weeds and infected seedlings) and vector exclusion by insect-proof nets
mainly on seedbeds.

P VIRUS 12
Occurence of EMARaV and CLRV in Sorbus aucuparia and Betula spp. in Scandinavia
B. Harhausen, S. von Bargen, C. Büttner
Humboldt Universität zu Berlin, Phytomedizin, Berlin, Germany
bjoernharhausen@googlemail.com
Introduction: Cherry leaf roll virus (CLRV) is a worldwide occuring RNA virus (Secoviridae family, genus Nepovirus) infecting
naturally several tree species including many birch species (Betula spp.) as well as rowans (Sorbus aucuparia). It can also cause
damage in cultivated crops such as walnut. European mountain ash ringspot-associated virus (EMARaV) is distributed in many
parts of Europe. It is a RNA containing 4 genome segments. The virus has a restricted host range limited to Sorbus species
inducing typical symptoms such as chlorotic ringspots and mottling on leaves.
Objective: The objective of this study was the assessment of symptoms indicative of a virus infection occurring in the important
Scandinavian deciduous tree species Betula spp. and rowans and the detection of CLRV and EMARaV to evaluate the occurrence
of these two viruses in forests as well as in urban areas.
Materials and methods: A survey assessing the presence of virus-like symptoms in rowans and birches was conducted in 3
Scandinavian countries in 2012 and 2014. Leaf samples from symptomatic trees were collected and total nucleic acids were
extracted. EMARaV detection was carried out by RT-PCR using primer sets targeting all for genome segments. Nested-RT-PCR
was applied for CLRV detection with primers amplifying fragments of the RdRp- (RNA1) and the CP-coding region (RNA2). PCR
products were sequenced to confirm the infection with the respective virus.
Results: EMARaV occur frequently in rowans as estimated by observation of mottle and chlorotic ringspots on leaves and
detection by RT-PCR. Wide geographic distribution of the virus in Scandinavia was confirmed by sequencing. 37 B. pubescens
and 13 B. pendula trees showed chlorotic or necrotic veinbanding, leaf roll or chlorotic spots characteristic for a CLRV infection.
However, the virus was only sporadically detectable in birches and S. aucuparia trees with the RNA1 specific primer set, but
infection was not confirmed with the primers targeting the viral CP.
Conclusion: Results of this study confirm that EMARaV widely affects rowans in different Northern European countries. The
distribution in Scandinavia and host range of CLRV, an important virus of main deciduous tree species needs to be further
assessed in order to determine it´s impact on diseased birch species and rowans.
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P VIRUS 13
Molecular characterization of resistance-breaking isolate of Tomato spotted wilt virus and searching for resistance on pepper
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In Hungary resurgence of Tomato spotted wilt virus (TSWV) frequently causes heavy crop losses in pepper production since the
mid nineties. Management of TSWV control was first directed against the thrips (using different insecticides or plastic traps), and
against weeds as host plants of the virus and the thrips. Later on Tsw resistant gene was introduced into different types of
pepper. In 2010 and 2011 sporadically, but in 2012 more frequently a resistance breaking strain of TSWV on resistant pepper
cultivars was observed in the Szentes region (South-East Hungary). The presence of a new resistance breaking strain was
demonstrated by virological (test- plant, serological and RT-PCR) methods.
Previously, the non-structural protein (NSs) encoded by small RNA (S RNA) of TSWV was verified as the avirulence factor for Tsw
resistance, therefore we analyzed the S RNA of the Hungarian RB and wild type (WT) isolates and compared to previously
analyzed TSWV strains with RB properties from different geographical origins. Phylogenetic analysis demonstrated that the
different RB strains had the closest relationship with the local WT isolates and there is no conserved mutation present in all the
NSs genes of RB isolates from different geographical origins. According to these results, we concluded that the RB isolates
evolved separately in geographic point of view, and also according to the RB mechanism.
In order to find new genetic sources of resistance in Capsicum species 82 item s from Capsicum annuum, C. chinense, C.
frutescens, C. chacoense, C. baccatum var. baccatum, C, baccatum var. pendulum and C. praetermissum were tested with
Hungarian TSWV-RB isolate.

P VIRUS 14
Population of Plum pox virus in European Russia seems to be the most diverse in the world
1
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1
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S. Chirkov , Y. Prihodko , P. Ivanov , A. Sheveleva
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2
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s-chirkov1@yandex.ru
Plum pox virus (PPV; genus Potyvirus; family Potyviridae) is a causal agent of Sharka, economically the most important viral
disease of stone fruits affecting their yield and quality. A sound understanding the geographic distribution and genetic diversity
of the virus is very important for effective management of the disease. Regular monitoring of stone fruit plantings using ELISA
and immunocapture reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction for PPV detection and identification resulted in the
findings of numerous focuses of the infection in European Russia. The virus was found in collections, variety test plots, nurseries,
commercial orchards, decorative plantings, private gardens, wild stone fruit trees growing in urban and rural areas from many
localities all over European Russia. PPV was detected in naturally infected plum (Prunus domestica), peach (P. persica), nectarine
(P. persica var. nectarine), myrobalan (P. cerasifera), blackthorn (P. spinosa), downy cherry (P. tomentosa), sour cherry (P.
cerasus), sweet cherry (P. avium), apricot (P. armeniaca) and Canadian plum (P. nigra). Six of the nine known PPV strains (D, M,
Rec, W, C, CR) have been revealed in Russia. Most isolates belong to the strains D (38%), W (25%), CR (23%), M (7%) and C (7%).
Two distinct PPV-Rec isolates have been found on myrobalan and plum in southern Russia. Population of PPV in European Russia
seems to be the most diverse in the world due to wide spread of isolates belonging to the strains W, C, and CR that were never
detected or only sporadically identified outside the former USSR until now. Phylogenetic analysis of their genomes shows that
these three strains constitute the supercluster clearly divergent from other PPV strains. This evolutionary branch originated
from a common ancestor and apparently developed mainly in Russia. The work was supported in part by the Russian Foundation
for Basic Research, project no. 14-04-01786.
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P VIRUS 15
Transmission studies of European mountain ash ringspot-associated virus (EMARaV) to putative new host plants
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Humboldt Universität zu Berlin, FG Phytomedizin, Berlin, Germany
2
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dieckmann.luisa@yahoo.de
Introduction: Since more than 50 years European mountain ash trees (rowans, Sorbus aucuparia), display chlorotic ringspots
and leaf mottling. These symptoms are associated with the European mountain ash ringspot-associated virus (EMARaV),
a (-)ssRNA virus with 4 RNAs which is the type member of the genus Emaravirus. In 2013, EMARaV was detected in whitebeam
(Sorbus aria) and Swedish whitebeam (Sorbus intermedia) for the first time. Other potential host species for the virus remain
unknown. EMARaV was so far only transmitted successfully between rowan trees by grafting.
Objective: The known host species of EMARaV belong to the family Rosaceae. It was attempted to infect herbaceous Rosaceae
and Nicotiana plants with the virus by mechanical inoculation.
Materials and methods: Leaves of EMARaV infected S. acuparia were collected locally. Nicotiana rustica, N. benthamiana,
strawberry plants (Fragaria sp.), Lady’s mantle (Alchemilla vulgaris) and Potentilla megalantha were mechanically inoculated
with the diseased plant material.
EMARaV infected plant material was homogenized with an abrasive and Norit buffer, 2 % nicotine solution or phosphate
inoculation buffer with 2 % nicotine and applied manually onto the leaves of the potential host plants. Alternatively, the infected
material was rubbed onto the leaves using an abrasive only. Serial passaging was performed after 7 days. For detection RNA was
isolated from the leaf material using the Invitrap Spin Plant RNA kit (STRATEC). Reverse transcription was conducted using
random hexamer primer. EMARaV detection via PCR was processed according to Mielke et al., 2008.
Results: The majority of plants showed neither virus-specific nor stress symptoms after mechanical inoculation. One N. rustica
plant displayed leaf mottling after dry inoculation as well as one N. benthamiana after inoculation with phosphate inoculation
buffer with 2 % nicotine. An infection with EMARaV could not be confirmed in analysis in symptomatic as well as symptomless
plants.
Conclusion: It was not possible to transmit EMARaV to a new host plant species testing various inoculation methods and a
diverse set of herbaceous biotest plants. This confirms that transmission of the virus from infected rowans by mechanical
means, even to related plant species is not possible, which may be due to the narrow host range of the pathogen.

P VIRUS 16
Translation initiation studies of the polyproteins encoded by RNA1 and RNA2 of Cherry leaf roll virus
M. Breuhahn, S. von Bargen, M. Rott, J. Langer, C. Büttner
Humboldt Universität zu Berlin, FG Phytomedizin, Berlin, Germany
mathias.breuhahn@gmx.de
Introduction: Cherry leaf roll virus (CLRV) is a nepovirus of the family Secoviridae. The bipartide genome of CLRV consists of
positive single stranded RNA serving as mRNA and each encoding one polyprotein P1 and P2, respectively. The pathogen
displays various genetic polymorphisms due to its worldwide distribution and wide host range including deciduous and fruit tree
species. Sequence variabilities also occur within the 5’ terminal regions of the viral RNAs. Some CLRV isolates possess a single
startcodon whereas others contain a 2nd in frame ATG in both genome segments which could also serve as translation initiation
sites.
Objective: The objective of this study was to ascertain which start codon is utilized to initiate translation of P1 and P2 from the
genome segments of CLRV.
Materials and methods: The 5´ terminal regions of RNA1 and RNA2 of CLRV isolates originating from 2 differing phylogenetic
groups were amplified, cloned into pJet1.2 and sequenced prior to subcloning into the expression vector pET28a(+) containing a
T7 promoter region. The pJet1.2 constructs served as templates to insert point mutations by overlap extension PCR disrupting
either the first, second or both startcodons in the 5´ terminus of RNA1 and RNA2 of the virus strains. Mutated 5´ terminal
fragments were also cloned into pET28a(+) and sequenced. A coupled transcription/translation system in combination with a
non-radioactive detection system (Promega) was used to express peptides from the wild type constructs as well as from the
mutated 5´ termini of CLRV-RNA1 and RNA2 lacking one or two functional ATG sites. Samples were further analyzed by Western
Blot after size separation by SDS PAGE.
Results: Constructs for analyses of translation initiation of CLRV-RNA1 and -RNA2 from different virus isolates were successfully
prepared with the described cloning strategy. Sequencing confirmed the correct insertion of mutations without alterations of
the reading frame. Results of peptide expression from the CLRV-5´ terminal constructs are presented and interpreted in regard
to the identification of ATG sites used for expression of P1 and P2.
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Conclusion: Translation initiation studies of various CLRV isolates indicate towards differences in expression strategies of viral
strains.

P VIRUS 17
iTRAQ-based quantitative proteomics analysis of rice leaves infected by Rice stripe virus reveals several proteins involved in
symptom development
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Rice stripe virus (RSV) can severely damage rice plants; its infection usually leads to chlorosis of newly emerged leaves, plant
stunting and eventual death. Proteomic data for rice leaves after infection by RSV and subsequent symptom development can
help elucidate mechanisms involved in pathogenesis and symptom development but are still limited; we thus used an iTRAQ
approach for a quantitative proteomics comparison of non-infected and infected leaves. As a whole, 681 (65.8% downregulated,
34.2% upregulated) differentially expressed proteins were identified. A bioinformatics analysis indicated that the differentially
expressed proteins were mainly located in the chloroplast, and most that changed in response to infection participate in
chlorophyll metabolism. Ten of these regulated proteins are involved in chlorophyll biosynthesis, four in defense responses and
three in cell death processes. Subsequent qRT-PCR results showed that downregulation of magnesium chelatase was due to
reduced expression levels of subunits CHLI and CHLD, resulting in chlorophyll reduction, which is related to leaf chlorosis. After
RSV infection, plant defense was triggered by the expression of Bet v1 allergen family proteins, HSP70, and superoxide
dismutase. Three aspartic proteases were implicated in RSV-induced cell death. The findings may yield new insights into
mechanisms underlying rice stripe disease symptom development.

P VIRUS 18
The determination of virus diseases for pepper grown into open fields in East Mediterranean region of Turkey
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Main objective of this research are to identify determine of virus on green pepper, bell pepper, sauceboat red pepper and other
pepper varieties showing symptoms in open fields in Adana, Mersin, Hatay, Kahramanmaraş and Osmaniye provinces in East
Mediterranean region of Turkey.
The samples of fruits and leaves showing symptoms were collected during surveys. All samples were tested with DAS-ELISA using
antisera of Alfalfa mosaic virus (AMV), Chilli veinal mottle virus (ChiVMV), Cucumber mosaic virus (CMV), Pepper mild mottle
virus (PMMoV), Pepper mottle virus (PepMoV), Pepper veinal mottle virus (PVMV), Potato X virus (PVX), Potato virus Y (PVY),
Tobacco etch virus (TEV), Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV), Tomato mosaic virus (ToMV), Tomato spotted wilt virus (TSWV) and
Tomato yellow leaf curl virus (TYLCV). Reverse Transcription Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) was performed to characterize
of positive samples in ELISA.
According to the results of DAS-ELISA and RT-PCR tests, PVY, TEV, CMV, TSWV, PMMoV, PVMV, ToMV, and PepMoV were
identified grown in open fields.

P VIRUS 19
Detection and molecular characterization of cotton infecting begomoviruses from Pakistan
M. N. Shjua, M. Tahir
Atta-ur-Rahman School of Applied Biosciences (ASAB), National University of Sciences and Technology (NUST), Plant
Biotechnology, Islamabad, Pakistan
maliknshuja@gmail.com
Cotton leaf curl disease (CLCD) is a considerable encumbrance to the cotton production worldwide including Pakistan. The
disease is caused by the complex of begomoviruses (Family: Geminivirdae) in association with a disease specific satellite known
as cotton leaf curl Multan betsasatellite. Begomoviral infected cotton plant were collected in Punjab province, Pakistan, during
2011-13. Sixty samples were processed for the presence of begomoviruses virus and betasatellite. Full-length clones were
sequenced and analysed. Begomovirus ranged from 2751 to 2759 nucleotides. Complete sequences shown to be an isolates of
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Cotton leaf curl Burewala virus (CLCuBuV) with &gt;96% nucleotide sequence identity-except a clone from Layyah with &lt;93%
identity. In common with previous CLCuBuV isolates, the virus from Layyah was recombinant containing sequences derived from
two virus species that were predominant in cotton pre-resistance breaking but with distinct recombination break-sites, for
which a name was proposed as cotton leaf curl Burewala virus-Layyah. In all viruses, lack of an intact TrAP protein was found as
common. Betasatellite were detected and they were ranged from 1349 to 1371 nucleotides. Sequence analysis shown to be an
isolate of Cotton Leaf Curl Multan Betasatellite (CLCuMB) with &gt;97% identity- containing the recombinant fragment typical of
this satellite post-resistance breaking. Agroinocuation of the new strain into Nicothiana benthaminaiana and N. gluconosa
exhibited symptoms like vein thickening and leaf curling. CLCuBuV-betasatellite complex showed a wide spread and highlights
the dominance of resistant breaking CLCuBuV in this region and further emphasis the need for work to combat its damage.

P VIRUS 20
Epidemiology of zucchini viruses and genetic variability of WMV in Flanders between 2007 and 2013: a seven year survey
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During the last 20 years, a more than tenfold increase in zucchini production area as well as turnover was observed in Flanders.
This resulted in a gain of importance of zucchini diseases including the three major zucchini viruses Cucumber mosaic virus
(CMV, Cucumovirus), Zucchini yellow mosaic virus (ZYMV, Potyvirus) and Watermelon mosaic virus (WMV, Potyvirus). These
viruses are transmitted in a non-persistent way by several species of aphids and cause symptoms that are highly similar for all
three viruses such as yield reduction and unmarketable fruits due to mottling, mosaic, chlorosis and leaf or fruit distortion.
During a seven year survey performed between 2007 and 2013, the virus populations were monitored in the two main zucchini
growing areas in Flanders. This revealed a clear shift in virus abundance throughout the years. A gradual decrease of ZYMV was
observed while the importance of CMV increased until 2013 when the incidence of CMV dropped dramatically. The incidence of
WMV remained more or less constant until it became the most important virus in 2013. In general, it was observed that WMV
was the most important virus with regard to the development of symptoms and a consequent reduction of yield and fruit
quality. To have a more detailed view on the population structure of WMV, the genetic variability of a selection of WMV isolates
from different growing seasons was tested by amplification and sequencing a part of the coat protein (Desbiez et al., 2007).
From 2008 until 2010, most isolates that were sequenced belonged to one particular genotype group. However, in 2010 a
second clearly distinct genotype was introduced in Flanders and found in both major zucchini producing areas. Both genotypes
were also detected in samples of later years indicating that the new genotype was able to establish in Flanders. Further research
is required to determine the possible introduction pathways in order to avoid future establishment of more virulent strains in
zucchini production.
Desbiez, C., Costa, C., Wipf-Scheibel, C., Girard, M., & Lecoq, H. (2007). Serological and molecular variability of watermelon
mosaic virus (genus Potyvirus). Archives of virology, 152(4), 775-781.

P VIRUS 21
First report of mixed infection of Zucchini yellow mosaic virus (ZYMV) and Tomato leaf curl New Delhi virus (ToLCNDV)
infecting bittergourd in Punjab, India
S. Sharma, S. S. Kang, A. Sharma
Punjab Agricultural university Ludhiana india, Plant pathology, Ludhiana, India
shi.bha.80@gmail.com
Introduction: Bittergourd Momordica charantia L.) of the family Cucurbitaceae, is grown as a food and medicine. It has been
reported to be a natural host of many viruses which affects its cultivation worldwide. In September 2013, bittergourd plants
showing severe yellow mosaic, blistering and curling of leaves were observed. The incidence of the disease was significant (up to
10%).
Objective: Present study was conducted to identify the virus associated with bittergourd linking to complex sympoms , in
Punjab, India.
Materials and methods: Tender leaves of bittergourd plants showing pronounced blistering, mosaic and curling kind of
symptoms along with healthy leaves were collected from vegetable research farm, Punjab Agricultural University, Ludhiana.
Serological detection and identification of virus was carried out by following DAS-ELISA. Total RNA from three of bittergourd
samples showing strong positive reaction in ELISA was isolated using the RNA easy Plant Mini Kit and subjected to cDNA
synthesis using oligo DT. For ZYMV detection cDNA of BG1, BG2, BG3 along with a healthy sample was used for PCR with set of
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ZY 2 and ZY 3 primer(Thompson et al 1995) and an expected size product of ~1200 bp was amplified in sample BG1 which was
further sequenced. The sample BG1 of bittergourd was suspected to be infected with whitefly transmitted begomovirus. To
confirm the association of begomovirus total DNA was isolated and subjected to PCR using universal degenerate AV494 /AC1048
primers(Wyat and Brown 1996). An expected size amplicon of ~575 bp was observed from core CP region and cloned in plasmid
vector pJET. Overlapping sequences of both clones ZYMV-BG1 and AV/AC-BG1 were assembled and submitted to GenBank with
Accession No. KJ614229, KJ744258 respectively.
Results: Results of DAS-ELISA indicated presence of the ZYMV in ten samples which was further confirmed with RT-PCR.
Association of Tomato leaf curl New Delhi virus was confirmed with the disease.
Conclusion: This is the first record of mixed infection of ZYMV a potyvirus with ToLCNDV whitefly transmitted begomovirus.
Studies through serological and molecular technique would generate important information towards management and check of
further spread of the detected viral disease and in addition it will provide an opportunity for studying intraction between RNADNA viruses.

P VIRUS 22
Virus complex causing degeneration of cultivated Allium species in North-Western India
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Allium sativum L. (garlic) and A. cepa L.(onion) are important Allium species cultivated in Indian Punjab. Onion is planted both in
kharif and rabi seasons by bulb set or by seed, whereas, garlic in rabi by cloves. Among viruses attacking allium, Onion yellow
dwarf virus (OYDV), Leek yellow stripe virus (LYSV), Garlic common latent virus, Shallot latent virus and allexiviruses are common
viruses reported from other parts of India. Present study was focused on serological and molecular detection of viruses
associated with both Allium species in north-western India. Allium growing regions of the state were surveyed and symptoms
resembling to be caused by virus (es) were recorded. Major symptoms in onion plants were yellowing, striping and flattening of
leaves. Severely infected plants showed curving, twisting, reduction of leaf size, bulb size and stunting of plants. Infected garlic
plants were showing stunting, striping and curly wavy leaf margins. To confirm the association of viruses the young leaves
o/c
n
samples were collected and subjected to ELISA against Potato virus Y (PVY ,PVY ), Potato virus X (PVX), OYDV, Zucchini yellow
mosaic virus (ZYMV), Cucumber mosaic virus (CMV subgroup I & II) antisera (Agdia, USA) as per manufacturers protocol. ELISA
o/c
n
confirmed the presence of PVY , PVY and OYDV in the samples, whereas, no other virus could be detected. Total RNA was
isolated from ELISA positive samples and reverse transcription PCR assay was used for further confirmation using universal
primers specific to Potyviridae, OYDV, allexivirus and LYSV. First strand of complementary DNA was synthesized using oligodeoxythymidine for Potyvirus and gene specific RT primers for OYDV, allexivirus, LYSV. A set of primers viz., Nib2F/Nib3R for
Potyvirus (Zheng et al 2010), OYDVVKB F/OYDVVKB R for OYDV (Arya et al 2006), Allex-CP/Allex-NABP for Allexivirus (Chen et al
2004), LYSV1/2 for LYSV (Dovas et al 2001) were used for PCR. An expected size of amplicon of ~350bp, 1.1 kb, 750 bp and 304
bp of potyvirus, OYDV, Allexivirus and LYSV respectively, were cloned and sequenced from infected samples. Nucleotide
sequence analysis confirms the association of OYVD in onion and garlic, allexivirus in garlic and LYSV in onion causing
degeneration either singly or in combination recorded first time from Indian Punjab.
Figure 1
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Enlightening the association of a plant pathogenic begomovirus with the Yellow mosaic disease of an ornamental plant
Cathranthus rosues
C. Nehra, R. K. Gaur
Mody University of Science and Technology, Science, Sikar, India
chitra.nnehra@gmail.com
Begomovirus is one of the largest genus of the family Geminiviridae. Ornamentals are considered as a foundation of new viruses
and reservoirs in the absence of the main crops. In the present report, we identified a begomovirus associated with an
ornamental plant Catharanthus roseus commonly known as Madagascar periwrinkle which belongs to family Apocynaceae. This
is often cultivated in Indian gardens for decorative purposes and acknowledged for its medicinal values. Twenty symptomatic
plant samples were collected from Sikar (Rajasthan) India and the complete viral genome was amplified by rolling circle
amplification using TempliPhi DNA amplification kit, digested with EcoRI and SalI, resulted fragment were cloned in suitable
pGEMT vector and sequenced (Gene Bank accession no clone C1 KP698312 & C2 KP698313 ).
BLAST analysis of DNA-A of both clones C1 and C2 showed maximaum similarity 97% and 93% respectively with papaya leaf
crumple virus. The phylogenetic analysis of begomovirus isolates clone C1 2736 bp & clone C2 2736 bp based on DNA-A with
corresponding sequences revealed its closest relationship papaya leaf crumple virus HM140367 and HM140368 respectively. To
our knowledge this is the first report of natural occurrence of papaya leaf crumple virus infecting Cathranthus rosues in India.
Thus, there is a pressing need for additional information on the diversity and distribution of begomoviruses in ornamental
plants.
Figure 1

Figure 2
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Serological Identification of Vegetable Viruses Derived from Guizhou Province of China
Y. Xuehui, W. Lishuang, Y. Jie, H. Qingcai, C. Xiaojun, H. Yongfu
Guizhou institute of plant protection, Guizhou academy of agricultural sciences, Guiyang, China
yxuehui66@163.com
Nine hundred and fifty-two symptomatic samples from 8 major vegetable planting counties in Guizhou provinces of China in
2013 and 2014 were detected six viruses by DAS-ELISA methods. The results showed that a kind of
CMV、TMV、BBWV、CGMMV、TSMV and TuMV was detected in 273 samples at least. Among 6 viruses, CMV was the most
commonly detected，being found in 16.49% of the samples, followed by other 5 viruses, in 2.63%、1.58%、0.53%、1.05% and
2.10%, respectively. It suggested that the major virus types infecting vegetables was CMV in Guizhou Province. According to the
infection of a single virus, CMV was detected in all 11 vegetables. TuMV was found in eggplant, Chinese cabbage, radish and
cabbage, and TSWV in pepper and tomato. There were 7 complex virus infections types, including
CMV+TMV、CMV+TuMV、CMV+TSWV、CMV+BBWV、TMV+BBWV、 TuMV+BBWV and CMV+TuMV+BBWV. The positive rate
of CMV+TMV was 1.05%, higher than others.

P VIRUS 25
Localization of EMARaV proteins by in planta agrobacterium-mediated transformation
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Introduction: Agrobacteria were used to express and localize the green fluorescent protein (gfp)-fused nucleocapsid and p4
protein of European mountain ash ringspot-associated virus (EMARaV) in planta. EMARaV infects European mountain ash (S.
aucuparia L.) and causes chlorotic ringspots and mottling of leaves. The virus is suspected to influence the decline of branches
and even the entire tree.
EMARaV is composed of four ss(-)RNA genome segments and is assigned to the genus Emaravirus. Each of the four viral RNAs is
coding for one protein (p1-p4). Currently it is unknown, which function the RNA4 encoded p4 protein adopts in the infection
process. For many plant viruses the existence of a gene silencing suppressor and a movement protein is essential. These
functions could not be associated with the proteins encoded by RNA1-RNA3. It can be assumed that EMARaV RNA4 encodes a
gene silencing suppressor and/or a movement protein.
Objective: Inferences about the function of the p4 protein of EMARaV are expected by investigating the localization of the
protein in planta.
Materials and methods: For localization purposes the nucleocapsid protein (p3) and the p4 protein of EMARaV were C-terminal
fused with gfp. Additionally, the movement protein of the Tomato spotted wilt virus (TSWV) was cloned as a reference for
putative movement protein function of EMARaV p4. Agrobacteria were transformed with these gfp constructs and Nicotiana
benthamiana leaves were subsequently agroinfiltrated. Confocal laser scanning microscopy was used for localization of viral
proteins.
Results: The functionality of the gfp fusion constructs of EMARaV p3 and p4 protein, as well as TSWV NSm protein was proved
by use of an anti-gfp antibody in western blot analysis of agroinfiltrated N. benthamiana leaf material. The localization of the
viral proteins in epidermal cells of N. benthamiana leaves was possible. First results of this study will be presented and
discussed.
Conclusion: Elucidation of the function of the p4 protein of EMARaV is of great importance for understanding infections of host
plants and the virus replication. The localization of viral proteins provides preliminary information on the putative protein
function. Further studies using specific cell compartment markers are necessary to prove the hypothesis whether the p4 protein
functions as gene silencing suppressor and/or movement protein.
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Detection of Tomato Chlorosis Virus infecting Tomato and arable weeds using Multiplex PCR and Dot Blot Hybridization
Techniques
M. Shakeel, M. Al Saleh, M. Al Shahwan, M. Amer
King Saud University, Plant Protection Department, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
taimoor_shakil@hotmail.com
In January 2014, leaf samples from 35 (16 tomato and weeds including nine Malva parviflora, three Chenopodium morale, and
one from each Emex spinosa, pulicaria undulate, Brassica tournifotii, Conyza bonariensis, sonchus oleraeceus, Brassica tournifotii
and Rumex vasicarius) were collected from four greenhouses in peripheral areas of Riyadh region, Saudi Arabia. Symptoms
including yellowing, severe stunting, degeneration, upward cupping, distortion and interveinal yellowing observed on the lower
leaves referred to possible infection by a whitefly transmitted crinivirus. Objective of this research was to survey tomato plants
exhibiting yellowing symptoms and identify the causal agent(s).
Total RNA and DNA were extracted from tomato and weed samples and subjected to Reverse transcriptase-Polymerase Chain
Reaction (RT-PCR) and Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR), respectively. All tomato samples were found to be positive for
Criniviruses when tested by primers HS-11/HS12 (587bp) and Nested-PCR using specific primer for ToCV while no band was
amplified by TICV primers (1). All samples were tested by degenerate primers and specific primer to detect Begomoviruses and
TYLCV respectively. All tested samples were negative for begomovirus except one sample having mixed infection with ToCV and
TYLCV, while all weeds except three Malva parviflora were found to be infected with ToCV. To study virus transmission, 40 virusfree B. tabaci adults were used to infect the healthy tomato for 48-h inoculation access period (2).
In the transmission tests, ToCV was detected to be present in all tomato and indicator plants which revealed yellowing
symptoms 6 weeks post inoculation, whereas no transmission was obtained when non-viruliferous whitefly adults fed on two
asymptomatic tomato leaves. All the samples were tested by dot blot hybridization using ToCV cDNA probe for TOCV.
The obtained results revealed that all 14 tomato and 15 weeds samples were found to be ToCV positive while three M.
parviflora and one C. morale sample were found to be negative.
The nucleotides sequence of HSP70 gene amplicons was determined from four selected positive tomato samples and deposited
in NCBI (Accession numbers; KJ433488, KJ433489, KJ433490, and KJ433491). Sequences were analyzed with BLAST and revealed
99% identity with the isolate from Japan (AB513442) and Brazil (JQ952601). These isolates of ToCV are the first reports from
Saudi Arabia.
References:
C. Dovas et al., Plant Dis. 86: 1345-1349. 2002
I. M. Fortes et al., Plant Pathol. 61: 994-1001.2012
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Question: Fire blight of Rosaceae plants, one of the economically most important diseases of fruit trees, is caused by the
bacterial pathogen Erwinia amylovora. Alternatives to the currently available, mostly unspecific fire blight control strategies are
highly solicited. Bacteriophages from the virus families Podoviridae (L1 group of bacteriophages), Myoviridae, and Siphoviridae
(both M7 group phages) that infect and lyse E. amylovora bacteria, are under intensive evaluation as possible highly specific
biocontrol agents. M7 and L1 group phages differ considerably in morphology, host range, and efficiency of infection;
bacteriophage characterization is mainly done by electron microscopy.
Prior to this study, a set of E. amylovora infecting viruses was isolated from Rosaceae fruit trees (both from plant material and
soil) in the municipality of Chisinau, Republic of Moldova.
The aim of this study was the development of a genetic characterization scheme for E. amylovora phages and its use to
characterize phage isolates from Moldova.
Methods: Comparative analysis of E. amylovora phage genome sequences was used to identify genetic markers for phage
characterization. Respective PCR based protocols were developed to evaluate markers using the Moldovan set of phages
together with external standards.
Results: The viral terminase large subunit encoding tls gene was identified as most suitable among assessed markers for the
genetic characterization of E. amylovora associated bacteriophages. In particular, a tls gene based PCR diagnosis protocol
allowed distinguishing positively between L1 and M7 group phages. According to this diagnostic approach, and in congruence
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with electron microscopic data, M7 group phages strongly prevail among Erwinia amylovora bacteriophages from the Republic
of Moldova.
Conclusions: Genetic characterization of E. amylovora associated bacteriophages is a time-, work-, and cost-efficient alternative
to electron microscopy. However, the characterization scheme used needs further refinement to improve its reliability and
resolution.
As M7 group phages are generally more suitable for biocontrol purposes than L1 phages, the characterization of the E.
amylovora viruses from Moldova is promising with respect to fire blight control.
Reference: Samoilova AV, Leclerque A (2015) PCR-based identification of Erwinia amylovora bacteriophages isolated in the
Republic of Moldova. Journal of Virology and Microbiology, in press.

P VIRUS 28
The application of high resolution melting real-time PCR for identification of genetic diversity within Tomato torrado virus
(ToTV) genome
M. Budziszewska, P. Wieczorek, A. Obrepalska-Steplowska
Institute of Plant Protection-National Research Institute, Poznan, Poland
marta.budziszewska@gmail.com
Introduction: The RNA viruses are thought to be the most excellent models for evolution studies. The high level of genetic
variability is generated mainly during the replication process and may be caused by single substitutions, deletions, insertions,
reassortments of genomic segments in the multipartite genomes as well RNA recombination that in consequence leads to the
emergence of viral evolutionary variants, new strains and virus species.
Tomato torrado virus is single-stranded RNA virus, a member of Torradovirus genus. It has been reported worldwide causing
burn-like systemic necrosis of leaves, significantly decreasing tomato crops. The virus is transmitted by whiteflies Trialeurodes
vaporariorum, T. abutilonea and Bemisia tabaci, by seeds as well by grafting. In Poland we characterized and described three
Polish ToTV isolates: Kra, Ros and Wal’03. The sequencing data of Polish ToTV isolates as well as the fact that they are
maintained in greenhouse by continuous passages on plant host contributed accumulation of the significant differences within
their genomes. The highest genetic variation was indicated within the segment of 3' -UTR of RNA1 but also within remaining part
of this strand.
To monitor the changes in viral RNA the HRM real-time PCR protocol for rapid identification of the variability was developed.
Materials and methods: The analysis of three Polish ToTV isolates was performed. The total RNA from ToTV -infected Nicotina
benthamiana plants was purified, followed by reverse transcription. Afterwards the variable region was amplified with specific
primers and subsequently subjected to HRM curve analysis.
Results: The analyses of melting curves of the Kra, Ros and Wal’03 ToTV amplicons showed a few different temperature melting
peaks suggesting the presence of several genetic variants within RNA1 of particular isolates.
Consclusions: HRM real-time PCR assay identified the genetic diversity between and within analyzed isolates of ToTV.
The obtained results suggest the evolution of ToTV virus that may be important in the virus epidemiology and further control
strategies.

P VIRUS 29
Tomato torrado virus requires CP for systemic movement in Nicotiana benthamiana
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Question: Tomato torrado virus (ToTV) is pathogen that infects susceptible varieties of Solanaceae. Infected tomato plants
rapidly develop burn-like symptoms (severe systemic necroses) within leaves and stems. The virus is transmitted by whiteflies
and can be propagated mechanically. The information on molecular biology of the emerging pathogen is constantly increasing
and brings new insights into its pathogenicity. This in turn might benefit with development of new strategies to control both
local and global spread of this serious pathogen. Pathogenicity of viruses is connected with their systemic movement in infected
plant which might or might not be a coat protein-dependent process.
In the study we asked whether coat protein (CP) of Tomato torrado virus (ToTV) is required for its systemic movement in
Nicotiana benthamiana.
Methods: All performed manipulations of ToTV genome were done using its infectious clones pKra_2014. The full-length RNA2
clone (pKra2) harbouring sequences of Vp26 and Vp23 was modified in such a way to excise them from the viral RNA. This was
done by means of inverse PCR with primers del23F1/del23R1 (deletion of Vp23) and del26F1/del26R1 (deletion of Vp26). Then
the linear plasmids were re-circularized and transformed into E.coli TOP10. Recombinant plasmids: pKraΔVp23 and pKraΔVp26
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were used for transformation of A. tumefaciens GV3101:pSoup. Transformed agrobacteria were harvested and suspended in
agromix and used for infiltration of N. benthamiana in following combinations: pKra1+pKra2 (wild-type virus); pKra1+
pKraΔVp23; pKra1+ pKraΔVp26; pKra1+ pKraΔVp23+ pKraΔVp26 (self-complementation). Plants were grown at greenhouse
conditions at28°C. To verify virus systemic movement total RNA was extracted from upper leaves and taken for RT-PCR with
primers RdRP1/RdRP2.
Results: From all tested in this study N. banthamiana, ToTV RNA was only detected in plants infiltrated with wild-type virus as
well as in Vp-self-complementing variant. On the other hand, plants infiltrated with pKra1+ pKraΔVp23 nor pKra1+ pKraΔVp26
combinations did not give RT-PCR products suggesting lack of ToTV RNA in systemic leaves.
Cocnlusions: We can therefore conclude that ToTV requires both Vp subunits, Vp23 and Vp26, for long distance transport in
host. This might be associated with requirement of spherical structure of the virus for its systemic spread in infected plants.

P VIRUS 30
Transmission of the Fig Mosaic Disease agents by Ceroplastes rusci and Aceria ficus
S. Yorganci, S. Açikgoz
Adnan Menderes University, Plant Protection, Aydın, Turkey
sevdiyedmr@gmail.com
Fig (Ficus carica) was infected by many different viruses (Fig leaf mottle-associated virüs 1, 2 - FLMaV1,2; Fig mosaic virüs - FMV;
Fig mosaic associated virüs 1, 2 FMaV-1 ,2; Fig latent virüs 1 FLV-1; Fig mild mottle associated virüs- FMMaV; Fig cryptic virüsFCV; Fig badnavirüs 1- FBV-1; Arkansas fig closterovirüs 1,2- AFCV-1,2; Fig fleck-associated virüs FFkaV) in different countries . It
is known that Fig mosaic virus (FMV) was transmit by Aceria ficus but the other viruses unknown. Ceroplastes rusci isn’t able to
transmit FLMaV-1 and FLMaV-2 under experimental conditions. We have little knowledge of the transmission of Fig Mosaic
Disease agents by other fig insects.
In this study, after virus acquisition Ceroplastes rusci and Aceria ficus were transferred on to healthy fig seedlings. Fig leaves
were cut under a stereo microscope into small pieces each hosting 10 adult Aceria ficus Cotte. and placed directly on the top
leaves of healthy fig seedlings. On the other hand C. rusci transferred onto healthy fig seedling under experimental conditions.
Eriophyid mites and fig wax scale exposed seedlings were checked and observed symptos. All samples planned to test by RT-PCR
using 12 different specific set of primers.
A. ficus infested leaves of fig seedlings showed small leaf deformations, vein bandings yellowish spots after 20 days and 8 week.
C. rusci infested leaves of fig seedlings showed only leaf deformations symptom whereas no symptoms were observed control
plants for six months. Test and control plants were analyzed by RT-PCR using FMV specific set of primers.
A. ficus gave a positive PCR response to FMV whereas no amplification wasn’t obtained for FMV from any of the seedlings
exposed to C. rusci. Our study are continued.We are planing to PCR test for other Fig Mosaic Disease agents.
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A pair of universal primers facilitates the detection of potyviruses occurring in weeds and wild plants in Iran
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Studying on viruses occurring in weeds and wild plants is important epidemiologically, because they may be introduced into
agricultural crops and cause new epidemics. The genus Potyvirus is one of the largest virus genera; members of this genus occur
worldwide and infect many plant families. The aim of this study was to determine potyviruses occurring in weeds and wild plants
in Iran. To this end, different geographical regions in Fars, Golestan, Khuzestan, Lorestan, Markazi, Mazadnaran and Tehran
provinces were surveyed and symptomatic leaf samples collected. The potyvirus infection of the samples was initially tested by
ELISA using the broad-spectrum reacting potyvirus antibodies (Bioreba, Switzerland). Potyvirus infections were confirmed by RTPCR using universal primers NIb2F (5’-GTITGYGTIGAYGAYTTYAAYAA-3’) and NIb3R (5’-TCIACIACIGTIGAIGGYTGNCC-3’). These
primers have been previously shown to be more efficient as compared with other reported universal primers for potyviruses.
The nucleotide sequences of 350-bp DNA amplicons of fifteen samples were determined and compared with other sequences in
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GenBank using BLASTN analysis. Based on the results, (1) the sequences of two samples from Narcissus tazetta showed the
highest identities of 78% and 93% to Narcissus yellow stripe virus and Indian narcissus virus, respectively, (2) the sequences of
four samples from malva plants (Malva spp.) matched that of Malva vein clearing virus with identity scores of 84-88%, (3) the
sequences of two samples from Arctium lappa and Brassica nigra, and four samples from unknown weeds had the highest
identity scores of 77-86% to Turnip mosaic virus, (4) the sequence of one sample from an unknown leguminoseous weed
matched that of Bean yellow mosaic virus with the identity score of 82%, (5) the sequence of one sample from an unknown
cucurbit plant showed the highest identity of 99% to Zucchini yellow mosaic virus, and (6) the sequence of one sample obtained
from aphids on an acacia plant (Acacia sp.) matched that of Wisteria vein mosaic virus with the identity score of 89%. The results
clearly indicate the ability of these primers to amplify a part of genome of some recognized and unrecognized potyviruses
occurring in weeds and wild plants, and also seem to show the possible occurrence of new Potyvirus species or strains in Iran.
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Natural occurrence of a new Begomovirus in cucurbit crops in Iran
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Begomoviruses are one of the most devastating viruses of vegetable crops worldwide. These horticultural crops are extensively
grown in commercial greenhouses, plastic tunnels and open farms in many areas of Iran. The aim of this study was to determine
begomoviruses infecting vegetable plants in Iran. To this end, different geographical regions in Alborz, Khuzestan and Tehran
provinces were surveyed and symptomatic vegetable and alfalfa leaf samples collected. The samples were initially tested by
DAS-ELISA using the broad-spectrum reacting Tomato yellow leaf curl virus (TYLCV) antibodies (Bioreba, Switzerland).
Begomovirus infections were confirmed by PCR using TYLCV-specific primers TYLCV-Sar (5’-CGCCCGTCTCGAAGGTTC-3’) and
TYLCV-Isr (5’-GCCATATACAATAACAAGGC-3’), and universal primers Begomo-F (5’-ACGCGTGCCGTGCTGCTGCCCCCATTGTCC-3’)
and Begomo-R (5’-ACGCGTATGGGCTGYCGAAGTTSAGAC-3’). The PCR tests using the primer pair TYLCV-Sar/TYLCV-Isr resulted in
the amplification of the expected fragment of ca. 0.67-kb in size for ELISA-positive samples tested from alfalfa (Medicago
sativa), pepper (Capsicum annum) and spinach (Spinacia oleracea) plants, confirming the presence of TYLCV. The PCR reaction
using the primer pair Begomo-F/Begomo-R resulted in the specific amplification fragments of the expected size of ca. 2.8 kb for
one melon (Cucumis melo) sample from Khuzestan; the sample positively reacted in ELISA with TYLCV antibodies but had no
reaction in PCR using TYLCV-specific primers. The nucleotide sequences of the DNA amplicons derived from the isolate,
nominated Kz-Me198, were determined and compared with other sequences available in GenBank. BLASTN analysis confirmed
the begomovirus infection of the sample and showed 99% identities with Tomato leaf curl New Delhi virus, ToLCNDV (KC874506
and AM850115); phylogenetic analysis, performed by the maximum-likelihood algorithm, supported the results of the database
searches. This study reports the natural occurrence of TYLCV on different hosts in Iran. Our results also reveal the emergence of
a new begomovirus, ToLCNDV, in Iranian cucurbit crops. The virus has a wide host range, including solanaceous and cucurbit
plants; so, it seems justifiable to do more studies on the epidemiological and managerial aspects of the virus in the future.
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A survey on distribution of important tomato viruses in Bushehr province of Iran
Z. Mohandesy, A. Sharzei
University of Tehran, Entomology and Plant Pathology, Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran
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Introduction: Bushehr province is one of the major off season tomato growing centers in southern Iran. Wide spread viral
infections in tomato fields has been observed in recent years.
Objectives: The present study is aimed to identify viruses infecting tomato plants in Bushehr, in order to help selecting resistant
varieties for management strategies.
Materials and methods: During 2013, a survey was conducted on a total of 250 tomato plant samples collected from fields
located in Borazjan, Bushehr, Dashty, Dayyer, Esmaeel Khany, Kangan, Khormoj and Ziarat Sahely areas of Bushehr province. The
plants showed viral symptoms including leaf mosaic, vein clearing, mottling, and stunting. To identify the tomato infecting
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viruses, samples were tested by DAS-ELISA, using polyclonal antibodies against major tomato viruses known in Iran. Besides,
polymerase chain reaction, using specific primers was performed to identify four TYLCV strains.
Results: DAS-ELISA tests showed that samples obtained from tomato fields were infected with Tomato yellow leaf curl virus
(TYLCV), Zucchini yellow mosaic virus (ZYMV), Eggplant mottled dwarf virus (EMDV), Cucumber mosaic virus (CMV), Alfalfa
mosaic virus (AMV), Potato virus X (PVX) and Tomato mosaic virus (ToMV); with a frequency of 94.5%, 72%, 65%, 56.7%, 27%,
5.4% and 5%, respectively. Mixed infections were observed in most of samples. No infections were observed with Squash mosaic
virus (SMV), Potato virus Y (PVY), Watermelon mosaic virus (WMV) and Potato leaf role virus (PLRV). PCR revealed the presence
of TYLCV-IL strain in more than 90% of samples serologically proved to be infected with the virus. Less than 5% of these samples
showed a mixed infection with TYLCV-ES strain. No infections with TYLCV-Mld and TYLCV-Sic strains were detected.
Conclusion: The results showed that TYLCV, ZYMV, EMDV and CMV were the most dominant viruses in tomato fields of Bushehr
province and control measures should be focused mostly on these viruses, with more emphasis on the TYLCV-IL strain.
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Introduction: Reservoir plants play an important role in survival of viruses and also as a source of primary inoculums. Some
ornamental ever-green plants act as a host for economically important viruses and provide viral inoculums for whole growing
season. Varamin is a town located east of Tehran (capital of Iran) and famous for production of melons and ornamental plants.
As such, there is even a melon cultivar known as “Varamin Melon”. The oleander (Nerium oleander) is cultivated as an
ornamental plant alongside the highway at some 5 Km distance from the nearest melon farms in Varamin. The aim of this study
was to figure out if oleander is naturally infected by the viruses which usually found in the melon farms.
Material and methods: a total of 162 collected leaf samples showing different viral symptoms were checked by different
versions of enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) such as double antibody sandwich (DAS)-, triple antibody sandwich
(TAS)- or double antigen coated (DAC)-ELISA with antibodies which were specific for viruses commonly reported from melons
including Cucumber mosaic virus (CMV), Zucchini yellow mosaic virus (ZYMV), Watermelon mosaic virus 2 (WMV-2), Cucurbit
yellow stunting disorder virus (CYSDV) and Cucurbit aphid-borne yellows virus (CABYV). Reverse transcription polymerase chain
reaction (RT-PCR) with specific primers, for each of the viruses to confirm the ELISA results.
Results and conclusions: Mosaic, mottling, leaf deformations, yellowing, vein yellowing, crinkling, curling and necrosis were
recorded in the melon farms (Figure 1). CMV was the most prevalent virus in the collected samples (Table 1). Interestingly, we
also observed mosaic and ringspot symptoms on leaves of oleanders. CMV was detected as an agent associated with these
symptoms by the use of DAS-ELISA and RT-PCR. Also, populations of the virus vector, Aphis gossypii were found on the oleander.
This aphid is also a dominant virus vector of the melon farms. Since this aphid can transmit CMV, it can be concluded that the
CMV- infected oleander might be a reservoir plant and source of CMV inoculums for melon farms. Based on our knowledge, this
is the first report of CMV from oleander which bears implications as to the control of the viral diseases. Further studies are
needed to confirm this finding.
Figure 1
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Figure 2
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Rice stripe Tenuivirus nonstructural protein 3 hijacks the 26S proteasome of the small brown planthopper, via direct
interaction with regulatory-particle non-ATPase subunit 3
X. Zhou
Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Institute of Plant Protection, Beijing, China
zzhou@zju.edu.cn
The ubiquitin/26S proteasome system plays a vital role in regulating host defenses against pathogens. Previous studies have
highlighted different roles for the ubiquitin/26S proteasome in defense during virus infection in both mammals and plants. But
their role in the vectors that transmit those viruses is still unclear. In this study, we determined that the 26S proteasome present
in the small brown planthopper (SBPH, Laodelphgax striatellus), and has similar components to that in plants and mammals.
There was an increase in the accumulation of Rice stripe virus (RSV) in the transmitting vector SBPH after disrupting the 26S
proteasome, indicating that the SBPH 26S proteasome play a role in defense against RSV infection by regulating RSV
accumulation. Yeast two-hybrid analysis determined that a subunit of the 26S proteasome named RPN3 could interact with RSV
NS3. Transient over-expression of RPN3 had no effect on the RNA silencing suppressor activity of RSV NS3. However, NS3 could
inhibit the ability of SBPH rpn3 to complement an rpn3 mutant in yeast. Our findings also indicate that the direct interaction
between RPN3 and NS3 was responsible for inhibiting the complementation ability of RPN3. In vivo, we found an accumulation
of ubiquitinated protein in SBPH tissues where RSV titer was high, and silencing of rpn3 results in malfunction of the SBPH
proteasome-mediated proteolysis. Consequently, viruliferous SBPH in which RPN3 was repressed transmitted the virus more
effectively as a result of higher accumulation of RSV. Our results suggest that the RSV NS3 protein is able to hijack the 26S
proteasome in SBPH, via a direct interaction with the RPN3 subunit to attenuate the host defense response.
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Iran is located in the Fertile Crescent, the co-epicenter of wheat and some pathogens such as viruses. Wheat streak mosaic virus
(WSMV) and Barley/Cereal yellow dwarf viruses (B/CYDV) are among the most important viral agents, infecting cereal crops and
are widespread in the country. Employing natural resistance and/or tolerance sources is highly advantageous comparing to
other management practices. The present research was performed to screen a collection of some Iranian wheat landraces to
identify the natural resistance genetic sources against the above viral diseases. A number of native wheat pure lines collected
from all around Iran were provided by Seed and Plant Improvement Research Institute (SPII), Cereal Research Department. The
biologically isolated sources of WSMV and BYDV-PAV were maintained from Marvdasht (Southern Iran) and used for artificial
inoculation of 150 and 98 accession numbers, under greenhouse condition, respectively. Mechanical and aphid based
(viruliferous Rhopalosiphum padi) inoculations were performed for WSMV and BYDV-PAV, respectively. Assessments were
achieved throughout two independent preliminary and complementary steps with five replications, based on diseases symptom
scores (0-7 for WSMV and 0-9 for BYDV-PAV) along with ELISA values. According to the results, 2, 3.3, 1.33 and 93.37% of the
genotypes were grouped into resistance, semi-resistance, semi-susceptible and susceptible clusters to WSMV, respectively.
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Furthermore, 1, 1, 1 and 97% of tested accessions were classified in the similar above groups for BYDV-PAV, correspondingly.
Furthermore, a number of genotypes revealed some degrees of tolerance responses. These findings confirm the presence of
resistance sources against viral pathogens, and highlight the value of Iranian landraces, particularly for BYDV, against which no
source of natural resistance in wheat is reported. Moreover, use of these novel sources in the future improvement programs
against these viral agents is further emphasized.
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Introduction: Every year, negative formes have been evaluated in conforming potatoes process, despite the official medical
assurance documents obtained tohile purchasing potatoes seeds, various diseases appeared, most of them viral.
So the micro propagation in vitro is able to solve seed’s medical problems in Algeria.
Aims: The viruses contained in potatoes are a serious problem to farming this produce.
 -The principal object in this study is puting a secure method to a safe micro propagation
 -Making synthtic safety plantlues with Elysa test
 -The aims of this search :
 Many years we noticed the increase of viruses on potatoes produces
 -In purpose of micro propagation farming potatoes and reduce costs
Materiels and methods: The application of (ELISA test) has been carried out of a rapid diagnostic of potato’s virus reveals the
presence of:
 Potato virus M coming from the main tubercles of Elvira and Folva variety;
 Potato virus S coming from the main tubercles of Diamant and Elvira variety;
Results: The plantules at juvenile state are obtained by the micropropagation in vitro technique by using an environment prived
of growth hormones.
A serologic test is applied on this plantules revels the presence of:
 Potato virus of Diamant and Elvira variety.
 Potato leafroll virus PRLV of Elvira variety.
Conclusion shows differences between the six variety of potatoes.So we obtained recurrence pourcentage, contamination pour
centage, anormal plantules pour centage.
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Chilli veinal mottle virus was first identified to infect chilli in Hunan and Fujian provinces, China
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Chilli veinal mottle virus (ChiVMV), a member of genus Potyvirus (the largest genus in the family Potyviridae ), is economically
important for a wide range of crops, especially for chilli (Capsicum annuum L.). In 2013, six of chilli plants exhibiting symptoms of
chlorotic, mosaic and leaf-roll were observed in field in Hunan and Fujian provinces, China. All of symptomatic plants were
tested for virus infecting by sRNA sequencing, and shown one from Hunan province and two from Fujian Province to be infected
by ChiVMV. The ChiVMV positive plants were further tested by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) specific for ChiVMV.
ELISA tests confirmed the presence of ChiVMV. Total RNA extracts from the two positive plants (each from Hunan and Fujian
Provinces) were analyzed for the presence of ChiVMV using RT-PCR with primers designed specific to ChiVMV. The PCR products
of the expected size (~920 bp) were obtained from the both positive plants. The PCR products were cloned and sequenced to
confirm the presence of ChiVMV. The amplicon of sampling in Hunan province was the highest identical (91%) to that in Hainan
and Sichuan Province, China (ACX 53640 and AGN92430), otherwise, the amplicon of sampling in Fujian Province was the highest
identical (95%) to that in South Korea (AJ972878) and India (AJ237843). Although ChiVMV has been reported to infect chilli in
Hainan and Sichuan provinces in Southwest of China, this is the first report of it infected chilli in Hunan and Fujian provinces in
South east of China, this also hints ChiVMV spreads orienting to east in China. This may have epidemiological consequences for
chill in east of China. The economic loss of chill and molecular characterization of ChiVMV are under investigation.
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The impact of regional diversity of Cherry Viral Pathogens on effectivity of their detection
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Cherries are among the attractive fruits suitable for direct consumption as well as for industrial processing, however, the
profitability of their production may be adversely affected by a number of viral pathogens. The diagnosis of cherry viruses by the
conventional methods such as RT-PCR or real-time PCR is target-specific and the optimisation of such methods requires the
access to the genome data. Effective detection can be thus adversely affected by the high potential of viral genetic variability.
We have analysed the molecular variability of two cherry viruses - Prune dwarf virus (PDV, genus Ilarvirus) and Little cherry
virus-1 (LChV-1, genus Ampelovirus) obtained from different cherry orchards and plantations in Slovakia.
While PDV belongs to a wide spread and common cherry pathogens, the presence of LChV-1 was reported only sporadically
from Europe and it was identified for the first time in Slovakia only in 2014.
Initial detection using the available, previously published RT-PCRs, did not provided reliable results. Therefore, for both viruses,
new primer pairs were designed (targeting the capsid and the movement protein gene, respectively), reflecting the increased
genome data available in the public databases.
Partial genome characterization showed a substantial genetic divergence among Slovak cherry PDV isolates (reaching 8.3% at
the nucleotide level) and their assignment into 2 different phylogenetic groups.
Molecular characterisation of LChV-1 revealed that Slovak isolates form a cluster distinct from previously characterized
European isolates. These results further confirms a need for a continual assessment of the virus molecular variability (also at the
regional level) as a prerequisite to develop polyvalent detection tools.
This work was supported by the grant APVV-0174-12 from the Slovak Research and Development Agency.
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Tomato chlorosis virus (ToCV, genus Crinivirus, family Closteroviridae), which causes a serious yellow leaf disorder syndrome in
tomato plants, originally identified in Florida, USA in 1998. Since then, ToCV epidemics have emerged worldwide. In China, ToCV
was firstly reported from Tiwan in 2004. In 2013, ToCV was found on tomato plants in Beijing and Shandong Province, and was
detected on sweet pepper plants at the same time. Preliminary investigation indicated ToCV had spread in Beijing, Shandong,
Hebei, Tianjing and Jiangsu, causing severe damage to local tomato production (50%-100% infection, 40%-60% yield losses). As
its fast transmission, ToCV has become one of the most important viruses for China’s tomato production.
In nature, ToCV is transmitted from plant to plant by phloem-feeding whiteflies (Hemiptera: Aleyrodidae) belonging to two
genera, Bemisia (B. tabaci) and Trialeurodes (T. vaporariorum and T. abutiloneus). In China, B. tabaci is one of the most invasive
and devastating insect pests. The investigation has been found to be infected with ToCV in a greenhouse heavily infested with
the whitefly B. tabaci. The resulting significant yield losses could severely limit tomato production in areas where increased
prevalence occurs, which in turn may be determined by changes in vector populations. Whitefly-mediated transmission assays
were conducted that ToCV was efficiently transmitted by both B. tabaci genotypes, at a rate of 100% for Mediterranean (MED,
formerly Q biotype) and 85% for Middle East-Asia Minor 1(MEAM1, formerly B biotype). In the future, the studies on the
molecular mechanism of the ToCV transmission by B. tabaci and ToCV disease explosion along with the replacement of MED by
MEAM1 will be conducted. Tomato-yellowing caused by the crinivirus ToCV is a good example of a whitefly-transmitted disease
emerging in many countries worldwide. Due to the increasing prevalence of ToCV throughout the world, a better knowledge of
its host range and syndromes caused on cultivated hosts, virus-vector relationships, and the potential impact on production of
affected crops, is crucial to implement more effective and durable crop management practices.
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Numerous novel fungal viruses are associated with the Mushroom Virus X disease
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Introduction: Mushroom Virus X (MVX) is a disease syndrome affecting the commercial fungal crop Agaricus bisporus (the
common white mushroom). This disease is characterised by brown discolouration of the mushroom cap, delayed fruit body
development and misshapen fruit bodies and it has been observed to be widespread across Europe for the last 25 years. The
symptoms have been found to coincide with an increased number of double stranded (ds)RNA elements which vary in size
between ~20kb and ~600bp.
Objectives: Sequence and characterise the dsRNA species associated with MVX disease. Develop RNA extraction from
mushroom compost (straw-based substrate containing fungal mycelium). Develop a detection method for the MVX-associated
viruses.
Materials and methods: The dsRNA was selectively purified from the fruit bodies of nine diseased samples and one
symptomless sample and sequenced by Illumina MiSeq. The reads were assembled into contigs using Velvet and Cap3. Open
Reading Frames and protein domains were predicted using Geneious, DELTA-BLAST and HHpred. Primers were designed for the
length of each of the non-host contigs in order to confirm the assemblies and also for qPCR detection.
Conclusion: The dsRNA species associated with the MVX disease were sequenced successfully. Surprisingly the different dsRNA
species encode a large number of phylogenetically diverse RNA viruses, with up to 15 viruses appearing in the same sample.
RNA extraction from mushroom compost combined with a quantitative RT-qPCR technique were used to develop a test to
measure relative levels of each of the novel viral RNAs, to be used by the growers and to aid epidemiological studies of the
disease.
We carried out interaction studies by examining correlations between the viral RNA levels present in MVX-4569 which shows
that the majority of the 21 putative viral RNAs present can be categorised into 4 interaction groups.
The authors would like to acknowledge European Commission funding for the MushTV project (Grant Agreement No: FP7-SME2011-286836).
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The citrus industry in Tunisia is based on the production of many cultivars of sweet orange (Citrus sinensis), mandarin
(C.reticulata), clementin (C.clementina) and lemon (C.limon). The total citrus growing area is about 20000 ha mainly located in
Cap Bon region (75%) and sour orange is presently the major used rootstock. This prevalence of sour orange explains why viroid
symptoms are not observed in commercial orchards except Cassar Clementine and Common Mandarin varieties on which the
cachexia symptoms have been mainly observed. Considering the actuel Tunisian strategy to prevent tristeza spreading, the
substitution of sour orange by new rootstocks giving tristeza tolerant rootstock/scion combinations is a good alternative.
However, some promising rootstocks like Citrange Carrizo and Citrange troyer are known to be sensitive to viroids. In this
regard, we started an extensive survey including 202 symptomless trees, belonging to commercial orchards in Cap bon region
and also in INRAT collection of mother plants to identify the prevalence of viroids in our orchards . Biological indexing was
performed using Arizona 861-S1 Etrog citron grafted on rough lemon rootstock as an indicator. Sequencial polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis analysis and molecular hybridization using viroid specific probes revealed that all plants are infected with at
least two viroids. Citrus exocortis viroid ( CEVd), Hop stunt viroid (HSVd) and Citrus dwarfing viroid (CDVd) were widespread and
accounted for 70,4; 72,2 and 78%. Citrus bent leaf viroid (CBLVd) and Citrus bark cracking viroid (CBCVd) were only found in 28,5
and 3% of trees. Reverse transcription-PCR, cloning, sequencing and phylogenetic analysis from isolates of the three important
viroids (CEVd, HSVd and CDVd) deposited in the GeneBank databases using the Clustal W (Ver.1.83) program (Thompson et al.
1994) and compared with other isolates from the world showed that tunisian variants CDVd-1 (Genebank N°. KJ538557), CDVd-2
(Gnebank N°. KJ538558) and CDVd-3 (Genebank N. KJ538559), were clustered in the same group with Japenese, Iranian and USA
strain. The closest one is from Japan (AB054632), with high sequence homology reaching 99%. In addition, a high homology rate
between Tunisian variants was observed (between 98.65% and 99.66%) pointing a high conservation. The three CEVd variants
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(CEVd-1 (Genebank N°.KJ538554), CEVd-2 (Genebank N°.KJ538555) and CEVd-3 (Genebank N°.KJ538556) compared with 22
others sequences were belonged to Class “B” (mild) and form a sub-cluster into the main cluster with USA, Iran, Greece and
China strains. The Tunisian HSVd-1 isolat obtained have 100% sequence identity with CVd-IIc (AF131250) (Ca905 from USA) and
Iranian variant (JX430798).
Furthermore, it is important to mention that the high contamination rate with viroids must be taken in consideration when new
rootstocks will be used to control the tristeza disease. In this case, the control of foundation blocks and nurseries through a
rigorous certification scheme would be required.

P VIRUS 43
Detection and molecular characterization of cotton infecting begomoviruses from Pakistan
M. N. Shjua, M. Tahir
Atta-ur-Rahman School of Applied Biosciences (ASAB), National University of Sciences and Technology (NUST), Plant
Biotechnology, Islamabad, Pakistan
maliknshuja@gmail.com
Cotton leaf curl disease (CLCD) is a considerable encumbrance to the cotton production worldwide including Pakistan. The
disease is caused by the complex of begomoviruses (Family: Geminivirdae) in association with a disease specific satellite known
as cotton leaf curl Multan betsasatellite. Begomovirus-infected cotton plant samples were collected in Punjab- Pakistan, during
2011-13. Sixty samples were processed for the presence of begomoviruses virus and betasatellite. Full-length clones were
sequenced. Begomovirus ranged from 2751 to 2759 nucleotides. Complete sequences shown to be isolates of Cotton leaf curl
Burewala virus (CLCuBuV) with >96% nucleotide sequence identity -except a clone from Layyah with <93% identity. In common
with previous CLCuBuV isolates, the virus from Layyah was recombinant containing sequences derived from two virus species
that were predominant in cotton pre-resistance breaking but with distinct recombination break-sites, for which a name was
proposed as cotton leaf curl Burewala virus-Layyah. In all viruses, lack of an intact TrAP protein was found as common.
Betasatellite were detected and they were ranged from 1349 to 1371 nucleotides. Sequence analysis shown to be an isolate of
Cotton Leaf Curl Multan Betasatellite (CLCuMB) with >97% identity- containing the recombinant fragment typical of this satellite
post-resistance breaking. Agroinocuation of the new strain into Nicothiana benthaminaiana and N. gluconosa exhibited
symptoms like vein thickening and leaf curling. CLCuBuV with associated betasatellite showed a wide spread and highlights the
dominance of resistant breaking CLCD in this region and further emphasis the need for work to combat its damage.

P VIRUS 44
Detection of Prunus necrotic ringspot virus in wild plums (Prunus domestica subsp. insititia) in Iran
R. Pourrahim, S. Farzadfar
Iranian Research Institute of Plant Protection (IRIPP), Plant Virus Research Dept., Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran
pourrahim@yahoo.com
Plums as one of the major temperate zone fruit trees have a widespread growing habit amongst other deciduous fruit trees.
Wild plums (mostly, Prunus domestica subsp. insititia.) are widely distributed in many parts of Iran and studying on their natural
virus infections is important for understanding virus populations infecting them and developing disease management strategies.
During a survey in 2014, a total of 29 symptomatic wild plum samples showing chlorotic line and ring patterns and leaf
deformation were collected from Mazandaran province, North Iran. Samples were tested for Prunus necrotic ringspot virus
(PNRSV), Prune dwarf virus (PDV) and Plum pox virus (PPV) by Double antibody sandwich-enzyme linked immunosorbent assay
(DAS-ELISA) using commercial antibodies (Bioreba, Switzerland). Eleven samples (38%) showed positive reaction only with
PNRSV specific antibody. These samples were selected and their total RNA were extracted and tested for PNRSV infection by
reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) using previously described specific primers designed for amplifying
coat protein (CP) gene of PNRSV (1). A DNA amplicon of the expected size (approximately 675 bp in length) was obtained in 9
out of 11 samples. No DNA product was amplified from total RNA of asymptomatic trees. In biological host range studies, sap
inoculation of ELISA positive samples on indicator plants produced large cholorotic local lesions in cotyledons of Cucumis sativus
followed by severe stunting, and systemic mottle in Chenopodium quinoa. These data confirm PNRSV infection of the studied
wild plum samples which is a first record for Iran. PNRSV is transmitted via seeds and pollen at variable rates in several natural
hosts, including Prunus spp (2). These findings must be considered in establishment of mother gardens, scion blocks and
nurseries of stone fruit trees inNorth Iran.
(1) Oliver, J.E., Freer, J., Andersen, R.L., Cox, K.D., Robinson, T.L. and Fuchs, M. 2009. Genetic diversity of Prunus necrotic
ringspot virus (PNRSV) isolates within a cherry orchard in New York. Plant Disease 93: 599-606. (2) Aparicio, F., Sánchez-Pina, M.
A., Sánchez-Navarro, J. A. and Pallás, V. 1999. Location of Prunus necrotic ringspot ilarvirus within pollen grains of infected
nectarine trees: evidence from RT-PCR, dot-blot and in situ hybridization. European Journal of Plant Pathology 105, 623-627.
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Coat protein gene sequence analysis of an Iranian Prunus necrotic ringspot virus isolate from sweet cherry
1
1
2
S. Farzadfar , R. Pourrahim , M. Farahani
1
Iranian Research Institute of Plant Protection (IRIPP), Plant Virus Research Dept., Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran
2
Agriculture J. Organization of Markazi Province, Plant Protection Office, Arak, Islamic Republic of Iran
farzadfar2002@yahoo.com
Stone fruits orchards are widely distributed in almost all geographical regions of Iran. Prunus necrotic ringspot virus (PNRSV), a
member of the genus Ilarvirus in the family Bromoviridae, was first described on peach in 1931 and affects rosaceous plants
worldwide (1). During 2013-2014, a total of 19 symptomatic leaf samples showing mosaic, vein yellows, chlorotic spots and shotholes, and deformation were collected from sweet cherry trees in Markazi province, Central Iran. Of the 19 samples tested, 16
were positive for PNRSV by DAS-ELISA method using specific antibody (Bioreba, Switzerland). Some of the positive samples had
typical chlorotic spots and shot holes symptoms. Three isolates were used for biological assays on cucumber (Cucumis sativus)
after single lesion transfer on cowpea (Vigna unguiculata). Inoculated cowpea plants showed chlorotic spotting on the young
leaves and cucumber plants reacted with chlorotic spots followed by systemic mottle and stunting. Total RNA was extracted
from ELISA positive samples using RNeasy Plant Mini kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Specific primers
forward (PNf’-TGATGTC(T/G)ATGGTCCGAAGTAGG) and reverse (PNr-ACGCAGGTAAGATTTCCAAGCA) were designed based on
highly conserved flanking regions of the coat protein (CP) gene of the PNRSV isolates available in GenBank databases. CP gene of
a PNRSV isolate (Mrk5) was amplified by RT-PCR and its nucleotide sequence was determined and shown to be 681 nt long with
an open reading frame (ORF) of 226 amino acids. The CP sequences were assessed for evidence of recombination. After all gaps
and nucleotides homologous to them had been removed from the aligned sequences, the likely recombination sites were
assessed for evidence of recombination using RDP3. Finally, no ‘clear’ recombination (p<1×10−6) was found in the genome of
them and these isolates seemed not to be recombinants. The phylogenetic relationships of the Iranian Mrk5 with 38 other
PNRSV isolates using CP were investigated by NJ method and partitioned most of the sequences into the four phylogenetic
groups: PE5, PV32, CH30 and PV96, as reported previously (2). CP genome pairwise identity analysis revealed the highest (97.7
%) and lowest (86.3%) nucleotide identity with PV96 and PE5 phylogenetic groups, respectively. The Iranian Mrk5-PNRSV isolate
fell into the PV96 group in separate branch with the highest identity (98%) to PchHN9 isolate fromChina. Our results showed for
the first time phylogenetic status of an Iranian PNRSV isolate based on CP gene sequence.
(1) Fulton, R.W. 1970. Prunus necrotic ringspot virus. CMI/AAB Descr. Pl. Viruses No. 5, 4 pp. (2) Aparicio, F., Myrta, A., Terlizzi,
Di, and Pallas, V. 1999. Molecular variability among isolates of Prunus necrotic ringspot virus from different Prunus spp.
Phytopathology 89: 991-999.
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Distribution of Viruses Infecting Cucurbits Crops ın northern Cyprus
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2
H. Fidan , E. Kocadal , B. Gökhan , N. A. Adak
1
Biological Control Research Station, Adana, Cyprus
2
Agricultural Centre, Lefkoşa, Cyprus
hakanfidantr@hotmail.com
Field surveys were conducted from 2010 to 2012 to detect and determine the incidence of viruses in the major cucurbit-growing
areas of northern Cyprus. 502 samples of cucumber, zucchini, melon and watermelon were collected from major cucurbitgrowing areas in Cyprus. Zucchini yellow mosaic virus (ZYMV), Papaya ringspot virus type W (PRSV-W), Watermelon mosaic virus
(WMV), Cucumber mosaic virus (CMV) , Cucurbit yellow stunting disorder virus (CYSDV) melon necrotic spot virus (MNSV) and
Squash mosaic virus (SqMV) were detected by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), and), Beet pseudo-yellows virus
(BPYV), Cucurbit aphid-borne yellows virus (CABYV), and Cucumber vein yellowing virus (CVYV) by reverse transcription
polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR). ZYMV was the most prevalent virus of cucurbits in Cyprus with an overall incidence of
ZYMV (45.5%), WMV-2 (34.2%), CYSDV (24), CVYV (21), CMV (19.9%), CABY (14), PRSV-W (2.1%), and SqMV (1.8%) BPYV and
MNSV were not detected in any cucurbitaceous crop during this survey.
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Virus suppression with the Polerovirus 5’ sequence-specific RNA-binding protein encoded by the 3’ subgenomic RNA
L. Kawchuk, M. Kalischuk
Agriculture Canada, Lethbridge, Canada
kawchuk@agr.gc.ca
Introduction: Potato leafroll virus (PLRV) causes significant yield and quality losses to infected potato (Solanum tuberosum L)
world-wide. Through small RNA (sRNA) sequencing and mapping of the PLRV-derived sRNAs, we discovered a sgRNA ~500 nt
from the 3’ terminus of PLRV genome. A regulatory role for the PLRV sgRNA3 is supported by the 5’ binding of the PLRV gRNA by
the sgRNA3 protein.
Objectives: To characterize the role of a third sgRNA (sgRNA3) of PLRV, through svRNA analyses and in planta complementation
studies with the PLRV 5’ sequence-specific RNA-binding protein encoded by the 3’ subgenomic.
Materials and methods: PLRV-infected and the healthy potato plants were maintained in sterile tissue culture and grown at 20
°C and 16 hrs photoperiod. PLRV-derived sRNA sequences were identified using the Genbank BLAST program against the PLRV
Canadian isolate genomic sequence (accession number D13954.1). The construction of chimeric PLRV ORF7 and ORF7-GFP
vectors for transient and stable expression experiments were verified with DNA sequencing, transformed into A. tumefaciens,
and expression examined in planta. To test for sequence-specific nucleic acid-binding activity of ORF7 fusion proteins were
performed using filter-binding experiments.
Results: The PLRV-derived sRNAs covered the viral genome in near saturation with the exception of gaps that aligned to regions
of the transcriptional start sites for sgRNA1, sgRNA2, and sgRNA3 and the PLRV IRES that allows for ribosomal frameshifting for
expression of viral RNA dependent RNA polymerase ORF1/ORF2 and translation of the replication associated Rap1 (Figure 1).
The binding activity of pGEX:ORF7 fusion proteins was observed against a specific 5’ sequence of PLRV close to the IRES.
Expression of ORF7 protein in stably transformed plants significantly reduced virus accumulation and disease.
Conclusion: Our results indicate that the PLRV-derived sRNAs in of PLRV-infected plants covered the viral genome with the
exception of four distinctive gaps, which led to the discovery of sgRNA3 for PLRV. This is the first sgRNA3 identified in a virus
from the genus Polerovirus and it exhibits several characteristics that suggest a regulatory role in virus replication. This study
advances our characterization and understanding of virus regulation and provides a novel strategy for virus eradication.
Figure 1: Schematic diagram showing the various proteins translated from the PLRV genomic and subgenomic RNAs.

P VIRUS 48
Characterization of a novel Potyvirus of squash (Cucurbita pepo) from Florida
A. Akhtar, O. A. Abdalla
The University of Tulsa, Department of Biological Science, Tulsa, United States
akhtara-ali@utulsa.edu
During the 2010-to 2011 growing seasons, leaf samples from various cucurbits were collected in Florida. One of the samples
from squash showed unique symptoms, including chlorotic spots, yellowing, mottling, vein clearing and mild mosaic. Total RNA
was extracted from symptomatic leaves and was negative by RT-PCR against Papaya ringspot virus (PRSV-W), Squash vein
yellowing virus (SqVYV), Watermelon mosaic virus (WMV) and Zucchini yellow mosaic virus (ZYMV). Virus-like particles (VLP)
preparation was prepared from symptomatic squash leaves and analyzed by electron microscopy. Typical potyvirus-like particles
approximately 700 nm in length and 12-14 nm in width were observed. Total RNA was extracted from VLP and tested by RT-PCR
using universal Potyviridae primers to amplify a fragment from the 3’ end of the genome (including part of NIb gene, whole coat
protein). A band of 1.2 kb was observed when the PCR product was analyzed on 1% agarose gel. PCR product was purified using
the QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (QIAGEN, USA), cloned (pGEM-T Easy Vector (Promega, USA) and sequenced in both directions.
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Consensus sequence was obtained from at least 5 clones and submitted to GenBank (KC522958). Sequence analysis and further
genome comparison with sequences of other potyviruses will be discussed.

P VIRUS 49
Wheat streak mosaic virus spreads - first report on the occurrence in Germany and Austria
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Quedlinburg, Germany
2
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3
Austrian Agency for Health and Food Safety, Institute for Sustainable Plant Production, Wien,Austria, Austria
frank.rabenstein@jki.bund.de
Wheat streak mosaic virus (WSMV), the type species of the genus Tritimovirus in the family Potyviridae, is a serious threat in
several wheat producing countries. Incidences of the virus in Europe have so far been reported mainly from countries in
Southern Europe, and economically significant crop losses are caused by it particularly in the Ukraine and Southern Russia. In
Germany, the virus was observed for the first time in 2013 in volunteer cereals, and in 2014 in a winter wheat field near Hoym
(Saxony-Anhalt). In Lower Austria, WSMV was first reported in 2013 in winter wheat variety Lupus. The occurrence of WSMV in
Germany and Austria was confirmed by electron microscopy, serology and molecular methods. In electron microscope
decoration tests both virus isolates were clearly decorated by WSMV antiserum, and only a weak cross-reaction was observed
with an antiserum to the related Oat necrotic mottle virus. Ultrathin sections revealed characteristic cytoplasmic inclusions
consisting of pinwheels, scrolls, and laminated aggregates. Both isolates were tested with antisera to elongated cereal infecting
viruses from the JKI stock collection. In DAS-ELISA and Western blots only WSMV antiserum reacted with the plant samples,
whereas in TAS-ELISA a monoclonal antibody specific for two ATCC strains of WSMV (type PV-57 and PV-91), showed no reaction
with the German and Austrian isolates and other WSMV isolates originating from different locations in Europe. The complete
sequences of isolates Hoym and Austria were obtained and compared to all other known complete WSMV sequences, including
a newly collected and sequenced isolate from France. Phylogenetic analyses revealed that European isolates group together
with those from the Middle East to form a separate cluster. Further studies are required to make conclusions on the incidence
and economic importance of WSMV in Germany and Austria. Recent reports on the occurrence of WSMV in neighboring
countries such as Poland, the Czech Republic Slovakia and France, suggest that the virus spreads and could become in the future
a threat to the cereal production.

P VIRUS 50
Investigation of Potato Y potyvirus (PVY) Infections and Strain Population in Potatoes (Solanum tuberosum L.) in Central
Anatolia Region, Turkey
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uftadep@gmail.com
Potato (Solanum tuberosum L.) is one of the most important crop in Turkey, with annual production of nearly 5 million tons from
172.000 ha of arable land. Potato Y potyvirus (PVY) has become a serious problem for the seed potato industry, with increased
incidence and rejection of seed lots submitted for certification. New PVY strains have emerged in recent years in the world
O
N
representing recombination events between the common strain (PVY ) and PVY . In the present study, it is aimed to determine
the presence of PVY infections and the strains in the potato production areas of Central Anatolia Region in Turkey. For this
purpose, surveys were carried out during the year of 2014. A total of randomly collected 50 potato leaf samples were tested by
using serological (ELISA) and molecular (Multiplex RT-PCR) methods. Out of 50 samples, 49 were found infected with at least one
N:O
NTN
PVY strain, either single or in mixed infections. Thirty of infected samples were identified as PVY and 2 were found as PVY .
NTN
N:O
In addition, mixed infections were found in 17 samples involving PVY
and PVY strains. Only a unique sample reacted
N:O
negative in multiplex RT-PCR tests. The present results indicates that, the prevailing strain is PVY in potato plants in Central
Anatolia (Turkey). Comparing with PCR test, 24 samples were reacted negative when tested by ELISA. This result indicates that,
multiplex RT-PCR is much more sensitive and useful than ELISA for both researchers, seed production specialists and also
quarantine laboratories in determining PVY infections.
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This study was supported by the The Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey (TUBİTAK), Project Number:
213O108).
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Electrical penetration graph analysis of Planococcus citri (Hemiptera: Pseudococcidae) feeding behaviour on cocoa
(Theobroma cacao L.)
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Introduction: Cacao swollen shoot virus (CSSV) is a mealybug transmitted pathogen that causes severe losses to cocoa
(Theobroma cacao L.) production in West Africa. At least 16 species of mealybug are thought to act as vectors of CSSV and of
these the citrus mealybug, Planococcus citri (Risso), plays a particularly important role due to its abundance on the West African
crop while its polyphagous status implicates it in the movement of the virus between cocoa and alternative host plants. While
adult female mealybugs are wingless and relatively sedentary, wind blown juvenile instars are thought to help spread the virus
to uninfected trees. Mealybugs acquire and transmit viruses when they access host plant phloem but to date no detailed
information is available on the feeding by P. citri on cocoa.
Objective: This work aimed to characterise the feeding behaviour and pattern of individual immature P. citri females on leaves
of cocoa plants using the DC-electrical penetration graph (EPG) technique which allows for precise monitoring of stylet position
and activity within the plant tissue.
Materials and methods: P. citri colonies were established from gravid females collected in glasshouses at the Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew. Species identity was established using a combination of scanning electron microscopy and CO1-based DNA
barcoding. The colonies were maintained on sprouted potato (Solanum tuberosum L.) under controlled conditions (L14:D10;
o
20±2 C, 50% RH) for several generations. The EPG recording was for a 24 h duration for each of the 16 second-stage instars
monitored. Individuals were starved for 24 h before being connected to the EPG apparatus and allowed to feed on cocoa
seedlings (variety Amelonado) obtained from the International Cocoa Quarantine Centre, Reading.
Results: Generally, there was a high level of variation in the feeding behaviour observed among P. citri individuals. From the
start of recording, it took an average of 15 ± 6.8 mins before the mealybugs started probing. Xylem activity (G) and extracellular
salivation (E1e) was shown by 14 individuals. The duration spent in G ranged from 0 to 95%. Only 9/16 mealybugs expressed
derailed stylet mechanics (F) and this lasted for 3 h ± 36 min. The average time spent in the pathway phase (C) without E1e, F
and G, was 41 ± 7 min. Six of the individuals performed phloem and sieve element puncture activities (E1) and 5/16 of these E1
were followed by phloem sap ingestion (E2). The results are discussed in the light of ‘mealybug-cocoa’ interactions, especially
feeding behaviour with implications for the transmission of CSSV.
Conclusion: While some of these waveforms were similar to those reported for P. citri on another host, grapevine, this study
emphasises the distinct nature of cocoa feeding and the variability of vascular access between individuals. As the search
continues for resistance to CSSV in cocoa germplasm these results demonstrate how EPG could be used to characterise the
resistance mechanism when such a genotype is identified.

P VIRUS 52
Reliability and inter-annual stability in visual surveys of birch leaf-roll disease symptoms caused by CLRV
R. Jalkanen
Natural Resources Institute Finland (Luke), Rovaniemi Research Unit, Rovaniemi, Finland
risto.jalkanen@luke.fi
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Since the beginning of the 3 Millennium Cherry Leaf-Roll Virus (CLRV) causes a massive outbreak in birch (Betula spp.) trees
throughout Finland. Number of symptomatic trees has steadily increased in the last 10 to 15 years in whole country. Infected
trees seem to be much commoner in constructed environments than in forests. Locally up to over 70% of the trees show
symptoms of birch leaf-roll disease (CLRV).
CLRV symptoms are rather clear to excogitate to a positive result; however many factors in the visual surveys weaken the
accuracy. Once the symptoms indicate CLRV being involved in the disease, generally, they can be recorded in the coming years,
too. Recognition of the symptoms is easiest, when they are strong and low-located. In case of minor symptoms, e.g. one or a few
branch tips or short shoots in the canopy only are symptomatic; accuracy of the assessment weakens markedly. If these
symptoms are far up in the canopy, also weather conditions affect inspection significantly. In case of currently very minor
symptoms the tree may be symptomless next year, possibly related to a cool summer. Further assessments may be biased due
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to other agents with resembling symptoms. Last but not least, human influence on the assessment result is clear. Factors
affecting results of visual surveys are introduced and their role discussed.

P VIRUS 53
Cherry leaf roll virus (CLRV) - a generalist among plant viruses infecting woody hosts
J. Langer, S. von Bargen, C. Büttner
Humboldt-Universität of Berlin, Thaer-Institute, Berlin, Germany
langerj@agrar.hu-berlin.de
Cherry leaf roll virus (CLRV) is a worldwide occurring plant virus with an exceptional wide host range, so far comprising 33 plant
genera, predominantly deciduous and stone fruit trees and shrubs. The fact that consistently new host species are detected
suggests that the host range might be much larger than described so far.
Among natural hosts CLRV is most abundant in birch species (Betula sp.), black elderberry (Sambucus nigra L.), English walnut
(Juglans regia L.) and sweet cherry (Prunus avium L.). The most recent first descriptions of CLRV host plants being wild potato
(Solanum acaule) in Peru and nasturtium (Tropaeolum majus) from the sub-antarctic Amsterdam Island, apple (Malus sp.), Kiwi
fruit (Actinidia deliciosa) and Hydrangea (Hydrangea macrophylla) from New Zealand and Australia, respectively.
The ecologic and economic impact of CLRV is reflected by increasing demands on CLRV monitorings in stone fruit production
areas and during sanitary production of propagation material.
Consequently, there is a strong need for intensive studies on the evolution, genetic adaptability of CLRV to specific hosts, and on
changes in its virulence. Moreover, the natural modes of transmission have to be elucidated, especially a putative vector
transmission.

P VIRUS 54
Occurrence of a new recombinant begomovirus species infecting tomato crops in Al Batinah region of Oman
A. Al Shihi
Sultan Qaboos University, Crop Science, Muscat, Oman
2000adel@live.com
Tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) is the most important vegetable crop and the second most important agricultural crop, after
date palm, in the Sultanate of Oman. Whitefly-transmitted geminiviruses (family Geminiviridae, genus Begomovirus) causing
tomato leaf curl diseases (ToLCD) are a major constraint for tomato cultivation worldwide. The aim of this study was to screen
the presence of different begomoviruses and their associated satellites on tomato crops grown in commercial farms in Al
Batinah region of Oman.Leaf samples were collected from nine tomato plants and total nucleic acid extracts were resuspended
in sterile distilled water and stored at 20°C. PCR positive samples were subjected to rolling circle amplification (RCA) to amplify
circular DNA using the Illustra TempliPhi 100 Amplification kit (GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences). The resulting linear DNA was
digested with restriction endonucleases to obtain DNA fragments of 2.8 kb or 1.4 kb, which were cloned into the pUC19 vector.
Clones were sequenced in both orientations using the primer walk strategy (Macrogen Inc.). Phylogenetic relationships were
inferred using the neighbour joining method with bootstrapping. Recombination analysis was carried out using SIMPLOT v. 3.2
and the recombination detection program, RDP v. 3.All nine tomato samples were found to be positive for the presence of
begomoviruses by PCR-mediated diagnostics and were used to amplify circular DNAs by RCA. The full-length sequences of the
five putative begomovirus clones from tomato were determined to be between 2753 and 2757 nt in length. Alignment of the
five sequences showed them to share &gt;97% sequence identity. This indicates that the five tomato clones represent a single
species based on the present species demarcation threshold for begomoviruses . An initial comparison of the sequences
obtained here to all sequences available in the GenBank databases using BLASTN showed the highest levels of sequence identity
with isolates of Tomato leaf curl Oman virus (ToLCOMV). Additional pairwise sequence comparisons showed the five sequences
to have 85.8-88.6% nucleotide sequence identity with ToLCOMV, followed by 77.4-83.8% identity with Croton yellow vein virus.
These results indicate that the five isolates represent a new species in the genus Begomovirus, based on the 89% species
demarcation threshold for begomoviruses. The name Tomato leaf curl Barka virus (ToLCBrV) is proposed for this newly identified
species. The newly identified virus, ToLCBrV, at this time occurs across a relatively narrow geographical area. The focus of future
studies will be monitoring the spread of this virus in Oman and determining whether the virus evolves further. With the diversity
of begomoviruses now known to occur in Oman, further recombination is a distinct possibility.
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Assessing the ability of optical methods to detect early Citrus tristeza virus infection
A. Afonso, R. Guerra, A. Cavaco, A. Duarte, D. Power, N. Marques
University of Algarve, Dep. Biology and Bioengineering, Faro, Portugal
nmarques@ualg.pt
Citrus plants are affected by Citrus tristeza virus (CTV), the causal agent of Tristeza. This virus that belongs to the genus
Closterovirus, is transmitted when infected material is used for grafting and by some aphid species and has already caused
devastating epidemics. The outcome of the disease is linked to the CTV isolate and the variety of the infected citrus scion and
rootstock, resulting generally in three distinct syndromes, seedling yellows, quick decline and stem pitting. Plants infected with
severe CTV isolates must be eradicated. It is therefore crucial to detect infected plants in early stages of the infection in order to
control virus dissemination and to protect regions where severe isolates of CTV are not established. Current detection systems
for CTV infection include ELISA and PCR which are time-consuming and expensive techniques. Effective detection of the virus in
a production setting needs a rapid and inexpensive diagnosis test. The present study aimed to assess the ability of optical
methods to detect early viral infection in ‘Valencia late’ orange (Citrus × sinensis (L.) Osbeck) and ‘Fina’ clementine (Citrus
reticulata Blanco) by multivariate analysis of reflectance and transmittance spectra in the visible and near infrared and
chlorophyll fluorescence data. Healthy and infected plants with the severe CTV isolate T318A, growing in an insect-proof
greenhouse, were assayed for the presence of the virus by IC/RT-PCR, RT-PCR and real-time. Reflectance and transmittance
spectra of selected leaves were acquired through portable spectrometers. Fluorescence data was acquired using a portable
fluorometer. The measurements were performed monthly over 9 months. In this communication we present the first results
conveyed by multivariate analysis of the spectra. Standard unsupervised classification methods such as Principal Component
Analysis or clustering show promising results by yielding a correct separation of classes (infected vs. non-infected) for some of
the sample times but not for others. In order to improve the classification data fusion of spectral and fluorescence data was
performed using previously described procedures [1]. Finally we discuss optimization of the measurements directed at obtaining
reliable results under field conditions.
Acknowledgements: Financial contribution from the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) COMPETE and FCT Foundation for Science and Technology, Portugal under the project “PEst-C/MAR/LA0015/2013”.
[1] Ulloa, P. A., Guerra, R., Cavaco, A. M., Rosa da Costa, A. M., Figueira, A. C., & Brigas, A. F. (2013). Determination of the
botanical origin of honey by sensor fusion of impedance e-tongue and optical spectroscopy. Computers and Electronics in
Agriculture, 94, 1-11.
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P WEEDS 1
Herbicidal activity of Asphodelus microcarpus against selected weed species (Chenopodium album) of wheat (Triticum
aestivum)
M. Migahid, M. Masarrat, M. Amal, M. Fakhry, E. Azhar, E. Ahmad
Faculty of Education, Biology and Geology, Alexandria, Egypt
migahid@yahoo.com
The current worldwide demand for cheaper and more environmentally-friendly weed management technologies have motivated
a considerable number of studies on the allelopathic potential of some plant species as a resource for weed control in crops. The
main objective of the present study was to evaluate the bio-herbicidal potential of Asphodelus microcarpus L. (AM) on
Chenopodium album L. (CA); a major pest of wheat (Triticum aestivum L., TA). This research was conducted to study the
allelopathic effects of AM crude powder on some growth parameters (fresh weight, dry weight & length of shoots and roots)
and photosynthetic pigments of the selected weed species; CA and the crop species; TA in both mono and mixed cultures.
Moreover, some chemical constituents (soluble protein, free proline and soluble amino acids) were determined in TA.
The results showed a significant reduction in plant growth parameters in both CA and TA, with considerably stronger allelopathic
effects on the growth of CA as compared with TA in the presence of different concentrations of AM. Photosynthetic pigments in
CA were also significantly decreased. The organs length of CA under control was lower in mixed than monoculture. This may be
an indication of the allelopathic potential of TA on CA. The results also indicated that, proline and amino acids in TA were
accumulated with significant level under the allelopathic effect of AM.
In this respect, TA plants have more tolerance and resistance to the different allelopathic treatment when compared with CA
especially in monoculture. The study suggested the suppressive potential of allelopathic plant against selected weed species,
and offered promises for their usefulness as a tool for weed management.

P WEEDS 2
Effect of Nitrogen Rates on Canola (Brassica napus L.) and Wild mustard (Sinapis arvensis L.) Competition
A. Modhej
Islamic Azadu University, Shoushtar Branch, Weed Science, Shoushtar, Islamic Republic of Iran
adelmodhej2006@yahoo.com
In order to study the effects of wild mustard density on grain yield and yield components of canola cv. Hyola 401 under different
rates of nitrogen fertilizer, a field experiment was conducted in 2011-2012. The layout was split-plot in a completely randomized
-1
block design and three replications. Main-plots included four levels of nitrogen (0, 70, 140 and 210 kg ha ) and sub-plots
-2
consisted of different wild mustard densities (0, 6, 12, 18 and 24 plants m ). Results showed at densities of 6, 12, 18 and 24 wild
-2
mustard.m , grain yield losses were 15.5%, 36.7%, 47.4% and 58.6%, respectively. Grain yield loss was due to reduction in
number of grains per plant and 1000-grain weight. Agronomic N use efficiency (ANUE) of canola decreased as the weed density
-1
-1
increased. The highest ANUE was obtained in 70 kgNha , without weed interference. The lowest ANUE was in 210 kgNha and
-2
-1
24 wild mustard plant.m treatment. Generally, application of 140 kgNha lead to higher competitiveness and lower grain yield
-1
-1
-2
loss in canola compared with 0 kgNha , whereas, in 210 kgNha , the negative impact of 12 wild mustard.m and above on
canola grain yield, was higher than other N treatments.

P WEEDS 3
Does Salinity Enhance Allelopathic Effects of Tribulus terrestris L. in Watermelon Agroecosystems at Nobaria, Egypt?
S. El-Darier
Alexandria University, Botany and Microbiology, Alexandria, Egypt
salama_eldarier@yahoo.com
Field observations at year 2014 showed that growth and yield of watermelon at Nobaria district, Egypt was highly affected by
some unidentified stressful conditions. Presumably, the problem was confined to a large extent to the two combined factors;
soil salinity and suppressive effects of Tribulus terrestris L. (a common weed dominant in watermelon fields in the study area).
Field and laboratory experiments were carried out in summer 2014 to confirm the preceding hypothesis.
The interaction between the two factors was found to be harmful to the watermelon plant. Field experiment revealed that
phytomass and leaf area index (LAI) of the study plant were significantly reduced in the vicinity of Tribulus terrestris L. (poor
weed management) than in good weed management. Likewise, in laboratory test the interaction between both salinity and
allelochemicals watery extracted from Tribulus plant severely affected germination efficiency, hypocotyl-radicle length and
germination index of watermelon compared to the effect of just one factor.
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In conclusion, T. terrestris had a considerably suppressive effect on the growth and yield of watermelon, which was increased
under slight or moderate salinity. Importantly, weed management in desert agro-ecosystems is an essential strategy to avoid a
wide array of interactions between crop-weed from one side and weed-external climatic and edaphic factors from the other
side.

P WEEDS 4
Selective Growth inhibitors in Salvia syriaca L.
1,2
1,2,3
B. Abu Irmaileh , M. Abu Zarqa
1
University of Jordan, Plant Protection, Amman, Jordan
2
University of Jordan, faculty of agriculture, Plant Protection, Amman, Jordan
3
University of Jordan, faculty of science, Chemistry, Amman, Jordan
barakat@ju.edu.jo
Syrian sage, Salvia syriaca L. (family Labiatae), is a common perennial weed in wheat fields in Jordan. As part of our research on
identifying growth inhibitors in plants, we tested the growth inhibitory effects of the aqueous weed extract on different plant
species from different botanical families.
Methods: Syrian sage was collected near Al-Kastal south of Amman, Jordan.
Extraction, isolation and identification- publishedonline in Natural Product Research (2014)
Testing- A volume of 10.0 mL of 5 compounds obtained in enough quantities from the weed, was added to each filter paper in a
Petri dish containing 10 surface sterilized seeds of the tested plant species. The compounds were tested for their inhibitory
activity on most sensitive plant Wascana wheat cultivar (Triticum aestivum CV Wascana), was considered for bio assaying pure
compounds at 200 ppm concentration. Each experiment was carried out for two weeks in a controlled chamber with 12 hrs. day
and 12 hrs. night regime, temperature was set at 20+/- 1 C. Seedling development i.e. germination percentage, shoot and root
lengths were recorded.
Results: Oleanolic and ursolic acids showed remarkable growth inhibition of wheat seedlings as they reduced the lengths of
shoots and roots of wheat seedlings when tested at 0.2 mg. L-1 (200ppm). The compounds; 3β hydroxy-11 α-methoxy-17, 22seco-17(28), 12-ursadien-22-oic acid (a), 1 β, 3 β dihydroxy-11 α methoxy-17, 22-seco-17(28), 12-ursadien-22-oic acid (b), and
1β, 3β-11 α-trihydroxy-17, 22-seco-17(28), 12-ursadien-22-oic (c), did not show growth inhibitory activity on the test plant.
References:
1 Abu Irmaileh, and J.R. Qasem, 1986. aqueous extracts effects of Salvia syriaca L. in various lines of four crops. Dirasat 13: 147170).
2 Amal M.F. Al-Aboudi, Musa H. Abu Zarga , Barakat E. Abu- Irmaileh , Firas F. Awwadi & Monther A. Khanfar. 2014. Three new
seco-ursadiene triterpenoids from Salvia syriaca. Natural Product Research. ( in press). Available Online.
3 Hala I. Al-Jaber, Khadeja K.Abrouni, Mahmuod A.Al-Qudah & Musa H.Abu Zarga (2012): New terpenes from Salvia palaestina
Benth. and Salvia syriaca L. growing wild in Jordan. Journal of Asian Natural Products Research,
DOI:1080/10286020.2012.682151).
4 Qasem, J.R. and B.E. Abu-Irmaileh. 1985. Allelopathic effect of Syrian sage, Salvia syriaca L in wheat. Weed research 25: 47-52.

P WEEDS 5
Field performance comparisons between different tillage implement equipped with herbicides applicator
1
2
A. A. Jasim Alzubaidi , O. G. Al-Qaraghuly
1
Faculty of Agriculture, University of Baghdad, Ag Machines and Equipment, Baghdad, Iraq
2
Faculty of Agriculture, University of Baghdad, Agricultural Machines and Equipment, Baghdad, Iraq
raz55iq@yahoo.com
Afield experiment was conducted to compare the performance of different tillage implements equipped with herbicide
applicator below the soil surface. In this study triflan herbicide was along with three types of inject implements ( made, modified
and combined with the plows) included: moldboard plow, chisel plow and sweep plow, and two tillage depths 10and 20cm were
used in this experiment for weed control. The properties which studied in this research included: Practical Productivity, field
efficiency and the percentage ratio of weed growth inhibiting. The experiment was executed according to a split plot design
under randomized completed block design (RCBD) with three replications. Least significant differences (L.S.D) were used to
compare the means of treatments at 0.05 levels.
The results were as follows:
The interaction between the inject implement with chisel plow and depth 10 cm lead to a significant increasing in field efficiency
of injection implement, 77.000 % . The interaction between the inject implement with chisel plow, and depth 10 cm lead to a
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significant increasing in Practical Productivity 0.676. The interaction between the inject implement with sweep plow, and depth
10 cm lead to a significant increasing in percentage ratio of weed growth inhibiting, 94.667 %.
The success of the use of implementry manufactured in the jungles of herbicide and pesticides injected below the soil surface.:
We recommend using the plow with the underlying implement to pump the pesticide under the surface 10 cm soil depth and
the speed 7.00 km / h in the inhibition of the bush.
Sources: Bailey , W.A. Herbicide - based weed management systems for potato (Solano tuber sum) and heat (Tritical maestivum)
and growth and reproduction doractevistic of smooth digital litrary and ordices.,25002.
Figure 1

Figure 2

P WEEDS 6
Herbicidal Activity and Fermentation Culture Condition of PA−2
1
1
Q. Guo , H. Zhu , L. Cheng
Qinghai Academy of Agriculture and Forestry Science, Institute of Plant Protection, Xining, Qinghai province,China, China
guoqingyunqh@163.com
(Question)Strain PA−2 was isolated from diseased poplar leaves in Ping An, Qinghai Province,China. Herbicidal activity and
fermentation culture condition of PA−2 were studyed. (Methods)Efficacy of of PA−2 for the control of different weeds and safety
to crops were evaluated by spraying the fermentation broth on 2-4 leaves stage of plants.The optimalculture conditions were
tested by liquid and solid fermentation of potential biological agent. The strain was identified by culture characters and 16S
rDNA sequence analysis.(Results)PA−2 showed high herbicidal activity to different weeds after inoculation. The fresh weight
reductions of PA−2 to the weeds seedlings of Galium aparine L. var. tenerum Reichb., Chenopodium album L., Malva crispa L.,
Polygonum lapathifolium L., Avena fatua L. were 87.25%, 78.46%, 82.25%, 62.11%, 80.27% respectively. Response of PA−2 to
inoculated weeds ranged from light symptoms to 100% mortality. No symptom were observed to Triticum aestivum L., Vicia
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faba L., Hordeum vulgare L., but light spots were exhibited to Brassica napus L. and Pisum sativum L.. PA−2 could be used as
biological control agent of viable alternative to suppress weeds. The optimum carbon of PA-2 was glucose, the optimum
nitrogen is soybean meal, the optimum solid substrate is wheat straw. The optimum initial moisture content of PA-2 was 25%,
the seed age is 96h, the optimal temperature is 27 ℃ and the optimum inoculation amount is 20%. According to its culture
characters and 16S rDNA sequence analysis, the strain was identified as Aureobasidium pullulans.(Conclusions)PA−2 could be a
potential microbial herbicide for control of target weeds in the fields of Triticum aestivum L., Vicia faba L., Hordeum vulgare L..

P WEEDS 7
Screening of Lamb's quarters, common groundsel and curly dock population for possible resistance to conventional herbicides
in sugarbeet fields of Isfahan
D. Farahmand Broujeni, A. Sabzian
Shiraz University, Crop Production and Plant Breeding, Shiraz, Islamic Republic of Iran
dfarahmand@gmail.com
In order to evaluate the resistance of Lambsquarters(Chnopodium album),Curly dock(Rumex crispus),R agwort groundsel(Senecio
spp) to chloridazon (pyramin), metamitron(Goltix) , phenmedipham (Betanal) ,desmedipham(Betanal AM) herbicides,
greenhouse studies were conducted in 1390. Greenhouse experiments were conducted as a randomized design with three
replications .In greenhouse screening experiments, biotypes of Lambsquarters, Curlydock, Ragwort groundsel treated during 3-4
leaves stage using the recommended dose of herbicide .visual phytotoxicity rating ,the percentage of survived plants ,and
relative dary weight (percentage of control) were used to evaluate seed populatin respone to herbicide treatment. The result of
experiments showed that biotypes of lambsquarter ,curly dock are suspected to herbicide resistance.

P WEEDS 8
Effects of seed position along height of mother plant on seed heteroblasty of Chenopodium album and Avena fatua
D. Farahmand Broujeni, A. Sabzian
Payame Noor University, Biology, Esfahan, Islamic Republic of Iran
dfarahmand@gmail.com
This study was conducted in agriculture college of in 2011. In laboratory and greenhouse, germination and seedling growth
studies were made on seed harvested from different seed positions and height of mother plants of London rocket by complete
randomized design with four replications. Treatments consisted of three heights of mother plant (40-60, 60-80, 80-100 cm) and
three seed positions along the inflorescence.
The results showed that seed germination rate in different parts of two weeds , Chenopudium album and Avena fatua (initial ,
middle and end), there was a significant difference and the rate of germination in Chenopudium album is end and in Avena is
more in initial and end of it. Also with compare treatment means in two weeds, , there are significant difference at 5% .

P WEEDS 9
Interference of allelopathic wheat with different weeds
C. Kong
China Agricultural University, College of Resources and Environmental Sciences, Beijing, China
kongch@cau.edu.cn
In spite of increasing knowledge of allelopathic wheat as an efficient component involved in weed management, relatively little
is known about its impact on a broad spectrum weeds either independently or synergistically with belowground interactions.
Accordingly, we selected 38 weeds occurred in wheat fields to examine their performance mixed-culture with allelopathic
wheat, and to quantify allelochemical 2,4-dihydroxy-7- methoxy-1,4-benzoxazin- 3-one (DIMBOA) of wheat in response to
coexisting weeds in relation to weed-suppressive effect. Furthermore, the weed-suppressive effect and the DIMBOA production
in the absence and presence of root-root interactions by means of an experimental design with or without root segregation
were evaluated. Subsequently, there were substantial differences in weed biomass and DIMBOA concentration in wheat-weed
coexisting systems. Among 38 weeds, 9 weeds were inhibited significantly by allelopathic wheat but other 29 weeds were not.
DIMBOA levels in wheat varied greatly with weed species. There was not a significant relationship between DIMBOA levels and
weed-suppressive effects. Root segregation led to great changes in weed inhibition and DIMBOA level. Compared with root
contact, the inhibition of 8 weeds was lowered significantly while significant increased inhibition occurred in 11 weeds with an
increased DIMBOA concentration under root segregation. Furthermore, the production of DIMBOA in wheat was induced by the
root exudates from the weeds. The results suggest that the interference of allelopathic wheat with weeds not only is defined as
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the specificity of weeds but also depends on root-root interactions. In particular, allelopathic wheat may detect certain weeds
through the root exudates and respond by increased the allelochemical, resulting in weed identity recognition. The occurrence
of chemical-identity recognition in interference of allelopathic wheat with weeds, as well as a further understanding of its
potential mechanisms and implications in cropping systems, can assist in developing new environmentally safe weed control
strategies for sustainable agriculture.

P WEEDS 10
Customized herbicide use in winter wheat in a crop rotation experiment
T. Kunze, F. de Mol, B. Gerowitt
University of Rostock, Crop Health Department, Rostock, Germany
thomas.kunze@uni-rostock.de
Targeted decisions in herbicide use play a significant role in concepts for integrated weed management (IWM). Targeted here
means to react on the actual weed infestation with a herbicide decision which reaches the targeted efficacy but avoid “overkill”
of weeds as much as possible. To enable quick and repeatable decisions a heuristic which counts for the weed infestation level
in terms of species and abundances and a targeted control efficacy was developed. This heuristic was applied to weed control
decisions in winter wheat in different crop rotations with energy crops. We report about the dimension of the resulting
herbicide use in these crop rotation experiments.
The field experiments are conducted on two sites in Germany: One site is in the North-East with a coastal climate and a sandy
soil (Rostock, set-up 2008). The second site is in the center of Germany with a continental climate and a fertile soil (Göttingen,
set-up 2009). Three crops, winter oilseed rape (OSR), winter wheat (WW) and maize, are combined in four crop rotations in a
way that results in different risks for crop health. Winter wheat is cropped in three rotations: every second year with OSR, every
third year with maize and OSR and twice in four years with maize and OSR in between. The factors crop rotation and herbicide
intensity (HI) are varied in a split-plot-design with 4 replicates on the treatment level. Each crop of all rotations is cultivated each
year. Herbicides are used in the three intensities: a moderate herbicide use in one treatment (HI) is increased (HI+) and in
another reduced (HI-). The heuristic enables to underpin these described levels with reproducible decisions.While the weed part
is represented by the counted weeds in the wheat crop, the control part is determined by minimum targeted efficacies of 85% in
HI, 100% in HI+ and 60 % in HI-. The weed infestations are expected to vary due to crop rotation. In the heuristic weed
infestations and targeted efficacies are bridged by ranking the occurring weed species for their damage potential. Thus, reduced
and augmented control intensity is realized via controlling species and leaving other uncontrolled.
The resulting herbicide intensities of two cropping years (2013 and 2014) are measured with two indicators for pesticides use:
the Treatment Index (TI) and the Active Ingredient Frequency (AIF).

P WEEDS 11
Control and Cross-Resistance of Barnyardgrass to ALS- and ACCase-Inhibitors in Rice Field, Korea
P. Tae Seon
National Institute Crop Science, Crop Production & Physiology, Iksan, Jeollabuk-Do, Republic of Korea
jlpark@korea.kr
Barnyardgrass (Echinochloa crus-galli var. crus-galli) is the most difficult-to-control weed that infests rice fields in Korea. The
objectives of this research were to confirm ALS(acetolactate synthase)- and ACCase(Acetyl-CoA carboxylase)-inhibiting
herbicide-resistant barnyardgrass in Korea and to determine sensitivity and efficacy of rice herbicides applied for control of
resistant and susceptible barnyardgrass biotypes. The putative seeds of ALS- and ACCase-resistant barnyardgrass biotype were
collected from rice fields in fall 2010. The response of barnyardgrass biotypes to 10 rates (0 to 10×) of ACCase inhibitors,
cyhalofop-butyl and metamifop, and ALS inhibitors, priminobac-methyl, penoxsulam and flucetosulfuron, was evaluated in a
dose-response bioassay in a greenhouse. On the basis of the values at at GR 50(concentration of respective herbicides required
for 50% inhibition of dry weight),the analysis showed about 19 to 42-fold resistance depending upon the type of ALS- and
ACCase-inhibiting herbicides being investigated and susceptible biotype used for comparison. The resistant biotype had a
reduced sensitivity to ALS- and ACCase-inhibiting herbicides. These results suggested a cross-resistance between ALS- and
ACCase-inhibiting herbicides that resulted ineffectiveness for control of barnyardgrass. Barnyardgrass biotypes were effectively
controlled(≥ 90%) with mefenacet, and fentrazamide by 2 leaf stage, whereas oxadiazon, thiobencarb and butachlor provided
over 90% control by 1 leaf stage of the resistant biotype
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P WEEDS 12
High dominancy among ground cover plants and the high weed suppression ability of birdsfoot trefoil (Lotus corniculatus L.
var. corniculatus)
1,2
2
1
S. Tsuda , H. Tamura , Y. Fujii
1
Tokyo university of agriculture and technology, The united graduate school of agricultural science, Fuchu,Tokyo, Japan
2
Chubu Electric Power Co,. Inc., Research & Development Division, Nagoya, Japan
50013951804@st.tuat.ac.jp
Introduction: For unused agricultural or industrial land, it is very important to prevent the germinating and growing of weeds to
keep the ground looking good. Many kinds of pastures are utilized as ground cover plants to achieve this. However, this causes a
big problem as it costs large amount of money to manage and control the weeds that invade the land.
Objectives: We examined 25 species to select the plants with the highest weed control ability, in order to manage the unused
land as a green area at as low a cost as possible.
Materials and methods: 14 cold region gramineous grasses, 4 warm region gramineous grasses, 4 leguminous grasses and 3
landscape plants were seeded independently, selected as superior species by their cover degree, plant height and weed
suppression rate. We also tested mixed seeding using superior species, and investigated their competitive relationship and weed
suppression rate. Dominant species in mixed seeding tests were analyzed with the sandwich method to see whether that
dominancy was due to an allelopathic factor.
Results: Creeping bentgrass, Kentucky bluegrass, chewing fescue, creeping red fescue, rat-tail fescue and tall fescue as cold
region gramineous grasses, centipede grass, carpet grass and bermuda grass as warm region gramineous grasses, birdsfoot
trefoil and white clover as leguminous grasses and dichondra as a landscape plant were selected as the superior species.
In mixed seeding tests, birdsfoot trefoil showed perfect dominance against almost all cool region grasses, white clover and
dichondra. It divided the cover degree with creeping bentgrass, centipede grass and carpet grass. In both cases, test plots
including birdsfoot trefoil showed very high weed suppression rates. Radicle extension rate of lettuce seedlings by the sandwich
method among superior species was nearly 0% for birdsfoot trefoil, notwithstanding centipede grass which, having revealed an
allelopathic efficiency, showed around 50%.
Conclusion: The invasion into a birdsfoot trefoil field is thought to be easy for weeds because birdsfoot trefoil’s germination is
slow and its leaves fall in winter. So its high weed suppression ability is thought to be due to its strong allelopathy. We have to
think about the possibility that the ground cover plant itself becomes an invader before the use of a too strong plant.

P WEEDS 13
Influence of crop rotation, nitrogen fertilization and herbicide use on weed occurrence in a long term field trial in Germany
since 1998
J. Schwarz
Julius Kühn-Institut, Institut für Strategien und Folgenabschätzung, Kleinmachnow, Germany
juergen.schwarz@jki.bund.de
Introduction: Changes in weed community takes long time, this is true for the number of emerging weeds and also the species.
Crop rotation, the nitrogen amount and last but not least the use of herbicides influences the number of weeds and also the
species.
Objectives: Long-term fields gave the opportunity to find out what will happen to the weed community not only in some years
but in a longer run.
Materials and methods: Since 1998 a long term field trial regarding different crop rotations, application of nitrogen fertilizers
and herbicide use are conducted at the Julius Kühn experimental field in Dahnsdorf. The field is located in the state of
Brandenburg (Germany) about 50 km South-West from Berlin. The field trial contains two crop rotations (1) peas - winter barley
- winter rye - white clover - winter barley - winter rye and (2) continuous cropping of winter rye. In both crop rotations the
experimental treatments are: (a) no nitrogen fertilizer and no herbicide, (b) no nitrogen fertilizer but herbicides (c) nitrogen
fertilizer but no herbicide and (d) nitrogen fertilizer and herbicide.
Weeds are counted before treatment in autumn and after the herbicide application. Apera spica-venti panicles are counted
short before harvest.
Results: The influence of the crop rotation regarding the weed infestation was strongest for treatment (a) and declined with
fertilizer and herbicide use. Continuous cropping of winter rye (crop rotation 2) promoted Vicia hirsuta and Cirsium arvense
while crop rotation (1) caused more Matricaria spp. Apera spica-venti is promoted through crop rotation (2), especially in
treatment (c).
The difference in weed infestation between crop rotation (1) and (2) decreased with nitrogen and herbicide use. In the
treatment (d) only a small difference was found between the two crop rotations (1) and (2) for winter rye. The impact of crop
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rotation to weed infestation and highest if no fertilizer and herbicide were used (treatment a). Regarding winter rye continuous
cropping (2) is has nearly the same number of weeds before treatment as the crop rotation (1) in treatment (d).
Conclusion: These rotational impacts weakened if nitrogen fertilization and herbicide are used.

P WEEDS 14
Allelopathic Potential of Saffron (Crocus sativus)
1
2
3
4
5
H. Mardani , M. Azizi , T. Sekine , M. Sugano , Y. Fujii
1
Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology, United Graduate School of Agricultural Science, Fuchu , Tokyo, Japan
2
Ferdowsi University of Mashhad, Department of Horticulture, Mashhad, Japan
3
Miyagi Prefectural Agriculture and Horticulture Research Center, Natori, Miyagi, Japan
4
National Institute for Agro-Environment Science, Ibaraki, Tsukuba, Japan
5
Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology, Department of International Environmental and Agricultural Science, Fuchu,
Tokyo, Japan
hmardani26@yahoo.com
Introduction: Although saffron (C. sativus) has been shown to possess many therapeutic properties, its effect on other plants is
not yet fully understood. As bioherbicides, allelopathic plants might be used as sources of new natural products with herbicidal
activities.
Objectives: The aim of this study is to identify the volatile allelochemicals of saffron and to obtain their allelopathic activity in
order to facilitate plant protection strategies.
Materials and methods: Sandwich method (SW) and dish pack method (DP) were used as bioassay methods to evaluate
allelopathic activity of style and stigma of saffron flower (1). To eveluate the effective concentration (EC 50), 10 ml of 0.75% agar
solution was added in the glass vial (20 ml). After solidification, 5 seeds of L. sativa were accurately placed into each vial.
Double-tipped cotton swab (7.6 cm) was cut in half and then was vertically inserted into the agar on the periphery. Authentic
amounts of safranal were dissolved in hexan and appropriate amount was added on cotton swab using glass microcapillary
syringe. Glass vial was immediately closed by pressure cup. The percent of inhibition was then calculated based on the actual
concentration in the vial air using head space GCMS. In all methods, plants were incubated at 25ºC and dark condition then
hypocotyl and radicle of tests plant were measured after 3 days.
Results: Results showed that stigma of Saffron flowers could strongly inhibit the radicle growth of Lettuce seedlings in both
bioassay methods (100% and 59% respectively). Safranal and isophorone were identified as the main compounds in head space
GC-MS analysis of saffron (stigma). Also, pure safranal strongly supressed the growth of the geminated seeds of lettuce.
Moreover, the (EC50) of safranal was 1.2 µg/L when used in gas phase. The EC50 was calculated based on actual concentration of
safranal. Furthermore, result showed that EC50 for methanol extract of stigma of Saffron was 1.3 mg/ml.
Conclusion: To sum it up, this is the first report which revealed that safranal has a strong inhibitory effect on plant growth. It
seems that safranal is the main volatile allelochemical of saffron stigma with strong inhibitory activity and could be a candidate
for development of bio-herbicides and to facilitate plant protection strategies.
References: Fujii Y, Matsuyama M, Hiradate S, Nakatani K. (2000) Developments of new bioassay and analysis method for
volatile allelochemicals. Journal of Weed Science and Technology, 45:80-81.

P WEEDS 15
Field evaluation of sulfonylurea herbicides against the broad leaf weed, Potamogeton distinctus A.Bennett, in transplanted
rice (Oryza sativa) in Bhutan
K. Mahat, K. Tobgye, L. Dorji, P. Loday
National Plant Protection Centre, Agriculture, Thimphu, Bhutan
tobgyekezang@gmail.com
Introduction: A broad leaf weed, Potamogeton distinctus, is the most serious weed of rice in Bhutan. With no chemical weed
control strategies available, farmers rely on intensive hand weeding to manage this weed which adds up high labour costs. Up till
now, no studies have tested or documented the effectiveness of herbicides against this weed in Bhutan.
Objectives: The main objective of this trial was to evaluate the efficacy of three sulfonylurea herbicides namely, Cormix
(Metsulfuron Methyl 10% + Chlorimurion Ethyl 10% WP), Sunrise (Ethoxysulfuron 15 WDG) and Kellion (Orthosulfamuron 50
WG), against P. distinctus in transplanted rice and to provide a cost effective control strategy against this weed.
Methods and materials: Field evaluation was conducted from June 2014 to November 2014 in three locations across Thimphu.
The fields were treated with the herbicides at 3-5 DAT (days after transplanting). Weed sampling was carried out (after 25 and
40 DAT) to determine the dry matter weight of P. distinctus. At harvest, yield difference between the treated and the control
plots was recorded. Weed control efficiency (WCE) was determined for all the treatments.
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Results: A t- test comparison showed a significant difference in the mean dry matter weight between the treated and control
plots for all the treatments. All the herbicide treated plots contributed to higher yield performance compared to control. In
location 1 (Kabesa), the WCE for Kellion and Sunrise was 94.87% and 93.04% respectively. In location 2 (Genekha), the WCE for
Cormix and Kellion was 75.63%, 78.08% respectively. In location 3 (Tendrelthang), the WEC for Cormix, Kellion and Sunrise was
73.95%, 88.99% and 93.17% respectively.
Conclusion: All three herbicides tested were equally effective in controlling P. distinctus. The sulfonylurea herbicides are
characterized by broad-spectrum weed control efficacy at low application rates, good crop selectivity, and very low acute and
chronic animal toxicity. Therefore, these sulfonylurea herbicides hold promise for use against P. distinctus.

P WEEDS 16
Herbicidal potential of essential oil of Artemisia scoparia against some weeds
1
2
S. Kaur , R. K. Kohli
1
Panjab University, Botany, Chandigarh, India
2
Central University of Punjab, Bathinda, India
shalinderkaur@hotmail.com
Artemisia scoparia (redstem wormwood; Asteraceae) is a faintly scented annual herb widely distributed through out the world.
The plants are known for their essential oils that exhibit a wide spectrum of biological activities including antimicrobial,
antibacterial, antihelminthic and fungicidal. It forms monospecific strands and does not allow other plants to grow in the vicinity,
possibly due to release of certain inhibitors in the environment. We conducted a series of experiments to investigate the
herbicidal potential of volatile terpenes emanated from A. scoparia. The volatile oil extracted from A. scoparia inhibited the
emergence, growth and development of weeds namely, Cassia occidentalis, Amaranthus viridis, Parthenium hysterophorus and
Phalaris minor. P. minor was the most sensitive whereas C. occidentalis was the least. The post-emergent application of
Artemisia oil (2%, 4%, and 6%, v/v) on 6-week-old weed plants caused visible injury such as chlorosis, necrosis, wilting of plants
and even death. Spray treatment of Artemisia oil resulted in a loss of chlorophyll content and cellular respiration thereby
suggesting impairment of oil with photosynthetic machinery and energy metabolism. Further, oil treated seedlings of weeds,
particularly A. conyzoides exhibited a rapid electrolyte leakage, higher contents of conjugated dienes and higher activity of
lipoxygenase enzyme indicating membrane disruption and loss of integrity. The study thus concludes that Artemisia oil offers a
good option for control of weeds and could be exploited as a viable component of integrated weed management under
sustainable agricultural practices.

P WEEDS 17
Eucalypt Volatile Oil as an Alternative Tool to Manage Weeds
H. P. Singh
Panjab University, Environment Studies, Chandigarh, India
hpsingh_01@yahoo.com
The increasing demand of safe green products for sustainable agriculture has resulted in growing interest in many new
ecofriendly products to control the weeds. Most of these environmentally safe weed control products are based on volatile /
essential oils and their constituents. Eucalypt oils have long been known for their insecticidal and pesticidal activities; however,
not much is known to evaluate their herbicidal activity. We, therefore, screened volatile oil from Eucalyptus citriodora (lemonscented eucalypt) and E. tereticornis (red gum tree) for their possible herbicidal activity against three crop weeds such as
Echinochloa crus-galli, Phalaris minor and Ageratum conyzoides. The volatile oils caused a strong inhibition of emergence and
growth of weeds under laboratory and natural conditions. Pre-emergence application of oil significantly reduced the growth and
development of the weeds. Post emergence application of eucalypt oil caused wilting, chlorosis, necrosis in weeds. At highest
concentration, the plants were even killed due to loss of membrane integrity and severe ion leakage. In addition, the
photosynthetic activity and chlorophyll content, energy metabolism of target weeds were severely affected and the effect was
comparable to those of sprayed with conventional herbicide glyphosate. Further, the oil showed no residual activity in the soil.
Based on these observations, it is concluded that eucalypt oil possess potential to suppress weeds thus can be used as
bioherbicide or can be used in the plant based formulations for managing weed.
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P WEEDS 19
Studied on the Safeners for Nicosulfuron in Maize
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2,1
2,1
2,1
2,1
2,1
2,1
R. Wu , Q. Zhi , W. Su , Y. Ma , C. Lu , R. Sun , H. Wang
1
Henan Key Laboratory of Crop Pest Control, Zhengzhou, China
2
Henan Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Institute of Plant Protection, ZhengZhou, China
renhai.wu@163.com
Nicosulfuron is one of most popular used herbicides on corn in China. It might cause serious phytotoxicity in high temperature
and dry weather. To identify the suitable safener, the 33mg/L of fenchlorazole ethyl, cloquintocet-mexyl, mefenpyr-diethyl,
isoxadifen-ethyl or cyprosulfamide were used with nicosulfuron of 200mg/L, 400mg/L, 800mg/L. The fenchlorazole ethyl and
mefenpyr-diethyl didn’t reduce the phytotoxity and the cloquintocet-mexyl showed relief effect only on low dosage of
nicosulfuron. When the isoxadifen-ethyl was used, the inhibition of nicosulfuron on maize’s weight were reduced about
36.53％, 12.67％, 17.26％, respectively. Compared to the nicosulfuron alone, the cyprosulfamide could increase the growth of
maize about 55.57％, 38.84％, 39.98％.To confirm the result, the mixture of isoxadifen-ethyl or cyprosulfamide and
nicosulfuron were sprayed during 3-leaf and 7-leaf stage of corn in the field. The mixture caused lower phytotoxicity degree or
yields loss to corn than nicosulfuron alone, which showed the isoxadifen-ethyl or cyprosulfamide could enhance the safety and
prolong the use stage of nicosulfuron on corn.
Figure 1
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Figure 2

P WEEDS 20
The impact of Tillage Systems and crop sequence on Weed Incidence
A. Ruža, M. Ausmane, I. Melngalvis
Latvia University of Agriculture, Institute of Agrobiotechnology, Jelgava, Latvia
antons.ruza@llu.lv
Conventional soil tillage is expensive and power-consuming. Attempts have been made to minimize tillage by replacing deep
ploughing with shallow tillage. Reduced tillage has been found to improve agricultural sustainability; however, this technology
usually causes increase in crop weed incidence. The objective of the present trial was to investigate the impact of soil tillage
systems on weed incidence in different crop rotations. Field experiments were established at the Study and Research Farm
“Peterlauki” of the Latvia University of Agriculture in 2008. The paper presents the results of studies carried out during the
period 2010-2014. Two tillage systems (conventional tillage - plough tillage (0.22-0.23 m) with mouldboard plough, and reduced
tillage - shallow (0.10-0.12 m) tillage with disc harrow) were compared in three different crop rotations: 1) winter wheat - spring
oilseed rape - winter wheat - winter oilseed rape - spring barley; 2) winter wheat - winter wheat - winter wheat - winter wheat spring wheat; and 3) winter oilseed rape - winter wheat - winter wheat - winter oilseed rape - spring wheat. Weeds were
counted before the harvest of crops. Annual broadleaf weeds were found to be the most important group of weeds in all
treatments. Comparison of the reduced and conventional tillage systems during the five investigation years showed that the
average number of weeds in each of the three different crop rotations was respectively: 1) 33 and 16, 2) 47 and 29, 3) 33 and 18
-2
plants m . The reduced soil tillage significantly increased the incidence of weeds (P < 0.05), but the influence of crop rotation
was not essential. On average, the reduced soil tillage increased the number of weeds for 33%. The method of soil tillage and
the crop rotation slightly influenced the spectrum of weeds; however, further investigations are necessary to clarify these
tendencies.
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P WEEDS 21
Post emergence herbicides affect chlorophyll fluorescence in artichoke leaves (Cynara cardunculus L.)
1
2
3
1
1
S. Ali , B. Honermeier , A. Fatima , H. A. A. Khan , M. Anees
1
University of the Punjab, Institute of Agricultural Sciences, Lahore, Pakistan
2
Justus-Liebig University, Institute of Agronomy and Plant Breeding I, Giessen, Germany
3
Lahore College for Women University, Department of Environmental Science, Lahore, Pakistan
sajid.iags@pu.edu.pk
Artichoke leaves are rich in polyphenols that are accredited to the nutritional and pharmacological belongings. Caffeoylquinic
acids, flavonoids and sesquiterpene lactones are some of the important polyphenols in artichoke leaves.
Research project to study the impact of post emergence herbicides on chlorophyll fluorescence of artichoke leaves was (RCBD)
with four replications. Gobbo di Nizza cultivar was sown manually in 25 cm P-P and 75 cm R-R distance. Eight herbicides
(Carfentrazone, Phenmedipham, Pyridate, Quizalofop, Prosulfocarb, Rimsulfuron, Aclonifen & Clomazone) were used against a
manually weeded control. Chlorophyll fluorescence data were recorded by using a portable Mini PAM.
-2
-1
Chlorophyll fluorescence (µ mol CO2 m sec ) in response to applied herbicides during first growth phase was significantly
affected by the herbicides. Pyridate affected chlorophyll fluorescence adversely at 1 DAA, which was statistically lower than that
of all other treatments. At 1 WAA Aclonifen affected the crop most adversely followed by Clomazone and Pyridate. Artichoke
crop recovered against the adverse effects of Pyridate and Clomazone as visible by the chlorophyll fluorescence at 2 WAA.
Chlorophyll fluorescence values at 4 WAA exhibit the recovery of the crop against adverse effects of herbicides.
-2

-1

st

Figure 1: Chlorophyll fluorescence (µ mol CO2 m sec ) of artichoke in response to post emergence herbicides, 1 growth phase.

Minimum chlorophyll fluorescence at 1 DAA during second growth phase 2008 was obtained by the application of Aclonifen. At
3 WAA minimum chlorophyll fluorescence was observed for Aclonifen with a slightly higher one for Clomazone. At 4 WAA
chlorophyll fluorescence started increasing for the herbicides showing adverse effect and kept getting closer to that of control
depicting that the crop was not able to recover against the toxic effect imposed by a few herbicides particularly Clomazone and
Aclonifen.
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Figure 2: Chlorophyll fluorescence (µ mol CO2 m sec ) of artichoke in response to post emergence herbicides, 2
phase.

nd

growth

Experimental study concludes that chlorophyll fluorescence can be used to detect the herbicide stress in artichoke and artichoke
can recover this stress with the development stages depending on the severity of stress and prevailing environmental
conditions.

P WEEDS 22
Molecular Identification, Characterization and Transmission Studies on Parthenium Weed (Parthenium hysterophorus.L)
associated phyllody Phytoplasma in Pakistan
1
2
2
2
2
2
S. J. N. Ahmad , J. N. Ahmad , M. Manzoor , M. A. Malik , M. Aslam , M. Irfan
1
University of Agriculture Faisalabad, Botany, Faisalabad, Pakistan
2
University of Agriculture Faisalabad, Entomology, Faisalabad, Pakistan
saminatmalik@yahoo.com
Parthenium weed (Parthenium hysterophorus L.) is one of the 10 worst invasive, the most prevalent, most feared noxious
invasive species widely distributed in both arable and grazing lands worldwide. Weeds are good source of pathogens that induce
disorders in plant physiology, morphology and flower sterility. The phytoplasma are phytopathogenic wall less, phloem
inhabiting bacteria that are transmitted by phloem sap sucking insect vectors. Phytoplasma infected parthenium weeds are
characterized by excessive branching (witches´ broom), reduced plant height and leaf size, as well as modification of floral
structures into leaf-like structures (phyllody) and virescence that lead to sterility. In some countries, the spreading of
Parthenium hysterophorus is considered to be controlled by using phytoplasma. During a survey conducted in 2012-2014, in
Punjab, Pakistan, we observed phyoplasma associated diseases on Parthenium hysterophorus L. as well as on other important
crops e.g. Seasame, Mung bean, Chick pea, Tomato, Potato, Brassica, Radish etc. The molecular confirmation of phytoplamsa
presence in infected parthenium weed samples was confirmed by Nested Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR). Nested PCR product
of 1.25 kb were amplified using the universal primers pair (P1/P7) followed by R16F2n. Then, amplified DNA fragment (1.25 Kb)
was digested with endonucleases (Kpn I, Hpa II, Taq I, EcoR I) by following the Restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP)
and confirmed the presence of phytoplasma group (16SrII) in infected samples. The study on transmission of parthenium
associated phytoplasma through insect vector (Orosius albicinctus), dodder (Cuscuta compestris) and grafting showed that
parthenium weed not only harbors phytoplasma in itself but is also the source of infection to other important agricultural crops.
This is the first identification and transmission of phytoplasma associated with parthenium weed in Pakistan. Our results of
transmission studies also suggest that Parthenium weed (Parthenium hysterophorus L.) should be managed by other strategies
but not be controlled by using phytoplasma because it could be the source of infection to other important major crops.
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P WEEDS 23
Allelopathic Effect of Some Plant Extracts on the Germination of Different Broad Leaved Weed Seeds
1
2
2
2
C. Yurttas Kilinc , M. Karaca , A. Guncan , K. K. Bastas
1
Halkapınar Directorate of District Food Agriculture and Livestock, Plant Protection, KONYA, Turkey
2
Selcuk University, Plant Protection, Konya, Turkey
mkaraca@selcuk.edu.tr
The use of allelopthic components is one of the alternative weed management criteria. Redroot pigweed (Amaranthus
retroflexus L.), common lamb’s quarters (Chenopodium album L.) and camelthron (Alhagi pseudalhagi (Biev) Desv.) are common
weeds that cause problems in agricultural and non-agricultural areas in Turkey. In this study, the effects of sugar beet root
extracts, and leaves of wheat, walnut, above-ground organs of sugar beet and mugwort (Artemisia vulgaris L.) on the
germination of A. retroflexus, A. pseudalhagi and C. album seeds were examined. The germination of A. retroflexus seeds was
almost completely inhibited by the leaf extracts of wheat (≥10%) and sugar beet (in all doses). With 5% and 10% doses of leaf
extracts of walnut and the above-ground organs of A. vulgaris and the sugar beet root extracts partly was prevented the seed
germination and completely with the other overdoses. Sugar beet leaves and root extracts of 5% dose completely inhibited the
germination of A. pseudalhagi seeds. The above-ground organs of A. vulgaris and the leaf extracts of wheat was partly
prevented the germination by 5% and 10% doses. On the other hand, 5% and 10% doses of above-ground organs of A. vulgaris,
sugar beet and wheat leaf, also the root extract of sugar beet, inhibited the germination of test plant C. album. There was no
germination at 20% and overdoses. By using the leaf extract of walnut, germination decreased depending on the doses and
disappeared at 30% dose. According to results, the use of plant extracts on the germination of weed seeds was completely
inhibited with some doses of the extracts. Possibility of use as biyo-herbicide studied extracts emerged. Also, effectiveness ratio
on A. pseudalhagi control should be demonstrated by investigating shooting properties in different climatic area and soil types.
This study was summarized from MS thesis of Canan Yurrtas Kilinc
This study was supported by Selcuk University, Coordinatorship of Scientific Research Projects

P WEEDS 25
Effects of Millet (Pennisetum glaucum [L.] R. Br.) Root Exudates and Extracts on Early Developmental Stages of Sudan Striga
hermonthica (Del.) Benth.
A. Dafaallah
University of Gezira, Crop Protection, Wad Medani, Sudan
awadna@hotmail.com
Two types of laboratory experiments (in vitro and in vivo) were undertaken at the Faculty of Agricultural Sciences, University of
Gezira, Sudan, to investigate the effects of millet (Pennisetum glaucum [L.] R. Br.) root exudates, root extracts on early
developmental stages of Striga hermonthica (Del.) Benth. collected from different locations in Sudan. Collection of seeds was
made in S. hermonthica endemic areas in Gadarif, Gazira and Kordofan. A total of fifteen Striga populations were collected.
Twelve S. hermonthica populations, one each, were collected from under sorghum and three S. hermonthica populations, one
each, were collected from under millet. The fifteen S. hermonthica populations were laid in completely randomized design (CRD)
with three replications. Striga seeds and/or germilings were examined under a binocular for germination, haustorium initiation,
attachment and penetration 24, 72, 144, 192 hour after initial incubation. Data were collected and subjected to analysis of
variance (ANOVA). Means were separated for significant using Duncan's Multiple Range Test (at p £ 0.5). The results revealed
that, root exudates and extracts of all plants induced seed germination and haustorium initiation in S. hermonthica. However,
the highest germination, haustorium initiation attachment and penetration attained by each of the S. hermonthica population,
were on their respective hosts. These findings suggest the existence of both inter-and intra-crop specialization. Moreover, the
results confirmed the existence of two strains of S. hermonthica, one specific to sorghum and the other, to millet.

P WEEDS 26
Enhancing cereal yield by using plant products as bioherbicides and non-host crop genotypes for suicidal germination to
Striga hermonthica
D. Yonli, H. Traore, P. Sereme, M. Ouedraogo, A. Miningou, I. J. Boussim, Y. Bonzi/Coulibaly
Environmental and Agricultural Research Institute, Crop Productions, Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso
d.yonli313@gmail.com
Striga hermonthica is a major biotic constraint to cereal productions in sub-Saharan Africa. The genotypic influence in
stimulating Striga germination from twenty-seven non-host genotypes was evaluated as trap crops in bio-assay using the rootcut technique. These genotypes belonging to seven non-host crops were compared to Striga-susceptible sorghum S29 (control)
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to identify those endowed with a potential capacity to induce suicidal germination of Striga seeds. The 10% aqueous extracts of
height local plants were also screened in bio-assay to evaluate their allelopathic properties on Striga seed germination elicited
by GR 24. The genotypes of the non-host trap crops exhibited significant differences for their ability to stimulate the germination
of Striga. Striga seed germination rates of at least 75% were recorded on nine cotton genotypes. Striga germination rates
induced by both cowpea and groundnut genotypes were lower as compared to sorghum S29 (80%). Sesame genotypes induced
Striga germination rates ranging from 16.1% to 27.3%, and the variety S42 led to the greatest rate. Among soybean genotypes,
G.196 and G.197 significantly induced Striga germination with 11.9% and 24.4%, respectively, while Bambara nut genotypes
KVS-075 and KVS-143 gave the highest rates of Striga germination. The rice bean genotype led to Striga germination rate of
6.6%. The 10% aqueous extract from Eucalyptus camaldulensis (roots) and Lipia multiflora (leaves) significantly reduced Striga
seed germination with 86.3% and 46.5% inhibition rates, respectively. The 10% aqueous extracts of all plant species stimulated
Striga seed germination. The most effective in stimulating Striga seeds were the 10% aqueous extracts from E. camaldulensis
(leaves) and Faidherbia albida (bark) leading to Striga germination rates more than 50%. The 10% aqueous extracts from the
four other ones significantly stimulated Striga germination and the rates varied between 25.2% and 48.1%. The prolonged use of
non-host plants that produced stimulants or inhibitors of Striga germination may reduce or inactivate its seed-bank in the soil,
respectively. Non-host crop genotypes that induced Striga seed germination rates of at least 10% may be recommended for use
in cropping systems, particularly in an integrated management approach against S. hermonthica.

P WEEDS 27
Revision of the Urophora xanthippe species group (Diptera: Tephritidae)
S. Mohamadzade Namin
Varamin - Pishva Branch, Islamic Azad University, Department of Plant protection, Pishva, Islamic Republic of Iran
saeedmn2005@gmail.com
The genus Urophora Robineau-Desvoidiy, 1830, with about 60 species, is one of the largest genera of the family Tephritidae in
the Palaearctic Region. All species of known biology are associated with asteraceous plants and induce galls in their host plants
(White & Korneyev, 1989).
Some Urophora species are potential agents to biological control of astraceous weeds; some species have been successfully
introduced into the Nearctic Region for biocontrol of weeds (Turner, 1996 a&b). The Urophora xanthippe group of species can
be recognize with other Urophora species with having yellow notopleura. This group including U. iani Korneyev & Merz, U.
impicta Hering, U. hermonis freidberg 1974, U. kasachstanica Rikhter, U. stalker Korneyev and U. xanthippe (Munro). During
studies on tephritid flies fauna in Iran, two previously undescribe species of Urophora xanthippe species group have been
discovered. Urophora sp1 is similar with U. iani and U. xanthippe in having small body and wings (WL<4mm), strongly reduced
wing pattern, yellow femora, differing only in aculeus tip with two pairs of distinct preapical primary steps and different host
plant (in U. xanthippe with one pair of distinct steps and in U. iani with one pair of distinct primary and indistinct secondary
steps). Urophora sp2 is resembling U. impicta in having large body and long wings, strongly reduced wing pattern and yellow
femora and antennae, differing only in aculeus tip with two pairs of distinct preapical primary steps and different host plant. In
addition the following synonymy is established: Urophora impicta (Hering, 1942) = U. hermonis Freidberg, 1974 new synonym.
References:
White, I.M., V.A. Korneyev, 1989 - A revision of the western Palaearctic species of Urophora Robineau-Desvoidy (Diptera:
Tephritidae). Systematic Entomology, 19(3): 327-374.
Turner, C.E. 1996 a - Tephritidae in the biological control of weeds. Pp. 157-164. In: B. A. McPheron, G. J. Steck (Eds.), Fruit fly
pests: A world assessment of their biology and management. St. Lucie Press, Delray Beach.
Turner, C.E. 1996 b - Tephritid flies in the biological control of yellow starthistle. 171-176. In: B. A. McPheron, G. J. Steck (Eds.),
Fruit fly pests: A world assessment of their biology and management. St. Lucie Press, Delray Beach.
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Researches on the Dormancy Conditions of some Common Weeds Seeds in Turkey
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One of the most important factors affecting yield in agricultural production is weeds. As is known, weeds continually compete
with crop plants in terms of water, nutrient, place and light. Maturation and germination are the sequential events in a plant’s
life. The interval between these sequential events can range from a few hours to long years. A seed may occasionally go
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dormant periods from maturity to germination in the negative environmental conditions. Dormancy is very important for the
continuity of weed population and their adaptation to the environment.
With this research the germination-dormancy conditions of some common weeds that are widespread in the agricultural and
non-agricultural areas in Turkey were examined. In the experiments as the materials, Amaranthus retroflexus L. (Redroot
pigweed), Chenopodium album L. (Common lamb’s quarters), Alhagi camelorum Fisch. (Camelthron), Taraxacum officinale
Weber.(Dandelion), Galium aparine L. (Catchweed bedstraw), Peganum harmala L. (African rue) and Heliotropium europaeum L.
(Common heliotrope) seeds were used.
To break the seed dormancy; Pre-soaking, Pre-washing, Pre-chilling, Pre-heating, Manual scarification and Removing fruit (just
for A. camelorum) processes for the weed seeds were used. The process of manual scarification for A. retroflexus, C. album and
A. camelorum (without fruit) seeds, pre-washing for T. officinale seeds and pre-soaking for Galium aparine seeds both for 24
hours, was increased the germination ratio according to the control application of the experiments. Statistically, this method
was found different than the others although no statistical differency was found between the methods for the seeds of P.
harmala and H. europaeum.
According to the results, it is necessary to weeds identify, seed biology and to determine of life forms and much more radical
solutions for weed control in the cultivated and non-cultivated areas. Investigation of these characteristics has great importance
in the basis of weed control programs.
This study was summarized from MS thesis of Huseyin Solak
This study was supported by Selcuk University, Coordinatorship of Scientific Research Projects (No:07201042)

P WEEDS 29
Survey and identification of common weeds associated with rice and vegetable production in DMMMSU-Institute of
Agriculture, Nagtagaan Campus, Rosario, La Union
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Survey, collection and identification of weeds in the rice and vegetable production of the Don Mariano Marcos Memorial State
University Institute of Agriculture- Nagtagaan Campus, Rosario, La Union, were done. Using quadrats measuring 1m x 1m and
ramdomly placed weed- infested areas of each of the plantations, all the weed species therein were uprooted, cleaned, and
separately placed in plastic bags. There were three control measures used, in the experiement, namely: manual method,
mulching, and chemical method. Total area used was 160 sq.m. Measurement per treatment area was 10 sq. m.
Dominant weeds during the vegetable and rice production during wet season in Nagtagaan Campus, Rosario were Digitaria sp.,
Fimbristylis littoralis, Ageratum conyzoides, Cyperus rotundus, Diqitaria sp., Chloris sp., Centrosema pubescens and
Dactyloctenium aeqyptium were the dominant weed species.
On a per hectare basis, results showed mulching was found to be the most economical and beneficial weed control method.
Total cost of weed control was P5,080.00 as against herbicide application with P7,224.00 and hand-weeding at P7,620.00.
Weeds associated with rice and vegetable production areas in DMMMSU-IA Nagtagaan Campus economically reduced the
income per unit area.

P WEEDS 30
Effect of water extracts of Imperata cylindrica on germination of some summer annuals
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2
Çanakkale Onsekiz Mart University, Faculty of Agriculture, Çanakkale, Turkey
3
Düzce University, Faculty of Agriculture and Nature Science, Düzce, Turkey
ahuludag@yahoo.com
Question and methods: There have been needs to explore new methods to control weeds. Allelopathy gives new opportunities
to control weeds. The question is if Imperata cylindrica (IMPCY), which is an important weed species, can be used to control five
summer annual weeds, Amaranthus retroflexus (AMARE), Echinochloa colona (ECHCO), Physalis angulata (PHYAN), Portulaca
oleracea (POROL), and Solanum nigrum (SOLNI). Plant parts (below and upper ground) of IMPCY were collected in two different
growth stages, vegetative and generative stages, dryed, grounded and water extracts were prepared. Seeds of five species were
placed in petri dishes and 10 ml of 2, 5 or 10 % of extract were applied. Petri dishes have kept in an incubator, which are
0
0
adjusted 12 hours dark at 28 C and 12 hours light at 32 C. Percent germination against no extract for each species were
calculated, transformed and subjected to ANOVA (P 0.05).
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Results: The effect of IMPCY extracts on weeds was different although all weeds were affected. Effect on POROL and AMARE
was significant for rates, parts and growth stage without any interaction among them but for PHYAN and ECHCO effect was
depended on three way interactions among rates, parts and stages. Extracts from upper ground parts collected at generative
stage at 10 ml gave the highest inhibition for AMARE and POROL. Collecting at generative stage inhibited PHYAN and ECHCO
seed germination more than collecting at vegetative stage. In addition the highest rate of extract gave the highest germination
inhibition. Root extract inhibited more PHYAN seeds but stem extract inhibited more ECHCO seeds. The effect of rates on SOLNI
was dependent to growth stages or plant parts. Highest inhibitions were held from 10% rate of extracts collected at vegetative
stages and 10% rate of stem extracts.
Conclusion: Water extracts of IMPCY give promising results. However, further studies are required to show effects in vitro and in
vivo as well as to find out chemical(s) is causing this effect.

P WEEDS 31
Estimation of the critical period of weed competition and yield loss due to wild oat competition in wheat.
E. Shalaby
University of Alexandria, Agronomy, Alexandria, Egypt
dr.essamshalaby@gmail.com
The critical period of weed control (CPWC) is a key component of an integrated weed management (IWM). The CPWC is the time
period in the crop growth cycle during which weeds must be controlled to prevent un-acceptable yield loss. The CPWC is
determined by calculating the time interval between two components of weed interference. These are (i) the critical weed
interference period, and (ii) the critical weed-free period or the minimum length of time required for the crop to be maintained
weed-free before yield loss caused
Two field experiments were conducted in, Agriculture Research Centre, Alexandria , Egypt, each during two seasons. The first
experiment, included fourteen treatments, seven treatments where the wheat plants were kept weed free for 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14
weeks after sowing (WAS) as well as for the whole season; in the other seven treatments , the weeds were left present only for
4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 WAS as well as the whole season. This first investigation aimed to determine the critical period of weed
competition (CPWC) in wheat and resulted on wheat yield losses.
2
The second experiment, consisted of five wild oats densities in wheat plots namely 0, 25, 50, 100, and 200 plant/ m to predict
the wheat yield losses due to inceasing wild oats population densities . The main finding revealed, for the first trail , that the
relationship between wheat grain yield and weed infestation periods was nonlinear regression sigmoid models, i.e., MMF and
Weibull models, and this were used to estimate (CPWC) based on 5% acceptable yield loss.
2
As for the second experiment, grain yield was decreased significantly by increasing wild oat density up to 200 plants/ m . The
relationship between the grain yield and wild oats density was described by polynomial regression which used to predict wheat
grain yield losses due to wild oats densities.

P WEEDS 32
Weed management in direct seeded wet sown rice
1,2
1,2
Y. Shivalli Boregowda , T. Puttavenkategowda
1
University of Agricultural Sciences, Zonal Agricultural Research Station, Mandya, India
2
University of Agricultural Sciences, Agronomy, Mandya, India
sbyogananda@gmail.com
Direct seeding of rice in puddled soils commonly known as direct seeded wet sown rice, involves major change in the production
practices for attaining optimal plant density and higher water productivity in the water deficit areas of Karnataka. It also reduces
the labour requirement by eliminating transplanting operation, which is laborious, time consuming and high labour oriented.
However, weeds pose serious threat to sustainability and viability of direct seeded rice system due to simultaneous germination
of rice and weed seeds. So, a field experiment was conducted to identify appropriate, effective and economic methods of
managing weeds in direct seeded wet sown rice in Cauvery Command Area of Karnataka. The treatments consisted of two pre-1
-1
mergence herbicides (bensulfuron methyl 0.6% + pretilachlor 6% GR @ 10 kg ha and pendimethalin @ 1 kg a.i. ha ) followed
-1
by passing of conoweeder and post-emergence application of Bispyribac sodium @ 25 g a.i. ha ; early post emergence
-1
application of bispyribac sodium @ 25 g a.i. ha alone and also another post-emergence application of bispyribac sodium @ 25 g
-1
a.i. ha . These treatments were compared with weed free, weedy and hand weeding checks. The major weeds associated with
direct seeded wet sown rice were Cynodon dactylon, Dinebra retroflexa, Echinochloa colonum and Digiteria sanguinalis among
grasses, Ageratum conyzoides, Corchorus aestuans, Cyanotis cristata, Commelina bhenghalensis and Trianthema portulacastrum
among broad leaved weeds and Cyperus rotundu, Cyperus iria and Scripus spp. among sedges. Application of bispyribac sodium
-1
-1
@ 25 g a.i. ha (EARLY POST) at 10-15 DAS + bispyribac sodium @ 25 g a.i. ha (EARLY POST) at 25-30 DAS recorded on par yield
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(4813 kg/ha) as that of weed free check (5262 kg/ha) and hand weeding thrice at 20, 40 and 60 DAS (5193 kg/ha). This was
followed by application of pre-emergence herbicide bensulfuron methyl 0.6% + pretilachlor 6% GR fb post-emergence
-1
application of bispyribac sodium @ 25 g a.i. ha at 15-20 DAS. This increased yield was mainly attributed to effective control of
all the species of weeds as indicated by reduced weed count and weed dry weight. Among the herbicides tested, pre-emergence
-1
application of pendimethalin @ 1.0 kg a.i. ha exhibited slight toxicity to rice seedlings. Among the treatments, application of
-1
-1
bispyribac sodium @ 25 g a.i. ha (EARLY POST) at 10-15 DAS + bispyribac sodium @ 25 g a.i. ha (EARLY POST) at 25-30 DAS
found most effective in control of all the three species of weeds (Grasses except Dinebra retroflexa, sedges and broad leaved
weeds) and recorded 50.8% higher yield over weedy check with higher net returns and benefit cost ratio. Unchecked weed
growth throughout the crop growth period resulted in 54.9% reduction in the yield of rice.
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P EGI 1
The status of species diversity in the family loranthaceae (mistletoes) in Nigeria
1
2
J. A. Ibrahim , A. E. Ayodele
1
National Institute for Pharmaceutical Research and Development, Department of Medicinal Plant Research and Traditional
medicine, Abuja, Nigeria, Nigeria
2
University of Ibadan, Department of Botany, Ibadan, Nigeria
sadiqoyene@yahoo.com
An investigation was carried out to determine the status of species diversity in the family Loranthaceae in Nigeria because of its
parasitic nature on economic plants and their very high medicinal value which may lead to overexploitation as a result of
destruction and indiscriminate collection of the species respectively. Base on field and herbarium studies, a total number of
fifteen species were found to occur in Nigeria out of the twenty-two species documented in literature to occur in the country
and they are also found to be locality specific. Eight species out of the fifteen occur abundantly on their respective locality where
they are found. Tapinanthus cordifolius is endemic to Plateau State and its environs. Out of the fifteen species, the occurrence of
Helixanthera mannii, Helixanthera spathulata, Phragmanthera kamerunensis and Phragmanthera talbotiorum in Nigeria are only
traced to a single herbarium specimen each signifying that they might be threatened in the country. Seven species out of the
twenty two species documented in literature were neither found documented in any of the herbaria visited or collected during
the field trips. Biodiversity management plans should be developed or modify to take full account of the value of Africa's forest
biodiversity especially the parasitic plants.

P EGI 2
Genotypic variation in soybean genotypes in response to NaCl stress
F. Khan
King Saud University, Microbiology and botany, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
deffodils@gmail.com
To investigate the ability of sensitive and tolerant genotype of Glycine max to adapt to a saline environment in a field, we
examined the growth performance, water relation and activities of antioxidant enzymes in relation to photosynthetic rate,
chlorophyll a fluorescence, photosynthetic pigment concentration, protein and proline in plants exposed to salt stress. Ten
soybean genotypes were selected and grown hydroponically. Seeds of After 3 days of proper germination, the seedlings were
transferred to Hoagland’s solution Ten-day-old seedlings were given seven levels of salt in the form of NaCl viz., T1 =0 mM NaCl,
T2=25 mM NaCl, T3=50 mM NaCl, T4=75 mM NaCl, T5=100 mM NaCl, T6=125 mM NaCl, T7=150 mM NaCl. The investigation
showed that genotype Pusa-24, PK-416 and Pusa-20 appeared to be the most salt-sensitive genotypes as inferred from their
significantly reduced length, fresh weight and dry weight in response to the NaCl exposure. Pusa-37 appeared to be the most
tolerant genotype since no significant effect of NaCl treatment on growth was found. Chlorophyll fluorescence measurements
revealed that non-photochemical quenching increased in genotype Pusa-37 and decreased in Pusa-24. The improved
performance of genotype Pusa-37 under high salinity was accompanied by higher leaf water potential and relative water
content compared to genotype Pusa-24. Proline and protein contents were also higher in genotype Pusa-37 as compared to
their lower accumulation in genotype Pusa-24. The activities of antioxidant enzymes was higher in salt tolerant genotype Pusa37 than in Pusa-24 at various levels of salt treatments. These results suggest that genotype Pusa-37 is potentially more tolerant
to salt damage and is associated with better adaptive responses found in genotype Pusa-24 keeping an active photosynthetic
system and strong antioxidant defence system.
Numerous primers were verified on ten soybean genotypes obtained from Operon technologies among which 30 RAPD primers
shown high polymorphism and genetic variation. The closer varieties in the cluster behaved similar in their response to salinity
tolerance. Intra-clustering within the two clusters precisely grouped the 10 genotypes in sub-cluster as expected from their
physiological findings. In conclusion photosynthetic, biochemical and molecular study showed that there is variability in salt
tolerance behaviour in soybean genotypes. Pusa-24 is the salt-sensitive and Pusa-37 is the salt-tolerant genotype.

P EGI 3
Effect of seed size on seed germination rate of Adansonia digitata from five natural populations in Malawi
N. Amosi
World Agroforestry Centre, Technical, Lilongwe, Malawi
n.amosi@cgiar.org
Recently there has been concern over sustainability of natural indigenous fruit trees due to depletion of natural resources. This
has been attributed to growing human demands. In Malawi, deforestation has largely eroded much of the indigenous fruit tree
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germplasm. One such indigenous fruit trees that have experienced serious genetic erosion are Adansonia digitata L. (baobab), a
wild indigenous fruit tree that holds many useful values. Therefore, there is need to comprehend the variation that occurs
between and within populations of A. digitata if sustainable use is to be achieved in future.
A. digitata is among the top 10 priority indigenous fruit tree species in Malawi. A study was carried out to assess the effect of
seed size on seed germination rate of Adansonia. digitata from five natural populations in Malawi, namely Mwanza, Salima,
Karonga, Chikwawa and Likoma Island. A total of 2500 seeds were collected from five populations and seed traits (seed weight,
seed width and seed length) were measured using Vernier calliper and digital balance TR-2101, while germination parameters
were analysed in the green house at Forestry department, Mzuzu University where the seeds were grown.
There were significant variations (P&lt;0.001) in mean seed weight, mean seed width, mean seed length between the five
populations. Differences were found in mean seed weight 0.37g to 0.58g, mean seed width from 8.87mm to 10.10mm and seed
length from 10.87mm to 12.48mm. Differences were also found in seed weight between families. In Chikwawa families ranged
from 0.4777g to 0.7439g, Mwanza from 0.3958g to 0.6112g, Likoma from 0.2995g to 0.4674g, Salima from 0.3799g to 0.5875g
and Karonga from 0.4151g to 0.6115g. There were also significant variation (P&lt;0.001) in the interaction between pretreatment and provenances but no significant variation for interaction between pre-treatments (P=0.599).
From these results, it is concluded that there is substantial variation in seed weight, seed width and seed length in A. digitata
from five populations. Large variation in seed and growth parameters depicts the need for selection if tree improvement is
envisaged. From this study, it can be concluded that variations observed are strongly genetically controlled. Future research
should strive to partition genetic variation and environmental variation. Parents with superior should be captured with superior
traits for domestication and wider cultivation.
Figure 1
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Figure 2

P EGI 4
Mutagenic Effects of Sodium Azide on M 1 Generation of Lagos Spinach (Celosia argentea L.)
1
1
1
1,2
1
A. Abubakar , O. A. Falusi , D. A. Oladipopu Yusuf , A. O. Oluwajobi , M. C. Dangana
1
Federal University of Technology, Minna, Nigeria, Biological Sciences, Minna, Nigeria
2
Kwara State Polytechnic, Ilorin, Kwara State, Department of Science Laboratory Technology, Ilorin, Nigeria
abuakim2007@gmail.com
Aim: Despite the tremendous benefits of Lagos spinach (Celosia argentea) as food and in medicine, its diversity and uses are
under threat in Nigeria, due to genetic erosion and low yield. Therefore, this study was aimed at inducing mutation in the seeds
of the plant for the improvement of its morphological and yield parameters using sodium azide.
Methods: Two hundred and fifty (250) seeds each were randomly selected and treated with five levels of sodium azide (Control,
2.00mM, 4.00mM, 6.00mM, and 8.00mM) as a chemical mutagen. The seeds were raised both in laboratory for germination
study and on the field. On the field, the seeds were planted in experimental pots arranged in a completely randomized block
design each with five replicates for morphological and yield parameters study.
Results: With the exception of treatment 6mM, increased concentration of sodium azide resulted in reduction in seed
germination and survival. Reduction in Biological injury (Lethality) was observed as an apparent reduced germination, and shoot
length increased with an increasing concentration. The dichotomous branching mutant observed in the treated seeds resulted in
increase number of leaves in 4mM and 6mM. The highest percentage branching corresponding to the highest number of leaf
was recorded in treatment 6mM. The LD50 for mortality were obtained at 4.74mM.
Conclusions: Therefore, treatment 6mM sodium azide was most effective in inducing desirable mutations at the highest
frequency in C. argentea. Further study would be carried out on this plant to see if this useful character will be transferred to the
next generation.
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Figure 1: Effect of different concentrations of sodium azide on percentage germination.

Figure 2: Effect of different concentrations of sodium azide on percentage lethality. Figure 3: Probit regression of Celosia
argentea after treatment with different concentration of sodium azide

P EGI 5
Molecular study of pear psylla Cacopsylla ssp. In middle and southern regions of Syria
R. Abo Tara
Damascus University, Biology, Damascus, Syrian Arab Republic
randaaboutara@hotmail.com
Molecular study of pear psylla Cacopsylla spp. (Hemiptera: Psyllidae) males and females were carried out in the Biotechnology
laboratory, Faculty of Agriculture, Damascus University during the growing season 2013- 2014. The samples were collected from
four provinces located in middle and southern Syria: Homs (Mokhtaria Research Station and Al- Rastan), Hama (Tezeen),
Damascus countryside (Al-Zabadany) and Al-Sweida (Al-Sweida Research Center).
The results showed that genetic differences of pear psylla by using ISSR with 19 primers, only 12 primers succeeded in
amplifying the DNA of males. and total of bands number were 70 bands, only 64 bands were polymorphism, the percentage of
polymorphism between males were (93.06%), the males of Damascus countryside and Al-Sweida were the most closer (86.12%),
the clusters analysis separated the males of Hama in an independent group, and the second group was separated into sub
cluster, the first was the males of Mokhtaria Research Station and Al-Rastan, and the second was Damascus countryside and Al392
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Sweida. And only 15 primers succeeded in amplifying the DNA of females pear psylla. The total of bands number were 70 bands,
only 61 bands were polymorphism, The percentage of polymorphism between females were (74.49%), and the females of AlRastan and Hama were the most closer (77.22%), the clusters analysis separated the females of Damascus countryside in an
independent group, and the second group was separated into sub cluster, the first was the females of Al-Sweida only, the
second was the females of other regions. So males and females of pear psylla separated according geographical distribution.

P EGI 6
Field assessment of sensitivity of some cotton varieties to injury with aphids and cotton whitefly and its impact on
productivity
M. Mogahed
National Research Centre, Pests and Plant Protection, Cairo, Egypt
mogahedprof@hotmail.com
The field experiments were conducted to study the susceptibility of eight cotton varieties( Aleppo 33 ;McNair 308 ; Tashkent 3 ;
McNair 307 ; McNair 235 ; TamCot CAMD ; McNair 220 As imported var. and Moubarak 93 as local var.) to infestation with
nd
cotton aphids and cotton white fly. The results indicate that aphid population had three main peaks (1st peak in July, 2 peak in
nd
rd
the 2 week of August and the minor peak (3 ) occurred at the last week of August).Aphid population showed high reduction
o
with low average of infestation (17.9-24.0 % ) at May and June with Temp. (22.9-25 c), R. H. (48- 56%) Wind speed (1.8 2.0m/sec.) and sun shine duration (13.6-14.1 hr and mid of September of cultural season.
The most attractive varieties of cotton and comparatively susceptible to A. gossypii were Var. Aleppo 33 , var. McNair235 and
var. TashKent 3 followed by var. McNair 307 ,whereas the least attractive varieties of cotton and resistant against A.gossypii
were var. Tamcot CAMD and var. McNair 220 , comparing with the control (var. Mubarak 93 ) which was the most tolerant to
infestation with cotton aphids.There were high significant difference between infestation of cotton varieties with A.gossypii .
The population of cotton whitefly, B. tabaci had three main peaks in growing season (July, August and September) with
o
Temp.(26.2-26.6 c), R. H. (68.3-69.0 % ),wind speed (0.77-0.90 m/sec. ) and sunshine duration (12.4-13.9 hr ), however ,the
oc
lowest population of whitefly was recorded in May with Temp. 23.0 ), R.h. (51.7 % ), W. speed (1.7 m/sec. ) and sunshine
duration (13.6 hr ) . Both A. gossypii and B. tabaci reached peak population in the third and fourth week of August (2008).The
local variety (Moubarak 93) was the most tolerant against infestation with A. gossypii and B. tabaci . It was found that the rates
of cotton yield were decreased with increasing infestation rates of aphid or white fly. The results of seasonal dynamics are
detected several weeks differences in peak and main activity period on the host plants.

P EGI 7
Factors influencing culture and enhancement of yam Dioscorea schimperiana
D. A. Wiliam, L. Marlyse, G. Inocent
University of Douala, Biochemistry, Douala, Cameroon
djeukeuas@yahoo.com
Background: Recent work on the species Dioscorea schimperiana has shown that it culture and transformation are endangered
in Cameroon. This study aimed to make a diagnosis of the sector to identify the problems faced by actors of the spinneret.
Methods: In this context, 65 transformers D. schimperiana were recruited in the Hauts-plateaux, Ndé, Menoua and Bamboutos
Department in Cameroon. They were then subjected to an interview through a questionnaire. The collected data were analyzed
using descriptive statistics like average percentage, distribution frequency and multiple correspondence analyses.
Results: The results showed that 100% of actors in the sector were women. The majority (69.2%) of respondents were aged 65
and over. About 85 % of respondents were not schooled. The survey results also show that only 67, 3 % of respondents do not
cultivate this yam. Among the reasons given to justify this observation, the maintenance difficulty of the case because of its
invasiveness ranks was the first with nearly 23.1%. Production and marketing of this yam chips are limited by the availability of
fresh tuber. The multiple correspondence analysis shows two types of developments for the four localities surveyed. In
Bamboutos and Menoua D. schimperiana still positioned in subsistence agriculture. By cons, in Hauts-plateaux and Nde, the
chips of the tuber are already an important source of income with the development of several unit of measure.
Conclusion: The spinneret D. schimperianapresent in several points problems that must be solved if we do not want to witness
the disappearance of the plant in Cameroon.
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P EGI 8
A Mechanism for Biological Control -Tempo-spatial synchrony of natural enemies to insect pests by cover cropping in apple
orchards
1
2
3
L. Zhang , X. Yang , X. Li
1
China Agricultural University, Entomology, Haidian District, Beijing, China
2
Chinese Academy of Forest Sciences, Institute of Desert Control, Beijing, China
3
Yunnan Province Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Entomology, Kunming, China
locust@cau.edu.cn
To evaluate the field dynamics of the woolly apple aphid (Eriosoma lanigerum Hausm, WAA) and its natural enemies in cover
cropping apple orchards, a consecutive two-year field trials were conducted in Yunnan province, China. The investigation
revealed that the peak of natural enemies density curve was well synchronized with that of the WAA density on trees in the
cover cropped orchard. In contrast, in the clean cultivated orchard, the peak of natural enemy density curve did not synchronize
with that of WAA density on trees. In addition, the frequency of both natural enemies and WAA in same sample in cover
cropping orchard was obviously higher than that in clean orchard. The density of WAA in cover cropping orchard was much less
than that in clean orchard, and the ratio of natural enemy to WAA was higher. Therefore, the temporal-spatial synchrony of
natural enemy and WAA populations might be one of the mechanisms for WAA control in cover cropped orchards.

P EGI 9
An innovative approach to enhance biodiversity on farmland: the credit point system
1
2
2
1
S. Stöckli , S. Birrer , M. Jenny , L. Pfiffner
1
Research Institute for Organic Agriculture (FiBL), Crop Sciences, Frick, Switzerland
2
Swiss Ornithological Institute, Sempach, Switzerland, Switzerland
sibylle.stoeckli@fibl.org
Farmland biodiversity has often been assessed, but seldom at the farm scale, although it is ultimately the farm level at which
decisions are taken. Therefore, a credit point system (CPS) was developed based on 32 options known to enhance farmland
biodiversity. It was verified whether the resulting CPS score and farm-scale biodiversity are correlated considering four indicator
groups (plants, grasshoppers, butterflies and birds) on 133 farms in the Swiss lowland. We further compared the suitability of
the CPS score in reflecting farm-scale biodiversity to three alternative habitat measures, i.e. the amount of ecological
compensation areas (ECAs, i.e. agri-environment scheme options), ECAs with a high ecological quality and valuable semi-natural
elements (SNEs). Species richness and density of plants, grasshoppers, butterflies and birds were analysed, for‘all species’,
stenotopic farmland species and‘red-listed’species within each group, resulting in 19 biodiversity measures (dependent
variables). Basic models were built,first without, then by including a range of environmental variables and compared to models
expanded by the CPS score or one of the three habitat measures (ECAs, high-quality ECAs or SNEs). For each of the 19
biodiversity measures, the CPS score and the three habitat measures were ranked by how much their inclusion improved the
basic model, to determine which measure best captured biodiversity at the farm scale. We demonstrate that the CPS score
reflects farm-scale biodiversity. For 13 out of 19 biodiversity measures, models including the CPS score performed better than
those without. The CPS score was found to be the most suitable predictor for a fast and efficient assessment of farm-scale
biodiversity, which makes it suitable for use in large scale agri-environment schemes.

P EGI 10
Genetic diversity and implications for conservation of Dipteronia Olive
B. Guoqing, H. Guijun, L. Weimin, L. Sifeng
Xi'an Botanical Garden of Shaanxi Province, Xi'an, China
bgq@ms.xab.ac.cn
The study reported here aims to: 1) to assess the level and distribution of genetic diversity in Dipteronia species using a
combination of chloroplast microsatellite (cpSSR) and nuclear RAPD and AFLP markers. And 2) to elucidate the cause of
endangered state, and provide information for devising scientific strategy for efficiently conservation of this species.
The genus Dipteronia Oliv. endemic to central and southern China consists of two species, D. sinensis Oliv. and D. dyeriana
Henry, both of them are rare and endangered. 17 D. sinensis populations were sampled across 8 provinces in China, including
Shaanxi, Henan, Gansu, Sichuan, Chongqing, Hubei, Hunan, Guizhou, and 4 D. dyeriana populations were sampled from Yunnan
province (Figure 1). The sampling strategy was designed to cover its whole distribution range as widely as possible (the samples
were taken at least 10m apart), and the number of individuals per populations used for study varied from 5 to 15. Young leaves
were collected, dried in a plastic bag with silica gel, transported to the laboratory and kept in a -80°C freezer. The DNA was
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extracted from dry leaves using a modified CTAB method. In this study, a combination of 18 random amplified polymorphic DNA
(RAPD) markers, 8 pair of amplified-fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) primers and 10 polymorphic chloroplast
microsatellite loci (cpSSR) were used to access the genetic diversity and population structure of species D. sinensis and D.
dyeriana.
At the species level, the genetic diversity estimated by the two nuclear markers RAPD (D.sinensis: H=0.3864, Hsh=0.5563 and
D.dyeriana: H=0.3047, Hsh=0.4450) and AFLP (D.sinensis: H=0.3319, Hsh=0.4880 and D.dyeriana: H=0.3047, Hsh=0.4450 were
comparable, while that of cpSSR (He = 0.6032 of D.sinensis and He = 0.6711 of D. dyeriana) were much higher than both AFLP and
RAPD, And the gene differentiation coefficient (GST) displayed a similar trend. The resulting values indicated thatthe three
marker types estimated a relative high genetic diversity and genetic differentiation within both two species.
For the implication of conservation, we believe that the habitat destruction by human activities is among the key factors
responsible for both species’ endangered status. Therefore, in the long term, the strategy for conservation of the two Dipteronia
species is the protection of its habitat. In addition, increasing small population size to maintain existing levels of genetic
variation should be taken into consideration.
Figure 1

P EGI 11
Biodiversity in fruit crops in Balkan
A. Musaraj, I. Elmaghraby, A. Xinxo, S. Pullissa
University of Tirana, Plant Protection, Tirana, Italy
adanela.musaraj@gmail.com
Introduction: Although Albania and Bosnie Herzegovina is little known to outsiders, there are enormous opportunities to
preserve a great many species of fruit crops wild relatives. The Mediterranean basin is regarded as a primary centre of genetic
origin and diversification of several temperate and subtropical fruit and nut trees.This paper reports results of a study since 2003
to make an inventory and mapping of fruit crop wild relatives of Albania and Bosnie Herzegovina, as a first step to effective
conservation as well as a valuable tool for exploration, surveys and collection.
Material and methods: The study started by compiling geographically filtered list of all genera and species found in Albania and
Bosnie Herzegovina. Both native and nonnative (introduced) (IFC) taxa were included in this inventory, although listed
separately. In compiling the checklist and matching it with the bibliographic sources, it was necessary to make a taxonomic
harmonization, crosschecking and confirming taxon names and recognising synonyms. For the purposes of proper and detailed
mapping tens of expeditions were conducted covering all the territory. During the expeditions, a meticulous use of descriptors
and descriptions was made. Besides identifying new records and locations for the first time, it was possible to verify the
locations found in the references.
Results and discussions: In the natural ecosystems of Albania and Bosnia, we have found spontaneous and wild forms of many
fruit trees and shrubs, including apples (Malus), pears (Pyrus), cherries, almonds, plums, sloes (Prunus),pomegranates (Punica),
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figs (Ficus), grapevines (Vitis), olives (Olea), cornels (Cornus),rowanberries (Sorbus), chestnuts (Castanea), walnuts (Juglans),
hazelnuts (Corylus),pistachio (Pistacia), hackberry (Celtis), bearberry (Arctostaphylos), blackberries,raspberries (Rubus),
strawberries (Fragaria) and vacciniums.The estimation of the share of taxa found in Albania with those at EU + Mediterranean
level show a relatively high share, where almost all genera are found. Beside for mapping purposes, the expeditions carried out
served also to assess the level of threatening of certain taxa due to small number of individuals, pest and disease pressure as
well as anthropogenic factors.

P EGI 12
Study on population fluctuations of sugarcane mite, Oligonychus sacchari Mc Gregor (Acari; Tetranychidae) and its effect on
growth of sugarcane in south of Khuzestan province/Iran
A. Askarianzadeh, M. Minaeimoghadam
Shahed University, Plant Protection, Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran
askarianzadeh@shahed.ac.ir
Sugarcane mite, Oligonychus sacchari Mc Gregor is an important pest of sugarcane in Khuzestan province. The pest is capable to
dry sugarcane leaves in a short period. Study of outbreak time and population fluctuations and damage of the sugarcane mite is
important for integrated pest management programme. Sampling was done weekly from June and continued till August. The
fifth and sixth leaves were selected as sample unit and the numbers of mites per leaf were counted. To evaluate the damage,
experiment was conducted on six fields (each field 25 ha) of CP57-614 cultivar in Amirkabir agro-industerial Co. With starting of
mite activity in the sugarcane field in the middle of July, three experimental fields were sprayed with Hexythiazox (Nissorun®)
acaricide. Number of infested leaves before spraying operation and number of dried leaves in the late of July were sampled in
experimental fields. Also weekly growth of cane was measured in North and South of the fields from the late of June until mid
October. The results indicated that mite activity in South of Khuzestan initiate from early June and their peaks occurs in June and
gradually reduce in the mid July. In experiment of damage, there was not any dried leaves in treatment but 81% leaves were
dried in control and also data analysis showed that aggregative growth of cane between treatment and control had significant
different (P<0.05) and it was reduced about 12.37% in control in compare with treatment. Also activity of mite in North and
South of the field had significantly different and damage of mite in South was more than North of the field.

P EGI 13
Genome diversity of Tobacco rattle virus (TRV) - basic knowledge for virus resistance evaluation
K. Lindner, R. Koenig
Julius Kühn-Institut, Braunschweig, Germany
kerstin.lindner@jki.bund.de
Tobacco rattle virus is the type species of the genus tobravirus. It is transmitted by trichodorid nematodes. In potato tubers, arcs
of corky tissue form at some distance around the initial infection sites. These spraing or corky ringspot symptoms disfigure the
tubers and can greatly reduce their quality. The most effective measure to keep the damage caused by this virus low is the use
of disease resistance of potato cultivars in potato production strategies.
The aim of research co-operations between potato breeders, plant protection services and nematologists/virologists is to
develop methods for the evaluation of resistance of potato cultivars against TRV. Prerequisite for that is to know the TRV
genome in its diversity.
Tobraviral genomes consist of two RNA species. RNA1 encodes two replication-associated proteins, a movement protein and a
silencing suppressor. RNA2s consist of a 5’ RNA2-specific and a 3’ RNA1-related part. The RNA2-specific part contains the coat
protein gene and often two (2b and 2c) or more additional genes. The 2b gene is required for nematode transmission.
TRV isolates from various parts of Germany were found to contain various combinations of different RNA1 and RNA2 species.
Two isolates were obtained from roots of Nicotiana benthamiana plants, which had been grown for ca. eight weeks in soil from
a corky ringspot-affected potato field, and from roots of field-grown potato plants in a neighbouring field, respectively. The coat
protein genes of these isolates were almost identical to those of some previously described Dutch and Polish isolates which had
been propagated in tobacco leaves. However, whereas the RNA2s of the previously described isolates consist of only c. 2000
nucleotides (nts), the ones of our isolates contained c. 4000 nts. This difference in size is due to the fact that the RNA2s of our
isolates contain two additional genes (2b and 2c). After mechanical transmission of one of our isolates to tobacco leaves most of
the genome area containing these additional genes was lost. In addition, the original RNA1-related 3’ end of its RNA2 which had
resembled that of the RNA1 of a spinach isolate was replaced by that of the clearly distinct one of the supporting RNA1 in our
isolates. Deletions and recombinations obviously govern the adaptation of tobraviruses to various hosts and growing conditions.
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The divesity of bacterial ensymbiont from cotton leaf hopper in Pakistan
M. Shafiq, S. Arif, A. BiBi, M. S. Haider
University of the Punjab, Institute of Agricultural Sciences, Lahore, Pakistan
shafiq.iags@pu.edu.pk
Introduction: Wolbachia and Arsenophonus is a maternally transmitted endosymbiont, which is found in the reproductive and
steroidogenic tissues of arthropods and nematodes. The cotton leafhopper, Amrasca. devastans (Distant) (Cicadellidae:
Homoptera) is one of the major sap feeding pests of malvaceous and solanaceous crops in Pakistan and is broadly distributed
throughout the cotton growing provinces, Sindh and Punjab.
Objectives: Th identification, diversity and molecular of secondary endosymbiont isolated from cotton leafhopper from Pakistan
Materials and methods
Live field specimens of A. devastans were collected from 8 different cotton field locations from Punjab province pakistan and
preserved in 70% ethanol for genetic studies. The presence of Wolbachia and Arsenophonus in leafhopper was detected by
partial 16s rDNA gene amplification and sequencing.
Results: Both Arsenophonus and wolbachia endosymbiont was detected in different leafhopper. Out of four sequences (SA7,
SW1, SW2and SW3) obtained from this study SA7 and SW2 were found to be most similar (99.5% sequence identity) to the
Wolbachia strain of Bemisia tabaci reported from India. While SW1 showed maximum homology (79% sequence identity) with
Wolbachia strain of Guignotus pusillus and SW3 showed maximum homology with Wolbachia strain of B. tabaci (99% sequence
identity) reported from China. The Arsenophonus was also detected in more than 10 samples using arsenophonus specific 23S
ribososal RNA primers.
Conclusion: This study is first evidence of Arsenophonus and wolbachia endosymbiont incidence in cotton leafhopper.

P EGI 15
Crop species richness controls arthropod food web: evidence from an experimental model system
1
2
Z. Zhao , C. Hui
1
Department of Entomology, China Agricultural University, Beijing, Germany
2
Stellenbosch University, Department of Mathematical Sciences, Stellenbosch, South Africa
zhzhao@cau.edu.cn
Effects of plant species richness on the function and stability of ecosystems have been of focus in past decades. In particular, the
pest-natural enemy interaction can be sensitive to changes of crop species richness. Elucidating how crop species richness
affects pest-natural enemy interactions is the basis for sustainable pest control and important for ensuring food security, yet still
largely unknown to date. To explore the mechanism and drivers behind the relationship between crop richness and arthropod
community structure, we set up a 4-year experimental model system (EMS) in a micro-landscape that includes 5 levels of crop
richness and 10 plots for each richness level from 2007 to 2010. Arthropod richness was found positively correlated with crop
richness. High crop richness can enhance the temporal stability of the arthropod community but with the decline of population
stability for some species. Quantitative measures of link density, vulnerability, and generality in the arthropod food web
significantly increased with high crop richness. The richness and biomass of neutral arthropods, such as honeybees, ants, and
mosquitoes, were found positively correlated with those of the natural enemy. As such, neutral arthropods could sustain food
web robustness by serving as alternative prey/host for natural enemies. The mediation of neutral arthropods to the interaction
between crops and pests plant species can be important for successful biocontrol practices using natural enemies. Planting
diverse crop species with a certain level of spatial turnover could benefit grain yield and safeguard multiple ecosystem services.
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Figure 1

Figure 2
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Pest, Parasitoid and Predator Species Determined in Persimmon Orchards in Southern Turkey
N. Z. Elekcioğlu, M. Ölçülü
Biological Control Research Station, Entomology, Adana, Turkey
nelekcioglu@yahoo.com
The pest and beneficial species in persimmon orchards in Adana, Mersin, Hatay, Osmaniye and Kahramanmaraş provinces were
determined in 2010-2011. The survey was conducted on according to 0.01% of tree number rules in the five provinces. Infected
plant materials were brought to the laboratory to obtain the adult pests, parasitoids and predators. Twentyfive pest and 31
beneficial species associated with these pests were found. Among the pest species, Mediterranean fruit fly [Ceratitis capitata
Wied. (Diptera: Tephritidae)], Citrus Mealybug [Planococcus citri Risso (Hemiptera: Pseudococcidae)] and Honeydew moth
[Cryptoblabes gnidiella Mill. (Lepidoptera: Pyralidae)] were found as important and considered to be the key pests. Among the
natural enemies, species of Coccinellidae family were found widespread.

P EGI 17
Spectral phenotyping of Cercospora beticola resistance in sugar beet genotypes
M. Leucker, A.-K. Mahlein, U. Steiner, E.-C. Oerke
University of Bonn, Phytomedicine and Plant Protection, Bonn, Germany
mleucker@uni-bonn.de
Cercospora leaf spot (CLS) disease caused by Cercospora beticola is the most destructive leaf disease of sugar beet (Beta
vulgaris) causing high losses in yield and quality. Cultivation and breeding of disease resistant cultivars is an important strategy
to control this economically relevant plant disease. The breeding progress is limited by time- and cost-intensive phenotyping pf
the plant and visual assessment of disease resistance may be affected by subjective factors.A non-invasive, objective procedure
for phenotyping/evaluating the resistance of breeding lines may contribute to optimize the selection process.
Hyperspectral imaging is an advanced, sensor-based method for precise and objective sensing of plant diseases. The technology
was used to identify and to analyze various CLS symptoms on sugar beet genotypes varying in disease susceptibility.
Measurements on tissue level were conducted with a hyperspectral microscope. Image analysis and supervised classification,
e.g. spectral angle mapper were used.
Different CLS phenotypes were identified which vary in size and spatial composition. Symptoms could be differentiated into
subareas based on their optical properties. Genotypes with lower susceptibility to C. beticola preferentially had symptoms with
smaller center compared to highly susceptible genotypes. Accordingly, the number of conidia per diseased leaf area on resistant
plants was lower.
Therefore, the assessment of sporulation per unit of leaf area and phenotypes of disease symptoms may be appropriate
methods to identify subtle differences in disease resistance, however, only hyperspectral imaging is suitable for automation.

P EGI 18
Physiology meets Ecology: Carbon allocation patterns as new traits for ecological research questions
1,2
1
1,2
J. Albrand , H. Wagner , C. Wilhelm
1
University of Leipzig, Plant Physiology, Leipzig, Germany
2
German Centre for Integrative Biodiversity research (iDiv), Halle-Jena-Leipzig, Germany
jennifer.albrand@uni-leipzig.de
Depending on environmental conditions higher plants develop defenses and undergo acclimatization processes which impact
growth, development and reproduction. The underlying physiological key processes alter the carbon allocation patterns in
plants, which is mirrored by the macromolecular composition of tissues (e.g. proteins, lipids and carbohydrates). Thereby the
carbon pools can be reorganized by e.g. synthesizing more proteins for housekeeping processes or by synthesizing more
structural carbohydrates for growing and building up biomass. Therefore the carbon partitioning among these different pools
could be used as a physiological trait for a better understanding of community structure and species interaction with regard to
biodiversity analysis.
To measure the carbon allocation patterns in higher plants, we want to evaluate infrared (IR) spectroscopy as a high-throughput
method as an alternative to biochemical analysis. To date IR analysis is basically used for qualitative analysis, however, for
quantitative application the method needs to be calibrated. Accordingly, the method would provide a new tool for physiological
fingerprinting in higher plants to bring together physiological and ecological research.
Standard biochemical methods were used to analyze the main macromolecular composition of plant tissues (e.g. carbohydrates,
proteins, lipids, lignin and other phenolic substances). The biochemical measurements were then used to calibrate the
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spectroscopic data from the same plant material. To proof the applicability of the calibration, several species were cultivated
under different abiotic conditions to induce shifts in their physiological states.
It is shown that the analyzed macromolecules account for 80-90 percent of the dry weight. However, macromolecular changes
were species-specific and dependent on cultivation conditions. Furthermore, these changes were clearly reflected in the IR
spectra of the plant samples, thus, a calibration of the spectroscopic method based on biochemical data could be completed.
Since the IR data can be calibrated because of the obvious shift in carbon pools, we obtain the possibility to provide
physiological data for ecological studies.

P EGI 19
Genetic diversity of phytoplasmas causing sesame phyllody and transmission studies with natural vector Orosius orientalis in
South-western Turkey
1
2
2
2
Z. Özdemir , S. Toprak , A. Adak , M. I. Cagirgan
1
Adnan Menderes University, Plant Protection, Aydın, Turkey
2
Akdeniz University, Field Crops, Antalya, Turkey
zahide_ozdemir@yahoo.com
Sesame phyllody is an economically important disease of sesame in Turkey. Phytoplasmas were detected with nested PCR using
universal primer pairs P1/P7 and R16F2n/R16R2 from sesame plants and natural vector Orosius orientalis (Cicadellidae). Insects
collected by mouth aspirator from the experimental field and sesame growing areas in Antalya. To characterize transmission of
phytoplasmas with Orosius orientalis an insect culture was generated and ten Orosius orientalis adults collected from phyllody
infected sesame plants were fed with healthy sesame plants for six days. Symptoms of phyllody disease were observed within
three weeks insect-fed sesame plants. Characterization of phytoplasmas was done by sequencing of cloned fragment of 16S
ribosomal DNA F2R2n region. Using iPhyclassifier, BLAST search and PCR-RFLP assays phytoplasma subgroups and groups were
determined. Three different phytoplasmas belong to 16Sr II-D, VI-A and IX-C were detected in sesame phyllody infected plants
collected during 2011-2013 growing periods. So far only 16Sr II-D group was detected from Orosius orientalis and also this group
was in majority in infected sesame plants. This study shows that i) phytoplasmas causing sesame phyllody is highly diverse
although in majority 16Sr II-D phytoplasma group detected, ii) Orosius orientalis is a natural vector of sesame phyllody in Antalya
as its reported by earlier studies. Key words: Antalya, Cicadellidae, Orosius orientalis, phyllody, phytoplasmas, sesame, Turkey

P EGI 20
Seasonal abundance of house dust mites in Ordu (Turkey)
R. Akyazi, M. Soysal, D. Eminoglu
Ordu University, Plant Protection, Ordu, Turkey
ranainak@hotmail.com
House dust contains various organic and inorganic materials. The most important parts of the house dust are dust mites causing
allergic diseases. Many factors may influence mite growth. Temperature and humidity are the major factors that influence the
distribution and abundance of dust mites. In this study, seasonal changes in house dust mites were studied in four different
houses in Ordu province (Black Sea cost, Turkey). Dust samples were obtained once a month from August 2013 till july 2014 to
assess seasonal variations in mite counts. House dust samples were taken from matress of bed, couches, carpets and floor of
2
bedroms. The samples were collected with a portable vacuum cleaner. At each sampling site, 2 m surface area was vacuumed
for 2 minutes. Mites were isolated from dust samples by sieving method. Mite density was reported as mites per gram of dust.
During the sampling period, room relative humidity and temperature in each house were measured and recorded. A total of 48
dust samples were examined. The result showed that most abundant and frequent mites were Dermatophagoides pteronyssinus
(Trouessart, 1897) and Dermatophagoides farinae Hughes 1961 (Astigmata: Pyroglyphidae). The mite abundance reached its
peak in each house during August. It may also be concluded that Pyroglyphid mites can survive all year round and they are
widely spread in all types of houses in Ordu, Turkey.
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Field evaluation of reaction of determinate sesame lines to sesame phyllody disease in South-western Turkey
1
2
2
2
Z. Özdemir , M. I. Cagirgan , H. Topuz , H. N. Başkaya
1
Adnan Menderes University, Plant Protection, Aydın, Turkey
2
Akdeniz University, Field Crops, Antalya, Turkey
zahide_ozdemir@yahoo.com
Sesame phyllody is an economically important disease of sesame in Turkey. Reaction of determinate (det) sesame lines which
has a determinate growth type for machine harvest was evaluated to sesame phyllody disease. A three year of field experiments
was conducted in Akdeniz University campus in Antalya during 2011-2013 sesame growing periods. Three det (3xMug, 36xMug,
dt-1) and 4 indeterminate (indet) (Muganlı-57, Muganlıx36, Birkan, Sel-T6) lines were tested for disease incidence, yield and
yield components. Disease pressure for selection of lines was high only in 2011 growing period. One det line (dt-1) showed the
least susceptible disease reaction in 2011 among all lines. Due to low disease pressure in growing periods of 2012-2013, no
difference in susceptibility was determined. Yield was significantly higher in indeterminate lines. Phytoplasmas were detected
with nested PCR using universal primer pairs P1/P7 and R16F2n/R16R2 from plants and natural vector Orosius orientalis
(Cicadellidae). Insects collected by mouth aspirator from the experimental field. Highest number of phytoplasma positive insect
samples was found in 2011, none detected in 2012 and only one positive insect was detected in 2013.
This study shows that unless high disease pressure conditions; i) det and indet sesame lines show no difference in disease
reaction to sesame phyllody, ii) number of phytoplasma positive insect vector Orosius orientalis likely to have a major role in the
level of disease pressure.

P EGI 22
Review of the species of Laelaspis Berlese (Acari: Laelapidae) occurring in the Western Palaearctic Region
1
2
O. Joharchi , N. Razavi Susan
1
College of Agriculture, Yazd Branch, Islamic Azad University, Plant Protection, Yazd, Islamic Republic of Iran
2
Faculty of Agriculture, University of Tehran, Plant Protection, Karaj, Islamic Republic of Iran
nastooh90@gmail.com
The Laelapidae is one of the largest families of free-living Mesostigmata, but it has not yet achieved a stable classification
(Tenorio 1982, Joharchi et al., 2012a, 2012b). The mite family Laelapidae is ecologically diverse, including obligate and
facultative parasites of vertebrates, insect paraphages, and free-living predators that inhabit soil-litter habitats and the nests of
vertebrates and arthropods (Evans & Till, 1966; Strong & Halliday, 1994; Lindquist et al., 2009). Species of Laelaspis have been
collected in many parts of the world, almost are associated with ants or their nests. Joharchi et al. (2011) treated Laelaspis as a
separate genus, and gave a diagnosis and comparison of diagnostic characters for the closely related genera Gymnolaelaps and
Pseudoparasitus. That concept of Laelapsis is followed here.The cosmopolitan genus includes 22 identified species have
previously been reported from Western Palaearctic Region. The purpose of this research is to review those records and
summarize the available information about the species of Laelaspis that occur in the Western Palaearctic Region.

P EGI 23
Discovery of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in Sw-5b resistance gene alleles for Tomato spotted wilt virus in tomato
and its application
1
2
1
3
3
2
H. J. Lee , B. Y. Kim , C. Bae , W.-H. Kang , B.-C. Kang , C.-S. Oh
1
Kyunghee , Yongin, Republic of Korea
2
Kyunghee, Yongin-si, Republic of Korea
3
Seoul National University, Seoul, Republic of Korea
dlgudwls9129@naver.com
Tomato spotted wilt virus (TSWV) causes one of the most destructive viral diseases that threaten tomato (Solanum
lycopersicum) worldwide. So far, eight TSWV resistance genes, Sw1a, Sw1b, sw2, sw3, sw4, Sw-5b, Sw-6, and Sw-7 have been
reported. Among them, Sw-5b is the TSWV resistance gene that has been widely utilized in tomato breeding because of its
durable and reliable resistance to multiple Tospoviruses. The objective of this research was to develop single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) markers to distinguish tomato cultivars resistant to TSWV from susceptible cultivars for marker-assisted
breeding in tomato breeding. DNA sequences of Sw-5 alleles in both resistant and susceptible varieties were analyzed, and the
single SNP was found to distinguish tomato cultivars resistant to TSWV from susceptible cultivars. Based on the SNP confirmed,
the SNP primer pair was designed. To determine efficiency of this SNP primer pair, resistance of collected 27 commercial tomato
varieties was first, determined using one of known Sw-5b gene-based markers by PCR. Then, using this new SNP marker and
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high-resolution melting technique, the same tomato varieties were screened. The results were 100% correlated with those from
screening with the Sw-5b gene-based marker. These results indicate that the SNP maker developed in this study could be useful
for tracking resistance to TSWV in tomato breeding.

P EGI 24
Effects of proteinaceous extracts of three native varieties of gramineae family on the digestive α-amylase enzyme activity of
Anagasta kuehniella Zeller (Lepidoptera: Pyralidae)
1
1
2
1
A. Mogaddami , R. Farshbaf PourAbad , A. R. Bandani , S. Majidiani
1
Tabriz University, plant protection, Tabriz, Islamic Republic of Iran
2
University of Tehran, Faculty of Agriculture, Karaj, Islamic Republic of Iran
rfpourabad@yahoo.com
Introduction: Anagasta kuehniella Zeller (Lepidoptera: Pyralidae) causes decrease in the quality of the bread during the feeding
of flour. Disruption in the insect’s digestive system through transgenic plants containing the digestive enzyme inhibitors is one of
the control methods.
Objectives: Having enough valide information about the properties of insect’s digestive system and introducing natural inhibitor
sources are important requirements for developing this method.
Material and methods: The effects of proteinaceous extracts was evaluated on α-amylase activity of fourth (L4) and fifth (L5)
instar larvae by spectrometry and gel electrophoresis assay. Ammonium sulfate (70%) was used to extract proteins from seeds.
To determine whether the enzyme activity could be inhibited by proteinaceous extracts, the α-amylase activity was assayed by
the dinitrosalicylic acid procedure, using 1% soluble starch as substrate.
Results: At the highest dose of proteinaceous extracts of Sivand and Sardari (13 µg pr) and Triticale
(16 µg pr), 73.08%, 71.07% and 65.88% of the L5 and 58.16%, 42.14% and 50.25% of the L4 enzyme activity was reduced,
respectively. Whilst the lowest dose of Sivand and Sardari
(0.812 µg pr) and Triticale (1 µg pr) inhibited, 19.93%, 17.85% and 25.26% of the L5 and 11.78%, 12.81% and 10.09% of the L4
enzyme activity, respectively. In gel electrophoresis at the highest dose of extracts, in the L5, amylase band disappeared and in
the L4, waned band clearly. By reducing protein dose, bonds resolution was increased.
Conclusion: The results showed that inhibitory effect is depending to inhibitor dose. Inhibition of α-amylase in L5 was higher
than L4. It is concluded that proteinaceous extract of varieties Sivand, Sardari and Triticale have a potential to be used in this
pest management.

P EGI 25
Management practices and environmental conditions influence the impact of plant protection chemicals on soil biodiversity
S. Reinecke, A. Reinecke
Stellenbosch University, Botany and Zoology, Stellenbosch, South Africa
sar@sun.ac.za
Chemical biocides are used to control pests in order to protect crops and produce greater yields. Although the use of plant
protection products is becoming more environmentally friendly their effects on soil biodiversity can still be detrimental.
Beneficial non-target organisms such as mites, collembolans and oligocheats are affected depending on dose and spraying
frequencies as well as a complexity of soil and management factors.
The objective of this study was to measure the impact of biocide usage on the feeding activity of soil organisms representing a
variety of species. Conventional and organic practices were compared.
We used the bait lamina technique to asses the feeding activity in differently managed field plots as well as in microosms with
soils from the plots in a vineyard in the Western Cape, South Africa. We compared conventionally and organically managed
plots. Winter weeds in a vineyard were killed with Glyphosate and pre-emergence weed-control was done with Simazine. A
conventionally managed treatment included Mangozeb, copper oxychloride and Penconazole which was applied in September.
Bait laminas were inserted every month and removed 13 to 17 days later during the months of September, November,
December and April. Soil moisture conditions were also monitored.
The feeding activity of the soil fauna, as indicated by the percentage bait holes eaten, did not differ in the plots prior to the
application of the treatments in September. A significantly lower feeding actrivity was evident in November, December and April
in all treated plots compared to the activity before spraying but there were indications of recovery which coincided with an
increase in soil moisture conditions. In April the indications were that feeding activity was substantially higher in plots that were
organically treated. The bait lamina tests in the microcosms showed a significant difference in activity between soils treated
conventionally and organically with the latter showing a higher feeding activity.
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We conclude from both the field and microcosm studies that the impact of plant protection products on the feeding activity of
soil organisms as an indicator of biological diversity is not only dependent on dose and frequency of application but also on a
complexity of soil conditions and management practices.

P EGI 26
Screening of twelve new citrus rootstocks to Phytophthora citrophthora by application of a fast test
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To better cope with the problems that threaten actually the Mediterranean citriculture, breeding strategies of citrus rootstocks
should take in consideration the tolerance to biotic stresses which prevale in this region. Among these problems, Phytophthora
diseases are the most important. In this study, twelve citrus rootstock hybrids were obtained by controlled crossing using
Cleopatra mandarin (Citrus reticulta Blanco), Sunki mandarin (Citrus sunki Hort. Ex Tanaka) and pummelo (Citrus grandis Osbeck)
as male parents and Citrumelo Winter Haven (Citrus paradisi Macf. x Poncirus trifoliata (L.) Raf.) as female parent. The new
hybrids were grown under greenhouse conditions for 18 months and subjected to a screening test for resistance to Phytophtora
citrophtora, as well as their parents. Rough lemon (Citrus jambhiri Lush.) and sour orange (Citrus aurantium L.) were introduced
in the experiment as controls. The stem of each genotype was divided into many nodal segments and each segment was
artificially injured and inoculated with the fungus then kept in a moist chamber at a temperature of 25°C. Most of genotypes
developped symptoms of trunk gummosis within a period of six days. By constrast, no symptoms were observed in sour orange,
Sunki mandarin and four hybrids of the latter : H28, H56, H80, H87. The estimation of the surface of necrosis revealed also that
the severity of Phytophthora attack varied significantly between the other rootstocks investigated.

P EGI 27
Global diversity of Maruca populations infesting food legumes
1,2
2
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2
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Introduction and objectives: Indo-Malaysian region is considered to be the most probable center of origin for the genus
Maruca. Although three species have been described in Maruca, M. vitrata is believed to be the only Maruca species causing
economic damage on food legumes worldwide. It can feed on at least 45 different host plant species, mostly on legumes in
tropical Asia and sub-Saharan Africa. However, variations have been observed in the responses of M. vitrata male moths to the
same synthetic sex pheromone lures over various geographical locations in sub-Saharan Africa and tropical Asia in recent years.
Hence, the objective of the study was to assess the genetic diversity of Maruca spp. in the tropics.
Materials and methods: In this study, the partial sequences of the mitochondrial gene, cytochrome c oxidase I (coxI) from
Maruca spp in tropical Asia, Africa, Oceania and Latin America were analyzed. In addition, this study was compared with two
1
2
earlier studies by Margam et al. (2011) and Agunbiade et al. (2014) to understand the relationships among the Maruca
populations from different regions.
Results and conclusion: The results from our study as well as Agunbiade et al. (2014) confirmed that there were no host plant
races in M. vitrata. M. vitrata is composed of morphologically indistinguishable species-complex in Asia and sub-Saharan Africa.
In addition, two putative species of Maruca, including M. vitrata occur in Oceania. However, the coxI sequences of the second
species of Maruca in Oceania did not match with the coxI sequences of M. fuscalis collected from Oceania (BOLD:AAD9057) and
deposited in International Barcode of Life project (iBOL). Finally, the Maruca species occurring in Latin America is different from
the two putative species occurring in Oceania. Thus, this study confirmed the presence of four putative Maruca species,
including two unknown Maruca spp., one each in Latin America and Oceania (including Indonesia), Maruca prob. fuscalis and M.
vitrata in Asia and Africa as well as Oceania. Hence, the genetic diversity in Maruca spp. should be considered for designing
appropriate integrated pest management strategies in different regions.
1
Margam et al. (2011), Mol Biol Rep 38(2): 893-903
2
Agunbiade et al. (2014), PLoS ONE 9(3): e92072
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Fusarium wilt of date palm: a potential danger to the date palm biodiversity in the south of Algeria
1
1,2
B. Saïd , K. Hafida
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2
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s.touat@voila.fr
The date palm is a tree of interest ecological, economic and social major for many countries of the arid and semi-arid regions.
Indeed, by creating in the middle of the desert a microclimate favorable to the development of subjacent cultures, the date
palm constitutes the pivot of Saharan agriculture and represents the food and financial main resource for oasis populations.
However, the date palm is subject to several biotic and abiotic stresses, including aging palm trees, the reduction of water
resources, the extension of the urban fabric and monoculture.
Among the biotic constraints, the Bayoud disease is the most formidable plug in the south of Algeria. This scourge is caused by
Fusarium oxysporum f.sp.albedinis, which caused the decline of at least 03 million Palms in Algeria and unfortunately, it did not
cease to ravage our palm groves. This devastating scourge causes total decline of the palm groves causing an ecological disorder
that the socio-economic consequences could negatively affect the people of the South of Algeria
This disease remains incontestably the main cause of the degradation of the genetic resources of the date palm in the oases of
the western south and center of the Algerian Sahara in particular on the level of Adrar department where a very worrying
degree of attack was recorded. Some cultivars underwent severe attacks whereas others having a good commercial value are in
process of extinction.
Several methods of fight against this disease have been proposed, however, the use of resistant cultivars is the most
recommended.
In this context, we have carried out a series of prospection and exhaustive studies on the palm plantations of the area of Adrar,
which has more than 03 million trees of date palm, where we determined the degree of morbidity by area since 02 decades.
Similarly, we have established a recent epidemiological map of the distribution of the disease Bayoud at the level of Touat,
Gourara and Tidikelt regions. Our investigations also revealed a real regression of genetic resources of date palm contributing to
the imbalance of biodiversity in the oasis environment. This significant deterioration of the heritage of date palm and plant
genetic biodiversity is mainly due to the spread of the disease Bayoud whose expansion has become a source of real concern for
the socio-economic interests of farmers and the rural exodus from their palm groves.

P EGI 29
Evaluation of resistance of medium maturing potato clones to Fusarium Dry Rot
R. Hajianfar, H. Hassanabadi, R. Rafezi
Seed and Plant Improvement Institute, Vegatable research department, Karaj, Islamic Republic of Iran
hajianfarramin@yahoo.com
Fusarium dry rot is one of the most important diseases of potato affecting tubers in the storage and seed pieces after planting
which cause malformation in the field. The disease caused by several species including Fusarium species including F.
sambucinum , F solani . var. coeruleum, F. oxysporum and F. avenaceum [1]. In Iran first two species are more abundant and
destructive in the storage and field [2]. Evaluation of resistance of potato clones to dry rot disease is among the mandatory
assessments during breeding of potato. In the present research, resistance of 29 medium maturing potato clones compared with
cultivars Agria, Marfona and Sante and Lady Rosetta was evaluated to dry rot disease. Tubers of the potato clones and cultivars
were artificially inoculated with aggressive isolates of F. sambucinum and F. solani then maintained in a growth chamber at 16°C
with 95% relative humidity for four weeks. The experiment was done in a factorial design with two factors including Fusarium
species and potato clones. After four weeks, data of disease index and tuber sprouting were analyzed with Kruskal-Wallis test
and the mean comparison was done by using of nonparametric tukey method. The results showed that potato clones 397009,
397097-13, 397074-3, 397097-2, 397082-10 and cultivar Agria with averages between 168.49 to 233 had the lowest and clone
396124-79*396151-15 and cultivar Lady Rosetta with average of 465.88 and 385.35 had the highest disease index. Fusarium
species had negative effect on tuber sprouting so that susceptible potato clones and cultivars had the least tuber sprouting rate.
All potato clones with the least disease index in this study except clone 397097-13, had a medium to high rate of sprout growth
with averages between 296.41 to 466.4. Among resistant potato clones to Fusarium dry rot in this study, clone 397097-2 due to
other good characters including high yield, dry matter and resistance to some potato viruses was considered as superior one to
other potato clones and cultivars.
References:
[1] Bojanowski, A., Avis, T. J., Pelletier, S., and Tweddell, R. J. 2013. Management of potato dry rot. Postharvest Biology and
Technology, 84, 99-109.
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[2] Moghadam, B. S., and Hosseinzadeh, A. 2013. Study of Fusarium Species causing dry rot of potatoes in Ardabil Province.
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Entomofaune of Lavandula multifida L. (Lamiaceae) : Diversity and Approach Bioecological in the area Maghnia (TlemcenNorthwestern Algerian)
A. Damerdji, M. A. Ennebati
University of Tlemcen (Algeria), Dpt. of Ecology and Environment, Tlemcen, Algeria
damerdji_halim@yahoo.fr
The area of Maghnia is located at the extreme North-West of Algeria in Wilaya de Tlemcen. It is characterized by the
Mediterranean climate. Lavandula multifida is a known aromatic plant for its double gastronomical and pharmaceutical role. It
belongs to the family of Lamiaceae. The goal of this study is to carry out a faunistic inventory in various stations of the zone of
Maghnia. For that, three stations are prospected. Samplings are carried out from January to June 2012 divided into 12 taking
away. We are interested in the entomofaune where various methods of capture are used. The diversified entomofaune account
71 species distributed between 15 orders of which 3 are Apterygota. Pterygota are represented by 12 orders of which most
important is that of the Coleopters with 25 species. Hemiptera, Dermaptera, Mantoptera, Nevroptera, Trichoptera are most
slightly represented with only one species each one. Station 3 is richest in entomofaunic in cash. In spring season, the Coleopters
are most numerous with a wealth equal to 10 in the 3 stations. In May, station 2 counts the largest number of individuals of
Hymenopterans. 4 species are constant, 3 accessories species and 64 accidental species whose 52 very accidental is listed.
The equitability is higher than 0.5 what implies than manpower of the Coleoptera in the stations with Lavandula multifida tend
to be in balance between them. About fifty entomofaunic species are found on the level of the surface of the ground.
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Finding a place to begin integrating research on plant biotic stress
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Crop plants are attacked by large numbers of phylogenetically diverse parasites, including viruses, bacteria, fungi, oomycetes,
nematodes, insects, and mites. Methods for protecting plants against parasites are developed by plant pathologists and
entomologists, two groups that rarely share conversations about plant protection. A difference in research emphasis during the
past 60 years has contributed to this lack of conversation, with plant pathologists focusing more on genetics and entomologists
on ecology. In order to develop sustainable and ecologically-sound methods of plant protection, plant pathologists and
entomologists need to start thinking about commonalities, including the common strategies that parasites use to attack plants
and the common strategies that plants use to protect themselves against diverse parasites. An entry point is needed to begin
this conversation, which should also include plant scientists. A suitable entry point is a crop plant that: 1) shows evidence of
commonalities across parasite attack strategies and plant protection strategies and 2) is not grown as a genetically modified
organism. We propose wheat (Triticum spp.) as this crop plant. Wheat will be critical for feeding the world’s expanding
populations. A common strategy used by wheat’s parasites is the production and application of ‘effector’ molecules in order to
suppress plant defense mechanisms and enhance the plant’s nutritional status. A common strategy that wheat has to defend
against its parasites is ‘effector’-triggered plant resistance, which typically is mediated by a Resistance (R) gene. Wheat has 479
documented R genes that protect against plant pathogens, nematodes, insects, and mites. Classical breeding methods have
been used to deploy Resistance genes in agricultural crops for over 50 years, the result being pesticide-free protection. A
problem for R gene-mediated plant resistance is parasite adaptation, which reduces the durability of the crop protection that is
provided by deploying a single R gene. Fifty years of basic research has enriched our understanding of mechanisms of parasite
adaptation and plant resistance. This, in turn, has created a hope that, in the near future, more intelligent strategies of R gene
deployment will provide durable pesticide-free plant protection.
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Dust career impacts on Pinus halepensis growth
A. Ennajah, S. Kachout Say, A. Laamouri, M. El Aloui, H. Sebei
INRGREF, Forest Ecology, Tunisia, Tunisia
aennajah@yahoo.fr
Pinus halepensis Mill.,is a most common tree in the Mediterranean basin. In Tunisia, specifically in Kroumirie, it is an excellence
species. However, for several years, we assist a continual deterioration of this ecosystem type. Several factors are the origin for
this degradation: insects and fungi attack, fire, aging populations, low regeneration and hardening climate.This degradation is
further accentuated by installing careers around the pine forest. Our objective in this study was to identify the career dust
influence on growth and productivity of Aleppo pine; through dendrochronological approach (tree rings study) and
dendrometric approach (measurement of diameter, height and survival rate). Study is accomplished on two populations: a
reference site ‘Charchara’ located away from mining and 'Wed el maaden site' near a gravel extraction career. Results showed
significant differences of parameters studied between stations both in dendrometric and dendrochronological parameters over
time.
Figure 1

Figure 2
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Monitoring Zygoptera(Odonata) in their environnement, Tiaret-Algeria
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2
Université de Guelma, Laboratoire de recherches des zones humides , Guelma, Algeria
ha-senouci@outlook.fr
Introduction: Freshwater ecosystems include many types of life, of which Zygoptera (sub order of Odonata) calls Damselflies.
These insects are known by their dependence to wet habitats.
Objective: Our objectives were detecting areas of development of zygoptera and improve our information around this group of
insects.
Materials and methods: This study deals for the first time the odonatofaune (only Zygoptera) in some wetlands in the drainage
system of Tiaret-Algeria, this work was carried out by a systematic monitoring in 2013 at 09 stations, of which the objective
principal is to explore the areas localization and reproduction Odonata and know the state of diversity in localized stations.
Odonata adults are sampled by a strategy based on direct observation of individuals in areas located along the banks of water
bodies, according to the method presented by (Oertli et al., 2000) and applied (Gordeau, et al., 1999) and (Oertli, 1994).
Results: The study focuses exclusively on adult stages (mature and immature) Odonata. The comprehensive inventory of
Odonata has established a preliminary list of 07 species: Sympcma fusca, Platycnemis subdilatata, Calopteryx haemorrhoidalis,
Coenagrion mercuriale, Coenagrion caerulescens, Ischnura graellsii, Ischnura pomulio include in 04 families : Lestidae,
Platcnimydae, Calopterigidae and Coanagronidaes.
Conclusion: Freshwater ecosystems need to be studied, to protect life in there, Zygoptera or Damselflies play an important role
in maintaining balance in aquatic ecosystems, and their reduction disappearance will have negative impacts on all living beings
in the same medium.
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The culture collection of Phytopathogenic Microorganisms: An important source of information to common bean research
A. Wendland
Embrapa Rice and Beans, Agricultural Microbiology, Santo Antonio de Goiás, Brazil
adriane.wendland@embrapa.br
The culture collection of common bean pathogenic microorganism of Embrapa Rice and Beans was created in 1981 to enrich the
Brazilian genetic heritage and the financial support made possible the cataloging, maintenance and monitoring more than 4.000
isolates of bean pathogens, being the most relevant species: Colletotrichum lindemuthianum (Figure 1), Pseudocercospora
griseola, Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. phaseoli, Sclerotinia sclerotiorum, Macrophomina phaseolina, Curtobacterium
flaccumfaciens pv. flaccumfaciens and Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. phaseoli. The challenge was the implementation of the
computerized database and a search system, with the most relevant information, including data obtained with the use of
molecular markers. Thus, in addition to facilitating access to information contained in the collection to the public internal
company also will facilitate access to information by other external research groups, contributing more strongly to the
development of research related to pathosystem. The objective of this study was to group the various data relating to the
collection of cultures of pathogenic beans of microorganisms, aiming to emphasize its complexity and importance to the
development of disease-resistant plants. Samples from several bean producing regions of Brazil were received over 33 years.
The data collection of each material was carefully recorded, containing georeferenced cultivar information. After morphological,
pathogenicity by using a differential cultivar series, biochemical and molecular characterization, the identified isolates were
subjected to long-term preservation in three different methods: cryopreservation, Castellani (in water) and filter paper. A high
degree of variability among the isolates of the same species and the predominance of certain pathotypes according to their
origin regions, shows the need for sampling and continuous isolation over the years. The isolates are used mainly for the
selection of disease resistant genotypes, pathogen-host interaction studies and on the characterization of physiological races.
Figure 2:
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Combined resistance to Bacterial Wilt and Fusarium Wilt in common bean Genotypes derived from a segregating population
A. Wendland
Embrapa Rice and Beans, Agricultural Microbiology, Santo Antonio de Goiás, Brazil
adriane.wendland@embrapa.br
Bacterial wilt (C. flaccumfaciens pv. flaccumfaciens - Cff) and Fusarium wilt (F. oxysporum f. sp. phaseoli - Fop) present similar
symptoms derived from the obstruction of xylem vessels. A mapping population obtained by crossing Ouro Branco (resistant) x
CNFP 10132 (susceptible), contrasting for bacterial wilt was evaluated for both diseases. The 12 more resistant genotypes of the
8
generation F5:7 were inoculated in Embrapa Rice and Beans greenhouse by injecting 20 uL of bacterial suspension (10 UFC.mL
1
6
-1
) of isolates Cff33 and Cff25, ten days after planting. The inoculation of suspension of 10 conidia.mL of the isolates Fop101
and Fop102 was made by dipping cut roots during 5 min with subsequent transplant. The control was also inoculated with
water. Evaluations were made at 15, 18 and 20 days after inoculation with Cff, and 21 days after inoculation with Fop, using
severity scales of 1 = no symptoms to 9 = dead plants. Data were submitted to analysis of variance and means compared by
Skott-Knott test at 5% probability. Plants were considered resistant when the mean rate was at 1 to 3. The more resistant
genotypes for both diseases were identified as OBxCNFP 10132.42, OBxCNFP 10132.27 (clear grains) and OBxCNFP 10132.66,
OBxCNFP 10132.162 (black grains) as well presented the morphological characteristics and commercial grain favorable to
consumers.
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Host Plant Determination of Brachytrupes megacephalus Lefebvre, 1827 (Orthoptera, Grillinae) Using Faeces Analysis in the
Region of Oued Righ (Algerian Sahara)
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3
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wassimalakhdari@yahoo.fr
In the southeast of the Algerian Sahara (Touggourt), the host plant determination of Brachytrupes megacephalus was studied
by faeces analysis (microscopic observations). The experimentation was conducted in mid August until the end of September
2014. The main results of faeces analysis showed that the plants consumed by B. megacephalus belong to 8 families: Arecaceae
(Phoenix dactylifera), Apocynaceae (Nerium oleander), Asteraceae (Chrysanthemum), Myoporaceae (Myoporum sandwicense),
Plumbaginaceae (Armeria maritima), Rosaceae (Prunus armeniaca), Solanaceae (Solanum lycopersicum) and Triochylaceae
(Cherry fantasia and White Kristina). Phoenix dactylifera is the most preferred host species by the adults of Brachytrupes
megacephalus, with a consumption rate 85,87%.
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Varietal differences of barley in susceptibility to feeding by the migratory locust Locusta migratoria (Orthoptera: Acrididae)
and investigation of the feeding deterrents contained in the barley leaves
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1
Saga University, Faculty of Agriculture, Saga, Japan
2
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Yokohama City University, Kihara Institute for Biological Research, Yokohama, Japan
tokudam@cc.saga-u.ac.jp
Introduction: The migratory locust Locusta migratoria exhibits density-dependent phase polyphenism and is potentially one of
the most destructive agricultural pests worldwide. The locust feeds on various Poaceae but does not eat barley. Identification of
the feeding inhibitors in the barley leaves is expected to be useful for developing resistant crops.
Objectives: We aimed to investigate the feeding deterrents contained in barley leaves against the migratory locust.
Materials and methods: A laboratory strain of L. migratoria, eight barley (Hordeum vulgare) cultivars and two strains of H.
spontaneum were used for the experiments.
Gregarious phase locust hatchlings that were held individually in petri dishes were supplied with fresh leaves of each test plant
every day. The percentages of locusts that fed on barley leaves and their survival rate during the first instar were recorded.
Fresh leaves of the barley cultivar Nihon-ichi were freeze-dried and 3.0g of dried leaves were soaked in 300 ml of hexane,
dichloromethane or methanol overnight. The extract solutions were concentrated to approximately 10 ml with a rotary
evaporator under reduced pressure. 75 µl of each extract and 75μl of 3% sucrose in 50% ethanol were applied to pieces of filter
paper (10 x 40 mm), which were then dried and presented to L. migratoria adults. The amount of filter paper consumed was
determined for each test plant extract and compared with the controls that were treated with wheat extracts and solvent alone.
Results: The survival rate was significantly reduced for the first instars of L. migratoria that were fed any of the tested barley
cultivars and H. spontaneum strains compared with the locusts that were fed the wheat (control). The percentages of locusts
that consumed Nihon-ichi and one H. spontaneum strain were significantly lower than the value from the wheat or solvent
controls.
Locusts consumed a significantly smaller amount of filter paper when it was applied with barley leaf extracts versus wheat
extracts, but this difference was obtained only from the methanol extracts.
Conclusion: Our study revealed that the Nihon-ichi and some other barley cultivars and strains contained higher amounts of
feeding deterrents against L. migratoria than the other tested barley cultivars and wheat. These compounds are considered to
be methanol-extractable.
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Biodiversity and Relative Abundance of Arthropods in Citrus Cultivars Using Various Collection Techniques
M. Afzal, M. Ullah, A. Mustan, A. B. Raza
University of Sargodha, Sargodha Pakistan, Entomology, Sargodha, Pakistan
chafzal64@yahoo.com
Citrus is the major genus of the family Rutaceae and is the most merchandized agricultural produce in the world. The average
production of citrus in Pakistan is far below than other citrus growing countries. Many insect pests have been reported in citrus.
The objectives of this study were to characterize and document the arthropod community associated with citrus. Sticky traps,
Pitfall traps, Berles funnels, aspirator and aerial nets were used to sample the associated arthropods in fourteen of citrus
cultivars. The members of insect order Hemiptera were found most in all cultivars followed by Coleoptera and Hymenoptera.
The insect pests belonging to order Diptera and Lepidoptera were also found in sufficient numbers. The members of family
pseudococcidae and coccinellidae were found in all cultivars. Mars early cultivar of citrus was found with high numbers of
termites. The Olenda Valencia and Mars early cultivar were found to have more diversity of arthropods while Valencia late the
least. This study provides useful information about the seasonal abundance of arthropods in citrus plantation in order to devise
a suitable management technique for harmful insects.
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Analysis of the number of sensilla on the labrum and the diet of grasshoppers belonging to the family Pamphagidae
(Orthoptera)
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2
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naima_benkenana@yahoo.fr
We studied the diet of 10 species of grasshopper belonging to the family Pamphagidae over a period of 3 years at 6 localities in
North Eastern Algeria. The species of plants consumed by the grasshoppers was determined by comparing slide mounted
specimens of the pieces of plant epidermis in their faeces with those in a reference collection of identified plants collected from
the same localities. The percentages of occurrence of the different species of plants in the faeces of the grasshoppers were not
related to the abundance of the plants at the sites studied. All the grasshoppers were polyphagous but differed in the
percentage of Poaceae in their diets. The diet of Tmethis and Ocneridia contained a higher percentage of Poaceae than the other
species and are considered to be ambivores. The three species in the Pamphagus gr. djelfensis complex differ in their diets but
all tend to avoid consuming Poaceae and are categorized as forbivores. We also compared the frequency of occurrence of
Fabaceae in the faeces and in the field and O. volxemii is the only species that avoided consuming this plant family.
The number of sensilla on the labrum was also studied in both sexes of each species. Once one corrects for differences in the
size of the labrum, the forbivores have higher numbers of sensilla in groups A1, A2 and A3 (but not A10) than the ambivores. The
numbers of sensilla in the A10 group on the labrum of species of Pamphagidae is greater than on that of species of Acrididae,
which are mainly graminivores and adapted to semi-arid conditions.
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Inheritance of resistance to Cucurbit yellow stunting disorder virus (CYSDV) in melon (Cucumis melo L.) accessions PI 482431
(TGR 1937) and PI 614479
J. McCreight, W. Wintermantel, E. Natwick
USDA, ARS, Salinas, United States
etnatwick@ucanr.edu
CYSDV and whitefly (MEAM1 cryptic species of Bemisia tabaci; SPWF) together have devastated fall melon production in the
lower deserts of California and Arizona since 2006. Host plant resistance of melon to CYSDV and SPWF are high priorities for
sustained summer and fall melon production in this area. Melon accessions PI 482420 (TGR 1551), PI 482431 (TGR 1937) and PI
313970 are partially resistant to CYSDV, but inheritance of resistance has been reported only for PI 482420 and PI 313970.
Higher levels of resistance to CYSDV are, however, desired, and toward this end ≈500 melon accessions of India origin were
evaluated at the Univ. Calif., Desert Research and Education Center (DREC) in Imperial Valley for reaction to natural infection by
CYSDV in open field tests from 2007 to 2013. Six of the accessions were heterogeneous for apparent resistance to CYSDV: PI
122847, PI 123496, PI 124550, PI 145594, PI 614479, PI 614486. Here we report on the inheritance of resistance to CYSDV in PI
482431, which was reported to exhibit moderate resistance in response to controlled inoculations in Spain, and PI 614479, one
of the six putative resistant accessions identified in Imperial Valley. A randomly selected plant of PI 482431 was crossed via hand
pollination with CYSDV-susceptible ‘Top Mark’ in a greenhouse to produce the F 1. Likewise, a randomly selected plant from
selfed progeny of a putative resistant selection of PI 614479 was crossed with ‘Impac’. The respective F2 and testcrosses were
similarly produced in a greenhouse. Inheritance of resistance was studied in naturally infected field tests at DREC in the fall of
2013. The two tests (PI 482431 and PI 614479) were sown 13 to 15 Aug. on standard raised (ca. 20 cm) melon beds on 2.0 m
centers. Six seeds were sown by hand ca. 1.2 m apart in each plot (ca. 7.6 m long). The four reps in each test consisted of 12
plots: one each of the parents and F1, five of the F2, and two of each testcross. The initial irrigation was applied 16 Aug. via
buried drip lines. CYSDV symptoms were evaluated 10 weeks post-planting (WPP; 22 to 29 Oct.) using a 1 to 10 visual scale,
where 1 ≤ 10%, 2 ≈20%, 3 ≈30%, …10 ≈100% symptomatic foliage. SPWF feeding pressure was high based on data collected 3
WPP from ‘Top Mark’, ‘Impac’ and PI 482431 in an adjacent field test: 346, 483 and 361 adult SPWF per leaf, respectively. There
were significant differences in symptom severity 10 WPP between the resistant parents and their susceptible mates. The F1
generations did not significantly differ from their respective susceptible parents, which indicated recessive control of resistance
to CYSDV in PI 482431 and PI 614479. The F 2 and respective testcross generations confirmed recessive control of CYSDV
resistance. CYSDV titer reflected differences in symptom expression; ELISA absorbance (405 nm) means of ‘Top Mark’, PI 482431
and PI 614479 were 2.405, 0.384 and 0.984, respectively, 10 WPP.
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Isolation and identification of fungal strains producing antifungal substances from the soil of the burned forest of the region
of Mila (eastern Algeria)
A. Ouidad
Constantine 1 University, Microbiology, Constantine, Algeria
az_wided@yahoo.fr
The present study was initiated to (i) determine burned forest-inhabiting fungi in Zouagha ,Terri Beinène, Mila and study the
antagonistic activity of Trichodermasp against Fusarium sp, Penicillium sp, Rhizoctonia sp,Alternaria sp.
18 fungal strains were isolated from Soil samples taken from the forest Zouagha(Burned) in the region Mila representing 6
genera: Trichoderma sp et Fusarium sp, Penicillium sp, Rhizoctonia sp,Alternaria sp, Rhizopus sp.
The tests of dual culture methode on culture medium (PDA) against Trichodermasp et Fusarium sp, Penicillium sp, Rhizoctonia
sp,Alternaria sp revealed that : Trichodermasp could reduce mycelium grouth of Fusarium sp23.13% ,Penicillium sp33.13% ,
Rhizoctonia sp33.75 %and Alternaria sp 38.31% in comparaison with the witness after 6 days at room temperature (25°C).
The strains of Fusarium sp ,Penicillium sp , Rhizoctonia sp et Alternaria sp showed differences sensibility to the antagoniste.
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Biodiversity in Ethnomedicinal practices and Hygiene among Tribals of Wayanad, India
S. Palliyal
DM WIMS, Dentistry, Kalpette, India
dr.shanavasp@dmwims.com
The present study was conducted to document the biodiversity in ethno medicinal practices followed for oral health and
diseases by tribal people of Wayanad district, Kerala, India. Extensive ethno medicinal survey was undertaken to collect
information from traditional healers, elders and heads of the tribal community and botanists on the use of medicinal plants and
traditional oral care practices of this region. These people belonging to primitive or aboriginal culture possess a good deal of
information about medicinal utility of biodiversity. Systematic recording of data was done using a specific questionnaire
subsequent to personal interview. This study identified 24 herbs and various traditional methods used by people of this region
to maintain oral health and hygiene and as a remedy for dental diseases. Information on 32 plants that were traditionally being
used for oral health and hygiene by the tribal people of Wayanad was documented. Many of these plants are still being used.
Out of the 24 species, 3 species are used for routine oral hygiene practices, which are used to clean the teeth and massage the
gums. The leaves are rolled and one end of the roll is chewed to make it soft and fibrous and used for cleaning. Alternatively
whole leaves are chewed to make an infusion of the leaf extract and saliva. This mixture along with fibrous leaf material is
rubbed against teeth and gum using finger for cleansing. Similarly 8 species are used for tooth decay, 13 for tooth ache and 6 for
stomatitis or oral ulcers. The various parts of plants used.In addition to the herbs some people of Wayanad are also using
charcoal, half burnt rice bran mixed with salt, soot formed on the vessels or chimneys after heating with wood for regular
cleaning of teeth.Since the use of plant materials with medicinal potential represent a valid alternative for treatment of different
diseases, the documentation of the valuable ethno medicinal practices become essential. This would contribute to the body of
knowledge and help in exploration of new and novel bioactive compounds to fight against oral diseases.
Figure 1
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Safety of Desert Locust novel management tactics to the faunal biodiversity in the fragile ecosystem in Africa
M. Elbashir, M. Bashir
National Centre for Research, Biopesticides and Biofertilizers, Khartoum, Sudan
fataloope@yahoo.com
This study was conducted to evaluate the effect of phenyl aceto nitrile (PAN) alone or combined with Metarhizium anisopliae
(Metsch.) on non-target arthropods compared with their effect on desert locust Schistocerca gregaria (Forskal, 1775.) The tests
were conducted in the Red Sea Coast, at the International Center of Insect Physiology and Ecology (ICIPE) field station in Port
Sudan and Sallom. The area is considered as an important breeding area for the desert locust. Different doses of PAN &
Metarhizium were used including the recommended dose of both. The observed responses include mortality of caged,
S.gregaria nymphs, field relative abundance of some indicator species such as Vieta punctipennis (Tenebrionidae) Rhyssemus
aphodiinae (Coptypus) (Scarabaeidae), Cataglyphis bicolor (Fabricius, 1793) (Formicidae) , Monomorium spp (Formicidae), an
undefined sp of spider (Araneae) and unidentified species of abundant crustaceans. Environmental impact assessment; beforeafter -control-impact (BACI), was used. S.gregaria nymphs were significantly affected in the second season. Whereas there was
no negative effect on other non-target arthropods abundant in the vicinity of desert locust due to all treatments applied. So the
tactics used for control of desert locust proved its safety to the faunal biodiversity in the vicinity of desert locust fragile system.
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Two new records of the genus Holopyga (Hymenoptera: Chrysididae) from Iran
A. Farhad, A. A. Talebi, Y. Fathipour, H. R. hajiqanbar
Tarbiat Modares University/Iran, Entomology, Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran
a.farhad@modares.ac.ir
Holopyga Dahlbom, 1845 (Hymenoptera: Chrysididae), is a large genus in the tribe Elampini and comprises 91 species in all
zoogeographical regions, with highest diversity in the Palaearctic region. According to previous studies, 16 species of this genus
had been reported for the fauna of Iran. The aim of this study was to improve our knowledge of the genus Holopyga in Iran. The
specimens were collected using Malaise traps and sweeping net at Northern provinces (Guilan, Mazandaran, Alborz and Qazvin)
and Southern provinces (Hormozgan and Fars) of Iran during 2010-2013. Seven species were collected and identified, of which
two species are new records for the fauna of Iran: Holopyga fasscialis Linsenmaier, 1959 and H. jurinei Chevrier, 1862. Holopyga
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fasscialis was collected from Hormozgan province and H. jurinei from Alborz province.With two new records, the number of
Holopyga species in Iran has increased from 16 to 18.
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Cold Storage of Eggs and Adults of Phytoseiid Mites, Phytoseiulus persimilis Athias-Henriot, 1957 and Typhlodromus pyri
Scheuten, 1857 (Acarina: Phytoseiidae).
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The research aimed to determine the effect cold storage on the viability of Phytoseiulus persimilis eggs and adults ,and
Typhlodromus pyri (adults) stored at 5 °C and 10 °C , as well as its effect on hatchability and incubation period, after 1,2,3 and 4
weeks of cold storage. Results cleared that the incubation period of P. persimilis eggs , stored for one week under 10 °C was 3.1
± 0.32 days and the hatchability percentage was 97.4 %, while the incubation period of eggs stored for two weeks at 10 °C were
shortened to 2.5 ± 0.27 days, as well as the hatchability percentage was decreased to 85.3 %. Regarding to the treatment of
three weeks storage at 10 °C, the incubation period was sharply decreased to 1.4 ± 0.66 days with hatchability percentage of
only 58.6 %. Eggs stored for four weeks at 10 °C didn't hatch. As for the survival rate of the predatory mite P. persimilis, results
indicated that it gradually reduced by increasing cold storage period, where the survival rate after one week of storage under 5
°C was 91.6 % , decreased to 45.3 % after two weeks, while only 12.5 % of predators were survived after three weeks, while all
mites were died after four weeks of storage. As for the results of survival rate of T.pyri adult stages stored under cold degrees,
results indicated the survival rate was 66.6 and 83.3 % for males and females after two weeks of storage at 10 °C decreased to
50 % and 75 % at 3 weeks periods, for males and females. The survival rate of T.pyri was 0 % after four weeks of storage at 10 °C.
Finally, it could be concluded that the maximum storage period of the eggs of the predatory mite, P. persimilis should not be
excess than three weeks under 10 °C. While, T. pyri adult females can be successively stored for two weeks under 10 °C. With
high rates of viability.
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Resistance of Hordeum vulgare against Pyrenophora teres f. teres
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Pyrenophora teres f. teres is the causal agent of the net type of net blotch in barley. This fungal pathogen is widely spread and
highly damaging, rendering it one of the most serious foliar diseases in barley production. The most cost effective and
environment friendly way to prevent and control infection is by growing resistant cultivars. In a previous project between the
Institute for Resistance Research and Stress Tolerance of the Julius Kuehn-Institute and the All-Russian Research Institute of
Plant Protection more than 10,000 barley accessions, including landraces and commercial cultivars were screened for resistance
to P. teres f. teres under laboratory, greenhouse and field conditions. In the frame of these studies 449 barley accessions from
50 different countries expressing a different level of resistance were identified. In order to get more detailed information on the
resistance these 449 barley accessions are inoculated with two different but very aggressive isolates of P. teres f. teres, one from
Russia and one from Germany.
To achieve this plants were grown in a completely randomized block design with four replications in a greenhouse at 18°C
day/16°C night with 7 hours additional light. Three week old plantlets were inoculated with a hand sprayer until the leaves were
completely covered with a spore suspension adjusted to 5000 spores per mL. Fourteen days after inoculation the infection
response type was assessed following the scale of Tekauz (1985) from 1 (highly resistant) to 10 (highly susceptible). Out of the
449 tested genotypes 245 (approximately 54%) showed high to moderate resistance to P. teres f. teres isolate No 13 from Saint
Petersburg, Russia. The resistant genotypes originated from 35 different countries. To confirm the phenotypic data and identify
quantitative trait loci associated with resistance against net blotch, genome wide association studies based on genotypic data
derived from the Illumina 9k iSelect Chip will be conducted.
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Effect of heat stress on the physiology of the cork oak
Z. Djihane
Biology, Plant and Ecology, Constantine, Algeria
zekridjihane@yahoo.fr
Our study shall focus on the ability of trees cork oak that showed vis-à-vis sensitivity to climate change, including late spring
frosts. The combination of these factors resulted in damage alarmed therefore forest ecosystems weakened trees that can
affect their ability to support other abiotic and biotic stresses,
For this we tested its tolerance to thermal variations and cold weather conditions by estimating some stress markers
(quantification of proteins, RNA, soluble sugars) that are quantified to evaluate the cold tolerance of seedlings.
Sowing of cork oak (Quercus suber L.) is grown in controlled conditions at 25 ° C ± 2 ° C in long days 16h. These seedlings are
transferred at low temperatures between 5 ° C and -6 ° C for a period of 3 hours. Biochemical analyzes were performed in the
various organs of the cork oak seedlings. Cool temperatures induced a significant accumulation of proline in different organs of
seedlings and the optimum concentrations were observed in the roots with very high concentrations (4 times larger than those
of the control). The accumulation of soluble sugars is significantly in stems and roots at 0 ° C. Protein concentrations are very
high in leaves of both growth and high waves in rod at -4 ° C to -2 ° C. Tolerance cork oak seems to be at the thermal limit of -2 °
C. The concentration of these metabolites in the various organs showed the ability oak cork hardening during the winter.

P EGI 48
New records of the family Stratiomyidae (Dip; Brachycera) from Iran
1
2,1
S. Khaghaninia , F. Kazerani
1
University of Tabriz, Tabriz, Islamic Republic of Iran
2
Young researcher and Elite club, Tabriz branch , Islamic Azad university, Tabriz, Islamic Republic of Iran
farzane.kazerani@gmail.com
Introduction: The family Stratiomyidae (soldier fly) belongs to the suborder Brachycera in Diptera. This family includes more
than 2650 species in 375 genera composed of 12 subfamilies worldwide of which 426 species in 55 genera in 7 subfamilies occur
in the Palearctic region. In the recent years some studies have been done in the northern west forests of Iran that added more
than 15 species to the fauna of this family in Iran.
Material and methods: In order to study of the family Stratiomyidae (Dip; Stratiomyoidea) a survey was conducted during the
years 2009-2012. Species were collected by sweep net in the Qaradag Forests were identified in northwestern Iran.
Results: A total of 20 species were identified of which eight species [Nemotelus rudifranci (Berezovsky & Nartshuk. 1993); N.
nigrinus Fallén, 1817; N. notatus Zetterstedt, 1842; N. pantherinus (Linnaeus, 1758); Oxycera fallenii Staeger, 1844; O. meigenii
Staeger, 1844; O. notata Loew, 1873; O. trilineata (Linnaeus, 1767)] are recorded for the first time from Iran. An adopted key for
the studied species along with the supplementary figures for the new recorded species are provided.
Conclution: The results show that the fauna of the soldier fly in Arasbaran Forests is surprisingly rich and more studies in these
forests and other forests in northern Iran are necessary to complete our knowledge of the insect fauna of this region.
Refrences:
-Bei- Bienko, G. 1988. Keys to the insects of the European part of the USSR. Volume V. Diptera and Siphonaptera. Part II.
Smithonian Institution Libraries and the National Science Foundation Washington, D. C. 10- 148.
-Rozkošný, R. 1983. A Biosystematic Study of the European Stratiomyidae (Diptera). Vol.1. Introduction, Beridinae, Sarginae and
Stratiomyinae. Series Entomologica, 21. Dr.W. Junk, The Hague, pp. 1-401.
-Woodley, N. E. 2011. A World Catalog of the Stratiomyidae (Insecta: Diptera): A Supplement with Revisionary Notes and Errata.
In. Thompson, F.C. Brake, I. & Lonsdale, O. (eds): Contributions to the Biosystematic Database of World Diptera (pp. 485-521).
Sofia-Moscow: MYIA.
Figure 1: Location of sampling points on satellite image (SPOT) of Qaradag forests.
Figure 2: a-b) Nemotelus nigrinus, female, a) frontal view of head, b) lateral view of body; c-e) Nemotelus notatus, c) head of
female, d) lateral view of female, e) dorsal view of male, f) male genitalia.
Figure 3: a-c) Nemotelus pantherinus, male a) lateral view of head, b) lateral view of body, c) male genitalia; d-f) Nemotelus
rudifranci, d) lateral view of female, e) male genitalia, f) lateral view of male;
Figure 4: a) Oxycera fallenii, female; b-d) Oxycera meigenii, b) lateral view of female, c) dorsal view of female, d) male genitalia.
Figure 5: a-e) Oxycera notata, male, a) lateral view of body, b) dorsal view of body, c) male genitalia; female, d) dorsal view of
body, e) lateral view of body; f) Oxycera trilineata, dorsal view of female.
No attachments submitted
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Genetic variation among gene sequences of Phyllosticta citricarpa isolates obtained in a seven years interval.
A. Souza, R. C. D. Carboni, E. G. M. Lemos, A. Goes
Univ Estadual Paulista, Phytopathology, Jaboticabal, Brazil
adggoes@yahoo.com.br
Citrus Black Spot (CBS), caused by the fungus Phyllosticta citricarpa, is spread over continents in the world. The disease has been
affecting the citrus production for many years causing fruit damage and premature fall of fruits. Thence, CBS is considered A1
quarantine disease for European Union countries. Control of the disease is based on fungicide application, which has shown less
effectiveness over the years. Thus, the aim of this work was to check the genetic variability among P. citricarpa isolates from
citrus fruits collected in the same orchard in a seven years interval.
Methods: Orange fruits with CBS symptoms were collected in an orchard localized in the state of São Paulo, Brazil, in 2005 and
afterwards in 2012. A total of 80 and 115 P. citricarpa isolates that composed the 2005 and 2012 collections, respectively, were
submitted to a partial sequencing of ITS, GPDH and TEF1 genes by applying BigDye Terminator v3.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit (Life
Technologies) in a ABI3100 sequencer.
Results: The outcomes revealed higher variability among ITS sequences than GPDH and TEF1. The collection of 2012 has more
haplotypes, individuals with different sequences, than the 2005 collection, owing to the accumulation of more variable sites in
isolates obtained in 2012. In relation to ITS sequences, there was an increment of 33.8% in the number of haplotypes in the
2012 collection with respect to the 2005. Secondly, analysis of GHPH sequences indicated an increase of 19% in the haplotypes
number in the 2012 isolates collection. In turn, TEF1 sequences of isolates from 2005 and 2012 collections did not present
significant variation.
Conclusions: P. citricarpa species may suffer large accumulation of genic variations in a short period of time.

P EGI 50
Genetic Diversity of Phyllosticta capitalensis in guava plants from different environments
R. C. D. Carboni, A. Souza, A. Goes
Univ Estadual Paulista, Phytopathology, Jaboticabal, Brazil
adggoes@yahoo.com.br
P. capitalensis corresponds to an important species of fungi associated with plant kingdom. Although P. capitalensis has
endophytic behavior to a wide host range, studies indicated that this fungus species may cause rot on guava fruits, whose
symptoms were previously attributed to other species of Phyllosticta. Thus, in order to understand better the interaction of P.
capitalensis and guava, this work aimed to analyze the genetic profile of this isolates species.
Methods: Leaves were collected in guava germplasm bank and in areas of commercial production, while the fruits were only
collected in areas of commercial production. The isolates were submitted to a partial sequencing of ITS, actin (ACT) and
glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GPDH) genes for previously species identification and afterwards their genetic
variability was analyzed by applying AFLP markers. Both analysis were carried out in an ABI3100 sequencer.
Results: 33 isolates derived from asymptomatic leaves and 9 from symptomatic guava fruits were identified as P. capitalensis.
Although the isolates have been distributed randomly in the AFLP dendrogram, it was observed a subgroup compounded only by
isolates of symptomatic guava fruits from commercial orchards.
Conclusions: The genetic difference between a subgroup of isolates from a commercial area that receives chemical treatments
and the others from germoplasm bank denotes the possibility of P. capitalensis speciation between endophytic and pathogenic
individuals.

P EGI 51
Population density and spatial distribution of immature stages of Callosobruchus maculatus (Col.: Bruchidae) on cowpea in
Tehran region
1
2
R. Taghizadeh , Y. Fathipour
1
Urmia University, Urmia, Islamic Republic of Iran
2
Tarbiat Modares University, Department of Entomology, Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran
r_taghizadeh61@yahoo.com
Population density, sampling program and spatial distribution pattern of egg and larvae of Callosobruchus maculatus on cowpea
(var. Parastoo) were determined in Tehran region during 2005. Bean pod was selected as a sample unit and the reliable sample
size with maximum relative variation of 20% was obtained 50. Taylor's power law and Iwao's patchiness regression methods
were used for determining the spatial distribution pattern of egg and larvae of the pest. The relationship between length and
diameter of pods with number of laid eggs was determined using linear regression. There was significant positive relationship
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between number of eggs and the length of pods. The relationship between number of eggs and diameter of pods was also
significantly positive. There was no significant relationship between number of larvae and length/diameter of bean pods. The
spatial distribution pattern of egg using Taylor's method was aggregated and using Iwao's method was random. The spatial
distribution pattern of larvae using two ways was aggregated and total of egg and larvae using Taylor's method was aggregated
and using Iwao's method was random. Occurrence of the pest in field was observed early summer and irregular population
fluctuation was recorded bean growing season.
Reference:
1 Horng, S. B. 2002. Larval competition and egg-laying decisions by the bean weevil, Callosobruchus maculates. Animal
Behaviour, 53: 1-12.
2 Koura, A., El Halfawy, M. and Shehata, T. 1971. Preference of the cawpea weevil, Callosobruchus maculatus Fabricius to some
legume seeds and weight less due to insect infestation. Agricultural Research Review, 49: 35-40.
3 Pedigo, L. P. 1994. Handbook of sampling methods for arthropods in agriculture. CRC Press, Florida.
4 Schalk, J. M. and Rassoulian, G. 1973. Callosobruchus maculates: observations of attack on cowpeas in Iran. Journal of
Economic Entomology, 66(2): 579-580.
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The presence of endophytes and conspecifics determine olfaction-guided host foraging of the New Zealand grass grub.
1
1
2
3
1
M. Rostas , L. Weißinger , M. Cripps , P.Silcock , C. van Koten
1
Lincoln University, Bio-Protection Research Centre, Christchurch, New Zealand
2
AgResearch Ltd, Christchurch
3
Otago University, Department of Food Science, Dunedin
michael.rostas@lincoln.ac.nz
Introduction: Grass endophytes of the fungal genus Epichloë (asexual: Neotyphodium) are widely used in New Zealand to
control pest insects of pastures. The primary mechanism for resistance in Festuca pratensis x Lolium perenne is the shoot-toroot translocation of insect-toxic loline alkaloids produced by the endophyte E. uncinatum. However, endophytes can also have
an impact on their host plant’s metabolism which can subsequently affect soil pests. For instance, below-ground insects rely on
root volatiles for long-range host location. Whether endophytic fungi affect root volatile emission of undamaged or herbivoredamaged plants (constitutive and induced volatiles, respectively) and whether this affects plant resistance was the question
addressed in this study.
Objectives: To establish whether shoot endophyte colonisation affects constitutive and herbivore-induced root volatile emission
and subsequently the behaviour of a belowground insect.
Materials and Methods: Behavioural studies were performed with a 4-arm-belowground olfactometer. Larvae of Costelytra
zealandica (Col., Scarabeidae) were allowed to choose between odours of (a) undamaged non-endophyte grass (E-) vs.
endophyte grass (E+), (b) grass roots (E-) with 0, 5, 10, or 20 C. zealandica (c) same as previous but with E+, (d) same as previous
but without plants. Proton-transfer-reaction mass spectrometry was used to characterize the volatile metabolome of
undamaged E- and E+.
Results: In undamaged plants, grubs preferred volatiles of E- over E+. This correlated with attenuated emission of volatiles in E+.
Furthermore, grubs found treatments ‘20 grubs on E-‘ and ‘20 grubs on E+‘ more attractive than either plant without grubs, but
volatiles of 20 grubs without plants were also attractive.
Conclusions: Presence of the endophyte E. uncinatum had a positive effect for grass roots as fewer herbivores were attracted,
possibly to due to reduced root volatile emission. Attraction to the root-herbivore-complex was density-dependent but the
pattern was similar for E- and E+ plants. The relative contribution of herbivore-induced versus insect-derived volatiles needs
further clarification however.
P ENDO 2
Endophytes in maize and pine in New Zealand
J. Brookes, T. Glare, M. Rostas, M.-C. Lefort
Lincoln University, Bio-Protection Research Centre, Christchurch, New Zealand
jenny.brookes@lincoln.ac.nz
Introduction: As part of investigations into endophytes in the agricultural and forestry crops in New Zealand, we have examined
the naturally occurring fungi colonising -maize (Zea mays) and pines (Pinus radiata). Our interest is not just in occurrence of
endophytic fungi, but also in any beneficial effects. Therefore the effect of a common endophyte of pines, Beauveria bassiana,
was used to effect of above ground and below ground mortality of two species of insects and to determine effect on plant
health.
Objectives:
1 Identify naturally occurring endophytes in maize and pines.
2 Determine any effects of selected endophytes on plant defence against insects.
Methods and materials: Putative fungal endophytes were recovered from maize and pines over several seasons. Fungi were
recovered after surface sterilisation on PDA medium, and each isolate identified using morphological and molecular techniques.
Selected isolates were inoculated into plants by root dipping and test the effect against Helicoverpa armigera and grass grubs
(Costelytra zealandica) both on insect and plant growth.
Results: To date the study has identified 60 isolates of fungi colonising maize and a further 26 colonising pines. Using pines as
the first test system, C. zealandica larvae showed reduced weight when endophytic fungus, B. bassiana, was present. There was
no effect on H. armigera which may be due to localised expression of the B. bassiana in the roots.
Conclusions: Naturally occurring maize and pine endophytes are numerous but as yet it is not known if any will be useful as a
biological control agents. One fungus, B. bassiana, has shown promise in pines but requires information on the transmission,
colonisation and the persistence within the pine.
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The endophytic fungus Piriformospora indica promotes growth and salt stress tolerance of rice plants
S.-J. Wang, P.-C. Lin, N.-C. Dai
National Taiwan University, Department of Agronomy, Taipei, Taiwan
shujen@ntu.edu.tw
Piriformospora indica (P. indica), an endophyte fungus, can be cultured in artificial medium without plant hosts. Effects of
endophytically colonized P. indica on promoting plant growth and increasing environmental stress tolerance have been
observed in several plant species. However, the effect of P. indica on growing of semi-aquatic plant such as rice plants is still
need to be further addressed. Rice is one of the most important food crop¸ and nearly half of the world’s population depends on
rice as their staple food source. In this study, we focused to reveal the effect of P. indica on rice (Oryza sativa L. cv. Taichung
Native 1, TCN1) growth and the abiotic stress tolerance. The result showed that the biomass of P. indica-colonizated hydroponic
rice seedlings was significantly increased. Using ImageJ analysis to observe the root system, the result showed that architecture
of root colonized by P. indica was modified. The total number and length of adventitious roots were obviously increased, and
the length of lateral roots was also promoted. To reveal whether auxin was involved to the regulatory pathway of P. indicainduced root growth, the p-chlorophenoxyisobutyric acid (PCIB), an inhibitor of auxin action, was applied to the seedling culture
solutions. The data showed that PCIB can repress the P. indica-mediated root phenotype change. Moreover, the P. indicainduced expressions of OsRAA1, an indicator gene of auxin levels, were also reduced. In addition, cell wall extract of P. indica
would provide the similar effect with that of endophytic P. indica on seedling growth. Rice is sensitive to salt stress especially at
seedling stage. The salt tolerance of 3-leaf-stage seedlings inoculated with P. indica has been investigated in our study.
Malondialdehyde (MDA) level was used as a biomarker to monitor the influence of oxidative stress in rice tissues under high
salinity conditions. The increase of MDA level induced by salt stress was significantly reduced in P. indica-inoculated rice
seedlings. In addition, the activities of some antioxidant enzymes were up-regulated by P. indica. In conclusion, reducing oxidant
stress would play an important role in the P. indica-induced salt tolerance of rice plants at stress conditions and recovery stages.

P ENDO 4
Diversity of Phylloplane and Rhizoshere Bacteria and their potential as Antagonist for blast of rice and bacterial blight of
Pomegranate
M. P. Kumar, A. Gowda, R. KT, M. CP, M. Gowda
University of Agricultural Sciencs, Plant Pathology, Bangalore, India
babu_prasanna@rediffmail.com
Bacteria were isolated from phylloplane of pomegranate and also from rhizosphere of rice plants grown under submerged
conditions, following serial dilution method. Pseudomonas fluorescens (RPf1) and Bacillus subtilis (RBs1) were used as reference
culture along with four bacterial endophytes in neem procured from National Center for Biological Sciences, Bangalore. The
obtained bacterial isolates were pre-evaluated for inhibitory activity by dual culture method against Magnoporthe oryzae and
modified well method for Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. punicae pathogens. The isolates were identified and characterized based
on morphological, biochemical and 16S rRNA gene sequencing. Identification of the bacterial strains was done for isolates that
showed high inhibition against M. oryzae and X. a. pv. punicae using bacterial species specific 16S rRNA primers.
A total of 58 bacterial strains from pomegranate phylloplane and 60 bacterial strains from the rice rhizosphere were isolated and
along with six reference strains were tested for their biocontrol activity against the devastating M. oryzae by in vitro dual culture
assay and X. a. pv. punicae by modified well method on Luria Bertani agar medium. Among these isolates ten paddy rhizospheric
isolates, 15 phylloplane bacterial strains from pomegranate and four neem bacterial endophytes effectively inhibited the
mycelial growth of M. oryzae . The results of in vitro dual culture assay revealed that the maximum per cent inhibition against M.
oryzae was observed in Enterobacter spp. (81.71%), followed by Bacillus cereus (76.83%), Alcaligenes spp. (76.83%), Serratia
marcescens (76.83%), Myroides odoratus (76.83%), Bacillus subtilis (75.00%), Bacillus pumilus (75.61%), Bacillus cereus (74.39),
Brevibacterium spp. (74.39%), Pantoea anthophila (74.39%), Myroides marinus (76.83%), Pseudomonas fluorescens (63.41%),
Proteus mirabilis (63.41%) and Alcaligenes faecalis (52.44%) compared to negative control and positive control reference strains
Bacillus subtilis and Pseudomonas fluorescens (71.95% and 56.10% inhibition respectively) (table 1and plate 1). Among neem
endophytes Pantoea ananatis recorded 65.30 per cent compared to both the controls. Similarly, maximum zone of inhibition of
X. a. pv. punicae was recorded with Bacillus cereus (3.83cm) followed by Bacillus pumilus (3.40cm) and Myroides odoratus
(2.80cm) compared to both the controls. These bacterial strains were found superior to Bacillus subtilis and Pseudomonas
fluorescens reference strains.
From these studies it was observed that the diversity of bacterial population in three ecological niches of plant and their ability
to suppress the blast of rice and bacterial blight of pomegranate along with enhancing the growth of rice seedlings on seed
biopriming. The efficient antagonistic strain and its effective delivery method help not only to suppress the diseases but also
enhance the seed indices and seedling growth.
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P ENDO 5
Endophytes in Oilseed rape: Potential for biocontrol
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1
2
1
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C. Schmidt , L. Mrnka , P. Petra Lovecká , T. Frantík , V. Miroslav
1
Institute of Botany ASCR, Department of Mycorrhizal Symbiosis, Pruhonice, Czech Republic
2
University of Chemistry and Technology, Prague, Czech Republic
christoph.schmidt@ibot.cas.cz
Phoma stem canker disease (anamorph Phoma lingam, teleomorph Leptosphaeria maculans) and Sclerotinia stem rot
(Sclerotinia sclerotiorum) are two major diseases of oilseed rape (OSR). Endophytic fungi and bacteria may offer a promising
alternative to chemical control. Growing sheltered inside the plant, they may have the potential to provide systemic protection
over a long period of time. Disease may also influence endophyte communities. We investigated endophyte communities in
healthy OSR and in diseased OSR showing symptoms of Phoma stem canker. Root and stem endophytes were isolated from
surface-sterilised OSR tissues using nutrient rich (2% MEA) and nutrient poor (SNA) media. The fungal isolates were grouped into
morphotypes based on their colony morphology and growth characteristics. Identity of the isolates was confirmed by molecular
fingerprinting (internal transcribed spacer sequences ITS).
Cladosporium-like Ascomycetes were only isolated from the roots and shoots of healthy plants and represented the majority of
fungal isolates in healthy roots. In roots of diseased plants, fungi related to Monographella prevailed. Putative Plectosphaeria
isolates were isolated from healthy as well as diseased plants. In stems, the differences between healthy and diseased plants
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were less pronounced. Interestingly, Leptosphaeria-related fungi formed the largest group of isolates there, irrespective of
visible symptoms of Phoma stem canker. Botrytis-like isolates were only isolated from symptomless shoots, whereas Alternaria
was detected only in symptomatic stems. Cryptococcus-like Basidiomycetes were present in both healthy and diseased shoots.
Endophytic bacteria were more abundant and diverse in the roots (87 isolates) than in the shoots (24 isolates). In both healthy
and diseased plants, Pseudomonads were the dominant group of root endophytes, but their species composition differed.
Among other bacterial groups, Enterobacter amnogenes was more abundant in roots of healthy plants whereas Serratia were
mainly isolated from roots of diseased plants. Bacillus and Serratia were the dominant bacterial geni in stems. Bacillus isolates
prevailed in healthy shoots. Pseudomonas species, while frequent in roots, were only found in diseased stems.
Selected endophytic fungi and bacteria will be tested in greenhouse and field experiments for efficacy against Phoma stem
canker disease and Sclerotinia stem rot. In first experiments, Pseudomonas antarctica 50 ŘKK 1A, isolated from healthy roots,
reduced symptom development of Phoma stem canker significantly when directly applied to leaves, but showed no systemic
effect after application as seed and soil treatment. Screening of effective isolates continues.
Acknowledgements: We thank Mr. Dušan Kunc for skillfull technical assistance. The financial support by Technological Agency of
the Czech Republic, project Improvement of phytoremediation capacity and production potential of energy crops grown in
contaminated and poor soils by means of endophytic and mycorrhizal symbionts contract No. TA03011184, is greatly
appreciated.
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Eco-friendly approach to control phytopathogenic fungi Surender Kumar Bhardwaj
S. Bhardwaj
Maharshi Dayanand University, Botanical/ Herbal Garden, Rohtak, India
skbmdu67@gmail.com
There are concerns about the widespread use of xenobiotic chemicals in crop production in developing countries because of
their possible adverse effects on human health. According to World Health Organization survey more than 50,000 people in
developing countries are poisoned annually and 5,000 die as a result of the effects of toxic agrichemicals. In India 35,000 40,000 tons of hazardous chemicals are sprayed on crops every year and this is considered to increase the risk of cancer, sterility
and death. So there is an urgent need to develop sustainable methods for these horrible diseases. The remedy lies in the use of
more natural products which do not damage the ecosystems such as biofertilisers, bioinsectisides and biofungicides. The ecofriendly management of crop's diseases is the only safe substitute to be explored to control these phytopathogens and to
maintain sustainable agriculture and environment. Plants are known to possess antimicrobial secondary metabolites that can
inhibit the growth of plant pathogens and it is possible that these compounds could be used to combat plant diseases. In the
present study, experiments were carried out to evaluate the antimicrobial properties of 100 plant parts samples of 100 plants
spanning over 45 families against plant pathogenic fungi by the food poisoning method. The various plants tested for their
antimicrobial activity have shown varied response. The results are promising and some of the plants have shown inhibitory
activity against one or two fungi, whereas others have shown a broader spectrum of activity, some plants showing good activity
against all the test fungi. Plants samples of some families such as Apocynaceae, Caesalpinaceae, Combretaceae, Compositae,
Ebenaceae, Liliaceae, Lythraceae, Meliaceae, Mimosaceae, Rosaceae, Salvadoraceae, Sapindaceae, Theaceae and Zingibraceae
were found to be comparatively more effective against the test fungi and bacteria. In view of the above facts, the present study
has elaborated our knowledge by accessing the antifungal properties among the available natural flora which can subsequently
be explored for the possibilities towards the identification of the key bioactive agents, through implying modern microbiology
and biochemical techniques.
The research work indicates that the use of plant extracts as antimicrobial agent to control plant pathogens is feasible and is
cost effective as the material used is inexpensive. The major benefit is its being eco-friendly.

P N-CCO 2
The Effect of Insect Host species on Some Bio-characteristics of Trissolcus semistriatus Ness, a Parasitoid of Sunn Pest,
Eurygaster Integriceps Put., in Syria
R. Alhashemi
Ministry of Agriculture and Agrarian Reform, Syria, Plant Protection, Al-Hasaka, Syria, Al-Qamishli, Syrian Arab Republic
rawda_alhashemi@yahoo.com
Introduction: Trissolcus semistriatus Ness is the most abundant species of egg parasitoids of sunn pest (Eurygaster integriceps
Put.) in Syria (1), which is the most common pest on wheat in Al-Hasaka region in this country (2). There are reports that T.
semistriatus can be reared in the laboratory on eggs of both E. integriceps and Eurydema ornatum L. (Het., Pentatomidae)
(3),which is a pest of cultivated and wild Crucifera (4).
Objectives: Study the effect of insect host (E. integriceps and Eurydema ornatum) on some bio-characteristics of T. semistriatus,
and test cabbage bug if it is possible to be reared as alternative host in the laboratory.
Materials and methods: This study has been conducted during 2009 under laboratory conditions. Some bio-characteristics of
parasitoid's female (T. semistriatus) was tested when it parasitize on the eggs of both insect hosts (E. integriceps and Eurydema
ornatum). Comparison between eggs of both species and its capability to be parasitized by parasitoid's female was through the
tested bio-characteristics.
Results: Results showed that the sunn pest eggs exceeded significantly on cabbage bug eggs for fecundity of parasitoid's female
(16.80 and 10.00 eggs), the number of emerged parasitoids (15.90 and 5.60 parasitoids), the hatch percentage (94.92 and
57.67%) and the number of emerged females (10.30 and 5.10 females), but no significant difference for female longevity (6.50
and 4.40 days) and parasitism (22.35 and 24.34%).
Conclusion: This study indicates that it is possible to use alternative insect hosts of sunn pest in laboratory breeding of Trissolcus
parasitoids, such as cabbage bug (Eurydema ornatum L.), which is available naturally in Al-Hasaka region within the integrated
management program of sunn pest.
References:
(1): Trissi. A. N, El-Bouhssini. M, Ibrahem. J and Reid. W. Survey of Egg Parasitoids of Sun Pest in Northern Syria. 21. Second
International Conference on Sunn Pest, ICARDA, Aleppo, Syria, 19-22 July, 2004.
(2): Annual Statistical Studies, Ministry of Agriculture and Agrarian Reform, Damascus, Syria. 2011.
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(3): Laraichi, M. (1979) A study of the interactions between egg parasite and its hosts.Awamia Rev. Rech. Agron. Maroc. 57:169178 (French, with English summary).
(4): Atalay, R. and Çağlayan, L. (1990) Investigations on the population-injury relationships of Eurydema ornatum L.
(Heteroptera, Pentatomidae) harmful on cabbage and cauliflower seedlings.Turk. J. Entomol. 14:109-114 (Turkish, with English
summary).

P N-CCO 3
Development of an efficient approach for genetic transformation of some apple (Malus domestica Borkh.) cultivars and
rootstocks for improving their fungal diseases resistance using g2ps1 gene from Gerbera hybrid (Asteraceae)
1
1
2
3
3
A. Abdul Kader , N. Ali Bacha , M. Battha , H.-J. Jacobsen , F. Hassan
1
General Commission for Scientific Agricultural Research, Biotechnology , Damascus, Syrian Arab Republic
2
Damascus Univ., Faculty of Agriculture, Horticulture, Damascus, Syrian Arab Republic
3
Leibniz Uni. Hannover, Biotechnology, Hannover, Germany
ahmadabdulkader2@gmail.com
g2ps1 gene from Gerbera hybrida coding for 2-pyrone synthase which contribute for fungal and insect resistance was used. The
aim was to establish an efficient and practical reproducible approach of genetic transformation for apple cvs. 'Golden Delicious',
'Royal Gala' and 'MM111', 'M26' rootstocks for improving their fungal resistance using genetic engineering techniques. Putative
-1
-1
-1
transgenic shoots could be obtained on MS media with B5 Vitamins, 5.0 mg l BAP, or 2.0 mg l TDZ with 0.2 mg l NAA in the
-1
presence of the selection agent "PPT" at 3.0-5.0 mgl . Shoot multiplication of transgenic shoots was achieved on: MS + B5
-1
-1
-1
vitamins + 1.0 mg l BAP + 0.3 mg l IBA, 0.2 mg l GA3+1.0 g/l MES+ 30 g/l sucrose + 7.0 g/l Agar, with the selection agent PPT
-1
at 5.0 mg l . Transgenic clones of the apples studied have been obtained and confirmed by selection on the media containing
the selection agent "PPT" and by PCR analysis using the suitable primers in all clones obtained for the presence of the selection"
bar gene (447 bp) and the gene-of- interest "g2PS1" (1244 bp), with transformation efficiency of 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.1% and 0.3%
respectively. Results of DNA sequence analysis of the transgenic plants also proved the successful transformation and had 95 to
99% sequence homology with the g2ps1 gene (accession no. Z38097.2). These transgenic clones were multiplied further in vitro
in the presence of the selection agent 'PPT' and rooted in vitro. Rooted transgenic plantlets were successfully acclimatized and
are being kept under-containment conditions according to the biosafety by-law in Syria to evaluate their performance for fungal
resistance.
References:
Ali Bacha, N.; Abdul-Kader, A.; Darkazanly, K. (2009). Fruit, Vegetable and Cereal Science and Biotechnology, vol. 3, No.1: 28-43.
Norelli, J.L.; Mills, J.A.; and Aldwiinckle, H.S. (1996). HortScience 31 (6): 1026-1027.
Norelli, J.L.; Borejsza-Wysocka, E.; Momol, T.M.;Aldwinckle, H.S.; Abdul Kader A.M; Bauer W.B; Beer S.V. (1999). Acta
Horticulturae 489, 295-296.
Szankowski, I.; Briviba, K.; Fleschhut, J.; Schönherr, J.; Jacobsen H-J.; Kiesecker, H. (2003). Plant Cell Reports 22: 141-149.
Acknowledgements:
Alexander von Humboldt Foundation, Bonn, Germany
Leibniz Hannover University, Hannover, Germany
General Commission for Scientific Agricultural Research (GCSAR), Syria
Damascus University, Faculty of Agriculture, Syria
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Figure 1: Physical map of the binary vectors used for apple transformation. (d35S-P: double 35S promoter, 35S-T: terminator, P:
promoter, NOS: Agrobacterium nopaline synthase gene, Bar: herbicide resistance selectable marker from Streptomyces
hygroscpicus, RB: right border, LB: left border).

Figure 2
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P N-CCO 4
Plant´s Strategies for Allelochemical (Benzoxazolinone) Detoxification
M. Schulz
University of Bonn, IMBIO, Bonn, Germany
ulp509@uni-bonn.de
Introduction: Benzoxazinones, phytotoxic secondary compounds of Secale cereale L. or Zea mays, are used in organic farming
for weed control. In soil, benzoxazinones are subject to a cascade of transformation reactions which lead to benzoxazolinones
and other compounds. Exposure to the benzoxazolinone BOA affects the transcriptome of receiver seedlings, inhibits
germination and growth and can induce death of sensitive species. Differences in the sensitivity are due to species/cultivardependent strategies which have been evolved to cope with BOA or other allelochemicals. These strategies include the rapid
activation of detoxification reactions and extrusion of detoxified compounds.
Objectives: The intention of the presented and ongoing studies is to elucidate functions of plant associated microorganisms in
phytotoxin elimination.
Material and methods: Zea mays “Cassilas”, Zea mays mutant BX-less; Abutilon theophrasti, (Herbiseed). Identification of
detoxification products, analyses of enzyme assays: HPLC/MS/NMR; proteome analyses: SDS-PAGE; LC-MS/MS.
Results: In Zea mays roots, the allelochemical benzoxazolinone is first detoxified by glucosylation of BOA-6-OH and subsequently
by glucoside carbamate and malonylglucoside carbamate synthesis. Whereas BOA-6-O-glucosylation is located in the cytosol,
detoxification via the glucoside carbamate pathway occurs within the extraplastic space. Inhibitor studies and proteome
analyses revealed enzymes involved in the process. The endophyte Fusarium verticillioides participates in the detoxification by
providing lactone heterocyle cleavage products. In contrast, the dicot Abutilon theophrasti performs BOA detoxification almost
exclusively within the extraplastic space yielding BOA-6-O-glucoside as the major detoxification product. The root associated
zygomycete Actinomucor elegans supports the plant by stimulating the exudation of absorbed BOA; other microorganisms take
over additional detoxification work for the plant.
Conclusion: Our results demonstrate that plant associated microorganisms are important for the tolerance development against
phytotoxins.

P N-CCO 5
Biological control of the lesser grain borer Rhyzopertha dominica by bioformulated products derived from endophytic fungus
Paecilomyces marquandii isolated from Artemisia herba-alba
O. A. Bensaci, R. Beghami, N. Lombarkia
University Hadj Lakhdar Batna, Institut des Sciences Vétérinaires et Agronomiques, Department of Agronomy, Batna, Algeria
benssaci.oussama@univ-batna.dz
Three bioformulations containing culture filtrates of endophytic fungus Paecilomyces marquandii isolated from healthy leaves of
Artemisia herba-alba (Asteraceae) were tested in laboratory against the lesser grain borer, Rhyzopertha dominica (Coleoptera:
Bostrichidae). All formulations, namely the stabilized invert emulsion, effervescent powder and seed-coating wettable powder
demonstrated insecticidal activities against the targeted pest. Stabilized invert emulsion has a high insecticidal activity which is
even more important with the concentration gradient of the filtrates, generating mortality ranging from 64,2% to 100% for
culture filtrate concentrations ranging from 20% to 80%, respectively. While insect treatments with effervescent powder caused
an average mortality of 53.3%. Lethal concentration 50 (LC 50) was 16,26% for the stabilized invert emulsion while the lethal time
50 (LT50) varies between 7,05h, 2,37h, 2,49h and 1,61h depending on the culture filtrate concentrations. Whereas we recorded
an LT50 of 3,50h after insect treatment with effervescent powder. Moreover, the average rate of infestation of durum wheat
(Triticum durum) seeds coated with wettable powder was very low (8,9%) compared to untreated seeds (72%) recording a
reduction in the bostrichid attacks of about 88%. It is possible to propose to cereal producers these formulations in order to
apply them for protection of durum wheat seeds belonging to the local varieties, as being an alternative to the chemicals.

P N-CCO 6
Toxicological and Biological Effects of Neem and Jojoba Oils on the Black Cutworm Agrotis ipsilon (Hüfn).
A. M. El-Rawy, S. M. Osman
Plant Protection Research Institute, ARC, Giza, Egypt
adel_elrawy69@yahoo.com
The present study aimed to investigate the toxicity and biological effects of neem oil (Neemix 4.5% azadirachtin) and jojoba oil
th
(Nat-1 96%) on 4 instar A. ipsilon larvae. The two materials were tested as a bait (with wheat bran) at 0.50, 0.75, 1.00, 1.25,
o
1.50, 1.75 and 2.00 liters / 25kg. wheat bran under a constant temperature of 26+1 C. The study revealed that the Neemix was
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more toxic than Nat-1. LC50 and LC90 values were 0.84 and 1.85 for Neemix and 0.97 and 2.04 for Nat-1, respectively. In the same
time the Neemix was more effective, decreased each of pupation percentage, pupal weight, adult emergence rate, fecundity
and fertility. In general the two plant oils caused an increase in larval and pupal durations but decreased the pupal weight.
Malformations in pupae and adults were increased with increasing the concentrations of the two oils.

P N-CCO 7
Isolation and identification of the fungus causaing leaves spot of Eucalypius trees species Eucalyptus Stricklandii in Sirt region
of Libya
F. A. Abouzkhar
River by Man, Department of Plant Protection, Sirte, Libyan Arab Jamabiriya
farhatabouzkhar@gmail.com
Laboratory results showed insulation and field to cause disease spotted eucalyptus trees verity E.strickklandii leaves and seeds ,
which were imported from Australia and the cultivation nurse Alkardabia productive , which is located in the city of Sirte, Libya
during the agricultural season 2014 to the presence of fungus Alternaria .spp tested in all the papers . As explained field survey
of the disease to the results of a high sensitivity of the disease , where the severity of the injury recorded a rate of 12.2% at the
upper limbs of trees and 17.5 % at the lower extremities , while the prevalence of the disease record 75% of the trees tested in
the study area .

P N-CCO 8
Entomopathogenic fungi, Beauveria bassiana (Bals.) and Metarhizium anisopliae (Metsch.) As A biological Control Agents on
Some Stored Product Insects.
M. Abdel-Raheem, I. Ismail, R. Abdel-Rahman
National Research Centre, Pests & plant protection, Eldokki, Egypt
abdelraheem_nrc@hotmail.com
Egyptian isolates of Entomopathogenic fungi, Beauveria bassiana and Metarhizium anisopliae were isolated and tested against
three Stored Product insects, Rhyzopertha dominica (F.), Sitophilus oryzae (L.) and Oryzaephilus surinmensis (L.). The result
revealed that M. anisopliae was more effective against tested insects than B. bassiana. The R. dominica was the most effective
insects to both fungi, followed by O. surinmensis, while S. oryzae was the least. Different concentration of Entomopathogenic
6
6
6
6
fungus, B. bassiana (0.12 x 10 conidia /g, 0.22 x 10 conidia /g, 0.32 x 10 conidia / g, and 0.42 x 10 conidia /g) were tested
5
5
5
against R. dominica, S. oryzae and O. surinmensis. LC50 were 1.2 x 10 conidia / g, 1.6 x 10 conidia / g and 1.4 x 10 conidia / g,
respectively. The same concentrations of Entomopathogenic fungus, M. anisopliae were tested against R. dominica, S. oryzae
5
5
5
and O. surinmensis. LC50 were 2.7 x 10 conidia / g, 1.3 x 10 conidia / g, and 3.5 x 10 conidia / g, respectively.

P N-CCO 9
Laboratory Evaluation of the efficacy of biospesticides on the management of American cockroach (Periplaneta american L.)
1
1
1
2
S. B. Umoetok , F. Andrew , M. D. Isah , R. Essien
1
University, Crop Science, University of Calabar, Calabar, Nigeria
2
University, Crop Science, Akwa Ibom State University, Akwa Ibom State, Nigeria
sbaumoetok@yahoo.com
Laboratory experiment was carried out to evaluate the efficacy of Allum sativum, Citrus sinensis, Lycopersicon lycopersicum,
Ocimum gratissimum O. santum, Piper guineensis and Zingiber officinale on the management of American cockroach
(Periplaneta americana L.). Five concentrations (0.05, 0.10, 0.15 and 0.20 g/ml) of the plant extracts were sprayed on cages that
contained ten adult P. americana each. An untreated treatment was included to serve as control. Mortality was recorded at 24
h, 48 h, and 72 h exposure period. At 24 h, only P. guineensis at 0.05g/ml gave 23% mortality which was significantly (p = 0.05)
different from the control. However, 0.20 g/ml, significant (p= 0.05) differences were observed among other plant extracts
except P. guineensis, A.sativum, O. gratissimum. But at 48 h exposure, 0.20g/ml of Piper guineensis gave 100%, which was
significantly (p=0.05) different from O. gratissimum (43%), A. sativum (37 %), L. lycopersicum (37 %), O. sanctum (30 %), C.
sinensis (27%) and Z. officinale (20%). Percent mortality at 72 h was: P. guineensis (100 %), O. gratissimum (50 %). L.
lycopersicum (43 %), A. sativum (40 %) and O. sanctum (30 %), C. sinensis (27 %), Z. officinale (23 %). No mortality was recorded
in the control throughout the experiment. In conclusion, P. guineensis resulted in significantly (p=0.05) higher percent mortality
than all other plant extracts except O. gratissimum hence can be used in the control of P. americana. However, this result should
be confirmed with trials outside the laboratory.
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P N-CCO 10
Abundance comparison and sex index of ladybird (Coccinella septempunctata L.) (Col.: Coccinelldae) in wheat fields and apple
orchards in Urmia region
1,2
3
N. Shayesteh , H. Ranji
1
Islamic Azad University, Mahabad, Iran, Plant Protection, Faculty of Agriculture and Natural Science, Mahabad, Islamic Republic
of Iran
2
University, Plant Protection, Mahabad, Islamic Republic of Iran
3
Urmia University, Plant Protection, Urmia, Islamic Republic of Iran
profshayesteh@yahoo.com
Abundance of ladybird (Coccinella septempunctata L.) evaluated in two conditions contain wheat fields and apple orchards
between 2010-2011 in Urmia region. Ladybird population monitoring was began in April and continued in field to late of June
and in orchard to late of September. Abundance of population in field was higher than orchards and it is considerable because
the length of sampling time in wheat field was shorter than apple orchards. Regular application of insecticide against codling
moth, decrease pest population in orchards furthermore high biodiversity and abundance of aphid population as prey for
ladybirds in fields, justificate high density of ladybird in field conditions. Average of ladybird sex index during sampling was 0.744
and 0.753 in fields and whereas it calculated 0.676 and 0.73 in orchards in 2010 and 2011, respictively.

P N-CCO 11
Species diversity of aphids (Homoptera: Aphididae) and coccinellids in apple orchards of Urmia
N. Shayesteh, H. Ranji
Urmia University, Plant Protection, Urmia, Islamic Republic of Iran
profshayesteh@yahoo.com
Abundance and diversity of aphid and coccinellid species were monitored in apple orchards in Urmia during 2010 and 2011. In
this study, eight aphid species were collected and identified in 2010 and nine were found in 2011, while; only two coccinellid
species were found in both years. In 2010, Aphis pomi (De. Geer) was the most abundant aphid (55.5%) followed by Dysaphis
plantaginea (Passerini) 34%)). However, in 2011, Eriosoma lanigerum (Hausmann) had the largest population (57%) in apple
orchards followed by D. plantaginea (21.5%) and A. pomi (18%). Generally, more aphids were collected in June and July of 2010.
However, aphids population in 2011 was high from mid-May until early October. 1 Shannon and Simpson diversity indices were
measured. The Shannon and Simpson indices of aphids and coccinellids in 2011 were more than those in 2010. Simpson index of
aphids in 2010 and 2011 were 0.573 and 0.594, respectively, indicating that the possibility of selecting two different species of
aphids was 57% in 2010 and 59% for 2011.

P N-CCO 12
Insect pheromones as biodegradable, renewable and sustainable biopesticides in future IPM suitable for mechanized
application
1,2
H. E. Hummel
1
Justus Liebig University, Organic Agriculture, D-35394 Giessen, Germany
2
University of Illinois, Illinois Natural History Survey, Prairie Research Institute, IL.61820 Champaign, USA, Germany
hans.e.hummel@agrar.uni-giessen.de
Experience in plant protection with conventional insecticides accumulated for more than a century. For environmental reasons,
poisons indiscriminately affecting target and non-target organisms alike and contaminating ecosystems should, with advancing
knowledge, now be replaced by softer, non polluting, biodegradable, renewable, and sustainably synthesized biopesticides with
high target specificity, high effectivity, low (eco)toxicity and with negligible selection for resistance.
Insect pheromones, a few natural products of the class of pyrethrins, and neem are well known examples for such selective
approaches. Their current market share in organic agriculture is by no means trivial. Pheromones can be partly or totally
synthesized by advanced methods of organic chemistry starting from renewable and sustainable resources. They are modifiers
of insect behaviour. With properly adjusted dosages in time and space, they had reached a competitive status in Pectinophora
gossypiella control in cotton by the late 1970s. Typically, they are dispensed with rates of 100 g/ha/season for mating disruption
of a number of economically important pest insects. For monitoring timing and abundance of insect flight, a small fraction of 1%
of this dose is sufficient.
Three examples studied extensively by this lab, the beetle Diabrotica v. virgifera (Chrysomelidae), and the two moths P.
gossypiella (Gelechiidae) and the grape vine moth Lobesia botrana (Tortricidae) are cited. This research also included novel
developments in high tech areas like patented mesofibers for behavioural mating disruption in vineyards. Electrospun
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mesofibers, specifically Ecoflex®, are biodegradable dispensers suitable for the L. botrana pheromone. One application is
sufficient for 7 weeks, without leaving any residues or showing side effects on other vineyard organisms. Considerable costs for
the disruptant (E,Z)-7,9-dodecadienyl acetate can be defrayed by the cheap polyester Ecoflex® and by mechanized deployment
of the pheromone-Ecoflex® mesofiber combination with existing vineyard cultivators, thus realizing savings in both labour and
treatment costs. Removal of spent dispensers is now obsolete.
Currently, extension of this technique to commercial fruit and nut growing, to cotton and to vegetable pest management is
envisioned.

P N-CCO 13
Neem ingredients - a precious natural resource of Homo agronomicus for meeting the needs of organic plant protection
1,2
1
1
3
H. E. Hummel , S. S. Langner , D. F. Hein , H. Schmutterer
1
Justus Liebig University, Organic Agriculture, D-35394 Giessen, Germany
2
University of Illinois, Illinois Natural History Survey, Prairie Research Institute, IL.61820 Champaign, USA, Germany
3
Justus Liebig University, Phytopathology and Applied Zoology, D-35392 Giessen, Germany
hans.e.hummel@agrar.uni-giessen.de
Azadirachta indica (Rutales: Meliaceae)(neem) and closely related plant species of this genus are natural resources still holding
many surprises. Their botanical diversity and applications of their natural products for plant protection are by no means
exhausted.
Neem research was boosted by the structure elucidation of its main ingredient, azadirachtin (C 35H44O16), 25 years ago. Research
on biosynthesis, total chemical synthesis, explanations of its multiple modes of action, and dozens of applications in medicine,
agriculture and IPM suddenly gained a solid scientific basis. Likewise, marrangin (C 35H44015) from the Malaysian/Philippinean
neem tree A. excelsa (marrango) shares with azadirachtin most structural features. In some insects, antifeedant and
development modifying properties of marrangin are superior to those of azadirachtin.
At the neuroendocrine level, azadirachtin, marrangin and congeners are interacting with RNA synthesis. Subsequent biochemical
pathways induce morphological and behavioural disorders in insects without killing them as conventional insecticides do.
General defects, exploitable for IPM, are reductions in physiological and reproductive fitness.
Even crude neem extracts, i.e. neem oil, can reduce and inactivate notorious pest populations in Zea mays such as Diabrotica
spp. in Illinois, without noticeable impacts on ecological cycles, simply by interrupting feeding of immature stages and slowing
down orientation responses of adults. Typical concentrations between 10-100 ppm of azadirachtin on foliage are sufficient. Also,
sex pheromone communication is reduced, presumably by interference of neem with PBAN dependent female sex pheromone
synthesis and pheromone perception by male antennae.
Not only agriculture, but also human and veterinary medicine profit from recent advances. Neem products are non toxic and are
compatible with beneficial insects, pollinators, and bees. They are environmentally benign, renewable, and are affordable to
developing countries. Neem is an eldorado for natural product chemists, entomologists, physicians and practitioners of organic
agriculture. In contrast to frequent cases of resistance in conventional pesticides, neem is the medium of choice where and
when no other active, registered preparations remain available.

P N-CCO 14
The Effect Of Four Local Plant Extract On The Control Of Rice Weevil, Sitophilus oryzae L.
B. Abdulla
University Salahaddin, Biology, Erbil, Iraq
ayabio2008@gmail.com
Four local species (Allium sativum, Capsicum annum, Anethum graveolens and Ocimum basilicum) were evaluated in the
laboratory of Biolog Department, College of Education, for their ability to protect stored rice from the infection by weevil
Sitophilus oryzae. Aqueous extracts of the plant species were applied as direct admixture of three concentrations levels of 1%,
2.5% and 5% (W/V) to assess for mortality, adult emergence, and repellency and weight losses. The results showed that Al.
sativum extracts was the most effective as it gave the highest mortality (90%)at 5% concentration followed by Capsicum annum
th
(80%) on the 4 day post treatment, the result showed that the plant extract of different concentrations exhibited different
level of reduction in adult emergence and different repellency of adults of Sitophilus oryzae. Allium sativum recorded the lowest
mean number of adult emergence (8) followed by Capsicum annum (10) at 5% concentration, while Capsicum annum was found
th
to be revealed complete repellent agent (100%) repellency on the 6 hours against Sitophilus oryzae followed by Allium sativum
and Anethum graveolens (81.8%). There was a significant (P>0.05) reduction in the weight lossed by the weevils with less
damaged recorded on grain treated with Allium sativum and Capsicum annum (1.6%) and (2.3%) respectively.
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P N-CCO 15
Effect of mycorrhizal fungi on seed germination and seedling estabilishment in Cucumissativus L under drought condition
D. Farahmand Broujeni
Payame Noor University, Biology, Esfahan, Islamic Republic of Iran
dfarahmand@gmail.com
Green cucumber is a vegetablethat used in the worldbut fruitingand growingof it requires a lot of water. Due to the recent crisis
“huge water shortage “cultivation of this plant is a problem. The aim of present study was conducted on the effect of
mycorrhizal fungi on seeds germination and seedlingsestablishments of this plant against drought stress. This research
conducted onfactorial experiment based on based on randomized complete block design with 5 replicate and 4 treatments.
Formycorrhizal inoculation Glomusmosseae, and for drought treatment PEG (Poly ethylene glycol ) with -0.2 MPa were
used.Results showed that drought stress reduced seed germination rate, germination index, and seedling growth significantly
but in seeds that inoculated with mycorrhizal fungi seed germination beginning with delay. In interaction of mycorrhizal fungi
and drought stress seed germination beginning with delay but germination rate and index and seedling growth significantly
increased in comparison with drought stress. Finally from this experiment concluded that inoculation with
Glomusmosseaeincreased seed protection against drought stress.

P N-CCO 16
Recent Developments in Bio-pesticide Industry in India
B. Saha
Nagarjuna Agrichem Limited, Research & Development, Hyderabad, India
drbsaha@rediffmail.com
Introduction: Over the last few years, there has been significant growth in the use of bio-pesticides worldwide. This paper will
examine the status of Bio-pesticide industry in India.
Objectives: India is one of the largest manufacturers of chemical pesticides in India. During 2013-14, India exported more than 2
Billion USD of chemical pesticides. In view of the fast growth in global bio-pesticides segment, we decided to undertake a study
on the status of bio-pesticide industry in India.
Materials and methods: The Central Insecticides Board (CIB) under Government of India is the authority which gives permission
to manufacture, import and market all types of pesticides including bio-pesticides. Information on the permission given to Indian
companies for manufacture or import during 2014 was collected from the data published in CIB website. The information on
growth of bio-pesticide industry in India was obtained from different industry sources.
Results: Analysis of CIB data showed that a very large number of Indian companies got approval in 2014 for diverse types of biopesticides. From market data, it was observed that the growth rate of bio-pesticides in India was much higher than the chemical
pesticides. Detailed analysis will be presented.
Conclusions: Like many other countries, the growth rate of bio-pesticides in India has been significantly higher than the
conventional chemical pesticides. As per our analysis, some of the factors contributing to this are: (a) Growth in organic farming
(b) Environmental concern associated with use of chemical pesticides (c) Awareness amongst farmers about bio-pesticides (d)
Degradation of soil quality (e) Safety considerations (f) Inclusion of bio-pesticides in Integrated Pest Management (g) Current
low base.
References:
Central Insecticides Board, Government of India, Website:www.cibrc.nic.in
Farm Chemicals International, Website: www.farmchemicalsinternational.com

P N-CCO 17
Induced proteome of Botrytis cinerea by L-amino acid oxidase from Trichoderma
1
2
2
3
C.-H. Cheng , S.-Y. Liu , M.-Y. Hsieh , K.-C. Peng
1
National Formosa University, Department of Biotechnology , Yunlin, Taiwan
2
Da-Yeh University, Department of Molecular Biotechnology , Dacun, Changhua, Taiwan
3
National Dong Hwa University, Department of Life Science, Hualien, Taiwan
syliu@mail.dyu.edu.tw
Introduction: Botrytis cinerea is a major fungal pathogen to over 200 host plants worldwide including fruits, vegetables, and
ornamental crops. The disease frequently occurs near the time of harvest, following rainfall or long periods of high humidity,
and develops into the characteristic appearance of gray mold. Gray mold outbreaks lead to major financial losses for growers,
reducing both yield and quality. Consequently, control of B. cinerea infections in plants, mainly by a combination of chemical and
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cultural control methods, remains a challenge. To compensate the deficits, biocontrol of B. cinerea infections by Trichoderma
spp presents a promising alternative.
Objectives: Previous studies in our laboratory identified several extracellular enzymes secreted by Trichoderma when
deactivated B. cinerea was served as foster antagonist. An L-amino acid oxidase (Th-LAAO) was one of the enzymes shown to
inhibit the growth of B. cinerea through the mitochondria-mediated apoptosis. The induced proteome of B. cinerea by Th-LAAO
was investigated here to further understand the antagonistic mechanism of Trichoderma against fungal pathogens.
Materials and methods: Th-LAAO was purified from extracellular protein extracts through two-step chromatography including
ConA-Sepharose and Superdex HR 75 employing ÄKTA prime plus 100 FPLC. Two dimensional electrophoresis analysis and in-gel
digestion were performed prior to MALDI-TOF analysis. The MS/MS data were subjected to search algorithms against Swiss-Prot
sequence database using Mascot software.
Results: As the results, proteins related to the translational machinery and the biochemical energy production, chaperons, and
FoF1-type ATP synthase were induced and identified in the extracts of Th-LAAO treated B. cinerea.
Conclusion: The proteome data here showed in addition to the antagonistic role played by Th-LAAO, Th-LAAO treated B. cinerea
was also trying hard to survive through rebooting the energy production and translational machinery though in the end turnout
not so successful. This is the first ever proteome of Th-LAAO treated B. cinerea to be reported.

P N-CCO 18
Efficacy of Beauveria bassiana isolates Against Sitophilus oryzae
1
1
2
2,3
Y. Yanar , D. Yanar , Į Polat , F. Akyazi
1
Gaziosmanpasa University, Plant Protection, Tokat, Turkey
2
Minestry of Agriculture, Tokat, Turkey
3
Ordu University, Plant Protection, Ordu, Turkey
yusuf.yanar@gop.edu.tr
This study was carried out to evaluate the efficacy of entomopathogenic fungal isolates, obtained from soil samples of Ordu
7
Province, on Sitophilus oryzae. Fourteen Beauveria bassiana isolates were tested against Sitophilus oryzae adults at 1x10
spore/ml concentration in vitro conditions.All isolates were inoculated by immersing the insects in 10 ml of a fungal suspension
for 10 s. 0,2% tween 80 solution was used as control. The experiments was conducted with 3 replications and 10 adults were
used for each replication. Mortality was evaluated after 24 and 72 h incubation periods. The results indicated that increase in
incubation period increased the mortality rates of the insect. Percentage mortalities ranged from 0% to 33% were recorded at
the end of 24 h incubation period. At the end of 72 h incubation period, percentage mortality ranged from 14% to 65.5% and
three isolates (O5, O55, and O66) were found to be relatively more virulent. The highest mortality was obtained with isolate O66
(65.5%) at the end of 72 h incubation period. The preliminary results foresee the potential of B. bassiana isolates in managing S.
oryzae.

P N-CCO 19
Survey of Entomopathogenic Fungi From Field Soils In Tokat Province, Turkey
D. Yanar, M. Yalçın, Y. Yanar
Gaziosmanpasa University, Plant Protection, Tokat, Turkey
durdane.yanar@gop.edu.tr
Present study was aimed at isolation and identification of entomopathogenic fungi from field soils in Tokat province, Turkey.
Total of 176 different soil samples were collected from different field crop production areas of Tokat in 2014. Bait insect method
was used for isolation of entomopathogenic fungi. Bait insects, Galleria mellonella (L.) (Lepidoptera: Pyralidae) larvae, five larvae
0
were placed into each soil sample in 90 mm glass petri dishes and kept at 25±2 C in darkness were monitored for 15 days.
Entomopathogenic fungi were found in 15,34% (27 entomopathogen fungal isolates) of the soil samples. Twenty isolates were
identified as Beauveria bassiana (Bals.-Criv.) Vuill., 4 isolates as Fusarium spp., 2 isolates as Lecanicillium lecanii (Zimm.) Zare &
W. Gams and one isolate as Paecilomyces sp. The results of the study will be evaluated on the account of the use of
entomopathogenic fungi for control of different insect pests
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P N-CCO 20
Encapsulation of Metarhizium brunneum as basis for an attract and kill strategy
1
1
1
2
2
2
A. V. Patel , M. Przyklenk , M. Hanitzsch , M. Brandl , M. Schumann , S. Vidal
1
University of Applied Sciences, WG Fermentation and Formulation of Biologicals and Chemicals, Bielefeld, Germany
2
Georg-August-University Goettingen, Department for Crop Sciences, Agricultural Entomology, Goettingen, Germany
anant.patel@fh-bielefeld.de
Several soil-borne herbivorous insect pests such as wireworms and western corn rootworm larvae cause tremendous losses in
different crops like potato and maize. The INBIOSOIL project aims at developing innovative beads containing entomopathogenic
fungi (EPFs) as well as novel synergistic co-formulations of EPFs with efficacy enhancing agents to control soil-borne insect pests.
These innovative formulations should display properties such as high mechanical stability, high entrapment efficiency, high shelf
life and optimal nutrient additives for growth and sporulation of EPFs (C/N ratio, pH). For application in the field these
formulations were dried with a focus on high cell survival, low a w values and good re-swelling properties. For scale-up, high
throughput encapsulation technologies like jet cutting and several drying processes e.g. fluidized bed dryer, drum dryer or the
Innojet dryer were investigated, respectively.
Here we report on the encapsulation and drying of novel formulations on lab and technical scale. Furthermore data will be
presented on investigations on the influence of nutrients on sporulation, re-swelling of dried capsules as well as the influence of
fillers on aw value and survival of dried encapsulated aerospores of the M. brunneum isolate BIPESCO 5 and virulence against
Tenebrio molitor larvae.
Dry beads with additives such as starch or other nutrients showed survival up to 80 % for Metarhizium brunneum spores and aw
values down to 0.1 depending on the formulation and drying method. Depending on the composition, dried beads rehydrated in
water to 70-90 % of their initial bead diameter. Furthermore we encapsulated M. brunneum aerospores together with CO2releasing Saccharomyces cerevisiae in a co-formulation to implement an “attract and kill” - strategy to control wireworms and
other soil-borne insect pests in agricultural fields. Selected field results, using M. brunneum (isolate ART 2825) formulated beads
to control wireworm larvae will be presented by the collaborating group of S. Vidal, demonstrating that these novel
formulations are capable to significantly reduce the wireworm populations in the field.

P N-CCO 21
Biological control of crown gall on grapevine by nonpathogenic Agrobacterium vitis strain ARK-1
A. Kawaguchi, K. Inoue, K. Tanina
Okayama Prefectural Technology Center for Agriculture, Agricultural Research Institute, Akaiwa, Japan
akawaguchi31@gmail.com
Graft unions of nursery stock of grapevine collected in Japan yielded nonpathogenic strains of Agrobacterium. On the basis of
classic diagnostic tests, a sequence analysis, and a previously reported multiplex PCR method, the nonpathogenic strains were
identified as Agrobacterium (=Rhizobium) vitis. Stems of grapevine seedlings were inoculated with both a cell suspension of A.
vitis (Ti) as a pathogen and one of a new nonpathogenic strain as competitors to assay the suppression of tumor formation
caused by the pathogen. In a test with a 1:1 cell ratio of pathogen:nonpathogen, all new strains of nonpathogenic A. vitis
reduced the tumor incidence. In particular, one of the new strains named “ARK-1” was most effective in inhibiting tumor
information on grapevine and appears to be a promising new agent to control grapevine crown gall. When roots of grapevine
were soaked in a cell suspension of strain ARK-1 before planting in the field, the number of plants with tumors was reduced in
treated plants. Results from 7 field trials in 2009 to 2012 were synthesized in a meta-analysis. The integrated relative risk of
treatment with ARK-1 was 0.15 (95% confidence interval: 0.07-0.29, p < 0.001), indicating that disease incidence was
significantly reduced by ARK-1. The ultimate goal in conducting this study is to evaluate strain ARK-1 as bio-pesticide.

P N-CCO 22
Impact of Biocontrol Agent Streptomyces fumanus on Bacterial Communities in the Rhizosphere of Wheat and Soybean in
Newly Cultivated Soil
T. Doolotkeldieva, S. Bobusheva
Kyrgyz-Turkish Manas University, Plant Protection, Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan
tdoolotkeldieva@gmail.com
Question: The balance between the rhizosphere microflora and plant pathogens and soil microflora is important in hostpathogenic relationships.
Streptomyces fumanus isolated from the rhizosphere was intended for seed and soil application as a biofertilizer to increase
plant growth and to protect against pathogens in our study.
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We aim to investigate the role of Streptomyces fumanus gn-2 in the regulation of the functional diversity of rhizosphere bacteria
of wheat and soybean in the experimental ﬁeld, where soils have not previously been used as farmland.
Methods: The quantity and diversity of a rhizosphere functional microbial community’s: ammonificators, oligotrophs and
diazotrophs after processing of wheat (Triticum aestivum) and soybean (Glycine max) seeds in Streptomyces fumanus gn-2
suspension (104 spores ml) were examined. The rhizosphere microflora of wheat was investigated in shoot, till ring, heading and
maturation phases by classical microbiological and molecular biology methods. The soybean rhizosphere microflora in three
phases of vegetation, formation of the first trifoliate leaf, flowering and maturation was investigated by the same methods.
Results: A 16S ribosomal RNA analysis revealed a rich biodiversity of bacteria in the rhizosphere of the wheat’s maturation
phase, which differs from the biodiversity of bacteria in the rhizosphere of soybean in the same phase. Bacteria of
Microbacterium genus from Actinobacteria phylum dominated in the rhizosphere of wheat. The bacteria species of
Chryseobacterium genus from Flavobacteriia phylum dominated in the rhizosphere of soybean, which proves the different
chemical composition of these organic plant exudates that attracts the preferred species of microorganisms.
Conclusions: The use of a formulation of Streptomyces gn-2 has improved the composition of rhizosphere microflora, attracting
saprophytic microorganisms: ammonificators and oligotrophs. The presence of the biocontrol microorganism Streptomyces
fumanus in the rhizosphere plays an important role in enhancing the growth and development of useful groups, such as
nitrogen-fixing bacteria. Streptomyces fumanus is an ideal biological agent for use against soil infections, due to its high
colonization of the root system of soybeans and significant colonization of wheat. Treatment of seeds by biological fertilizer such
as Streptomyces gn-2 is an important prerequisite for profitable crop production and ensuring a full and environmentally
healthy crop.

P N-CCO 23
Effects of a new organic residue of Stellera chamaejasme on crops seedling growth and its control efficacy against root-knot
nematode
H. Zhang, H. lv
Gansu Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Institute of Plant Protection, Lanzhou, China
78517380@qq.com
The new organic residue,a waste material of Stellera chamaejasme was extracted with ethanol ,has good potential as a valuable
agricultural resource.The influence of the new organic residue on two different crops(wheat and maize) seedling growth and its
control efficacy to Meloidogyne incognita were investigated with pot cultivation experiments in greenhouse.The wheats and
maizes were cultured in potting soil that mixed with the residue of Stellera chamaejasme at four different
concentrations(750，900,1050and 1200kg/ha).The plant length,root length,root weight and upper ground weight were
measured and analyzed in seedling stage.Plant growth in the residue treatment was significantly better than blank control.In
four different treatments, the growth and development of crops were improved obviously at the concentration 1200kg/ha,and
the plant length,root length,root weight and upper ground weight of wheat compared with black control increased
2.7%,20.8%,7.5% and5.6%,respectively,while maize increased 15.2%,22.8%,11.8% and10.4%.In control efficacy experiment,the
soil was collected from the heavy disease field with Meloidogyne incognita and its concentration remain the same.Based on the
disease index of roots analyses,control efficacy of the residue at four different concentration to Meloidogyne incognita was
32.2%,46.4%,52.3%and60.0%,respectively.These results suggested that the organic residue of Stellera chamaejasme is a good
agricultural resource as a kind of new biological fertilize with pesticide.

P N-CCO 24
Performances study of Ooencyrtus pityocampae (Mercet) (Hymenoptera: Encyrtidae) on the new factitious host Philosamia
ricini (Danovan) (Lepidoptera: Saturniidae) to optimize its rearing
1
2
2
2
2
2
H. Tunca , M. Buradino , E.-A. Colombel , T. B. Soussan , F. Gaglio , E. Tabone
1
Ankara University Agriculture Faculty, Plant Proctection, Ankara, Turkey
2
INRA-UEFM Laboratoire BioContrôle, Antibes, France
htunca@ankara.edu.tr
The Pine Processionary, Thaumetopoea pityocampa Denis & Schiffermüller, (Lepidoptera: Thaumatopoeidae) is the most
damaging pest of pine trees in the Mediterranean region. Ooencyrtus pityocampae (Mercet) is a polyphagous egg parasitoid,
known mainly as an egg parasitoid of the Pine Processionary. Studies were conducted to assess the biological parameters of this
parasitoid on the new factitious host Philosamia ricini (Danovan) (Lepidoptera: Saturniidae) under laboratory conditions.
Parasitism of P. ricini eggs by O. pityocampae is influenced by host egg age, number and age of the female parasitoid. To
evaluate the effect of egg age of host and age of female parasitoid, groups of 50, 60, 80, 100 eggs of (1-2) and (3-4) days old
were expose to 1, 3 and 5 days old age, for one or two female parasitoid. Then the parasitized eggs were incubated at 25°C ±1, R
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H 65%±5 and L:D 16:8 h photoperiod. As results, higher percentage of adult O. pityocampae emergence was obtained on (1-2)
days old age P. ricini eggs. Emergence rate was affected positively by the parasitoid age. Fifty host eggs and five days old age one
female parasitoid was more suitable for the economic and effective mass production programme. Developmental period of
adult parasitoid was not affected by the host age. Longevity was significantly higher for parasitoid fed with bio-honey. Mass
rearing of parasitoids is an essential step for biological control programs. Based on the results of this study, P. ricini is an
appropriate host species for the mass rearing of O.pityocampae.

P N-CCO 25
Screening of antagonistic bacteria against Pseudoperonospora cubensis and their control efficacies on cucumber downy
mildew
S. Li, X. Lu, R. Cong, Q. Guo, X. Zhang, P. Ma
Plant Protecton Institute, Hebei Academy of agri. and Forest. Sci., Baoding, China
shezengli@163.com
Introduction: Downy mildew, caused by Pseudoperonospora cubensis, is one of the most prevalent diseases of cucumber.
Control of this disease in present is greatly depended on chemical fungicides over the world. However, it becomes a common
and important problem that many chemicals show the potential toxic effects on humans, wildlife, environment, as well as result
in pathogen resistance. Therefore, microbial fungicide with environmental-friendly were focused on and developed.
Methods: The antagonistic activities of tested bacteria against the pathogen of cucumber downy mildew were tested by using
leaf-disc floating method. The control effects of the antagonistic bacteria were evaluated against this disease separately by pot
test method and plot experiment in greenhouse.
Results: A total of 200 bacterial isolates, obtained from rhizospheresoil samples collected from the field cultivated with different
plants, were tested for their antagonistic activities against P. cubensis by leaf-disc floating method. Among them, 14 isolates
could reduce the disease severity over 40%. Then, eight antagonistic bacterial isolates were evaluated for their abilities to
control this disease by pot test method in greenhouse. The results determined that all tested bacterial isolates could significantly
decrease the disease severity. 4 isolates including HMB19198, HMB20199, HMB20428 and HMB20729 expressed a significant
high control efficacy against the disease, but not significantly different from the chemical fungicide “INFINITO” (Fig. 1). This
suggested that the 4 bacterial isolates would be potential agents to control cucumber downy mildew. Furthermore, these four
isolateswere tested for their ability to control this disease by plot experiment in greenhouse. The results showed that 3 bacterial
isolates could significantly reduce the disease index with the control efficacy over 50%, and the control effects of isolate HMB
20729 and HMB 20248 were significantly higher than the chemical “KOCIDE 3000 ” (Fig. 2).
Conclusion: These findings may lead to the development of a new eco-friendly fungicide to control cucumber downy mildew.
Figure 1
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Figure 2

P N-CCO 26
Induced Systemic resistance (ISR) in Cucumis sativa using Bacterial and Fungal Isolates to Control Tetranychus urticae koch
R. Youssef
Agricultural Scientific Research Centre, Plant Protection, Lattakia, Syrian Arab Republic
rawayoussef@hotmail.com
Tetranychus urticae koch is an important pest on Cucumis sativa causing losses up to 95%. Chemical control is not possible
against T.urticae because it is resistant of many pesticides.
The efficacy of microbial antagonists against T.urticae in greenhouse was tested. Serratia plymuthica HRO-C48 and Gliocladium
catenulatum J1446 were able to reduce the mite intensity on plants of Cucumis sativa infested with T.urticae at rates 44% and
52% respectively. Plants treated with a suspension of the antagonists (2 × 105 cfu/plant) and inoculated with either
pycnidiospore suspension (2 × 107 cfu/ml), showed a reduced infestation rate of 53% - 93% in the presence of S. plymuthica and
46% - 77% in the presence of G. catenulatum. The efficacy of the antagonist depends highly on their concentration inside seeds.
Below 105 cfu/seed no significant difference was recorded between control untreated and infested plants.

P N-CCO 27
Control effect of organic agricultural materials on several diseases and pests
I. Yeon
Organic Agriculture Research Institute, Gyeongbuk, Uiseong, Republic of Korea
yik1@korea.kr
Using chemical to control diseases and pests is an important factor of sustaining the mass production of modern agriculture.
However substitutable control method to chemical should be investigated for organic farming. In Korea, the demand of
consumers for organic products is increasing and many organic materials are being used to control diseases and pests. In this
experiment, we tried to select useful organic materials. Inhibition of organic fungicidal materials to spore germination as
essential process for fungal penetration to host was tested and effects of organic pesticidal materials were tested for killing Beet
armyworm(Spodoptera exigua Hübner) larva. The study was conducted at Organic Agriculture Research Institute, Korea. 128
products of organic fungicidal extracts and 28 products of organic pesticidal extracts were bought. The fungicidal extracts were
tested of inhibiting the spore germination of Colletotrichum, Alternaria, Botrytis and Penicillium spp. by 96 well microplate in
vitro. The extracts were diluted at ×50, ×100, ×200, ×400, ×800 and ×1,600 and mixed with 50 spores in each cell. Spore
germination was observed for 5 days by inverted microscope(Olympus CKX41, Japan). The effect of 28 products of pesticidal
th
th
extracts was tested to 3 and 4 larva of Beet armyworm in vitro. The extracts were diluted at ×100, ×200 and ×400 and 5 larvae
of Beet armyworm were dipped in the solutions for 1 sec. We observed the development from a larva to an imago. 9 fungicidal
materials, Spil(turpentine extract), Kalkumi(kaolin and copper sulfate), Poex(grapefruit extract), White(castar extract), KGsukhaeuhwang(sulfur and calcium hydroxide), Laces330(Pae. polymyxa AC-1), Hinjabi(sodium bicarbonate), Tori(T. harzianum)
and Neobordeaux(Copper sulfate basic 58%), inhibited spore germination of four fungi. Kalkumi was the most effective.
Pesticidal effects of 5 organic products, Chungtajin(sophora root extract), Everkill(plant essential oil), Daeudaipos(plant extracts),
Neosuncho(natural complex plant extracts) and Nabangtuk(medicinal plant extracts), were higher. Everkill was the most
effective. In this study, we selected several effective products of organic materials to control fungal spore germination and the
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larvae of Beet armyworm in vitro and in field(Unpublished). We think that the selected products of organic materials can
substitute the chemicals and be used to maintain the production for organic farming.

P N-CCO 28
Plant symbioses: understanding the “double life” of the entomopathogen Beauveria
M. E. Moran-Diez, A. C. McKinnon, T. Glare
Lincoln University, Bioprotection Research Centre, Lincoln, New Zealand
maria.moran-diez@lincoln.ac.nz
Introduction: Plant-fungi symbioses represent a natural phenomenon widespread on nature that in most cases offers to the
plant more advantages than disadvantages. Fungal endophytes are well known examples of beneficial organisms showing to be
involved in several roles such as plant protection against insects. Entomopathogenic fungi such as Beauveria have been
described as an important control for insects and some of their species have been isolated as endophytes.
Objectives: The role of Beauveria in the three-component relationship involving plant, fungus and insect has been poorly
studied and several questions arise. What makes to an entomopathogen fungus becomes a plant endophyte (or vice a versa)?
How does the penetration into plants occur? Does the presence of the fungus have any effect on both plant and insect? Our
research proposes the use of fluorescence microscopy techniques for a better understanding of this triangular system.
Materials and methods: Vector carrying a red fluorescence marker was designed for tracking the growth of three Beauveria
bassiana isolates, BG11, FRH2 and J18 within three plant systems, Arabidopsis, maize and tomato. Transformation of Beauveria
strains was achieved by a PEG-blastospores method and inoculation of plant tissues was performed by using conidia
suspensions. In order to avoid detection of epiphytic hyphae, reliable surface sterilization methods were applied to plant
samples.
Results: Preliminary results have shown a close relationship between root plants and B. bassiana strains. Fungal hyphae were
found attached to roots before any sterilization treatment was applied and within the tissue in the post-treatment. However the
mechanisms of penetration remain unclear and more analysis will be needed to determine whether the presence within the
plant produce any effect.
Conclusion: Our research is based on the fact that biological control organisms are an essential tool in sustainable agriculture
systems in twenty-first century. By understanding the role of Beauveria in their association with plants, we will be able to
develop compatible and efficient plant-fungus systems that act against plant pathogens.

P N-CCO 29
Management of strawberry anthracnose by application of Bacillus subtilis endospore formulations and potential resistant
cultivars
1
1
1
2
1
T.-P. Huang , Y.-H. Chen , S.-Y. Huang , H.-Y. Chang , D.-S. Tzeng
1
National Chung Hsing University, Dept. Plant Pathology, Taichung, Germany
2
Miaoli District Agricultural Research and Extension Station, Council of Agriculture, Executive Yuan, Crop Environment Division,
Miaoli, Taiwan
tphuang@nchu.edu.tw
Strawberry anthracnose caused by Colletotrichum gloeosporioides severely impacts the strawberry nurseries and greatly reduces
yields and quality of strawberry in Taiwan and worldwide. Toward environmental friendly control strategies, we focus on the
selection of microbial agents and resistance cultivars for management of the disease. The microbes that antagonize against
anthracnose fungi of strawberry were isolated from plant potting mixes and rhizosphere soils in Taiwan. Two Bacillus subtilis
strains TKS1-1 and SP4-17 showing superior antagonistic activity against anthracnose fungi of strawberry, various pathogenic
fungi and bacteria of Xanthomonas species were subjected to biopesticide development. B. subtilis strain TKS1-1 was previously
shown to reduce disease incidence of citrus bacterial canker and bacterial blight of rice. Here, we evaluated the colonization and
survival ability of B. subtilis strains TKS1-1 and SP4-17 on leaves of strawberry plants. Results indicated that 21 days post5
2
treatment of these strains, 10 colony forming units per cm of strains TKS1-1 and SP4-17, which was similar to the numbers of
cells inoculated, colonized on leaves of strawberry plants, suggesting the superior colonization and survival ability exhibited by
these strains. The disease severity of strawberry anthracnose was greatly reduced when treatment with 100-fold diluted
endospore formulations of B. subtilis TKS1-1 and SP4-17. Our data also indicated that culture filtrates of endospore formulations
of B. subtilis TKS1-1 and SP4-17 inhibited spore germination of C. gloeosporioides and caused deformation of the spores.
Additionally, results from assessment of the susceptibility of strawberry cultivars Fragaria X ananassa Duch. cv. Tauyuan No. 1,
cv. M-99-20, Fragaria X ananassa cv. Tauyuan No. 4, and 12 hybrids of cv. Tauyuan No. 1 (as female parent) and cv. M-99-20 (as
male parent) to C. gloeosporioides indicated that hybrids no. 4, 10, 13, and 19 were relatively resistant. In conclusion, endospore
formulations of B. subtilis TKS1-1 and SP4-14 are potential biocontrol agents for strawberry anthracnose which may be
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attributed to their inhibitory effects on spore germination. Four strawberry hybrids exhibiting relatively resistant to C.
gloeosporioides would be candidates for further study on their growth, yield and quality of strawberry fruits.

P N-CCO 30
Perofascia lepidii- the causal agent of downy mildew on garden cress (Lepidium sativum L.)
1
2
3
3
1
R. Djalali Farahani-Kofoet , F. Brändle , R. Duensing , H. Blum , R. Grosch
1
Leibniz Institute of Vegetable and Ornamental Crops, Plant Health, Grossbeeren, Germany
2
IDENTXX GmbH, Applied Molecular Biotechnology, Stuttgart, Germany
3
Förderverein Ökoplant e.V., Ahrweiler, Germany
kofoetr@igzev.de
Introduction: In Germany, the organic production of garden cress seeds comprises about 50-60 ha of farm land. Since 2006,
German farmers are increasingly complaining about yield losses in organic garden cress seed production due to the occurrence
of the devastating downy mildew pathogen, Perofascia lepidii.
Objectives: By now little is known about the biology and the primary inoculum source of P. lepidii in garden cress. It is assumed
that like other downy mildew pathogens P. lepidii can survive in seeds and soil. Our main goal was to establish methods for
detection of the pathogen in seeds and plant tissue based on molecular tools and to improve our knowledge on the biology of P.
lepidii.
Material and methods: For establishment of a PCR based diagnostic method for P. lepidii specific PCR primers were identified by
an iterative development method. This approach includes inter alia the comparison of DNA-fingerprints of various oomycetes
species followed by candidate gene selection and primer design.The influence of temperature (13 - 25 °C) and leaf wetness
periods (1 - 24 hours) on disease incidence and severity was investigated. The importance of contaminated seeds as primary
inoculum sources was tested under controlled conditions and in the field.Soil as potential inoculum source was also tested
under controlled conditions by sowing pathogen free seeds in soil samples originating from various garden cress production
areas. Plants growing out were examined for downy mildew outbreak.
Results: Initially, a DNA diagnostic method (PCR) was successfully established. The contamination of garden cress seeds with the
pathogen P. lepidii was shown by specific PCR. Temperatures of 15 to 25 °C and leaf wetness durations higher than 4 hours
favored the development of downy mildew disease in garden cress. Downy mildew disease outbreak was observed in
contaminated soils and seeds sown in field.
Conclusions: The results confirm our assumption that contaminated seeds and soils play a major role as inoculum sources
responsible for the dissemination of the downy mildew disease in organic garden cress seed producing fields.
This research was funded by the Federal Office for Agriculture and Food (BLE, Germany).

P N-CCO 31
Population reduction of Xanthomonas citri subsp. citri by rhizobacterial strains on the leaves of Satsuma mandarin
Y. C. Jeun, J. S. Yang, Y. J. Ko
Jeju National University, Plant Resources and Environment, Jeju, Republic of Korea
ycjeun@jejunu.ac.kr
Citrus canker caused by Xanthomonas citri subsp. citri (Xcc) was one of the important diseases in citrus cultivating orchards.
Chemical fungicide is mainly used for preventing diseases including citrus canker in the field. However, due to the side effect of
the chemicals, alternative method of disease control is extremely required. In our previous study, we found that four
rhizobacterial strains such as Burkholderia gladioli MRL408-3 and TRH423-3 and Psedomonas fluorescens THJ609-3 and TRH4152 could suppress disease severity on leaves of Satsuma mandarin. To illustrate the mechanism by these selected rhizobacterial
strains, the number of Xcc on the citrus leaves pre-treated with the selected strains was counted. On the leaves pre-treated with
the rhizobacterial strains, the number of Xcc was significantly reduced compared to that of non-treated control one, indicating
the direct suppression by the selected rhizobacterial strains against Xcc. The counted colonies were identified as Xcc and the
rhizobacteria, respectively, by the gel electrophoresis of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplified and analysis of bacterial
rDNA sequence using the specific primer sets. Generally, the observations using with a scanning electron microscope showed
the total bacterial cells of the treatments reduced more than one of the control. Based on the result, it is suggested that these
rhizobacterial strains may express any antibiotic activity on the leaves against Xcc resulting in suppression of disease severity.
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P N-CCO 32
Comparative Study of Life Table and Predation Rate of Eocanthecona furcellata (Hemiptera: Pentatomidae) Fed on
Spodoptera litura (Lepidoptera: Noctuidae) and Plutella xylostella (Lepidoptera: Plutellidae)
S.-J. Tuan, C.-C. Yeh, H. Chi
National Chung-Hsing University, Department of Entomology, Taichung, Taiwan
sjtuan@dragon.nchu.edu.tw
We compared the life table and predation rate of the predator Eocanthecona furcellata (Wolff) reared on two major crucifer
pests, Spodoptera litura (F.) and Plutella xylostella L. Newly hatched nymphs were selected from different egg mass of E.
furcellata . At total of 81 and 82 nymphs of E. furcellata were used for the life table study on P. xylostella and S. litura,
respectively. The raw data of the developmental time, survivorship, and female daily fecundity of E. furcellata individuals were
analyzed based on the age-stage, two-sex life table by using the computer program TWOSEX-MSChart. The net reproductive
rate, intrinsic rate of increase, finite rate, and net predation rate of E. furcellata reared on P. xylostella were 292.4 offspring,
-1
-1
0.1389 d , 1.1490 d , and 644.1 third instars of P. xylostella, respectively; they are significantly higher than those reared on S.
-1
-1
litura, i.e., 272.3 offspring, 0.1220 d , 1.1298 d , and 863.1 third instars of S. litura. For a comprehensive evaluation of the
predation potential of E. furcellata feed on P. xylostella and S. litura, we analyzed the data by using the computer CONSUMEMSChart and combined both the growth rate and predation rate to calculate the finite predation rate (ω); our results showed
that E. furcellata is a devouring predator for both S. litura (ω = 1.6029) and P. xylostella (ω = 1.4277). Our study demonstrated
once again that life table study incorporating predation rate is a more promising and persuasive way for biological control.
Figure 1
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Figure 2

P N-CCO 34
The insecticidal effects of Laurus nobilis essential oil against immature stages of the flour moth, Ephestia kuehniella Zeller
1
1
1
2
J. Karimi , T. Salehi , A. Askarianzadeh , A. S. Garjan
1
Shahed University, Plant protection, Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran
2
Iranian Research Institute, Plant Protection, Tehran, Ireland
karimi_jaber@yahoo.com
Among the plants species, some of them are able to produce secondary metabolites which play an important role in the defense
mechanisms of plants against arthropods. Phytochemicals are usually less environmentally harmful than synthetic
agrochemicals. Mediterranean flour moth, Ephestia kuehniella Zeller (Lep.: Pyralidae) is a worldwide pest and its close
association with human foods makes it prime target for control methods other than chemical pesticides. At this study,
insecticidal effect of essential oil of Laurus nobilis on E. kuehniellawas evaluated. Experiments were carried out at the dark
conditions in germinator (27±2ºC, 65±5% RH). Mortality percentages of immature stages were tested at six different
concentrations ranging from 0.5 to 3.5 μl/L air, during several times intervals from 6 to 24 hours with six replications. Results
showed that with increasing dose and time, percentage of mortality increased significantly. LC 50 values after 24 h fumigation
th
th
th
with L. nobilis essential oil were 32.37, 10.67, 18.18 and 26.08 μl/L air, for egg, 2 instar larvae, 3 instar larvae and 4 instar
larvae, respectively.

P N-CCO 35
Laboratory developmental traits and functional response of Pseudapanteles dignus (Hymenoptera: Braconidae) attacking
Tuta absoluta (Lepidoptera: Gelechiidae) in eggplant.
N. Salas Gervassio, M. G. Luna, P. C. Pereyra, F. D’Auro, N. E. Sánchez
Universidad Nacional de La Plata, Facultad de Ciencias Naturales y Museo - CEPAVE (CCT La Plata - CONICET), La Plata, Argentina
ppereyra@cepave.edu.ar
Laboratory studies were carried out to investigate some developmental traits and functional response of Pseudapanteles dignus
(Muesebeck), a larval endoparasitoid of Tuta absoluta (Meyrick) in eggplant, Solanum melongena L., another crop attacked by
nd
rd
this pest. Stage specific developmental times were evaluated by exposing 10 2 and 3 T. absoluta larvae to P. dignus wasps. To
determine P. dignus potential efficiency to control T. absoluta in eggplant crops, the parasitoid functional response to varying
nd
rd
host densities (3, 7, 10, 15 and 20 2 and 3 -instars larvae; 24 h- exposition period, 8 replicates per host density) was assessed.
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Egg-pupal developmental time was similar for males (13.74 ± 0.66 d) and greater for females (13.57 ± 0.4 d) than when reared
on T. absoluta in tomato. Pupal stage was longer for both sexes (~ 13 d) in eggplant, yielding a longer total preimaginal period
for this parasitoid in eggplant than in tomato crops. As in tomato, P. dignus showed a density independent type I response in
laboratory (only significant p0 = -1.39 ± 0.4 SE) in S. melongena, but attacked a lower number of hosts per day (attack rate (a’)
=0.19 ± 0.03 SE, 95 % CI 0.13-0.24). These results suggest that P. dignus has an inferior performance when reared on S.
melongena, which could have implications for use in biological control of T. absoluta in eggplant.

P N-CCO 37
Evaluation of the causes of legume yield depression syndrome using an improved diagnostic tool
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Due to their ability to fix atmospheric nitrogen in symbiosis with rhizobacteria, legumes are of outstanding importance in
organic agriculture, and are often included in crop rotations. Despite their importance for soil fertility, the use of legumes has
been declining in organic agriculture for many years, mainly because productivity is much below expectations based on
pedoclimatic conditions. A multitude of factors and their interactions may contribute to such yield depressions, including abiotic
(e.g. impaired soil structure, lack of nutrients, toxic compounds) as well as biotic (pathogens) factors.
The aim of the study was to establish a diagnostic tool to narrow down the causes for pea yield depressions. A differential twolevel diagnostic test system was established under controlled conditions using peas (Pisum sativum L.) as test plants. Soils from
22 organically managed sites with unexplained moderate to high pea yield losses were tested in level 1 diagnostics (g-irradiation
to eliminate potentially harmful organisms, nutrient additions to compensate for potential nutrient deficiencies or activated
charcoal amendment to bind and thereby to immobilize potentially phytotoxic compounds). Results showed that pathogens
were the primary cause of limited germination and growth in most of the sampled soils, whereas a positive effect of nutrient
addition was rarely found and toxins were not involved. Level 2 diagnostics (pesticides targeting ascomycetes, oomycetes,
Rhizoctonia spp., nematodes) further narrowed down the organisms involved in yield depressions. Oomycetes were identified as
the primary reason for limited germination rates, and, in some soils, also for limited growth of established seedlings. In other
soils, a multitude rather than a single group of pathogens was involved in limited growth. Plant-pathogenic nematodes were
never found to be limiting. Harmful effects of pesticides were found in several soils, hinting at an important role of beneficial soil
organisms in the suppression of pathogens causing yield depression in legumes. The bioassay used in the present study was
robust and could thus serve as a low-cost tool for agricultural advisors and farmers to predict the risk of yield losses in legumes
and to narrow down causes, helping them to develop appropriate strategies.

P N-CCO 38
Effect of seed- and soil-borne fusaria on the development of maize seedlings
E. Koch, P. Zink
Julius Kühn-Institut, Institute for Biological Control, Darmstadt, Germany
eckhard.koch@jki.bund.de
Introduction: In maize, fungicidal seed treatments are mainly applied to protect against species of Pythium on the one hand and
seed- or soil-borne infections by Fusarium spp. on the other. However, while Fusarium ear and stalk rot of maize are well
described and understood, much less is known on the pathogenic effect of fusaria on germinating maize kernels and on seedling
development.
Objectives: For the development of seed treatments targeting seed- or soil-borne Fusarium, an adequate methodology for
determining the effiacacy under controlled conditions is required. In order to develop such a methodology, we performed pot
tests in the greenhouse involving different fusaria, maize varieties and inoculation techniques.
Materials and methods: Different species of Fusarium were isolated from maize kernels and identified. In the tests a seed lot of
maize naturally infected with fusaria was used, or healthy maize kernels were inoculated artificially. The fusaria were grown on
agar media, and suspensions with different concentrations of conidia were prepared and applied to maize kernels. Alternatively,
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inoculum was prepared in shake cultures and applied to pre-heated potting substrate in seed trays. After sowing, the seed trays
were incubated in a growth room under fluorescent lamps at 20 °C and watered regularly according to weight. Fifteen to twenty
days after sowing the above-ground plant parts were harvested, and their dry weight was determined.
Results: Of the fusaria from maize kernels, highest pathogenicity was observed for isolates belonging to F. verticillioides and F.
semitectum. Generally, the dry weight was reduced by 30 - 50%. Cultivation of the plants at low water content of the potting
substrate increased the pathogenic effect. Differences between maize varieties were observed. The results obtained with the
described methodology were well reproducible.
Conclusions: The method of soil inoculation mirrors the natural conditions closely and is suited for testing seed treatments. If
naturally infected seed is not available, artificial seed inoculation can be used. In our experiments it resulted in a clear reduction
of the biomass formed. However, interpretation of results from seed treatment experiments should consider that inoculum on
the seed surface may be easier to control than internal infections.

P N-CCO 39
Effect of essential oil against bacterial knot disease caused by Pseudomonas savastanoi pv. savastanoi in in vitro conditions
C. Öksel, M. Mirik
Namik Kemal University, Plant Protection, Tekirdag, Turkey
zrt_cns@hotmail.com
The antibacterial effect of essential oils of thyme (Thymus vulgaris), bergamot (Citrus bergamia), garlic (Allium sativum), fernch
lavender Lavandula stoechas) clove (Caryophyllus aromaticum), eucalyptus (Eycalyptus globus) on Pseudomonas savastanoi pv.
savastanoi were investigated. Thyme, bergamot, garlic, fernch lavender, clove, eucalyptus essential oils have been found
effective more than others. It is detected that as the dose of essential oils increased, the antibacterial effect increased. Bacterial
population did not changes after 24 h growth in different treatment of essential oils at different times, but relative decrease in
bacterial population at 0, 1, 3, and 6 h growing were observed. Especially, thyme essential oil showed the highest antibacterial
effect in all of the applications in different doses. Thyme essential oil the most effective. Bergamot, lavender and eucalyptus
essential oils followed the thyme essential oil, respectively.

P N-CCO 40
Effects of Some Antagonists as Seed Treatments on Biological Control of Watermelon Fruit Blotch
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Watermelon fruit blotch agent, a seed borne bacterium, Acidovorax citrulli is one of the destructive pathogen of watermelon
growing areas in the world including Turkey. Cotyledon symptoms are water-soaking, brown, sunken, necrotic spots or large
necrotic lesions. Control strategies of the disease should focus on using disease-free seeds. In this study, 322 candidate
antagonists were isolated from healthy watermelon leaves, blossoms or soils. Of those, 14 antagonists were selected from the
highest inhibition zone growth in vitro tests. Antagonists were tested for their ability to suppress the pathogen on seeds.
Pathogen and antagonists treated seeds were sown in plastic containers, kept in 30 ºC and 85% relative humidity. A week after
germinations, infected cotyledons were determined with 0 to 7 scale. 100 seeds were used for per treatment. In the experiment,
antagonists reduced the pathogen incidence from 6 to 94% and disease severity was ranged from 10 to 93%. Seven antagonists
(Antg-12, Antg-57, Antg-79, Antg-147, Antg-197, Antg-198 and Antg-273) were reduced the pathogen incidence and disease
severity over 85% and 88%, respectively. This study demonstrated that antagonists are able to reduce disease occurrence and
serves as our first attempts on biological control of watermelon fruit blotch for further studies.
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Morphological and molecular characterization of Fusarium spp. isolated from Crown rot of organic bananas.
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Crown rot is a postharvest fungal disease with a great negative impact on fruit quality. It is caused by several fungal pathogens,
including some Fusarium species. We studied Fusarium species associated to crown rot of organic bananas grown in Dominican
Republic. Bananas were collected in five organic farms and in the corresponding packing stations over two years. A total of 316
hands were collected and more than 2034 fungal colonies were obtained from crown tissues. Out of them 275 representative
Fusarium colonies were purified, characterized and identified. Combinations of two identification keys were used for
morphological identification. In addition to, these isolates were characterized by DNA sequencing of nuclear rDNA internal
transcribed spacer (ITS), beta-tubulin gene and microsatellite markers. Finally, 11 representative strains were tested for their
pathogenicity. Fusarium spp. were isolated from all the analyzed samples from field and packing stations. Moreover they were
isolated from different crown layer and also from crown internal tissues. The Fusarium population was composed mainly by
seven species and five were the most frequent: F. verticillioides, F. chlamydosporum, F. solani, F. equiseti, and F. oxysporum. F.
verticillioides was the most virulent specie which caused the highest disease incidence and severity in experimental
pathogenicity tests.

P N-CCO 42
Melanosporales: Potential biocontrol agents against fusaria?
E. Koch, A. Horn
Julius Kühn-Institut, Institute for Biological Control, Darmstadt, Germany
eckhard.koch@jki.bund.de
Introduction: Different species in the order Melanosporales (Ascomycota) occur naturally in association with plant pathogenic
fungi. Some of them were shown to cause damage to species of Fusarium in vitro (1), and there are few reports demonstrating
biocontrol activity in planta (2,3).
Objectives: The aim of the work described here was to characterize in vitro the host spectrum of one isolate each of
Melanospora zamiae and Persiciospora moreaui and to determine certain traits such as culturability and formation of perithecia
and conidia on different laboratory media.
Materials and methods: The isolates of M. zamiae and P. moreaui used were originally co-isolated with Fusarium solani from
cucumber and F. proliferatum from asparagus, respectively (4). They were cultured singly on malt extract peptone agar (MPA),
tryptic soy agar (TSA), strength tryptic soy agar (0.1xTSA), or paired with different Fusarium species on specifically nutrient poor
agar (SNA).
Results: Both ascomycetes formed perithecia on complex media such as MPA, 0.1xTSA or on wheat kernels. M. zamiae generally
produced more perithecia than P. moreaui. On nutrient poor medium (SNA) mycelial growth was very poor, and no perithecia
were formed. When paired with fusaria, mycelial growth was much faster, and perithecia were formed. However, this was only
seen in pairings of M. zamiae with F. solani and of P. moreaui with F. oxysporum and F. proliferatum. In pairings between M.
zamiae and F. solani, hook-like structures of M. zamiae were observed in close contact with hyphae of F. solani, indicating a
parasitic relationship. However, damage of the hyphae was not observed. On TSB, both fungi produced phialidic anamorphs with
conidia approx. 5 x 3 µm in size. In the case of P. moreaui their germination could not be observed (not attempted in the case of
M. zamiae).
Conclusions: The observations correspond largely to the literature describing interactions of members of Melanosporales and
their Fusarium hosts and constitute a base for further studies aimed at evaluating the potential of P. moreaui and M. zamiae for
use in biocontrol.
References:
(1) Mycologia (2001) 93: 249-257
(2) Plant Dis. (2002 86:1025-1030
(3) Arch Microbiol (2012) 194:707-717
(4) Julius-Kühn-Archiv (2010) 428: 412
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Alternative products from CO-FREE for protection of organic potato crops. Are they effective?
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Introduction: The search for methods and means that can be an alternative to copper, and may be used in organic farming is
one of the tasks of the project CO-FREE. Results from field trials in potato done by IPP-NRI (Poland) and JKI (Germany) are
shown.
Objectives: In 2012-2014 field experiments were conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of CO-FREE test products (CTPs), single
and combined with disease control strategies in potato / late blight (Phytophthora infestans).
Materials and methods: Different CTPs (resistance inducers (RI) and agents with direct effects) were tested against P. infestans
in potato varieties (`Ditta´, `Jelly´, `Allians´, `Sante´). In 2012-2013 CTPs were sprayed with standard flat fan nozzles. In 2014
special flat fan nozzles were used to improve the wetting of the underside of the leaves. CTPs were separately and preventively
applied 4 to 6 times at intervals of 7 to 10 days according to prognosis models. Low dose copper was combined with tested
products, also. In Germany, additionally, phosphonates were tested.
Results: In Poland in 2012-2013 in `Ditta´, no significant increases in potato production compared to untreated control or 0.5
and 1 kg Cu/ha were noted. However, the highest yield was reached after the treatments with a RI (as stand-alone or together
with 0.5 kg Cu/ha). In 2014 two strategies (CTPs in combination with different susceptible varieties and different levels of
nitrogen fertilization) were compared. The highest total yield was obtained for plants treated with 03E (direct effects) and 6715B
(RI) (`Sante´). Treatments delayed disease symptoms for 3 and 6 days, respectively.
Field trials 2012 in Germany have shown that after copper applications, the late blight infestation was delayed by about 6 or 7
days, while treatment with CO-FREE24 and CO-FREE25 (RI) delayed disease by 3 days and increased yield by ca. 10 % (`Ditta´). In
2013 and 2014 low doses of copper were combined with CTPs. Here CTPs have not yet contributed satisfactorily to yield
stability.
Conclusions: The potato cultivar had the most influence on yield. Field trials with 6715B and 03E showed promising results in a
moderate susceptible variety `Sante´.

P N-CCO 44
Change in growth of phytopathogenic fungi by the biostimulant Frutogard®
M. J. Dehghan, J. Ludwig-Müller
Botany, biology, Dresden, Germany
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Introduction: Plant diseases cause high economic losses. Therefore, the control of plant pathogenic fungi is very important. In
order to protect the environment, biological and ecologically acceptable control of plant pathogens has been a considerable
topic for research. Regarding the importance of this control method, in this survey we will study the effects of a plant
strengthener on the control of fungal plant pathogens both in vitro and on plants under greenhouse conditions. This plant
strengthener is a liquid formulation.
Objectives: Comparing the growth behavior of the fungi on the plant strengthener with control medium will help to answer the
following questions:
A) Is the fungal growth completely stopped? B) Does the fungus show abnormal growth as result of stress? C) Or is fungal
growth not affected at all? D) How does Frutogard® induce tolerance or resistance in plant to pathogenic fungi?
Materials and Methods: Frutogard® is a plant strengthener, which is produced by Tilco biochemical company and is a liquid
formation. Its active substances are including 24% brown algae extract(Ascophyllum nodosum and Laminaria species) and 7%
plant amino acids.
In preliminary experiments different concentrations of Frutogard® are tested with a range of fungi. We prepared three different
media:
 PDA+1% Frutogard®
 PDA+5% Frutogard®
 PDA as a control
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The fungi were transferred on the medium and then were incubated at different temperatures. Fungal growth was daily
measured and the pictures were taken.
Results: In preliminary experiments some fungal species showed growth inhibition to Frutogard® in comparing with control
samples and some of fungi grew better in comparing with control samples. Of the 17 tested, 4 were promoted and all others
inhibited.
Conclusion: The plant strengthener can be tested in plant-fungus interaction for disease control.

P N-CCO 45
Protective effect of lipopeptide extracts from Bacillus sp. isolates on leaves of Arabidopsis and sugar beet infected with
bacterial pathogen in planta
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Introduction: The increasing demand for a healthy food supply requires an efficient control of plant diseases. Antagonism to
pathogens is the main mechanism of biocontrol that has been proposed for Bacillus species. Lipopeptides, mainly classified into
three families (iturins, fengycins and surfactins), are among the antibiotic compounds frequently produced by Bacillus species. It
has been shown that each of these families can be included in direct antagonism to different plant pathogens.
Objectives: The present study was aimed at investigating direct antagonism in planta of lipopeptide extracts of 5 Bacillus
isolates, obtained with various methods of extraction. Also, potential interactions of the individual extracts in different
combinations on antimicrobial activity were examined.
Materials and methods: For the in planta assay, mixtures (10 μl) of individual methanolic (2.5 mg/ml) or ethyl acetate extracts
(1 mg/ml) and each isolate of Xanthomonas arboricola pv. juglandis and Pseudomonas syringae pv. aptata were simultaneously
inoculated into wounds of pin-pricked leaves of greenhouse grown Arabidopsis thaliana L. and Beta vulgaris L. plants at a ratio
of 4:1 (v/v). When testing combination 1/2 or 1/3 of final concentrations of individual lipopeptide extracts were used.
Results: After 14 days from inoculation, control A. thaliana plants, inoculated with X. arboricola, dried almost completely. Plants
inoculated with a mixture of pathogen and methanolic extracts of SS-12.6, SS-27.2 and SS-38.4 didn’t show any signs of drying.
B. vulgaris inoculated with P. syringae and individual extracts SS-12.6 and SS-38.4 from both method of extraction did not show
necrotic lesions in a leaf tissue, unlike the extract SS-10.7 with necrotic zone similar to those of the positive control. When
reviewing the results, all showed some antagonistic relations, except for combination of SS-12.6 and SS-38.4, and mixtures of SS10.07, SS-12.6 and SS-38.4, which successfully suppressed pathogenic infection due to synergistic or additive effect.
Conclusion: The potential of lipopeptide extracts in direct antagonism against bacterial pathogens was confirmed. Perseverance
in antagonistic action 7 and 14 days after incubation with the pathogens recommend specific combinations for further analysis
in terms of biocontrol agents.
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Entropy of Helicoverpa armigera infected with entomopathogenic fungus, Metarhizium anisopliae
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Question: The cotton bollworm, Helicoverpa armigera Hübner (Lepidoptera: Noctuidae) is one of the most important
agricultural pests worldwide. Undesirable side effects of synthetic insecticides, including development of resistance, have
necessitated a shift to more eco-friendly methods for its control. The entomopathogenic fungus, Metarhizium anisopliae
(Metsch.) Sorokin (Hypocreales: Clavicipitaceae) is a valuable biocontrol agent attacking larval stages of many lepidopteran pests
including Helicoverpa armigera (Hübner) (Lepidoptera: Noctuidae). In this research, sub-lethal effect of M. anisopliae isolate
M14 was investigated on entropy values of H. armigera.
Methods: Based on mortality data from bioassays, third instar larvae of H. armigera were exposed to sub-lethal concentrations
(LC5, LC10, LC15, LC20 and LC25) of M anisopliae. In order to determine the type of survivorship curves, entropy was used as a
criterion.
Results: The entropy values were 0.17, 0.20, 0.22, 0.29, 0.33 and 0.40 for control and other treatments respectively. The
entropy value less than 0.5 shows the survivorship curves near to type 1 suggesting that the probability of death was higher in
late compared with early stages.
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Conclusions: Isolate M14 can be considered as one of the effective biocontrol agents of H. armigera because it decreases the
total population of this pest by reducing its survival.

P N-CCO 47
Potential biopesticide against GTD pathogens isolated from asymptomatic grapevines
C. Kovács, F. Peles, E. Sándor
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Grapevine trunk diseases (GTD), caused by different phytopathogenic fungi threaten the vineyards worldwide. Endophytic,
mycoparasitic fungi, like Trichoderma species have huge potential against grapevine plant pathogens colonizing woody tissues.
Testing new isolates with biocontrol potential and ability to grow under different environmental conditions may provide
effective biopesticide to control GTD pathogens.
Endophytic Trichoderma isolates were obtained from asymptomatic plants in the Tokaj Wine Region Hungary. Their mycelial
growth rates were tested on different temperatures. The mycoparasitic potential of the trichodermas against two GTD
pathogens (Diplodia seriata and Neofusicoccum parvum) was also tested.
Eight Trichoderma harzianum were identified based on their ITS1,2, tef1 and Chit42-1a; 2a marker sequences. The mycelial
growth was determined from the two average colony diameters on PDA, while the mycoparasitic potential was detected
according the method of Szekeres et al. (2006; Journal of Microbiological Methods, 619-622). Field test with mixed spore
7
-1
suspension of the three fastest-growing Trichoderma strains (10 conidia ml ) on the pruning wounds of canes of GTD
symptomatic grapevines were also tested.
All the eight tested T. harzianum isolates were able to grow on the tested temperatures (5-37 °C), but they showed different
mycelial growth activity. 30 °C were the optimal for all isolates. TR02-03 and TR05 had the highest growth rate at all the tested
temperatures on PDA. TR01-05 and TR09 isolates showed the most intensive growth at the lowest temperature (5°C). TR08 and
TR10 grew significantly slower at the lowest, while TR07, TR09 and TR10 at the highest tested temperature. The Biocontrol Index
of all T. harzianum was 100%. Eleven GTD symptomatic plants were treated with Trichoderma spore suspension, containing
TR04 and TR05 spores collected from seven day old colonies. The diseases-specific symptoms decreased in all but one of the
treated trunks. Moreover the T. harzianum could be reisolated from their woody tissues.
The tested T. harzianum are potential biopesticide, overgrowing GTD pathogens and decreasing symptoms on grape plants with
the ability of growing well on broad temperature range.

P N-CCO 48
Influence of entomopathogenic fungus, Metarhizium anisopliae on developmental time, survival and fecundity of Helicoverpa
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Question: The cotton bollworm, Helicoverpa armigera (Hübner) (Lepidoptera: Noctuidae) is a polyphagous pest attacking wide
range of crops throughout the world. Due to its quick adaptation against synthetic insecticides, control of this pest has
necessitated the development of safer methods. The entomopathogenic fungus, Metarhizium anisopliae (Metschn.) Sorokin
(Hypocreales: Clavicipitaceae) is a valuable biocontrol agent of many insect pests. In this research, sub-lethal effects of M.
anisopliae isolate M14 were studied on developmental time, survival and fecundity of offspring from treated larvae of H.
armigera.
Methods: The immersion method was used to bioassay M. anisopliae against third instar larvae of H. armigera. Based on
mortality data from bioassays, third instar larvae of H. armigera were exposed to sub-lethal concentrations (LC5, LC10, LC15, LC20
and LC25) of M anisopliae.
Results: The results revealed that sub-lethal concentrations of fungus could adversely affect next generation of H. armigera.
There were significant differences in duration of immature stages of H. armigera (F = 158.64; df = 5, 158; P < 0.0001). Isolate
M14 reduced the age-specific survivorship (lx), daily and total fecundity (mx) of H. armigera. The highest and lowest total
fecundity values were 836.36 and 425.87 (egg) for control and LC25 treatments, respectively.
Conclusions: Our results indicated remarkable changes in H. armigera population control with special emphasis on its immature
stages and progeny.
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Biocontrol with the Southern Grey Shrike (Lanius meridionalis) in Algeria
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A total of 5513 preys are noted in 431 pellets of the Southern Grey Shrike Lanius meridionalis (178 in East Mitidja, 599 in Oum El
Bouaghi, 487 in Biskra and 249 in Tlemcen]. The average of prey per pellets varies (6.1 < Avg. < 16.5). In Ramdhania, Geotrupes
sp. (11.9 %) dominates in winter, Gryllidae sp. indet. (27.6 %) in spring and Messor barbara in summer (18.4 %) and in autumn
(79.4 %). In Baraki, Messor barbara dominate in spring and autumn successively (13.1 %) and (70.6 %). In El Medfoun, Geotrupes
sp. dominates in winter (10.5 %), Anisolabis mauritanicus in spring (13.8 %), Acinopus sp. in summer (28.0 %) and Messor
barbara in autumn (22.5 %). In Sidi Okba, Sepidium sp. dominates in winter, Bothynoderes sp. in spring and Cataglyphis bicolor in
summer and autumn. In Bouhannaq, Geotrupes sp. dominates in winter (20.8 %) and Aethiessa floralis barbara in summer (7.9
%). The total richness of prey about L. meridionalis in all areas is 375 species (97 species in Bouhannaq and 222 species in
Baraki). In the menu the class of Insects is the most represented (83.5 % < AR % < 91.8 %). H' varies (1.2 bits < H’ < 4.1 bits) in
Ramdhania, it’s (1.7 bits < H '< 3.7 bits) in Baraki, (2.9 bits < H < 3.5 bits) in El Medfoun, (3.4 bits < H' < 3.8 bits) in Sidi Okba and
(2.8 bits <H'< 3.8 bits) in Bouhannaq. The Values of E varied (0.3 < E < 1).
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The aim of this study was to assess the chemical composition and the antimicrobial activity of essential oils of dried fruits and
buds of Zanthoxylum xanthoxyloides (Z. xanthoxyloides) and Syzygium aromaticum (S. aromaticum or clove), respectively,
against Phytophthora megakarya (P. megakarya). Essential oils were extracted by hydrodistillation, and their composition was
determined by gas chromatography and by gas chromatography coupled with Mass Spectrometry. The minimal inhibitory
concentration (MIC) and minimal lethal concentration (MLC) of the essential oils against P. megakarya were assessed by the
Agar dilution method. The in vivo efﬁcacy study consisted of spraying the essential oil emulsions on cocoa pod husk pieces
(CPHP), followed by the inoculation with P. megakarya zoospores. The hydrodistillation yielded 10.54 and 1.89% of essential oils
for S. aromaticum and Z. xanthoxyloides, respectively. Both oils were mainly made up of oxygenated monoterpenes (89.58 and
88.2%, respectively). Eugenol (83.02%) and eugenyl acetate (9.15%) were the main components of clove oil while a-citronelol
(25.83%) and trans-geraniol (16.49%) were mostly found in the Z. xanthoxyloides oil. Clove oil exhibited stronger antimicrobial
activity with a MIC of 250 µ/l than Z. xanthoxyloides with MIC of 350 µ/l. The symptoms were totally suppressed on pod husk
treated with clove oil at 2000 µ/l. The decrease in the growth rate of the necrosis (GRN) and the sporulation of P. megakarya
(PS) on cocoa husk after the successful infection was signiﬁcant after the treatment with essential oils. These results are
promising and indicate that the studied essential oils might be further investigated as natural alternatives to synthetic fungicides
for the control of cocoa black pod diseases.
Figure 1
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The use of Trichoderma Asperellum as a bio-control agent of tomato white mould desease caused by Sclerotium Roflsii
D. Olufolaji, C. Ariyo
Federal University of Tecnology, Crop, Soil and Pest Management, Akure, Nigeria
tundefolaji022@gmail.com
Existing evidence suggest that pre-treatment of seeds with Trichoderma spp could significantly reduce deleterious effect of
pathogenic fungi on various economic crops. Studies were carried out to determine the most suitable application method of
Trichoderma asperellum as an alternative to the use of fungicide that would reduce the incidence and severity of white mold
disease of tomato caused by Sclerotium rolfsii. Trichoderma asperellum was applied using 5ml of 105 conidia/ml to moisten 10
seeds of tomato as seed treatment , secondly as a preventive treatment on 18 day-old tomato seedlings at 24hrs ahead of S.
rolfsii, and lastly as a curative treatment applied after 24hrs inoculation of S. rolfsii. The controls involved an untreated seeds
and seeds treated with fungicide (mancozeb) as a chemical control. The data were subjected to ANOVA and the means
separated by Tukey test. It was observed that preventive application of T. asperellum gave 7% which was significantly the least
disease incidence and also recorded the least value for white mould severity of 1.2 which was significant when compared with
both untreated and fungicide treated tomato plants. Thus, Trichoderma asperellum could be further developed as a biofungicide for the control of white mould disease of tomato.

P N-CCO 52
Antimicrobial activity and characterization of the ethanolic extract of the peels of sweet orange fruit (Citrus sinensis (L.)
Osbeck) in the control of Lasiodiplodia sp. IMI 503248.
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2
O. Oladele , A. Aborisade
1
Federal University of Technology, Biology, Akure, Nigeria
2
Nigeria
prophetoladele2014@gmail.com
Introduction: Due to the great nutraceutical and economic importance of citrus essential oils, numerous investigations have
been performed aimed at identifying the chemical composition, antimicrobial activities of the essential oils from peels of
different citrus species, but the peels have been less studied.
Materials and methods:
Preparation of Peel Extracts for Antifungal Activity: Extracts were prepared according to the method of Harbourne (1998) but
with slight modification.
Test for Antifungal Action of Peel Extract: The antimicrobial activity of the extract was assayed using agar well diffusion method
described by Madigan et al (2002) but with slight modification.
Fractionation of Peel Extract: The ethanolic extract of the peel was purified using column chromatography technique.
Gas Chromatography- Mass Spectrum Analysis (GC-MS) of the EthanolSoluble Fractions of the Peel Extract: GC-MS analysis of
the fractions was performed using PerkinElmer Clarus 500 GC system and gas chromatography.
Results:
Antifungal Activities of the Crude Peel Extract: The zone of inhibition for ethanolic extract against the test isolate on day 3 of
incubation was 1.87±0.03mm.
Antifungal Activities of the Ethanol Soluble Bulk Fractions: Fractions 2-5 had 1.96±0.40mm as their zone of inhibition while
fractions 6-10 had 1.98±0.65mm as zone of inhibition.
Structural elucidation of the active antifungal extract from the peel of Citrus sinensis: Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry
of the ethanol soluble fractions that are active against the test pathogen showed the presence of one major bioactive
component, having highest peak (m/z) at 402 and retention time of 26 minutes.
Conclusion: The Gas Chromatography- Mass Spectrometry analysis revealed that ethanolic peel extract of Citrus sinensis (L.)
1
contains 5,6,7,8,3,4 - hexamethoxyflavone which is commonly called nobiletin.
References:
Harbourne, J.B. (1998). Method of Extraction and Isolation in phytochemical methods. Chapman and Hall, London. 60-66pp.
th
Madigan, M.T., Martinko, M.J. and Parker, J. (2002). Biology of Microorganisms. 9 Edition, Prentice Hall, Inc, Upper Saddle River
New Jersey. 983-986pp.
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The influence of temperature on the vertical transmission of a mutualistic tall fescue endophyte
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Introduction: Many Poaceae grasses form a symbiosis with Epichloë endophytes. Initially a serious problem in agriculture due to
their toxicity to livestock, endophyte strains were identified that were less toxic to livestock whilst also possessing advantageous
traits, including insect deterrent alkaloids. Selection and transfer of these endophytes into elite grass cultivars has resulted in
pastures with improved persistence with no, or reduced, livestock toxicosis. These novel associations are now successfully
marketed in New Zealand, Australia, USA and South America. Epichloë species exhibit strong host specificity and the asexual
form is exclusively vertically transmitted through maternal lines via the seed embryo. This process is far from perfect with
endophyte transmission failures attributed to factors including endophyte and host genotypes, environmental factors and crop
management regimes.
Objectives: To determine the influence of temperature on the vertical transmission of a tall fescue endophyte in its original host
compared to that in a novel host.
Materials and methods: Two endophyte-grass associations were used in this study. The first consisted of Epichloë sp. strain
AR501 within its original host background, namely tall fescue and the second with AR501 within an artificial host background, a
cultivar of perennial ryegrass. Seedlings of both associations, original and novel, were arranged in a controlled environment at
four temperature regimes ranging from 6-25°C. After set amounts of time, endophyte transmission frequencies and endophyte
biomass was quantified. Mature plants from both associations were transferred from 12/6°C to 25/16°C environment and their
endophyte biomass calculated again.
Results: For perennial ryegrass, the endophyte transmission frequency was significantly higher in plants kept at a cold (day/night
12/6°C) temperature regime compared to the warm (day/night 25/16°C) regime. This was not observed in tall fescue. The
endophyte biomass concentrations of both associations increased when plants were transferred from the cold to warm
temperature regime.
Conclusion: Temperature is a significant factor in the transmission of certain novel grass-endophyte associations and this should
be taken into account during their research and development.
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Selection of entomopathogenic fungi based on plant growth promotion and insect pest control for its use in seed coatings
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Introduction: The development of fungal entomopathogens as biocontrol agents requires an understanding of the dynamic
interactions between fungi, insect pests and plants. Recently, it has been shown that Metarhizium spp. can act as both insect
pathogen and plant-growth-promoting agent. This bifunctional lifestyle of Metarhizium is illustrated by the differential
expression of genes involved in the adhesion to insect (mad1) or plant surfaces (mad2). In addition, a plant carbon transporter,
Metarhizium raffinose transporter (mrt), was reported as required for successful root colonization. The present work is focused
on selection of entomopathogenic fungi to both colonize the plant rhizosphere and have biocontrol activity when delivered
through seed coating.
Objectives: Delivery of Metarhizium spp. isolates through seed coating to protect crops against insect pests.
Materials and methods: The growth response of Metarhizium spp. isolates to maize root exudates was determined using
microplate assays. The presence of mad1, mad2 and mrt was determined by PCR. Finally, the effects of Metarhizium spp. on
maize plant growth and plant resistance against larvae of the scarab beetle Costelytra zealandica was determined. Fungal
isolates were applied to maize seeds by seed coating.
Results: Metarhizium isolates showed different growth rates in the presence of maize root exudates, suggesting differing
abilities in associating with maize roots. While the mad1 or mad2 genes were not detected in all isolates, the mrt gene was
widely conserved among the Metarhizium spp. The strains with the highest growth rates in exudates contained the mad2 gene.
Although some resistance to C. zealandica was found, it was unclear whether there was enhanced plant growth in the presence
of the fungi.
Conclusion: The selection of root-competent strains is advisable for improve establishment and persistence of
entomopathogenic fungi delivered as seed coating.
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Isolation, identification and biological activities of alkaloids from Anisodus tanguticus
G. Hu
Gansu Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Institute of Plant Protection, Lanzhou, China
huguanfang@126.com
Two kinds of alkaloids were isolated by using varieties of column chromatography separation from the aerial parts of Anisodus
tanguticus and identificated their chemical structures by MS and NMR, they were hyoscyamine and scopolamine, respectively.
Contact activities of hyoscyamine and scopolamine against nine species of aphids including Brevicoryne brassicae, Myzus
persicae and four species of mites including Tetranychus cinnabarinus, T. urticae were conducted by micro spot method and
slide dip method. The results showed that hyoscyamine had stronger contact effects against Rhopalosiphum padi, Hyalopterus
arundimis, Aphis craccivora and A. citricola, the LC50 values were 257.863 mg/L, 275.459 mg/L, 344.645 mg/L and 344.717 mg/L,
respectively, and scopolamine had stronger contact effects against A. craccivora and R. padi, the LC50 values were 311.585 mg/L
and 392.309 mg/L, respectively. Rotenone (control pesticide) had stronger contact effect against B. brassicae and Aphis gossypii,
the LC50 values were 399.542 mg/L and 436.124 mg/L, respectively.Contact toxicities against nine species of aphids including B.
brassicae, hyoscyamine was stronger than scopolamine or quite. Hyoscyamine and scopolamine were stronger than rotenone in
contact toxicities against A. craccivora and R. padi, and hyoscyamine and scopolamine were weaker than rotenone in contact
toxicities against B. brassicae, M. persicae and A. gossypii. Hyoscyamine and scopolamine had stronger contact effects against T.
truncates, T. viennensis, T. urticae and.T. cinnabarinus. Contact toxicities of two kinds of alkaloids against four species of mites
were quite, toxicities against T. urticae. and T. cinnabarinus（201.027~224.172 mg/L）were higher than that of T. truncates and
T. viennensis (257.014~332.698 mg/L).The LC50 values of rotenone against T. truncates and T. viennensis were 257.863 mg/L and
275.459 mg/L, respectively, its toxicities were higher than that of hyoscyamine and scopolamine.
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Biological control of charcoal-rot of sorghum by actinomycetes
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Introduction: Charcoal-rot of sorghum (Sorghum bicolor), caused by Macrophomina phaseolina (Tassi) Goid., is endemic to
tropical and temperate regions of the world. Significant losses of yield (up to 64%) have been observed under conditions
favoring the disease development in the post-rainy sorghum. With the ever increasing cost and concern over environmental
pollution, efforts are being taken to develop environment-friendly methods of disease control.
Objectives: The objective of this study was to isolate, characterize and evaluate actinomycetes from herbal vermicompost for
their antagonistic potential against charcoal-rot of sorghum under both greenhouse and field conditions.
Materials and methods: The actinomycetes were isolated from herbal vermicompost and screened for their antagonistic
potential against M. phaseolina by dual culture and metabolite production assays. The ten most promising isolates were
characterized for the production of siderophore, chitinase, hydrocyanic acid (HCN), Indole acetic acid (IAA), β-1, 3-glucanase,
lipase and protease and further evaluated for their antagonistic potential under greenhouse and field conditions.
Results: A total of 10 actinomycetes antagonistic to charcoal-rot were selected based on dual culture and metabolite production
assays. The isolates were found to produce siderophore, chitinase, cellulase, lipase, protease, HCN, IAA and β-1,3-glucanase.
Under greenhouse conditions, the isolates significantly reduced the extent of charcoal-rot infection. SEM analysis revealed that
the actinomycetes colonized the roots of sorghum. qRT-PCR analysis on selected biocontrol and PGP genes of actinomycetes
revealed up-regulation of β-1,3-glucanase and chitinase genes. The isolates are further being evaluated against the pathogen
under field conditions.
Conclusion: The 10 actinomycetes were demonstrated for their biocontrol potential against charcoal-rot of sorghum under
greenhouse conditions and are being further evaluated under field conditions.
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Establishment of pre-harvest residual limits of amisulbrom and flubendiamide in cherry tomato and their biological half-life
J. Y. Kim, S. B. Kim, M. J. Woo, E. Choi, K. J. Hur, J. W. Lee, M. Saravanan, J. H. Hur
Kangwon National University, Department of Biological Environment, Chuncheon, Republic of Korea
jhhur@kangwon.ac.kr
Introduction: Pesticides are extensively used to control the pest population in intensive agricultural production. Pesticides can
easily reach agricultural products while spraying directly against target organisms and transferring from water and soil. Recent
studies show that serious concerns have been raised about risks of residues in various foodstuffs.
Objectives: The present study was performed to establish pre-harvest residual limits (PHRLs) of amisulbrom (fungicide) and
flubendiamide (insecticide) in cherry tomato and to evaluate their biological half-life.
Materials and methods: Amisulbrom and flubendiamide was diluted two thousand fold separately and sprayed single time on
cherry tomato in the cultivation areas of Chuncheon (field 1 and 2). Cherry tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum Mill) samples were
randomly collected after 2 hr treatments and then at the end of 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9 and 10 days collected for residue analysis.
Samples were extracted twice (80 and 70 ml) with dichloromethane and purified through NH 2 SPE cartridge, respectevely.
Finally, the residual amounts of both pesticides in all samples were analyzed using liquid chromatography-tandem mass
spectrometry (LC-MS/MS).
-1
Results: In this study, the method limit of quantification (MLOQ) for both pesticides in cherry tomato was 0.005 mg kg . The
results of this study shows the recovery levels of both pesticides were found to be 84.7% ~ 101.0%, 86.6% ~ 90.9%, respectively
(Fig 1). Further, the calculated biological half-life for amisulbrom and flubendiamide in cherry tomato were 13.3 and 11.2, and
6.5 and 4.9 days in site 1 and 2, respectively (Table 1). Based on the results obtained from this study we recommend the level of
-1
-1
PHRLs on cherry tomato is 1.27 mg kg for amisulbrom and 1.27 mg kg for flubendiamide at 10 days before harvesting.
Figure 1: Levels of PHRLs of amisulbrom and flubendiamide for cherry tomato.

Table 1: Biological half-life of amisulbrom and flubendiamide in field 1 and 2.

Conclusion: The present study concludes that the residue level (1.27 mg kg-1) of both pesticides in cherry tomato is safe for
human consumption at 10 days before harvesting. Further, we suggest that the residue levels of both pesticides found in this
study will be lower than the maximum residual limits (MRLs) stated by National Agricultural Products Quality Management
Service (NAQS), Government of Korea. Moreover, the study will be very helpful in establishing PHRLs for many other pesticides,
and for the safety of agricultural products and the people of Korea.
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Potential of Amblyseius (Neoseiulus) californicus (McGregor 1954) to suppress Polyphagotarsonemus latus (Banks)
(Prostigmata: Tarsonemidae) on tea plant
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Polyphagotarsonemus latus (Banks) (Prostigmata: Tarsonemidae) is a serious pest of tea Camellia sinensis (Theales: Theaceae).
Several phytoseiid mites have been described to control this mite. In this study, the potential of Amblyseius (Neoseiulus)
californicus (McGregor 1954) on control of P. latus population was assessed on seedlings of Tuglali-10 tea cultivar at 1:10 and
1:20 predator:prey release ratios in Rize province (Black Sea coast, Turkey). Completely randomized plot design with four
treatments including the sprayed, unsprayed control and release plots was set up. The mite populations were evaluated by
sampling weekly young leaves from the top of the plant from 4 August to 29 september 2014. The lowest P. latus population
occured in 1:10 prey: predator ratio, follewed by 1:20 prey:predator ratio, sprayed control and unsaprayed control plot. Results
showed that N. californicus is an important mortality factor of P. latus and should be considered as a key biological control agent
in integrated pest management programs targeting P. latus on tea in Rize province. Also, the study revealed that population
densities of P. latus reached its peak levels during the period of August-September, year.
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Effect of soft soap, the tobacco leaf and garlic bulb extract on Polyphagotarsonemus latus (Banks) (Prostigmata:
Tarsonemidae) on tea plant
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The efficacy of the soft soap, the tobacco leaf and garlic bulb extracts in controlling Polyphagotarsonemus latus (Banks)
(Prostigmata: Tarsonemidae) on tea plant in Rize (Black Sea cost, Turkey). For preparing the tobacco extract, the dried tobacco
leaves (50gr) were crushed into smaller pieces, taken into a 1 lt capacity glass jar and 500 ml distilled water was added to it. The
glass jar was then tightly sealed. The jar was incubated at 70 °C and 60% relative humidity for 24 hours. The obtained product
was separated using fine muslin cloth. To obtain the stock solution of garlic extract, peel garlic cloves (60 gr) were crushed and
mixtured mineral oil (20 gr) into a glass jar. The jar was tightly sealed and incubated at 25°C ±1 and 60% relative humidity for 24
hours. After incubations, the obtained products were mixtured with 500 ml distilled water and separated using fine muslin cloth.
It was considered as a stock solution. The solution were diluted with distilled water to a total volume of 1 lt (final volume) to give
the desired concentration. For the desired concentration of the soft soap, 150 gr soft soap was mixtured with distilled water (1
lt) and shaked until the soap was fully dissolved. Completely randomized plot design with five treatments including the sprayed,
unsprayed control. Morecare DF 800 gr (%80 Micronized Sulfur) was used on sprayed control plot. During the sampling period,
temperature and relative humidity were also recorded using the data logger. The mite populations were evaluated by sampling
weekly young leaves from the top of the plant from 4 August to 29 September 2014. When the motile mite densities (all stages
-1
except eggs) of P. latus were above an average of 4 mites leaf , the spraying was done. While P latus densities at tobacco, soap
and sprayed control plots were over 4 motile mites per leaf three times during the experiment, the density at the garlic plot
reached above the level four times. The highest population levels observed in the soap, garlic, tobacco, sprayed contol and
-1
unsprayed control plot were 29.4, 38.4, 43.7, 54,2 and 67.8 mites leaf , respectively. When all data were compared, we
concluded that the soft soap, garlic bulb extract and tobacco leaf extract were found to be promising for practical application for
controlling P. latus on tea plant in Rize, Turkey.
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Application of invasion ecology theory to bacterial inoculation of maize crops in southern Brazil
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The use of bacterial inoculants to improve crop productivity reduces the need for fertilizer and other agrochemicals without
reduction on grain yield. These inoculants, however, might not be always effective under field conditions. As interaction
between the inoculants and the native microbial community plays a key role in effective root colonization and plant growth
promotion, classical invasion ecology might be applied for inoculants on crops to predict results and improve microbial
management effectiveness. In this work, we apply hypothesis based on invasion ecology to crop fields under bacterial
inoculation. We evaluate the associated microbial community composition of inoculated and non-inoculated plants to test if: (I)
an inoculant with a higher invasion potential will provide a higher plant growth promotion effect; (II) if lower diversity/resource
ratio in the environment facilitates invasion. To do this, we analyzed 3 different maize crops locations in south Brazil, which
received the same 4 bacterial inoculants (one Azospirillum, one Achromobacter, and two Pseudomonas). Samples were taken
from bulk soil immediately before planting, and from rhizospheric soil of 10 days old plants. Metagenomic DNA was extracted,
the V4 region of the 16S rDNA gene was amplified, amplicons were sequenced on the MiSeq platform, and sequences were
processed using QIIME. OTU frequency data was used on PCoA and SIMPER tests. All SIMPER results were then ploted on a PCA,
showing how dissimilar were the differences in the control-treatment pairs across the locations. This approach was used as a
proxy for inoculant invasion ability. 12.1 million valid reads with 300 bp were grouped into 1.3 million OTUs. PCoA showed that
samples clustered by the 3 locations, but the PCA based on SIMPER results suggested that 2 different inoculants might induce
very different community changes across two locations. These larger differences, however, were not associated to greater crop
productivity. The diversity/resource ratios are still to be calculated, so invasion difficulty across environments must yet be
estimated. Our preliminary conclusion is that it is not possible to predict the most effective inoculants by looking at shifts on the
rhizospheric community 10 days after planting - what would be extremely useful in field trials.
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Antifungal activities of some plant extracts against phytopathogenic fungi Sclerotinia sclerotiorum Lib. De Bary, Alternaria
solani (Ell. and G. Martin) Rhizoctonia solani Kühn. and Ascochyta rabiei (Pass) Labr.
A. Onaran, D. Saglam
Ahi Evran Universty, Plant Protection, Kırsehir, Turkey
saglamhds@gmail.com
Nowadays, the emergence of a clearly negative aspects of the pesticides used in agricultural production has led researchers to
focus on alternative control methods. These alternative methods of pest and disease control are to use plant extracts. The aim
of this study was to determine methanol, acetone, ethyl acetate and n-hexane extracts of different parts (leave, stem and
flower) of Ricinus communis L., Vitex agnus-castus L., Heracleum platytaenium Boiss., İsatis glauca Aucher ex Boiss., ve
Polygonum cognatum Meissn. plants against Sclerotinia sclerotiorum Lib De Bary, Alternaria solani (Ell. and G. Martin)
Rhizoctonia solani Kühn. and Ascochyta rabiei (Pass) Labr. which are important pathogens of cucumber, tomato, potato and
chickpea all over the world. To evaluate the effects of these plant extracts, the rate of MGI (mycelia growth inhibition) were
compared with thiram 80% (Hektaş group) which is a standard fungicide. 10, 50 and, 100 mg/ml doses of plant extracts were
used. At the same time, the antifungal activities of the extracts were also statistically evaluated. It was shown that the extracts
of R. communis, V. agnus-castus, H. platytaenium. I. glauca and P. cognatum caused remarkable inhibition rate against plant
pathogens. In addition, the extract of R. communis caused a strong antifungal activity against these selected fungi in comparison
to other plant extracts. According to this result, natural antifungal agents are cheap and less side effect to environment and
human health could have promising results for the control of plant pathogenic fungi.
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Challenges in the development of a microbial fungicide based on a strain of Lysobacter capsici
G. Segarra, G. Puopolo, E. Porcel-Rodríguez, S. Tomada, O. Giovannini, I. Pertot
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Introduction: Lysobacter capsici AZ78 (AZ78) is a Gram-negative bacterium that effectively controls oomycetes, in particular
Plasmopara viticola. Non-spore forming bacteria populations quickly decline when exposed to harsh enviroments as
phyllosphere and formulation can play an important role to achieve consistent efficacy in field applications. Limited information
is available in literature on formulation of Gram-negative bacteria. Survival and fate in the environment are also important traits
to be assessed for the registration as a biopesticide.
Objectives: The main aim of this work was to set up and apply a stepwise flow diagram to design performing formulations for
AZ78 and follow its fate in the environment (Figure 1).
Materials and methods: Cell mass production was maximized in a benchtop fermenter and shelf life of the harvested cells was
assessed. We screened compounds capable to protect the bacterial cells against desiccation, UV irradiation and wash-off. We
tested the ability of combinations of selected compounds to preserve the efficacy of AZ78 against P. viticola and to establish
populations on grapevine. A specific primer pair was developed starting from REP-PCR fingerprinting and subsequently used in a
qPCR procedure for monitoring the fate of AZ78 in vineyards.
10
Results: The optimised fermentation protocol gave a harvest of at least 10 AZ78 cell/ml. Viability of cells decreased only one
order of magnitude after one year of storage at 4°C. The use of a combination of polyethyleneglycol, corn steep liquor and
lignosulfonate in the formulation improved the survival of AZ78 cells in response to environmental stresses and the efficacy
6
against P. viticola on grapevine in field conditions. Moreover, the qPCR procedure showed that the AZ78 population reached 10
cell/gram of leaf after its application and revealed that the use of additives in the tank mix enhanced the persistence of AZ78
cells in vineyards.
Conclusion: The stepwise flow diagram allowed us to achieve high biocontrol efficacy of AZ78 in field conditions and fulfill some
of the requirement for the registration of AZ78. The same approach could be extended to other members of the genus
Lysobacter for the development of biofungicides.

Figure 1
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Suitability of an electrolytic disinfector to sanitize irrigation water contaminated with plant pathogens
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Introduction: The transmission of plant pathogens through irrigation water and nutrient solutions is a serious problem in
agricultural production. Different physical and chemical techniques such as pasteurization, UV-light, filtration and water
treatment by chlorination, ionization and surfactants have been described to decontaminate irrigation water and nutrient
solution. Beside cost effectiveness and ecological concerns none of the methods is suitable to inactivate the multitude of
relevant viral, bacterial and fungal plant pathogens.
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Objective: Evaluation of the efficacy of a disinfectant produced by an electrolytic disinfector processing a salt solution to
inactivate plant pathogens in vitro.
Materials and methods: The efficacy of the disinfectant, a low concentrated potassium chlorid solution, to inactivate plant
pathogens was tested in vitro according to the standard for disinfection in plant protection (OEPP/EPPO, 2008). Eight pathogens
were selected: Fusarium oxysporum, F. verticillioides, Pythium aphanidermatum, Botrytis cinerea, Verticillium dahliae,
Rhizoctonia solani, Xanthomonas campestris pv. Campestris and Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae. Dose-effect relations were
calculated.
Results: Applying the disinfectant with a concentration of 6 mg KClO/l and a contact time of 60 min, achieved total inactivation
of all tested pathogens with exception of Rhizoctonia solani. This fungal pathogen even presented activity with 10 mg KClO/l and
a contact time of 120 min.
Conclusion: The efficacy of Potassium Hypochlorite (KClO) to inactivate plant pathogens is confirmed in vitro.

P N-CCO 64
Electron treatment of sprouting seed
An efficient, economical and environmental-friendly process for pathogen reduction
A. Weidauer, F.-H. Rögner
Fraunhofer Institute FEP, Dresden, Germany
andre.weidauer@fep.fraunhofer.de
Providing the world´s growing population with nutritious food is an enormous challenge, that solution starts very early in food
production. Beside the known chemical seed dressing there is another way for killing pathogens. This environmental friendly,
purely physical disinfection of seed, bases on the biocidal effect of accelerated electrons.
Electrons are a versatile tool for numerous applications in all fields of industry. Beside the known and well established processes
in medicine and pharma the electron treatment of seed became more and more important. This technology is well established
for treatment of cereal seed. Hence the treatment of sprouting seed is a challenging topic as well. Systemic problems with
Bacteria, such as E.Coli cannot be solved completely with the common technics.
Due to the current demands, after EHEC crises in 2011, FEP investigated the behavior of electron treated sprouting seeds. When
treating seeds, the applied dose, which can be determined by regulating the current strength, and the electron energy, which
can be adjusted with the acceleration voltage, are important. When electrons penetrate matter, they lose their energy through
collision processes. Once the energy is spent, they do not penetrate further into the material. This fact is used to precisely
control the sphere of action during electron treatment.
Infected seeds are treated with electrons and there germination force, germination rate and load of pathogens are investigated.
More than 90 % of the fenugreek and clover samples and more than 80 % of the mung bean samples are sterile, proved with
fluid turbidity tests, after electron treatment. Not to influence the embryo, can be proved by testing germination rate and
germination force. Both are kept unchanged.
Tests show that the treatment of sprouting seed (Mung bean, clover and fenugreek) to reduce bacteria load is possible, without
influencing the embryo.

P N-CCO 65
Effect of Essential Oil Against Bacterial Cancer Disease Caused by Clavibacter michiganensis subsp. michiganensis in in vitro
Conditions
M. Mirik, C. Öksel
Namik Kemal University, Merkez/Tekirdag, Turkey
mmirik@nku.edu.tr
Bacterial wilt and bacterial canker on tomato caused by Clavibacter michiganensis subsp. Michiganensis is gram-possitive
bacteria. In this study, the antibacterial effects of essential oils of sage (Salvia spp), anise (Pinpinella anisum), juniperus
(Juniperus sp.), aloevera (Aloe vera), safflower (Carthamus tinctorius), bergamot (Citrus bergamia), rosemary (Rosmarinus
officinalis), laurus (Laurus nabilis), senien urticae piluliferae (Urtica diolca), clove (Caryophyllus aromaticum), centaury
(Hypericum perforatum), priest (Lavandula stoechas), thyme (Tymus vulgaris), cumin (Carum carvi), lavender (Lavandula
officinalis), melissa (Melissa officinalis,), myrtle (Myrtle sp.), mint (Mentha piperita,), eucalyptus (Eucolyptus globus,), fennel
(Foeniculum vulgare,), daisy (Matricoria chamomilla) on Clavibacter michiganensis subsp. michiganensis were investigated. 100
8
μl of the pathogen bacterial suspension (10 cfu/ml) was spread on 9 cm diameter petri dishes containing King medium B. Sterile
discs (Watman No.1 diameter 5mm) were put on the medium and 10 μl of each essential oils was dropped on discs and cover
o
petri with parafilm. Sterile distilled water was used for negative control. All plates were incubated at 25 C for three days. The
diameter of clear zone around the disc was measured as millimeters. All treatments were three times replicated and for each
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replicate were used three paper disk. As a result of these study sage, juniperus, aloevera, senien urticae piluliferae, centaury and
cumin essential oils have not been found effective on Clavibacter michiganensis subsp. michiganensis. Antibacterial activity on
growth of the pathogen was found with essential oils of anise, melissa, eucalyptus and fennel. The diameters of clear zones
around the disc were ranged between 2.3 and 10,0 mm. Inhibition zones were recorded as 7, 5.6, 2.3 and 10 mm, anise, melissa,
eucalyptus, fennel, respectively. However, Bergamot, rosemary, laurus, lavender, priest, clove, thyme, mint, melissa, myrtle,
essential oils have been found not effective on Clavibacter michiganensis subsp. michiganensis. This study clearly demonstrated
that essential oil of anise, melissa, eucalyptus and fennel are effective bacterial wilt and bacterial canker of tomato for
traditional and organic production.

P N-CCO 66
Analysis of pathogen resistance induced by the root endophytic fungus Piriformospora indica
L. Pedrotti, D. Weindl, M. J. Mueller, A. Fekete, F. Waller
Julius Maximilians University Würzburg, Julius-von-Sachs-Institut, Würzburg, Germany
frank.waller@uni-wuerzburg.de
Endophytic fungi of the order Sebacinales (Basidiomycota) are distributed all over the world and colonize roots of a wide range
of host plants. Within this group, Piriformospora indica became a root endophyte model system, as it can be axenically
cultivated, its genome has been sequenced, and it is colonizing important crop plants and model plants.
Previous studies have shown that P. indica improves growth, and enhances systemic pathogen resistance in leaves of host
plants, e.g. against powdery mildew in barley and in Arabidopsis. To investigate what kind of signaling processes are induced
from roots colonized by P. indica, we utilized a hydroponic split-root cultivation system. Using quantitative real-time PCR, we
show that P. indica colonization of Arabidopsis thaliana triggers a local, transient response of several defense-related
transcripts. This induction is also present in distal, non-colonized roots of the same plant. These systemic effects on distal roots
include inhibition of secondary P. indica colonization. Faster and stronger induction of defense-related transcripts during
secondary inoculation revealed that P. indica triggers root-wide priming of defense responses. This priming could be the basis
for reduced secondary colonization levels observed in split-root experiments and could also lead to enhanced pathogen
resistance of the host plant.
To characterize reprogramming of P. indica colonized roots and to identify possible signaling pathways, we are analyzing the
levels of several plant hormones and perform metabolite profiling using ultra-high pressure liquid chromatography coupled with
tandem mass-spectrometry (UPLC-MS/MS).

P N-CCO 67
Molecular components required for the FB-MR5 mediated resistance against Fire blight caused by Erwinia amylovora
U. Zierold, T. Wöhner, H. Flachowsky
Julius Kühn-Institut (JKI), Institut für Züchtungsforschung an Obst (ZO), Dresden, Germany
uwe.zierold@jki.bund.de
Fire blight caused by Erwinia amylovora is a bacterial disease in the family of Rosaceae, economically very important in apple
production. With help of QTL (quantitative trait loci) analysis a fire blight resistance gene (FB-MR5) could be detected in Malus
xrobusta 5 (Fahrentrapp et al. 2013). Mutation analysis on the pathogen Erwinia amylovora suggesting a gene for gene
relationship for the R-gen FB-MR5 and the virulence gen AvrRpt2ea (Vogt et al. 2013). Based on Amino acids alignment we
assume a similar mechanism than in the interactome of Pseudomonas syringae and Arabidopsis thaliana. To analyze the
function of the interactome FB-MR5 and AvrRpt2ea in detail we made transgenic apple plants expressing the AvrRpt2ea under
control of the heat shock promoter (HSP) GmHsp 17.5-E from Soybean.
1) We will present a molecular characterization of the plants.
2) By bioinformatic analysis in the genome of the apple cultivar Golden Delicious we detected a set of candidate genes featured
by putative cleavage sites for the AvrRpt2ea gene coding for a cysteine protease.
3) To proof the supposed cleavage candidates we transiently express AvrRpt2ea and the supposed candidates in Nicotiana
benthamina followed by monitoring of the cleavage fragments.
4) One candidate gene with a putative cleavage site is the cinnamate 4-hydroxylase. Hence we are analyzing components of the
phenylpropanoid pathway by HPLC in the AvrRpt2 expressing plants.
5) Furthermore we are searching for binding partners by Y2H analysis or FRET.
Fahrentrapp et al. 2013: A candidate gene for fire blight resistance in Malus x robusta 5 is coding for a CC-NBS-LRR. Tree
Genetics & Genomes, 2012, DOI 10.1007/s11295-012-0550-3
Vogt et al. 2013: Gene-for-gene relationship in the host-pathogen system Malus × robusta 5-Erwinia amylovora. Plant
Biotechnology Journal (2014), pp. 1-6
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P N-CCO 68
Effect of some insecticides on the occurrence of Brevicoryne Brassicae K. and its hyperparasite Diaeretiella Rapae (M'intosh)
L. Duchovskiene, A. Valiuskaite, D. Kavaliauskaite
Lithuanian Research Centre for Agriculture and Forestry, Plant Protection Laboratory, Babtai, Kauno district, Lithuania
laisve.d@lsdi.lt
In Lithuania cabbage is an important vegetable, which is attacked by various pests, including the cabbage aphid Brevicoryne
brassicae. B. brassicae causes only some losses of yield in Brassica crops, but this aphid may also transmit the viruses. The
Braconid wasp Diaeretiella rapae is an important primary hyperparasite of B. brassicae. A potential consequence within
integrated crop management systems is that insecticides can take out susceptible genotypes and reduce the population
sufficiently to allow biological control of the resistant individuals by surviving natural enemies. Also the use a lot of insecticides
on vegetable crops has caused increasing concern among growers, markets and consumers. The objectives of this research were
-1
-1
to determine the effect of insecticides Proteus 110OD (a.i. Tiachloprid 100 gl and Deltamethrin 10 gl ), Karate Zeon 5SC (a.i.
-1
-1
Lambda-cihalotrin 50 gl and Fastac EC (a.i. Alfa-cipermetrin 100 gl ) to B. brassicae and their hyperparasite D. rapae.
Experiment were carried out in the experimental fields of the Lithuanian Institute of Horticulture (Central Lithuania 55° 60´ N 23°
48´ E) in 2012. The experiment was designed by randomized blocks at four replications. The number of pests was compared
among treatments using a single factor analysis of variance (ANOVA). The cabbage plants were colonized by B. brassicae at the
same time, but the number of aphids on plants differed, also abundance of aphids was low. Quantity of parasitized aphids by
Diaeretiella rapae (M’Intosh) was highest in plot treated with Fastac and differ from 34.3 till 47.4%. In plot treated with Karate
parasitized aphids differ from 10.9 till 44.4%. In untreated plots the number of parasitized aphids was lower (from7.3 till 15.6%),
because the abundance of aphids was higher than in with pyrethroids treated plots. In plots treated with Proteus any aphids was
not found. We not found any significant differences between number of parasitized aphids in all treated plots.
This research was funded by a grand (“Horticulture: agro-biological basics and technologies” implemented by Lithuanian
Research Centre for Agriculture and Forestry”) from the Research Council of Lithuania.

P N-CCO 69
Developing bioformulations of antagonistic strains of rhizobacteria for managing seedling damping-off, root rot, and tuber
diseases caused by various soilborne pathogens
1
2
2
P. Abbasi , S. E. Khabbaz , L. Zhang
1
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Atlantic Food and Horticulture Research Centre, Kentville NS, Canada
2
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Southern Crop Protection and Food Research, London ON, Canada
pervaiz.abbasi@agr.gc.ca
Several novel antagonistic strains of rhizobacteria Bacillus, Paenibacillus, and Pseudomonas were isolated from a potato field
and soybean leaves and evaluated for their potential to be developed as biofungicides. These strains were identified based on
phenotypic characteristics, biochemical tests, and sequence analysis of 16S rRNA gene. Antagonistic potential of the strains was
also characterized for production of antibiotics, metabolites, volatiles, phytohormones, and lytic enzymes. In agar plate assays,
most of the strains showed broad-spectrum antagonistic activity against several fungal and oomycete pathogens. In pot assays,
irradiated peat formulations of these bacteria provided control of Pythium damping-off and root rot and Phytophthora blight
and root rot of cucumber, Rhizoctonia damping-off of radish, and Fusarium crown and root rot and Fusarium wilt of tomato.
Bacterial treatments also resulted in higher fresh weights of plants produced in pathogen-infested substrate. In micro-plot trials,
coating of seed potato tubers with irradiated peat formulation of some of these antagonistic bacteria reduced scab severity on
daughter tubers and increased tuber weights, when planted in a potato soil with a history of common scab disease. Antagonistic
and plant-growth promotion activities of these bacterial strains might be related to the production of several types of
antibiotics, lytic enzymes, phytohormones, secondary metabolites, siderophores, and volatile compounds. Tomato root
colonization by two Pseudomonas fluorescens strains indicated their endophytic potential. The results of these studies indicated
that several indigenous antagonistic bacterial strains showed potential to be developed as biofungicides for minimizing crop
losses due to seedling damping-off and root rot and tuber diseases caused by various soilborne pathogens.
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P N-CCO 70
Laboratory evaluation of the effectiveness of botanical substances on Phytophthora Infestans
1
1
2
1
J. Muchembled , C. Deweer , K. Sahmer , P. Halama
1
ISA Lille, Institut of Life Science, BioGAP - Charles Viollette Institute, Lille, France
2
ISA Lille, Institut of Life Science, Soil and Environment Team, Laboratory of Civil and geoEnvironmental Engineering (LGCgE), Lille,
France
jerome.muchembled@isa-lille.fr
Potato late blight of is one of the most devastating diseases in the world with significant losses in yield and tuber quality
declines. The use of pesticides is still the most common way to manage the disease in fields. However, the use of chemical
fungicides in conventional agriculture or minerals fungicides in organic farming can cause environmental problems. As part of a
prospective approach to the development of biocontrol and especially the use of natural plant substances in plant protection,
we study here the efficacy of essential oils on Phytophthora infestans. We test the efficacy of 7 essential oils on zoospores in a
liquid medium (microplates) in accordance with a range of concentrations. Essential oils were purchased from specialist
suppliers: they are pure and chemotyped. Essential oils are compared to fungicides active substances such as chlorothalonil,
fluazinam and copper sulfate. The experiments are carried out at least three times in independent way. The fungicidal
effectiveness is modeled by the calculation of the IC50. The IC50 values of the tested products are compared by an F-test within a
nonlinear regression approach. The results show that the IC50 fungicides are lower than the IC50 essential oils. Among the
chemical fungicides, fluazinam is more effective than chlorothalonil. As a fungicide mineral, copper sulfate is less effective than
chemical fungicides. If all essential oils have good fungicidal activity in vitro, 3 are statistically more effective than others. As
natural substances, essential oils are less effective than the chemical fungicides. They are also less effective than the copper
sulfate even if some of them approach the effectiveness of the mineral substance. The results of this innovative screening of
essential oils in the laboratory is part of a larger research program carried by the Technical Institute of Organic Agriculture and
co-funded by the Ministry of Agriculture ("evaluation of the interest of using essential oils in crop protection”; 2013-2015).

P N-CCO 71
Efficiency of wheat associated plant growth promoting rhizobacteria along with biochar under reduced chemical fertilizer
M. Ijaz, H. Ali, M. Tahir
Bahauddin Zakariya University, Agronomy, Multan, Punjab, Pakistan
ijazhi@yahoo.com
The objective of this study was to isolate plant growth promoting rhizobacteria possessing nitrogen fixation, phosphate
solubilization and growth hormone producing activities from the rhizosphere of wheat grown in three different ecological zones
(Mailsi, Multan and Bahawalpur) of Pakistan. Among the total 20 bacterial isolates, 9 were positive for Acetylene reduction assay
(ARA), 11 isolates exhibited P solubilisation activity. All the 20 bacterial isolates produced growth hormone indole-3-acetic acid
(IAA) in culture medium. From these, three bacterial isolates with maximum potential to fix nitrogen, solubilize phosphorous and
IAA production were selected to test their performance as PGPR along with biochar under field conditions at three different
locations in 2012 with full and half recommended dose of chemical fertilizer. The experiments were laid out in Randomize
Complete Block Design. Results indicated that, combined application of PGPR and Biochar significantly increased the grain yield
at all 3 locations (Mailsi, Multan and Bahawalpur) over control and their sole application with half of the recommended
fertilizer. The finding of this study suggested that application of biochar and PGPR along with half of the recommended dose of
fertilizer has appeared the best dose and significantly increased growth and yield of wheat.

P N-CCO 72
Toxic factors in seeds and leaves from Morinda citrifolia Linn
E. Ribeiro da Cruz, D. Alves de Moura Brefere, F. Antunes Nascimento Silva, A. B. Becker-Ritt
ULBRA, Porto Alegre, Brazil
arlete.ritt@ulbra.edu.br
Morinda citrifolia Linn, populary known as noni, is a native plant from Southeast Asia and belongs to Rubiaceae family. All parts
of the plant are used as medicine by Polynesians for the treatment of numerous diseases. The aims of this study were to
evaluate the presence of toxic and/or antinutritional potential factors in the seeds and leaves of Morinda citrifolia (Noni),
including lectins, trypsin inhibitors, urease and fungicidal and/or insecticidal actions. Aqueous extracts from mature seeds and
dried leaves were prepared in 20 mM NaPB pH 7.5 containing 10 mM β-mercaptoethanol. The soluble proteins were quantified
using the Bradford method. Both protein extracts were analysed by electrophoretic mobility, urease activity, hemaglutination
activity, trypsin inhibitory activity and antimicrobial and insecticidal activities. Leaves and seeds extracts, respectively, has a
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protein concentration of 1,46 μg/μL and 2,24 μg/μL. The protein profile on SDS-PAGE showed a higher occurrence of proteins
with apparent molecular mass of 25 kDa in the seed extract, and a greater variety of proteins with molecular mass among 10 to
75 kDa in the leaf extract. It was also possible to detect the presence of urease activity in the seed extract, in the order of 5,44
U/mg.min, indicating that the noni seeds probably have at least one isoform of urease. Hemagglutination activity was positive in
both extracts. Using the BAPNA as the substrate, the aqueous leaf extract was able to inhibit about 40% of bovine trypsin
activity. The antifungal assays showed a strong negative correlation for the development of S. cerevisiae when both extracts,
from seed or leaves were used. However, with C. tropicalis, a positive correlation was observed for fungal growth using leaf
extracts. In the insectidal experiments, we observed that the number of C. maculatus subjects was significantly influenced by the
development instar as well as between different treatments using both, leaves or seeds extracts. Therefore, the aqueous
extracts from noni leaves and seeds, present toxic and/or antinutritional potential factors that can be used for biotechnological
applications.

P N-CCO 73
Fungicidal potential of aqueous and organic solvent extracts of allelopathic plants leaves against phyto-pathogenic fungi
Fusarium solani.
U. Bashir
Institute of Agricultural Sciences, University of the Punjab, Plant Pathology, Lahore, Pakistan
uzma.iags@pu.edu.pk
The use of toxic fungicides results into adverse effects on human health and also treacherous to the environment. It has
provided opportunity to formulate alternative control measure plan. For the last many years, the use of allelopathic plant
extract against pathogenic fungi is gaining attention of the scientists because of non hazardous and environment friendly.
Allelopathic compounds are tested as natural substituent of fungicides. Keeping in view this aspect of plants, the present study
was therefore designed to evaluate some allelopathic plants for its antifungal properties against F. solani, the causal organism of
various wilt and rot diseases. For this purpose the test fungal species was grown in 100 mL ME broth medium in various
concentrations (0, 5, 10 & 15% w/v) of aqueous and organic solvent extract for 10 days.Five plants species viz., Acacia nilotica,
Bauhinia verigata, Cassia fistula, Eucalyptus camaldulensis and Syzygium cumini of two families Myrtaceae and Fabaceae were
selected. The aqueous and organic solvants extract of leaves of all these plants were used for their fungicidal activity. The results
of this study showed that growth of target fungus was checked by all test plants However, the extent of inhibitory effect of
leaves varied with the plant species. The study revealed that all leaves extract whether aqueous or in volatile solvents equally
showed the inhibitory effect against F.solani. Diverse bio-control based fungicides have been designed and circulated globally.
Present study is the effort to elaborate the importance of biological based bio-control agents.

P N-CCO 74
Growth enhancement and Biocontrol potential of two endophytic Trichoderma spp from Terminalia catappa against Fusarium
solani responsible for Beans Root Rot in Cameroon
R. Toghueo, P. Eke
University of Yaounde 1, Biochemistry, Yaounde, Cameroon
toghueo.rufin@yahoo.fr
Root rot disease, caused by the fungus Fusarium solani is an important soil-borne disease reducing common bean (Phaseolus
vulgaris L.) yields, in the world and particularly in Cameroon. The present study aimed to investigate the promotion of beans
seeds germination, plant growth and biocontrol potential of two Trichoderma spp against beans root rot disease causing fungi F.
solani. Several types of assays were carried out with Trichoderma spp. In dual culture assay it was found that T. atroviridae
inhibited the growth of Fusarium solani (90.65%) more than Trichoderma sp (86.99 %). The inhibition percentage on spore
germination was 34.3 6% and 27.93% respectively. It is observed that at 50% concentration, culture filtrate from Trichoderma
atroviridae shows 80% and 100% against mycelia growth and spore germination respectively. The extracted ethyl acetate
metabolites of T. atroviridae inhibit the germination of F. solani with Minimum Inhibitory Concentration of 0.66mg/ml. Among
test species, T. atroviridae was the most potent and exhibited 100% beans seeds germination at 2×105 conidia/ml from day 1 to
days 4 and was found to increase the germination percentage and protect beans seeds from deleterious effect caused by F.
solani. In vitro T. atroviridae shown to be best biocontrol agent (PBCI = 0.73529) and less susceptible to resistance development
by F. solani (R value equal 0.8). In pot experiment, Trichoderma atroviridae significantly reduced (p
Therefore, can be used for further field studies to confirm the feasibility of using to expresses growth promoting effects in
plants, increasement of crop productivity and root rot disease management.
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Understanding endophyte colonization behaviour in oil palm planlets via Ergosterol, PCR and Plate Assays
Y. Y. Chow, S. Rahman, A. S. Y. Ting
Monash University Malaysia, Bandar Sunway, Malaysia
yycho25@student.monash.edu
Endophytes have been extensively studied for their role as biocontrol agents and growth-promoters of various crops. Although
in vitro and in some cases, glasshouse trials yield good results, the biocontrol activity is seldom repeated in the field. Many
possible reasons have been proposed, but rarely on the colonization behavior of the endophyte upon introduction into the
plants. In our study, we aim to understand the colonization behavior of endophytes introduced into oil palm plantlets (Elaeis
guineensis). Oil palm is a golden oil crop in Malaysia and Indonesia, which unfortunately succumbs to the Basal Stem Rot (BSR)
disease caused by Ganoderma boninense (Gb). We assessed the colonization extent of three selected endophytes and one
-1
pathogen, Gb in oil palm plantlets by firstly, inoculating the plantlets with 6 log10 cfu ml of the inoculum and over 7-days
period, these plantlets were sampled. The samples were subject to three assay methods; via plating of surface-sterilized tissues,
DNA sequencing of isolates extracted from sampled tissues, and via ergosterol quantification using HPLC to detect presence of
isolates. Results revealed that isolates WAA02 (Diaporthe phaseolorum), T2 (Trichoderma asperellum), BTF08 (Penicillium
citrinum) and Gb (Ganoderma boninense) were able to colonize oil palm plantlets after 7 days. Endophytes were detected from
tissue samples (leaf, stem and root) on potato dextrose agar with Rose Bengal. DNA sequencing further validated the presence
of endophytes in tissues sampled as same species were identified. Ergosterol was most highly detected from plantlets
inoculated with WAA02 followed by T2, BTF08 and Gb. This suggested that endophytes not only colonize but may also grow and
proliferate in plant tissues. However, results shown that there was no significant increase in ergosterol concentration for all
inoculated plantlets during 49-days incubation, indicating endophytes can colonize but is not able to proliferate inside the
plantlets. To conclude, our study using plate, PCR and ergosterol methods gave new insights into endophyte colonization in host
plants. Endophytes and pathogen can colonize host plants but may not be able to proliferate, hence leading to the hypothesis
that colonization behavior may influence the biocontrol expression of endophytic biocontrol agents.

P N-CCO 76
Integrated Andean blackberry (Rubus glaucus) crop management using beneficial microorganisms by small farmers in the
Ecuadorian Andes.
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INIAP, Fruticulture, Quito-Ecuador, Ecuador
trevor.jackson@agresearch.co.nz
The Ecuadorian Government is promoting Agricultura Limpia (Clean Agriculture) as a strategy to improve environmental health
and rural incomes. Andean fruits can be a profitable option for small farmers but productivity is limited by pests and diseases.
Andean blackberry (Rubus glaucus) is grown by small farmers in the mountain valleys but suffers from root disease causing
dieback resulting in a loss of yield and persistence of the crop.
Responding to farmer priorities, a participatory study was carried out with blackberry farmers’ in Ecuadorian province
Tungurahua to evaluate the effect of Trichoderma spp. and for control of dieback and promotion of plant growth. Trials were
carried out on farmers’ field in three locations comparing two preparations of Trichoderma, chemical and untreated controls on
both young and established plants with disease incidence and fruit yield monitored.
The results showed that Trichoderma reduced disease incidence and produced yield similar to the chemical control on both
young and productive plants. Yield increase with Trichoderma averaged 21% and plant loss to dieback was reduced. Application
of the microbe improved yield components, such as the number of fruits per plant (17%), number of branches (7%), fruit size
(23%), compared with the untreated control.
The beneficial effect of Trichoderma was influenced by weather, soil and crop management conditions with greatest benefit on
from the more vigorous plants. The use of Trichoderma for prevention of dieback has been incorporated into Integrated Crop
Management (ICM) protocols for sustainable production and has been widely adopted by farmers in the affected zone where it
has been used in both clean and organic production systems. The technology benefits a large number of small scale farmers,
who are able to reduce chemical use and integrate into higher value supply chains for clean produce, improving their income
and standard of living.
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P N-CCO 77
Hypothenemus hampei as inducer of laminarinase and chitinase of Beauveria bassiana in liquid cultures
R. Acuña Payano, D. Quiroz Farfan, P. Laynes Zela, O. Nolasco Cardenas, A. I. Gutiérrez Román
Universidad Nacional Federico Villarreal, Laboratorio de Bioquímica y Biología Molecular, Lima, Peru
rosalynacuna@gmail.com
Introduction: In Perú, the coffee berry borer (CBB) H. hampei has been reported since 1962. It is the most important insect pest
that causes specific damage to coffee producing the falling of cherry fruits; affecting the production between 30% and 50%. The
most common methods are the use of synthetic insecticides that penetrate the fruit and are toxic to health and the
environment. B. bassiana is considered the natural controller of H. hampei. It is known that entomopathogenic fungi produce
extracellular enzymes that degrade insect wall allowing the hyphal penetration through the cuticle. It is necessary to quantify
the catalytic activity of the enzymes produced by B. bassiana to relate pathogenicity as one of the parameters to be evaluated
within the mechanism of infection of B. bassiana and promote the development of controlling agents to replace synthetic
chemicals.
Objectives: Find an association between chitinase and laminarinase activities of B. bassiana induced with H. hampei and other
characteristics of their development and growth (conidia amount, biomass and total protein exudate), obtained at different
times of evaluation.
Materials and methods: The strain of B. bassiana was provided by SENASA. Three different media liquid culture were prepared.
Biomass, total proteins, conidias and enzymatic activity specific activities were evaluated. All data was analyzed using SPSS 19.0.
Pearson correlation between variables was used.
Results: Significant differences (p <0.05) for biomass (F = 5.306), conidia (F = 190 870), total proteins (F = 91,038), laminarinase
activity (F = 27,605), specific laminarinase activity (F =25,306) chitinase activity (F = 32,661) and specific chitinase activity (F =
26,908) were determined between each treatment evaluated. Enzymatic activities determined that induction of enzymes was
possible in liquid culture supplemented with powdered extract of H. hampei. There is a positive correlation between biomass,
total proteins, and laminarinasa activity.
Conclusion: The positive correlation between chitinase enzyme activities, laminarinase, biomass and the amount of total
protein, and the days of increased expression are fundamental to further study since this contributes to knowledge related to
the pathogenicity of B. bassiana over H. hampei.

P N-CCO 78
Cabbage resistance against Botrytis cinerea involving Trichoderma metabolites
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Introduction: It is well known Trichoderma spp can contribute crucial benefits to the host plant through varieties of proposed
mechanisms such as promote host plant immunity against phytopathogens. How the host plant acquired the immunity by the
presence of Trichoderma spp remained an interesting issue. Trichoderma spp have earned fame in producing cell wall degrading
enzymes both in quantity and quality. It is also well known in secondary metabolites production. Many Trichoderma metabolites
showed antimicrobial activities, but little is known about any beneficial effect of these metabolites to the host plants. Further
investigation into the roles played by these metabolites would shed the lights on Trichoderma’s biocontrol mechanisms.
Objectives: Chrysophanol and anthraquinone are two major secondary metabolites produced by one T. harzianum strain
isolated from Taiwan. Using cabbage as a plant host model, this research would elucidate the involvement of these two major
secondary metabolites during Botrytis cinerea infection.
Materials and methods: Cabbage Brassica oleracea var. capitata was mainly used as the host plant in this study. The seed
germination rates were calculated following chrysophanol/anthraquinone treatment. The whole plant development, as well as
susceptibility to B. cinerea infections, was assessed following chrysophanol/anthraquinone treatment or Trichoderma
colonization (hydroponic growth system was employed for the three-way interaction study). Further investigation with q-PCR to
learn the variation of pathogenesis related proteins (PR-1), cell wall degrading enzymes (chitinase, β-1,3 glucanase), and reactive
oxygen species scavenging enzymes (GST & ascorbate peroxidase), was also conducted.
Results: The B. oleracea var. capitata leaf infected area causing by the B. cinerea can be reduced significantly either by the
presence of Trichoderma in rhizosphere or chrysophanol/anthraquinone treatment. As the results of q-PCR analysis, PR-1 was
significantly suppressed while GST & ascorbate peroxidase were induced with chrysophanol/anthraquinone treatment.
Conclusion: Both compounds indeed promoted the defense mechanism of B. oleracea var. capitata against B. cinerea.
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P N-CCO 79
Prophenoloxidase encoding genes in Spodoptera exigua: cloning, expression profiling and transcription in response to the
combined effect of nucleopolyhedrovirus infection and parasitism by Microplitis pallidipes
H. Zhang, X.-Y. Ji, N.-F. Wan, J.-X. Jiang
Eco-environment Protection Research Institute, Shanghai Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Entomology, Shanghai, China
zhangvhaov@126.com
Prophenoloxidase (PPO) is the unactivated form of phenoloxidase (PO). It has been suggested that PO plays a critical role in
innate immunity. There are some studies on insect PPO under single biocontrol agent, but up to now information about an
insect PPO in the presence of two biocontrol agents is still scarce. Here we cloned a conserved segment of PPO gene from the
beet armyworm (designated as SePPO1), which contains 1215 bp, with high consistency to PPO1s of other insects. The results
indicated that the mRNA levels of SePPO1 and SePPO2 (known in Genbank) have a positive correlation in different periods and
tissues by real-time quantitative PCR. SePPOs were mainly expressed in hemolymph instead of other tissues, and the
transcription of SePPO was higher in adults than larvae and pupae. It suggests that the PPO of beet armyworm may be a
heterodimer composed by subunit of SePPO1 and SePPO2. When the S.exigua were treated with the combination of parasitism
by Microplitis pallidipes and infection of nucleopolyhedrovirus (NPV) , the results revealed that parasitism down-regulated the
expression of SePPOs, however the NPV infection up-regulated the expression of SePPOs on hours 48 and 72 after treatment,
down-regulated the expression on hours 6, 12, 24 and 96 after treatment. The transcription of SePPOs was lower in the
combined treatment than in the NPV-infected treatment. Our results also suggested that the activity of PO was positively
correlated with the mRNA level of SePPOs basically. And the combined effection of the two biocontrol agents had a synergistic
enhancement to the suppression of host immunity. This is the first report on the insect PPO under the combined effect of two
biocontrol agents.

P N-CCO 80
Use of the vacuum system to artificially inoculate watermelon seeds with Acidovorax citrulli causing bacterial fruit blotch
1
2
Y.-R. Song , C.-S. Oh
1
Kyung-Hee university, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea
2
Kyung-Hee university, Yongin-si, Republic of Korea
yulimy@lycos.co.kr
Bacterial fruit blotch caused by the Gram-negative bacterium Acidovorax citrulli is a contagious disease in watermelon, melon,
and other cucurbits. A. citrulli causes the disease symptom in cotyledons, hypocotyles, leaves, or fruits. This bacterial pathogen
has been shown to be transmitted by seeds, which makes more difficult to manage this disease. To study seed transmission,
infected seeds are needed. However, it seems that only very small portion of seeds even from infected fruits carries bacteria
inside seeds. Due to this reason, to secure certain amount of infected seeds is very important for studying seed transmission or
for developing technology to specifically select infected seeds from mixed seed pool. In this study, we tried to set up and
optimize the artificial seed inoculation method to inoculate A. citrulli into watermelon seeds used by vacuum system. Healthy
8
watermelon seeds were soaked in A. citrulli suspension (1.2 x 10 CFU/ml) and then vacuumed at the 760 mmHg. To remove
bacteria simply attached to the surface of seeds, disinfestation by treatment of a chlorine bleach solution or by simple drying
was compared. In the case of the former method, seeds were soaked with a chlorine bleach solution, then washed with distilled
water, and dried for two days. Then, the bacterial number in each seed separately was counted. The seeds that were just soaked
in the bacterial suspension without vacuum application were used as a control. As time for vacuum increased up to 30 minutes,
inoculation efficiency also increased. In contrast, vacuum time did not affect seed viability although 30 min treatment decreased
viability very little. These results indicate that vacuum inoculation system could be a good method to generate artificially
infected seeds with bacterial pathogens.

P N-CCO 81
Determination of fluthiacet-methyl in Corn, Soybean and Soil using a Modified Easy, Cheap, Effective, Rugged, and Safe
method and Liquid Chromatography/Tandem Mass-spectrometry
D. Tingting, H. Yongfu, Z. Ying, W. Jing, H. Qingcai
Guizhou Institute of Plant Protection, Guizhou Academy of Agriculural Scienses, Guizhou, China
gzdtt@126.com
A modified quick, easy, cheap, effective, rugged, and safe (QuEChERS) method for determination of fluthiacet-methyl in corn,
soybean and soil based on the use of liquid extraction/partition and dispersive solid phaseextraction (dispersive-SPE) followed
by ultrahigh-performance chromatography coupled with tandemmass spectrometry (UHPLC-MS/MS), was established. Acidified
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acetonitrile (containing 1% (v/v) aceticacid) as the extraction solvent and simultaneous liquid-liquid partitioning formed by
adding anhydrousmagnesium sulfate (MgSO4) and anhydrous sodium chloride (NaCl). The extract was then cleaned up by
dispersive-SPE using primary secondary amine (PSA) as selective sorbent. Further optimization of sample preparation and
determination achieved recoveries of between 82 and 110% for clodinafop-propargy with RSD values lower than 14% in corn,
bean and soil at three levels (10, 100and 1000 μg/kg). The method showed excellent linearity (R2≥ 0.9991) for fluthiacet-methyl.
The method is demonstrated to be convenient and reliable for the routine monitoring of fluthiacet-methyl in corn, soybean and
soil.

P N-CCO 82
High-throughput batch and fed-batch cultivations of endophytes in a microbioreactor
P. Spieth, R. Lohse, A. V. Patel
Fachhochschule Bielefeld, Fermentation and formulation of biologicals and chemicals, Bielefeld, Germany
peter.spieth@fh-bielefeld.de
The potential of endophytes to produce insecticidal or pharmaceutical compounds clarifies their promising potential for
industrial usage. The major problem of an in vitro cultivation of microorganisms is the durable production of effective
compounds such as secondary metabolites. With regard to this challenge it is essential to investigate, how culture conditions
affect the secondary metabolite production. The current practice to understand the interaction between the cultivation of
endophytes and the production of interesting compounds is still cost and time intensive. A novel microbioreactor with an
automated pipetting and screening system (RoboLector® with an integrated BioLector® Pro from m2p-labs GmbH) allows the online measurement of pH, pO2, biomass and metabolite production of endophytes as well as the development of fed-batch
processes in microtiter plates.
Within the BMBF-supported project we will use the microbioreactor to develop new strategies for the in vitro cultivation of
endophytes. The system enables 48 parallel batch or 32 fed-batch cultivations in a volume under 1 ml. Furthermore, the
potential to define the nutrient availability, the CO2 content and the light intensity during the cultivation combined with the
non-invasive detection of pH, biomass and product concentration accelerate the process to achieve optimal product yields.
Afterwards, the knowledge gained from the microfermentations facilitates the scale-up to an in vitro mass production process in
a 2 L stirred tank reactor.
We will report first cultivation data of batch and fed-batch microfermentations of endophytes. Besides, we illustrate the
advantages of this novel tool compared to commonly used cultivation methods. Finally, we will present results how the
RoboLector® with an integrated BioLector® Pro can be used for experiments with submerged plant cell cultures as well as for
bioassays based on Spodoptera frugiperda (Sf9) cells.

P N-CCO 83
Peroxidase Enzyme Activity of Rhizobacterial Introduced Soybean’s Which the Ability to Induce the Resistance of Soybeans
toward Bacterial Pustule (Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. glycines).
Y. Yanti, T. Habazar, C. R. Nasution
Andalas University, Agriculture, Padang, Indonesia
yy.anthie79@gmail.com
Bacterial pustule cause by Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. glycines is a major constraint in soybean cultivation. To control this
disease we have found six rhizobacterial isolates, which have the ability to induce systemic resistance (ISR) of soybean. One of
mechanism of ISR on plant are changes of peroxidase enzymes activity. The aim of this experiment was to study the activity of
peroxidase enzyme in rhizobacterial introduced soybean which have ISR against Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. glycines. The
experiment has been done in triplicate. Six rhizobacterial isolates were introduced on soybean seed and two weeks old seedling.
peroxidase enzymes activity were assayed on soybean seedlings (0, 2, 4, , 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 30, and 35 days after
rhizobacterial introduction. The results showed that rhizobacterial could increased the activity of peroxidase enzyme, and the
highest enzyme activity was the isolate SR2RZ2.1 Serratia marcescens strain N.2.9) on the roots compare to control. Activity
-1
-1
peroxidase enzyme 0.063µm.mL and 0.059 µm.mL
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P N-CCO 84
Test of culture and production of Fungi Entomogenous Beaveria Bassiana on whey, olive pomace and vegetable water
C. Nora, H. Fatma, D. Sara
Université M'hamed Bougara Boumerdes, Sciences Agronomiques, Boumerdes, Algeria
chahbar_nora@yahoo.fr
Entomopathogenic microorganisms prominently among alternative control methods against insect pests. In Algeria the first
studies on the entomopathogenic fungus Beauveria bassiana as a biological control agent, were made by CHAHBAR in 1996 and
HALOUANE in 1997. It can be used against various insect pests. To the extent that use of bio-insecticide, high biomass
production is required by simple and inexpensive techniques, using by-products of the food industry. A study is being conducted
in the laboratory on Beauveria bassiana biomass production on organic substrates, whey, vegetable water and olive pomace.
Our study revealed a very good mycelial growth on crude whey, a significant growth in the vegetable and significant sporulation
rate on olive cake and a considerable biomass yield on deproteinized whey, rated 5, 56g / liter of substrate.
P N-CCO 85
Contact toxicity of Silica and Silver nanoparticles against Brevicoryne brassicae L. (Hemiptera: Aphididae)
F. Rastegar, H. Abbasipour, J. Karimi, A. Askarianzadeh, S. Abutalebi
Shahed University, Plant Protection, Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran
habbasipour@yahoo.com
The cabbage aphid, Brevicoryne brassicae is one of the most serious pests of rapeseed. B. brassicae causes direct damage,
resulting from searching for food, which may induce plant deformation and indirect damage caused either by honeydew or by
transmission of viruses. The cabbage aphid is a vector of 20 virus diseases in a large range of plants. The use of nanomaterial
products in various sectors of science increased during the last decade. Nanotechnology has already shown great potential for
application in environmental protection. Nanoparticles help to produce new pesticides, insecticides and insect repellants. In this
study, two type of nanoparticles were tested against adults of cabbage aphid by leaf dip method. The experiments were
conducted at 25±1°C, 65±5% RH and 16L:8D h photoperiods. The mortality of adults was tested at different concentrations and
in two exposure times (24 and 48 h). Results showed that LC 50 values of silica nanoparticles against B. brassicae were 154.4 and
-1
-1
67.76 mg.mL after 24 and 48 h, respectively. In addtion, LC50 values of silver nanoparticles were 337.87 and 121.46 mg.mL
after 24 and 48 h, respectively. Results indicated that both silica and silver nanoparticles had contact toxicity on cabbage aphid
adults. The results also showed that silica was more toxic than silver nanoparticles, and the mortality increased with increases in
concentration and exposure time.

P N-CCO 86
Evaluation of Acacia nilotica Pods Water Extract on Growth of Selected Xanthomonas campestris Pathovars
S. S. E. Beheiry
University of Gezeira, Centre of Plant Pathology, Wad Madani, Sudan
sahar_beheiry@yahoo.com
Sunt (Acacia nilotica spp. tomentosa) pods water extract was tested for its efficacy in inhibiting Xanthomonas campestris
bacterial growth which causes bacterial leaf spot disease. Seed dressers namely Oxilinic acid (Starner) and Bronopol (Bronotak)
were also tested . Xanthomonas campestris pathovars isolated from Cotton, Tomato, Pigeon pea, Commelina and Hambouk
were treated with the dressers. Bronopol recommended dose 0.5 g/100ml was used. Then, increased to 1.0 g/100ml and
decreased to 0.25 g/100ml. Starner was also tested at the recommended dose 0.4 g/100ml. Then, increased to 0.8 g/100ml and
decreased to 0.2 g/100ml. 0.5 g/100ml was tested for Sunt pods water extract. Then, increased to 1.0 g/100ml and decreased to
0.25 g/100ml. At the lower concentrations, seed dressers used showed no inhibition to the bacterial growth except
Xanthomonas campestris pv.cajani which inhibited by starner. At the recommended doses Xanthomonas campestris
pv.malvacearum showed less sensitivity to the chemicals, whereas other bacterial pathovars showed variable reactions. Both
saturated filter paper disc and mixed media techniques were applied and the former gave results. Sunt pods water extract
proved very good bacterial growth inhibition and the effect was increased by increasing the concentration.
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Figure 1: Sunt ( Acacia nilotica sp.tomentosa) pods .

Table 1: The recommended, higher and lower concentrations
Concentration
Starner g/100ml
Lower
0.2
Recommended
0.4
Higher
0.8

Bronopol g/100ml
0.25
0.5
1.0

Sunt g/100ml
0.25
* 0.5
1.0

Figure 2: Bacterial leaf spot on cotton.

Figure 3: Xanthomonas campestris pv. malvacearum colonies.
No attachment submitted
Table 2: Effect of Sunt pods water extract on the growth of Xanthomonas campestris pathovars.
Concentrationg/100ml
X.c.pvmalvacearum
X.c.pv.vesicatoria X.c.pv.cajani
X.c.pv.Commeli
0.25
+
+
+
+
0.5
+
+
+
+
1.0
++
++
++
++
+ = Good inhibition zone.
++ = Very good inhibition zone.
Table 3: Effect of starner doses on the growth of Xanthomonas campestris pathovars.
Concentrationg/100ml
X.c.pv.malvacearum
X.c.pv.vesicatoria X.c.pv.cajani X.c.pv.commeli
0.2
+
0.4
+
+
+
+
0.8
+
+
+
+
- = No clear area or inhibition zone.
+ = Clear area or inhibition zone.
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P N-CCO 87
Antagonistic activity of fungal root endophytes from solanaceous plants against potato late blight (Phytophthora infestans)
G. Ngatia, A. El-Hasan, R. Vögele
Universität Hohenheim, Stuttgart, Germany
grace.ngatia@uni-hohenheim.de
Fungal endophytes have been shown to produce secondary metabolites that can protect plants from pathogens. The antifungal
activity of 354 root-endophytic fungi isolated from four solanaceous species obtained from Kenya against Phytophthora
infestans was screened in vitro. Accordingly, 60 isolates were selected and further evaluated in dual culture tests. The results
revealed that mycelial growth of P. infestans was differentially effected by the tested endophytes. Trichoderma harzianum along
with two endophytes (KB1S2-4 and KA1S1-1) suppressed mycelial growth of the pathogen by 84.5%, 78.2% and 76.5%,
respectively. Other endophytes however, were either only moderate (KB1S4-7, NA1S2-10, KT1S1-6) or slight (KT2S2-5, KB2S2-5)
inhibitors. The potential of bioactive crude extracts of culture filtrates obtained from 10 endophytes was evaluated against
sporangia germination of P. infestans. The results revealed that, sporangia germination was repressed by more than 88% in the
presence of extracts from isolates KT1S1-2, KB1S1-10 and KB1S1-8 compared to the control. The activity of crude extracts was
further assessed using thin layer chromatography and bioautography techniques. Out of 10 crude extracts tested, two showed
inhibition zones corresponding to the Rf values of 0.23, 0.43 for isolate KB1S1-8 and 0.40 for the isolate KT1S1-2. Both isolates
were identified as Aspergillus aureofulgens and Aspergillus flavipes using ribosomal gene sequence analysis of the ITS region.

P N-CCO 88
Effect evaluation of the biological antagonists against Septoria tritici agent of wheat septoria
F. Ben Tourtou
INRA, Phytopathologie, Rabat, Morocco
bentourtou@gmail.com
In Morocco, leaf Septoria is a fungal disease found in all regions of Wheat production caused primarily by Septoria tritici and
Septoria nodorum. The losses in yield caused by this disease can reach up 40%. Resistance in Moroccan germoplasm breaks
down easily and many currently grown varieties are susceptible so the research of alternative way to control this disease is
important. The “in vitro” study of the effect of some biological antagonists in direct confrontation and remote confrontation
between five isolates from different areas of septoria tritici and five antagonists has been done.
The tests were conducted on PDA medium at 22°c. Results revealed that all antagonists could inhibit the mycelial growth of
these pathogenic isolates with reduced percentages of the diametric growth (PRCD).
PRCD can reach up to 84.21%, 52.43% and 37.36% respectively for antagonists A1, A2, A3. The same results were obtained for
remote confrontation tests with an important reduction of percentages of mycelial growth.

P N-CCO 89
Mass production of the endophytic entomopathogenic fungus Metarhizium brunneum
1
1
2
2
1
V. Krell , D. Jakobs-Schönwandt , L. Hettlage , S. Vidal , A. V. Patel
1
University of Applied Sciences Bielefeld, Engineering and Mathematics, Bielefeld, Germany
2
Georg-August-University Goettingen, Crop Sciences/Agricultural Entomology, Goettingen, Germany
vivien.krell@fh-bielefeld.de
Introduction: Classic biocontrol of insect pests with Metarhizium spp. is challenging because of the lower efficacy, difficult
handling and limited shelf life compared to synthetic pesticides. However, recent studies have provided evidence that these
fungi can grow endophytically in plant tissues, paving the way for novel plant protection measures.
Objectives: The aim of our current investigations is to gain insights into innovative fermentation and formulation approaches of
endophytic M. brunneum that enhance penetration and colonization of the fungus to systemically protect plants from
herbivorous insects.
Materials and methods: M. brunneum strains were raised in shake flask cultures. By variation of the carbon and nitrogen source
as well as concentration, C:N ratio, water activity, pH, viscosity and shear forces, the selective production of fungal biomass was
achieved. The produced biomass was immobilized in beads and film coatings based on a broad variation of biopolymers. Spray
formulations were developed by using different adjuvants, like wetters, nutrients, sunscreens, humectants and adhesives.
Results: Here we present data on the submerse mass production of endophytic entomopathogenic M. brunneum strains based
on agricultural residues. After fermentation, the fungi were formulated in a novel spray formulation applied on tomato leaves
against whiteflies. First promising results on increased persistence, germination and growth on leaves, penetration, endophytic
colonization as well as efficacy in bioassays will be shown.
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P N-CCO 90
Development of a biotechnological plant protection agent for control of oomycetes
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
A. Weiss , A. Schmitt , M. Hinze , A. Horn , S. Hornig , S. Monika , S. Weisshaupt , S. Kunz
1
Bio-Protect GmbH, Konstanz, Germany
2
JKI, Institut f.Biologischen Pflanzenschutz, Darmstadt, Germany
weiss@bio-protect.de
Question: Biotechnological fungicides based on antagonistic bacteria or yeast with known activity against oomycetes are
developed in a project, supported by funds of the Federal Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Consumer Protection (BMELV) based
on a decision of the Parliament of the Federal Republic of Germany via the Federal Office for Agriculture and Food (BLE) under
the innovation support programme. Phytophthora infestans infections on tomato leaves were used as a test system during the
developing process. In addition, tests were done in cucumber to control Pseudoperonospara cubensis at Julius Kühn-Institut (JKI)
to compare the formulated test preparations for efficacy against both pathogens.
Methods: Six bacterial and two yeast strains with known antagonistic effect were selected for the trials in the project. Besides
the efficacy in in vivo test systems, toxicity and pathogenicity data from the literature were considered during the selection
process. Also data for economical producibility (fermentation, downstream processing) and suitable formulations were elevated.
Each step in the production process was investigated for determination of general and/or strain specific factors responsible for
improving the efficacy against P. infestans on tomato leave disks. In addition, promising test preparations were also tested for
their efficacy against downy mildew on grape vine and cucumber on potted plants and late blight on potato in field trials.
Results: In this presentation we will focus on the cucumber trials done in climate rooms at the JKI in Darmstadt. Besides an
untreated control, a chemical standard and a copper standard, the antagonists were tested in different formulations and in
combination with copper. Based on the preceding experiments, formulations were adapted and improved. Selected
formulations controlled P. cubensis comparable to the chemical standard and copper - microorganism combinations allowed a
copper reduction to a tenth of the recommended dose for copper standalone treatments.
Conclusion: Production procedures and formulations were developed for antagonistic bacterial and yeast strains yielding in
biotechnological fungicides with high efficacy against P. cubensis on potted cucumber.

P N-CCO 91
®
Efficacy of Velum Prime SC 400 in cucumber and tomatoes against Meloidogyne incognita in Turkey
1
1
1
2
2
M. A. Söğüt , F. G. Göze , G. Uysal , V. Bozdogan , A. Aksoy
1
Süleyman Demirel University, Plant Protection, Isparta, Turkey
2
Bayer Türk Kimya Sanayi Ltd.Şti, Crop Science, İstanbul, Turkey
masogut@yahoo.com
®

In this study nematicidal effect of commercial new generation nematicidal chemical product Velum Prime SC400 containing 400
gr/L Fluopyram active ingredient was investigated to control Meloidogyne incognita in two cucumber and two tomato
greenhouses in Antalya, Turkey. Experiments were conducted in a completely randomized block design with four replicates in
the four greenhouses. There was heavy infestation with M. incognita at all trial sites.
®
Velum Prime SC400 was applied with drip irrigation system at three different doses (400+400, 500+500, 600+600 ml/ha) at 1-3
days after planting and two weeks later. Iprodione SC 500 and Fosthiazate EC 150 were used as comparison chemical
compounds for the experiments. Moreover, untreated control plots were included in the experiment for positive nematode
control plots. Approximately 10 weeks later experiments were ceased and 20 plants in each plot were harvested and evaluated
by using 0-10 scale of root galling index (Zeck, 1971).
®
Velum Prime SC400 600+600 ml/ha had the highest biological effect for both cucumber greenhouses. Root galling indices were
®
extremely low level in the roots and ranged from 0.5 to 0.6 in the Velum Prime SC400 600+600 ml/ha (P<0.05). However, root
galling indices were 3.8 in Iprodione SC 500 plots in both cucumber experiments. Meloidogyne incognita severely galled on
cucumber roots in untreated control plots, root galling indices were 7.9 and 8.3 in cucumber 1 and cucumber 2 experiments
respectively (P<0.05).
®
Similarly, Velum Prime SC400 600+600 ml/ha doses extremely reduced root galling on tomato roots in both experiments
(P<0.05), and the highest biological effect was observed on this treatment in the two tomato greenhouses (0.4 root galling
®
indices / P<0.05). Biological effect of Fosthiazate EC 150 was found close to Velum Prime SC400 600+600 ml/ha doses and there
®
was no significant differences between Velum Prime SC400 600+600 ml/ha and Fosthiazate EC 150. Root galling indices were
found 3.7 in tomato roots in Iprodione SC 500 plots. However, tomato roots in untreated control plots had 8.2 scale of root
galling indices in both tomato experiments (P<0.05).
®
Velum Prime SC400 600+600 ml/ha significantly reduced the galling index in tomato and cucumber, and has provided the best
control of Meloidogyne incognita.
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P N-CCO 92
Effects of Aqueous Extracts of Seeds of Peganum harmala L. (zygophyllaceae) on 5th Stage Schistocerca gregaria (Forsskâl,
1775) (Orthoptera: Acrididae)
1,2
A. Benzahra
1
Ecole Nationale Supérieure Agronomique (ex: INA), Zoologie Agricole et Forestière, El Harrach, Alger, Germany
2
ENSA, Zoologie, Alger, Germany
a.benzara@gmail.com
The work is a study of the toxic effect of aqueous extracts of Peganum harmala ( Zygophylacée ) on L5 larvae locust Schistocerca
gregaria ( Forskal , 1775) . After treatment with 5 different doses, some individuals exhibit morphological changes, which are
characterized mainly by a deformation of the wings. On the other were those who undergoes physiological changes which
pigmentation turned red indicating that individuals are quiescent which is a form of resistance encountered in the Desert Locust
in cold period. Also the treatment had a significant impact on other physiological parameters in this case the delay moulting
which characterizes the majority of individuals. Unlike most plant-based substances whose activity typically occurs from the
11th day the aqueous extract of Peganum harmala proves toxic after the first day especially with doses of 2.4 g / l and 4.8g / l
which cause high mortality of 80% and 86.7 %.

P N-CCO 93
Application of plant growth-promoting rhizobacteria for control of Meloidogyne incognita race 2 on soybean
1
1
2
3
R. Conrad , N. Labuschagne , H. Fourie , R. Sikora A.
1
University of Pretoria, Microbiology & Plant Pathology, Pretoria, South Africa
2
North-West University, Potchefstroom, South Africa
3
Institut für Pflanzenkrankheiten, Bonn, Germany
rsikora@uni-bonn.de
Question: The aim of this study was to screen plant growth-promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR) for activity against Meloidogyne
incognita race 2, and to elucidate the modes of action of effective strains.
Methods: PGPR strains were first screened for compatibility with Bradyrhizobium japonicum using an antibiosis test. Compatible
strains were screened for control of M. incognita using a soybean seedling bioassay and a juvenile mortality assay. In the
seedling assay, rhizobacteria suspended in quarter-strength Ringer’s solution were pipetted onto soybean cv. LS 5995 R seeds
before covering the seed with growth medium. At emergence of the first true leaves, each seedling was inoculated with M.
incognita second-stage juveniles. After 14-19 days gall formation was assessed. The seedling assay was repeated with strains
that reduced the galls per plant by at least 30%. In a greenhouse trial conducted with the promising strains, nematode
reproduction was assessed 7 weeks after inoculation with M. incognita. Broth culture filtrates from promising strains were
tested for reduction of juvenile motility, juvenile mortality and egg hatching. The promising strains were also tested for
induction of systemic resistance against M. incognita using a split-root assay.
Results: During the seedling bioassay Lysinibacillus strain T19, Paenibacillus strain T22 and Pseudomonas strain N04 reduced the
number of galls per plant by 31%, 38% and 32%, respectively, compared to nematode-only controls. When the seedling assay
was repeated with a lower amount of nematode inoculum, aforementioned isolates reduced the number of galls per plant by
67%, 32% and 44%, respectively. None of the strains significantly affected juvenile mortality. In the greenhouse trial, strain T19
reduced Oostenbrink’s reproduction factor by 48% and the number of eggs and juveniles per gram root by 57%. Culture filtrates
from strain T19 and strain N04 significantly reduced juvenile motility. Culture filtrates from all 3 strains reduced egg hatching.
Strain T22 and strain N04 reduced the number of galls in the split-root assay, indicating induction of systemic resistance.
Conclusion: Three PGPR strains significantly reduced disease expression on soybean seedlings, through different modes of
action. These results warrant further evaluation of these strains.

P N-CCO 94
First report of genus Tumidiclava (Hymenoptera: Trichogramatidae) from Iran
1
2
3
2
T. Tavanpour , A. Sarafrazi , M. R. Mehrnejad , E. Ebrahimi
1
Islamic Azad University, Science and Research Branch of Tehran, Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran
2
Iranian Research Institute of Plant Protection, Insect Taxonomy Research, Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran
3
Pistachio Research Institute, Rafsanjan, Islamic Republic of Iran
tahmineh_tavanpour@yahoo.com
Green stink bugs, Brachynema germari (Heteroptera: Pentatomidae), feeding on different host plants, is one of the most
important pests in pistachio orchards in Iran. In order to identify its parasitoid wasps, several egg masses of Brachynema germari
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were collected from 106 locations of Kerman province. The egg samples were transferred and kept under laboratory conditions.
Among the parasitoids which were identified based on morphological characters including fore wings venation, ratio of width to
length of fore wings, number of setae on marginal vein, funicular and clava segmentation, size of funicular segments, shape and
length of ovipositor and structures of male genitalia some samples collected from Haft Bagh of Kerman were identified as
Tumidiclava sp. belonged to family Trichogrammatidae. The genus constitutes an economically important group of
hymenopterous parasitoids attacking eggs of various groups of insect pests, mostly Lepidoptera, few Coleoptera and
Orthoptera. This is the first report of Tumidiclava sp. from Iran, and first record of its parasitization on the eggs of Brachynema
germari.
Figure 1

Figure 2

P N-CCO 95
Endophytic fungi promotes growth and reprograms the adverse affect of stem rot by regulating systemic acquired resistance
in Sunflower
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Disease resistance in crops is highly desired for sustainable agricultural industry. The endophytic fungi having gibberellins (GAs)
secreting potential are now widely known for stimulating plant growth, but rarely reported previously for their favorable role in
plant disease resistance. We studied the role of Penicillium citrinum LWL4 and Aspergillus terreus LWL5 in sunflower (Helianthus
annuus L.) growth and their capacity to regulate hormone signaling networks involved in plant defense against stem rot caused
by Sclerotium rolfsii. Results showed that plant growth attributes i.e. shoot length, shoot diameter, shoot fresh/dry weight,
transpiration, stomatal conductance, photosynthesis and chlorophyll contents were promoted in fungi treated plants as the
negative impact of stem rot on growth attributes were greatly recovered in these treatments. The signaling of plant-defense
hormones, such as salicylic acid and jasmonic acid fluctuated with the application of fungal endophytes in the diseased plants.
The endogenous SA and JA contents were significantly higher in diseased plants as compared to endophytes treated plants.
Furthermore, we observed that the association of Penicillium citrinum LWL4 with sunflower yielded better results as compared
to Aspergillus terreus LWL5. It was concluded that the inoculation of fungal endophytes reprogrammed plant growth during
disease incidence by regulating the defense-linked responses of host plant. Strategies involving endophytic symbiosis can help
achieve sustainable agriculture in an eco-friendly way, thus checking excessive use of fungicides.

P N-CCO 96
Insecticidal activity of two methanols extracts of the plant Ammi visnagaon the black citrus aphid Toxoptera aurantii
C. Nora, B. Feirouz, G.-K. Hassiba
Université M'hamed Bougara Boumerdes, Sciences Agronomiques, Boumerdes, Algeria
chahbar_nora@yahoo.fr
This study aims to propose alternative solutions based on the use of natural products in order to fight against the black aphid
orange Toxoptera aurantii.
To respond to this objective, we evaluated the toxicity of topically methanol extracts of the plant Ammi visnaga L. tests are
carried out in vitro in laboratory conditions following a completely randomized design. Two methanolic extracts of Ammi visnaga
L., were used, it is extracted from the seeds and the extract of the leaves during flowering. Five concentrations were prepared
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for each type of extracts: 250, 500, 3000, 5000, 10000, 30000 ng / aphids. One microliter of each sample is placed in the adult
aphid wingless thorax using a Hamilton type of glass micro-syringe with accuracy and repeatability of ± 0.05%. Controls are
aphids solvent 1μl. The experimental unit comprises a Petri dish containing twenty adult aphids released on an orange film. Each
treatment was repeated three times. The results show that 88.33% mortality was caused by the higher dose (30,000 ng / aphid)
after 24 hours. This mortality reached 100% after 72 hours. For seed extract, the same dose resulted in a mortality of 86.67%
after 24 hours and 100% mortality after 96 hours. LD50 values of two methanol extracts of the plant Ammi visnaga L. obtained
for Toxoptera aurantii aphids are small. LD50 values obtained after 24 hours are of the order of 171.65 ng / aphid for the extract
of the leaves and in the range of 0.054 ng / aphid for the extract of the seeds.
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Comparative study of the tolerance of fifteen citrus rootstocks to salt stress
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Introduction: Citrus are classified among the most sensitive species to salinity. This constraint affects the morpho-physiology of
the plant and ultimately leads to a reduction in yields.
Materiels and methods: To assess the effect of salinity on some physio-biochemical parameters in plants, an in vivo screening
test was performed under controlled saline conditions of fifteen different citrus rootstocks, Citrumelo 57-98-502, Citrumelo
swingle F9-22-55 (80-11), Citrumelo 57-98-506, Citrumelo swingle 74-1, Citrumelo Winter Haven B2, Citrange. Carizo 28608,
Citrange Troyer C35B6A11, Citrange Troyer B2 31655, Citrumélo 4475 B2G3, Citrumelo 4475 B B6A5, Citrumelo 4475 A B6A4,
Citrumelo Sacaton 30057, Gou-Tou SRA 506, C. Volkameriana B2 28613 and Citrange Troyer. Plants were subjected to four salt
treatments 0 (control), 2 and 5g NaCl for 90 days in sand culture. Salinity affected all of the parameters under study.
Results and conclusion: The high salt concentrations caused a great reduction in growth parameters such as fresh and dry
weights of shoots and roots especially for Citrumelo 57- 98-502, Citrumelo swingle F9-22-55 (80-11), Citrange Carrizo 28608 and
Citrumelo 4475 BB6A5. These changes were associated with decrease in chlorophyll contents in leaves in Citrumelo 4475 B
B6A5. With the increase in salinity level, the proline and sugar contents were increased especially for Citrumelo 4475 A B6A4
and Citrumlo sacaton 30057, and it was concluded that these osmolytes play a key role in generating tolerance against salt
stress.

P N-CCO 98
Effect of gamma ray irradiation on the variability of some quality criteria in Marisol clementine
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Introduction and objective: citrus fruits are a great socio-economic importance nationally. This work is part of a program of
improvement and genetic diversification of citrus its purpose is to study the variability of selection criteria related to the quality
of the fruit.
Material and methods: 107 clones of clementine from gamma ray irradiation Buds Marisol’s clementine. They were grafted
onto macrophylla and planted with a spacing of 3x5 m2. The evaluation was focused on the organoleptic and pomological
criteria.
Results: Statistical analysis showed significant differences between the control and irradiated clones Clementine (Marisol) for all
variables studied (sugar content, number of seeds per fruit, average fruit weight and percentage of juice and maturity index)
except for the acidity of the fruit.
Conclusion: Four clones of clementine from irradiation were selected because of the good quality (seedless fruits, large caliber)
and later that Marisol clementine.
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P N-CCO 99
Application of plant growth-promoting rhizobacteria for control of Meloidogyne incognita race 2 on soybean
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PGPR strains were first screened for compatibility with Bradyrhizobium japonicum using an antibiosis test. Compatible strains
were screened for control of M. incognita using a soybean seedling bioassay and a juvenile mortality assay. In the seedling assay,
rhizobacteria suspended in quarter-strength Ringer’s solution were pipetted onto soybean cv. LS 5995 R seeds before covering
the seed with growth medium. At emergence of the first true leaves, each seedling was inoculated with M. incognita secondstage juveniles. After 14-19 days gall formation was assessed. The seedling assay was repeated with strains that reduced the
galls per plant by at least 30%. In a greenhouse trial conducted with the promising strains, nematode reproduction was assessed
7 weeks after inoculation with M. incognita. Broth culture filtrates from promising strains were tested for reduction of juvenile
motility, juvenile mortality and egg hatching. The promising strains were also tested for induction of systemic resistance against
M. incognita using a split-root assay.
During the seedling bioassay Lysinibacillus strain T19, Paenibacillus strain T22 and Pseudomonas strain N04 reduced the number
of galls per plant by 31%, 38% and 32%, respectively, compared to nematode-only controls. When the seedling assay was
repeated with a lower amount of nematode inoculum, aforementioned isolates reduced the number of galls per plant by 67%,
32% and 44%, respectively. None of the strains significantly affected juvenile mortality. In the greenhouse trial, strain T19
reduced Oostenbrink’s reproduction factor by 48% and the number of eggs and juveniles per gram root by 57%. Culture filtrates
from strain T19 and strain N04 significantly reduced juvenile motility. Culture filtrates from all 3 strains reduced egg hatching.
Strain T22 and strain N04 reduced the number of galls in the split-root assay, indicating induction of systemic resistance.
Three PGPR strains significantly reduced disease expression on soybean seedlings in greenhouse conditions, through different
modes of action. These results warrant further evaluation of these strains.

P N-CCO 100
A preliminary study in vitro on the antagonism capability of entomopatogen fungi and Penicillium spp. against Fusarium
oxysporum f.sp. lycopersici and F. oxyporium lycopersici f.sp radicis in tomato
S. E. Arici
University of Suleyman Demirel, Faculty of Agriculture, Isparta, Turkey
evrimarici@sdu.edu.tr
Fusarium oxysporum f.sp. lycopersici (FOL) and F. oxyporium lycopersici f.sp radicis (FORL) are the most important soilborne
pathogens of tomatoes causing wilting and tomato root / root rot diseases and they seriously loss yield in tomato. The aim of
the study is to clarify the antagonism capability in vitro of the Beauveria bassiana, Metharizium anisoplia, Paecilomyces lilacinus,
Pochonia chlamydosporia, Fusarium subglutinans and Penicillium spp. against these pathogenic fungi, FOL and FORL. Dual
cultures method was used for screening antifungal effect of each fungus. All experiments were repeated in three times and
antifungal effect was measured miselial growth in petri dishes.
M. anisoplia, P. lilacinus and Penicillium spp. effectively inhibited the mycelial growth of FOL and FORL 7 days after incubation on
PDA medium. M. anisoplia was the most effective as biocontrol agent, and it reduced mycelial growth of FORL and FOL (P<0.05).
The mycelial growth rates of FORL and FOL for M. anisoplia were 1.8±0.34 cm and 2.16±0.24 cm respectively. There was
significant differences compared with untreated control (9±0.1 cm) (P<0.05). Fusarium subglutinans, B. bassiana and P.
chlamydosporia caused slight inhibition of the mycelial growth. The highest mycelial growth rates for FOL (5.8±0.24 cm) and
FORL (6.33±0.3 cm) were obtained with P. chlamydosporia (P<0.05). It has been shown that some fungal traits can control the
soilborne fungal pathogens, FORL and FOL.
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P N-CCO 101
Evaluation of induced resistance to powdery mildew disease in barley using the endomycorrhizal fungus Piriformospora
indica
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Introduction: Powdery mildew caused by Blumeria graminis f. sp. hordei (Bgh) is one of the most destructive diseases on barley
(Hordeum vulgare L.). The endophytic fungus Piriformospora indica colonizes barley roots, and helps in protection against biotic
and abiotic stresses and eventually in higher yield.
Objectives: The impact of resistance induced by this mycorrhizal fungus on disease progress in barley was studied in this
research.
Materials and methods: To evaluate the resistance induction ability of the fungus, the most sensitive barley genotype,
L.527/Sawson/Bco/3/jonoob, was selected and the leaves were inoculated with Bgh spores by air current dispersion in an
2
o
inoculation tower, with a density of 50 conidia per cm . Samples were incubated at 22 C under 16 hrs light photo period and at
2
70% RH. One week later, the number of colonies on 2cm of leaf segments were counted under dissecting binocular field.
Expression of plant defense genes NPR1, PR1b, PR5 in barley under symbiotic association with P. indica was studied using
quantitative PCR.
Results: The expression rate of these genes in symbiont barley genotype reached its highest level 24 hours after inoculation with
Bgh, which was significantly higher than that of the non-symbiotic plants (Fig 1 and 2).
Conclusion: This study shows that NPR1, PR1b, PR5 genes are involved in induction of resistance responses in barley against the
powdery mildew fungus. On the other hand, results confirm the potential use of P. indica in management strategies based on
induced resistance.
Figure 1

Figure 2
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P N-CCO 102
Response of Tuta absoluta (Lepidoptera: Gelechiidae) to superparasitism of Pseudapanteles dingus (Hymenoptera:
Braconidae): Implications for biological control.
E. L. Nieves, P. C. Pereyra, M. G. Luna, F. D’Auro, N. E. Sánchez
Universidad Nacional de La Plata, Facultad de Ciencias Naturales y Museo - CEPAVE (CCT La Plata - CONICET), La Plata, Argentina
ppereyra@cepave.edu.ar
South American tomato pinworm Tuta absoluta causes great economic losses in tomatoes and disperses rapidly in Europe,
Africa and Asia. Pseudapanteles dignus is the main larval endoparasitoid and despite being solitary, superparasitism is detected
in field and laboratory. Host larvae in turn, respond to parasitism through encapsulation. Superparasitism of P.dignus and
response of host larvae were examined in laboratory.
We exposed 20-25 T. absoluta larvae to each P. dignus female (n=10) daily. Host larvae were removed and reared for 72h until
dissection. Eggs and larvae/host and encapsulated individuals were recorded. Monoparasitized vs. superparasitized larvae was
compared daily for each female (t Test). Frequency (% EF) and efficiency of encapsulation (% EE) were calculated for different
number of parasitoids/host larva (1, 2,… n individuals). Percentage of offspring loss was estimated by adding percentage loss
due to superparasitism (encapsulation + larval competition) + percentage loss in monoparasitized larvae due to encapsulation,
for each number of parasitoids/host.
Of 1,705 dissected larvae, 50% were parasitized; 63% of them were monoparasitized and 37% were superparasitized (P&lt;0.05).
In superparasitized larvae, the most frequent number of parasitoids/host was 2 (22%) and 3 (10%), and the maximum number
was 9. Superparasitism was observed throughout the lifetime of P. dignus female. During the first 3 days, no differences were
found between mono and superparasitism (P&gt;0.05), but the latter decreased relative to monoparasitism with female age. EF
markedly increased with the number of P. dignus offspring/host whereas EE only exhibited a substantial increase at the unusual
number of 5 parasitoids/host (Fig. 1). P.dignus females presented a loss of 42% of offspring: 19.20% (encapsulation of
monoparasitized hosts) and 22.80% (encapsulation and larval competition in superparasitized hosts).
This suggests that due to a significant encapsulation response of T. absoluta, superparasitism would reduce the offspring that P.
dignus will leave to the next generation, decreasing its potential capacity to grow. The implications for parasitoid mass rearing
and for the pest biological control are discussed.
Figure 1

P N-CCO 103
Positioning pre-mix formulation Isoprothilane 28%+ Fipronil 5% EC against Stem Borer, Brown Plant Hopper, Green Leaf
Hopper, and Whorl Maggot and Blast Disease in rice it's Phytotoxicity and effect on natural enemies in India
P. K. Sarkar, P. Nath
Bidhan Chandra Krishi Viswavidyalaya, Agricultural Entomology, Mohanpur, India
pijushkly@gmail.com
Introduction: Rice is India's pre-eminent crop, and is the staple food of the people of of the country. Chewing and sucking pests
and blast disease occurs throughout India and South East Asia during differentcrop growth stages and occurs in kharif and rabi
seasons. Moderate to severe incidence is noticed in nursery, planting to mid-tillering and panicle initiation stages causing 40-60
per cent yield loss. Now to meet the global urge towards IPM Isoprothiolane 28%+ Fipronil 5% EC a suitable insecticide and
fungicide pre-mix formulation for rice eco-system. Safe for human being, animal,crops natural enemies etc and also
environment.
Objective: To evaluate the efficacy of the Isoprothiolane 28%+ Fipronil 5% EC against pests and blast disease of rice vis-a-vis
natural enemies and pollinators and its phytotoxicity, if any, on rice.
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Materails and methods: Experiment was laid out RBD with seven treatments transplanted in 25 sq.m. plots in 20 x 10 cm inter
and intra row spacing with variety ‘Lal Swarna’. test pesticides were applied as foliar spray with knapsack sprayer fitted with
2
hollow cone nozzle. The requisite quantity of the treatments were mixed with water @ 500 litres/ha (1.25 litre water/25 m ) and
imposed coinciding with the ETL of pests and disease at 40 and 80 DAT . The effect on natural enemies was based on
parasitisation of stem borer eggs by parasitoids (Tetrastichus sp., Telenomous sp. and Trichogramma sp.) and the larval stage of
leaf folder by Bracon sp. and Apanteles sp.were taken careof.
Results: All the treated plots showed significant reduction of the pest damage /population over untreated control. It is evident
that Isoprothiolane 28%+ Fipronil 5% EC @ 1000 &1500 ml/ha resulted in 2.21 & 2.30 % dead heart and white ears, 77.8278.13% mortality of brown plant hopper , 3.45-3.41 % least damage to leaves by whorl maggot and 64.07-65.31%. GLH mortality
.Leaf and neck blast disease control ranged from 90.58-90.58% and 100% respectively over untreated control.Further, this
insecticide has least adverse effect on important natural enemies as indicated by high egg parasitisation (66.25 - 63.75 %), high
larval parasitisation (23.50 - 24.38 %).Spider population varied between 5.15-4.89/hill at 15 DAT
Figure 1

Figure 2
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Root-associated endophytes from Musa spp. can promote banana plant growth and inhibit both pathogen and beneficial
microorganisms
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The use of tissue-culture (TC) planting material is a management practice recommended in banana worldwide to preclude
disease spread. However, bacterial and fungal endophytes, known to provide benefits to banana plants, are removed during the
TC process. The enrichment of TC-planting material for more effective plant vigor and disease resistance is seen as a promising
strategy, but its success requires an understanding of the complex relationships of endophytes and banana plants. In this work,
nineteen root-associated endophytic microorganisms from Musa spp. were characterized in relation to a) antagonism against
Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. cubense (Foc), b) growth compatibility in culture medium and c) growth promotion of TC-plants in
greenhouse. Eleven fungi were previously characterized as Trichoderma asperellum (ML023, PS029, TG022, YK024, NM026,
ML021, TG025, YK026), T. spirale (ML032 and ML001) and T. koningiopsis (C019). The eight bacteria corresponded to
Pseudomonas plecoglossicida (BD001, AM012 and YK001), P. geniculata (GN005), Bacillus aryabhattai (GN010), Wautersiella
falsenii (B021), Enterobacter soli, (C001) and Kluyvera ascorbata (PP032). Most of fungal isolates inhibited Foc growth at certain
levels. ML023 and PS029, T. asperellum isolates, obtained from Musa laterita and Pisan Seribu, respectively, inhibited Foc up to
82%. Among bacteria, only P. geniculata (GN005) inhibited Foc (47%). Different interactions were verified in the compatibility
analyses between endophytes with some endophytes showing total (i.e PS029) or partial (ML023) incompatibility. P. geniculata,
was the only bacteria that inhibited fungal endophytes. Most of microorganism promoted TC-plants growth, but bacteria were
more efficient than fungi, especially BD001, which significantly increased plant height and root dry weight. NM026 showed no
differences or even lower performance than controls. Our preliminary results contribute to a better understanding of
relationships among endophytic microorganisms and banana roots, and to an approach to disease crop management based on
single or combined formulation of microorganisms to enhance TC-planting material.

P N-CCO 105
Development of compost tea for control of plant diseases and enhancement of plant growth promotion in organic farming
C. K. Shim, M. J. Kim, Y. K. Kim, J. H. Park, S. J. Hong, S. C. Kim, J. H. Kim, E. J. Han
National Academy of Agricultural Science, Organic Agriculture Division, Wanju-gun, Republic of Korea
ckshim@korea.kr
Compost tea plays new tools in plant growth promotion and decreases disease against various plant pathogens on organic
farming. Fourteen compost teas were applied as foliar sprays on cucumber plant with 7 days intervals. All treatments
suppressed powdery mildew disease of cucumber. The vermicompost tea was significantly improved cucumber growth
compared to the control. A total of 100 bacterial isolates were isolated from aerated compost tea and screened for antagonism
against six plant pathogens, Botrytis cinerea, Colletotrichum gloeosporioides, Fusarium oxysporum, Phytophthora capsici,
Rhizoctonia solani, and Sclerothium sclerotinia. 83% isolates showed antagonistic activities against six pathogens. All most of
them formed siderophore and indole acetic acid, and had nitrogen fixation activity in vitro. Selected bacteria were identified as
Bacillus amyloliquefaciens, Bacillus pumilus, Paenibacillus terrae, and Sphingobacetrium composti. 20 seeds of cucumber and hot
7
pepper treated with 10 cfu/ml of each isolate. All isolates increased the germination rate, the elongation of shoot and root, and
improved fresh weight of seven day old cucumber and hot pepper seedlings. Specific primer for zwittermicin A, iturin A, and
bacillomycin D were used to amplify biosynthesis genes from these bacteria. The majority of strains harbored Iturin A (50/56)
and Bacillomycin D (35/56) biosynthesis genes. Foliar application of the compost tea significantly reduced powdery mildew and
downy mildew incidence in organic cucumber farm, and increased with 35% cucumber yield than conventional farm. The results
recommended that the compost tea may be useful ways to control of plant disease in organic cultivation field.
1) Scheuerell, S.J., Mahaffee, W.F. 2002. Compost tea principals and prospects for plant disease control. Compost Sciences &
Utilization, 10, 313-338.
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Figure 1: Changes of fungal (A) and bacterial (B) population density according to the compost tea boosted with rice-seed
germinator for four days. Fig. 2 Screening of the presence of thee biosynthesis genes, Bacillomycin D, Iturin A, and Zwittermicin
A in 56 strains isolated from compost tea and showed the antifungal activities for six plant fungal pathogens.

Figure 2
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Control effect of velvet bean seed extract against root-knot nematode, Meloidogyne sp
C. K. Shim, M. J. Kim, Y. K. Kim, S. C. Kim
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One of the techniques for the management of coffee root-knot nematode is the use of plant extracts that have nematicidal
effect. In this study, the anti-nematode activity of water extract of velvet bean (Mucuna pruriens) seed has been investigated
against coffee root-knot nematode (Meloidogyne sp.) in laboratory. Experiments were carried out with extract, concentration
and time level using randomized completely design in vitro. For this purpose, the effect of water extract of velvet bean seed with
concentration of 0, 0.15, 0.3, 0.6, 1.2, and 2.4% (w/v) on the percentage of immobility of second stage juveniles was evaluated.
The results indicated that all of concentrations of water extract of velvet bean had anti-nematode activity. Overall water extract
of velvet bean had the most effect on immobility of second stage juvenile of nematode in vitro.
1) Rabie, E. C. and Tustin, H. A. 2009. The effect of different cover crops on nematode populations and yield in ‘Queen’
pineapple cultivation. In: VI International Pineapple Symposium. ISHS Acta Horticulturae 822.
Figure 1: Effect of velvet bean extracts with water on mortality of coffee root-knot nematode, Meloidogyne sp. Fig. 2.
Observation of mortality of coffee root-knot nematode, Meloidogyne sp. after treatment of velvet bean extracts.
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Figure 2
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Antibacterial activity of wild mushroom extracts on bacterial wilt pathogen, Ralstonia solanacearum
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Alternative methods of disease control are needed to complement conventional therapies faced by the limitations on use and
the low efficacy of existing compounds against bacterial diseases e.g. against bacterial wilt disease of potato and other plants
caused by the quarantine Ralstonia solanacearum.
Our aim was to explore mature and healthy sporocarps of fungi as a source of antibacterial proteins against R. solanacearum
and to assess their efficacy in vitro and in planta.
Proteins were extracted from mushrooms collected from forest stands or grasslands by acetone precipitation and tested for
antibacterial activity against NIB Z 30 (NCPPB 4156) with the adapted MIC method. Selected active extracts were mixed with R.
solanacearum and stem inoculated into plants of tomato cv. Moneymaker and/or potato cv. Désirée. Percentage of plants with
certain symptom severity (1) were recorded at different dpi and compared between the test and the control groups
(buffer/bacteria).
Altogether, 150 mushroom extracts (including one sterile mycelium cultivated in vitro) from 94 different species of
Basidiomycetes and Acomycetes were tested. Of these, 15 extract inhibited R. solanacearum in vitro. The in-vitro inhibitory
effects of the Tricholoma saponaceum, Suillus variegatus and Clitocybe geotropa extracts were confirmed in vivo on tomato and
potato plants. Overall, extracts of two edible mushrooms S. variegatus and C. geotropa had the strongest effect in vivo seen as
delayed symptom development in tomato and potato plants (Fig. 1) respectively and were identified as the most promising
source of effective antibacterials (2, 3).
References:
(1) Winstead & Kelman, 1952. Phytopathology, 42:628-634.
(2) Erjavec et al., 2015. Plant Disease, accepted for publication.
(3) Erjavec et al., PCT/EP2014/071216, 2. Oct. 2014. Rijswijk: European Patent Office, 2014.
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Figure 1: Influence of selected mushroom extracts on the bacterial wilt disease progression in artificially inoculated potato
plants of cv. ‘Désirée’. Percentage of plants of different symptom severity is shown and colour coded, ranging from no
symptoms (white) to dead plant (dark grey). Asterisks indicate time points at which the distribution of symptoms differs from
the corresponding distribution in the positive control group (chi-squared test; *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01).

P N-CCO 108
Efficacy of pH regulated Cu-chitosan nanocomposite against pathogenic fungi
V. Saharan
Maharana Pratap University of Agriculture and Technology, Department of Molecular Biology and Biotechnology, Udaipur, India
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The objective of the current research was to develop chitosan biopolymer based pH regulated Cu-chitosan nanocomposite and
evaluated their growth promotory and antifungal efficacy in tomato (Solanum lycopersicum Mill). Physico-chemical
characterization of the developed Cu-chitosan nanocomposite was carried out by DLS, FTIR, TEM, SEM-EDS and AAS. The study
highlighted the stability and porous nature of pH regulated Cu-chitosan nanocomposite. Laboratory synthesized nanocomposite
showed substantial growth promotory effect on tomato seed germination, seedling length, fresh and dry weight at 0.08, 0.10
and 0.12% level. At 0.12% concentration these nanoparticles caused 70.5 and 73.5% inhibition of mycelia growth and 61.5 and
83.0% inhibition of spore germination in A. Solani and F. oxysporum, respectively in an in-vitro model. In pot experiments, 0.12%
concentration of Cu-chitosan nanocomposite was found most effective in percentage efficacy of disease control (PEDC) in
tomato plants with the values of 87.7% in early blight and 61.1% in Fusarium wilt. The overall results confirm the significant
growth promotory as well as antifungal capabilities of Cu-chitosan nanocomposite. Our model demonstrated the synthesis of pH
regulated Cu-chitosan nanocomposite and open up the possibility to use against fungal disease at field level for other important
crops. We also demonstrated that upon infection of fungi Cu ions releases from nanomaterials and act on fungi and increase the
antifungal efficacy of developed biocompatible nanomaterials. Further, developed porous nanomaterials could be exploited as
smart delivery system for other antifungal compounds to enhance the efficacy of fungicides.
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Seed Health and Film Coating
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Reproductive development and growth by crops is especially important for human welfare because we depend on crop fruits
and seeds, directly and indirectly, for most of our food. Seed is the main source of reproduction. Producers want to have high
quality seeds for a high gain, especially high vigor, quality, yield and also seedborne diseases-free. There are many seedborne
diseases in the World, especially Clavibacter michiganensis subsp. michiganensis, Acidovorax citrulli, Tobacco Mosaic Virus etc.
Although seed production has been moved to disease free regions to escape seedborne pathogens, seedborne diseases
(bacterial, viral and fungial) continue to be problematic and cause significant economic losses worldwide. Contaminated seeds
are responsible for the re-emergence of diseases to date, movement of pathogens across international borders, or the
introduction of diseases into new production areas. There are many applications to control seedborne diseases. These are seed
treatments, resistant variety, clean seed production, seed health tests and quarantine preventions, but not enough. Pesticides
can be applied to protect the seeds. But, they should be homogeneously dispersed on seed surface to effective control of
pathogen and minimizing negative effects on seed quality. Seed film coating is effective and protective technique for pest
control, seed quality and plant growing. Therefore, this article aimed to explain the advantages and disadvantages of seed film
coating in seed health and present research findings. Many chemical and a few biological (organic) film coating studies were
investigated. Findings of these researches indicated that seed film coating (chemical or organic) was found to have repellent
effect against to pests. Therefore, this technique should be developed and could be used efectively against seedborne
pathogens in future.

P N-CCO 110
Stability of Rhizobacterial isolate in some formulas to control bacterial Pustule Disease (Xanthomonas Axonopodis PV.
Glycines) and to increase growth and yield of Soybean
T. Habazar, Y. Yanti, Z. Resti
Andalas University, Plant Pest and Disease, Padang, Indonesia
trimurtihabazar@yahoo.com
Previous research had showed, that two of rhizobacterial endophytes isolates from soybean root effective to control bacterial
pustule cause by Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. glycines. To maintain the effectivity of this rhizobacterial isolate during storage,
transportation and application, so need to be formulated. The aim of this research was to get the best carrier for formulation to
maintain the effectivity of rhizobacterial isolate on storage to control bacterial pustule on soybean. The experimental was
designed in complete randomized design where 16 treatments and three replicates with three plants /treatment for each
variety was taken. The treatments were combination of material carrier for formulation of rhizobacterial isolate (peat soil,
tapioca flour and coconut water + 1 % palm oil) and time of storage of formula (0, 1, 3, 5 and 7 weeks) and control. Every
formula of rhizobacterial endophytes were inoculated on soybean seed as seed treatment. Xanthomonas axonopodis pv.
glycines were inoculated on leaves of three weeks old soybeans. The parameter were observed include: the viability of
rhizobacterial isolate in the formula during storage, bacterial pustule development (incubation periode, disease incidence and
disease severity of bacterial pustule on leaves and pods), growth and yield of soybean. The results showed that all formulas of
rhizobacterial isolate were able to suppress the bacterial pustule on soybean. The best combination of rhizobacterial formula
which effective to control bacterial pustule and to increase growth and yield of soybean were five weeks and one week storaged
tapioca flour compare than control.
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Biological control of Fusarium oxysporum.f.sp.albedinis using Trichoderma viride
1,2
S. Safia
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Bayoud of date palm (Phoenix dactylifera L.), caused by the fungus Fusarium oxysporum f.sp. albedinis (FOA), is the most
important disease of this crop. A promising strategy for reducing diseases is based on Biological control involves the use of one
or more bioloigical organisms to control pathogens or diseases. The microbial inoculants as biocontrol agents are effective and
attractive alternatives to prevent the deficiencies brought about by the exclusive reliance on chemicals (Nakkeeran et al., 2002).
The objectives of this study were to evaluate the antagonistic activity of trichoderma viride against different isolate of Fusarium
oxysporum f.sp.albedinis and the effect of extracellular metabolites of Trichoderma viride on the radial growth of pathogen.
Biocontrol efficiency of Trichoderma viride was determined using dual culture method against different isolate of fusarium
oxysporum f.sp albedinis.The isolate Trichoderma showed 47.33%, 53.36%, 59%, 60.25% growth inhibition against S07, S15,
S33,S 13 respectively. The cell free culture filtrate of T. viride showed 92.30%, 85.7%, 87.25%, radial growth inhibition at 10%
concentration against,S 13. S 33.S09, respectively.While, 20% concentration observed 100% mycelial growth inhibition. The
current study assures the efficiency of Trichoderma as biocontrol agents against fungal soil pathogens and indicates the need of
production and development of Trichoderma based biocontrol agents to serve as a model for environment friendly biocontrol
agent. Thus, the Trichoderma viride isolate Tr V could be further exploited for commercial scale up under localized climatic
conditions

P N-CCO 112
Seed Film Coating with Commercial Essential Oils against to Clavibacter michiganensis subsp. michiganensis and its efficiency
on tomato seed and seedling quality in seedling company conditions
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Clavibacter michiganensis subsp. michiganensis (Cmm) causes bacterial cancer and wilt on tomato (Solanum lycopersicum L.).
There is no resistant varieties to this disease and many seed treatments have negative effect seed quality of tomato. This is the
first study aimed to control Cmm using film coating with commercial essential oils (EOs) and Its effects were investigated on
tomato seed and seedling quality in seedling company conditions. Cmm free tomato (cv. Rio Grande) seeds were film coated by
different doses (500, 1000 and 5000 ppm) of EOs (L. stoechas, O. onites, O. vulgare ve R. officinalis). Then, Its effects were
investigated on some tomato seed and seedling quality parameters, especially emergency rate (ER), mean emergency time
(MET), growing of uniform seedling (GUS), weight of fresh seedling (WFS) and dry seedling (WDS) by three replicated
randomized complete block experimental design in factorial arrangement. Controls were sterilized seeds, unsterilized seeds and
copper sulfate (nanocopper, 250 cc /100 l water). Effects of EOs x dose interaction, EOs and doses on ER, MET, GUS, WFS and
WDS was not statistically different (P=0.809, P=0.4982 ve P=0.7145, respectively). But, EOs were given ER the lower than
controls. Its ER were 69 to 72 % and O. vulgare was the lowest ER (69 %). EOs film coating was not negative effect on GUS, but
some EOs (O. vulgare and L. stoechas) were created abnormally seedlings (about 1 to 1,5 %). Results of this study showed
different data. Although EOs film coating have not statistically negative effect on on ER, MET, GUS, WFS and WDS, It was the
lover ER than control and created abnormally seedlings. Therefore, data of EOs film coated by control of Cmm were promissing
on tomato seed and seedling quality. Finally, findings indicated that It should be studied too much on EOs film coating and Its
effects have to tomato seed and sedling quality.
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Field Development of Copidosoma coni in Guangxi Province of China and its susceptibility to insecticides imidacloprid and
matrine
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liyun_ren@163.comyu981190@hotmail.com
The rice leaffolder, Cnaphalocrocis medinalis Guenee ,is a migratory insect which damages rice seriously. A large number of
pesticides were used to control the pest that have many negative effects. Parasitoids also reduce the quqntity of the pest.So, we
research the field development and susceptibility of a wasp which can parasitize the pest .
Copidosoma coni, which belongs to Hymenoptera, Encyrtidae, is a polyembryonic parasitic wasp of the rice leaffolder. We
investigated the field development of the wasp in Guangxi Province of China. This wasp occurred from June to November, and
the average field parasitism rate was up to 18.4% during the late rice growth period. The female of the wasp oviposit into the
egg of the rice leaffolder. The larvae of Copidosoma coni lived in the body of host larva until the adult wasp emerged. One host
larva could breed 200～400 parasitic wasp.
The wasp can be a potential bio-control agent of rice leaffolder. However, as using pesticides is still believed to be the most
important measure in pest management, huge application of pesticides may pose damage to this parasitic wasp. Imidacloprid
and matrine are the two commonly used pesticides in rice production. We assessed the susceptibility of C. coni to the two
insecticides in laboratory by drug velum contacting method. The results showed that the parasitoid was highly susceptible to
these two insecticides. The 50% lethal concentration (LC50) of matrine was 13.45mg/L after treated 12 hours, and 8.52mg/L
after treated 24 hours, respectively. The LC50 of imidacloprid was 6.8mg/L after treated 12 hours and 3.26mg/L after treated 24
hours. The common field application concentration of these two insecticides was 8-16 mg/L and 30-50mg/L, respectively. When
we spray any types of insecticides we need avoid contacting the parasitoids such as C.coni, or else they might be hurted.
Figure 1

P N-CCO 114
Efficacy of a plant extract from plum poppy, Macleaya cordata, against the plant pathogenic oomycetes Pseudoperonospora
cubensis and Phytophthora infestans
1
2
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2
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schuster.christina@web.de
Question: A plant extract from plum poppy, Macleaya cordata (Willd.) R. Br. (Papaveraceae), is known for high activity of its
active substances sanguinarine and chelerythrine against economically important phytopathogenic fungi and bacteria under in
vitro conditions. The objective of this work was to investigate the efficacy of M. cordata plant extract against plant pathogenic
oomycetes.
Methods: Trials ad planta were performed using the host-pathogen system cucumber (Cucumis sativus) and downy mildew (P.
cubensis). Bioassays on potted cucumber plants were carried out under climate room conditions. The extract of M. cordata was
applied prophylactically in concentrations ranging from 0.63 µg/ml to 40 µg/ml to the lower leaf surfaces.
To investigate the effects on mycelial growth under in vitro conditions, the facultatively biotrophic oomycete P. infestans was
used as model organism. A radial growth test was carried out with concentrations ranging from 1 to 100 µg extract per ml
vegetable juice agar.
Results: On potted cucumber plants, the extract of M. cordata was very effective at low concentrations. Treatments with an
extract concentration of 40 µg/ml resulted in an efficacy of about 95%; whereas at 5 µg/ml the corresponding value was still
66%. The observed protective effect was clearly dose-dependent.
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Under in vitro conditions nearly the entire Petri dish was covered with mycelia of P. infestans after 14 days of incubation in the
water controls. An extract concentration of 10 µg/ml caused a low inhibitory effect of 10%, whereas mycelial growth was
completely inhibited at 100 µg/ml. Across the full range of concentrations assessed, inhibition was positive dose-dependent.
Conclusions: The results demonstrated that M. cordata extract has a high potential to control downy mildew on cucumbers.
Based on the in vitro activity against another economically important oomycete, P. infestans, an effect against oomycetes in
general can be expected. However, validation of this potential for plant protection requires further study under both laboratory
and field conditions.

P N-CCO 115
Biosynthesis of silver nanoparticles using Curvularin compound isolated from the endophytic fungus Epicoccum nigrum: New
approach with great promise
M. A. Mohamed, N. A. Nafady, I. R. Abdel-Rahim, Abeer, M. Shaltout, J.-A. Darós, S. I. I. Abdel-Hafez
Universidad Politecnica de Valencia, Instituto de Biologia Molecular y Celular de Plantas (CSIC-UPV), Valencia, Spain
mohammed_sharouny@yahoo.com
The field of nanotechnology has a wide spread applications in different areas of science. The usual methods for synthesis of
Nobel nanoparticles are more expensive and usually involve hazardous chemicals which results in drawbacks like high energy
consumption, application of toxic material, and production of hazardous wastes.[1]Nowadays, synthesis of metal nanoparticles,
in particular silver nanoparticles (AgNPs), and using fungi has become a major focus for most researchers.[2]Due to their
simplicity of procedures, stability, and their wide potential applications in different mankind lives.[3]We focused on synthesis of
controlled size and stable AgNPs with potent antimicrobial activity using biomolecules derived fungi acting as reducing and
capping agents. By isolation of the endophytic fungus Epicoccum nigrum from healthy tomato plants Fig.1.. The anti-oxidant
Curvularin compound was isolated from the ethyl acetate (EtOAc) extract of Epicoccum nigrum and purified. Curvularin was
utilized as reducing/capping agent in the AgNPs synthesis process. The biosynthesized AgNPs were authorized by UV-vis
spectrophotometer with surface plasmon resonance at 430 nm. Transmittion electron microscopy (TEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD)
analyses were used to determine the size of the Ag NPs.. The obtained results showed appearance of a strong absorption peak
centered at 430 nm at different time intervals of the absorption spectra which is characteristic for surface plasmon resonance of
silver and hence indicate the formation of Ag-NPs. Also, we proved the formation of spherical, well-dispersed Ag-NPs with an
average size of 37 nm Fig. 2. The XRD exhibited 2 Ɵ values confirmed the crystalline nature of AgNPs. Finally, we proved that
biomolecules derived fungi can be utilized as bioreductants and stabilizing agents in the synthesis process silver nanoparticles,
by adopting the principles of green chemistry. Undoubtedly, further research is needed in this area to explore other possible
biomolecule derived fungi acting as reducing/capping agents in the metallic synthesis of nanoparticles without the need to use
such expensive and toxic chemicals.[1]Narayanan, K.B. and Sakthivel, N., Journal of Advances in Colloid and Interface Science,
2010, 156, (1-2), 1-13.[2]Lamabam Sophiya and Devi, S.R. Joshi; 2014.http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jmau.2014.10.004.[3]B. Sogra
F. and Raj M. Balakrishnan, Materials Letters, 2014,132, 428-431.
Figure 1

Figure 2
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Aeromonas media in compost amendments contributing to suppression of Pythium ultimum in cress
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Introduction: Soil-borne diseases such as damping-off caused by Pythium sp. are responsible for high yield losses in organic
vegetable production and are difficult to control. Compost amendments have been shown to be able to improve survival and
growth of plants in soils infested with soil-borne diseases. Yet, not all composts are equally disease suppressive and little is
known about the microbial species directly involved in disease suppression.
Objectives: The objective of this study was to compare the microbial community in the rhizoplane of cress grown in substrates
amended with composts suppressing Pythium ultimum damping-off at different levels.
Materials and methods: Cress was grown in a standard peat substrate amended either with coco fibre (conducive control) or
with composts differing in their disease suppressive abilities. Bacteria were isolated from the rhizoplane and the most abundant
species determined by Maldi-Tof MS. In a second experiment the most abundant bacterial species isolated of protected plants
was added to all treatments to evaluate its role in disease suppression.
Results: The bacterial composition was essentially different with Aeromonas media being the main species present in the highly
suppressive compost whereas Enterobacter cloacae was the dominating species in the less suppressive one. Addition of
Aeromonas media improved suppressiveness against P. ultimum of less suppressive compost to the level of the highly
suppressive compost.
Conclusion: We can therefore conclude that presence of Aeromonas media in composts is indeed contributing to disease
suppression at least in this particular test system.

P N-CCO 117
Identification of endophytic microorganisms from Olea europea L. for the biological control of Colletotrichum acutatum and
Verticillium dahliae
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The olive tree is one of the most important crops in the Mediterranean basin countries including Portugal. Anthracnose and
verticillium wilt are two of the major olive diseases due to their high incidence and related losses. In Portugal and Spain,
anthracnose is mainly caused by the fungus Colletotrichum acutatum, leading to losses in production up to 100%. Verticillium
wilt is caused by the fungus Verticillium dahliae, causing yield losses up to 89%. The main control strategy is based on the use of
fungicides, which is not completely effective and is associated with environmental risks and toxicity problems. For this reason,
the biological control is a sustainable alternative for this problem. The endophytic fungi are a group of microorganisms with
great potential to be explored as biologic control agents. In this work we evaluate the endophytic microorganisms community
inhabiting roots, leaves and twigs of three olive cultivars (Picual, Galega and Cobrançosa) with different susceptibilities to the
abovementioned diseases through sequencing (Illumina) of the amplicons ITS (fungi) and 16S (bacteria). The correlation
between the presence/absence of each endophyte in different olive cultivars is discussed.
Acknowledgements: This work is funded by FEDER through the Operational Competitiveness Program - COMPETE - and by
national funds through the Foundation for Science and Technology - FCT - in the scope of the project PTDC/AGRPRO/4354/2012.

P N-CCO 118
Entomophages in the modern industrial greenhouses: survival strategies and tactics
N. Beliakova, Y. Polikarpova
All-Russian Institute of Plant Protection, biological control, St-Petersburg, Russian Federation
biocontrol@vizr.spb.ru
At the present time, the main and the most effective method of biological control of pests in hothouses is preventive
colonization of entomophages.
When preventive introducing, the key requirements to entomophages are:
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1 longterm preservation in the greenhouse in the absence of the pest (those species of entomophages, which are resistant to
food stress, primarily survive);
2 high biotechnological potential that ensures costeffective mass reproduction of speciesproducer under the conditions of
technocenosis (when using natural feed substitute, in case of increased density, that is under the stress conditions).
The study objective is to optimize the existing complex of entomophages in the light of needs of the modern glasshouse
cropping and its technological characteristics. As a model group, the lady beetles were chosen, because they show significant
diversity of morphoecological adaptations to insect feeding. Good deal of bioresources of Coccinellidaepolyphages remains
undeveloped. In the world practice Coccinellidaeoligophages, specialized in one particular group of pests, are primarily used. So,
it is likely to find universal species that can be used for broadspectrum pest control among lady beetles.
In our work laboratory populations of entomophages from the collection of VIZR, including 8 species of the lady beetles from
three dimensional classes, were used:
1 small (average weight of imago is up to 15 mg): Propylea japonica (population origin is Ussuriysk, 2012), Propylea 14-punctata
(SaintPetersburg, 2014), Propylea dissecta (Nepal, Chitwan, 2013), Cheilomenes sexmaculata (Nepal, Chitwan, 2013),
Cycloneda sanguinea limbifer (Cuba, 1972),
2 middle (1530 mg): Harmonia axyridis (Serbia, 2013; Sochi, 2012; AlmaAta, 2014; Irkutsk, 2012), Harmonia 4-punctata (Serbia,
2013).
3 large (more then 30 mg) Harmonia dimidiata (China, Guangzhou, 1990; Nepal, Pokhara, 2013).
The morphoecological criteria for the evaluation of biotechnological potential of the lady beetles were revealed. It was shown
that the manifestation characteristics of dimensional sexual dimorphism and the extent of intraspecific weight variation under
the conditions of food stress can be used to screen promising speciesproducers among the representatives of the family
Coccinellidae.

P N-CCO 119
Efficiency on pepper (Capsicum annuum L.) seed quality of different seed production dates, storage and moisture content
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Peppers (Capsicum annuum L.) represent an important part of the fresh and dry vegetable market in Turkey, and are also
significant worldwide in the segment of condiments, spices and salt preserves. It is the second most produced vegetable after
tomato (Solanum lycopersicum L.) in protected cultivation in Turkey. Seed quality is important parameter for pepper and Its is
affected some aplications, especially production dates, periods, regions, time of seed harvest, seed moisture content, storage
conditons and seedborne diseases. Therefore, It was investigated efficiency of different seed production dates, storage and
moisture content on pepper seed quality. Two cultivar (cv. Serademre 8 and Doru 16) produced by different dates (2007, 2008,
2009, 2010, 2011, 2013) were used. Its initally moisture content (MC) was determined by high constant temperature oven
method. Germination rate (GR) and vigor (V) (Accelerated aging, Tetrazolium, Standard germination) were determined.
Experiments were established in laboratory in randomized plots design with two and three factors three replications. Results
indicated that seed production date and MC affected on pepper seed quality (GR and V) and were statistically detected negative
correlation. Each cultivar was statistically showed significant differences on GR and V. Therefore, data suggested that MC of
pepper seed was low (6.4 to 8.6 %) for high seed quality and storage capacity.
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In vitro efficacy of some PGPR isolates as biocontrol agent against colony growth of Pseudomonas savastanoi pv. savastanoi
causing olive knot disease on olive
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Olive knot disease on olive (Olea europea), caused by Pseudomonas savastanoi pv. savastanoi (Psv), is distributed in olivegrowing regions worldwide. It is responsible for major crop losses on olive and has become more common and serious. Psv
produces plant growth regulators at infection sites resulting in plant tissue proliferation and gall development. Plant growth
promoting rhizobacteria are bacteria that colonize plant roots, and in doing so, they promote plant growth and/or reduce
disease damage. Therefore, PGPR can be alternative for mamagement of Psv. This study was undertaken to asses in vitro
antibacterial effect of some PGPR isolates (Bacillus subtilis, fluoresan Pseudomonads) against olive knot of olive. The
antagonistic properties of PGPR strains was tested against Psv on King B medium by using spraying technique. Psv culture was
inoculated on King B medium, and then, PGPR strains were sprayed on plates. Each treatment was replicated three. Applications
of PGPR were reduced disease incidence about 22.5 % in olive. The results suggest that PGPRs would be highly useful to control
the olive knot of olive without other pesticides.
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All plants are inhabited by diverse bacteria known as endophytes. Endophytic bacteria are referred to as those which can be
detected at a particular moment within the tissues of apparently healthy plant hosts. The endophytic bacteria has important
roles on plants. Endophytes can be beneficial for plant growth, e.g. help against stress or be importance of nitrogen fixation.
Some of them are plant growth promoter with the production of plant growth regulators. Some endophytes are seedborne, but
others have mechanisms to colonize the plants that are being studied. They are necessary for the growth for plants. Also, these
endophytic microbes play important roles in modulating the physiology of plants, it is of major relevance to understand the
composition of populations of these organisms and to understand the molecular basis of interaction between these organisms
and the host. In this review, It was presented an overview about bacterial species lived as endophytes. Also, It was tried to
explain the functionality of endophytic bacteria in plants and their use in plant protection as PGPB (Plant Growth Promoting
Bacteria) and biological agent.

P N-CCO 122
Evaluation of some pesticides on Tuta absoluta (Meyrick) in Iran
Z. Nozadbonab, M. J. Hejazi
Tabriz University, Plant protection, Tabriz, Islamic Republic of Iran
mjhejazi@tabrizu.ac.ir
Introduction: Tuta absoluta (Meyrick, 1970) (Lepidoptera: Gelechidae) is a serious pest of tomatoes in many parts of the world.
T. absoluta was introduced to Iran in 2010. In absence of control measures, it can destroy the whole crop. This insect has several
generations a year and is an r selective insect. All of these characteristics make it a devastating pest which has to be controlled
in time to save the crop. Chemical control is the main method of controlling this pest.
Objectives: This study was done to assess the susceptibility of T. absoluta to different pesticides used for controlling this pest in
Iran. Another objective was to determine the best pesticide for reduction or elimination of T. absolute.
Materials and methods: The first population was in culture for 2 years in greenhouse of plant protection Department of the
University of Tabriz (UTG). The second population was collected from a greenhouse in the vicinity of Tabriz (TG). And the third
population was collected from a tomato field in Bilasuvar (BSF). The larvae were reared on tomato leaves in plastic boxes until
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they turned into pupae. The adults were fed with 10% sugar. Bioassays were conducted using leaf-dipping method. After drying
of the treated leaves, the larvae were transferred on leaves. Diazinon, dichlorvos, deltamethrin, spinosad, abamectin, Bt.,
nd
indoxacarb, acetamiprid and imidacloprid were tested on 2 instar larvae.
Results: Spinosad had the highest toxicity, followed by abamectin and indoxacarb. Except for indoxacarb, the other pesticides
had a lower toxicity to TG population compared with BSF population: probably the origin of this population was a greenhouse
under a higher pesticide spray pressure. UTG population had the highest susceptibility for the pesticides tested.
Conclusion: It seems that neonicotinoid and organophosphate compounds were not highly effective on T. absoluta. Hence it
may be concluded that newer insecticides with novel modes of action should be used in rotation with commonly used
insecticides in controlling this pest.

P N-CCO 123
Plant growth promotion and induction of systemic resistance by rhizospheric bacteria in rice
1
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1
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Introduction: The main goal of agriculture is the production of improved quality, safe and affordable food for increasing world
population. With an increase in problems associated with the use of pesticides, it is desirable to use environment friendly means
for sustainable agriculture. Recently, biopesticides have been introduced to improve the plant health and productivity ensuring
safety for human consumption and the protection of the environment.
Objectives: Keeping in view the importance of rice in Pakistan as food and cash commodity and its yield losses due to Bacterial
leaf blight (BLB) disease, the focus of the present work was isolation and identification of antagonistic bacteria from rice
rhizosphere, screening the selected antagonists in vitro and in vivo having potential to suppress Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae
(Xoo), the causal agent of BLB, detection of the mechanisms involved in antagonism and induction of defense related enzymes in
rice in response to antagonistic bacteria.
Materials and methods: Healthy and BLB infected rice samples collected from twenty eight different sites were used for the
isolation of rhizospheric bacteria. Eight hundred and eleven different morphotypes were screened for the detection of their
antagonistic activity against different strains of Xoo using diffusion plate assay. Antagonists were explored for different
biocontrol determinants and were evaluated in vivo for disease suppression and growth promoting effect in a Net House
experiment. Induction of defense related enzymes in rice was studied using spectrophotometer.
Results: Production of siderophores was found to be the common biocontrol determinant among all the selected bacterial
antagonists. Bacterial antagonists also showed the phosphate solubilization and indole acetic acid. These bacteria significantly
improved plant health in terms of reduced %DLA compared with infected control and induced defense responses.
Conclusion: Inoculum of antagonistic bacteria can be used as potential biocontrol agents for the suppression of BLB as well as
for rice growth promotion.

P N-CCO 124
Cultivar and plant organ specificity of fungal epi- and endophyte taxa in olive tree (Olea europaea L.)
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The study of plant phyllosphere, colonized by epiphytic and endophytic microorganisms, has been underestimated in relation to
the rhizosphere. In fact, only a few studies have compared both epi- and endophytic communities on plant hosts. Both
microflora’s may have important implications for plant health and fitness, and protection against pests and diseases.The olive
tree (Olea europaea L.) is one of the most important crops in the Mediterranean basin.
The main aim of this study is to assess the diversity of epi- and endophytic fungi inhabiting the above-ground parts of the most
important olive tree cultivars of the Trás-os-Montes region (Northeast of Portugal), Cobrançosa, Madural and VerdealTransmontana.
Endo- and epiphytic fungi were isolated from leaves and stems of seven olive trees of each cultivar, selected in Trás-os-Montes
region. The identification of isolates was based on their morphological characteristics, as well as by the sequencing of the
internal transcribed spacer region of rDNA.
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Both epi- and endophytic fungal community differ among the three olive tree cultivars. The diversity and abundance of fungal
epiphytes was found to be higher on cv. Madural (46 taxa, 1370 isolates), followed by Verdeal-Transmontana (36 taxa, 823
isolates) and Cobrançosa (24 taxa, 750 isolates). Endophytic fungi were most diverse and abundant on cv. Cobrançosa (25 taxa,
135 isolates), than on Madural (16 taxa, 64 isolates) and Verdeal Transmontana (15 taxa, 44 isolates). The olive plant organs
studied only differed markedly within the endophytic fungal community, being its diversity and frequency of colonization
highest in twigs (48 taxa, 80%colonization) than on leaves (20 taxa, 20% colonization). The differences found on endo- and
epiphytic assemblage between olive tree cultivars might be a reflection of plant host preference of individual fungal taxa. In fact,
all the olive trees analyzed in this study co-exist in the same habitat but their above-ground parts harbored different microbial
species. Knowledge of host range and host specificity is vital for potential applications of these microorganisms as biological
control agents.
Acknowledgements: This work is funded by FEDER funds through COMPETE (Programa Operacional Factores de
Competitividade) and by national funds by FCT (Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia) in the framework of the project
EXCL/AGR-PRO/0591/2012.
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Effect of azadirachtin, chlorantraniliprole and some insect growth regulators on vegetable leafminer, Liriomyza sativae
(Blanchard) (Diptera: Agromyzidae)
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Introduction: Vegetable leafminer is a polyphagous and cosmopolite insect and one of the most important pests of greenhouse
and field crops especially cucumbers and tomatoes. The usual method for controlling this pest is the use of insecticides. The
wide use of insecticides has caused development of resistance against many commercial insecticides in this pest. The use of
suitable insecticides to control this pest and reduce the incidence of resistance seems to be necessary.
Objectives: The objectives of this study were to assess the efficacy of some fairly new insecticides with novel modes of action on
L. sativae and their sublethal effects on certain life table parameters of this insect.
Materials and methods: The effects of some insect growth regulators namely hexaflumuron, chromafenozide, chlorfluazuron,
cyromazine, lufenuron+fenoxycarb and also azadirachtin and chlorantraniliprole on Liriomyza sativae were evaluated. For four
of the insecticides which caused higher mortality of the larvae at field recommended doses, Dose - response lines were
constructed.
The bioassays were based on the method described by Cox et al. (1995). The effects of sublethal doses of these insecticides on
mean weight of pupae, adult emergence and sex ratio of the adults were also studied.
Results: LC50 values for chlorantraniliprole, cyromazine, azadirachtin and hexaflumuron were 0.24, 0.49, 8.51 and 67.6 mg ai/l,
respectively. For all compounds except chromafenozide, a significant reduction in pupal weight and adult emergence was
observed, but the adult sex ratio did not change significantly compared with control.
Conclusion: Most of the insecticides used in this study were fairly new compounds with unique modes of action and had
considerable lethal and sublethal effects on L. sativae. If these results also hold true in field and greenhouse conditions, these
compounds could be considered as suitable candidates in management programs for vegetable leafminer.

P N-CCO 126
Oviposition deterrency of three botanical insecticides on tomato leafminer, Tuta absoluta and vegetable leafminer, Liriomyza
sativae
M. Khorshidi, M. J. Hejazi, G. Askari-Saryazdi, M. Amizadeh
University of Tabriz, Plant Protection, Tabriz, Islamic Republic of Iran
mjhejazi@tabrizu.ac.ir
Introduction: Tuta absoluta and Liriomyza sativae are very destructive and harmful leaf mining insects with a strong preference
for tomatoes and other vegetable crops in greenhouses and fields worldwide. Chemical control is the main method of
controlling these pests. Botanical insecticides have fewer environmental side effects than chemical pesticides.
Objectives: The study was conducted to assess possible oviposition deterrency of three botanical insecticides on Tuta absoluta
(Lepidoptera: Gelechiidae) and Liriomyza sativae (Diptera: Agromyzidae) with the aim of determining their suitability in
integrated management of these pests.
Materials and methods: Potted bean plants and tomato leaflets were used for performing the tests on L. sativae and T.
®
®
®
absoluta, respectively. Recommended doses of Tondexir (hot red pepper extract), Sirinol (garlic extract) and Neem Azal (neem
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extract) were used in this study. Treatments were performed by leaf dipping method. Treated plants were placed in infestation
cage containing several hundred related insects. The Adults were allowed to feed and lay eggs on the leaves (3h for L. sativae
and 12h for T. absoluta). Then the numbers of eggs on tomato leaflets and feeding stipples on bean leaves were counted. The
tests were replicated three times and six plants or leaflets were used in each replication. Percent effective repellency for each
compound was calculated using the formula suggested by Xue et al (2001). The experiments were done in greenhouse
conditions at 26 ± 2 ºC, 50 ± 10% RH and 16: 8 (L: D) h photoperiod.
Results: Garlic extract had very high oviposition deterrency with 74.6% deterrency rate on tomato leafminer. Red pepper extract
with 60.7% repellency rate was less effective than the garlic extract. But, azadirachtin was not oviposition deterrent for T.
absoluta. In case of L. sativae All of the compounds tested were oviposition deterrent. The Repellency rates were 81.2, 75.3 and
66.4 % for hot pepper extract, garlic extract and azadirachtin, respectively.
Conclusion: Based on the results obtained, these compounds have the potential to be used in management of these pests in
greenhouse conditions. If similar results are obtained in field conditions and toxicological studies do not prove these compounds
unsafe for humans and non-target organisms, they can be implemented in integrated management of these important pests in
the field and greenhouse conditions.

P N-CCO 127
Effect of five pesticides on tomato leaf miner, Tuta absoluta (Lepidoptera: Gelechiidae)
S. Khani, M. J. Hejazi, R. Karimzadeh
Tabriz University, Plant protection, Tabriz, Islamic Republic of Iran
mjhejazi@tabrizu.ac.ir
Introduction: Tomato leaf miner is one of the most important pests of tomatoes in many parts of the world. Although some
natural enemies of this pest have been identified, the use of insecticides is the main method of controlling this insect. In recent
years T. absoluta has entered Iran and disseminated in most of the country's tomato producing provinces. It infests tomato
plants in both greenhouses and fields.
nd
Objective: This study was done to assess the effects of five pesticides on the 2 instar larvae and eggs of T. absoluta.
Materials and methods: The bioassays and insect rearing were carried out at 26 ± 2 °C, relative humidity of 70 ± 10%, and
photoperiod of 16: 8h (light: dark). The insecticides used in this study were: spinosad (48 SC), indoxacarb (15 SC(, abamectin (1.8
EC), zeta-cypermethrin (10 EC ), chlorantraniliprole (18.5 SC). Tomato leaves were treated with appropriate concentration of the
insecticides using leaf dip method. A 2x2 cm piece of treated leaf was put in a glass vial and one 2nd-instar larva was put on the
leaf piece. Larval mortalities were assessed 48 hours after treatment. Twenty larvae were used for each concentration and the
treatments were replicated three times at different days. The 24 h old eggs were used to evaluate the ovi-larvicidal effect of the
insecticides. The leaflets containing T. absoluta eggs were immersed in insecticide solutions for five seconds. The number of
mines were assumed as live larvae.
Results: The LC50 values for spinosad, chlorantraniliprole, indoxacarb, abamectin, zeta-cypermethrin on second instar T. absoluta
larvae were 0.08, 0.09, 10.8, 0.29 and 232.2 mg ai/l, respectively. The eggs were treated with LC 50 of these insecticides to assess
their ovi-larvicidal effects. The mortalities observed in chlorantraniliprole, spinosad, indoxacarb, abamectin, zeta-cypermethrin
treatments were 88.8, 76.8, 58.1, 35, 50.5 and 14.6% respectively.
Conclusion: The results showed, chlorantraniliprole and spinosad were the most effective on 2nd instar larvae of T. absoluta and
eggs, compared with other three insecticides tested. Abamectin and indoxacarb effective on tomato leaf miner and may be used
in rotation with other effective insecticides. Zeta-cypermethrin was less effective on this insect.

P N-CCO 128
Biological control of charcoal rot of mungbean by Trichoderma harzianum and shoot dry biomass of Sisymbrium irio
A. Javaid
University of the Punjab Lahore, Pakistan, Institute of Agricultural Sciences, Lahore, Pakistan
arshadjpk@yahoo.com
A pot experiment was carried out for biological control of charcoal rot of mungbean [Vigna radiata (L.) Wilzeak] caused by
Macrophomina phaseolina (Tassi) Goid. Pot soil was made sick with inoculum of M. phaseolina. Dried powdered leaves of
Sisymbrium irio L., a weed of family Brassicaceae, were mixed in soil at 1, 2 and 3% (w/w) with and without application of
-1
Trichoderma harzianm Rifai, a fungal biological control agent. The highest grain yield (3.62 g pot ) was recorded in combined
application of T. harzianum and 1% S. irio leaves amendment that was 62% and 805% higher than negative and positive control
treatments, respectively. Application of S. irio leaf amendment and T. harzianum generally enhanced leaf protein, sugar and
chlorophyll content, and catalase activity. The present study concludes that T. harzianum in combination with 1% dry leaves of S.
irio as soil amendment can be used to achieve maximum grain yield under biotic stress of M. phaseolina.
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P N-CCO 129
Is Colletotrichum acutatum a merely pathogen or a true endophyte?
F. Martins, J. Pereira, P. Baptista, A. Bento
Mountain Research Centre (CIMO), School of Agriculture, Polytechnic Institute of Bragança, Brgança, Portugal
ftome@ipb.pt
Endophytic fungi reside in internal tissues of living plants without causing any immediate overt negative effects, but may turn
pathogenic during host senescence. The fungus Colletotrichum acutatum, is the main causal agent of olive anthracnose,
however it can also persist on several other plant species without causing disease symptoms. Previous work indicated that this
fungus can switch between an endophyte and pathogen lifestyle. The present study aimed to determine the antagonistic ability
of endophytic fungi isolated from olive tree against these two isolates of C. acutatum. The endophytic fungi studied were
Penicillium commune, Penicillium roseopurpureum isolated from cv. Cobrançosa, and Penicillium purpurogenum, Fusarium
oxysporum and Macrophomina phaseolina isolated from cv. Galega. Dual cultures were carried out on PDA medium, and the
internal radial fungal growth, sporulation and spore viability were evaluated. The outcome of interaction was completely
different among the two C. acutatum isolates. All the endophytes tested exhibited highest antagonistic activity against the
pathogen C. acutatum than to the endophyte ones. Mycelia growth of the pathogen C. acutatum was reduced significantly from
29 to 42%, and of the endophyte C. acutatum was reduced from 6 to 37%. The highest growth inhibition was displayed by the
endophytes P. commune, F. oxysporum and M. phaseolina. Sporulation and viability of the pathogen C. acutatum in co-culture
with endophytes have similarly reduced significantly (up to 84% and 48%, respectively). Both P. roseopurpureum and P.
commune were the most inhibitory. By contrast, in co-cultures established with the endophyte C. acutatum only its viability was
reduced significantly when compared to control (up to 75%) by P. purpurogenum. The results indicate that the change of C.
acutatum from a pathogenic to a non-pathogenic lifestyle affects the interaction with other endophytes species inhabiting olive
tree tissues. The outcome of these interactions could have important implications in the host plant resistance to anthracnose.
Acknowledgements: This work is funded by FEDER through the Operational Competitiveness Program - COMPETE - and by
national funds through the Foundation for Science and Technology - FCT - in the scope of the project PTDC/AGR-PRO/4354/2012

P N-CCO 130
Evaluation of endophyte mediate effects on olive tree protection against Colletotrichum acutatum
F. Martins, P. Baptista, J. Pereira, A. Bento
Mountain Research Centre (CIMO), School of Agriculture, Polytechnic Institute of Bragança, Brgança, Portugal
ftome@ipb.pt
Olive anthracnose, caused mostly by Colletotrichum acutatum, is one of the most serious diseases of olive grove, leading to
significant yield losses. In olive tree, anthracnose affects flowers, fruits, leaves and twigs. The incidence of olive anthracnose
(OA) depend essentiality on cultivar susceptibility. In Portugal, the cv. Cobrançosa is moderately resistant to OA whereas the cv.
Galega is susceptible. TThe endophytic fungi are a group of useful microorganisms that have received considerable attention,
after they were found to protect their host against abiotic and biotic stress. Therefore, the main aim of this study was to clarify
potential fungal endophyte mediate effects on olive tree resistance/susceptibility to OA, under field conditions.
Fungal endophytes were isolated from leaves and twigs of healthy trees from both cultivars and identified by rDNA sequencing.
The fungal endophyte frequency and diversity were higher on the OA-susceptible cv. Galega than on the moderately resistant
cv. Cobrançosa. Statistical analyses and community ordinations revealed significant differences in fungal community
composition between cultivars. The majority of differences associated with the tolerant cv. Cobrançosa were attributed to,
Hypocrea lixii, Trichoderma gamsii and Phomopsis columnaris, within twigs, and to Alternaria alternata and A. arborescens
within leaves. OA-susceptible Galega was differentiated by the species Biscogniauxia mediterranea, Pyronema domesticumand
Ochrocladosporium adansoniae, isolated from twigs, and by Chaetomium globosum, Pyronema domesticum and Biscogniauxia
mediterranea isolated from leaves. These analyses allow the identification of predictable fungal species that could explain the
reduction of anthracnose disease infection in cv. Cobrançosa. The features of those species will be further confirmed by using in
vitro and in vivo assays.
Acknowledgements: This work is funded by FEDER through the Operational Competitiveness Program – in the scope of the
project PTDC/AGR FCT – and Technology national funds through the Foundation for Science.
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Impact of rates of formulated neem seed oil and frequency of spraying on pests damage of improved pigeonpea cultivar, in
South eastern, Nigeria
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Research on podsucking bugs (Riptortus dentipes Fab., Hemiptera: Coreidae) was carried out at the Postgraduate Teaching and
Research Farm, Department of Crop Science and Technology, Federal University of Technology, Owerri Imo State beginning from
May 2009, 2010 and July 2010. In this study, the populations of the major pests and pod/seed damages were monitored under
control with formulated neem seed oil (F-NSO) and synthetic pyrethroid (cypermethrin) at different rates and frequencies. July
planting season often chosen by farmers as the appropriate planting date was also subjected to control strategy with F-NSO to
determine plant performance under pest control measures. The experiment was laid out in 3 x 5 factorial comprising three rates
of neem seed oil: 2 ml (4.2L ha-1), 4 ml (8.3L ha-1), 6 ml (12.5L ha-1) with 0ml (0L ha-1), and synthetic pyrethroid (cypermethrin)
0.72 ml (1.5L ha-1) as checks plots and three intervals of application: once a week, once in two weeks, and once in three weeks.
Results from the research showed that application of F-NSO at higher dosage rate of 12.5L ha-1 and at four regime spraying
intervals of once a week significantly (p
In the humid environment of Owerri in South Eastern Nigeria, application of higher dosage rate (12 l ha-1) of formulated neem
seed oil (F-NSO) once a week and at four spraying intervals especially during July pigeonpea planting season should be
incorporated into pigeonpea R. dentipes Integrated Pest Management Programmes (IPM) as the period witnessed low pod/seed
damage with enhanced seed quality (percentage wholesome seeds) when compared with May planting season.

P N-CCO 132
Electrophysiological responses of the male moth antenna to compounds found in the female sex pheromone of Loxostege
sticticalis Linnaeus
H. Han, A. Liu
Institute of Grassland Research of CAAS, Hohhot, China
liuaiping806@sohu.com
The EAG responses of the male antenna to different combinations,proportions,doses of sex pheromone of Loxostege sticticalis
Linnaeus were conducted in laboratory, and the results revealed component A(E11-14: AC), the binary blends of AB (E11-14: AC;
E11-14: AL) and AD (E11-14: AC; 14: OH), the trinary blends of ABE (E11-14: AC; E11-14: AL; E11-14: OH) produced the EAG
response that was significantly higher than that of n-hexane and air control, and 10 female moth gland extract of EAG values did
not differ significantly; The trinary blends of ABC (E11-14: AC; E11-14: AL; 14: AC), when in ratio of 5: 3: 9 and 5: 3: 12 , produced
significantly higher level of EAG response than those in other ratio of the trinary blends; The dose-response test for ABE blend in
ratio of 5: 3: 12 showed that the EAG values climbed quickly after the dose reached 1 μg/μL and totally differ from the EAG
values of other doses.
Figure 1: EAG response of male moth to sex pheromone components and their blends of female Loxostege sticticalis. Bars toped
wsith different letters are significantly different at P＜0.05 (Duncan’s new multiple range test)
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Figure 2: EAG response of male Loxostege sticticalis to the blend ABE(E11-14:AC; E11-14:AL; E11-14:OH)of female sex
pheromone. Bars topped wsith different letters are significantly different at P＜0.05 (Duncan’s new multiple range test)

P N-CCO 133
Autochthonous parasitoids of Algerian Southeast part in the control of the carob moth Ectomyelois ceratoniae Zell.
(Lepidoptera: Pyralidae)
A. Dahliz, W. Lakhdari, H. Hammi, A. Soud, R. M'lik
INRAA, Crop protection, Touggourt, Algeria
dahliyacine@gmail.com
The date palm (Phoenix dactylifera L.) is one of the most important fruit trees of the Arab countries. In Algeria, the palm trees
are located at the South of the country. It generally contributes to stabilize the inhabitants in this area which is characterized by
very difficult environmental conditions. It also constitutes a very important product in the nation's economy. Thus, this culture
experiences a very fast development these last years and the surface occupied by this speculation does not cease increasing one
year to another. The national production on date exceeds the seven million quintals per year of which more half is intended for
export. Nevertheless, this culture is confronted with several problems in particular of a plant health nature such as the disease
due to Fusarium fungus ("Bayoud"), the white cochineal insect (Parlatoria blanchardi Targ.), the yellow dust mite (Oligonychus
afrasiaticus McGregor) and the carob moth (Ectomyelois ceratoniae Zell.). The latter is a lepidopteron whose caterpillar attacks
the fruits, on foot as with storage, generating considerable losses. In fact, rates of infestation of dates by this pest exceeding the
50 % were recorded in fields treated in the area of Oued Righ (Southeastern Algeria). The control of this moth remains limited to
the use of the chemicals. Whereas, this method presents a great risk for the man health and the environment. However, safety
alternative methods such as the biological control are possible. It is to this goal that a study has been initiated to develop
knowledge on natural enemies of the carob moth in this region. The inventory of the autochthonous antagonists of this pest
revealed the presence of two parasitoids. There are Phanerotoma flavitestacea Fischer and Bracon hebetor Say (Hymenoptera:
Braconidae). The study of the biological parameters of these hymenopterans was led in the laboratory conditions in order to use
them in a possible biological control program of this insect. The results obtained show that the two antagonists can be used in
combination, the first with the field and the second for the period of storage.

P N-CCO 134
Influence of Glomus mosseae, an arbuscular mycorrhizal fungus, on Striga hermonthica incidence and sorghum growth
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Witchweed, Striga hermonthica (Del.) Benth., Orobanchaceae, is a debilitating obnoxious root parasitic weed on cereals in sub
Saharan Africa. The plant, the germination of which is instigated by stimulants exuded by host roots, is a prolific seed producer
and is endowed with a complex life cycle closely cued to that of it hosts. The present investigation was undertaken to study the
effects of Glomus mosseae; an arbuscular mycorrhizal, fungus, on Striga incidence and sorghum, cv wad Ahmed, growth under
greenhouse conditions. Glomus mosseae; reduced Striga emergence by 85.1% and 86.36% at 60 and 75 days after sowing,
respectively and Striga biomass, at harvest, by 77.7%. Unrestricted Striga growth reduced sorghum height by 43.21% and
59.60% 30 and 45 DAS, respectively. Striga infested G. mosseae; inoculated sorghum, on the other hand displayed 38.51% and
68.41% increase in dry weight over the respective Striga infested control. In absence of Striga G.mosseae increased sorghum dry
weight by 6.1% in comparison to the corresponding Striga free control. However, in presence of Striga the fungus increased
sorghum dry weight by over 3-fold in comparison to the Striga infested G. mosseae free control. The results indicate that G.
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mosseae mitigates Striga damage to sorghum, mainly, through reduction of parasitism, achieved, possibly, through down
regulation of production of germination stimulant(s) by sorghum roots.

P N-CCO 135
Morpho-anatomical and biochemical changes in the roots of rice plants induced by plant growth-promoting microorganisms
1
2
3
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Upland rice is planted in few regions worldwide. However, it presents advantages compared to floodland rice due to its lower
-1
production costs and water consumption. However, the average productivity of upland rice has been under 3 ton.ha , the low
productivity is attributed to water stress, which causes low initial vigor of the seedling root, deficiency in the uptake of nitrogen
in the form of nitrate (NO3 ) at early stages of rice plant development, lack of plant response to inputs under successive planting,
and the occurrence of rice blast. The goal of the present study was to characterize anatomical and biochemical changes in rice
plant roots in response to seed treatment with rhizobacteria [Burkholderia pyrrocinia (R-46) + Pseudomonas fluorescens (R-55)]
and Trichoderma asperellum (Ta: mixture of strains T-06, T-09, T-12, and T-52). The experimental design was completely
randomized, with six treatments (R-46, R-55, R-46 + R-55, Ta+ R-46 + R-55, Ta, and control) and ten replicates. Treatments Ta
and R-46 + R-55 increased the root length and diameter as well as the cortex expansion and induced a 2% expansion of the
aerenchymal space. Treatments Ta and R-46 increased the vascular cylinder diameter. The number of protoxylem poles and
metaxylem vessel elements was increased by R-46 and R-55( Figure 1). The total phenol content increased with treatments Ta,
R-46 + R-55, R-46, and R-55, and all the treatments increased the flavonoid content. The lignin content increased with the Ta and
R-55 treatments (Table 1). All the root architecture modifications resulting from the interaction between seedlings and
bioagents (rhizobacteria and Trichoderma spp.) observed in the present study favored the root plasticity of rice seedlings,
resulting in greater plant growth due to a better water uptake, resistance to water stress and mechanical impedance. The tested
biogents showed to be potential biofertilizer to be inserted in upland rice management, with the goal of minimizing the
disadvantages of this system, besides increasing defense response and increasing the productivity levels of genetically improved
rice cultivars, without increasing the application of chemicals for fertilization and plant protection.
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Figure 1

Figure 2
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P N-CCO 136
Worth a look: The endophytic fungus Acremonium alternatum and its potential in integrated pest management
S. Auer, J. Ludwig-Müller
TU Dresden, Botany, Dresden, Germany
susann.auer@mailbox.tu-dresden.de
Introduction: The fungal endophyte Acremonium alternatum controls mildew and tar spot and has been used as biocontrol
agent in temperate and warmer climates. Two previous studies from our group successfully applied the fungus to achieve a
reduction in clubroot symptoms in Chinese cabbage and Arabidopsis. The clubroot pathogen Plasmodiophora brassicae is one of
the most damaging diseases among Brassica crops worldwide. Currently there is no potent chemical treatment available against
this protist. This results in crop losses of several million dollars every year worldwide.
Objectives: We aimed to find out whether A. alternatum induces resistance mechanisms in Arabidopsis and rapeseed and thus
reduces clubroot symptoms. Further we wanted to assess the biocontrol potential of this species.
Materials and methods: To test our hypothesis we investigated root tissue by means of a microarray early in the infection in
Arabidopsis and RT-qPCR in Arabidopsis and Brassica napus at later time points. In vitro tests were applied to the biocontrol
potential.
Results: Treatment with the fungus resulted in distinctively smaller root galls and better overall plant performance in
Arabidopsis and Brassica napus. The endophyte primes Arabidopsis by inducing resistance genes through the activation of
transcription factors (e. g. WRKYs, MYBs) and plant signal response factors (e. g. ERFs, ARFs). RT-qPCR data suggest that A.
alternatum modulates the plant response to clubroot through specific resistance gene regulation and thus contributes to an
enhanced plant health.
In rapeseed the fungus increased the seed production and survival of plants [1]. While the active fungus did not inhibit the
disease significantly in oilseed rape, inactivated spores and a crude cell wall extract of A. alternatum reduced clubroot severity
from 10 to 30 %.
We also found that the fungus promotes the growth of axenically grown plants on normal plant medium by up to 400 % (see fig.
1). First in vitro tests revealed that the endophyte can fix atmospheric nitrogen and solubilizes calcium phosphate. No cellulase
or chitinase activity was detected.
Conclusion: Overall, this species is worth a closer look to exploit its potential within the context of integrated pest management.
[1] Auer, Ludwig-Müller: Albanian J. Agric. Sci. (2014), 13: 15 - 20 (special edition)
Figure 1

P N-CCO 137
Improving seed treatment methods: A key factor to reduce risks for honeybees and other organisms
H. Abdelgader, U. Heimbach
Agricultural Research Corporation, Entomology Section, Wad madani, Germany
abdelgaderh@yahoo.com
Introduction: Bees and other pollinators have a great importance in maintaining the biodiversity in almost all environments.
However these important insects as well as other non target organisms are endangered through the use of pesticides. In late
April 2008, dust drift containing insecticide resulted in the largest bee poisoning in Germany for 30 years. The reason for these
incidents was the contamination of flowering bee forage plants with dust particles abraded from maize seeds treated with the
neonicotinoid insecticide Clothianidin.
Objectives: Thus highly specialist techniques should be used when treating seeds with Plant Protection Products to avoid such
problem. The aim of the study was to get a better understand of the situation in countries growing cotton and to improve the
seed treatment methodology to reduce dust abrasion.
Materials and methods: The current study investigated the amount of drift generated from seeds of two varieties of cotton
using two formulation of the neonicotinoid insecticide imadocloprid through measuring the fine dust particles from various
treatments using the Heubach methods(using a Heubach Dustmeter). Dust drift reduction is not only relevant for bees but also
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for a reduction of risks for people handling treated seeds during the sowing activities and people located in the vicinity of the
sowing site.
Results: The increase in percentage of dust abrasion through Heubach Dustmeter of the tested water dispersible powder
formulation (WS) formulation of imadocloprid relative to untreated were found to be in the range of 336-378% and 221-287%
for the for cotton varieties Hamid and Barakat, respectively. For the Flowable Concentrate (FS) formulation the percentage
increase in dust abrasion over the control was ranging 82-95% and 15-445 for Hamid and Barakat varieties respectively. The
Heubach vaules (in g/100g) were higher in case of WS formulations. They were ranging between 13.5 - 24.5 for Hamid variety
and 23.3-25.4 g/100g for Barakat variety. The values for the FS formulation ranged between 7-8.8 and 2.64-14.7 g/100g for
Hamid and Barakat, respectively. The pesticide residues in the Heubach filter dust were higher for the WS formulation compared
to the FS formulation for both tested varieties.
Conclusion: The results of the study indicated in general that the flowable concentrate formulation for seed treatment has
lower risks than the water dispersible powder formulation by reducing the drift generated from pesticide treated seeds during
sowing. Seed treatment improvement can play an important role to save pollinators and other negative side effects of drift of
dust.

P N-CCO 138
Gene transformation and PCR analysis of transgenic Cantaloupes with resistance genes (PR genes) to fungal diseases
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Cantaloupes (cucmis melo L., var. samsuri) hypocotyl explants were transformed with strain of Agrobacterium tumefaciens,
LBA4404 each harboring the recombinant binary vector pBI121 containing the chitinas, glucanase and PR1 genes insert and
neomycin phosphotransferase (nptII) gene, as selectable marker. Inoculated tissue sections were placed onto Cantaloupes cocultivation medium. Transformed calli were selected on MS medium containing 50 mg l)1 kanamycin and 300 mg l)1 cepotaxime.
Putative calli were subsequently regenerated into Cantaloupesplantlets expressing both the kanamycin resistance gene and
nptII as a reporter gene. Polymerase chain reaction was used to confirm the integration of chi, glu, PR1 and nptII transgenes in
the T1 plants genome. Amplification of these genes showed two Cantaloupes are transgenic.

P N-CCO 139
Gene transformation and Southern blot analysis of transgenic Cantaloupes with resistance genes (PR genes) to fungal
diseases
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Cantaloupes (cucmis melo L., var. samsuri) hypocotyl explants were transformed with strain of Agrobacterium tumefaciens,
LBA4404 each harboring the recombinant binary vector pBI121 containing the chitinas, glucanase and PR1 genes insert and
neomycin phosphotransferase (nptII) gene, as selectable marker. Inoculated tissue sections were placed onto Cantaloupes cocultivation medium. Transformed calli were selected on MS medium containing 50 mg l)1 kanamycin and 300 mg l)1 cepotaxime.
Putative calli were subsequently regenerated into Cantaloupes plantlets expressing the kanamycin resistance gene as a reporter
gene. Southern blotting being used to confirm the identity of interesting genes from within Cantaloupes genomic DNA.
Integration of chi, glu and PR1 genes into the genome of putative transgenic was further confirmed by Southern blot analysis.

P N-CCO 140
Study of vertical and horizontal dispersion of Trichogramma brassicae on the maize fields using diffusion model
G. Gharekhani, S. Soltantoye
University of maragheh, Plant Protection, Maragheh, Islamic Republic of Iran
ghgharakhany@yahoo.com
Introduction: Understanding the dispersal behavior of natural enemies is important for developing effective augmentative
release strategies and for evaluating the spread and potential non target effects of an introduced natural enemy (Smith, 1996,
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Orr et al. 2000). Trichogramma brassicae (Bezdenko) is an important and dominant parasitoid in the North of Iran. The cotton
boll worm, Helicoverpa armigera (Hubner) is a polyphagous pest on several crops including cotton, maize, soybean and tomato.
Using trichogramma species for management of this pest has reported in different studies.
Question: How well the diffusion model fits vertical and horizontal dispersal of Trichogramma brassicae?
Methods: In order to study the vertical and horizontal dispersion behavior of T. brassicae, it was reared on the eggs of the gain
moth, marked and released from a central point. Trap cards containing the eggs of the grain moth were used to detect the
parasitism rate at distances (2, 5, 9, 12, 18, 25m from releasing point) and heights (30, 60 and 100 Cm above the ground). Trap
cards were collected and examined in the laboratory 3 days after release. Statistical analysis using SAS software and GLM
procedure indicated significant dispersal differences at distances and heights. Also analysis the dispersal of parasitoid wasps
carried out based on the well-known diffusion model (Okubo 1980) (See Eq. 1) with a little modification on it.
Results: Primary results of present study showed significant differences in dispersion of parasitoids in distances and heights.
Also the appropriate installing place of the trichogramma cards determined as well as the sufficiency and encompass and
distance of the cards. In addition, using diffusion model to quantify dispersal of the parasitoid revealed that how well the model
2
fits data (R =0.86 and 0.97) which always proves that individuals move independently and random. Furthermore, including the
effect of the traps heights to the diffusion model despite no changes in diffusion coefficient cause better interpretation of
dispersal by decreasing the approximate correlation between the parameters which emphasis on the reliability of the second
model.
Conclusion: Using the normal analysis showed appropriate installing place of host egg traps and utilization of the diffusion
model indicated is usefulness in quantifying of dispersal as well as fitting dispersal data.

P N-CCO 141
New Finding of Ramularia coleosporii hyperparasite as a Potential Biocontrol Agent in Korea
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Introduction: During the collection of Coleosporium rust fungi in Korea, Ramularia-like white mould hyperparasitic on rust
pustules appeared frequently.
Objectives: This study concentrates on identification of Ramularia-like hyperparasite isolated from Coleosporium rust fungi
through morphological examination. To support the result of identification, molecular phylogenetic analysis was carried out.
Materials and Methods: A total of 43 materials of Coleosporium rust fungi infected with the hyperparasitic fungi were collected
at various localities in Korea during 2007-2009. Fresh materials were used for morphological observation. The ITS regions of
rDNA were amplified using primers ITS1 and ITS4. Phylogenetic relationship was inferred from Bayesian analysis based on the
ITS rDNA sequences.
Results: Morphologically, mycelium was internal, and hypha was septate, branched, and hyaline. Conidiophores in loose to
dense fascicles were septate, straight to slightly curved or geniculate-sinuous, usually not branched or sometimes branched, and
50-400 x 3-4 µm in size. Conidial scars were thickened and darkened. Conidia were hyaline, aseptate, cylindric to ellipsoid,
solitary to catenate, and 10-37.5 x 4-6 µm in size. Hylum of conidia was thickened, darkened, and non-protuberant. Based on the
morphological characteristics, the hyperparasitic fungi on Coleosporium sori agree with the description of Ramularia coleosporii.
The ITS rDNA sequence similarity was >99% among 43 isolates of R. coleosporii obtained from various myco-/plant hosts,
indicating a very low level of genetic variation within the species. In the phylogenetic tree, 43 sequences of R. coleosporii formed
a distinct clade with high bootstrap value of 96%.
Conclusion: Although 43 Ramularia-like isolates were found on urediniosori of 9 species of Coleosporium occurring on 10 plant
hosts, the hyperparasites were revealed to share identical ITS rDNA sequence homology and morphological features in the
present study. Therefore, we confirmed that the Ramularia-like hyperparasites represent only one species Ramularia
coleosporii, having a potential for biological control. This is the first report of R. coleosporii as a hyperparasite associated with
Coleosporium rust fungi in Korea.
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P N-CCO 142
Induction of plant defense mechanisms in Arabidopsis thaliana by the PGPR Paenibacillus alvei K-165 to control foliar
pathogens
C. Lagogianni, A. Lampropoulos, D. I. Tsitsigiannis
Agricultural University of Athens, Crop Science-Plant Pathology, Athens, Greece
christinalagogianni@hotmail.gr
The plant-growth-promoting rhizobacterium (PGPR) Paenibacillus alvei K-165 has the biocontrol ability to protect several crops
against the soilborne plant pathogen Verticillium dahliae in greenhouse and field experiments as well as several other soilborne
fungi and bacteria. A direct antagonistic action of strain K-165 against V. dahliae was excluded, making it likely that K-165
mediated plant protection results from induced systemic resistance (ISR) in the host. In this study we investigated the ability of
Paenibacillus alvei K-165 to induce the defense mechanism in Arabidopsis thaliana against two foliar pathogens, the bacterium
Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato and the downy mildew oomycete Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis after application of the
biocontrol agent K-165 in the rhizosphere. The experiments performed three times and demonstrated that application of K-165
as root drenching a week before the infection was able to significantly reduce the disease rate caused by the two foliar
pathogens and to reduce populations of both pathogens. Further experimentation also showed that K-165 is able to enhance
the development of the plant Hypersensitive Response (HR, a form of programmed cell death associated with the rapid death of
host cells triggered during the entrance of the pathogen in plant tissues) after the infiltration of V. dahliae liquid culture extracts
in tomato and tobacco plants. These results suggest that K-165 is receiving a signal from V. dahliae to activate the plant defense
mechanisms. Additional experiments showed that application of K-165 in rhizosphere, is able to induce the HR in A. thaliana
plants infected with non-compatible race Cala2 of H. arabidopsidis in leaves. These results demonstrate that the rhizosphere
bacterium K-165 has the ability to induce the plant innate immune system even with pathogens that attack aerial parts of the
plant that is at a distance from the point of application of the biological antagonist.

P N-CCO 143
Efficacy of Bacillus thuringiensis against Vanessa cardui (Nymphalidae, Lepidoptera) and Ephestia kuehniella Zeller (Pyralidae,
Lepidoptera) larvaes
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Local bacterial isolates of (Bacillus thuringiensis) (Bt) were isolated from Rhizosphere soil area of host plants (apples, cotton,
almonds, forest trees) from different regions for the first time in Syria. Eighteen (Bt) isolates were obtained from 50 soil samples
collected during the agricultural season 2010-2011 from Qunaitra, Homs and Raqqua governorates. Efficiency of these isolates
were evaluated in their ability in killing the second and third larval instar of colourful butterfly (Vanessa cardui) and
Mediterranean flour moth (Ephestia kuehniella) compared with the biopesticide Antario as positive control. Our experiment was
8
established by adding a suspension of Bt with 10 cfu/ml concentration to the larval daily food. The mortality rate % was
recorded after 48 hours of treatment. Results showed that 8 Bt isolates were effective and exceeded 50% in mortality rate with
black color, and the isolate 212.1 isolated from the soil of cotton crop in Raqqua was surpassed by reaching 75% and 45% of
mortality rate in control of E. kuehniella and V. cardui respectively. Contrary for the isolate 71.2 isolated from the soil of almond
trees in Homs reached to 80% and 20% of mortality rate in control of V. cardui and E. kuehniella respectively. . Although that the
isolate 440.4 isolated from soil of cotton crop in Raqqua did not kill E. kuehniella, it killed successfully 75% of V. cardui. The
isolate 342.2 isolated from cotton crop in Raqqua has killed effectively E. kuehniella and V. cardui larvaes and reached to 60%
and 80% in mortality rate respectively. Whereas, the control (Antario) killed only 65% and 80% of E. kuehniella and V. cardui
respectively after 72 hours of treatment without changing color of larvae. Our results of biological tests applied on the two
species showed that V. cardui is more sensitive to be killed by Bt bacteria than E. kuehniella.

P N-CCO 144
Evaluation of Trichoderma spp. against different fungicides and their application in integrated disease management
P. Sharma, M. Sharma, M. Raja
IndianAgricultural Research Institute, Plant Pathology, New Delhi, India
psharma032003@yahoo.co.in
Compatibility to pesticides in Trichoderma is the key area for the successful implementation of IPM schedules as both products
are used simultaneously for soil borne diseases. The application of Trichoderma is well known for it’s mycoparasitism and
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growth promotion Pesticide sensitivity in Trichoderma had earlier been worked (Sharma and Dureja, 2004) leading to the
selection of carbendazim tolerant strain of T.harzianum (Th3). The present status of Trichoderma has been well reviewed for its
ability as a formulation for several crops through IDM strategies which aims mainly on the interaction with fungicides, and
raising many fungicide resistant pathogenic isolates. Keeping this in view a study was conducted for the comparison of three
species of Trichoderma for fungicidal tolerance (mancozeb, carbendazim, carbendazim +mancozeb). The carbendazim tolerance
and the effect of tolerant strain on soil microbial biomass composition by using PLFA based methodology in carbendazim and
Trichoderma amended soils. Soil phospholipid fatty acid (PLFA) was extracted and measured using the modified methods
described by Frostegard (1993). The individual PLFAs were expressed as mole percent of total PLFA. An Agilent (Agilent
Technologies gas chromatograph (GC) and MIS Sherlock (MIDI, Inc., Newark, DE, USA) and Agilent Chem. Station software was
used to measure FAMES generated. Over 25 different types of unique PLFA’s signatures were found. There was an increase in
8
8
8
Trichoderma, Pseudomonas and Bacillus biomass %with a maximum cfu of13x10 , 2x10 and 2x10 respectively in both
carbendazim and Trichoderma amended soil samples. The degradation capacities of selected strains of Trichoderma harzianum
(Th3), Trichoderma viride (Tv9) and Trichoderma atroviride (Ta2) were tested at different concentrations100, 150 and 200 ppm
of carbendazim (Fig1 and Table1) and rate of it’s reduction was recorded through HPLC analysis. T. harzianum (Th3) was able to
degrade maximum upto 84.5% of the parental molecule (technical grade) on fourth day of incubation and 100% on fifth day as
compared to other species under test where 47 % degradation by T.viride and 21% by T. atroviride was observed on fifth day.
Trichoderma spp. were found to be compatible with different concentrations of mancozeb and combination of mancozeb and
carbendazim. The additional characteristic of fungicidal tolerance (carbendazim and mancozeb) in T. harzianum was utilized in
the integrated management of soil borne disease caused by Sclerotinia sclerotiorum causing white rot and black leaf spot caused
by Alternaria brassicicola in cauliflower.
Frostegard, A., E. Baath (1996). The use of phospholipid fatty acid analysis to estimate bacterial and fungal biomass in soil. Biol.
Fert. Soils,22:59-65.
Karlinski, L., S. Ravnskov , B. Kieliszewska-Rokicka , J. Larsen (2007). Fatty acid composition of various ectomycorrhizal fungi and
ectomycorrhizas of Norway spruce. Soil Biology and Biochemistry.,39:854-866.
Sharma, P., and P. Dureja (2004). Evaluation of T.harzianum and T.viride isolates at BCA Pathogen Crop Interface. J.Mycol. Plant
Pathol.,34(1): 47-55.
Figure 1

Figure 2
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Combined application of Trichoderma harzianum, Pseudomonas fluorescens for suppression of blast and bacterial blight of
rice
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The blast of rice pathogen Maganaporthe oryzae and bacterial leaf blight pathogen Xanthomonas oryzae pv oryzae can cause
severe economic loss to paddy growers. Efforts are made to develop effective biocontrol system for simultaneous management
of these diseases. A combination of biocontrol agents is more likely to have a greater variety of traits responsible for
suppression of one or more pathogens. Trichoderma harzianum TH3 isolate and Pseudomonas fluorescens isolate were selected
and identified as potential antagonist against blast of rice pathogen Maganaporthe oryzae and bacterial leaf blight pathogen
7
-1
8
-1
Xanthomonas oryzae pv oryzae. T. harzianum TH3 (1 x 10 cfu ml ) and P. fluorescens (1 x 10 cfu ml ) were applied singly and in
combination with carbendazim (0.2%) as seed treatment, seedling root dip and two sprays with talc based bioformulation and
compared with each other for the management of both the diseases (Figure 1). Combined application of both the microbes was
found superior in protecting plants from blast of rice disease. Antagonistic effect of T. harzianum TH3 and P. fluorescens
together showed additive effect showed 80.1% and 61.4% reduction in diseases intensity over control. In treatment with P.
fluorescens bioformulation singly showed significant reduction in disease intensity. The percent reduction in diseases intensity
was 51.1% and 64.2% respectively over control. No significance response of treatments in consortia was appeared against
bacterial leaf blight of rice. Though experimentally validated but numerical model such as Bliss independence greatly aid in the
formulation of consortia formulation of two bio-agents. It assumes that inhibitors bind simultaneously and mutually
nonexclusively through distinct mechanism. Our results using Bliss Independence model clearly demonstrates that two bioagents acts synergistically against blast of rice but antagonistically against bacterial leaf blight of rice. The consortia application
of T. harzianum Th3 (6gm/kg seeds) and P. fluorescens RRb 11 (4g/kg seeds) as seed treatment followed by seedling root dip and
two sprays at tillering and panicle initiation stage is very effective in reducing blast of rice (Table 1). Bliss Independence index
was also found to be synergistic thus validate the efficacy of consortia of both the bioagents. In case of bacterial leaf blight of
rice, application of P.fluorescens RRb11 alone reduce the BLB disease more effectively than the other consortia application. Also
Bliss independence index were found to be antagonistic for all the consortia applied against BLB. Thus infers that there is no
need of consortia application for the management of BLB.
Table 1: Effect of combination of BCAs and carbendazim of synergistic and antagonistic efficiency against blast and BLB of rice
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Figure 2: Consortial application of Trichoderma harzianum, Pseudomonas fluorescens for suppression of blast and bacterial
blight of rice

P N-CCO 146
Antagonistic potential of selected Bio-Control Agents against Macrophomina Phaseolina (Tassi) Goid
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Background: Macrophomina phaseolina (Tassi) Goid, a devastating soil-borne pathogen having wide host range cause significant
yield losses in crop plants. Bio-control agents are preferred to noxious chemical control as these are eco-friendly and nonhazardous to human health.
Objective: Evaluate the selected agents for their bio-control antagonistic potential and its utilization in seed dressing
Methods: Dual culture technique was used to test the antagonism of selected microbes by growing both against each other on
same petri dish and data regarding zone inhibition was taken on comparing with control. Efficacy was also tested by seed
dressing with fungal antagonists.
Conclusion: Native strains of selected biological agents viz. Trichoderma harzianum, Penicillium spp., Aspergillus niger and
Aspergillus flavus were investigated to assess their antagonistic potential against M. phaseolina (Tassi) Goid isolated from the
roots of infected mungbean plants. Percentage zone inhibition of pathogenic fungi was recorded when compared against
untreated control. Penicillium spp. in dual culture technique. Significant growth inhibition (71.6%) was recorded by Penicillium
spp. followed by A. flavus (64.6%), T. harzianum (Th2, Th3) (58%) and (57.8%) respectively. A. niger (44.5%) was found to be
least effective among all antagonists. Seed dressing with antagonistic agents produced positive effect on germination, radical
length and vigor index compared to untreated control. Application of environment friendly antagonistic microbes is best
alternative to health hazardous chemical formulations.
Figure 1

Figure 2
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Biocontrol of Plant Pathogens, Scope and Limitations
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1
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2
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Plant diseases need to be controlled to maintain the quality and supply of food. Different methodologies are being adopted to
prevent, alleviate or control plant diseases. Together with agronomic and cultural practices, farmers rely on the use of noxious
chemical and fertilizers to get better yield of the produce. Environmental degradation, Insecticide resistance, resource losses,
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and agronomic concerns, have prompted a growing interest in alternate disease management strategies. Biocontrol of plant
pathogens being ecofriendly and cost effective can contribute significantly to the improvements in crop productivity. Using
Biocontrol agents as insecticides have almost no harmful effects on humans and environment. It leads to the inability of pests to
develop resistance however, biocontrol often do not result better in field conditions. Limitations involving research necessary in
seeking a biological control solutions to an agricultural problem is often demanding in scientific and technical terms. To
adequately practice biocontrol of plant diseases, firm understanding of the host population, pests along with their natural
enemies, and their behavioral ecology is necessary as the pest population will continue to exist at a level determined by the host
properties, natural enemies and habitat they occupy. The effectiveness of biocontrol agents must always be considered relative
to man’s economic threshold.

P N-CCO 148
Physiological changes of rice plants induced by plant growth-promoting microorganisms and Silicon fertilization
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Microorganism biopromotores (PGPM) together with the silicon fertilization constitute alternatives for sustainable agriculture,
because they can promote higher productivity with reduced use of fertilizers derived from non-renewable source. However it is
unclear the physiological changes promoted by the use of PGPM and silicon fertilization on rice plants. This work aimed to
determine the physiological changes, during the growth promoted by the interaction among the PGPMs Burkholderia pyrrocinia
(R-46), Pseudomonas fluorensces (R-55), Trichoderma asperellum (Ta: mixture of strains T-06, T-09, T-12, T-52) and silicon
-1
fertilization. The trial was conducted in randomized blocks, 25 treatments (1, 2, 4 and 8 t Si ha (CaMgSi2O6)) x three PGPM (R55, R -46 and Ta: mixture of strains T-06, T-09, T-12, T-52, control), with 5 replication, under greenhouse conditions. The
different doses of silicon were incorporated into the soil 30 days before sowing. Seeds of cultivar “BRS Primavera Clear Field”
were treatments with PGPM 24 hours before planting. Biomass, gas exchange, photosynthetic pigments and total sugars were
-1
evaluated 21 days after planting. Treatments with 2 and 4.tSi.ha and in combination with PGPM promoted the growth of rice
plants in 30%. The application of PGPM, alone or in combination with silicon fertilization, increase 100% the photosynthetic rate
and water use efficiency (WUE), 176% content of total sugars, and reduced by 55% sweating and by 48% the stomatal
conductance. The increase in the content of pigments was positively correlated with increased photosynthetic rate provided by
the application only of PGPM. There was a synergistic interaction between the silicon fertilization and PGPM to biomass
accumulation in rice plants. However, it was not detected an increase in physiological rate, photosynthesis and water use
efficiency and photosynthetic pigments when these elicitors were combined in rice plants.

P N-CCO 149
Impacts of Methyl Jasmonate applications of wheat insect pests, their natural enemies and some agronomic properties of
wheat
A. Tonğa, A. Bayram
Dicle University, Plant Protection, Diyarbakir, Turkey
abayram@dicle.edu.tr
Methyl jasmonate (MeJA) is known organic volatile compound, have roles in inducing plant defense and regulation of different
plant physiological processes. The aim of present study was to investigate the effects of different MeJA doses (0.88 mM; 1.76
mM; 3.55 mM; 7.1 mM; 14.2 mM; control) on wheat insect pests and their natural enemies by employing three sampling
methods (direct count, sweep net, sticky traps) during 2012-2013 under field conditions. Effects of different doses of MeJA on
aphid species (Hemiptera: Aphididae), phytophagous thrips species (Thysanoptera: Phlaeothripidae and Thripidae), wheat stem
sawfly species (Hymenoptera: Cephidae), Coccinellid species (Coleoptera: Coccinellidae), Syrphid species (Diptera: Syrphidae),
Collyria coxator (Hymenoptera: Ichneumonidae), Chrysoperla carnea (Neuroptera: Chrysopidae) and predatory thrips species
(Thysanoptera: Aeolothripidae) were found statistically significant. MeJA treatments had deterrent effects on aphid species,
phytophagous thrips species and syrphid species. At the same time, MeJA treatments attracted wheat stem sawflies, coccinellids
species, C. coxator and C. carnea. There was no effect of methyl jasmonate treatments on aphid parasitoids. Effects of MeJA
treatments on predatory thrips species population density were not significantly different from control treatments but were
varied among MeJA doses. MeJA applications also led to yield reductions and suppressed length of plants. Our results discussed
in terms of controlling insect pests and attraction of natural enemies in wheat ecosystem by applications of MeJA and other
jasmonate derivates.
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Effects of CIS-Jasmone treatments on insect pests and beneficial insects fauna of wheat (Triticum aestivum L.)
A. Tonğa, A. Bayram
Dicle University, Plant Protection, Diyarbakir, Turkey
abayram@dicle.edu.tr
cis-Jasmone (CJ) is a natural plant volatile, derived from linolenic acid by octadecanoid pathway, which has roles as an insect
semiochemical and a plant defence stimulant. In present study, the effects of three different doses of cis-jasmone (25 g/ha; 50
g/ha; 100 g/ha) on wheat pest insects and beneficial insects fauna were investigated using three different sampling methods
(plant sampling, sweep-net, coloured sticky traps) during 2011-2013 years. It is found that some or all CJ doses have statistically
important effects on aphid species (Hemiptera: Aphididae), phytophagus thrips species (Thysanoptera: Phlaeothripidae and
Thripidae), wheat stem sawfly species (Hymenoptera: Cephidae), Coccinellid species (Coleoptera: Coccinellidae), Syrphid species
(Diptera: Syrphidae), aphid parasitoids species (Hymenoptera: Braconidae), wheat stem sawfly parasitoid, Collyria coxator
(Hymenoptera: Ichneumonidae) and the green lacewing, Chrysoperla carnea (Neuroptera: Chrysopidae). CJ treatments had
deterrent effects on aphids, thrips species, wheat stem sawflies and C. carnea while it was attractive for coccinellids species and
C. coxator. Effects of CJ treatments on population densities of aphid parasitoids and syrphid flies were not significantly different
from the control treatments but were varied among CJ doses. There were no significant effects of CJ treatments on yield and
yield components while CJ-treated plants were taller than those in untreated control plots. It seems that CJ can be used in wheat
fields to reduce some insect pest populations and manipulate some natural enemy species.
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Growth promoting and antagonistic abilities of Rhizobacterial communities of field-grown potato towards potato soft rot
management
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The term antagonism refers to hostility leading to active resistance, opposition, contentiousness. Three rhizobacterial isolates
from rhizosphere of freshly harvested potato tubers showed antagonism in-vitro and in-vivo to potato soft rot caused by Erwinia
carotovora. Virulent strain of soft rot causing bacteria was tested for its sensitivity against these rhizobacterial isolates using
zone inhibition technique and by using whole potato assay along with pot experiment. Among 20 rhizobacterial isolates, 3
isolates (Rb-5, Rb-12 and Rb-18) significantly inhibited the in-vitro growth of Erwinia carotovora with percentage inhibition
recorded as 57% 51.5% and 44.5% respectively. Biochemical, and carbon source utilization tests identified isolate Rb-5 and Rb18 as Pesudonomas sp. while Rb-12 as member of Bacillus sp. These isolates were applied to potato tubers kept in humid boxes
placed in laboratory tested individually and in consortium revealed variable results. Application of three rhizobacterial isolates
promoted overall plant growth as compared to untreated check. Significant reduction of 71.5% soft rot infection was observed
in treatment where isolates were applied in consortium followed by Rb-12, 56.7% and Rb-5 44.5%. The results of the study
identified Rb-18, Rb-12 and Rb-5 as growth promoters and promising antagonists against potato soft rot.

P N-CCO 152
The Citec Soap, a new additive for Cassia Nigricans, Capsicum Annum Aqueous extracts used against white flies (Bemisia
Tabaci (Homoptera: Aleyrodidae) and Helicoverpa Armigera (Lepidoptera: Noctuidae) on tomatoes, in Burkina Faso
K. Georges, N. Muraleedharan
INERA, Crop Production, Bobo-Dioulasso, United States
kambougeorges2000@yahoo.fr
A pre extension study of Cassia nigricans and Capsicum annum aqueous extracts with Citec factory soap and adhesol as
additives,was conducted in four locations (Valley kou, Kongoussi,Yako and Diébougou) with farmers, against white flies (B.
tabaci) and army worm (H.armigera) which cause huge tomato yield losses to Burkina Faso’ farmers. The experimental design
was a factorial experiment with 2 factors (extracts and additives) with additional control in a randomized bloc design in 4
replications. The treatments were:
3
Untreated plot (control); Decis (deltamethin) 1l / ha; Cassia nigricans (250l / ha) + adhesol (30 cm /100 liters porridge);Cassia
3
nigricans (250l / ha) + CITEC soap (52 g / 16 liters porridge); Capsicum annum (250l / ha) + adhesol (30 cm /100liters porridge);
Capsicum annum (250l / ha) + CITEC soap (52g / 16 liters porridge). Each locality (Kongoussi, Diébougou, kouValley and Yako)
was a replication. So, the Number of plots by locality was 6 and the number of replications was 4. The sizes of the plots were 8m
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x 4m = 32m . The number of white flies were counted using transparent cylindrical cages covering 20 tomato plants with white
flies on four lines of the useful plot.The rate of H.armigera infestations on tomato fruits,was evaluated on all plants of the useful
plot, during the harvest.The coefficients efficiencies of the different formulations were evaluated using Afanaseeva and
al.(1983) formula. The yield components were estimated after counting tomatoes fruits and weighing it. According to B. tabaci,
the biological coefficients efficacy of C.nigricans (250lporridge/ ha) associated with CITEC soap (52g /16lporridge) varied
from35.48 to 79.38 against30.48 to 67, 15 for C.nigricans (250l porridge /ha) associated with the adhesol (30cc / hl porridge).
The biological coefficients efficiencies of C.annuum (250lporridge/ha) associated CITEC soap (52g /16l porridge) varied
from35.28 to 74.11.C.annum (250l porridge/ha) formulation associated with the adhesol (30cc / hl porridge) varied from 28.14
to 73.73, in comparison with unthreated plot. According to H.armigera, there was no significant difference.These factors, added
with the chemical compound of soap, have led aqueous extracts formulations associated with Citec soap to have equivalent
yield with the formulation associated with adhesol and to deltamethrin. This shows, that the Citec soap can be an alternative to
adhesol in the formulations by farmers, natural substances aqueous extracts, used as natural insecticides, preserving consumers
health and the environment.

P N-CCO 153
Isolation and identification of entomopathogenic fungi from the agricultural ground of the region of Mila and application
these fungi on the aphids of bean (Aphis fabea)
A. Ouidad
Constantine 1 University, Microbiology, Constantine, Algeria
az_wided@yahoo.fr
The present investigation aimed at the isolation and the identification of fungi from the agricultural ground and the aphids of
the species Aphis fabae of the bean, in the region of Minar Zarza of the wilaya of Mila. Six genera were isolated from the
samples: Fusarium with the percentage 42,85 %, followed by both genera : Aspergillus and Penicillium with percentage 21,43 %,
Rhizopus with 7,14 %, Botrytis with 3,57 %, and finally Peacilomyces with 3,57 %. Pathogenicity tests in vitro showed that
treatments by Fusarium sp, Penicillium sp, Peacilomyces and Aspergillus niger have a mortal effect on Aphis fabae and
reproduce natural symptoms of entomopathogenic fungi.
Observations should be considered preliminary because most fungi isolated are not insect -specific pathogens, they can be
plant-parasitic as well. It is important to determine the factors affecting the implementation of the fungus at the insects to fight
effectively against aphids.
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Susceptibility of Panonychus ulmi (Koch) (Acari: Tetranychidae) to use of some acaricides in apple orchards in Serbia
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European red mite Panonychus ulmi (Koch) is one of the economically most important pests in apple orchards in Serbia. Its
control has been and still is largely based on the use of acaricides. However, due to its short life cycle, abundant progeny
reproduction, it is able to develop resistance to ppp very rapidly. As a consequence, products may fail to achieve sufficient
efficacy.
Materials and methods: Testing the effectiveness of acaricides in supression of P. ulmi was carried out in apple orchards during
2013-2014, at 2 sites in Serbia, Maradik and Bela Crkva.
The following acaricides were evaluated: Masai (tebufenpyrad), Sanmite (pyridaben), Abastate (abamectin), Envidor
(spirodiclofen) and Borneo (etoxazole) at dose rate of product 0.15 %, 0.05 %, 0.05 %, 0.1%, 0.06%, 0.05%, respectively. The trial
features were: experimental design - randomized block; plot size - 5 trees; replications - 4; type of application - spraying until
run-off. Motile forms were counted on 25 leaves per plot before and after treatment and the efficacy was calculated according
to Henderson-Tilton formula.
Results:
Applied in 2013 at Bela Crkva 14DAT efficacy was for Masai 11%, Sanmite 83%, Abastate 0%, Envidor 96%, Borneo 94%.
Applied in 2013 at Maradik 14DAT efficacy was for Masai, 91%, Sanmite 49%, Abastate 0%, Envidor 60%, Borneo 92%.
Applied in 2014 efficacy was for Masai 91%, Sanmite 84%, Abastate 75%, Envidor 94% and Borneo 97%.
Conclusion: Inconsistent results are more likely caused by extreme weather conditions (heavy rain and high temperature) than
change in susceptibility of population of P. ulmi. Further studies (field and laboratory) will be conducted in 2015 so more precise
conclusion can be made.
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Decreasing infection of european canker in Brazilian apple orchards with fungicides , fertilizers and resistant inductors
sprayed during leaf fall
R. M. Valdebenito-Sanhueza, G. H. Longhi, A. Bogo
Proterra Engenharia Agronômica, Centro de Pesquisa Proterra, Vacaria, RS, Brazil
rosamaria@proterra.agr.br
European canker (Neonectria ditissima) was first detected in Brazil in 2002, in a few number of orchards stablished with nursery
plants from Europe. When believed eradicated, a severe and widespread epidemy was seen in 2010. The aim of this study was
to compare for the first time in the Brazilian condition with natural infection in Gala apple orchards: 1. The efficacy in decreasing
infection of N. ditissima by reduced rate of copper compounds, potassium and copper phosphites and methyl thiophanate;
tebuconazole, dithianon, chlorothalonil, captan, phosetil-Al and azilbenzolar S-methyl sprayed one time in leaf fall(LF) and in
spring or three times during (LF) S-methyl and 2. The performance of six program that included tebuconazole, dithianon,
clorothalonil, captan, methyl thiophanate and phosetil-Al .The first two trials were performed in a randomized blocks, 4 plots of
6 plants and the other, with two blocks with 2 plots of 100 plants. In the evaluation were recorded infected shoots, the presence
of conidia or/and perithecia, and infection sites. Results in the first trial with three sprays showed that methyl thiophanate was
the more effective treatment and all the protectant tebuconazole and phosetil-Al were equally effective, and the K phosphite
was less effective. One spray In LF and one in spring was not enough to control the infection but fruits with K phosphites and
phosetil-Al increased fruit firmness. In other hand, programs where captan + methyl thiophanate were sprayed in 50% of leaf fall
were more effective and as well as three consecutive sprays in LF with phosethil-Al.
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Mechanism of biological control of Phytopathogenic fungi of wheat using new Biopreparations on the basis of PGP Riso
Bacteria Bacillus Subtilis
A. Asaturova, M. Pavlova, T. Sidorova
All-Russian Research Institute of Biological Plant Protection, laboratory for the development of microbiological crop protection
products and microorganisms collection, Krasnodar, Russian Federation
biocontrol-vniibzr@yandex.ru
Question: The purpose of research - to study the mechanism and the spectrum of antifungal action of new biological products
based on PGPR Bacillus subtilis against phytopatogenic fungi genera Fusarium, Microdochium, Pyrenophora.
Methods: We used the standard and original methods: antifungal activity (Montealegre, Reyes, Perez, 2003); bioautography
(Sidorova, 2002).
Results: In the laboratory of laboratory for the development of microbiological crop protection products and microorganisms
collection of ARRIBPP there were elaborated original experimental samples of biopesticides of multifunctional mode of action
based on aboriginal PGPR: B. subtilis BZR 336g and B. subtilis BZR 517 for winter wheat and other crop protection against
economically significant diseases.
Range of antifungal activity of the producing strains in co-cultivation with phytopathogenic fungus was researched in vitro: the
degree of mycelium inhibition of Fusarium graminearum Schwabe was 49-53%, of Microdochim nivale (Fr.) Samuels&I.C. Hallett
- 43-53%, F. culmorum (W.G. Sm.) Sacc.-42-48%, Pyrenophora triciti-repentis (Died.) Drechsler - 76-94%.
The mechanism of interaction of strains producers of new biopreparations of the genus Bacillus with phytopathogenic fungi of
the genera Fusarium and Pyrenophora is studied. It is established that estimated mechanisms of action of bacterial strains with
phytopathogenic fungi include: production of antibiotic substances and synthesis the cell-wall-degrading enzymes, and also
exhaustion of exogenous power supplies at the competition for nutrients owing to fast dynamics of growth (fig. 1).
Figure 1: Degradation of the hyphae of the pathogen Fusarium oxysporum (Х400)
a - hlamidospore type cell of Fusarium oxysporum
b - the adsorption of the bacterial cells along the hyphae Fusarium oxysporum
With the help of a bioautography method (orig.) with F. oxysporum test-culture there were revealed in the culture fluid of the
both strains substances with fungicide properties (fig. 2).

Figure 2: - Fungitoxicity metabolites of B. subtilis BZR 336 g in the batch fermentation (method of bioautography (orig.), silica
gel plastin, test-culture F. oxysporum)
а - spots of suppression of growth of F. oxysporum (Rf 0.88)
b - spots of inhibition of growth of F. oxysporum (Rf 0.53)
c - spots of suppression of growth of F. oxysporum (Rf 0.53)
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Preliminary analysis showed that most of them are presumably cyclic lipopeptides.
Conclusions: Developed biopesticides may be used to form self-defense system of winter wheat and other crops protection or
included in the system or integrated protection, reducing the pesticide load on agrocnosises.
References:
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Evaluation of the efficacy of antifungal activity of the heat treated culture filtrate of Streptomyces philanthi RM-1-138 against
rice sheath blight disease
S. Boukaew, P. Prasertsan
Prince of Songkla University, Department of Industrial Biotechnology, Faculty of Agro-Industry, HatYai, Thailand
sbkluay@gmail.com
Rice sheath blight disease caused by Rhizoctonia solani is an economically important disease in rice production and accounted
about 20% of the yield loss in Thailand. Biocontrol is a promising method to control the disease and species of Streptomyces
have a very potential application. They are ubiquitous in the environment and many of them produce various secondary
metabolites with diverse antifungal activities. S. philanthi RM-1-138 isolated from the rhizosphere soil of chili peppers grown in
southern Thailand, was found to produce a strong antifungal metabolite that inhibited a range of plant pathogens both in
volatiles and non-volatile forms. In this study, the efficacy of the antifungal activity of the heat treated culture filtrate of S.
philanthi RM-1-138 against R. solani PTRRC-9 in vitro and on rice plants was evaluated. Results indicated that the heat treatment
on the culture filtrate at 40ºC, 60ºC, 80ºC, and 100ºC for 30 min and 121ºC for 15 min had no negative effect on the suppression
of antifungal activity against R. solani PTRRC-9 tested on both solid and liquid culture. The results indicated the thermal stability
of the antifungal substance in the culture filtrate. The effective dose (>80% inhibition) of culture filtrate in liquid culture was
found to be at 5.0% (v/v) while it was at 10% (v/v) in solid culture. The greenhouse experiment revealed that using either culture
filtrate or the autoclaved culture filtrate of S. philanthi RM-1-138 could effectively suppressed the rice sheath blight disease up
to 65.6 and 60.8%, respective.

P N-CCO 159
Effectiveness of bee propolis to control bacterial wilt of tomato caused by Ralstonia solanacearum
K. Abo-Elyousr, M. Seliem
Faculty of Agriculture, Plant Pathology, Assiut, Egypt
kaaboelyousr@yahoo.com
Bacterial wilt (Ralstonia solanacearum) of tomato causes a considerable amount of damage to tomato all over the world.
Propolis is a resinous mixture that honey bees collect from botanical sources. Based on antagonistic activity against R.
solanacearum, three concentrations of aqueous propolis extract (1, 10 and 100 mg/ml) (PC1, PC2 and PC3) were selected to
study their effect on bacterial wilt of tomato under greenhouse and field conditions. In both greenhouse and field experiments,
the PC3 gave the highest reduction of disease severity than PC1 and PC2, also this concentration, PC3, caused higher biomass,
18.27 % than control plants. As recorded after treatment in field experiments, the control efficacy caused by PC3 were 76.9 and
71.7%, respectively in the two trials seasons. and yield increases of PC3 was about 82.3% in both trials. This is the first report of
using propolis against bacterial wilt of tomato in the world and may be the first in bacterial plant disease management.

P N-CCO 161
In vivo assay to compare efficacies of biotechnological plant protection agents against Phytophthora infestans
S. Hornig, M. Schwarz, A. Weiss, M. Hinze, S. Weisshaupt, S. Kunz
Bio-Protect GmbH, Konstanz, Germany
hornig@bio-protect.de
Question: In a research project, supported by funds of the Federal Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Consumer Protection
(BMELV) based on a decision of the Parliament of the Federal Republic of Germany via the Federal Office for Agriculture and
Food (BLE) under the innovation support programme, biotechnological fungicides to control oomycetes are under development.
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These fungicides contain antagonistic bacterial or yeast strains as active ingredients. Artificial inoculations of tomato leaf discs
with Phytophthora infestans were used as an in vivo test system to test the influence of theproduction processes and
formulations on the efficacy of the antagonists.
Methods: For strain selection the toxicity and pathogenicity data from literature were considered. The efficacy of selected
bacterial and yeast strains against P. infestans were tested on tomato leave discs in different formulations. For evaluation of the
tests the sporangia formation was quantified and compared to the sporangia formation in untreated control and of leave discs
treated with a chemical standard. Furthermore different steps in the production and formulation processes were investigated to
compare the efficacy against P. infestans.
Results: The efficacy of test preparations based on antagonistic microorganisms was at the same level as the efficacy of copper.
In addition the combination of microorganisms and copper allowed a copper reduction to a tenth of the recommended dose
compared to copper standalone treatments. The influence of various steps in the production processes and formulations on
efficacy against P. infestans was identified and conclusions for the optimized production and formulation of the antagonists can
be realized.
Conclusion: An improved leaf disc assay to test the efficacy of fungicides based on bacterial and yeast strains against P. infestans
was developed. Regarding the formation of sporangia of P. infestans and not only the infected leaf disc area increased the
selectivity of the test system. The production procedures and formulations of the antagonists were optimized for efficacy of the
preparation.

P N-CCO 162
A New Potential Biological Control Agent for Field Bindweed in Turkey: Titanio sp.
C. Yetkin
GAP Agricultural Reseach Institute, Plant Protection, Şanlıurfa, Turkey
cemil_yetkin@hotmail.com
Field bindweed (Convolvulus arvensis L.) is a problematic weed species in cultivated areas, especially wheat and cotton fields in
Turkey. Titanio sp. was firstly seen on this weed species in an organic farm in Sanlıurfa province, which is located Southeast
Anatolia region of Turkey. Medicinal and aromatic plants are grown, pesticides have not been used for 15 years, field binweed is
dense and widespread in this farm.
Field bindweed can be suppressed by feeding of Titanio sp. according to our field observations. The larvae of Titanio sp. feeds
between the two epidermis level of leaves, causes a transparent state and swell of the leaves like a balloon and mature larvae
gets pupa under the soil. This review presents potentiel of this biological agent for controlling field bindweed.

P N-CCO 163
Transformation of plants with bacteriocins for pathogen resistance
H. Mirzaee, H. Lui, A. Rosli, T. Fallath, L. Pretorius, A. Al-Amery, P. Dennis, L. C. Carvalhais, P. M. Schenk
University of Queensland, School of Agriculture and Food Sciences, St lucia / Brisbane, Australia
hooman.mirzaee@uqconnect.edu.au
Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) are short peptides produced by plants, animals, and other organisms. They are part of a primitive
defence system with a narrow or broad spectrum of activity against plant pathogens. Bacteriocins are the type of AMPs
produced by bacteria and and archaea. Based on their activity, they can be recruited as defensive tools against resistant
pathogens like Pseudomonas syringae. In this study, several different classes of bacteriocins with different modes of action have
been chosen as suitable candidates for plant transformation. They were synthesised and cloned into suitable binary vectors for
plant transformation, including Arabidopsis and tomato. Plants expressing bacteriocins will be challenged with pathogens to find
resistant lines. The results will be used to generate crops with multiple disease resistance.
P N-CCO 164
Impact of entomopathogenic bacterial symbionts, Photorhabdus luminescens, and Bacillus thuringiensis subsp. tenebrionis on
management of red palm weevil, Rhynchophorus ferrugineus (Olivier) in Egypt
A. Abdel-Razek, N. Abdel Ghany
National Research Centre, Plant Protection, Cairo, Egypt
abdelrazek820@yahoo.com
The red palm weevil, Rhynchophorus ferrugineus (Olivier), is considered to be one of the most lethal pests affecting date palms
in Egypt, where the average rate of annual infestation is about 2.5. After its detection in the Egyptian palm area at 1992, it
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spread quickly to different governorates in the country. Currently, red palm weevil, Rhynchophorus ferrugineus (Olivier)
management in Egypt is mainly based on chemical treatments. Nonetheless, special emphasis is being developed on
implementing environmentally safe strategies. Commercial formulates based on Bacillus thuringiensis ssp. tenebrionis (Btt)
strain NB-176 and the bacterial symbionts, Photorhabdus luminescens, which we have isolated from the entomopathogenic
nematode, Heterorhabditis bacteriophora strain HP88, showed to be a good alternative, as they have been used to control
other coleopteran insect pests successfully. The laboratory and open-field experiments presented in this work are evidence that
the cumulative effect of both bacterial insecticides is highly efficient in controlling red palm weevil. The first instar larvae were
the most susceptible in the laboratory studies, while susceptibility was lower in second, third …. instar larvae and adults. Our
results also, showed that the impact of Rhynchophorus ferrugineus (Olivier) can be greatly reduced in the field by spraying and
injecting the date palms with a lethal doses of both Bacillus thuringiensis ssp. tenebrionis (Btt) strain NB-176 and Photorhabdus
luminescens formulates, at weekly intervals. This technology could reach to 60-80% recovery of date palms, with no need for
chemical insecticides. Furthermore, the integration of this technology with other biological control methods such as, predators
or parasitoids could reduce the number of bacterial pathogens treatments with the consequent increase in date palm produce.
P N-CCO 165
Augmentative on-farm releases of parasitoids to control the millet head miner in Niger
M. Ba
International Crops Research Institute for the Semi Arid Tropics, Niamey, Niger
b.malick@cgiar.org
Questions: The head miner (MHM) Heliocheilus albipunctella (de Joannis) (Lepidoptera: Noctuidae) is a chronic insect pest of
pearl millet in Niger. Damage is due to larvae that feed on the panicle and caused up to 85% yield losses. Augmentative
biological control with releases of the parasitoid braconid wasp Habrobracon hebetor Say is the most promising strategy for
controlling MHM. The Objectives of this studity was to evaluate augmentative releases of different H. hebetor adult numbers per
millet acreage for controlling the millet head miner
Methods: Parasitoids are mass reared in the laboratory on larvae of the rice moth Corcyra cephalonica. Different numbers of
parasitoids were released in 12 villages in Eastern Niger and 12 other villages in Eastern Niger in 2014. In each of the two
districts the experimental design includes four treatments: i) three villages each supplied with 400 parasitoids; ii) three villages
each supplied with 800 parasitoids; iii) three villages each supplied with 1600 parasitoids and iv) three control villages that did
not receive any parasitoids. Data on MMH parasitism by H. hebetor were recorded 30 days after releases. For this purpose, 500
millet panicles were randomly selected in each village from five millet farms (100 panicles/farm) and dissected.
Results: The releases of the parasitoids significantly increased the parasitism of MHM as compare to control villages, which did
not, received any parasitoid. The highest parasitism was recorded in villages where 1600 parasitoid were released.
Conclusions: Augmentative on farm releases on H. hebetor adults is effective in controlling the millet head miner.
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Effect of sublethal dose of Bacillus thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki on cotton bollworm Helicoverpa armigera (Lep. Noctuidae)
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Introduction: Cotton bollworm (CBW), Helicoverpa armigera (Hubner) (Lep.:Noctuidae) is an important insect pest of cotton
that also attacks other crops and ornamentals. A more recent and environmentally friendly strategy for cotton bollworm
management has incorporated the use of Bacillus thuringiensis. Despite of use of Bt for CBW control, there is less knowledge
about the biological effects of sublethal Bt exposure. To achieve it, the effect of LC 20 concentration of B. thuringiensis on
biological parameters of H. armigera was assessed in laboratory.
Materials and methods: Insect: H. armigera larvae were obtained from the Department of Plant Protection in the University of
Tabriz. A stock culture was established on artificial diet according to the procedure elaborated by Singh (1982).
6
Formulation of Bt: The Bt formulation used in the experiments was B. thuringiensis sbsp. kurstaki Cepa PB 54 32% p/p (32×10
u.i/gr) WP, Belthirul®, Probelte Company, Spain.
Bioassay: Third instar larvae of H. armigera were exposed to B. thuringiensis. Five concentrations of Bt with constant intervals in
logarithmic scale within a range causing 10-80% mortality of the larvae were determined based on a preliminary test. Mortality
was daily recorded till seven days. For experiment, we used the LC20 concentration of Bt.
Experiment: Experiment was assessed in laboratory in 26 ± 1ºC, 65 ± 10% RH and 16: 8 h (light: darkness) photoperiod. Life table
parameters including intrinsic rate of natural increase (r m), net reproductive rate (R0), generation time (T) and doubling time (DT)
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were calculated as Carey (1993). Data analyses and comparisons of means by t- test were carried out using the SAS procedures
(SAS 2003).
rd
Results: The LC20 concentration of B. thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki determined on the 3 instar larvae of H. armigera, to be 9.8 ×
5
10 IU/l diet. The stable population growth parameters estimated for control as well as CBW treated by LC 20 concentration of Bt
rd
at 3 instar. The value of these parameters was estimated to be 582.22 ± 51.89 and 126.38 ± 27.78 female/female/generation
-1
for the net reproduction rate (R0), 0.144 2± 0.002 and 0.1028 ± 0.004 d for rm, 44.16 ± 0.62 and 44.73 ± 0.62 d for T, and 4.80 ±
0.08 and 6.41 ± 0.21 d for DT, respectively for control and Bt treatments. The t-test revealed that all stable population growth
parameters except generation time were significantly affected in Bt treated CBW.
Conclusion: The results suggest that sublethal doses of Bt has an effective role on the biological performance of the H. armigera
that may reduce population levels of the pest survived following field spraying via a 5-time decrease in fecundity.
References:
Carey JR, 1993. Applied demography for biologists, with special emphasis on insects. Oxford University Press, Oxford.
SAS, 2003. A guide to statistical and data analysis, version 9.1. SAS Institute, Cary.
nd
Singh, P. 1982. Artificial Diets for Insects, Mites and Spiders. (2 printing) IFI/ Plenum Data Company.
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Assessing possible effects of host treatment by Bacillus thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki on Trichogramma brassicae, egg
parasitoid of cotton bollworm
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Trichogramma spp. are important biological control agents in fruit trees, forests, stored products, and field crops such as cotton,
tomato, maize etc. Nowadays, a combination of Trichogramma release mainly based on T. brassicae Bezdenko and Bacillus
thuringiensis Berliner application is used in Iran cotton fields. No comprehensive knowledge however is present about possible
effects of Bt applications upon Trichogramma spp. Although egg parasitoids are not in direct contact with larval insecticides,
probable physiological effects in oogenese of host that is a known effect may affect indirectly egg parasitoids. In this study the
5
effect of LC20 concentration of B. thuringiensis subsp. kurstaki (9.8 × 10 IU/l diet) was assessed on biological parameters of T.
brassicae in a growth chamber with 26 ± 1 ºC, 65 ± 10% RH and 16: 8 h (light: darkness) photoperiod. Results revealed that there
were no significant differences between biological and stable population growth parameters of T. brassicae in control and Bt
treatments. It suggests that LC20 of this compound had no adverse impact on quality of the egg parasitoid T. brassicae. So a
common mean of net replacement rate, intrinsic rate of population increase and generation time was estimated as 41.22 ± 3.85
female/female/generation, 0.3545 ± 0.009 /d and 10.49 ± 0.19 d respectively as average of the two treatments.

P N-CCO 168
Biological control bacterial leaf streak of rice with Bacillus amyloliquefaciens strain Lx-11
C. Zhiyi, Z. Rong Sheng
Jiangsu Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Institute of Plant Protection, Najing, China
chzy84390393@163.com
Introduction: Bacterial leaf streak (BLS) is a destructive rice disease caused by Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzicola (Xooc). The
bacterial pathogen infects the host plant at all growth stages. Available reports suggest that yield losses due to this disease
typically range from 15% to 25% depending on the rice variety and climatic conditions.
Objectives: BLS of rice is biologically controlled with antagonist bacteria.
Materials and methods: 1173 bacterial strains were isolated from the disease leaves infected by Xanthomonas oryzae pv.
oryzicola, the healthy leaves and the rhizosphere of rice plants sampled in Nanjing, Taizhou, Yangzhou and Suqian in Jiangsu
province. Among the tested strains, 12 strains demonstrated high inhibitory activity agaimst Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzicola.
The Diameter of inhibition zones of 4 strains were more than27 mm.
We found that Lx-11 secreted three kinds of lipopeptides including surfactin, bacillomycin D and fengycin, which exhibted
antibacterial activity against X. oryzae pv. oryzicola. The BLAST analysis showed that the sfp, fenB, ituA or bamA genes exist in
the genome of Lx-11. Three kinds of lipopeptides surfactin, bacillomycin D and fengycin were identified in the antimicrobial
extract by the mass spectrum analysis. The antibacterial activity of could be associated with surfactin-lipopeptides, and
practically abolished in surfactin-deficient mutants.
The expression of the defense-related genes PR-1a, PR-1b, NPR1 and PAL in the leaves of rice after treated with Lx-11 were
concurrently detected by RT-PCR or Real-time RT-PCR
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Results: Control efficiencies of BLS with strain Lx-11 were 62.5% and 60.2% in pot and field trials, respectively, significantly
higher than those of 20% bismerthlazol treatment (51.2% and 45.8%). Based on morphological, physiological and biochemical
characteristics and 16S rDNA sequence analysis, the strain Lx-11 was identified to be Bacillus amyloliquefaciens. The surfactin of
strain Lx-11 secreted might play an important role in controlling BLS. Strain Lx-11 might triggered a systemic immunization
activity of rice.
Conclusion: Strain of Bacillus amyloliquefaciens Lx-11 can significantly reduced disease incidence of BLS. Bacterial leaf streak of
rice was efficaciously controlled with strain Lx-11.

P N-CCO 169
Effect of temperature and photoperiod on reproductive behavior of the corn stem borer, Sesamia cretica Led. (Lep.:
Noctuidae)
M. Yaghoubi, A. Askarianzadeh, H. Abbasipour
Shahed University, Plant Protection, Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran
askarianzadeh@shahed.ac.ir
The corn stem borer, Sesamia cretica Led. (Lep.: Noctuidae) is the most important pest of maize and sugarcane throughout the
world. The egg parasitoid wasp, Telenomus busseolae Gahan (Hym.: Scelionidae) is reared and released against the pest in
Khuzestan province of Iran as the most important important natural enemy of the pest. Because of host specificity, it is only
rearable on the natural host (S. cretica) in the laboratory or insectarium. In this study the best temperature and photoperiod
condition on the reproductive behavior of the adult parasitoid was evaluated in the laboratory. For this purpose different
attributes such as percentage of fertilized eggs, oviposition rate, peak of egg laying and adult longevity were evaluated.
Temperature treatments were included 24, 27 and 30ºC and photoperiod treatments were included 24D,12D:12L, 8L:16D (short
day period), 16L:8D (long day period) hours. The result of the data statistical analysis showed that the best temperature for
oviposition was 24 to 27ºC and in 30ºC, the rate of oviposition was significantly decreased. Also the temperature had not any
effect on the percentage of fertilized eggs and adult longevity. In addition, different photoperiod duration had significant effect
on the rate of oviposition, so that the highest oviposition occurred in 12L:12D hours and after that 16D:8L hours (short day
period) and the lowest rate of oviposition was observed in 24D period. According to the results, photoperiod had not effect on
the percentage of fertilized eggs and adult longevity. In the all temperature and photoperiod treatments, the peak of egg laying
was occurred in second day of female oviposition.

P N-CCO 170
The traditional use of saharian plant (haloxylon) by Algerian population and their antibacterial affect against the strains
responsible for urinary tract infection
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Natural extracts from plants contain a variety of therapeutic compounds, the survey focuses on the importance of haloxylon
(Chenopodiaceae). This plant is traditionally used by the Algerian population against several infections.
The aim of this study is to know the main microbial species responsible for urinary tract infection (UTI) in the South Algeria
(Tamanrasset, Bechar and Ain Salah); to adjust the therapeutic and preventive attitudes to prevent the emergence of strains
multi-resistant bacteria and monitor the effectiveness of traditional uses by identification of the active constituents of haloxylon.
We evaluated antibacterial activity of crude extracts, flavonoids and alkaloids of selected plant. Moreover the highlighted
separation methods by TLC [1], and GC of the active components (alkaloids, flavonoids and essential oils).
All bacterial strains tested (Proteus mirabilis, Escherichia coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Staphylococcus aureus) have revealed a
resistance to alkaloids and interesting sensitivity to crude extracts and flavonoids. Preliminary tests of this plant have revealed
the presence of tannins, flavonoids, glycosides, alkaloids and saponins whereas the absence of anthraquinone derivatives and
quinones. The crude extract of haloxylon at (5-15and30) minutes have a remarkable effect to Proteus mirabilis, which give
different inhibition zones of diameters (10-16 and 20) mm; The high effect is shown in presence of Escherichia coli and
Staphylococcus aureus in30min that give the zones of 22 mm as diameter .the flavonoids tests confirm that Haloxylon has an
important effect on Staphylococcus aureus, Proteus mirabilis and Escherichia coli by giving 21mm but a weak one on
Pseudomonas aeruginosa with 10mm , On the other hand the alkaloids have no effect on the tested strains.
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The GC analysis of the haloxylon oils quantifies the seven components where three represant the majority which has the main
percentages of 33.96%, 25.23% and 20.63%.
The TLC analysis on a thin layer has allowed to highlight the distribution of major alkaloids. The Haloxylon containing
isoquinoline alkaloid (β. Carolline) has agreement with our results.
[1]-K. Abbassi, L. Mergaoui, Z. Atay-Kadiri, A. Stambouli, S. Ghaout. Journal of Orthoptera Research, Vol. 12, No. 1 (2003), pp. 7178.

P N-CCO 171
How different pollens affect the life table parameters of Typhlodromus bagdasarjani (Acari: Phytoseiidae)
E. Riahi, Y. Fathipour, A. A. Talebi, M. Mehrabadi
Tarbiat Modares University, Agriculrure Faculty, Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran
elham.riahi@modares.ac.ir
Integrated Pest Management (IPM) programes rely heavily on maximum preservation of predatory insects and mites,
particularly phytoseiids. Typhlodromus bagdasarjani Wainstein & Arutunjan is an indigenous mite in Iran and several parts of the
world. Offering pollen as supplementary food gives rise to improve the predator fast establishment and performance.
Considering the fact that the pollen spectrum accepted by this predator is not adequately known, this study aimed towards a
comparison of the suitability of different pollens (date palm, almond, maize, sunflower, bitter orange and bee pollen) for T.
bagdasarjani performance to optimize experimental and commercial mass rearing and food supplementation in greenhouses.
All experiments were conducted in a growth chamber at 25 ±1 ºC, 16L: 8D hours photoperiod and 65 ±5 % RH. Each
experimental unit consisted of a green plastic sheet on water-saturated foam and was supplied with fresh pollen in two day
intervals, removing the older pollen. Data were analyzed based on two-sex life table procedure. The highest values of the
intrinsic rate of natural increase (r), net reproductive rate (R0), as well as finite rate of increase (λ) were found when the
-1
-1
predatory mites were fed on almond pollen (0.160 d , 13.46 offspring and 1.174 d , respectively). When the predatory mites
fed on maize and sunflower pollen, the r and R0 values were higher than those found on date, bitter orange and bee pollen, but
lower than those obtained on almond pollen. Pollens of date, bitter orange and bee were less suitable as food source and
caused a poor performance of the predator. Almond pollen can be recommended as supplementary food offered as banker
plants in greenhouses and can be used to improve mass rearing of this predator.

P N-CCO 172
Interaction between Beauveria bassiana (Balsamo) and Metahrizium anisopliae (Metsch.) and the Host /Parasitoid System
Aphis craccivora (Koch) / Aphidius colemani (Viereck.)
S. Abdel-Samad
Plant Protection Research Institute, Biological Control, Giza, Egypt
salwa_ssss@yahoo.com
Laboratory experiments were conducted to evaluate the virulence of two entomopathogenic fungi, Beauveria bassiana
(Balsamo) and Metahrizium anisopliae (Metsch.) against the cowpea aphid, Aphis craccivora (Koch). The relationships between
the solitary endoparasitoid Aphidus colemani (Viereck.) in the cowpea aphid, infected with the same entomopathogenic fungi
was also considered. The mortality percentages in A. craccivora treated with B. bassiana and M. anisopliae were increased by
increasing the concentrations of fungal conidia and time elapsed after treatment. The LC 50 of B. bassiana and M. anisopliae for A.
7
7
6
craccivora were estimated to be 2.94x10 conidia/ ml and 1.8x10 conidia/ ml at three days post treatment and 2.06x10
6
conidia/ ml and 1.92x10 conidia/ ml at eight days post treatment, respectively. Releasing A. colemani on fungus-treated
seedlings infested with A. craccivora resulted in reduction of parasitism percentages with B. bassiana and M. anisopliae, where
it recorded an average 91.9% and 93.5% in control pots and it ranged from 85.4 to 53.1% and from 86.6 to 54.9% with the
6
12
increase of the concentration of the fungus from 1x10 - 1x10 conidia/ ml, respectively. It was found that, B. bassiana and M.
8
12
anisopliae reduced emergence percentage of A. colemani from the mummies at concentrations of 1x10 - 1x10 . While the two
6
7
concentrations 1x10 and 1x10 were found to have little effect.
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Efficacy of novel compounds derivative from urea and rice straw on some biological aspects, protein profiles and peroxidase
of Spodoptera littoralis
H. El Banna
Plant Protection Research Institute, Cairo, Egypt
h.m.elbanna@hotmail.com
A laboratory experiment was carried out to study some biological aspects (larval mortality, pupation, pupal weight, pupal
duration, adult emergence and malformation pe r- centage) of 4th instar larvae after treated with three newly compounds
extracted from wastes from natural origin, Cyano acetyl urea (CAU), Benzimidazolyl acetyl urea (BAU) from urea and Cyano
acetyl hydrolyzate (C AH) from rice straw. In addition, the present study aimed to investigate the effect of the above mentioned
compounds on protein profiles and peroxidase pattern. Data indicated that the response was positively-related to
concentrations of the investigated extracts and larval mortality increased significantly with the increase in their concentrations.
P upation percentage and pupal weight declined dramatically through successive ascending concentrations. The pupal durations
were increased significantly , while the percentage of the adult emergence was reduced significantly with ascending co ncentrations. The total inhibition was increased with increasing concentrations.
On the other hand, some proteins in treated larvae were missed or expressed with less in density. Also, peroxidase pattern
recorded in control and treated larval samples has 27 bands with Rf ranging between 0.04 and 0.84. The genetic distance
between control and treated samples at LC25, LC50 and LC70 of (CAU), (BAU) and (CAH) were (0.71, 0.57, 0.71),(0.86, 0.69, 0.69)
and (1.00,1.00,1.00), respectively.

P N-CCO 175
Reproductive life table studies on Trissolcus djadetshkoe (Hym. Scelionidae)
S. Iranipour, F. Abdi, M. J. Hejazi
The University of Tabriz, Plant Protection, Tabriz, Islamic Republic of Iran
shiranipour@tabrizu.ac.ir
Trissolcus djadetshkoe (Hym. Scelionidae) is an inferior egg parasitoid of sunn pest Eurygaster integriceps Puton (Hem.
Scutelleridae) in Iran wheat fields. This is reason that why this species is less considered in biological control as well as research
programs. However a parasitoid with a minor effect is not necessarily an unimportant species. Although this species is a
negligible mortality factor in many parts of Iran, it is the second abundant species of northwest of Iran. Its efficacy was studied in
terms of life history parameters in seasons 2013 and 2014 in laboratory (26±1 ºC, 50±10% RH, and 16: 8 h photoperiod).
Developmental time as well as life time fecundity was similar in both years. However a strongly male-biased sex ratio in the first
year led to a significant decrease both in net replacement rate and intrinsic rate of increase. The sex ratio, net replacement rate
-1
and intrinsic rate of increase were 0.3±0.04, 20.3±3.1 female progeny per generation and 0.141±0.007 d in 2013 and 0.6±.03,
39.8±2.9 and 0.212±0.004 in 2014. Also a four day decrease in generation time from 21.3±0.5 at the first year to 17.4±0.1 d at
the second year occurred due to decreasing reproductive intervals from 1.9±0.2 to 1.5±0.1 d. the reason probably be due to
lower light intensity in the first year. This hypothesis need further be examined.

P N-CCO 176
Searching ability of Trissolcus djadetshkoe (Hym. Scelionidae) on different densities of sunn pest Eurygaster integriceps (Hem.
Scutelleridae) eggs
S. Iranipour, F. Abdi, M. J. Hejazi
The University of Tabriz, Plant Protection, Tabriz, Islamic Republic of Iran
shiranipour@tabrizu.ac.ir
Trissolcus djadetshkoe Rjachowsky (Hym. Scelionidae) is an egg parasitoid of sunn pest Eurygaster integriceps Puton (Hem.
Scutelleridae) in Iran. Searching efficiency of this species was investigated in a functional response context. Effect of female
insemination as well as parasitism experience was also investigated. Host densities of 2, 4, 7, 14, 28 and 56 eggs were exposed
to a single female in 20, 20, 15, 15, 10 and 10 replications in a 24 h experiment in 1.5×10 cm vials. Virgin vs. inseminated females
as well as inexperienced vs. experienced ones were used in two sets of experiments in two successive years (2013 and 2014). All
experiments were conducted in a growth chamber (26±1 ºC, 50±10% RH, 16: 8 h photoperiod). Logistic regression and nonlinear
regression model of random search were used for analysis. All parasitoid responses were type III. Experienced females showed
lower parasitism in all densities. Maximum attack rates were 14-22 in experienced females vs. 34 in inexperienced ones. It
seems that previous reproductive efforts have depleted energy of the females. A lighter difference was observed in virgin
females over inseminated ones (25 vs. 17). This difference probably refers to costs of male and female progeny for mothers.
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Virgin females produce only males. It seems that male progeny is less costly for mothers than females or switching between
females and males.

P N-CCO 177
Response of Trissolcus vassilievi (Hym. Scelionidae) crowded in a multi-patch environment with different densities of
Eurygaster integriceps eggs
S. Iranipour, P. BenaMolaei, S. Asgari
The University of Tabriz, Plant Protection, Tabriz, Islamic Republic of Iran
shiranipour@tabrizu.ac.ir
Trissolcus vassilievi Mayr (Hym., Scelionidae) is an important egg parasitoid of sunn pest, Eurygaster integriceps Puton (Hem.,
Scutelleridae) in Palearctic. Little known is responses of Trissolcus spp. upon the host egg in terms of density. In this study
aggregation of the parasitoid in response to host density and mutual interference arisen by wasp crowding was investigated in
laboratory conditions (26±1ºC, 50±5% RH, 16L: 8D photoperiod). Five host densities including 1, 2, 4, 8 and 15 clutches were
offered simultaneously to 1, 2, 4, 8 or 16 female parasitic wasps in an arena (30 cm diameter × 10 cm height). Patch times also
were recorded as wasp-hours spent in each patch or out of patches. Results revealed a strong correlation between parasitism
and patch times. Patch time increased up to eight clutches followed by a further decline. The wasp was totally a less mobile
species and tended to remain in the patch where initially was chosen even though it was a poor one unless an external
disturbing factor intervened. In higher wasp densities, patches were occupied and exploited by competitors as soon as possible
and a shorter per capita handling time was recorded, while total time of attendance of wasps in patches was similar in all wasp
densities. It seems that female wasps respond to presence of the other individuals by further movements and this caused to an
increased dispersal and more homogeneous distribution among patches as described by diversity indices and coefficient of
variation of wasp numbers in patches. Pseudo-interference; remaining in some patches and leaving the other ones unvisited was
however a more important factor than actual interference (patch leaving) in determining final rate of exploitation. A decreasing
searching rate and twice higher survival rate of the host was observed as a result of both phenomena. Parasitism rate increased
by host density up to two or four clutches and then declined; a typical type III response to host density. Based on the results
early season inundative release is recommendable.

P N-CCO 178
Inhibition of digestive protease and α-amylase enzymes in Colorado potato beetle, Leptinotarsa decemlineata (Say)
(Coleoptera: Chrysomelidae), by proteinaceous seed extract of pinto bean and white bean
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Introduction: In many cases, interfere with protein and starch digestions of pest insects by defensive protease and α-amylase
inhibitors in plants (especially in legumes), is suitable method for the control of pests.
Objectives: In the current study, inhibition of gut α-amylase and protease of Colorado potato beetle, Leptinotarsa decemlineata
(Say), by seed protein extracts of pinto bean (cv. Talash) and white bean (cv. Daneshkadeh) were investigated.
Matherial and methods: General protease and α-amylase assays were done using 2% azocasein and 1% starch, respectively.
Results: The maximum inhibitory effect of both extracts for α-amylase and protease was at pH 5 and 6, respectively. The results
showed that four proteinaceous fractions (0-30, 30-50, 50-70, and 70-100% saturation of ammonium sulfate) of pinto bean and
white bean caused 41, 37, 45 and 46% and 45, 39, 39 and 42% inhibition on the α-amylase activities and less than 15% inhibition
on the protease activities of the L4, respectively. The effects of pinto bean fractions on the different stages α-amylase activity
were; fraction 0-30% resulted 58, 58, 63, 45 and 63%, fraction 30-50% resulted 54, 52, 62, 49 and 59%, fraction 50-70% resulted
62, 56, 68, 56 and 65% and fraction 70-100% resulted 66, 58, 66, 59 and 65%, Also, in the case of white bean, fraction 0-30%
resulted 60, 58, 69, 52 and 65%, fraction 30-50% resulted 60, 53, 58, 49 and 56%, fraction 50-70% resulted 59, 52, 57, 47 and
’
62% and fraction 70-100% resulted 56, 53, 55, 41 and 57% decreases in the L1, L2, L3, L4 and adult s α-amylase activity,
’
respectively. To gain an insight toward kinetic inhibition of adult s α-amylase by last fraction of pinto bean and first fraction of
white bean, Lineweaver-Burk plot was drawn. The type of inhibition was determined partial uncompetitive in the both cases.
White bean proteinaceous extract (Ki=0.039 mg/ml) had inhibitory activity higher than pinto bean (Ki=0.103 mg/ml). In the
zymogram, two isozymes for α-amylase were detected and the inhibitory effects were seen as reduction in the intensity of the
main band and elimination of the other one. As a whole, gut α-amylase is more sensitive than protease to inhibitory effect of
extracts.
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Conclusion: These data revealed that these legume seed extracts can interfere with digestive α-amylase of the Colorado potato
beetle present an interesting potential for the development of insect-resistant transgenic plants.

P N-CCO 179
Determination of life table parameters of Hippodami variagata (Col.: Coccinellidae) by feeding on Nasonovia ribisnigri
S. Hesami, S. Darvishi, M. Gheibi
Department of Plant Protection, Shiraz branch, Islamic Azad University, Shiraz, Iran, Islamic Republic of Iran
s_hesami@yahoo.com
The lettuce aphid, Nasonovia ribisnigri (Mosley) (Hemiptera: Aphididae), a lettuce specialist herbivore, native of temperate
regions, has become one of the most serious pests of lettuce worldwide within the last decades. N. ribisnigri reduces the lettuce
yield directly by causing leaf distortion, reducing seedling vigour and deforming lettuce heads. Furthermore, the presence of N.
ribisnigri decreases the percentage of harvested heads that can go to market, which can have serious financial implications for
the producers. Hippodamia variegata (Goeze), a Palearctic coccinellid species is a widespread aphidophagous predator. It has
been a native species in Iran. The study of performance of biocontrol agents is critical for using these species in the biocontrol
decision-making process. In this research, we studied the life table parameters of H. variegata on N. ribisnigri. The development,
reproduction and life table parameters of H. variegata were studied at constant temperatures (25 ± 1°C). To approach this
purpose, 100 eggs with less than 6 hours old were selected and maintained individually on leaf disc in Petri dishes. Newly
emerged larvae were transferred to individual dishes and larval development and mortality were assessed every 12 h. After the
emergence of adults, males and females with less than 6 hours old were paired and transferred to new dishes. They were
checked daily to record survival and fecundity until death. The data showed that the duration of total pre-adult stage of ladybird
beetle and the oviposition period lasted 15.19 and 50.06±0.32 days, with females laying an average of 1253.61±17.8 eggs. The
mortality rate was observed 14%. Life table data were analyzed using an age-stage, two-sex life table. The intrinsic rate of
increase (rm), finite rate of increase (λ), net reproductive rate (R0) and mean generation time (T) were recorded 0.2413±0.0039,
-1
1.239±0.0048 (d ), 819.03±68.92 (offspring) and 31.3±0.28 (day). Male adult H. variegata lived an average of 57.33 d, which was
longer than that of the female adults (54.33). According to these results, it seems that H. variegata will be a suitable candidate
for biocontrol of N. ribisnigri in Iranian lettuce fields.

P N-CCO 180
The biology of Dicrodiplosis manihoti Harris (Dip.: Cecidomyiidae) and its interactions with Nipaecoccus viridis (Newstead)
(Hem.: Pseudococcidae)
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The spherical mealybug, N. viridis (Hem.: Pseudococcidae) is native to Asia and widespread throughout the tropics and
subtropics. The pest has been recorded attacking over 100 plant species in more than 30 families. It is a common pest of
ornamentals such as citrus. On citrus, the pest frequently causes curling and dwarfing of young growth. Heavy infestations result
in deterioration of the crown, which turns yellow, wilts and eventually dies. Over 25 species of predators have been recorded
from this pest populations, such as cecidomyid larvae (Dip.: Cecidomyiidae). One species of Dicrodiplosis were collected in
mealybugs colonies, N. viridis, on citrus trees in different parts of Fars Province, during 2012-2014. Since the most common fly
species was D. manihoti. N. viridis were reared on Solanum tuberosum tubers in an incubator (27 ± 1ºC, 16:8 (L:D) h and 65 ± 5%
RH). Cultures were maintained in clear plastic boxes (30*20*7 cm). D. manihoti was reared on the mealybug onto sleeve cage at
growth chamber. The biology and some predator - prey interactions of the predator were studied on N. viridis as prey. The mean
developmental times of D. manihoti from egg to adult at 15, 20, 27 and 30 ˚C were 23.78, 14.5, 13.14 and 12.71 days,
respectively. By increasing temperature from 15 to 37 ˚C, the daily mean feeding rate of larvae increased. The fly larvae
consumed maximum number of prey at 37 ˚C (4.5 ± 1.49 preys per day). The life table constructed for the midges fly at 26±1˚C
showed that the female’s longevity from emerging until death time was about 56 days and the probability of death increased
during last 10 days of the adult’s life expectancy. The age specific life table revealed that each female produced 21.76 offspring
during all over life time. The net reproductive rate (R0), intrinsic rate of increase (rm) and innate rate of increase (λ) were
estimated, 18.5, 0.109 and 1.11, respectively. The results of the study suggest that this species show promising qualities as a
predator of mealybugs. The results showed that D. manihoti is able to control the mealybug in the special conditions.
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P N-CCO 181
Effects of chitosan oligosaccharides on improving cold resistance ,yield components and production quality of different wheat
cultivars (Triticum aestivum L.)
1
1
2
2
1
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Introduction: Chitosan oligosaccharides (COS) have been shown a wide range of biological applications in plant defense
induction and growth promotion, however, little information is known about the effects of COS on improving cold resistance in
plant.
Objectives: In Northwest China, the wheat suffered severe production reduction after late spring coldness. This study was
designed to investigate the effects of COS on improving cold resistance in wheat, and provide detailed information about the
effects of COS on wheat in large-scale field production.
Materials and methods: COS (degree of polymerization = 2-10; degree of deacetylation > 95%) was obtained by enzyme
hydrolysis degradation of chitosan. In the lab research, wheat seedlings was treated with COS before transferred to low
temperature chamber, the electric conductivity, MDA level, total chlorophyll and water soluble sugar were assessed. In test
field, seeddressing and foliar spraying at different growth stages with COS were applied to four wheat cultivars. The yield
components and production quality of the COS treatments were measured.
Results: Our results showed that COS has the effect on improving cold resistance in wheat. The concentration of COS at 75 mg/L
show the most effective results. In the lab research, the COS group showed a lower growth in electric conductivity and MDA
level to control, while total chlorophyll, water soluble sugar increased. In test field, the wheat seedlings treated with COS
suffered less damage after late spring coldness compared to the control. The total chlorophyll content of COS group increased
by 10% over control. COS impacted the grain yield in all irrigated cultivars, whereas no significant COS effects on rainfed cultivar
were observed. In the irrigated wheat cultivars, grains per spike from the COS seeddressing were significantly improved, and the
spike number from COS spraying at tillering stage and returning-green stage increased obviously. Improvements in spikelet
sterility, plant height and the first internode length were detected in the COS treated cultivars. In COS spraying treatments, the
flour rate and protein content exhibited a decreasing trend in irrigated cultivars, whereas a reduction of the gluten index and
farinograph value were found in the rainfed cultivars.
Conclusion: These results from field experiments revealed that COS could affect the yield components and the production
quality of wheat by promoting photosynthesis and metabolism at low temperature, and it is economical to apply COS as a seed
coating or foliar spraying agent in agriculture production.

P N-CCO 182
Preliminary evaluation of pest and diseases affecting wild and cultivated Gentiana lutea L. subsp. aurantiaca
1
2
1
1
1
1
O. González-López , M. Marcos Fernández , S. Mayo , î Rodríguez-González , P. H. Da Silva , P. A. Casquero Luelmo
1
University of León, Department of Engineering and Agriculture Science, León, Spain
2
Laboratorio de Diagnóstico de Plagas y Enfermedades Vegetales. University of León, Leon, Spain
ogonl@unileon.es
Introduction: G. lutea L subsp. aurantiaca M. Lainz. is an endangered medicinal plant endemic from the silicic soils of the
northwestern mountains of the Iberian Peninsula, mainly León Province. Due to the over-exploitation of wild stocks, the size of
the populations is very small. With this small size, the damages caused, mainly by pest, affect more intensively their
reproduction capacity and the wild population survival. Cultivation of gentian is a way to protect wild populations from being
decimated. Different assays have being carried out establishing experimental cultivation fields into and outside the habitat of
this subspecies.
Objectives: The aim of this study is to identify the principal pest and diseases that affect G. lutea subsp. aurantiaca in its habitat
and cultivated under ecologic farming outside its habitat (from nursery to regular fields).
Materials and methods: Regular trips to mountainous areas were made from 2009 to 2014 during the vegetative period of
gentian to identify the damages over the plants, collecting samples of tissues and insects.
Insects causing damages and tissues with evidences of being affected by diseases were collected in the same period from seeds,
seedlings and cultivated fields of subspecies aurantiaca, carried into and outside gentian habitat in León Province. Also samples
from wild populations from mountainous of León Province areas were collected in this period.
Identification of pest and diseases were carried out with the collaboration of the Laboratorio de Diagnóstico de Plagas y
Enfermedades Vegetales (University of León).
Results: Observed pest and diseases over G. lutea subsp. aurantiaca are represented in Table 1:
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Table 1: Pest and diseases affecting cultivated and wild G. lutea subsp. aurantiaca, and caused damages

Conclusions: In the natural habitat of G. lutea subsp. aurantiaca, the main phytosanitary problem over the wild populations is
the destruction of the seeds mainly by Hymenoptera and larval stages of Lepidoptera and species. In small populations of
gentian it can suppose an impact over their expansion capacity.
When cultivated, the main problems affecting G. lutea subsp. aurantiaca are: in seedbeds, Botrytis sp. causing the death of a
high percentage of the seeds. Limaces and larval stages of Lepidoptera defoliate and feed the seedlings. The main problem in
cultivated plants is Fusarium sp. which affects plants from the nursery to fields in the next two years after being transplanted,
both, out and into gentian habitat.

P N-CCO 183
Multiple Resistance of Abamectin, Spirodiclofen and Fenpropathrin to Tetranychus urticae
H. Shen
Gansu Agricultural University, Pesticides Department, College of prataculture, Lanzhou, China
651695780@qq.com
Two-spotted spide mite Tetranychus urticae, which is a worldwide agricultural pest mites, was controlled by chemical pesticides
as the main measurements in field, but the mite has serious resistance to many insecti cides in recent years because of using
acaricide incorrectly, which lead to the control times increase each year and seriously affect the development of pollution-free
agriculture. with the development of study in pesticide structure, activity and resistance mechanism, it was proposed that the
program of using mix pesticides at same field, but blind, a lot, alternating and mixed pesticides, brought multiple-resistant of the
mites. In this study, three kinds of insecticides, spirodiclofen, avermectin, fenpropathrin, were selected to indicate multiple
resistance mechanism and resistance monitoring to Tetranychus urticae. through breeding by the three mixed insecticides to
obtain multiple resistant strains of T. urticae, then the major detoxification enzymes MFOs, CarEs and GSTs and gene expression
changes were analyzed between mixed resistance (Mix-R) strains and susceptible strains (SS) in order to clarify the molecular
mechanism of multiple resistance, to establish rapid multi-resistant molecular monitoring technology, to provide theoretical
basis for multiple resistance management of field.
1. to obtain Mix-R strains of T. urticae in laboratory condition. T. urticae were treated by mixture of spirodiclofen, avermectin
and fenpropathrin for continuous 59 generations, the LC50 of mixture increased from 2.725 mg/L to 304.327mg/L, resistance
ratio reached 110.584 times.
2. Using RT-qPCR technology，ELFn as reference gene，the expression amount of total 10 gene of T. urticae, including
TuGSTd01, TuGSTd05, TuGSTd06 and TuGSTd09 of GSTs , CYP392D8, CYP392E10, CYP392A6, CYP392A of P450 enzymes,
TuCCE35, TuCCE3616 of CarEs Enzymes were analyzed. The result sshowed the expression amount of Mix-R strain higher than
Fe-R, Av-R, Sp-R and susceptible strains, which indicate that these genes were very related to mixture multi-resistant of
avermectin, fenpropathrin and Spirodiclofen of T. urticae.
3. By combined with allele genotyping technology, multiplex PCR and semi-quantitative RT-PCR method, the mutation sites of
F1538I of anti-fenpropathrin and G326E of anti-avermectin of T. urticae. By gene expression analysis, F1538I mutations
expression is 1.02 times of the SS, 2.33 times of wild homozygotes; G326E mutations expression is 1.48 times the SS, 1.09 times
the wild homozygotes. Mix-R strains gene frequencies and expression levels higher than the susceptible strain. So the method
can be used to detect sodium ion channel mutation, glutamate-gated chloride channels associated with resistance genes can be
used to monitor multi-resistant of T. urticae in the field.
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P N-CCO 184
Demography of Telenomus busseolae (Hym.: Scelionidae) on two sugarcane stem borers
A. Jamshidnia, R. Sadeghi
University of Tehran, Entomology and Plant Pathology, Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran
jamshidnia@ut.ac.ir
The sugarcane stem borers, Sesamia cretica Led. and S. nonagrioides Lef. are the most important pests of sugarcane in Iran. The
egg parasitoid wasp, Telenomus busseolae Gahan is the most important natural enemy of Sesamia spp. in Khuzestan province
that play an important role in regulating populations of sugarcane stem borers. In order to evaluate the efficiency of T.
busseolae on two hosts laboratory investigations were carried out.
Biology and life table of T. busseolae were studied on two hosts at three constant temperatures (20, 25 and 30 ºC). Results of
regression analysis showed that temperature had a significant effect on adult period and fecundity and there was no effect on
progeny sex ratio on both hosts. The intrinsic rate of increase at various temperatures was greater with S. cretica than S.
-1
nonagrioides eggs. The intrinsic rate of increase at these temperatures on S. cretica was 0.113, 0.174 and 0.298 d respectively
-1
and on S. nonagrioides it was 0.103, 0.164 and 0.278 d respectively.
Our results suggest that S. cretica eggs are superior host to T. busseolae.

P N-CCO 185
Influence of Inoculation Technic in the Biocontrol Capacity of Trichoderma harzianum against Fusarium oxysporum from
Protected Geographical Indication (PGI) "Alubia de la Bañeza-León"
S. Mayo Prieto, O. González-López, î Rodríguez-González, P. H. da Silva, M. P. Campelo, A. Lorenzana, S. Gutiérrez, P. A. Casquero
University of León, Department of Agrarian Engineering and Sciences, León, Spain
smayp@unileon.es
The common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) is the third most important food legume crop worldwide. Fusarium oxysporum
Schlecht is a pathogen that affects the bean in the province of León (Spain). It can use biocontrol agents such as Trichoderma to
control Fusarium. Trichoderma (Teleomorph: Hypocrea) is a fungal genus that is found in the soil. It produces large numbers of
spores, enzymes and compounds with antimicrobial activity.
In this study we used two types of inoculation, spore and mycelium suspension of an isolate of Trichoderma harzianum to
evaluate their effect on the growth of bean plants against Fusarium oxysporum.
It was conducted with one isolate of T. harzianum and one of F. oxysporum collected from the production area of the Protected
Geographical Indication (PGI), called "Alubia La Bañeza - León". F. oxysporum was inoculated by surface irrigation with 50 ml per
7
pot of a suspension of triturated monosporic culture (5 Petri dishes/litre). The coated seed with a final concentration of 2 × 10
spores/ml spore of Trichoderma were sown and the others without spore were sown and inoculated with 500 µl of mycelium
suspension of T. harzianum. They were sown after 8 days of the inoculation of F oxysporum. The next parameters were
evaluated in removed plants after 45 days from sowing: wet weight and dry weight (72 hours in an oven, 82 °C) of the aerial part
and root system. The data were compared by analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Fisher least significant difference (LSD) tests
using SAS (SAS Institute Inc., 2004, Cary, NC, USA).
When aerial parts were analysed, plant treated with spore of T. harzianum had greater weight that plant treated with mycelium
suspension. In the case of root system the situation was similar to that observed in the aerial parts (Fig. 1).
In conclusion, when plants are treated with spores suspension of T. harzianum were greater grown and were more protected
against of F. oxysporum that where they were inoculated with mycelium suspension.
Figure 1: Evaluation of the dry weight (g) of the aerial parts and the system root of bean plants grown during 45 days after
sowing. [T. harzianum no sporulate and without pathogen (NS-C), T. harzianum no sporulate and with F. oxysporum (NS-F), T.
harzianum sporulate and without pathogen (S-C), T. harzianum sporulate and with F. oxysporum (S-F)].
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P N-CCO 187
Fungi associated with cereal cyst nematodes in the Bouira region (Algeria)
F. Haddadi, T. Ait Kettout
University, Biology, Algiers, Algeria
fatima.haddadi@yahoo.fr
Cereal crops are invaded by cereal cyst nematodes particulary the species Heterodera avenae that is causing significant
worldwide losses of production. Among the means of struggle, antagonistic fungi are of great interest in biological control
against these parasites.
The aim of this study is to investigate parasitic fungi cysts of Heterodera sp.
Cysts are disinfected and planted in five culture media: CMA, PCA, PDA, MEA, and CZ- dox.
Identification of isolates is achieved through the key Barnet and Hunter (1998) and we enumerated six fungal genera:
Geotrichum sp., Torula sp., Acremonium sp., Cylindrocarpon sp., Fusarium sp. and Aspergillus sp.
These types are reported to be antagonists of plant parasitic nematodes especially the genera Fusarium sp. and Aspergillus sp.
associated with cysts of Heterodera avenae.

P N-CCO 188
Effects of Bt cotton on fitness of Macrolophus pygmeus Rambur (Hemiptera: Miridae) Solmaz Azimi, Masood Tohidfar,
Saeedeh Aghazadeh & Ahmad Ashouri
1,2
1,2
1,2,3
1,2,3
A. Ashouri , S. Azimi , M. Tohidfar , S. Aghazadeh
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University of Tehran, Plant Protection, Karaj, Islamic Republic of Iran
2
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3
Agricultural Biotechnology Research Institute of Iran, Karaj, Islamic Republic of Iran
ashouri@ut.ac.ir
One of the most important researches on genetically modified plants is impact of the plants on non-target arthropods. These
plants can direct effects (mortality) and indirect (via herbivores) on natural enemies. Improving the use of biotechnological plant
resistance for herbivore control critically depends on predictable interactions with nontarget organisms, including natural
enemies. Therefore in this research, the effect of Bt cotton and prey (Bemisia tabaci Gennadius) on the Macrolophus pygmeus
Rambur. Feeding four diets including Bt-cotton+Bemisia tabaci (first group), non Bt-cotton+Bemisia tabaci (second group), Btcotton (third group), non Bt-cotton (forth group) were used for experiments. The results showed that Bt-cotton, had direct
effect significantly and also through predator on development time and fecundity. Nymph development time in the first and
third group was 19.85±0.32 and 29.42±0.45 days respectively but this parameter in the second and forth group (control),
showed 16.08±0.24 and 23.11±0.23 days. Also, total lying eggs in treatment of non Bt-cotton+Bemisia tabaci was significantly
more than other groups (32.778±0.97). While, there was not any significant difference between Bt-cotton and non Bt-cotton
fecundity. Thus, the results indicated that the Bt-cotton has potential to affect severely fitness of Macrolophus pygmeaus,
directly or through effects on the prey, and therefore using transgenic plants as one of integrated pest management agent,
needs still more experiments and more care.

P N-CCO 189
In vivo and in vitro models for evaluation of mycorrhizae and root aquaporins participation in response of mature maize
plants to low water potential stress
E. Paluch, W. Polcyn
Adam Mickiewicz Univesity in Poznań, Department of Plant Physiology, Poznań, Poland
e.paluch@amu.edu.pl
For purposes of comparative evaluation of different mycorrhizal isolates as protective agents against water stress there is a need
for plant growth cultures with standardized parameters.
According to this postulate we developed green cabinet pot culture system with following key components. The AMF inoculum
(250 spores per pot) was obtained from monoxenic sterile cultures (TERI, New Dehli). Naturally germ-free coconut/ river sand
mixture was used as a nutritionally inert substrate. Its excellent water-air exchange properties allowed to obtain severe (-1,8
MPa leaf water potential) but fully reversible drought stress in 7 days. This minimized the risk of side-effects related to depletion
of nutrition by mycorrhizal plants which continued assimilation during gradual drought. Finally, fertilizer with lowered P content
(NPKMg 19:6:20:3 and microelements) and clearly defined dosage per week (114mg N & 36mg P2O5 /week /plant /4L pot)
provided good balance between plant needs and fungal colonisation rate.
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We used this system to investigate protein accumulation of PIP1 and PIP2 type aquaporins during severe drought and recovery
in roots of mature maize plants inoculated with arbuscular fungi - Rhizophagus irregularis. The level of water stress and recovery
was monitored using psychrometric, chlorophyll fluorescence, nitrogen status and leaf gas exchange measurement equipment.
Moreover, in order to in vitro reproduction of observed drought stress effects we developed an incubation system on rotary
shaker with subsequent microcentrifugation procedure specialized to obtain microsomal proteins from small plant samples.
Root fragments were isolated from pots with non-stressed plants or during drought period and incubated with PEG 6000 of Ψ=1.37 MPa or non-PEG solution. This method allowed to replicate profiles of PIP1 and PIP2 proteins accumulation under changing
water regimes very similar to pot experiments.
The work was supported by grant 2011/01/B/NZ9/00362 from the Polish National Science Centre and European Union

P N-CCO 190
Investigations on the mechanism of herbicidal properties of aqueous extracts of sunflower shoots, their total phenolic acids
and the herbicide trifluralin on seed germination and early growth of some weed and crop species
S. Hamad, E. Okello, S. Wilcockson
Newcastle University, School of Agriculture, Food and Rural Development, Newcastle Upon Tyne, United Kingdom
s.hamad@newcastle.ac.uk
Investigations were made of effects of aqueous shoot extract from two month old sunflower plants, the total phenolic acids
identified within these extracts and the herbicide trifluralin on sugar content, protein content, proline content, DNA content and
gibberrelic acid (GA) content of Brassica napus (Rapeseed), Cephalaria syriaca (Syrian Cephalaria), Triticum aestivum (Wheat)
and Secale cereale (Rye) seedlings.
Aqueous shoot extract (3% w/v) was prepared from 2 months old shoots of sunflower. High performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) was used to identify and quantify the phenolic acids present in these extracts. There were twelve phenolic acids - Gallic
acid; Syringic acid; Vanillic acid; Protocatechuic acid; Catechol; 4-Hydroxybenzoic acid; P-coumaric acid; Sinapic acid; Ferulic acid;
Caffeic acid; Chlorogenic acid; Trans-cinnamic acid. A solution of these total phenolic acids was prepared, with the concentration
of each one determined by the HPLC measurements. The effects of this solution and the herbicide trifluralin (100ppm, positive
control) on important chemical constituents of weed and crop species grown in petri dishes in a growth chamber were assessed
to indicate possible mechanisms of their allelopathic and herbicidal actions .
Sugar content: both trifluralin and sunflower extract significantly decreased sugar content (P < 0.001) of the test species, but the
magnitude of the effect of trifluralin was much greater than the extract. Protein content: both trifluralin and sunflower extract
significantly (P < 0.001) increased protein content of Triticum aestivum and Secale cereale, with the extract having the greatest
effect. Proline content: total phenolic acids significantly reduced proline content in Secale cereale and Cephalaria syriaca; the
effect of trifluralin was only significant for Cephalaria syriaca (P < 0.001); sunflower extract had no significant effects on proline
content of any of the test species. DNA content: trifluralin had the greatest significant effect on DNA content of Triticum
aestivum and Secale cereale (P < 0.001) and total phenolic acids the least. Gibberellic acid: sunflower extract had the greatest
significant effect on gibberellic acid contents. In contrast, total phenolic acids had least significant reduction of proline content in
Brassica napus (P < 0.001). In conclusion, sunflower 2 months old aqueous extract and its total phenolic acids has less significant
effect on seed germination and early growth in comparison with herbicide trifluralin.
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P PPI 1
The study of antagonistic activity of Trichoderma atroviride and the influence of wheat genotypes in the protection against
root rot disease
F. Belhadj Benyahia
ENSA, botanic, Belfort, Algeria
fayzabelhadj@gmail.com
Fusarium head blight and root rot are two major diseases that affect wheat, causing yield loss and also grain contamination by
mycotoxins. In Algeria as in the Mediterranean area, these last years the most predominant species is F. culmorum which can be
associated with root and collar rot and head blight. The use of chemical control method against Fusarium diseases is still
possible but with limited effectiveness. This status involves the use of biological control agent as an alternative method to
manage theses disease. In this way, the main objective of this work is the study of the antagonistic activity of an isolate
belonging to T. atroviride species (Ta.13) against F. culmorum.
The in vitro test of Ta.13 antagonistic activity isolate showed that this isolate effectively inhibited F. culmorum isolates growth.
Data recorded showed that the percentage of growth inhibition varied between 88.47 and 97.35% in the case of direct
confrontation (dual cultures) and 51.95 and 84% by indirect confrontation under the Ta.13 antifungal volatils substances.
By in vivo test, seed treatment of seven wheat genotypes (Vitron, Waha, Bousselem, GTA, ARZ, Ain Abid, Hiddab 1220) by Ta13
conidia suspension before the sowing in a soil already infested by F. culmorum showed that this strain effectively reduce disease
index compared to the untreated control. Significant difference depending on the variety where obtained and the highest
percentage of disease reduction was 86% recorded for Waha variety.

P PPI 2
Isolation, identification and seed transmission of ice nucleation active bacteria Pseudomonas syringae from dry agrosystems
1
1
1,2
1,2,3
1,2,3,4
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Pseudomonas syringae (P.s.) is a plant pathogen well known for its capacity to grow epiphytically on diverse plants and for its
ice-nucleation activity. This study is demonstrating that large epiphytic populations of ice nucleation active (INA) bacteria could
establish on some wheat cultivars without causing disease. This approach led to the evaluation of combinations of bacterial
strains and wheat cultivars. 25 samples from leaves of cultivated bread wheat in the Tel Hadya ICARDAs’ fields were studied for
presence of P.s. on semi-selective medium. The biochemical characterizations and Ice nucleation activity had been studied with
the ability of the bacterium to transmitting to the seeds and its persistence on the seeds after storing period.
Results showed that only 14 leaves samples exposed presence of the genus Pseudomonas, whereas just 5 isolates were the
target bacterium P.s. after testing its biochemical characterizations and Ice nucleation activity.
The study aimed to obtain non-pathogenic isolates, yet two out of five screened isolates did induce hypersensitive reactions.
The reminders (three isolates) did not induce hypersensitive reactions, indicating that they might be non-pathogens or only
mildly pathogenic.
Transmission of P. syringae from plants to their seeds was studied immediately after seed harvest and again after seed storage
for three months. Results indicated that there are 12 strains out of the 25 tested that clearly showed bacterial transmission to
the seeds under natural inoculation and it only 6 isolates remained active after 3 months.

P PPI 3
Distribution and Incidence of Apple Powdery Mildew in a Mixed Cultivar Orchards and Relationship to Disease Severity
A. Singh
Institute of Agriculture and Allied Sciences,Doon Business School Group, Selaqui,Dehradun,Uttarakhand,India, Plant Pathology,
Dehradun, India
amitabhs777@gmail.com
Apple powdery mildew epidemics, caused by Podosphaera leucotricha (Ell. and Ev.) Salm. can be readily described in terms of
the disease triangle. The role of different environmental factors, viz., temperature, relative humidity, leaf wetness, sunshine and
rainfall were studied in relation to disease development. The present experiment was conducted during the season 2003 to
2005 to determine a simplified assessment procedure by which apple powdery mildew severity/index could be predicted from
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incidence data and develop incidence-severity relationship in apple cultivars under Uttaranchal hilly conditions. The use of
percentage scales and keys of visual disease severity, remote sensing, and some indirect methods like spore counts and disease
incidence are considered valid approaches for disease assessment. The relationship between increase in incidence of powdery
mildew in relation to severity can be established either by making sequential records in one tree during the progress of an
epidemic or by assessing many trees with different amounts of disease at one point of time. The combination of several factors
like the presence of susceptible host, virulent pathogen, and congenial environment for disease development during receptive
phenological stage of apple tree., was responsible for the incidence of the powdery mildew on apple.

P PPI 4
FocVel1 is required for biofilm formation, and virulence in Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. cucumerinum
1,2
1
1,2
1,2
1
P. Li , B. Lin , X. Pu , H. Shen , J. Zhang
1
Guangdong Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Guangdong Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Guangzhou, China
2
Guangxi University , College of Agriculture , Nanning, China
linbr@126.com
Question: In an earlier study by our group, F. oxysporum f. sp. cucumerinum was found to form biofilms in flat-bottomed
polystyrene microtitre plates (1). Biofilm formation not only represents a mere biological coating but also provides important
clues for determining appropriate therapeutic strategies against certain microbes. Therefore, a better understanding of the
regulatory mechanisms of biofilm formation and virulence will be essential to facilitate the development of efficient control
strategies against cucumber Fusarium wilt.
Methods: The deletion vector and the complement plasmid were constructed and transformed into protoplasts of Foc-GD. The
architecture of biofilms was observed using a Zeiss LSM710 confocal laser-scanning microscope.
Results: The mutant ⊿FocVel1-3 showed significant defects in the thin biofilms, exhibiting heterogeneous hyphae and EPS
production(Fig. 1). The disruption of FocVel1 reduced the virulence of F. oxysporum f. sp. cucumerinum on cucumbers (Fig. 2).
Conclusions: In conclusion, our study demonstrated that FocVel1 contributed to the attenuated virulence and biofilm formation
in F. oxysporum f. sp. cucumerinum. Therefore, it will be interesting to elucidate relationships between biofilm formation and
pathogenic mechanisms in F. oxysporum, which may improve our understanding of the biology of F. oxysporum f. sp.
cucumerinum.
Acknowledgments: This work was supported by the Innovation Project of Guangxi Graduate Education (YCBZ2014017).
Figure 1: CLSM images of biofilm formation by the wild-type strain (Foc-GD), FocVel1 deletion mutant (⊿FocVel1-3) and
complemented strain (⊿FocVel1-3C) at 48 h. Cell wall-like polysaccharides and heat-killed biofilm cells were marked with green
and red fluorescence by ConA and PI, respectively. Scale bar: 100 μm.
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Figure 2: Effects of FocVel1 on the virulence of Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. cucumerinum. Cucumber seedlings were inoculated
6
with 1 × 10 conidia/mL from each strain. (A) DSIs in cucumber seedlings 15 days after inoculation. (B) Symptoms of cucumber
plants were photographed 15 days after inoculation.

P PPI 5
Identification of pathogenic races of Tilletia carries the agents of wheat common bunt disease in Iraq
E. Al-Maaroof, S. Shamsaleh, M. Sadeq
Sulaimani University, Plant Pathology, Sulaimania, Iraq
ealmaaroof@yahoo.com
Common bunt disease incited by Tilletia carries, is one of the most destructive disease of wheat in Iraq, that can cause sever
yield losses when the susceptible cultivars are grown without chemical dressing. Collections of common bunt were prepared
from bunt-infected spikes from the main wheat growing areas during 2012/13 seasons. Eighteen isolates from these collections
were selected based on high germination percent of the teliospres and used for artificial inoculation of international differential
set genotypes at faculty of agricultural sciences field in Sulaimania. Results revealed that there is a wide genetic diversity among
T. carries isolates representing different locations. 15 races of Tilletia carries and T. foetida pathogens were identified according
to the international nomenclature system. Nine of these races match the international races T1, T2, T4, T9, T11, T17, T18, L1 and
L2, while the rest 6 races may be new. Genes Bt2, Bt14 and Bt15 were ineffective against most of the races while Bt4 and Bt8
were ineffective against four races, Bt1, Bt3 and Bt5 were ineffective against three races and genes Bt7, Bt9 and Bt13 were
ineffective only against two races. Al the identified races were can’t overcome the resistance of the known resistant genes Bt11
and Bt12 while only one race was able to overcome the resistant gene Bt10. Confirmation of the identification of these races on
the molecular bases is further needed.

P PPI 6
Biocontrol of Rhizoctonia disease of potato by B. subtilis
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Each environmental condition has its own microbial community. Therefore, it is important to select a biocontrol agent that
previously adapted or at least already has growth conditions similar to the environment, where it will be applied. Chitinase
(glycanohydrolase) is considered as an important enzyme in various fields including biological control and forms a suitable
candidate to evaluate such hypothesis. Bacillus subtilis chitinase was optimally synthesized under batch fermentation conditions
similar to those in the soil. The maximum chitinase production was obtained at initial pH 8 and 30 °C. Under laboratory
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conditions, chitinase successfully hydrolyzed the cell wall of the phytopathogen Rhizoctonia solani (Kühn), suggesting the
presence of chitinase enzyme in the bacterial filtrate. However, B. subtilis could successfully antagonize the growth of R. solani.
9
-1
Under greenhouse conditions, incorporation of a bacterial suspension of B. subtilis at 10 cell mL in potato production
programs reduced the stem canker and black scurf diseases caused by R. solani. Additionally, it improved some biochemical
parameters, growth and tuber yield. Based on these results, the harmonization and suitability of the soil conditions for the
growth and activity of B. subtilis guaranteed a high controlling capacity for the target pathogen.

P PPI 7
Cushion gall of cacao, more than Fusarium decemcellulare and Lasiodiplodia theobromae
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Cushion gall of cacao is a disease with at least five types of symptoms described (green point,flowery, knob, fan anddisc). This
pathology is globally considered a minor disease, mostly studied in Central and South America. F. decemcellulare is the stage
recognized from flowery and green point galls, the most common variants of the disease. The aim of this study was to describe
the relationship between cultivable fungal species/isolates present in cushion galls of cacao and their pathogenicity. Three key
areas of cocoa production in Venezuela were sampled. Cultivable fungal isolates associated with five symptoms of cushion galls
were identified by sequencing internal transcribed spacer regions of DNA or morphological observations. To determine gall
inducing capacity of the selected isolates, IMC-67 cacao seeds were inoculated, and symptoms were observed at the seedling
stage (45d). The whole collections rendered an abundance of 133 isolates (Fig. 1), a richness of 49 taxa, including 23 isolates
identified until species level. Nineteen isolates were designated as morphotypes. The dominant species were F. decemcellulare
and L. theobromae; both reached ≈30,8% of all identified isolates. Between 63-44 % of isolates of both species were pathogenic
on cacao seedlings (Tab. 1), respectively. From 17 taxa, seven pathogenic and 10 non-pathogenic were observed. Within six of
these patogenic species (L. theobromae, F. decemcellulare, F. solani, F. incarnatum, F. equiseti and F. camptocera), pathogenic
and non-pathogenic isolates were detected. Moreover, within a single naturally infected gall, it was found that: i) 2-5 species
were identified, indicating a broad diversity of taxa that naturally co-occurred and, ii) co-occurrence of pathogenic and nonpathogenic isolates of the dominant species were also observed. All isolates identified as Rhizocthonia solani were able to
induce galls. In cushion gall of cacao,the diversityof species and isolates pathogenicitydescribed, together with
theendophyticnature of some species, could influence thevariety of symptoms associated with it.
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Figure 1. Operative taxonomic units identified in five gall types of cacao.

Table 1. Gall inducing capacity of F. decemcellulare, L. theobromae and other cultivable fungi isolated from galls

P PPI 8
Root rot and leaf spot agents of spring cereals in Mordovia Region, Russian Federation
1,2
1
1
1
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2
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zhemch@mail.ru
The specificity of fungi causing Root Rot and Leaf Spot on cereals was studied in various areas of Mordovia. As a result of
mycology researches there were isolated 457 colonies of pathogenic fungi from damaged roots and leaves of spring wheat and
barley. There were revealed species of genus Fusarium: F.culmorum, F.oxysporum, F.heterosporum, F.avenaceum,
F.sambucinum, F. redolens, F. verticillioides, F. tricinctum and also Bipolaris sorokiniana. There was noticed the high frequency of
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occurrence for F. heterosporum, F. sporotrichioides, F. oxysporum and B.sorokiniana. Some species as F.redolens, F.verticillioides,
F.tricinctum were noted in tests with lower frequency. Twenty-four strains of genera Fusarium and Bipolaris have been received
by monosporous selections. Morphology of these strains was described on the 2% potato agar medium, and pathogenicity and
phytotoxicity were tested on seedlings of wheat and barley. The pathogenicity and phytotoxicity of isolates were determined by
inhibition levels of seed germination and the coleoptiles and roots lengths after treatment with spore suspensions and cultural
liquids filtrates. Intraspecific distinctions on pathogenicity and toxicity among strains of F. heterosporum, F. sporotrichioides, F.
oxysporum and B. sorokiniana were observed. Strains of F. heterosporum and F. oxysporum were weak pathogenic and toxic.
The majority of F. sporotrichioides strains had strong toxicity and pathogenicity for barley and wheat. B. sorokiniana strains were
the most pathogenic and toxic. Products of a metabolism of these strains suppressed coleoptiles and roots growth of wheat
more than for 90%. Characteristics of pathogenicity and phytotoxicity of widespread species of the tested fungi were ambiguous
that testifies to their strong intraspecific variability. The strains of seldom found species have possessed toxicity to wheat
seedlings, but they were not pathogenic, probably it is possible to explain by their insignificant number in Root Rot fungi
populations. Such species as F. sporotrichioides and B. sorokiniana were the most widespread in a complex of fungi causing
cereals Root Rot and Leaf Spot apparently owing to their high variability, plasticity and competitive potential.
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Influence of Fusarium isolates on the expression of barley genes related to plant defense and malting quality
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Fusarium head blight (FHB) is a widespread fungal disease of wheat & barley and is a leading cause of economic loss in these
crops. Barley grains are commonly made into malt for use in beer and whisky production. Infection and mycotoxin
contamination by FHB have been shown to impair the quality of barley grain for use in malting. FHB disease is linked to certain
brewing-related problems, including gushing in packaged beer, off-flavors, and reduced fermentation efficiency. Malting quality
is a complex trait involving multiple inter-related components. Brewers are able to look at certain biological processes which
influence malting quality such as enzymatic activity but not at the underlying gene expression. Favorable conditions for
microbial growth are present during malting, enabling microorganisms to interact with the grains metabolically during the
process. Subsequently, microorganisms such as Fusarium present in the barley grain will have a significant influence in malting
performance and final malt quality. The presence of Fusarium is likely to impact on barley gene expression both before and
during malting, for example through increased expression of genes involved in defense responses. The aim of our research is to
improve understanding of barley gene regulation over time, starting from the onset of infection on living grain tissue in the field,
right up to preparation of finished malt. As FHB disease is caused by a complex of different Fusarium species, we further aim to
investigate the impact of different Fusarium isolates on barley gene expression over this period. We are currently using
quantitative RT-PCR to accurately measure barley gene expression. We will examine the differential expression of maltingrelated genes, as well as defense-related genes to determine whether these contribute overall to malting quality. This research
will increase our fundamental understanding of transcriptional changes in barley in response to different Fusarium isolates and
produce robust gene markers linked to malting quality for improved brew-monitoring and quality-control.

P PPI 10
Molecular characterization of Pythium spp. isolated from tomato seedlings in the Syrian coast
M. I. Khreibeh
National Commission of Biotechnology (NCBt), Biological Diversity, Damascus, Syrian Arab Republic
imadkhrieba@gmail.com
Tomato seedlings damping-off is a limiting factor in commercial greenhouse production. To determine the causal agents of
disease, sampling and fungal isolation were performed during 2012. Samples were collected from infected seedlings growning in
greenhouses in the Syrian coastal region, Isolation of fungi was done in the laboratories of the Agronomical Reaserch Center, in
Lattakia and the molecular analyses were done in the Biotechnology Center at Tishreen University, Lattakia, Syria, during the
years 2012,2013. Eight isolates of Pythium sp. obtained were purified using hyphal tip method (named P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7
and P8). Isolates were morphologically identified by optical microscope, then molecularly Characterized using genus specific ITS
primers. The results of morphological characterization of pathogenic species suggested the detection of Pythium
aphanidermatum, P. ultimum. The analysis of DNAs from the different isolates with ITS primers, recognizing the inter transcript
spacer of nuclear ribosomal DNA proved that the eight, isolates were belonging to the species P. ultimum. The complete
sequences of ribosomal DNA internal transcribed spacers regions of selected isolates were determined and submitted to
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GenBank. The GenBank-BLAST homology search revealed P. ultimum. as the most similar sequence (> 99% identity) with
GenBank entry AB355596.

P PPI 11
The study of the antagonistic power of four microorgans
(Trichoderma viride , Trichoderma harzianum ,Phoma et Camarosporium ) on the mycelial grouth of Ascochyta pinodella et
Ascochyta pinodes. Agents responsible of the aschochyt blight on the pea.
B. Mosbah, A. Gacemi, H. Ouabel
National Institut of Agricultural Research, Relizane, Algeria
mosbahitgcbel@yahoo.fr
This present work has the objective of testing the antagonistic effects in vitro of four different microorgans (Trichoderma viride ,
Trichoderma harzianum ,Phoma and
Camarosporium )on the mycelial grouth of Ascochyta pinodella and Ascochyta pinodes ) Agents responsible of the anthracnoses
of the pea . The two technics used to know the direct confrontation and volatile substances, shows a clear antagonistic action of
Trichoderma on the mycelial grouth of Ascochyta .
In other hands , the antagonistic action of Phoma and Camarosporium stay weak .
This action explains the reduction of the mycelial grouth of pathgène .
From these experiences we come up that each of the two antagonistic (Trichoderma viride , Trichoderma harzianum) has a
particular aptitude to inhibit agent pathogène and can give positive results in the use of the biologic control .
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Volatile metabolites as markers for Plasmopara viticola resistance in two grapevine developmental stages
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Questions: The European grapevine species Vitis vinifera is highly susceptible to the obligate biotrophic oomycete Plasmopara
viticola. Pathogen infection causes heavy yield losses and plant protection is based on high amounts of fungicides. In contrast
species like V. labrusca or V. riparia are resistant against this pathogen.
Comparing the metabolite profiles of resistant and susceptible grapevines will foster the understanding of host-pathogen
interactions. The detection of resistance related plant metabolites may also lead to new concepts in plant protection strategies.
Methods: Comparison of metabolite profiles was based on 12 genotypes with different resistance traits against P. viticola from
the species V. vinifera, V. labrusca, V. riparia and six hybrids. Resistance rates were ascertained by inoculation of leaf disks with
P. viticola. Grapevine leaves were sampled at developmental stages BBCH 6 and BBCH 9. Volatile organic compounds (VOC) were
detected by HS-SPME-GC-MS. Non-targeted chemometrical data processing was used to screen the metabolite profiles.
Relationships of metabolites with resistance traits were determined by spearman rank correlation.
Results: This operation resulted in three metabolite markers in BBCH 6 and four markers in BBCH 9. Methyl salicylate and
benzaldehyde are highly correlated with resistance in both developmental stages. In BBCH 6 the third marker was metabolite
ID86. This metabolite was not detected in leaves of BBCH 9. The two VOCs (Z)-3-hexenol and metabolite ID64 correlated highly
with resistance in BBCH 9, but not in BBCH 6, although they were both present in BBCH 6. Identities of ID64 and ID86 are still to
be confirmed.
Conclusion: The three identified VOCs are generally related to induced resistance traits. However, in this assay only plants
without pathogen inoculation and with no visible symptoms during the trial were analyzed. The methyl salicylate and
benzaldehyde concentrations are higher in resistant genotypes than in susceptible ones. (Z)-3-hexenol induces the up-regulation
of defence genes, e.g. defence against Botrytis cinerea in Arabidopsis thaliana. To our knowledge a (Z)-3-hexenol relation to P.
viticola resistance has never been reported before. In ongoing studies we will analyze, if a (Z)-3-hexenol treatment has an effect
to P. viticola growth.
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Salicylic acid, a basal resistance component in the interaction of Verticillium longisporum and oilseed rape (Brassica napus L.)
X. Zheng, B. Koopmann, A. von Tiedemann
Georg August University Göttingen, General Plant Pathology and Crop Protection, Göttingen, Germany
xzheng@gwdg.de
Introdution: Oilseed rape (OSR) is the third most important source of vegetable plant oil, however, production may be
threatened by a number of constraints including damage caused by diseases. Verticillium longisporum (VL) is a soilborne vascular
pathogen, which is host-specific on crucifers including OSR. The pathogen has occurred in Europe so far, but recently it was
found for the first time in Canadian OSR. Due to a lack of effective fungicides, breeding for resistant OSR cultivars is the main
approach against VL. Salicylic acid (SA) was reported in many plants as an essential endogenous mediator of pathogen resistance
and therefore we investigated its role in response of OSR to VL.
Objebtives: We studied the role of SA in the interaction of VL and OSR, analyzed the correlation between SA levels and disease
severity, and tested SA for direct effects on the pathogen.
Materials and methods: In vitro and in planta experiments were conducted. In planta experiments were performed with a
transgenic NahG line and wild type of spring-type oilseed rape cv. ‘Drakkar’. Increasing concentrations of SA were exogenously
applied on VL- and mock-inoculated OSR. Disease screenings were done from 7 dpi to 42 dpi. The amount of pathogen and
endogenous SA levels in hypocotyls were detected by qPCR and HPLC-fluorescence, respectively. In the in vitro experiments, VL
was grown on PDA plates with different SA concentrations.
Results: In the in planta experiment, the transgenic NahG plants were more susceptible than wild type plants to VL infection
(higher disease severity and AUDPC, less plant biomass, higher fungal biomass in plants). Infection with VL significantly increased
SA levels in wild type OSR but not in NahG transformants. While in NahG plants SA levels show a strongly negative correlation
with infection this is not found in the wild type. Application of SA up to 2.0 mM did not affect infection with VL as it was not
taken up by the plants. In vitro results demonstrate that SA has no significant fungitoxic effects on VL up to 1 mM.
Conclusions: A basic concentration of SA is required for basal resistance in OSR against VL infection. This is in contrast to
previous work on cultivar-specific resistance, which was inversely correlated with resistance, suggesting a second role of
elevated levels of SA as factor of susceptibility.
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Potential of rhizobacteria for suppressing Striga hermonthica germination and radicle elongation
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The objective of this study was to screen the potential of four plant growth promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR) for suppression of
Striga hermonthica development. Bacillus subtilis Bsn5, B. subtilis GBO3, B. amyloliquefaciens FZB42 and Burkholderia
phytofirmans PsJN inocula and their corresponding cell culture supernatants were evaluated in Petri dish and extended agar gel
assays (EAGA) for their potential to inhibit germination and radicle growth of S. hermonthica. Sorghum root exudates and
synthetic stimulant GR24 were used to induce seed germination. B. subtilis Bsn5 supernatant, which showed the greatest
inhibitory activity, was further separated by ethyl acetate into lipophilic and hydrophilic phases to identify the polarity of the
inhibitor. After seven days of growth, effect of PGPR inocula and supernatants on germination and radicle length was analyzed.
Complete S. hermonthica germination inhibition (0% germination) occurred in seeds exposed to all PGPR inocula. Similarly,
supernatants exhibited inhibitory effect on both germination and radicle length. Compared to the untreated control,
germination and radicle elongation was lowest in B. subtilis Bsn5 supernatant treatments. There was complete inhibition of
germination after exposure to either B. subtilis Bsn5 supernatant or 100% hydrophilic fraction of the supernatant. Light
microscopy examination of S. hermonthica radicles exposed to B. subtilis Bsn5 supernatant revealed that stunting of the radicles
was due to reduction in cell sizes at the radicle elongation zone. EAGA experiments showed a similar trend of results with B.
subtilis Bsn5 showing the highest inhibitory activity on germination and radicle elongation compared to other PGPR and control
treatments.
This study identified all test strains with promising potential to suppress S. hermonthica development. Greenhouse and field
experiments are recommended to better understand the efficacy of the strains under natural conditions where other biotic and
abiotic factors come into play. Such findings will provide novel information of the effect of PGPR on S. hermonthica development
and will open new avenues for S. hermonthica control.
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Tomato osmotin, NP24 might induce an apoptosis to Saccharomyces cerevisiae
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Introduction: Pathogenesis related proteins (PR-Ps) are known to accumulate in plant in response to biotic and abiotic stress.
PR-Ps, identified both in dicot and monocot, are classfied into 17 different families based on identity of amino acid and
immunological homology. Osmotin detected in tobacco cell culture has been categorized as PR-5, which is also called thaumatin
like protein because of high similarity to thaumatin from Thaumatococcus danielli. Antifungal activity of osmotin against
Fusarium and Phytophthora species has been demonstrated in vitro. Further, osmotin was recently found to binds PHO36 in
yeast transmembrane and induce cell apoptosis. Tomato (Solanum lycoperisicum) is one of the important crops in the world.
NP24 was isolated as high degree of homology to osmotin from tomato, but most of the function has not been clarified yet.
Objective: The purpose of this investigation was to characterize and identify antifungal function of NP24.
Materials and methods: We amplified full length NP24 cDNA from Solanum lycoperisicum cv momotaro by PCR using primers
designed from the sequence of Heinz1706 osmotin. The open reading frame sequence was cloned into a pET plasmid, expressed
in E.coli, and resulted protein was purified by affinity chromatography. Antifungal activity of purified NP24 was examined by
spot assay against model fungus Saccharomyces cerevisiae BY4741 stain.
Results: The NP24 cDNA was 744 bp encoding 247 amino acids. An N-terminal signal peptide of 22 amino acids was present in
the protein. Recombinant NP24 protein was purified from crude protein by immobilized metal ion affinity chromatography.
NP24 caused significant growth inhibition to viable cells of S. cerevisiae BY4741 spheroplast. In contract, growth of ΔPHO36
mutant spheroplast was not inhibited.
Conclusion: Tomato osmotin, NP24 showed growth inhibition to S. cerevisiae spheroplast significantly different between wild
and mutant strain. These results suggests that NP24 have an influence on cell viability involved in apoptosis via PHO36 similar to
tobacco osmotin. Thus, we expect that NP24 might induce apoptosis in pathogenic bacteria by ROS generation via PHO36 like
protein.

P PPI 17
Durable resistance to rice blast (Pyricularia grisea) in Egypt
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Rice is one of most important food crop in Egypt not only for local consumption but also for exportation. Meanwhile, rice blast
disease (Pyricularia grisea) is the production constraint. One strategy to improve the durability of blast resistance is to pyramid
resistance genes. To do that, extensive studies were conducted on the genetic structure of blast pathogen population at the Rice
Research & Training Centre ,Sakha, Egypt, determined composition, distribution and frequency of the avirulance that show race
varieties; identified and incorporated resistance genes into commercial rice cultivars using genetic marker; and continuously
evaluated and selected breeding lines under high disease pressure and pathogen diversity. Rice differentials with known blast
resistance genes have been used to study avirulance gene combinations and frequency in blast pathogen and identify relevant
resistance genes. The combination of resistance genes ( Pi-1, Pi-2, Pi-33) for which their corresponding avirulance genes are
highly conserved in blast pathogen population in Egypt has proven to confer stable blast resistance after several years of testing
under high pressure in the field and greenhouse inoculations. Additional pathogen characterization of spontaneous mutations of
the blast pathogen allowed the identification of the blast resistance genes (Pi-b, Pi-g and Pi-to2), which will be needed for
protecting rice cultivars from potential future change in the avirulance/ virulence genes in the blast pathogen population.
Microsatellite markers highly linked to these blast resitance genes have been found from public database facilitating the
introgression and pyramiding each of the six blast resistance genes into the Egyptian rice cultivars and elite lines derived from
rice breeding programs and aiming at developing rice cultivars with durable blast resistance.
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Current status of chickpea Ascochyta blight in Turkey
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Introduction: Turkey is one of the leading chickpea producing country in the world and origin center of chickpea cultivation
dating back 10.000-12.000 years (Lev-Yadun et al., 2000). Ascochyta blight and Fusarium wilt are major diseases that severely
restrict chickpea cultivation in Turkey (Kaiser and Kusmenoglu, 1997; Demirci et al., 1999). To perform and breed
resistant/tolerant chickpea cultivars against Ascochyta blight, it is necessary to define population structure of Didymella rabiei in
our country.
Objectives: This study was undertaken to explore Ascochyta blight incidence, mating type distribution and virulence variations
of D. rabiei in the chickpea growing areas of Turkey.
Materials and methods: Survey studies to chickpea fields were conducted in 47 chickpea growing provinces covering seven
regions of Turkey in 2013-2014 growing season. Altitudes, GPS locations, Fusarium wilt occurrence, weed coverage, nodulation
and vegetation data’s were also collected for each filed. A total of 806 (19.536 da) chickpea fields were evaluated and disease
incidences were calculated according to Reddy and Singh (1984). Mating types of over 250 D. rabiei isolates were analyzed using
SP21, COM1 and Tail 5 primers through PCR (Barve et al., 2003). Pathotyping of selected isolates were determined according to
Udupa et al., (1998).
Results: The highest disease incidence was observed in the Bosporus region with %40.11 and followed by Black Sea, Aegean,
Central Anatolia, Mediterranean, Southeastern and Eastern regions of Turkey. Disease incidence exhibited negative correlation
with elevation (r= -,314; p<,001) and nodulation (r= -,076; p<,05). Mat1.1/Mat1.2 ratio was close to 1/1 but differences were
observed among regions and provinces. Pathotypes 1, 2, 3, and 4 were detected in all the regions but Pathotype 4 was excessive
in amount in institutes where chickpea breeding is being conducted for several years.
Conclusion: Ascochyta blight caused by D. rabiei was determined to be common and predominant over Fusarium wilt in
chickpea growing provinces in Turkey. However, Fusarium wilt was detected to be an emerging disease in the Aegean,
Mediterranean and Bosporus regions. Occurrence of Pathotype 4 which is a highly virulent group of D. rabiei (Imtiaz et al., 2011)
was first determined in Turkey through this study.
This study was supported by The Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey (TÜBİTAK) with project number
113O071
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Physiological and morphological changes in cell-wall responses of Brassica napus genotypes contrasting in resistance to
Sclerotinia sclerotiorum
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Introduction: Oilseed rape (Brassica napus) is an agronomic relevant host of Sclerotinia sclerotiorum (Lib.) de Bary, the causal
agent of white mold or stem rot disease. Commercial cultivars exhibit insufficient resistance and fungicide application is the
predominant means for disease control. Due to the intensifying cultivation of oilseed rape there is a large interest for the
development of resistant cultivars.
Objectives: The major objective of this project is to explore resistance factors in oilseed rape effective against S. sclerotiorum.
The focus of our analyses was on changes in the cell-wall composition in stem tissue of a set of B. napus genotypes varying in
resistance to stem rot.
Methods: Two separate greenhouse experiments were conducted with the Chinese oilseed rape line Zhong You 821 and the
spring cultivar Loras. For histological observations, the Wiesner staining for detection of G (guaiacyl) lignin and UV light for
autofluorescence of phenols were used. Genetic studies on the transcriptome level were performed with quantitative real-time
PCR to analyze the expression levels of key genes of the phenylpropanoid pathway in oilseed rape infected with S. sclerotiorum.
Results: Histological examination showed an increased accumulation of phenols in the Sclerotinia infected tissue as a part of the
natural defence responses. The Wiesner staining indicated an elevated constitutive G lignin content in the sclerenchymatous
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sheath of the resistant genotype Zhong You 821. First results of the genetic studies revealed enhanced expression of a
cinnamoyl-CoA reductase (BnCCR2) in the resistant Zhong You 821, which is suggested to be linked to enhanced G lignin
synthesis.
Conclusions: The strong expression of BnCCR2 and the elevated constitutive deposition of G lignin indicate a potential role of
the secondary cell-wall composition and the accumulation of monolignols in the cell-wall as resistance factors against Sclerotinia
infection.
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Relationship between the alkaloid content of Lupinus angustifolius L. genotypes and aphid multiplication and feeding
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Introduction: Narrow-leafed lupins (Lupinus angustifolius L.) are an interesting crop rich in proteins, enhancing the soil structure
by their deep taproot and the soil quality by symbiosis with nitrogen fixing bacteria, accumulating nitrogen in the rhizosphere.
Toxic alkaloids are characteristic for wild lupins, acting as a chemical defence against pathogens and herbivores. Breeding for
reduced alkaloid content in the seeds (sweet lupins) led to an increased susceptibility to aphids. For breeding resistant cultivars
a better knowledge of the interactions between alkaloid content and aphid development is needed.
Objectives: Therefore, the relationship between alkaloid content, aphid multiplication and feeding behaviour was investigated
with selected aphid species on lupins differing in the alkaloid content.
Materials and methods: The alkaloids in the leaves of four selected genotypes were analyzed by GC/MS. To estimate the
population growth of Macrosiphum albifrons, Aphis fabae, Aphis craccivora, Acyrthosiphon pisum and Myzus persicae 10 young
plants per genotype (3 replications) were settled with 2 to 4 apterous aphids in a growth chamber. After 1 and 2 weeks the
aphids were counted and the average number of aphids/plant and day was calculated. The feeding behaviour was studied by
using the EPG (electrical penetration graph) technique and the influence of the alkaloid content on different EPG-parameters
was determined.
Results: Multiplication and feeding of M. albifrons which is adapted to lupins was not affected by the alkaloid level. For the
other aphid species the multiplication was significantly negatively correlated with the alkaloid content. The EPG showed that the
time to the first penetration and the pathway of the stylet to the phloem is not influenced by the alkaloid content, however, the
time of phloem feeding and related parameters are strongly reduced on genotypes with a high alkaloid content. But, a reduced
aphid multiplication and feeding behaviour was detected on cultivar Kalya having a low alkaloid content.
Conclusion: Feeding and multiplication of aphids is generally affected by the alkaloid content, probably in the phloem, but
differences between sweet genotypes are present. Breeding of sweet lupins with reduced aphid susceptibility, except M.
albifrons, is therefore possible.
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The Arabidopsis lipid transfer protein LTPIV.4 enhances resistance to Pseudomonas syringae pv. maculicola
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Lipid Transfer proteins (LTPs) are small proteins characterized by an internal lipid-binding pocket. LTPs comprise large groups of
related proteins in higher plants, with only a small fraction functionally characterized. In Arabidopsis, the lipid transfer proteins
DEFECTIVE IN INDUCED RESISTANCE 1 (DIR1), DIR1-like and AZELAIC ACID INDUCED 1 (AZI1) have been shown to play a role in
systemic acquired resistance (SAR) or in priming of defense responses. Despite their function in enhancing pathogen resistance,
Azi1 and Dir1 are not strongly induced by pathogen treatment on the transcriptional level.
An LTP closely related to DIR1, LTPIV.4, on the other hand, showed strong upregulation upon pathogen inoculation and in
response to salicylic acid. We are therefore analyzing the role of this LTP in the Arabidopsis pathogen response. In tests with the
hemi-biotrophic bacterium Pseudomonas syringae pv. maculicola, ltpIV.4 mutant plants were more susceptible, while
35S::LTPIV.4 expressing lines were more resistant. LTPIV.4 promoter:GUS studies revealed that expression of LTPIV.4 is high in
leaves, especially in young rosette leaves. Although high GUS levels were detected around the leaf vasculature, a requirement of
LTPIV.4 in systemic acquired resistance, as described for the closely related DIR1, was not detected. LTPIV.4 is therefore,
different to related LTP’s, enhancing local, but not systemic resistance of leaves infected with Pseudomonas syringae.
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First report of Myzus persicae as a vector for Carrot motley dwarf (CMD) complex
M. T. Naseem
National Institute for Biotechnology and Genetic Engineering, Faisalabad, Pakistan
tayyibnaseem@hotmail.com
Carrot motley dwarf (CMD) is caused by virus complex of Carrot red leaf virus (Polerovirus), Carrot mottle virus (Umbravirus) and
Carrot red leaf virus associated RNA virus (Unassigned +ssRNA virus). CMD complex is vectored by Cavariella aegopodii in plants
in persistent and non-propagative manner. Previous studies have failed to prove Myzus persicae as a vector of CMD in plants.
We tested Myzus persicae for the transmission of CMD complex by analyzing disease symptoms in host plants and by PCR
analysis, and found up to 90% inoculated plants showed positive physical symptoms, which later confirmed by RT-PCR results.
Sequence divergence with respect to databank sequences of CMD also reported. Obtained sequences of CtRLV, CMoV and
CtRLVaRNA were submitted to European Nucleotide Archive with accession numbers LN554261, LN554262 and LN554263,
respectively.

P PPI 23
Study genetic variation using DNA molecular markers and Identification physiological races of of wheat stripe (yellow) rust
Puccinia striiformis f.sp tritici
during 2010-2014 In some regions of Syria
S. Aboud Kharouf
National Commission for Biotechnology ( NCBT) , plant Protection, Damascus, Syrian Arab Republic
shoula_kharouf@yahoo.com
Wheat, as the most important staple food crop, is grown on approximately 225 million ha-1 worldwide with 600 million tons of
wheat produced annually; globally, the most precursory threatening for future wheat production in the third world represented
in obligate biographic parasites with complex life cycle like the rust fungi. Rust diseases characterized by mutable physiological
races that differ from each other in virulence and pathogenicity ability. Yellow Rust (stripe) rust(Puccinia striiformis West. f. sp.
tritici) is one of the most epidemic diseases infects wheat in cold and wet regions. In 1988, this disease caused a loss of seasonal
production amounted 70% on wheat variety Maxpak in Syria, and recurrent infection in 2010, caused by virulence race called
Yr27 caused a considerable loss in bread wheat production(Cham 8 - Cham 6 particularly) amounted 90 %.Recently, 15 races of
yellow rust had been addressed in Syria for seasons 2010- 2014, 159E256 , 166E254, 166E256, 255 E112, 0 E0, 64 E 6,
230 E150, 0 E 18, 198 E130, 166 E150, 102 E160, 128 E0, 126 E150, 214E150
Molecular Variance Analysis of Molecular Variance (AMOVA) of 55 yellow rust of Molecular Variance (AMOVA) of 55 yellow rust
Puccinia striiformis f.sp tritici isolates examined by Amplify Fragment Length Polymorphism (AFLP) revealed high genetic
variation within population. dimensional scale analysis (MSD) and tree diagram showed that the Syrian yellow rust isolates were
clustered in three groups. The first group contained isolates derived from durum wheat, the second group contained bread
wheat isolates, but the third group was made of mixture of isolates derived from both wheat species

P PPI 24
The transcriptional response of potato tubers to Pectobacterium spp. during soft rot infection
P. Ramakrishnan
Bio-Protection Research institute, Christchurch, New Zealand
pavithra.coimbatoreramakrishnan@lincolnuni.ac.nz
Introduction: Potato (Solanum tuberosum L.) is the third most important global staple food source. Potato production is highly
regulated to keep the crop free from pathogens that reduce tuber quality and yield. Pectobacterium atrosepticum (Pba) and
Pectobacterium carotovorum subsp. brasiliensis (Pbr) are soil-borne necrotrophic bacterial plant pathogens that cause blackleg
on potato stems during the growing season and soft rot of tubers post-harvest. Coronafacic acid (CFA) is a virulence determinant
identified in isolates of Pectobacterium. In the hemibiotrophic pathogen Pseudomonas syringae, CFA is a component of
coronatine (COR). COR acts as a molecular mimic of jasmonic acid (JA) during pathogenicity on host plants, suppressing the
salicylic acid (SA) signalling pathway which is essential for defence against P. syringae.
Objective: The aims of this study were: i) to investigate the early response of potato tubers to soft rot infection and to identify
the defence pathways involved in resistance to Pectobacterium; and ii) to examine the impact of CFA on the defence response of
potato tubers.
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Methods: Total RNA was extracted from susceptible potato tubers (cv. Summer delight) inoculated with either Pectobacterium
or purified CFA. Global transcriptional profiles during early stages of soft rot infections (6, 12 and 24 hours post inoculation) was
studied using Illumina-based RNA sequencing.
Results: Potato tubers inoculated with Pectobacterium spp. showed differential expression of genes related to ethylene (ET)
biosynthesis and the JA pathway. Genes associated with plastids were also highly differentially expressed, suggesting that tubers
had initiated the production of plant phenolics in response to the pathogen. Finally, isoforms of many of these defence related
genes were expressed differentially in tubers in response to the pathogen.
Conclusion: The differential expression of genes related to ET biosynthesis and the JA pathway was as expected as these
pathways are central to plant defence against necrotrophic pathogens. The production of plant phenolics was also predicted, as
phenolics are known to be produced by tubers in response to biotic and abiotic stress. Biochemical analysis of tubers is being
undertaken to confirm the differential production of ET and JA as well as the identity of the phenolics.

P PPI 25
Development trend analysis of Gui 22-9 and Gui 22-14 new strains of wheat stripe rust
J. Qiuzhen, J. Shelin, C. Shiqin, H. Jin, Z. Bo, S. Zhenyu, W. Xiaoming
Gansu Academy of agricultural science, Institute of Plant Protection, Lanzhou, China
jiaqiuzhen@163.com
New virtual race’s occurrence and becoming predominant race are the fundamental reason of the breakdown of resistance to
stripe rust and disease outbreak in wheat cultivars. So its mutation monitor research is not only an important area of wheat
stripe rust research, but a key link to control. In the early 1990s, “Guinong 22” wheat variety was firstly bred by Professor
Qingqin Zhang, who works at Agricultural College of Guizhou University, through the hybridization of Haynaldia villosa, and
Triticum Durum and Triticum aestuvum. It’s a vital resource in China, which is immune to those races earlier than CYR33. Now
this new variety has been widely used in disease resistance breeding, playing an important role in wheat production.In 2010,
two kinds of new emerging stripes, Gui 22-9 and Gui 22-14 were monitored to have strong toxicity to Guinong 22, which was
developed from CYR32 and CYR33. The pathogenetic characteristic of Gui 22-9 is similar to the former, while that of Gui 22-14 is
similar to the latter. However, both of them have toxic effects to Guinong 22, Chuanmai 42 (Yr24), Lantian 17 (Yr26) and 92R137
(Yr26). Herein 1681 stripe rust-infected wheat leaves ware sampled from Gansu, Qinghai, Shaanxi and Qinghai provinces in
2010-2014, and the results showed that the occurrence frequency of Gui 22-9 increased from 2.8% (2010) to 12.5% (2013),
whereas that of Gui 22-14 increased from 7.0% (2011) to 9.0% (2013). And the frequency of Guinong 22 group increased yearly,
from 3.5% (2010) to 17.78% (2011) and 23.6% (2012) and 34.1% (2013), and even to 45.2% (2014). These two races and Guinong
22 group emerged especially in Gansu and Sichuan provinces, which are fully correlated to the frequent occurrence of stripe rust
and the existence of lots of nurse varieties. The new emerging stripes have great concerns to those varieties grown in several
provinces (including Gansu, Sichuan and Shaanxi), such as Lantian 17 and 24, 95-111-3, Zhongliang 29, Mianmai 42, Neimai 8 and
9, Chuanmai 42, Shaanmai 175 and Hanmai 6, in which have blood relationship with Guinong 22, Nannong 92R and Moro.
Therefore the target of disease resistance breeding should be rapidly adjusted across the county, and some resistant resources
such as Guinong and 92R must be eliminated to avoid more disease outbreak caused by the breakdown of resistance to stripe
rust.

P PPI 26
Role of PR-proteins in defense reactions of potato tubers against Fusarium solani
A. Utarbayeva, Y. Dyo, A. Tursunova, O. Sapko, O. Chebonenko, A. Abaildayev, A. Amirkulova
M.A. Aitkhozhin Institute of Molecular Biology and Biochemistry, laboratory of plant signaling systems, Almaty, Kazakhstan
a.utar@mail.ru
Introduction: β-1,3-glucanase and chitinase are PR-proteins and both are part of the protective mechanism of plant against
pathogens. Investigation of the role of these enzymes involved in the response of potato under F. solani infection is important
for their use as biochemical markers of resistance against fungus cause dry rot of tubers.
Objectives: To investigate the changes of activities and isoensyme spectrum of PR-proteins in potato tubers under F. solani
infection.
Materials and methods: Objects - potato tubers varieties Aksor (conditionally resistant), Santa (resistant), strain F. solani 0167.
Tubers were infected with cultural filtrate and mycelium. The enzyme activity was determined after 0-7 days after infection.
Results: The results showed that the response of Aksor cultivar was earlier than Santa. The glucanase was activated stronger
(30-40% increase) by cultural filtrate than by mycelium. Peak of enzymatic activity was observed in 3 days after infection, 5 fold
higher than the control. Then in 4 days, there was some decline of activity, but still level of activity in the experimental variants
th
was 3 fold higher than the control. At the 5 day activity in infected samples was the same level as the control. Chitinase
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activation occurs before glucanase (at the 2 day after infection), but the level of activity was lower (1,5-2,0 fold higher than
control). Chitinase was activated only by treatment with CF. The treatment with mycelium inhibited activity of enzyme
throughout the experiment. Under F. solani infection of potatoes were no changes observed in the qualitative composition of
rd
glucanase and chitinase isoforms. Only certain isoforms were activated. So for glucanase at the 3 day of infection were
activated two isoforms - acidic (pI 4,5) and especially alkaline (pI 8,0). The infection was also enhanced the activity of chitinase
nd
isoform one acidic (pI 5,3), which correlated with increasing of total activity of the enzyme at the 2 day after infection.
Conclusion: Under infection in tubers take place the rapid activation of PR-proteins localized on the surface of the tubers to
prevent further penetration of the infection into the inner layers of the tuber tissue. In resistant cultivars the activation of
enzymes occurs at the earlier stages of infection, which allows more effectively resist attack of the pathogen.

P PPI 27
Identification of QTLs conferring resistance to net blotch (Pyrenophora teres f. teres) in barley using a nested association
mapping population
1
1
2
1
T. Vatter , D. Kopahnke , K. Pillen , F. Ordon
1
Julius Kühn-Institute (JKI), Federal Research Center for Cultivated Plants, Institute for Resistance Research and Stress Tolerance,
Quedlinburg, Germany
2
Martin-Luther-University Halle –Wittenberg, Institute of Agricultural and Nutritional Sciences, Halle (Saale), Germany
frank.ordon@jki.bund.de
Net blotch, caused by the fungus Pyrenophora teres f. teres, is an important foliar disease of barley causing high yield losses. The
identification of QTLs conferring resistance to this fungus is the basis for targeted and sustainable breeding approaches aiming
to improve net blotch resistance in modern barley cultivars.
Therefore, a SNP-based nested association mapping (NAM) approach was used to map resistance QTL derived from H.
spontaneum.
To achieve this, the barley nested association population (HEB-25) comprising 1420 BC1S3 lines in 25 families originating from a
cross of 25 wild barley accessions (H. spontaneum) with the elite cultivar Barke will be screened for resistance in 2-year field
trials using a summer-hill-design. Based on first year data the area under the disease progress curve was calculated. Using these
and SNP data obtained from the 9k iSelect barley chip a nested association mapping approach was conducted.
First year results indicate a high variability in net blotch resistance between and within families of the NAM-population with
some genotypes showing higher resistance than the resistant check line included in the trial. In summary, SNPs associated to net
blotch resistance were detected on chromosomes 2H, 4H and 6H. In a next step, field trials will be replicated in a second year
and additional markers will be generated by exome capture in order to achieve more detailed information on Pyrenophora
resistance derived from H. spontaneum.

P PPI 28
Effect of proteinaceus toxins produced by Stagonospora nodorum on necrosis induction in triticale.
J. Walczewski, E. Arseniuk
IHAR PIB, Department of Plant Pathology, Blonie, Poland
j.walczewski@ihar.edu.pl
Introduction: Stagonospora nodorum is a necrotrophic pathogen of all assimilative green plant parts of wheat and triticale as
well as of other cereals and grasses. Oval or lens-shaped, first chlorotic and later in the season redbrown spots develop along
the leaf blade and sheath and affect the entire leaf and/or glume and awns. With development of the disease, called
Stagonospora leaf and glume blotch, on necrotic lesions appears pycnidial sporulation. Destruction of green plant parts affects
adversely photosynthesis, what results in grain yield loss, quantitative and qualitative in nature. In past several years appeared
quite a number of reports on proteinaceous host selective toxins produced by S. nodorum in affected plant tissue. These play
crucial role in induction of tissue necrosis. Toxins interact with specific host genes. Positive recognition with dominant allele in
affected plant leads to necrosis induction, while absence of dominant allele causes toxin insensitivity. So far, six pairs of S.
nodorum toxin/host gene were described. Tests conducted under controlled environment as well as field trials confirmed that
protein toxins are important factors in S. nodorum leaf and glum blotch of wheat.
Objectives: Evaluation of triticale varieties and breading lines reactions to semi purified extracts from S. nodorum liquid cultures.
Materials and methods: Isolates were grown for 4-5 weeks on liquid medium [g/L] : 5g ammonium tartrate; 1g NH4NO3; 0,5g
MgSO4 *7H2O; 3,9g KH2PO4; 30g sucrose; 1g yeast extract, pH 5,7. Medium was dialyzed in 8kDa MWCO tubing, precipitated
with acetone and dissolved in: 50mM MOPS; 12,5mM sodium acetate; 1,25mM EDTA; pH 7,5. The extract was 50× concentrated
and infiltrated to second seedling leaves. Digestion of proteins was conducted with Pronase® 1mg/ml.
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Results: Differential reactions among host genotypes infiltrated with semi purified extracts were observed. Extracts digested by
proteases lost their activity.
Conclusion: Losing activity after digestion and particle size in extracts suggest that necrotrophic factor in our extracts is
proteinaceus in nature. This finding is in agreement with literature data. Differential susceptible reaction among triticale
genotypes shows that proteinaceus toxins have an impact on symptom expression in triticale as well as in wheat seedling leaves.

P PPI 29
Dynamic subcellular changes in glutathione and its precursor levels in plants under different environmental conditions
1
2
M. Müller , B. Zechmann
1
University of Graz, Institute of Plant Sciences, Graz, Austria
2
Baylor University, Center for Microscopy and Imaging, Waco, United States
maria.mueller@uni-graz.at
Introduction: Glutathione and its precursors are the most important antioxidants in plants. They are involved in the
detoxification of reactive oxygen species (ROS), redox signaling, in the modulation of defense gene expression and they are
important for the regulation of enzymatic activities. For these reasons levels of glutathione and their precursors are often used
as stress markers in plants.
Objectives: In our studies we focused our interest on the dynamic compartment specific changes of glutathione and its
precursors, to gain thorough knowledge about the subcellular distribution of these antioxidants in plants and on the importance
of these antioxidants in certain cell compartments during stress situations.
Material and methods: Different agricultural plants (Cucurbita, Nicotiana), as well as Arabidopsis were used as model plants
under different environmental conditions. For this purpose beside other techniques an immunogold cytohistochemical approach
was developed and adapted to different plant material in order to detect and quantify subcellular glutathione and its precursors
with computer-supported transmission electron microscopy.
Results: The development and application of these methods to various plants under different environmental conditions revealed
that glutathione precursors (especially cysteine) limit the operation of glutathione metabolism. The modification (increase) of
cysteine contents in plants resulted in a strong increase in glutathione contents and subsequently in a higher stress tolerance.
Conclusion: These studies and methods can now be used for the development of new defense strategies for agricultural use in
the future, and can protect farmers from possible crop losses induced by environmental stress situations in the future.
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by the Austrian Science Fund.
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Detection, Taxonomy and Genetic Variability of Alder Yellows Phytoplasma in Black Alder in Spreewald Habitat
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2
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S. Holz , B. Duduk , C. Büttner , M. Kube
1
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Faculty of Life Sciences, Berlin, Germany
2
Institute of Pesticides and Environmental Protection, Laboratory of Applied Phytopathology, Belgrade, Serbia
sabine.holz@agrar.hu-berlin.de
Introduction: Phytoplasmas are cell wall-less bacteria and obligate parasites colonizing the phloem of plants. Diseases caused by
phytoplasmas are associated to more than 1,000 plant species worldwide, including economically important crops and forest
trees. Alder yellows phytoplasma (AldY), which frequently infects Alnus spp. (alder), is closely related to quarantine pathogen
Flavescence dorée (FD) in grapevines. Only few A. glutinosa (black alder) trees are exhibiting typical symptoms such as yellowing
or decline.
Objectives: This study aims to determine the prevalence of AldY infection in black alder not exhibiting infection-associated
symptoms in a riparian forest and the phylogenetic relatedness between determined and previously described strains, based on
16S rRNA and methionine aminopeptidase (map) gene.
Materials and methods: Leaf samples from fifty-seven black alder at different ages were harvested during summer for DNAisolation followed by PCR on partial rRNA-operon and map. RFLP analysis was performed on 16S rDNA using TaqI for
classification to 16SrV-C on all samples. Sequencing of 16S rRNA and map genes from selected strains was performed for
phylogenetic analyses.
Results: AldY phytoplasmas (16SrV-C) were detected in all samples by PCR-RFLP and sequence analyses of 16S rDNA. Map
analyses revealed diversity of the strains present in the analysed samples as well as several samples with mixed infections of
closely-related AldY strains. The determined strains were assigned to phylogenetic clusters close to Palatinate grapevine yellows,
AldY or FD.
Conclusion: Black alders of the Spreewald area are in general infected with AldY phytoplasma without symptom exhibition. Our
results support the presence of an established common balanced phytoplasma infection in black alder.
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Study genetic variation using DNA molecular markers and Identification physiological races of of wheat stripe (yellow) rust
Puccinia striiformis f.sp tritici during 2010-2014 In some regions of Syria
1
2
1
1
1
S. Kharouf , F. Azmeh , M. Makhoul , B. Alsalamah , M. Alabdallah
1
National Commission for Biotechnology (NCBT), Damascus, Syrian Arab Republic
2
Damascus University Faculty of Agriculture, Damascus, Syrian Arab Republic
Wheat, as the most important staple food crop, is grown on approximately 225 million ha-1 worldwide with 600 million tons of
wheat produced annually; globally, the most precursory threatening for future wheat production in the third world represented
in obligate biographic parasites with complex life cycle like the rust fungi. Rust diseases characterized by mutable physiological
races that differ from each other in virulence and pathogenicity ability. Yellow Rust (stripe) rust(Puccinia striiformis West. f. sp.
tritici) is one of the most epidemic diseases infects wheat in cold and wet regions. In 1988, this disease caused a loss of seasonal
production amounted 70% on wheat variety Maxpak in Syria, and recurrent infection in 2010, caused by virulence race called
Yr27 caused a considerable loss in bread wheat production(Cham 8 - Cham 6 particularly) amounted 90 %.Recently, 15 races of
yellow rust had been addressed in Syria for seasons 2010- 2014, 159E256 , 166E254, 166E256, 255 E112, 0 E0, 64 E 6,
230 E150, 0 E 18, 198 E130, 166 E150, 102 E160, 128 E0, 126 E150, 214E150
Molecular Variance Analysis of Molecular Variance (AMOVA) of 55 yellow rust of Molecular Variance (AMOVA) of 55 yellow rust
Puccinia striiformis f.sp tritici isolates examined by Amplify Fragment Length Polymorphism (AFLP) revealed high genetic
variation within population. dimensional scale analysis (MSD) and tree diagram showed that the Syrian yellow rust isolates were
clustered in three groups. The first group contained isolates derived from durum wheat, the second group contained bread
wheat isolates, but the third group was made of mixture of isolates derived from both wheat species

P PPI 33
Zoospore exudates suppress plant defense gene expression in Arabidopsis thaliana
P. Kong, C. Hong
Virginia Tech, Hampton Roads Agricultural Research and Extension Center, Virginia, United States
pkong@vt.edu
Introduction: Phytophthora nicotianae (syn. P. parasitica) is an agriculturally important pathogen that attacks hundreds of plant
species. Our previous studies showed that this pathogen uses zoospore exudates to coordinate homing and plant infection.
However, it is not clear whether and how zoospore exudates may affect plant defense during infection.
Objectives: This research used model plant Arabidopsis thaliana and zoospore free fluid (ZFF) from P. nicotianae to examine
whether zoospore exudates affect plant defense systems.
Materials and methods: Four to five week old plants or plant parts of A. thaliana Col-0 and its mutants eds16-1, npr1-1 and
4
5
pad4-1 were flooded with a zoospore suspension of P. nicotianae at 2´10 /mL, ZFF that was prepared from 5×10 /mL or higher
concentrations of zoospore suspensions, or sterile distilled water in a growth chamber at 23ºC for 72 hours. Plant responses
were assessed by disease severity rating, microscopy, and qRT-PCR analysis of the expression of plant defense genes PR1 and
PDF1.2 in periodically sampled plants from treatment.
Results: ZFF induced severe symptoms on eds16-1 plants. It also induced mild symptoms on npr1-1 and Col-0 but not pad4-1
plants, indicating that plant defense to ZFF required salicylic acid (SA) conferred by EDS16 or NPR1 but not phytoalexin
camalexin conferred by PAD4. Meanwhile, expressions of PR1 and/or PDF1.2 were similar in plants treated with ZFF and the
zoospore suspension: they were downregulated for the entire time course or at the late times of treatment, indicating that ZFF
played same role as zoospores in attacking SA and jasmonic acid (JA) signaling-dependent defense mechanisms. However,
expression levels of ZFF treated plants most time were higher than those of zoospore inoculated plants. In addition, in ZFF
treated eds16-1, expression of PR1 was upregulated even at late time, suggesting that ZFF may also act as pathogen-associated
molecular patterns for a SA independent plant defense.
Conclusion: Zoospore exudates suppress SA and JA signaling-dependent plant defense system, in addition to coordinating
zoospore homing and plant infection as reported previously.
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Cereal leaf beetle proteases and their reaction to dietary protease inhibitors
B. Wielkopolan, A. Obrepalska-Steplowska
Institute of Plant Protection - National Research Institute, Poznań, Poland
becianowak@gmail.com
Cereal leaf beetle (Oulema melanopus L., Chrysomelidae, Coleoptera) is one of the most important pests in Poland. Adults and
larvae cause cereal leaf damage what leads to losses in crop yield quantity and quality, but larvae are considered as the most
damaging stage. Insects use range of proteases which play an essential role in insect growth, reproduction, and many other
important processes. Recently, we reported that O. melanopus possesses proteases of four mechanistic classes, cysteine, serine,
aspartyl and metalloproteases. Plants have developed a number of defense mechanism to protect themselves against biotic and
abiotic stress factors. They synthesize also antinutritional proteins, such as protease inhibitors (PIs) which belong to group 6 of
pathogenesis - related proteins (PR6). Anti-insect activity of plant PIs results in drastic effects on insect growth and
development. But insects also have evolved some strategies to deal with PIs in their diet. In this study we analyse how various
dietary PIs delivered both in vivo and in vitro influence cereal leaf beetle proteases
Methods: Composition of proteases was determined using in-gel activity assay, spectrophotometric method and application of
specific PIs.Selective PIs were added to the larval extracts followed by the separation in a polyacrylamide gels containing
gelatine as a substrate. In order to verify the effect of PIs on protease activity, insects were fed with plant leaves covered with
PIs: E-64, pepstatin A, cocktail of PIs and AEBSF. Expression pf plant protease inhibitors was examined by real-time PCR.
Results: The presence of E - 64 and cocktail of inhibitors caused significant reduction of the most proteolytic activities, contrary
to PMSF which resulted in the disappearance of one out of eight activities observed in gel. However, when effect of PIs on
protease activity was analysed in vivo and insects were fed with plant leaves covered with PIs, AEBSF caused increase of
protease activities and novel isoforms of serine protease expression. On the other hand, real - time PCR analysis of insecttreated plants showed up-regulation of plant PIs in response to cereal leaf beetle larvae feeding.
Conclusions: Understanding the principles of plant-pest interaction is necessary to establish effective systems for plant
protection.
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Insights into the population structure complexity and the interactions with hosts of 'Candidatus Phytoplasma phoenicium',
the etiological agent of almond witches'-broom disease
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Introduction: 'Candidatus Phytoplasma phoenicium' is the etiological agents of a lethal devastating disease of almond trees
(almond witches’-broom, AlmWB) in Lebanon and in Iran. AlmWB was also identified on peach and nectarine. Due to complex
ecology of 'Ca. P. phoenicium', it is necessary to evaluate its genetic diversity and to investigate the interactions with the hosts.
Objective: The aim of this study was to obtain a draft genome of 'Ca. P. phoenicium' to identify genes suitable for distinguishing
closely related strains and to acquire information on its metabolism and mechanisms of interaction with hosts.
Materials and methods: During the spring season in 2012, samples from almond, peach, and nectarine plants showing AlmWB
symptoms were collected in Lebanon. 16S rDNA PCR-based amplification and nucleotide sequence analysis were utilized to
identify phytoplasmas. DNA extracted from almond infected by 'Ca. P. phoenicium' strain SA213 was used for Illumina
sequencing. Bioinformatic tools were employed to assembly and annotate the draft genome, and to predict the presence of
transmembrane and secreted proteins. TufB, groEL and inmp genes were selected for investigating the genetic diversity among
20 'Ca. P. phoenicium' strains identified in examined plants.
Results: Sequence-based typing and phylogenetic analysis of the gene inmp, coding an integral membrane protein, distinguished
AlmWB phytoplasmas from diverse host plants, whereas their sequences of 16S rRNA, tufB and groEL genes were identical.
Moreover, dN/dS analysis indicated a positive selection acting on inmp gene. Draft genome analyses suggest a parasitism based
on the import of glycerol-3-phosphate, a critical mobile inducer of plant systemic immunity. Moreover, the identification of a
putative inhibitor of apoptosis-promoting Bax factor suggested its potential role as a phytoplasma fitness-increasing factor by
modification of the host-defense response.
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Conclusion: Even the incompleteness of the draft genome, the results obtained revealed important insights into both the gene
repertoire of the pathogen and its population structure, revealing useful information with regard to the candidate determinants
of pathogenicity and highlighting genetic diversity among 'Ca. P. phoenicium' strains associated with the disease.

P PPI 36
Temperature modulation of plant gene expression at early stages of plant-pathogen interactions
V. Lavrova, E. Matveeva
Institute of Biology, Karelian Research Centre of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Petrozavodsk, Russian Federation
vvlavrova@mail.ru
Plant-pathogen interactions are modulated by environmental factors. Temperature is known to affect plant immunity to
pathogens and change plant disease resistance. Understanding the variation of plant responses to pathogens under
environmental conditions may lead to new methods to increase plant health and productivity. In this study, we have determined
the effect of frequent temperature fluctuation in the daily cycle on plant R-mediated resistance to biotrophic pathogen. The
study was carried out on a parasite system “potato (host plant) - potato cyst nematode Globodera rostochiensis Woll. (highly
specialized endoparasite of plant root system)”. A susceptible and a resistant cultivars were chosen for this study. Fourteendays-old plants were subjected to a temperature drop from 23 to 5°C for 2 h at the end of the night for 6 days (DROPtreatment). After that, the plants were infected by the nematode (20 cysts per plant, pathotype Ro1) and kept under optimal
growth conditions for 2 months. Tissues (roots, leaves) were harvested at 0, 2, 6, 20 days after nematode invasion. We focused
on the effect of DROP-treatment on key components of plant immune response: resistance genes (H1 and Gro1-4) and defenserelated genes (PR1, PR2, PR3, PR5, PR10, PAL1, PAL2, PI). Gene expression was analyzed by PCR in Real Time. Susceptible potato
plants had inactive resistance genes (H1 and Gro1-4) and most of defense-related genes. These plants were unable to recognize
nematode invasion and initiate the cascade of defense reactions. Upregulation of H1 and Gro1-4 genes was observed in the
th
roots of susceptible plants after DROP-treatment. The expression of PR genes, PAL and PI genes of the plants rose by the 20
day after nematode invasion, and had tissue-specific manner. Importantly, patterns of gene expression in DROP-treated plants
were similar to those in resistant plants. This fact indicates that the plants can recognize nematode effectors and activate
defense responses resulting in plant disease resistance. Thus, daily temperature drop is an important step in turning compatible
host-parasite interactions into incompatible ones, and that could be the basis for a strategy to enhance plant resistance to the
pathogen. The study was partly supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (N 15-04-04625).
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Biocontrol efficiency of Trichoderma harzianum against chickpea wilt pathogen Fusarium oxysporum
Q. Marzani, H. Ali, K. A. Fatah
Salahaddin University, Plant Protection, Erbil, Iraq
qasim.marzani@gmail.com
Introduction: Chickpea is an important field crop in Mediterranean region including Kurdistan. Wilt diseases caused by soilinhabited fungi are considered as main constraints limiting production of this crop. Fusarium oxysporum is a major fungal
pathogen cause wilt disease in chickpeas. Biological control using antagonistic fungal species displayed great efficiency against
several plant pathogens. Trichoderma harzianum is the most important species used in the field of biological control of diseases.
Objectives: Due to the important of the disease and because the pathogen, F. oxysporum is soil-inhabiting fungus that can
remain in the soil for several years, and because of limitation of the use of other control measures, the use of antagonistic fungi
may play as an alternative and sound method to control and limit such deleterious diseases and avoid the use of eco-harmful
chemicals.
Materials and methods: A field experiment conduced in research fields belong to College of Agriculture of Salahaddin University
in Erbil. The commercial product of T. harzianum, Biocont-T, is applied as a bio-agent to combat the soil-borne pathogen F.
oxysporum. The treatments included two levels of bio-agent used as seed treatment, two levels of bio-agent added to peatmoss,
and two amounts of peatmoss amended with the bio-agent. Both inoculated and amended peatmoss were mixed with the soil
before planting.
Results: The results showed that the use of T. harzianum as a commercial product (Biocont-T) applied in the field have
decreased both disease severity and percentage of seed infection. The results also showed that the use of 5 g Biocont-T used as
seed treatment and 250 g peatmoss amended with Biocont-T and mixed with the soil were the most efficient in decreasing the
disease incidences by 27.68% and 26.50% respectively. The treatments were also had significant affect on yield parameters. The
seed yield per plant, weight of 100 seed, biological yield and harvest index (HI) had increased.
Conclusions: The field application of T. harzianum revealed the possibility of application of antagonistic fungi whether used as
seed coats or mixed with organic fertilizers such as peatmoss before planting.
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A phytoalexin for controlling Asian soybean rust
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Phakopsora pachyrhizi causes Asian soybean rust (SBR) disease thus threatening global soybean production. If applied swiftly,
fungicides help but current fungicide regimes comprise at least three applications, and traditional breeding did not provide
soybean varieties with stable resistance to all
P. pachyrhizi isolates. In an attempt to exploit nonhost resistance (NHR)-associated Arabidopsis thaliana genes for genetically
engineered soybean resistance to SBR, we identified a POSTINVASION-INDUCED NONHOST RESISTANCE GENE (PING) with a role
in Arabidopsis postinvasion NHR to
P. pachyrhizi. Activation of PING expression accompanies Arabidopsis postinvasion SBR resistance. PING is a key enzyme in the
secondary metabolism. Consistently, certain metabolites exclusively accumulated in P. pachyrhizi-inoculated pen2 mutants with
postinvasion NHR to SBR. In in vitro and in situ analyses, those metabolites inhibited germination of P. pachyrhizi uredospores
and countered fungal penetration and rust symptom development. Furthermore, overexpressing PING in Arabidopsis and
Nicotiana benthamiana lead to hyperaccumulation of the metabolites. Future work will reveal the potential of the metabolites
for providing SBR resistance, either as a natural contact fungicide or by genetical engineering.
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Histopathological assessment of the infection of maize leaves by Fusarium graminearum, F. proliferatum and F. verticilioides
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th

Maize plants were inoculated by hand spraying Fusarium graminearum, F. proliferatum and F. verticilioides suspension on the 4
th
leaf and adding a droplet of fungal suspension into the whorl of the 6 emerging leaf. Infection of asymptomatic mature leaves
and immature leaves with symptoms were investigated. All species were able to penetrate into the tissue through cuticles,
epidermal cells, and via stomata. Forming appressoria, infection cushions or direct penetration demonstrated the broad host
tissue these species resembled a high potential leading to symptomatic as well as asymptomatic infections. All pathogens
showed intercellular and intracellular infection of epidermal and mesophyll cells. Additionally, F. graminearum hyphae were
found in sclerenchyma cells, xylem and the phloem vessels of detached leaves. The superficial hyphae and re-emerging hyphae
of the three species produced conidia. Especially, macroconidia of F. graminearum produced secondary macroconidia and F.
proliferatum formed microconidia inside tissues and sporulated through stomata and trichomes. The infection of maize leaves
by the three Fusarium species and their sporulation indicated an inoculum contribution to cob and kernel infection which may
lead to reduce yield, quality and increase in potential mycotoxin contamination on maize.
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The impact of plant volatiles on the migration behaviour of Cacopsylla pruni, the vector of the European Stone Fruit Yellows
(ESFY).
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Introduction: The European stone fruit yellows (ESFY) is caused by a phytoplasma and the economically most important disease
of stone fruit. Its vector is the plum psyllid Cacopsylla pruni. This univoltine jumping plant louse (Hemiptera: Psyllidae)
overwinters as adult insect on conifers. In early spring the remigrants migrate to Prunus ssp., e.g. Prunus spinosa and P.
cerasifera, but also to the cultivars apricot (P. armeniaca) und peach (P. persica) for reproduction. At the end of May the adults
of the new generation (emigrants) hatch and migrate after a short feeding period on their reproduction host to conifers.
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Objectives: The impact of plant volatiles on the migration behaviour of Cacopsylla pruni was investigated during the different
migration periods from conifers (spruce) to Prunus spp. and vice versa. Aditionally, the influence of the ESFY phytoplasma on
volatile production was studied.
Materials and methods: We identified highly attractive and less attractive Prunus species for the vectoring insect over a period
of 4 years in a field survey. We analyzed the emitted volatile organic compounds of both reproduction host plants and
overwintering host plants during the different migration periods by GC-MS. We statistically compared differences in the emitted
volatile blends and identified attractive and repellent compounds in olfactometer bioassays.
Results: The relation of α-pinene, bornylacetate, eucalyptol und camphene in the headspace of spruce was higher during the
migration of the remigrants from spruce back to Prunus spp., while the relation of these compounds was reduced at the time
the emigrants migrated to spruce. A mix of these compounds was repellent for remigrants in olfactometer bioassays.
Additionally, α-farnesene was emitted by conifers during migration of emigrants, which was proved to be attractive for
emigrants in olfactory bioassays.
Conclusion: The plum psyllid uses host plant odours for the orientation during its migration periods. It is not influenced by
phytoplasma induced volatiles like the close related species C. picta. We could identify both attractive and repellent compounds
which shall be used in future for the control of this pest insect.
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Rice response to simultaneous stress of bacterial blight and drought: Evidence from two major rice R genes mediated
resistance to bacterial blight
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Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae (Xoo), the causal agent of rice bacterial blight (BB), causes severe economic yield losses in rice.
Plant response to one type of stress is affected by further stress factors, as observed under simultaneous exposure to abiotic
and biotic stress. Evidences from plant morphology, bacterial blight development and in planta bacterial spread from different
rice genotypes under two drought stress levels and a well-watered control were used to demonstrate the challenge rice is facing
under simultaneous stress of drought and bacterial blight.
Low drought stress (70% soil moisture) and moderate drought stress (50% soil moisture) were imposed to ten rice genotypes
(genotypes with bacterial blight R gene; genotypes with drought QTLs and BB R gene and bacterial blight susceptible check)
progressively from seven days after sowing until 21 days. The plants were inoculated with Xoo (strains PXO99 and PXO145) at 21
days and the stress level was maintained. The disease evaluation was carried out at 11 days post inoculation.
Plant height and shoot biomass were highly negatively affected by drought stress. Drought stress reduced bacterial blight
disease development; however, the pathogen spread in planta was increased under moderate drought stress conditions. Rice
genotypes IRBB61 and IRBB67 with BB R genes combination showed less BB development under drought stress and rice near
isogenic line IRBB7 carrying the Xa7 gene showed lowest bacterial spread and a reduction in bacterial population under drought
stress. IRBB4 (Xa4), IR87705-6-9-B (Xa4; DYT2.2) and IR87707-445-B-B-B (Xa4; DYT2.2, DYT4.1) showed an inverse reaction of BB
spread in planta compared to IRBB7.
Our results suggest that rice genotypes’ with BB R gene Xa4 response to BB is affected by drought stress reducing the
effectiveness of the R gene, while Xa7 effectiveness is more enhanced under drought stress. Gene combinations, especially Xa4
+ Xa7 showed a good tolerance to simultaneous BB and drought stresses, while Xa4 together with drought QTLs revealed less
effective, demonstrating that a combination of Xa4+Xa7 with drought QTLs in rice varieties will be suitable under the future
climate situations.
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Effect of Volatile Organic Compounds against fungal and bacterial plant pathogens
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Barley is threatened by various edaphic fungal diseases. Common root rot, caused by Fusarium culmorum and Cochliobolus
Sativus , is one of the major fungal diseases of barley, causing between 9 and 23 % of yield losses. Since most of chemicals used
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for crop protection are being forbidden, new ways of protection are needed. In a previous study, we showed that barley roots
infected by common root rot emitted 23 Volatile Organic Compounds that were not emitted by healthy barley roots. In
precedent studies, we have shown that, among these, Methyl propionate and methyl acrylate reduced significantly the
development ofthe barley diseases.
The main objective of this study is to evaluate the antifungal and antibacterial activity of both VOCs on a wider range of plant
pathogens: Fusarium culmorum , Fusarium graminiurum, Penicillium expansum, Penicilium digitatum and Penicilium itallicum as
fungal pathogens ) and Pectobacterium carotovorum carotovorum and Pectobacterium atrosepticum as bacterial pathogens.
Methods: The evaluation has been made through ELISA microplates with PDB or V8 media. The growth of the pathogen
(bacteria and conidia) in the presence of the VOCs was evaluated and compared to a control (same media without VOCs).
Result: Methylpropionate showed interesting antimicrobial activity with 40% of inhibition of Pectobacterium carotovorum
carotovorum and more than 96% of Pectobacterium atrosepticum. In the same way, methylacrylate inhibts more than 77 % of
Pectobacterium carotovorum carotovorum and 97% Pectobacterium atrosepticum development.
Methyl acrylate inhibited the growth of all tested fungi. The lowest growth inhibition (70%) was observed for P.digitatum. In a
similar way, inhibition of methylpropionate was also good with a minimum of 50% growth reduction for F.culmorum.
Conclusion: Further studies are undertaken to understand the cellular and molecular mechanisms underlying the production of
methylacrylate and methylpropionate and their effect in genetic mechanisms of barley.
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Maize leaf trichomes: an entry point for infection with Fusarium species
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Maize leaves were inoculated with Fusarium graminearum, F. proliferatum and F. verticillioides. More than 90 % F. proliferatum
and F. verticillioides conidia formed one germ tube and 50 % F. graminearum conidia formed one and the rest of F. graminearum
conidia formed two to three germ tubes. The germ tubes of F. graminearum conidia were longer than that of F. proliferatum and
F. verticillioides. Three Fusarium sp. infected bi-cellular trichomes by adhering and growing along the trichomes or fastened
around the cap cell of trichomes 48 hours after inoculation (hai). Hyphae penetrated into the trichomes at the base or the side
or top of the cap cells. The hyphae colonized the cap cells and then spread to base cells. Prickle trichomes were infected later,
72 hai. The hyphae either wrapped around prickle trichomes or formed a mass of hyphae around the top of prickle trichomes or
formed appressorium. Macro trichomes were infected by F. graminearum 7 days after inoculation. Following penetration, the
fungus spread to adjacent epidermal cells and the subcuticle. This investigation provides the first assessment of Fusarium
graminearum, F. proliferatum and F. verticillioides infection via trichomes of maize leaves.
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Biochemical and physiological features of Clavibacter michiganensis PF008 isolated from the canker symptom in pepper
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The bacterial species Clavibacter michiganensis (Cm) causes severe diseases in important crops like potato, tomato, corn, wheat,
alfalfa, and soybean. Cm subsp. michiganensis (Cmm) is one of six subspecies of Cm. It is a Gram-positive bacterium and causes
bacterial canker disease in tomato. Cmm invades host plants and eventually moves to xylem and colonize in xylem. Cmm
damages pith tissues in xylem that causes the canker symptom. Cm bacterial pathogen that is very closely related to Cmm has
been isolated from the canker symptom in pepper. The purpose of this study is to determine biochemical and physiology
characteristics of Cm isolated from pepper in Korea. Cm strain PF008 as a representative strain was used in this study and also
the Cmm type strain was included as a control. Several biochemical and physiology characteristics such as NaCl tolerance,
reaction to methyl red, levan production, maximum temperature for growth, production of diverse enzymes, usage of diverse
carbon sources, fatty acid composition and so on. Most of experiments were performed according to Bergey’s manual and API
50CH kit and API ZYM kit were used for examining utilization of carbon sources and enzyme activity. Colonies of Cm PF008
showed orange color, whereas Cmm showed yellow. In addition, colonies of Cm PF008 were stickier than those of Cmm. Both
produced levan and could grow until 34℃. Cm PF008 also showed some differences from Cmm in terms of fatty acid
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composition, utilization of certain carbon sources, and three enzyme activities. Based on these results, Cm PF008 isolated from
the canker symptom in pepper looks different from Cmm originated from the canker symptom in tomato.
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LC-MS-based Proteomics Reveals Proteins Involved in Grand naine-Meloidogyne incognita interaction
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With a diverse host range, Meloidogyne incognita (root-knot nematodes) is listed as one of the most economically important
obligate parasites of agriculture. This nematode species establishes permanent feeding sites in plant root systems soon after
infestation. The establishment of these feeding sites will eventually result in the formation of multinucleated cells, manifested as
root-knots/galls on plant roots. Compatible host-nematode interaction triggers a cascade of morphological and physiological
process disruptions of the host, leading to pathogenesis. Such disruption is reflected by altered gene expressions in affected
cells, detectable using molecular approaches. We employed LC-MS proteomic approach to understand the events involved in
plant- Meloidogyne incognita interaction. This is due to the fact that proteomics is seen as a rapid strategy to isolate
differentially-expressed genes involved in the interaction, reflected as protein abundance changes in isolated tissues. This study
served as the first crucial step in developing natural plant resistance for the purpose of biological-based nematode management
programme. Using banana (Grand Naine) as our experimental plant model, we had successfully recovered 9307 peptides and
2065 banana root proteins. Out of 2065 proteins, only 94 proteins from 60 days old treated root fragments showed significant
abundance changes compared to the control root fragments. One percent and 12% of these significant abundance different
proteins were involved in defense and stress responses, respectively. Our result showed that as opposed to tomato plants,
banana defense mechanism against M. incognita did not involve NBS-LRR Resistance gene, but Lipoxygenase gene instead.
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Evaluation of resistance to Phytophthora citrophthora in citrus somatic hybrids using a fast screening test
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Phytophthora gummosis is a serious disease that threatens citrus production in many areas around the world, including
Morocco. However, the use of resistant rootstocks may be considered as the most suitable approach to face this problem.
Nowadays, somatic hybridization is an important tool for providing new genotypes that could be candidats for use in citrus
breeding programs. For testing the inheritance of the resistance to Phytophthora gummosis, ten somatic hybrids obtained from
different parental combinations (Chios mandarin + Rangpur lime / Chios mandarin + Carrizo citrange / Chios mandarin +
citrumelo 4475 / Chios mandarin + citrandarin / Chios mandarin + citrange C35 / Chios mandarin + C. volkameriana / Valencia +
C. Macrophylla / Kinnow mandarin + C. Macrophylla) were subjected to a fast screening test for tolerance to Phythophthora
citrophthora. The inoculation was made by applying an agar disc containing the mycelium of the fungus on the center of injured
leaves using a needle. The percentage of infected tissue was estimated for each leaf of the hybrid plants and compared to that
of parents. All somatic hybrids showed a sensitive reaction to the isolat used, except for seven genotypes, .i.e. (Chios mandarin +
Carrizo citrange), 985 et 983 (Kinnow mandarin + C. Macrophylla), H et 5 (Chios mandarin + Rangpur lime), 970 (Chios mandarin
+ citrumelo 4475, 979 (Valencia + C. Macrophylla) which showed a high resistance.
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Effects of host-resistance to Verticillium longisporum on the performance of winter oilseed rape (Brassica napus) under
drought stress
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Introduction: Intensive oilseed rape (OSR) production has resulted in the emergence of a new pathogen, Verticillium
longisporum (VL), which causes premature ripening leading to substantial yield losses. Improving cultivar resistance is the sole
control strategy. Previously, major VL resistance mechanisms (vascular occlusions, lignin and phenolics) were identified.
However, it is not known whether these mechanisms are associated with reduced plant performance or yield penalties
particularly during drought periods.
Objectives: The stability of VL resistance under drought was investigated. Furthermore, the effects of VL resistance factors on
drought tolerance and performance of OSR under drought stress were determined.
Materials and methods: In a controlled pot experiment, seedlings of a VL tolerant OSR line were inoculated with VL and exposed
to optimum watering and different levels of drought stresses. Disease assessment was performed by visual disease severity
evaluation and quantification of VL DNA via qPCR. To assess changes in agronomic traits, plant developmental stage, plant
height, branching, stem diameter and dry matter (DM) yields were evaluated.
Results: AUDPC analysis in the resistant genotype showed significantly lower levels of disease severity and low quantities of VL
DNA across all watering regimes, indicating stability of VL resistance irrespective of water supply. Furthermore, stem thickness
and plant height evaluations confirmed consistent resistance response of this genotype under drought conditions. Interestingly,
DM yield analysis also revealed no yield penalty associated with VL-induced resistance. Production of excessive side branches
was induced by infection but not affected by water supply. In contrast, unlike drought which inhibited or delayed flowering, VL
had no significant effect on plant development.
Conclusions: The present comprehensive study not only proved that VL-resistance mechanisms have no additive negative
consequence on the response of OSR to drought stress but also demonstrated effective functioning of the quantitative VL
resistance even under conditions of severe drought. Nevertheless, despite the stability of VL resistance during drought,
simultaneous exposure of OSR to both stresses may cause a considerable yield loss.
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Biochemical characterization of the resistance of olive tree to Verticillium wilt caused by Verticillium dahliae
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In Morocco, olive cultivation is one of the important fields of social and economic sector.The “Moroccan Green Plan” provides
for the area of olive an extension to 1.2 million hectares and production of 2500000 tons of olives by 2020(1).However, the
Moroccan Picholine has been proved sensitive to dangerous fungal disease especially to Verticillium wilt (VW) caused by
Verticillium dahlia(VD). Our research is designed to study the defense mechanisms involved in the resistance of the olive tree
and particulary oxidative events happening right after the inoculation in two varieties: Moroccan Picholine (sensitive) and
Frontoio (resistant).The inoculation of olive tree by VD conidial solution induces an important modification in the oxidative
metabolism. In the resistant cultivar, the inoculation was accompanied by an early fast and intense increase of the peroxidase
(PO) and the superoxide dismutase (SOD) activities. In the sensitive cultivar, we observe a late increase of the activities of
polyphenol oxidase (PPO) and SOD. These results suggest that the fast and localized reaction in resistant cultivar was related to
the intervention of the PO, whereas the late and generalized reaction in the sensitive one was associated to the PPO.
References: (1)http://www.agriculture.gov.ma/pages/acces-fillieres/filiere-oleicole.
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SBTX Expression Profile During Soybean Development and Its Role in Plant Defense
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Soyabean toxin (SBTX) is a protein composed of two subunits (17 and 27 kDa) isolated from soya seeds. In vitro, SBTX has
antifungal activity against fungi of agricultural interest such as Cercospora sojina and C. kikuchii, which are natural pathogens of
soybean. Such property raises the question whether SBTX has a defense role in soybean. Therefore this study was conducted in
order to evaluate the gene expression profile of the two SBTX subunits during the different stages of the plant development and
in soybean leaves inoculated with the C. kikuchiii (CK) spores or treated with salicylic acid (SA), as an attempt to answer the
above question. Soybean seeds were grown in a greenhouse and cotyledons, unifoliolate and trifoliolate leaves, hypocotyls,
epicotyls, roots, pods and flowers were harvested at different days and assayed. Leaves treated with SA and inoculated with C.
kikuchii were harvested at 0, 2, 6, 12, 24 and 48 h after treatments. RNA was extracted from all these above tissues and also
from mature seeds. Based on the N-terminal polypeptide sequences of the SBTX subunits, primers were designed and their gene
expression evaluated by quantitative real-time PCR technique. Transcripts were detected for both SBTX subunits, but their
expression levels were different. The highest transcript levels were found for the 27 kDa subunit in mature seeds, cotyledons
and unifoliate leaves. Gene expression of the 17 kDa subunit was as well observed in the same above tissues, but to a much less
extent. Furthermore, the leaves treated with SA showed induction of the corresponding 17 and 27 kDa subunit transcripts with
maximum at 24 and 12 h, respectively. Challenge with C. kikuchiii revealed similar expression profiles of both SBTX transcripts
that accumulated at 6 h after inoculation and slightly decreased onward. These data support the role of SBTX in plant defense as
its transcript expression was induced by both the SA treatment and challenge by the fungus C. kikuchii. Moreover, besides its
function in plant defense, SBTX also appears to play additional physiological role as its genes were expressed in healthy tissues
at different stages of development.
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Transcription activator-like effectors (TALEs) of Xanthomonas spp are among the best-studied pathogen effector proteins. The X.
citri strain 306, the causal agent of citrus canker, contains four variants of the TALE named PthA (PthAs 1-4). To assess the
contribution of each PthA in canker development, simple, double and triple pthA knockout mutants were generated and used to
infiltrate sweet orange and lemon plants to evaluate bacterial growth and canker symptoms development. In addition, RT-qPCR
analyses were performed to validate potential TALEs targets in citrus, previously identified by gene expression analyses. We
found that although PthA4 is necessary and sufficient for canker formation in sweet orange Pera and lemon Tahiti, deletions of
pthA1 and pthA3 significantly affected canker development in Pera leaves, suggesting an additive or synergistic role in the
activation of canker susceptibility genes in this host. In Tahiti, only PthA4 was essential for canker development; however, we
noticed that deletion in any of the pthA genes caused a small but significant reduction in bacterial growth in planta. Moreover,
deletions in two or more pthAs caused even greater reduction on bacterial growth, again indicating an additive effect of the
PthAs 1, 3 and 4 on pathogen growth. We also analyzed the activation of LOB1 (Lateral Organ Boundaries), a citrus susceptibility
gene that is a direct target of PthA4. LOB1 expression in Pera leaves was not abolished but significantly reduced in the pthA4
mutant, compared to wild type bacteria, suggesting that LOB1 is also activated by other PthAs. However, in Tahiti, LOB1
expression was drastically reduced in response to pthA4 mutant infection. Furthermore, we assayed the expression levels of
Apyrase gene, a potential PthA3 target. We found surprisingly higher levels of Apyrase expression in Pera leaves infiltrated with
the pthA3 mutant, relative to the wild type bacteria, suggesting that PthA3 represses the Apyrase gene. In contrast, Apyrase
expression levels in Tahiti leaves were not affected by the pthA3 mutation. In conclusion, our data indicate that TALEs of X. citri
strain 306 have additive effects on pathogen growth and canker development, and show distinct pattern of target activation in
different citrus hosts.
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Fusarium wilt of Chickpea (Cicer arietinum L.) in North-west Algeria :pathogenecity variation and vegetative compatibility of
isolates
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Fusarium oxysporum (Schletend: Fr) f.sp. ciceri (Padwick) (Foc) is a soil fungus that is a permanent threat to the chickpea (Cicer
arietinum L.) causing wilt syndrome. The presence of the disease was found in all sites chickpea visited in north-western Algeria
.The special shape ciceri is determined by inoculation with the chickpea cultivar ILC482, a highly susceptible cultivar to Fusarium
wilt . 49 isolates of Foc from different chickpea growing areas were evaluated for the pathogenic variability and physiologic races
.Complementation test of various nit mutants among 22 isolates representing race 0 and race 5 from different regions was
realised . The pathogen F. oxysporum f.sp. ciceri was isolated from infected plants harvested. Majority of the isolates were less
virulent to moderately virulent (83%) and only (7%) were virulent and caused gradual yellowing. 5 isolates induced vascular wilt
and 44 isolates induced vascular yellowing.In pathogenic isolates, disease incidence varies between 22.33% and 98.80% . Among
isolates of Foc tested, for race from 7 regions, races 0 and 5 consisted of 34 and 4 isolates. it is a positive correlation between
the distribution of races and geographic location.Complementation test with isolates revealed that the wilt causing isolates (race
5) were compatible with the yellowing isolates causing (race 0) and belonged to vegetative compatibility group 0280.
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Subcellular Localization and Functional analysis of Blast Effectors in Rice Cells
W. Liu
Institute of Plant Protection, Beijing, China
wendeliu@126.com
Elucidating of the molecular mechanism of effector-mediated suppression of plant immunity is an emerging topic and
challenging task in plant-pathogen interaction. Rice blast disease, caused by the fungus Magnaporthe oryzae, is one of the most
damaging factors in rice production worldwide, affecting global food security. To cause rice blast disease, the biotrophic invasive
hyphae of M. oryzae will secrete cytoplasmic effectors, which preferentially accumulate in biotrophic interfacial complexes
(BICs), and eventually are translocated into the rice cytoplasm to facilitate disease development by suppressing plant defence
responses. Although the M. oryzae genome consists of a large number of secreted proteins, only few of them have been
functionally characterized. Bioinformatic analysis of the in planta expressed secretome of M. oryzae revealed that about 90
secreted proteins are predicted to contain conserved plant organelle target motifs. Four (MoNLE1-4) of them were confirmed to
localize in the plant nucleus. Moreover, both MoNLE1 and MoNLE2 were found to suppress Bax-induced cell death in Nicotiana
benthamiana. The MoNLE1 gene knock-out mutant was compromise in virulence on rice, whereas MoNLE2 mutant cause normal
disease comparing to wild-type strain, indicating MoNLE1 may play an important role in facilitating fungus colonization and
fungal growth during infection. Any targets to Chloroplast or mitochondria? Further survey of the localization and functionally
studies of those candidate effector genes will provide insight into the function of blast effector targets in regulation of plant
immunity.
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Cyclophilin: A factor explaining major differences of aggressiveness among the blackleg causing fungal species Leptosphaeria
maculans and L.biglobosa?
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Introduction: Oilseed rape is challenged by a number of fungal pathogens. One of the economical most important diseases is
stem canker caused by the fungal species complex Leptosphaeria maculans and L. biglobosa. However, several studies have
shown that L. maculans is much more aggressive on oilseed rape (Shoemaker and Brun, 2001). This phenomenon can only in
small parts be explained by its attribute to produce the host-unspecific toxins sirodesmins (Sock and Hoppe, 1999), which are
not produced by L. biglobosa. However, it is still unclear which main factors underlie these huge differences of aggressiveness.
Similarly, it has been shown that cyclophilins may contribute to the virulence of certain fungal pathogens (Viaud et al., 2002).
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Objective: Comparative analysis of cyclophilin gene family in L. maculans and L. biglobosa and to determine their precise role in
virulence.
Material and methods: In silico analysis cyclophilin gene family, fungal isolates and growth conditions, RNA isolation and cDNA
synthesis, qRT-PCR and cloning of Cyp4.
Results: Through comprehensive whole genome analyses of L. maculans and L. biglobosa, we identified seventeen and fifteen
genes respectively encoding cyclophilin in these fungi. Further to gain more insight, in silico analysis followed by cloning of Cyp4
(sequencing) showed the compelling differences among two species at sequence level as well. In addition, expression levels of
the cyclophilin gene (Cyp4) found to be relatively high in L. maculans as compared to L. biglobosa. However, the expression
analyses not only demonstrated a significant difference among species but also significant intraspecific variation.
Conclusions: Taken together our finding shed light onto the significant differences among the two species. In addition ongoing
ad planta studies may further support our hypothesis that cyclophilins and their expression may explain the difference in
virulence on oilseed rape of L. maculans and L. biglobosa.
References:
Shoemaker RA, and Brun H. The teleomorph of the weakly aggressive segregate of Leptosphaeria maculans. Can J Bot, 2001
Viaud MC, Balhadere PV, and Talbot NJ. A Magnaporthe grisea Cyclophilin Acts as a Virulence Determinant during Plant
Infection. Plant Cell, 2002
Sock J, and Hoppe HH. Pathogenicity of sirodesmin-deficient mutants of Phoma lingam. J Phytopathol, 1999
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Necrotrophic effectors and sensitivity genes - gene-for-gene interactions in the wheat-Stagonospora nodorum pathosystem
under Norwegian field conditions
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Leaf blotch diseases in wheat can cause significant yield losses and reduce grain quality. In Norway, Stagonospora nodorum is
the dominant causal agent. The mechanisms of the pathosystem of this necrotroph have been thought to be mostly quantitative
and nonspecific. More recent research suggests that very specific, inverse gene-for-gene actions are involved. Many hostselective necrotrophic effectors (NEs) and corresponding sensitivity (Snn) genes in the host have already been identified. The
effectors induce cell death in the host, which enables the pathogen to invade the dead tissues. The core of this research has
been to “Mendelize” the host-pathogen system by deconstructing the components of a single interaction between the host and
the pathogen. Single effector molecules are purified from culture and infiltrated into wheat lines from a segregating mapping
population. The chromosomal location of the corresponding sensitivity gene in the host can then be found using linkage
mapping and DNA markers. The focus of our project is to identify and map NE/Snn-interactions in the Norwegian pathogen
population and wheat material, and to determine the importance of these interactions under field conditions. Preliminary
results from field and controlled environments in Ås, Norway and Fargo, USA, indicate that several novel QTL are found in our
material, and that some are detected under both field and seedling experiments. Also, sensitivity and resistance to confirmed
NEs, i.e. Tox3, is confirmed. Further work will include fine mapping of the chromosomal regions of interest and development of
diagnostic markers for practical breeding.
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Determination of the pathotype of Alternaria alternate strains isolated from sunflower fields in Northwest region of Iran
A. Babay Ahari, R. Shahi, M. Arzanlou
Univ. of Tabriz, Plant protection, Tabriz, Islamic Republic of Iran
ababaiahari@yahoo.com
Introduction: Alternariaalternata has been reported as the most prevalent species causing leaf spot on sunflower in Northwest
region of Iran. The disease reduces crops yield and quality by affecting photosynthetic capacity of plant and production of toxic
secondary metabolites.
Objectives: Very little is known about the host specificity of Alternaria alternate infection sunflower. The main aim of the
present study was to determine if A. alternaria strains isolated from sunflower are pathotypes of sunflower or not.
Material and methods: A.alternata isolates were recovered from sunflower plants with leaf spot symptoms. Five cultivars of
sunflower, ornamental sunflower and other plant species such as squash, cucumbers, melon, watermelon and safflower were
inoculated by spraying of A.alternata spore suspension and crude metabolites, harvested from fungal cultures. Diseases
progress and severity was evaluated on inoculated sunflower cultivars and other plant species as well.
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Results: The results of inoculation of plants with fungal spore suspension showed that only five cultivars of sunflower were
susceptible. The severity of disease, however, differed between cultivars. No symptoms were observed in other plant species. In
inoculation with fungal crude metabolites severe symptoms were observed in compare to spraying with spore suspension. All
five cultivars of sunflower were completely necrotized and other plant species showed (slight) symptoms.
Conclusion: The obtained results reveal the role of host specific toxins in inducing sever necrotic symptoms on sunflower
cultivars. Such that, A. alternariaisolates originated from sunflower might be considered as sunflower pathotype.
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Can susceptibility to net blotch in barley be explained by sensitivity to necrotrophic effectors?
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Question: Net blotch is a major barley disease in Norway caused by the necrotrophic fungus Pyrenophora teres leading to yield
losses of up to 40%. P. teres and other closely related wheat pathogens such as Parastagonospora nodorum secrete
necrotrophic effectors (NEs) which act as virulence factors in order to gain entry into and nutrients from the host. Upon
recognition by corresponding host susceptibility factors (SF), NEs trigger programmed cell death, thereby creating a suitable
environment for the pathogen.
The main objective of this study is to examine the potential role of NEs and corresponding host receptors in explaining
susceptibility to net blotch in Norwegian barley. This knowledge together with an understanding of the genetic background of
the Norwegian net blotch population will be utilized to speed up resistance breeding.
Methods: 350 isolates have been collected from naturally infected barley plants and will be genotyped in order to assess genetic
diversity and population structure of the Norwegian net blotch population. Selected isolates and their culture filtrates will be
screened for specific reactions against an association mapping panel, a set of differential lines and two biparental mapping
populations to characterize novel NE-host susceptibility interactions and to map the corresponding sensitivity loci. Effector
protein candidates will be purified and further analysed to verify their effect on disease development.
Results: In the 2014 field testings, all current Norwegian cultivars lacked sufficient resistance against net blotch. The most
resistant current variety showed 28% susceptibility while all other current varieties were above average susceptible. The field
data also indicated recent changes in the pathogen population. For instance ‘Heder’ was the most susceptible of all entries 2013
and averagely susceptible in 2014, while it previously had been considered to have good resistance. ‘Arve’ was widely grown in
the 1990s and considered highly susceptible, but was rated moderately resistant during the field testings in 2013 and 2014.
Preliminary screenings with a small number of isolates revealed a resistance/susceptibility QTL on barley chromosome 3H in the
Hector x NBD112 mapping population and two resistance QTL on 3H and 6H in the CI5791 x Tifang mapping population under
greenhouse conditions.
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Temporal progress of anthracnose in a ‘Niagara Rosada’ vineyard in Brazil
R. F. Santos, A. Nogueira Júnior, L. Amorim, A. Bergamin Filho, M. B. Spósito
Escola Superior de Agricultura ‘Luiz de Queiroz’, Universidade de São Paulo, Fitopatologia e Nematologia, Piracicaba, Brazil
ricardofelicianodossantos@gmail.com
São Paulo State is the largest Brazilian producer of rustic table grapes. Niagara Rosada (Vitis labrusca) is the main cultivar
planted with 89% of total plants. However, the weather of this region is highly conducive to the occurrence of anthracnose
(Sphaceloma ampelinum). Thus, the aim of this study was to evaluate the temporal progress of anthracnose incidence in leaves,
shoots and fruit. The experiment has been carried out in a 12 years-old vineyard of 'Niagara Rosada' in vertical trellis system in
Brazil (23°07'24.53"S, 46°51'47.33"W). The experimental vineyard was divided in five blocks (each block with 118 plants).
nd
Pruning was performed in August 22 , 2014. The incidence of plants with diseased leaves, shoots and fruit was evaluated
weekly from the development of primary shoots until the beginning of fruit ripening. Exponential, monomolecular, logistic and
Gompertz models were fitted by non-linear regression to the disease incidence for the different plant organs. The first
symptoms on leaves were observed 32 days after pruning (DAP) with incidence 1.41%. After 7 days, 54.8% of the plants had
diseased leaves and 53 DAP all plants had symptoms. The first symptoms on shoots were observed 46 DAP and the maximum
incidence was 25%. Approximately 77 DAP incidence of plants with symptomatic shoots remained constant due to outset of
lignification of these organs. Monomolecular model showed the best fit to the disease progress on leaves and shoots with
2
coefficients of determination (R ) of 0.99 and 0.90, respectively (Table 1). The maximum asymptotes estimated by the
monomolecular model were 1 and 0.64, and the progress rates (r) were 0.09 and 0.08 for leaves and shoots, respectively. The
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exponential model showed the best fit to the disease incidence in plants with symptomatic fruit (R = 0.82). Less than 4% of
plants showed diseased berries until 88 DAP. This low incidence probably occurred because of low rainfall (125 mm) during the
period of berries development (Figure 1). At 101 DAP the incidence increased to 13.8% due to heavy rains (92 mm) on days 9598 DAP and then stabilized due to fruit ontogenetic resistance. According to the results, the primary inoculum is very important
for the disease progress in leaves and shoots and the secondary inoculum in fruit. Acknowledgments: this research was
supported by FAPESP (2013/24003-9).
Figure 1

Figure 2
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Effeciency da adubação com silício e rizobactérias na supressão de arroz da brusone em condições de sequeiro.
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Silicon (Si) is considered as a beneficial element for increasing plant growth and development with corresponding increase in
grain yield, besides controlling different rice diseases. The main aim of the present investigation was to evaluate the efficiency of
bioagents singly and in combination with different doses of silicon fertilization in controlling leaf blast, in upland rice, under no
tillage and in rotation with soybean. A field experiment was conducted during two consecutive years in Embrapa Rice and Bean
Research Center. The lay-out was a randomized block design with four repetitions. The treatments totaling 10 consisted of 5
-1
doses of calcium and magnesium silicate (0, 1, 2, 4 and 8 ton.ha ) singly or in combination with a mixture of two PGPR`s
(Pseudomonas fluorescens + Burkholderia pyrrocinia). The calcium and magnesium silicate was applied by broadcating in the
field 30 days before planting soybean. The bioagents were applied by seed microbiolization and soil drenching. Leaf blast was
assessed 60 days after planting and the data were submitted to analysis of variance. The results showed statistical differences
among Si doses and in combination with bioagents in relation to the suppression of laef blast in both years. The doses 4 and 8
-1
tons.ha of (SiCaMg) in combination with bioagents reduced leaf blast by 85.34% and 99.88% in the first year and 59.10% and
50.48% in the second year, respectively, compared to control.
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Evaluation of resistance to Ramularia leaf spot in different German barley cultivars under field conditions
B. Rodemann, N. Zamani-Noor
Julius Kühn-Institut, Inst. f. Plant Protection in field crops and grassland, braunschweig, Germany
bernd.rodemann@jki.bund.de
Ramularia leaf spot (RLS), caused by Ramularia collo-cygni, has recently become a more frequent problem in barley cultivations
not only in Germany but also worldwide. When temperature and humidity are favorable, infection can happen any time from
the beginning of flowering stage to the maturation of barley. Control of RLS needs application of several different disease
management strategies. Using resistant cultivars should be a main aspect of an integrated access to reduce the destruction of
RLS. Previous studies have shown that the resistance to RLS varies widely among barley genotypes and cultivars, but any cultivar
has yet been identified that exhibits complete immunity or resistance. At the present study, replicate field trials with natural
infection on 3 different locations in Germany were carried out in 2013 and 2014 to evaluate susceptibility and resistance of 86
winter barley and 37 spring barley genotypes under natural field conditions. The amount of disease severity (%leaf necrotic
area) and area under the disease progress curve (AUDPC) was assessed during growing season. Additionally, spore traps were
used to determine the timing of spore dispersal and spore concentration during growing season.
Our results showed significant differences (P ≤ 0.05) between the cultivars and between the locations. Disease severity was
relatively lower in 2013 especially in Ahlum, Region of Braunschweig. A few barley cultivars have a relatively higher level of RLS
resistance. Cultivars Lomerit and Hobbit showed a low resistance in whereas cultivars California and Lonni were found to be
highly resistant. Very low numbers of Rcc conidia were found from the beginning of growing season to end of April. The number
of spores increased slightly from beginning until mid of May almost one week before the first symptoms were detected in winter
barley cultivations. Unfortunately we could not find the main source of inoculums around the field trials. Spore concentration
increased strongly three weeks later when the plants were completely covered with necrotic spots and bunches of
conidiophores carrying conidia emerging on the leaves. These spores should be the primary inoculum for spring barley
cultivations. The results of this study could be useful for developing better strategies for more effective control of the disease.
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Evaluations of nano- imidaclorprid against rice insect pest under laboratory and field conditions
M. Sabbour, M. Hussein
National Research Center, Pests&Plant Protection, Cairo, Egypt
magasabbour@gmail.com
Nanotechnology is a promising field of interdisciplinary research. It opens up a wide array of opportunities in various fields like
medicine, pharmaceuticals, electronics and agriculture. The potential uses and benefits of nanotechnology are enormous. These
include insect pests management through the formulations of nanomaterials-based pesticides and insecticides, enhancement of
agricultural productivity using bio-conjugated nanoparticles (encapsulation) for slow release of nutrients and water,
nanoparticle-mediated. Chilo agamemnon and Hydrellia prosternalis are the main rice pests they cause a lot of damage to the
4
4
rice crop. The nano- imidaclorprid were tested against these two insect pests . LC50 recorded 221 X 10 and 178 X10 spores/ml
for Chilo agamemnon and Hydrellia prosternalis , respectively under laboratory conditions. Results showed that the percentage
of infestation were significantly decreased to 12 and 12% under field conditions in the plotes treated with nano- imidaclorprid
.The yield significantly increase to 6735± 31.50 and 6221± 13.10 ton/ feddan in the plots treated with nano- imidaclorprid.
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The role of transcription factor Thc6 of Trichoderma harzianum in the induction of maize resistance against foliar pathogen
Curvularia lunata
J. Chen
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Methods: Trichoderma harzianum mutant T66 was constructed with Agrobacterium tumefaciens-mediated transformation
method.qPCR analysis of JA/ET genes of leaf was conducted. Leaf proteome was also profiled by 2-D gel and MS/MS analysis.
Results: To investigate Trichoderma harzianum Thc6 function, we obtained knock-out, complementation, and overexpression
mutants of Thc6. The Thc6overexpression mutantcan reduce the disease index of maize inbred line Huangzao 4 against the leaf
spot pathogen (C. lunata). Meanwhile, The Thc6 mutants were found to affect the resistance of maize leaf against C. lunata by
enhancing the activation of jasmonate-responsive genes expression. Thc6 protein is localized in the cell nucleus, consistent with
the prediction that it is a transcription regulator. Liquid chromatographymass spectrometrydata further confirmed that the
concentration of jasmonate in the induced maize exhibits a parallel change tendency with the expression level of defenserelated genes. Yeast one-hybrid assay found two DNA fragments interaction with Thc6 protein. The two gene were belong to
polysaccharide hydrolase family, named Thph1 and Thph2.Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assay (EMSA) confirmed that Thc6
regulated both gene expression. Comparison of cellulase activity and the mRNA level of revealed obvious decrease in the △Thc6
strain cultivated on inducing compound . The same trend of the cellulase activity is observed in the △Thph1 and△Thph2 strain,
respectively. Further research indicated both of Thph1 and Thph2 protein triggers differential expression of a group of JA/ET
signal genes in leaf. The response of leaf comparative proteome corresponding to Trichoderma colonization on root after
challenging inoculation of pathogen was profiled to unveil what happen along the long distance transduction of signals from
root to leaf.
Conclusion: Hence, it was concluded that the Thc6 and cellulase genes in Trichoderma harzianum are closely involved in the
induction of maize leaf resistance against C.lunata infection due to Trichoderma harzianum interaction with maize root.
Reference: Zhang J， Zhou J-M. Plant immunity triggered by microbial molecular signatures. Molecular plant 2010;3:783-93.
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Influence of elevated atmospheric CO2 on Fusarium wilt (Fusarium oxysporum f sp. ciceris) compatible and incompatible
interactions in chickpea
M. Sharma, A. Sengupta, R. Ghosh, R. Telangre
ICRISAT, Legumes Pathology, Hyderabad, India
mamta.sharma@cgiar.org
Nowadays the dynamic climate change has become a challenge that needs to be checked as it is likely to affect most of the
pathosystems. Despite this trend, the extent and mechanisms through which elevated CO 2 affects plant diseases remain
uncertain and limited research has been done on the influence of elevated CO 2 on plant pathogens and diseases. An important
example of a potential increase in disease as a result of climate change is the risk of Fusarium wilt (FW) caused by Fusarium
oxysporum f. sp. ciceris (Foc). This disease is of major consequence because of its widespread distribution and significant yield
loss under favourable conditions. To understand if elevated CO2 plays a role in FW, the levels of antioxidant enzyme activities
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were monitored. Therefore, in this study we examined morphological and biochemical changes in FW resistant (WR 315) and
susceptible (JG 62) chickpea at various post-inoculation times under ambient (350 ppm) and elevated (550 ppm) CO 2 levels. The
study was conducted in specifically designed facility called Open Top Chambers (OTC) and measurable changes in the
morphology of the host in elevated CO2 concentration was observed compared to ambient CO2 concentration. Plant height and
plant biomass increased significantly in elevated CO2 concentration. Incubation period was advanced under elevated CO2 in
susceptible cultivar as compared to ambient. Biochemical studies reveal differential expression of antioxidant enzymes in
compatible and incompatible interactions under elevated CO 2. APX and GPX activities increased in susceptible plants whereas,
CAT and SOD activities induced in resistant plants. DAO activity decreased in susceptible cultivar but increased in resistant
cultivar. GR activities were induced in susceptible plant but CO 2 dependent increase was non-significant. Therefore, it appears
that, under elevated CO2, susceptible plants succumb to pathogen infection more easily than the plants grown in ambient
condition which is directly correlated with induction of plant defense enzymes.
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Timing of inoculation and Fusarium species affect the severity of Fusarium head blight on oat
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Fusarium head blight (FHB) is a destructive disease of oats in Canada. To assist the development of FHB-resistant cultivars, the
influence of timing of inoculation and pathogenicity of four Fusarium spp. (F. culmorum, F. graminearum, F. sporotrichioides, and
F. avenaceum) causing FHB were examined on 12 oat genotypes under controlled environmental conditions in two separate sets
of experiments. In the first set, early inoculations with F. graminearum at or before the complete emergence of ears resulted in
little or no visible FHB symptoms but deoxynivalenol (DON) contents ranging from 0.4 to 2.6 ppm were detected in the
harvested grain. Severe levels of FHB were observed on these genotypes with infected spikelets ranging from 30 to 74% and
DON concentrations, from 6.6 to 10.0 ppm, when plants were inoculated at or after the 50% anthesis stage. Inoculation at 50%
anthesis was considered the most appropriate as it allowed sufficient time for disease development and assessment prior to the
physiological maturity of the plants. In the second set of experiments, F. culmorum and F. graminearum were equally highly
pathogenic, having areas under the disease progress curve of 45.3 and 47.3, respectively. Fusarium sporotrichioides was
significantly less pathogenic than the two highly pathogenic species. The pathogenicity of F. avenaceum was intermediate and
was not significantly different from those of either the highly pathogenic or the weakly pathogenic Fusarium species.
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Study of Chitinase activity on banana seedling that induce with Trichoderma spp. inducer as resistance responce of Fusarium
Oxyporum f.Sp.cubense
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An experiment was conducted to investigate the chitinase activities of banana seedling that induce with Trichoderma spp. (T.
Koningii isolat S6sh, T. Viride isolat T1sk , Trichoderma sp isolat P4sh and control.)The study consists of two parts: 1. Testing
chitinase activity in banana seedlings induced by Trichodernia spp., Using a factorial in a completely randomized design with two
factors: a. types of inducers (biomass, liquid culture and filtrate), b. Isolates of Trichoderma spp. with 4 replications. Parameters
measured were chitinase enzyme activity, the specific activity of the chitinase enzyme were detected in stems, leaves and roots
of banana seedlings. 2. Testing of several types of inducers of Trichoderma spp. in inducing resistance in banana seedlings to Foc,
together with the study design 1. Parameters measured were: incubation period, the percentage of symptomatic leaves and
percentage discoloration of vessels. Result showed that the inducer liquid culture T. viride isolat T1sk and T. koningii isolat S6sh
were effective in increasing the activity of chitinase enzyme and cause induction of resistance of banana seedlings to Foc. The
increase in the specific activity of the chitinase enzyme liquid culture T. viride isolat T1sk on stems 280% and leaves 594% with
the effectiveness of suppression of Fusarium wilt disease 42.98%, while the liquid culture inducers of T. koningii isolat S6sh an
increase in the specific activity of the chitinase enzyme on the root 410% with the effectiveness of disease suppression intensity
of 27%. The increase in the specific activity of chitinase enzyme in leaves more determine the incidence of induced resistance
than with an increase in the stem.
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Characterization of ribosome-inactivating protein (RIP) of oil palm (Elaeis guineensis) and antifungal effect on Ganoderma
boninense in vitro
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Oil palm is the most valuable oil crop in Malaysia. The major obstacle hampering palm oil production is basal stem rot disease
caused by a basidiomycete, Ganoderma boninense due to lack of effective control measures. A more sustainable option would
be genetic improvement of oil palm using defense-related genes such as ribosome-inactivating proteins (RIPs). RIPs inhibit
protein synthesis by ribosomes in the cells and were shown to exhibit antimicrobial effect on fungal and viral pathogens, and
insect pests. However, neither RIPs have been isolated from oil palm, nor their antifungal effect on G. boninense has been
investigated. The objectives of this study were to, 1) isolate and characterize RIP transcript(s) from oil palm root and basal stem
tissues, and 2) to determine the antifungal activity of RIP proteins against G. boninense in vitro. Total RNA was extracted from
root and basal stem tissues of 6-month old oil palm seedlings 2 weeks post inoculated with G. boninense. Specific primers
targeted to RIP were designed based on ESTs of oil palm RIPs and multiple sequence alignment using RIP nucleotide sequences
of monocot plants. PCR amplified products were sequenced and identified based on similarity search using BLAST tool. Crude
proteins were extracted and RIPs of oil palm were partially purified using ion exchange spin column. The partially isolated RIPs
were subjected to rRNA depurination assay using yeast ribosomes and dual culture assay to evaluate antifungal activity on
mycelial growth of G. boninense. Two transcripts were isolated from oil palm tissues and showed highest similarity to RIP type I
of Populus trichocarpa (98%, XP_002328056.1) and Mirabilis expansa (98%, AAN65450.1). They were designated as EgRIP-1a
(GenBank: KJ885619) and EgRIP-1b (DDBJ: AB968223.1). The partially purified RIP proteins demonstrated rRNA depurination
activity and inhibited G. boninense mycelial growth in vitro by 44.1% at 5 days post inoculation (DPI). It is concluded that the
isolated RIP transcripts from oil palm are type I RIPs demonstrating rRNA depurination activity and antifungal effect on G.
boninense mycelial growth.
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Biological Functional Analysis of tatB in Acidovorax citrulli
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In order to explore the relationship between Twin-arginine Translocation system (Tat) and pathogenicity of Acidovorax citrulli, a
tatB disruption mutant (△tatB) and its complementary strains were constructed by homologous recombination, and five factors
(virulence, motility, growth ability, extracellular polysaccharide and cellulase producing ability and biofilm formation) were
tested to illustrate Tat system's influence on Acidovorax citrulli(Ac). By comparing the expression of TrbC, hrcN, Aave_1810,
Aave_0034 and hrpE gene with real-time fluorescent quantitative PCR, we explored the relationship between tatB genes
associated with type III secretion system, Tat system related genes and cell toxicity related genes. The results showed that △tatB
could trigger the hypersensitive response to non-host tobacco. The deficiency of tatB weakened Ac virulence, motility and
growth ability, while had no effect on the production of extracellular polysaccharide (EPS)，extracellular cellulase and biofilm
formation. Real-time fluorescent quantitative analysis showed that the deficiency of tatB made the expressions of TrbC and hrcN
genes in mutant strain significantly increase, while the expressions of other genes notably decreased. Consequently, the
deficiency of functional gene tatB in Tat affects some biological characteristics of Acidovorax citrulli, and ultimately weakens
pathogenic ability. We researched the key gene tatB of Tat in Ac. for the first time, and we found that the mutant’s
pathogenicity was weaker than that of the wild type strain, which showed that tatB had close relationship with pathogenicity.
We found that tatB could affect the bacterium’s formation of flagella. In the mobility test, compared with the wild type strain,
the mutant’s mobility was weaker than the former’s. In the growth test, Tat had close relationship with formal growth. At the
early stage of logarithmic phase (4~14 h), the mutant grew more slowly than wild type strain, which was different from what
was reported in Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000. Therefore, the deficiency of functional gene tatB in Tat system
affects some biological characteristics of Acidovorax citrulli, and results in the decrease of Pathogenic ability.
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New phytoplasma identified from grapevines and leafhoppers collected in vineyards of Quebec
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3
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3
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ch20100@yahoo.ca
Grapevine Yellows, caused by phytoplasmas, are economically important diseases that have been detected in most grapegrowing regions of the world. Phytoplasma are mainly transmitted by leafhoppers that are phloem feeders. In order to better
understand the epidemiology of phytoplasma diseases in grapevines grown in Quebec (QC), it is important to know phytoplasma
strains occurring in leafhoppers and in grapevines. Leafhoppers and grapevines were sampled from 2009 to 2012 in QC
vineyards. PCR tests were used to identify phytoplasma strains in grapevines and leafhopper species. In grapevines, strains of
Aster Yellow phytoplasmas belonging to the subgroups 16SrI-A, -B, and -C were detected. In leafhoppers, phytoplasmas
belonging to subgroups 16SrI-A, -B, -C, -S, -W, 16SrVII-A and 16SrIII were detected. In Quebec vineyards, we found 5 new strains
of phytoplasmas in grapevines and 2 new strains in Erythroneura species that belonged to the AY group. RFLP analyses showed
that 5 of the new strains belong to known AY subgroups 16SrI-A, -C / -R, or -F; Phylogeny and biodiversity of phytoplasmas in QC
vineyards are discussed.

P PPI 68
Expression and function alanalysis of metacaspase gene family during pathogen-triggered PCD in grapevine
P. Gong
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Botanical Institute, Karlsruhe, Germany
gongpeijie1988@gmail.com
1. What is the role of grapevine metacaspases in plant defence immunity?
2. Can we use the promoter of grape meatacapse to generate a tool that helps us to see at an early stage of programmed cell
death?
Hypersensitive response (HR) is a form of programmed cell death (PCD) localized at the site of attempted pathogen invasion,
which is an indispensable and ultimate mean to block the spread of pathogens in innate immunity and defence. HR is also a
common response companied with the second layer of plant immunity, which is called effective triggered immunity (ETI).
Metacaspase, one type of cysteine-dependent protease, was reported to play an essential role in plant PCD processes. However,
its interplay with other HR factors and specificity is far from being understood. Plasmopara viticola, one kind of biotrophic
pathogen, could induce hypersensitive cell death-like phenomena (necrotic spots) on pathogen resistant cultivars of grape, such
as V. rupestris and V. riparia. We intend to make use of the differential response of those genotypes to examine the function of
metacaspases in PCD.
Using BLASTN against the 9 known Arabidopsis metacaspases, all 6 grapevine metacaspases could be identified and grouped into
Type I and Type II. Each phylogenetic branchs hares a similar exon/intron structure. The gene expression of two metacaspase
genes on V. rupestris, VrMC2 and VrMC5, were up-regulated on leaf discs after 24h with 40.000 sporangia/mL of Plasmopara
infection, but not happen on Müller Thurgau , suggested that differentiation of metacaspase expression could be used as marker
to measure if the host-pathogen battle is won or lost on the level of cell-death related ETI immunity (Fig 1). The pathogen
related cis-elements of MC2 and MC5 promoters were analyzed in Müller Thurgau and V. rupestris respectively. There are
different cis-element distributions between Müller Thurgau and V. rupestris in the same gene promoter region. Most
interestingly, we found one disease resistance response cis-element called BIHD1OS, which exists 3 repeats in the VrMC5
promoter, but not find in the VvMC5 promoter from Müller Thurgau. That could be a possible reason to explain the different
expression trend between these two grape cultivars. Furthermore， Subcellular localization results showed that VrMC2 was
located around the nuclear zone, and VrMC5 was located in the cytoplasm. That suggested two different types of grape
metacapases probably play the role of PCD in different cell subcellular location (Fig 2).
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Figure 1

Figure 2
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Virulence of population of Blumeria graminis f. sp. tritici and resistance in wheat cultivars at seedling stage in Gansu
province,China
J. Huang, S. Cao, S. Jin, Q. Jia, B. Zhang, Z. Sun
Institute of Plant Protection, Gansu Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Lanzhou, China
huangjin8311@163.com; huangjin8311@163.com; jinshelin@163.com
Powdery mildew caused by Blumeria graminis f. sp. tritici (Bgt) is one of the most important diseases that damages wheat
production in China. It is important to the control of powdery mildew with analysis of virulence structure and effectiveness of
resistance genes. This study was conducted to test virulence structures of 91 isolates collected from Gansu province in 2013. The
result of virulence survey reveals that the virulence frequencies to the resistance genes Pm1, Pm2, Pm3a, Pm3b, Pm3c, Pm3d,
Pm3e, Pm3f, Pm4a, Pm4b, Pm5, Pm6, Pm7, Pm8, Pm19, Pm5+Pm6, Pm4+Pm8, Pm4b+Pm5, Pm4+Pm2X and PmEra have reached
70% or higher, respectively, indicating that these resistant genes cannot be used as mildew resistance sources any more. The
virulence frequencies of the mildew population tested to resistance genes Pm13, Pm16, Pm17, Pm18, Pm21 and Pm24 were
lower than 15%, and these genes can still be used in breeding for mildew resistance. By means of artificial inoculation 91 Gansu
Bgt isolates which had different virulent spectrum at seedling stage, the resistance to 35 wheat varieties which come from
Gansu and other province were evaluated. The results showed that only ‘Mianmai37’ was immune to all isolates, about 85%
wheat varieties and its virulent frequency above 60%., such as ‘Dingxi40’. The resistant wheat cultivars absent in Gansu province
and China.
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Interaction between the biocontrol phylloplane bacterium Bacillus mojavensis A-BC-7 and the pathogen Pseudomonas
savastanoi ITM317 in olive knots
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3
4
2,5
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Olive knot disease, caused by Pseudomonas savastanoi pv. savastanoi, is one of the most important biotic constraints for olive
cultivation. Bacillus mojavensis A-BC-7, a natural colonizer of symptomless olive phylloplane, was examined as potential BCA
against olive knot disease. Bioassays in in vitro micropropagated and on one year olive plants were carried out to assess the
antagonism of A-BC-7 controlling knot development and pathogen populations when co-inoculated with the pathogen in stems
with different ratios. Results showed that A-BC-7 was able to decrease knot weights and pathogen population size, producing
less necrotic tumours, and altered the localization of the pathogen in the hyperplasic tissue, which may pose epidemiological
consequences. Confocal laser scanning microscopi combined with fluorescent tagging of bacteria revealed that when the
pathogen was inoculated alone, tended to be localized at the knot surface. However, presence of the BCA seemed to confine P.
savastanoi at inner regions of the tumours. This approach has also enabled to prove that the pathogen can move systemically
beyond the hypertrophied tissue.
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Transcriptome profiling of potato cultivars under Pectobacterium carotovorum subspecies brasiliense challenge using RNAseq
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The soft rot enterobacteriaceae (SRE) are important phytopathogens infecting a wide range of economically important crops
worldwide. One of the best studied host of the SRE is potato, the 3rd most important crop plant after rice and wheat. There are
currently no chemical control options available for soft rot pathogens. In South Africa, Pectobacterium carotovorum subsp.
brasiliense (Pcb) has emerged as the most aggressive SRE infecting potato plants causing major economic losses. Previously, we
1
reported differences in the colonization patterns of Pcb in a susceptible vs. tolerant potato genotype . Hence, the aim of this
study was to determine global transcriptional changes in the two potato cultivars in response to Pcb infection using RNA
sequencing (RNA-seq). To this effect, two potato cultivars, a tolerant (cv. BP1) and susceptible (cv. Valor) were stem-inoculated
with Pcb strain 1692. Total RNA was harvested at 0, 6, 12, 24 and 72 hours post inoculation (hpi) followed by mRNA enrichment,
cDNA library preparation and sequencing on the Illumina HiSeq2000 platform. RNA-seq analysis generated more than 1 billion
clean 90-bp pair end reads from 30 libraries derived from inoculated and mock-inoculated tolerant and susceptible potato
stems. Over 25,000 potato genes were expressed in each library and pathway enrichment analysis against the Kyoto
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes Pathway database (KEGG) assigned 16,820 genes to 124 pathways. Differentially expressed
genes (DEGs) were identified at all 5 time-points, however, the large differences in the transcriptome profiles were observed at
12 hpi. At this time point, 4178 and 2925 DEGs were up regulated and down regulated, respectively. The DEGs identified were
involved in plant-pathogen interaction, biosynthesis of secondary metabolites, cell wall modification, signaling and other
functions, indicating a strong activation of defense-related genes in the tolerant cultivar. A substantial volume of potato
transcripts was generated providing valuable insights into responses of potato plants to Pcb infection. This work contributes to
the identification of key genes in plant defenses against necrotrophic bacteria adding to the current understanding of plantmicrobe interactions.
1 Gugulethu C Kubheka, Teresa A Coutinho, Ntsane Moleleki, and Lucy N Moleleki, 'Colonization Patterns of an Mcherry-Tagged
Pectobacterium Carotovorum Subsp. Brasiliense Strain in Potato Plants', Phytopathology, 103 (2013), 1268-79.
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Reproductive performance of two vector aphids of Turnip mosaic virus on the infected and non-infected plants
S. Adachi, T. Honma, K. Ohshima, M. Tokuda, R. Yasaka
Saga University, Agriculture, Saga, Japan
aphidtennis@gmail.com
Introduction: Potyviruses belong to the family Potyviridae, together with seven other genera, and represent one of the most
economically important and widely distributed groups of plant viruses. Non-persistent viruses were considered not to have close
interactions with their vector aphids because of their extraordinary short interaction periods compared to persistent viruses.
However, several recent studies have revealed various interesting interactions between non-persistent viruses and their vector
aphids. Clarifications of such interactions may contribute to establish novel control measures against the viruses.
Turnip mosaic virus (TuMV) is a Potyvirus that causes diseases mostly in Brassicaeae plants. The virus is usually spread by 40- 50
species of aphids in a non-persistent manner. In Japan, three phylogenetic groups of TuMV, world-B, basal-BR and Asian-BR, as
well as their recombinants, are distributed. After 2000, basal-BR population was suddenly appeared and the shift from world-B
group to basal-BR predominant was observed.
Objectives: To clarify effects of TuMV infection on the reproductive performance of vector aphids.
Materials and methods: Periodical investigations were performed from October 2014 to February 2015 to reveal the seasonal
occurrence of vector aphids in a Japanese radish field. Laboratory experiments were also conducted to compare reproductive
performanceof vector aphids on TuMV-infected and non-infected turnips.
Results: In the periodical investigation, two vector aphids Myzus persicae and Lipaphis erysimi were found in the census field.
Among them, M. persicae was rather high density in the early stage of Japanese radish, but soon L, erysimiwas became
predominant as the development of plants. Although the TuMV infection did not affect the population growth of M. persicae, it
significantly promoted the reproduction of L. erysimi.
Conclusion: The present study revealed that, among two vector aphids, L. erysimi is considered to have more mutualistic
relationships with TuMV than M. persicae. Based on this as well as other results, we will discuss possible mechanisms of the
predominant genotype shift in the field.
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Genetic diversity of Pyrenophora tritici-repentis in Algeria as revealed by amplified fragement length polymorphism (AFLP)
analysis
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Introduction: Pyrenophora tritici-repentis (Died.) Drechs. (anamorph Drechslera tritici-repentis) is the causal agent of tan spot
disease of wheat, which is found in major wheat growing areas worldwide. This disease is very destructive and can cause high
yield losses. Breeding resistant wheat cultivars seems to be the best option for managing this disease. Therefore, knowledge of
the structure of pathogen populations is essential for an efficient breeding approach to utilize host resistance.
Objectives: This study’s objective were to assess genetic diversity among the Algerian population of P. tritici-repentis using AFLP
markers and to decipher the relationship between molecular markers and race classification on one hand, and between
molecular markers and geographic origin and host plants (durum and bread wheat) on the other hand.
Materials and methods: DNA of 61 isolates of P. tritici-repentis from different cereal growing areas in Algeria were analyzed.
DNA of each isolate was digested using the restriction enzymes EcoRI and MseI. Initially, 78 primer combinations were tested, of
which 12 were selected and applied to the 61 isolates. Amplification products were separated by capillary electrophoresis in an
ABI PRISM 3100 and analyzed. Genetic similarities between all isolates were computed using the Jaccard coefficient while a
dendrogram was generated from clustering with the unweighted pair-group method with arithmetic averages (UPGMA).
Results: A high level of genetic variability was demonstrated between P. tritici-repentis isolates. The 12 primer combinations
used produced an average of 104.25 DNA fragment per primer combination. Of the 61 isolates comprising the analyzed
population, the AFLP markers have revealed the presence of 61 different haplotypes. Primer combination C70 and C11 showed
the most informative values (0.156 and 0.149, respectively). All of the bands obtained were polymorphic; no monomorphic band
across all isolates was detected. However, one primer combination amplified a 154 bp DNA fragment that was found in 58 of the
61 isolates evaluated, similarly, the same primer combination amplified 317 bp and 351 pb DNA fragments in 57 of the isolates.
The Jaccard similarity index range was 1.43 to 68.37%. Cluster analysis showed that, clustering of isolates was independent of
their race classification, geographic origin, or host plant. However, one isolate (Ptr24) that showed a new virulence pattern in
our previous race analysis study was clearly distinguished from the rest of the population studied. This isolate had not only new
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virulence but also different genetic makeup to other P. tritici-repentis isolates and requires additional studies to decipher
complete knowledge of host-pathogen interactions for tan spot of wheat.
Conclusion: This work is the first study of genetic diversity of P. tritici-repentis in Algeria. It provides information about genetic
structure of this population which should be used by plant breeders. In fact, pathogen populations with large genetic variation
gain advantage as they can rapidly respond to changing environments and overcome host resistance and fungicide treatments.
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Influence of abiotic factors on the development of mango malformation disease (MMD)
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Mango malformation disease (MMD) caused by a predominant and virulent fungus, Fusarium nivale (Fr.) Ces. is one of the most
devastating disease in mango orchards of Sindh province of Pakistan. In the present study, in vitro and in vivo attempts were
made to analyze the influence of abiotic factors on the development of MMD. In vitro results comparing growth media, revealed
that radial mycelial colony growth of F. nivale was significantly increased in potato-dextrose agar medium (34.07 mm) followed
by V-8 juice agar (32.17 mm) as compared to Mango flower extract agar (27.61 mm); while it was decreased in Richard's agar
medium (9.068 mm). Increase in intensity was observed in trees of Desi (local) variety (6.25-11.42%) when the trees were kept
under water stress in the month of July as compared to June, August, and May, respectively under the field conditions. The
correlation of different environmental conditions i.e., temperature, relative humidity (%), evapotranspiration, sunshine hours
and rainfall was studied to see their effect on the incidence of MMD. The overall incidence of the disease was highest in July
0
(70.0%) when the average minimum and maximum temperature was 28.10-36.30 C with average relative humidity of 55.5075.50% having 19 cloudy days, followed by June (56.66%), August (33.33%), and May (30.0%), respectively. The intensity of the
0
disease was lowest in November and December with cool temperatures (16.10-31.20 and 8.68-25.10 C) having intensity values
of 10.00%, respectively. Based on the findings, it is concluded that higher temperature with moderate relative humidity
favoured the development of MMD, however, in the months of June and July, the frequent application of irrigation can reduce
the extent of temperature and increases the humidity under the microclimatic conditions that ultimately be helpful in reducing
the severity of MMD. This preliminary investigation also provides the basis for further in depth investigations on the issue,
leading to prioritization for the improvement of a particular variety and interventions at optimal time limits. It is also suggested
that Integrated MMD Management maybe adopted to overcome this obstacle from future outbreaks.
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Studies on mechanism of high temperature-induced disease resistance in Arabidopsis
M. Kusajima, H. Nakashita
Fukui Prefectural University, Faculty of Biotechnology, Awara, Japan
pt-kusajima@fpu.ac.jp
Introduction: Systemic acquired resistance (SAR) is a potent innate immunity system in plants and has been used in rice fields.
Development of SAR, involving priming, is achieved by activation of salicylic acid (SA)-mediated pathway. The induction of
disease resistance by high temperature treatment has been reported in cucumber, in which SA is likely to take part.
Objectives: To determine whether heat shock (HS) treatment can induce SAR, we analyzed the effects of HS on Arabidopsis.
Materials and methods: Arabidopsis thaliana was grown in sterilized potting soil in pots in a growth chamber. HS treatment was
applied by immersing 3-week old plants in hot water preheated to various temperatures. After HS treatment, the plants were
cultured in a growth chamber under normal conditions. For the Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000 (Pst) infection assay,
5
Pst was inoculated by dipping the plants in the bacterial solution (2 x 10 cfu/ml).
Results: HS treatment induced disease resistance, expression of SAR marker genes, and SA accumulation in wild-type but not in
SA-deficient sid2 and NahG plants, indicating that HS treatment inducted SAR by activating SA-mediated signaling pathway. Time
course analysis of the effects of HS indicated that SAR was activated transiently, differently from biological induction, with a
peak at 2-3 d after HS, and that it ceased in several days. Production of reactive oxygen species was observed before SA
biosynthesis, which might be a trigger for SAR activation.
Conclusion: The data presented here suggest that HS can induce SAR, but there exist unknown regulation mechanisms for the
maintenance of SAR. Clarification of the regulation mechanisms of HS-induced SAR at the molecular level is expected to yield
useful information in the effort to exploit this resistance for various crops.
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Role of ethylene signaling in induced disease resistance in rice
H. Nakashita, M. Kusajima
Fukui Prefectural University, Bioscience, Awara, Fukui, Japan
nakashita@fpu.ac.jp
Introduction: Induced disease resistance, activated by some microbes and chemicals, protects the whole plant from the attacks
by various types of pathogens such as bacteria, fungi and viruses. Systemic acquired resistance (SAR) induced by pathogen
infection through salicylic acid (SA) accumulation has been practically utilized in rice fields by exploiting the plant activators
capable of inducing of SAR. Another induced resistance activated by symbiotic bacteria has been speculated to involve unknown
signaling pathway.
Objectives: In this study, we analyzed the requirement of ethylene signaling for induction of these resistances.
Materials and methods: SAR was activated by treatment of rice plants with a plant activator benzisothiazole 3 to 5 days prior to
challenge inoculation. The induced resistance by symbiotic bacteria was activated by cultivating rice plants with Azospirillum sp.
Results: To analyze the influences of lack of ethylene signaling, EIN2 (ethylene-insensitive2) RNAi transgenic plants were
established. The transgenic plants lacked the ethylene response when they are treated with 1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic
acid (ACC). SAR induction in the transgenic plants was analyzed by phytopathology and molecular biology techniques with a
plant activator benzisothiazole, which revealed that ethylene signaling was not necessary for SAR. On the other hand, the
symbiotic bacteria-induced resistance was not developed in the transgenic plants, suggesting an unknown signaling pathway for
induced resistance other than SA-mediated one. To clarify the role of ethylene signaling in disease resistance in rice, the
interaction between ethylene signaling and other phytohormones during the induction of induced resistance is under
investigation.
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Role of ACC deaminase in plant infection by the soilborne pathogen Verticillium dahliae
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Ethylene biosynthesis in microorganisms can occur via three different pathways. Two pathways start from the amino acid
methionine and involve the intermediates 1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic acid (ACC) and the α-keto-γ-methylthiobutyric acid
(KMBA), whereas the third pathway starts from 2-oxoglutarate (OXO). Roles of ethylene produced by microorganisms, including
phytopathogenic fungi, have not been well characterized. Verticillium dahliae is a soilborne fungal pathogen with a broad host
range, causing disease to many economically important crops. Even though disease symptoms caused by V. dahliae are similar
to those caused by ethylene exposure, whether ethylene or other compounds produced through these pathways is involved in
pathogenicity remains unknown. Overexpression of the endogenous V. dahliae gene encoding ACC deaminase, which breaks
down ACC into α-ketobutyrate and ammonia, resulted in significantly higher disease severity in tomato plants. In this study the
role of ACC deaminase in pathogenesis is further investigated by disrupting the gene and by evaluating the effect on
morphology, growth characteristics and virulence of resulting mutants. Results from this study will help understand the role of
ethylene in the pathogenicity of V. dahliae.
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Effect of tomato pathogen Fusarium oxysporum MR93 and its biocontrol by the bacterium Pseudomonas putida PCI2
N. Pastor, M. Ganuza, J. Andres, S. Rosas, M. Rovera
Universidad Nacional de Rio Cuarto, Microbiologia e Inmunologia, Rio Cuarto, Argentina
mrovera@exa.unrc.edu.ar
Introduction: Tomato is the vegetable plant with the highest economic value. Production and commerce of tomato are
continually increasing. Consequently, the study of control methods of tomato plant pathogens is of great importance for a more
efficient production. The present work was undertaken to study the potential of Pseudomonas putida PCI2 as a biocontrol agent
in the tomato-Fusarium oxysporum strain MR193 system and to detect production of bacterial compounds associated with
increased plant resistance to fungal pathogens.
Materials and methods: We evaluated root rot by this pathogen in tomato plants pre-inoculated with strain PCI2. In addition,
we carried out Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) studies to detect the presence of antifungal compounds encoding genes in
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PCI2. We also quantified the production of ethylene and salicylic and jasmonic acids in PCI2 by gas chromatography-flame
ionization detection and liquid chromatography-electrospray tandem mass spectrometry, respectively.
Results: The obtained results showed a reduction of disease severity in the root of tomato plants pre-inoculated with PCI2 and
an increase in shoot and root dry weight of plants over the untreated pathogen control. No fragments for the encoding genes of
2,4-diacetylphloroglucinol, phenazine-1-carboxylic acid, pyrrolnitrin, pyoluteorin or hydrogen cyanide were amplified from the
-1 -1
DNA of PCI2. On the other hand, PCI2 produced 0.7 ng ml h of ethylene in King´s B broth plus L-methionine and 6.95 and 0.091
-1
µg ml of salicylic acid and jasmonic acid, respectively, in Luria Bertani medium.
Conclusions: This study shows that P. putida PCI2 applied to tomato seeds increases the resistance of plants to root rot caused
by the fungus F. oxysporum MR193 and that PCI2 produces compounds that may be involved at different levels in triggering an
induced systemic resistance. Certainly, this work suggests that PCI2 represents a non contaminating management strategy
potentially applicable in different agro-ecosystems, particularly in vegetable crops such as tomato.
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Quantitative yield loss of coffee (Coffea arabica) caused by Antestia Bug (Antestiopsis spp.) in Rwanda
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Coffee is the most important cash crops and major source of rural income in Rwanda. The antestia bug is a major pest causing
30% -47% loss. The study aimed to establish yield loss at mid altitude of Rwanda. The data was collected at the farm, washing
station, and cupping laboratory. We selected randomly five fields in the Maraba sector; and at each field, six trees (four from
border and two from middle). We assessed bugs population from each tree using knockdown method. After harvesting, we hand
sorted the cherries and grouped them into damage categories: (i) insect damaged, (ii) abiotic factors and (iii) clean cherries; and
recorded weight for each category. We repeated hand sorting at washing station before floatation. The hand sorted cherries
were floated in water, and again sorted out according to the three categories. The seeking and floating cherries were de-pulped
and dried separately for further assessment of quality during cupping. The middles trees had one bug/tree, while border had 4
bugs/tree, and the average was three bugs/tree; which is above ET of two bugs/ tree. The loss of cherries by hand sorting was
6%, of which 4% was antestia damage. After floatation, the loss was 24.8% (18.6% by antestia damage), making a total yield loss
of 30.8% (22.6% by antestia bug). The yield loss by hand sorting alone was not effective. Yield loss due to poor quality will be
reported after cupping is completed. The data were recorded from fields where farmers applied pesticide as recommended.
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Rhizobacteria promoting growth and defense in rice plants against Magnaporthe oryzae.
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Plant growth-promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR) are bacterias that lives around the plants roots and are involved in the induction of
resistance of plants to diseases. This study investigated the effect of PGPR in promoting growth of rice roots and suppressing
leaf blast (Magnaporthe oryzae). The experiment was conducted in completely randomized blocks with six treatments,
consisting of microbiolized seed with rhizobacterias (T1=235; T2= 82R, T3=235 + M. oryzae, T4=82R + M. oryzae, a negative
control (T5=M. oryzae) and a positive control (T6=microbiolized seeds water only)). The rice cultivar BRS Primavera was sown in
trays containing fertilized soil (FTE 1g / kg soil, Zn 1g / 2kg and NPK - 5/30 / 15 g / kg). Twenty one days old plants were spray
inoculated with M. oryzae suspention (3,105 conídios.mL-1). At the same time, rice seeds (with the same treatments) were sown
in test tubes containing water-agar (0.8%), kept under controlled conditions in a growth chamber (25 ° C) during 14 days for of
roots and shoots growth measurement. The leaf blast severity index (SBF) in microbiolized plants with rhizobacteria 235 was
suppressed by 80% compared to the control (Duncan, p = 0.05). In plants treated with the PGPR isolate 235, the increase in
leaves and roots length was 60.86 and 101.24 mm, respectively (Duncan, p = 0.05). These results suggest that rhizobacterium
235 promoted the growth of root and shoot of rice plant, suppressed the leaf blast and can be explored as a potential biological
agent.
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The date palm inflorescence rot fungus Mauginiella scaettae can infects the model host Arabidopsis thaliana
1
2
3
M. B. Bensaci , F. Rahmania , A. J. M. Luis
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2
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3
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Mauginiella scaettae is a fungal pathogen causing inflorescence rot of date palm: one of the most devastating diseases in date
palm growing regions worldwide. This disease was first reported by Cavara (1925) in Libya but the infection mechanisms remain
obscure. To characterise the infection mechanism it was attempted to develop the model plant species Arabidopsis thaliana as
an alternative host. Ten strains of Mauginiella scaettae were isolated from different oases of East Algeria. Ouargla01 (OU1),
Ouargla02 (OU2),Ouargla03(OU3),Hadjira(HA),Touggourt01(T1),Touggourt02(T2),Oued01(OE1),Oued02(OE2),Ghardaïa (G) ,
Biskra( Bis). Sequencing the internal spacer (ITS) regions of indicated the phylogenetic position of M. scaettae. Upon dropinoculation with conidia of M. scaettae, Arabidopsis exhibited white necrotic lesions with marginal yellowing appeared on leaves
at 06 days post inoculation and subsequently expanded throughout the entire leaves. It was noted that strain G was the most
and T2 is the least virulent. Microscopic investigations demonstrated that a preference for fungal penetration via stomata,
accompanied by hyphal tip swelling which may represent a primitive haustorium. Both of these features were also observed on
M. scaettae infected date palm spadices. On Arabidopsis initial biotrophic growth was followed by a necrotrophic lifestyle,
similar to what happens on date palms. To investigate how host resistance mechanisms could modify the interaction were
examined M. scaettae interactions with Arabidopsis mutants cpr1 and sid2 respectively increased and compromised in
biotrophic resistance mechanisms, and eto2 which displays elevated resistance against necrotrophic pathogens. Interactions
with eto2 appeared to be particularly affected, suggesting that anti-necrotrophic mechanisms - here linked to ethylene - could
be effective in conferring resistance to M. scaettae. This study demonstrated the value of using model species in providing novel
insights into previously cryptic interactions.

P PPI 82
Evaluating the Virulence of Metarhizium anisopliae (Deuteromycotina: Hyphomycetes) and Beauveria bassiana (Ascomycota:
Hypocreales) Isolates to Arabian Rhinoceros Beetle (Oryctes agamemnon arabicus)
M. W. Khudhair, M. Z. Khalaf, H. F. Alrubeai, A. K. Shbar, H. S. Khalaf
Ministry of Science and Technology-Iraq, Agricultural Research Directorate, Baghdad, Iraq
halrubeai@yahoo.com
Virulence of entomopathogenic fungi Metarhizium anisopliae and Beauveria bassiana might be more efficient tested against
5
7
9
11
Oryctes agamemnon arabicus larvae. Four concentrations (1×10 , 1×10 , 1×10 and 1×10 conidia/mL) of two locally isolated
entomopathogenic fungi, spore suspensions were used in this study via larval direct spraying. Results revealed that both isolates
can cause high mortality rate reaching 100% after 29 days However, each isolate behaved differently: Beauveria bassiana scored
11
higher mortality rate in short time especially at the concentration 1×10 conidia/mL with LT50 12.75 and LT90 20; while, the
isolate Metarhizium anisopliae caused higher percentage of malformed adults. Moreover, both isolates affected insect’s life
cycle particularly pupal stage which was reduced remarkably by almost 50% in comparison with the control treatment.
Materials and methods: Two entomopathogenic isolates locally isolated were used in these studies which are MARD 34 and 46
(Table 1); these were selected from Entomopathogenic Fungal Isolates Bank at the Agricultural Research Directorate, Iraqi
Ministry of Science and Technology.
Bioassay test: Spore suspension was prepared by adding 5ml of sterile distilled water to pure full growth isolate Petri dish; then,
by using a sterile metal scraper, fungal mycelia were scraped and the solution was poured into a 50ml Falcon tube after filtering
5
the solution through sterile miracloth. The spore concentration was determined using haemocytometer and adjusted to 1×10 ,
7
9
11
1×10 , 1×10 and 1×10 conidia/mL.
Result: Survival percentages of date palm larvae after treating them with entomopathogenic fungal isolate spore suspensions
11
MARD 46 revealed that the concentration 1×10 scored the fastest mortality among larvae reaching 93.33 % after 19 days,
9
followed by the concentration 1×10 that recorded mortality of 66.66% at the same time
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Table 1: Malformation scale among date palm borer adults treated with the isolates MARD 46 and 34.
Isolate MARD 34
Days after treatment Concentration
5
7
9
11
1×10
1×10
1×10
1×10
20 Days
+
+
23 Days
+
++
++
++
27 Days
++
+++
+++
++++
Isolate MARD 46
20 Days
+
23 Days
+
++
++
27 Days
++
+
+++
Scale: +: Low malformed adults; ++: Moderate malformed adults; +++: High malformed adults; ++++: The highest malformed
adults
Figure 1
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Host plant resistance (HPR) traits of watermelon [Citrullus lanatus (Thunb.) Mansf.] against melon fruit fly (Bactrocera
cucurbitae (Coquillett)) in hot arid region of India
S. M. Haldhar, B. R. Choudhary, R. Bhargava
ICAR-CIAH, Agriculture Entomology, Bikaner, India
haldhar80@gmail.com
The significant differences were found in tested varieties/ genotypes for fruit infestation and larval density per fruit. The
varieties/ genotypes, Asahi Yamato (12.73%), AHW/BR-16 (15.10%) and Thar Manak (18.27%) were found resistant; Durgapura
Lal (23.03%), Sugar Baby (26.67%), AHW/BR-12 (29.73%), Arka Manik (34.15%), Charleston Grey (38.70%), AHW-65 (35.80%),
AHW-19 (48.97%) were found moderately resistant and IC 582909 (53.18%), AHW/BR-60 (55.52%), BSM-1 (59.10%), AHW/BR137 (60.58%) and AHW/BR-9 (67.37%) were found the susceptible varieties/ genotypes to fruit fly infestation. The significant
positive correlation (r = 0.99 p &lt; 0.01) was observed between per cent fruit infestation and larval density per fruit. The
percent fruit infestation and larval density had significant positive correlation with fruit length (r=0.57 & 0.55) and days to first
fruit harvest (r=0.75 & 0.76) and negative correlation with length of ovary pubescence (r= -0.91 & -0.91), rind hardness (r= -0.86
& -0.87) and rind thickness (r= -0.77 & -0.75). Maximum variation in fruit infestation and larval density was explained by length
of ovary pubescence (82.50 and 83.60%, respectively) followed by fruit length (4.3 and 3.0% respectively) and rind thickness (3.2
and 2.0%, respectively). Free amino acid was lowest in resistant (Asahi Yamato) and highest in susceptible variety/ genotype
(BSM-1) whereas phenols, tannin, total alkaloids and flavonoid contents were highest in resistant and lowest in susceptible
varieties/ genotypes. Flavonoid and total alkaloid contents explained (88.4 and 92.0%, respectively) of the total variation in fruit
fly infestation and in larval density per fruit. Thus, from the foregoing account, it can be argued that reduction in fruit fly
infestations on resistant varieties/ genotypes could be due to antixenotics (biophysical) and antibiosis (allelochemicals). Certain
biophysical traits (e.g. length of ovary pubescence, rind hardness and rind thickness) and biochemical traits (e.g. flavonoid,
tannins, phenols, ascorbic acid and total alkaloids) were linked to resistance of watermelon against B. cucurbitae and therefore,
can be used as marker traits in plant breeding programmes to select resistant varieties/ genotypes.
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Antifungal activity of novel allyl-sulfonamides and synthetic precursors against Colletotrichum acutatum.
E. P. Zanon, M. M. M. Rubinger, M. R. L. Oliveira, L. Zambolim
Universidade Federal Viçosa, Plant Pathology, Viçosa State of Minas Gerais, Brazil
laerciozambolim@gmail.com
This study evaluated the antifungal activity of eighteen novel allyl-sulfonamides, the synthetic precursor methyl (Z)-2(bromomethyl)-3-(phenyl)acrylate, and six primary sulfonamides and against Colletotrichum acutatum, the causal agent of
anthracnose of strawberry. The new allyl-sulfonamides derived from Morita-Baylis-Hillman adducts were synthesized and
characterized in the Chemistry Department. They were prepared by the reaction of ten different primary sulfonamides with
methyl (Z)-2-(bromomethyl)-3-(phenyl)acrylate via two different methodologies, affording methyl (E)-3-phenyl-2-(Rsulfonamidomethyl)acrylates and methyl 2-[(R-sulfonamido)(phenyl)methyl)acrylates, where R = phenyl, 4-fluorophenyl, 4chlorophenyl, 4-bromophenyl, 4-iodophenyl, 4-nitophenyl, methyl, ethyl, butyl or octyl groups. The evaluation of the antifungal
activity was done at the Plant Pathology Department by the Poison Food technique. The positive control used was the
dithiocarbamate fungicide ziram, being 100% active at all doses tested. The most active allyl-sulfonamides, methyl (E)-2(butylsulfonamidomethyl)-3-phenylacrylate and methyl 2-[(4-chlorophenylsulfonamido)(phenyl)methyl]acrylate, inhibited the
-1
growth of C. acutatum in 54 and 51%, respectively, at the concentration of 1,5 mmol.L . These allyl-sulfonamides were at least
twice more active than their parent primary sulfonamides. As all allyl-sulfonamides presented higher log P values than their
respective precursors, these results suggest that the greater lipophilic character of the allyl-sulfonamides in comparison with the
primary sulfonamides is partially responsible for the best results observed. The (Z)-2-(bromomethyl)-3-(phenyl)acrylate was
-1
even more active than the allyl-sulfonamides, presenting an IC50 value of 0.34 mmol.L . This compound exhibited the most
-1
promising antifungal activity of all tested compounds, showing 100% of inhibition of C. acutatum growth at 0.45 mmol.L .
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Study of antioxidant and antimicrobial activity of the leaves and pulp of Argania spinosa L. in the region of Tindouf (Algeria).
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2
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Germany
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Our study aims to assess the ability of the extract of the leaves and pulp of Argania spinosa L. Skeels to scavenge free radicals,
and to test its antimicrobial activity against various bacterial strains and a fungal strain: Candida albicans.
A phytochemical screening allowed knowing the phytoconsituants and targeting by a selective extraction the principal families
of these metabolites, including tannins whose yield was significant (0.6%),flavonoids and saponins based on their biological
activity.
The reading of the results of the antibacterial and antioxidant activities showed that the extracts of the leaves were more active
as antioxidants and antibacterial agents.
On testing the antioxidant activity of the methanolic crude extract and tannins extract by HPLTC, the result was positive by the
appearance of yellow spots in both TLC plates sprayed with DPPH. The antioxydant activity of both extracts by a
spectrophotometric quantification of DPPH showed a = 0.093mg/ml, CI50= 0.12 mg/ml for theethyl acetate fractionand tannins.
The extract flavonoids (ethyl acetate fraction) was found to be more potent against all bacteria strains and gave an interesting
antibacterial activity against multi- resistant strain of Pseudomonas aeruginosa.

P PPI 86
Change Proteome of Solanium Tuberosum tubers under the influence of signaling molecules infected by Phytophthora
Infestans
R. Kasimova, L. Yarullina, I. Maksimov
Institute of biochemestry and genetics of Ufa scientific center RAS, Ufa, Russian Federation
rithu.ka.tashan@gmail.com
Important role in the relations between plants and pathogens belongs to reactive oxygen species (ROS), including hydrogen
peroxide. Jasmonic acid (JA) is a signaling molecule for induced generation of ROS in plant tissues. Bacillus subtilis culture filtrate
has a protective effect on plants.
-7
Potato tuber discs of Leoni cultivar treated with a solution of JA 10 M or culture filtrate B. subtilis were inoculated with
6
Phytophthora infestans (10 spores/ml). Isoelectric protein focusing was performed on Protean IEF (Biorad, USA). For the
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separation of proteins by isoelectric point used ready-to-use 7-cm strips (Biorad, USA), the range of pH 3-10. For separating
proteins according to molecular weight was carried out SDS-PAGE in a 12% PAAG at Laemmli.
Infection leads to changes in the spectrum of proteins potato: there were synthesized de novo proteins with pI 8.0 and Mr 41
and 43 kD, protein expression with pI 5.5 and Mr 24 kDa was significantly reduced. Processing JA and infection resulted in a
spectrum similar to the control, indicating that the plant hardly undergoes stress. Treatment of B. subtilis culture filtrate led to
the appearance de novo protein with pI 4.3 and Mr 26 kDa, but to a lesser extent as compared with the infected control.
Identify the impacts of B. subtilis and JA on the activity and range of protective proteins may be associated with increased
resistance of wheat plants to the Ph. infestans.
This research was financial supported by the Russian Education and Science Ministry (state registration № 14.604.21.0016).
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Characterization of pathogenic variability and mating types of Ascochyta rabiei population in Morocco
1
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Ascochyta blight, caused by Ascochyta rabiei Lab. (teleomorph : Didymella rabiei), is an economically important fungal disease
on chickpea in Morocco, and other parts of the world. Significant progress has been made in breeding chickpea for Ascochyta
blight resistance in Morocco, but the plant resistance is typically overcome by the evolution of virulent pathotypes. It’s assumed
that the sexual recombination of D. rabiei ascospores could increase genotypic diversity in A. rabiei populations and evolve
increased virulence that can overcome resistant cultivar. In this study pathogenic variability of forty one Moroccan A. rabiei
isolates, collected from four different chickpea growing regions, was assessed by screening over a set of four chickpea
differential genotypes. The identification and the distribution of mating types of A. rabiei were determined using a MAT -specific
PCR assay to assess the risk of sexual reproduction of A. rabiei. The pathogenecity test showed that highly significant variability
of AUDPC (Area under the disease curve) had occurred between genotypes and pathogens and their interactions. The isolates
were classified into three pathotypes groups according to their level of virulence. The aggressive pathotype PIII has been present
in the majority of surveyed regions, however the least aggressive pathotypes PI and PII were the most prevalent. MAT-type
analysis of A. rabiei isolates showed non- significant deviation from equal distribution of MAT1-1 and MAT1-2 with a
predominance of isolates with a profile MAT1-1 in the overall populations. It appeared that conidial reproduction is more
frequent in Moroccan population of A. rabiei, and there is a competitive advantage associated with MAT1-1. Nevertheless in two
regions, the mating ratio of MAT1-1 and MAT1-2 were not significantly depart from (1:1) ratio, based on chi-squared tests
(p<0.05). Therefore random mating could occur under natural conditions in these regions and can contribute to enhance
virulence of pathotypes. The eventual occurrence of sexual reproduction of the pathogen has to be taken into account while
designing suitable disease management strategies, including the deployment of resistant germplasm.
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Chemical changes induced by Witches’ broom disease in acid lime (Citrus aurantifolia)
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Witches' broom disease (WBD), caused by Candidatus Phytoplasma aurantifolia, is a very serious disease of acid limes. The
disease killed over one million lime trees in Oman and Iran. WBD results in production of small, clustered leaves in some
branches of lime trees. More branches develop symptoms with time and become unproductive, until the whole tree collapses
within 3 to 5 years of first symptom appearance. This study was conducted to investigate changes in minerals as a result of
disease symptom development. Findings from this study revealed that the level of sodium and potassium increased by 4.0 and
1.5 times, respectively, in the symptomatic braches compared to the non-symptomatic branches. On the other hand, the levels
of magnesium and calcium were significantly lower by 1.4 and 1.2 times, respectively, in the symptomatic branches compared to
the non-symptomatic branches. There was no consistent effect of symptom development on the levels of nitrogen, phosphorus,
boron and copper. The study discusses factors affecting changes in the mineral content of symptomatic acid lime branches and
the potential to manage the disease through mineral nutrition.
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Nitrate enhances cucumber resistance to Fusarium wilt
M. Wang, N. Ling, Y. Sun, S. Guo
Nanjing Agricultural University, College of Resources and Environmental Sciences, Nanjing, China
minwang@njau.edu.cn
Question: Fusarium wilt is a major disease that causes severe losses in cash crops (Ajilogba and Babalola, 2013; Flood, 2006;
Ploetz, 2006). Mineral nutrition plays a critical role in the management of a broad range of plant diseases (Huber and Thompson,
2007; Marschner, 2012). However, it is still poorly understood how mineral nutrients affect pathogen infection and disease
development via changes in plant physiology and metabolism, and the plant-pathogen interaction regulated by mineral nutrition
is doubted.
Methods: To investigate the effects of nitrogen on Fusarium wilt in cucumber, pot and hydroponic experiments were conducted
in a greenhouse. The effects of different forms of nitrogen on Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. cucumerinum infection and root
exudate production were investigated.
Results: For cucumber seedlings, nitrate was superior; nitrate significantly suppressed Fusarium wilt compared to ammonium
(Fig. 1). Plants grown with nitrate accumulated less fusaric acid (FA) after Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. cucumerinum (FOC)
infection. Nitrate-treated plants also exhibited increased resistance to chemical FA by decreasing FA absorption and
transportation in the shoots. Root exudates may regulate Fusarium wilt in a manner dependent on the form of nitrogen
treatment. At lower citrate concentrations, lower citrate synthase (CS) activity was observed (Fig. 2). The expression of CS genes
was down-regulated in the root exudates of nitrate-treated cucumbers. Biological tests showed that citrate was preferable for
FOC spore germination and infection.
Conclusions: Nitrate nutrition results in superior Fusarium wilt resistance in cucumber plants. The lower citrate concentration in
root exudates of nitrate-grown plants resulted in a lower wilt disease incidence index.
References:
Ajilogba, C.F., and Babalola, O.O. (2013). Integrated management strategies for tomato Fusarium wilt. Biocontrol science 18,
117-127.
Flood, J. (2006). A Review of Fusarium Wilt of Oil Palm Caused by Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. elaeidis. Phytopathology 96, 660662.
Huber, D.M., and Thompson, I.A. (2007). Nitrogen and plant disease (St. Paul, MN: American Phytopathological Society).
Marschner, P. (2012). Marschner's Mineral nutrition of higher plants, 3rd edn (London ; Waltham, MA: Academic Press).
Ploetz, R.C. (2006). Fusarium Wilt of Banana Is Caused by Several Pathogens Referred to as Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. cubense.
Phytopathology 96, 653-656.
Figure 1: Effects of different forms of nitrogen on cucumber Fusarium wilt.

Figure 2: Effects of different forms of nitrogen and FOC infection on organic acids in root exudates.
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TALEN-mediated generation and metabolic analysis of camalexin-deficient cyp71a12 cyp71a13 double knockout lines.
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Question: In Arabidopsis thaliana tryptophan-derived secondary metabolites play a crucial role in defense against pathogens. A
number of these compounds are synthesized via indole-3-acetonitrile (IAN), including camalexin and indole-3-carboxylic acid
(ICOOH) derivatives. CYP71A13 is a key enzyme for camalexin biosynthesis and catalyzes the conversion of indole-3acetaldoxime (IAOx) to IAN. The CYP71A13 gene is located in tandem with its close homolog CYP71A12, also encoding an IAOx
dehydratase. However, for CYP71A12 indole-3-carbaldehyde (ICHO) and cyanide were identified as major reaction products.
Still, the in vivo function of CYP71A12 and its role in the IAN metabolism remained unclear.
Methods: We generated two cyp71a12 cyp71a13 double knockout mutant lines using CYP71A12-specific Transcription
Activator-Like Effector nucleases (TALENs), which were introduced into the cyp71a13 background. Very efficient somatic
mutagenesis was achieved and we observed stable transmission of the cyp71a12 mutation to the following generations.
Challenged leaves of cyp71a12 cyp71a13 mutants and respective controls were analyzed for their metabolic phenotype by HPLC
and UHPLC/ESI-QTOFMS.
Results: In contrast to cyp71a13 plants, in which camalexin accumulation is partially reduced, double mutants synthesized only
traces of camalexin, demonstrating that CYP71A12 contributes to camalexin biosynthesis in leaf tissue. A major role of
CYP71A12 was identified for inducible biosynthesis of ICOOH. Specifically, the ICOOH methyl ester was reduced to 12% of wild
type level in AgNO3 challenged cyp71a12 leaves. In contrast, ICHO derivatives apparently are synthesized via alternative
pathways, such as degradation of indole glucosinolates.
Conclusions: Based on these results we present a model for this surprisingly complex metabolic network with multiple IAN
sources and channeling of IAOx-derived IAN into camalexin biosynthesis. In conclusion, TALEN-mediated mutation is a powerful
tool for functional analysis of tandem genes in secondary metabolism.
Figure 1: Model for the biosynthetic pathways of tryptophan-derived secondary metabolites in Arabidopsis. We propose pools
of free IAN and ICHO derived from glucosinolate degradation and in addition IAN and ICHO as channelled intermediates of
camalexin and ICOOH biosynthesis. Enzyme functions are denoted. Square brackets indicate proposed channelling of
intermediates; double arrows indicate multiple steps. I3M GLS: indole-3-methyl glucosinolate; SP: specifier protein.

Reference: Müller et al. Plant Physiol. 2015 May 7. pii: pp.00481.2015. [Epub ahead of print]
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Study on induction of disease tolerance by heat shock treatment of Brassicaceae
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Introduction: Heat shock (HS) treatment has been found to be effective way for disease management in green-houses. HS has
not only the direct effects on suppression of disease development but also the indirect effects on systemic resistance responses
against pathogen attacks through activation of some defense related-genes, eventually leading to building up or enhancing
defense mechanism in plants (Schirra et al., 2000).
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Objective: The present study aims to investigate a molecular mechanism on disease tolerance of Brassicacea against
Colletotrichum higginsianum, which is induced by HT.
Materials and methods: One-week-old Komatsuna (Brassica rapa var. perviridis) and 5-week-old Arabidopsis thaliana (Col-0)
plants were heated under moisture conditions in a growth chamber. Plants were then inoculated by drop or spray inoculation
5
-1
with a spore suspension (5 x 10 spores ml ) of C. higginsianum.
o
Results: HT at 38 C for 1-7 days was effective on reduction of disease development on Komatsuna (Brassica rapa var. perviridis).
The resistance was fully maintained at least for 6 days after HT, suggesting that the prolonged resistance is likely associated with
enhanced defense response(s). The phenomenon was mutually applicable to Col-0 to gain insight into the molecular mechanism
o
on the HT-induced resistance. After HT at 38 C for 1 day, the PAD3-mRNA started to accumulate constantly in Arabidopsis
seedlings, which was accompanied by accumulation of camalexin, one of defense responses against invading pathogens.
Furthermore, the HT could not inhibit pathogen development on phytoalexin-deficient mutant pad3-1. Interestingly, in Col-0
seedlings with HT, O2 generation increased significantly by 6 to 12 hpi when challenged subsequently with C. higginsianum. This
result is well consistent with cytological observation with DAB staining, that strong accumulation of H 2O2 was frequently evoked
at the attempted site of penetration on the HT-treated leaves.
Conclusion: On the basis of these results, it is more likely that appropriate HT of Brassicacea conditions the seedlings toward
resistance or a physiological state to respond to subsequent infection by pathogen.
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Protection against anthracnose disease on Arabidopsis thaliana induced by volatile compound limonene
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Introduction: D-limonene is one of the monocyclic monoterpenes and is a major constituent in essential oils of several citrus
species. Some of Citrus species and other plants emitting terpenes have been reported as a potential source of agricultural
fungi- and insecticides, raising the question which compounds protect plant disease effectively.
Objective: Our study is thus to evaluate the protective effect of pure D-limonene, a major component in orange oil, on fungal
disease under laboratory conditions, using Arabidopsis and Brassica rapa var. perviridis. Especially, we show that limonene
activates jasmonic acid (JA)-regulated signaling pathway and effectively reduces the severity of anthracnose disease on
Arabidospsis and B. rapa var. perviridis plants.
Materials and methods: Five-week-old seedlings of A. thaliana Col-0 and jar1-1 (jasmonate resistant 1-1) were placed in a
plastic container where D-limonene was vaporized. The control plants were treated similarly, in the same container without Dlimonene.
Results: When Arabidopsis Col-0 plants were exposed to limonene (10 or 100 μmol/L) for 6 or 24 h, disease symptom induced by
Colletotrichum higginsianum was evidently suppressed. Microscopic analysis showed that on limonene-treated leaves, the
conidia of C. higginsianum failed to penetrate into epidermal cells. To evaluate whether limonene acts as an inducer of induced
resistance, we analyzed the expression of defense-related genes by qRT-PCR. Expression of PDF1.2 gene was enhanced in Col-0
plants exposed to limonene, whereas no prominent expression of PR-1 was observed. However, limonene-induced expression of
PDF1.2 was diminished in the jar1-1 plants, indicating that the response of Arabidopsis to limonene is mediated through the JAregulated signaling pathway. A similar protective effect was also observed on B. rapa var. perviridis, accompanied by a
significant increase of penetration failure by C. higginsianum.
Conclusion: We demonstrate that Arabidopsis plants respond to gaseous limonene, eventually squaring off the upcoming
pathogen attack. D-limonene is generally recognized as safe (GRAS) in the Code of Federal Regulations. The use of limonene, byproduct of orange juice production, thus also could be one of eco-friendly approaches for improving plant resistance safely.
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Cytological responses of PsAPY1-silenced pea to host-adapted and nonadapted fungal pathogens
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Introduction: Our previous studies focusing on plant cell wall have discovered the ecto-type ATPase as a key player of
extracellular defense. The elicitor from a pea pathogen Mycosphaerella pinodes directly binds to and enhances ATPase in
extracts from pea cell wall, leading to O 2 production by extracellular peroxidase. However, the concomitant presence of the
supprescins A and B, virulence factors secreted by the same fungus, inhibits the catalytic activity in a host-specific manner,
indicating that M. pinodes may target the ATPase to counter the host extracellular defense(s).
Objective: To clarify the role of the ecto-ATPase during plant-pathogen interactions, we operationally silenced PsAPY1 gene,
which encodes the pea ecto-ATPase, using an Apple latent spherical virus (ALSV)-based virus-induced gene silencing.
Materials and methods: Ten-day-old seedlings of pea (Pisum sativum L. cv. Puget) were inoculated mechanically with saps of
ALSV containing a fragment of ecto-ATPase gene.
Results: The PsAPY1-silenced peas exhibited enhanced disease susceptibility against infection by M. pinodes, which is
accompanied by a significant increase in the successful penetration. Microscopic analysis showed that callose deposition
beneath penetration attempts was impaired in the PsAPY1-silenced pea. By contrast, when challenged with a non-adapted
Colletotrichum higginsianum, the control pea plants restricted the fungal growth, which is associated with the penetration
failure. Notably, on the surface of PsAPY1-silenced pea, the frequency of a hyphal tip-based entry (HTE), a recently discovered
way to enter the plant cells without formation of appressoria (Hiruma et al., 2010), was significantly enhanced, eventually
causing necrotic spots. This phenotype is similar to that in the pen2 and pen3 Arabidopsis mutants challenged with nonadapted
C. gleosporiodesm (Hiruma et al., 2010).
Conclusion: Silencing of PsAYP1 reveals the role of ecto-ATPase in interaction with host-adapted and nonadapted fungal
pathogens. In our separate study (see a poster by Miki et al.), we showed that PsAPY1-silenced pea attenuated the peroxidasedependent oxidative burst induced by PAMP treatment. Together, it is likely that the ecto-ATPase modulates extracellular
defense(s) during the early stage of infection.
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Extracellular apyrase (PsAPY1) participates in the peroxidase-catalyzed apoplastic oxidative burst in pea
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Introduction: Our research focusing on the plant cell wall where most pathogens first encounter the host surface have
discovered the ecto-type ATP-hydrolyzing enzyme (apyrase; EC3.6.1.15) as a key player of extracellular defense. The catalytic
activity in extracts from the cell walls of pea is enhanced in vitro, with the consequent increase of O2 generation by extracellular
peroxidase(s), when exposed to the fungal elicitor.
Objective: We operationally silenced PsAPY1 gene encodings the ecto-ATPase in pea, using an Apple latent spherical virus
(ALSV)-based virus-induced gene silencing. The silenced peas were used to analyze the role of PsAPY1 in the extracellular
defense.
Materials and methods: Ten-day-old seedlings of pea (Pisum sativum L. cv. Puget) were inoculated mechanically with saps of
ALSV containing a fragment of the ecto-ATPase gene. The silenced peas (ΔPsAPY1) were used throughout experiments.
Results: We examined the responsibility of ΔPsAPY1 to chitosan and lipopolysaccharides (LPS), which is a main component of
fungal cell wall and glycolipid components of the outer membrane of Gram-negative bacteria, respectively. When challenged
with chitosan or LPS, salicylhydroxamic acid (SHAM)-sensitive O2 generation was suppressed in ΔPsAPY1, indicating that the
ecto-ATPase positively regulates the peroxidase-catalyzed O2 generation. Indeed, our in vitro study using extracts from the pea
2+
cell walls revealed that, in the presence of NADH, p-coumaric acid and Mn , the SHAM-sensitive O2 generating activity was
enhanced in response to chitosan or LPS. Together, it is likely that plant cell wall is capable of recognizing and responding to
PAMPs such as chitosan and LPS, through the oxidation of NADH by an extracellular peroxidase(s). Interestingly, the chitosaninduced expression of PR10-mRNA was reduced in ΔPsAPY1. On the basis of these results, it seems likely that PsAPY1 spatially
regulates the apoplastic oxidative burst as well as the downstream signaling leading to expression of defense-related genes in
pea.
Conclusion: Considering the role of the ecto-ATPase in modulation of the cell wall-based defenses, it is conceivable that some
pathogens have evolved strategies to target the host’s apyrase to counter the extracellular defense of host cells (see a poster by
Yao et al.).
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An evolutionary stable effector in Venturia inaequalis modulates apple defense gene expression
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Introduction: The reduction of chemical inputs imposed through the Ecophyto2018 plan underlines that the use of pesticides is
still too important in agriculture despite the breeding of resistant varieties. The loss of efficiency of the selected resistance genes
along the time is mainly due to the high adaptive diversity of pathogens. Therefore, identification of durable resistance genes is
a key point for an efficient breeding strategy.
Objectives: The ROAD MOVIE project (Resistance Of Apple Against Disease: Mechanisms Of Virulence and Identification of
Effectors) proposes to identify apple genotypes with durable resistance by focusing on an evaluation of evolutionary constraints
on pathogen effectors. This strategy was applied on apple scab caused by the fungus Venturia inaequalis. We first screened
candidate effectors among 89 fungal genomic sequences. Once putative effectors were identified, we selected those with a low
ratio of synonymous versus non-synonymous mutations. Then we focused on the “X1” effector to study its role in plant defense
expression and its capacity to be recognized by apple resistant genotypes.
Methods: Apple microarray analyzes were first performed in order to identify the differential responses of a susceptible apple
genotype after inoculation with a wild strain of V. inaequalis and the null mutant strain (ΔX1-A7). By transient overexpression of
“X1” in a partially resistant apple, we also tested its ability to modulate apple defense.
Results: Transcriptomic results revealed metabolic pathways or defenses targeted in the host plant by “X1” effector. We found
in particular genes implicated in the jasmonate pathway. Transient overexpression of “X1” in the host plant conferred an
increase of resistance to the pathogen. Furthermore, we screened 20 resistant apple varieties in order to find one variety able to
recognize this effector.
Conclusion: This study implemented an innovative strategy for the detection of new sustainable resistances to apple scab. The
analysis of others conserved V. inaequalis effectors is underway.
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Role of extracellular apyrase in cell surface immunity
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Introduction: Apyrases (EC3.6.1.15) are enzymes that efficiently hydrolyze ATP and ADP and function intracellularly and
extracellularly. In plants genes encoding the apyrase (NTP/NDPase, NTP diphosphohydrolase) are known to comprise a
multigene family. In pea extracellular apyrase (PsAPY1) directly binds and responds to pathogen-derived molecules such as an
elicitor and a suppressor from a pea pathogen, Mycosphaerella pinodes. Upon treatment with the fungal elicitor, the catalytic
activity in extracts from the cell walls of pea is enhanced in vitro, with the consequent increase of O2 generation by extracellular
peroxidase(s). By contrast, the supprescins A and B, virulence factors secreted by the same fungus, inhibits the apyrasedependent ATP-hydrolyzing activity in a host-specific manner.
Objective: Here we used a model pathosystem involving Medicago truncatula and M. pinodes to assess the role of apyrases in
extracellular defense.
Materials and methods: The phylogenetic analysis revealed that M. truncatula contains at least seven apyrase genes, five of
which (MtAPY1;1 to 1;5) are members of a legume-specific family, whereas two genes (MtAPY2;1 and MtAPY2;2) are close to
those of non-leguminous plants. Of seven apyrase proteins, three of which (MtAPY1;1, MtAPY1;4 and MtAPY1;5) are presumed
to secreted extracellularly, due to the presence of the putative N-terminal signal sequences. Especially, we analyzed the
extracellular apyrase MtAPY1;1 (PsAPY1 orthologue).
Results: Using an Agrobacterium-based in vivo transient expression in Nicotiana benthamiana, combined with a triple c-myc
epitope tag technology to define the subcellular location, we found that the MtAPY1;1 was secreted efficiently. Indeed, the
MtAPY1;1 without the putative N-terminal signal sequence resided intracellularly. Transient expression of MtAPY1;1 in N.
benthamiana leaves restricted necrotic disease symptom caused by a virulent pathogen, Colletotrichum orbiculare. In our
separate study we showed that the pea apyrase (PsAPY1) positively regulates the extracellular defense by modulating the
peroxidase-catalyzed superoxide generation (see posters by Miki et al. and Yao et al.). Considering the role of the extracellular
apyrase in recognition and modulation for the cell wall-based defenses; i.e. production of O 2 , it is no wonder that some
pathogens have evolved mechanisms to target apyrase activity to condition susceptibility of the host cells.
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Conclusion: Plant cell wall is well known to act as physical barriers against invading pathogens. However, our current studies
have suggested that the plant cell wall employs the perception of pathogen signals, signaling and modulation of cell wall-based
defenses (see posters by Miki et al. and Yao et al.).
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Potential traits of the mycovirus MoCV1-A on interaction between rice plant and rice blast fungus
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Magnaporthe oryzae chrysovirus 1 strain A (MoCV1-A) was found in Vietnamese isolates of rice blast fungus (Urayama et al.
2010, Le M-T et al. 2010). MoCV1-A infected isolates exhibited impaired growth of the host rice blast fungus M.oryzae. MoCV1A-free strains were also obtained by curing through single spore isolation or treatment with cycloheximide. The mycovirus-free
strains restored normal mycelial growth and pigmentation, suggesting that the MoCV1-A was causal agent for the impaired
growth phenotypes. Spray inoculation tests and leaf sheath inoculation tests with MoCV1-A-infected isolates and MoCV1-A-free
strains to 31 international blast differential rice varieties showed that the free strains had more virulence to increase the lesion
numbers and to enlarge the lesion sizes on infected leaves. These data suggested that MoCV1-A infection caused hypovirulence
to the host fungus. Surprisingly MoCV1-A infection also resulted in the change of pathogenic races in several differential rice
R
lines, namely S (compatible) to R (incompatible) reaction or R to S. When the free strain (Hyg gene was introduced as a marker)
was re-infected with MoCV1-A by hyphal fusion with the parental strain, the re-infected strain restored the race reactions to the
originals in the parental MoCV1-A-infected strain. Probably MoCV1 was a potential factor of epigenetic alteration in pathogenic
races and also for the reduced virulence of the host rice blast fungus. The related MoCV1-B is also found recently in Viethnam
and causes more severe affects on the host fungus growth rather than MoCV1-A (Urayama et al. 2014). The both MoCV1-A and
MoCV1-B have 5 segmented dsRNA genomes ranging from 2.8-3.5 kbp and classified into a unique clade in the family of
chrysoviridae with phylogenetic analysis using RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) conserved domains. Additionally we
have found new strains of Magnaporthe oryzae chrysovirus 1 from Japan isolates, MoCV1-C YM-0007-E3 from Yamagata, and
MoCV1-C AK199 from Akita, respectively. We have determined the nucleotide sequence of 5 dsRNA segments of MoCV1-C
AK199, which showed 75% to 82% sequence identity with MoCV1-A and MoCV1-B. These results suggested that MoCV1
mycoviruses distribute widely in rice blast fungus.
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Functional analysis of the single-copy allantoicase and urease genes ALA1 and URE1 in virulence of the fungus Colletotrichum
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Using ATMT, Münch et al. (2011 - Molecular Plant Pathology 12,1, 43-55) obtained a mutant (AT171) of the hemibiotrophic
maize pathogen Colletotrichum graminicola with a virulence defect, due to the insertion of T-DNA into the promoter region of a
gene encoding the enzyme allantoicase. In filamentous fungi purines are converted to allantoate, which is subsequently used as
a substrate by the enzyme allantoicase, producing (S)-ureidoglycolate, which is further degraded to urea. Urea is then convert to
ammonium by the enzyme urease. Urease was described as a virulence factor in some human pathogenic fungi. In order to
investigate the role of allantoicase and urease during vegetative development and pathogenesis, the single-copy genes encoding
urease and allantoicase were deleted. In agreement with AT171 mutants, the analyses of deletion mutants revealed that
allantoicase and urease are required for differentiation of infection structures and for full virulence. To address the question
when allantoicase and urease genes are expressed, we generated and employed URE1:eGFP and ALA1:eGFP replacement
strains. These studies provide information on timing and localization of the purin-degrading enzymes of C. graminicola.
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A new biocontrol pathway: the γ-lactone catabolic pathway of Rhodococcus erythropolis, is involved in the interruption of the
pectinolytic pathogen communication during the potato soft-rot
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Question: The virulence of soft-rot bacteria due to Pectobacterium and Dickeya is under the control of a quorum sensing process
based on the synthesis and perception of N-acyl homoserine lactones (NAHSL). We are therefore developing a novel biocontrol
strategy for the Solanum tuberosum model based on the selective stimulation of NAHSL-degrading bacteria. This approach
involves the use of the Rhodococcus erythropolis strain R138 as a biocontrol agent, which is able both to degrade diverse γlactones effectively in vitro and to suppress the maceration of tubers in hydroponic and field culture conditions. However, the
mechanism by which this strain controls soft-rot has never been elucidated in planta. We recently discovered a lactone
assimilation pathway in R. erythropolis, involving the lactonase QsdA for ring opening, followed by a β/ω-oxidation of the
aliphatic product. The objective of this study consists in analyzing the involvement of this pathway in the control of tuber softrot by R. erythropolis R138.
Methods: The functions of the key enzyme QsdA were investigated by making a R. erythropolis R138 qsdA deletion mutant
(∆qsdA), by transferring the qsdA gene to an heterologous host (Escherichia coli), and by following the qsdA transcription by
confocal laser scanning microscopy using an R. erythropolis strain carrying a plasmid-borne qsdA::gfp transcriptional fusion. The
NAHSL-breakdown and biocontrol activities of the ∆qsdA and the QsdA expressing E. coli strains were compared to those of the
R. erythropolis wild type strain in potato tubers infected with the soft-rot P. atrosepticum.
Results: The qsdA gene transcription was induced in potato tubers by the NAHSL producing pathogens only. The biocontrol and
NAHSL-breakdown activities of the QsdA expressing E. coli strain were similar with those of the R. erythropolis wild type strain.
The deletion of the qsdA gene partially abolished the biocontrol activity of the R. erythropolis wild type strain.
Conclusion: These results demonstrate the involvement of the γ-lactone catabolic pathway both in NAHSL-breakdown and in the
control of the disease. This is a novel and unusual biocontrol pathway, based on an antivirulence strategy instead of the
pathogen eradication, differing from those previously described as protecting plants.
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Detection of Some Resistance Genes (Bt-5, Bt-8, Bt-10, Bt-11 and Bt-12) against Common Bunt in Ten Wheat Varieties Using
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Common bunt (Tilletia sp.) is a very dangerous seed-borne disease in wheat and may cause serious economic losses. Wheat
cultivars including resistance genes are used as an alternative fight method instead of chemical fungicides against common bunt
disease. These resistance genes in wheat are called as bt genes. Until today, a little number of bt genes in wheat has been
detected by some molecular markers. There aren’t yet developed molecular markers for detection of all bt genes in wheat. In
this study, detection of some bt genes (bt-5, bt-8, bt-10, bt-11 and bt-12) was carried in registered eighteen wheat varieties
(Sertak 52, Bolal 2973, Demir, Kutluk, Harmankaya 99, Pehlivan, Tosun Bey, 4-11, Sönmez 01, Bezostaja-1) using PCR-based
molecular markers (Microsatellite and RAPD). PCR-amplified fragments were separated on 1.3% agarose gel containing ethidium
bromide (0.5 μg/ml). Gels were visualized under UV light and digitally photographed. The obtained DNA bands were scored as
present or absent for detection of bt genes. For comparison, the virulence rates of five Tilletia foetida (syn. leaves) isolates
against eighteen wheat varieties were obtained from our field results. We observed that wheat varieties including bt-10 and
bt11 genes as Kutluk and 4-11 varieties are more resistant to disease in field. We showed analysis results for five bt genes in all
wheat varieties and resistance rates in field.
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Bio-inspired computational algorithms and their application as a tool for analysis of leaf symptoms
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The incompatible interaction between plants and pathogens leads to the activation of defense reaction with manifestations of
typical symptoms. The defense response to necrotrophic (Botrytis cinerea) or hemibiotrophic (Phytophthora parasitica)
pathogens is induction of hypersensitive reaction accompanied by tissue necrosis. The development of disease symptoms
directly correlate with development of the pathogen. On this assumption the susceptibility or resistance of the host plant could
be directly correlated with proliferation of the disease symptoms.
In order to accelerate and standardize the analysis of tissue necrosis or other visible symptoms, we have created stand-alone
software based on combination of certain types of artificial neural networks and common image processing algorithms. The tool
has been tested on leaves infected with different common studied plant pathogens and given results compared with
conventional analysis methods. Presented software is characterized by very high reproducibility and significant speed-up in data
processing compared to results of manual evaluation. After successful training on the trial data sets, classification accuracy has
been usually up to 0.01 false positive rate.
Figure 1

Figure 2
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Potential Cultivars Resistant to Groundnut Rust Confirmed
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Components of resistance to rust were studied among ten groundnut genotypes previously screened in the field. The aim was to
study, characterise, and confirm the resistance of these genotypes to rust through detached leaf assay and whole plant assays,
conducted under controlled temperature and in a glasshouse, respectively. In both assays, thirty day old leaves or plants were
6
inoculated with urediniospores at 10 spore/ mL. Results in all three experiments showed that ICGV-SM 05569 and ICGV-SM
05570 are highly resistant to rust. For these two genotypes, the incubation period (IP) was 31 days, sporulation index (SI)- 4,
infection frequency (IF) ≤ 4, and the percentage leaf area damage (PLAD) ≤ 3. However, all released cultivars such as CG7,
Nsinjiro, Nyanda, and JL-24 were highly susceptible to rust i.e., IP = 14-17 days, SI = 4 - 5, IF = 7 - 35, and PLAD = 3 - 8%, in the
2
detached leaf assay. SI and IP from detached leaf assay were the components highly correlated to AUDPC from the field (R = 0.9
2
and - 0.7, respectively). On the other hand, IF and PLAD from whole plants were highly correlated to AUDPC (R = 0.7). This
indicated that different components are important in characterising and confirming resistance to rust depending on the method
used. In both experiments, symptomatic rust-diseased leaves remained attached to the plant in susceptible cultivars, whereas in
highly resistant cultivars leaf defoliation was a defence mechanism to rust. The use of components of resistance from detached
and whole plant assay was advantageous over scoring in the field since collection of early disease scores was obscured by mud
on the leaves from rain splash. Compared to trials where foliar diseases were controlled using fungicides, yield loss due to rust
and leaf spot diseases was as high as 67% in the rust inoculated trials and 45% in the non-inoculated. Yield from ICGV-SM 05569
(717 Kg/Ha) and ICGV-SM 05570 (505 Kg/Ha) was higher than those of the controls and other released varieties, e.g., Nyanda
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(270 Kg/Ha) in the rust inoculated trials. A similar trend was observed in the non-inoculated trials. This implies that these
varieties are new potential cultivars, highly resistant to rust, as well as high yielding in rust endemic areas. However, their
resistance to other groundnut diseases needs to be evaluated.
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Iron as a determinant of virulence and resistance in the Colletotrichum graminicola - maize interaction
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In all kingdoms of life iron is an essential microelement. However, iron is hardly soluble in aerobic biogeosphere. Therefore, all
living beings evolved strategies for an efficient uptake of iron. On the other hand, the redox mediation of iron can produce
highly reactive oxygen species - via the Fenton- and Haber-Weiss-Reaction - damaging bio-molecules and ultimately organisms.
Thus, a tight regulation of iron uptake and storage is essential. Pathogenic fungi employ several strategies for iron uptake from
3+
the host tissue: (i) reductive iron assimilation (RIA), (ii) siderophore-mediated Fe acquisition (SIA), (iii) heme uptake, and (iv)
low affinity iron uptake. As free heme is rare in the maize host plant of Colletotrichum graminicola, this hemibiotrophic fungus
mainly applies RIA and SIA. Saprophytically hyphae growing under iron starvation conditions leads to an up-regulation of both
pathways - RIA and SIA. However, during the biotrophic stage of the infection RIA is highly active, while SIA is specifically
suppressed. At the later necrotrophic stage it is vice versa. Maize leaves pretreated with the C. graminicola siderophore
Coprogen respond with a strong defense including a respiratory burst when these leaves were infected later on. However,
Coprogen alone did not induce a defense response. In conclusion, C. graminicola specifically represses the SIA to cower itself.
During necrotrophy hiding is not necessary anymore. This strategy resembles the specific repression of the synthesis of β-1,3Glucane, a pathogen associated molecular pattern (PAMP), during biotrophy. From other fungal species (e.g. Aspergillus spp.)
the tight regulation of the SIA und RIA pathways occurs on transcriptional level mediated via two transcription factors SreA and
HapX, respectively. However, the studied Aspergillus spp. are either necrotrophs or saprophytes. Homologues of these genes
were identified in the hemibiotrophic fungus C. graminicola as CgSRE1 (GLRG_02856) and CgHAP1 (GLRG_10059). Functional
characterization of these transcription factors during biotrophic and necrotrophic stages will gain the knowledge of iron
acquisition in fungal virulence and provide valuable data to develop novel protection strategies. With this, the long lasting
question will be elucidated how the switch from biotrophy to necrotrophy operates.
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Common bunt is one of the most destructive diseases of wheat. The most familiar species of common bunt disease in wheat are
Tilletia foetida and Tilletia caries. Virulence rate of pathogens changes depending of their interaction with host cell surface. In
this study, cell surfaces of wheat and two agents (T. foetida and T. caries) of common bunt disease were characterized with Zeta
Potential and FTIR-ATR analyses. A resistant (M82-2161) and a sensitive (Heinles VI) wheat variety were used for analyzing of
Triticum aestivum host cell surface. The FTIR-ATR spectrum of T. foetida, T. caries and T. aestivum were measured within the
−1
range 4000-400 cm was used to Perkin Elmer-Spectrum100. The FTIR reflectance spectra showed differences between the
pathogens and host. Chemical composition of T. aestivum et al includes cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin and other extractives [12]. N-H , O-H stretching, C-H bonds, carbonyl groups of T. foetida, T. caries and T.aestivum are shown in the FTIR-ATR spectrum.
These bands attributed to indicating the presence of amino, amido, hydroxyl, methyl, methylene, aldehydes, and ketones
groups. Thus, the poly functionality of T. foetida, T. caries and T. aestivum are obvious. The Zeta potential was defined by a
Malvern-Nano ZS tools. These samples Zeta potentials values were defined -43.9 to +0.23 mV. The pathogens charge were
measured as more negative according to the host structure. It was found that surface net charge plays an important role for
host-pathogen interaction.
1 S.H. Ali, S.M. Asghar, A.U. Shabbir, Neutral sulphite pulping of wheat straw, in:Tappi Pulping Conference Proceedings, Tappi,
GA, USA, 1991, p. 51.
2 F. Umar, K. Misbahul Ain, A. Makshoof, K. Janusz A., "Chemical Engineering Journal", 171, 2011, 400- 410.
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Does aboveground herbivory prime Nicotiana attenuata plants to better defend against subsequent belowground herbivory?
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Plants are attacked by both above- and belowground herbivores which may indirectly interact with each other via herbivoreinduced systemic changes in plant traits. We examined whether the plant Nicotiana attenuata can be primed by Manduca sexta
herbivory (priming stimulus) on its aboveground plant parts and thereby be better defended against subsequent root herbivory
by the root-knot nematode Meloidogyne incognita (triggering stimulus). Since the defensive alkaloid nicotine is produced in the
roots, we hypothesized that aboveground herbivory would reduce nematode performance via leaf-herbivore induced
production of nicotine in roots and the plant would benefit. Aboveground herbivory had negative effects on plant shoot and
root biomass while only belowground herbivory increased nicotine content in roots. Belowground herbivory decreased seed
production and affected seed quality such as seed weight and C/N ratio. Since we have found no effects of the aboveground
herbivory treatment on the performance of the belowground herbivore, the hypothesis of priming of plant defense in an abovebelowground context was not supported. However, the changes in seed quantity and quality may affect the performance and
fitness of the next plant generation.
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Regulation of Calcium-dependent protein kinases in plant disease resistance by heat shock proteins
H. Seybold, L. Hoffmann, P. Albers, T. Romeis
Freie Universität Berlin, Dahlem Centre of Plant Science, Berlin, Germany
heike.seybold@fu-berlin.de
Calcium is a long known mediator of fundamental and conserved early signaling processes in plant immunity. Nevertheless, little
is known about the activation of calcium-sensing proteins and the mechanism of subsequent signaling to activate defense
responses in plants. Calcium-dependent protein kinases (CDPKs) are involved in the early signal transduction upon pathogen
attack. Activation of CDPKs upon a pathogen-induced Calcium-influx leads to local and systemic defense responses, including the
production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), induction of marker gene expression, enhanced levels of the phytohormone
Salicylic acid (SA) and cell death. In accordance, transgenic Arabidopsis thaliana lines overexpressing active CDPKs were more
resistant against infection with Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato DC3000, than kinase-inactive control lines
The biochemical regulation of CDPK activity offers a quick mean to control defense responses under changing stresses and
conditions. We have identified a heat shock protein (HSP) as an interactor of CDPKs involved in biotic stress resistance in A.
thaliana. Biochemical and phenotypical analyses were used to further study the interaction and the functional mechanism
between CDPKs and HSPs. Our data suggest a role of HSPs in CDPK-mediated defense responses and implicate a functional link
between the ability to mount a robust defense response and environmental stress conditions.

P PPI 107
Temporal progress of grapevine downy mildew in plants with different architecture
M. P. Camargo, A. F. Nogueira Jr, J. P. E. Molina, M. B. Spósito, L. Amorim
University of São Paulo - Luiz de Queiroz College of Agriculture, Phytopathology, Piracicaba, Brazil
meyrielecamargo@usp.br
São Paulo State is the largest Brazilian producer of table grapes and cv. Niagara Rosada (Vitis labrusca) represents 49% of grape
production in the State. Downy mildew (Plasmopara viticola) is the most important grape disease in Brazil. This study aimed to
evaluate the effect of plant architecture on the temporal progress of downy mildew. The experiment was carried out with cv.
Niagara Rosada cultivated in vertical trellis and ‘Y’ conduction systems in Brazil (22º42'30''S, 47º38'00''W). The vineyard
accounted for 3 blocks of 35 plants cultivated in vertical trellis and 3 blocks of 16 plants in ‘Y’ system. Pruning was performed in
th
August 13 , 2014. After budburst, the number of leaves per shoot, the leaf area index (LAI), disease incidence, and disease
severity were assessed weekly. The areas under the curves (AUC) of each variable were calculated by trapezoidal integration and
the conduction systems were compared by F-Test (p=0.05). The first disease symptom was detected 50 days after pruning (DAP,
Fig. 1). Disease incidence reached 100% at 107 DAP in both conduction systems. However disease severity was low, probably
due to the low frequency of rainfall in the beginning of the growing season (Fig.1 and Table 1). The AUC values for disease
incidence, disease severity and LAI did not show statistical differences between the conduction systems. The AUC values for the
number of leaves per shoot were statistically different between the systems, but it did not interfere in the disease progress.
Acknowledgments: We acknowledge to FAPESP for project funding (2013/24003-9) and PhD scholarship (2014/05522-8).
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Two-spotted spider mite symptomatology in a F2 strawberry population after wild species introgression
1
1
2
3
4
2
H. Wagner , V. Waurich , A. Ludwig , E. Rietze , E. Thomas , K. Olbricht
1
Technische Universität Dresden, Institut für Botanik, Dresden, Germany
2
Hansabred GmbH & Co. KG, Dresden, Germany
3
Hochschule für Technik und Wirtschaft Dresden, Fakultät Landbau/Landespflege, Dresden, Germany
4
Potsdam, Babelsberg, Germany
henning.wagner@tu-dresden.de
Observations of susceptibility, tolerance and resistance to the two-spotted spider mite (Tetranychus urticae Koch) in the genus
Fragaria L. is complex and only fragmentary approached so far. The objective of the current study was to determine the
symptomatology of a F2 strawberry population after defined spider mite inoculation. The highly susceptible cultivar F.
×ananassa 'Senga Sengana’ was crossed with the highly tolerant wild species accession F. chiloensis ssp. lucida USA. The best
breeding clone (P-90999) was selected out from approx. 350 seedlings. After self-pollination of this P-90999 clone a F2 model
population consisting of 103 randomly selected genotypes was created. The two-spotted spider mites (Tetranychus urticae
Koch) used in this experiment were from a greenhouse rearing on clean F. vesca seedling plants in cages. The experiment
consisted of three blocks of three different inoculation dates and eight replications in total under greenhouse conditions in late
summer 2014. The genotypes were evaluated for their symptoms using a score system of nine defined stages. Symptoms were
evaluated 21 days after.
It was observed that the infestation occurred in different colonization patterns depending on the genotype. The obtained data
of symptom evaluation were compared using cluster analysis. The different clusters could be described with regard to their
pathological development. Also the correlation of the expressed symptoms to the climatic conditions and the development of
the spider mites respectively could be drawn. A segregation of spider mite resistance in strawberry in a F2 model population
after wild species introgression is demonstrated. These results are valuable for strawberry resistance breeding.
This study was funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF, FKZ 031A216 A and B).
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Distribution modeling of the carob moth, (Ectomyelois ceratoniae, Lepidoptera: Pyralidae) in Iran.
1
2
1
J. Gharabaghi , A. Sarafrazi , M. Gheibi
1
Department of Entomology, Shiraz Branch, Islamic Azad University, Tehran, Iran, Islamic Republic of Iran
2
Insect Taxonomy Research Department, Iranian Research Institute of Plant Protection, Tehran, Iran, Islamic Republic of Iran
gharabaghijavaneh@gmail.com
Carob moth is the most important pest of pomegranate causes variable rate of impacts on its quality and quantity in different
climates of Iran. To find out the distribution model of the pest in climates of Iran their current and future distribution models
and the suitable habitats based on the records of the species collected from 240 locations was investigated. The geographical
information and 6 climatic layers were used in modeling analysis by Maximum Entropy software. The jackknife test determined
the contribution rate of the climatic variables in distribution modeling. Results showed northern parts of Iran, besides the
Caspian Sea as the most suitable areas for the pest distribution. The pest preferred semiarid to arid localities with warm to very
warm summers and moderate to cool winters. The minimum temperature during the cold months of the year and the mean
annual temperature with a rate of 51.7% and 40.9% played the most important roles in distribution modeling of the carob moth
respectively.

P DTMF 2
A temperature-based phenology model for predicting life table parameters of the sweetpotato butterfly Acraea acerata Hew.
(Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae)
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2
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J. Okonya , N. Mujica , P. Carhuapoma , J. Kroschel
1
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2
International Potato center (CIP), Crop Systems Intensification and Climate Change, Lima, Germany
3
Global Crop Diversity Trust, Sonnenhalde 21,70794 Filderstadt, Germany
j.kroschel@cgiar.org
The sweetpotato butterfly, Acraea acerata Hew., is the third most important insect pest of sweetpotato Ipomoea batatas L.
Lam, in tropical Africa after sweetpotato weevils (Cylas spp.). Currently no models do exist for describing A. acerata
temperature-dependent development, mortality or fecundity. This study therefore sought to develop a temperature-based
phenology model for A. acerata. Temperature-dependent development of A. acerata was investigated at five constant
o
temperatures of 17.5, 20, 25, 30 and 32 C in the laboratory and under fluctuating natural temperature conditions (22.12±0.02
°C) on I. batatas vines and leaves. Data was collected on development time of each life stage, mortality, adult longevity and
reproduction. Data were analysed using the Insect Life Cycle Modeling (ILYCM) software to calculate and predict life table
parameters at different temperatures. Development of all A. acerata live stages was possible between 17.5 and 30 °C and the
development time decreased significantly with increasing temperatures. The upper threshold of development was 32 °C for eggs
and 30 °C for larvae and pupae. All immature life stages died at 15 and 35 °C. Egg mortality was quite low (<10 %) at all
temperatures where development was possible. Larvae mortality was highest at 17.5 °C and lowest at 20 °C. All pupae died at
17.5 and 32 °C. Oviposition was highest at 30 °C with 131 eggs laid, and decreased with decreasing temperature. The lowest
oviposition of 4.5 eggs per female was registered at 17.5 °C. Global warming due to climate change is expected to exacerbate
sweetpotato damage by insect pests including A. acerata. The developed phenology model can be used for pest risk mapping
using Geographic Information Systems (GIS) under different climate change scenarios as implemented in the ILCYM software in
order to understand future pest risks and prepare national programs and farmers for IPM adaptation.

P DTMF 3
Dashboards for disease management
T. Ibragimov, I. Ibragimova, S. Sanin
Russian Scientific Research Institute of Phytopathology, Bolshie Vyazemy, Russian Federation
tibragimov@yandex.ru
Dashboard - the software application for visually displaying the most important information needed to achieve one or more
objectives, and data are combined and arranged on a single screen. For the development the dashboards of disease
management of septoria tritici blotch of wheat (Mycosphaerella graminicola (Septoria tritici)), powdery mildew of wheat
(Blumeria graminis), stripe rust of wheat (Puccinia striiformis), leaf rust of wheat (Puccinia triticina), root rots of wheat (Fusarium
sp.) was used software Xcelsius 2008. One of the main features of the dashboard is a dynamic visualization of the source data
(phytosanitary data) and the results of their processing and analysis (forecast phytosanitary situation and safety
recommendations) online. The risks are determined by several factors (resistant varieties, predecessor, tillage, weather
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conditions, etc.). Predictive phytosanitary situation is determined by summing the corresponding risk. Recommendations are
issued according to the phytosanitary situation and the planned yield. The interface consists of five containers:
 the name of the system;
 the entering phytosanitary information;
 the displays the forecast phytosanitary situation;
 recommendations on possible courses of action, depending on the forecast of the phytosanitary situation. It also contains
the module “Control wheat diseases” which contains the text information;
 the fifth consists of auxiliary units of the system. Blocks “Wheat diseases” - text information on the biology of a pathogen,
“Wheat pathogens ” let you jump to a web page dedicated to the pathogens in the database of the International
Mycological Association. Visualization can publish it by exporting to Adobe PDF format.

P DTMF 4
A Microsoft Excel program for Bootstrap estimates of reproductive-life table parameters
S. Iranipour
The University of Tabriz, Plant Protection, Tabriz, Islamic Republic of Iran
shiranipour@tabrizu.ac.ir
Bootstrap estimates are time-consuming processes that are impossible to use without a computer program. In this study a
guideline was offered to prepare a program in Microsoft Excel environment to carry out time-consuming calculations of
reproductive life table data in a minute or two by repeatedly pressing a shortcut key.

P DTMF 6
Climatic requirements of a clade of the African maize stem borer, Busseola fusca from the Highveld region of South Africa
H. Du Plessis, J. Van den Berg, J. Glatz
North-West University, Unit for Environmental Sciences and Management, Potchefstroom, South Africa
hannalene.duplessis@nwu.ac.za
The African stem borer, Busseola fusca, is one of the major stem borer pests of maize in Africa. It is known that B. fusca
completes 2-3 generations in the warmer West African countries and also the same number of generations in the cooler areas of
Ethiopia and Lesotho. It is therefore suggested that there are different mitochondrial clades with overlapping distribution,
different ecological characteristics and different climatic preferences. The main maize production area of South Africa is situated
in the Highveld region (>1300 m above sea level). The effect of temperature on the development of B. fusca from this area was
studied at five different temperature regimes namely 15, 18, 20, 26 and 30 ± 1 °C. Development rate was inversely related to
temperature within the range 15 - 26 °C, but remained similar at 26 and 30 °C. The most favourable temperature as well as the
upper threshold temperature for larval development was determined to be between 26 and 30 °C. The total development
period was 152.6 to 52.6 days, respectively, at 15 °C, and 26 - 30 °C. The thermal constants for B. fusca were 99.50, 536.48,
246.25 and 893.66 °D and lower temperature thresholds were 10.36, 8.99, 8.14 and 8.84 °C, for completion of the egg, larval,
pupal, and egg to adult stages, respectively. This data was used to model the distribution of B. fusca in the South African maize
producing area using CLIMEX and to compare it with the species’ known distribution. It also provided data on the climatic
requirements of this clade.
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Race characterization of Xanthomonas campestris pv. campestris causing black rot disease of crucifers, their distribution in
India and detection from seeds and other plant parts
D. Singh, P. S. Rathour
Indian Agricultural Research Institute, Division of Plant Pathology, New Delhi, India
dinesh_iari@rediffmail.com
Black rot disease of crucifers caused by Xanthomonas campestris pv. campestris causes and occurs worldwide and damage the
crops &gt; 50% under favourable environmental conditions. To study the diversity 217 isolates of X. campestris pv. campestris
(Xcc) were collected from cole crops, mustard, turnip and radish from 19 states of India. The all isolates of Xcc grew yellow,
mucoid, translucent, raised circular colonies on YDC medium. They caused black rot diseases on cauliflower and produced typical
symptoms ‘V’ shaped yellow necrotic areas at margins with blackening of veins. The races of 217 isolates of Xcc were identified
by testing on a set of seven differential hosts. Out of 217 isolates of Xcc, 100 isolates of Xcc belong to race 1 (46.00%), 89
isolates under race 4 (41.01%), 1 isolate under race 6 (0.46%) and remaining 27 isolates (12.44%) isolates were still unidentified.
Genetic diversity of 100 isolates of Xcc was studied using Rep- PCR, indicated the existence of wide range of genetic diversity
among the isolates. The strains clustered into five groups at 50% similarity coefficient and designated as Group A, B, C, D and E.
Majority of the isolates clustered under Group A and B, which had 26 isolates in each group followed by group C (25 isolates)
whereas Group D (22 isolates), and Group E had one isolate (Xcc-C116). In group A, out of 26, 17 isolates belong to race 1, 8
isolates race 4 and 1 unidentified races. In Group B out of 26 isolates of Xcc 8 isolates belong to race 1, 5 isolates race 4 and 13
isolates were unidentified. Multi locus sequence typing (MLST) of 5 isolates of Xcc done using gyrB, rpoD, fyuA, efP, atpD, dnaK
and hrp F genes to study genetic diversity. The sequence data of all the genes were combined to see the cumulative effect of
genetic variability within the strains isolated from different host. Isolate Xcc- C18 isolated from turnip showed genetic variation
from Xcc- C131, Xcc-C132, Xcc-C149 and Xcc-C165 isolated from cauliflower. To reduce the time, labour and improve sensitivity
and accuracy, the detection of Xcc from artificially inoculated and natural infected seeds and plants parts including root, stem
and leaf of cauliflower was done through bio -PCR. The primer was specific to Xcc and did not amplify other Xanthomonas
species. The Xcc was detected from artificially contaminated seeds up to 0.01 per cent of contaminated seeds by using bio-PCR
techniques. The bacteria were also detected from naturally infected leaf, root, stem and seeds of cauliflower.

P DMD 2
Development of Quality Standards of Ficus Carica Linn. Leaves
1
2
B. Ali , M. Mujeeb
1
Buraydah Colleges, College of Pharmacy, Al-Qassim, Saudi Arabia
2
Jamia Hamdard, Pharmacognosy and Phytochemistry, New Delhi, India, India
babarasifpharma@gmail.com
Introduction: Traditional healing through herbs have been the experienced of many countries since ages, as they were generally
whispered to be non toxic natural products. Contemporary medicine is more concern for the cure of diseases but remnants
indifferent to health conservation. There is an urgent need to combine the best elements of traditional medicine and modern
medicine to improve the health care system of human kind. For the reason that of the rapid progress of herbal drug an
increasing need is felt to standardize the herbal products. It is needed to develop the scientific protocols such as SOP and
pharmacopoeial standards of the herbal drug. Ficus carica Linn. (Moraceae) is commonly known as edible Due to the useful
effect of leaves in skin diseases.
Methods: The pharmacognostic standardisation of fresh leaf sample and dried power of the leaf were carried out in terms of
organoleptic, microscopic, macroscopic, physicochemical and aflatoxin analysis according to WHO guidlines.
Results: Macroscopic study showed that leaf is long palmate alternate, deciduous, petiolate, subcordate which is rough on
upper surface, finely wooly on beneath surface. In the transverse section of leaf lamina of shows upper epidermis which is single
layered, cells more or less rectangular with outer walls, cuticularized. Both covering and glandular trichomes emereged from the
upper epidermal cell. The upper and lower epidermal layers of lamina are continuous over the midrib. However, relatively more
trichomes appear on the epidermal layers of the midrib. A patch of vascular bundle is present in the central portion of the
midrib. Powder microscopy shows numerous mucilage granules, starch granules, covering, glandular trichomes and stomata
which are anomocytic in nature. Stomatal number 6-10, stomatal index value 17.64, palisade ratio 8.12, vein islet number 86.1,
and vein termination value 103.5 were determined by standard method. Successive extractive value was highest (23.606%) in
case of aqueous extract. Mean ash values (%) were 23.04 (total), 6.48 (acid insoluble) 12.69 (water soluble). Loss on drying was
5.9107%. Resin content was found 1.33%. Phytochemical screening leaves powder showed the presence of carbohydrates,
phenolic compounds, flavonoids, steroids, tannin, resin and acidic compounds.
Conclusions: The present research work was undertaken with a view to lay down standards which could be useful to detect the
authenticity of this medicinally useful plant.
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P DMD 3
A systematic review of PCR-based specific methods to detect the most important strawberry pathogens
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1
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S. M. Mirmajlessi , M. Destefanis , R. A. Gottsberger , M. Mänd , E. Loit
1
Estonian University of Life Sciences, Tartu, Estonia
2
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3
Austrian Agency for Health and Food Safety (AGES), Vienna, Austria
m.mirmajlessi@gmail.com
Strawberry diseases are a major limiting factor that severely impacts plant agronomic performance and lead to economic losses.
As traditional detection methods such as baiting or direct isolation are incapable of handling the large volume of material to be
tested, researchers have developed more rapid and specific DNA-based tests. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) methods such as
real-time PCR have many advantages over more traditional diagnostic tests. PCR techniques are highly sensitive and rapid, and
pathogenic organisms do not need to be cultured prior to their detection and identification. The aim of this systematic review is
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to provide an overview of PCR-based methods used for detection or quantification of the most abundant pathogens on
strawberry, including Xanthomonas fragariae, Phytophthora fragaria, Verticillium dahliae, Fusarium oxysporum f.sp. fragariae,
Colletotrichun acutatum, Botrytis cinerea and Macrophomina phaseolina that could be particularly useful for diagnostic
laboratories in order to develop a rapid, cost effective, and reliable monitoring technique. So, using appropriate subject
headings, AGRICOLA, AGRIS, BASE, Biological Abstracts, CAB Abstracts, Google Scholar, Scopus, Web of Knowledge, Science
Direct and Springer Link databases were searched from their inception up to May 2014. Selected articles were included if one of
the mentioned strawberry pathogens was investigated based on PCR methods. A total of 259 titles and abstracts were reviewed
of which 23 full texts met the inclusion criteria. Our systematic review identified 10 different protocols for X. fragariae, eight for
P. fragariae, four for B. cinerea, six for C. acutatum, three for V. dahlia, and only one protocol for F. oxysporum f.sp. fragariae.
However, no study was found for detection and quantification of M. phaseolina on strawberry. The accuracy and sensitivity of
PCR diagnostic methods is the focus of most studies included in this review. From a systematic review of the currently available
published literature, real-time PCR is shown to be a particularly promising technique for diagnosing and quantifying pathogen
populations in strawberry.

P DMD 4
Plant Protection and Data Science: The Normal Distribution is the Log-Normal Distribution
1
2
E. Limpert , W. A. Stahel
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ELI-o-Research, Zürich, Switzerland
2
ETH Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland
eckhard.limpert@bluewin.ch
We advocate a fundamental change that will considerably improve data analysis, not only in plant protection but across the
1-3
sciences .
The Gaussian or normal distribution is the most established model to characterize quantitative variation of original data.
Accordingly, data are summarized using the arithmetic mean and the standard deviation, by xbar ± SD, or with the standard
error of the mean, xbar ± SEM. This, together with corresponding bars in graphical displays has become the standard to
characterize variation or confidence ranges.
However, data characterized like this frequently do not fit the normal distribution. This is easily shown with the “95% range
1,3
check” . Starting from the “normal” characterization, by calculating the range variation xbar ± 2SD, negative values within this
range imply that the distribution cannot be normal. We estimate the number of papers with data failing this check to exceed
1’000 per week just for the “Science Edition of the Journal Citation Report”. We found numerous examples also in the leading
1
scientific journals, “Nature” and “Science” .
This points to a basic misunderstanding of variation and science, based on a fundamental contrast that appears to have been
neglected so far. Natural laws and processes creating variation are based above all on multiplication. Thus, intriguingly, the
model of the normal distribution based on addition can not fit. It is therefore the multiplicative normal distribution (or log1-3
normal distribution) that we favor and recommend, which is easy to use meanwhile .
The advantages for efficiency and data quality including regressions and ANOVA, as well as our ethical responsibility, will be
shown and discussed with examples from plant protection.
1 Limpert E, Stahel WA, 2011, Problems with Using the Normal Distribution - and Ways to Improve Quality and Efficiency of Data
Analysis. PLoS ONE 6(7):e21403. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0021403
2 Limpert E, Stahel WA, Abbt M., 2001, Log-normal distributions across the sciences - keys and clues. BioScience 51, 341-352.
3 Stahel WA, Limpert E, The normal distribution is the log-normal distribution. Talk Leibniz-Inst. Magdeburg, Dec 2
2014,http://stat.ethz.ch/~stahel/talks/lognormal.pdf

P DMD 5
Cytochrome b gene is a reliable tool for detection of fungal species in plant tissue
S. Graf, S. Miessner, A. Koch, G. Stammler
BASF, Fungicide resistance, Limburgerhof, Germany
sarah.graf@basf.com
The cytochrome b gene, the target of QoI fungicides, of thousands of isolates of different plant pathogenic fungal species have
been analysed in the last 20 years for detection of mutations causing resistance to QoI fungicides,. Since QoI fungicides are
broad active, many species from oomycetes, ascomycetes and basidiomycetes were sequenced. Within a species, data from
many isolates from heterogeneous origin (region, time of isolation) were available. This data base showed overall that the
cytochrome b gene is conserved on intraspecies level but there are differences between species, even within a genus. Such
differences are not only manifest in the coding sequence, but also in the presence and localization of introns. Both together
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offer possibilities to develop very easy and reliable PCR assays for species differentiation, as it has been done for Monilinia,
Phyllosticta, Stemphylium and other genera. Another advantage of this gene is its high copy number, since it is located on
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA). This high copy number significantly reduces the detection limit, which is favourable for
development of detection tools for low amounts of fungal material in diseased plants. Therefore the cytochrome b is an
appropriate tool and an alternative for ITS sequences for species specific detection and identification of plant pathogens in plant
tissue, which is valuable especially for detection of quarantine organisms. Different examples of reliable assays are shown for M.
fructicola, P. citricarpa and other fungal species.

P DMD 6
Metabolomics tools to screen for changes in plant compounds induced by abiotic and biotic factors
C. Müller
Bielefeld University, Chemical Ecology, Bielefeld, Germany
caroline.mueller@uni-bielefeld.de
Various environmental factors can cause changes in the concentrations of plant metabolites. Abiotic factors such as ultraviolet
(UV) radiation lead to an induction of flavonoids. Using targeted analyses, the influence of different UV exposure on leaf and
flower flavonoids of different crop and medicinal plants was determined. We found highly distinct patterns in flavonoid
composition in plants from different populations as well as a significant effect of UV on individual flavonoids [1, 2]. Furthermore,
we investigated the changes in overall metabolite patterns in leaf tissues in response to biotic challenges, such as the infestation
of roots with arbuscular mycorrhiza (AM) [3]. A fingerprinting approach revealed that up to 15% of the polar features are
modified in concentrations, depending on the plant species of investigation. Targeted profiling and untargeted metabolic
fingerprinting are thus highly useful tools to determine the consequences of the environment on the plant metabolite
composition. These changes in plant chemistry could be important determinants to increase plant protection.
1 Reifenrath K, Müller C (2007) Species-specific and leaf-age dependent effects of ultraviolet radiation on two Brassicaceae.
Phytochemistry 68:875-885.
2 El Morchid EM, Torres-Londoño P, Papagiannopoulos M, Gobbo-Neto L, Müller C (2014) Variation in flavonoid pattern in
leaves and flowers of Primula veris of different origin and impact of UV-B. Biochem Syst Ecol 53:81-88.
3 Schweiger R, Baier MC, Persicke M, Müller C (2014) High specificity in plant metabolic responses to arbuscular mycorrhiza. Nat
Commun 5:3886.
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Determination of some Biochemical characterization of Anagasta kuehniella Zeller (Lepidoptera: Pyralidae) digestive αamylase and the effects of rye, oat and wild barley proteinaceous extracts on enzyme activity
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Introduction: Mediterranean flour moth is an important storage pest and has been economic importance in Iran. Various
chemicals and storage disinfectants may be used to control of this pest, but most of them are inadequate. So integration of
different non-chemical methods, such as enzyme inhibitors, could be a suitable way to control this pest.
Objectives: Integration of different non-chemical methods, such as enzyme inhibitors, could be a suitable way to control this
pest.
Material and methods: Fourth and fifth instar larvae enzymes were extracted using distilled water, and seeds proteinaceous
extracts compounds were extracted using 0.1 M NaCl. The effects of these extracts were studied on α-amylase activity of insect
by spectrometry and gel electrophoresis.
0
Results: The optimal temperature and pH of α-amylase activity was observed in 40 C and pH equal 10. The results showed that
the highest dose of proteinaceous extracts in oat and wild barley
(10 µg pr) and rye (12.5 µg pr), was reduced the enzyme activity 55.16%, 44.86% and 70.54% of the L5 and 48.94% 37.31% and
49.2%of the L4, respectively. While the lowest dose of oat and wild barley (0.625 µg pr) and rye (0.781 µg pr) species inhibited
the enzyme activity 11.74%, 5.34% and 25.42% of the L5 and 11.12%, 7.95% and 8.41% of the L4, respectively. In gel
electrophoresis of enzyme without usage of inhibitors, one bond were observed. At the highest dose of rye extract, in the L5,
amylase band disappeared and in other cases, waned band clearly. Gradually by reduce in protein doses, bonds resolution was
increased.
Conclusion: The results of spectrometry and gel electrophoresis assay indicated that inhibitory process is dependent to inhibitor
dose. Protein extracts of rye compared with oat and wild barley have a strong potential for management of this pest.
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Identification and differentiation of Monilinia species causing brown rot of stone fruit using High Resolution Melting (HRM)
analysis
1
2
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Introduction: Brown rot is a devastating disease of stone fruits caused by several Monilinia spp. including M. laxa, M. fructicola,
M. fructigena, M. polystroma, M. mumecola and M. yunnanensis. Among them M. fructicola is a quarantine pathogen in Europe
but has recently been detected in several European countries. Identification of brown rot causal agents relies on morphological
differences among different species or the use of molecular methods that require fungal isolation from the infected tissue.
Objectives: The objective of this study was to develop and validate an HRM method for the identification of the Monilinia spp.
complex and for the detection of M. fructicola among other brown rot pathogens.
Materials and methods: Based on the sequence of the cytb intron from M. laxa, M. fructicola, M. fructigena, M. mumecola, M.
linhartiana and M. yunnanensis isolates, originated from Greece, Spain, U.S.A. and China, a pair of universal primers for species
identification and discrimination and a pair of primers specific to M. fructicola were designed. The specificity of the HRM analysis
primers was verified to ensure against cross-reaction with other fungal species. The sensitivity of the assay was evaluated using
concentrations of known amounts of pathogen DNA.
Results: The melting curve analysis using the universal primers generated six different HRM curve profiles, each one specific for
each species. Τhe HRM analysis primers specific to M. fructicola amplified a 120-bp region with a distinct melt profile
corresponding to the presence of M. fructicola regardless of the presence of other species.
Conclusions: HRM analysis can be a useful molecular tool for the rapid identification and differentiation of the six Monilinia spp.
using a single primer pair. This novel assay has the potential for simultaneous identification and differentiation of the closely
related Monilinia species, as well as, differentiate M. fructicola, a quarantine pathogen for Europe from other common
pathogens or saprophytes that may occur on the diseased stone fruit.
Acknowledgments: The research was co-funded by a European Union and Greek Secretary of Research and Technology (GSRT)
grant. The financial support and the contribution of the enterprises Novacert S.A., ALMME S.A. and K+N Ethimiadis in samplings
is also acknowledged.
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Significance of lethal giant larvae gene in Tribolium castaneum revealed by RNA interference
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Cell polarization requires the localization of specific proteins to specific regions of the plasma membrane and is controlled by the
lethal giant larvae (Lgl) protein. We identified and characterizedTcLglgenein the red flour beetle (Triboliumcastaneum). The gene
is located on chromosome 8, and consists of tenexonsand nineintrons. Analyses of stage- and tissue-specific expression patterns
revealed thatTcLglwas expressed throughout all developmental stages and in allpupaltissues examined. The highest transcript
levels were found in the mid ofpupalstage and in the gut of late pupae. RNA interference (RNAi) ofTcLglby injecting its doublestranded RNA (dsRNA) in 8-day larvae resulted in 100% mortality within three weeks after the injection. ThedsRNAinjection in
20-day larvae led to a decreased pupation rate. And 80% of injected early pupae were not able to complete theireclosionand
died with theexuviaeattached to their bodies. These results suggest thatTcLglplays an essential role in insect development,
especially during the pupation andeclosionprocesses.
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Genetic diversity of Pseudomonas syringae pv. aptata in Serbia determined by pulsed-field gel electrophoresis
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Introduction: Serbia represents major sugar beet production area in southeastern Europe, with 62,895 ha and 3 million tons of
sugar beet yield in 2013. Pseudomonas syringae pv. aptata was identified as a causal agent of bacterial leaf spot disease of sugar
beet (Beta vulgaris L.). However, there is a lack of information about genetic variability among P. syringae pv. aptata strains.
Objectives: The main aim of this study was to estimate genetic diversity of P. syringae pv. aptata collected from sugar beet and
contribute molecular characterization of this pathogen.
Materials and methods: During 2013, twenty five isolates of P. syringae pv. aptata were collected from commercial fields of
sugar beet in province Vojvodina (Serbia), in order to determine genetic variability among them. In addition, referent isolate
(CFBP 2473) was used for comparison of genetic differences. In order to identify collected isolates biochemical tests were
performed followed with the gene sequencing. Genetic diversity of P. syringae pv. aptata strains was determined by using
macrorestriction analysis of genomic DNAs by pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE).
Results: SpeI endonuclease was tested for the total digestion of DNA from P. syringae pv. aptata and generated bands from 48.5
kb to 582 kb, with the majority of the bands below 194 kb. Results indicate that genetic variability among isolates of P. syringae
pv. aptata was significant, given that among twenty five tested isolates, twenty of them showed genetic differences. Also, all of
the isolates from Serbia differed from referent isolate. In order to present obtained results, UPMGA clustering method was
used, on the basis of which four different clusters were distinguished.
Conclusions: Genetic differences among tested isolates showed high level of diversity, which is characteristic for P. syringae
species. The difference in the PFGE patterns from P. syringae pv. aptata strains could possibly arise as the result of many
genomic changes ocurred during adaptation of the P. syringae species to different host. According to the obtained results, PFGE
presents powerful tool for determination of intra-species diversity of P. syringae.

P DMD 12
Comparison of Sampling Methods for Onion Thrips, Thrips tabaci Lindeman on
Onion Crop
M. Moraiet, M. S. Ansari
Aligarh Muslim University, Plant Protection , Aligarh, India
maher.moraiet@gmail.com
Introduction: Onion crop is an important vegetable in the world. China followed by India is the largest producer of onion. Onion
thrips, Thrips tabaci Lindeman (thysanoptera, thripidae) is the most global important pest of onion crop worldwide. Yield loss
caused by thrips could be 10 to 90 %. Therefore, T. tabaci monitoring and detecting their relative abundance are the foundation
of an authentic IPM approach.
Objectives: To Compare efficacy of four sampling methods for detection of onion thrips on onion crop.
Materials and methods: Four methods sampling of adults were tested :(1) Blue sticky trap (BST) (2) Yellow sticky trap (YST), one
trap was placed per plot above the canopy and changed weekly by new one. (3) Plant sampling (PS): five plants/plots were
selected randomly and cut from base of plant (neck of plant) and adults were counted under binocular microscope. (4) Field
sampling (FS): five plants/plot were selected randomly and counting was done by hand lens in field. Observations were made
weekly up to harvesting time.
Results: Density of adults was increased gradually from mid-December upto mid-April with fluctuation peaks then gradual
rd
decline (Fig 1 & 2). Almost peaks of population occurred between mid-March until 3 week-April. Highest number of thrips
th
occurred was recorded by PS at 20 weeks after transplanting (WAT) on Onion Kessar in 2012, while by YST in 2013. Early
detection of adults was recorded by BST and YST in both cultivars and PS on Onion Kessar. The highest number of adults was
9.21adults/trap recorded (P&lt;0.05) by BST in 2012, while 2.89 adults/plant (P&lt;0.05) by YST in 2013. The lowest number of
adults was 0.87and 0.42 adults/plant (P&lt;0.05) observed on FS in 2012 and 2013, respectively. Interaction analysis showed
that the largest capture of adults was 9.68 adults/trap (P&lt;0.05) recorded by BST in 2012, while 3.01 adults/plant (P&lt;0.05)
on YST in 2013 on Onion White. The least capture of adults was 0.40and 0.85 adults/plant (P&lt;0.05) by FS in 2013 and 2103,
respectively.
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Conclusion: It is conclusion that adults were high on March to beginning of April. Sticky traps were consistently captured and
detected adults of thrips earlier than field and plant sampling. Intervention to manage thrips could be in March.
Figure 1

Figure 2
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PCR-RFLP assay for distinguishing four Frankliniella species
A. Przybylska, Ů Fiedler, A. Obrępalska-Stęplowska
Institute of Plant Protection - National Research Institute, Poznań, Poland
arnika.jeszke@gmail.com
Introduction: Thrips (Thysanoptera) are tiny, slender insects with fringed wings. Until now more than 200 species were reported
in the area of Poland and, among them seven species from the genus Frankliniella. Pest of this genus are polyphagous and feed
on a number of ornamental and vegetable hosts as well as on many weed species. The most economically important
Frankliniella species in fauna of Poland are Frankliniella occidentalis Pergande and Frankliniella intonsa Trybom. Proper pest
identification is essential to successful their control. Because of similarity between Frankliniella species, especially in larval
stadium, and similar host range morphological identification can cause some difficulties. For this reason molecular biology
methods could be very useful.
Objectives: The aim of the study was to develop the fast and effective method to distinguish Frankliniella species occurring in
Europe: F. occidentalis, F. intonsa, F. pallida, and F. tenuicornis.
Materials and methods: Material of the study constituted 15 populations of F. occidentalis, 6 populations of F. intonsa, 1
population of F. pallida, 1 population of F. tenuicornis and 3 Thrips species as negative control (T. palmi, T. tabaci, and T. major).
First, the region of 18S-ITS1-5,8S-ITS2-28S rDNA was PCR amplified and sequenced. Received sequences were used to design
universal primers, giving PCR products for all analyzed Frankliniella but not for Thrips species. Received PCR product was then
cut by appropriate restriction enzymes to receive bands pattern distinctive for each species.
Results: PCR-RFLP reactions gave positive results for all tested Frankliniella populations. Samples containing Thrips species as
well as no template control did not give any product.
Conclusions: Described protocol proved to be species-specific and sensitive.

P DMD 14
Hermaphrodite and female Papaya Distinction by HR-MAS NMR
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Introduction: Papaya (Carica papaya L.) from commercial seed usually produce hermaphroditic and female plants in a ration of
2:1. Males and females plants are usually removed. Flower morphology is the only way to identify visually the sex of the plant.
Objective: In this way this study correlate the sexual expression with chemical profile of hermaphrodite and female leaves
through nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR).
1
Materials and methods: H HR-MAS NMR measurements were performed at 28 °C on a Bruker Avance III 500 spectrometer
equipped with a 4 mm HRMAS probe. Noesypr1d and 5 KHz were used as pulse sequence and rotating speed. Powdered leaves
(15 mg) and 38 μL of acetone-d6 were added to a 50 µL spherical zirconium rotor. Triplicate experiments were applied for each
leaf sample.
1
Results: The hermaphrodite and female H NMR spectra (Figure 1) are very similar. However, expansions of the 3.1-4.3 and 0.71.9 ppm regions clearly indicates different chemical profiles according sex, particularly with respect to the carbohydrates and
1
fatty acids compounds, whose signals are typically observed in this region of the H spectrum. These compounds are observed in
all plants however, the hermaphrodite leaves produce in higher concentration.
1

Figure 1. H HR-MAS NMR spectra for papaya plants.
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1

Conclusions: In this study, we demonstrate that it is possible to distinguish hermaphrodite and female papaya plants by H HRMAS NMR. The methodology employing demonstrated to be a powerful tool to evaluate chemical profile differences of papaya
plants. This study also emphasises the remarkable advantage in using the HR-MAS NMR technique for plant analyses on the
basis that the measurement is highly simplified since it does not require any pretreatment of the sample apart from the addition
of a small amount of deuterum solvent necessary to produce homogeneous dough and a field frequency lock.

P DMD 15
Digital PCR for Detection and Quantification of Fire Blight and Potato Brown Rot
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Digital PCR (dPCR) is currently the most straightforward absolute quantification of the target nucleic acid copy numbers. Here
we present the first assessment of digital PCR (ddPCR) format of qPCR assays for detection and absolute quantification of two
quarantine bacteria, Erwinia amylovora (1) and Ralstonia solanacearum (2).
The evaluation combined the determination of the droplet based dPCR (Biorad) performance parameters of on a defined set of
samples with known health status, including: (i) NTCs; (ii) negative plant material; (iii) serial dilutions of target DNA; and (iv)
artificially prepared samples with target concentrations relevant to routine testing (in this case, log 3 cells/mL plant extract; Fig.
1) and (v) direct quantification of bacteria prior to DNA extraction.
In the dPCR format, the performance of the E. amylovora assay was comparable to its qPCR format, despite the reduced number
of replicates (one in dPCR against three in qPCR), which makes the dPCR the first choice for characterisation of in-house
reference materials, and for any application where quantification is also required. In contrast, for the R. solanacearum assay,
where previous data and the data from this study indicate that its design might not be optimal, the dPCR format significantly
improved both its analytical and diagnostic sensitivity. In general, the proprietary QuantaSoft analysis required data of high
quality, while manual threshold selection was more suitable for non-optimal assays. The R script developed enabled automatic
data analysis under different settings, and calculating additional parameters related to the occurrence of “rain” and to the
quality of the separation of the negative and positive droplets. The data analysis and interpretation of the dPCR is considerably
simpler than in qPCR.
Both dPCR assays accurately determined bacterial concentrations before and after DNA extraction (3). This is of particular
importance in the field of plant health where no reference materials are commercially available.
References:
1 Pirc et al., 2009. Plant Pathol 58:872-881.
2 Weller et al., 2000. Appl Environ Microbiol 66:2853-2858.
3 Dreo et al., 2014. Anal Bioanal Chem 406(26):6513-6528.
Figure 1: Heat maps of dPCR amplification of E. amylovora (a-d) and R. solanacearum (e-h). Samples are numbered sequentially.
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Applying of recombinat protein for developing of serological assays for efficient detection of Iranina isolate of Citrus tristeza
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Introduction: Citrus tristeza virus (CTV) is distributed worldwide and causes one of the most economically important virus
diseases of citrus. The virus has long, flexible and filamentous virions (Lee and Bar-Joseph, 2000). The use of serological methods
has become an indispensable tool for large-scale diagnosis of CTV worldwide.
Objectives: Developing of serological assays against CTV
Material and method: The bacterial expression vector, pET28a-CP was used for production of recombinant CP. Recombinant
protein was purified by affinity purification in columns containing Ni-NTA.The New Zealand rabbits were used for immunization.
Antibody purification was performed using protein A column. The purified antibody was subjected to conjugation with AP and
HRP. Feasibility of prepared antibody for detection of recombinant and native antigens, infected plants, was evaluated by ELISA
and DIBA.
Results: The result revealed the high purity and integrity of recombinant CP with the expected size of about 29 kDa (Figure 1).
-1
Total yield of purified protein in the culture medium varied from 8 to 20 mg. ml . The antibody titer determined
-1
around1:65000.The concentration of purified IgG was calculated at about 1mg.ml .
Applying of DAS-ELISA with AP conjugate led to successful detection and differentiation of infected samples from the healthy
ones at a dilution of 1:1000 (Figure 2). Complementary DIBA analysis confirmed specificity of prepared conjugate antibody.
Applying of HRP for conjugation to immunoglobulin led to successful detection of infected plant as well.
The prepared antibodies were applied for detection of infected plants gathered from citrus growing area of Iran. The results
revealed that samples gathered from northern part are infected with CTV while no positive results received from those gathered
from southern area.
Conclusion: Present study described development of serological assays by applying of recombinant CTV coat protein. The
produced antibody was successfully used for detection of infected plants gathered from northern area of country.
References: Lee, R., Bar-Joseph, M., 2000. Tristeza. Compendium of citrus diseases 2, 61-63.
Figure1: Expression and purification of of recombinant CP in E. coli. UNI none induced cells, IN: IPTG-induced cells, S:
Supernatant, P: Pellet, W: after washing, E: elution steps, M: prestained protein marker.
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Figure 2: Detection of infected plant samples using DAS-ELISA with polyclonal antibody prepared against recombinant CP protein

P DMD 17
Development of specific recombinant phages against Citrus tristeza virus (CTV) by using phage display technology
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Introduction: Tristeza is one of the most destructive citrus diseases in the world. The disease is caused by a long flexuous
closterovirus, Citrus tristeza virus (CTV). Nowadays, new technologies are being applied for developing of diagnosis tools against
plant viruses. Among them, phage display has major role in production of specific monoclonal antibodies.
Objective: Producing of recombinant phages against CTV
Material and methods: Phage display processes were carried out by performing three rounds of panning against CTV coat
protein on Tomlinson I and J scFv phage display libraries as previously described (Safarnejad et al. 2008). Phages with affinity for
the antigen were eluted and used for infection and amplification of TG1 cells. After the round three, individual colonies
producing specific recombinant phages were randomly selected and analyzed for binding activity against CP by ELISA. Bound
phages were detected using anti-M13 monoclonal antibody conjugated to HRP.
Results: The CP protein was produced as his-tagged fusion protein and purified by affinity chromatography in nickel-agarose
column. The SDS-PAGE results proved integrity and purity of recombinant protein. Three rounds of panning were performed
13
with 10 of recombinant phage in each round. The results obtained after each round confirmed enrichment of CP specific
phages throughout the panning processes. After the third round, individual colonies were randomly selected and their ability for
production of specific phages was determined by ELISA assay. These results revealed that several phages obtained from
Tomlinson I and J libraries could bind to CP (Figure 1). There is no detectable binding to nagative control samples including GST
and BSA proteins. Complementary analysis applying infected plant samples specificity of recombinant phages as well.
Conclusion: Present article describe developing of specific recombinant phages for detection of coat protein of CTV. This is the
first report for obtaining of specific recombinant antibody against CTV by using scFv phage display libraries.
Reference: Safarnejad, M. R., Commandeur U., Fischer R., 2008. Generation and characterization of functional recombinant
antibody fragments against Tomato yellow leaf curl virus replication-associated protein. Communications in agricultural and
applied biological sciences 73: 311-323.
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Figure 1: Screening of specificity of individual phages obtained after panning processes of Tomlinson library.

P DMD 18
Toxicological, biochemical, and histopathological analyses demonstrate that Cry1C and Cry2A are not toxic to larvae of the
honeybee, Apis mellifera
Y. Li, Y.-Y. Wang, Y.-F. Peng
Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences, State Key Laboratory for Biology of Plant Diseases and Insect Pests, Institute of Plant
Protection, Beijing, China
yunheli2012@126.com
The honey bee, Apis mellifera, is commonly used as a surrogate species for the regulatory risk assessment of insect-resistant
genetically engineered (IRGE) plants. In the current study, a dietary exposure assay was developed, validated, and used to assess
the potential toxicity of Cry1C and Cry2A proteins from Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) to A. mellifera larvae; Cry1C and Cry2A are
produced by different IRGE crops. The assay, which uses the soybean trypsin inhibitor (SBTI) as a positive control and bovine
serum albumin (BSA) as a negative control, was used to measure the responses of A. mellifera larvae to high concentrations of
Cry1C and Cry2A. Survival and development duration were reduced when larvae were fed SBTI (1 mg/g diet) but were
unaffected when larvae were fed BSA (400 µg/g), Cry1C (50 µg/g), or Cry2A (400 µg/g). The enzymatic activities of A. mellifera
larvae were not altered and their midgut brush border membranes (BBMs) were not damaged when fed diets containing BSA,
Cry1C or Cry2A but enzymatic activities were increased and BBMs were damaged when diets contained SBTI. The study confirms
that Cry1C and Cry2A have no acute toxicity to A. mellifera larvae at concentrations &gt;10-times higher than those detected in
pollen from Bt plants.
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Viral metagenomic analysis of sweet potato using high-throughput deep sequencing
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To date, limited studies have been undertaken with regard to the etiology of Sweet potato virus disease (SPVD) in South Africa.
In this study, a non-enrichment metagenomic approach was adopted to establish the genetic diversity of RNA viruses infecting
sweet potato. Total RNA was isolated from asymptomatic and symptomatic plants collected from the Eastern and Western Cape
TM
provinces, and depleted of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) using the Ribo-Zero Magnetic Kit. Sequencing was done on the Illumina
MiSeq Benchtop platform. Sequence assembly and analysis were done using the CLC Bio Genomics Workbench and Metavir2. De
novo and reference-guided assemblies generated near full-length virus genomes at high sequence depth. Sweet potato feathery
mottle virus and Sweet potato virus C were detected in the Western and Eastern Cape symptomatic samples, while Sweet potato
chlorotic stunt virus and Sweet potato virus G were detected in symptomatic plants from the Western Cape only. Reads aligning
to geminiviruses (Sweet potato mosaic-associated virus and Sweet potato leaf curl Sao Paulo virus) were detected in
symptomatic plants from the Western Cape and two badnaviruses (Sweet badnavirus A and Sweet potato badnavirus B) were
detected in symptomatic and asymptomatic plants from both provinces. This is the first report of sweet potato badnaviruses in
South Africa. The sequence data gives evidence of mixed infections of multiple RNA and DNA viruses in individual plant samples.
rRNA depletion and deep sequencing of nucleic acids can be used as a diagnostic tool, which detects viruses and differentiates
between diverse viral strains.

P DMD 20
Vitellogenin genes in Sunn Pest (Eurygaster maura (Hemiptera: Scutelleridae)): Characterizations and Gene Expression
Profiles
A. Dageri, N. Güz, U. Toprak, M. O. Gürkan
Ankara University, Insect Molecular Biology Laboratory, Department of Plant Protection, Faculty of Agriculture, Ankara, Turkey
aslidageri@gmail.com
Introduction: Eurygaster maura is the major harmful pest of cereal crops which undergoes two migrations. During spring
migration, overwintered adult insects migrate to cereal fields from mountains for feeding and laying eggs. In late summer,
migration is from fields to the mountains where the new adults enter a diapause in overwintering areas. Reproductive success of
insects depends on vitellogenin (Vg) synthesis. In this study, we characterized and analyzed expression profiles of Vgs in sunn
pest.
Materials and methods: E. maura eggs were collected from wheat fields. Nymphal stages and one-week old adults were
obtained from the hatched eggs for developmental expression analyses. Insect dissections were carried out for tissue specific
expression analysis. The time course studies were conducted using female and male adults collected from wheat fields or
overwintering areas in Ankara Province, Turkey. Three cDNAs encoding Vg proteins were characterized in the cDNA libraries
generated from the fat bodies of active feeding and overwintering stages. qPCR analyses were performed to examine tissue and
stage-specific expression of the transcript as well as expression at biologically-important time points throughout the life of the
sunn pest. The 5-’ and 3’- ends of the cDNAs were amplified by rapid amplication of cDNA ends PCR. The phylogenetic trees
were generated by using the Neigbor Joining method.
Results: Comparative frequency of the cDNAs in the libraries as well as the Real time PCR analyses revealed that the Vgs are
expressed higher in pre-migration stage. Expressions of the EmVgs were profiled for all stages of development and maximum
level appeared in the adult stages. Highest EmVg transcripts were observed in the head among the adult tissues and organs
including fat body, midgut, ovary, Malpighian tubules, head, trachea, flight muscles and nervous system. The full-length
sequences of Vgs were characterized. Nucleotide and deduced amino acid sequences have similarity to Plautia stali Vgs.
Discussion: EmVgs are expressed higher in pre-migration and adult stages. Since sunn pest lays eggs after the migration to the
fields, EmVg transcripts were predominant in the pre-migrated and adults. Although sunn pest isn't a social insect, migrations
are needed to be well-organized. Also, breaking the hibernation occurs via perception of photoperiodic signals. EmVg expression
is abundant in the head showing Vgs can regulate different mechanisms besides reproduction.
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Novel technique for estimating physical ages of wild male oriental fruit flies using proteomics approach
C. L. Chang
USDA-ARS, Hilo, United States
stella.chang@ars.usda.gov
Oriental fruit flies, Bactrocera dorsalis (Hendel) are recently becoming model research organisms and are frequently reared in
research institutions. Research specimens domesticated in a laboratory-reared setting may have different behavioral
phenotypes as compared to their wild counterpart. Additionally, it has been determined that the absence of “key” stimuli in the
physical environment of captive animals may result in altered behavioral patterns such as the length of life cycle. Our question is
whether this behavioral change caused the difference in the age of maturation (physical age). The purpose of this investigation
was to establish a regression pattern in the ratio of odorant binding protein 99b (OBPs) of lab-reared fruit flies from 1 to 12-dold compared to 1-d-old lab males to estimate the physical ages of those outdoor captured male fruit flies. Results
2
demonstrated that a regression pattern was established as Y = - 0.7768+ 0.7205X; with R = 0.889868 from lab-reared flies. We
were able to use the regression pattern to estimate the physical ages of those outdoor captured male fruit flies by interpreting
the OBPs ratio of outdoor captured males verses 1-d-old lab-reared males to correctly identify the physical age of outdoor
captured males. These results indicate that strong behavioral differences between a fly that are descended from laboratory
stock and flies that are caught from the outdoors. The characteristic of physical age are identical. It is suggested protein analysis
may be a good novel technique to confirm the property of domesticated fruit flies.

P DMD 22
In vitro Infection Conditions of Leaf Spot Disease caused by Pseudocercospora pistacina Cr. Qua.&Sarp. in Pistachio
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Introduction: Leaf spot disease is one of the most significant disease that causes yield loss in Pistachio production in Turkey. This
disease is mainly seen on the leaves, then attacks to the nuts. Diseased leaves drop off early, photosynthesis reduces, fruit buds
are affected and finally whole tree gets weaken. Due to diease severity, following years yield can be also affected which can be
changed by 3-100%.
Objectives: It is aimed in this study that to determine the effects of temperature and rain for Leaf Spot Disease formation on
Pistachio.
Materials and methods: 1-year-old pistachio seedlings were used in this study. It is sprayed water to seedlings with durations (2,
6, 12, 24 and 48 h). Then, seedlings were incubated in climatized rooms in different temperatures degrees (17, 24 and 30 °C).
Observations were made 30, 60 and 90 days and disease severity was calculated according to 0-5 scales. Each topic was
composed 3 replicates and 3 seedlings were used in each replicates. Regression analysis was made on results statistically.
Results: According to the results, for disease formation, at least 12 h leaf wetness is necessary at any temperatures. So, leaf
wetness is determinative factor for Leaf Spot Disease on Pistachio trees.
Conclusions: Incubation period of causal agent fungus in leaves is very long, 15-25 days. So, it is very important to know how
climatic factors effect disease formation. It can be helpful to control disease and these data can be used disease forecasting.
Previous studies were made on total rainfall by months, April, May and June, so they were not specialized.
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Fungal pathogen surveillance using metagenomics approach requires one fungus one name
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Introduction: Metagenomics using next generation sequencing (NGS) allows broad-range detection of pathogens at low
quantities, but interpretation of such data can be misleading due to insufficient sampling effort, low discriminatory power of
DNA barcodes, imperfect computational tools, error-prone reference databases and the confusing dual nomenclature of fungi.
Objectives: Our underlying hypothesis is that pathogen dispersal pathways can be monitored using NGS, yet accurate
assessment of richness and structure of fungal communities greatly depends on taxonomic breath and quality of DNA reference
databases.
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Materials and methods: To monitor and detect pathogens from agri-ecosystem and agri-food value chain, we applied ampliconbased NGS to c. 1500 samples collected from spore traps, commodity washes, agricultural soil and watersheds. Close to 50
million fungal ITS amplicons were classified by comparing to either GenBank or UNITE ITS reference sequences.
Results: ITS barcodes are sufficient for documenting the occurrence of fungal pathogen-containing genera but often less
accurate in discerning species. The dual naming of Pleomorphic fungi caused inflated richness of fungal communities and
underestimated abundance of some pathogens. Up to Feb. 06 2015, 550 of 956 fungal generic names proposed for protection,
identified from publications and reliable online resources, have at least one synonym. Over 150 such names, some of which may
be officially suppressed, are still used in the UNITE+INSD database (2014-12-20 release). Many GenBank sequences linked to at
least two taxonomic nodes at the genus level. As a result, classification of NGS data based on such references would assign
sequences of the same organism to different fungal names causing confusion when examining community structure.
Conclusion: While NGS is a powerful tool for pathogen surveillance, its reliability suffers from inconsistent naming of fungi
deposited in sequence databases. It is important that reference databases only use one name per fungus with the suppressed
and synonymous names being cross-referenced to the protected or accepted names. We are documenting synonyms of c. 7532
proposed protected fungal generic names (Kirk et al. 2013) among other sources, which will be developed into an open resource
for reliable naming of fungi based on DNA sequencing data.
References: Kirk, P.M., Stalpers, J.A., Braun, U., Crous, P.W., Hansen, K., Hawksworth, D.L., Hyde, K.D., Lücking, R., Lumbsch, T.H.
& Rossman, A.Y. (2013) A without-prejudice list of generic names of fungi for protection under the International Code of
Nomenclature for algae, fungi, and plants. IMA fungus, 4, 381.
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What’s in a name? The dilemma of diagnostic identifications and databases.
C. Harmon, S. Bec
University of Florida Plant Diagnostic Center, Plant Pathology, Gainesville, United States
clharmon@ufl.edu
Introduction: The National Plant Diagnostic Network (NPDN) is a consortium of diagnostic laboratories supported by a
partnership of the United States Department of Agriculture National Institutes for Food and Agriculture (USDA-NIFA) and
individual universities and state departments of agriculture. This network’s mission focuses on early and accurate detection and
diagnosis of plant pests. Those diagnoses are entered into a network database known as the NPDN National Repository, which
can be searched for epidemics or new or emerging pests and diseases. However, definitions of microbial species are rapidly
evolving with molecular genetic data increasingly influencing taxonomy and the identification of microorganisms. This evolution
of taxonomy presents challenges to the interpretation of data from databases such as the NPDN’s through time. We describe
the occurrence of a new bacterial disease that exemplifies these challenges and warrants dialog concerning the interpretation of
diagnostic data over time.
Objectives: We detected a new bacterial disease of Loropetalum in Florida in 2012. Incidences of similar disease had been
identified as Pseudomonas savastanoi by standard diagnostic techniques. However, we undertook further testing that is far
beyond the scope of most extension diagnostic laboratories to fully identify the organism and promote discussion regarding the
accuracy and utility of diagnostic data.
Materials and methods: We conducted a comparative analysis of Florida and Alabama strains of the organism and related type
specimens using LOPAT, fatty acid analysis, Biolog, pathogenicity testing, and MLSA.
Results: Our tests indicated we had identified a new pathovar of Pseudomonas syringae that causes cankers on loropetalum.
Previous reports of the disease were entered into the NPDN database as P. savastanoi. Management recommendations made to
clientele were similar, but were incomplete without a known host range.
Conclusion: Diagnosis of a disease is generally guided by the need for management, thus tests are often limited to the most
expeditious and cost-effective. Additionally, the diagnostic data are contemporaneous, an issue of which anyone mining the
databases will need to be cognizant.

P DMD 25
RAPD-PCR analysis of Etielia zinckenella populations and some pyralidae insects within Egypt
H. Homam
Plant Protection Research Institute, Piercing and sucking pests, Giza, Egypt
homambekheet@gmail.com
It is the first attempt, to discover the genetic diversity of Etielia zinckenella populations within Egypt. The characteristic pattern
of RAPD-PCR using some selected primers to examine ten populations of E. zinckenella ♂ moths collected from different
governorates and the dual sex of E. zinckenella, Euhniella kuehniella, Galleria mellonella and Achroia grisellawere.
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OPK-13, OPB-20 and OPH-9 primers produce positivePCRproducts for dual sex
E. z. and negative products for dual sex of E. k., G. m. and A. g. ,while OPB-5, OPC-3 and OPB-14 gave positive PCR products for E.
z. ♂ and negative products for E. z. ♀. OPJ-15 was positive for ♂ E. k., G. m. and A. g. and negative for ♀ E. k., G. m. and A. g.
OPJ-13 showed positive product for ♂ A. g. and negative for ♀ A. g. . OPG-16 was a positive PCR product for dual sex of E. z., E.
k., G. m. and A. g.. OPG-11 was a negative PCR product for all tested insects.
The dendrogram shows that the ten tested populations of E. z. ♂ and dual sex of E. z., E. k., G. m. and A. g. are divided into two
main groups with a linkage distance of 25.The dendrogram indicate that the Dual sex of G. m., A. g. and E. k. represented a first
nd
sister group (the linkage distance at 20), the members of 2 sister group are E. z. populations (a linkage distance of 22).
The 1st sister group is divided into 2 subgroups. The 1st subgroup includes E. k. ♂ and ♀in the linkage distance of 11. The 2nd
subgroup is divided into two clusters. The 1st cluster includes G. m. ♂ & ♀ at the linkage distance of 3.5 and the 2nd cluster
includes A. g. ♂ & ♀ at the linkage distance of 11.
The dendrogram further showed that, the 2nd sister group were divided into two subgroups. ♀collected from Behira
governorate was in single subgroup (with a linkage distance of 22) and ♂ collected from the same locality represented another
position in the dendrogram (with a linkage distance of 13).
Looking into the interchangeability among E. z. ♂populations from the ten considered governorates clearly indicates that the
ancestors of E. z.♂ (with a linkage distance of 17) collected from Giza governorate seemed to be the source of all collected
populations. From Giza governorate E. z. population, the rest populations divided into two main clusters (with a linkage distance
of 15). The 1st cluster (with a linkage distance of 12) included two branches. The 1st branch represented Fayoum E. z. and
Dakahlia E. z. ♂ populations. While the 2nd branch represented Beni-Suef E. z. ♂ populations. The second cluster (with a linkage
distance of 13) was also divided into two branches, the 1st branch included Behira and Kafr El-Sheikh E. z. ♂ populations. The
ancestor of the 2nd branch is Sharqia E. z. ♂ populations. Sharqia E. z. ♂ populations are divided into two sub branches. The 1st
sub branch represents Ismailia population only while the 2nd sub branch is divided into two clades. The 1st clade represents E. z.
♂ populations from Qualubia Governorate and the 2nd clade represents El-Minya E. z. ♂ populations.
Figure 1
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Use of simple isothermal assays for real-time and endpoint detection of phytopathogenic microorganisms
J. Fischbach, M. Frohme, J. Glökler
Technical University of Applied Sciences Wildau, Molecular Biotechnology and Functional Genomics, Wildau, Germany
jfischba@th-wildau.de
Introduction: Conventional nucleic acid based amplification techniques and serological tests are time consuming, complex and
expensive. Routine on-site applications for the detection of phytopathogenic microorganisms are therefore impaired. Isothermal
amplification techniques are proved to be a rapid, simple and cost-effective alternative for the detection of a wide range of
pathogens [1].
Objectives: We tested and compared simple methods to visualize isothermal amplification reactions exemplified by Loopmediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) for the detection of potato spindle tuber viroid (PSTVd) [2], Clavibacter michiganensis
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ssp. sepodonicus and Ralstonia solanacearum [3]. The assays are based on turbidity, hydroxynaphthol blue (HNB), calcein, SYBR®
Green I, EvaGreen® and berberine.
Materials and methods: LAMP [4] is characterized by high specificity, sensitivity, speed (< 60 min.), low reaction temperature
(60-65°C) and high robustness. Due to carry-over contamination, “one-pot” reactions for field applications are strongly
recommended. Therefore we tested several assays which can be evaluated by naked eye (endpoint) or in real-time by a portable
fluorometer (ESE Quant Tube Scanner).
Results: All LAMP assays showed clear differences between positive and negative reactions in endpoint- and real-time analysis
after amplification of all three phytopathogens. The evaluation of turbidity is more cumbersome. The use of HNB improves the
visual discrimination of positive (sky blue) and negative (violet) samples. When using calcein and manganese, the positive
samples show a bright green color, whereas the negative control remains orange. The double-stranded DNA-intercalating dyes
SYBR® Green I and EvaGreen® resulted in increasing fluorescence signals in less then 10 minutes. We also investigated berberine
(DNA binding plant alkaloid) in both assays for the first time. UV light can be used to show the amplification by naked eye and in
real-time [Fig. 1]
Conclusions: We were able to detect relevant phytopathogens by simple “one-pot” LAMP assays. Besides our experimental
results facilitate the proper choice of the optimal detection format with respect to the desired application (endpoint or realtime).
References:
1 Gill, P., and A. Ghaemi(2008). Nucleic acid isothermal amplification technologies: a review. Nucleosides.
NucleotidesandNucleic Acids 27
2 Lenarčič R.et al.(2012).Fast real-time detection ofpotato spindle tuber viroid by RT-LAMP. Plant Pathology 62
3 Lenarčič R. et al. (2014). Loop-mediated isothermal amplification of specific endoglucanase gene sequence for detection of the
bacterial wilt pathogen ralstonia solanacearum. PLoS ONE
4 Notomi, T.et al.(2000). Loop-mediated isothermal amplification of DNA. Nucleic Acids Res.28
Figure 1: Illustration of LAMP assay for PSTVd detection. A: Endpoint assays B: Real-time assay with berberine in ESE Quant Tube
Scanner (FAM Channel)
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Usage SDS-PAGE technique to interpret pod borer, Etiella zinckenella,Treit. infestation rate in cowpea, soybean and some
their varieties.
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Plant protection Research Instirtute, Vegetable pests, Giza, Germany
2
Cairo University, Dept. of Econ. Entomology & Pesticides, Fac. Agric., Cairo, Egypt
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homambekheet@gmail.com
In an attempt, to explain infestation rate of E. zinckenella larvae for Cowpea and Soybean pods and its varieties, SDS-PAGE tools
were used. The three seed maturation stages of tested varieties of cowpea and soybean and feces of E. z. were subjected to
SDS-PAGE. The three maturation stages of pods were immature, mature and harvested mature. Cowpea varieties were Dokki
331, Cream 7, Kafr-EL Sheikh 1 and Kaha 1 and soybean varieties were Giza 111, Crawford, Giza 82 and Giza 83.These varieties
were obtained from Horticulture Research Institute, ARC, Ministry of Agriculture.
SDS-PAGE of the tested cowpea varieties indicated that, the pattern bands changed according to the development stage of the
pods. SDS-PAGE further showed that, no protein bands appeared in larval feces during the mature stage of seeds. This refers to,
the essentiality of protein content in cowpea seeds throughout seed maturation stage for the development of E. z. larvae. It
seems that E. z. larvae require all of the components of proteins for their metabolic processes.
Every soybean variety had a specific SDS-PAGE pattern at each of the 3 developmental stages of pod. This may explain the wide
differences in the degree of damage caused by the larvae to the different varieties.
Field observations indicated that the larvae of E. z. do not feed on soybean seeds during the harvest stage, (i.e. they do not
require proteins in that particular stage). SDS-PAGE of feces larvae indicated that, the larvae change and /or convert certain
protein bands in the immature and mature stages of seed development to the same molecular weight of some bands in mature
harvest stage). Hence, not all proteins content in soybean were essentially to E. z. larvae compared with cowpea. This may be
explain the highly infestation rate of soybean compared with cowpea, where E. z. larvae in soybean look for its quality and
quantity protein needing at many seeds causes great damage in pods.
Refractionation protein fragments of the feces produced by the immature and mature seed stages of soybean indicated 2
categories. The 1st category had protein bands that were not present in the 3 stages of pods development such as the band no.
55 (M. W. 23.5 K. Da.) in Giza 111, bands no. 52, 61, 66 and 68 (M.W. 24.5, 17.7, 13.9, 11.8 K. Da., respectively) in Crawford,
bands no. 50, 60 and 77(M.W. 25.8, 18.2, under 10 K. Da , respectively) in Giza 82 and band no. 62 (M.W. 17.4 K. Da.) in Giza 83.
This suggests that the metabolic system of E. z. larvae were able to digestive certain kinds of proteins and not able to digest
another.
Figure 1
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Figure 2
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Detection method and genetic analysis of anthracnose on sorghum in Korea
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Y. Yoon , Y. Lee , H. Choi , H. Kim , S. Bae , I. Park , B. P. Mainali , H. Kang
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National institute of crop science, Southern Area Crop Science, Miryang, Republic of Korea
2
National Academy of Agricultural Science, Agro-Food Safety & Crop Protection, Wanju, Republic of Korea
yoonyn@korea.kr
Sorghum(Sorghum bicolor) is a standout among other cereal crops because of its nutritional status and functional health
outcomes. Thus, sorghum’s demand has been increasing in Korea. Sorghum anthracnose (Colletotrichum graminicola) is known
as red leaf blight and, when it occurs on seedlings, it is called seedling blight. Typical symptoms are small, circular, elliptical, or
elongated spots usually 5 mm or less in diameter. These spots develop gray to straw-colored centers with wide margins that are
tan, orange, or red to blackish purple, depending on the cultivar and pathogen population.For detection of the sorghum
anthracnose, PCR conditions and specific detection primer were searched . Thereafter, PCR process at 92℃ for 3min and then at
92℃ for 1min, 56℃ for 1min, 72℃ for 1min (35 cycles), and finally at 72℃ for 1 min was found to be the best for detection.
Detection of anthracnose from locally collected sorghum was possible by the primer set of co.gr 1(AY622785, Figueiredo, J. E. F.
2004) and co.gr 3(AY622780, Figueiredo, J. E. F. 2004). co.gr 1 and co.gr 3 are based 18S ribosomal RNA. Sequence of co.gr 1 is
(5′→3′) GGTTTTACGGCAAGAGTCCC, CCTTCCGTGGGTGAACCTGC and product size is 578bp. Sequence of co.gr 3 is (5′→3′)
AATGGCTCATTATATAAGTT, TCCGGGGTTGAGCCCTAACC and product size is 290bp. In 2014, two isolates were collected at
Yeongwol area of Korea. Analysis of the genetic relationship showed a genetic relationship of 85% between isolate 1458 and
isolate 1728 of Yeongwol. Genetic relationship with Japanese isolate (AB439813) was 98.6, Germany isolate (AJ301978) was
98.6, Mexican isolate (JQ658887) was 96.6, Indian isolate (KC821517) was 99.8, and American isolate (NR_111191) was 94.0. In
future, isolated strains will be assayed for disease symptom development and pathogenicity on major sorghum varieties.
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Detection of soybean major viruses by RT-LAMP
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2
School of applied Bioscienes, Kyungpook National University, Daegu, Republic of Korea
sky3832@korea.kr
Soybean mosaic virus (SMV) is a prevalent pathogen that causes significant yield reduction in soybean production worldwide.
SMV belongs to potyvirus and causes typical symptoms such as mild mosaic, mosaic and lethal necrosis. SMV is seed-borne and
also transmitted by aphid. Eleven SMV strains, G1 to G7, G5H, G6H, G7H, and G7A were reported in soybean varieties. Although
Soybean yellow common mosaic virus (SYCMV) and Soybean yellow mottle mosaic virus (SYMMV) have been recently reported,
they have occurred a lot with SMV in soybean field. SYMMV is a new member of the genus Carmovirus in the family
Tombusviridae. SYMMV has a single stranded RNA genome of 4009 nucleotides with six putative open reading frames. SYCMV
has a single stranded RNA genome of 4152 nucleotides with four putative open reading frames, the entire nucleotide sequence
showed 31.2-71.3% nucleotide identity with the previously known eleven species of Sobemovirus. In this study, we designed RTLoop mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) primers named F3/B3/FIP/BIP from coat protein gene sequence of SMV,
SYCMV, and SYMMV. After the reaction of RT-LAMP, each product was identified by electrophoresis and with the detective
fluorescent dye, SYBR Green I. under daylight and UV light. Optimal reaction conditions were at 58, 63, and 58℃ for 60min and
the primers of RT-LAMP showed the specificity for each SMV, SYCMV, and SYMMV tested in this study.
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Current impact and future directions of high throughput sequencing in plant virus diagnostics: the drivers of COST Action 1407
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The ability to provide a fast, inexpensive and reliable diagnostic for any given viral infection is a key parameter in efforts to fight
and control these ubiquitous pathogens. The recent developments of high-throughput sequencing (also called Next Generation
Sequencing - NGS) technologies and bioinformatics have drastically changed the research on viral pathogens. It is now raising a
growing interest for virus diagnostics. This review provides a snapshot vision on the current use and impact of high throughput
sequencing approaches in plant virus characterization. More specifically, this presentation highlights the potential of these new
technologies and their interplay with current protocols in the future of molecular diagnostic of plant viruses. The current
limitations that will need to be addressed for a wider adoption of high-throughput sequencing in plant virus diagnostics are
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thoroughly discussed. This paradigm change gave rise to the COST Action 1407 which is currently launched. This Action, its
objectives and expected impacts will be presented.
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Anti-quorum sensing activity of some medicinal plants in Iran
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a.mohammadrezaei@gmail.com
In recent years, application of antibiotics against microbial pathogens has resulted both in microbial resistance against
antibiotics and environmental pollution. Consequently, new therapeutic modalities and agents have received increased
attentions. Bacteria often use small diffusible molecules called autoinducers to communicate between each other, also known
as quorum is sensing (QS) that regulate the target gene expression and results in bacterial pathogenesis activity. In this work, 30
medicinal plants from Iran were screened for anti-QS activity using Chromobacterium violaceum CV026 as a biomonitor strain.
Three of these plants showed QS inhibition including Cuminum cyminum L. (Apiaceae) zire sabz, Thymus vulgaris L. (Lamiaceae)
avishan and Rhus coriaria L. (Anacardiaceae) somagh. These findings introduces a new mode of action and possible validation for
traditional plant use, and also a potentially new therapeutic direction for the treatment of bacterial infections.
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Evaluation of mating disruption for controlling the grapevine moth, Lobesia botrana (Denis & Schiffermüller) (Lep.:
Tortricidae)in Qazvin vinyardes
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Grapevine moth, Lobesia botrana, is a primary insect pest of vineyards. Hazards of insecticide application against this pest have
encouraged the development of alternative control methods specially mating disruption by sex pheromone in the recent years.
The efficiency of mating disruption with two kind of dispensers:Isonet-L dispensers, Shin-Etsu Co., Japan and dispensers of
Russell, U.K., was compared with insecticide treatment (control). The capture rate of monitoring traps and the number of
infested bunches were monitored in all treatments. The percentages of infestations were statistically compared. The
monitoring-trap capture rate in mating disruption by both pheromone dispensers was 97% less than that in control. The number
of infested bunches in mating disruption by Isonet-L and Russell dispensers were respectively 100% and 32% less than that in
control throughout the experiment. The percentage of infested bunches in the mating-disruption by Isonet-L (0%) was
significantly less than those in the mating disruption by Russell dispensers (2.72%) and control (4%).
Analysis of variance showed that the rates of damages were statistically different (P≤0.01) between central and marginal places
of Russell treatment and control. The percents of infested bunches in three locations:southern margin, center and north in
Russell-treated blocks were 4.5, 2.17 and 1.5respectively. More likely the movement of adult moths from adjacent grape
gardens toward our experimental plots resulted in difference of infestation.The results showed that the mating disruption by
Isonet-L was more efficient for reducing the damage of the pest in vineyards, when pest population level is low.
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Re-purposing bridging flocculation for on-site, rapid, qualitative DNA detection in resource-poor settings
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Introduction: On-site, quick and cheap pathogen detection is the holy grail of disease diagnostics. Here we describe Single-Drop
Genomics (SDG), a novel method to cheaply visualize amplified disease-specific DNA/RNA with minimal equipment via bridging
flocculation. A key characteristic of flocculation is the abrupt transition from solution phase to flocculate which makes this
phenomena ideal for binary yes/no applications. To the best of our knowledge, the detection of DNA/RNA has not yet been
demonstrated via a DNA-mediated bridging flocculation mechanism which can be readily observed by the naked eye (Fig 1).
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Methods: Recombinase polymerase amplification reactions were performed at 37°C for 30 mins using 1 μL of the nucleic acid
extraction and 480-600 nM of each primer. For RNA applications, 50 units of MMuLV reverse transcriptase were added to the
RPA reaction. Following amplification, 5 μL of the RPA reaction was verified by gel electrophoresis. Another 5 μL was used in the
flocculation assay by incubating with 1.5 - 1.8 volumes of SPRI bead solution for 5 minutes. After bead separation with a magnet
and an 80% ethanol wash, 30 μL of flocculation buffer (100mM sodium acetate, pH 4.4, 1% v/v Tween20) was added to the
beads and gently agitated.
Results: SDG successfully detected fungal (Fusarium oxysporum, Botrytis cinerea), bacterial (Pseudomonas syringae) pathogens
(Fig 2) and RNA-based viruses (cucumber mosaic virus) (Fig3B) in diseased plants, including commercial bananas (Fig3A). SDG
also detected pathogens in farm animals (bovine herpesvirus 1) (Fig3C) and environmental samples (E. coli-laced water) (Fig3D).
Finally, SDG’s universatility was established by detecting causal pathogens for human diseases including HIV (Fig3E), malaria
(Fig3F), tuberculosis (Fig3G) and influenza (Fig3H).
Conclusions: In summary, we have described a novel bridging flocculation assay for naked eye qualitative evaluation of
amplified DNA. The combination of RPA with the flocculation assay then forms the basis of a simple strategy for on-site nucleic
acid diagnostics with minimal equipment. Considering the wide range of pathogens and samples demonstrated here, we believe
the assay has the potential for on-site, low resource applications.
Figure 1
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Molecular phylogenetic investigation of Lorantaceae based on nuclear DNA ITS and chloroplast DNA trnL-F sequences
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Loranthaceae comprises three hemiparasitic genera with five species in Iran. The genera of this family occur mainly in tropical
and subtropical areas worldwide. These genera family are distributed in two geographical regions of Alborz and the central parts
of Iran. However, one species, Viscum album, is also found in the temperate and cold habitats of Iran. The taxa existing in Iran
which are included in this analysis are: the genus Loranthus Jacq., which includes two species: L. europaeus, which lives on
Quercus, and L. grewinkii is found on Pyrus and Amygdalus; the genus Viscum L. with two species: V. album and V. laxum
attacking different trees; and Arceuthobium oxycedri which is found on Juniperus spp. Jin jungles of Semnan. The total DNA was
extracted from fresh or herbarium specimens with a modified CTAB method. The regions of nrDNA ITS and cptrnL-F were
amplified and sequenced. In this study, 27 taxa were studied as ingroups and 3 taxa as outgroups. The sequences of the regions
of ITS and trnL-F of some specimens were derived from GenBank. To reconstruct the phylogenetic relationships in Loranthaceae
and to compare the affinities of this family with the other members of Santalales, the molecular data were analyzed. The
analysis were carried out using Maximum Parsimony approach implemented in PAUP*, Bayesian method and Maximum
Likelihood method. Our results indicated that Arceuthobium and Viscum are in closer relationship than Loranthus and therefore
we can place Arceuthobium and Viscum in the separate family from Loranthus. Also the strict consensus tree from Maximum
Parsimony analysis of the concatenated two gene dataset showed two monophyletic clades with 100% bootstrap support for
two families Loranthaceae and Viscaceae.
Figure 1
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Tools for alternative seed treatment evaluation
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Introduction: New alternative seed treatment methods are currently developed. To be able to evaluate the efficiency of these
treatments, tools have been developed in the pathology laboratory of GEVES in order to meet the needs of the solutions
providers.
Objectives: Develop tools to evaluate alternative seed treatments efficacy.
Materials and methods: Capacity of transmission of the pathogen from seed to plant or from soil to plant (pathosystem) is being
evaluated and the effectiveness of these alternative seed treatment methods is being assessed. Protocols have been set up to
obtain seeds infested by different pests, evaluate the percentage of infection and germination of these seeds. Depending of the
pest and treatment used, viability of the pest after treatment is assessed by grow-out, vital staining or germination.
Results: Two examples are presented, one on Tilletia caries with a PCR approach and primers developed by Arvalis and the other
on Ditylenchus dipsaci with a biotest.
Conclusion: New biotests and experimental design have been developed. More than ever before, the presence of pathogens on
seeds needs to be detected and their damage potential needs to be assessed.
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Viroids are the smallest plant pathogens. They consist of a circular, self-replicating, non-coding RNA molecule, with a size
ranging from 239 to 475 nucleotides. Diseases caused by viroids are a significant factor in reducing yield quality and quantity, as
well as the production life of hop fields. Viroids that can infect hop (Humulus lupulus L.) include Hop latent viroid (HLVd), Hop
stunt viroid (HSVd), Apple fruit crinkle viroid (AFCVd) and the recently discovered Citrus bark cracking viroid (CBCVd). CBCVd has
been recognized as the main causal agent of a new disease in Slovenia named severe hop stunt disease, which is still completely
unexplored.
With the aim of developing a reliable bioassay for CBCVd for hop genotype resistance screening, we tested the infection efficacy
of 4 different types of inoculum based on RNA and sap extract obtained from infected plants. Each inoculum was mechanically
introduced using stem injections or rubbing the inoculum onto leaves treated with carborundum. The assay was performed on
four indicator plants: cucumber (Cucumis sativus), tomato (Solanum lycopersicum), eggplant (Solanum melongena) and purple
passion plant (Gynura aurantiaca), with 10 repetitive plants per treatment. Analysis after mechanical inoculation showed that
the best bioassay for CBCVd is rubbing the sap extract inoculum onto leaves treated with carborundum, using tomato as an
indicator plant. Additionally, we have started the development of one-step multiplex RT-PCR for simultaneous detection of all
four viroids from hop. This technique enables shorter analysis of high throughput samples, reduces the use of reagents and,
consequently, the cost of analysis.
In conclusion, reliable biological indexing of CBCVd for resistance screening and methods for simultaneous detection of viroids
are essential in viroid disease management.
Acknowledgement: This work was supported by the Slovenian Research Agency (J4-4153, P4-0077) and by the Czech Ministry of
Education (LH14255).
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Purification of inhibitor protein from rapeseed and its characterization on Leptinotarsa decemlineata (Say) gut specific
proteases
1
2
1
2
S. Ashouri , F. Zihnioglu , R. Farshbaf PourAbad , E. Kocazorbaz
1
Tabriz University, plant protection, Tabriz, Islamic Republic of Iran
2
Ege University, Biochemistry, Izmir, Turkey
rfpourabad@yahoo.com
Introduction: Protease inhibitors (PIs), broadly distributed in nature, are small protein molecules that form very stable
complexes with proteolytic enzymes and have the ability to inhibit the action of them. Production of PIs that interfere with the
digestive biochemistry of insect pests is one of the naturally occurring defense mechanisms in plants.
Objectives: The aim of the present work was to purify and characterize protease inhibitors from rapeseed, with potential for the
control of the Colorado potato beetle [CPB; (Leptinotarsa decemlineata Say) (Coleoptera: Chrysomelidae)].
Material and methods: The crude protein extract from the repeseed (Brassica rapa L. cv. Karaj3), 30-50% ammonium sulfate
precipitated fraction which showed the highest protease inhibition on the last instar larvae of CPB was selected and partially
purified by using various chromatography techniques (MPLC); ion-exchange by means DEAE column, affinity using silicon dioxide
nano powder and gel filtration by means Ultrogel®. For the preparation of affinity matrix CPB larval gut enzyme mix was chosen
as ligand.
Results: Three peaks of protein were eluted from ion exchange chromatography using 300, 600 and 1000 mM salt step gradient
(NaCl). Similarly three peaks were achieved from the gel filtration chromatography. The fractions related to each peaks with the
highest inhibitory activity were pooled, dialyzed and concentrated, also purity and the molecular weight of them were estimated
by SDS-PAGE. When used Z-Ala-Arg-Arg-4mßNA as cysteine protease substrate and azocasein as general protease substrate; the
purification fold of second fraction of ion exchange chromatography was obtained 24.80 and 4.16, also the yield were 59.09 and
9.89% respectively, and the third fraction of gel permeation resulted 25.60 and 3.29 fold purification with 28.53 and 3.66% of
recovery. The fraction of affinity chromatography obtained 22.72 and 5.2 fold purification and yielded 36.35 and 8.29%,
respectively. However, ammonium sulfate precipitated fraction did not inhibit the serin protease activity of larval gut protease
enzyme of CPB. Apparent molecular mass of purified proteins from ion exchange were 34 and 32 kDa, gel permeation was 14
kDa and affinity chromatography were 24 and 22 kDa.
Conclusion: The data shown here suggest that the proteins present in rapeseed have potential to enhance the defense
mechanism of potato against the attack of CPB. At this point, the use of inhibitors in insect control strategies using transgenic
crops is good technique, because insect digestive proteinases are promising targets in the control of various insects.

P DMD 38
Reconsidering the Normal Distribution - Benefits from Replacing Plus/Minus by Times/Divide
1
2
E. Limpert , W. A. Stahel
1
ELI-o-Research, Zürich, Switzerland
2
ETH Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland
eckhard.limpert@bluewin.ch
The Gaussian or normal model is usually accepted in analysing data in plant protection, biology, and across the sciences.
However, there is one basic contrast remaining. Whereas the justification of the normal model to describe variation is based on
addition, natural laws and phenomena governing variation are mainly based on multiplication.
For instance, life is chemistry, and the velocity of chemical reactions is governed by the product of the individual concentrations.
This means that the (additive) normal distribution cannot be the normal one to apply. Instead, data sets will commonly be
1
skewed and rather fit the log- or multiplicative normal distribution .
What is the difference of additive and multiplicative variation? Both forms have in common that they are based on a number of
forces acting independently. With the help of two ordinary dice some basic principles can be demonstrated. Adding the numbers
according to most games leads to values from 2 to 12, with a mean of 7. The distribution is symmetric. The total range can be
described as 7 plus / minus 5 (7 ± 5) where, in this case, 5 is not the standard deviation. Multiplying the two numbers, however,
leads to values between 1 and 36. The distribution is highly skewed. The total variability can be described, analogous to the
x
former case, as 6 times / divide 6 (6 / 6). The symmetry has moved to the multiplicative level.
As another example, cell numbers are frequently described by xbar ± SD, with the arithmetic mean and the standard deviation
1
as, e.g., 130 ± 100. The “95% range check” then leads to 130 ± 200, ranging from -70 to 330. Of course, cell numbers have to be
positive. Moreover, they are caused by cell division, multiplication, according to the sequence 1-2-4 etc. Transforming 130 ± 100
x
to the multiplicative level leads to the characterization 100 / 2. The 68% range then extends from 50 - 200, with a 95% range,
x
100 / 4, from 25 - 400. This fits the data and is a plausible description.
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In summary, replacing additive signs and thoughts for variation by multiplicative ones and, accordingly, using logarithmic x axis
and the multiplicative or geometric standard deviation will be beneficial for our comprehension and results.
1
Limpert E, Stahel WA, 2015, this IPPC, abstract 172
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Antifungal potential of essential oils of Cupressus sp and Cupressus lusitanica against three life stages of Phytophtora
colocasiae: causing agent of Taro Leaf Blight
1
1
1
1
2
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3
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bedineboat@yahoo.fr
Taro Leaf Blight caused by Phytophtora colocasiae Racib is a major limiting factor in taro growing field worldwide and
particularly in Cameroon where since 2010, this disease has severely constrained taro production, lowering the production by
more than 80 % (MINADER, 2010). In the search for alternative treatment against TLB because of the limits of chemical method
mostly used, the antifungal potential of essential oils isolated from fresh leaves of Cupressus sp and Cupressus lusitanica was
carried out against three life stages of the pathogen and compare with Ridomil. Essential oils were obtained by Clevenger type
water distillation.The major compounds in these essential oils were identified using gas chromatography (GC) and gas
chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry (GC/MS) (Adams,2007). In vitro antifungal potential of essential oils was
tested against mycelial growth by food poisoning technic (Lahlou, 2004). Sporangia and zoospores germination were tested by
liquid dilution method (adapted from Sharma and Tripathi, 2006). The results obtained showed that yields of extraction ranged
from 0.15 to 0.5 %. Essential oil of Cupressus sp was contained mainly 3-allyl-6-methoxyphenol (81.5 %) and α-linalool (4.9 %)
whereas essential oil of C. lusitanica contained mainly α-citral (72.8 %) and α-myrcene (13.4 %). In vitro, sensitivity of P.
colocasiae varied according to the essential oils tested. The essential oil of Cupressus sp was more efficient than the essential oil
of Cupressus lusitanica. Antifungal activity of this essential oil was recorded with Minimal Inhibitory Concentration and Minimal
Fungicidal Concentration of 2.5 mg/ml on mycelia growth whereas the complete inhibition of sporangia and zoospores
germination was recorded respectively at 0.625 mg/ml and 0.312 mg/ml. These results demonstrated that, the essential oil of
Cupressus sp has high ability to inhibit the development of P. colocasiae, and might be used for controlling TLB.
Figure 1

Figure 2
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P FUNGI 2
Morphological and molecular identification and fungicide sensitivity assay of pahogens attacking Guyabano (Annona muricata
L.) Vell
1
1,2
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2
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travert2157@gmail.com
This study was conducted to characterize the plant pathogens attacking guyabano fruits and leaves through morphological and
molecular approaches and to determine the fungicides where these pathogens are sensitive. Three fungal pathogens were
found to be pathogenic to guyabano fruit, these pathogens are: Colletotrichum gloeosporioides, Colletotrichum acutatum and
Fusarium chlamydosporum. Colletotrichum gloeosporiodes are from leaves. Molecular identification of the Colletotrichum
species was carried out through amplification of rDNA ITS regions by using species specific primers (CgInt) for Colletotrichum
gloeosporioides and (CaInt2) for Colletotrichum acutatum in combination with ITS4 universal primer. Ver ITS primer was used on
Fusarium species. All fungal pathogens were found to be highly pathogenic to guyabano fruits and leaves. Among the fungicides
tested, Colletotrichum gloeosporioides, Colletotrichum acutatum and Fusarium chlamydosporum were found to be highly
sensitive to Captan, Tebuconazole and Difeconazole + Propiconazole.

P FUNGI 3
The Role of FRAC in Fungicide Resistance Management
A. Leadbeater
Syngenta Crop Protection AG, Research and Development, Basel, Switzerland
andy.leadbeater@syngenta.com
The Fungicide Resistance Action Committee (FRAC, www.frac.info) is a technical industry group reporting to Crop Life
International, of the main manufacturers developing and supplying fungicides to the market. The FRAC member companies are:
ADAMA, BASF, Bayer CropScience, Dow Agrosciences, Du Pont, FMC, Isagro, Sumitomo and Syngenta. Several other companies
are represented in regional FRAC groups. Its purpose is to identify potential and existing resistance problems, evaluate scientific
knowledge and data, support further studies, and provide resistance management guidelines to prolong the effectiveness of "at
risk" fungicides and limit crop losses should resistance occur. FRAC also provides educational material and training in fungicide
resistance and its management.
FRAC members are recognised experts and scientists in fungicide resistance. FRAC does not work in isolation - there is excellent
communication with country Resistance Action Groups, research and advisory bodies, EPPO and many regulatory authorities.
This is a network to help make the best practical recommendations. Although it cannot be claimed that resistance management
strategies defined and supported by FRAC and other experts in the field have prevented the occurrence of fungicide resistance,
they have clearly reduced the impact of resistance in practical situations, and have limited or slowed down the rate of spread of
field resistance.
Fungicides recently introduced represent major advances in technology, potency against diseases, selectivity, safety and rate
reduction. They tend however to have single site modes of action which makes them potentially affected by target site
resistance. Examples of recent introductions include the QoI and SDHI fungicides. Thus it is very important to proactively design
and implement resistance management strategies and recommendations for new fungicide classes, as well as maintaining
existing products. Despite many cases of resistance to fungicides occurring over the past thirty years, effective disease and
resistance management strategies have ensured the continued usefulness of many fungicides.
Although notable successes have been achieved, continuous efforts are needed to communicate and educate on fungicide
resistance and to protect the efficacy of available fungicides worldwide.

P FUNGI 4
MyIPM, A New Smartphone App for Disease and Fungicide Resistance Management in Strawberry and Peach
G. Schnabel, M.-J. Hu, G. Edison, R. Pargas
Clemson University, Clemson, United States
schnabe@clemson.edu
We developed a new smartphone application, MyIPM, to promote Integrated Disease Management for sustained peach and
strawberry production in the southern United States (Figure 1). The app is available in the Google Play Store for Android phones
and in the Apple Store for iOS devices. It features about a dozen of the most important diseases of the two fruit crops. For each
disease there are pictures of signs and symptoms, descriptions of the causal agent, and a 2-min audio from the regional
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specialist. The app features chemical and biological control options, including a list of registered active ingredients for each
disease that are sortable by FRAC codes and southeastern spray guide-published efficacy (Figure 2). The app also features field
toxicity values as published by the Cornell IPM Program. The active ingredients are linked to registered trade names. MyIPM also
features some audio recordings from regional specialists on peach and strawberry IPM issues. Our vision is that this app
provides a valuable tool for growers and specialists alike that supplements current spray guides. The unique display of active
ingredients, color-coded by chemical classes, provides a useful tool to promote resistance management. The app requests and
allows for feedback, which should help keep the information up to date at all times. MyIPM is fed by a database that can be
updated through an authoring tool. The app is currently free of charge. It is expandable to more crops and may also have
potential for other disciplines, such as entomology.
Figure 1

Figure 2
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P FUNGI 5
Metabolic effects of five fungicides against Botrytis cinerea examined using the Biolog FF MicroPlate
H. Wang, J. Wang, Y. Huang, M. Wang, X. Chen, Z. Yu, S. Shang
Guizhou Academy of Tobacco Science, Plant Protection, Guiyang, China
xiaobaiyang126@hotmail.com
Tobacco grey mold caused by Botrytis cinerea is an important fungal disease during seedbed and maturation periods. Sensitivity
of B. cinerea to boscalid, carbendazim, iprodione, pyrimethanil and propiconazole were determined by mycelial growth assays
-1
on fungicide-amended PDA plates, and the EC50 values were, respectively, 0.50, 0.02, 0.11, 0.79 and 0.13 µg·ml . The Biolog FF
Microplate was used to study the activity of five fungicides against B. cinerea. In absence of fungicide, B. cinerea metabolized
96.8% of tested carbon sources, including 29 effectively and 33 moderately. Under the selective pressures of each of the five
fungicides, B. cinerea showed different metabolic fingerprints, and these activities were greatly inhibited compared to the nonfungicidal control containing carbon sources and a basal medium. With increased concentrations of each fungicide, the
-1
metabolic activities of B. cinerea was even more greatly inhibited. With boscalid at 0.8 or 8 µg ml , the pathogen was unable to
metabolize many substrates related to tricarboxylic acid cycle, such as succinic acid, bromosuccinic acid, fumaric acid, ɑketoglutaric acid, D-malic acid, succinamic acid, L-asparagine, L-glutamic acid, L-proline, L-pyroglutamic acid, L-serine, L-1
threonine and putrescine (Fig. 1Ⅰ). With carbendazim at 0.05 or 1 µg ml , most carbon sources related to glycolysis were
-1
inhibited. While mycelia of B. cinerea could not grow at 1 µg ml of carbendazim in vitro; there were still 12 carbons utilized by
the pathogen, including D-arabinose, arbutin, ß-cyclodextrin, D-fructose, D-galacturonic acid, D-glucosamine, maltose, D-1
mannose, ß-methyl-D-glucoside, D-raffinose, D-ribose and D-tagatose (Fig. 1Ⅱ). With iprodione at 0.1 or 5 µg ml , the
metabolic profiling of B. cinerea were similar to control, although utilization of most carbon substrates was weakly inhibited (Fig.
-1
1 Ⅲ). With pyrimethanil at 1 µg ml , three substrates related to hydrolytic enzymes were significantly inhibited, including N-1
Acetyl-ß-D-glucosamine, D-glucuronic acid and L-sorbose (Fig. 1 Ⅳ). With propiconazole at 1 and 10 µg ml , no carbon
substrates were metabolized by B. cinerea and the physiology and biochemistry pathways of the pathogen were totally inhibited
(Fig. 1 Ⅴ). These new findings would provide some foundations for tobacco gray mould management in China.
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Controlled Release Formulation of licorice extract as a new biological fungicide against grapevine diseases
1
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1
2
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The increased public concern regarding the controversial effects of agrochemicals on food safety and environment drives the
development of alternative strategies in crop protection. Such novel strategies should be effective, environmental-friendly and
preferably based on renewable substances. In the last years we provided the proof that the plant extract of licorice (Glycyrrhiza
glabra) possesses the potential to be such a new and sustainable alternative. It could reduce and/or replace copper-based
products used today in European organic and low input fruit, grapevine and tomato production systems to regulate Oomycetes
disease. In our former research project funded by the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWI; Central
Innovation Program SME; ZIM) the development a new controlled release (CR-) formulation- targeted to control Oomycetes in
tomato and grapevine- was realized.
Objectives: Our main objective was to demonstrate successfully a microencapsulation method that could be subsequently used
for field applications. A general aim was the controlled and delayed release of the active biological ingredients given the desired
activity and efficacy against Oomycetes in semi-field conditions and green-house trials.
Material and methods: CR-formulations were developed and evaluated for efficacy and UV stability in green houses against
copper-relevant fungal pathogens on potted plants.
Results: Overall, the presented results clearly demonstrate (disease reduction up to 90%) the high potential of licorice-based
caps for the efficient control of downy mildew and late blight disease on grapevine and tomato plants.
Conclusion: Trifolio-M developed an innovative plant protection test product obtained from by-products of the food industry.
The most promising formulation types will be tested in field conditions in the season 2016 as part of our new research project
funded by the Federal Ministry of Food and Agriculture (BMEL, Deutsche Innovationspartnerschaft Agrar; DIP).

P FUNGI 7
Enrichment of mutations responsible for azoxystrobin resistance in Botrytis cinerea field isolates
1
2
2
2
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1
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2
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karaffa@agr.unideb.hu
Fungicides belonging to the family of quoin oxidase inhibitors (QoIs) e.g. strobilurins, like azoxystrobin play an important role in
the protection against several fungal plant pathogens. These fungicides act by binding to the cytochrome bc1 complex in the
respiratory electron transport chain so they block electron transport and inhibit the ATP synthesis. However a point mutation in
the cytochrome b gene (cyt b), results in high-resistance. In addition, a functional alternative oxidase (AOX) may also play a role
in the survival of the fungus. Botrytis cinerea is the causal agent of grey mould on a wide range of many economically important
crops. Fungicides like azoxystrobin is the most frequently applied approach to reduce grey mould disease, but resistance has
often reported.
The azoxystrobin resistance and related cytochrome b gene genotypes was studied in Hungarian B. cinerea field isolates with
allele-specific PCR reaction and PCR-RFLP method for detecting the G143A mutation resulting azoxystrobin resistance of the
fungus. The development of the QoI resistance was induced by using mediums with increasing concentrations of azoxystrobin.
We also developed a method to track heteroplasmy by using real time PCR. Amplified PCR product containing G143A mutation
and single copy gene located in the mitochondrial genome (cox1) were used as standards.
Field isolates from Hungary were tested for azoxystrobin resistance. In a few cases, we were able to detect the mutation with
allele-specific PCR but not with PCR-RFLP, and these strains were sensitive to azoxystrobin. This would indicate marginal
presence of the resistance-conferring, mutated mtDNA and these strains may well develop resistance rapidly when faced with
QoIs in the field. In vitro we managed to induce the development of the resistance toward azoxystrobin. Using the developed
real time PCR method it was proved that in the presence of azoxystrobin the ratio of the mitochondrial genome which carries
the resistance is increased compared to the sensitive sequence. We related the change in the ratio of the mitochondrial DNA
containing the G143A point mutation compared to the sensitive, "wild" sequence.
This research was supported by the TÁMOP-4.2.2.A-11/1/KONV-2012-0043 project.
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Biological performance of isofetamid, a novel fungicide
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2
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s-tsukuda@iskweb.co.jp
Introduction: Isofetamid, N-[1,1-dimethyl-2-(4-isopropoxy-o-tolyl)-2-oxoethyl]-3-methylthiophene-2-carboxamide, IKF-5411
®
(development code), KENJA , is a novel fungicide discovered and under development by Ishihara Sangyo Kaisha, LTD. Its
molecular structure is shown in Figure 1. Isofetamid is a new chemical class based on thiophene carboxamide moiety. Isofetamid
is a member of the succinate dehydrogenase inhibitor (SDHI) fungicide group. It has a good toxicological and ecotoxicological
profile to mammals and other non-target organisms, such as birds and fishes. Isofetamid exhibits excellent activity against a
broad spectrum of Ascomycota (such as Botrytis spp., Sclerotinia spp., Monilinia spp., Venturia spp.) and Deuteromycota (such
as Alternaria spp., Mycovellosiella spp.) at low use rates.
Objective: This study describes the biological properties of isofetamid and results of field trials.
Materials and methods: Isofetamid 400 g a.i./L suspension concentrate (400SC) was used in this study. Biological properties of
preventive activity, residual activity, rainfastness, translaminar activity, and curative activity against B. cinerea on cucumber
were investigated in pot tests. Field trials of isofetamid were conducted for the evaluation of efficacy against gray mold on grape
in European countries.
Results: Isofetamid at 16 µg/ml exhibited excellent preventive activity. Isofetamid at 31 µg/ml exhibited stable residual activity
(7 and 14 days after application). It also exhibited stable rainfastness and excellent translaminar activity. In curative activity
tests, we confirmed that this fungicide inhibited expansion of disease symptoms and sporulation.
In field trials, isofetamid at 600 g a.i./ha exhibited excellent activity against grape gray mold. Control level of isofetamid was
equal to superior to that of standard fungicide.
Conclusion: Isofetamid is a novel fungicide that exhibits excellent preventive activity along with good residual activity,
rainfastness, translaminar activity and curative activity. These properties lead to a high level of field control of fungal infestation
by isofetamid.
Figure 1

P FUNGI 9
Discovery of the Novel Fungicide “Pyriofenone”
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k-higuchi@iskweb.co.jp
Introduction and objective: We have paid a lot of attention to a group of compounds containing the CF 3-pyridine moiety for
many years because of their remarkable biological activities, as seen in compounds such as fluazinam, cholorfluazuron,
flonicamid, and so on. Various types of CF3-pyridine derivatives have been synthesized and evaluated. During our continuing
efforts, compound 1 bearing the benzoyl group at the 3-position of CF3-pyridine was selected as a potential lead compound that
showed good fungicidal activity against wheat powdery mildew.
Method: Modifications of compound 1 were made by introducing many different types of substituents on the pyridine ring. The
substitution position of the benzoyl group on the pyridine ring was also explored. The general synthetic scheme is shown in eq.
1. Intermediate 3 was prepared from CF3-pyridine and the corresponding benzaldehyde in the presence of LDA. Subsequent
oxidation of 3 using MnO2 afforded compound 4. In addition, compounds having a methyl moiety on the pyridine ring instead of
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a CF3 group were also synthesized for comparison purposes as shown in eq. 2. The methyl group was introduced in the later
stage of the synthesis by means of a transition-metal catalyzed coupling reaction.
Results: Based on the QSAR study of the synthesized derivatives, several compounds exhibiting excellent activity were found. In
particular, compound 7 showed high activity in field tests.
Conclusion: We synthesized many different types of pyridine analogues and selected compound 7, called pyriofenone, as a
development fungicide candidate.
Figure 1

Figure 2

P FUNGI 10
Evaluation of alternative Plutella xylostella control by two Isaria fumosorosea conidia formulations, oil-based formulation
and wettable powder combined with Bacillus thuringiensis
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The diamondback moth (DBM), Plutella xylostella, is the most destructive pest on cruciferous vegetable worldwide. A strain of
Isaria fumosorosea with high pathogenicity against P. xylostella was screened in our laboratory, which median lethal
7
nd
4
concentration (LC50) on day 7 and median lethal time (LT50) at 1×10 conidial/mL to 2 instar larva of DBM were only 1.17×10
conidial /mL and 1. 72 days, respectively, suggesting promising of this strain in the biological control of P. xylostlalla.
In order to make full use of this strain the control efficacy of two I. fumosorosea conidia formulations, wettable powder and oilbased formulation, combined with B. thuringiensis against P. xylostella, was tested. In the laboratory, the combined application
increased larval mortality either in an additive or a synergistic way. For pot and field experiments, each formulation was applied
-1
alone or combined with B. thuringiensis 668 µg mL , then larval mortality, pupation rate, adult emergence rate, female
5
-1
longevity and fecundity of DBM were recorded. In pot experiment, the combined treatments of B. thuringiensis with 5×10 mL
6
-1
oil-based formulation and 1×10 conidia mL wettable powder of I. fumosorosea resulted in higher mortality (84.4 % and 86.2 %)
with minimum pupation (15.6 % and 11.9 %) and adult emergency rates (8.7 % and 7.0 %). Female longevity and fecundity were
significantly decreased by two formulations compared to the control. Similar results were also observed in field experiment.
Our results demonstrated that the combination of sublethal doses of B. thuringiensis with two I. fumosorosea formulations not
only reduced the present population of P. xylostella effectively, but also has a sustainable control efficacy on its next generation.
Therefore the combined application of I. fumosorosea and B. thuringiensis is a promising alternative strategy for P. xylostella
control in the field.
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Development of a selective crystallization route to obtain the fungicide (S)-Fenamidone
1
1
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2
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It is a well-known fact that every organism constitutes a specific chiral environment hence there are many examples for
enantiomeric and enantiotropic selectivity to organisms in applications as agrochemicals [1].
Apart from enantioselective synthesis of agents the enantioseparation of chiral active ingredients provides an opportunity to
obtain pure enantiomers [2]. One of those separation methods focuses on partition via crystallization as an efficient, flexible &
economically attractive technique for enantioseparation in agrochemical or pharmaceutical industry [2,3]. Since the three
different types of racemates regarding their solid phase behavior [4] are connected with specific characteristics in the phase
diagram the importance of analyzing solid/liquid equilibria is important.
Fenamidone constitutes a commercial fungicide possessing an azole group [5]. Biological & biochemical tests offer the fungicidal
activity of the (S)-enantiomer [6]. With a low risk of bio-accumulation Fenamidone exhibits a high level of activity controlling
diseases as for instance downy mildews or late blight [6,7].
Combining various analytical techniques (e.g. HPLC, XRPD) the solubility and stability properties of the different phases in the
system Fenamidone/Ethanol were determined.
Having investigated phase transitions & solid/liquid equilibria in the explored system subsequently a ternary solubility diagram
could be constructed. A selective crystallization process can be conducted with an excess of (S)-enantiomer > 80%, thus,
requiring a preceded enrichment step. XRPD analysis revealed a stable solid phase behavior of Fenamidone in Ethanol, which is
of advantage to control the crystallization process.
Utilizing the knowledge of the different phase behaviors a crystallization process to achieve pure (S)-Fenamidone was designed.
1 N. Kurihara, J. Miyamoto; 1998, Chiral. in Agrochem.; Wiley
2 H. Lorenz, A. Seidel-Morgenstern; 2014, Proc. to separate enant.; Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 53, 1218-1250
3 A. Collet; 1999, Separ. and purific. of enan. by crystall. methods; Enantiomer 4: 157-172
4 J. Jaques, A. Collet, S. H. Wilen; 1994, Enantiomers, racemates and resolutions; Krieger
5 W. Krämer, U. Schirmer, P. Jeschke, M. Witschel; 2011, Mod. Crop Prot. Compounds; Wiley-VCH
6 R. T. Mercer, G. Lacroix, J. M. Gouot, M. P. Latorse; 1998, The 1998 Brighton Conference - Pests & Diseases
7 P. Genix, J.-L. Guesnet, G. Lacroix; 2003, Pflanzensch. Nachr. Bayer, 56, 3: 421-434
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Fungicide resistance in Microdochium nivale isolated from golf greens in the UK and Ireland
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2
Headland Amenity, Cambridge, United Kingdom
gilli.thorp@fera.gsi.gov.uk
Introduction: Fusarium patch, caused by Microdochium nivale, is the most common and widespread fungal disease affecting
cool season amenity turf grass. In the USA and New Zealand, reduced efficacy of iprodione has been seen in the field. Although
there have been no reported incidences of field resistance to fungicides within the UK, reduced sensitivity to iprodione has been
reported in a small number of UK isolates tested in the laboratory.
Aim: To determine the sensitivity of M. nivale isolated from golf greens in the UK and Ireland existed to the most commonly
used fungicide products.
Method: Five products (Banner Maxx, Throttle, Heritage Maxx, Surpass Pro and Medallion) were assessed against 15 M. nivale
isolates collected from golf greens, across the UK and Ireland, using an amended agar test to calculate mycelial growth EC50
values for each fungicide.
Results: Banner Maxx (propiconazole) and Throttle (tebuconazole and prochloraz) gave the lowest EC 50 values with results
averaging 0.2 and 0.05ppm respectively. Values for Heritage Maxx (azoxystrobin) ranged from 0.7 to <10 with an average of
2.4ppm. EC50 values for Surpass Pro (iprodione) fell into 2 groups, those with a value of approximately 2.5 ppm and those
greater than 26 ppm. Isolates tested using Medallion (fludioxonil) again fell into two groups ones where EC 50 values ranged
between 0.03 and 0.06 ppm and those greater than 5 ppm. showed the greatest variance in EC 50 values ranging from 0.01 to
100ppm.
Conclusion: Reduced in vitro sensitivity to iprodione and fludioxonil had developed in some M. nivale isolates collected in this
study. Isolates which were more resistant to iprodione were also more resistant to fludioxonil indicating possible issues of cross
resistance. EC50 values for all isolates tested with azoxystrobin were equivalent to those for M. nivale isolates isolated from
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winter wheat which showed field resistance to azoxystrobin. This suggests the potential for widespread field resistance to
azoxystrobin in the UK and Ireland. Only propiconazole and tebuconazole/prochloraz produced EC 50 values suggesting there was
no shift in sensitivity. However, the possible removal of these active ingredients in the future, means a limited number of
effective chemical options will be available for control of Fusarium patch infections in the future.

P FUNGI 13
Positioning Tebuconazole 430 SC in rice ecosystem against management of blast and sheath blight Vis-à-Vis impact of abiotic
weather facors in West Bengal, India
P. Nath, S. Das, P. K. Sarkar
Faculty of Agriculture, Bidhan Chandra Krishi Viswavidyalaya, Plant Pathology, Mohanpur, India
parthasarathinath57@gmail.com
Introduction: Blast and Sheath Blight of rice caused by Magnaporthe grisea and Rhizoctonia solani are the important diseases of
rice which accounts for serious yield losses in all rice growing country. Over last two decades a lot of focus has been shifted
towards developing new molecules that can be used for controlling rice diseases. The new fungicide Tebuconazole 430 SC was
evaluated in the field for management against the diseases blast and sheath blight of rice.
Objective: Rice blast and sheath blight diseases hit large areas causing huge monitory loss. The objective of the study was to
evaluate the dose of Tebuconazole a new fungicide for controlling the diseases.
Materials and methods: The field trial was conducted during 2013 and 14 Kharif season laid out on a RBD with six treatments
four replications consist of Tebuconazole with three different doses and two recommended fungicides Folicur &
Hexaconazole.Uniform plant populations were maintained. Three sprays of each fungicide with desired concentrations were
nd
applied starting from 32 DAT at ten days interval. Disease severity, incidence & rate of spread of the diseases were recorded
Results: It was found that Tebuconazole @ 215 & 187.5 g ai/ha significantly reduced the diseases both incidence & severity
significant higher yield was recorded in those doses. From the meteorological relation with the disease development it was
found that max RH, vapour pressure and wind speed were negatively and combined influence on disease progression and
maximum temperature and wind speed negatively and maximum relatively humidity positively influence to increase the disease
progression, it was observed that the rate of spread of the disease was decreased with increasing the application of fungicides
Conclusion: Tebuconazole @ 187.5 g ai/ha may be recommended for controlling the blast and sheath blight diseases of rice. The
minimum rate of spread of the diseases may be due to minimum rate of multiplication of inoculums potential due to application
of fungicides for both the diseases maximum relatively humidity positively influence to increase the disease progression
Figure 1
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Figure 2
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Investigation of biological efficiency of Rheum rhaponticum L root extract in protecting of Сucurbitaceae seedlings against
powdery mildew
A. Gladcaia, T. Stratulat, V. Toderash
Institute of Genetics, Phisiology and Plant Protection ASM, Plant Protection, Chisinau, Moldova, Republic of
allagladcaia@mail.ru
The most of plant secondary metabolites protect plants from pathogens. Polyphenols and their derivatives play the important
role in protection of plants from the fungal diseases. We studied the Rheum rhaponticum L. (f. Polygonaceae) alcoholic extract
in order to reveal the anthraquinone derivatives which induce resistance to plant phytopathogens and act as an antimicrobial
agent with fungicidal activity. An alcoholic extract of Rheum rhaponticum L was analyzed using HPLC.
The aim of the work was to determine the biological efficiency of extracts obtained from the R. rhaponticum L. The estimation of
the R. rhaponticum L alcoholic extract effect was conducted against the target pathogen conidial germination of Sphaerotheca
fuliginea on Сucurbitaceae plants Cucumis melo L and Cucurbita реро L. at the 4th leaf stage
Methods: Conidia of S. fuliginea, collected from the Сucurbitaceae cotyledons, were suspended in distilled sterile water.
Suspensions were plated onto the nutrient media and incubated at 210C. Germination was determined after 24 h.
Сucurbitaceae plants at the 4th leaf stage grown in pots were arranged in a complete randomized design with 4 replicates with
R. rhaponticum L extract (concentration in an aqueous solution for foliage treatment - 0,6; 0,8; 1; 1,5; 2%) and were inoculated
with conidia from the infected Сucurbitaceae leaves. Disease severity (% infected leaf area) was determined at 14 days
postinoculation.
Results: Biological efficiency of extract at the indicated concentrations on seedlings of C. реро L. were 47.3, 75.2, 77.9, 89.4,
97.1%; and of C. melo L were 56.9, 74.7, 80.0, 87.4, 93.7%. The additional effect of R. rhaponticum L extract foliage treatment
should be noted. We observed changes in the green color intensity of the treated leaf blades in comparison with the control.
Index of chlorophyll of the experimental plants leaves was measured using CM 1000 Chlorophyll Meter. At the highest
concentrations of extract solution the chlorophyll index of treated leaves was 38.2% higher in comparison with the control
leaves.
Based on the obtained data we can conclude that:
1. High concentrations of R. rhaponticum L extract have fungistatic effect against powdery mildew.
2. Treatment of plants with R. rhaponticum L extract enhances their flexibility by increasing the chlorophyll index
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Search for alternatives to copper in organic farming: Fungicidal activity of a Juncus effusus medulla extract and its active
constituent, dehydroeffusol, against downy mildew and apple scab
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Introduction: Copper has been used since the 19 century for the control of plant diseases, and is still permitted in organic
agriculture out of this tradition. In recent years, the utilization of copper has been criticized due to an unfavourable
ecotoxicological profile. Even though the amounts of copper have been significantly reduced, copper input is still above uptake
by plants, and results in accumulation in the soil. Therefore, considerable efforts have been made in organic agriculture to
identify ecologically safer substitutes.
Objectives: The aim of this study is the search for copper substitutes of natural origin.
Materials and methods: An in-house library of plant and fungal extracts was screened in vitro for an inhibitory effect against
several plant pathogens (fungi, oomycetes, bacteria). Hits were further assessed on grapevine and apple seedlings. Active
constituent(s) were identified by a procedure referred to as HPLC-based activity profiling which combines biological activity data
with chemoanalytical information. Structure elucidation was performed by a combination of ESI-MS and NMR spectroscopy.
Results: As one of the hits, the ethyl acetate extract of Juncus effusus L. (Juncaceae) medulla showed strong inhibitory activity
against Venturia inaequalis (apple scab) and Plasmopara viticola (grapevine downy mildew), with mean minimal inhibitory
concentrations (MIC) (100%) of 35 µg/mL and 25 µg/mL, respectively. In a secondary assay on grapevine leaf discs inoculated
with P. viticola, 94% inhibition was observed at a concentration of 0.5 mg/mL. When tested on grapevine and apple seedlings at
a concentration of 0.5 mg/mL, the growth of these fungi was, on average, inhibited with 98% and 84% efficacy, respectively. The
active constituent was identified as dehydroeffusol, and showed mean MICs of 12 µg/mL against V. inaequalis, and 4.1 µg/mL
against P. viticola, in vitro. Subsequent in vivo assessment of the pure compound revealed inhibition rates of 82% on grapevine
seedlings, and 86% on apple seedlings at a concentration of 32 µg/mL.
Conclusion: The ethyl acetate extract of J. effusus showed potent activity in vivo against major fungi affecting food plants. Our
results demonstrate that plants can provide promising opportunities for the replacement of copper in organic farming.

P FUNGI 16
Control of Apple Scab (Venturia inaequalis) by Trunk-injected Fungicides and SAR Inducing Potassium Phosphites with
Residue Profiles in Apple Fruit and Leaves
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2
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Trunk injection of biocides is a target precise and eco-friendly approach for control of tree pathogens with minimal risks of
applicator exposure, drift and impact on non-target organisms and environment. We showed that injected fungicides reduce
apple scab (Venturia inaequalis) and that injected potassium phosphites (PH) induce Systemic Acquired Resistance in mature
apple trees, reducing fire blight (Erwinia amylovora) (Aćimović et al. 2013, 2015). To optimize number and timing of injections
for season-long control of apple scab, we evaluated 1-2 seasonal and cross-seasonal injections of difenoconazole + cyprodinil
(DC) or PH and compared them to their sprays (Fig. 1). We injected DC and PH in Mac Spur apple trees using treatments: 1
injection Fall 2012 (F), 1 injection Spring 2013 (S), combined injections Fall 2012 + Spring 2013 (F+S), 2 injections Spring 2013
(S+S) (Fig. 1). We rated leaf and fruit scab incidences and quantified compound residues with HPLC-MSD. Apple scab control is
shown in Fig. 2.
PH fruit residues peaked at 2.8 ppm, declining at the end of the season in all treatments except in S+S and sprays. PH injection
and spraying had similar fruit and leaf residues. D and C fruit residues peaked at 0.02 and 0.07 ppm, declined sharply towards
the end of the season, and were ~10-fold lower after injection than after spraying. They were far below the USA, Codex, and EU
MRL-s of 1, 0.8 and 0.5 ppm for D, and 1.7, 2 and 1 ppm for C, respectively. PH accumulated in leaves up to 3.4 ppm, aligning
better with the leaf scab control than DC with residue maximums of 0.06 and 0.14 ppm. DC leaf residues were higher after
sprays than after injection. Higher transpiration of shoots and lower of fruits and spurs, along with higher xylem mobility of PH
versus DC, severely affected the accumulation and apple scab control by injected compounds.
References:
Aćimović S, VanWoerkom A, Garavaglia T, Vandervoort C, Wise J, Sundin G (2013) Control of apple scab (Venturia inaequalis)
using trunk injection of biopesticides and fungicides in apple trees. Phytopathology 103, Suppl. 2, S2.2.
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Aćimović S, Zeng Q, McGhee G, Sundin G, Wise J (2015) Control of fire blight (Erwinia amylovora) on apple trees with trunkinjected plant resistance inducers and antibiotics and assessment of induction of pathogenesis-related protein genes. Frontiers
in Plant Science 6, 16.
Figure 1

Figure 2
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Antifungal potential of Euphorbia Hirta L. against Anthracnose Disease of Mango
K. Jabeen, B. Khan, S. Iqbal
Lahore College for Women University, Department of Botany, Lahore, Pakistan
khajista_1@hotmail.com
The present study was intended to evaluate antifungal compounds potential of Euphorbia hirta L. against Colletotrichum
gloeosporioides Penz., the casual agent of anthracnose disease of mango. Methanolic extract of E. hirta was tested in vitro
against the test fungus. Different applied concentrations (1.5-3%) showed pronounced affects in retarding colony diameter of C.
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gloeosporioides. Maximum reduction (28%) was showed by 2.5% concentration; however 3% concentration was also effective in
reducing the test fungus growth upto 22%. Phytochemical analysis of the methanolic plant extract of E. hirta indicated the
presence of glycosides, flavonoids, alkaloids, phlobatannins, tannins and coumarins. This methanolic extract was subjected to
bioassay guided fractionation due to the presence of these secondary metabolites. In vitro bioassays with different organic
fractions showed that chloroform fraction was found the most effective as its two concentrations causing 73% and 77% growth
inhibition. This effective fraction was then selected for GC-MS analysis. Fourteen phytochemical compounds were identified
from the chloroform fraction of E. hirta. The major constituents namely linoleic acid, oleic acid and stearic acid along with some
minor constituents were detected. These compounds might be responsible of antifungal activity of E. hirta.

P FUNGI 18
Sensitivity to isofetamid and fitness of SDHI resistant isolates in fungal pathogen populations
Y. Abe, M. Ogawa
Ishihara sangyo kaisha, ltd., Bioscience reserch & developmemt laboratory, Kusatsu, Japan
y-abe@iskweb.co.jp
Introduction: Isofetamid is novel fungicide developed by Ishihara Sangyo Kaisha, Ltd. It possesses excellent efficacy against a
number of fungal diseases of vegetable and fruit crops and on turf. Isofetamid inhibits succinate dehydrogenase (SDH) activity,
and is a member of the SDHI class (FRAC group 7) of fungicides. Although several SDHI fungicides are currently in use, multiple
mutations in fungal SDH genes confer resistance to many members of this fungicide class, thereby reducing their effectiveness.
Objectives: This study describes the efficacy of isofetamid on several fungal isolates that possess resistance to common SDHI
fungicides and its competitive attributes.
Materials and methods: SDHI resistant Podosphaera xanthii, Corynespora cassiicola, Passalora fulvum, and Botrytis cinerea used
in this study were field isolated from Japan, USA and Germany. B. cinerea isolates possess the mutations H272R, H272Y, N230I,
H272L, and P225F in SdhB. The sensitivity of each strain was examined by plate assay and/or pot test. Competitive fitness was
evaluated for B. cinerea isolates containing the mutations H272L and P225F in SdhB. SDHI resistant and susceptible isolates were
co-cultured at a 1:1 ratio for evaluation of competiveness.
Results: Isofetamid had activity on all isolates from Japan and USA, but lacked effectiveness on select SDHI-resistant isolates
from Germany. The SDHI-resistant isolates unaffected by isofetamid that contained the mutations H272L and P225F appeared to
be overall less fit than susceptible isolates based on the competitive ability test.
Conclusion: While some Botrytis isolates have resistance to isofetamid, our data suggests that those isolates lack competitive
advantage to sensitive populations. We therefore consider that the risk of resistance development to isofetamid is likely low and
this new control method is expected to maintain good efficacy in the field, especially those where isolates resistant to SDHI
fungicides are present.

P FUNGI 19
Effect of different fungicides and meteorological factors on severity of powdery mildew and fruit rot of chilli in field
S. Das, T. R. Marak, S. Mahapatra, P. Nath
Bidhan Chandra Krishi Viswavidyalaya, Plant Protection, Mohanpur, India
sridas_bckv@rediffmail.com
Introduction: Chilli is one of the most important spices crop grown throughout the year in West Bengal.The diseases like fruit rot
& Powdery mildew are the major constraints for the cultivation of the crop and they cause heavy loss in yield. Several fungicides
are used by farmers to control this disease.
Objective: The diseases causing huge monitory loss hence farmers incorporate tremendous volume of fungicides & due to
regular use of same fungicides the pathogen develop resistance so to combat these problems a new pre mix fungicides
formulation Lustre 37.5% SE (Flusilazole 12.5% + Carbendazim 25%) was evaluated with others in field against these diseases
Method: The field trial was conducted during Kharif and Rabi season 2014 laid out on RBD with eight treatments four replication
consist of Lustre with three different doses and four recommended fungicides Flusilazole Azoxystrobin Difenoconazol &
Myclobutanil uniform plant populations were maintained two sprays of each chemicals with desired concentrations were given
starting from 40 DAT at ten days interval. Disease severity & rate of spread of the diseases were recorded
Results: It was found that Lustre @ 150 & 112.5 g ai/ha significantly reduced both the diseases significant higher yield was
recorded in those doses it was observed that both the diseases were significantly and negatively correlated with Wv, Tmin and
RHmax. The two prediction equations were developed through MRA. The partial regression co-efficients showed that Tmin and
wind velocity were negatively and RHmax positively and their combination effect increase the development of powdery mildew
& in fruit rot Tmax, Tmin, RHmax and wind velocity were negatively & in combination influence the disease progression The rate
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of progress of the disease also influence on application of fungicides and was minimum on Lustre @ 112.5 and 150 g a.i./ha
applied plots than other fungicides.
Conclusion: Lustre @ 112.5 g a.i./ha may be recommended to control Powdery mildew and fruit rot diseases. Rate of spread of
the disease was also low in every fungicide application and minimum in Lustre for both the diseases. Tmin RHmax Wv were the
main meteorological factors for disease progression and the prediction equation was different for two diseases also confirmed
the above contention.
Figure 1

Figure 2
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Mutations in the succinate dehydrogenase gene of Botrytis cinerea field isolates and their impact on fungicide sensitivity,
cross-resistance behavior and fitness
J. Kleemann, A. Goertz, A. Mehl
Bayer CropScience, Disease Control Biology, Monheim, Germany
jochen.kleemann@bayer.com
Inhibitors of the complex II of the fungal respiratory chain, also known as succinate dehydrogenase inhibitors (SDHI), are of
prime importance for crop protection worldwide. This calls for sound resistance research and management, in order to sustain
the efficacy of this important chemical class. Recent research on SDHI resistance mechanisms revealed a plethora of different
sdh mutations in various plant pathogenic fungi, leading to different levels of SDHI insensitivity. Botrytis cinerea, the causal
agent of grey mold, is not only of high economic importance in fruit and vegetable production, but also serves as a valuable
model for research on fungicide resistance and the entailed fitness costs. The objective of the present study was to (i) monitor
the SDHI sensitivity status of Botrytis populations, (ii) to investigate the molecular mechanisms of resistance, and (iii) to
characterize sdh mutations with regard to cross-resistance and associated fitness costs. For our extensive monitoring campaigns
we used a standard in vitro EC50 assay, which has recently been complemented by a pyrosequencing assay for mutational
analyses. Between 2012 and 2014, we analyzed a grand total of more than 1200 field isolates from 340 different sites. We
identified more than 300 strains resistant to Boscalid of which 40 % displayed resistance to Fluopyram, indicating incomplete
cross-resistance. For 90 % of the isolates with aberrant SDHI sensitivity, we detected known mutations in the sdh gene; the
resistance mechanism of the remaining isolates is currently under investigation. We report furthermore about initiated studies
to evaluate the impact of the identified mutations on the fitness of these field isolates.
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On the track of Fusarium head blight - a phylogenetic approach
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Fusarium head blight (FHB, “scab”) is a devastating disease on wheat, barley and other grains. It is mainly caused by five major
Fusarium species: Fusarium graminearum, Fusarium culmorum, Fusarium avenaceum, Fusarium poae and Microdochium nivale.
Often associated with these ascomycetes are other, less pathogenic or opportunistic fungi like Fusarium equiseti, Fusarium
sporotrichoides or Fusarium tricinctum. The disease causes high economic losses due to yield reduction, damaged kernels and
mycotoxins burden in grains.
This study was conducted to estimate the evolutionary history of Fusarium head blight over two years in order to give insights
into the evolutionary potential of the disease.
First, the main causal agents of FHB collected in France, Germany and Switzerland in 2012 and 2013 were identified with realtime PCR based on several locations with total of many isolates. Afterwards the phylogenetic relationship between the identified
Fusarium species was analysed based on several marker genes. Additional investigations of amino acid mutations in the protein
sequence of the candidate genes for succinate-dehydrogenase (SDH) and 14-α-demethylase (CYP51C) has been performed to
reveal indications for sensitivity differences and selectivity to the fungicides Sedaxane (SDHI) and Prothioconazole (DMI),
respectively.
The phylogenetic analysis of five candidate genes (CYP51C, SDHB, SDHC, SDHD and β-tubulin) revealed clear and well-structured
separation of the Fusarium isolates according to their species affiliation, their mycotoxin production and Fusarium section.
Furthermore the identified Fusarium species clustered independently from their locations indicating a strong species affinity
over a broad geographical area. In general, this study provides insight into genetically different species causing Fusarium head
blight and suggests a high evolutionary potential of the disease.
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Characterization of Emerging and Fungicide-Resistant Fungal Plant Pathogens Causing Postharvest Apple Decay Using
Conventional and Molecular Methods
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2
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The United States is the second largest apple producer in the world behind China. In 2012, twenty-five percent of the US apple
crop was exported to Canada, Mexico, and Taiwan with an approximate value of $1.1 billion dollars (USD). Apples are stored for
extended periods of time (from six months to one year in controlled atmosphere cold storage) to provide high quality fruit yearround to consumers. During storage, the most common fungal plant pathogens in the US, Penicillium expansum and Botrytis
cinerea, cause decay and are primarily controlled using postharvest fungicides. However, it is unclear if additional pathogens are
causing decay during storage and if resistance has developed to various fungicides in P. expansum and B. cinerea. The objectives
of this study were to identify fungi causing postharvest decay on apples and to determine tolerance to postharvest fungicides in
P. expansum and B. cinerea. Decayed apples were collected from farm stands, packinghouses, and storage rooms in
Pennsylvania and Maryland from 2010 to 2013. The causal fungi were isolated, identified, and characterized using morphological
and molecular methods. Sensitivity of the isolates to pyrimethanil (the active ingredient [a.i.] in Penbotec™) was determined in
vitro and in vivo for P. expansum and B. cinerea. Five fungal plant pathogens (Alternaria alternata, Alternaria tenuissima,
Colletotrichum fiorinae, Fusarium avenaceum, and Mucor piriformis) were identified which have not been previously reported to
cause postharvest decay on apple in the Mid-Atlantic area. Pyrimethanil-resistant Penicillium expansum and Botrytis cinerea
isolates were detected which grew above discriminatory doses in vitro and caused decay on Penbotec™-treated apple fruit. Data
from this study revealed that several newly characterized fungal plant pathogens may impact future management practices and
pose potential barriers for the apple trade. Resistance to pyrimethanil in P. expansum and B. cinerea emphasizes the importance
of rotating chemicals possessing different modes of action to ensure adequate control and illuminates the need for
development of additional control strategies.

P FUNGI 23
Incidence and molecular characterization of fenhexamid-resistant isolates of Botrytis cinerea from strawberry and
greenhouse grown tomatoes in Greece
A. Samaras, S. Konstantinou, G. Karaoglanidis
Aristotelian University, Faculty of Agriculture, Plant Pathology, Thessaloniki, Greece
gkarao@agro.auth.gr
Introduction: Botrytis cinerea Pers., the causal agent of gray mold, is a high risk pathogen for fungicide resistance development.
In the past resistance was developed to several botryticides, including fenhexamid, an inhibitor of 3-ketoreductase (Erg27) in the
ergosterol biosynthesis pathway.
Objectives: The study was conducted to: i) determine the frequency of resistance to fenhexamid in isolates obtained from
strawberry and tomato, ii) detect mutations in Erg27 and iii) investigate the effect of the mutations to the level of resistance.
Materials and methods: The isolates were obtained from rotten strawberry (n=213) or tomato (n=200) fruits and were
-1
characterized as fenhexamid-resistant or -sensitive using the discriminatory dose of 3 μg ml . The erg27 gene of all the resistant
isolates was amplified and sequenced to detect point mutations. Then, isolates were selected on the basis of their genotype and
the sensitivity to fenhexamid was measured in terms of EC50 values using a colony growth test at different fenhexamid
-1
concentrations ranging from 0.03 to 30 μg ml .
Results: A high frequency (30%) of fenhexamid resistance was observed in strawberry isolates, while resistance to fenhexamid
was very low (2%) in the tomato isolates. Erg27 sequencing revealed the presence of 14 different point mutations (F412S, F412I,
F412C, ΔP298, T63I, K59R, P250F, W400L, H72D, M218T, E363D, E328G, L438F, M165L). Six of them are reported for first time
worldwide (K59R, M218T, P250F, E263D, W400L, L438F), while 4 (ΔP298, T63I, F412I, F412C) are reported for first time in
Greece. F412S was found to be the predominant mutation. Measurements of sensitivity to fenhexamid revealed that M165L and
F412I conferred the higher levels of resistance, while ΔP298 was associated with the lower levels of resistance.
Conclusions: The results showed that resistance to fenhexamid is widespread in strawberry, but not yet in tomato fields. The
increasing frequencies of fenhexamid resistance in strawberry fields and the detection of resistant isolates in tomato
greenhouses necessitate continuous monitoring and implementation of antiresistance strategies.
Acknowledgments: This research has been co-financed by EU and Greek national funds through the Operational Program
“Education and Lifelong Learning”, THALES, project M15380264.
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Antifungal activity of some fungicides to control apple scab (Venturia inaequalis) with different pH in vitro and field trials
S. E. Arici, H. Demirekin
University of Suleyman Demirel, Faculty of Agriculture, Isparta, Turkey
evrimarici@sdu.edu.tr
This study was carried out to determine the effectiveness of 5 fungicides, Cyprodinil, Propineb, Pyraclostrobin+Boscalid, Dodine,
Floupyram+Tebuconazole, solved in different pH water against apple scab in vitro and in vivo between the years 2013-2014 in
Eğirdir, Isparta, Turkey. For in vitro experiment, fungicides were added in PDA medium at 15, 20 and 25 °C temperatures and 6, 7
and 8 pH values combinations. The colony diameters were measured at the end of experiment for the effects on mycelium
development of pathogen.
Field trials were performed using 2 year-old Scarlet Spur apple variety in 2 different fields in Eğirdir, Isparta, Turkey. Fungicides
were applied at the recommended dose according to an early warning system times; evaluation of disease severity were
performed between April- May 2013-2014. Fungicides were applied at 3 diffrent pH values (6-7-8). Disease severity (%) was
calculated according to untreated control plots.
All fungicides inhibitited of mycelial growth at 3 different temperatures and 3 diffrent pH values (0.0±0.0) compared with
untreated control (P<0.05) in vitro experiments. There was no statistically differences between temperatures and pH values
combinations (P<0.05).
The most effective fungicide was found Floupyram+Tebuconazole and diseases severity was ranged 20.1 to 31.6 % in experiment
1 (P<0.05). In the other hand, Dodine was the most effective fungicide with 25.3 - 39,8 % diseases severity in experiment 2
(P<0.05). Different pH values did not affect fungicide efficiency for controlling of apple scap in both field trials (p<0.05).

P FUNGI 25
Efficacy of different fungicide application methods to control of Ascochyta blight (Ascochyta rabiei) in chickpea
S. E. Arici, M. A. Evsen
University of Suleyman Demirel, Faculty of Agriculture, Isparta, Turkey
evrimarici@sdu.edu.tr
Chickpea (Cicer arietinum L.) is an annual grain legume that is used extensively for human consumption and also, it is widely
cultivated in Turkey. Ascochyta blight caused by Ascochyta rabiei (Pass.) is most important disease of chickpea that affects the
quantitative and qualitative chickpea yield in Turkey. The fungus can infect all above ground parts of the plant and yield losses
increase due to this disease in cool, cloudy and humid weather conditions during the crop season. Fungicides management is
essential to control this disease. In this study, three fungicide, Mancozeb, Thiram, Pyraclostrobin + Boscalid, were tested against
Ascochyta rabiei at different applications including seed-treatment, seed-treatment + foliar spray and foliar spray. This study
was conducted on resistant chickpea variety, Koçbaşı and susceptible Sarı 98 under control conditions. Experiments were
evaluted after three weeks. Disease severity (%) was calculated according to control plants.
Pyraclostrobin + Boscalid and mancozeb showed significant reduction in disease severity at resistant Koçbası and susceptible Sari
98 variaties in all applications (P<0.05). However, thiram was less effective in disease severity with 44-69 % (P<0.05). Seedtreatment + foliar spray combination was the highest effect against disease on chickpea varieties Kocbasi (22%) and Sari 98
(12%) (P<0.05). Seed treatment had higher effect than foliar spray to control disease (P<0.05). The lowest efficiency was
determined in foliar spray application. The comparison of means showed that application of fungicide was a suitable strategy for
reduction of ascochyta blight severity.
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In vitro effect of five molecules pyridazine Phytophthora parasitica, Phytophthora citrophthora and cholletotrichum
gleosporioides isolated citrus
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Ibn Tofail University, Faculty of Science, Biology, kenitra, Morocco
2
Mohamed V University - Souissi, Faculty of Medicine and Pharmacy, Laboratory of Therapeutic Chemistry, Rabat, Morocco
3
National Institut for Agricultural Research (INRA), Plant Breeding and Conservation of Genetic Ressources, Kenitra, Morocco
4
Domaines Abbès El Kabbage (DAK), Mechra Bel Ksiri, Morocco
dboudoudou@yahoo.fr
The most important fungal diseases of the Moroccan citrus orchard are those that are caused by Phytophthora spp. The
objective of this study was to evaluate the in vitro effect of five Molecules Pyridazine based on mycelial growth and spore
production of two species of Phytophthora spp (P.parasitica and P.citrophthora) and a species cholletotrichum gleosporioides
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from citrus fruit grown in the Gharh region of Morocco. In addition, this study was complemented by an in vitro test of the effect
of the five molecules on the development of phytophthora spp on branches of a sensitive rootstock. The results showed that
both Phytophthora species tested are sensitive to different molecules used and in varying degrees; while the species of C.
gloeosporioides require much higher doses of the five molecules for inhibition of mycelial growth. It seems that the tested
molecules inhibit the two stages of the life cycle of Phytophthora isolates tested at moderate concentrations. By cons, they act
more on the production of C.gloeosporioides spores than on their mycelial growth due to the strong IC90 values.

P FUNGI 27
Cercospora Beticola Sensitivity to Strobilurins and Triazoles in Italy
C. Turan, E. Bertacchini, G. Battistini, A. Brunelli, M. Collina
University of Bologna, DipSA, Bologna, Italy
ceren.turan2@unibo.it
Introduction: Commercial mixtures of difenoconazole, fenpropidin, tetraconazole, trifloxystrobin and azoxystrobin are the most
frequent fungicides used in Italy to control cercospora leaf spot (CLS), caused by the fungus Cercospora beticola. The resistance
development risk to these fungicides is moderate for triazoles and piperidines, whereas the risk is high for QoIs (Brent and
Holloman, 2007). Therefore, this study was aimed to evaluate the sensitivity of C. beticola isolates collected from Northern Italy
to difenoconazole and strobilurin fungicides.
Material and methods: Total 228 isolates were collected from trial plots, commercial fields and one garden in September 2012
and 2013 for fungicide sensitivity studies. Conidial germination tests were examined using trifloxystrobin as technical grade
(Sigma) to achieve 0.01, 0.1, 1, 2 mg/L and commercial formulation of 100 mg/L (Flint, 50%, Bayer). Technical grade of
difenoconazole (Sigma) (0, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10 mg/L) was tested for mycelial growth inhibition. Mean EC 50 values were calculated by
probit analysis and MIC values were determined.Mean percentage of relative germination (RG%) at 2 mg/L and 100 mg/L were
calculated per each isolate for trifloxystrobin.
Results: Experimental and commercial field samples showed lower sensitivity to trifloxystrobin(EC50 >2 mg/L, RG > 78% at 2 mg/L
and >64% at 100 mg/L) than that obtained on the samples collected in garden (EC 50 0.17 mg/L, RG 10.48% and 2.12% at 2 mg/L
and 100 mg/L, respectively). Decrease in sensitivity was observed comparing to the baseline study (Cioni et al., 2013) carried out
in Northern Italy by our group in 2009 and in USA (Secor et al., 2010). EC50 values for difenoconazole were from 0.83 to 3.04
mg/L for experimental and commercial field samples and EC50 0.13 mg/L for isolates sampled from the garden. MIC of all isolates
were found >10 mg/L. The data obtained for difenoconazole presented lower sensitivity in experimental and commercial field
samples according to the studies in USA and Greece (Secor et al., 2010, Karaoglanidis and Bardas, 2006).
Conclusion: Sensitivity tests indicated that QoI resistance had developed in all Cercospora beticola populations. As for
difenoconazole, some cases of decreased sensitivity of the pathogen were observed. This decreased sensitivity had lower
intensity with respect to strobilurins.

P FUNGI 28
Role of single site-specific Allele replacement into SVHK1 Locus in the study of Stemphylium Vesicarium Dicarboximide and
Phenylpyrrole Fungicides Resistance
K. Gazzetti, A. Ciriani, A. Brunelli, M. Collina
University of Bologna, DipSA, Bologna, Italy
katia.gazzetti@unibo.it
Introduction: Stemphylium vesicarium is the fungal agent of pear Brown Spot and its resistance to dicarboximide fungicides has
been a known concerning phenomenon since the 1990s. Henceforward, pear orchards have been monitored and field strains
have been tested by mycelial growth inhibition assays to understand the sensitivity to dicarboximide and phenylpyrrole
fungicides. Four phenotype classes were recognized according to in vitro responses to procymidone and iprodione: S (sensitive),
S+ (low resistance), R1 (moderate resistance), R2 (high resistance). Cross-resistance to fludioxonil was only detected in R2
phenotype. Previous molecular studies correlated dicarboximide resistance class with single aminoacid substitutions observed in
a two-component histidine kinase (HK1), corresponding to single nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs) in the nucleotidic sequence of
SvHK1 gene (Alberoni et al., 2010). The goal of this ongoing study is to define the role of known SNPs in SvHK1 sequence on
dicarboximide resistance by the replacement of the S allele with S+, R1 or R2 alleles.
Material and methods, results: A reference sensitive strain was selected through biological and molecular assays and DNA was
properly extracted. Fusion PCR technique was used to build the linear disruption vector (KOSvHK1). Fungal protoplast were
obtained by enzymatic lysis of cell wall and transformed. KOSvHK1 replacement of SvHK1 gene produced null mutants which
were able to grow up on Hygromycin B. Transformants will be screened for unique and site-specific insertion of KOSvHK1 using
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PCR and Southern Blotting assays. Interesting mutants will be transformed with linear complementation vectors (S+SvHK1 or
R1SvHK1 or R2SvHK1) and complemented strains will be tested for the expected acquired resistance level.
Discussion: Assessment of the role of SNP mutations in SvHK1 sequence in S. vesicarium resistant phenotypes to dicarboximides
will make available to use a RealTime PCR assay to quickly determine resistant allele-frequency in monitored populations. The
final results will be able to increase the possibility of quantify, prevent and manage the iprodione and fludioxonil resistance risk
in practice.
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G143A Detection in Venturia Inaequalis in Turkish Apple Orchards
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Introduction: Strobilurins have been used in Turkey since 1998 and unfortunately, in the late 2000’s control failures were
observed in appleorchards due to intensive treatment. The G143A substitution in the inhibitor binding site of cytochrome b of
Venturia inaequalis confers a high level of resistance to strobilurins. This study was undertaken to evaluate strobilurin resistance
by in vitro assays and through molecular assay for detecting the A143 allele position in Turkish V. inaequalis field populations.
Material and methods: The study was carried out on ten bulk populations each obtained from 40-50 scabbed leaves collected in
western and southern Turkish orchards in 2011. Samples were originated from different scab management (wild type, untreated
and poor control by strobilurins). Conidial germination tests were examined using trifloxystrobin as active material (Sigma) to
achieve 0, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 2 mg/L.Mean EC50 values were calculated by probit analysis. CAPS (Cleaved Amplified Polymorphic
Sequence) PCR analysis with two specific primers ANK 10 and ANK 283 which amplify a 413 bp fragment of V. inaequalis
cytochrome bwas carried out to evaluate the presence of G143A substitution.
Results: Samples collected from untreated orchards showed low mean EC50 values ranging from 0.00001 to 0.04 mg/L and
absence of G143A substitution, including a wild type population. They can be considered sensitive to strobilurins according to
the baseline study by Kung Farber et al., 2002. Using CAPS-PCR method, the G143A substitution was found in five field samples
originating from Turkish orchards in which apple scab proved difficult to be controlled by strobilurins and they presented very
low sensitivity to trifloxystrobin (mean EC50 ranging from 1.46 to >2 mg/L). Therefore, they can be considered resistant (Kung
Farber et al., 2002).
Conclusion: The results lead us to conclude that in some Turkish apple growing areas V. inaequalis populations resistant to
strobilurins are present. The PCR-based method in this study efficiently reveals the presence of the G143A substitution in
Turkish V. inaequalis field populations.The quantification of mutated alleles through real-time PCR analysis has been in progress.

P FUNGI 30
Transposon mediated DMIs resistance in Penicillium digitatum
H. Li, X. Sun
Zhejiang University, College of Agriculture and Biotechnology, Hangzhou, Zhejiang, China
hyli@zju.edu.cn
Penicillium digitatum, causing green mold, is the most destructive postharvest pathogen of citrus worldwide. The phenotype and
genotype of 383 isolates of P. digitatum, collected from Zhejiang, China, during 2000 to 2010, were characterized in terms of
their imazalil sensitivity. The frequency of IMZ-R isolates increased from 2.1% in 2000 to 84% in 2010. Only 6.5% and 4.5% of the
IMZ-R isolates belong to the IMZ-R1 and IMZ-R2 previously described, respectively. To determine the resistance mechanism of
the predominant and unknown IMZ-R isolates of P. digitatum (termed as IMZ-R3), PdCYP51B, homologous to the PdCYP51A
gene, was cloned from IMZ-R3 and IMZ-S isolates. Sequence alignments revealed that a unique 199bp insertion was present in
the promoter region of PdCYP51B in all IMZ-R3 isolates examined, but was absent in all tested IMZ-S isolates as well as in IMZ-R1
s
and IMZ-R2 isolates. Introduction of another copy of PdCYP51B (from IMZ-S) into a IMZ-S isolate did increase the resistance of
R
P. digitatum to DMIs; whereas introduction of a copy of PdCYP51B (from IMZ-R3) dramatically increased the resistance level of
P. digitatum to DMIs. Further studies indicated that this 199 bp element was a MITE-like element, designated as PdMLE1. BLAST
searching and southern blot showed that PdMLE was unique to P. digitatum. P. digitatum mutant harboring the PdMLE1 fused
GFP gene showed the strong green fluorescence, indicating the powerful promoter activity of PdMLE1. By promoter deletion,
we identified a 20 bp core sequence in PdMLE1 which was associated with its promoter activity. Thus, we proposed a model that
PdMLE1 acted as a powerful promoter and most likely recruited the transcription factor(s), therefore led to the overexpression
of PdCYP51B gene and conferred P. digitatum with DMI resistance. This is the first regulation model of transposon resulted
fungicide resistance proved in plant pathogens.
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Developing a new biopesticide Shenqinmycin using the secondary metabolits phenazine-1-carboxylic acids from the PGPR
Pseudomonas strain by genetic and metabolic engineering
Y.-W. He
Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Shanghai, China
yawenhe@sjtu.edu.cn
The development of green pesticides with high efficiency and low toxicity has aroused wide public interest in recent years.
Phenazine-1-carboxylic acid (PCA) produced by pseudomonads has proven effectively again a range of soil-borne fungal
phytopathogens and has great potential for development as a new kind of fungicide. The melon rhizosphere-originating
Pseudomonas sp. M18 produces two different antibiotics, PCA and pyoluteorin. During the last decade, several rounds of genetic
modifications, including inactivation of the quorum sensing repressor QscR and the global regulator GacA, and increasing the
copy number of PCA biosynthesis cluster, have been conducted and PCA yield in the engineered strain has been significantly
increased. Through optimizing the culture medium components, PCA yield was achieved as high as 4,000 mg/L, which is
economically applicable for large-scale commercial purposes. PCA has been registered as “Shenqinmycin” in China. The control
effects of Shenqinmycin on rice sheath blight disease have been tested in field during 2008-2009 in 13 provinces of China. In
2011, 1% Shenqinmycin suspension was offically approved as a new biospesticide to protect rice and vegetables against diseases
caused by Rhizoctonia solani, Fusarium oxysporum etc. Sales in China have reached over 2.2 million US dollar during the last 2
years. Recently we have sequenced the genome of M18 and we found that seven genomic islands and six biocontrol-related
gene clusters probably contribute to its biocontrol activities and living abilities in rhizosphere niches. We are currently
investigating the mutual relationship of two PCA biosynthesis cluster, how quorum sensing mechanism controls PCA production,
and the global regulatory network of PCA biosynthesis. Our latest results will be presented.

P FUNGI 32
Polymorphisms in fungicide resistance genes of Venturia inaequalis from a sanitation trial orchard
J. C. Meitz-Hopkins, S. G. Von Diest, C. L. Lennox
Stellenbosch University, Plant Pathology, Stellenbosch, South Africa
juliam@sun.ac.za
Venturia inaequalis causes large crop losses in South Africa and is currently managed through fungicide application only.
Fungicide resistance buildup has been shown to occur in the pathogen populations and it has been hypothesised that this trend
can be reverted through primary inoculum reduction.
Therefore, the aims of the study were to (i) isolate V. inaequalis from a field trial using orchard sanitation and (ii) analyse three
candidate fungicide resistance gene loci for occurring polymorphisms.
Venturia inaequalis samples from the Ceres and Grabouw regions were isolated from single spores and tested for fungicide
sensitivity against two classes of fungicides (anilinopyrimidine cyprodinil, and demethylation inhibitor flusilazole) by determining
the EC50 using fungicide amended agar plate tests. DNA was extracted from all V. inaequalis isolates and PCR-RFLP analyses as
well as sequencing was conducted for nucleotide binding site 2 of the ABC2 transporter gene (ABC2) and cystathione gamma
ligase and cystathione gamma synthase regions from 40 resistant and 40 sensitive isolates per fungicide.
Most of the isolates (80%) found to be sensitive to flusilazole, whereas only 33% of isolates were sensitive to cyprodinil.
Multisite resistance was found in 17% of isolates. Non-synonymous polymorphisms with potential functional consequences
were found in the ABC2 gene and the CGL gene, where two main haplotype groups were identified.
Certain CGL haplotypes were predominant in the fungicide exposed population, thus could have been selected for due to
resistant phenotypes.

P FUNGI 33
Screening of potato varieties and evaluation of fungicides against late blight of potato, Phytophthora infestans
A. R. Khan
King Saud University Riyadh, Saudi Arabia., Plant Protection, Al Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
malix.477@gmail.com
Late blight of potato caused by Phytophthora infestans (Mont.) de Bary, is one of the most important diseases in all potato
(Solanum tuberosum L.) growing areas of Pakistan. Field experiments were conducted to screen out thirty potato varieties and
to evaluate the efficacy of three fungicides namely, Tazoline (mancozeb + metalaxy), Kocide (copper oxychloride) and Ridomil
Gold (mefenoxam) on three most susceptible potato varieties against late blight. Isolation, identification, pathogenicity test,
fungicidal evaluation and yield data were used to evaluate the efficacy of late blight disease on potato. Most of the potato
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varieties showed susceptibility to P. infestans. Fourteen varieties were moderately resistant, eight were moderately susceptible,
five were susceptible and three were highly susceptible. Very low disease incidence (Disease rating scale, DRS) was recorded in
varieties Desire and SH-297. Ridomil Gold (4.4) showed the best resulted followed by Tazoline (6.0) and Kocide (7.3) as
compared to control (8.2). Variety SH-479 was the best one having mean disease severity (6.0) followed by FD-76-35 with mean
disease severity (6.2). Variety SH-479 gave higher potato yield (217.7g) per plant while SH-332 gave 194.3g_yield per plant as
compared to control treatment (without fungicidal spray) which gave 124.7g_yield per potato plant. It is recommended that
potato varieties Desire and SH-297 are more promising one and fungicide Ridomil Gold is the best way to control late blight of
potato.
Figure 1

Figure 2
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New findings about the sensitivity of Plasmopara Ticola to CAA fungicides
I. M. Nanni, A. Pirondi, D. Mancini, A. Brunelli, M. Collina
University of Bologna, DipSA, Bologna, Italy
irenemaja.nanni@unibo.it
Introduction: Carboxylic Acid Amides (CAA) are widely used to control grapevine downy mildew (Plasmopara viticola)
worldwide. Dimethomorph, the first CAA fungicide (Albert et al., 1988), has been authorized in Italy since 1994. Other CAA
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compounds as iprovalicarb, benthiavalicarb, valifenalate have been in use since the early 2000s, while mandipropamid was
introduced in 2009. In 2010 the single point mutation leading to an amino acid exchange from glycine to serine at codon 1105
(G1105S) in the CesA3 protein was discovered, conferring CAA resistance in P. viticola (Blum et al, 2010). During the last years,
resistance has increased gradually in Europe although field performances has been good (FRAC). A wide monitoring work has
been carrying out to evaluate the sensitivity of Italian P. viticola populations to CAA fungicides. In this text some results obtained
in biological assays conducted towards mandipropamid and dimethomorph.will be reported.
Material and methods: Twenty-five samples were collected in Northern Italy vineyards during 2013-2014 years. Bioassays were
carried out on leaf discs and seedlings (grown in greenhouse) applying 5 concentrations (from 3 to 300 mg/L a.i.) of
mandipropamid (Pergado SC) and dimethomorph (Forum 50 WP) 24 hours before inoculation. For each concentration a total of
15 leaf discs (22 mmÆ) were soaked in the fungicide suspensions. Dried leaf discs were then transferred to survival water agar
medium (1.5%) in Petri dishes in triplicates. Seven samples out of 25 were processed for bioassays on seedlings
4
(3/concentration) sprayed till run off. The inoculations were done by spraying a sporangial suspensions (5x10 spores/ml) onto
the adaxial face of each leaf disc or of the 2-3 leaves per seedling. The sporulation was assessed 8-10 days after the treatment
evaluating the sporulated leaf surface. The EC50 values (mg/l) were calculated by probits analysis.
Results: Data obtained from both bioassays were consistent. Thirty-two percent of samples were considered sensitive with an
EC50 <1 mg/l for both fungicides. The remainder samples showed an EC 50>300 mg/l for mandipropamid while dimetomorph had
EC50 ranging from 1.6 to 22.54 mg/l.
Conclusion: The results obtained from bioassays seem to demonstrate the presence in Italy of P. viticola strains with different
sensitivity to dimethomorph and mandipropamid. We have been studying this phenomenon also by other experimental
approaches (molecular analysis and field trials) to better define the possible different resistant mechanism.

P FUNGI 35
Influence of selected preparations on in vitro growth of Fusarium spp.
S. Stępniewska-Jarosz, K. Sadowska, N. Łukaszewska-Skrzypniak, M. Tyrakowska, M. Rataj-Guranowska
Institute of Plant Protection - National Research Institute, Bank of Plant Pathogens and Investigation on Their Biodiversity,
Poznań, Poland
sylstep@poczta.onet.pl
The aim of the study was to compare the fungistatic impact of fungicides containing various biologically active substances with
the effect of preparations based on natural active substances and bacteria strains on the colony growth of 10 isolates of
Fusarium spp. in laboratory conditions. Isolates originating from Polish herbs and medicinal plants were selected. They came
from a Bank of Plant Pathogens Institute of Plant Protection - National Research Institute in Poznan.
In the experiments, three fungicides (containing various biologically active substances), and three different preparations based
on natural active substances: Biosept 33 SL (extract of grapefruit), Biochikol 020 PC (chitosan) and Polyversum WP (oospores of
Pytium oligandrum) were used . Evaluation of fungistatic activity of preparations were carried out on Petri dishes with Potato
Dextrose Agar medium (PDA). Tested preparations were added to sterile medium at active substances concentrations of 1, 10,
100 and 1000 ppm. The plates were incubated at 24°C. Measurement of cultures growth were taken for 14 days along two
perpendicular lines. The results were compared with the control growing on a PDA medium without the addition of
formulations. Each experimental combination included 4 replicates.
During the experiment different degrees of growth inhibition of Fusarium spp. colonies were observed. The sensibility of the
fungi was dependent on the type of formulation and on the dose. Laboratory tests have confirmed the possibility of the use of
biological formulations for plant protection against Fusarium spp. It is very important in herbs and medicinal plants cultivation.
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Efficacy of Fungicides against Downy Mildew of Basil (Peronospora Belbahrii) in Italy
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Introduction: Sweet basil (Ocimum basilicum) is in Italy an economically important herb crop cultivated both in greenhouse and
in field for fresh and mainly processed (pesto sauce) consumption. Downy mildew (Peronospora belbahrii) (Belbahri et al, 2005;
Thines et al., 2009) is the major threat of this crop and it needs many fungicide applications. Over many years, metalaxyl-M was
the most utilized active ingredient (a.i.) even if during the last years efficacy reductions were pointed out probably due to
pathogen resistance issues (own data not yet published). Mandipropamid, azoxystrobin and fluopicolide+propamocarb a.i. s are
also authorized but, because of the risk of resistance development, the availability of other products, possibly with different
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MoA, should be useful. The aim of this study was to evaluate the activity against P. belbahrii of some fungicides authorized in
Italy on other herb crops but not on basil as dimethomorph, fosetyl-Al, amisulbrom and cyazofamid.
Materials and methods: The study was carried out under greenhouse and in field. Twenty-four hours after the spraying with the
5
above mentioned fungicides, potted plants grown in greenhouse were inoculated with a sporangia suspension (10 /ml). The
field trial was conducted in late summer 2014 testing fosetyl Al and amilsulbrom in randomized blocks design with four
repetitions. Four treatments were applied with intervals of 6 days by aCarpi backpack hand-sprayer.The assessments were made
as percentage of sporulated leaf surface area in both experimental trials: at the end of an appropriate incubation period in
greenhouse, after the appearance of natural infections on untreated plants in field.Data were processed by analysis of the
variance and mean values compared by the Duncan test (p=0.05).
Results: Greenhouse and field results were consistent, showing a high efficacy degree (from 75 to 100%) for all tested products,
especially considering the elevate infection degree (from 75 to 90%) observed on untreated plants.
Conclusions: The results showed that dimethomorph (Forum 50WP, 50 g/100 l), fosetyl-Al (Aliette, 300 g), amisulbrom (Leimay,
60 ml) and cyazofamid (Ranman Top, 50 ml) should be successfully used against P. belbahrii on basil also in order toreduce the
risk of appearance of less sensitivestrainstochemicalscurrentlyavailable.

P FUNGI 37
Copper sensitivity of Italian Pseudomonas syringae pv actinidiae strains
G. Battistini, M. Collina
University of Bologna, DipSA, Bologna, Italy
marina.collina@unibo.it
Introduction: Pseudomonas syringae pv. actinidiae (Psa) is the agent of the bacterial canker of green and yellow-fleshed
kiwifruit (respectively Actinidia deliciosa and A. chinensis). It is the cause of severe economic losses in Japan (Takikawa et al.,
1989), South Korea (Koh et al., 1994) and Iran (Mazarei and Mostofipour, 1994). This pathogen was reported on A. deliciosa in
Italy for the first time in 1994 (Scortichini, 1994) without yield losses up to 2008 when the disease infected most part of orchards
located in Latium region. Psa is currently a worldwide pandemic disease, threatening the kiwifruit producing countries,
particularly Italy, France, New Zealand and Chile. The current chemical control of Psa in the ﬁeld is reliant on spraying of copperbased compounds (Koh et al., 1996; Nakajima et al., 2002; Vanneste et al., 2011). Unfortunately, copper may lead many bacteria
to develop different strategies to overcome its toxicity (Nies, 1999). This study was undertaken to establish the copper
sensitivity of many strains of Psa coming from North of Italy isolated during 2009-2013 years.
Materials and methods: A total of 53 strains (24 collected during 2009-2011, 29 in 2012-2013) were evaluated for copper
++
sensitivity by their ability to grow on media supplemented with copper sulphate (0-0.64-1.2-2.4-4.8 mM of Cu ). The medium
Ceria 132 (Vanneste et al. 1992) was chosen because of its limited copper binding capacity. Bacterial suspensions containing
3
1x10 CFU/ml of Psa were spotted on plates which were then incubated at 24°C for two days. The assessment was made as
Minimal Inibitory Concentration (MIC).
Results: The fifty-four percent of strains isolated from 2009 to 2011 (namely before the widespread and massive use of copper
++
in field) showed 1.2 <MIC values < 2.4 mM of Cu while the remainder had a MIC<1.2 mM. The percentage of strains with 1.2
++
<MIC values < 2.4 mM of Cu increased up to 82.7% on isolates collected during 2012-13.
Conclusion: The Psa isolates sampled in northern Italy during 2009-2013 years showed a normal sensitivity to copper ion
according to other studies (Nakajima et al., 2001). Nevertheless, we have to consider that the number of the strains with 1.2
++
++
<MIC values< 2.4 mM of Cu has increased during the last years (2.4 mM of Cu corresponds to half of the minimum dose
currently used in field during the vegetation period).
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Antifungal activiy of essential oil from Ammodaucus leucotrichus Coss. & Dur. growing wild in South West of Algeria on the
fungic growth
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achrafsystemdz@yahoo.fr
Objectives: This work studies the antifungal capacity of the essential oil of spontaneous aromatic plant with vocation medicinal
used in the traditional treatments in the South-West of Algeria: Ammodaucus leucotrichus Coss Dur.
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Materials and methods: The essential oil was isolated from seeds of plant material by hydrodistillation, for 4h, using a
Clevenger-type apparatus. The physico-chemical analysis [1] of the essential oil of this plant specie has enables to us to even
characterize to identify our oil. Antifungal activity of the essential oil was studied witch respect to seven fungal strains with
various concentrations.
Results: The local plant tested gives a good essential oil yield (1.55%). The results of direct contact method show that the oil of
Ammodaucus leucotrichus Coss Dur is proven very effective on the mycelial growth of the moulds. All strains were inhibited at
concentration as weak as 1/1000 (V/V). Fusarium oxysporum f.sp.albedinis, Alternaria, Cladosporium and Pénicilluim expansum
were most sensitive, being inhibited as from 1/5000 (V/V).
The evaluation of fungal biomass on liquid medium [2] of the seven fungal strains, showed a clear reduction in the biomass
formed until a total inhibition showed. Majority of strains were inhibited at concentration as weak as 1/150 (V/V). Whereas
Cladosporium and Alternaria were most sensitive, being inhibited as from 1/5000 (V/V).
Conclusions: This essential oil has a fungistatic effect.
References:
[1] AFNOR, Recueil des Normes Françaises ; Détermination des caractéristiques physiques et chimiques des huiles essentielles.
Association Française de normalisation, (1992).
[2] A. Imtiaj and T.S. Lee, Screening of antibacterial and antifungal activities from Korean wild mushrooms. World journal of
agricultural sciences, 3(3), 316-321, (2007). accession: 26406718
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Changes in photosynthetic efficiency and color in Alfalfa by Mesosufuron Methyl + Iodosulfuron Methyl
1
1
1
1
1
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A. Garcia-Lopez , J. J. Garcia-Gerardo , C. E. Ail-Catzim , D. Gonzalez-Mendoza , M. Cruz-Villegas , M. D. Muy-Rangel
1
Universidad Autonoma de Baja California, Instituto de Ciencias Agricolas, Mexicali, Mexico
2
Centro de Investigación en Alimentación y Desarrollo, Culiacán, Mexico
amgarcial@uabc.edu.mx
Introduction: In Mexico, specifically at Mexicali Valley and San Luis Río Colorado, 29,545 ha of alfalfa are sown, who often
accidentally sprayed with mesosulfuron methyl + iodosulfuron methyl herbicide for weed control in wheat, leaving without
production and commercial value of this forage to the producer. It’s known this herbicide inhibits ALS (Acetolactate synthase,
E.C. 2.2.1.6) and therefore not valine, leucine and isoleucine amino acids are synthesized by the plant, but the effects in
photosynthetic efficiency and color by phytotoxicity in alfalfa are unknown.
Objective: Evaluate changes in photosynthetic efficiency, color and greenness index in alfalfa sprayed with three doses of
mesosulfuron methyl + iodosulfuron methyl.
®
-1
-1
-1
Materials and methods: Three doses of herbicide Sigma Forte (6,25 g + 1,25 g ha ; 12,5 g + 2.5 g ha ; 25 g + 5 g ha of active
ingredient; mesosulfuron methyl and iodosulfuron methyl, respectively) and control (water) were applied on alfalfa field with a
motorized sprayer. Before herbicide doses application and after that, was performed in situ sampling every third day to evaluate
photosynthetic efficiency (Fv/Fm; Junior Pam, Walz), color (°Hue; X-Rite SP60) and greenness index (Spad units; SPAD 502,
Minolta) for 15 days. Random completely design was performed, one way ANOVA and Tukey test (p=0.05) by Statistix 8.0 was
run.
Results: In general, a decrease in photosynthetic efficiency (Figure 1), color and greenness index were observed in response to
-1
herbicide doses (Figure 2), from the third day after the application of herbicide. These effects were more severe at 25 g + 5 g ha
dose.
Conclusion: The herbicide applied doses affect negatively photosynthetic efficiency, color and greenness index in alfalfa
although the action mode inhibits ALS enzymatic activity.
Figure 1. Photosynthetic efficiency behavior in alfalfa by mesosulfuron methyl + iodosulfuron methyl doses.

Figure 2. Color and greenness index changes in alfalfa by mesosulfuron methyl + iodosulfuron methyl doses.
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Mechanism of Ammannia arenaria resistance to Bensulfuron-Methyl
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J. Zhu , X. Wang , Y. Liu , W. Zhou , G. Zheng , X. Cai , X. Weng , S. Li , L. Lu , X. Chen
1
Zhejiang University, College of Agriculture and Biotechnology, Hangzhou, China
2
Northeast Agricultural University, College of Agriculture, Haerbin, China
3
Taizhou Entry-exit Inspection and Quarantine Bureau, Taizhou, China
zhjw@zju.edu.cn
Ammannia spp. are popular harmful weeds in paddy rice field worldwide. A. arenaria has been becoming one of the most
harmful weeds, and its occurrence area was expanding rapidly in China in recent years. The efficacy of mainly used herbicide
bensulfuron-methyl(BSM) to the weed was very poor, and it was confirmed that the biotype AH014 (from GuangDe, Anhui) of
the weed was resistant to BSM with resistance index of 8.0, but the mechanism of the resistance kept unknown. The object is to
clarify the reason of A. areneria resiatance to BSM. The gene coding BSM target enzyme acetohydroxyacid synthase (ALS) of the
resistant biotype and susceptible biotype HZ001 (from Hangzhou, Zhejiang) were analyzed. The full length of ALS DNA sequence
was 2235 bp without intron, coding 667 amino acids and 86% of them were similar to Descurainia Sophia and Conyza canadensis
as a result of comparison by BLAST software. There was mutation in ALS gene in the resistant biotype, and the 197th amino acid
proline (Pro) was substituted by serine (Ser). The amino acid substitution in this position has been confirmed as BSM resistance
mechanism in several weed. The results showed that the ALS gene mutation and 197th amino acid substitution serine for proline
might be the mechanism of A. arenaria resistance to bensulfuron-methyl, It was the first report of the molecular mechanism of
the weed even the Ammannia spp. resistance to BSM in the world, it is the basic knowledge for the resistant weed risk
evaluation and management strategies making(The work was funded by National Natural Science Foundation of China
(31171863), Special Fund for Agro-scientific Research in the Public Interest (201303031, 201303022). Project supported by
Zhejiang Entry-exit Inspection and Quarantine Bureau (ZK201324))

P HERBI 3
Interaction effect between seed treatments and pre-emergence herbicides on maize cultivars in South Africa
E. Hugo, M. Van der Walt, J. Saayman-Du Toit
Agricultural Research Council, Grain Crops Institute, Potchefstroom, South Africa
hugoe@arc.agric.za
In South Africa maize seed is treated with either a fungicidal or insecticidal product, or with both to protect seedlings from soilborne fungal diseases and insect pests. The use of registered pre-emergence herbicides for effective control of weeds are
commonly practiced by maize producers and questions with regard to interactions between seed treatments and herbicide
products were raised. The interaction effect between seed treatments and the use of pre-emergence herbicides on the
germination and emergence of maize seedlings was evaluated and quantified. Greenhouse trials were conducted using cultivars
from Pannar and Pioneer Hi-Bred. Two sets of seed were tested, i.e. treated and not treated. Three soil applied herbicides
(acetochlor 700 g ai SE, acetochlor 840 g ai EC and s-metolachlor 915 g ai EC) were applied at the label rate and double the label
rate. The experimental design was a complete randomised design with four replicates per treatment. Mean time to emergence,
total number of emerged seedlings and visual symptoms of phytotoxicity were recorded. Plant height was measured weekly and
dry mass was determined at 54 days after planting. Data were expressed as a percentage of control treatments and subjected to
an ANOVA using Genstat® for Windows Release 14.1. Cultivars treated with the respective seed treatments emerged faster and
total number of seedlings emerged was higher when compared to untreated seed. The interaction between seed dressing and
herbicides applied was significant for plant height and dry mass of Pannar cultivars. Pannar seedlings were stunted where
double the label rate of all herbicides was applied in seed treatments. Stunting was only observed for Pioneer Hi-Bred cultivars
that were untreated at double the dosage rate of acetochlor 700 g ai SE. Phytotoxicity symptoms of cultivars was observed as a
tight folded coleoptile, usually dark green in colour and twisting or curling of the whirl. Phytotoxicity was more severe where
Pannar seed was treated while Pioneer Hi-Bred cultivars showed more phytotoxicity where seed was not treated. The
interaction between seed dressings and herbicide applications was cultivar related and was mostly significant for the first 4
weeks after emergence. All seedlings, however, outgrew stunting and visual phytotoxicity symptoms 10 weeks after planting.
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Glyphosate resistant biotypes of goosegrass and horseweed in Japan
T. Tominaga, E. Nagai, Y. Shimono, S. Teramoto
Kyoto University, Agriculture, Kyoto, Japan
tominaga@kais.kyoto-u.ac.jp
Introduction: Glyphosate has been used in agricultural and non-agricultural areas in Japan. Some wild populations of goosegrass
(Eleusine indica (L.) Gaertn.) and horseweed (Conyza canadensis (L.) Cronquist) grow and display high survival rates after the
application of glyphosate at 2.3 kg ai ha-1, the recommended dose. This suggests that resistance to glyphosate has evolved in
the wild populations of the two species. To clarify the mechanisms conferring glyphosate resistance is important for managing
the glyphosate resistant biotypes of the two species.
Objectives: The objectives of the study are to elucidate a mutation in the target enzyme, 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate
synthase (EPSPS) gene, amplification of the EPSPS gene and reduced glyphosate translocation.
Materials and methods: Complementary DNA (cDNA) sequencing analysis of the EPSPS gene was conducted to elucidate a
mutation in the EPSPS gene and quantitative real-time PCR was conducted. Studies on the translocation of glyphosate in
resistant biotypes of goosegrass and horseweed are undergoing.
Results: Complementary DNA sequencing analysis of the EPSPS gene indicated that there were no mutations conferring amino
acid substitution at codon 106 in the EPSPS gene in the resistant biotypes of both species. Amplification of the EPSPS gene did
not occur in the resistant biotypes of both species. Researches on the translocation of glyphosate in resistant biotypes of both
species are in progress.
Conclusion: Any mutation in the EPSPS gene and amplification of the EPSPS gene were not found in the glyphosate-resistant
populations of both species.

P HERBI 5
Arylex™ active (halauxifen-methyl): A novel post-emergence herbicide for cereal crops with a broad activity on
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becker1@dow.com
Introduction: Dow AgroSciences is constantly seeking to develop new herbicides with new or broader weed spectrums to close
unmet needs and with alternative modes of action to help manage resistant weed biotypes.
Objectives: Arylex™ active is a novel arylpicolinate herbicide and has been evaluated in all major cereal cultivating regions.
Results will be presented that describe the active substance and its key characteristics.
Material and methods: Field trials and numerous lab and greenhouse studies have been conducted to investigate the biological
performance of Arylex and to evaluate its toxicological and environmental profile.
Results: Arylex is a new post-emergence herbicide for the control of dicotyledonous weeds in cereal crops. It is the first member
of a new class of synthetic auxin herbicides. Arylex is highly active at low doses (5-10 g ae/ha). When applied in post emergence
in spring and winter cereals, Arylex herbicide controls a broad range of important weeds in cereal markets such as CENCY,
CHEAL, DESSO, GAETE, FUMOF, GALAP, GERSS, LAMSS, AMBEL and PAPRH including weed biotypes resistant to other mode of
actions such as ALS inhibitors. But unlike other synthetic auxin herbicides, the activity of Arylex on weeds is not significantly
influenced by temperature. When applied with the safener cloquintocet, Arylex is selective in winter and spring cereals.
Selectivity in cereals is due a slower rate of Arylex de-esterification to the active and mobile form of Arylex: halauxifen-acid.
Cloquintocet enhances the metabolism rate in cereals through demethylation and conjugation prior to the formation of
halauxifen-acid. To susceptible weed species, Arylex causes the typical symptoms of synthetic auxins and symptoms can occur
within a few hours. Arylex degrades rapidly in soil and plants and does not induce any risk to rotational crops. Arylex exhibits
favorable environmental and toxicological profiles. Arylex will be combined with other herbicides from Dow AgroSciences such
as florasulam or fluroxypyr and will be offered in a range of dry or liquid formulations.
Conclusion: Arylex™ active is a new herbicide in development by Dow AgroSciences for the control of broadleaf weeds. It offers
effective post-emergence control including herbicide resistant species at low dose rates, provides consistent weed control under
adverse climatic conditions, and degrades rapidly in soils and crop plant tissues.
®™Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company ("DOW") or an affiliated company of Dow
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GF-2644 & GF-2819: two new herbicides containing Arylex™ Active herbicide (halauxifen-methyl) to control wide range of
broadleaved weeds in cereals in Europe
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1
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2
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4
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Introduction: After the recent development of Arylex™ active herbicide, two new post-emergence herbicide mixtures containing
this active substance have been developed by Dow AgroSciences: GF-2644 (Arylex + florasulam) and GF-2819 (Arylex +
fluroxypyr).
Objectives: Arylex has been developed globally as a broadleaf weed herbicide with several Arylex based mixtures already
created for the North America, Asian, and Australian cereal markets. Field data for two first concepts will be presented that
show herbicidal efficacy and crop safety.
Material and methods: Field trials with both herbicides have been carried out across Europe to evaluate herbicidal efficacy and
crop safety.
Results: GF-2644 and GF-2819 are new post-emergence herbicide mixtures for use in winter and spring cereals, including wheat
(durum and spelt), rye, barley, and triticale. GF-2644 contains Arylex™ and florasulam formulated as an oil dispersion (OD), with
a maximum use rate of 1 L/ha which corresponds to an Arylex rate of 6 g ae/ha and a florasulam rate of 5 g ai/ha. Depending on
the country, GF-2644 can be applied from BBCH 11 to BBCH 45. When applied at the end of the winter or beginning of spring
(BBCH 13-32), GF-2644 controls a wide range of broadleaf weeds including key species such as Galium aparine, Matricaria ssp.,
Papaver rhoeas, Stellaria media, Lamium ssp., Centaurea cyanus, Chenopodium album, Cruciferae weeds, Fumaria officinalis,
Geranium ssp. and others.
GF-2819 contains Arylex and fluroxypyr in the form of an emulsified concentrate (EC), and at the maximum use rate of 0.5 L/ha
delivers Arylex at 6 g ae/ha and fluroxypyr at 140 g ae/ha. GF-2819 is a flexible product which can be used from BBCH 13 to
BBCH 45. When applied from tillering to BBCH 32, GF-2819 exhibits excellent control of Galium aparine, Stellaria media, Lamium
ssp. Centaurea cyanus, Chenopodium album, Fumaria officinalis, Geranium ssp., Galeopsis tetrahit, Ambrosia artemisiifolia, and
others.
Conclusion: GF-2644 and GF-2819 are two new and unique herbicides mixtures developed by Dow AgroSciences for postemergence use in winter and spring cereals. Both products offer a wide spectrum of weed control, excellent crop safety, and no
limitations for rotational crops. Both GF-2644 and GF-2819 contain Arylex™ active herbicide, a new tool to manage hard to
control and ALS resistant broadleaf weed species.
™Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company ("DOW") or an affiliated company of Dow.
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The impact of fungicide and herbicide timing on foliar disease severity, and barley productivity and quality
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Question: Barley producers in Western Canada are interested in mixing herbicides with a half-rate of fungicide at herbicide
timings for weed and disease control. However, a one pass herbicide-fungicide application may not provide direct protection
from pathogens for the upper cereal canopy leaves. The objective of the currrent study was to determine the effects of
herbicide and fungicide timings on barley leaf disease severity, and the productivity and kernel quality of the malting barley
cultivar AC Metcalfe.
®
Methods: At six sites across the Canadian prairies from 2010 to 2012 combinations of herbicide and the fungicide Tilt
(propiconazole) were applied to barley at the 2-3 leaf stage (herbicide and half-rate fungicide), 5-6 leaf stage (herbicide and half630
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rate fungicide), and/or the flag leaf stage (full or half-rate fungicide only). Each plot area was cross-seeded with tame oat as a
model weed prior to seeding. Upper canopy leaf samples were collected for leaf disease assessment at the early dough growth
stage. Weed biomass, and grain yield and quality were determined.
Results: Total leaf area diseased, (a combination of scald, both forms of net blotch and spot blotch) was greater for the 2-3 or 56 leaf stage herbicide only treatments and the combination herbicide and half-rate fungicide treatments compared with
fungicide at the flag leaf stage. Yield, thousand kernel weight, kernel plumpness and test weight were greatest and kernel thins
lowest for treatments with a flag leaf stage fungicide application. Split applications of fungicide at the time of herbicide
application and at flag leaf emergence did not improve disease management and crop productivity compared to a single full rate
fungicide application at the flag leaf stage. Weed biomass was generally not influenced by the treatments because weed control
was excellent at all sites. However, yield was lower when herbicide was applied at the 5-6 versus 2-3 leaf stage.
Conclusions: For improved leaf disease management and yield in barley, fungicide applications should include a flag leaf stage
timing for adequate protection of upper canopy leaves, which are key contributors to yield and grain filling. Delaying herbicide
application to the 5-6 leaf stage in an attempt to accommodate a fungicide application reduces barley yield due to early-season
weed interference.
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Effect of Imazapic residues on photosynthesis traits and chlorophyll fluorescence of maize seedlings
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The influence of various levels of imazapic residues(0~800 μg/kg) on the growth, chlorophyll concentration, photosynthetic
characteristics and chlorophyll fluorescence of maize seedlings were studied by adding imazapic to soil in the simulated pot
experiment in greenhouse. Upon treatment, plant height, root length and whole plant dry weight of maize decreased with the
increase of imazapic residues concentrations. Under stress, the root/shoot ratio initially decreased and then increased, which
indicated that effect of imazapic residues on plant height and root length of maize seedling may be different. The decline of
chlorophyll content and the net photosynthetic rate in the leaves of maize seedlings were observed for all treatments, and these
indexes showed a dose-response relationship to the concentrations of imazapic. Intercellular CO 2 concentration(Ci),
transpiration rate(Tr) and stomatal conductance(Gs) were also declined to varying extent, but chlorophyll a/b value increased
gradually. Chlorophyll fluorescence analysis showed that imazapic could significantly reduce the primary light energy conversion
efficiency(Fv/Fm), PSⅡ actual photochemical efficiency(ΦPSⅡ) and photochemical quenching(qP), but increase nonphotochemical quenching(NPQ) as the imazapic dosages were raised. Maize seedling leaves had a decreased fraction of light
energy allocated to photochemical reactions, while the fraction of light energy allocated to heat dissipation and
nonphotochemical reactions were increased with the rise of the imazapic residues concentrations. These results indicated that
imazapic may impair PSⅡ and block the electron transport in light reaction. Together, this study indicated that maize seedling
might have its photosynthetic protection mechanism in some degree under imazapic stress.

P HERBI 10
Transcriptomic evaluation of enhanced bioactivity caused by derivativation of allelochemical of Thunberg’s meadowsweet
(Spiraea thunbergii)
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Introduction: Thunberg’s meadowsweet (Spiraea thunbergii) is a popular garden shrub known to produce cis-cinnamoyl
glucosides as predominant allelochemicals. The essential chemical structure responsible for the bioactivity of them is ciscinnamic acid (cis-CA), which strongly inhibits the growth of several plant species. As we thought cis-CA is promising candidates
for the development of agrochemicals, chemical derivatization of cis-CA has been conducted and some cis-CA analogues with
intensified plant growth-inhibitory activity were successfully designed.
Objective: While these cis-CA analogues might serve as the lead chemicals in developing new herbicides, the reasons for their
ability to enhance growth-inhibitory activity need to be clarified through the use of molecular biology.
Materials and methods: To establish a rapid high-throughput evaluation system for the enhanced plant growth-inhibitory
activity caused by modifications of cis-CA’s chemical structure, a DNA microarray assay was used to analyze the changes in early
gene responses of Arabidopsis thaliana seedlings.
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Results: After a 6-h exposure to (Z)-3-(3-iodophenyl)acrylic acid, we observed an upregulation in three classes of early auxinresponsive genes, Aux/IAA, GH3, and SAUR,which was similar to the transcriptional response to indole-3-acetic acid (IAA),
together with an upregulation of the genes related to environmental stress and toxin detoxification responses. The genes
belonging to the Gene Ontology (GO) terms “responses to heat”, “toxin catabolic process”, “response to jasmonic acid stimulus”
and “UDP-glucosyltransferases”, were overrepresented. Gene responses to 2-(3,4-dihydronaphthalen-1-yl)acetic acid were
similar to those to IAA. In contrast, fewer genes were upregulated in response to its double-bond isomer, (Z)-2-[3,4dihydronaphthalen-1(2H)-ylidene]acetic acid, than to cis-CA.
Conclusion: Structurally different cis-CA analogues trigger diverse gene responses and a correlative relationship between the
strength of the cis-CA analogues’ bioactivity and the number of responsive genes was observed. Also, our resultssuggest that
DNA microarray analysis is effective for the rapid evaluation of substituenteffects on plant growth-inhibitory activity caused by
the bioactivities of chemicalderivatives.

P HERBI 11
The Evaluation of Oxadiargyl dosages at different growth stages for potato (Solanum tuberosum) yield
M. T. Alebrahim, E. Samadi Kalkhoran
University of Mohaghegh Ardabili, Agronomy and plant breeding, Ardabil, Islamic Republic of Iran
m.t.alebrahim@gmail.com
In order to study the effect of Oxadiargyl doses, on potato yield, field experimental design was conducted at Alaroog Research
station in Ardabil 2013. The factorial experiment with control (weedy and weed free) was performed in the base of Complete
Randomized Design with three replications, and potato cultivar was Agria (common cultivar in Ardabil). The first factor was
Oxadiargyl dosages with six levels (0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 lit a.i /ha), and second factor was Oxadiargyl time of application
at different potato growth stages including three levels (Potato emergence, Stolon initiation and Potato tuber bulking). The
results showed that higher dosages of Oxadiargyl were controlled maximum percent of weeds. 0.8 lit ai/ha of Oxadiargyl
reduced the weed density and biomass to 48.40 and 66.16 percent. Among oxadiargyl application time different potato growth
stages, maximum reduction percent of weed density and biomass was at potato emergence, which proves the effectiveness of
the Oxadiargyl for potato emergence. Statistical analysis showed that using different dosages had significantly effects on potato
plant height, main stem diameter per plant, yield per plant and total tuber yield per hectare. Among oxadiargyl application time
at different potato growth stages, potato emergence increased potato plant height, main stem diameter per plant, yield per
plant and total tuber yield per hectare maximally.
1) ALEBRAHIM, M. T., MAJD, R., RASHED MOHASSEL, M. H., WILKAKSON, S., BAGHESTANI, M. A., GHORBANI, R., and KUDSK, P.
2012 .Evaluating the efficacy of pre and post emergence herbicides for controlling Amaranthus retroflexus L. and Chenopodium
album L. in potato. Crop Protection, 42(2012): 345- 350.
2) ALEBRAHIM, M. T., RASHED MOHASSEL, M. H., WILKAKSON, S., BAGHESTANI, M. A., and GHORBANI, R. 2011. Evaluatin of 6
unregistered herbicides efficacy in iran potato fields and herbicide relation to cytochromes P450 mono- oxygenase enzyme.
Ph.D. Thesis. Ferdowsi. University of Mashhad, Iran. (In Persian with English summary).
3) BARBE, C., SEERUTTUN, S., and GAUNGOO, A. 2001. Oxadiargyl: A New preemergence herbicide recommended in potato in
Mauritius. Food and agriculture Research council. Reduit, Mauritius. 135- 138.
4) URBANOWICZU, J., EARLI CHOWSK, T., and POWIRSKA, M., 1998. Influence of some environmental factors on efficiency of
new herbicides in growing of potato. Progress in Plant Protection, 38 (2): 688- 391.
Table 1: Mean comparison of control percentage of weed density and biomass at different doses of Oxadiargyl

Table 2: Mean comparison of number of yield per plant and total tuber yield at different doses of Oxadiargyl
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Streptomyces sp. KRA14-329 Producing Herbicidal Metabolites as Potential Biocontrol Agent
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Introduction: Bioherbicidal metabolites produced by Streptomyces sp. are being studied as possible herbicides or herbicidal
adjuvants to develop biological agents that are easily degradable and environment friendly. Also, isolation and structural
identification of natural herbicidal-active compounds from Streptomyces sp. has been proved to be an effective approach for
novel lead discovery of the herbicide development.
Objectives: The aim of this work was to screen bioherbicidal isolates, to identify active compound and to evaluate in vivo
herbicidal activity of selected isolate as bioherbicidal agent.
Materials and method: In vivo herbicidal activity of culture broth of the actinomycete isolates was examined against five grass
species and four broad leaf species on Plastic pot(superficial 350㎠) at 30/20 ± 5℃, day/night temperature with an about 14h
photoperiod in a greenhouse condition. Active metabolites were purified from culture broth by solvent extraction, C 18 silica gel,
Sephadex LH-20 column chromatography and preparative HPLC. The metabolites were identified by electrospray ionization mass
1
13
spectra (ESI-MS) and H-, C- and 2D NMR spectral data analysis.
Result: One of about 600 different soil actinomycete isolates, KRA14-329, showed strong herbicidal activity against grass
species, D. sanguiinalis, Panicum dichotomiflorum, Sorghum bicolor, Echinochlia crus-galli, Agropyron smithii and broad leaf
species such as Solanum nigrum, Aeschynomene indica, Xanthium strumarium, Calystegia japonica. The culture broth of KRA14329 by foliar application showed phytotoxic symptoms of wilting or burn-down of leaves and stunting and finally plant death.
The isolate KRA14-329 was identified as Streptomyces sp. based on its 16S rRNA gene sequence and morphological
characteristics. Two herbicidal compounds, 329-M1 and 329-M2, were identified as cycloheximide derivatives including
glutarimide moiety by NMR and ESI-MS analysis.
Conclusion: These results suggest that Streptomyces sp. KRA14-329 producing bioherbicidal metabolites can be developed as a
biocontrol agent (BCA) for weed control and/or may provide as a lead molecule for a more efficient herbicide.
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Sugarcane bagasse as support for immobilization of Bacillus pumilus HZ-2 and its use in bioremediation of mesotrionecontaminated soils
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2
Guangdong Province Key Laboratory of Microbial Signals and Disease Control, South China Agricultural University, Guangzhou,
China
emmayoo1014@hotmail.com
The use of herbicides has contributed to over 40% of the pesticide consumption in the world market, which globally ensures
crop cultivation and food production. Unfortunately, problems emerged in recent decades. Herbicide resistance and its side
effects are the two main concerns while inappropriate use of the herbicides potentially impact non-target organisms in aquatic
ecosystem and non-farming areas. With the growing demand for food free of agrochemicals, therefore, the removal of herbicide
residues from environment has received increasing attention and an effective strategy is an urgent need. Microorganism-based
remediation is a group of promising techniques introducing microbes with specific catabolic potential isolated from in situ
microbial communities to degrade target contaminants. However, the degrading microorganisms isolated from environment
usually fail to degrade pollutants when applied for bioremediation of contaminated soils, thus additional treatments are
required to enhance biodegradation. In this study, the potential of sugarcane bagasse as bacteria-immobilizing support was
investigated for the first time in herbicide mesotrione biodegradation. A novel bacterial isolate Bacillus pumilus HZ-2 (collection
number: CCTCC M 2013380), which was capable of degrading over 95% of mesotrione at initial concentration ranging from 25 to
-1
200 mg L within 4 days in liquid cultures, was chosen for immobilization. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images showed
the bacterial cells were strongly absorbed and fully dispersed on bagasse surface after immobilization. Significantly, the
microbial degrading activity was retained, and 86.5% and 82.9% of mesotrione was eliminated by bacteria immobilized on
bagasse. In the sterile soil, approximately 90% of mesotrione was degraded after supplementing 5.0% of molasses in bacteriabagasse composite, which largely enhanced microbial adaptability and multiplication in the real soil environment. Analysis of the
degradation products by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) determined 2-amino-4-methylsulfonylbenzoic acid
(AMBA) and 4-methylsulfonyl-2-nitrobenzoic acid (MNBA) as the main metabolites in biodegradation pathway of mesotrione. In
the field tests, the immobilized preparation demonstrated wide availability of mesotrione degradation in various environments
-1
(5.0 to 8.0 of pH, 25 to 35 °C), especially at low concentrations of mesotrione (5 to 20 mg kg ). Compared with the control,
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75.1% of applied dose of soil mesotrione was continuously eliminated within 14 days. As expected, the potential of sugarcane
bagasse as support in microbe immobilization was validated. More importantly, our studies demonstrated a novel approach for
better utilization of degrading microorganisms in bioremediation of herbicide-contaminated environment.
Acknowledgments We gratefully acknowledge the grant from the National Natural Science Foundation of China (No. 31371960).

P HERBI 14
A comparative study between non-linear regression and the probit model for the evaluation of Echinochloa crusgalli
resistance levels
X. Liu, T. Sun, S. Fu, G. Zhong
Key Laboratory of Pesticide and Chemical Biology, South China Agricultural University, Guangzhou, China
guohuazhong@scau.edu.cn
The resistance to herbicide butachlor was measured within 24 populations of barnyard grass (Echinochloa crusgalli) which were
collected from advanced rice cultivating areas in China. The results showed that all the sampled populations have developed
resistance to butachlor with relative resistance index (RI) of 1.36 to 10.61 except Ledong (V24) (the relatively sensitive
population, ED50=160.07 g a.i/ha). Differences in sensitivity were determined using the logit model and the butachlor-resistance
level of grass population Jilin (V7) were the highest with RI value of 10.61, following by Dongying (V8), Meizhou (V20), Loudi
(V17) and Binzhou (V9) with RI values of 7.29, 6.58, 5.59, 4.46, respectively. Relative RI values in other barnyard grass
populations were evaluated below 4. Moreover, the whole-plant bioassay was investigated in terms of the total dry weight, total
fresh weight, shoot fresh weight and shoot dry weight, respectively and the logit analysis method was employed to calculate the
ED50 values, which followed the general order: shoot fresh weight > total fresh weight > shoot dry weight > total dry weight. The
RI values based on those four parameters by the probit model were lower than those values calculated by the logistic doseresponse model, which may indicate the former method tended to underestimate the weed resistance levels in general.
Therefore, it is suggested that the ED50 values of herbicides applied in soil should be determined by the logistic model based on
the index of the total fresh weight or total dry weight.
Acknowledgments We gratefully acknowledge the grants from Chian Special Fund for Agroscientific Research in the Public
Interest (201303031) and Guangdong Province Science and Technology Plan Project.
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First population of Black Grass (Alopecurus myosuroides) resistant to herbicides in northern Spain (Navarre)
G. Irache, L. Juan A., S. Arturo, R. Biurrum
INTIA, Sustainable Systems, Villava, Spain
igarnich@cfnavarra.es
Introduction: In Navarre, the most cultivated crops (regarding surface) are cereals (wheat and barley). The application of
herbicides to control grass weeds is one of the most important action to get a proper yields. The resistant populations of wild
oat, raygrass and other broadleaf species have been already selected. From the last few years, black grass (Alopecurus
Myosuroides) became a difficult weed to control due to its density increase. The herbicide mode of action most commonly used
are HRAC groups A and B, which are being less and less effective. Therefore, a suspect of resistance is patent.
Objectives: The main objective of the work reported here was to prove the existence of a resistant population of black grass to A
and B herbicide mode of action.
Another important objective is to compare the efficacy of A and B groups with other mode of actions.
Materials and methods: The trial was carried out in wheat in Ripodas. A randomized blocs was designed with 4 replications. All
treatments were applied in a water volume equivalent to 300 l/ha at a pressure of 3 bar.
Weed assessments were recorded at specific times after herbicide application and were based on four dime-meter quadrant
2
counts per plot (2 x 10 m ). Weed control results are listed as weed score in this report where 0 indicates no control and 10
indicates total weed control. The cereal herbicides were applied in two times: autumn (1), when the crop had 1 to 3 leaves
(BCHH 10-13), and the weed had 1-2,5 leaves; and winter (2), when the crop had 4 tillers detectable (BCHH 24), and the weed
had 2-4 tillers detectable.
Results: The results of efficacy on black grass of herbicide applications were:
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Table 1: Efficacy results.
Herbicide

g a.i. x h

-1

1 Untreated
2 Polarpec+Mohican
2400+125
3 Polarpec+Mohican+Protur
2400+125+1500
4 Herold
(120+240)
5 Herold+Protur
(120+240)+1500
6 Herold+Polarpec
(120+240)+2400
7 Atlantis
(15+3)
8 Broadway
(188+63)
9 Traxos Pro
(300+300)
* In bold, mode of action with activity on grass weed.
* * 0 = no weed control; 10 = 100% weed control

Spray timing

HRAC
Group*

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2

N+F
N+F+C
K+F
(K+F)+C
(K+F)+N
B+B
B+B
A+A

Weed score**
0
7
9
8
9
8
2
2
3

The herbicides belonging to HRAC groups A and B failed and their weed control were nearly non-existent. The rest of treatments
gave almost complete control of black grass. The best results were when Polarpec and Herold were combined with Protur, or
rather, two modes of action were combined.
Discussion: The result of this trial indicates that the herbicides commonly used to control black grass were commercially non
acceptable. It seems that the replication during the last years of these modes of action (A and B) have finally selected a resistant
population.
These control problems occur in lands nearby.
When mode of action is changed, the result of efficacy is successful. Therefore, mode of action on black grass must be changed
or alternated in the coming years, even if population are still sensible to HRAC groups A and B.
Figure 1

Figure 2
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Development of an herbicide resistant tomato by mutagenesis techniques
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Newe Ya'ar Research Center, Phytopathology and Weed Research, Ramat Yishai, Israel
2
Agricultural Research Organization (ARO), the Volcani Center, Institute of Plant Sciences, Bet Dagan, Israel
evgeniad@volcani.agri.gov.il
ALS inhibiting herbicides are characterized by a broad weed control spectrum, low mammalian toxicity, high selectivity and high
activity with low application rates. There are now over 30 herbicides belonging to this group of herbicides that are registered for
use all over the world. These herbicides act by inhibiting the enzyme acetolactate synthase (ALS), a key enzyme in the branched
chain amino acid biosynthesis pathway leading to the formation of leucine, valine and isoleucine. Tomato plants are sensitive to
these herbicides, except some herbicides of the sulfonylurea group which are detoxified by a P450-type oxidase in tomato
leaves and therefore are not effective in root parasites management. Development of a tomato variety resistant to the
imidazolinones herbicides may serve as a reasonable approach for broomrape control, the most troublesome tomato pest in the
Middle East. EMS (ethyl methane sulfonate) mutagenesis was conducted on 20,000 seeds of the commercial tomato line M82.
About 100,000 tomato second generation seedlings were screened for resistance to pulsar (imazamox). As a result, a novel
tomato mutant HRT-1 was obtained. The mutant is resistant to high rates of imidazalinone herbicides pulsar, cadre (imazapic)
and arsenal (imazapyr) in all stages of it vegetation, tissue culture, germinating seeds and tomato plants grown in the field.
-1
Several field experiments demonstrated that even a rate high as 144 g a i. ha did not cause any visual damage or yield loss of
HRT1 tomato plants. The resistance is due to a change in the herbicide’s target site on the ALS molecule as a result of point
mutation in the ALS gene located on chromosome three. The substitution of Alanine to Valine in position 194 which corresponds
to Alanine205 in Arabidopsis confers HRT1 resistance to the imidazolinones.
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P INSECT 1
The Efficacy of Ceranock Attract and Kill System as a Control Methods of Mediterranean fruit fly, Ceratitis capitata in Citrus
and Apricot Orchards in Central Iraq
1
1,2
M. Z. Khalaf , I. Ahmed
1
Ministry of Science & Technology, Integrated Pest Control Research Center, Baghdad, Iraq
2
Agricultural Res. Directorate, IPM Center, Baghdad, Iraq
mkhalaf34@yahoo.co.uk
Introduction: The Medfly, Ceratitis capitata, is considered as one of the most important economic pest worldwide.
Objectives: A field experiment was conducted using Ceranock bait station, “attract and kill” system to combat Mediterranean
fruit fly, Ceratitis capitata, in Citrus and apricot orchards, central of Iraq during the 2013-2014 field season.
Materials and methods: Control program was implemented in three orchards of mixed citrus and apricot varieties. Ceranock
traps were hung in each tree of two separate orchards( each to citrus and apricot). Delta and McPhail traps were used to
monitor Medfly population density in each treated and control orchards.
Results: Results indicated that the total of trapped insects in monitoring traps after one week of Ceranock application in apricot
orchards were zero, 1 and 31 adults for the 1st, 2nd and the control orchards respectively. At the end of apricot season and after
45 days of Ceranock trap application, the number of trapped insects in monitoring traps reached 110, 111 and 2349 adults/
week respectively, for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd orchard. The use of Ceranock traps reduced Medfly population density by 86-97%.
The percentage of fruit injuries in early maturing verities were 0.75%, 1%, and 34% for the 1st, 2nd and control orchards,
respectively. While, for late varieties were 2% and 3% for 1st and 2nd orchard, and 69% for the control. The percentage of
reduction in fruit damages reached to 95% and 97%, respectively in the 1st and 2nd orchard. The total of trapped insects in
monitoring traps after two week of Ceranock application in citrus orchards were 205, 277, 765 adults for the 1st, 2nd
,3rdorchards respectively. The percentage of citrus fruit injuries were increased when fruits maturity and yellowish increase
dramatically 21 % , 32% in mandarin and orange fruits respectively compared with 4% , 5% ( fruit injuries decrease 95%, 96%) in
treated respectively. the 1st, 2nd and control orchards, respectively. The percentage of reduction in Medfly population density
reached to 56%, 67% respectively in the 1st and 2nd orchard treated.
Conclusions: The results of this study demonstrate clearly the efficacy of Ceranock bait station, “attract and kill” system as a
control measure for Medfly in citrus and apricot orchards.

P INSECT 2
First Record of Collembolans Carboxylesterase and Glutathione-S-Transferase Activities Exposed to Several Agrochemicals
1
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2
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A. Hammad , O. Gurkan , A. Abbo , M. D. Laing
1
University Kwazulu-Natal, Plant Pathology, Pietermartizburg, South Africa
2
University of Khartoum, crop protection, Khartoum, Sudan
3
University of Ankara, plant protection, Ankara, Turkey
ahmed7399@yahoo.com
Collembolans (springtails) are a group of small animals that live in dead vegetation and leaf litter and in the soil pores and
cavities to a depth of about 15 cm. They are important consumers of dead plant material, and eat saprophytic microbes.
Carboxylesterases (CbEs) and glutathione-S-transferase (GST) play a key role in the detoxification of many agrochemicals. These
enzymes are involved in the biochemical mechanisms underlying resistance to pesticides in some pest species. They also provide
an efficient protective mechanism against toxicity caused by several agrochemicals in invertebrates. To gain knowledge on the
role of CarbEs and GST activities in the natural tolerance in collembolan insects, we performed enzyme kinetic analyses to
determine whether these insects are able to generate these enzymes in their bodies after exposure to various chemicals.
However, there are no biochemical studies on the impact of pesticides upon these soil organisms. Our studies provide a baseline
study on the impact of various agrochemicals on the levels of the detoxification enzymes CarbE and GST for collembolan insects.
Application of pesticides such as Bordeaux mixture, imidacloprid, methiocarb and glyphosate resulted in significant increases of
CarbEs in collembolan insects. Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) of CarbE levels revealed visible stronger bands in the
response of collembolans to all the applied pesticides, compared to control. A significant increase in glutathione S-transferases
(GST) activity was recorded only after application of Bordeaux mixture.
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Neonicotinoid resistance in the cotton whitefly, Bemisia tabaci (Genn.), (Hemiptera: Aleyrodidae), populations from Antalya
1
2
I. Sahin , C. Ikten
1
Selcuk University, Plant Protection, Konya, Turkey
2
Akdeniz University, plant protection, Antalya, Turkey
incisahin@selcuk.edu.tr
Cotton whitefly, Bemisia tabaci (Gennadius) (Hemiptera: Aleyrodidae), is one of most damaging insect pest on numerous
cultivated crops worldwide. Furthermore, it has the ability to develop resistance to diverse group of insecticides rapidly, hence
controlling the pest is problematic. The aim of the current study is to investigate resistance status of different populations
collected from Antalya, Turkey. A set of insect populations collected from six different counties of Antalya (seven different
locations), and a susceptible lab population (Koçarli) collected earlier and maintained since 11.08.2009 at the Entomology lab of
Akdeniz University were used as insect materials. Leaf dip bioassay was employed for resistance screening in the populations.
The results of bioassays were shown that resistance ratios ranged from 0.34 to 48.62 for thiamethoxam and 0.10 to 30.41 for
acetamiprid. Moreover, mtCOI sequencing results indicated that all populations were B biotype. Overall, the results indicated
that the use of neonicotinoid insecticides on whitefly may not be effective on the regions sampled. Furthermore, the pest has
been exposed to thiamethoxam more frequently in recent years and the resistance level may have reached to uncontrollable
levels in three years.

P INSECT 4
Physicochemical and microbiological characterization of the essential oil of Syzygium aromaticum and its use in biological
control against Tuta absoluta
A. Doumandji, D. Alili, A. Benrima-Guendouz, S. Doumandji
Université Saâd DAHLAB Blida , Blida , Blida, Algeria
corino147@yahoo.fr
This study aimed to make the extraction of essential oil of clove (Syzygium aromaticum syn Eugenia caryophyllata) and to
evaluate the physicochemical quality, like studying its antimicrobic effect for some beneficial and the other pathogenic ones.
The essential oil of clove was obtained by steam distillation, the results of the physico- chemical study (density, refractive index,
acid value, ester index, index of saponification, pH) and sensory (smell appearance and color) revealed essential oil obtained
meets the requirements of the European pharmacopeia.
The characterization of the composition by Infrared spectroscopy showed that there was an abundance of specific binding to
phenols O-H, = C-O and even aromatic rings which confirms the presence of eugenol and acetate eugényl in our analyzed
essential oil.
The results of microbiological analyzes revealed that the essential oil of clove (Syzygium aromaticum) presents - in vitro- a
moderately inhibiting activity opposite all the studied bacteria: Bacillus thuringiensis, Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli,
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Proteus vulgaris Klebsiella pneumoniae.
Except Beauveria bassiana, the fungi stocks in our study Candida albicans, Penicilium sp are more sensitive to the essential oil of
the clove.
However the study of the minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) shows that clove essential oil concentrations of 0,06% for
Bacillus thuringiensis and lower than 0.03% for all other bacteria and even lower than 0.015% for the fungi stocks are sufficient
to give an bacteriostatic effect.
The results of the CMB (bactericidal minimal concentrations) and the CMF (fungicidal minimal concentrations) show a strong
bactericidal effect for the majority of the studied stocks.

P INSECT 5
Pink Bollworm Pectinophora gossypiella (Saunders) Resistance to Dipel 2x and Cross-Resistance to Different Insecticides With
Special Reference to Assay Some Enzymatic Parameters for Characterization of the Resistant Strain
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The aim of the present work is to investigate the development of resistance of pink bollworm Pectinophora gossypiella to the
bio-insecticide Dipel 2x and cross-resistance to different insecticides. Also, to assay some enzymatic parameters for
characterization of the resistant strain. Laboratory selection of the resistant strain of Pectinophora gossypiella indicated an
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increase in the resistance ratio to Dipel 2x. The resistance ratio reached to 10.57-fold in G25, then increased to 46.29-fold in
generation 43. Study the response of Dipel 2x resistant strain to other different insecticides indicated that such strain was low
cross resistance to Protecto (local product of BtK) but no cross resistance to alpha-cypermethrin, profenofos and diflubenzuron.
Biochemical analysis of detoxification enzyme levels indicated that protease activity increased significantly in all of the measured
generations, the activities were 119.14 and 121.48 µg casein/min, in G25 and G27, respectively compared with the susceptible
strain (91.10 µg casein/min). Regarding, - and β-esterase activity increased significantly between 15.45 to 22.74 µg naphthyl/min/g larval weight in generation 38 and between 17.88 to 18.17 µg β-naphthyl/min/g larval weight in generation 43.
The electrophoretic patterns of the -esterase isozyme of the Dipel 2x resistant strain shows presence of two bands in
susceptible, G25, G27 and G28, one band appear in G34 while three bands were present in G38, 41 and 43. The electrophoretic
patterns of β-esterase isozyme of Dipel 2x resistant strain shows two bands in susceptible strain and in different generations of
Dipel 2x resistant strain with high density in G41 and 43. The occurrence of new bands may be a directory of the changes
between the susceptible and resistant strains.
References:
Akhurst, R. J.; W. James; L. J. Bird and C. Beard (2003) Resistance to the Cry1Ac δ-Endotoxin of Bacillus thuringiensis in the
cotton bollworm Helicoverpa armigera (Lepidoptera: Noctuidae). J. Econ. Entmol. 96(4):1290-1299
Chandrashekar, K. and G. T. Gujar (2004). Development and mechanisms of resistance to B. thuringiensis endotoxin Cry1Ac in
the American bollworm, H. armigera. Indian Exp. Biol. 42(2):164-173
El-Zemaity, M. S.; W. M. El-deeb; Y. A. Osman and A. I. Hussien (2004). Response of Bt resistant strains of cotton leafworm to
th
some chemical insecticides. XV International Plant Protection Congress, Beijing, China. May 11-16
Figure 1
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Figure 2

P INSECT 6
Lethal and Sublethal Effects of Spinosad and Abamectin on Spodoptera littoralis (Lepidoptera: Noctuidae)
G. AbouElghar, H. Amar, A. Ghatas, M. Nasar
Menoufia University, Faculty of Agriculture, Pesticides, Shebin Elkom, Egypt
gabouelghar@gmail.com
®

®

The effects of sublethal concentrations of two biorational insecticides, spinosad (Tracer ) and abamectin (Vertimec ) on the
biological characteristics of the cotton leafworm, Spodoptera littoralis Boisd. were investigated through 48h-feeding of the
fourth instars on treated cotton leaves. According to toxicity data after 72h of treatment, spinosad (LC 50 = 63.4, LC25 = 14.0 mg L
1
-1
) seemed to be more effective than abamectin (LC50 = 248.9, LC25 = 57.8 mg L ). The pupation rate and pupal weight were
significantly lower in treated groups in which the fourth instars were treated with either spinosad or abamectin at LC 25 and LC50
compared with those of the controls. Both spinosad and abamectin treatments significantly reduced fecundity (mean cumulative
number of eggs laid per female) than in the control groups. On the other hand, the residual activity of spinosad and abamectin,
applied on cotton, under field condition, at labeled field- and subfield-rates were examined against the fifth-instar larvae of S.
littoralis. For spinosad, our results indicated that feeding deterrent effects were significantly demonstrated in larvae that fed on
leaves collected from field plots with residual deposits of spinosad at 3 and 7 days old after application (DAA). The residual
activity of spinosad on feeding and other metabolic parameters was decreased after 21 DAA indicating that the chemical started
to degrade under field conditions. Unlike spinosad, abamectin applied at either selected concentrations, had no significant
residual activity on larval feeding efficiency indices through 21 day-old residues, compared to the controls. A histological study
on midgut from larvae that fed on leaves treated with selected concentrations of either spinosad or abamectin showed that
spinosad had strong histomorphological symptoms to the midgut, fat bodies, and Malpighian tubules. But, the histopathological
symptoms in the midgut caused by abamectin were less pronounced than those observed for spinosad. Our results suggest that
the sublethal concentrations of spinosad may reduce population growth of the cotton leafworm by affecting its survival,
development and reproduction, and it is suitable for integration into an IPM program for this pest.
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P INSECT 7
Current status on the use of microbial insecticides in Japan
Y. Kunimi
Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology, Institute of Agriculture, Tokyo, Japan
kunimi@cc.tuat.ac.jp
th

The use of insect pathogens to control insect pests dates back to the 19 century when Metchnikoff (1879) of Russia first used a
fungus (Metarhizium anisopliae) to control sugar-beet weevil (Cleonus punctiventris). In Japan, Hidaka (1933) was the first to
attempt this task, by using a fungus (Beauveria bassiana) to control pine moth (Dendrolimus spectabilis). Since then, various
attempts have been made to develop a method to control insect pests using insect pathogens. In Japan the cypovirus product,
Matsukemin, was the first microbial control product to be registered in 1974, and inactive and live Bacillus thuringiensis
products were also registered and put on the market as pesticides in 1980 and 1981, respectively. Since then, there is a
significant increase in the number of microbial insecticides registered as agricultural chemicals in Japan. Currently, there are 32
microbial insecticides on the market in Japan. However, the shipments in value terms have fallen since the 1996 agricultural
chemical fiscal year (period from October to September in the following year) when it peaked at 1.9 billion yen. In the 2013
agricultural chemical year, the value decreased to 0.67 billion yen that constitutes less than 1% of all insecticides used in Japan;
given the benefits of using microbial insecticides, a broader use of the products is desired.

P INSECT 8
Monitoring and Minimizing Pesticide Residues in Strawberry
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The present work aimed to monitor and minimize the pesticide residues in and on strawberry fruits in Egypt. A total number of
1537 samples of strawberry were collected from local Egyptian markets during 2008 to 2010. A multi residue method
(QUECHERS) sample preparation method and gas chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry (GC-MS/MS) and liquid
chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) were adopted for the analysis of pesticide.The obtained result
indicated that 39.9% of the total number of all samples analyzed had no detectable pesticide residues. However 61.1%
contained detectable residue, of which 15.6% contained residues that exceeded the maximum residue limits (MRL'S) which
could pose adverse effects on health of consumers. The resulting data indicates that, 47 pesticides have been identified as
detectable residues in all analyzed samples collecting during 2008. However, the number reached 75 pesticide detected in 2009
and decreased in 2010 to be 57 pesticide. Considering monitoring of heavy metals in strawberry , data showed that 22.7% of all
samples analyzed were free from any detectable amount of trace elements. However, 77.3% were contaminated of which 1.7%
was violated. Cadmium was the most frequently detected contaminant in all samples where the contamination percentage was
48%. Washing process with tap water for three minutes induced considerable relative reduction in pesticide residues,
contaminated the strawberry samples. The boiling/cooking was observed to be more effective in reducing the residue.
References
Anwaar Ahmed, Muhammed Atif Ranhawa, Muhammad Javed Yusuf and Naeem Khalid (2011). Effect of processing on pesticide
residues food crops. J. Agric. Res., 49(3).
Kumari, B., Madan, V. K. and Kathpal, T. S. (2006). Monitoring of pesticide residues in fruits. Environmental Monitoring and
Assessment, 123: 407-412.
Mansour, S. A., Belal, M. A., Abou-Arab, A. A. K., Ashour, H. M., Gad, M. F. (2009). Monitoring of pesticides and heavy metals in
cucumber fruits produced from different farming systems. Chemmosphere, 75: 601-609.
Samir I. Ghabbour, Z. H. Zidan, Hassan M. Sobhy, Wafai Z. A. Mikhail and M. T. Selim (2012). Monitoring of pesticide residues in
strawberry and soil from different farming systems in Egypt. American-Eurasian J. Agric. & Environ. Sci. 12 (2) : 177-187, ISSN
1818-6769.
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P INSECT 9
A sequential testing program to evaluate the efficacy of seed-treatment insecticides on cotton flea beetles as indicators of
early-season pests in Sudan
H. Abdelgader
Agricultural Research Corporation, Entomology Section, Wad madani, Sudan
abdelgaderh@yahoo.com
Introduction: Seed treatments promote seedling establishment, help ensure yield and reduce quality losses due to many pests
and diseases. Protecting cotton plant from the attack of early-season insect pests and diseases is of prime importance to ensure
a healthy and strong establishment of this strategic crop.
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Objectives: The present study tried to measure the susceptibility of cotton flea beetles (Podagrica spp.) to the neonicotinoid
imidacloprid as a single seed treatment or in a mixture with two antimicrobial pesticides.
Materials and methods: The efficacy of some single pesticides or mixtures at different dosage rates on cotton flea beetles was
measured using three different kinds of experiment: visual counts in the field, no-choice semi-field laboratory tests, and nochoice laboratory tests. Flea beetle damage was assessed by counting shot-holes resulting from adult feeding. The data were
subjected to appropriate transformation (square root for counts). Statgraf software was used for data analysis (ANOVA). Using
the antimicrobial bronopol alone did not prevent flea beetle damage
Results: Treatments containing imidacloprid significantly reduced damage in the three experiments, but not 10 weeks after
sowing in field experiments.
Conclusion: This insecticide can be used successfully in integrated pest management programmes to combat early-season pests

P INSECT 10
Lethality and Repellency Effects of Imidacloprid, Thiacloprid and Insecticidal Soap on Aphelinus mali, the Parasitoid of Woolly
Apple Aphid
R. Sadeghi, A. Jamshidnia, S. Nourinejhad-Zarghani
University of Tehran, Department of Entomology and Plant Pathology, College of Aboureihan, University of Tehran, Iran. ,
Pakdasht, Islamic Republic of Iran
rsadeghi@ut.ac.ir
Intruduction: The parasitoid Aphelinus mali controls woolly apple aphid (WAA, Eriosoma lanigerum) in apple orchards of Iran.
Materials and methods: The effects of three pesticides (Imidacloprid, Thiacloprid and insecticidal soap) were evaluated on A.
mali. To investigate the contact effect, adults were caged for 16 hours in Petri-dishes containing apple leaves sprayed with each
insecticide. To determine the oral toxicity in the same period of time, some other Petri-dishes containing a filter paper soaked in
a poisoned solution of 10% sugar were used. To determine the repellency effect of the insecticides, we used Busvine Y shaped
tube and host choice experiment between treated and untreated leaf disks was carried out.
Results and conclusion: In the contact effect, the results indicated that Thiacloprid caused more mortality rate (77.85%) on A.
mali compared to other insecticides. In the oral test, the results demonstrated a higher mortality caused by Thiacloprid and
Imidacloprid (68.42 and 68.39%, respectively). The repellent effects of test compounds on A. mali showed significant differences
among treatments. The Imidacloprid and insecticidal soap treatments, had the most and lowest, repellency effects on A. mali in
comparsion to control.

P INSECT 11
Effects of pirimicarb and thiamethoxam on survivorship and detoxification enzymes activity in Aphis fabae Scopoli
(Hemiptera: Aphididae)
S. Rahmani, A. R. Bandani
University of Tehran, Plant Protection, Karaj, Islamic Republic of Iran
shrahmani@ut.ac.ir
Aphis fabae Scopoli (Hemiptera: Aphididae), is one of the most important pests of Chenopodiaceae and Fabaceae. We evaluated
the effects of thiamethoxam and pirimicarb in sublethal concentrations on the detoxification enzymes. For detection of lethal
effects, the bioassay was done by contact method with dry residual pesticides on the Faba vulgaris leaf. The median lethal
-1
concentration for the aphid exposed to the thiamethoxam and pirimicarb was 113.85 and 2.94 mg(ai)L , respectively . For the
biochemical tests, the female adults were exposed to the LC10, LC20, LC30, LC40 and LC50 of both insecticides. After 24 hours the
survival individuals detected for the enzyme assays. The effects of both insecticides on A. fabae caused significant increase in
P450 (P<0.0001). Using CDNB as substrate, GST induced in A. fabae parallel by increasing the sublethal concentrations of
pirimicarb (df=5, 12, F= 18.17, P= 0.0001). Also thiamethoxam in higher concentrations (48.07, 75.06 and 113.85 mg(ai)/L)
induced this enzyme (df=5, 12, F= 9.15, P= 0.0009). On the other hand, DCNB as substrate didn’t show any observed data in the
aphid. Pirimicarb inhibited the aphid AChE (df=5, 12, F=9.88, P=0.0006) and general esterases when alpha-naphthyl acetate was
used as a substrate (df=5, 12, F=6.60, P=0.0036). However esterase activity didn’t show any significant changes in pirimicarb
treatments using beta-naphthyl acetate. In addition to, thiamethoxam didn’t have any significant effect on AChE and esterase
activity. The results illustrated that thiamethoxam and pirimicarb are two important aphicides that in sublethal concentrations,
can be detected by detoxification enzymes as biochemical markers. Consequently, prediction of poisonous effects on the aphid
populations in the field will be possible.
References:
Bass C., Puinean A.M., Zimmer C. T., Denholm I., Foster S.P., Gutbrod O., Nauen R., Slater R., Field L.M., and Williamson M.S.,
2014, The evolution of insecticide resistance in the peach potato aphid, Myzus persicae, Insect Biochem. Mol. Biol., 51: 41-51
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Booth L.H., Wratten S.D., Kehrli P., 2007, Effects of reduced rates of two insecticides on enzyme activity and mortality of an
aphid and its lacewing predator. J. Econ. Entomol., 100: 11-19.

P INSECT 12
Resistance camparison of different populations of the diamondback moth, Plutella xylostella (L.) (Lep.: Plutellidae) to
conventional insecticides in central regions of Iran
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2
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2
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karimi_jaber@yahoo.com
The diamondback moth, Plutella xylostella (L.), is the most important pest of cruciferous plants in Isfahan, Alborz and Tehran
provinces of Iran. The misuse of insecticides against P. xylostella has led to several problems such as resistance in many field
populations of the pest. The present study aimed to evaluate the efficacy of currently-in-use insecticides against P. xylostella in
cabbage fields of south Tehran, Mohammad shahre Karaj and Mobarake Isfahan province. The vulnerability of P. xylostella
larvae to four insecticides, including Indoxacarb, Hexaflumuron, Chlorpyriphos ethyl and Thiodicarb was tested. The leaf-dip
method was used for conducting bioassays. Bioassay tests were performed using the insecticides with five different
concentrations, six replications for each concentration, and ten third larval instar of P. xylostella for each replication under
standard environmental conditions (25±2°C, 70±5% RH and 16L:8D h photoperiods). The LC 50 value of Indoxacarb,
Hexaflumoron, Thiodicarb and Clorpyriphos ethyl for Mobarake population were 7.72, 7.32, 39.14, and 22.26, ppm. For south of
Tehran were 1.02, 5.18, 26.50, and 64.90, ppm and for Mohammad shahre Karaj were 2.35, 11.79, 16.44, and 25.38, ppm,
respectively. Pest populations of Mohammad shahre Karaj, Mobarake Isfahan, Mohammad shahre Karaj and Mobarake Isfahan
are more resistant to Indoxacarb, Hexaflumuron, Chlorpyriphos ethyl and Thiodicarb insecticides, respectively, compare to other
populations.

P INSECT 13
Imidacloprid sublethal effects on the ovarian development of the Neotropical brown stink bugs Euschistus heros
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Introduction: Much of the economic losses occurring in soybean plantations in Brazil are related to the action of insect pests,
especially the stink bugs. The Neotropical brown stink bugs Euschistus heros (Hemiptera: Pentatomidae) is the major pest in
most Brazilian soybean fields. The management of this pest is heavily dependent on insecticide applications, especially the
neonicotinoids. Sublethal exposure to the neonicotinoids has been associated with enhanced reproductive outputs observed for
the E. heros in the Brazil, although no scientific proofs were provided so far.
Objectives: This investigation was carried out aiming to evaluate the sublethal effects of the neonicotinoid imidacloprid on the
morphology and development of E. heros ovaries.
Material and methods: Newly emerged (≤ 24 h) adult females were exposed for 48 h to dry imidacloprid residues (0.042
2
mg/cm , equivalent to 1% of the field rate dose [375 mg a.i/L]) and their ovarian morphology were assessed over the time (6, 8,
10, 12 and 14 days of adulthood). The control treatment consisted of exposure to distilled water. Adult insects at 2, 4, 6, 8, 10,
12 and 14 days after emergence were used, and the following morphometric parameters were determined on the median
2
ovariole: length (mm), number of follicles, and the area of the most developed follicle (mm ).
Results: Although the exposure to imidacloprid did not alter the number of follicles per ovariole, imidacloprid-exposed females
anticipated their ovarian development exhibiting greater ovariole length and a larger area of the most developed follicle in their
ovaries up to the 6th day of adulthood.
Conclusion: The ovarian development anticipation might indicate the potential involvement of the imidacloprid sublethal
exposures in the recent outbreaks of the Neotropical brown stink bug E. heros observed in Brazilian soybean regions.
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P INSECT 14
Bio-effectiveness and safety evaluation of an effective IPM compatible juvenile hormone mimic insecticide, pyriproxyfen 10%
EC (Daita) [4-phenoxyphenyl (rs)-2-(2-pyridyloxy) propyl ether] against Myzus persicae Sulz. infesting chilli in Gangetic alluvial
plains of West Bengal, India
P. K. Sarkar, P. Nath
Bidhan Chandra Krishi Viswavidyalaya, Agricultural Entomology, Mohanpur, India
pijushkly@gmail.com
Introduction: Myzus persicae is one of the most important pest of chilli responsible for transmission of chilli vein banding virus
and huge loss in yield. To protect the crop farmers apply several rounds of insecticides which lead to disruption in ecological
balance vis-a-vis resurgence, resistance and residue problems. In recent past, attempts are being made to develop new IPM
compatible molecules of different modes of action. The present study was conducted under field conditions to derive the most
effective dose of pyriproxyfen 10% EC as well as its effect on non-target fauna.
Objective: Myzus persicae culminate huge economic loss in chilli .The objective of the study was to evaluate the bioeffectiveness of pyriproxyfen 10%EC for management of the pest.
Materails and methods: The experiment was carried out on chilli (cv Canning Bullet) in the growing seasons of 2012 and 2013 in
RBD with seven treatments and three replications. Three rounds of sprays were imposed at an interval of 15 days coinciding ETL.
Aphid population were recorded at weekly intervals from five randomly selected plants a day before and 1, 2, 7, and 10 days
after each application . Among the non target species coccinellids, pollinators and neutrals were recorded. Green fruits were
picked at an interval of 14 days. Data thus generated were subjected to ANOVA after suitable transformation wherever
necessary.
Results:
Effect on target pest (Myzus persicae): In terms of reduction of mean population of aphids at 7 days interval and highest yield
-1
with pyriproxyfen 10%EC @500 & 1000 ml ha were statistically on par. At 10 days , the efficacy of the test insecticide reduces
to the tune of 60.34 and 64.23 %, respectively.
-1
Effect on Predators, pollinators and neutrals: Seven days after application, the plots treated with pyriproxifen 500 ml ha
showed no mortality of predators (Coccinella septempunctata and Coccinella transversalis), pollinators (Apis cerana indica and
-1
Apis mellifera) and neutrals. But in case of 1000 ml ha only 2.25 % reduction of their population of were recorded.
-1
Conclusion: Considering the cost effectiveness, pyriproxyfen 10% EC an IPM compatible insecticide at 500 ml ha could be
recommended in the sustainable and bio-rational management of Myzus persicae in chilli under West Bengal agro-climatic
conditions.
Figure 1
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P INSECT 15
The mode of action of novel meta-diamide insecticide, broflanilide, on insect RDL GABA receptor
1
1
1
1
2
S. Kanaoka , K. Sato , T. Nakao , M. Nomura , K. Matsuda
1
Mitsui Chemicals Agro Inc, Agrochemicals Research Center, Mobara, Japan
2
Kinki University, Department of Agricultural Chemistry, Faculty of Agriculture, Nara, Japan
satoshi.kanaoka@mitsui-chem.co.jp
Introduction: Broflanilide is a novel meta-diamide insecticide developed by Mitsui Chemicals Agro. Broflanilide and its
desmethyl analogue exhibit high insecticidal activity against Spodoptera litura (SL) larvae. Desmethyl analogues of meta1)
diamides acted as antagonist on insect RDL GABA receptor when evaluated by membrane potential assay . Radio ligand binding
assay also demonstrated that desmethyl analogues bound RDL GABA receptor with higher affinity than N-methyl analogues
2)
including broflanilide .
Objectives: To better understand the mode of action of meta-diamide insecticides on insect GABA RDL receptor,
electrophysiological experiments were conducted.
Materials and methods: Two-electrode voltage-clamp (TEVC) electrophysiology was performed using Xenopus laevis oocytes
expressing the SL-RDL GABA receptor (GeneBank: DD171257).
Results: TEVC studies showed that the IC50 value of desmethyl-broflanilide for SL-RDL GABA receptor was 463 pM. In contrast,
the IC50 value of broflanilide was greater than 3 μM, the activity being about 1000 times lower than that of desmethylbroflanilide.
Desmethyl-broflanilide showed the same inhibition activity level against wild type and S285N (S2’N) mutant located in channel
pore, although the mutation abolished the inhibition activity of fipronil. In contrast, the G319M mutation located in inter
subunit cavity abolished the inhibition activity of desmethyl-broflanilide, although the effect of G319M mutation on that of
fipronil was small.
Conclusion: Desmethyl-broflanilide showed high inhibitory activity against SL-RDL GABA receptor, whereas broflanilide did
about 1000 times lower than that of desmethyl-broflanilide, suggesting that broflanilide is metabolized to desmethylbroflanilide to act as an insecticide. Overall, broflanilide is expected to be a novel insecticide that is effective on pests that are
resistant to conventional noncompetitive antagonists of the RDL GABA receptors.
References:
1) Nakao T, Banba S, Nomura M, Hirase K. Insect Biochem. Mol Biol. 2013; 43: 366-75
2) Ozoe Y, Kita T, Ozoe F, Nakao T, Sato K, Hirase K. Pestic. Biochem. Physiol. 2013; 107: 285-92
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P INSECT 16
®
A new NeemAzal technical slow release formulation shows high control levels against larvae of the tomato leaf miner Tuta
absoluta (Lep., Gelechiidae) and other pests
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1
1
2
2
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A. Winkler , J. Hoffmann , J. Treutwein , E. Hummel , M. Hauck , A. Reineke , H. Kleeberg , I. Kleeberg
1
Trifolio-M GmbH, Lahnau, Germany
2
University of Geisenheim, Department of Phytomedicine, Geisenheim, Germany
®

Introduction: Plant derived botanical NeemAzal -T/S is commonly used as foliar application. Because the active ingredient
®
NeemAzal technical degrades during a few days, a further treatment within 10-12 days is usually necessary. In this regard a new
®
way for NeemAzal technical application was developed. The new formulation - in the form of sticks applied to the soil - slowly
released the a.i. into the soil. The a.i. got absorbed by the plant roots and was translocated into the foliar parts were it was
consumed by respective pest insects sucking or biting on the plant’s foliage.
®
Objectives: The overall objective was to demonstrate the slow release of the a.i. NeemAzal technical into the soil and the
subsequent uptake and transport into the leaves. The goal was to show that this type of formulation is suitable for the control of
insect pests like leaf miners.
Materials and methods: Mortality of larvae of the tomato leaf miner Tuta absoluta was assessed in tomato plants, treated with
®
the new NeemAzal technical formulation, 7 and 14 days before infestation with first instar T. absoluta larvae, respectively.
Results: Emergence of adult T. absoluta was significantly lower in treated than in non-treated tomato plants, indicating the good
systemic translocation of the a.i. into tomato leaves and the high efficiency against leafmining larvae.
®
Conclusion: The slowly dissolving granular formulation (the stick) containing NeemAzal technical showed very good efficacy to
control T. absoluta larvae and has therefore a high potential against a variety of insect pests. Further studies will thus be
conducted against a variety of target insects. Its systemic potential to control leave and stem-eating insects could be proven.
Funded by the Federal Ministry of Food and Agriculture (BMEL), Germany

P INSECT 17
Key Biological Properties Of a Novel Insecticide Cyclaniliprole
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2
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Introduction: Cyclaniliprole is a new insecticide that is now being globally developed by Ishihara Sangyo Kaisha, Ltd. This
compound has a low toxicity to mammals and other non-target organisms such as birds and fishes. The mode of action of
cyclaniliprole is categorized into the diamide class (IRAC 28); it activates the ryanodine receptor modulator, accelerating the
release of calcium from the sarcoplasmic reticulum and causing continuous muscle contraction in insects.
Objectives: In this study, we describe the key biological properties of cyclaniliprole.
Materials and methods: The key biological properties (target spectrum, rapid action, rainfastness, residual activity, and
adulticidal activity) of cyclaniliprole and its activity against strains of diamondback moth (DBM) collected in Japan with low
susceptibility to diamides were evaluated in laboratory and pot tests.
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Results: In comparison with other insecticides of the diamide class, cyclaniliprole exhibited a high level of insecticidal activity
against a broad spectrum of Lepidoptera, Hemiptera, Thysanoptera, Diptera, and Coleoptera. The larvae of Lepidoptera exposed
to this compound through oral ingestion or even direct skin contact rapidly stop feeding, become paralyzed, and finally die
within several days. In the residual activity and rainfastness test, cyclaniliprole exhibited long-lasting protection in the form of
larvicidal activity against common worm on cabbage. Compared with other diamides, cyclaniliprole exhibited high adulticidal
activity and consequently reduced the number of eggs laid by peach fruit moth. In addition, in comparison with other diamides,
cyclaniliprole exhibited high larvicidal activity and thereby prevented invasion of the fruit. This compound also exhibited good
performance against DBM with low susceptibility to other existent diamides.
Conclusion: Cyclaniliprole had a wide target spectrum and rapid action and exhibited inhibition of feeding behavior, long
residual activity, and high adulticidal activity. Although cyclaniliprole is categorized into the diamide class, it exhibited high
activity against strains with low susceptibility to to other exsistent diamides. Cyclaniliprole can therefore become an excellent
tool for use in insect pest control programs and resistance management strategies in crop protection.

P INSECT 18
Study of effects of some entomopathogenic bacteria isolated from Algerian soil against Locusta migratoria
H. Oulebsir-Mohandkaci, S. Khemili- Talbi, F. Benzina
Laboratory of Valorization and Conservation of Biological Resources, Department of Biology, Faculty of Sciences, University of
Boumerdes, Algeria
mohandkacihakima@yahoo.fr
Soil bacteria are of particular importance for crop production. Various bacteria are able to fix atmospheric nitrogen, while others
play major roles in the cycles of certain fertilising elements (Fuchs, 1999; Kowalchuk and Stephen, 2001). Other bacteria protect
plants against pests. Most of these bacteria produce antibiotics or toxins that seem to play a significant role in the mechanisms
of plant protection ( Davet, 1996; Alvarez et al., 2002; Van Loon, 2007).
It is in this context that our work focuses on the isolation and identification of some bacterial strains from Land to valorize into
the best their entomopathogenic effectiveness towards the locust migratory Locusta migratoria in order to broaden their
spectrum of action.
A total of 17 bacterial strains were isolated from in the Algerian desert soil. They are mobile aerobic, with a positive catalase.
From these bacterial strains, four were selected for their entomopathogenic power and identified based on their genetic traits.
The rDNA16S sequences of these named strains (B3, B4, B5 and B6) were recorded in the EMBL / EBI data bank and their
phylogenetic analysis revealed that they belong to the genera Pseudomonas, Bacillus and Enterobacter.
This work is achieved by highlighting the selected entomopathogenic activity against larvae of the fifth stage of the migratory
locust Locusta migratoria. The results obtained one week after treatment show that the treated larvae were highly sensitive to
our isolated bacteria, with mortality rates of 100 %, 98 %, 71 % and 65 % respectively for the obtained Pseudomonas sp. Strain
B3 (HF911369), Pseudomonas sp. Strain B4 (HF911366) Enterobacter sp. Strain B6 (HF911368) and Bacillus sp. Strain B5
(HF911367), in comparison with the controls (3.33%).
These isolates could find then their places in biotechnological applications aiming at improving yields and preserving the
environment for sustainable development

P INSECT 19
Genetic Characterization of cry Gene Diversity in Bacillus thuringiensis Isolates from Kyrgyzstan
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Question: The Gram-positive bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis (currently referred to as "Bt") is the most important
entomopathogen for insect biocontrol. Bt kills its host through the action of highly specific, crystal-forming Cry protein toxins (in
addition to further toxin types). A large number of cry toxin encoding genes have been analyzed and organized into several
groups that in part reflect host group adaptation. In particular, proteins encoded by cry1, cry3, and cry4 genes are generally
toxic for Lepidopteran, Coleopteran, and Dipteran insects, respectively.
The present study addresses the characterization of cry genes present in a set of Bt strains that have previously been isolated
from insect and soil samples from different environments in Kyrgyzstan.
Methods: A PCR-based diagnostic approach using cry1, cry3, and cry4 gene specific primer sets was employed in a first
assessment of cry gene diversity in Kyrgyz B. thuringiensis isolates.
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Results: Experiments have revealed pronounced differences in the frequency of cry genes in Kyrgyz Bt isolates. Whereas cry1
and cry4 genes were regularly detected, cry3 genes were found present in only a small number of strains investigated.
Several copies of cry1 and cry4 genes appeared to be present simultaneously in numerous isolates. Interestingly, at least single
copies of cry1 and cry4 genes appeared combined frequently, whereas the combination of cry1 and cry3 occurred only in a
single Bt strain.
Conclusions: A high degree of cry gene diversity is present within the set of B. thuringiensis isolates from Kyrgyzstan. The rather
regular presence of several cry gene copies, potentially combining protein toxins of different specificities, within a single strain is
of high interest with respect to the possible application of these strains for biocontrol purposes.
Experiments aiming towards the further exploration of the biodiversity of entomotoxins - including further cry as well as vip or
cyt genes - in Bacillus thuringiensis strains isolated in Kyrgyzstan are currently under way.

P INSECT 20
Monitoring of insecticide resistance in pollen beetle (Meligethes aeneus F.) populations in Denmark
C. Kaiser, M. Kristensen, D. H. Højland , K.-M. Vagn Jensen
Aarhus University, Agroecology, Slagelse, Denmark
caroline.kaiser@agro.au.dk
Oilseed rape (Brassica napus L.) is one of the most important oil crops in the world after soybean. In the northern countries, the
pollen beetle (Meligethes aenues F.) is a major pest in winter oilseed rape. Insecticides from the group of pyrethroids were for
more than two decades the only available control method. A metabolic resistance developed where the first case was reported
in France in 1999 (Zimmer and Nauen, 2011). Since then metabolic resistance of pollen beetles spread across Europe, which
causes serious problems in the control of the pollen beetle. The monitoring of the current susceptibility level against λcyhalothrin and thiacloprid of 52 Danish pollen beetle populations was conducted in 2014. Furthermore experiments were
designed to evaluate fitness parameters of pollen beetles with different levels of susceptibility towards λ-cyhalothrin.
Monitoring results from 2014 and primary results from fitness studies will be presented and discussed.
Reference:
Zimmer, C. T., and Nauen, R. (2011). Pyrethroid resistance and thiacloprid baseline susceptibility of European populations of
Meligethes aeneus (Coleoptera: Nitidulidae) collected in winter oilseed rape. Pest Manag Sci 67, 599-608.
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Dropleg - an innovative application method for oilseed rape
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The dropleg application method was originally invented for specific vegetable uses. A dropleg sprayer consists of tubes
extending vertically downwards from the boom, on which are mounted one or more horizontally-aligned spray nozzels. This
allows application to the leaves from below the level of the flowers. It has been tested by Bayer CropScience over the past years
with the aim to optimize the spray coverage on lower leaf layers, to minimize spray drift and to reduce product residues. Small
plot and large scale field studies with Biscaya for the control of Meligethes aeneus and Dasineura brassicae were carried out at
nine locations in Germany in 2014. The average efficacy values obtained were slightly lower as compared to overhead
application, whereas rapeseed yield benefit compared to untreated could be demonstrated. Few data points from fungicide
trials performed under low infection situations revealed no significant differences between overhead and dropleg application.
The focus of the 2015 field trials program will be to confirm efficacy against key pests and diseases. Results will be part of the
presentation to be given during the congress.
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Monitoring of insecticide resistance levels and investigation of toxicodynamic resistance mechanism to carbamate insecticide
in Nilaparvata lugens
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Nilaparvata lugens Stål is one of the important migratory pests of rice paddy fields in Korea. Resistance levels to nine
insecticides were monitored in 12 local strains. The local strains revealed 1.3- to 28.0-, 1.6- to 6.0-, 2.8- to 237.0-, 0.6- to 0.9-,
and 0.7- to 1.3-fold resistance to carbamates, organophosphates, neonicotinoids, fipronil and etofenprox, respectively.
Molecular mechanisms of carbamate insecticide resistance were investigated by cloning of the type-1 AChE. The open reading
frame of Nlace1 is composed of 1,989 -bp (approximately 74 kD) and revealed 52.5% amino acid sequence identities to those of
Nephotettix cincticeps. Screening of point mutations identified four amino acid substitutions (G119A, F/Y330S, F331H and I332L)
in the resistant strain that likely contribute to AChE insensitivity. The frequencies of these mutations were well correlated with
resistance levels, confirming that they are associated with reduced sensitivity to carbofuran. For the rapid detection of
resistance levels, a quantitative sequencing (QS) protocol was established to determine the allele frequency of point mutations
The allele frequencies of the four mutations (G119A, F/Y330S, F331H and I332L) in field strains ranged from ca. 0.0~51.7%,
0.0~88.9%, 2.5~47.7%, 5.1~56.0% and 6.7~57.3%, respectively. The F331H and I332L were tightly linked each other, suggesting
these mutations may occur simultaneously. A QS protocol would be employed as a supportive tool for rapid monitoring of CB
insecticide resistance levels in N. lugens.

P INSECT 23
Fungicide susceptibility, genetic characterization, and strain-specific diagnosis of Lecanicillium fungi, potential aphid
biocontrol agents
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Question: Mitosporic fungi of the genus Lecanicillium are of particular interest as biological control agents for phloem-sucking
plant pests including aphids. Bioprospection for these fungi in Argentina has given rise to a set of single-spore derived
Lecanicillium strains isolated from a wide range of original hosts.
Reliable molecular taxonomic markers and diagnostic tools are highly solicited for these fungi. Fungicide susceptibility of
Lecanicillium strains is of particular interest in view of both co-applicability with agro-fungicides and the development of
selection markers for basic research.
Species-level characterization, diagnostic tool development and fungicide susceptibility assessment for Lecanicillium isolates
from Argentina were aims of the present study.
Methods: A set of five genetic markers comprising one mitochondrial (NMS) and two nuclear (ITS, IGS) ribosomal RNA operon
together with one mitochondrial (nad1) and one nuclear (ef1a) protein-encoding sequences, has been employed for specieslevel characterization.
The development of strain-specific diagnostics has been based on self-splicing group-I introns located within the rRNA encoding
genes.
Susceptibilities to several fungicides were determined using a semi-quantitative test on solid media containing the respective
compound.
Results: A subset of markers permitting the unequivocal distinction of the three Lecanicillium core species, L. lecanii, L.
muscarium, and L. longisporum, was defined. Most, but not all of the Argentine isolates were shown to belong to these species.
Feasibility of strain-specific diagnosis for Lecanicillium fungi was demonstrated for one potential biocontrol isolate.
Between strain differences in fungicide susceptibilities were found important and not necessarily in line with systematics.
However, the fungicidal polyketide compound soraphen shows outstanding activity against a wide variety of isolates from all
species.
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Conclusions: The results obtained fully confirm the view that for Lecanicillium fungi sound molecular taxonomic characterization
and fungicide sensitivity determination are both feasible and inalienable prerequisites and important criteria of biocontrol agent
selection.
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Investigating the mechanisms involved in diamide resistance in tomato borer Tuta absoluta
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Introduction: Tuta absoluta (Lepidoptera, Gelechiidae) is a major pest of tomato that was initially endemic in South America.
Within a few years, after invading Europe, it rapidly expanded to Africa and Asia becoming a global threat for tomato
production. Pest control is largely based on chemical insecticides. The diamides flubendiamide and chlorantraniliprole are
amongst the novel and effective chemistries registered for T. absoluta control however resistance development to these
chemistries was recently reported in Europe. High resistance levels (RR>1000-fold) were detected in Italy while moderate
resistance levels were detected in Greece (RR>10-fold).
Objectives: The aim of this study was to investigate the mechanisms involved in diamide resistance.
Materials and methods: To investigate the involvement of metabolic resistance the effect of synergists (i.e. PBO and DEF) on
insecticide toxicity in standard bioassays was estimated. We also investigated the differences between resistant and susceptible
strains regarding the activity of common detoxification enzymes such as carboxylesterases, glutathione S-transferases and
cytochrome P450 monooxygenases. Target site resistance was investigated by sequencing the putative diamide C-terminal
binding site region of the ryanodine receptor (RyR). Finally we examined the stability of resistance in absence of selection
pressure.
Results: Use of synergists exhibited no effects on toxicity levels in both moderately or highly resistant strains. No difference in
the activity of detoxification enzymes was detected, except for P450s that investigation is still ongoing. Sequence analysis
revealed a novel amino acid substitution at the binding site region of the RyR. In the absence of selection pressure the resistance
remains stable.
Conclusion: Initial results indicated that metabolic resistance may not be the major resistance mechanism. Resistance stability
suggests limited fitness cost conferred by the mechanisms involved in diamide resistance in T. absoluta. The association of this
mutation with diamide resistance is currently investigated. In addition investigations on the genetics of resistance are also
conducted in order to check the underlying mode of inheritance.

P INSECT 25
Imidacloprid sub-lethal effects on mating and reproductive performances of the Neotropical brown stink bugs Euschistus
heros
H. Khalid, M. V. Mendes, C. Hudson, O. Eugênio E.
Federal University of viçosa, Entomology, Viçosa, Brazil
kdhaddi@gmail.com
Introduction: The Neotropical Brown stink bug Euschistus heros (F.) is one of the most important pest species in Brazilian
soybean. Its control is achieved mainly by applications of neonicotinoid insecticide imidacloprid. Increases on the density of
naturally occurring populations of E. heros has been registered over last few years in Brazil and it has been related, without no
scientific proof so far, to increases on the reproductive output induced by sublethal exposure to imidacloprid.
Objectives: This investigation was carried out aiming to evaluate whether sublethal exposure to imidacloprid results in changes
on the mating and reproductive performances of E. heros.
Material and methods: Groups of newly emerged (< 24 h) adults (males and females) were exposed for 48 h to dry imidacloprid
residues (0.042 mg/cm2, equivalent to 1% of the field rate dose [375 mg a.i/L]). The insects were kept separately for 13 days to
reach the sexual maturity. Then, virgin male and female were coupled in four different combinations (untreated female and
male, treated female and untreated male, treated female and treated male and finally untreated female and treated male) and
filmed for 13h. After that, the males were removed. The film analysis allowed evaluating the duration of courting; number of
times mating and the duration of mating for each couple. Twenty mated females and 20 mated males per combination were
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then separately monitored for 60 days and number of laid eggs per female, number of egg- masses per female, egg hatching and
survival rates were recorded daily.
Results: Mating and survival rates were not affected by the imidacloprid exposure but fecundity and fertility parameters differed
among the treatments. The time to the first viable egg laying was shorter for the treated male and untreated female couples. A
higher number of eggs per day per female was registered for the couples where only males were treated. The fertility rate was
higher for the couples where only males were treated and its pick was delayed 6-7 days for couple combinations where the
females are treated.
Conclusions: Our results showed that the sublethal exposure to imidacloprid induces alterations on the reproduction
parameters of E. heros and that the effects are sex dependent, which might contribute to the recent outbreaks of E. heros
observed in Brazilian soybean fields.

P INSECT 26
Characterization of thiamethoxam resistance in Liriomyza sativae Blanchard (Dip.: Agromyzidae)
G. Askari-Saryazdi, M. J. Hejazi
University of Tabriz, Tabriz, Islamic Republic of Iran
askarigh@gmail.commjhejazi@tabrizu.ac.ir
Introduction: Vegetable leafminer (VLM) is a key pest of vegetable crops and ornamental plants in greenhouses and fields
worldwide. Biological characteristics of this pest and reliance on chemical control may lead to development of resistance against
insecticides in this pest.
Objectives: The study was conducted to determine some characteristics of thiamethoxam resistance in VLM to be used in
integrated management of this pest.
Materials and methods: Two Iranian strains of VLM with proven resistance to thiamethoxam were used in this study. Enzyme
assays for general esterases (EST), glutathione S-transferases (GST) and monooxygenases (MFO) were performed on adults and
larvae of L. sativae. These strains were tested for cross-resistance to azadirachtin, cyromazine, chlorantraniliprole and spinosad.
The resistant strains were also reared in absence of pesticide pressure and tested periodically to check for stability of resistance.
Results: The activity of GST in the resistant strains was not significantly different from that of the susceptible strain. The activity
of EST and contents of MFO in resistant strains were higher than the susceptible strain. The results of biochemical assays
revealed that EST and MFO played a role in resistance of L. sativae to thiamethoxam. These strains did not show cross-resistance
to azadirachtin, chlorantraniliprole and cyromazine. Only a slight cross resistance to spinosad was observed in these strains.
Resistance ratios decreased in the strains after 10 generations of rearing in pesticide free conditions.
Conclusion: Biochemical and cross-resistance assays in this study and those of other researchers suggest that increased activity
of metabolic enzymes and reduction in target site sensitivity are joint factors involved in L. sativae resistance to thiamethoxam.
Resistance to thiamethoxam in L. sativae was unstable in absence of pesticide pressure. Therefore, thiamethoxam can be used
in rotation with other effective insecticides such as azadirachtin, chlorantraniliprole, cyromazine and spinosad in order to
manage insecticide resistance in leafminer control programs.

P INSECT 27
The effect of neonicotinoid Actara 25 WG on the feeding activity of the large pine weevil Hylobius abietis L.
1
2
1
I. Sibul , A. Ploomi , I. Kivimägi
1
Estonian University of Life Sciences, Institute of Forestry and Rural Engineering, Tartu, Estonia
2
Estonian University of Life Sciences, Institute of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences, Tartu, Estonia
ivar.sibul@emu.ee
Introduction: The large pine weevil, Hylobius abietis L. (Coleoptera: Curculionidae) is an important pest of conifer seedlings and
transplants in commercial forests of Europe. The adults feed on the bark of young seedlings often killing or damaging them
severely. Various chemical insecticides have been used against H. abietis. In Estonia pyrethroids have been recently replaced
with neonicotinoid Actara 25 WG (a.i. thiametoxam) to protect young conifers from damage caused by pine weevils.
Objectives: The aim of the study was to test the influence of Actara 25 WG on the feeding behaviour of the adult H. abietis, and
to assess the antifeedant effect of thiametoxam on weevils.
Materials and methods: In the experiment the effect of Actara 25 WG lethal (0.2%) and sub-lethal (0.05%) concentrationswere
tested on H. abietis feeding activity in choice-feeding tests under laboratory conditions. The ends of the Scots pine twigs were
dipped in melted bees wax and the twigs were then dipped in a solution. The weevils’ feeding area was estimated from the
removed (consumed) outer cortex bark and phloem after 24 h, 48 h and 72 h for each twig. The laboratory results were
compared using antifeedant index (AFI).
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Results: Higherconcentration (0.2%) had very strong lethal effect to H. abietis, insects died during 24 hours (Table 1). Sub-lethal
concentration reduced significantly the feeding activity of weevils in comparisons with control. 72 hours later 50% of females
and 75% of males were dead due to lower dose. The males were more sensitive to thiametoxam compared with the females.
Conclusions: Neonicotinoid Actara 25 WG had a strong antifeedant effect on the large pine weevil H. abietis in laboratory
conditions.
The study was supported by the projects: 8-2/T12115MIMK, ETF9449, IUT36-2.
2

Table 1: Mean feeding bark and phloem area (mm ± SD) of H. abietis females (♀♀) and males (♂♂) depending on the Actara 25
WG treatment of Scots pine twigs and feeding time. Antifeedant index (AFI) indicates the antifeedant effect of different
concentrations. AFI &lt; 0 - feeding stimulant, AFI = 0 - no effect, AFI &gt; 0 - antifeedant.

P INSECT 28
This Study was carried out to evaluate the effectiveness of bacterial insecticide (Vertimic) of the fourth star larve of
Trogoderma granarium (Everts)
1
1,2
F. H. Hallak , H. AlHamad
1
Aleppo University, Plant Protection, Aleppo, Syrian Arab Republic
2
Damascus University, Plant Protection, Aleppo, Syrian Arab Republic
dr.houdahallak3@hotmail.com
This Study was carried out to evaluate the effectiveness of bacterial insecticide (Vertimic) of the fourth star larve of Trogoderma
granarium (Everts) by four treatments( A ,B ,C , D) at seven concentrations 100 ,10 , 1 ,0.1 ,0.01 , 0.001 PPM in the treatment A,
B and at four concentrations 1, 0.1 ,0.01 ,0.001 PPM in the treatment C , D . Mortality rate of larve was 100% at concentration
1000, 100 PPM in the treatment A and B after 24 hours, and after 48 hours in the treatment D at 1 PPM . The efficiency of the
treatment A was greater as compared to the treatment B at all concentrations and all exposure times .for example at 0.01 , 0.1 ,
1 , 10, 100 PPM and after 216 hours the Mortality rate of larve was 3.33 , 13.33 , 43.33 , 100.00%in the treatment A respectively
and 0.00 , 0.00 , 3.33 , 23.33 , 96.67 % in the treatment B respectively .The efficiency of treatment D was greater as compared to
the treatment C in all concentrations and all exposure times for example at 0.001 , 0.01 , 0.1 , 1 PPM and after 120 hours the
Mortality rate of larve was 6.67 ,13.33 ,43.33 , 100.00% respectively in the treatment D and 0.001 , 0.01 , 0.1 , 1 PPM
respectively in the treatment C.

P INSECT 29
Identification and characterization of a novel mu class GST from citrus red mite, Panonychus citri (McGregor)
C.-Y. Liao, W.-K. Xia, J.-Z. Niu, T. Ding, W. Dou, J.-J. Wang
Southwest University, Plant Protection, Chongqing, China
jjwang7008@yahoo.com
Backgroud: The citrus red mite (Panonychus citri) is a worldwide citrus pest and has developed severe resistance to different
types of acaricides. However, the molecular mechanisms of resistance to acaricides in this mite remains unknown. In this study,
onefull length of cDNA encoding glutathione S-transferases (GSTs) was identified and characterized in P. citri. The effect of
abamectinand citral exposure on this gene expression was also investigated.
Results: Phylogenetic analysis revealed that this GST genebelong to mu class.After both the exposure of abamectin and citral,
the relative expression of PcGSTm5were up-regulated. When treated with the LC10 of abamectin, after the treatment of 12h, 24h
and 36h, the expression of PcGSTm5 was increased to 19.5, 19.8 and 5.9-fold,respectively. Similarly, the fold change of relative
expression of PcGSTm5 after the treatment of citral LC10, was also increased to 14.6, 2.3 and 7.6-fold.
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Conclusion: This is a novelGST gene characterized in P.citriand its molecular characteristicswas investigated. The elevated
transcripts of PcGSTm5 after exposure toabamectin and citral in P. citri might be one of the mechanisms of detoxification to this
acaricideand secondary compounds of citrus.

P INSECT 30
The effect of neonicotinoid Actara 25 WG and botanical insecticide NeemAzal-T/S on the mortality of the carabid beetle,
Pterostichus aethiops Panz
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1
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2
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Introduction: Carabid beetles (Coleoptera: Carabidae) are important polyphagous natural pest control agents in agricultural
fields. Pesticides threaten the survival of non-target carabid beetles living in both treated and untreated areas, because carabids
move relatively fast. They may contact pesticides directly or feed on pesticide-treated seeds and pests.
Objectives: The aim of the study was to test the effect of widely used neonicotinoid Actara 25 WG (a.i. thiametoxam) and
botanical insecticide NeemAzal-T/S (a.i. azadirachtin) on the predatory adult carabid beetle Pterostichus aethiops Panz.
Materials and methods: In the experiment the effect of neonicotinoid Actara 25 WG lethal (0.2%) and sub-lethal (0.1%, 0.05%)
concentrations were tested on P. aethiops mortality in laboratory conditions. The results were compared with NeemAzal-T/S
lethal (0.5%) and sub-lethal (0.25%, 0.125%) concentrations. 5 μL of solution was applied between the beetlesʼ thorax and
abdomen using distilled water as the solvent. Beetles were fed with moistened cat food and provided clean water daily. The
mortality rate was registered within 50 days after treatment.
Results: Botanical insecticide NeemAzal-T/S did not have the influence on P. aethiops mortality compared to control (distilled
water). The faster impact on insect mortality caused the Actara 25 WG recommended concentration (0.2%) (Figure 1). Both
tested insecticides caused paralysis in beetles, whereas neonicotinoid had stronger impact.
Conclusions: Carabid beetle P. aethiops is vulnerable to neonicotinoid Actara 25 WG. When neonicotinoids are applied to
agricultural land their toxic effect on predaceous beetles should not be ignored.
The study was supported by the projects: IUT36-2, 8-2/T12115MIMK, ETF9449.
Figure 1: The dynamics of Actara 25 WG and NeemAzal-T/S treatments effects on the mortality of the adult carabid beetle
Pterostichus aethiops. Means followed by the same letter are not significantly different ((p ≤ 0.05) (ANOVA, Tukey HSD test).
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Morphological measurements and chemical control of tomato leaf miner, Tuta absoluta (Meyrick) (Lepidoptera: Gelechiidae)
M. Salama, S. El-Mahy, H. Badawy
Faculty of Agriculture, Cairo University, Economic Entomology and Pesticides, Gizeh, Egypt
abdelkader_mr@yahoo.com
Leaves infested by T. absoluta were collected from a tomato field in Beni-Swaif Governorate, and transferred to the laboratory.
They were examined under a binocular in order to differentiate the different immature stages by measuring length and
diameter of eggs, head capsules and bodies of the four larval instars, and bodies of pupae and adults using a micrometer lens.
Egg was 0.28 - 0.38 mm in length and 0.18 - 0.28 mm in diameter. The length of head capsules were 0.11-0.14, 0.175-0.245,
0.28-0.35 and 0.46-0.56 mm for the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th larval instars, respectively. On the other hand the main of the body’s
length, were 0.99, 2.33, 4.17 and 7.54 mm for the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th the larval instars, respectively. The pupal body length
was 4.03 - 4.66 mm. and adult was 5-6 mm. Efficacy of emamectin benzoate, chlorfenapyr, indoxacarb, spinetoram and
chlorantraniliprole was conducted against T. absoluta adults (one day old) in laboratory. Samples of tomato leaves contains
different larval instars of T. absoluta were collected in April, 2012 from commercial fields in Fayoum Governorate, and
transferred to a holding room in bio-control Lab, and the values of LC50 for each insecticide was 7, 18, 20, 22.5 and 24 ppm,
respectively, and LC90 was 1000, 265, 500, 500 and 170 ppm, respectively. Field trials were carried out in 2012 and 2013
growing seasons to evaluate the efficacy of tested insecticides against larvae of T. absoluta infesting tomato plants in Fayoum
and Giza Governorates. The candidate insecticides; Coragen 20% SC, Evisect S 50% SP, Challenger 36% SC, Avaunt 15% SC,
Proclaim 5% SG, Radiant 12% SC, and Tracer 24% SC were applied at their recommended rates of application 60 ml, 125 g, 45 ml,
25 ml, 120 g, 100 ml and 30 ml, respectively. The tested insecticides can be arranged descendingly as Coragen (77.56%), Evisect
(67.79%), Proclaim (57.9%), Challenger (52.07%), Avaunt (44.6%), Radiant (41.83%) and Tracer (10.91%) according to their
efficacy against Tuta absoluta larvae after ten days of application. Second season 2013 showed the same results for the first one
except Evisect S became more effective than Coragen with a percentage (89.3%).
Figure 1
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P INSECT 32
Bioinformatics analysis of amino acid sequence of acetylcholinesterase from Bemisia tabaci Genn
D. Chen
Tobacco Research Institute of Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences (CAAS), Laoshan, Qingdao, China
chendxtob@126.com
Methods: Sequence analysis was aligned using ClustalX 1.83 package. Sequence homology was analyzed by DNAStar software.
We modeled three-dimensional model of acetylcholinesterase structure using the SWISSMODEL web server, which can search
for similar templates of available structures from the PDB, and SWISSPdb viewer 4.01 was used to generate a three-dimensional
image. In addition, phylogenetic trees of amino acid sequences were created using MEGA3.1 program by neighbor-joining
method and the bootstrap test was carried out with 1000 iterations.
Results: We compared the amino acid sequences of AChEs from the organisms tested and found that amino sequence of AChEs
showed biggish evolution and conservation. The amino acid sequence of AChEs from Bemisia tabaci was obtained and analyzed.
Phylogenetic tree was created based on the amino acid sequence of AChEs in which can exhibited the phylogenetic relationship
of the organisms tested. Homology modeling was completed and the AChEs structure and key amino acid points from the aphids
tested was viewed. This paper also discussed the B. tabaci AChEs structure characteristics and functional sites.
Discussion: Acetylcholinesterase is a serine hydrolase that serves principally to terminate signal transmission at cholinergic
synapses by rapid hydrolysis of the neurotransmitter acetylcholine (ACh) in the synaptic gap. The alignment of amino acid
sequences revealed that AchEs from B. tabaci and AchEs from the other pests had sequence and functional similarities,
especially in the key substrate binding sites. Previous studies found that fourteen aromatic amino acid residues lining the
catalytic gorge played an important role in the combination of AChE with the substrate, which may accelerate the substrate to
the active sites of AChE. The result of multiple alignment showed that eight aromatic residues lining the catalytic gorge were
different in tested materials. Some of these alternatives may be more beneficial or detrimental to identify the substrate. Studies
have found that the replaced aromatic amino acid residues played the important role in the insect resistance to insecticides.
Partial References:
1
Powell, M. E., Cuthbertson, A. G. S., Bell, H. A., Boonham, N., Morris, J. and Northing, P. 2012. First record of the Q Biotype of
the sweetpotato whitefly, Bemisia tabaci, intercepted in the UK. Eur. J. Plant Pathol. 133:797-801.
2
Bethke, J. A., Byrne, F. J., Hodges, G. S., McKenzie, C. L. and Shatters, Jr. R. G. 2009. First record of the Q biotype of the
sweetpotato whitefly, Bemisia tabaci, in Guatemala. Phytoparasitica 37:61-64.
3
Qiu, B. L., Dang, F., Li S. J., Ahmed, M. Z., Jin, F. L., Ren, S. X. and Cuthbertson, A. G. S. 2011. Comparison of biological
parameters between the invasive B biotype and a new defined Cv biotype of Bemisia tabaci (Hemiptera: Aleyradidae) in China. J.
Pest Sci. 84:419- 427.
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Resistance to Imidacloprid in Different populations of Aphis gossypii Glover (Hem.: Aphididae) in Fars Province, Iran
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Shiraz branch, Islamic Azad University, Department of Plant Protection, Shiraz, Iran, Islamic Republic of Iran
selmi_seyedebrahimi@yahoo.com
The cotton aphid, Aphis gossypii (Glover) (Homoptera: Aphididae), is a key cucurbits pest in Iran and Fars Province. In Iran in
addition to cotton, it is the major pest of Cucurbitaceae, especially on cucumber. A. gossypii causes direct damage through
sucking nutrients from the plant and indirect damage through contamination with honeydew and by vectoring viral pathogens
.It is managed with repeated insecticide applications. Due to its short life cycle and high reproductive capability, A. gossypii has a
high potential for resistance development to insecticides and reports of insecticide control failures have recently increased,
particularly with imidacloprid.
To quantify resistance of cotton aphid populatoins to imidacloprid, seven populations were collected from different places in
Fars province (Shiraz, Jahrom, Saadatshahr, Marvdasht, Kavar, Sadra 1 and Sadra2). To estimate the response of 5 days old A.
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gossypii populations to imidacloprid, leaf dip bioassays was performed in the laboratory. LC 50 values were estimated by probit
analysis and used to calculate the resistance ratios (RR). The bioassay results showed significant discrepancy in susceptibility to
imidacloprid among the populations. The Lc 50 values for populations of Sadra1, Jahrom, Kavar, Marvdasht, Saadat Shahr, Sadra2
-1
and Shiraz was estimated as 632.88, 263.76, 203.23, 183.26, 142.94, 54.69 and 37.09 μg ml respectively.
The highest levels of resistance to imidacloprid was detected for Sadra1 (RR = 17.06 fold). Also in other populations some levels
of resistance were detected. In Jahrom, Kavar, Marvdasht, SaadatShahr, Shiraz and Sadra2 populations the RRs were 7.11, 5.48,
4.94, 3.85, 1.47 and 1, respectively. Because of the slopes and comparison of RRs with other studies we thought resistant
population is in first stages of resistance and has the ability to be more resistant.

P INSECT 34
A new age in development of insecticides
E. Inak, S. Cobanoglu
Ankara University, Plant Protection, Ankara, Turkey
emreinak1@gmail.com
In recent agricultural process, farmers are largely depended on chemicals for pest management. However the intensive use of
the chemicals has led to many serious health problems not only for the applicators but also the consumers. It also has caused to
the pest resistance against insecticides and the environmental pollution. It has now become essential to search for efficent and
environmentally friendly ways for sustainable pest management.
Thanks to developing technology, there are some new ways to solve problems that are caused by insecticides. One of them is: to
formulise insecticides which are developed by nanotechnology.
There are two main aims to develop the nanopesticides: to increase solubility of poor soluble insecticides, to release the active
ingredient slowly, to get better efficacy on target pest and to protect the active ingredient against premature degradation.
In this study we have focused to explain the importance to develop new nanopestices for environmentally friendly and more
efficent pest management. Also, some advantages and disadvanges of nanopesticides are discussed.
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In- vivo Control of tomatoes Fusarium spp. wilt usig plant extracts
A. Sidawi, F. Azzam, A. Abdalaziz, T. Talab, I. Kassab
General Commission for Scientific Agricultural Research, Plant protection, Damascus, Syrian Arab Republic
nadiaamal1986@yahoo.com
Fungal suspensions were prapaired from Fusarium solani, Fusarium oxysporum,and Fusarium solani isolated from the roots,
stems, and rhizosphare of tomatos´ wilt plants. We Used methanol extracts of the following plants in pots: fig´s (Ficus carica L.)
leaf powder extract, myrtle leaf extract (Myrtus communis L.), and marigold´s (Tagetes patula Linn.) stems, leaves, floures, and
roots extracts sepperetly at our experiments in pots. The results showes that both 6% marigolds´ stems and 6% marigolds´
leaves΄ extract sepperetly infected with F. solani isolated from tomatoes ´ roots significantly reduced the tomatos diseased
plants, and activated the growth of the tomatoes ´ roots and stems comparing with the control. 6% marigolds´ stems and 6%
marigolds´ leaves΄ extract sepperetly infected with F. oxysporum isolated from tomatoes´ stems significantly reduced the
tomatos diseased plants comparing with control, and activated the growth of the tomatoes ´ stems, moreover only 6%
marigolds´ stems extract infected with F. oxysporum activated the growth of the tomatoes ´ roots. 6% marigolds´ stems and 6%
marigolds´ leaves΄ extract sepperetly infected with F. solani isolated from rhizosphare reduced the tomatoes diseased plants
comparing with control and activated the growth of the tomatoes ´roots and stems comparing with the control.

P IPM 2
Compatibility studies among selected entompathogenic fungi, insecticides and fungicides in chilli
R. G. Cheekuri, M. Kasturi
College of Horiticulture, Rajendranagar, Hyderabad, Entomology, Hyderabad, India
rajagoud1@gmail.com
Among the test insecticides, spinosad was found to be highly compatible with the Beauveria bassiana (Bals.) Vuillemin and
Metarhyzium anisopliae (Metsh.) Sorokin by recording no inhibition of growth, sporulation and viability of spore germination
followed by indoxacarb, novaluron and cartap hydrochloride.The propiconazole could not be used in combination with B.
bassiana and M. anispliae due to its detrimental effect as no radial growth, zero conidial concentration/cm and conidial viability
was recorded, whereas tebuconazole, azoxystrobin and chlorothalonil showed little inhibition on above fungi.The LC 50 of the
insecticides viz., indoxacarb, spinosad, novaluron and cartap hydrochloride against H. armigera was determined as 110.34,
99.83, 383.30 and 224.32 ppm, respectively, whereas the fungicides viz., propiconazole, chlorthalonil, and azoxystrobin and
tebuconazole recorded LC50 values of 0.76, 11.85, 1.92 and 8.26 ppm, respectively. The tested insecticides were non toxic to C.
capsici at LC50, field recommended and other concentrations, whereas fungicides were also non toxic to H. armigera. Synergism
was displayed by the combinations of indoxacarb 110.34 ppm with chlorothalonil 11.85 ppm and tebuconazole 8.26 ppm,
whereas antagonism was noticed in the combinations with propiconazole 0.76 ppm and azoxystrobin 1.92 ppm against H.
armigera. Spinosad in combination with chlorothalonil, azoxystrobin and tebuconazole at their LC 50 values displayed synergism
against H. armigera and they significantly differing among themselves in this regard. The effect of fungicides in combination with
insecticides on the spore inhibition of C. capsici at their LC50 values revealed that all the combinations were antagonistic to each
other.

P IPM 3
Plant protection in ecocycle-based agricultural systems: aquaponics as an example
1
1
2
T. Komives , A. Bittsanszky , G. Gyulai
1
Plant Protection Institute, Biotechnology, Budapest, Hungary
2
St. Stephan University, Biotechnology, Godollo, Hungary
komives.tamas@agrar.mta.hu
Aquaponics is a new, rapidly emerging, ecofriendly agricultural technology that integrates recirculating aquaculture with
hydroponics (plant production in water without soil) (Kiraly et al., 2013). The technology is highly efficient, because it uses the
waste fish produce to feed the plants with nutrients, providing a symbiotic environment for producing fish and plants in a closed
system. In such systems, however, health issues related to plants and fish deserve serious consideration. Thus, a large number of
infectious agents may cause diseases to fishes, and some of these agents are known plant pathogens. In addition, the recycling
of water within the system strongly limits the available methods of pest and disease control. This paper calls the attention to a
particularly important issue in aquaponics often neglected until it is too late: the management of plant pests and diseases. The
complexity of an aquaponic system (that is based on the stable coexistence of fish, bacteria and plants) makes this task
extremely difficult, because fish toxicity strongly reduces the number of the applicable chemical pesticides. Therefore, the
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design and the successful operation of aquaponic systems should be based on a careful evaluation of all the tools of integrated
pest management.
Kiraly, K., Pilinszky, K., Bittsanszky, A., Gyulai, G., Komives, T., 2013. Importance of ammonia detoxification by plants in
phytoremediation and aquaponics. Novenytermeles 62, 99-102. doi:10.12666/Novenyterm.62.2013.suppl

P IPM 4
Faunistic composition, population trends and resistance status of certain sap feeding pests inhabiting selected cucurbit
cultivars
M. Amro
Plant Protection Research Institute, Vegetable pests, Assiut, Egypt
moamro1953@yahoo.com
Faunistic composition and the population trends of certain sap feeding pests and their associated natural enemies inhabiting
cucurbit plantations have been studied in Assiut Upper Egypt. Twenty one arthropod species belonging to 18 genera, 11 families
and 4 orders were encountered by using the sweeping net method. Amongst the identified species nine piercing and sucking
pests and five predators belonging to order Hemiptera-Heteroptera were recorded. Population trends of the main sap feeding
pests, namely, Campylomma impicta (Wagner); Creontiades pallidus Ramb; Empoasca sp. and Bemisia tabaci (Gennadius) were
estimated on the selected cucurbit cultivars. Resistance status of three sweet melon, three cucumber and two squash cultivars
to the whitefly B. tabai (nymphs), the leaf hopper Empoasca sp. (nymphs and adults) and the two spotted spider mite
Tetranychus urticae Koch (mobile stages) was determined. The tested cucurbit cultivars showed different susceptibility degrees
to the aforementioned pests. Al-Wafeer cucumber cultivar and Cabili squash cultivar showed some sort of resistance against the
three selected pests. The remaining cucurbit cultivars showed variable degrees of resistance to these pests. Correlation
coefficient values between selected plant phenomena and the incidence of the selected pests was calculated.

P IPM 5
The evaluation of eggplant (Solanum Melongena L.) germplasm against jassid (Amrasca Amrasca Biguttula Biguttula (Ishida)
resistance
1
1
1
2
1
M. Ali , M. Ashfaq , S. Ahmad , U. Mubashar , A. Ali
1
University of the Punjab, Institute of Agricultural sciences, Lahore, Pakistan
2
Elementary Teachers Education College, Ghakkhar Mandi, Gujranwala, Pakistan
ali.klasra@gmail.com
The eggplant is the most popular vegetable and jassid is the harmful and major pest in Pakistan. The present study was carried
out for evaluating relative plant resistance and susceptibility of various germplasm of eggplant against the jassid. The randomize
complete block design was laid for this experiment and nine eggplant germplasm viz. Rubi, Vrib-01, Virb-02-F1, Vrib-0401,Vrib04, Bemissal, Vrib-9901, Nirala and Cluster king were screen out against jassid. The population of jassid present at eggplant
genotypes were Rubi (1.42), Vrib-01 (1.67) , Virb-02-F1(1.78) , Vrib-0401(2.02 ),Vrib-04 (3.03 ), Bemissal (3.36), Vrib-9901 (1.92),
Nirala (3.03) and Cluster king (1.67). The parameters were pest preference and host plant susceptibility indices (HPSI). The Rubi,
Vrib-01 and Virb-02-F1 showed comparatively high resistance of jassid/leaf while Vrib-9901, Vrib-0401 and Bemissal appeared as
intermediate resistance and Vrib-9901, Nirala and Cluster king were comparatively susceptible of jassid/leaf. The germplasm
Bemissal showed the most susceptible between the experimented materials. The maximum level of HPSI in Bemassil was 18%
and while in Rubi it was very less at 7%. The selected genotypes showed significant difference (P≤0.05).

P IPM 6
Evaluate the performance of several types protein hydrolizate in monitoring and control of olve fruit fly in Guilan provience
1
2
2,3
S. Khalighi , M. Abasi Mojdehi , J. Arab
1
Ministry of Agriculture, Olive Department, Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran
2
Agricultural and Natural Resources Research Center, Plant protection Research Dept, guilan, Islamic Republic of Iran
3
Ministry of Jihad Agriculture, Horticultural Affairs, Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran
khalighi_sa@yahoo.com
Olive Fruit Fly Bactrocera oleae Gmelin. is most important pest in olive groves in Iran and Guilan provience that causes heavy
losses production to farmers each year. In some of years with increasing population has been decreased production of table
olives and quality of olive oil. Lack of information about the efficiency of the best of protein hydrolyzate composition available in
markets for farmers, cause they have been confused that which of compound is appropriate for monitoring and control of Olive
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Fruit Fly. In this study,comparsion of efficiency of several of protein hydrolyzate such as : Biocebo from Bioiberica company of
Spain , Dacus bait 100 from EVYP company of Greece and Fly cap from Green universe company of Spain has been evaluated.
The study was conducted in Randomized Compelete Block Design (RCBD) in olive orchrd in Roudbar olive research station and
data were collected weekly. Sampling continued until the end of the harvest season. During each sampling, male and female
olive flies and non-target insects were counted and recorded in tables. Results showed although that the protein Fly cap in the
first months of sampling performed better than other traps. But with decreasing temperature, the Dacus bait 100 is better than
from others that mean of Fly cap in 1 th month is 14.00 ± 3.25 and for Dacus bait is 1.40 ± 0.50 for attraction of female olive fly
and 15.20 ± 0.29 to Fly cap and 3.60 ± 0.13 to Dacus bait for attraction of male olive fly. But in total attraction but in total of
duration of study , Dacus bait 100 with of mean 48.23 ± 2.58 is the best protein hydrolyzate for attraction of female olive fly and
Biocebo and Fly cap with means 30.13 ± 4.42 and 15.66 ±4.92 were after Dacus bait.In attraction of male olive fly ,mean of
Dacus bait 100 was 41.7 ± 2.64 the best protein hydrolyzate and means of Biocebo and Fly cap were 28.05 ± 4.21 and 14.88 ±
4.97 after Dacus bait 100.and Dacus bait 100 Dacus bait 100 from EVYP company of Greece is the best protein hydrolysate for
monitoring and mass trapping .

P IPM 7
Biological control of chestnut blight: persistence of biocontrol agent Cryphonectria hypovirus 1 in healed chestnut cankers
1
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WSL Swiss Federal Institute for Forest, Snow and Landscape Research, Birmensdorf, Switzerland
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Chestnut blight is a disease caused by the plant pathogenic fungus,Cryphonectria parasitica, introduced to North America and
Europe from Asia. The pathogen causes cankers on infected trees. Biocontrol of this fungus is mediated via Cryphonectria
hypovirus 1 (CHV1), which reduces virulence and reproductive capacities of the fungus. This phenomenon is called
hypovirulence. If the hypovirus is introduced naturally or artificially into active canker (Fig 1a) caused by virulent C. parasitica
strain(s), canker expansion ceases and ‘healing’ canker - callus (Fig 1b) is formed. Besides active and healed cankers (Fig 1c), also
occurring in nature are superficial cankers caused by hypovirulent C. parasitica isolates, as well as non-expanding, inactive
cankers. High prevalence of CHV1 in C. parasitica populations can induce healing cankers and recovery of chestnut forests.
Therefore, it is important that hypovirulent CHV1-infected fungal strains persist in populations. The aim of this research was to
investigate the persistence of hypovirulent C. parasitica strains in completely healed chestnut blight cankers. Bark samples were
collected from seven chestnut populations (six in Europe and one in North America) from more than 100 healed cankers.
Samples were taken both from callus tissue and from the callus-wood interface. Neither hypovirulent nor virulent C. parasitica
strains comprised more than half of the samples isolated from healed cankers. In different populations, the frequency of
hypovirulent C. parasitica strains was different between callus and interface. Generally, virulent C.parasitica strains were found
more frequently in healed cankers, which is interesting because hypovirulent strains are thought to promote healing. The
relationship between virulent and hypovirulent isolates in healed cankers appears to be highly dynamic. We suspect that the
loss of vigor by hypovirulent C. parasitica allows virulent strains or other fungi to invade healed cankers.
Figure 1
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P IPM 8
Reaction of two Pisum sativum genotypes to Didymella pinodes infection
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Didymella pinodes is the major pathogen of the ascochyta blight disease complex of field pea (Khan et al., 2013). It reduces both
yield and quality of peas (Pisum sativum L.). The present work aimed to investigate the reaction of two genotypes of peas (i.e.
cv. Messire and Model) to D. pinodes isolate infection at their early (4-leaf) growth stage. In a factorial experiment, their
response to this pathogen was evaluated with a complete plant nutrient and unfertilized control group. Disease severity was
scored on stipules and leaflets at the first, second and third nodes using a 0-6 scale adapted from the 0-5 scale previously
described by Roger and Tivoli (1996). The results indicated that there were significant differences (p &lt; 0.05) between the two
genotypes in disease severity, plant height, estimated leaf chlorophyll content or “greenness” and dry matter yield. The lowest
infection rate and the slowest progress of the disease expressed as relative infection rate were noted in cv. Model as compared
to Messire (Fig. 1A). On the other hand, the plant height (data not shown) and dry matter production (Fig. 1B) were lowest in the
infected and unfertilized cv. Messire. The mean values of leaf greenness were similar in both infected and healthy plants in cv.
Model (data not presented). We observed no upward diseases progress on the infected pea plants. Finally, we suggest a time
series infection test to understand completely the effects of D. pinodes on the growth, development, final yield and quality of
pea genotypes.
Figure 1: Effects of Didymella pinodes infection on (A) disease severity and (B) total dry matter production of two pea genotypes.
Abbreviations are: C (un-fertilized control); F (mineral fertilizer); H (healthy plant); I (infected plant). Error bars indicate standard
error (n = 4).

Figure 2
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P IPM 9
Ecology and Management of brown spot of rice (Oryza sativa L.) under the undulating red and lateritic zone of West Bengal,
India
M. K. Biswas
Visva-Bharati, Plant Protection, PSB, Sriniketan, India
mkb.psb@gmail.com
Rice (Oryza sativa L.) has been regarded as one of the most important cereal crops and a major food grain contributor to the
total world food grain basket. Brown spot of rice (Drechslera oyyzae ,Helminthosporium oryzae ) is a chronic disease that affects
millions of hectares of rice every growing season, grown by some of the most resource-poor farmers. Attempts were made to
know the present severity level of the disease, their ecology and to manage the disease under field condition. The severity of
brown spot was varied greatly with the location, variety and season. A terminal disease severity ranging from 14.65 % to 34.14%
was obtained from different locations in Kharif rice. While, the severity was little bit lesser in Boro rice (19.4 % to 30.6%).
Maximum severity of disease (37.35 % PDI) was recorded from the field transplanted 30 days later than the schedule time
followed by 32.85% from 45 days. Maximum yield (4921 kg/ha) was obtained from the field transplanted on 25.07.2013
(schedule time of transplanting) followed by (4785 kg/ha) from 15 days early transplanted rice (10.07.2013). Among the phytoextracts, minimum severity of brown spot disease (15.3% PDI) and maximum yield 49.23 qt/ha were noticed in the field treated
with leaf extract of Derris indica (karanj) followed by Lantana camera (19.3 % PDI and yield 48.75 qt/ha). Fungicide Azoxystrobin
23 SC (Amistar 25 SC) was found to be very effective against brown spot which reduced the severity up to the level of 86.07%.
th
th
The disease was increased initially at a faster rate (5.18 % periodical increment in PDI) during September 18 to 24 2013 and
th
th
finally reached at a lower level of 0.35% PDI during 30 October-5 November’2013. When max. temperature ranged from 32.6
0
0
0
to 34.21 C, min. temperature maintained between 23.61 C to 26.18 C, average RH varied between 80.71 to 85.81%, having
moderate rainfall, average sunshine of 4.63 to 6.16 h/ day and moderate wind speed from 1.0 to 1.57 km/h persist in rice field
2
maximum periodical increment in PDI might be expected. From the R value it can be stated that, these six meteorological
factors responsible up to the extent of 85.2 percent for the development of the disease. The study provide the information
about the present status of disease severity, the trends of disease progression and environmental relationship. It also offers a
complete package of controlling this disease in the region.

P IPM 10
Current Technologies in Locusts Plague Management Program in China
L. Zhang
China Agricultural University, Entomology, Haidian District, Beijing, China
locust@cau.edu.cn
Locust (Locusta migratoria) plague was one of three biggest disasters with flooding, drought in China. For a long time, due to
there were several key problems unsolved, such as excessively using chemical pesticides, intensive labor monitoring and control,
the outbreak of locust and grasshoppers occurred frequently. To solve these problems, since 1990s, we have researched and
developed biological control, ecological control, information technology based locust control supporting information platform.
1. Biological and ecological control. 1.1. Higher virulent strains of Nosema locustae，a protozoan, have been obtained through
traditional screening. It has been demonstrated that epiziotics of Nosema disease could be caused by application of Nosema
spores in China both in crop field and grassland. 1.2. The mass production technology for Nosema spores has been developed.
9
The yield is more than 21×10 spores/locust. A novel formulation of Nosema spores, water suspense formation has been
developed, which can keep spores alive longer than for one year at room temperature and be applied by airplane ULV.
Metarhizium has been commercialized and played an important role. The field application methods of both Nosema and
Metarhizium have been developed. 1.3. It has been demonstrated that one bird, Rosy Starlings (Stumus roseu) can predate 120160 individuals of grasshoppers per day, and can eat 50 thousands grasshoppers for its whole life. Since 1990s, artificial bird
3
nests with stones or bricks were built totally 50,000m . 1.4. Ecological control methods have been improved. In Hebei,
Shandong, and Henan provinces some non-host plants of locust, such as alfalfa, cotton, jujube etc. have been planted to replace
reeds which is host plant of locust in wild locust breeding regions, reduced effectively locust densities more than 50%.
2. Efficient systems for management. To monitor and control locusts efficiently, an information platform for locust control
based on the GPS, RS, and GIS was developed. The platform can provide accurate information about locust occurrence and
control strategies, consists of three systems, a mobile GPS pad, a processing system for locust information based on GIS and RS,
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and a WebGIS-based real-time monitoring system. And all of these technologies have been applied 3.36 million ha in 20
provinces.

P IPM 11
Evaluation of Damage Induced by the Shedder bug, Creontiades pallidus Ramber (Hemiptera: Miridae) on different cotton
cultivars
M. Lotfabadi, H. Abbasipour, A. Askarianzadeh
Shahed University, Plant Protection, Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran
habbasipour@yahoo.com
The Shedder bug, Creontiades pallidus Ramber (Hemi.: Miridae) is one of the most important pests of cotton in Khorasan Razavi
province of Iran. This insect as a serious pest of cotton in recent years has been considering in the eastern areas of Iran
(Khorasan) and particularly Sabzevar region. Damage caused by C. pallidus on the different commercial cultivars of cotton
(including Bakhtegan, Khordad, Sahel, Sepid, Mehr, Varamin) was evaluated in Sabzevar region during 2013-2014 in Agricultural
Research Station. The experimental design was a split plots design with 4 replications with 6 cultivars. Ten plants per plot were
considered to be constant until the end of the project and on each sampling date, the number of black spots on the all bolls per
th
plant was counted and mean of ten plants was recorded. During the season, 14 sampling intervals were carried out from 14
th
August to 14 October. Results of analysis variance showed that effect of cultivar on damage rate was significant (P<0.01).
Bakhtegan and Mehr cultivars had the highest and lowest rate of infestation, respectively. Also interaction between cultivar and
th
time was significant (P<0.01). Analysis variance of results indicated that the highest number of bugs was observed in 16 August
th
on Varanmin cultivar. Also the lowest number of bugs was seen in 4 October on Mehr cultivar. Totally, Mehr is the most
resistant cultivar to C. pallidus while Bakhtegan and Varamin are the most susceptible cultivars to C. pallidus.

P IPM 12
Evaluation of infestation percentage of cotton fields to the spiny bollworm, Earias insulana Boisduval. (Lep.: Noctuidae) and
its relationship with pheromone traps
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The spiny bollworm, Earias insulana Boisduval. (Lep.: Noctuidae), is one of the important pest of malvaceous plants throughout
the world except America. In recent years, this insect has been serious pest for cotton fields in southern regions of Iran,
especially in Darab region of Fars province. In order to evaluate the performance of sex pheromone for reduction of infestation
percentage to E. insulana by mass trapping method, an experiment was carried out during 2012 in Darab agricultural research
station in randomized completely block design with 5 treatments and 4 replications. The treatments were as application of the
sex pheromone trap at the rates of 16, 20, 24 and 30 traps/h, application of Larvin insecticide at the rate of 1 Lit/h, and control.
Rate of infestation percentage in the field was evaluated with counting 100 bolls and flowers per week. In Larvian insecticide
treatment, after reaching to control index, spraying was carried out. Analysis variance of results showed that there are
significant differences between time, trap number and time×trap number on infestation percentage per hectare. During
sampling time, the highest infestation percentage was in control treatment and the lowest one was observed in 24 and 30
th
traps/h treatments. The peak of infestation percentage was seen in 28 of November. The best efficiency among treatments
was observed in pheromone trap.

P IPM 13
Cropping systems with maize and oilseed rape may reduce the risk of soilborne diseases of wheat
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2
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Introduction: Cropping systems (CS) with crops cultivated in short cycles on the same land provoke phytosanitary problems
which may force more chemical inputs. However, the potential effects of CS with maize and oilseed rape on the incidence and
severity of stem base and root diseases of wheat have not been investigated thoroughly.
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Objectives: The aim of this study was to conduct field experiments in order to explore how CS including maize and oilseed rape
affect the risk of root and stem base diseases in winter wheat. Further, our aim was to determine the microbial community
composition in different CS, which may explain the varying occurrence of soilborne diseases of wheat.
Methods: We therefore analyzed the effects of varied percentages of maize and oilseed rape on stem base and root pathogens
of winter wheat grown in four different CS and rotations in two locations in Central and Northeastern Germany for three years.
Additionally, we determined the fungal and bacterial community with barcoded amplicon pyrosequencing.
Results: Our results demonstrate that short and intensive crop rotations with wheat combined with crops do not necessarily
enhance the risk by soil and straw borne diseases. Moreover, a suitable combination of wheat, oilseed rape and maize with
adapted cropping methods (late sowing after maize, mouldboard ploughing) can significantly mitigate the threat of stem base
diseases in wheat. While disease incidence of sharp eyespot was always <5%, CS had significant effects on the incidence and
severity of eyespot, fusarium foot rot and take-all (in Northeastern Germany). Incidence of fusarium foot rot and take-all was
significantly reduced by 70% and incidence of eyespot nearly to 0%, when wheat was planted after maize in a system with late
sowing and ploughing, compared to wheat after oilseed rape with reduced tillage and early sowing. Further, these CS with maize
showed a low level of fusarium head blight. DON levels in grains were always low.
Conclusions: The present study demonstrates that current shifts in crop rotations to a higher prevalence of maize due to novel
market developments do not necessarily enhance the phytosanitary risks in the main crop wheat, if a suitable system of
agronomic measures is applied, enabling highly productive and sustainable energy crop production systems.

P IPM 14
EU project BIOCOMES develops new biological control products for Integrated Pest Management in agriculture and forestry
J. Köhl
Wageningen UR, Plant Research International, Wageningen, Netherlands
jurgen.kohl@wur.nl
The objective of BIOCOMES (www.biocomes.eu) is to develop 11 new biological control agents (BCAs) and 2 production
technologies for key markets in European agriculture and forestry. BCAs were identified through market analysis by six
manufactures of biological control products. BCAs will primarily be for use in open field crops of vegetables (3), of which 2 are
also for use in protected crops, arable crops (3), fruit crops (3), and three different types of forests (2). Primary targeted pests
are: gypsy moth (Lymantria dispar), pine weevil (Hylobius abietis), tomato pinworm (Tuta absoluta), white flies, aphids of fruit
tree crops and Mamestra brassicae. Primary targeted pathogens are: damping-off diseases in forest nurseries, soilborne
pathogens of oilseed rape and cereals, brown rot (Monilinia spp.) of stone fruit, and powdery mildew of cereals (Blumeria
graminis). The economic sustainability during the entire development process will be assessed by the responsible industrial
partners. The environmental sustainability will be quantified for each BCA by means of the Sustainable Process Index method.
The entire developmental process for each of the 11 BCA products is guided by a consultancy partner specialized and leading in
(bio) pesticide registration including risk assessments for European (bio) pesticide industries. In vitro production of
entomopathogenic viruses as new innovative technique will be developed aimed at a breakthrough in economic production.
Downstream-technology and shelf life for entomopathogenic nematodes will be improved. BIOCOMES will communicate project
results with all stakeholders with special attention to European IPM networks throughout the whole project duration.
BIOCOMES combines the expertise of 10 industrial SME partners, 3 larger industrial partners and 14 research partners with 38%
of the requested EU contribution supporting SMEs. All 11 BCA solutions will be novel IPM tools and new alternatives to replace
major pesticide applications in European agriculture and forestry.
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Seventh Framework Programme (Grant Agreement 612713).

P IPM 15
Microbes contamination controle by using ginger juice
N. H. Alkudsi
College of Agriculture, University of Baghdad, Animal Resources, Baghdad, Iraq
natikalkudsi@yahoo.co.uk
The study was conducted at College of Agriculture / University of Baghdad cooperation with Biotechnology and Research Center
/ Univ. of Al-Nahrain to study the effect of ginger juice on some microbes contaminated cow milk such, Escherichia coli ,
salmonella, Pseudomonas fluorescents that have pathogen and spoiled effect on cow milk were studded . Isolated bacteria have
been brought from college of Agriculture. Microbes were cultured on media that has been prepared and then media were
sterilized by two methods, first by using autoclave with 1210 c for 15 minute, and second by using microbes filter. Concentration
1,2,3,4,5,10,20,30,40,50 % ginger juice were prepared . Result showed positively an inhibition that correlated with concentration
, it was noticed that halo diameter of inhibition from 10 to 50 %concentration were 11.19, 12.13 ,12.62 ,13.31 ,14.11 mm
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respectively for salmonella whereas its effect on Escherichia coli were 8.96 , 10.90 , 11.37 , 12.12 , 12.56 mm for the same above
concentration . On other hand its effect on Pseudomonas. Were had the trend but with lower value .That concentration 10 to 50
% were 7.11, 8.42, 9.15, 10.83, 11.21 mm respectively. It can be concluded that increasing ginger juice concentration cussed
increasing bacteria inhibition in milk.

P IPM 16
Monitoring and control of the olive moth Prays oleae Bern. (Lepidoptera: Yponomeutidae) in the West of Algeria
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Prays oleae commonly called the olive moth is a lepidopteran insect of the family Yponomeutidae. This pest preferentially
attacks the olive tree (Olea europaea), which it is a major pest, the economic importance of the damage caused by this insect
depends on the size of pest population, and also the generation in question. P. oleae developing three generations per year each
generation is associated with a part of the host plant.
At the beginning of this research we developed a pest monitoring plan at 6 plots distributed in western Algeria. 3 stations in
Relizane, 2 stations in the province of Mascara and a station at Oran.
Delta traps pheromone, provided by Russell IPM, was installed in each olive orchard.
Samplings were carried out weekly to explore the pest P.oleae. The results obtained from the pest samples show the presence
of the insect in all orchards prospected with differences in the rate of infestation of trees. The period of the summer of 2014 was
a very warm period that has not allowed the insect to do major damage in the period from July to September 2014.

P IPM 17
Geostatistical analysis of spatial distribution of alfalfa spotted aphid Therioaphis maculata and coccinellid lady beetles
R. Karimzadeh, H. Shayestehmehr, M. J. Hejazi
University of Tabriz, Department of Plant Protection, Tabriz, Islamic Republic of Iran
r_karimzadeh@tabrizu.ac.ir
Introduction: Understanding the spatial dynamics of insect distributions provides useful information about ecological
requirements of insects and can also be used in site-specific pest management programs. Interactions between preys and
predators are spatially and temporally dynamic and can be affected by several factors.
Objectives: The objectives of this study were to determine and map the spatial distribution pattern of alfalfa spotted aphid,
Therioaphis maculata and coccinellid lady beetles and their spatial interactions using geostatistical tools.
Materials and methods: The study was conducted in three (0.5, 3.1 and 7.3 ha) alfalfa fields and two growing seasons, 2013 and
2014. The 0.5 ha field was divided into 10×10 m grids and 3.1 and 7.3 ha fields were divided into 30×30 m grids. Weekly
sampling began when height of alfalfa plants reached about 15 cm and was continued until the cutting of alfalfa hay. Forty and
10 stems were chosen randomly in 30×30 m and 10×10 m grids, respectively and shaken into a white pan three times. The
aphids and coccinellids fallen in the pan were counted and recorded. Semivariance analysis and variograms were used to
determine the spatial autocorrelations between samples. Data analysis was conducted using GS+5.1. The results of semivariance
analysis were used to generate distribution maps of the insects using ArcGIS 9.3.
Results: The results of spatial analysis indicated that distribution of T. maculata was aggregated in the fields and spatial
autocorrelation was strong in 20, moderate in 16 and weak only in four out of 40 data sets. Semivariance analysis of the
coccinellids showed moderate to weak spatial dependency. Comparison of the distribution maps of aphid and ladybeetles
showed that there was overlap between the maps, but they did not coincide completely. Several factors including prey
availability, inter and intra-specific interactions and environmental factors can influence the spatial synchrony of prey and
predator. In this study low population density of lady beetles in the alfalfa fields can be one of the reasons for lack of spatial
correlation between the spotted alfalfa aphid and lady beetles.
Conclusion: The aggregated spatial pattern of T. maculate indicated that site-specific management of this aphid is possible and
distribution maps can be used for this purpose.
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An assessment of indirect energy used for pesticide applications for field crop production in Southeastern Anatolia region of
Turkey
H. H. Ozturk
Cukurova University, Department of Agricultural Machineries and Technologies , Adana, Turkey
hhozturk@cu.edu.tr
The manufacture of pesticides is a highly complex process, resulting in high-energy inputs per kilogram produced. Physical,
chemical, and thermodynamic characteristics of the manufacturing process determine the energy cost of a pesticide. Most
pesticides are derived from ethylene and propylene, which are obtained by catalytic cracking of crude petroleum oils, or from
methane from natural gas. The total energy cost is the sum of the energy sequestered in the material itself and that required to
apply it to the crops. This energy is directly utilized in the manufacturing process and indirectly utilized in formulation,
packaging, and transportation.
Energy use pattern and contribution of energy inputs vary depending on farming systems, crop season and farming conditions.
Considerable work has been conducted on the use of energy in agriculture with respect to efficient and economicuse of energy
for sustainable production. The aim of this study was to assess indirect energy used for pesticide applications for wheat, lentil
and cotton production in the Southeastern Anatolia region ofTurkey.Data were collected from growers by using a face to face
survey in the production years. Taking actual farm size as the variable, the total 132 farms was randomly selected by using
stratified random sampling.The total indirect energy used forpesticide applications were 161.1 MJ, 195.7 MJ and 385 MJ per
hectares for wheat, lentil and cotton production, respectively.The indirect energy for herbicides represents 85.1%, 61.8% and
59% of the total indirect energy of pesticides used forlentil, cotton and wheat production, respectively.
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Exploitation of bioactive metabolites from new or rare fimicolous fungi against plant pathogenic fungi
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Introduction: Fimicolous fungi play an important ecological role in decomposing and recycling nutrients from animal, expecially
herbivorous, dungs. To win the struggle for life, these fungi produce a plethora of bioactive secondary metabolites to compete
with other fungi, whose growth can be inhibited, thus resulting in an enhancement of the ecological fitness of producer strains.
Actually these antifungal metabolites are of interest especially in medicine while very few information are available concerning a
possible use in agriculture against plant pathogenic fungi.
Objectives: Aims of the present work was to investigate the effect of secondary metabolites from fimicolous fungi as bioctive
molecules against plant pathogenic fungi.
Materials and methods: An isolate of the rare Cleistothelebolus nipigonensis and isolates of the recently described
Neogymnomyces virgineus and Rodentomyces reticulatus, collected from different herbivorous dungs, were investigated. The
organic extracts and the aequous residues from Solid State Fermentation (SSF) on rye flour were tested for their antifungal
activity against some important plant pathogenic fungi. Organic extracts showing the most interesting antifungal activity have
been further purified resulting in different fractions and some pure metabolites, whose chemical and biological characterization
has been perfomed.
Results: Antifungal bioassays indicated a significant activity against almost all tested pathogenic fungi by the organic extracts
from N. virgineus and C. nipigonensis SSF. Further, both n-hexane and dichloromethane extracts were purified by several
chromatographic steps obtaining different fractions, some of them particularly effective against A. brassicicola, F. graminearum
and B. cinerea. In addition, pure metabolites were also obtained. These last showed interesting antifungal activity and have been
chemically and spectroscopically characterized.
Conclusion: The use of natural derived ingredients of pesticides is in line with the EC Dir. 128/2009, establishing a framework to
achieve sustainable use of pesticides. Results here reported demonstrate that fimicolous fungi are un underexplored reservoir of
bioactive metabolites that could be exploited as active ingredients of plant protection products.
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A jump into ATP Binding Cassette (ABC) transporters of the biocontrol agent Trichoderma gamsii
R. Baroncelli, A. Zapparata, G. Piaggeschi, G. Vannacci, S. Sarrocco
University of Pisa, Food, Agriculture and Environment, Pisa, Italy
sabrina.sarrocco@unipi.it
Introduction: Fusarium Head Blight (FHB) causes yield losses and accumulation of mycotoxins (such as Deoxynivalenol - DON) in
cereals. The biocontrol agent Trichoderma gamsii 6085 (T6085), an antagonist of mycotoxigenic Fusarium graminearum and
Fusarium culmorum, can grow in presence of high concentration of DON, without degrading or modifying it. ATP binding
Cassette (ABC) transporters, by moving natural toxic compounds, such as mycotoxins, across biological membranes, could be
involved in this resistance.
Objectives: Aims of the present work was to use the recently sequenced and annotated genome of T6085 as a tool to deeply
investigate genes potentially involved in the interaction of this isolate against FHB causal agents. Particularly, a phylogenetic
analysis focused on ABC-B, ABC-C and ABC-G subfamilies is here reported in order to investigate the potential role of this system
in the resistance to DON.
Material and methods: T6085 ABC-proteins have been manually annotated using reference proteins. Phylogeny was made by
Neighbour-Joining method in MEGA 6.06 software. The JTT amino acid substitution model was used with uniform rates among
sites and pairwise deletion of gaps. Statistical support for phylogenetic grouping was assessed by 1000 bootstrap re-samplings.
Results: T6085 has a repertoire of 48 predicted ABC-proteins. The phylogenetic analysis shows 36 out of 48 proteins clustered
within the ABC-B (10), ABC-C (15) and ABC-G (11) subfamilies. The remaining 12 ABC-proteins have a role in the viability of
fungal cell and are not closely related to transport. TGAM01_01326 and TGAM_02332 (ABC-B) clustered along with S. pombe
pmd1, a transporter of leptomycin, whereas TGAM01_08025 (ABC-C) clustered with S. cerevisiae Yor1, a transporter of
oligomycin, and S. cerevisiae Bpt1, a heavy metals transporter. TGAM01_07870 (ABC-G), the homologous of Trichoderma
atroviride Taabc2, was also found.
Conclusion: Results here reported represent a preliminary step to analyse the role of these proteins in the interaction between
T6085 and mycotoxigenic causal agents of FHB. The availability of the genome of this fungus represents a platform for further
investigations, such as expression and functional analyses and comparative genomics of other fungi with similar ecological
fitness.

P IPM 21
Crop protection, biotic stress, biology of canola pathogens and insect pests: Blackleg (Leptosphaeria maculans)
Comparing efficacies of major blackleg resistance genes in winter oilseed rape against different regional populations of
Plenodomus lingam in Germany
M. Winter, A. von Tiedemann, B. Koopmann
Georg-August-University Göttingen, Department of Crop Sciences, Goettingen, Germany
atiedem@gwdg.de
Background: Blackleg disease, caused by Plenodomus maculans (PM) is one of the most important fungal diseases in oilseed
rape (OSR) production word-wide. Genetic resistance is an important tool to control this disease. Seedling resistance is
conferred by single major genes. Due to its sexual propagation, PM isolates evolving rapidly from avirulent to virulent strains on
cultivars harboring major resistance genes. Therefore, resistance of OSR against PM conferred only by major resistance genes
was often overcome and led to severe yield losses in the past.
Objectives: The aim of this study was to determine the efficiency of major resistance genes to PM in different OSR growing
regions in Germany by identifying the frequency of virulent isolates and determine the race spectra of PM.
Methods: We cultivated two OSR cultivars in fields throughout Germany from 2011 to 2014: i) ‘NK Bravour’ harboring no known
major genes against PM (serving as trap crop) and ii) ‘Exocet’ harboring the efficient major gene Rlm7 to observe resistance
breakage in the field. In autumn and spring we collected true leaves with typical Phoma lesions to gain isolates of PM. Single
pycnidia isolates were tested with a French and Canadian differential set through cotyledon inoculation for their virulence to
different major genes. The differential set consisted of 10 OSR genotypes harboring the major genes Rlm1, Rlm2, Rlm3, Rlm4,
Rlm7, Rlm9 and LepR1, LepR2 and LepR3. Thereby, the frequency of virulent isolates in a region was determined. Isolates
showing the same complement with virulence alleles were grouped to the same race.
Results: The frequency of isolates being virulent to Rlm1, Rlm2, Rlm3, Rlm4 and Rlm9, respectively, was above 85%. Conversely,
the frequency of virulent isolates to Rlm7 was very low (< 5%). Interestingly, the frequencies of isolates being virulent to the
major genes LepR2 and LepR3 showed a high variability between different regions, ranging from 35% to 100%. There was no
isolate showing virulence to LepR1. Most isolates belonged to two races with a high virulence complexity.
Conclusions: Most tested major genes lost efficiency to PM. Only Rlm7 and LepR3 are still mediating resistance in OSR to PM in
Germany. We assume that Rlm7 may lose its efficiency with increasing deployment of this major gene in OSR in Germany.
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Influence of Metarhizium anisopliae on age-specific survivorship of Habrobracon hebetor as a numeric variable
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Question: The ectoparasitoid wasp, Habrobracon hebetor Say (Hymenoptera: Braconidae) and the entomopathogenic fungus,
Metarhizium anisopliae (Metsch.) Sorokin (Hypocreales: Clavicipitaceae) are valuable biocontrol agents attacking Helicoverpa
armigera (Hübner) (Lepidoptera: Noctuidae) larvae (Fathipour and Sedaratian 2013). Since, the age-specific survivorship (lx) of a
parasitoid is very important for the success of a biological control program, sub-lethal effect of M. anisopliae was studied on
survivorship of immature stages of H. hebetor as a numeric variable.
6
-1
Methods: Based on mortality data from bioassays, third instar larvae were first infected with LC 30 (2×10 conidia.ml ) of M.
anisopliae isolate M14 which were then exposed to one pair of male and female parasitoids (< 24h) at different time intervals (0,
24, 48 and 72 h). A χ² goodness-of-fit was computed to determine if there was any deviation from the expected survivorship.
Results: Our results indicated that the highest and lowest survivorships of immature stages were 0.76 % and 0.41 % for control
and 72 h treatment, respectively. The LC30 of M. anisopliae had no adverse effect on survivorship of H. hebetor when the
exposure to the parasitoid wasp was immediately after fungus application (χ² = 0.107; df = 1; P = 0.744). Furthermore, statistical
analysis of the survival curve for H. hebetor revealed that there were significant differences among the treatments tested (χ² =
36.657; df = 4; P < 0.0001) (Table 1). Similar to our results, survival of Spalangia cameroni (Hymenoptera: Pteromalidae) was
significantly reduced by the highest concentration of M. anisopliae (Nielsen et al. 2005).
Conclusions: Our findings will be useful to prevent negative intraguild interaction of these two biocontrol agents during
integrated management of H. armigera by development of proper timing strategies for their combination.
Table 1 Survivorship for Habrobracon hebetor parasitizing Metarhizium anisopliae-treated larvae of Helicoverpa armigera larvae
at different time intervals
References
Fathipour Y, Sedaratian A (2013) Integrated management of Helicoverpa armigera in soybean cropping systems. In: El-Shemy H
(ed) Soybean-pest resistance. InTech Rijeka, Croatia, pp 231-280
Nielsen C, Skovgård H, Steenberg T (2005) Effect of Metarhizium anisopliae (Deuteromycotina: Hyphomycetes) on Survival and
Reproduction of the Filth Fly Parasitoid, Spalangia cameroni (Hymenoptera: Pteromalidae). Environ Entomol 34(1): 133-139
Figure 1
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Sub-lethal effect of Metarhizium anisopliae on reproduction of Habrobracon hebetor parasitizing Helicoverpa armigera
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Question: The ectoparasitoid wasp, Habrobracon hebetor Say (Hymenoptera: Braconidae) and the entomopathogenic fungus,
Metarhizium anisopliae (Metsch.) Sorokin (Hypocreales: Clavicipitaceae) are valuable biocontrol agents attacking larval stages of
Helicoverpa armigera (Hübner) (Lepidoptera: Noctuidae). There is no detailed information on compatible application of these
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two bicontrol agents. Accordingly, fecundity of H. hebetor, parasitizing M. anisopliae-treated larvae of H. armigera were studied
under laboratory conditions.
6
-1
Methods: Third instar larvae were first infected with LC30 (2×10 conidia.ml ) of M. anisopliae isolate M14 by immersion method
which were then exposed to one pair of male and female parasitoids (< 24h) at different time intervals (0, 24, 48 and 72 h).
Results: Results revealed that the LC30 of M. anisopliae adversely affected age-specific fecundity (mx) of H. hebetor as a function
of time interval between fungus application and exposure to the parasitoid. The highest daily and total fecundity values were
131.75 and 7.01 (egg) for control and 72 h treatments, respectively whereas the lowest were 2.90 and 45.67 (egg).
Conclusions: Our findings will be useful in development of proper timing strategies for combination of these two biocontrol
agents during integrated management of H. armigera.

P IPM 24
Effects of different plant protections strategies on cereal yield in a long term field trial in Germany (2002-2014)
J. Schwarz, B. Klocke
Julius Kühn-Institut, Institut für Strategien und Folgenabschätzung, Kleinmachnow, Germany
juergen.schwarz@jki.bund.de
Introduction: Politics and community have a critical look at plant protection in agriculture.In accordance to the strategy of
integrated plant protection the pesticide application should be reduced to therequired necessary pesticide dosage.
Objectives: The presented long term field trial provides opportunities for the identification of the saving potentials for pesticide
usage and the determination of thenecessary minimumto avoid economically relevant losses and therefore ensure high yields
and high resource efficiency.
Materials and methods: In 2002 a long term field trial was established at the Julius Kühn research field in Dahnsdorf, state of
Brandenburg in Germany. The crop rotation consists of maize - winter wheat - winter barley - potato - winter wheat and winter
rye. Four different plant protection strategies were investigated: (1) non chemical plant protection (2) application of pesticides
according the integrated plant protection (3) reducing the treatment frequency index of pesticides by 25 % compared to
strategy 2 and (4) ) reducing the treatment frequency index of pesticides by 25 % compared to strategy 2. Weed emergence
before treatment and occurrence of fungal diseases were periodically determined in all cereals.
Results: Plant protection strategy 1 (non chemical) shows drastic losses of 30% in yield for all cereals,. Strategy 4 shows also
losses in yields especially in winter barley and generally in years with a high infection pressure for fungal diseases. The highest
yields could be achieved in strategies 2 and 3. These two strategies show no significant differences in yield over the years, which
could be explained through the good crop rotation with the changing of winter and spring sown crops. Also the weed infestation
rises in the strategies with no or lower herbicide input.
Conclusion: In our field trials a slight reduction of pesticide amount is possible, but the risk of yield losses increases with this
reduction. Non chemical plant protection gives lower yields and the risk of dramatic losses increases.

P IPM 25
Monitoring of Resistance and Baseline Sensitivity of Setosphaeria turcica to Azoxystrobin in Gansu
G. Jianguo
Gansu Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Istitute of Plant Protection, lanzhou, Germany
jguo1001@163.com
The sensitivity of Setosphaeria turcica isolates to azoxystrobin in Gansu was tested by Petri plate in order to master their
baseline sensitivity and resistance factor. The results showed that the sensitivity of Setosphaeria turcica isolates to azoxystrobin
in Gansu is very significant from southeast to northwest, EC50 range is 0.0349～5.2132 μg/ml, mean EC50 is 0.5409 μg/ml.
Normality test of EC50 in thirty-two isolates is continuously normal distribution, baseline sensitivity of Setosphaeria turcica to
azoxystrobin in Gansu is 0.1044 μg/ml from mean EC50 in 32 isolates. The highest and mean resistance factor as well as
resistance frequency of Setosphaeria turcica isolates to azoxystrobin is respectively 49.9348 and 5.1808 as well as 21.05% on this
base in Gansu. Seven moderately and highly resistant isolates with 12.28 percentage appeared in southern humid area and in
east semihumid and semiarid area. Five lowly resistant isolates with 8.77 percentage appeared in east semihumid and semiarid
area and in central rainfed dryland. Sensitive strains appeared in Hexi corridor, mean EC50 is 0.1631 μg/ml, mean resistance
factor is 1.5617, the highest resistance factor is 3.8914, and there is temporarily no resistance.
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The effects of rice varieties and nitrogen fertilization rates on nymphal performance of Malayan black bug, Scotinophara
coarctata
B. Hadi, B. Blackman, S. Villareal
International Rice Research Institute, Crop and Environmental Sciences Division, Los Banos, Philippines
b.hadi@irri.org
Question: Malayan black bug (Scotinophara coarctata) was a major insect pest in the island of Palawan, the Philippines.
Northward migration of the insect has been documented and Malayan black bug is now routinely found in Luzon, the northernmost island of the Philippines. Monitoring of research fields at the International Rice Research Institute showed relatively higher
numbers of black bug on rice with high nitrogen fertilization rates. We conducted a controlled experiment study to investigate
the effects of rice varieties and nitrogen fertilization rates on nymphal performance of Malayan black bug.
Methods: The experiment was conducted in a greenhouse with black bug colonies originated in the Philippies as the insect
source. The treatments consisted of a combination of three N rates and three rice varieties selected on the base of their
popularities among Philippino farmers. There is very little information available on the susceptibilities of rice varieties to black
bug. Each combination of treatment was replicated nine times. Fifteen 1-2 day old eggs of S. coarctata were used to invest each
replicate. After six weeks, the numbers of surviving black bug were counted and their developmental stages recorded.
Results: We found that the survivorship, development rate and adult biomass of S. coarctata is lower on plants treated with
high N rate compared to the ones treated with low N rate. This relationship between black bug's ecological fitness parameters
and nitrogen fertilization rate is in direct opposition of that found in brown planthopper, another crucial pest of rice, in which
higher nitrogen fertilization rate resulted in higher survivorship, performance and fecundity.
Conclusion: Reduction in nitrogen fertilization rate acts as a component in the management brown planthopper populations.
The same practice may have a very different effect on Malayan black bug, as indicated in our study. Studies on the effects of
nitrogen fertilization rate on black bug reproduction and adult performance is missing. These studies, together with the results
reported in this poster, will provide better information for rice farmers to manage risks associated with Malayan black bug.

P IPM 27
Effects of Dazomet and Purpureocillium lilacinum on root-knot nematode in vitro
H. Nie, M. Sun, S. Li
Institute of Plant Protection, Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Beijing, China
lisd@ieda.org.cn
Root-knot nematode (Meloidogyne spp.) is one of the most serious soilborne diseases and causes enormous losses in protected
vegetable production in China. In this paper, the integrated effects of fumigant Dazomet and biocontrol agent Purpureocillium
lilacinum YES-2-14 on root-knot nematode were investigated in vitro. The results demonstrated that nematode eggs and
juveniles were extremely sensitive to Dazomet. When exposed to Dazomet for simulation of field application, the hatching rate
of eggs and vitality of second-stage juveniles decreased significantly with the increasing concentration of fumigant (P < 0.05).
The hatched juveniles were less than 5% compared to the control under the fumigation dosage of 5 mg/kg soil. When 10 and 20
mg/kg soil Dazomet were used, the corrective mortality of the juveniles reached 41.9% and 100%, respectively. The isolate YES4
2-14 showed strong parasitic capacity to the eggs of root-knot nematode. When encountered with 6 × 10 spores/ml fungal
suspension, the percentage of eggs colonized by P. lilacinum was 55.5% in 132 h. However, when Dazomet was exerted with the
dosages of 5-25 mg/kg soil, the parasitic rate reached 77.9%-85.6%, though there was a delay at early parasitic process under
higher fumigation concentration. Fermentation filtrate of YES-2-14 suppressed second-stage juveniles intensively. However, no
significant difference was detected between the treatments with and without Dazomet fumigation before application of the
nematophagous fungus. In greenhouse, the infection of tomato roots by second-stage juveniles treated by both practices
decreased significantly, and the numbers of knots per root reduced by 99.7% compared to the separate use of Dazomet (71.9%)
and P. lilacinum (23.9%), indicating that combined application of Dazomet and P. lilacinum could improve the control efficiency
against root-knot nematodes. The research is of great theoretical and practical meaning in efficient control of plant nematodes.
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Conservation and Classical Biological Control of Citrus Pests in Eastern Mediterranean Region of Turkey
N. Z. Elekcioğlu
Biological Control Research Station, Entomology, Adana, Turkey
nelekcioglu@yahoo.com
Eastern Mediterranean region is the largest producer of citrus in Turkey for fresh consumption and export. Citrus is the host for
many pests, mainly sucking insects belonging to order Hemiptera. Scale insects, mites, whiteflies, aphids and Lepidopteran
species are controlled by either native and/or introduced natural enemies, successfully established by several classical biological
control studies over the last few decades. Mediterranean fruit fly, Ceratitis capitata (Wiedemann) (Diptera: Tephritidae), Citrus
mealybug, Planococcus citri (Risso) (Hemiptera: Pseudococcidae) and California red scale, Aonidiella aurantii (Maskell)
(Hemiptera: Diaspididae) are considered as major pests in the region. Planococcus citri and A. aurantii are controlled by either
native or introduced natural enemies. Only C. capitata cannot be suppressed without chemical control. The status of biological
control, including classical and conservation strategies, against citrus pests in eastern Mediterranean region of Turkey is
reviewed. Conservation of natural enemies, by proper cultural practices and the application of specific acaricides and
insecticides in combination with summer oil applications seems to be an essential component of the management of pests in
citrus in the region.
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First results of monitoring local migration dynamics of cabbage whitefly (Aleyrodes proletella) in winter oilseed rape fields
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From the early 2000s onwards, the cabbage whitefly Aleyrodes proletella (Hemiptera: Aleyrodidae) has become an important
pest in Brassica vegetables throughout Germany. Although this whitefly species has been reported as pest already in the 1930s,
there exist substantial knowledge gaps on biology, hibernation and short-distance migration of A. proletella. Within the scope of
a 3-year research project funded by the German Federal Office for Agriculture and Food (BLE), migration behavior and flight
activity of A. proletella are investigated in the light of temporal dynamics. Based on the data collected, this knowledge may
especially be used for scheduling agronomic and plant protection measures. It can be assumed that A. proletella adults overwinter in oilseed rape fields and that take-off in early summer is most frequent when the host plant is senescing. Therefore, we
examined short-distance migration of A. proletella under field conditions from April to October 2014. For this purpose four
oilseed rape fields about 50 km to the south of Rostock were selected. Population development and emigration behavior of A.
proletella were monitored during the entire growing season. Bait plants (Kale, Brassica oleracea convar. acephala var. sabellica)
were used as passive traps and were placed along two equally spaced transects radiating from the fields of at least 250 m in
prevailing wind direction. Furthermore, changes in oilseed rape maturity and quality were assessed in order to identify potential
factors, which may trigger whitefly emigration. Preliminary results show that A. proletella started to emigrate from oilseed rape
fields in early June. Consistent flight activity was observed until oilseed rape harvest at the end of July. However, it has not yet
been finally determined, whether or not whitfly take-off is triggered by host maturity. Shortly after harvest the abundance of A.
proletella on bait plants increased again, while highest colonisation was reached in September. However, the consistent flight
activity of A. proletella also after rapeseed harvest suggests that on the landscape level other alternative hosts offer additional
temporary reproduction sites. In this regard we often noticed that after harvest it is common practice of regional farmers to use
re-growing oilseed rape stubbles or volunteer growth rapeseed for green manure, aiming at soil coverage and N catch crop
effects. Consequently, under these circumstances, whitefly immigration into Brassica vegetable crops is probably not limited to a
defined timeframe.
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Two-year race monitoring for Exserohilum turcicum in European maize growing regions
H. Hanekamp, B. Koopmann, A. von Tiedemann
Georg-August-University Göttingen, Plant Pathology and Crop Protection Division, Göttingen, Germany
hhaneka@gwdg.de
Introduction: Northern corn leaf blight (NCLB) caused by Exserohilum turcicum is one of the most important leaf diseases in
maize growing regions in Europe. Qualitative resistance genes are effectively used to control this disease. However the
usefulness is limited by the evolution of virulent races.
Objectives: The aim of this study was a race monitoring for E. turcicum in central Europe to answer the question for the regional
efficacy of monogenic resistance genes against NCLB.
Material and methods: Isolates were collected over two years (2011 & 2012) in ten different countries and from 165 different
locations. A total number of 548 single spore isolates have been characterized 302 from 2011 and 246 from 2012. To classify the
races we assessed the disease reaction on a differential set of near isogenic inbred lines based on the nomenclature proposed by
Leonard et al. 1989. We used the lines: B37 (no Ht gene), B37Ht1, B37Ht2, B37Ht3 and B37HtN.
Results: For each tested resistance gene we found at least one virulent isolate. The four mainly occurring races over both years
are race 0 (avirulent to all tested R genes) with 45%, race 1 (22%), race 3 (15%) and race 3N (13%). The races 13, 123, 23, 2, 23N,
12, 1N and 13N were present at very low levels. Race 0 isolates had the highest frequency in both years with 50% in 2011 and
40% in 2012. The three virulent races 1, 3 and 3N together covered 44% in 2011 and 57% in 2012. In the northern and coastal
regions with high percentages of maize race 0 is predominant with 70%. In the Upper Rhine Valley with higher temperatures and
long tradition in maize cultivation 45% of the isolates are virulent to Ht1 and 26% to Ht3. Isolates collected in south west France
and the Inn valley in southern Germany and Austria showed frequencies for Ht3 of 43%. A unique characteristic of the south
west region of France in contrast to other regions in Europe is the high virulence frequency of 35% for HtN. Race 3N is
predominant in this region. In the Po valley in northern Italy the R gene Ht3 has lost its effectiveness against 60% of the tested
isolates.
Conclusions: The efficacy of single tested R genes is regionally decreased. To ensure the efficacy it is important to take
additional sources of qualitative resistances into account and beyond that quantitative resistances can help to avoid a fast
development and wide spread of virulent races.
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Phytochemical-based management of phytoparasitic nematodes
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Secondary metabolites occurring in plants as constituents of defence mechanisms against biotic stresses may be a potential
source of biorational biocidal compounds to apply in the management of plant pests, among which also phytoparasitic
nematodes. Role of phytochemical-based nematicidal formulations is furtherly enhanced by the dramatic lack of commercial
synthetic nematicidal products following to the drastic EU pesticide revision. A huge number of plant-derived pure compounds
or commercial formulations has been investigated, both in laboratory and field conditions, by our workgroup throughout the
past decade. Based on this experimental work, glucosinolates, triterpenoidic saponins and essential oils and their main
constituents seem to be the groups of plant secondary metabolites most promising for the development of new effective but
safe nematicidal products. Glucosinolates are thioglucosidic secondary metabolites occurring mainly in the Brassicaceae and in
Capparidaceae families. Products (isothiocyanates, thiocyanates, indoles etc.) of their hydrolytic degradation are highly toxic to
soilborne pest, pathogens and weeds and then can be considered an ecological alternative to fumigants previously used for the
control of nematode pests. Plant-derived saponins are triterpene glycosides present in top and root tissues of plant species of
botanical families as Leguminosae, Alliaceae and Asteraceae. Due to their chemical, physical and physiological properties,
naturally occurring saponins display a broad spectrum of biological effects, among which also nematicidal properties. Essential
oils are mixtures of heterogeneous volatile substances, mainly terpenes, terpenoids and other aromatic and aliphatic
constituents, formed as secondary metabolites by aromatic plants belonging to a number of botanical families, like Lamiaceae,
Myrtaceae, Lauraceae, Asteraceae. Due to their great number of constituents, essential oils are able to affect several targets at
the same time, thus decreasing the target organisms’ resistance or adaptation. Biological activities of EOs and their components
are extended to a broad spectrum of phytonematode species through different mechanisms of action, such as behaviour and
feeding detterence effects, fumigant and contact toxicity. The in vitro and in vivo studies undertaken by the author’s workgroup
are reviewed and discussed in this communication.
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Toxicity of indoxacarb to diamondback moth (Plutella Xylostella L.) and their hyperparasite Dedegma Fenestralis Holmgr. in
white carbage
L. Duchovskiene, A. Valiuskaite, N. Rasiukeviciute
Lithuanian Research Centre for Agriculture and Forestry, Plant Protection Laboratory, Babtai, Kauno district, Lithuania
laisve.d@lsdi.lt
White cabbage Brassica oleracea L. var. 'Capitata' is widely cultivated vegetable in the Europe as well in Lithuania. One of the
most harmful pests of cabbages is Diamondback moth (DBM) (Plutella xylostella L.). DBM larvae cause economic damage in
cabbage in the fields, especially in sustainable growing system. In order to save infested plants pest control is necessary in most
cases. A lot of insecticides are now ineffective in the control of DBM. The objectives of this research were to determine the
toxicity of new insecticide Steward 30 WG to DBM and their hyperparasite Diadegma fenestrale Holmgr. The investigation was
conducted in the experimental fields at the Institute of Horticulture (55°08´ N, 23°80´ E) in 2013. Insecticides Steward 30 WG
-1
-1
-1
-1
(a.i. indoxacarb 300 g kg ) at rates 0.085, 0.10, 0.20 kg ha and Decis Mega EC (a. i. deltamethrin 50 g l ) at rate 0.15 l ha
(standard) were tested. The experiment was designed by randomized blocks at four replications. The number of pests was
compared among treatments using a single factor analysis of variance (ANOVA). Mortality (according Abbot) of larvae after two
applications of Steward (all rates) varied from 61% to 90% and was higher compared with plots treated by Decis Mega. There
were no significant differences found in abundance of DBM between all treated insecticides. The parasitism was highest in
-1
-1
untreated plots, lowest - in plots treated with Steward 30 WG 0.10 kg ha . In plots treated with Steward 0.20 kg ha any
parasitized pupas was not found. All reared parasitoids belonged to Ichneumonidae family. As a percentage of the parasites
recovered from the pupae of DBM and their hyperparasite Diadegma fenestrale was 75% in untreated plots, in plots treated
-1
with Steward (0.085 and 0.10 kg ha ) reached 50% and in plots treated with Decis Mega was 66.7%.
This research was funded by a grand (“Horticulture: agro-biological basics and technologies” implemented by Lithuanian
Research Centre for Agriculture and Forestry”) from the Research Council of Lithuania.

P IPM 33
Enhancement of eggplant capacity to cope with pest-caused stress through BABA treatment
S. Karolczyk, M. Kiełkiewicz
Warsaw IUniversity of Life Sciences - SGGW, Department of Applied Entomology, Warsaw, Poland
sylwia.karolczyk@wp.pl
Background: BABA (β-aminobutyric acid) is a non-protein amino acid, acting as a priming agent, retaining plant fitness. BABA
priming mitigates adverse effects of a range of biotic and abiotic stressors. The objective of this study was to evaluate potential
protective effects of BABA treatment against piercing-sucking pests (thrips and mites), the key pests of eggplants grown under
cover.
Materials and methods: The eggplant (Solanum melongena L. Scorpio F1) was grown on soilless media in greenhouse, closely
resembling standard production conditions. The plants were treated either with water (control) or with BABA at concentrations
of 25 mM or 50 mM applied as seed imbibition (SI) or soil drench (SD). Experiment was conducted in a randomized complete
block design with 3 replications, 4 plants each. All the experimental plants were exposed to natural infestation by the resident
population of thrips (Frankliniella occidentalis Pergande) and/or the two-spotted spider mites (Tetranychus urticae Koch).
Following pest infestation, eggplant growth, yield and leaf chlorophyll fluorescence (Fv/Fm - maximum quantum efficiency of
PSII, PI - performance index, øPSII - quantum efficiency of PSII) were assessed.
Results and conclusions: BABA applications had negligible effect on the density of the two-spotted spider mite but hampered
development of thrips on the thrips-infested eggplants. BABA application had no negative impact on eggplant fitness measured
as plant growth and productivity. It is worth mentioning the increase of leaf Fv/Fm in BABA-treated (SD) and mite-infested
plants compared to the control. The study provides evidence that BABA may mudulate fitness of eggplant, however it seems to
have very limited potential in mite and thrips management.
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Bioinsecticidal effect of the crude ethanolic extract of the plant Artemisia judaica against Aphis fabae
1
2
3
F. Acheuk , K. Abdellaoui , W. Lakhdari
1
Université de Boumerdes, Laboratoire Valcore, Département de Biologie, Boumerdes, Algeria
2
Université de Sousse, Département des Sciences Biologiques et de la Protection des Végétaux, Institut Supérieur Agronomique de
Chott-Mariem, Chott-Mariem, Tunisia
3
Institut National des Recherches Agronomiques, Station Sidi Mehdi, Algeria
fatma.acheuk@yahoo.fr
The crude ethanol extract of the plant Artemisia Judaica was tested on the black bean aphid Aphis fabae. Four doses (12.5, 6.25,
3.12 and 1.56 mg/mL) were tested on contact wingless adults. The results have schowed that the tested extract has been very
powerful to aphids. At the highest dose 12.5 mg/mL, the 100% of mortality were recorded 2 hours after treatment, and after 96
hours for the lowest dose (1.56 mg/mL). The LD50 calculated 2 hours after treatment from the regression lines Probit = ƒ (doses)
shows that it is 2.75 mg/mL. This powerful insecticidal activity of the tested crude extract could be due to the richness of the
plant on terpene compounds known for their bio-insecticide action.

P IPM 35
Effect of the flavonoid rutin on the biology of Spodoptera frugiperda (Lepidoptera: Noctuidae)
1
1
1
2
1
A. Cirilo de Sousa Almeida , T. R. Ferreira Borges Silva , C. L. Teixeira , S. Sousa Freitas , F. Gonçalves de Jesus
1
IF Goiano-Câmpus Urutaí, Agronomia, Uruaí, Brazil
2
Universidade Federal de Goias, Quimica, Catalão, Brazil
andre_cirillo@hotmail.com
The fall armyworm Spodoptera frugiperda is a major pest species of maize crops. In Brazil, one of the factors that contributes to
failures in the control of S. frugiperda is the large number of hosts caused by the succession of crops with different phenologies.
The activity of plant chemical substances has been promising, and new components with insecticidal potential have been
discovered with potential use in pest management. The effects of plant metabolites on the biology and behavior of insects is
rarely studied. Therefore, the current study aimed to evaluate diet containing the flavonoid rutin and your affect on the biology
of S. frugiperda. The study was conducted in the Laboratory of Agricultural Entomology of the Goiano Federal Institute - Campus
Urutaí, in completely randomized design with 25 replicates. The study evaluated four treatments: regular diet (control) and diets
containing 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 mg/g of rutin. The following biological parameters were evaluated: larvae and pupae development
time and viability, weight of 10 day old larvae, weight of 24 hour old pupae, longevity and adult total life cycle. The flavonoid
rutin negatively affected the biology of S. frugiperda by prolonging the larval development time, reducing the larval and pupal
weight, decreasing the pupal viability and prolonged the life cycle.
Figure 1
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Figure 2

P IPM 36
Resistant soybean varieties and silicon in the biology of Euschistus heros (Hemiptera: Pentatomidae)
F. Jesus, P. V. Souza, A. C. Sousa Almeida, L. Alves de Paiva, J. A. Ferreira Davi Almeida
IF Goiano - Campus Urutaí, Agronomia, Urutai, Brazil
fgjagronomia@zipmail.com.br
Seed-sucking insects are economically relevant pests impacting the soybean crop in Brazil. The aim of the present study was to
evaluate the effect of inducers of soybean resistance on the neotropical brown stink bug Euschistus heros (Hemiptera:
Pentatomidae). Seeds of the soybean varieties IAC 100 and IAC 17 (antibiosis-type resistance and non-preference varieties in
terms of insect feeding preference), Conquista (moderately resistant) and Jataí (susceptible) were planted in polyethylene pots
filled with a mixture of soil and organic compost. Green pods of soybean varieties treated with inducers or a control solution
were offered individually to E. heros nymphs in Petri dishes (6 cm in diameter) to monitor the biology of the insect. Each Petri
dish containing one insect represented one replicate, and 20 replicates were performed for each treatment using a completely
randomized design. The daily evaluations of the varieties with or without inducer application were performed in the morning
after the confinement of nymphs. The variables assessed were stage duration (N2, N3, N4 and N5) and the egg-to-adult period.
The antibiosis resistance of varieties IAC 17 and IAC 100 to E. heros were evidenced by the negative effects observed when
plants of these varieties treated with resistance inducers were fed to E. heros. The potassium silicate, calcium magnesium
silicate and acibenzolar-S-methyl (ASM) inducers were found to have a synergistic effect with IAC 17 and IAC 100 on insect
resistance.
Figure 1
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P IPM 37
Microbial control of Phyllophaga (Coleoptera: Scarabaeidae) by small farmers in México
1,2
1
M. B. Nájera-Rincón , T. Jackson
1
AgResearch, Innovative Farm Systems, Lincoln, New Zealand
2
INIFAP, Campo Experimental Uruapan, Uruapan, Michoacan, Mexico, Mexico
najera.miguel@inifap.gob.mx
Soil dwelling larvae of insects from the family Scarabaeidae are pests of many crops in Mexico. The Laboratory of Pathology and
Microbial Control of Insects (INIFAP, Uruapan Experimental Station, Michoacan) has focussed on the use of entomopathogenic
fungi for control of these pests. Investigations have been carried out to find, evaluate and produce native strains of Beauveria
bassiana and Metarhizium anisopliae. A bank of isolates from diverse regions has been formed and strains tested for efficacy
against soil pests. Phyllophaga spp. are the main pests of maize and many other crops. Promising strains for control of these
insects have been identified and application in farmers’ fields has produced up to 80% larval control and increases of
>1000kg/ha in yield. An IPM system for pest scarabs in maize has been developed combining application of entompathogenic
fungi and use of native varieties of maize with strong root systems. The biocontrol programme has been extended to small fruit
production on the initiative of the local agricultural producers. A biofactory for the production of entomopathogenic fungi has
been constructed in the municipality of Los Reyes with the support of the Federal and State Governments and is staffed by local
personnel trained for mass production of fungi through solid state fermentation. Entomopathogenic fungi are now produced for
applications in regional programmes of biological control against grasshoppers, locusts, and whitefly, promoted by local
authorities and producers’ organisations in cultures of blackberry, peach, maize and vegetables. The biofactory is owned and
administered by the organisation “Productores Agropecuarios por la calidad” (PROCAL). INIFAP advises on the process of
production, develops research and implements transfer of technology.

P IPM 38
On farm management of sudden mango death disease in Pakistan
M. Riaz
National Agricultural Research Centre, Department of Plant and Environmental Protection, Islamabad, Pakistan
dr.riaznarc@yahoo.com
Pakistan is the worlds fourth for the production of mango (Mangier indica L.) crop with 167.5 hectares with production of 1732
tones. Sudden mango death has caused a serious threat to this economically important mango crop. Strategies to manage this
disease were developed and demonstrated at farmer’s field. For dissemination of these management strategies an extension
approach “On-Farm Demonstrations” was adopted whereby disease was managed on selected sites for adaptation by rest of the
farmers. The selected sites were two villages of tehsil Mianchannu district Khanewal, Punjab, Pakistan. Two garden sites
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comprising of five and two acres in villages such as 44/15-L and 124/15-L, respectively were selected in the East and Southern
sides of Mianchannu city. Ten mango trees from each garden suffering with 70-80 % disease were randomly selected for
treatment of disease. Mixture of copper sulphate (grinded) 350 gm, lime 2 kg, rottened wheat straw 10 kg, furadon 350 gm and
in these ingredients 20 kg compost was added. This mixture was mixed in the soil with hoeing 2 feet around and irrigation was
applied. This practice controlled 80-85 per cent of disease. This practice then adopted in five other districts of Punjab and
yielded similar results. These results are discussed in the light of economic impact of sudden death disease control for mango
industry.

P IPM 39
Effects of nutritional supplements on seed germination, plant growth and resistance to Ralstonia solanacearum causing
bacterial wilt disease in tomato
1
1
1
2
1
1
B. Y. Kim , C.-S. Oh , H. J. Lee , J. Woo , J. T. Lim , E. J. Lee
1
Kyung Hee University, Horticultural biotechnology, Yongin-si, Republic of Korea
2
Cytozyme Laboratories Inc., Salt Lake, Republic of Korea
hihi4823@naver.com
The cultivated tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) is economically important and the second most consumed vegetable crop in the
world. To produce high-quality tomato is very important to both breeders and farmers. For this, tomato plants should be healthy
during growing season. In addition, diverse diseases in tomato should be well-managed to minimize impacts of diseases in
tomato fruit production and quality. The bacterial wilt disease caused by Ralstonia solanacearum, a soil-borne pathogen, is one
of the most destructive diseases in tomato. Although some tomato varieties have been shown to be resistant to this disease,
resistance was easily broken particularly when they were placed in the high temperature and humidity. In this study, we
analyzed effects of nutritional supplements on seed germination, growth of tomato roots and shoots, and the degree of
resistance to bacterial wilt disease. As nutritional supplements, two commercial products of Cytozyme company, Seed+Extra
(liquid) and Soil Max were tested. To examine their efficacy in germination and plant growth, Seed+Extra was applied to tomato
seeds, as manufacturers described in the products. Seed+Extra treatment increased both germination rate and plant growth.
Next, to examine the effect of Seed+Extra or Soil Max on bacterial wilt disease, 4-week-old tomato seedlings pre-treated with
each of two products were transplanted and inoculated with R. solanacearum strain SL341 (race1, biovar3) in the controlled
growth chamber. Disease severity was measured from one week after inoculation until plants died with rating from 0 (no
symptom) to 5 (completely died). As results, Seed+Extra treatment significantly reduced bacterial wilt diseases in tomato, while
Soil Max did not. These results indicate that Seed+Extra could make tomato plants healthier and more resistant to certain
diseases.

P IPM 40
Antimicrobial activity of Rosmarinus officinalis extract on Magnaporthe oryzae
1
2
M. Herrera , M. C. Corsi de Filippi
1
Universidade Federal de Goiás , Instituto de Ciências Biológicas, Goiânia, Brazil
2
Universidade Federal de Goiás, Agronomia , Goiânia, Brazil
macrisfilippi@gmail.com
The control of rice blast is mainly accomplished with the application of fungicides, but the indiscriminate use of these products
cause environmental and food residues and therefore risks to human health. This leads to the need to develop new control
strategies for rice blast, such as the use of plant extracts. The aim of this research was to evaluate the antimicrobial activity of
Rosmarinus officinalis extract on the germination and apresorium formation of Magnaporthe oryzae and its effect in suppressing
rice blast severity, in greenhouse conditions. The bioassays were conducted in a completely randomized design. We tested the
efficiency of the R. officinalis extract at the concentrations (50, 40, 30, 20, 10, 5, 2.5 and 0 mg/mL) for inhibition of conidial
germination and apressorium formation; and in the concentrations (150, 100, 50 and 0 mg/mL) for the suppression of rice blast.
The concentrations of 40 and 50 mg/mL of the R. officinalis extract inhibited conidial germination and apressorium formation at
4, 6 and 24 hours. All tested concentrations of R officinalis extract reduced rice blast severity, especially 150 mg/mL, which
suppressed over 90% of the affected leaf area. The R. officinalis extract proved to be a potential antimicrobial for M. oryzae in
vitro, and an alternative to control rice blast in vivo.
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Tomato growers’ application for the correct methods used in tomato leaf miner pest control in plastic tunnels in the
(Aljazeera / 61) desert region / Karbala province
A. Naji
University of Baghdad, Extension Agriculture, Baghdad, Iraq
dr_aan63@yahoo.com
Tomato, Lycopersicon esculentum Miller (Solanaceae), is considered to be one of the most economically important crops all
over the world. Between 100 and 200 pest species are reported to attack tomatoes worldwide. Some of the pest species are
known to be of great economic importance such as; the tomato leaf miner, Tuta absoluta (Meyrick) (Lepidoptera: Gelechiidae).
This research aimed to determine the tomato growers’ application level for correct methods implemented in controlling T.
absoluta through three controlling areas and as a follow: using chemical control, using agricultural control, using pheromones
and light traps control. And yet, to determine the reasons prevented those growers’ of application the correct methods. The
research community included all tomato growers in the area (Aljazeera / 61) / desert region in Karbala province where those
number was (504) growers. The sample was (50) growers that means 10% of the total tomato growers’ number. The results
showed that the application level was low for the using chemicals and agricultural control, and was none for the using
pheromone and light control, This research is highly recommended the following trends: i)The adoption of research results by
the department of extension and extension centers and agricultural offices in all tomato producing provinces all over the
country, ii) Providing all the control necessary requirements for the pest control, iii) Getting the growers satisfaction through the
application of new techniques of insect control in their farms, Awareness of growers about the dangerous uses of pesticides on
human health .
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P IPM 42
The impact of seed treatment, foliar fungicide timing, and plant growth regulator on leaf-disease severity and productivity of
barley
1
2
1
1
3
4
5
6
7
T. Turkington , K. Xi , J. O'Donovan , K. N. Harker , G. Peng , R. Martin , B. Beres , W. May , R. Mohr
1
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Lacombe Research Centre, Lacombe, Canada
2
Alberta Agriculture and Rural Development, Field Crop Development Centre, Lacombe, Canada
3
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Saskatoon Research Centre, Saskatoon, Canada
4
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Charlottetown Research Centre, Charlottetown, Canada
5
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Lethbridge Research Centre, Lethbridge, Canada
6
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Indian Head Research Farm, Indian Head, Canada
7
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Brandon Research Centre, Brandon, Canada
kelly.turkington@agr.gc.ca
Question: Over the past decade Western Canadian barley producers have moved to a canola/cereal rotation due mainly to
economic considerations. As a consequence the risk and impact of plant diseases has increased. The objectives of the current
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study are to determine the effects of seed treatment and plant growth regulator (PGR) application, with flag leaf emergence or
head emergence fungicide application on disease development, and barley quality and yield.
Methods: At Lacombe and Lethbridge, Alberta, Melfort and Indian Head, Saskatchewan, Brandon, Manitoba, and
Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, the impact of seed treatment, foliar fungicide timing (flag leaf versus head emergence),
TM
and plant growth regulator (PGR) on leaf disease severity and crop productivity of barley was assessed in 2013. Insure
TM
(triticonazole + pyraclostrobin + metalaxyl) seed treatment was used at two times the recommended rate, while Twinline
TM
(metconazole + pyraclostrobin) and Prosaro (tebuconazole + prothioconazole) fungicides were applied at recommended rates
TM
at flag leaf and head emergence, respectively. The PGR Ethrel (Ethephon) was applied between flag leaf emergence and just
prior to head emergence.
Results: Preliminary results suggest a negative effect of seed treatment on emergence at most sites. Reduced emergence due to
seed treatment may have also led to slightly later maturity at some locations. Final disease severity on flag -1 and flag -2 leaves
collected at late milk/early dough was significantly affected by some of the treatments in 2013. Leaf disease severity was lowest
following in-crop fungicide application, although at some sites seed treatment also resulted in slightly lower leaf disease levels.
Yields tended to be highest at most sites when an in-crop fungicide was applied, especially at the head emergence stage. Yield
increases were observed with seed treatment, especially at Lethbridge, Melfort, and Indian Head. The application of PGR also
increased yields, especially at sites where significant lodging occurred.
Conclusions: When the risk of leaf disease and lodging are increased the use of in-crop fungicides and PGR’s should be used to
improve crop productivity.

P IPM 43
Economical evaluation of different methods for controlling fig longihorne beetle, Hesperophanes griseus (Coleoptera:
Cerambycidae) on g trees.
I. Ismail
National Research Centre, Pests and Plant Protection Dept., Cairo,Egypt., Egypt
ismailismail12@yahoo.com
The long-horned beetle (L.H.B.), Hesperophanes griseus (Fabricius) (Coleoptera: Cerambycidae) is one of the most destructive
pests of fig trees (Ficus carica L.) in Egypt. Recommended chemical insec cide Anthio 33% (250 cc /100 L. water), Anthio 33%
plus the plant extract of Antholyza (Antholyza ringens Andr.) at 5% concentration, Anthio 33% plus entomopathogenic
nematode, Steinernema carpocapsae and A. ringens plus the entomopathogenic nematode, S. carpocapsae were experimented
for controlling L.H.B. infested fig orchards at El- Twayle village, Arish city, North Sinai Governorate, Egypt. All above mentioned
treatments significantly increased average yield of fig. Anthio 33% and A. ringenswas the most effective treatment caused
increased in average production /fig feddan. While, Antholyza ringens and Nematode showed the least increased average yield
of fig. All treatments are considered good recommendation for reducing the population of H. griseus larvae to minimum level in
fig orchards, and increased the monetary value.

P IPM 44
PBPs enhance the sensitivity of PRs to sex pheromone components in Chilo suppressalis
G. Wang
Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences, State Key Laboratory for Biology of Plant Diseases and Insect Pests, Institute of Plant
Protection, Beijing, China
grwang@ippcaas.cn
Insect monitor the chemical environment with specialised chemosensilla localised on dedicated sensory organs. Previous studies
showed multiple olfactory proteins in chemosensilla involved in different steps in peripheral signal transduction pathway. It is
generally accepted that the OBPs and ORs are both required for a correct detection of the stimulus. Therefore, a functional
study of ORs should better be performed in the presence of OBPs, in order to reproduce in vitro a system as similar as possible
to the physiological conditions. This is far from easy task, given the high numbers of both ORs and OBPs in insect, producing a
number of theoretical combinations in the order of several hundreds to few thousands. The sub-system present in Lepidoptera,
constituted by PRs and PBPs and dedicated to the perception of sex pheromones, offers a simplified scenario to model and
investigate interactions between ORs and OBPs. In this studies, we have measured the binding affinities of the four recombinant
PBPs to pheromone components and analogs. We have also expressed the six PRs in heterologous expression system and
monitored their responses to the same ligands in the presence/absence of each PBP. The results suggested PBPs and PRs
produce a system endowed with improved sensitivity and in some cases more narrowly tuned. These studies may suggest
focused strategies to disrupt semiochemical detection and recognition in agricultural pests.
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Evaluation of nutrient indices, digestive enzymes and hemolymph components of the Colorado potato beetle (CPB),
Leptinotarsa decemlineata (Say) (Col.: Chrysomelidae) on six potato cultivars
G. Nouri-ganbalani, M. Mardani-Talaee, A. Zibaee, P. Tajmiri
Iran, Plant Protection, City, Islamic Republic of Iran
gnouri@uma.ac.ir
The Colorado potato beetle (CPB) is a serious and economically important pest of potatoes throughout the world and Iran. In
this study, the effects of six commercial potato cultivars including: Arinda, Sprit, Markiez, Lotta, Santae and Agria were studied
on nutritional indices and enzymatic activities in midgut and hemolymph. There was a significant difference in the nutritional
indices and enzymatic activities of larvae and adults reared on different potato cultivars. The lowest efficiency of conversion of
ingested food (ECI) and efficiency of conversion of digested food (ECD) was observed on Lotta and the highest was on Agria. The
index of plant quality (IPQ) and larval growth index (LGI) were significantly low on Lotta and high in Agria. The lowest and
highest activity of chymotrypsin in both stages was observed on Lotta and Agria, respectively. The activities of α- and ßglucosidases in both stages were significantly lower on Lotta and higher on Santae. The activities of aspartate amino transferases
(AST) and alanine amino transferase (ALT) were significantly higher on Agria in both stages. Amount of high- density lipophorin
(HDL) in the larval stage was highest on Agria and no significant difference was observed among other cultivars. Also, the highest
amount of triacyl-glyceride (TAG) and protein was found in the larvae fed on Agria. These results revealed that Lotta is the most
unsuitable cultivar for the larvae and adults of CPB as compared to other evidenced by the lower nutrient and intermediary
metabolism.

P IPM 46
Spatial distribution pattern of alfalfa leaf weevil Hypera postica and root weevils Sitona spp. (Coleoptera: Curculionidae) in
alfalfa fields
R. Karimzadeh, M. Zakeri Ilkhchi, S. Iranipour
University of Tabriz, Department of Plant Protection, Tabriz, Islamic Republic of Iran
r_karimzadeh@tabrizu.ac.ir
Introduction: Alfalfa is an important forage crop in Iran and many parts of the world. Leaf weevil Hypera postica (Gyllenhall) and
root weevils Sitona spp. (Coleoptera: Curculionidae) are important pests which cause considerable loss of alfalfa yield. Spatial
heterogeneity is an important source of variation in populations and is affected by many biotic and abiotic factors.
Objectives: This study was done to determine spatial distribution pattern of alfalfa leaf and root weevils using geostatistics and
generate distribution maps.
Materials and methods: This study was conducted in East Azabaijan province of Iran in two growing seasons, 2012 and 2013.
Two alfalfa fields (0.5 and 1 ha) were chosen in Ilkhchi region in 2012 and four alfalfa fields (0.4, 0.5, 3.1 and 7.3 ha) were
located in karkaj in 2013. The 3.1 and 7.3 ha fields were divided into 30×30 m grids and 0.4, 0.5 and 1 ha fields were divided into
10×10 m grids. Weekly sampling were started at the end of winter and continued until the yield harvest. Depending on the
height of alfalfa plants, a 1×1 m quadrat and a standard sweep net were used for sampling the weevils. Spatial analysis of data
was done using GS+5.1. Components of variogram models were used for determining the degree of spatial dependency of alfalfa
weevils. Degree of dependence (DD) was calculated for detecting the strength of spatial dependency.
Results and conclusion: In semivariance analysis, spherical, exponential and Gaussian models were best fitted for the data with
spatial autocorrelation. DD values were >26% for 97 out of 116 data sets indicating that the weevils were aggregately distributed
in the alfalfa fields and had medium to strong spatial dependency. These results provide useful information about ecology of leaf
and root weevils in the alfalfa fields and can be used in site-specific management of these pests.

P IPM 47
Predicting severity of bacterial canker and wilt caused by Clavibacter michiganensis subsp. michiganensis
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L. Blank , Y. Cohen , M. Borenstein , R. Shulhani , M. Lofthouse , M. Sofer , D. Shtienberg
1
Agricultural Research Organization- Volcani Center, Department of Plant Pathology and Weed Research, Rishon Le-Zion, Israel
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Agricultural Research Organization- Volcani Center, Institute of Agricultural Engineering, Rishon Le-Zion, Israel
3
Negev R&D Center, Negev, Israel
liorb@volcani.agri.gov.il
Introduction: Clavibacter michiganensis subsp. michiganensis is the causal agent of bacterial canker and wilt of tomato. In 2000
there was an increase in the number of infected greenhouses and in the severity of the disease in Israel.
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Objectives: To characterize the spatial pattern of the disease spread and to identify the relative significance of management
practices used.
Methods: A comprehensive survey was conducted in tomato greenhouses and net-houses during the years 2009 - 2012 in
Southwest Israel. Scouts visited the surveyed plots (681 in total) monthly and assessed the severity of the disease and recorded
the relevant details about the crop and the cultural practices employed. These variables were divided into three groups: (1)
variables affecting primary inoculum inside and (2) outside the plots, and (3) variables affecting disease severity during the
season. We tested these three groups of variables including or excluding three hierarchical scales: grower, village and county, as
variables. We characterized the spatial pattern of the disease spread and used semivariance analysis to examine the degree of
anisotrophy at directions of 0°, 45°, 90° and 135°. Next, we investigated the predictive power of these variables using
generalized linear models.
Results: The results suggested an absence of anisotropy pattern. Global Moran's I analysis showed that disease severity had
significant spatial autocorrelation revealing the existence of potential spatial patterns for the severity index. Next, we found that
the strongest spatial autocorrelation occurred within a 1900 m neighborhood. The contribution of the three hierarchical scales
decreased when ascending from small (grower) to larger (county) scales. When the grower was included in each group of
variables, the explained variation increased from 0.09, 0.04 and 0.35 to 0.49, 0.44 and 0.65 for the first, second and third groups
of variables, respectively.
Conclusions: Overall, the results demonstrate that the most influential factor on bacterial canker severity was the grower. The
spatial autocorrelation at small scale (1900 m) can potentially also be attributed to the grower, as growth structures located at
these distances commonly belong to the same farm and are cultivated by the same grower. This variable probably encompasses
variation in experience and differences in agricultural practices between growers.

P IPM 48
Effect of Farm yard Manure on Fusaium wilt of Tomato in Copper polluted soil
A. Shoaib
Institute of Agricultural Sciences, Lahore, Pakistan
aamnaa29@yahoo.com
Current research work was carried out to check influence of farm yard manure (FYM) in Lycopersicon esculentum L. against
Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. lycopersici (FO) in copper polluted soil. Silt-loam soil naturally enriched with 70 ppm of Cu was
inoculated with FO and incorporated with 0%, 1%, 1.5% or 2% FYM. The multilateral interaction of host-pathogen-metal-organic
amendment was assessed in terms of morphology, growth, yield, physiology, and metal uptake in tomato plant after 30 and 60
days of sowing. When soil was inoculated with FO, plant growth and biomass was significantly increased during vegetative stage,
while declined during flowering stage with substantial increase in productivity over control. Infected plants exhibited late wilting
and disease severity was found on 26-50% of plant during reproductive stage. Incorporation of up to 1% FYM suppressed disease
severity, improved plant growth and biomass, while decreased yield. Rest of manure doses was found ineffective in suppressing
disease. Content of total chlorophyll, sugar and protein were significantly declined in FO inoculated plants and incorporation of
FYM caused significant reduction or no influence on sugar and chlorophyll content, and no pronounced difference among
different FYM doses were observed. Whereas, proline, peroxidase, catalase and nitrate reductase activity were found to be
increased in infected plants and incorporation of 1-2% FYM further enhanced the activity of these enzymes. Tomato plant
uptake 30-40% of copper naturally present in the soil and incorporation of 1-2% FYM markedly decreased plant uptake of metal
by 15-30%, while increased Cu retention in soil. Present study concludes that lower dose (1%) of FYM could be used to manage
disease, increase growth and biomass, while ineffective for yield and productivity in Cu-polluted soil. Altered
physiology/biochemistry of plant in response to any treatment could be served as basis for resistant against pathogen and metal
homeostasis in plants.

P IPM 49
Digestion profiles of olive fruit fly (Bactrocera oleae) by predators using qPCR
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2
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T. Fernandes , A. M. Dinis , M. Rejili , J. A. Pereira , P. Baptista , S. A. P. Santos , T. Lino-Neto
1
University of Minho, Biosystems & Integrative Sciences Institute, Braga, Portugal
2
Polytechnic Institute of Bragança, Mountain Research Center (CIMO), Bragança, Portugal
telma.7919@gmail.com
Olive tree has a great economic, social, environmental and landscape importance mainly in the Mediterranean region. The
Mediterranean countries dominate the world olive market by producing 80% of the world´s olive oil. One of the major concerns
around the olive crop is the different pests and diseases that can limit olive production. Bactrocera oleae (Rossi) (Diptera:
Tephritidae) is considered as one of the major pests and can be responsible for a loss of nearly 600 million euros per year. The
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control of this pest has relied mainly on the use of pesticides, but this strategy can harm human health and cause environmental
contamination, besides plants might be able to acquire resistance. For this reason, the use of alternative pest management has
been promoted to find a more sustainable production system that gives priority to non-chemical methods. Taking into account
this situation a trophic interaction study between B. oleae and their natural predators (arthropods) was performed, in order to
conceive a biocontrol strategy for restricting this pest. Specific primers designed for the mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase
subunit I (COX1) gene regions from B. oleae were used for analysing the gut content of field-caught arthropods. The
identification of arthropods was done using taxonomic keys and by sequencing their barcode region of COX1 gene. Results
revealed Calathus granantensis and Forficula auricularia as potential predators of B. oleae. To select the more suitable predator
for B. oleae, a feeding assay was performed, in which the potential predators were fed with B. oleae pupae and their gut content
evaluated after different periods. The amount of B. oleae DNA in the intestinal content of predators was analysed by qPCR.
Results are discussed taking into account their possible use as biocontrol agents of olive fruit fly.
Acknowledgments: This work is funded by FEDER funds through COMPETE (Programa Operacional Factores de Competitividade)
and by national funds by FCT (Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia) in the framework of the project EXCL/AGRPRO/0591/2012.
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Successful use of honeybees for grey mould (Botrytis cinerea) biocontrol on strawberries in Turkey
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Entomovector Technology is a novel application strategy using bees for the delivery of microbial control agents. This technology
is an environmentally friendly control strategy against plant pathogens and pests that makes use of pollinators to vector powder
formulations of plant protection products from the hive to the flowers and leaves of pest-infested crops and improves crop
pollination resulting in increased yield and crop quality. In practice, a dispenser is attached to the hive and loaded with a powder
formulation of the desired biological control agent. Biological control in organic agricultural systems is more friendly to the
environment and more sustainable than the other farming systems. The study was performed to determine the efficacy of
entomovector technology in suppression of grey mold (Botrytis cinerea) was tested in field conditions using Prestop Mix
biopreparation (Clonostachys rosea f. catenulate J1446). The experiments were conducted on experimental fields of Erzincan
Horticultural Research Station in Erzincan, Turkey in 2014. The experimental design was completely randomized with 4
repetitions. The frigo plants of ‘Aromas’ strawberry cultivars were used. Each plot (no cage and cage) consisted of 70 strawberry
plants planted in an area of 3.30 m × 4 m. The number of diseased fruit of each plot was recorded. The number of diseased fruit
was averagely 139 in the treatment of Clonostachys rosea f. catenulate J1446 treatment disseminated with Apis mellifera. On
the other hand, the untreated plots were calculated 432 in the diseased fruit number. There were significant differences number
of diseased fruit between treatments.BICOPOLL is the first application of the use of honey bees in entomovector technology in
Turkey. Results have shown that Clonostachys rosea f. catenulate J1446 can be effectively delivered by honey bees for
prevention of Botrytis cinerea infection in strawberry. This method has important significance in organic farming, biocontrol is
an environmentally friendly approach to control the development of grey mold. The project BICOPOLL was founded by
transnational CORE Organic II Funding Body within the FP7 ERA-Network.
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Effects of Trichoderma harzianum and nitrogen treatments on brown rust of wheat
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3
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Introduction: The economic loss of wheat crop due to the brown rust (Puccinia triticina) depends on many factors including
cultivar sensitivity, stage of infection and also such nutritional conditions as the nitrogen content of soil.
Objectives: Effects of treatment with the antagonistic fungus Trichoderma harzianum and different amounts of nitrogen
fertilizer (urea), on the response of two wheat cultivars, Boolani (sensitive) and Kavir (moderately sensitive), to the brown rust
disease of wheat was studied.
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Materials and methods: The average recommended amount of urea fertilizer for wheat fields (350 kg ha ) was estimated as
-1
equal to 1 g kg soil. Treatments were performed under greenhouse conditions and consisted of four nitrogen levels: 0.5, 1, 1.25
-1
and 1.5 g kg soil, applied at the time of planting. Wheat seeds were surface sterilized with 70% ethanol, washed with sterile
5
6
7
-1
water and soaked into different concentrations (10 , 10 and 10 conidia ml ) of T. harzianum conidia for three hours. Dicarboxymethyl cellulose was used to help adhesion of conidia to the surface of seeds. After ten days, seedlings were inoculated
with urediospores of P. triticina.
Results: Assessment of average disease severity after three weeks showed significant differences among treatments. Up to
17.18 % and 59.25% reduction of disease severity was observed for Boolani and Kavir cultivars, respectively.
Conclusion: This study reveals the induction of resistance against brown rust in wheat plants treated by T. harzianum. Nitrogen
concentration plays a key role in disease suppression or increase and should be applied cautiously.

P IPM 52
PGPR as a Bio control agent against xanthomonas oryzae pv. Oryze Bacterial leaf Blight in rice
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Bacterial leaf Blight (BLB) caused by Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae (Xoo) is main menace to rice crop and cause substantial
economic losses to farmers in all over the world. PSA medium was used to isolate Xoo from diseased leaves and later was
confirmed through PCR by using specific primers TXT4R. The virulence of Xoo strains was also confirmed by in vivo pathogenicity
test. Plant growth promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR) were isolated from the rhizosphere of rice plants grown in different regions of
Punjab, Pakistan. Three hundred bacterial isolates were screened in vitro for their antagonistic activity against Xoo using hole
plate diffusion method. SA33, Tk229, Tk179, SP12 and SA37 showed positive isolates against Xoo. In greenhouse experiment,
isolate SP12, Tk229 and SA37 were effective in reducing BLB incidence with disease suppression up to 79%, 72% and 68%,
respectively. These three antagnostic isolates were further studied for growth promotion mechanism from which strain TK229
showed significant role in indole acetic acid (IAA) activity and phosphorous sloubulization. Rice plants sprayed with fresh
suspension of isolate SP12 provided 75% protection from Xoo, followed by TK229 and SA37 with 66 % and 62%, respectively.
Kinetics of these bacterial strains also studies in order for efficient fresh spray. These strains can also be used along with other
strategies to achieve greater role of crop protection, formulation of biopesticides and to sustain rice yield.

P IPM 53
Use of Integrated Pest Management in Scottish soft fruit production
J. Hughes
Science and Advice for Scottish Agriculture, Pesticides Branch, Edinburgh, United Kingdom
jackie.hughes@sasa.gsi.gov.uk
Cultivation of Soft fruit, particularly of strawberries, is a growing and economically important component of Scottish
horticulture. The aim of this study is to present temporal trends in pesticide use and IPM uptake in the Scottish soft fruit
industry over the last decade.
The Scottish Government currently conducts statuatory monitoring of pesticide use, and aspects of horticultural practice, on a
sample of soft fruit growers every two years. Using this sample, statistical estimates are made of total pesticide use in Scottish
soft fruit production.
Chemical pesticide input to soft fruit crops is higher than in any other type of Scottish agricultural or horticultural system. Soft
fruit crops receive on average almost 10 kg/ha of pesticides, of which around three quarters are fungicides. In contrast, Scottish
vegetable crops receive around 3 kg of pesticides per hectare.
However, over the last decade the use of alternative pest control methods, such as polythene mulches to suppress weeds and
biological control of pests, has increased. In addition, the type of biological control agents used has changed over time, from
predominately those controlling insect pests to a combination of organisms used for insect and disease control.
Adoption of IPM in the soft fruit industry is likely to become increasingly important in light of the threat to several major use
pesticides resulting from the implementation of the EU pesticides approval regulation (EC 1107/2009) and water framework
directive (2000/60/EC).
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Molecular Identification of the Biotype of Whitefly Inhabiting the in Saudi Arabia
K. Alhudaib, A. Rezk, B. Ahmed, A. Soliman
King Faisal University, Plant Protection, Saudi Arabia, Saudi Arabia
kalhudaib@kfu.edu.sa
The whitefly Bemisia tabaci (Genn.) is a worldwide important insect pest and vector of plant viruses. Recently, the whitefly
populations upsurges dramatically in Al-Ahsa region of Saudi Arabia due to the expansion in greenhouse cropping system and it
causes severe economic damage to many vegetable crops in greenhouses. Proper classification of the whitefly that prevails in
the area is a crucial step towards efficient management of the pest. The whitefly is highly polymorphic with extreme plasticity in
key morphological characters that vary according to the host which makes the taxonomic identity of existing biotype is difficult
and sometimes ambiguous. The specimens for this study were collected from nine different locations of the whitefly populations
in Al-Ahsa region. The study was done on the basis of three molecular techniques namely: (1) PCR amplification and polymorphic
analysis of restriction enzyme digestion of mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase I gene (mtCOI), (2) Cloning, sequencing and
phylogenetic analysis of mitochondrial 16S rRNA gene and (3) Random Amplified Polymorphic DNA Polymerase Chain Reaction
(RAPD PCR) analysis. The results of these molecular techniques clearly indicated the dominance of B biotype of the whitefly on
crops grown in greenhouses in Al-Ahsa region of Saudi Arabia.

P IPM 55
Risk management tools help to implement Best Management Practices (BMPs) to reduce losses of Plant Protection Products
(PPP) to water from runoff
M. Röttele
BetterDecisions, Kandern, Germany
manfred.roettele@betterdecisions.de
Introduction: PPPs should be applied in a sustainable way to reduce impacts to the environment. Research indicate that point
sources contribute > 50% of the PPP - findings in surface water.
Point sources originate from the farmyard.
Diffuse source contamination originate from applications in the field, due to runoff / erosion and spray drift. Runoff is the major
diffuse entry route for PPP into surface water. TOPPS projects work in various EU countries with local experts to develop BMPs,
risk diagnosis tools and materials for training and dissemination (www.TOPPS-life.org). Mitigation measures address the correct
use of the PPP, techniques, infrastructure and for runoff the water pathways, soil, landscape factors and agronomic practices.
Materials and methods: Based on research from France risk management tools were developed and adapted to the local
situation in 7 EU- countries. The team of experts developed three risk management tools (Dashbords). These start with an
analysis of the water movement in a catchment and then focus on the situation in a specific field.
a) Runoff risk due to infiltration restrictions (spring /early summer with high intensity rains)
Proximity to water, permeability of soil, and slope are the main factors.
b) Runoff risk due to saturation access (winter with high volume of rain)
Proximity to water, drainage system, topography of the field, permeability of the soil and the field capacity are the main factors.
c) Concentrated runoff
Concentrated runoff shows signs of erosion.
Advisers in 7 countries have been trained to use the dashboards and to make test audits in pilot catchment areas. The risk
classifications of the fields were discussed with the farmers in the catchments and the selection of appropriate mitigation
measures were discussed. Mitigation measures were implemented for demonstrations.
Results and discussion: Intensive research done in a long term project in Fontaine du Theil, France demonstrated that applying
risk analysis and implementation of mitigation measures strongly reduced PPP loads in the surface water.
Feedback from advisers who worked with the TOPPS risk management tools experienced fast learning effects related to the time
required. The risk management tools are practical and reflect to a large extend the real farmers’ expertise. The transparency of
results support acceptance by the farmers and supports implementation of measures.
Conclusion: The proposed tools offer to link risk analysis with BMP measures to an efficient risk management system protecting
surface water from contaminations due to runoff not only for PPP.
Acknowledgement: Contributions from TOPPS partners and ECPA are acknowledged.
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RNAi-based integrated management of citrus insect pests
X.-Z. Jiang, Y.-F. Xie, D. Wei, J.-J. Wang
Southwest University, Plant Protection, Chongqing, China
jjwang7008@yahoo.com
Citrus fruits accounted for the highest share of fruits market in terms of international trade. The economic loss caused by citrus
diseases transmitted by insect vectors, as well asinsect pests is inestimable. However, the present strategies for citrus insect
pests control mainly rely on spraying chemical insecticides, which brings up many environmental and ecological problems, such
as insecticides residue and resistance. RNA interference (RNAi) has been proven to work in selectively controlling insect pests,
and even in resistance management, which circumvents the problems brought by insecticides usage. Hence, we are interested in
exploring the potential application of RNAi-based strategies in integrated citrus pests management. Bactrocera dorsalis
(Hendel), as one of the most damaging citrus pests, was used as a model in this study. We first use the genes involved in the
ovary development as the targets of RNAi. The results indicated that knock-down of those genes by dsRNA could significantly
affect delay the normal development and affect the normal morphology of the ovary, suggesting RNAi might possess great
potential in controlling the population of B. dorsalis. In addition, the knock-down of esterase genes could also significantly
increase the susceptibility of B. dorsalis to insecticides, implicating that dsRNA could also work together with the insecticides as
synergists. Our study may open the avenue for RNAi application in citrus pests management.

P IPM 57
Integrated pest management strategy to minimize stripe rust of wheat, Puccinia striiformis f.sp. tritici, in cereal crops
N. Sommerfeldt-Impe, K. Flath
Julius-Kühn-Institut (JKI), Institute for Plant Protection in Field Crops and Grassland, Kleinmachnow, Germany
Nicole.Sommerfeldt@jki.bund.de
Introduction: Yellow (stripe) rust (Yr) was formerly widespread in cooler areas of Northern Germany, but now also occurs on
wheat and triticale in warmer areas of Southern Germany. Long-term studies by the JKI show that the Yr race composition may
drastically change from year to year. The limited durability of race-specific resistances urgently affords a novel approach of
integrated pest management that integrates intelligent fungicide strategies and durable resistant cultivars.
Objectives: The research project aims to
1. monitor virulences, pathotypes and diversity of German Yr populations,
2. test the sensitivity of Yr populations to the most common fungicides,
3. identify race-specific resistance genes in new wheat germplasm
4. select new, durable adult plant resistances by biotechnological methods.
Materials and methods:
1. Test seedlings of a differential set with Yr isolates from the main wheat growing areas.
2. Investigate fungicide sensitivity of Yr populations using a miniaturized test system.
3. Phenotype 4 wheat populations in field trails with artificial inoculation at 3 locations for 2 years.
4. Genotype 4 wheat populations by 15K Infinium wheat chip.
Results: The new Warrior race first detected in 2010 was present in 69% of the samples tested in 2014. The race is characterized
by a complex virulence profile, increased aggressiveness and extended adaptation to previously unfavourable environments. In
Germany, only a few, monogenic resistances remain effective (Yr 5, 8, 10, 15, 24) to this race. In contrast, adult-plant resistances
(APR) have proven durable despite dissemination in widely grown cultivars. Field tests of the 4 selected wheat populations
suggested a wide range of genetic variation.
Conclusion: With the occurrence of the new Warrior race, Yr became a major biotic threat for wheat production in Germany.
Genetic control of Yr by effective APR will offer a cost effective and environmental-friendly strategy to reduce losses in wheat
production.
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In vitro control of Mycosphaerella Arachidis Deighton the Early Leaf Spot Disease Pathogen of Gorundnut by the extracts from
six medicinal plants.
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Ground nut (Arachis hypogaea) is one of the most popular commercial crops in Nigeria. Its successful production has been
drastically affected by early leaf spot disease caused by Mycosphaerella arachidis Deighton. In vitro control of the pathogen by
six medicinal plants (Entada africana, Vitex doniana, Lawsonia inermis, Azadirachta indica, Acalypha hispida and Nuaclea
latifolia) was assessed in this study. The extracts of the plants were prepared using cold and hot water and alcohol. The
pathogen was isolated from ground nut infected with early leaf spot disease. The results revealed a great significant difference
(P<0.05) in yield of extracts between cold water, hot water and alcohol extracts. A significant difference (P<0.05) was observed
in percentage concentrations of the various phytochemical constituents present in the extracts. Flavonoids percentage
concentration was the highest (0.68 - 1.95%) followed by saponnin(0.09 - 1.53%) in N. latifolia extracts. Steroiods had the least
percentage concentrations (0.00- 0.09%)followed by terpenoids(0.02 - 0.71%) and proanthocyannin (0.05 - 0.86%). N. latifolia
extracts produced the highest percentage concentrations (0.07 - 1.95%) of all the phytochemicals followed by A. indica(0.05 1.64%)and least concentrations were obtained in A. hispidia(0.09 - 0.87%)and V. doniana (0.00 - 0.88%). The extracts inhibited
spore germination and growth of M. arachidis. The inhibition by alcohol extracts was high and significantly different (P>0.05)
from cold and hot water extracts. Alcohol extract of L. inermis gave 100% spore germination inhibition followed by N. latifolia
and A.indica with 97.75% and 85.60% inhibition respectively. Therefore, field trials of these six medicinal plants on the control of
early leaf spot disease of ground nut are recommended.

P IPM 59
Evaluation of zeolite and Agri-fos 600® in control of Verticillium and Fusarium wilt diseases and Pseudomonas syringae pv.
tomato
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Plants, during their evolutionary path, formed complex resistance mechanisms against their invading pathogens (fungi, bacteria
and viruses). The phenomenon of Induced Resistance is part of the innate immune system of plants and is expressed after the
biochemical or chemical stimulation of latent resistance mechanisms that are activated using non-pathogenic microorganisms or
chemical inducers. The objective of this study was the evaluation of zeolite and Agri-fos 600® in control of Verticillium and
Fusarium wilt diseases and bacterial speck caused by Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato. Management of these diseases is
mainly based on prevention, thus the discovery of alternative means for their control is essential. Zeolite is a microporous,
aluminosilicate mineral with specific physicochemical properties commonly used as a commercial adsorbent and catalyst. Zeolite
is commonly used as a soil improvement substance but its role in disease management has not been studied. Agri-fos 600® is a
special formulation consisting of potassium phosphonate anions that except their role as nutrients, have the ability to induce the
defense mechanism of plants. Pathogenicity experiments were performed in Arabidopsis thaliana, eggplants and tomato plants
6
8
infected with Verticillium dahliae (10 ml suspension of 10 conidia/ml) or Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato (spray with 10
cfu/ml) where zeolite (5gr/lt) and Agri-fos 600® (1ml/lt) applied in the form of root drenching in three booster doses of 10 ml.
Virulence assays showed that zeolite and Agri-fos 600® have the ability to reduce the rate of Verticillium wilt mainly in tomato
and A. thaliana between 5%-20%. Repeated applications of zeolite and Agri-fos 600® are necessary for the effective response of
Verticillium wilt. Finally, it was found that Agri-fos 600® confers faster plant growth and greater leaf mass. Future experiments
will be extended to the role of these substances in the control of other important plant pathogens.
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Egg deposition mediates defence of Ulmus minor against a major pest insect, the elm leaf beetle
E. J. Eilers, N. Austel, T. Meiners, M. Hilker
Freie Universität Berlin, AG Angewandte Zoologie / Ökologie der Tiere, Berlin, Germany
eeilers@zedat.fu-berlin.de
Plants may take egg deposition by insect pests as a warning signal for future feeding damage by hatching larvae. The warning
improves the feeding-inducible defence mechanisms of plants, resulting in pest reduction. Responsible agents for this
phenomenon are, however, largely unknown, particularly in perennial plants such as trees. The Collaborative Research Centre
(CRC) 973 elucidates the mechanisms of ‘priming and memory of organismic responses to stress’. The here presented project as
part of the CRC 973 investigates if and how prior egg deposition affects defence of field elm against the multivoltine elm leaf
beetle, a pest insect of elm especially in Southern Europe, the USA and Australia. Indeed, we found evidence that egg deposition
by the elm leaf beetle improves the elm´s defence against the feeding stages of this herbivorous species. Chemical analyses
suggest that a phenolic compound in egg-deposited, feeding damaged leaves contributes to the worse performance of the elm
leaf beetle on these leaves when compared to egg-free ones. Hence, a small but significant metabolic change can provoke a
striking effect on herbivory. This knowledge may be valuable for future integrated plant management concepts.

P IPM 61
Research Progress on Plant Protection in China during 2010-2013
W. Chen, K. Wu, H. Ni, L. Wen
China Society of Plant protection, Beijing, China
cspp62@163.com
A series research progress has been made in the basic research, high-tech development, and key forecast and control technique
improvement of crop diseases and insect pests by a team work. The advancements in plant protection have played an important
role in the disaster prevention and mitigation in agriculture, and made a tremendous contribution to ensure the grain output
increased for the tenth consecutive year.
Progress in the basic research. Focusing on the functional genomics for pathogens and insect pests, insect chemical ecology,
invasive biology, biosafety on GMO etc, a significant improvement has been made in basic research of plant protection. For
example, southern rice black-streaked dwarf virus (SRBSDV) was proved to be a new specie in Feijin viral family by genomic
sequencing. And the ecological efficiency of wide plantation of Bt-transgenic cotton, and mechanisms of resistance
development, genetics and evolution of the cotton bollworm to Bt-transgenic cotton have been verified.
Development of high-tech. Detection technique systems of plant pathogen based on immunological technique，and
PCRtechnology have been developed rapidly. For example, twenty viruses detection technique systems based on monoclonal
antibody have been widely used in many regions of China, which promote the pathogen rapid detection. DNA barcoding
technique, and remote comparative analysis system for important invasive insects have been created, which greatly shortened
the invasive species monitoring time. Nearly 100 kinds of insect pheromones of agricultural and forestry insect were identified.
IPM strategy and technology. A great breakthrough has been made in IPM strategies and technologies aimed at major diseases
and insect pests on crops in China. For example, the inoculum source areas of Puccinia striiformis f. sp. tritici (Pst) in China have
been found, and the technology for long-term monitoring and forecasting of regional epidemics of wheat stripe rust in remote
area has been developed. The IPM strategy and technique system of wheat stripe rust has been put forward, and widely applied
in the areas of wheat plantation at a scale of more than 25 million hectares during 2009-2013, resulting in the sustainable
control of wheat stripe rust epidemics and remarkably economic retrieve.

P IPM 62
Studies on shelf life of Pseudomonas Fluorescens and Bacillus Subtilis in two different carrier materials
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Inoculation of biopesticide in crop cultivation plays very important role in sustainable farming. It is well known that the carrierbased bioinoculants are being very effective as carrier determines the shelf life of the inoculant. Hence the selection of better
carrier is very essential for maintaining shelf life of the inoculant during storage and for better performance in the field use. In
the present study, the effect of Vermiculite and Farm Yard Manure (FYM) in maintaining the shelf life of bioinoculant such as
Bacillus subtilis and Pseudomonas fluorescens was studied up to 6 months from the date of preparation of inoculant.
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Comparatively, FYM based bioinoculants showed longer shelf life than vermiculite based bioinoculants. Among FYM based
8
8
bioinoculants B. subtilis showed maximum population of 7.60 x 10 cfu/g of dry wt on 180th day followed by Pseudomonas 10
cfu/g of dry wt respectively

P IPM 63
Possibilities of mass trapping with Agriotes sordidus and Agriotes lineatus with pheromone traps in south west French
conditions
F. Villeneuve, F. Latour
Ctifl, Centre de Lanxade, Prigonrieux, France
villeneuve@ctifl.fr
Click beetle larvae (wireworms Coleoptera: Elateridae) are significant crop pest in France with more and more damage, mainly
on corn, potatoes and different vegetables crops (tomatoes, melon, lettuces, carrot, asparagus…). The augmentation of
wireworm problems en culture seem to be the combination between the reduction of active ingredients available for growers
and the development of a click beetle specie with a cycle shorter : Agriotes sordidus. The development of pheromone traps give
us new possibility of control, especially mass trapping. The technique could be used to reduce population of click beetle, mainly
male, in a habitat. We have conduct a mass trapping trial at Lanxade center, in south west of France from 2003 to 2013 in the
same field. On Lanxade station we have two click beetle species more present: Agriotes lineatus with a long life cycle (5 years),
and Agriotes sordidus with short life cycle (2-3 years). The level of catching is very dependent of the weather of the year and also
of the position of the trap in the field. The relation between the levels of click beetle catch, the population of wireworms
presents in the field and finally the crop damage is not clear. After ten years of mass trapping, we observe a reduction of
number of Agriotes sordidus catch; on the other hand, we note an increase of Agriotes lineatus. We diminution of damaged are
observed in the two crop used for controlling the level of damage : potatoes and carrot.

P IPM 64
New Symptoms and Management Of Vascular Streak Dieback On Cocoa
1
2
2
A. K. Parawansa , P. McMahon , P. J. Keane
1
Muslim University of Indonesia, Agriculture, Makassar, Indonesia
2
La Trobe University, Department of Botany, Victoria, Australia
ayuparawansa@yahoo.com
Vascular Streak Dieback (VSD) is a serious disease that has contributed to declines in the production of cocoa in the entire
region, particularly Indonesia. It is very detrimental to cocoa farmers, some of whom are changing to other crops as a result of
disease losses. Since 2004, symptoms have changed to become predominantly necrotic, with leaves remaining attached for
longer periods. Formerly, the predominant symptom was leaf chlorosis and rapid abscission. It is unknown whether the new
symptoms of VSD are related to changes in the resistance of cocoa genotypes. The newer symptoms generally involve a greater
degree of dark necrosis of the leaf lamina and vascular tissue than originally observed associated with the disease. Examination
of hyphae in infected twigs and sporacarps on leaf lamina and leaf scars on stems showed that the fungus associated with new
symptoms is identical in all aspects to Oncobasidium theobromae (syn. Ceratobasidium theobromae) as described by Talbot and
Keane (1971). Isolation of the fungus from infected xylem that the fungus emerging from the vascular tissue is a slow-growing like fungus with an average hyphal width of 5 mm. Mycelium with similar characteristics was observed in sporocarps on leaf and
petiole cracks of infected, attached leaves. Basidiospores were asymmetrical and approximately 17 x 7.5 mm, consistent with
earlier descriptions of the fungus by Talbot and Keane. While a previous report suggested C. ramicola was associated with VSDinfected cocoa, spores consistent with dimensions of this species in previous reports have not been detected in Sulawesi to date.
Examination of longitundinal sections of infected twigs by high-power microscopy indicated hyphae with Rhizoctonia-like
characteristics in xylem vessels, including perpendicular branching and narrowing at the junctions, occurs in the xylem tissue,
consistent with previous descriptions. It is possible that the new symptoms of vascular streak dieback are caused by a change
that affects the host response to the fungus. Since the newer symptoms are region-wide it is likely that an environmental factor,
such as changes in climate or soil fertility, triggered a change in host response. However, a genetic change in the pathogen
cannot be ruled out. Recommendations for management of the disease remain unchanged: this includes pruning branches 30-40
cm below the extent of infection, raising seedlings in covered nurseries and the propagation of resistant cocoa genotypes.
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Strategies to manage Plum Pox Virus transmission in peach orchards in the Niagara region of Canada
1
2
1
1
1
1
R. Samara , T. Lowery , L. Stobbs , T. Vickers , L. Bittner , N. Greig
1
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Southern Crop Protection and Food Research Centre, Vineland Station, Canada
2
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Pacific Agri-Food Research Center, Summerland, Canada
rana.samara@agr.gc.ca
Plum pox virus (PPV) is the most devastating viral disease of stone fruit (Prunus spp.) worldwide. The disease is a member of the
genus Potyvirus and family Potyviridae. PPV is spread both vegetatively and transmitted in a non-persistent manner by aphids.
The Dideron strain (PPV-D), first detected in Canada in Ontario and Nova Scotia, led to the implementation of an eradication
program in 2000 by the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA). Laboratory and field studies of the transmission of PPV by the
green peach aphid, Myzus persicae (Sulzer), were carried out using foliar applications of horticultural mineral oils (HMO) and
other novel insecticides. The residual activity of the HMO’s on green peach aphid ability to transmit PPV was measured. Changes
in aphids probing and feeding behaviors induced by HMO and antifeedant insecticide applications were also monitored using an
electrical penetration graph (EPG) system.

P IPM 66
Using Bacillus mycoides isolate J induced resistance in IPM programs
B. Jacobsen
Montana State University, Plant Science and Plant Pathology, Bozeman, United States
uplbj@montana.edu
Bacillus mycoides isolate J (BmJ) induced resistance provides control of bacterial, fungal, oomycete and viral pathogens on a
wide range of crop plants. BmJ induced resistance is signaled through the NPR -1 gene and involves several PR proteins and
ethylene. Optimal systemic resistance induction occurs 3-5 days after application of live cells and provides disease control for
14-21 days depending on the plant induced. BmJ is compatible with a wide range of pesticides including; triazole, EDBC, and QoI
class fungicides and a wide range of insecticides. Disease control equal to commercial standards has been achieved with BmJ
alone or in combination with low rates of fungicides or in alternating programs where BmJ replaces half the fungicide used in
fungicide alone programs. BmJ has also been demonstrated to be of benefit to triazole and QoI fungicide resistance
management programs in Cercospora leaf spot of sugarbeet control programs. BmJ used in combination with insecticides and
roquing has produced >50% control of potato PVY in multiple years in the field. Data will be presented for disease control of
cucurbit crops, tomato, pepper, potato, pecans, spinach, lettuce and sugarbeet with comparisons to commercial pesticide
standards. Control of postharvest diseases using preharvest application will be discussed. BmJ is licensed to CERTIS USA by
Montana State University and is grown in liquid fermentation will be sold as a WDG formulation. Application rates are based on
7
1 x 10 cfu/ml ( 60-240 gm/A depending on spray volume). Registration materials have been submitted to Canada’s Pest
Management Registration Authority (PMRA), the USEPA and OMRI listing is expected in 2015.

P IPM 67
Effect of nitrogen and potassium fertilizer on yield and fruit quality of tomato in greenhouse conditions
N. Shayesteh, T. Akbari Ghamichi
Islamic Azad University, Mahabad, Iran, Plant Protection, Faculty of Agriculture and Natural Science, Mahabad, Islamic Republic
of Iran
profshayesteh@yahoo.com
In order to investigate the effects of nitrogen and potassium on yield, quality and resistant for insects to tomato trial factorial
arrangement in a randomized complete block design with four replications in a pot in a greenhouse located in the Emamzadeh
city of Urmia was conducted The first factor consisted of four levels of nitrogen (N0 = 0, N1 = 0/20, N2 = 0/41, N3 = 0/64) grams
and the second factor consisted of four levels of potassium (K0 = 0, K1 = 0/54, K2 = 1/01, K3 = 1/61) grams recommended by the
soil and Water Research Institute. The results showed that nitrogen and potassium treatments on morphological traits affecting
tomato and lead to a decrease or increase the amount of macro nutrients absorbed by plant leaves and fruits. The results
showed that with increasing levels of nitrogen and potassium, nitrogen and potassium increased leaf and fruit, but with
increasing nitrogen uptake of potassium in the leaves decreases. Increase the amount of nitrogen in increasing chlorophyll and
thus lead to increased fruit yield increased nitrogen soluble solids in the plant fruit quality is a major risk factor for both
treatments led to a decrease in titratable acidity due to the restoring effect of ammonium nitrogen molecules and alkali element
was potassium.
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Disease incidence and effects of fungicides on the control of stalk rot of maize cause by Fusarium moniliforme and
Macrophomina phaseolina in vitro
1
2
3
O. Hamzat , I. O. Lawal , A. A. Ogunronbi
1
Federal University, Dutsin-Ma, Katsina State, Crop Production and Protection, Dutsin-Ma, Nigeria
2
Federal University of Agriculture, Department of Plant Physiology and Crop Production, Abeokuta, Nigeria
3
Federal University of Agriculture, Department of Agricultural Extension and Rural Development, Abeokuta, Nigeria
hamzatoth@gmail.com
A survey of the stalk rot caused by Fusarium moniliforme and Macrophomina phaseolina was carried out in Remo, Ijebu, Yewa
and Egba zones of Ogun state, Nigeria to assert on the incidence and effects of fungicides (Apron star, Benlate and Dithane M45) on the control of associated fungi. The results showed that the incidence and severity of the disease with respect to causal
agents vary from one zone to another and from one farm to another. F. moniliforme whose average incidence of 72.1 % was
significantly higher (p < 0.05) than that of M. phaseolina - 52.5 % was most prevalent in all the areas sampled. On average, there
was significantly high (p < 0.05) disease index for F. moniliforme (41.95) and M. phaseolina (27.2) at Ijebu zone compared to
other zones sampled. Effects of fungicides on the growth of F. moniliforme and M. phaseolina, revealed that there were
significant differences on the response of the pathogens to these fungicides. Results obtained showed significantly great
reduction on the radial growth of F. moniliforme at low concentration level of 25 ppm to varying degrees. Apron star, Dithane
M-45 and Benlate appeared to be most effective in controlling F. moniliforme. On M. phaseolina, Apron star appeared to be
effective in controlling the pathogen at lower concentration level of 50ppm. The result of this survey suggests that F.
moniliforme is the predominant causal organism of stalk rot of maize in the state. And it is hereby recommended that the
research institute should endeavour to develop resistant varieties to this stalk rot pathogens, since over the years, attention has
always been on foliar diseases in contrast with soil born diseases. Observation on the fungicide treatments revealed that Apron
star was effective in inhibiting growth of both organisms in the laboratory. Therefore, it is recommended to farmers that instead
of purchasing two chemicals for their control, Apron star could be used on the on the field as seed dresser.

P IPM 69
Characterization of Erwinia carotovora subsp. carotovora and subsp. atroseptica by PCR-based methods
M. Sallam
Assiut Univ, Plant Pathology, Assiut, Egypt
amnsallam@yahoo.com
Nine isolates of Erwinia carotovora subsp. atroseptica (Eca) and E. carotovora subsp. carotovora (Ecc), were obtained taken from
potato tubers collected from different localities of El-Minia, Assiut and Sohag Governorates were subjected to this investigation.
Three different molecular techniques were employed to differentiate the two subsp. of Erwinia carotovora. The primers used in
RAPD-PCR technique generated an unique distinct bands which could be used as genetic markers to distinguish the isolates in
respect of their sub species (carotovora or atroseptica) or their virulence (high or low virulence). Also, the 16s rRNA gene
sequences was obtained from the bacterial isolates of Ecc and Eca. The phylogenetic tree couldn`t distinguish between the two
subsp. of E. carotovora, where some isolates of Ecc connected in the same cluster with Eca. Moreover, SDS-PAGE analysis
technique was used. The application of protein (SDS-PAGE) analysis may aid to detect the differences between the isolates of E.
c. subsp. carotovora or atroseptica in the base of the region of collection. Where, protein analysis shown polypeptide fractions
could be used as a genetic marker to distinguish isolates collected from same area.

P IPM 70
Antifungal activity of aqueous extract of Egyptian Citrullus colocynthis against Botrytis onion umbel blight disease
M. Hassan, K. Abo-elyousr, M. Hussein
Assiut University, Plant Pathology, Assiut, Egypt
mhasanmha@yahoo.com
The antifungal activity of aqueous extract of bitter apple (Citrullus colocynthis) against botrytis onion umbel blight (BOUB)
pathogens was studied in vitro using dual culture assay on potato dextrose agar (PDA) medium. The activity of aqueous extract
was measured by the diameter of inhibition zone. Three different concentrations (1, 5 and 10 %) of bitter apple were tested
against Botrytis allii, B. cinerea B. aclada, and B. squamosa. All tested concentrations of aqueous plant extract showed antifungal
and mycelial growth inhibition of pathogenic fungi. The highest pathogen inhibition of B. allii was (70 %) B. squamosa (60%), B.
acalda (50 %), and B. cinerea (44 %) caused by C. colocynthis at concentration 10 %. While, the lowest pathogen inhibition of B.
aclada (28 %) was observed at concentration 1 % of bitter apple. Application of aqueous extract of C. colocynthis to control
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BOUB disease in vivo under greenhouse conditions caused disease reduction up to 72.2 and 56.7 % before and after 48 h of
pathogen inoculation, respectively. The aqueous extract of C. colocynthis was analyzed by gas chromatography-mass
spectrometry (GC-MS). The most intensive components in aqueous extract of C. colocynthis were: 9,12-Octadecadienoic acid;
linoleic acid, squalene, linolein, tocophero, which have antimicrobial activity. This study proved that aqueous extract of C.
colocynthis could be used as a biocontrol agent of botrytis onion umbel blight disease.

P IPM 71
DMI and QoI fungicides for the control of coffee leaf rust
L. Zambolim, J. Honorato Jr, U. P. Lopes, H. S. S. Duarte, F. Rodrigues
Universidade Federal Viçosa, Plant Pathology, Viçosa State of Minas Gerais, Brazil
laerciozambolim@gmail.com
This study investigated the ability of different triazole (tz) to the soil and tz + strobilurin (st) fungicides sprayed to the leaves and
tz + st sprayed to control Coffee Leaf Rust (CLR) using a susceptible variety Catuai in the greenhouse (sprayed) and in the field
(soil and sprayed). The effects of tz (triadimenol (T), cyproconazole (C) and epoxiconazole (E)) and st (azoxystrobin (A),
trifloxystrobin (Tri), pyraclostrobin (P)) were first studied in a greenhouse to evaluate the translaminar effect on CLR control. The
field experiment was performed to evaluate the effect of tz applied to the soil and tz + st sprayed on CLR control. The different
fungicides applied in the greenhouse reduced CLR severity by 8.9 % (Tri), 79.4 % (A), 82.0 % (T), 93.2 % (C), 96.6 % (E) and 98.5%
(P). In the field experiment tz applied to the soil and tz + st sprayed and tz + st only sprayed were effective in CLR control. C
applied to the soil in Nov and sprayed twice with C + A and the application of E + P (twice) or C + A sprayed three times were the
most effective control of CLR and to maintain the highest coffee berry yield (CBY). The CLR incidence was 72 % (average of three
seasons) considered very high for the control treatment and 15 % (very low) for the best treatment. The average CBY increased
by 33.9% (lowest value) when applying T to the soil in Nov followed by C + Tri sprayed in Dec and Feb, and increased by 99.1%
(highest value) in the treatment with E + P sprayed in Dec and Mar compared with plants that did not receive any fungicide
application. The control treatment and that of T applied to the soil in Nov followed by C +Tri sprayed in Dec and Feb yielded less
than 30 (22 to 30) bags of processed coffee/ ha, whereas the other treatments more than 35 (35.7 to 44.6). Treatments with C
applied to the soil in Nov followed by C + A sprayed on the leaves in Dec and Feb, E + P sprayed on the leaves in Dec and Mar,
and C + A sprayed on leaves in Dec, Feb and Apr yielded more than 39 (39.0 to 44.6) bags of processed coffee/ ha. This study
reports for the first time that a tz fungicide applied to the soil and tz + st sprayed, efficiently controlled CLR and increased
significantly CBY for three seasons.

P IPM 72
Microbial Products for Agriculture in Uruguay
N. Altier
Instituto Nacional de Investigación Agropecuaria, Microbial Products, Ruta 48 Km 10, Uruguay
naltier@inia.org.uy
Biotechnologies based on microbial resources have made possible the development of biological products to improve plant
protection and plant nutrition, without compromising the environment. These technologies also contribute to the achievement
of high end market requirements for low agrochemical use. The Platform of Microbial Products for Agriculture at INIA-Uruguay
(National Institute for Agricultural Research) has emphasized the role of microorganisms in biocontrol of plant pests and
diseases, and in nitrogen and phosphorus plant nutrition. The long term strategy lies on strengthening research facilities and
team work, recruitment and continuous training of human resources, research and technology ventures with the public and
private sectors, fostering legal framework for registration and intellectual property of products, and promoting education and
extension for farmer adoption. Research areas include: (1) biological control, (2) biological nitrogen fixation, (3) microbial
mediated phosphorus availability to plants, and (4) soil health indicators. Current biocontrol projects focus on identifying strains
for product development, to be incorporated in Integrated Pest Management (IPM) for targeted crops and pests. Biological
nitrogen fixation is being efficiently exploited by inoculating legumes with suitable rhizobial inoculants, supported by
appropriate legislation, which sets requirements for product registration, mandatory strain recommendation, and quality
surveillance of commercial inoculants. Supporting research addresses bioproduction and formulation, inoculation and seed
coating technologies, fungal endophytes, as well as metagenomics for assessment of microbial diversity. The joint development
of Lecafol® (INIA-Lage&Cia), based on a selected strain of the entomopathogenic fungal species Lecanicillium lecanii, will be
presented as the first biopesticide nationally produced in Uruguay.
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Effect of certain antioxidant compounds on incidence of root and pod rot diseases of peanut
N. Sallam
Faculty of Agriculture, Plant Pathology, Assiut, Egypt
nashwasallam@yahoo.com
The effect of certain antioxidant compounds (salicylic acid, ascorbic acid, sodium benzoates, thiouria and catechol) on incidence
of root and pod rot diseases of peanut caused by F. moniliforme (No. III), F. oxysporum (No. I) and F. solani (No. II) was
investigated in vitro and in vivo . In vitro test, all tested antioxidants at different concentrations (2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 mM) reduced
the mycelial growth of the tested pathogenic fungi compared with control. Each tested antioxidant at concentration 8 mM and
10 mM gave the greatest reduction of mycelial growth of the pathogens. Under greenhouse conditions treated seeds with each
antioxidant (8 mM) were able to reduce disease severity percentage of root and pod rot diseases at concentration of 8 mM.
Salicylic acid gave the greatest reduction of both diseases of peanut. Spraying of peanut plants with each of antioxidant (8 mM)
significantly reduced root and pod rot diseases severity percentages compared with control. Spraying plants with salicylic
exhibited the highest reduction in both of root and pod rot diseases of peanut

P IPM 74
Evaluation of Mosquitocidal Activity of Bacillus amyloliquefaciens, Lysinibacillus spp. and Cellulosimicrobium cellulans
Isolated from Culex spp larvae
A. Rashed, C. Lanyon, A. Jones, O. Sparagano
Northumbria University, Newcastle Upon Tyne, United Kingdom
ahmed.abdelnabi@northumbria.ac.uk
Biological control alone or as a part of integrated vector management stands to be a better alternative to chemical controls
aimed against pest mosquitoes. Here, we screened for microorganisms that can be utilized as new host cells as mosquito
larvicides. As persistence in the environment is required of host cells, we examined bacterial populations in mosquitoes
collected from natural breeding ponds around Mansoura University, Egypt. Bacterial sequences were isolated using standard
16S rRNA gene sequencing. The isolates were Bacillus amyloliquefaciens from isolate 3, Lysinibacillus spp from isolate 2 and
Cellulosimicrobium cellulans from isolate 1. Lysinibacillus spp was found to be the dominant species and toxic to Culex larvae
nd
rd
th
6
(Population mortality was 55%, 65%, 25% against 2 , 3 , 4 instar larvae, respectively after 36 hours at 10 CFU/ml). The
entomopathogenic bacteria, B. amyloliquefaciens was isolated from Culex larvae for the first time in Egypt and it was also
nd
rd
th
6
effective against culex larvae (Population mortality was 30%, 67%, 32% against 2 , 3 , 4 instar larvae after 72 hours using 10
CFU/ml), respectively. C. cellulans was also isolated and had the lowest effect.

P IPM 75
Effect of nutritional attractant (Lurem-tr®) and yellow sticky cards on decreasing Thrips tabaci (Thysa: Thripidae) population
in cucumber greenhouses
1
1
2
A. R. Mohandessi , S. Safarian , N. Ghassemi
1
Gyah Corp., Biological Control, Garmdareh, Karadj, Islamic Republic of Iran
2
Gyah Bazr Alvand, Biological Control, Tehran, Iran, Islamic Republic of Iran
ar.mohandesi@gmail.com
Thrips tabaci is the world-wide pests in greenhouse. To control this pest more than 10 times spraying should be applied in Iran.
Non chemical methods like attractant are useful method to decrease thrips populations. In this study comparing between yellow
sticky cards (20×40 cm) and yellow sticky cards associated with (Lurem-tr®) was done. The experiments were done in two
2
commercial cucumber’s greenhouses (2000 m ). Thrips population was monitored every week with 8 sticky cards (10×20 cm) in
each greenhouse. When the average of thrips on cards had been 20, hung up yellow sticky cards increased at each greenhouses.
Additionally at treatment greenhouse Lurem-tr® was attached on each sticky cards. Yellow cards replaced every two weeks. In
th
8 weeks after transplanting (average adult thrips on all cards was more than 20) Lurem-tr® and sticky cards were hung up. The
results showed that sticky cards with (Lurem-tr®) was trapped 15% more than sticky cards without them (table 1). Furthermore
in treatment the population of thrips received to peak three weeks later than control (table 2). These results showed (Lurem-tr®)
is the suitable mass trapping, and can be applied in IPM.
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The evaluation of black and white Plastic efficacy mixed with Chemical and Physical treatment for weeds control and
increasing Potato (Solanum tuberosum) yield
1,2
1
1
2
R. Majd , H. M. Chamanabad , M. T. Alebrahim , H. Karbalaei Khiavi
1
University of Mohaghegh Ardabili, Faculty of Agriculture, Ardabil, Islamic Republic of Iran
2
Agriculture and Natural Resources Research Center of Ardabil, Ardabil, Islamic Republic of Iran
m.t.alebrahim@gmail.com
In order to evaluate different management treatments on weed structure and potato yield, an experiment was conducted in
Ardabil (North west of Iran) as randomized complete blocks with four replications in 2009. Treatments included weedy (check),
weed free (check), Metribuzin as a preplant (standard), black plastic (polyethylene), white plastic (polyethylene) Trifluralin,
Trifluralin + black plastic , Trifluralin + white plastic, cultivation, Treflan + cultivation. Statistical analysis showed that different
treatments had significant effect on weed density, weed dry weight and potato yield. The results showed that weed densities
2
were reduced to lowest level in black polyethylene included treatments. In this treatment weed density were less than 4 per/m
and 93.57% less than weedy treatment. The most weed densities were in treatments with weed controlling at earlier potato
growing stage. Metribuzin preplant application was reduced weed dry weight comparing to weedy check significantly. In this
treatment weed dry weights was less than 2 times comparing to weedy treatment. Different treatments had significant effect on
tubers yield and the highest yield production was 39.04 t/ha in black polyethylene included treatments.
1. Alebrahim M.T., Majd R., Rashed Mohassel M.H., Wilcockson S., Baghestani M.A., Ghorbani R., and Kudsk P. 2012. Evaluating
the efficacy of pre- and post-emergence herbicides for controlling Amaranthus retroflexus L. and Chenopodium album L. in
potato. Crop Protect. 42: 345-350.
2. Boydston R.A., and Vaughn S.F. 2002. Alternative weed management systems control weeds in potato(Solanum tuberosum).
Weed Technol. 16: 23- 28.
3. Egley G.H. 1983. Weed seed seedling reductions by soil solarization with transparent polyethylenesheets. Weed Science. 31:
404-409.
4. Bellinder R.R., Kirkwyland J.J., Wallace R.W., and Colquhoun J.B. 2000. Weed control and potato(Solanum tuberosum) yield
with banded herbicides and cultivation. Weed Technology. 14: 30-35.
Table 1: Total weed density in different IWM treatments
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Table 2: Total weed dry weight in different IWM treatments

P IPM 81
Effect of different diets on development of Amblyseius swirskii (Acari: Phytoseiidae)
E. Riahi, Y. Fathipour, A. A. Talebi, M. Mehrabadi
Tarbiat Modares University, Agriculrure Faculty, Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran
elham.riahi@modares.ac.ir
The predacious mite Amblyseiuss wirskii Athias-Henriot is used as a biological control agent against various pests in
greenhouses. In many phytoseiid species, pollen grains not only provide important food elements such as proteins,
carbohydrates and lipids, but also play an important role in providing the energy source of migration and aid reproduction
process, especially if being consumed along with main preys. The objective of this study is to appraise and compare the
development, mortality and reproduction of A. swirskii on five different foods, bee pollen alone, date palm pollen alone,
Tetranychusurticae Koch (Acari: Tetranychidae) immatures in the presence and absence of bee pollen and date palm pollen. This
study was investigated in laboratory by using the bean excised leaf method at 25 ±1 ºC, 16L: 8D hours photoperiod and 65 ±5 %
RH. The predator eggs were individually placed on bean squares and were supplied with the sufficient amount of food.
Experimental units were checked daily and the raw data were recorded for both female and male individuals separately.
Developmental time (from egg to adult emergence) of the predator on different diets varied from 8.17 to 13.71 days for females
and from 7.75 to 12.50 days for males. Survival rate was highest (95%) when the predator fed on immatures of T. urticae, while
the lowest rate (52.9%) was recorded on bee pollen grains. Amblyseius swirskii had significantly longer oviposition period, along
with the highest total fecundity on T. urticae immatures with date palm pollen. The shortest female and male longevity was
found when the predator fed on bee pollen grains and the highest was on date palm pollen and the mixture of T. urticae
immature with date palm pollen. Overall, use of date palm pollen with the main prey increased the adult survival, as well as egg
production rate and finally caused optimizing experimental mass rearing of A. swirskii.

P IPM 82
The Effect of Seed Proteinaceous Extracts from Two Wheat Cultivars against Digestive α-amylase and Protease Activities of
Phthorimaea operculella Zeller (Lepidoptera; Gelechiidae)
1
1
2
2
S. Fatehi , R. Farshbaf PourAbad , A. R. Bandani , M. Dastranj
1
Tabriz University, plant protection, Tabriz, Islamic Republic of Iran
2
University of Tehran, Karaj, Islamic Republic of Iran
rfpourabad@yahoo.com
Introduction: The potato tuberworm, is a worldwide pest of solanaceous crops especially damaging to potatoes. Since insect
pests rely on their digestive enzymes to feed on plants, so the enzyme inhibitors which are encoded in transgenic plants could
be an advisable strategy to control of phytophagous insect-pests.
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Objectives: The goal of current study, was to investigate the effect of seed proteinaceous extracts from wheat (Triticum
aestivum L. cv. MV17 and cv. Azar) against digestive α-amylase and protease activities of potato tuberworm and also
determination of the optimal pH of these enzymes activities was done.
Material and methods: Fifth instar larvae of the pest was used for enzyme extraction. The optimal pH of α-amylase and
protease activities were determined using different pH values of universal buffer. The extraction of seeds proteins, was done by
NaCl, ammonium sulfate, Tris-HCl buffer and dialyzing the extract against the same buffer. Electrophoretic detection of
amylolytic and proteolytic activity using 10% (w/v) polyacrylamide gel was done.
Results: The optimum pH of α-amylase and protease activities was found to be highly alkaline. Amylase activity was significantly
affected by extracts from MV17 and Azar by pH (p=0.05; maximum effect at pH 9) and influencing of protease activity by
extracts did not highly vary by pH 8 and 11 and pH 8, 9 and 11, respectively. Inhibition manner of various concentrations of
extracts were dose-dependent. In polyacrylamide gel assay, both enzymes, without inhibitors showed two isozymes, which at
highest concentration of extracts, both bands disappeared or their intensity decreased.
Conclusion: In conclusion, potato tuberworm α-amylases are more sensitive to be inhibited by tested proteinaceous seed
extracts in comparison with protease. Finally, it should be said that since MV17 and Azar could affect the insect digestive
enzymes specially α-amylase, these seed extracts can be tested to produce resistant potato crops against potato tuberworm.

P IPM 83
Host-plant odours for Bruchus rufimanus monitoring
1
2
1
E. Leppik , P. Taupin , B. Frerot
1
INRA, Versailles, France
2
Arvalis, Boigneville, France
ene.leppik@versailles.inra.fr
Question: Bruchus rufimanus is a serious pest of Broad Bean in Europe damaging the beans and decreasing the commercial
value. The objective of the study was to develop a host-plant odour based attractant for pest monitoring.
Methods: Headspace samples of volatiles were collected from broad bean plants at different development stages (leaf, flower,
pod). The volatile organic compounds (VOCs) collected on SPME fibers were analyzed and identified with GC-MS. The perception
of identified molecules was tested in electroantennography (EAG). Formulations of the semiochemichals identified by GC-MS
and detected by the antennae were tested in field trapping experiments.
Results: Broad bean plants emit about 30 VOCs. The three development stages are characterised by a specific chemical
signature: the leaf stage release a large amount of green leaf volatiles (cis-3-hexenol, cis-3-hexenyl acetate) and monoterpenes
whereas benzoic compounds and sesquiterpenes dominate the flowering stage. The pod stage is characterized by abundance of
monoterpenes (limonene, ocimene, linalool) and of cis-3-hexenyl acetate. Electroantennography revealed that the female B.
rufimanus are more sensitive to host-plant VOCs than males. They detect alcohols (phenyl ethanol, benzyl alcohol, trans-2hexenol) and other flower scent compounds such as benz aldehyde and terpenes. We formulated semiochemical lures based on
the pod odours evaluated in field trapping experiment. Glued traps baited with a five-component blend caught a large number
of B. rufimanus, significantly more than unbaited control traps.
Conclusion: The host-plant blend was attractive with traps under field conditions. The prototype lure and trapping system
developed could be used as a monitoring tool to determine infestation levels of B. rufimanus in bean fields or to develop new
control methods.
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Exploration of alternative fire blight management strategies
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Few methods exist for fire blight disease control in apple. The main available controls are removal of infected portions of trees,
antibiotic sprays at bloom time, and use of less susceptible varieties and rootstocks. In addition, antibiotic use in agriculture is
coming under increasing scrutiny out of concerns about the development of antibiotic-resistance among bacteria, and the use of
streptomycin in U.S. organic apple production was phased out in 2014. In this study, we explored possible novel avenues for fire
blight control: induced immunity to fire blight in apple trees; and the use copper-bacterial product spray mixtures applied postdormancy to manage shoot blight. Most studies of systemic acquired resistance (SAR) have focused on annual plants and SAR
responses that last a few weeks or months. The area of multi-year SAR in woody perennials has not yet been explored in detail
by plant biologists, and this could represent a promising approach in tree fruit crops. From 2013 - 2015, we evaluated year-to696
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year SAR induced by natural fire blight infection and through previous season applications of acibenzolar-S-methyl and
prohexadione-Ca. Using an apple block with a history of fire blight, we monitored at the level of individual trees throughout the
season for natural disease incidence from late May through July. In 2013, 8% of the total number of trees in the apple block had
6 or more shoot strikes; 44% in 2014. Since the disease pressure was so severe in 2014, we are continuing to monitor this apple
block for disease incidence at the level of individual trees for the 2015 season from two weeks after bloom until mid-July. We
also evaluated during the 2015 season blossom and shoot blight incidence of 12 year old ‘Gala’ trees treated during the 2014
season with acibenzolar-S-methyl and prohexadione-Ca. Acibenzolar-S-methyl is well known to support protection against
blossom infection as a result of SAR induction; however, protection beyond postbloom applications has not been evaluated.
Prohexadione-Ca is a plant growth regulator often used to prevent shoot blight infection during the season, but the lasting effect
beyond the current season has not been evaluated. Since few methods exist for controlling the shoot blight phase of the
disease, we also wanted to determine during the 2015 season how weekly topical sprays, which included copper octanoate
mixed with different strains of Bacillus sp., mitigated the progression of the disease throughout the course of the season.
Previous research using a copper octanoate and Bacillus amyloliquifaciens mixture was promising (1). Results are pending for
the 2015 season.
(1) Yoder, K., Cochran, A. 2013. Shoot blight suppression, fruit finish, and summer disease control by Cueva and Double Nickel on
Gala apple, 2013. Plant Dis. Manag. Rep. 8:PF023 doi:10.1094/PDMR08.
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Effect of cultural practices and seed-treatment with insecticides on the spread of persistently aphid-transmitted viruses
affecting food legume and cereal crops
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Food Legume and cereal crops are subject to infection with a wide range of viruses, many of which cause serious diseases and
major yield losses. In this paper, examples of successful deployment of cultural practices (planting date, plant densities, zero
tillage) and chemical control (seed-dressing, foliar spray) on the spread of persistently aphid-transmitted viruses affecting
legume and cereal crops are presented. In Syria, Egypt and Tunisia, faba bean crops planted early were often severely attacked
by Faba bean necrotic yellows virus (FBNYV), leading to 100% infection. In such circumstances, farmers plough the crop under
and replant with another crop. Delaying sowing led to reduced incidence of infection and consequently less crop losses, mainly
due to fewer viruliferous aphid vectors arriving from neighboring virus sources. Changing in planting date from mid-December to
late January increased the rate of Barley yellow dwarf virus (BYDV) infection on barley and reduced grain yield and biomass
(10.04% and 33.95%, respectively). The rate of BYDV incidence was reduced to 25.28% when plant density was increased from
200 seeds/m² to 300 seeds/m², which led to an increased grain yield and biomass of 3.39% and 12.55%, respectively. In Syria, we
found that the incidence with Luteoviruses on chickpea crops was decreased (40%) when zero tillage was applied, while
chickpea yield was increased by 61.5%, compared with traditional tillage. Field experiments conducted in Syria, showed that
treating barley seeds before planting with Imidacloprid insecticide (Gaucho) (1.8 g a.i/kg seeds) reduced BYDV incidence by 84%
and increased the grain yield and biomass by 9.2% and 46.45%, respectively. In Tunisia, seeds treated before sowing with Celest
top (25 g/L difenoconazole + 25 g/L fludioxonil + 262.5 g/L thiamethoxam) and with Apron Star 45 WS (200 g/kg thiamethoxam,
200 g/kg mefenoxam, 20 g/kg difenoconazole) showed that spread of FBNYV and BYDV and yield loss caused by them were
significantly reduced in treated plots compared with untreated plots. Based on the results obtained, it can be concluded that
seed treatment and use of cultural practices can effectively reduce the incidence of persistently transmitted aphid-borne viruses
affecting cereal and legume crops.
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Biological activity of aromatic plant’s aqueous extracts against plant-pathogenic fungi and aflatoxin biosynthesis
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The aim of this work was to evaluate the biological activity of five Lamiaceae species (Melissa officinalis, Hyssopus officinalis,
Origanum dictamnus, Origanum vulgare, Salvia officinalis), and Crocus sativus aqueous extracts against three plant pathogenic
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fungal species: Fusarium oxysporum, Alternaria alternata and Aspergillus flavus. The concentration of the aqueous extracts was
1 g/10 mL for the Lamiaceae species and 1 g/10 mL as well as 0.01 g/mL for Crocus sativus. Each fungal species was inoculated in
PDA (Potato Dextrose Agar) medium, which contained the aqueous extracts of these 6 plants. The mycelium growth and the
production of the conidia were measured. In the case of Fusarium oxysporum, Origanum vulgare extract appeared more active
as the conidia production quadrupled compared to the control. A similar activity was demonstrated on the effects of Salvia
officinalis extract on Alternaria alternata and Origanum dictamus extract on Aspergillus flavus. In contrast, Origanum vulgare,
Crocus sativus (0.01g/mL) and Hyssopus officinalis extracts reduced conidia production in Alternaria alternata. In further
experiments, a study was conducted on the effects of the aqueous extracts of the aromatic plants in aflatoxin production of
Aspergillus flavus in CCA (Coconut Cream Agar) media. The toxin was extracted by the TLC (Thin Layer Chromatography) method.
Furthermore, the effects of the different extracts on the expression of the transcription factor aflR and the biosynthetic gene
nor-1, involved in the aflatoxin biosynthesis pathway, were examined by Real-Time PCR. The results of the TLC analysis showed a
notable reduction of the aflatoxin production after the application of the aqueous extracts of Origanum vulgare, Origanum
dicatmus, Melissa officinalis and Crocus sativus (1g/10ml). Real-Time PCR showed that the extract of several species significantly
reduced the expression of the examined genes. Further investigation is currently in progress to fully understand the effect of
these aqueous extracts on the three fungal species.

P IPM 87
Characterization of resistance genes against actual races of Pyricularia oryzae in Uruguay
S. Martinez, F. Escalante, L. Casales
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Rice blast caused by the fungal pathogen Pyricularia oryzae is the most devastating disease affecting crop production in Uruguay
and the world. In the last seasons the indica type cultivars El Paso 144 and INIA Olimar and temperate japonica type cultivars
INIA Tacuarí and Parao were grown in more than 80% of the rice area of Uruguay. These cultivars are susceptible in leaf and/or
neck to the actual blast races. A common disease management practice is the application of fungicides which pose a significant
concern for human health and environmental safety. Deployment of R genes in new cultivars is the most powerful strategy for
managing blast disease. The objective of the present study was to characterize blast resistance genes against actual Uruguayan
blast races in order to incorporate these genes to new breeding materials.
Thirty two international monogenic differentials obtained from IRRI-Jircas carrying 24 major blast resistance genes and the
susceptible parental Lijiangxintuanheigu (Telebanco-Yanoria et al., 2010) were studied during three seasons in a blast nursery in
UE Paso de la Laguna of INIA Treinta y Tres, Uruguay. Leaf and neck blast was scored at vegetative (early and late leaf blast) and
milk grain (panicle blast) stages based on a 0-9 scale relative to infection percentage (IRRI 2010) and classified as susceptible or
resistant.
Fourteen lines carrying twelve different genes were identified possessing resistance to the actual blast races present in Uruguay.
Resistance lines for leaf and neck blast have the R genes Piz-5(Pi2), Pi3, Pi5(t), Pi12(t) and Pii. Lines carrying genes Pi9, Pish and
Pi-z showed resistance to leaf blast and Pia for neck blast. Lines with the genes Pik-s, Pita and Pita-2 showed different responses
depending on the parental where the gen was obtained indicating that these lines carry more than one R gene. Eighteen lines
possessing twelve different R genes were susceptible to leaf and neck blast and unsuitable for deployment in new cultivars
(Table 1).
The results suggested that Pi3, Pi5(t), Pi9, Pi12(t), Pia, Pii, Pish and Pi-z may be interesting R genes for preventing actual blast
races in Uruguay. R genes Pii, Pi3 and Pi5(t) provided broad spectrum resistance for leaf and neck blast of rice. These R genes
can be added to current breeding programs focused in the incorporation of previously proposed major resistance genes like Piz5(Pi2) and Pi33. Monogenic lines carrying Pia, Pik-s and Pi12(t) were resistant to neck blast and these genes can be incorporated
in Uruguayan japonica type cultivars that are very susceptible to neck blast. Alternatively, these genes can be pyramided with
genes with broad spectrum of resistance to leaf blast like Pish, Pi-z, Pi9 and Pi12(t).
IRRI. 2010. Standard Evaluation System for rice. IRRI, Los Baños, Phillipines.
Telebanco-Yanoria, M.J., Koide, Y., Fukuta, Y., Imbe, T., Kato, H., Tsunematsu, H.,
Kobayashi, N., 2010. Breeding Science 60: 629-638.
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P LIEE 1
Pesticides use in cocoa sector in Cameroon: characterization of supply source, nature of actives ingredients, fashion and
²
reasons for their utilization
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² Reference to chemicals in this article should not be taken as recommendations of particular products.
The objective of this study was to provide insight in current pesticide use in the cocoa sector in Cameroon. A stratified sampling
scheme was used. A total of 251 cocoa farmers, 20 post-harvest cocoa traders and 37 chemical retailers were randomly selected
and interviewed. The study showed that 35 different chemicals were marketed in Cameroon for use in cocoa: four herbicides, 11
fungicides and 20 insecticides. Of 251 farmers consulted, 96.8% said that they used pesticides on their farms while 3.2% did not.
Fungicides were used most often by farmers (61.8%) followed by insecticides (38.2%). Eight active ingredients although officially
banned are still being used on cocoa farms. Over 77% of farmers do not respect the official spray recommendations for
chemicals. Moreover, and 64% do not respect recommended doses. Two main pesticide-supply-pathways exist in Cameroon: a
legal and illegal supply chain, which provides 51% of pesticides to cocoa farmers, resulting in an estimated loss of VAT for the
Cameroonian government of 550 thousand to around 2.4 million Euros per year. These results suggest that improved control by
the state and raising farmer awareness about pesticide use in cocoa could greatly attribute to a more sustainable cocoa
economy in Cameroon.
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Australia’s Grains Farm Biosecurity Program - a national initiative in plant biosecurity awareness, education and training
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Introduction: Sound biosecurity systems contribute to achieving resilient and sustainable agricultural and environmental
systems, reducing the threat of introducing unwanted pests and diseases. Within Australia, the Grains Farm Biosecurity Program
(GFBP) is a national initiative to assist in the development and implementation of improved biosecurity practice within
Australia’s grain industry. Initiated in 2007, the extension focused program contributes to the grain industry’s risk mitigation
activities, and promotes a shared responsibility involving governments, industry and community.
Objectives: The GFBP aims to promote and improve the management of, and preparedness for, biosecurity risks in the
Australian grains industry at the farm and industry level.
Materials and methods: The GFBP has appointed specialized State Grains Biosecurity Officers in the five key grain growing
states of Australia. The program is funded by Grain Producers Australia through grower levies in partnership with state
government agencies and Plant Health Australia.
Yearly, over 100 activities are undertaken using a variety of community engagement strategies aimed at increasing biosecurity
awareness and adoption throughout the supply chain. Core activities include: identification of priority pests, risk pathways and
mitigation strategies; developing education materials; and establishing networks for surveillance and training.
Results: Surveys undertaken throughout the project indicate an increased awareness of biosecurity risks and voluntary adoption
of biosecurity best practices throughout the sector.
Key outcomes include: development of a range of practical resources including awareness material for researchers, growers and
extension specialists; farm level recommendations to identify and mitigate risks; media articles; forming industry alliances;
providing biosecurity training and encouraging surveillance on key pests.
Conclusion: The GFBP is Australia’s flagship program for promoting farm biosecurity, with its success encouraging other
industries to implement similar extension programs. The focus on adoption of biosecurity best practice through industry
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engagement has seen the GFBP contribute to the safeguarding of production, market access and preserving Australia’s grain
export reputation.

P LIEE 3
Australia’s On-Farm Grain Storage Extension Project - a national initiative improving stored grain pest management and
maintaining phosphine fumigation efficacy on-farm for the Australian grains industry.
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Introduction: Phosphine is a cost effective and widely used fumigant to control grain insect pests in on-farm and central storage
systems in Australia. Phosphine’s continued use is threatened through increased resistance in both frequency and strength in
target insect pests. Effective fumigation combined with best practice integrated pest management is essential to the
sustainability of grain biosecurity and market access for Australian post-harvest grain systems. The National Stored Grain
Extension Program (NSGEP) is the industry funded initiative developed to facilitate best practice grain storage practices,
involving growers, agribusiness and industry.
Objectives: The NGSEP aims to improve grain storage management practices and the efficacy of phosphine fumigation within
Australia’s grains industry.
Materials and methods: The NGSEP uses a multi approach engagement strategy aimed at increasing awareness and knowledge
to build capacity and support to enable farmers and industry to manage their grain storage systems and meet best practice
requirements. These include: workshops, field days, industry forums, information, multi-media and website development and
building networks with grower groups, government agencies and agribusiness.
In southern Australia, training workshops for farmers, advisors and agribusiness on best practice fumigation and grain storage
principles that use a variety of adult learning principles and training techniques (e.g. practical demonstrations) is a key element
with over 50 delivered yearly.
Results: Various evaluation methods have shown that awareness and adoption of best practice in on-farm grain storage
management has increased. Key outcomes include increased knowledge in stored grain insect identification and skills
development and practice change primarily around improvements in hygiene, aeration, phosphine application, silo testing and
planning of storage systems.
Conclusion: The NSGEP contributes to the positive on-going changes observed in Australia’s on-farm grain storage systems,
primarily through the specialized extension network of information, support and training provided that is highly regarded and in
demand. It plays an instrumental role in building capacity and maintaining phosphine fumigation efficacy in the Australian grains
industry.
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National Invertebrate Pest Initiative (NIPI): Engagement and adoption program to improve pest management for the
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Introduction: Within Australia, practice change in pest management leading to the wider adoption of more sustainable pest
management for broad-acre grain crops has been driven by the National Invertebrate Pest initiative (NIPI). NIPI is a collaborative
network of researcher and extension specialists funded by grower levies through the Grains Research and Development
Cooperation in partnership with governmental agencies, private organisations and universities. Initiated in 2006, NIPI extension
services have contributed to sustainable grain production through education, training and support services.
Objectives: NIPI extension activities aimed to increase the uptake of sustainable pest-management practices within Australia’s
grain sector by building capacity in invertebrate identification and biology, and creating a real-time pest alert network.
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Materials and methods: Key communication engagement approaches used across Australia’s southern and western regions
included: development and delivery of invertebrate training workshops; establishment of an expert network to provide
communication of real-time information (email and diagnostic services); best practice decision support tools and extension
materials.
Results: Over 8 years: Approximately 1000 participants undertook invertebrate identification and management training; a
comprehensive training manual was developed and distributed widely; an entomologist network provided over 700 real-time
pest alerts yearly; and diagnostic support services delivered annually.
A formal review of NIPI was undertaken which demonstrated an increased capacity in invertebrate identification and improved
management strategies throughout the industry, as well as highlighting IPM extension needs for further adoption.
Conclusion: A hallmark of the NIPI extension program is the extensive network of diagnostic support, real-time insect alerts, and
support for pest control decision making. This network allows for continued delivery of regular, topical and useful information
and alert services to stakeholders. This strong engagement strategy is highly valued within industry. Its success in up-skilling
industry and providing a solid foundation to build upon has, and will continue to, reduce Australian grains reliance on broadspectrum insecticides.
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Improving the availability of plant protection products in minor uses - A joint project of DBV, ZVG and JKI
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Introduction: Minor uses in plant protection are areas of usage of minor economical impact. For some areas of minor uses no
appropriate control methods (chemical, biological or mechanical) are available for practical usage. In order to face the future
challenges and also in respect to the new European registration legislation, the German grower associations Deutscher
Bauernverband (DBV) and Zentralverband Gartenbau (ZVG) have established a joint project in cooperation with the Julius-Kühn
Institut (JKI). The work is financially supported by the German Federal Ministry of Food and Agriculture (BMEL) through the
Federal Office for Agriculture and Food (BLE, grant number 2810MD005 and 2810MD006) and runs from 2013 to 2017.
The objective of the joint project is to support the activities in Germany concerning minor uses in order to improve the
availability of practical plant protection methods by investigations in international databases and cooperation with European
member states and other international partners.
Results: The joint project includes three parts with different focus:
Part1: Investigations in international databases (e.g. HOMOLOGA) for pesticides, which are registered in other countries for
minor uses in arable farming, ornamental horticulture, tree nurseries, fruits and vegetables. In 2014 the focus was set on the
investigation for pesticides to control Drosophila suzukii in fruit growing.
Part 2: Development of procedures for communication and data transfer between extension services, grower associations, plant
protection industry as well as national and European working groups for minor uses. The present focus is on the control of Poa
annua and Senecio vulgaris in vegetable crops by selective herbicides.
Part 3: Searching international literature databases for state of the art research on plant diseases and pests, and conducting field
trials with new plant protection products or new strategies. In 2014 field trials were conducted to control Delia radicum and
other flies in radishes, Chinese cabbage, carrots and leek.
Conclusion: The project is incorporated into the national network of minor uses (http://lueckenindikationen.jki.bund.de). The
results of the project are provided to the grower associations, extension services and to the working groups for minor uses for
further actions.
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Mapping stakeholders' and farmers' views on herbisides use
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This work attempts to identify farmers' and stakeholders' reaction to herbicides and especially to pendimethalin use on specific
crops. This is achieved by interviewing farmers and stakeholders and analyzing the responses. The primary objective of the
survey on weed control use (herbicides and particular pendimethalin) is to gather detailed data on current knowledge, attitudes
and beliefs related to herbicide use. In addition, pendimethalin's application is examined in three crops (onion, cotton,
processing tomato) investigating the impacts of pendimethalin on the crop production, product quality and farmers' revenues.
Local stakeholders (crop consultants, industry experts and agronomists) were engaged in informal conversations about on-farm
practices related to the use of pendimethalin in the three selected crops (cotton, onion, processing tomato), to develop
essential information for its contribution on the plant viability, crop production and production expenses. Moreover, experts in
cotton processing were interviewed to cast the industry's perspective. Finally, in order to identify farmers' reflection and
perceptions towards herbicides and specially pendimethalin, 140 farmers were interviewed, filling in the appropriate
questionnaires.
Analyzing the responses, useful insights were derived. Thus, it can be stated that pendimethalin is valuable and irreplaceable
herbicide, especially in cotton and onion crops; whereas in processing tomato crops its use is moderate. All the stakeholders
unanimously stated that pendimethalin cannot be replaced or substituted in those crops by any known herbicide without
devastated consequences on the production cost and total production.
According to farmers' answers, herbicides are believed to be more effective compared to other weed control techniques and,
pendimethalin as a herbicide is very effective, used extensively and is irreplaceable. Also, pendimethalin use affects farmers’
incomes positively. Cotton farmers would increase the use of several less effective substitute herbicides in case of
pendimethalin withdrawal, affecting negatively their product quality and income.
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As we initiate entomological research on potato in Uganda, there is need to understand farmers’ knowledge of existing insect
pest problems and their management practices. Such information is important for designing a suitable intervention and
successful integrated pest management (IPM) strategy. A farm household survey using a structured questionnaire was
conducted among 204 potato farmers in six districts of Uganda (i.e. (Kabale, Kisoro, Mbale, Kapchorwa, Mubende and
Kyegegwa) during the dry season of 2013. Diseases, insect pests, price fluctuations and low market prices in order of decreasing
importance were the top four highly ranked constraints in potato production. Among insect pests, cutworms (Agrotis spp.),
aphids (Hemiptera: Aphididae) and potato tuber moth (Phthorimaea operculella Zeller) were three most severe insect pests.
Ants (Hymenoptera: Formicidae), whiteflies (Bemisia tabaci Gennadius) and leafminer flies (Diptera: Agromyzidae) were the
other insect pests of moderate importance. Yield losses of pests and diseases if farmers don’t apply chemical pesticides reached
100% in Kabale, Kisoro, Mbale and Kapchorwa. On average, farmers had low to medium knowledge about pest characteristics.
The predominant control methods were use of fungicides (72% of respondents) and insecticides (62% of respondents). On
average, only 5% of the 204 farmers knew about natural enemies. The low to medium knowledge of insect pests recorded in this
study calls for training of both farmers and extension workers in insect pest identification. Empowering farmers with knowledge
on insect pests is essential for the reduction of pesticide misuse and uptake of more environmentally friendly approaches like
IPM. Field sampling is also needed to assess the actual field infestation rates and intensities of each insect pest, confirm the
species names and compare the results with the responses received from farmers.
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CO-FREE: four crops, three years - where are we now?
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Agro-Levures et Dérivés SAS, Lille, France
15
Bio Fruit Advies BV, Zoelmond, Netherlands
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Ceradis BV, Wageningen, Netherlands
17
Fytofend SA, Namur, Belgium
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E-Nema GmbH, Schwentinental, Germany
21
Forschungsinstitut für Biologischen Landbau Stiftung, Frick, Switzerland
annegret.schmitt@jki.bund.de
Introduction: The project CO-FREE is working on innovative strategies for copper-free low-input and organic farming systems
th
(www.co-free.eu; funded by the European Commission, 7 framework program). In CO-FREE, 11 scientific institutions plus 9
small and medium enterprises are working together over a period of 54 months.
Objectives: The project´s aim is to develop potent strategies to replace copper in organic, integrated and conventional farming.
The project is constructed as a modular system. Alternative plant protection products (CTPs), decision support systems (DSS),
susceptible and disease-tolerant varieties and innovative breeding goals (ideotypes) as well as cropping systems are integrated
into management strategies. The project focuses on four crops: apple / Venturia inaequalis, grape / Plasmopara viticola, and,
tomato and potato / Phytophthora infestans.
Material and methods: The following CO-FREE alternative test products (CTPs) are under investigaton: Trichoderma atroviride
SC1 and protein extract SCNB, Lysobacter spp., yeast-based derivatives, Cladosporium cladosporioides H39, oligosaccharidic
complex COS-OGA, Aneurinibacillus migulanus and Xenorhabdus bovienii, sage extract, liquorice extract, PLEX and seaweed
extract. Field trials were performed in different European countries in 2012-214 following EPPO standards.
Results: In summary, stand-alone applications of CTPs in field trials showed:
In apple / V. inaequalis
- CTPs were effective as stop treatments (leaves).
- In agroforestry production with high cultivar diversity, more than 50 % disease reduction was found (fruit).
In grape / P. viticola
- Disease was reduced up to 40 % (leaves and fruit).
In tomato / P. infestans
- Up to 70 % disease reduction was achieved (leaves).
In potato / P. infestans
- Disease development was retarded (leaves and stem).
- Influence of cultivar was very important.
- Yield increase reached up to 40 %.
Besides this, further positive side-effects were observed with respect to yield quality (potato), support of benefical mites (grape)
and on reduced leaf fall caused by Marssonina coronaria (apple).
Conclusion: Field trials from the three years with stand-alone application of CTPs showed promising results. In 2015, strategies
combining CTPs with optimized DSS, cultivars and cropping systems are under way.
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P LIEE 9
2014 survey of yellow dent corn diseases in North Dakota, United States
E. Crane, A. Friskop
North Dakota State University, Plant Pathology, Fargo, United States
elizabeth.crane@ndsu.edu
Yellow dent corn (Zea mays) acres in the state of North Dakota (ND) in north central United States has doubled in the past ten
years. With the rise in corn acreage, concerns with disease related problems have arisen. Prior to 2014, the prevalence of
diseases found in corn in ND was relatively unknown. Therefore, a survey was needed to document the prevalence of corn
diseases in ND that will in turn help direct research and Extension efforts. Two separate surveys were organized at different
points in the growing season. The first survey was conducted between vegetative growth stages V4 (fourth leaf) to V6 (sixth leaf)
and observed the prevalence of root rots. This survey encompassed forty fields that were randomly selected in areas of
historically high corn production. To document root rot prevalence, ten plants were extracted from each field and roots were
examined for lesions. Semi-selective media was used to isolate pathogens from root lesions. The genus of the isolate was
identified morphologically and species identification will be done molecularly. The second survey was conducted after VT
(tasselling) to examine the prevalence of foliar diseases. Sixty-two fields were randomly surveyed for foliar diseases, which were
identified by visual symptom. For the root rot survey, Fusarium, Pythium, and Rhizoctonia species were isolated from 83%, 30%,
and 8% of the root samples respectively. Of the corn fields visited during the foliar disease survey, four diseases of corn were
identified. Namely, Goss’s leaf blight, common corn rust, northern corn leaf blight, and holcus leaf spot were identified in 39%,
82%, 34% and 2% of the fields respectively. Even though several genus were isolated from corn roots, pathogenicity and species
quantification is needed for future disease management recommendations. Common corn rust was the most common foliar
disease in ND, however most fields did not achieve economic injury levels as most ND corn hybrids have an acceptable level of
rust resistance. Leaf samples exhibiting Goss’s leaf blight were collected and will be used for future research as this disease
continues to be problematic in US corn production. Continued survey efforts will help direct research priorities, strengthen
disease management recommendations and provide training for Extension personnel.

P LIEE 10
PestinfoWiki - an interactive searching tool for publications and other information in the field of pest management
1
2
3
4
O. Zimmermann , B. Zelazny , S. Vidal , J. Gross
1
LTZ Augustenberg, Karlsruhe, Germany
2
ISPI e.V., Griesheim, Germany
3
Universität Göttingen, Göttingen, Germany
4
JKI Dossenheim, Dossenheim, Germany
olaf.zimmermann@ltz.bwl.de
The "Pest Information Wiki" (http://wiki.pestinfo.org/wiki/) has been developed as an open internet site for scientists, students
and other professionals to support their search for information in the field of pest management. The site contains currently
around 130,000 abstracts of publications and other additional information about pests, plant diseases and weeds.
Apart from agricultural and storage pests, medical and veterinary arthropod pests are also covered. The pests included are
insects, other arthropods and vertebrates. The plant diseases include fungi, bacteria, viruses, plant parasitic nematodes and
other agents like phytoplasmas or viroids providing short summaries about their biology, including photo galleries. Currently, the
site has pages for around 5,000 pests, diseases and weeds with the aims to include additional species and to permanently
update the sites already established. In addition, about 1,500 pages covering beneficials have been established. These include
agents like parasitoids, predators, antagonists of plant diseases, diseases of arthropod pests, or weed biological control agents.
The Pest Information Wiki also contains a database structure based on the Semantic MediaWiki system. This allows the display
of lists of literature, pests or beneficials. The literature lists cover for example a specific pest, disease or weed and can then be
filtered for specific research topics, like host plants, countries, or beneficials. Another example would be publication lists for a
given author. Pages for more than 10,000 authors have been established together with their publication lists and links to
address information.
The Wiki is organized by the International Society for Pest Information (ISPI) and ISPI invites all scientists active in the field of
pest management to contribute publication abstracts and other information on pests, diseases and weeds.
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Assessing indirect costs of pesticide use
K. Mattas, E. Tsakiridou
AUTH, Agriculture, Thessaloniki, Greece
mattas@auth.gr
For many years, farmers have used pesticides to protect plants from pathogens, insects, nematodes and weeds. The initial aim
was to ensure a viable yield and to improve the quality of the food produced. However, excessive use of pesticides has lead to
pest resistance and has had a negative impact on the environment and the health of farmers and consumers. Theoretical
developments and empirical measurement of the external costs of pesticides' (TEAMPEST,an EU funded FP7 project )
investigated this worrying issue and aimed to provide sustainable solutions. The project team used a combination of traditional
theoretical methodologies and recent advancements. They then tested the developed theoretical models and policy tools in a
selection of EU countries The results obtained in the project were used to generate a policy framework. This may serve as a
benchmark for future EU policy schemes aimed at achieving sustainable pesticide use and management. In addition, the results
may guide future decisions on the level of taxation required. In this paper the main policy oriented results presented and an
overview of the issue is offered.

P LIEE 12
Legal base for German recollection systems PAMIRA and PRE
D. Koeve
RIGK GmbH, Legal, Wiesbaden, Germany
d.koeve@raekoeve.de
The PAMIRA disposal system was developed on a voluntary basis by the German plant protection products industry together
with the wholesale agricultural trade at the beginning of the 1990’s.
PAMIRA, the Packaging Recovery Agriculture system, is a simple system for the safe and environmentally-friendly disposal of
empty pesticides packaging. Farmers collect the accrued packaging and hand over this - completely emptied, rinsed and dry - at
specified times once yearly free of charge to one of the around 300 collection points in Germany. After checking that the
acceptance conditions are satisfied, the packaging is accepted, pressed and recycled for their energy or material values.
The legal base for PAMIRA is the Packaging Ordinance and the Law on Closed Cycle Management. The lecture will deal with the
particular legal aspects of the PAMIRA disposal system.
PRE disposal system is as well as PAMIRA a simple system for the safe environmentally-friendly disposal of worn-out plant
protection products. German plant protection products industry aim for a permanent recollection and waste disposal of wornout plant protection products and other chemicals from the German agriculture. With PRE, agriculture and agricultural trade
reduce potential risks due to improper storage, application and disposal of plant protection products and ensures a safe,
environmentally sound collection and disposal.
PRE is part of the product stewardship established by Law on Closed Cycle Management. By regulating the volunteer recollection
of used products by manufacturer, sec. 26 shapes the causative princple ansd establishs opportunities for volunteer
measurements by manufacturers and retailers to avoid further legal regulation. Among others the lecture deals with the legal
framework of PRE and product stewardship as part of volunteer recollection measurements.

P LIEE 13
Implementing the National Action Plan in North Rhine-Westphalia on minimizing risks in the use of plant protection agents as
well as intensifying Integrated Plant Protection
B. Böhmer
Chamber of NRW, Plant Protection Service, Bonn, Germany
monika.heupel@lwk.nrw.de
The Poster presents the National Action Plan of the Federal Republic of Germany which is based on the EU Directive
2009/128/EG on the framework for action for sustainable use of pesticides (Plant Protection framework directive).
What is new about this Directive?
Up to now integrated plant protection was defined in more general terms. Now the Directive specifies goals, goal quota and
time targets. It also gives us recommendations for a broad set of indications that incorporate all ecological aspects. This is a
significant improvement of integrated plant protection.
In this way, the National Action Plan focusses our action on risk reduction and integrated plant protection.
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The public plant protection agency of North Rhine-Westphalia is actively applying this program. It has intensified work in the
following areas:
 developing, improving and introducing of plant protection measures with less pesticide use or even complete non-use of
chemical pesticides
 selecting pilot farms to identify best practice of integrated plant protection
 developing best practice guidelines for each plant culture (e.g. selection of cultivar, tillage, use of pesticides)
 incorporate preventive measures in planning and establishing of non-agrarian areas to minimize plant protection
measures (biotope networking)
 certification of competence in applying pesticides in line with the German plant protection law and the regulation for
competence
 controlling maximum residue levels
 protection water bodies and doing hot spot analyses
 developing risk reduction measures
 improvement of the public advisory service for example by improving technical advisory support
 monitoring introduction and spread of harmful organisms and quarantine organisms
 applying comprehensive measures to eradicate harmful organisms
 promoting research in the field of plant protection

P LIEE 14
ESENIAS-TOOLS: A project as a result of regional networking
1,2
3
4
3
A. Uludag , T. Trichkova , R. Tomov , V. Vladimirov
1
ÇOMÜ, Faculty of Agriculture, Çanakkale, Turkey
2
Düzce University, Faculty of Agriculture and Nature Science, Düzce, Turkey
3
Bulgarian Academy of Science, IBER, Sofia, Bulgaria
4
University of Forestry, Sofia, Bulgaria
ahuludag@yahoo.com
Question and Methods: Many important pest species have alien origin and their introductions and expansions have been
increasing due to human activities and global change. Invasive alien species (IAS) threaten not only biodiversity and unmanaged
areas but also socio-economy and managed areas. Most of alien species are not covered by the plant and animal health regimes
and EU IAS regulations what might facilitate their spread. Networking on IAS and pests in different scales can be helpful to halt
new introductions. ESENIAS (East and South European Network for Invasive Alien Species) was established in 2011 to facilitate
solving IAS problems, in the regional level. A new regional project has just been launched: “East and South European Network
for Invasive Alien Species - a tool to support the management of alien species in Bulgaria (ESENIAS-TOOLS)”. The aim of this
presentation is to introduce the project and show possible benefits to halt new pests.
Results: This project, funded under the Programme BG03 “Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services” within the EEA FM (2009-2014),
will result in networking and development of IAS tools within the framework of ESENIAS to support the management of alien
species in Bulgaria and in the overall ESENIAS region. Eleven institutions from Bulgaria, Croatia, Iceland, Greece, R. Macedonia,
Romania, Serbia, and Turkey will take part in the project. Workshops, study visits and meetings are planned within the project.
Current databases in the region will be renewed, fact sheets will be produced. The project will facilitate prevention of IAS
introduction in the region developing tools for early detection and awareness rising. One of the aims of the project is to
establish connections and collaborations with regional and international groups/organisations, what could contribute for
integration of regional data and activities in NOBANIS, EEA, EWRS, IAPPS, and EPPO.
Conclusion: Introduction of new pest species in agricultural areas can be minimized applying preventive techniques and early
detection systems for IAS, which are the most efficient and cost-effective methods. Networking through governmental and nongovernmental organisations can be a useful tool for further studies/projects.
Acknowledgements: The study and participation in the conference has been supported by the ESENIAS-TOOLS project.
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The German Scientific Society for Plant Protection and Plant Health (DPG) - organizer of IPPC 2015
F. Feldmann
Deutsche Phytomedizinische Gesellschaft e.V., Braunschweig, Germany
Feldmann@phytomedizin.org
The German Scientific Society for Plant Protection and Plant Health (DPG) is the largest scientific association in plant
production in Germany. The Society is membership-based, and its members are professionals within the entire field of
phytomedicine. DPG is a scientific association with the purpose of promoting research in the entire field of phytomedicine and
the application of the results gained thereby, primarily to advance education within plant health and to support extension
services. The Society pursues its goals through: a) organising or supporting scientific meetings and conferences; b) the joint
organisation of national and international congresses, symposia etc. (e.g. the German Plant Protection Congress in co-operation
with the Federal Research Centre for Agriculture and Forestry and the German Plant Protection Services; the International
Symposium Plant Protection and Plant Health in Europe and the International Urban Plant Conferences in co-operation with
European scientific societies); c) offering scientists opportunities to join 24 working groups; d) establishment and development
of relationships not only with other organizations that have similar aims and objectives but also with professional colleagues
abroad; e) co-operation with universities and other training establishments, with the aim ofproviding advice in the
establishment of study plans and education curricula; f) promotion of young scientists; g) provision of information to the general
public on the aims and objectives ofphytomedicine; h) publication of research results from the entire area of phytomedicine and
the promotion of such publications (e.g. Journal of Plant Diseases and Protection, the DPG in-house journal Phytomedizin, and
Spectrum Phytomedicine for specific proceedings of conferences and symposia); i) awarding of prizes and medals; j) promotion
of the career, legal and social interests of its members, in collaboration with other (mainly national) organisations.
With its wide membership, DPG includes a huge reservoir of scientific potential, not only for the benefit of the Society and its
members but also for the public in general. DPG is able to support and mould the development of phytomedicine on a inter- and
a trans-disciplinary level, within scientific circles and in the public arena. As a partner, DPG can offer like-minded organisations a
long-term partnership to further all aspects of phytomedicine, whether academic or applied. To this end, we welcome contacts
from all organisations that are seeking to establish such collaborative ventures in phytomedicine, as well as from individuals who
wish to become DPG members. The most important event in 2015 certainly is the International Plant Protection Congress (IPPC)
in Berlin, Germany. You are welcomed to visit the symposium website www.ippc2015.de and, of course, the websites of
DPGwww.phytomedizin.org,www.plant-protection.net, and others.
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P NEPD 1
Introduction of beetle Lilioceris faldermanni (Guerin) (Col.: Chrysomelidae) as a pest Lilium ledeburii (Baker) in Damash forest
Guilan Province, Iran and Investigation on the biology its in laboratory conditions
1
1
2
1
Z. Mojib Hagh Ghadam , M. N. Padasht Dahkai , M. Yousefpoor Rashti , F. Askari Bozaye
1
Agriculture and Natural Resources Research Center of Guilan Province, Plant Protection, Rasht, Islamic Republic of Iran
2
Department of Natural Resources and Watershed Guilan, Natural Resources, Rasht, Islamic Republic of Iran
z.mojibhagh@areo.ir
Lilioceris faldermanni (Guerin) is major pest plant Chelcheragh lily Lilium ledeburii (Baker) that emerges with growing of
Chelcheragh lily in early spring in forest of Damash, Guilan Province,Iran and damages to aerial parts of plant. Since this plant is a
protected species and very important, therefore the study of biology is important for pest control management. Some biological
parameters beetle L. faldermanni were investigated in 2007-2010 in laboratory conditions. To determine the duration of
different developmental stages in different temperatures, 20 specimens from the begining of each stage were separately
selected and kept in petri dishes (10 cm) and fed with lily leaves and appearance time of stages development were recorded. In
order to test the survival rate of growth stages, 20 number of new eggs were separately selected and kept in petri dishes
(10cm). Percent survival rate was determined by deaths registered in each stage, and determining the difference of total
population in each stage. In order to study the pest egg lying at different temperatures, six pairs of adults for each temperature
were selected to determine amount of egg lying in plastic dishes (12×8cm). All the experiments were preformed under
temperatures of 14, 18, 22 & 26 C°, with 65±5% RH, 14L: 10 D. The results of experiments showed that mean of developmental
period from egg to adult, were 63/4±0/07, 46/15±0/09, 32/8±0/08 & 27/25±0/1 day and data analysis of variance and mean
comparisons using Dancan showed that there are significant differences in the level of 1% among the mean of all the different
growth stages. The results of survival rate showed that the maximum percent survival of different developmental stages was at
22 C°. Thermal constant from egg to adult was determined 539/9±4/87 DD. Data analysis of variance and mean comparisons
using Dancan showed there are significant differences at 5% level among means daily egg laying, total eggs laid, duration of egg
laying and adults longevity. The results revealed that with increasing test temperature from 14 to 16 C°,the mean daily egg
laying increased, and the means total eggs laid, duration of egg laying and adult longevity decreased.

P NEPD 2
Isolation and identification of the fungus causaing leaf spot of Ecualyptus Stricklandii in Sirt, Libya
1,2
F. A. Abouzkhar
1
River by Man, Department of Plant Protection, Sirte, Libyan Arab Jamabiriya
2
River by man, plant protection, sirt - Libya (North Africa), Libyan Arab Jamabiriya
farhatabouzkhar@gmail.com
Laboratory results showed insulation and field to cause disease spotted eucalyptus trees verity E.strickklandii leaves and seeds ,
which were imported from Australia and the cultivation nurse Alkardabia productive , which is located in the city of Sirte, Libya
during the agricultural season 2014 to the presence of fungus Alternaria .spp tested in all the papers . As explained field survey
of the disease to the results of a high sensitivity of the disease , where the severity of the injury recorded a rate of 12.2% at the
upper limbs of trees and 17.5 % at the lower extremities , while the prevalence of the disease record 75% of the trees tested in
the study area .

P NEPD 3
Biological protection of pine forests by the control of the pine processionary caterpillar Thaumetopoea pityocampa. An
important trees parasite in the north-Est of Algeria
1,2
B. Ibtissem
1
Mila university center- Algerie, biology, Bloc 28 N 15 Guelma, Algeria
2
university, biology, Guelma- Algerie, Algeria
boudjahemibtissem@gmail.com
The pine recessionary caterpillar: Thaumetopoea pityocampa Schiff is one of the biggest pest of pine forests. Feeding on pine
needles, it causes a slowdown in growth, and decreased photosynthetic capacity, the tree is weakened is more vulnerable to
attack by other pests. A subsequent attack can lead to total death of the tree.
To deal with this problem and as part of the struggle, many techniques have been the most important are the sex pheromone
trappings. This technique requires a daily presence in forests in order to recovered adults. The simplest technique is still the
biological treatment in large infested areas. Preliminary tests were conducted in laboratory conditions, then switch to the
application in the case of good results.
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Our work is studied the effect of certain plant extracted on the mortality of caterpillars. We studied the effect of Eucalyptus
camaldulensis , Matricaria recutita, Zingiber officinale, The doses used have taken between of 0, 5 and 4 g / l.
The leaves of plants were washed, dried, placed in an oven heated at 40 ° C for 3 days and then ground using an electric blender
to obtain a powder in the past using the Soxhlet extraction technique.
The results obtained show that the mortality rate reached 100% for the higher doses. The remarkable doses as LD50 and LD 90
were calculated using software developed at each stage and for each stage.

P NEPD 4
Formation of the number of Rhopalosiphum padi (L.) (Homoptera: Aphidoidea) feeding on two bird cherry types in
Northwestern Russia
1,2
E. Gandrabur
1
Federal Agency of Scientific Organizations Federal State Budget Scientific Institution All-Russian Institute for Plant Protectio,
Saint-Petersburg, PAVLOVSK, Russian Federation
2
Federal Agency of Scientific Organizations Federal State Budget Scientific Institution All-Russian Institute for Plant Protection
(FSBSI VIZR), entomology, Saint-Petersburg, Russian Federation
helenagandrabur@gmail.com
Aphids are major pests. They generally have a low development temperature threshold (4℃), short generation time and show
variation in their life-cycle traits. It is clear that environment changes are likely to affect their pest status.
Objectives: The bird cherry-oat aphid Rhopalosiphum padi (L). The bird cherry: (1) - Prunus padus Mill. x P. virginiana L., a late2
ripening, with buds prone on the branch and the leaf area of 155.7 ± 7.3 cm . (2) - P. padus, a mid-ripening, with buds erect on
2
the branch and the leaf area of 114.9 ± 5.5 cm .
Methods: All aphid data used come from the counts on two model plants in 2012-2014. Bird cherry (1) and (2) had the same
pattern of insect settlement.
It has been proved that the Rh. padi population structure has about 70% clones which are strictly holocyclic whereas 30% are
able to lay winter eggs and overwintering in active stage in Northwestern Russia, too. Warmer winters without strong frosts
increases the numbers of spring generations of the aphid on cereals during the most vulnerable stage of cereal development.
It has been proved that large leaves, prone buds and a later falling of leaves which are characteristic of bird cherry (1) are more
attractive for the remigrants and favourable for eggs laying and overwintering. However, the weather conditions of each year
influenced the amount of aphid eggs (F = 87.9***) more than the angle of bud attachment to the branch (F = 39.6***).
The higher temperatures in Marсh and the absence of subzero temperatures in April have caused an earlier buds bursting in bird
cherry (2) in spring of 2014. It was very suitable for the 1-st stage larvae survival on bird cherry (2). At the same time, buds burst
in bird cherry (1) almost two weeks later than the aphid larvae appeared from winter eggs. As a result, their number decreased
even more in 2014 (by 49.2%) than in 2012 (24.5%) or in 2013 (36.3%). As a rule, entomophags cause a reduction in the number
of the older and overwintered fundatrices larvae until the completion of their migration onto grasses. The importance of
synchronized interaction between the Rh. padi development and its winter host (1) and (2) phenology in spring and in autumn is
demonstrated (Fig. 1).
The remigrants and aphid eggs abundance is dependent on the parameters of sexual and virginoparae morphs development
during the entire life cycle. Their mean values may have variations defined by weather conditions, host-plant suitability,
individual and clonal peculiarities.
The obtained results may be used for predicting pest numbers under conditions of the changing climate.
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Figure 1

P NEPD 5
Western Corn Rootworm Diabrotica virgifera virgifera LeConte - Examinations of control under small scale farming conditions
in Austria
1
1,2
3
4
4
1
K. Foltin , J. Robier , D. Eberdorfer , A. Kahrer , S. Winter , J. Rosner
1
Agro DS Österreich, Wulkaprodersdorf, Austria
2
4. Österreichische Arbeitsgemeinschaft für integrierten Pflanzenschutz, Office of the Lower Austrian Provincial Government
Department of Agricultural Education, Tulln, Austria
2
Versuchsreferat Steiermark, Hatzendorf, Austria
3
AGES Wien, Vienna, Austria
4
LK-Burgenland, Eisenstadt, Austria
agrods.kf@gmx.at
Since the Western Corn Rootworm Diabrotica virgifera virgifera LeConte has invaded most areas of Austria only some few
incidences of plant lodging occured. In 2014 however the lodging in monomaize areas reached desasterous dimensions.
Moreover concerns grew on yield losses by silk clipping paired with eating damages in milky- to dough ripeness of maize grains
late July.
Reduced efficacy by crop rotation in small scaled field structures: small field sizes and alternating crop rotation of maize and oil
pumpkin is very common. Carry over of egg deposits by femails beetles into oil pumpkin plots which are neighbouring maize
have been observed frequently. This phenomena has been examined 3 years by use of hatching cages:
 when maize is planted after maize hatching numbers are taken as basement 100%
 about 35% of Diabrotica hatch in maize after pumpkin
A suppression of the population 90 to 99% was achieved in maize after winter wheat.
Flowering pumkins pollen is a strong attractant to beetles..
Furthermore any fresh green leaves from all kind of plant species are more attractive to beetles after maize flowering and its
hard leaf surface from August on.
Similar result like in pumpkins could be obtained in experiments when maize altenates with soybeans.
Calciumcyanamid: hatching rates could not be reduced by even high rates of CaCN 2 in hatching cages.
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Soil preparation: investigations showed that shallow soil preparation methods can lead into higher frequency of goose neck
symptoms comparing to plough or deeper (> 20 cm) working cultivators.
Genetic of maize hybrids: the objective was to develop stabile a robust root system. Recreation abilities of roots after loss due to
larval damages have been tested on several maize varieties. Particular the disastrous maize season 2014 showed lodging
symptoms depending on maize varieties. It concludes that breeding have probably a significant influence to achieve consistent
yields in heavy Diabrotica infested maize growing areas.

P NEPD 6
Bionomics of two lepidopterous pests on Caragana korshinskii in arid and semi-arid regions of China
C. Chang, X. Wang, Y. Zhang, Z. Wang
Nigxia University, School of Agriculture, Yinchuan, China
meloidae@126.com
Question: According to the references, several pests have been found on Caragana korshinskii Kom, such as, Apocheima
cinerarius, Orgyia antiqua and so on. Are there any newly pests on the host in recent years?
Methods: To explore the newly pests and make clear their biology, the study was used by field investigation and under
laboratory conditions from March, 2013 to September, 2014.
Results: Neolycaena tengstroemi (Erschoff) and Chiasmia saburraria richardsi (Prout) were newly found in northwestern China.
N. tengstroemi , an anthophagy pest, belongs to Lycaenidae. The target pest has only one generation per year in Ningxia. These
butterflies overwinter as eggs which are dispersed on the foliar buds of the newly sprouted branches of the host plant. The
duration of larval stage development begins from late March to mid-May. In early May, the last instar larvae begin to crawl
down to litter layer or the surface soil around the host plant root to pupae. The prepupal period is four days, and the pupal stage
is about 15 days. The adults emerge in late May with the peak of emergence at the beginning of June. The adults lay eggs in
early June, and the eggs stage is about 295 days.
C. saburraria richardsi, a defoliator pest, belongs to Geometridae. The pest has two generations per year in Ningxia and the
generation overlapping is very severe. It overwinters as a pupa which can be found at the depth of 10 cm and 30 cm down to
surface of the soil from late August. Overwintering adults emerge in mid-May with the peak of emergence in mid-June. The eggs
and larvae of the first generation emerge in late May, the last instar larvae of the first generation begin to pupate in late July,
the pupal stage is about 10 days. Likewise, the eggs and larvae of the second generation emerge in late July, and the last instar
larvae of second generation begin to pupate in late August.
Conclusion: Neolycaena tengstroemi and Chiasmia saburraria richardsi are newly found on Caragana korshinskii Kom.
Figure 1-3: Chiasmia saburraria richardsi (Prout)
Fig. 1 Habitus, dorsal view of male; Fig. 2 Habitus, ventral view of male; Fig. 3 The last instar larva
Figure 4-6: Neolycaena tengstroemi (Erschoff)
Fig4. Habitus, dorsal view of female；Fig. 5 Habitus, dorsal view of female; Fig.6 The 3rd instar larva
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[1] Yang Caixia, Gao Liyuan. Investigation of Insect Resources of Caragang korshinskii In Ningxia[J]. Journal of Dessert Research, 2000,
20(4): 461-468

P NEPD 7
Impact of birds, especially tits as predators of the horse chestnut leaf miner (Cameraria ohridella)
S. Mösch, M. Hommes
Julius Kühn-Institut, Institut for Plant Protection in Horticulture and Forest, Braunschweig, Germany
stefanie.moesch@jki.bund.de
The horse chestnut leaf miner (Cameraria ohridella) is an issue in urban green since many years. The larval feeding leads to
browning and premature fall of leaves. It is known that birds, in particular blue tits but also great tits, have discovered the
chestnut leaf miner as an additional food source and developed the ability to open the mines to pick up the larvae and pupae.
How big this influence is, has not yet been quantified.
The objective of this experiment is to determine quantitatively the influence of birds on the population density of the horse
chestnut leaf miner.
A total of 34 tree groups à 4 chestnuts on 4 different sites were included in this attempt. Nest boxes were installed at those
sites. 17 groups of trees were covered with bird nets in 2014. In mid-September 12 leaves per tree group were collected. These
leaves were inspected visually for large / small, opened / closed mines, as well as larvae and pupae each parasitized / not
parasitized.
At locations where tits occurred frequently, the number of stages (larvae and pupae) found at groups covered with net was
higher than without net. At a part of those sites about 50% less larvae and pupae were found in groups without nets. The
proportion of opened mines was higher at groups without net than with net.
The experiment shows initial dimensions of the influence of tits as predators on the population density of the horse chestnut
leaf miner. Thus does the promotion of tits, eg. by hanging nest boxes, an important contribution to pest management. The
experiment will be repeated in 2015 in order to check the reproducibility of the results.

P NEPD 8
The big challenge in agriculture: Avoidance of bird feeding by plant extractions
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2
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Julius Kühn-Institut, Institute for Plant Protection in Horticulture and Forests, Vertebrate Research, Münster, Germany
2
PhytoPlan Diehm & Neuberger GmbH, Heidelberg, Germany
3
KWS SAAT AG, Einbeck, Germany
joanna.duerger@jki.bund.de
Birds consume seeds and seedlings and cause substantial harvest and income losses in agriculture. And, they consume toxic
baits, which are applied for managing other species, leading to unintentional intoxications of birds. A repellent consisting of
plant extractions could be a sustainable method to prevent undesirable bird feeding. Our projects’ aim is to develop such a bird
repellent with focus on the use of this product as a seed treatment. A systematical screening of various plant extractions was the
first step. In food- and seedlings-choice tests with pigeons and pheasants in aviaries clearly repellent plant extracts were
identified. The same applies for a field test with crows. The experimental results will be presented and consequences will be
discussed.
The project is funded by the Federal Ministry of food, agriculture and consumer protection decided by the German Bundestag.

P NEPD 9
The Aphid (Homoptera:Aphidoidea) Species on Vegetable Fields in Tokat Province, Turkey
1
2
D. Yanar , I. Özdemir
1
Gaziosmanpasa University, Plant Protection, Tokat, Turkey
2
Plant Protection Central Research Institute, Ankara, Turkey
durdane.yanar@gop.edu.tr
In this study, the superfamily Aphidoidea (Homoptera) on vegetables tomato (Solanum lycopersicum (L.)), eggplant (Solanum
melongena , (L.)) pepper (Capsicum annum (L.)), okra (Abelmoschus esculentus L.), bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) and lettuce
Lactuca sativa (L.) was investigated in Tokat province during 2007-2010. The aphid specimens were collected from green parts of
the plants and water traps which were placed in vegetable fields. Total of 8 species were determined. These species are
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Macrosiphum euphorbiae (Thomas), Myzus (Nectarosiphon) persicae (Sulzer), Aphis fabae Scopoli, Aphis gossypii Glover, Aphis
craccivora Koch, Hyperomyzus lactucae (L.), Chromaphis juglanticola (Kaltenbach) and Aphis nasturtii Kaltenbach. The most
common species were found to be M. euphorbiae, M. persicae, A. gossypii, and A. craccivora.

P NEPD 10
Genome of the whitefly, Q Bemisia tabaci, a global invasive pest and vector of hundreds of plant diseases
W. Xie, Y. Zhang
Institute of Vegetables and Flowers, Chinese Academy of Agricultural Science, Beijing, China
xiewen@caas.cn
The whitefly, Bemisia tabaci (Gennadius) (Hemiptera: Aleyrodidae), is a global widespread pest that causes serious damage in
protected crops and field crops, through direct feeding and indirect vectoring several hundreds of plant viruses. More than 31
morphologically indistinguishable cryptic species have been identified, among which two members, referred to as B (Middle East
- Asia Minor 1) and Q (Mediterranean), are the most invasive and destructive in many parts of the world. To better understand
how an invasive and polyphagous sap-sucking arthropod herbivore has adapted to its complex and volatile environment and to
provide insights to improve pest control, we analyzed the genome of Q B. tabaci as its representative in whitefly.
We have finished Q B. tabaci de novo assembly and annotation through BAC-to-BAC pooling combined with Illumina sequencing
despite the high levels of polymorphism present in whitefly. The sequenced genome is 658 Mb and identified 20,786 protein
coding genes have been obtained. In this paper, we introduce this project status so far, based on which guide for several
interested whitefly biology and community questions including virus transmission, resistance, symbiotic bacteria, feeding range
and so on.
Our study reveals a series of complex adaptations of the whitefly involving a variety of biological processes, and all these
findings highlight potential directions for effective pest control of the whitefly.

P NEPD 11
The home garden: adaptation in response to new and emerging plant diseases
M. Cromey, L. Beal, J. Denton, R. Robinson, G. Clover
Royal Horticultural Society, Plant Health, Woking, United Kingdom
matthewcromey@rhs.org.uk
Introduction: The threat to garden plants from diseases has never been greater due a surge of new and unrecognised diseases
emerging as significant risks to cultivated plants and the wider environment. The extreme weather events associated with
climate change, along with the reduction in availability of chemicals, amplify the impacts of some diseases already established
here. Gardens and garden management need to adapt to these changes.
Objectives: This paper discusses Royal Horticultural Society (RHS) research into new and emerging diseases of UK gardens and
the ways in which gardeners can adapt.
Materials and methods: Over 60,000 samples and queries are received by the RHS Advisory Service each year. Potential disease
samples that require identification are inspected by the RHS plant pathologists. New records are confirmed using standard
techniques and published in peer-reviewed journals. Where appropriate, research projects are instigated to develop strategies
to manage these diseases in gardens.
Results: Several emerging diseases have required adaptations in garden design, planting and disease management strategies in
the gardens of the UK. Box blight, caused by Cylindrocladium buxicola, and to a lesser extent Pseudonectria buxi, has proved
difficult to manage in gardens and strategies involve avoidance where possible and garden design and cultural methods once
present. Box is traditionally pruned to a dense canopy, which encourages disease development and so the position and use of
box in gardens may need to change. Methods being developed for the control of heuchera rust, caused by Puccinia heucherae
involve detection during the lengthy latent period, with a focus on clean planting material. Research on the management of
Armillaria spp. on ornamental and fruit trees involves choice of replacement planting, cultural and biological measures to
enhance the rapid breakdown of fungal rhizomorphs once infected trees are removed, and a focus on good overall plant health.
Conclusion: Gardens must adapt to new and emerging diseases. Management strategies increasingly encompass garden design,
planting choice and cultural management.
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Soybean rust (Phakopsora pachyrhizi) and Witches broom (16SrII Candidatus phytoplasma); the two emerging and
devastating diseases of soybean in Tanzania
1,2
3
4
1
3
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2
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h.murithi@cgiar.org
Soybean production is steadily increasing in Tanzania driven by the growing demand for livestock feed and human consumption.
Coupled with this production trend is the emergence of soybean rust (Phakopsora pachyrhizi) and soybean witches broom
(SWB) caused by 16SrII Candidatus phytoplasma that are causing massive yield losses. From fields surveyed in 2012, 2013, and
2014, soybean rust was observed in 5 of 14, 7 of 11, and 14 of 31 fields, respectively. Disease severity ranged from 10-80% on all
varieties grown. About 50% of the 20 plants assessed for SWB from one plot in a farmer field, were affected. Accurate diagnosis
is a prerequisite to understanding disease etiology and formulating effective control strategies. We used conventional and
quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) methods to identify and confirm the presence of soybean rust and SWB in
soybean production fields in Tanzania. P. pachyrhizi was detected using qPCR with Taqman assays specific for P. pachyrhizi
(Ppm1 & Ppa2) and a multiplexed exogenous internal control reaction to validate negative results (1). To detect SWB, genomic
DNA from SWB suspect samples was PCR amplified using C. phytoplasma universal primer pair P1 and P7 targeting the 16S-23S
ribosomal RNA encoding region (3). The resulting fragments were directly sequenced for specific identification of phytoplasma
2
agent associated with the disease. P.pachyrhizi DNA was detected in excess of 66,000 genome equivalents/cm in all
symptomatic samples. PCR amplicons of expected size (~1700 bp) resulted from the templates of SWB samples. A BLASTn search
revealed that the phytoplasma sequences had a nucleotide sequence identity of 99% with those of 16SrII group phytoplasma
associated with phyllody and witches'-broom disease of soybean in Malawi and Mozambique (2). These finding reveal the
presence of the two diseases in Tanzania and underscores the need for studies to better understand their epidemiology and
etiology, especially the presence of natural hosts and vectors associated with the diseases, and formulate management
strategies to prevent adverse impacts on soybean production in eastern and southern Africa .
References
1. Haudenshield J. S. and G. L. Hartman. Plant Disease. 95:343, 2011.
2. Kumar et al., Plant Disease. 95:492, 2011.
3. Sharmila et al. J. Plant Biochem. Biotech. 13:1, 2004.

P NEPD 13
Susceptibility of invasive populations of red palm weevils against exotic isolates of entomopathogenic fungi Metarhizium
anisopliae
A. Hussain, H. Al-Ayedh, A. M. Al-Jabr
King Faisal University, Arid Land and Agriculture, Hufuf, Saudi Arabia
solvia_aah@yahoo.com; aljabr@kfu.edu.sa
The red palm weevil, Rhynchophorus ferrugineus (Olivier) (Coleoptera, Curculionidae), is the most destructive invasive pest of
palms especially date palm in the Gulf regions. Different exotic isolates of Metarhizium anisopliae were procured from USDAARS to investigate their virulence against red palm weevil larvae. The impact of different isolates of M. anisopliae conidia on the
growth, susceptibility and antioxidant defense was determined by immersing red palm weevil larvae into each isolate
7
suspension at the concentration of 1 × 10 conidia/ml. Nutritional indices assays results revealed a significant reduction in the
relative growth rate (RGR), efficiency of conversion of ingested food (ECI) and efficiency of conversion of digested food (ECD)
after infection with different isolates of M. anisopliae. Conidial infection of M9374 caused 66.20 %, 36.45 % and 50.72 %
reduction in RGR, ECI and ECD compared to uninfected control larvae. The least virulent isolate of M. anisopliae M7234 with
highest LT50 values could only cause 20.55 %, 9.92 % and 16.51 % reduction in RGR, ECI and ECD, respectively. On the other
hand, infectivity of different isolates of M. anisopliae induced different levels of studied antioxidant defense-related genes, such
as catalase and peroxidase. The infection of isolate M9374 greatly enhanced the expression of catalase and peroxidase in
hemolymph, gut and fat body of red palm weevil larvae. Significant reduction in ECI and ECD index from infected larvae
compared to uninfected larvae revealed that most of the ingested food is being used for energy to combat the invading
pathogen, and less food is being utilized for larval growth as evident from the quantification of antioxidant genes by qRT-PCR. It
can be concluded that M. anisopliae isolate M9374 is good candidate for the development of mycoinsecticides for invasive
populations of red palm weevils.
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Impact of refuge areas on common vole field infestations
1,2
1
A. Leukers , J. Jacob
1
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2
University of Münster, Institute for Landscape Ecology, Münster, Germany
jens.jacob@jki.bund.de
Population outbreaks of common voles can lead to population densities of >2,000 Ind./ha and to severe damage in agriculture.
Usually, vole distribution is managed by the use of rodenticides. This often occurs after expansion has already created
reasonable crop damage. Also, baiting large agricultural fields is time-consuming and may create empty habitats which can be
re-colonized by voles easily and quickly. Refuges like set-aside-land are potential sources for common vole dispersal to adjacent
fields. Appropriate population management should take into account the key environmental factors triggering dispersion
pressure in these areas. To apply timely and spatially targeted management methods, sound knowledge about the distribution
patterns of voles at field-refuge-boundaries is required.
In this study, vole population dynamics and dispersal patterns were investigated as a basis for the development of suitable and
sustainable management-methods. The study site was located in Saxony-Anhalt, Germany. Grassland areas distributed in a
matrix of arable fields were used as experimental refuges. To measure dispersal pressure, barrier fences that allowed
immigration but prevented emigration were installed at 10 of 16 refuges. Capture-mark-release was applied in a two-year-study
to compare population development in fenced and unfenced refuges. Although there was no indication from live trapping that
voles moved frequently among refuge areas or from refuges to fields, fast re-colonisation repopulated refuges after local
extinctions. Population size increased more in unfenced refuges than in fenced ones. Extrapolated densities in refuges reached
up to 1,000 Ind./ha whereas densities in adjacent fields remained low. At higher population density and appropriate crop
condition voles are expected to invade these fields.
Inhibited dispersal in fenced refuges may lead to lower maturation rates of young voles and to a higher proportion of agonistic
behavior between males. Therefore, preventing dispersal from vole source populations may be an effective management
method to reduce population numbers and to minimise large-scale rodenticide application across fields. Radio-telemetry, aerial
pictures, and DNA analyses are applied to gain further insight in vole dispersal dynamics from refuge areas to fields.

P NEPD 15
Analysis of population genetic structure of Puccinia striiformis f. sp. tritici from central Gansu and its surrounding areas
1
1
1
1
1
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Z. Bo , H. Jin , J. Qiuzhen , C. Shiqin , S. Zhenyu , J. Shelin
1
Gansu Academy of agricultural science, Institute of Plant Protection, Lanzhou, China
zbo29@163.com; huangjin8311@163.com; jiaqiuzhen@163.com; caoshiqin6702@163.com; szy20020815@163.com;
jinshelin@163.com
Wheat stripe rust is the most important devastating disease in China. The Longnan region, Gansu province, China, is the main
area where the mutation of the pathogen of wheat stripe rust occurred. In order to reveal the population genetic structure and
relationship of the Puccinia. striiformis f. sp. tritici (Pst) from central Gansu and its surrounding areas, 369 Pst isolates were
collected from 7 areas including Gansu, South Shaanxi, Qinghai and Xinjiang, and their population genetic diversity was
investigated by SSR technique. The statistical analysis showed that Nei's gene diversity (H) and Shannon's information index (I) of
Pst population were 0.39 and 0.57, respectively, which suggested that their population genetic diversity was rich in 7 areas.
Furthermore, the genetic diversity of Pst populations from different areas represented significant difference. The genetic
diversity of Pst population from Tianshui of Gansu was much richer than the other Pst populations, with which its Nei's gene
diversity (H) and Shannon's information index (I) were 0.42 and 0.61. In addition, analysis of AMOVA showed that 2.24% of the
total genetic variation existed among the populations, while 97.76% of the total variation presented within the population.
These results suggested that the populations of Pst possessed relatively high levels of genetic diversity but a lower genetic
differentiation in central Gansu and its surrounding areas, and the main genetic variation presented within the population. The
genetic similarity of Pst populations from the central area and Longnan of Gansu and Ningqiang of Shaanxi were much high, and
the Pst strains intercommunicated closely in the 3 areas.
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P NEPD 16
Carrot psyllid (Trioza apicalis) feeding behavior on carrot and potato: an EPG study
1
2
1
2
L. Collins , A. Nissinen , S. Pietravalle , L. Jauhiainen
1
The Food and Environment Research Agency (Fera), York, United Kingdom
2
Luonnonvarakeskus (Luke)/Natural Resources Institute Finland (Luke), Jokioinen, Finland
larissa.collins@fera.gsi.gov.uk
Question: The objectives of this study were to: 1. Determine whether carrot psyllids are capable of phloem feeding on potato. 2.
Determine whether there are any differences in feeding behaviour between female and male Trioza apicalis and on carrot and
potato plants.
Methods: EPG was used to measure the time spent by male and female T. apicalis probing each plant tissue type in potatoes
and carrots. Ratios of feeding behaviour with time spent not probing the plant were compared.
Results: More time was spent by both males and females in the start of penetration, stylet tip in parenchyma, transition to
phloem ingestion and phloem ingestion/salivation on carrots than on potatoes. Both plant and sex of the insect significantly
affected the duration of the non-probing phase. Only one male psyllid was recorded phloem feeding from a potato plant.
Conclusions: It may be possible for T. apicalis to transmit CLso to potato plants. However, the time spent in phloem
ingestion/salivation phase in potato is very short compared the time spent in this phase the on carrot, which suggests that the
probability of CLso transmission on potato is low.
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Metagenomics sequencing identified for the first time citrus bark cracking viroid (CBCVd) as an aggressive and harmful
pathogen of hop (Humulus lupulus L.)
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Recent technical advances in next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies and a steady reduction of the associated costs per
base have enabled their use for prompt and accurate identification of disease agents. Several recent studies in human, animal or
plant pathology have shown that classical identification methods of pathogen detection can be successfully supplemented or
even replaced by NGS. In 2007, hop growers in Slovenia observed the appearance of severely stunted hop plants. The disease
started to spread rapidly within hop gardens and among farms, with a suggested mechanical and rootstock method of
transmission. Classical and selected molecular diagnostic methods were unable to reveal a new pathogen; an NGS approach of
total RNA and small RNAs from symptomatic and non-symptomatic plants was therefore applied to find a possible novel
pathogen. Non-symptomatic (NSYM) and symptomatic (SYM) hop plant tissues were sampled throughout the growing season.
Total bulked RNA samples and bulked small RNA (sRNA) samples (NSYM and SYM) were sequenced-by-synthesis, using the
Illumina HiSeq2000 sequencing system. A total of 21 M and 12M sRNA reads and 108 M and 102 M paired-end (PE) total RNAseq reads were obtained for NSYM and SYM samples, respectively. De-novo assembly and reference mapping approaches were
applied to discover pathogenic sequences. The results showed the presence of Hop latent viroid (HLVd) and Hop latent virus
(HLV) sequences in NSYM and SYM samples, which are considered not-harmful or latent hop pathogens. However, both
identification approaches confirmed the presence of Citrus bark cracking viroid species (CBCVd) in the SYM sample, which has
never previously been reported in hops. The presence of this novel pathogen on hop was confirmed the following year by RTPCR analysis and small RNA Illumina sequencing of plants with symptoms from infected hop gardens identified by systematic
disease monitoring. The high infectivity of the newly identified CBCVd was also confirmed by biolistic experiment on two hop
cultivars, which developed characteristic symptoms in a controlled environment. The presented work shows the feasibility of
NGS for prompt and accurate identification of the causative agent of new diseases in hop.

P NEPD 18
Eradicating Bemisia tabaci Mediterranean species in the UK
A. Cuthbertson
Fera, Entomology, York, United Kingdom
andrew.cuthbertson@fera.gsi.gov.uk
Introduction: The whitefly, Bemisia tabaci, continues to be a major pest of economically important crops worldwide. It is a
vector of many plant viruses; several of which do not occur in the UK. In the UK B. tabaci remains a notifiable pest subject to a
policy of eradication if found on propagators premises, plants moving in trade, and containment/eradication if outbreaks occur
at nurseries.
Objective: To screen a range of both chemical products and entomopathogenic fungi for their efficacy against B. tabaci
Mediterranean species. To determine the compatibility of the fungi with chemical products for the potential of direct tankmixing.
Materials and methods: The chemical products and entomopathogenic fungi were screened for their efficacy using a standard
leaf dip technique against three life stages of B. tabaci Mediterranean species; eggs, second instar larvae and adults. Direct
compatibility of the fungus with chemicals was determined by suspending conidia in standard dose rates of individual products.
o
Following 24h at 20 C the percentage viability of conidia (germinated spores) from a total of 200 randomly chosen conidia was
assessed under the microscope.
Results: There was a significant difference in the mortality of eggs after leaf dipping with the different active ingredients.
Exposure to TriTek, SB-Plant Invigorator, Gazelle, Dynamec and Certis Spraying Oil was followed by egg mortalities of 100, 96.6,
88.8, 84.1 and 67.8% respectively. Efficacy of the products against the second larval instar stage also produced promising results.
The fungus Beauveria bassiana produced the highest mortality of all the products against B. tabaci instars (73%). The control
given by Agri 50-E, TriTek and SB-Plant Invigorator (all physically acting products) was also over 70%. Beauveria bassiana and
TriTek gave excellent control of adult B. tabaci with total mortality being obtained. Several of the products, including TriTek and
Gazelle, offered excellent compatibility with B. bassiana, with 100 and 70% spore germination respectively.
Conclusion: Several of the products offer excellent control of B. tabaci Mediterranean species. Certain chemicals have been
shown to offer better efficacy against individual whitefly life stages. Beauveria bassiana also offers great potential to be
incorporated into eradication strategies; showing great efficacy when used individually and also offering excellent direct
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compatibility with various chemical products. The integration of the control products into existing eradication strategies for B.
tabaci is discussed.

P NEPD 19
Insect pests and diseases associated with Jatropha curcas L. in Burkina Faso
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We conducted a survey in 2010 through 2014 in 223 randomly selected jatropha plantations in all 4 agro ecological zones of
Burkina Faso. We assessed the presence and the incidence of insect pests and diseases associated with this biofuel tree. Insect
pests were observed and photographed; some of them were captured and reared under natural conditions. Fungal diseases
symptoms were sampled and investigated later in the laboratory. Twenty two insect pests species belonging to 5 orders have
been found in the plantations. The most important families included Alticinae observed in 69.05% of the plantations,
Scutellaridae, Pyralidae, Pentatomidae and Coreidae found respectively in 56.5%; 49.32%; 30.94% et 28.69% of the plantations.
While the Alticinae was the most frequent family, it was not the most widespread. Eighty fungal diseases symptoms were
observed in the jatropha plantations. Leaf diseases were the most frequent and were widespread in all agro climatic zones of
Burkina Faso. Other symptoms included the colt rot, the withered plant, and the chancre. The analysis of the samples in the
laboratory showed that Pestalotia guepini was present on the necrosis leaves and Fusarium moniliforme on the root colt.
This study has revealed the existence of several insect pests and fungal diseases that can cause harm to jatropha plantations in
Burkina Faso. Investigations should continue in order to improve the knowledge on these enemies and to develop control
methods.

P NEPD 20
EMPHASIS, an European-funded project to provide Integrated Solutions for the Effective Management of Pests and Harmful
Alien Species
M. L. Gullino
University of Torino, Centro Agroinnova, Grugliasco, Italy
marialodovica.gullino@unito.it
Considering the global importance of plant health for sustainable and competitive agriculture, horticulture and forestry sectors,
the European Commission recently funded the EMPHASIS project, started on March 2015, addressing native and alien pests
threats (insect pests, pathogens, weeds) for a range of both natural ecosystems and farming systems.
The international participatory project is taken over by 22 partners from 10 countries, bringing cross-sectorial and
complementary expertise, and including research institutes, enterprises, SME’s and international organizations.
The project has the aim to provide advanced practical solutions on the three internationally agreed key pillars to tackle
outstanding plant pest challenges:
1.Predict, Prioritize and Planning: pest management challenges and opportunities will be evaluated according to stakeholderfocused criteria and through pathway analysis;
2.Prevent: practical solutions for surveillance in different pathways to enhance preparedness will be provided to end-users, and
monitoring tools following outbreaks and eradication will be developed;
3.Protect: practical solutions for managing native and alien pests in agriculture, horticulture and forestry will be developed, their
technical and economic feasibility will be demonstrated and their market uptake will be enhanced.
A cross-cutting approach to participatory research and technology transfer is adopted, in order to strengthen the connectivity
between agricultural research and other system actors. Thus, on-farm testing and participatory learning activities are being
developed since the beginning of the project, in order to facilitate co-design, co-development and co-implementation.
The project is not focused on a single management systems but the plant/pest ecosystems dealt with are treated with a multimethod approach to design true IPM methodology that will be developed for key systems with portability to other similar
systems, thereby having a large impact.
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P NEPD 21
The entomological problems encountering the sweet sorghum [Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench] cultivation in Sanliurfa Province
A. Aksu Altun, C. Yetkin, E. Erbil, C. Adiyaman
GAP Agriculturel Research Institute, Plant Protection, Sanliurfa, Germany
aycinaksu@hotmail.com
Sweet sorghum [Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench] is mainly cultivated with a total acreage of 40 million hectares in Africa, Asia and
the America, in approximately 105 countries as a major plant with C4 photosynthesis. About 242 varieties of sweet sorghum that
have been determined, will be one of the few plants that can flexibly adapt better for the future climate change conditions
especially for drought increasing, soil salinity and high temperature. sweet sorghum can be used in many fields including food,
animal feed and fuel as a multi-purpose promising product. Sweet sorghum is a second product in Gündaş and Talat Demirören
stations which belonging to the GAPTAEM project in the Sanlıurfa province and in 2014 a preliminary study was conducted on
sweet sorghum adaptation project. all the pests that creates problems and needs to be control during the sorghum production
season were determined. These pests are: Atherigona spp (Diptera: Muscidae), Empoasca decipiens (Hemiptera: Cicadellidae),
Sesamia cretica (Lepidoptera: Noctuidae) and Melanaphis sacchari (Hemiptera: Aphididae).

P NEPD 22
Lupine leaf weevils (Sitona gressorius) in Germany, Belarus, Poland and Switzerland and the potential impact on the
European lupine production
D. Piedra-Garcia, C. Struck
University of Rostock, Crop Health, Rostock, Germany
diego.piedra@uni-rostock.de
Introduction: The lupine leaf weevils, Sitona gresorius and S. griseus (Coleoptera: Curculionidae: Entiminae: Sitonini, syn.
Charagmus gressorius, C. griseus) are two important pests affecting European lupine crops.
The weevils cause two different types of damage: the adult weevils feed on lupine leaves chewing notches in leaf margins,
whereas the larvae cause severe damage by nibbling on the roots, especially the root nodules. Certainly the primary effects of
nodule damage are the decrease of nitrogen fixation and water loss. But even worse, these lesions are entrances for soil born
plant pathogens.
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Knowledge about the life cycles and behavior of these emerging pests are scarce.
Objectives: The first objective of this work is to understand the variability of S. gressorius populations in Central Europe using a
molecular genetic approach.
The second objective is to understand the origin and the migration of these populations in this region.
Materials and methods: During the summer 2012 and 2013, lupine leaf weevils were collected from 60 different sites in
Germany, Poland, Switzerland and Belarus. Genomic DNA isolation (innuPREP Forensic Kit, AnalytikJena, Germany) was
performed on three legs of each individual weevil. We sequenced two regions: the mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase unit 1
(COX1) gene region and the internal transcribed spacer 2 ribosomal RNA (ITS2).
Different alignment algorithms (MUSCLE, MAFFT, CLUSTAL and TCOFFE) were applied to the sequence data using the Analyses of
Phylogenetics and Evolution (APE) library (Paradis et al., Bioinformatics 20, 289-290, 2004) in R. To determine which molecular
evolution model best fits our data we used the algorithm PhyML (Guindon & Gascuel, Systematic Biology 52, 696-704 2003).
Results: This study for the first time shows the genetic variability of S. gressorius, and furthermore illustrates the migration from
south to north in Central Europe.
Conclusion: These results show us how this emerging pest S. gressorius adapts and migrates in Central Europe, furthermore this
biological information we verified that the statistical methods available in R produce useful results.
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Morphological, molecular and biological characterization of citrus-associated alternaria species
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Alternaria brown spot is one of the most important diseases of tangerines and their hybrids worldwide. Recently, a disease
outbreak in Southern Italy refocused the attention on the disease. Twenty representative cultures of Alternaria were selected
from a collection of more than 100 isolates from leaves and fruits of cvs Fortune, Nova, Valencia, and Tangerine. Then, they
were characterized along with specimen strains of A. tenuissima, A. alternata, A. arborescens, A. citri, A. toxicogenica, and A.
limoniasperae (‘small-spored’ Alternaria species) to determine the etiology of the disease and evaluate the virulence of different
isolates/species. Morphological characteristics and sporulation patterns separated most Alternaria isolates into three main
groups corresponding to A. alternata, A. arborescens, and A. tenuissima, of which the first was the most abundant one.
Phylogenetic analyses based on endopolygalacturonase (endoPG) and beta-tubulin genes, two anonymous genomics regions
(OPA 1-3 and OPA 2-1), and the internal transcribed spacer (ITS) region produced a clustering of isolates largely confirming
morphological results. The OPA 1-3 region was more suitable than other tested regions for separating closely related ‘smallspored’ Alternaria species and revealed the existence of intra-species molecular variability. Investigated isolates showed
different levels of virulence on leaves and fruits but it was not possible to identify a direct correlation between virulence and
genetic/morphological groupings of isolates.

P NEPD 24
The most common species of aphids in different wheat varieties (Homoptera: Aphidoidea) on research
E. Tayat, N. Özder
Namık Kemal University, Plant Protection, Tekirdag, Turkey
esratayat@gmail.com
Aim of this study is to determine the aphids in wheat varieties of Aldane, Selimiye, Saraybosna, Tekirdağ, Bereket and Saban.
According to results, in all examined wheat species, Sitobion avenea was the most observed aphid species than other species.
Aphid population were determined less in Tekirdağ and Saban varieties than others. According to presence ratios of aphids in
wheat species, most aphid population was detected in Selimiye, Aldane, Saraybosna and Bereket varieties.
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Cultural control in Switzerland continues to be a sustainable strategy for Diabrotica v. virgifera containment
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Ever since 2000 Switzerland belongs to the 22 European countries where the quarantine pest Diabrotica virgifera virgifera
LeConte, Western corn rootworm (WCR), has been detected. WCR is reported to be the most important maize pest worldwide
with annual economic damages reaching 1.5 billion US$. In Switzerland it is constantly present in the Canton Ticino, south of the
Alps, while only few beetles are sporadically found in the north. Observations from 2000 up to 2014 support the hypothesis that
populations in the southern part of the Alps are generated by yearly migrations from principal pest foci situated in neighbouring
Italian areas of Lombardy. Neither the tight correlation between travel distance and time of first arrival at various points from
South to North, nor the steady decline of population along the route can be explained otherwise.
Control measures enacted by Swiss authorities were principally based on a tightly enforced crop rotation scheme without
chemical inputs which are usually applied in parts of the European Union.
The effectiveness of crop rotation has been tested in a 7 year field trial comparing a continuous maize cropping system with a
crop rotation system and with a maximum of one year of maize within any two year period. Population density was measured
using synthetic pheromone baited traps and observations of root damage. Results showed that no economically relevant
population built up during this period in the crop rotation treatment, whereas in the statistical evaluation of continuous maize
cropping root damages could be detected after 4 years already.
One to one (1:1) year crop rotations are a common practice, are mandatory since 2004 in Southern Switzerland, and are well
accepted by farmers. Consequently, not a trace of pesticide has been employed against WCR in Switzerland up to now. The low
level population density also helped to avoid the introduction of WCR populations into Swiss Cantons north of the Alps and thus
prevented further spreading towards the state territories of northern neighbour states.

P NEPD 26
Species of the Superfamily Coccoidea (Hemiptera) on Citrus Trees in Eastern Mediterrannean Region of Turkey
N. Z. Elekcioğlu
Biological Control Research Station, Entomology, Adana, Turkey
nelekcioglu@yahoo.com
This study was carried out to determine the Coccoidea species in citrus groving areas of Adana, Osmaniye, Hatay and Mersin
provinces of Turkey. The survey was conducted on according to 0.01% of tree number rules at unsteady during April-December
in the years 2012-2013. Sixteen coccoid species belonging to four families; Diaspididae: Aonidiella aurantii (Maskell), A. citrina
(Coquillet), Chrysomphalus aonidum (Linnaeus), C. dictyospermi (Morgan), Lepidosaphes beckii (Newman), L. gloverii (Packard),
Parlatoria pergandii (Comstock), Aspidiotus nerii Bouché; Coccidae: Ceroplastes floridensis Comst., Ceroplastes rusci (Linnaeus),
Coccus hesperidum Linnaeus, C. pseudomagnoliarum (Kuwana), Saissetia oleae (Olivier); Pseudococcidae: Planococcus citri
(Risso), Pseudococcus cryptus (Hempel); Margarodidae: Icerya purchasi Maskell. It was determined that A. aurantii and P. citri
were determined as the widespread species in the citrus orchards at all four provinces.

P NEPD 27
Occurrence of Mediterranean Fruit Fly, Ceratitis capitata (Wiedemann) (Diptera: Tephritidae) in Fruit Orchards in Southern
Turkey
N. Z. Elekcioğlu
Biological Control Research Station, Entomology, Adana, Turkey
nelekcioglu@yahoo.com
The population dynamic of the Mediterranean fruit fly, Ceratitis capitata (Wiedemann), (Diptera: Tephritidae) was studied
during 2012-2014 in Tarsus/Mersin/Turkey. Jackson traps baited with male-targeted attractant Trimedlure and periodic fruit
sampling were used to monitor the population dynamics in peach, pomegranate, apricot, nectarin and plum orchards The first
captures were recorded from the mid of April to July, depending on the year and orchard, and capture rates peaked in June each
year. Significant differences were observed in adult population density and in the initiation of fly activity between the orchards
that differed in host fruit abundance and availability. The results of fruit sampling showed that apricots were the first fruits
infested every year among the other fruit species, in the study site. Though infested at low rates, apricots were very important
for breeding the first summer generation. Peaches and nectarins were more infested by the pest and they were important hosts
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for the increase in C. capitata population later in the summer. Pomegranates were important for breeding the late summer and
early autumn generations and acted as refuges for the transfer of the pest to other hosts. Theoretical and practical implications
concerning the population dynamics of this fly are discussed.
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Hosts of Parlatoria pergandii (Comstock) (Hemiptera: Diaspididae) in Eastern Mediterranean Region of Turkey
Naime Z. Elekcioğlu Murat Ölçülü
N. Z. Elekcioğlu, M. Ölçülü
Biological Control Research Station, Entomology, Adana, Turkey
nelekcioglu@yahoo.com
The chaff scale, Parlatoria pergandii (Comstock) (Hemiptera: Diaspididae) is a cosmopolitan and polyphagous pest. It is a pest of
mature citrus groves in Turkey. This study was carried out to determine the hosts of P. pergandii in Adana, Mersin, Hatay and
Osmaniye provinces of the eastern Mediterranean region of Turkey in 2012-2013. Non-periodic random samplings in the
agricultural areas were applied. Fifteen hosts of P. pergandii were determined: Citrus sinensis (L.), Citrus reticulata L. Blanco,
Citrus paradisi Macfad, Citrus limon (L. Burm. f.), Citrus aurantium L., Malus communis L., Prunus domestica L., Pyrus communis
L., Prunus persica L., Diospyros kaki L., Morus alba L., Nerium oleander L., Ficus carica L., Melia azedarach L. and Prunus avium L..
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New emerging pests within plant-feeding eriophyid mites
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The wheat curl mite (WCM), Aceria tosichella, and the cereal rust mite (CRM), Abacarus hystrix, are grass-associated eriophyoid
mites distributed worldwide. The WCM is one of the most important pests known to infest cereals and is able to transmit plant
viruses, e.g. Wheat Streak Mosaic Virus (WSMV). Recently DNA barcoding has revealed that WCM and CRM consist of several
genetically distinct lineages, possibly cryptic species, with divergent invasiveness and potential to infest cereals [1,2]. It has been
shown that some genotypes can colonize many grass species including cereals and have high dispersal potential spreading to
North and South America and Australia from its presumed origins in Eurasia [3]. In this project we attempt to resolve core
ecological questions concerning distribution of CRM and WCM sensu lato as well as its particular genotypes. The general concept
of the proposed study was to provide information on habitat use and spatial distribution of these mite pests by using a
combined DNA barcoding and species distribution modelling approach. The study was conducted in agricultural landscape in
2
Poland (>300,000 km ) and included: random sampling, quantitative data collecting, DNA barcoding, environmental data
analysis and ecological modelling. The results allow to ascertain realized niches and understand factors determining the spatial
and host-related distribution of mite pests. Intensive sampling and DNA barcoding enabled to discover twice as many WCM
genotypes than currently known and to recognize new relationships between mite pests and their cereal hosts. In general, the
project contributed to understanding the role of CRM and WCM as plant pests and should help in designing applied research and
management strategies.
[1] Skoracka A, Dabert M. 2010. The cereal rust mite Abacarus hystrix (Acari: Eriophyoidea) is a complex of species: evidence
from mitochondrial and nuclear DNA sequences. Bull Entomol Res 100: 263-272.
[2] Skoracka A, Kuczyński L, Szydło W, Rector B. 2013. The wheat curl mite Aceria tosichella (Acari: Eriophyoidea) is a complex of
cryptic lineages with divergent host ranges: evidence from molecular and plant bioassay data. Biol J Linn Soc 109: 165-180.
[3] Skoracka A, Rector B, Kuczyński L, Szydło W, Hein G, French R. 2014. Global spread of wheat curl mite by its most
polyphagous and pestiferous lineages. Ann Appl Biol. 165 (2): 222-235.
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The effect of herbal repellents in five rodent pest species
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The extensive damage in agricultural systems resulting in considerable harvest loss and damage to agricultural infrastructure
through rodents leads to an enormous financial loss worldwide. Therefore, the request for antifeedants or repellents boosts in
order to avoid rodent damage. The usually applied commercial chemical rodenticides, e.g. anticoagulants, might cause
environmental knock-on problems. Plant compounds with a repellent odor could reduce environmental risk associated with the
application of common rodenticides e.g. through minimizing unwanted effects on non-target species.
Our aim is to find plant secondary metabolites (PSM) or their derivatives that affect the feeding behavior of different rodent
species by their repellent smell. We conducted laboratory feeding trials with common voles (Microtus arvalis), house mice (Mus
musculus), Günther's voles (Microtus guentheri), Tristram's jird (Meriones tristrami) and pocket gophers (Thomomys bottae); all
major vertebrate pest species in agriculture.
Our study demonstrates deterrent effects of some herbal substances/combinations causing reduced food intake in five rodent
pest species. Interestingly, we found also substances with an attractive effect increasing food intake in some rodent species.
However, there seems to be a different response to different PSM between the five rodent families. We conclude that the odor
of PSMs as repellents might be helpful to minimize agricultural damage without negative impacts on the surrounding
environment, while attractive substances could help to lure pest species away from their feed.

P NEPD 32
Chemotyping of the FHB pathogens in Lithuanian spring wheat grain
S. Sakalauskas, S. Suproniene, K. Stumbriene, P. Svegzda
Lithuanian research centre for agriculture and forestry, Institute of Agriculture, Akademija, Kaunas distr., Lithuania
simonas.sakalauskas@gmail.com
Fusarium graminearum, main causal agent of Fusarium head blight (FHB) of wheat, was practically absent in Lithuanian spring
crops until year 2012. Emergence of the new pathogen was accompanied by drastic increase in grain contamination with B
trichothecene mycotoxins - nivalenol (NIV), deoxynivalenol (DON) and its acetylated derivatives 3-acetyl-DON (3ADON) and 15acetyl-DON (15ADON). Usually, a particular Fusarium strain is able to produce only one type B trichothecene -NIV, 3ADON or
15ADON. The detection of gene for NIV, 3ADON or 15ADON production is used for detection of FHB pathogens in plant material
and their chemotyping. The dominant chemotype is a subject of variation in different regions and chemotyping allows to track
the changes in population of FHB pathogens. Also, since the disease is new to Lithuania,chemotyping could indicate the possible
routes of its spread.
Objective was to quantify the tri genes in spring wheat samples from years 2013-2014 by quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR)
using specific primer sets for detection of F. graminearum and itsNIV, 3ADON and 15ADON chemotypes.
The incidence of F. graminearum infection was higher in 2013 year grain samples. Both DON chemotypes were clearly dominant
in grain on both 2013 and 2014. The 15ADON chemotype was detected at lower quantities than 3ADON. The NIV chemotype
was detected in only few samples on both years.
Lower levels of qRT-PCR product could indicate lower aggressiveness of 15ADON strains n comparison to 3ADONstrains. The
3ADON chemotype was somewhat more common than in other similar European studies.
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Local parameters driving anticoagulant rodenticide exposure in red foxes in Germany
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Anticoagulant rodenticides are regularly used to control rodent pests. The use of anticoagulant rodenticides can lead to
exposure of non-target animals like small mammals that consume bait and mammalian and avian predators that prey on
exposed rodents. Although there are several studies documenting secondary exposure to anticoagulant rodenticides in
predators, there is only little systematic empirical knowledge about the influence of local factors and land use. The aim of our
study was to determine local parameters that drive anticoagulant rodenticide exposure in red foxes (Vulpes vulpes) as a basis for
the development of risk mitigation strategies.
Liver samples of red foxes were analyzed for residues of eight anticoagulant rodenticides using LC-MS/MS. Samples were
provided by veterinary institutes and were originally sampled for rabies monitoring. Local parameters such as livestock density
and the percentage of urban area were used to search for correlations to anticoagulant rodenticide exposure in liver samples of
red foxes.
Residues of at least one rodenticide occurred in more than 50% of fox samples. Second generation anticoagulant rodenticides
occurred more often and in higher concentrations than first generation anticoagulant rodenticides. We found good indicators
for exposure to anticoagulant rodenticides in red foxes. Brodifacoum and bromadiolone occurrence was positively correlated to
livestock density. Furthermore, the occurrence of brodifacoum and difenacoum in liver of red foxes was positively correlated to
the percentage of urban area.
A high percentage of foxes carry residues of anticoagulant rodenticides. The relation to land use indicates that risk mitigation
strategies for both farmland as well as urban areas are important when anticoagulant rodenticides are applied.
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Solatenol , the new tool to combat Phakopsora pachyrhizi
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TM

Solatenol is the new Succinate DeHydrogenase Inhibitor (SDHI) fungicide Benzovindiflupyr, belonging to the chemical class of
Benzonorbornenes. It derived from a focused research project and was optimized for outstanding soybean rust (Phakopsora
TM
pachyrhizi Syd.&P.Syd.) control. Due to the outstanding activity of Solatenol and beneficial behavior of the compound to
protect important crops from this devastating disease, it took only 6 years until first registrations. In combination with
TM
azoxystrobin it was broadly introduced to one of the most important soybean markets, Brazil, in 2014 as Elatus .
After application, the compound moves not only into the leaves but in addition builds a depot in the leaf wax layer, protecting
the plant from Phakopsora pachyrhizi penetration into the leaf surface; Due to its intrinsically high activity the quantity moving
TM
into the leaf protects from mycelium growth even at very low rates. In detailed studies Solatenol showed a 5-fold increased
activity against soybean rust compared to currently known best compounds of same mode of action.
TM
Especially under severe soybean rust epidemics, Elatus has repeatedly shown outstanding activity, resulting in leaves remain
green longer and allowing for best and longest soybean pod filling. This consistently results in higher and better quality yields.
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Occurrence of knot disease caused by Pseudomonas savastanoi pv. savastanoi on oleander in the eastern Mediterranean
Region of Turkey
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Oleander (Nerium oleander) is a siginificant flowering outdoor ornamental plant grown in the Mediterranean Region in summer.
Knot disease caused by Pseudomonas savastanoi pv. savastanoi is one of the most important bacterial diseases of oleander. The
characteristic symptoms of the disease observe on oleander blossoms, trunks and branches. Initially, hyperplastic outgrowths
become green resulted in grey color. Knots are mainly smooth, spongy, in time outgrowths lignify and harden. In this study,
blossoms and branches of oleander with hyperplastic outgrowths were gathered from Adana, Hatay and Mersin in the eastern
Mediterranean Region of Turkey. Fifty-three fluorescent, small, circular and smooth bacterial colonies were purified from the
King’s B medium. The identification of the strains were carried out using one-year-old oleander plants for pathogenicity, LOPAT
and PsvF/PsvR, PsnF/PsnR and PsfF/PsfR primer pairs for molecular tests. After two months of inoculation, strains caused
hyperplasting outgrowths on oleander branches typical to the first symptoms. All strains characterized in LOPAT Group 1b (----+).
In PCR screening, all tested strains reacted with PsvF/PsvR primers and generated 388 bp bands identical to Pseudomonas
savastanoi pv. savastanoi, but, do not react with PsnF/PsnR nor PsfF/PsfR primer pairs. According to classical and molecular
tests, all strains were identified as Pseudomonas savastanoi pv. savastanoi. In this study, spreading of the oleander knot disease
to several cities in the region was recorded. The studies on the emergence of the pathogen in other hosts, dispersal and the
relationship of the strains are running.
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Novel management of non-native ambrosia beetles (Coleoptera: Curculionidae, Scolytinae) in North America
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Non-native ambrosia beetles (Coleoptera: Curculionidae, Scolytinae) are increasingly being recognized as challenging pests of
ornamental, horticultural, and forestry products. Two species Xylosandrus germanus, and Xylosandrus crassiusculus are
especially problematic in the United States. Adult females bore into the stems or trunks of trees and tunnels are then created
within the sapwood and heartwood leading to a series of chambers for rearing the brood. Adult females leave their
overwintering sites within trees in wooded areas from March to May depending on the latitude, and search for new hosts to
colonize. Both X. germanus and X. crassiusculus have broad host ranges. Symptoms of ambrosia beetle attacks include sawdust
“toothpicks” sticking out from the tunnel entrances. Identification of novel strategies to minimize losses to these pests is of
critical interest to growers and producers.
Materials and methods: A series of laboratory and field studies were conducted to identify the factors in host tree selection by
X. germanus and X. crassisculus, and whether plant stressors affected the selection process of the insect. Laboratory studies
compared antennal responses to volatile organic compounds, and compared results to the presence of compounds in trees.
Field studies evaluated trapping techniques for monitoring insect emergence and if such could result in management strategies.
Results: Ethanol was identified as the compound eliciting the strongest response in EAG experiments. Volatile collections from
living trees also identified ethanol as being emitted by trees subject to physiological stress. Such trees were preferentially
attacked by X. germanus and X. crassisculus.
Discussion: A variety of trapping methods successfully utilized ethanol release, and resulted in improved timing of pest
management practices.
Conclusions: An attract and kill pest management strategy utilizing ethanol releasing baits, ethanol emitting bolts, or ethanol
emitting artificially stressed trees could be implemented to eliminate the need for pesticide applications for these pests.
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Functional analysis of key genes in Bactrocera dorsalis (Hendel) wing development to achieve genetic control
S. Guo
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mscgsk@163.com
Oriental fruit fly (Bactrocera dorsalis (Hendel)), an important economic insect pest, threats to a widely range of hosts including
tropical and subtropical fruits and vegetables. It has been listed as one of the fifty-two key invasive alien species by Ministry of
Agriculture in China and much attention has been paid to its control technology. Wing formation is conducive to the migration of
agricultural pests and expansion of their survival scope, which highlights the spread risk of the oriental fruit fly. High
reproduction and migration ability resulted in the limited control methods such as physical or chemical control. The study of
oriental fruit fly wing development and differentiation can help us propose new ideas and methods to control this pest from the
biological perspective. Previous research showed larval stage was the critical period of insect wing development, the wing in this
stage called wing disc. Wing disc development depends on a variety of gene regulation. In the model insect Drosophila
melanogaster wing disc, selector genes divide the wing disc into anterior/posterior (A/P) compartment and dorsal/ventral (D/V)
compartment by giving cells different affinity. Cells in compartment boundary act as organizers through secreting signal
molecules (organ morphogens) to promote cell survival and proliferation, control cell fate and differentiation. Decapentaplegic
(dpp) and apterous (ap) have been known as two key transcription factors in D. melanogaster wing formation: dpp belongs to
the organ morphogens, combined with other signaling pathways integrated regulation to ensure the correct cell morphology;
ap, a selectors gene, decides the fate of the dorsal compartment cells. In this study, we analyzed expression features of the two
genes from B. dorsalis, clarified their function in the wing development. From the transcriptome sequencing we got some gene
segments, according to the known segments we used the rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RACE) to obtain genes’ full-length.
Gene interference technology (mainly RNA interference) was applied to cause gene silence by synthesing double-stranded RNA
(dsRNA) respectively, then feeding and injecting the oriental fruit fly. As a result, wing deficiency was observed in some
individual adults after eclosion. In summary, dpp and ap act as the key genes in wing development, their normal expression play
an important role in the formation of B. dorsalis wings.
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Pest interceptions in India on introduced cereals and millets germplasm
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Germplasm exchange for crop improvement programmes is essential though associated with the risk of introduction of exotic
pests, their races or biotypes. Indian experience and the present study during 2010-13, proved that Quarantine examination
using standard detection procedures is crucial for minimizing such risks. Crop germplasm (60133 samples of 450 consignments)
including paddy-40907, wheat- 552, barley-10, maize-13197, sorghum-2644, pearlmillet-1579 and small millets-1244 was
received for quarantine processing at this station. The imported material included germplasm lines, elite breeding lines, wild
accessions etc.
Seed samples were subjected to visual examination, standard blotter, washing, agar plate, growout tests etc. Several pathogens
of quarantine importance, viz., Alternaria padwickii, Drechslera oryzae, Tilletia barclayana and Aphelenchoides besseyi on paddy;
Alternaria raphani on wheat; D. carbonum, D. maydis and Stenocarpella maydis on maize; Sporisorium cruentum and
Colletotrichum graminicola on sorghum, A. solani on sorghum and pearl millet; D. nodulosa on finger millet were intercepted
(Table 1). In addition, A. porri, Fusarium oxysporum, Rhizoctonia solani and R. bataticola etc., were recorded on multiple hosts,
including wild species. Literature search indicated that pearl millet and finger millet are the new host records for A. porri and
finge rmillet for F. oxysporum. Most of the wild species turned out to be the new host records for D. setariae and D. sorghicola
(Table 2).
The insect pest interceptions, viz., the lesser grain borer, Rhyzopertha dominica on paddy, sorghum and pearl millet; Sitophilus
granarius on sorghum; rice weevil, S. oryzae on paddy; Trogoderma granarium, on maize; Lasioderma serricorne on maize and
Tribolium castaneum on sorghum and maize were significant (Table 1). Infected samples were salvaged and healthy germplasm
was released. These new host records, first time occurrence in a country, reveal the significance of quarantine as preventing
mechanism to the entry of exotic pests and their races or biotypes.
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Table 1: Seed borne pest interceptions on cereals and millets germplasm during 2010-2013.
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Table 2: Pathogen interceptions on wild species/other cultivated species
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Molecular Characterization of Pyrenophora tritici-repentis Races in Syria Using AFLP Technique
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Tan spot, caused by Pyrenophora tritici-repentis - Ptr, is a common disease on wheat responsible for economic losses in some
wheat growing areas worldwide. The study aimed to use AFLP technique determine variation between Syrian isolates. 29 Ptr
were obtained from the durum wheat growing provinces in Syria (Aleppo, Homs, Hama, Hassakeh, Lattakia, Tartous, Idlib). There
colony morphology on Potato Dextrose Agar were investigated. To identify the different races causing tan spot, AFLP templets
were prepared by the digestion of Ptr DNA with EcoRI and MseI restriction. A total of 745 AFLP polymorphic bands were
obtained using 3 primer combinations. The results showed that AFLP technique could determine the genetic variation in the Ptr
population. This variation was low (9.87%) between sites within the same district, but has high (90.12%) within the same site.
UPGMA cluster analysis jointly with PCoA analysis has helped to show the high variation within Ptr population as well as the
possible similarity of some groups. Genetic similarity between some Ptr isolates was found between different geographical
locations.
References:
Williams, J. G. K., A. R. Kubelik, K. J. Livak, J. A. Rafalski and S. V. Tingey. 1990. DNA polymorphism amplified by arbitary primers
are useful as genetic markers. Nucl Acid Research. 18: 6531-6535
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Singh, P. K. and G. R Hughes. 2005. Genetic control of resistance to tan necrosis induced by Pyrenophora tritici-repentis, races 1
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Pests and pathogens observed on leaves of Pyrus calleryana urban trees in Warsaw
1
2
3
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Pyrus calleryana is one of several tree species recently planted along Warsaw streets due to its high vitality and tolerance to
road-side harmful conditions. However, for 3-4 years there have been observed serious damages of leaves on numerous urban
trees affecting their aesthetic value.
The aim of the study was to identify pests and/or pathogens responsible for the most serious leaf injuries and the main factors
influencing pest and pathogen threats to urban trees.
The study was conducted in 2013 and 2014 on young Pyrus calleryana ‘Chanticleer’ trees planted in 2004-2005 along Warsaw
streets in 4 locations (2 uptown, 2 downtown). 3-10 vigorous trees without any mechanical injuries were observed in each
location. Tree leaves were examined four times a year during the growing season. Tree crowns were observed to assess the
percentage of crown foliage injury. The presence of possible pest or pathogen hosts in the neighbourhood was analysed, as well
as weather conditions and influence of road traffic measured by post-winter surface salinity of shoots.
The results showed that Podosphaera leucotricha and Gymnosporangium sabinae were the pathogens which affected leaf
vitality the most (30-100% injured leaves in a tree crown). Podosphaera leucotricha was present in the locations where old apple
trees grew in the neighbourhood. Leaves of the trees affected by abiotic factors were injured the most severely.
Gymnosporangium sabinae was present in all the locations injuring up to 70% leaves in a tree crown. It should be explained by
numerous Juniperus sabinae plants in urban greenery. All the trees were infested by Psylla piri and Panonuchus ulmi, the highest
degree of infestation (100% leaves in a crown) occured in trees growing in extremely contaminated road-side locations. Aphis
pomi and Epitrimerus piri occured occasionally, as well as Venturia pyrina. Mycosphaerella pyri and Eriophyes piri were not
noticed yet.
The biological threats to urban Pyrus calleryana trees include both pests and pathogens typical for Pyrus genus. The influence of
abiotic stress factors, like post-winter shoot and bud salinity, increase the degree of infestation. The absence of potential source
of infestation may eliminate the threat of certain pathogens or pests, as well as scattered locations of Pyrus calleryana
plantations.

P NEPD 41
Management, DNA Barcoding & Diversity of Three Date Palm Tree Insects: Oryctes spp., Jebusaea hammerschmidtii, and
Batrachedra amydraula in UAE
M. A. Al-Deeb
United Arab Emirates University, Biology Dept., College of Science, Al-Ain, United Arab Emirates
m_aldeeb@uaeu.ac.ae
Insects cause major damage to crops and fruit trees worldwide. In the United Arab Emirates (UAE) the date palm tree is the
most economically important tree because it is used for date production and as an ornamental tree. The longhorn stem borer
(Jebusaea hammerschmidtii), the fruit stalk borer (Oryctes spp.), and the lesser date moth (Batrachedra amydraula) are three
important insect pests causing damage to date palm trees in the UAE. The objectives of the study are: (1) studying population
dynamics of the B. amydraula and J. hammerschmidtii, (2) exploring the potential biological control of Oryctes spp. by using
entomopathogenic viruses, (3) DNA barcoding and studying genetic diversity of the populations of the three insect pests.
Population dynamics of the two pests J. hammerschmidtii, and B. amydraula were studied by using light and pheromone traps,
respectively, in Al-Ain, UAE. The first trap catch of B. amydraula adults occurred on 19 April and the insect population peaked on
26 April, 2014. The first trap catch of J. hammerschmidtii occurred on April 2014. The numbers increased over time and the
population peak occurred in June. The impact of insect population dynamics data on integrated pest management is discussed.
DNA was extracted from adult insects. PCR was carried out using universal barcoding primers (ITS1-2 and COX1). DNA simialarity
levels and their use in insect molecular identification and DNA barcoding are discussed. The study provides important and
pioneer data, which can help in achieving a successful management of date palm insect pests.
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Xylocopa pubescens Spinola (Apoidea, Apidae), invasive species and potential pollinator of natural and cultivated plants in
Algeria
L. Bendifallah, F. Acheuk, W. Lakhdari
University of Boumerdes, Biology, Alger, Algeria
bendif_l@yahoo.fr
Nearly 20,000 threatened plant species are still saved through the pollination action of bees. Indeed, many natural plant and
crop flowers attract many groups of insects, including in particular the Apoidea, which are among the potential pollinators.
Xylocopa pubescens Spinola, 1838 (Apoidea, Apidae), is one of the species of solitary bees most known for their pollination
action. It is newly reported in Algeria. A study was carried out on the floral choice of this species in natural and cultivated
environments region of Algiers. The results show that this species is oligolectic, it has a preference for some species of natural
plants such as Sinapis arvensis and Fumaria agraria and the crop broadbean Vicia faba L. var. major (Fabaceae). As an invasive
species, the bee Xylocopa pubescens was subjected to identification by the genitalia method. References: Solomon Raju and
Purnachandra Rao, 2006 ; Leys et al., 2002 ; Eardley, 1983 ; Lieftinck, 1956. Figures: Xylocopa pubescens female and male;
Genitalia of Xylocopa pubescens male.
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Diversity of Diatrypaceae species from grapevines and trees in the vicinity of vineyards in South Africa
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Introduction: Members of the family Diatrypaceae have for many years been considered to be saprophytic although a number
are serious pathogens on economically important plants. On grapevines, Eutypa lata is the most important pathogen in the
Diatrypaceae, causing Eutypa dieback. Recent studies on grapevines and surrounding trees in California and Australia have
revealed an extensive diversity of Diatrypaceae spp., of which several have been found to be pathogenic on grapevines. These
findings raised questions as to whether these newly discovered species are a threat to the sustainability of the grapevine
industry and what the role of these species is in the development of Eutypa dieback. Little information is available regarding the
diversity of Diatrypaceae species associated with declining South African vineyards.
Objectives: To identify diatrypaceous species occurring in diseased grapevines and tree hosts in the vicinity of vineyards in South
Africa.
Materials and methods: Isolations were made from cankers, dying spurs, tree branches showing dieback and fruiting bodies.
Fungal cultures resembling Diatrypaceae spp. were characterised based on their morphology and were compared in
phylogenetic analyses, based on ITS and ß-tubulin gene regions, to reference sequences.
Results: Several Diatrypaceae spp. were isolated. From grapevine, Cryptovalsa ampelina, Eutypella citricola and E. lata was the
most abundant followed by E. consobrina, Eutypa sp., Cryptovalsa rabenhorstii and Eutypella microtheca. These species also
occurred on various other trees. Further Diatrypaceae fungi isolated from trees (i.e. willow, pepper and black wood) are
Diatrypella vulgaris, Eutypella australiensis, Cryptosphaeria sp. and Eutypella spp.
Conclusions: Several Diatrypaceae spp. may be involved in the development of Eutypa dieback in South Africa. Symptoms
thought to be caused by E. lata may be caused by other Diatrypaceae spp. since at least two species occurred more abundantly
than E. lata. The study revealed a high diversity in Diatrypaceae spp. and show that other trees act as reservoirs of inoculum to
adjacent vineyards. Pathogenicity tests with these species will determine whether they are emerging as important grapevines
pathogens in South Africa and what the implications are regarding efforts to manage Eutypa dieback.

P NEPD 44
Spread Prevention and Management of Cassava Pink Mealybug in the Greater Mekong Subregion
J. W. Ketelaar, A. L. Abubakar, G. S. Lim
FAO, Regional Office for Asia and Pacific, Bangkok, Malaysia
johannes.ketelaar@fao.org
Cassava is a major crop used for human consumption, animal feed and bio-energy production. In the Greater Mekong
Subregion, about 3 million smallholder farmers derive their livelihoods from cassava production. In early 2008, incursion by
Phenacoccus manihoti (Hemiptera: Pseudococcidae) or cassava pink mealybug, devastated extensive cassava areas in Thailand.
Subsequently, it also invaded other neighbouring countries, namely Cambodia (2009), Indonesia (2010), Lao PDR (2011) and
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Vietnam (2012). To combat the invasive pest menace, Thailand introduced from Africa the parasitoid Anagyrus lopezi
(Hymenoptera: Encyrtidae) for biocontrol of the mealybug. This, as well as releases of the local predatory lacewings, together
with ecological pest management training efforts of field extension workers and farmers, have helped to effectively control this
invasive pest problem in Thailand and elsewhere in the Asia region. FAO implemented a regional Technical Cooperation Project
to support capacity building of Asian member countries to prevent spread and manage the cassava pink mealybug during the
2010-2013 period. This paper will outline project results and strategies employed for effective and sustainable spread
prevention and management of the invasive cassava pink mealybug.

P NEPD 45
Infestation of The Cassava mealybug, Phenacoccus manihoti (Matile-Ferrero (Hemiptera: Pseudococcidae), A Newly Invasive
Pest in Indonesia
A. Rauf, K. Wyckhuys, M. Shepard
Bogor Agricultural University, Plant Protection, Bogor, United States
aunu@indo.net.id
Introduction: The cassava mealybug, Phenacoccus manihoti (Matile-Ferrero (Hemiptera: Pseudococcidae), was first detected in
Bogor, Indonesia in 2010.
Objectives: Studies were conducted to determine perception of farmers, geographic distribution, extent of infestation, and
potentials of cultural and biological control.
Materials and methods: Studies were consisted of farmer surveys and field observations.
Results: Nearly half the respondents mentioned that attacks by the cassava mealybug caused yield losses about 40-50%. The
pest has spread throughout Java and Lampung. The infestation was worse in drier part of Indonesia. Heavy damage caused
bunchy top, shortened nodes, and inhibition of plant growth. Field observations indicated that symptoms of bunchy top
appeared as early as 8 weeks after planting (wap) and rose quickly started 16 wap, at the same time with the advent of the dry
season (May-June). Level of infestation developed faster on variety Jimbul; at 18 wap all plants had bunchy tops. While on
varieties Roti and Manggu, 100% infestation occurred at 30 and 36 wap, respectively. There was a correlation between early
infetation with plant height and yield. Cassava plants infested during early stage were shorter and the yield lower, compared to
those infested at further stages. Lower yields of variety Jimbul (0.94 kg/tree) than variety Manggu (3.16 kg/plant), was thought
to be related to heavy infestation which occurred during early stage. The most abundant natural enemies in cassava fields
infested by P. manihoti was the predatory lacewing Plesiochrysa ramburi. Population of P. ramburi usually increased at the end
of dry season, when mealybug population had already reached its peak and cassava plants were severely damaged. Abundance
of P. ramburi were higher on variety Jimbul coincided with higher mealybug infestation. Predator density on this plants reached
100 eggs, 80 larvae, and 70 pupae per plant at 24 wap. Parasitoid Anagyrus lopezi was introduced from Thailand in 2014 as
complement to local natural enemies.
Conclusions: Efforts should be made to prevent further spreads of the cassava mealybug to other islands in Indonesia. Control
strategies for the cassava mealybug include planting cassava at the onset of rainy season and use of predators and parasitoids.

P NEPD 46
Use of root endophytic Trichoderma for Psa-V control in New Zealand kiwifruit
C. Stark, R. Hill, N. Cummings, J.-H.Li
Bio-Protection Research Centre, Lincoln, New Zealand
christine.stark@lincoln.ac.nz
The kiwifruit disease Pseudomonas syringae pv. actinidiae (Psa-V) was first identified in New Zealand in 2010 and currently
affects over 85% of the country’s kiwifruit orchard area. Our research focused on the use of Trichoderma isolates as a biological
control option of Psa-V. These root endophytic fungi have the potential to colonise root surfaces and penetrate roots, and to
limit the damaging effects of pathogens by releasing metabolic compounds, incl. antibiotics, inducing systemic resistance, and
improving general plant health. Root colonisation with Trichoderma can also enhance plant growth, crop productivity, nutrient
uptake and resistance to abiotic stresses.
To identify promising isolates for the control of Psa-V, root endophytic Trichoderma were isolated from healthy kiwifruit vines
and other plant species in areas with high Psa-V incidence and assessed by inoculating young kiwifruit seedlings under
environmentally controlled conditions with different isolates as mixtures or single isolates. 8 to 10 weeks after inoculation,
seedlings were challenged with Psa-V by stab inoculation and disease progression and seedling survival were assessed over 4
weeks. To assess the effect of Trichoderma inoculation on roots of established plants with an existing microflora Trichoderma
were re-isolated from the roots of orchard vines that had or had not received Trichoderma.
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Several promising mixtures and single isolates were identified as reducing Psa-V symptoms and increasing plant survivability and
our results indicate that a single Trichoderma inoculation early during plant development has a significant effect on kiwifruit
plant health and survival. Field trials in Psa-V infected kiwifruit orchards using container-grown kiwifruit also confirmed the
efficacy of the best treatments alone and in combination with a plant elicitor and other microorganisms to reduce Psa-V
symptoms on different kiwifruit cultivars. Re-isolating Trichoderma from orchard vines showed significantly higher numbers of
Trichoderma in the roots of the treated compared to the untreated plants. The results suggest that inoculation of older orchard
vines facilitates the establishment of a strong root endophytic Trichoderma community that may improve plant health and thus
contribute to the control of Psa-V on kiwifruit.

P NEPD 47
Whiteflies species (Hemiptera: Aleyrodidae) of Turkey
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2
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Intruduction: Whiteflies (Aleyrodidae) are small, usually inconspicuous, sap-sucking insects that contain many important
agricultural pests. Sometimes they cause plant damages results from direct feeding, through contamination by excreted
honeydew and secondary colonization by sooty mold, and by transmitting plant virus diseases. Faunistic studies on whiteflies in
Turkey started with Aleurolobus olivinus in 1968 and have continued to present day. Although knowledge of the diversity of
whiteflies and their distribution in Turkey is still incomplete, the current study represents important information about
whiteflies fauna in Turkey.
Material and methods: A check list of whiteflies of Turkey was prepared base on the literatüre data and faunistic data from our
own investigation. Browsing the literature of faunistic investigations of whiteflies in Turkey involved a period from 1968 to 2014.
Results and conclusion: In the reference, 15 species have been described. Thirty three different whitefly species were identified
by our own faunistic studies and four species first recorded for Turkey in 2014, 7 of which are new for Turkey fauna and
reported for the first time in this list. These are the following species: Asterobemisia benata, Bemisia graminus, Bemisia
tuberculata, Lipaleyrodes euphorbiae, Pealius misrae, Pealius rhododendri, Trialeurodes ricini. The check list contains 40
whiteflies species from two subfamily (Aleyrodinae and Aleyrodicinae), categorized in 21 genera. We thought that continuing
the faunistic survey in Turkey will be resulted to many other species and nem country records.
Acknowledgements: We thank Dr. John Martin and Dr. R. Bink-Moenen for identification or confirmation of whitefly species
found between 1987 and 2004.
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Peppermint leaf spot caused by Alternaria alternata in Iran
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Introduction: Peppermint (Mentha piperita), a herbaceous plant in the family Lamiaceae, is a medicinal herb widely grown in
Iran. Symptoms of leaf spot were observed on more than 45% of 140 randomly examined peppermint samples during a survey in
the fields of Kerman (southeast of Iran), in November 2012.
Objectives: This research was performed to study the etiology of peppermint leaf spot in Kerman.
Materials and methods: The leaves were washed with soap and running water, surface sterilized with 0.5% sodium hypochlorite
for 1 min, rinsed with sterile distilled water, cultured onto PDA medium and incubated at 25°C for seven days. Pathogenicity of
4
the isolates was confirmed by spraying a conidial suspension of 10 conidia/ml onto the leaves of the three 2-months old plants
for each of 5 selected isolates. The plants were incubated under greenhouse conditions for 10 days and the inoculated leaves
were covered by plastic bags for 24 hours. Fungal DNA was extracted from seven day old mycelium using CTAB buffer. Universal
fungal primers were used to amplify the internal transcribed spacer (ITS) region of the rRNA gene complex, incorporating ITS1,
the 5.8S gene, and ITS2.
Results: Investigation of the infected leaves under stereo microscope revealed fungal sporulation on some of the spots. Dark
olive colonies were observed in the plates which produced profuse golden brown, branched, and septate hyphae, and muriform
conidia in long chains on straight and septate conidiophores. Based on the morphological characters, the fungus was identified
as Alternaria alternata. Ten days after inoculation of plants, some spots similar to those observed in the fields were produced on
47.85% of the leaves, while the control plants showed no symptoms. An average of 40% of the leaf surface was covered by the
spots and some of the leaves gradually fell off. A. alternata was re-isolated from the leaves of inoculated plants, thus fulfilling
Koch's postulates. Amplification of the internal transcribed spacer (ITS) region of rDNA of a representative isolate using the
universal primers ITS1F and ITS4 resulted in a 560 bp fragment which showed 99% similarity with A. alternata sequences and
clustered with other A. alternata isolates in phylogenetic analysis.
Conclusion: This is the first study on the etiology of peppermint leaf spot which confirms the identification and placement of the
Kerman isolate among other A. alternata isolates from Iran and the world.
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Spread of Dryocosmus kuriphilus in Portugal, a new and very important Chestnut plague
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Dryocosmus kuriphilus is a species of gall wasp native from China and it is known in many other parts of the world, particularly
the Northern Hemisphere, as an introduced and an invasive horticultural pest. It attacks many species of chestnut (genus
Castanea), including most cultivated varieties. It is considered the world's worst pest of chestnuts. It causes disrupting of plant
growth by inducing gall formation on new shoots and leaves and reducing fruit production drastically. In Europe, D. kuryphilus
attacks C. sativa and the interactions with other factors such as drought, pests and fungal diseases, had contributed to a
significant reduction of fruit production, up to 50-70%, giving high negative social and economical impacts.
D. kuriphilus could potentially spread throughout the range of C. sativa in Europe, but the areas currently considered at most
risk for invasion by this pest species are northern Portugal, northern Spain and south-western France.
In 2006, the European Commission adopted provisional emergency measures to prevent the spread of the pest (Decision
2006/464/EC) but new countries started to be also affected like, Hungary, Switzerland, Croatia, Czech Republic, Spain, Germany,
and finally in 2014 Portugal. The presence of this insect in Portugal was first reported in May 2014.
In June 2014 a task force involved governmental services, universities, local associations and farmers, was created in order to
know the real situation the presence of this insect in Portugal. A lot of persons were involved, and between June to November
2014, a total of 749 parishes (small administrative district), with chestnut trees, were prospected. The observed area
2
(approximately, 5583 km ) was distributed in 7 district regions (Fig. 1).
2
As result, were detected 71 parishes affected (425,8 km ), corresponding to 9% of the study area. Mostly of the C. sativa attacks
were observed on Braga district (Fig. 1). This region, as well as, Viana do Castelo, Porto and Aveiro, have a low chestnut
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production. However, in the close districts (Viseu, Vila Real and Bragança) chestnut is a very important multifunctional tree.
Also, the Portuguese specific chestnut stands, create difficulties to assessment and control the plague that could causes relevant
economic losses in the future.
Figure 1: Propection of Dryocosmus kuriphilus in 2014.
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Current Status of Apple Scab (Venturia inaequalis (Cke.) Wint.) in India
K. P. Singh, J. Kumar, R. K. Prasad, A. Singh, D. Prasad, R. P. Singh
G B Pant University of Agriculture & Technology, Plant Pathology, Pantnagar, India
kpsingh.gbpuat@gmail.com
Apple Scab, caused by Venturia inaequalis (Cke.) Wint. (anamorph Spilocea pomi Fr.), is considered to be one of the most
important fungal diseases of apple. In Bhatwari fruit belt, defoliation in apple trees started around mid August and continued for
th
nearly 65 days. Maximum leaf fall (82%), however, was observed during the period October 15 - November 15th after which
trees were completely defoliated. A single pre-leaf fall spray of 5 % urea was significantly decomposed the over wintered leaves,
and were on par or superior in effectiveness as compared to the 100 % cow urine, antagonists and Carbendazim. Similarly, the
application of urea at 3 and 5 percent was significantly proved better over others for reducing the pseudothecial formation
(97.31, 78.72 %) and the discharge of ascospores (98.04, 95.66 %) from over wintered leaves. The ascospore emission period
was 61-76 days and mean numbers of cumulative degree days for 50 and 85 per cent spore release from these observations
were 456 and 960. On examination of the primary infection period of 17 years data from Bhatwari fruit belt, some differences
were observed between our results and Mills table for ascospores infection. The observation revealed 2 day (light infection), 1
day (moderate infection) and 1 day (severe infection) delay in symptom expression under orchard conditions. The observation
revealed 2 day (light infection), 1 day (moderate infection) and 1 day (severe infection) delay in symptom expression under
2
orchard conditions. The PAD value was low during 1999 to 2001 (612 - 2192 ascospore/m ) and medium during 2002-2006 (4262
2
- 37848 ascospore/m ) due to the fact that the springs were early, dry and not more favorable for ascospores maturation. In
1996, 2008 and 2013, the PAD values were high because of the favourable weather conditions and increase of inoculum
accumulation. The scabbed lesion and leaf litter density were approximately more than twice in Bhatwari fruit belt in 1996 2008
and 2013. PAD involves the elimination of unnecessary early-season sprays in orchards where the inoculum is below a specified
level. PAD values were 50 times higher in the poorly managed orchards than in the integrated managed orchards. Warnings are
issued mainly via a call in telephone, Agriculture Govt. department, and broadcasted through radio stations.
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Characterization of Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. phaseoli and Xanthomonas fuscans subsp. fuscans Isolated from Beans in
Turkey
K. K. Bastas
Selcuk University, Plant Protection, Konya, Turkey
kbastas@selcuk.edu.tr
The common blight caused by Xanthomonas axonopodis pv. phaseoli (Xap) and fuscous blight caused by X. fuscans subsp.
fuscans (Xff ) are devastating bacterial disease of bean. In this study, Xap and Xff strains were isolated from the seeds of
different bean cultivars, collected from 12 provinces in the Central Anatolia Region. All bacterial strains were identified by
biochemical, physiolocal and molecular tests. Xap and Xff were determined on the bean seeds with the infection ratios of
11,11% and 1,51%, respectively. The mucoid appearance of Xap and Xff bacterial colonies was an indication of xanthan
production, which is under the regulation of the diffusible factor DSF. Xff strains produced a brown pigment on tyrosinecontaining medium, and these strains were highly aggressive on cv. Dermason. There were significant variations (p-1) with bean
cultivars and locations. FAME profiles from whole cell fatty acids were identified in the MIS software package and the similarity
indices ranged from 98.8 to 100%. PCR assays were performed using spesific primer sets, Xf1 and Xf2, and X4c and X4e. A 450 bp
amplification product was obtained only from all Xff isolates and the 730 bp product amplified by primers X4c and X4e were
obtained only from Xap isolates. Using these primers were made Multiplex PCR and the primers succeeded to amplify a product
of the expected size with Xap and Xff strains with exception two strains of Xap. Strain motility was tested in soft-agar (MOKA)
assays. Specific primers were used to amplify of the five genes, chosen as markers of the flagellar cluster integrity. RAPD-PCR
assays using 14 random primers from the primer kits (OP) were evaluated for their ability to differentiate 20 strains of
Xanthomonads and the similarity more than 80% was obtained by suggesting a common origin. This study revealed that strains
of Xap and Xff were genetically different and they grouped into six distinct genetic lineages. This result shows that Xap and Xff
strains are genetically distinct and that strains of Xap were more heterogeneous than those of Xff. Understanding of the
molecular mechanisms in pathogenicity will be essential for the development of new strategies for the control of the
economically important diseases caused by Xap and Xff.
This study was supported by Selcuk University Coordinatorship of Scientific Research Projects
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Study of the Spatiotemporal Evolution of grown-up individuals male and the females of the mediterranean fly of the fruit
Ceratitis Capitata in an Orchard of citrus fruit in Mitidja, in Algeria
C. Sihem
ENSA, Zoology, El Harrach, Algeria
samochouih@hotmail.fr
Ceratitis capitata is a very wide-spread species and the harmfulness of which is one of the main obstacles to the production of
healthy fruits and to their export. Our study is directed on the follow-up of the environmental actions on the spatiotemporal
fluctuations in the populations of adults.
Our plot of land of study is an orchard of citrus fruit of rectangular shape of a surface of four hectare meadows; this orchard is
surrounded with everything the highly-rated by dense one hedge of breezes wind, except highly-rated the North which remains
exposed to the wind.
To understand the influence of the pressure of this hedge of breeze wind and the participation of the environment of the
orchard on the dynamics of Medfly, we bounded the orchard studied in three levels of plantations in the shape of transects by
installing it traps with pheromone on each one.
The obtained data are the results of the captures of the male grown-up individuals and the females of Ceratitis capitata
obtained by the trapping with pheromone with periodical taking over all the period of sampling.
The superimposing of the curves of the spatiotemporal dynamics of the male adults with that of the females shows that
fluctuations in the rates of capture between both sexes profile them follow relatively the same tendencies through time, with
departures of flight coinciding in the same periods for every trap; nevertheless, peaks are more pronounced for males.
The evolution of the agro-ecosystems is strongly influenced by the environmental changes among which the impact of the
bioaggressors and/or the anthropological activities including the diverse phytosanitary treatments, the fertilization and the
other cultural practices. The extension of the contributions in knowledge on the lines of life story of the devastating of the
cultures and echoed them are positive where denials of the various factors of their environment on their strategies of expansion
and preservation undoubtedly turn out to be necessary for the improvement of the techniques of fight and the development of
the alternative methods in the chemical figh.
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This present study is a contribution to the research and to the highlighting of the impact of certain ecological parameters on
biological behavioral of the Mediterranean fly of fruits Ceratitis capitata (Diptera; Trypetidae), devastating one formidable which
worries the producers and the exporters of fruits of a big economic importance, where from orange trees.
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Management of blast, an emerging disease of pearl millet
R. Sharma
ICRISAT, Cereals Pathology, Hyderabad, India
r.sharma@cgiar.org
Introduction: Pearl millet blast, caused by Pyricularia grisea (Cooke) Sacc. (teleomorph - Magnaporthe grisea (Hebert) Barr.), has
emerged as a serious disease of pearl millet hybrids in India in the past 5-6 years. Host plant resistance is the economical and
viable disease management strategy to control pearl millet blast; however, resistance in the commercial hybrids being grown in
India is not available as no efforts were made in the past to breed for blast resistance. Therefore, efforts are being made to
identify resistance sources to different pathotypes of M. grisea as well as disease control through fungicides.
Objectives: The objective of this study was to identify resistance in the parental lines of pearl millet to diverse pathotypes of M.
grisea, and fungicides effective against pearl millet blast.
Materials and methods: One hundred sixty two designated B-lines of pearl millet were screened for blast resistance against five
pathotypes of M. grisea. Twelve-day old seedlings were inoculated with aqueous conidial suspension of M. grisea and blast
severity was recorded after eight days of inoculation using a 1-9 rating scale. In another experiment, the efficacy of nine
fungicides- Chlorothalonil, Tricyclazole, Hexaconazole, Kasugamycin, Benomyl, Carbendazim, Nativo (Tebuconazole 50% +
Trifloxystrobin 25% WG), Tilt (Propiconazole 25% EC) and Ridomil was tested against pearl millet blast under field conditions.
Results: Of the 162 designated B-lines screened, eight (81 B, ICMB 88004, ICMB 92444, ICMB 02111, ICMB 06444, ICMB 07111,
ICMB 09333, ICMB 09999) were found resistant (≤3 score) to all the five pathotypes tested. Three sprays of Nativo @ 0.4 g/l or
Tilt @ 1 ml/l were found effective in controlling blast. Even two sprays of these fungicides were more effective than three sprays
of other fungicides. Three sprays of Nativo @ 0.4 g/l also resulted in significantly higher fodder and grain yield of pearl millet line
ICMB 95444.
Conclusion: Blast-resistant parental lines could be used to develop pearl millet hybrids resistant to this disease. The disease can
also be effectively managed with the foliar sprays of Nativo or Tilt.
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Identification and characterization of Pseudomonas syringae the causal agent of bacterial canker of sweet cherry (Prunus
avium)in Algeria
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Skikda University, Sciences Agronomiques, Skikda, Algeria
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Research institute of Horticulture, Plant pathology, Skierniewice, Poland
3
Blida University, Agronomy, Blida, Algeria
sadallah2s@hotmail.com
Bacterial canker is a damaging disease of sweet cherry tree (Prunus avium L.) in Algeria, destroying a thousands of sweet cherry
trees every year. In our study over 50 Pseudomonas isolates were obtained from plant with bacterial canker symptoms collected
during 2010 - 2012 from commercial orchards in Constantine and Khenchela. Based on the results of LOPAT tests twelve isolates
were classified as P.syringae. Further phenotypic characterization using GATTa and L-Lactate tests showed that 7 of them
belonged to P. syringae pv. syringae (Pss) and 5 to P.syringae pv. morsprunorum race 1 (Psm1). The results of PCR Melting
Profile (PCR MP) technique used for genetic diversity showed that strains of P.s. pv. morsprunorum are highly homogeneous and
similar to reference strain LMG2222 and Polish strains of Psm1. Also, the Algerian P.s.pv. syringae strains formed homogeneous
group. However, they differ from reference strain LMG1247 and Polish Pss strains used for comparison.
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Invasive pathogens and pests in Germany - prevention and early detection strategies by the Plant Protection Service Bonn
B. Böhmer
Chamber of NRW, Plant Protection Service, Bonn, Germany
monika.heupel@lwk.nrw.de
In Germany, protection against the introduction and distribution of non-native organisms which could damage plants and their
ecosystems is regulated by the Plant Protection law and the Plant Inspection Ordinance. This poster gives you an overview of the
prevention and early detection strategies undertaken by the Plant Protection Service in North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW) against
invasive pathogens and pests. The Service is located in Bonn.
Recently, the non-native insect Thrips palmi was entrained to a local experimental station of the Chamber of NRW. Strategies of
the Plant Protection Service to achieve the eradication are described.
2005 Anoplophora glabripennis was entrained to a small city near to Bonn. Strategies for eradication are illustrated.
Further examples for successful measures against invasive pathogens and pests in Germany are outlined.
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An International Plant Sentinel Network
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3
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4
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uwe.starfinger@jki.bund.de
Introduction: The increase in the gloabal trade and transport of plants and plant material increasingly creates new pathways for
the entry of new plant pests and diseases; stressing the necessity of phytosanitary risk assessment (PRA). One problem lies in
the fact that many damaging alien pests and diseases are considered as harmless in their native areas; thus are not identified by
standard PRA practices.
Objectives: The International Plant Sentinel Network (IPSN) aims to use information derived from surveying plants living in
collections in botanical gardens and arboreta outside of their native range (’sentinel plants’). Sentinels can provide valuable
information on pests and diseases that can be used for early warning of newly emerging risks and inform the creation of control
measures to manage introductions and/or outbreaks. It is developing a world-wide network of NPPOs, Botanical Gardens and
Arboreta, and Research Institutes who will eventually survey, report and exchange information regarding newly arising pest
risks.
Materials and methods: Botanical Gardens and Arboreta were approached using various methods; conferences, meetings,
email, newsletters and through a newly developed website (www.plantsentinel.org). . This work is ongoing, as the network is
still recruiting, and will include the production of leaflets, translation of existing materials and expansion of the website.
Results: At present Botanical Gardens in 10 countries around the world are participating. In a first sampling period in late
summer 2014, pest and pathogens were monitored in participating gardens. With an International Advisory Group newly
established there are now IPSN participants in 6 continents.
Conclusion: The project has begun to establish a network, and initial surveys using the IPSN ‘Plant Health Checker’ (a form for
recording change in sick trees) gained good levels of engagement from current participating members. Reactions of Botanical
Gardens approached so far have been mostly very positive indicating general enthusiasm for the idea; potential participants
have been easily convinced.
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Identification and epidemiology of Pseudomonas syringae on cherry and apricot trees
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S. Sadallah , M. Benchabane , F. Sahin
1
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3
Germany
4
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sadallah2s@hotmail.com
This work was carried out to study the etiology and the epidemiology of Bacterial canker of sweet cherry (Prunus avium L.) and
apricot (Prunus armeniaca L.) in Algeria. Samples of diseased plant materiel exhibiting bacterial canker symptoms ( cankers and
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gummosis of branches , leaf spots ...) were collected from cherry and apricot trees grown in Constantine , Khenchela localities
(Eastern Algeria ) during 2008,2009 and 2010. A total of 42 , Gram negative, fluorescent, oxidative bacterial strains were isolated
from margins of diseased and symptomless tissue. All investigated strains were levan and HR positive,and oxidase, pectinase and
arginin dihydrolase negative (LOPAT+- - - +) . Based on positive pathogenicity tests on green immature sweet cherry fruitlets and
differential GATTa tests, investigated strains were divided in two distinct groups: the first group consisted of strains with gelatin
and aesculin positive, and tyrosinase and tartrate negative tests were classified as Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae. The
second group of strains with , gelatin and aesculin negative and tyrosinase and tartrate positive results were identified as
Pseudomonas syringae pv. morsprunorum. Fatty Acid Methyl Esters analysis (FAME) confirmed the bacterial strains as P.
syringae with similarity indices of 0.65 to 0.89. The results of the epidemiological study showed that the two pathovars of
Pseudomonas syringae are present in cankers on shoots and branches as well as in diseased and symptomless leaves .
Furthermore, bacterial epiphytic populations were maximal during cool and wet periods of the year and minimal during dry and
hot periods.
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Investigating the causes of strawberry decline disease which is an emerging threat to strawberry production in North America
P. Abbasi, E. Bevis
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Atlantic Food and Horticulture Research Centre, Kentville NS, Canada
pervaiz.abbasi@agr.gc.ca
Strawberry [Fragaria x ananassa, Duch.] is an important berry crop in North America and Canada is a major supplier of
strawberry transplants to US. Strawberry nurseries in eastern Canada supply bare-root transplants or plug plants to the
commercial growers in Canada and US. However in 2012, growers in both countries noticed acute decline symptoms on
strawberry plants in their fields such as uneven growth patterns, stunted foliage, reddening of older leaves, brittle roots, and
small fruits. Most of the strawberry plants showing severe decline symptoms were found doubly infected with strawberry mild
yellow edge virus (SMYEV) and strawberry mottle virus (SMoV). Both these viruses are vectored by aphids in a persistent or
semi-persistent manner. Several strawberry plantings have already been discarded to prevent further spread and both
strawberry fruit and nursery production sectors are at great risk to this disease. Recently, a new strawberry virus [strawberry
polerovirus 1 (SPV1)] was also found associated with strawberry plants showing decline symptoms. A field survey of strawberry
viruses indicated wide spread occurrence of this new virus on strawberry plants in Atlantic Canada, Quebec, and Ontario. In
most cases, the new virus was detected in mixed infections with other two major strawberry viruses, SMYEV and SMoV. Mixed
infections may be very common in nature as some strawberry samples showed mixed infections of six viruses. Analysis of soil
samples from some of the infected fields in Nova Scotia also revealed presence of high numbers of root lesion and other plantparasitic nematodes. A careful characterization and understanding of various components and their roles in acute decline
disease, for instance interactions between strawberry viruses, host, aphid vectors, and other biotic and abiotic factors, would
lead to development of disease management strategy to mitigate the economic losses to strawberry industry.
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Biological control of the allergen producer common ragweed (Ambrosia artemisiifolia)
S. Widhalm, F. Trognitz, A. Sessitsch
Austrian Institute of Technology, Health & Environment, Tulln, Austria
siegrid.widhalm.fl@ait.ac.at
Common ragweed originated from North America, is an invasive weed spreading through Europe. This weed is mainly
naturalized through contaminated sunflower- and bird seeds. This noxious weed establishes easily in disturbed areas such as
roadsides. The pollen is highly allergenic causing the Austrian human health system an estimated 80 million €/year.
Unfortunately, effective agents to control this weed are limited. Novel approaches for more environmental friendly and
effective agents to combat this weed are demanded.
Application of plant-associated bacteria could be a successful strategy to win the battle against the invasive common ragweed.
Because of their selectiveness of association with the host plant, such bacteria can be applied on agriculture land, without
harming the crops as well as in areas where the use of synthetic herbicides are restricted. Another aspect of using natural
occurring bacteria is the low risk of non-target effects which can be a great issue when introduction exotic biocontrol agents into
a new environment. Taking previous research findings into account, this project will focus on the genera Pseudomonas as
biocontrol agent.
In frame of this research project we are searching for deleterious rhizobacteria and endophytes of common ragweed. Therefore
we collected ragweed from 3 different sampling sites in Austria (Burgenland/Lower Austria/Styria) and isolated around 1500
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bacteria. Bacterial isolates were taxonomic classified through 16S rRNA sequencing. Included in the screening for bioherbicidal
effects are the production of hydrogen cyanide and antimetabolite toxins (Figure 1) like tabtoxin and coronatine.
After a rigorous screening 5 Pseudomonas isolates could be selected for in vitro testing. From these 5 isolates, 3 displayed a
deleterious effect on ragweed (Table 1), which will be tested in the greenhouse. Furthermore, a suitable in vitro assay as well as
an inoculation technique was established.
Up to this point, this leads us to the conclusion that plant-associated bacteria could be suitable for the application as
bioherbicides. Especially, Pseudomonas isolates exhibited promising results.
Figure 1: Indicator test for antimetabolite producing Pseudomonas

Table 1: Means of diseased plants 14 dpi
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Interaction between Steinernema feltiae and abamectin, azadirachtin and metaflumizone used for control of Tuta absoluta
M. Amizadeh, M. J. Hejazi, G. Niknam
University of Tabriz, Tabriz, Germany
amizadehm@tabrizu.ac.irmjhejazi@tabrizu.ac.ir
Introduction: Tuta absoluta, is a major pest of tomato plants. Steinernema feltiae may be useful as an alternate control agent
for T. absoluta. The efficacy of entomopathogenic nematodes in controlling T. absoluta may be improved if they are combined
with other control agents.
Objectives: The objectives of this study were to determine the interaction between abamectin, azadirachtin, metaflumizone and
S. feltiae and determine feasibility of their use in integrated management of T. absoluta.
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Materials and methods: In this study one commercial formulation and a native isolate of S. feltiae were used. Effects of direct
exposure of the chemical insecticides (at field rate) on survival of S. feltiae and infectivity to Galleria mellonella larvae were
nd
tested. Efficacy of these two S. feltiae isolates on 2 instar larvae of T. absoluta was investigated. The interaction of the
nematode stains and the insecticides in T. absoluta larvae was also assessed. In interaction tests, the nematodes were applied at
LC50 level, 0, 12, 24 and 36 h after larval treatment with LC10 or LC25 of the insecticides.
Results: The LC50 values were 99.47 and 60.31 IJ/ ml for the native and commercial isolates of S. feltiae, respectively.
Metaflumizone and azadirachtin did not reduce the survival of the nematodes to unacceptable level. However, since nematode
survival was significantly reduced following exposure to abamectin, this insecticide was excluded from the infectivity test. On
the other hand, azadirachtin significantly reduced nematode infectivity; but metaflumizone had the least adverse effect on the
nematode infectivity.
Antagonism was observed when treatment with nematodes was done immediately after the insecticides application except for
LC10 of metaflumizone in both isolates. Also antagonism was observed when treatment with nematodes was done 12 h after
abamectin and azadirachtin application. Additive effects were detected 12 h after metaflumizone treatment in both isolates.
Combination of commercial isolate of S. feltiae 12 h after treatment with LC10 of azadirachtin also caused additive effect.
Additive effects were also detected in 24 and 36 h time intervals in the other treatments.
Conclusion: Based on the results obtained, S. feltiae can be a potential candidate for management of T. absoluta. The
concomitant use of the insecticides tested and S. feltiae is not recommended for T. absoluta control, and an appropriate time
interval must be allowed.
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Allelopathic effect of the invasive weed Brassica nigra (black mustard) on seed germination of agricultural crops
S. Benzarti, M. Lasmer, I. Lahmayer, W. Toumi, S. ouerghemmi, H. Sebei
Higher school of agriculture , Agronomy, Zaghouan, Tunisia
sbenzarti@yahoo.fr
The allelopathic potential of the invasive weed Brassica nigra (black mustard) was evaluated on seed germination of two
common agricultural crops in Tunisia. As such, 100 g of finely powdered dry flowers, leaves, shoots, and roots were separately
mixed with distilled water (1 L) and stirred for 24 h before filtration. Then, liquid tissue extracts were used for seed germination
trials with Triticum durum and Lactuca sativa. For each tissue extract, five dilutions were prepared and 2 mL of each
concentration were used to soak filter papers in Petri dishes. Then, 20 seeds of L. sativa and 10 seeds of T. durum were placed
on water extract-soaked filter papers and incubated for 120 h at 25 ºC in the dark. Distilled water was considered as control and
all treatments were in triplicate. The phytotoxic effect of the four B. nigra parts on each plant species was estimated by
determining the EC50 of the root elongation inhibition (REI). The results revealed that T. durum was more sensitive to all B. nigra
tissue extracts than L. sativa with flowers being the more toxic part (EC50 = 0.4 and 9 g/L for T. durum and L. sativa, respectively).
Root extracts were the less toxic for both plant species, mainly for L. sativa (EC50 = 39 g/L). HPLC analysis of methanol extracts
showed a possible relationship between seed germination and the allelochemicals identified in different B. nigra parts.
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Occurence of Pea Bacterial Blight caused by Psedomonas Syringae PV. Pisi in the Eastern Mediterranean Region of Turkey
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Pea bacterial blight caused by Pseudomonas syringae pv. pisi is one of the most significant disease of peas. The pathogen causes
disease symptoms on pea shoots including leaflets, stipules, stem and young pods. Initially, the disease is characterized by water
soaked lesions expanding to small, olive-green colored, irregular brown necrosis on leaflets and stems at the basal parts of the
diseased plants. Under humid conditions, bacterial ooze can be seen coming out of the pods. In April of 2014, characteristic
water soaked lesions becoming irregular brown spots and blight were observed on pea leaflets and pods (cv. Carina and cv. Jof)
in the eastern Mediterranean Region of Turkey. Twenty-one gram-negative, grey to white, transparent, smooth bacterial strains
were consistently isolated from diseased tissues onto King's B medium. The strains were identified by using pathogenicity tests
on pea seedlings and lemon fruits, LOPAT, oxidative/fermentative reactions (Hugh-Leifson), utilization of homoserine and
molecular identification using AN7F/AN7R primers. After ten days of incubation, leaflets inoculated with pea strains resulted in
water soaked tissue, none symptoms were observed on lemon fruits. All strains classified as Pseudomonas syringae LOPAT
Group 1a (+---+), oxidative and used homoserine as carbohydrate source. In PCR tests, all strains generated 272 bp bands by
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using AN7F/AN7R primer pairs. According to pathogenicity, physiological, biochemical and molecular tests, all strains were
identified as Pseudomonas syringae pv. pisi. In this study, the occurrence of pea bacterial blight were recorded in the eastern
Mediterranean Region of Turkey. Studies on reaction of pea cultivars to disease is still undergoing.
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Damages and psyllids populations dynamic of Pseudophacopteron spp. (Hemiptera: Phacopteronidae), pest of Dacryodes
edulis (Burseraceae) in Yaounde-Cameroon
T. Joseph Lebel, M. N. Indou
University of Yaounde I, ENS, Yaounde, Cameroon
jltamesse@yahoo.fr
Dacryodes edulis (Burseraceae) or safou is a fruit tree native to Africa, sometimes called African or bush pear or plum, Nsafu,
bush butter tree, or butterfruit. This plant is gradually transferred in the agricultural landscape, where it is generally planted
with cocoa and coffee trees. The oil of fruits of D. edulis is a rich source of amino acids and triglycerides. D. edulis has potential
to improve nutrition, boost food security, and foster rural development and support sustainable landcare. This plant hosted
various pests among which they existed, in Cameroon, a complex of four psyllids species: Pseudophacopteron pusillum, P.
serrifer, P. tamessei and P. eastopi. These psyllids collected sap on D. edulis leaves, thus reducing its availability for the growth
and the development of the plant. Additional, P. tamessei nymphs induced the formation of galls on leaves and, nymphs of P.
eastopi produced large quantities of whitish flocculent waxy secretions recovering terminal buds of D. edulis. The factors
regulating the population dynamics of these psyllids species remains unknown in Cameroon. From May 2010 to April 2011, the
numerical variations of psyllids population showed three generations of P. serrifer, three of P. tamessei and five of P. pusillum
and P. eastopi. The most important psyllids outbreaks were obtained in September, December, April and March for P. tamessei,
P serrifer, P. pusillum and P. eastopi respectively. From May 2011 to April 2012, we observed two generations of P. serrifer,
three of P. tamessei and four of P. pusillum and P. eastopi. The most important psyllids outbreaks were obtained in September
for P. serrifer and P. tamessei, in June and October for P. pusillum and in September for P. eastopi. Among the climatic factors
studied, higher temperature induced a reduction of the number of psyllids counted. The number of buds and young leaves of D.
edulis was positively correlated to the number of psyllids counted. These data of the population dynamic of psyllids pest of safou
will be very important for an integrated pest management.
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A Tachinid Fly, the Potential Natural Enemy of the Brown Marmorated Stink Bug (Halyomorpha halys) in Korea
S. Lee
Seoul National University, Entomology, Seoul, Republic of Korea
seung@snu.ac.kr
The tachinid flies, Pentatomophaga latifascia, (Diptera: Tachinidae) were collected from the overwintering adults of the brown
marmorated stink bugs(BMSB), Halyomorpha halys (Hemiptera: Pentatomidae), which has been introduced and became a
destructive invasive pest in North America. In the original place of BMSB, we have recognized this tachinid parasitoid as the
potential biological agent of BMSB. The morphological illustration and the parasitoid biology are presented.
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Optimizing the culture conditions for Myrothecium roridum Tode in relation to its virulence behavior against Bitter gourd
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The relationship between Myrothecium roridum physiology and virulence was investigated by conducting a series of interlined
experiments on growth medium, temperature, pH and photoperiod whereas relation of culture age with virulence was
measured by fungal development on young leaves of bitter gourd. Physiological response was measured on colony radial growth
and sporodochia production. The optimum medium for mycelia growth and sporodochia production was PDA amended with pH
6.0 incubated at 25±2 °C with alternate light and dark photoperiod. While correlating mycelia growth and sporodochia
production with virulence on bitter gourd young tender leaves it was highest in 5-6 day old culture. It was concluded that
sporodochia production is more reliable tool for in vitro virulence evaluation of M. roridum against bitter gourd.
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Augmentative biological control of cassava mealybug, Phenacoccus manihoti Matile-Ferrero (Hemiptera: Pseudococcidae) in
Thailand
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The cassava mealybug, Phenacoccus manihoti Matile-Ferrero (Hemiptera: Pseudococcidae) one of the most serious pests of
cassava worldwide, has accidently occurred for the first time in Thailand in 2008. More than 100,000 hectares of cassava
plantations covering every part except Southern Thailand were reported its serious outbreak 2 years later which caused the
catastrophic damage and worry to relating agro-industries. Hence, a biological control project was immediately initiated
challenging the sustainable control of the pest. Later, approximately 3,300 hectares of cassava plantations infested by the
mealybug were promoted for the use of natural enemies. With a total of 54.63 million native natural enemies in 3 highly
potential species, namely, Plesiochrysa ramburi (Schneider) (Neuroptera: Chrysopidae), Mallada basalis (Walker) (Neuroptera:
Chrysopidae) and Allotropa suasaardi Sarkar & Polaszek (Hymenoptera: Platygasteridae), were mass-produced. Dissemination
and augmentative releases were attained. Subsequently, one hundred intensive training and technology transfer courses were
provided for 1,758 cassava farmers’ participation, to exhibit the application of the biological control agents. Additionally, four
naturally occurring of the mealybug plots, eight acres each, were conducted to demonstrate the biological control applications,
with paired treatments, release and unrelease (control) of the natural enemies. There was a significant lower population density
of the mealybug in treated plots than those in untreated plots. Cost/benefit analysis of biological control was eventually
completed, farmers’ conventional practice gained maximum profit of 1,055 USD/hectare/year whereas the one obtained from
release of natural enemy treatment did 1,430 USD/hectare/year with the annual difference of 375 USD/hectare. Final
assessment of the project was accomplished both in the satisfaction, in terms of questionnaire, of the participating farmers and
the control of the pest insects. Eighty three percentages of the participants adopted the biological approach rather than
chemical control and mechanical control. Also after the training, they were interested in culturing the natural enemies for filed
release. Satisfaction of the participants was moderate but it was significantly different (P<0.05) between before and after the
training.
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Vegetable insect pests of Ghana; New invasive insect species and implications for exports
E. Owusu, A. Osabutey, C. Yong, H. Davis, G. Nkansah
College of Basic and Applied Sciences, University of Ghana, Animal Biology and Conservation Science, Legon, Accra, Ghana
eoowusu@ug.edu.gh
The current global trends of climate change and trade volume increment have led to the introduction of new insect pest species
of both agricultural and health concerns in Ghana. Currently some of the major insect pests associated with vegetable
production in Ghana are garden egg borer, Leucinoides orbonalis (Lepidoptera: Pyralidae), white flies, Bemisia tabaci
(Homoptera: Aleyrodidae), Cotton aphid, Aphis gossypii (Hompotera: Aphidiae), Cabbage moth, Plutella xylostella (Lepidoptera:
Plutellidae), fruit flies, Batrocera invadens (Diptera: Tripitidae), Thrips (Thysanoptera: Thripidae).
Tomatoes, pepper, garden eggs and cabbage are some of the popular vegetables with serious insect pest concerns in Ghana.
However, indications from preliminary studies indicate the possibility of new introductions into the ecological set-up of Ghana.
These newly observed insect pest species found on Ghanaian farms in 2014 are the melon thrips, Thrips palmi and the Eggfruit
caterpillar, Sceliodis cordalis which is found mostly in Australia and New Zealand.
The complex nature of insect pest and its concomitant new introductions have given rise to serious safety concerns of Ghanaian
vegetables, especially those for export.
The paper explains results of field studies from 2010 to 2014, examines the complex nature of insect pest fauna associated with
crop production in Ghana, and draws implications for export of Ghanaian vegetables and fruits in future.
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Varietal differences in Fruit Flies responses of some fruits and vegetables in the forest ecological zone of Ghana
G. Nkansah, E. Owusu
College of Basic and Applied Sciences, University of Ghana, Forest and Horticultural Crops Research Centre, Kade, Ghana
gnkansah@ug.edu.gh
Fruit and vegetable genetic resources are essential to ensure horticultural productivity, particularly in developing countries
where numerous constraints affect production. Fruits and vegetables are among the high value crops that offer smallholders in
developing countries opportunities to substantially boost income and alleviate poverty. However, their yields values in subSaharan Africa are low compared to worldwide figures. High insects’ damage with respect to fruit flies amongst other insects are
major causes of low yields.
Fruits and vegetable crop varieties for the lowland tropics should combine potential for high yields of good quality and nutritious
fruit under multiple pests’ resistance, particularly to fruit fly. Comparative field evaluation trials revealed differences in degree
of fruit fly damage in some fruits and vegetables. Varietal differences were observed in terms of fruit fly damage hence both
marketable and unmarketable yield. This study gives an insight into the degree of infestation and possible solutions to bring
down the damages.
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Evaluating the Effects of Two Fungicides to manage Firstly Recorded Alternaria radicina on Date Palm Leaves in Wasit in the
Middle of Iraq
M. W. Khudhair, R. Jabbar, B. Hamad, H. Aboud, H. S. Khalaf, N. Mohammed
Ministry of Science and Technology-Iraq, Agricultural Research Directorate, Baghdad, Iraq
mohammedwaleed74@yahoo.com
Three Alternaria radicina (Meier et al.) Neerg isolates(A1, A2, and A3) were isolated from date palm, Phoenix dactylifera L.
leaves and identified as the causative pathogen of black spot. Two fungicides (Bavistin and Tachigazole) were used in vitro to
measure their ability to control this pathogen. Study results revealed that both chemical fungicides expressed high level of
inhibition in fungal radial growth especially at the concentration 100 ppm and the lowest growth was at the concentration 5
ppm among all three isolates in both two fungicides. The fungicide Bavistin revealed higher inhibition rate than Tachigazole with
lowest LC50 (12.21) at the isolate A3. Tachigazole treatment showed high level of variation at all concentrations.
Figure 1
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Figure 2
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Winning the engame: Within-host interactions among three fungal parasites of Brontispa longissima
J. A. Pajar, J. G. Martinez, F. Teves
MSU-Iligan Institute of Technology, Biological Sciences, Iligan City, Philippines
jessilann.pajar@g.msuiit.edu.ph
The negative aspects of traditional pest control, which involves the use of harmful chemicals, have led to the scrutiny of
alternative methods such as the utilization of non-hazardous biocontrol agents. Brontispa longissima (Gestro) is a noxious
coconut pest, whose infestation has been responsible for the reduced fruit production and damage of more than three million
coconut trees across the country. We evaluated the pathogenicity of entomopathogenic fungus (EPF) Metarhizium brunneum
(Petch) (M.b) and two Aspergillus spp. of sections Fumigati (Asp01) and Flavi (Asp02) against B. longissima and determined the
nature of interaction inside a single host. Single species inoculation was performed and dynamics of mixed infection was
checked by formulating suspensions of the EPF with each of the Aspergillus spp. M.b and Asp01 showed significant pathogenic
effects toward B. longissima. However, the efficiency of M.b to infect larvae and adult B. longissima is altered in the presence of
interacting fungal species, whereby Asp01 acted as the EPF’s antagonist while Asp02, though did not directly interact with M.b,
out-competed the EPF in terms of proliferation.
The results gathered may pave the way towards exploitation of new and more efficient control strategy to specifically curb B.
longissima infestation -the first study to report Aspergillus spp. infection on B. longissima

P NEPD 72
First Report of Neofusicoccum parvum and Diplodia sp. Associated With Wood Canker and Dieback on Almond in Turkey
1
1
2
M. Kayim , A. Endes , A. Eskalen
1
Cukurova University, Plant Protection, Adana, Turkey
2
University of California, Plant Pathology and Microbiology, Riverside, United States
mkayim@cu.edu.tr
During, a survey in 2014, plant specimens were collected from different almond trees from Adana and Hatay provinces showing
defoliation, blighted and sunken necrotic bark lesions with gumming, which progressed into the trunk resulting in the death of
large sections of almond. Transversal sections of branch and trunk from symtomatic trees revealed brown V-shaped and/or
necrosis on xylem cankers of hard consistency. Transversaly cut symptomatic branches were devided longitudinal into small
pieces (5-8 mm) from the edge of necrotic and healthy tissue, then surface sterilized with 5% (v/v) sodium hypochlorite for 5
minutes. Later all pieces were rinsed three times with sterile distilled water and dried for 5. Pieces of symptomatic tissue (2
2
mm ) were plated onto potato dexterose agar amended with 0.01% tetracycline (PDA-tet) and incubated at 25°C for 5 days. All
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isolates were identified by morphologial and molecular characteristics. Most isolates initially identified by morphoogical
characteristics, such as growth pattern, speed of growth, and colony color, resembled those in the Botryosphaeriaceae (Slippers
et al. 2006.) Sequences obtained from amplification of the internal transcribed spacer ITS1, 5.8S, and ITS2 region the β-tubulin
gene were compared in a BLAST search in GenBank. Results identified isolates as Neofusicoccum parvum (identitiy of 100 % to
KF778854-KF778860 and 99% to KF778949 for ITS and β-tubulin, respectively). The Sequences of N. Parvum were deposited in
GenBank (KF494356, KF494357, KF494358, KF515953, KF515954, KF515955 for ITS Region and β-tubulin respectively). Colonies
of Neofusicoccum parvum on PDA-tet is white, flattened with tufts of white mycelium, becoming plain bright greenish grey color
after 2 weeks with the reverse side of the colonies greenish black. Conidia were ellipsoid with apex round and base flat,
unicellular, old conidia becoming 1-2 septate hyaline, or light brown with middle cell darker than the terminal cells, and
averaged 13,83 x 6 µm (n=50). Colonies of Diplodia sp. on PDA-tet performed gray-brown with dense aerial mycelium producing
brown cylindric to ellipsoid conidia rounded at both ends and averaged 22,61 x 9,7 µm (n=50). Black colored pycnidia were also
observed on the cankered tissues. Young conidies are hyaline, old conidia becoming dark brown. Identity of the different taxa
was confirmed by sequence analysis of the ınternal transcribed spacer (ITS1-5.8S-ITS2) region of the rDNA and part of the beta
tubilin gene. Blast analysis of sequences indicated that 3 isolates were identified as Neofusiccocum parvum (GenBank:
KF494356, KF494357, KF494358, KF515953, KF515954, KF515955).
Pathogencity tests were conducted with all three isolates on detached shoots (15cm lenght) from healthy almond trees of the
same cultivar/rootstock. One wound per shoot was made in the middle of the on one year-old stem cuttings using a 4-mm
diameter cork borer and the wounded surfaces were inoculated with 4-mm diameter mycelial plugs of 10-day-old cultures of
each isolate growing on PDA. Inoculated wounds were wrapped with parafilm. Control shoots were inoculate with sterile PDA
o
plugs. Inoculated shoots were incubated at at 25 C in moist chambers for 2 weeks. Lesions similar to those on the original
infected shoots were observed on all inocuated shoots except the control treatments. Reisolation and symptom development
on samples were examined for canker formation, the extend of vascular discoloration, and recovery of fungal isolates.
Neofusicoccum parvum caused sunken necrosis both on the bark and xylem tissues longitudunally and widely. Diploida sp.
caused necrosis on the xylem tissue only. To our knowledge this is the first report of Neofusicoccum parvum and Diploida sp.
associated with almond dieback in Turkey.
References: (1) B. Slippers et al. Study. Mycol. 55:235, 2006.
Aknowledgement: This study has been supported by the Foundation of Turkish Scientific Council with the Project number
114O048 and Foundation of Research Unit of Çukurova University with the Project number FUK2015-3032
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Estimation of Prevalence of Septoria Leaf Bloth Disease in The Eastern Meditteranean Region of Turkey
M. Kayim, G. Ünal, T. Ay
Cukurova University, Plant Protection, Adana, Turkey
mkayim@cu.edu.tr
2

In this study, 260 different wheat fields (8.270.000 m area) were surveyed for the estimation of prevalence of septoria leaf
2
blotch disease in the cities of Eastern Medditerranean Region. Out of 100 % of total wheat crop fields, 42.3% (5.478.000 m ) of
wheat fields were infected with septoria leaf blotch disease. The mean value of septoria leaf blotch disease virulence was 11.62
%. Out of 257 diseased wheat crop samples, 74 isolates were obtained. Forty seven isolates from Adana, 3 isolates from Mersin,
3 isolates from Osmaniye, 14 isolates from Hatay and 7 isolates from Kahramanmaraş provinces were cultured on PDA-tet
plates. The cause of disease agent was identified based on microscobic observation of morphological structure and molecular
(PCR and sequences of ITS) analysis methods. Consequently, 15 isolates were sequenced for 5′ and 3′ ends of ITS and nblast of
the ITS sequences has revealed thatSeptoria tritici was the agent of septoria leaf blotch disease. The highest disease prevalence
(81.25%) was observed at Osmaniye, and then followed respectively Adana with 57.5 %, Mersin with 32.3 %, Hatay and
Kahramanmaraş with 20.5 %. Based on septoria leaf blotch disease scoring scales, the highest disease prevalence (47.2 %) was
found on scale 1, and then followed by 13.6 % in scale 2, 7.3 % in scale 3, 2.3 % in scale 4 and 1.25 % in scale 5.
References: (1) A.M. Prestes. Washington State University, Thesis (MSc. 53 (1974).
Acknowledgement: This study has been supported by Foundation of Research Unit of Çukurova University with the Project
number ZF2013YL8.
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Determination of Host Plants, Population Development and Infestation Ratio of Tomato Moth (Tuta absoluta Meyrick)
(Lepidoptera: Gelechiidae) in Semi-arid Regions
E. Ogur, L. Unlu
Selcuk University, Plant Protection, Konya, Turkey
ekremogur@selcuk.edu.tr
Tomato is the second most important vegetable crop next to potato in the world. In Turkey, Tomato Moth (Tuta absoluta
Meyrick) (Lepidoptera: Gelechiidae) was first observed on tomato plants in 2010. This pest rapidly spread during the following
years in all tomato growing areas and became an important pest of tomato plants. Host plants, population development and
infestation ratio of Tomato Moth were identified by several researchers in Konya province which has a semi-arid climate.
According to these studies, it was determined that the pests fed on potato and Chenopodium album L. beside tomato. The
maximum adult numbers on pheromone traps in greenhouses and open-fields were found weekly as 640 and 455, respectively.
On ferolite traps which are the combination of light and pheromone traps, in greenhouses and open-fields, maximum numbers
of adults of Tomato Moth were recorded weekly as 1525 and 1000, respectively. The infestation ratios of the moth in
greenhouses and open-fields were determined 80 and 37%, respectively. The pest rapidly spread and damages the tomato
plants in semi-arid regions along with the Mediterranean climate regions.

P NEPD 75
The Acar and Insect Fauna of Squash (Cucurbita pepo var. pepo L.) Area in Gulagac Town of Aksaray Province (Turkey)
1
2
2
G. Karakaya Keles , A. Sahbaz , M. Uysal
1
Gulagac Directorate of District Food Agriculture and Livestock, Plant Protection, Aksaray, Turkey
2
Selcuk University, Plant Protection, Konya, Turkey
asahbaz@selcuk.edu.tr
In Turkey, Cucurbitaceae species constitute 23% of the vegetable production. The squash, (Cucurbita pepo var. pepo L.), has
considerable economic value and usually has been producing in the eastern part of Central Anatolia; Kayseri, Aksaray, Nevsehir
provinces etc.
The present study was carried out in Gulagac Town of Aksaray where squash is nearly monoculture. In 2010 growing season, to
determine the harmful and beneficial acar and insect fauna on the squash areas; surveys were started in June 13 and continued
by six-eight day intervals for collecting; sweeping net and checking directly plant material were used as methods. As a result; 8
harmful insect species from 6 families of four order and 8 beneficial insect species from 5 families of 3 order were determined.
From the pest species, Empoasca decipiens Paoli , Tetranychus urticae Koch., Thrips tabaci Lind., Myzus (Nectarosiphon) persicae
Sulzer, Aphis gossypii Glover, Aphis nasturtii Kaltenbach and between the beneficial species Coccinella septempunctata L. Adonia
variegata Goeze ve Chrysoperla carnea Step. were the common insect and acar species. Empoasca decipiens Paoli was the most
important and dominant pest of squash in the area. Consequently It can be advised that the future work should be done on this
species together vector aphids.
This study was summarized from MS thesis of Gulbeyaz Karakaya Keles
This study was supported by Selcuk University, Coordinatorship of Scientific Research Projects
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The Cixiidae and Cicadellidae (Hemiptera) Species Harmful on Vegetables from Solanaceae in Konya Province’ Turkey
1
2
2
E. Ahmed , M. Uysal , A. Sahbaz
1
Tarsim, Plant Protection, Sakarya, Turkey
2
Selcuk University, Plant Protection, Konya, Turkey
meruysal@selcuk.edu.tr
Due to the occurrance of stolbur diseases on Solanaceae plants in epidemic proportions every few years in Central Anatolia, this
study was carried out in 2006-2007 to determine possible vectors of the diseases and like others from Hemiptera. In addition,
the population development of dominant species on tomato, pepper, eggplant and potato plants from Solanaceae in Meram
District which the vegetable production is highest in Konya Province of Turkey, were observed to collect some information useful
for their especially early control. Collecting the samples was conducted in both years, but regular observations for population
development were done only 2007. As a result; 1738 samples from Cicadellidae and 30 from Cixiidae were collected. While 15
species were determined from Cicadellidae, Hyalestes obsoletus Signored from Cixiidae was identificated. According to the 2007
results, the most common species were Zyginidia sohrab Zachvatkin (53%), Empoasca decipiens Paoli (41%) and Psammotettix
striatus (Linneaus) (3%), respectively. These species were occurred on Solanaceae vegetable plants during June, July and August.
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Z. sohrab was peaked in mid-June. Whereas a drop population observed in July and August then it suddenly increased at the
begining of September. The most numerous insects was observed on Potato (50.6%), pepper (16.8%), eggplant (16.7%) and
tomato (15.7%) from the tested Solanaceae plants, respectively. The high preference to the potatoes were probably due to it’s
earliness and having soft and hairless leaves. In addition, different factors same as chemical contents of the plants can be
mentioned. While, Z. sohrab was dominat species on other three plants, E. decipiens was on potato with the rate of 50.4% and
then followed by Z. sohrab at level of 43.4%. Solanum nigrum, Datura stramonium and Athropa belladona were determined as
common weed species from Solanaceae in the district. E. decipiens (62%), Hyalesthes obsoletus (10%) and Z. sohrab (9.5%) were
collected from them, too. Chrysopa carnea Sch (Chrysopidae:Neuroptera), Coccinella septempunctata (L.), Coccinula
quatuordecimpustulata (L.), Scymnus bivulnerus Capra and Adalia sp. (Coccinellidae:Coleoptera) were dominant predators of
leafhoppers. No parasitoid was found.
This study was summarized from MS thesis of Ertan Ahmed
This study was supported by Selcuk University, Coordinatorship of Scientific Research Projects
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Biology of the black-headed caterpillar, Opisina arenosella Walker (Lepidoptera: Oecophoridae) the invasive species pest of
coconut and its natural enemies in Thailand
1,2
1,2
2
1,3
W. Suasa-Ard , S. Uraichuen , N. Chomphukhiao , O. Kernasa
1
Kasetsart University, Entomology, Nakhon Pathom, Thailand
2
National Biological Control Research Center, Bangkok, Thailand
3
National Biological Control Research Center, Central Region Center, Nakhon Pathom, Thailand
agrwis@ku.ac.th
The black-headed caterpillar, Opisina arenosella Walker was native in India, Bangladesh and Sri-Lanka. The first recorded as
invasive species pest of coconut was found in Prachuap Khiri Khan provinec, the southern part of Thailand in December 2008.
Due to the devastating outbreak in 2010, gathering the information of this insect pest and natural enemies are essential.
Accordingly the insects were reared on coconut leaves, to study their biology. Female adults laid yellowish creamy color eggs in
mass. The newly hatched larva was orange-red and then turned to pale yellow, with dark brown head. Three brown lines ran
along the lengthwise of the body. Thorax color was paler than that in head and legs. The oval shape pupae were dark brown.
Head, antennae, wings and abdomen of adult were light gray. Female was larger than males. Average number of egg laid was
83.40+14.31 /female until death. Egg duration averaged 4.90+0.55 days. Larvae of O. arenosella had 10 to 13 instars with a larval
period 57.67+9.25 days. The pupal period was 9.08+0.90 days. Longevity of male and female were 10.33+5.01 and 9.00+1.22
days, respectively. Mean duration life cycle was 80.45+10.46 days. Further study on alternative host plants of O. arenosella,
disclosed a total of 11 species; 10 species of Palmae and one species of Musaceae. Additionally, five species of parasitoids and
two species of insect predators were collected in the outbreak areas. Among of these natural enemies Braconbehetor Say
(Hymenoptera: Braconidae) shown as a promising natural enemy. Its biology and comparative field study on the control
tendency of B. hebetor as a biocontrol agent for O. arenosella was conducted in the lab at Natural Biological Control Research
Center and in coconut plantations in the outbreak areas from January-July 2011. Results indicated that B. hebetor tends to be a
potential parasitoid species in controlling O. arenosella in Thailand.

P NEPD 78
Epidemiology of carrot pathogen Candidatus Liberibacter solanacerum haplotype C in Finland
1
2
2
3
2
A. Nissinen , M. Haapalainen , P. Suominen , A. Virtanen , M. Pirhonen
1
Natural Resources Institute Finland (Luke), Natural resources and bioproduction, Jokioinen, Finland
2
University of Helsinki, Department of Agricultural Sciences, Helsinki, Finland
3
Finnish Food Safety Authority Evira, Helsinki, Finland
anne.nissinen@luke.fi
Introduction: Candidatus Liberibacter solanacerum (CLso) has been detected in carrot psyllids (Trioza apicalis) and the psylliddamaged carrots in Finland. Carrot psyllid was shown to transmit CLso bacterium to carrot in greenhouse, leading to psyllid
feeding-associated leaf curling and CLso infection-associated leaf discolouration (Nissinen et al. 2014). Epidemiology of the CLso
haplotype C occurring in the Nordic countries is still unknown. We studied the distribution of the bacterium in carrot fields and
we are performing experiments on the effect of temperature on the multiplication of CLso. Carrot psyllid dispersal was also
monitored during the psyllid flight peak in summer.
Objectives: The aims of this study were to assess the current distribution of CLso in Finland and to unravel the factors affecting
the disease dispersal.
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Materials and methods: Plant sampling was performed in different locations in Finland, following the sampling scheme of the
Finnish Food Safety Authority Evira. Carrot psyllid flight was monitored once a week during the growth season by yellow sticky
traps placed in a grid at different distances from the carrot field edge. To study the effect of temperature to the colonization of
carrots by CLso, carrot plants inoculated via carrot psyllid feeding are grown in greenhouse at three different temperature
regimes. The distribution of the bacteria within the plants is tested at several time points. DNA was extracted from plant
material by CTAB method and from insect material by DNeasy Blood and Tissue kit (Qiagen). The presence of CLso in the field
samples of carrots and psyllids was tested by conventional PCR, and in the greenhouse experiments qPCR was used to
determine the relative amounts of bacteria in the carrot and psyllid samples.
Results: CLso haplotype C was detected in carrots and carrot psyllids in several locations in the southern Finland, and the CLso
occurrence in carrots correlated with the observed area of distribution of the psyllid vector. The results of this study will help to
assess the risk of further spreading of this plant pathogen and to decide which measures need to be taken to restrict it from
spreading.
Conclusions: CLso occurs in carrots in southern Finland in the areas where the vector T. apicalis is frequent, and thus special
attention should be paid in the psyllid control.

P NEPD 80
Quantification and Feeding Performance of American bollworm, Helicoverpa armigera (Hub.) Against Different Cotton
Cultivars
1
1
1
2
M. Ullah , M. Afzal , U. Masood , M. Aatif
1
University of Sargodha,Sargodha Pakistan, Entomology, Sargodha, Pakistan
2
University of Sargodha, Sargodha Pakistan, Plant Pathology, Sargodha, Pakistan
mirfanullah@uos.edu.pk
Cotton, Gossypium hirsutum L., known as “white gold” is a vital backbone and cash crop of Pakistan. The average revenue of
cotton in Pakistan is much lower than other cotton growing areas of the world. The low yield of cotton is attributed to many
factors, but the most severe one is the intensity of insect pests attack. Besides sucking insect pests, American bollworm,
Helicoverpa armigera (Hub.) cause considerable losses to this crop. The objectives of this study were to quantify the amount of
plant tissue consumed and to check the feeding performance of this notorious pest. Three Bt (Bt CIM-599, Bt CIM-602 and CIM616) and one non-Bt (CIM-554) cultivars were sown in field and tested. Three plants of each cotton cultivar were selected
randomly and replicated thrice. American bollworms were reared in laboratory with standard rearing protocols. Larvae of same
size and instar were used in this study. An upper and lower leaf of each plant was caged with cloth along with single larvae of H.
armigera. The leaf areas were measured before and after feeding of larvae using CI-202 Portable Laser Area meter (CID BioScience, USA). The data were recorded after 48 and 72 hours to quantify the amount of leaves consumed. Non BT-CIM 554 was
consumed the most. The BT cultivars were eaten less with BT-CIM 616 with least amount consumed. This study will be helpful in
devising appropriate management techniques for the control of this notorious pest of cotton and will aid in recommending the
suitable cotton cultivar for growers.

P NEPD 81
Occurrence of Fusarium subglutinans Causing Leaf Spot Disease on Cymbidium Orchids in Korea
K.-S. Han, J.-H. Park, C.-G. Back, M.-J. Park
National Institute of Horticultural and Herbal Science, Suwon, Germany
kshan9@korea.kr
Introduction: During 2006-2010, some leaf spots were observed on Cymbidium species cultivated in greenhouses located in
Taean, Gapyeong, and Gongju in Korea. Tiny yellow spots were initially detected and later turned dark brown to black with
surrounding yellow halo on the upper side of the leaves. The lesions became larger and sunken with dark brown raised edges. In
advanced stage, the centers of the leaf spots more than 50 mm in size fell out, leaving holes in the older lesions. The disease
finally resulted in leaf deformation.
Objectives: The aim of this study was to identify the causal agent based on morphological characteristics, molecular analysis,
and pathogenicity test.
Materials and methods: A total of five fungal isolates were obtained from different collections. Fungal structures were
examined under light microscope. A portion of translation elongation factor 1-alpha (TEF1) gene was amplified with primers, EF1
and EF2. A neighbor-joining tree was generated based on the TEF1 sequences.
Results: Morphologically, conidiophores were unbranched or branched with bearing monophialides and polyphialides.
Microconidia were aseptate, ellipsoid to allantoid, and 8-18 × 2.5-3 µm. Macroconidia were straight to slightly curved, 3-5septate, and 32.5-75 × 2.5-4 μm. The morphological and cultural features of the causal fungus were consistent with the
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description of Fusarium subglutinans. A NCBI BLAST analysis showed high similarity (97-98%) to the sequences of F. subglutinans
available in GenBank. In the phylogenetic tree, the present isolates were grouped into a clade consisting of F. subglutinans
isolates. Accordingly, the molecular data verified the identity of the present isolates. Pathogenicity test carried out three times
confirmed the Koch´s postulate.
Conclusion: There have been no previous records of Cymbidium orchids associated with F. subglutinans in Korea, whereas the
species has been known to occur on the plants in New Zealand and Japan. As the leaf spot disease may pose a serious threat to
commercial Cymbidium growers, adequate disease control is required to reduce economic losses.

P NEPD 82
The Sprout/Seed-Potato Technology: Fourth Brazilian Quarantine Approval, for Canada Imported Sprouts Shipped for SeedPotato Research-Risk Analysis Purposes
1
2
J. Caram de Souza Dias , M. Smark
1
APTA - Instituto Agronômico, Phytossanitary Research & Development Center, Campinas, Brazil
2
Importadora de Sementes Resultado LTDA, Tecplant, Santos, SP, Brazil
jcaram@iac.sp.gov.br
Introduction: The Sprout/Seed-potato (Solanum tubersoum) technology (1), has been producing (mini)tuber/seed-potato stocks,
just like tissue-culture "pre-basic" plantlets, similarly grown in isolation from soil, under protected/insect-proof greenhouses
(2,3). After 3 successful years (2007-09) on Canada research-exports of sprout/seed-potato to Brazil (4), the sanitary agency of
Brazilian Ministry of Agriculture (MAPA-DSV) has been undergoing mandatory sanitary risk analyses in order to commercial
imports of sprouts/seed-potato. Therefore, a 4th import of Canada sprout/seed-potato was approved (permit # 314/08-072013), for sprouts originated from certified "ELITE": G-1 and G-2 tuber/seed-potato lots, i.e., the first 2 field generations, from
Nuclear Stock or Pre-ELITE (5).
Methodology: On June 2014, in a non refrigerated box, 12 zipper clear "lunch" bags, 100 sprouts each (5 - 10 cm high) was
FEDex shipped from Pommes de Terre Berube, Inc / Trois-Pistoles, Qc, Canada), to Importadora de Sementes Resultado Ltda,
Santos, Sp (Brazil). Two out of the 12 bags contained G-1 and the other ten, G-2 certified sprout of potato cv Atlantic. Upon
arrival (4-day transport), at Viracopos Airport, Campinas, SP; passing a regular inspections, the sprouts ware taken to the
accredited quarantine at APTA-IAC. About 50 days of growth in pots (0,5 kg substrate), all plants were inspected-tested by
specialists on insects, bacteria, fungus, virus, and nematode. No quarantine nor regulated potato pathogens were detected
(MAPA-IN 32/20-11-2012).
Results and discussion: Although unexpected loss of 30-35% of the sprouts in each bag, associated to near 2 months cold room
storage, until import permit was issued, all 65-70% of the sprouts/bag (from G-1 and G-2) germinated similarly well: vigorous,
healthy, with negative results to mandatory potato pathogen and pest analyzed; receiving the Quarantine Approval Certif. #
20533/2004 SVA/VCP. At 90-day growth, 2-3 tubers, sizing 2-6 cm were produced/sprout. From the three previous comparisons,
no statistical differences are expected on tuber/seed-potato field production (1,4). These quarantine negative results for the 4th
sprout/seed-potato evaluation from Canada, sustains similar risk analysis treatment as to conventional tuber/seed-potato.
Advantages for import of sprouts as compared to tuber/seed-potato are: reduction on freight as well as on the risk of new and
quarantine tuber-soil borne pathogens. Brazil is coming to pioneer a suitable plant protection technology on the export-import
seed-potato marketing.
References:
(1)Souza-Dias et al., EAPR-2008. Brasov, Romenia, p. 184-187)
(2) http://www.unece.org/fileadmin/DAM/trade/agr/wgroups/ge_06/ncs_schemes/ncs_all_2004_03_31.pdf ;
(3)http://www.potatoescanada.com/seed-potatoes.aspx;
(4) Souza-Dias et al., 2010. Am. J. Pot Res (2010) 7:83-147);
(5) http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/regulations/C.R.C.,_c._1400/page-17.html#h-38).
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Assessment of damage, infestation level and susceptibility of Mango Cultivars to the Fruit Flies infestation in Shendi Area,
Sudan
A. Abass
Shendi University, Zoology, Shendi, Sudan
amaniomda@hotmail.com
Fruit flies are serious pests of Mango in Sudan; they cause substantial damage to Mango production, both qualitatively and
quantitatively. This study is an effort to establish information about the pest and, to test the susceptibility of some Mango
cultivars (Baladi, Kitchener, Shendi, Alphons, Abu Samaka and Bit abusamaka) to the pest infestation. A survey was carried out at
Shendi area, River Nile State, during the period of May 2009 to July 2010, using a homemade trap resemble lynfield traps with
attractants (Methyl eugenol, Trimedlure, cue lure and Nu lure) to identify the fruit flies species found in the area and to study
the seasonal abundance of the pest species and to determine the infestation percentage of different Mango cultivars. Results
indicated that the fruit fly Bactrocera invadens is present all year-round in the study area, with population peak July to
September. The study showed that Guava (Psedium guajava) represents the best alternative host for the pest. Abu samaka and
Bit Abusamaka mango cultivars were the most susceptible, with 100% infestation, followed by Shendi 70 %, Kitchener 54%.,
Alphons and Baladi ( 30% ,28%, respectively ) were the least susceptible. Also results revealed that females of both species
Ceratitis cosyra and Bactrocera invadens out numbered males 4-to5 times.

P NEPD 84
Phyllosticta species from banana (Musa sp.) in Chongqing and Guizhou Provinces, China
S.-P. Wu, Q.-C. He, T.-M. Jiang
Guizhou Academy of Agricultural Science, Guiyang, China
gzwusp@126.com; gznkyhqc@yeah.net; jtm532@163.com
Six Phyllosticta strains were isolated from diseased leaves of Musa species in Chongqing and Guizhou provinces, China.
Morphological and molecular analysis of LSU and combined ITS, ACT, TEF-1, and GPDH gene sequences, identified these strains
as P. capitalensis (3 strains), P. musarum (1 strain) and two isolates were distinct from known Phyllosticta species. These isolates
are herein introduced as Phyllosticta musaechinensis.
Weakly pathogenic on leaves of Musa sp, slightly discoloring leaves yellow, with black, shiny conidiomata forming on healthy
green, or yellowing parts of leaves. Sexual state: Unknown. Asexual state: Pycnidia 45-145 µm (93 µm) diam. subcuticular to
erumpent, solitary or clustered in small groups, black, shiny, globose or subglobose, with a rounded ostiole at the center.
Conidiogenous cells cylindrical or conical. Conidia 14-18 × 8-12 µm (17 × 10 µm), hyaline, aseptate, coarsely guttulate, ellipsoidal
or clavate, thin- and smooth-walled, surrounded by a mucilaginous sheath 0.5-3.5 µm thick, apex tapering, straight to curved,
appendage 4.0-18.5 µm (12 µm) long. Spermatial state: unknown.
Colonie on PDA bluish black to black, without aerial mycelium, irregular, raised to about0.7 mm, reaching 14.2-12.5 mmdiam
after 60 d at 28°C. Pycnidia solitary or aggregated in colony, black. Conidia 15.5-22.5 × 8.5-13 µm (18 × 11 µm), hyaline,
aseptate, coarsely guttulate, ellipsoidal, clavate or irregular, thin- and smooth-walled, surrounded by a mucilaginous sheath or
not, apex tapering, straight to curved 4-18 µm (11.6 µm). Spermatia not formed.
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Metcalfa pruinosa (Say, 1830) (Hemiptera: Flatidae), a new pest in kiwifruit orchards of Turkey
A. Guncan
University of Ordu, Faculty of Agriculture, Department of Plant Protection, Ordu, Turkey
guncan.ali@gmail.com
Citrus Flatid Planthopper, Metcalfa pruinosa (Say, 1830) (Hemiptera: Flatidae), an invasive pest, was found during the field
surveys of kiwifruit orchards of Ordu Province (Turkey) between June and August 2014. Distribution of this polyphagous species,
an important kiwifruit pest throughout the world, were given in kiwi production areas of Ordu. Results were discussed in terms
of control methods against this pest.
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Occurrence of Chilo partellus in Turkey, a new invasive maize pest for Europe
A. Bayram, A. Tonğa
Dicle University, Plant Protection, Diyarbakır, Turkey
abayram@dicle.edu.tr
The spotted stemborer, Chilo partellus (Swinhoe, 1885) (Lepidoptera: Crambidae), an invasive pest of wild and cultivated grasses
in Asia and Africa, was found during periodic surveys of maize fields in the East Mediterranean region of Turkey in September
and October 2014. The pest was recorded in maize fields of three of four provinces surveyed (Adana, Hatay and Osmaniye; it
was not detected in Icel province). The Mediterranean Corn Stalk Borer, Sesamia nonagrioides Lefebvre (Lepidoptera:
Noctuidae), is the dominant maize pest in the East Mediterranean region of Turkey, followed by the European Corn Borer,
Ostrinia nubilalis (Hübner) (Lepidoptera: Crambidae). The new invader comprised 4.89% of the total number of collected
lepidopteran pests attacking maize stems and cobs in locations infested by C. partellus. No natural enemies of the new pest
were recorded during our surveys. We discuss possible interactions among these three lepidopteran pests sharing the same
habitat, prospects for control of C. partellus by the control methods currently used against S. nonagrioides and O. nubilalis, and
also speculate on the path of invasion taken by C. partellus into Turkey.

P NEPD 87
Population dynamics and impact of Aeromycoflora on economic crops at selected locations of Rawalpindi, Pakistan
G. Irshad, F. Naz, C. A. Rauf, M. Inam-ul-Haq
PMAS-Arid Agriculture University Rawalpindi, Plant Pathology, Rawalpindi, Germany
gulshanirshadpp@gmail.com
Aeromycological study is important to comprehend the ecology, distribution and deposition of fungal propagules dispersed into
the ambiance at significant distance from the sources. Most of the spores are killed during atmospheric dispersal as a
consequence of exposure to atmospheric agents however, a number of spores remain viable, some of which may not be harmful
while others can cause serious plants and human diseases. Monitoring of aeromycoflora is pivotal for better understanding of
the epidemics of plant diseases. Occurrence and diversity of airborne fungal spores were monitored fortnightly, by employing
two samplers viz. All Glass Impinger (AGI) and Gravimetric Plate Method (GPM) upon four media, exposed for 5-7minutes, at
plant (the height of the respective crop) and human height in the ambient air of three vegetable growing areas of Rawalpindi,
Pakistan namely PMAS-AAUR, Sohan village and Adyalla for three years (2007-2010). A total of 20,409 fungal propagules
belonging to fifteen genera viz. Aspergillus, Alternaria, Cladosporium, Curvularia, Drechslera,Fusarium, Epicoccum,
Helminthosporium, Rhizopus, Stemphylium, Mucor, Penicillium, Stachybotrys, Geotrichum andTrichoderma were identified.
Aspergillus being the most abundant with 16.73% relative contribution and Fuasrium with 0.33% contribution in the total fungal
spore count was established as the lowest in occurrence. Gravimetric plate method was outrival and statistically significant than
AGI in capturing airborne fungal spores as regards selected area. Incidence of mean fungal spores was found significantly higher
at plant height (4675) than the human height (2164). Maximum number of airborne fungal spores were trapped and isolated
from Potato Dextrose Agar (PDA) medium. Out of 20,409 fungal propagules captured, 39 % were found in summer seasons and
the minimum in winter season (11%). Significantly, (P<0.05) the highest mean spore count was ascertained at Sohan followed by
Adyalla and PMAS-AAUR. Out of 37 type isolates tested against eight hosts (Tomato, Okra, Cucumber, Squash, Spinach, Turnip,
Radish, and Sugarbeet) only four isolates exhibited pathogenic behavior. Alternaria solani isolate AlTS showed characteristic
encircled leaf spots on tomato leaves. Mycelial growth rate of these pathogenic isolates at five temperature levels (15, 20, 25, 30
and 35ºC) revealed that Alternaria solani exhibited maximum growth rate at 30ºC whereas, Cladosporium cucumerina,
Cladosporium variable and Stemphylium lycopersici exhibited maximum radial mycelial growth at 25ºC. Among pathogenic
fungal species early blight was most common disease of tomato in Rawalpindi. The severity of the early blight increased with the
increase in the concentration of Alternaria solani propagules in the ambient air. Moreover, the increase in the severity of the
Alternaria blight was always followed by the augmented Alternaria propagules in the atmosphere a few days in advance. The
conidial liberation, dispersal in the air, transport and deposition to cause new infection on the host i.e. tomato; corresponds well
with the disease progression curve.
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Incidence and characterization of pathogens associated with loquat leaves
A. Tariq, F. Naz, A. Rauf, F. A. Shaheen
PMAS-AAUR, Plant pathology, Rawalpindi, Pakistan
aliyatariq14@gmail.com
Introduction: Loquat (Eriobotrya japonica Lindl.) is a perennial sub-tropical fruit tree belonging to ‘Rosaceae’ family. It is a
perishable fruit with bright orange to yellow color and juicy fragrant taste and is an important evergreen fruit crop because of its
ecological and economic attributes. The systematic study was designed which helped in documenting the prevailing causal
agents responsible for foliar diseases that are prerequisite for the development of management strategies against disastrous
pathogens of loquat.
Objectives:
 Survey to document the incidence of important foliar pathogens on loquat
 Morphological and molecular characterization of isolated pathogens
Materials and method: Survey of loquat orchard was conducted in Wah Gardens located at Wah Cantt (Punjab, Pakistan).
Samples were collected on the basis of visual symptoms on the leaves and data on disease incidence was recorded. Small bits of
surface sterilized tissues were placed on nutritional artificial medium and incubated for 7-8 days at 25±2°C. The pure cultures
obtained were identified on the basis of their morphological and cultural characteristics by using fungal identification keys. The
6
pathogenicity test was performed on healthy detached loquat leaves by using 10 conidia/mL with 0.5% Tween20. Nucleic acid
extraction was done by using phenol-chloroform-isoamyl alcohol method. The internal transcribed spacer (ITS) region of rDNA
was amplified using the primers ITS1/ ITS4.
Results: Disease incidence in the surveyed orchard ranges from 88-100% and 6.3-11% on local and exotic varieties respectively.
Alternaria alternata was the most commonly isolated pathogen from the infected leaves (51.85%) followed by Colletotrichum
gloeosporioides (14.8%), Lasiodiplodia theobromae (12.96%), Phomopsis eriobotryae (9.3%), Curvularia lunata (7.4%) and Phoma
sp. (3.7%) had the lowest percentage frequency of occurrence. In this work, we conducted pathogenicity assay by scoring
symptoms and re-isolating fungi and 36 isolates tested were found pathogenic. No symptoms were recorded on control foliage.
The identification of fungal species was confirmed by direct sequencing of the internal transcribed spacer ribosomal gene and
relevant sequence information was submitted to GenBank.
Conclusion: Fungal leaf spot and blight was the major problem on loquat foliage. No bacterial pathogen was isolated.
Six fungal species belonging to six genera were found pathogenic. Among which; Alternaria alternata, Colletotrichum
gloeosporioides, Lasiodiplodia theobromae, Phomopsis eriobotryae, Curvularia lunata, and Phoma sp. were confirmed based on
their cultural, fruiting bodies, conidial morphology and molecular evidence (Fig.1).
Figure 1
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Effects of the Nematophagous Fungi Arthrobotrys oligospora Fresen on Nematodes infecting Lime Plants
1
2
S. Ahmed , E. N. Abdel Rahman
1
Agricultural Research Corporation, Plant Protection, Wad Medani, Sudan
2
Agricultural Research Corporation, Crop Protection Research Centre, Wad Medani, Sudan
suadgamiel@yahoo.com
Nematophagous fungi are the fungi which attack nematodes, many of them are plant pathogens. These fungi worldwide in
distribution and have been reported from many countries including Sudan. This study has been carried out to search for
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nematophagous fungi in Gezira soil and their capability to attack nematodes. Random samples collected from Gezira soil grown
with banana and lemon crops were put on Corn Meal Ajar media (CMA) for the growth of the fungi and nematodes. Using Digital
Microscope many types of trapping nematodes had been seen, Such as those with adhesive nets, adhesive knob and presence of
fungal spores inside the dead body of the nematode. The samples labeled, and kept in laboratory for further study in the glass
house. The fungus has been identified as Arthrobotrys oligospora. The study investigated the capability of this fungus to attack
and destroy nematodes. The nematophagous fungus A. oligospora was found to attack the nematode Xiphenema sp. It was also
noticed that, the nematode had been captured by adhesive knops and after that the nematode struggled until death. The fungus
A. oligospora penetrates the nematode cuticle and consumed all the body content of the nematode. Also the same fungus had
been seen capturing the nematode Xiphenema sp. by adhesive net and had been held at two points and sometimes at several
points. Growing of lemon plants on soil artificially infested with Xephenema sp. nematodes and treated with different
5
4
3
concentrations of the fungus A. oligospora inocula (10 , 10 and 10 ) significantly increased the number of lemon plant leaves,
stem length, root length and also increased the fresh and dry root weight compared to the same soil without fungal inoculation.
So, Nematophagous fungi, if given more attention may be useful as biological control which can decrease cost of nematicides
and conserve the ecosystem.

P NEPD 90
Molecular genetic approaches for identification of Cuscuta species
B. Denis
FGBU All-Russian Plant Quarantine Center, Scientific Research, Bykovo, Russian Federation
d.l.belkin@mail.ru
Cuscuta L. is cosmopolitan and taxonomically complex genus of the family Cuscutaceae Dumort., including 150-200 species in
the world. All species of the genus belongs to quarantine plants for the Russian Federation.
The species of Cuscuta are distributed by fruits, seeds and stem fragments. Most of these species cannot be correctly defined
without flowers, at the same time molecular genetic methods have not developed for the genus Cuscuta.
This work is devoted to investigation of trnL-trnF, non-coding region of the plastid genome, - for C.campestris Yunck.,
C.monogyna Vahl. and C.approximata Bab.
At first DNA was well extracted by method of Doyle & Doyle (1987) from stems and seeds of fresh samples (collected in 2014)
and herbarium material (collected in the 1970s, 1980s and 2000s). All plant materials was previously identified by authour.
Then extracted DNA was used as template to amplify (by PCR) with primers B49317 and A50272 (Taberlet, 1991), after that PCR
products were sequenced. The sequences of trnL-trnF region for three species of Cuscuta were compared to the NCBI database
sequences for confirmation of species identification.
The sequences of 3 analyzed species and 10 species from NCBI database were investigated for detection of nucleotide
substitutions and deletions. Sequence analysis was performed by the method of maximum likelihood with the construction of
the dendrogram, the stability of its branches was determined by bootstrap analysis. In results the species were differentiated
into 3 clusters, which corresponds to 3 subgeneric taxa (Grammica (Lour.) Engelm., Monogyna (Engelm.) Yunck. and Cuscuta) in
the classical system of G. Engelmann (1859). The similar results were obtained in studies of other sites of chloroplast genome
Cuscuta (Revill et al., 2005; McNeal et al., 2007; Stefanovic et al., 2007 et al.).
This data can be used to developing of molecular genetic methods to identify species of the genus Cuscuta and investigation
their distribution and harmfulness in future.
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Research Tuf gene of possibility applying for the diagnosis of phytoplasmas
G. Matiashova, E. Mazurin
FGBU "All-Russian plant quarantine center", Scientific department, Bykovo, Ramensky region, Russian Federation
galine1988@yandex.ru
Phytoplasmas are pathogens of many cultures. They are ubiquitous, but some of them are quarantine objects. These
phytopathogens are not cultivated on nutrient media, cause range of symptoms on host plants. Due to the low concentration of
cells in plant tissues phytoplasmas accurate identification is possible only with the help of molecular methods.One of molecular
diagnostic markers phytoplasmas is tuf gene. Phytopathological database "Q-bank" proposed method "nested"-PCR with a set of
primers designed on the gene and subsequent sequencing. The aim of this study was to investigate the possibility of using the
recommended primer systems for species identification of phytoplasmas.The objects of study were DNA samples Candidatus
Phytoplasma following species found in Russia: Ca. Ph. solani Bois noir (Republic of Dagestan), Ca. Ph. solani Stolbur (Moscow),
Ca. Ph. pyri (Stavropol region), Ca. Ph. asteris (Moscow region), Ca. Ph. taraxanum (Kaluga region), Ca. Ph. rubi (Moscow
region).The reference sample of DNA was gold yellowing grapevine Ca. Ph. vitis Flavescence doree (France) - a quarantine facility
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for Russia. To perform multiplex PCR using two pairs of primers tuf340a,b / tuf890a,b,c and tuf400a,b,c,d,e / tuf835a,b,c. The
size of the amplification product was 400 bp. Sequencing was performed with a pair of primers M13F (-20) / T7. Sequences were
analyzed and compared with the data base NCBI.The results of the analysis tuf gene regions were informative and specific.
Studies have shown that the proposed database «Q-bank» primer systems allow for species identification of phytoplasmas
detected in the territory of Russia, as well as phytosanitary examination for the detection of quarantine species Ca. Ph. vitis
Flavescence doree.
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Resistance of some eggplant genotypes to Tuta absoluta (Lepidoptera: Gelechiidae)
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1
1
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H. Shararbar , B. Zahiri , M. Khanjani , H. Babolhavaeji
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Bu-Ali Sina University, Department of Plant Protection, Hamedan, Islamic Republic of Iran
2
Bu-Ali Sina University, Department of Crop Production and Plant Breeding, Hamedan, Islamic Republic of Iran
bzahiri@gmail.com
Introduction: Tomato leafminer, Tuta absoluta Meyrick, has recently invaded some parts of Europe, Asia and North Africa. The
feeding activity of this oligophagous insect can be extremely harmful to the crops of the family Solanaceae.
Objectives: Since the preliminary observations showed different levels of damage on different varieties of eggplant, Solanum
melongena L., we examined some eggplant genotypes to evaluate their antixenosis and antibiosis resistance mechanisms to this
pest.
Materials and methods: Fifteen genotypes of eggplant including Ghasri Dezphul, Paboland Yazd, Mahali Jahrom, Shend-Abad,
Dastgerd Esfahan, Sarhun Bandar-Abass, Chahboland Neishabur, Ghalami Varamin, Black beauty, Blacky, Yalda, Lady, Linda, Lima
and Kyme, were examined with free-choice and no-choice tests in laboratory and greenhouse.
Results: In free-choice test, the oviposition preference was significantly different on eggplant genotypes during all days of the
study in both laboratory and greenhouse. In no-choice test, the eggplant genotypes showed significant differences in embryonic,
larval and pupal development times, survival of eggs, larvae and pupae as well as survival rates of each larval stage; however
pupal weight and sex ratio of progeny were not significantly affected by the eggplant genotypes (ANOVA, p &lt; 0.01). Based on
all examined characteristics, eggplant genotypes were clustered into three main groups: resistant (Kym), moderately resistant
(Blackbeuty and blacky) and moderately susceptible (other genotypes).
Conclusion: The observed differences among the examined genotypes can be used in the Integrated Pest Management (IPM) of
tomato leafminer in eggplant cropping systems.
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Modelling invasive plant pests: why the abundance matters
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2
G. Gilioli , S. Pasquali
1
University of Brescia, Department of Molecular and Translational Medicine, Brescia, Italy
2
CNR, IMATI, Milano, Italy
gianni.gilioli@unibs.it
Introduction: Many modelling approaches have been proposed for invasive plant pests, however most of them consider state
variables that are not directly linked to population abundance. This is a major hindrance in supporting quantitative pest risk
analysis (PRA), since the abundance is important to foresee the outcome of the ecological interaction between a pest and its
host plants.
Objective: A comprehensive modelling framework is proposed allowing the representation of the spatio-temporal dynamic of
the invasive plant pest in terms of population abundance. This information can contribute to the quantitative assessment of the
plant pests’ potential spatial distribution, establishment and spread, their impact on crops and on the environment, and the
comparative evaluation of risk reduction options.
Materials and methods: The framework relies on physiologically-based demographic models (PBDMs) which provide a
mechanistic description of the weather driven biology of the species and of relevant interacting species in its food web. PBDMs
are based on the estimation of rate functions describing the dependence of development, mortality, and fecundity responses on
environmental variables. Bottom-up effects of plant growth and development and the top-down action of natural enemies can
also be considered. Modules for continuous and stratified dispersal contribute to the representation of the pest spread. PBDMs
are implemented in the context of a geographic information system providing a support for the representation of the suitable
crops and the environment, as well as the pest’s dynamics and its impact.
Results: PBDMs have been developed and successfully applied in several geographical areas and for many species. They have
been used for PRA and as tools supporting decision making for IPM at tactical, strategic and policy levels. They have been
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recently used also by the EFSA Plant Health Panel to perform PRAs of species having impact on cultivated plants and the
environment.
Conclusion: PBDMs are able to capture relevant ecosystem complexity using a modest number of measurable parameters. They
provide an appropriate level of mechanistic synthesis producing detailed representation of the spatio-temporal pest population
dynamics and interactions that underpin quantitative PRA and support decision making.
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Molecular characterization and mycotoxin profile of Fusarium species occurring on olive fruits in Apulia: an emerging issue
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Olive cultivation is one of the most important crop in Apulia, with 377,526 hectares cultivated and 10,102,300 quintals of olive
production. In a survey aimed to evaluate the fungal colonization of olive fruits carried out in the whole Apulia Region, 5 fields
for each of the 92 localities selected were investigated. From the survey, together with fungal strains belonging to
Botriosphaeriae, Colletotrichum, Diplodia, Neofusicoccum and Penicillium genera, several hundreds of strains belonging to
Fusarium genus have been isolated mainly from olive fruits and, at a lesser extent, also from branches. The strains of Fusarium
were identified at a morphologically level, resulting species able to produce a wide range of mycotoxins such as
cyclohesadepsipeptides, moniliformin and trichothecenes. However, since each Fusarium species can have a specific mycotoxin
profile, the toxicological risk related to their occurrence can be highly variable, according with the main species colonizing the
olive fruits and must be accurately assessed. Confirmation of strain identification was carried out by using molecular approach.
One-hundred and forty-eight representative strains were analyzed by sequencing a portion of calmodulin and β-tubulin genes,
which have been proved to be effective for distinguishing species in Fusarium. Data have shown, for the first time, a wide
genetic diversity within the population of Fusarium isolated from olives. In particular, F. acuminatum, F. avenaceum, F. longipes,
F. merismoides, F. oxysporum, F. proliferatum, F. solani, and F. torulosum were identified. However, many strains could not be
assigned to any species and therefore may represent new entities within the genus. The occurrence of some highly toxigenic
Fusarium species suggests that a toxicological risk can occur in olive fruits highly contaminated by Fusarium and that such risk
must be constantly monitored, also in order to evaluate possible influence of climatic changes on the Fusarium spread on this
crop in Apulia.
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Screening of Biocontrol and Biodegrading potential of Oil Palm inhabiting Basidiomycete against Ganoderma boninense, and
infected palm blocks
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Palm oil is a very important commodity which is hindered due to economic loss of oil palm (OP) caused by Ganoderma sp. The
fungus degrades the lignin component of wood by deploying an arsenal of extracellular enzymes while leaving white cellulose
exposed. Historically, the clean clearing methods including burning of oil palm biomass were opted to make way for replanting.
In addition to reduced risks of potential pests and diseases the method pollutes the air and is costly. Consequently, the
government of Malaysia had imposed a ban on open burning in under Environmental Quality Act (EQA) leading to the zero
burning practice. Hence, in addition to abiding with the law, there is a need to treat and utilize these wastes in the most efficient
and economical manner. The present study investigated the antagonistic activities of non-pathogenic basidiomycete fungi
naturally occurring on oil palm trunks to assess their potential as biocontrol agents against G. boninense in vitro, further, their
role as biodegrader(s) of infected oil palm blocks was also determined. Twenty-five fungal species belonging to the
Basidiomycota were recovered using Ganoderma-Selective Medium (GSM) and were identified using ITS DNA sequencing. The
three fungi showing significantly higher antagonistic activity against G. boninense, based on the percentage of inhibition of the
radial growth measurements in dual culture were: Pycnoporus sanguineus (84%), Trametes lactinea (82%) and Grammothele
fuligo (81%). In addition to these three fungi, Lentinus tigrinus and a Rigidoporus sp. were also able to successfully invade the
sterilized oil palm blocks previously colonized by G. boninense. Colonization of the oil palm blocks by G. fuligo, P. sanguineus,
Rigidoporus sp., T. lactinea and L. tigrinus resulted in mass losses of 32.50%, 30.78%, 27.64%, 25.20% and 19.33%, respectively
at 120 days of biodegradation period. Most the biodegrading ability of these selected basidiomycetes owed to their ability to
produce one or more lignocellulolytic enzymes namely laccase, Carboxymethyl cellulose (CMCase), amylase and xylanase.
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Further studies are required to determine their ability to degrade oil-palm trunks under natural conditions. These dual modes of
action of the selected basidiomycetes will not only minimize the infection pressure caused by G. boninense but also, reduce the
cost spend on managing oil palm generated debris in plantain.
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A Survey of Wheat Rust Diseases in The GAP Region of Turkey
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Wheat (Triticum spp.), Due to having a large number of varieties that can be grown in almost any climate and soil conditions are
grown in almost every part of the world. Wheat is the most needed in the world and in our country produced agricultural
products. Therefore, it is exposed to many pests and diseases. This survey study was carried out to determine the prevalence
and intensity of bread and durum wheat rust disease in all varieties grown total 19106 decar area during 2014 in the GAP region
including Sanliurfa, Diyarbakir, Adiyaman, Mardin, Gaziantep and Kilis provinces. Sampling have been according to Bora and
Karaca (1970) in a total of 70 fields and was controlled the fields every 10 km in the regions where the wheat areas are intense.
As results of the survey; pathogen of Black Rust on wheat (Puccinia graminis f.sp tritici) was not detected. Frequency of Stripe
rust (Puccinia striiformis) and Stem rust (Puccinia triticina) respectively % 12,86 and % 51,42 were found.
This study was supported by TAGEM (General Directorate of Agricultural Research And Policy) within the scope of National
Project of Wheat Rust Diseases.
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Challenges involve in eradications of Pest and Diseases in the Forestry Zones In Abuja ,Nigeria
M. Oke
Michael Adedotun Oke Foundation, International Development, Federal Capital Territory, Nigeria
maof2020@gmail.com
This paper look at the various challenges involve in the prevention and the eradication of various diseases in the different
forestry zones in Abuja, Nigeria. The Findings shows that people cannot recognize the types of diseases that are affecting the
different forestry trees within the nursery zones and in Plantation and this have being a serious challenges in solving the various
problems and the type of best methodology to address the solution. Farm visit were made, questionnaires were administer and
analyzed and pictures were taken to support the different findings from the field and different suggestions were made to proffer
the solutions
Figure 2
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The effect of weather factors on the flight activity of the groundnut leaf miner (Aproaerema sp.), a new pest of groundnut in
South Africa
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Groundnut leaf miner (GLM) has recently emerged as a major pest of groundnut (Arachis hypogaea L.) in Africa. The origin of
this new pest is uncertain and there is also not much information on its ecology to facilitate the development of control
strategies against it. The aim of the study was to monitor the flight activity of GLM in order to understand its dispersal and to
predict its initial occurrence. The study was conducted at four localities including Vaalharts, Manguzi, Brits and Nelspruit from
November 2010 to December 2012. Pheromone traps were used to monitor the moth’s flight activity. Information collected
included climatic data (rainfall, temperature and humidity) that were obtained from ARC weather stations placed at four
planting sites. Though low in numbers, GLM moths were caught during winter at all locations other than Brits. At Nelspruit there
was a significant negative association between temperature and GLM moth catches in pheromone traps, whereas at Vaalharts,
there was a significant positive association between humidity and GLM moth catches. There was no significant correlation
between any of the recorded environmental factors and GLM moth catches at Manguzi and Brits.
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Potential biological control agents for the pea leafminer Liriomyza huidobrensis
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Liriomyza huidobrensis (Blanchard), the pea leafminer, is a highly polyphagous leaf miner capable of inflicting severe damage to
crops. In Lebanon, farmers first noticed Leafminers’ outbreak in Lebanon on Gerbera plants and a series of crops included leafy
vegetables and many other greenhouse and field crops like cucumber and beans. Due to the wide range of insecticide
resistance, the control of L. huidobrensis by chemicals remains a great challenge especially that it is difficult to implement
biological control for this pest where it is not indigenous. In an attempt to find an environmentally safe control measure for the
pea leafminer in Lebanon, the main objective of the present research aimed to assay in vitro two indigenous biological control
agents for the control of the pea leafminer; the entomopathogenic nematode Heterorhabditis indica and entomopathogenic
fungi Beauveria bassiana. As a first step in the evaluation of these species as biological control agents, assays consisted of
placing Petri dishes containing sterilized soil and entomopathogenic nematode solution at 1000 IJs per mL in contact with
Liriomyza pupae on one hand and pupae of L. huidobrensis in direct contact with B. bassiana at the rate of 5000, 500, 50 and 5
spores/pupa on the other hand. Results showed a mortality of 53±1.5% for the Liriomyza pupae following the application of
entomopathogenic nematodes characterized by a red color and bioluminescence without any emergence of infective juvenile
nematodes, one month following the infestation. Treatments with B. bassiana were able to kill 73-97% of the pupae and
similarly treatments with B. bassiana and the surfactant Tween 80 were able to kill 73-93% of the pupae. Tween 80 was
demonstrated to increase the rate sporulation in the first 7 days following the application of the spores of B. bassiana. According
to the obtained results, H. indica and B. bassiana can be considered as good potential biological control agents for the pea
leafminer and additional studies are required to design an effective biological control program against L. huidobrensis pupae in
Lebanon.
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Ecological study of Tuta absoluta ( Lepidoptera, Gelechiidae) at Tolga , Biskra oasis, Algeria
T. Nacer, T. Nacer
Biskra University, Agronomy, Biskra, Algeria
tarainacer@yahoo.fr
A survey on the Tutta absoluta ( Lepidoptera, Gelechiidae) , newly introduced in the oasis of Biskra, on the culture of the tomato
under greenhouse to the level at Doucen, Biskra oasis, this last produces more than 45% of the national production in market
culture.
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This survey is based on the installation of the traps TUTASON to sexual pheromone Pherodis to the level of 35 greenhouses
installed according to the direction, North - South - Est - West.
The captured most elevated percentage of the male adults is recorded during the end of the month of March 2013, whereas the
weakest percentage is recorded during the month of November
To shortcoming this survey, we mentioned the attacks and damages as well as the natural enemies found of manner accidental
on culture of tomato during the period of sampling.
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Holistic view on Iranian populations of alfalfa weevil (Hypera postica)
E. Sanaei, M. Sanaei
University of Tehran, Department of Animal Biology School of Biology, College of Science,, Terhan, Islamic Republic of Iran
ehsansanai@gmail.com
Introduction: The alfalfa weevil (Hypera postica) is a common Palearctic origin pest of alfalfa (Medicago sativa) that became an
invasive species in many regions of the world (Summers 1998). Alfalfa weevil has widespread distribution in Iran and causes
huge damages to alfalfa products annually. Local adaptation and variation between several Iranian populations are considerable.
Objectives: For getting a clue to inter-population differences of Iranian alfalfa weevil, we used several taxonomic markers
(morphology, ecology & molecular) for Eastern and Western Iranian populations.
Materials and methods: A total of 200 specimens were collected from three localities (total 5 stations), including Karaj and
Tuyserkan from Western and Jovein from Eastern of Iran in 2013-2014. 10 metric and 45 ratio variables measured on pronotum,
elytra and rostrum. The shape of these anatomic parts had been analyzed by GM approach (outline method). Populations were
reared in laboratory conditions for immature life stage analysis and CO1 barcode of these populations and two European
populations were analyzed as well.
Results: The classical morphology failed to separate populations, but showed strong sexual size dimorphism (83%) based on
discriminant analysis. Only the shape of pronotum showed strong population divergence. Immature life table analysis proved
the separation between Eastern and Western populations based on the duration of the pupa and fourth instar larva and survival
percentage of eggs (P <0.005). High genetic variation has been observed in Iranian populations. According to molecular analysis,
there was no distinct pattern of divergence among Iranian populations. In addition, high mtDNA differences (5-11%) were
calculated between Iranian and European (Poland and Czech populations) strains.
Discussion: Our morphological analysis revealed SSD that advocated larger females than males. Increasing size in females is
related to their ability to receive resources and produce more offspring (Liao et al. 2013) so larger female size is selected
(fecundity selection). This introduced shape of pronotum as important taxonomic variable for study of Hypera postica
populations. In spite of high genetic diversity, these populations cannot distinguish by understudies CO1 gens. The weak
separation of Jovein population (Eastern) supported morphological and ecological research. The trade of alfalfa products
between localities might have resulted in the admixture of populations in some parts and had prevented stronger pressures
effect on evolutionary processes. Although the high calculated genetic distance between Iranian and European strains, more
comparative study is needed for taxonomic decision.
References:
Liao WB, Zeng Y, Zhou CQ, Jehle R (2013) Sexual size dimorphism in anurans fails to obey Rensch’s rule Front Zool 10
Summers CG (1998) Integrated pest management in forage alfalfa Integrated Pest Management Reviews 3:127-154
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The brittle leaf disease of the date palm (Phoenix dactylifera L.): Study of Biochemical and Ultrastructural alterations in leaves
K. Latreche, F. Rahmania
University of Science and Technology Houari Boumediene (USTHB), Faculty of Biological Sciences / Research Laboratory on Arid
Regions (LRZA), Bab Ezzouar, Algeria
latrechekh@yahoo.fr
Among the numerous diseases which affect date palm (Phoenix dactylifera L.), the brittle leaf disease (BLD) that appeared some
years ago, is threatening palm groves in North Africa. The studies we achieved and whose results are presented here, aimed to
know more about this affection which the causal agent is still unknown. The comparative analyses have unveiled the
involvement of primary and secondary metabolism in the systemic response of the date palm to MFC. A strong membrane lipids
peroxidation has been detected. It is followed by a high accumulation of oxylipin’s precursors namely, linolenic acid and linoleic
acid, and reduced levels of α-tocopherol. The effect of lipid peroxidation on the internal structure of chloroplasts and
photosynthetic activity seems drastic. Indeed, several ultrastructural changes in chloroplasts of BLD-affected leaves were
observed. The images show many changes in form, size and number of chloroplasts in mesophyll cells with a severely alteration
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of thylakoids. These changes are accompanied by significant reduction of chlorophyll contents and loss of photosynthetic
capacity of chloroplasts. Further investigations on phenolic compounds using GC/EI-MS have also been fulfilled. An enhanced
extracellular accumulation of p-hydroxybenzoic acid, p-hydroxycinnamic acid and p-hydroxybenzaldehyde, was highlighted in
leaves presenting moderate symptoms. This accumulation was accompanied with a significant decrease in abundance of
acetophenones, particularly 2'-Hydroxy-4',5'-dimethoxyacetophenone and acetosyringone. It was assumed that phydroxybenzoic acid and p-hydroxybenzaldehyde were formed as the major degradation products of p-coumaric acid. Further
investigations and analyses have also shown that guaiacyl units have significantly decreased in supporting tissues. Withal, a
progressive decrease of protein contents and peroxidase activity was registered. All these metabolic and ultrastructural changes
affect the growth of the date palm and lead to the death of this plant after few years. Further investigations must be carried out
in the aim to find the causal agent and to acquire better understanding concerning with date palm response to BLD.
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Evaluation of different traps types for capture in field of Xylotrechus arvicola (Coleoptera: Cerambycidae), new pest in the
vineyards (Vitis vinifera)
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Xylotrechus arvicola (Coleoptera: Cerambycidae) is a pest in vineyards (Vitis vinifera) in the main Spain wine-producing regions
with Protected Denomination of Origin (PDO). The action of the larvae, associated to the spreading of wood fungi, cause a direct
(by X. arvicola) and indirect damage (for fungal attack) especially in important varieties of Vitis vinifera. Females of X. arvicola lay
the eggs, concentrated in cracks or under the rhytidome in the wood of vines. The location of the eggs enables the emerging
larvae to get into the wood and make galleries inside the plant being then necessary to prune intensively or to pull up the bored
plants.
The objective of the study was to evaluate different trapping types for capture of Xylotrechus arvicola adults in the field.
In 2013 trapping experiments were conducted in the wine-producing region of Spain with PDO Tierra de León in two varieties of
Vitis vinifera (Tempranillo and Prieto Picudo), using three types of traps (interception, delta and screen with adhesive) in
combination with one semiochemical attractive. The traps were checked every few days and the number of mean adults
captured in the traps were compared using one-way ANOVA followed by Fisher´s LSD post-hoc test (P&lt;0.05).
Tempranillo variety had more X. arvicola adults captured per trap, significantly different from Prieto Picudo variety. The greatest
days of captures were 2-July (55 adults in Tempranillo and 5 adults in Prieto Picudo) and 9-July (59 adults in Tempranillo and 7
adults in Prieto Picudo). Interception trap had higher total mean X. arvicola adults captured in both varieties, significantly
different from Delta trap and Screen-Adhesive trap, and the greatest days of captures with this type of trap were 2-July (80
adults) and 9-July (95 adults). Interception trap had more X. arvicola adults captured in both varieties (28 in Tempranillo and 3 in
Prieto Picudo), significantly different from Delta trap (2.55 in Tempranillo and 0.39 in Prieto Picudo) and Screen-Adhesive trap
(0.17 in Tempranillo and 0 in Prieto Picudo).
Between varieties studied, Tempranillo is a variety more sensitive to be attacked by X. arvicola. The first days of July were the
days which a higher number of X. arvicola adults were captured. Among traps studied, Interception trap is the best trap for
capture X. arvicola adults in field.
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How seasonally shifted bud burst phenology can affect gypsy moth Lymantria dispar egg hatching and larval performance in
simulated early/ late spring conditions? Experience with a practically tested local climate change scenarios
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Latvian State Forest Research Institute "Silava", Forest entomology, Salaspils, Latvia
2
Latvian State Forest Research Institute "Silava", Forest tree breeding, Salaspils, Latvia
ingars.silins@gmail.com
Gypsy moth Lymantria dispar is serious worldwide known pest species. Taking in consideration high polyphagy of L. dispar, this
species is considered as very dangerous for forestry, horticulture and city recreation green zones. Usually larvae of this pest
species completely defoliates broadleaved trees and shrubs during intense outbreak periods. Excessive population growth of L.
dispar negatively affects biodiversity. In Latvia, the first mass outbreak of this pest was recorded in 2008 in the city of Liepaja
and second outbreak in 2011 near Engure’s lake in nature reserve territory.
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Egg hatching success and mortality of L. dispar larvae are usually affected not only by natural enemies, but also by rapid weather
change and seasonal transitions of phenological spring. It is hypothesised that sudden spring onsets leads to delay in bud burst
process, leaving L. dispar early hatched larvae suffering from starvation. We presume that spring shifts in future during climate
change can affect larval performance and therefore influence outbreak frequency of L. dispar.
Egg masses of two different L. dispar populations (near Liepaja - with growth phase, and Engure’s lake - with decline phase; in
Latvian territory) were selected for laboratory experiment with aim to carry out egg hatching success and larval performance in
Latvia’s possible future spring conditions. According to Uldis Bether’s (U. Bethers 2012) climate change scenarios L. dispar eggs
were reared in climate chambers with 3 different simulation settings - conditions of spring with noteworthy changes in far future
o
o
o
(2071-2100) (day 12 C - 16h cycle; night 9 C - 8h cycle ,with weekly deviation of 5 C), conditions of spring with noteworthy
o
o
o
changes in near future (2021-2050) (day 9 C - 14h cycle; night 6 C - 10h cycle ,with weekly deviation of 5 C) and spring
o
o
o
conditions of nowadays (day 7 C - 12h cycle; night 4 C - 12h cycle ,with weekly deviation of 3 C) as control. Each egg mass have
been placed in separate Petri dish. Alongside with L. dispar eggs reared in 30 Petri dishes also water bowls with unblown
branches of Betula sp. and Quercus robur were placed in climate chambers. All simulations were performed for 45 days in first
experiment phase. In second experiment phase survived underfed L. dispar larvae were placed in 16 acrylic insectariums with
differently bursted Betula sp. and Quercus robur branches. Larvae of L. dispar were weighted to estimate larval performance in
comparison with bud burst phenology and source population status.
In result L. dispar larvae from Engure’s lake region showed 30% lower growth rate compared to larvae from Liepaja. Also
interesting connection was found between L. dispar egg hatching success and bud burst process.
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Determination of harmfull important Mite (Acari) Species, their distribution and their control possibilitiy on garlic growing
areas in Kastamonu/Turkey
C. Cilbircioğlu, S. Çobanoğlu
Kastamonu University Taşköprü Vocational High School, Organic Agriculture, Kastamonu, Turkey
cihancilbirci@hotmail.com
Allium sativum L.(garlic) is the most common species of the Allium spp. And is produced at very high rate all over the world. The
yield loss caused by pests is the most important problem in production of that crops. In the absence of control measures, yield
loss would be around 35% on average. The yield loss sometimes depending on the pest species and population density can reach
about 100%. Mites and nematodes are the most important pests of them. These pests that cause damage to A. sativum shows a
wide range of taxonomic categories. The number of common pest mite and nematode species that cause damage to either A.
sativum are over 20 species. In this study, detailed information on morphology, life cycle, management and symptoms of the
economically most important harmfull important mite (acari) and nematode species of garlic has been provied through careful
survey of corresponding researches in Turkey and given informations about new practices and approaches on their controls.
Keywords : garlic, pest, acari, control methods, Kastamonu, Turkey
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First record and Identification of different Eutypa isolates from grapevine in Jordan using molecular analysis
A. Almomany
The University of Jordan, Faculty of Agriculture, Amman, Jordan
amomany@royalbotanicgarden.org
The genetic relationship among the Etypa isolates tested was determined by the box PCR analysis with one oligonucleotide
primer Box A1R. This primer and amplification conditions used in the study allowed generation of several weaker or stronger
DNA bands varied from ca 600 to ca 800 bp in size. Each isolate was classified into Box type 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. All Eutypa isolates
tested in Box PCR assay produced 1-2 common bands. The entire Box-derived DNA fingerprint data generated with five Eutypa
isolates were analysed using Jaccard’s similarity coefficient and UPGMA-based dendogram. These isolates could be clustered
into two major clusters with sub-clusters within each. The results obtained showed that 30% of genetic relatedness among
isolates no 1 and 4 and 35 % between isolates 2 and 3b was observed. However, a high degree of similarity (32%) was found
among isolate no 1,4and 2,3b, 3a. On the other hand, comparison of BOX PCR fingerprinting between isolates no 1,4 and 2,3 and
5 showed that these isolates generated two separate clusters with a low percentage of genotype similarity (40 % and 60 %
respectively). From result section. Eutypa dieback is a serious disease of grapevine in Jordan which is caused by the fungal
pathogen Eutypa. It is a worldwide threat to grape production. E maura was reported for the first time in Jordan by
morphological classification of ascospores obtained from remnants of pruned branches in grapevine fields (Almomany 2002).
The number of ascospores in each ascus were uncountable under dissecting microscope. Eutypa enters the vine primarly
through pruning wound and colonizes the plant vascular tissue, resulting in necrosis of the tissue in a wedge like shape,
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constriction of the vascular system and the reduction in flow of water and nutrients. The genetic relationship among the Etypa
isolates tested was determined by the box PCR analysis with one oligonucleotide primer Box A1R. This primer and amplification
conditions used in the study allowed generation of several weaker or stronger DNA bands varied from ca 600 to ca 800 bp in
size. Each isolate was classified into Box type 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. All Eutypa isolates tested in Box PCR assay produced 1-2 common
bands. The entire Box-derived DNA fingerprint data generated with five Eutypa isolates were analysed using Jaccard’s similarity
coefficient and UPGMA-based dendogram. Amplification of 18S rDNA fragments prior to fungal community fingerprinting was
done by using the primer pair NSO/EF3 in a PCR assay (AB Gene Amp PCR system). For the amplification step, the reaction
mixture (25 l) consisted of ca 25 ng template DNA, 2.5µl Stoffel buffer, 0.2 mM dNTPs, 3.5 mM MgCl 2, 0.5 µl of 2 % DMSO,
0.2µM each primer and 0.2 U/µl Tag DNA polymerase. After 8 min of denaturation at 94 Cº, 30thermal cycles of 30 s at 94 Cº, 45
s at 53 C˚ and 3 min at 72 C˚ were performed, followed by an extension step at 72 C˚ for 10 min. Electrophoresis was performed
in TBE buffer at 100 Volt for 40-60 min with 1 Kb ladder to check the PCR product using 0.8% gel (Bio RAD gel system). DNA
material was taken from samples extracted by FastDNA Spin kit method. The samples showed a clear band and free from any
contaminants (Figure 7). The coming product by using Nested PCR for 18S r DNA was run again through 4 % NuSieve agarose gel
for 3 hrs at 80 Volts with 100 bp ladder at both ends and 1 kb at the right side. 10 X reaction buffer was used (2µl) with Hinf 1 as
an enzyme (1µl) and 10µl PCR product. The final volume was using Thermo mixer comfort for 2.5 hrs at 37 C with shaking at 350
rpm did 30 µl. Incubation. There were identical bands for samples No 1,2, 3a, 3b and different bands for sample No. 4. This
confirmed that we have two different species among our isolates. Number 4 was identified a cording to ascospore formation as
Eutypa maura while the other four isolates were Eutypa lata.
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